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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this index is to provide a practical guide to South Dakota news Included are biographical ar
tides about South Dakotans news by local writers all editorials reports of committees, conventions
meetings etc articles on local history arts business and musical performances features on education
employment population trends and parks and recreation etc National and international items which are in
dexed in the New York Times Index and Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature are omitted unless the sub
ject matter is relevant to South Dakota Also omitted are items in the following general categories national
columns birth engagement wedding and obituary announcements, daily sports news public notices
minutes of city and county commission meetings, and hospital and police records
The Index is published monthly with semi annual and annual cumulations
Although this^is a computer assisted index subject headings are not assigned automatically from key
words out of headlines Whenever the headline words do not accurately reflect the content of^the article ap
propriate subject heading(s) are assigned
Subject entries are limited to eighteen characters including spacing Thus abbreviations and incomplete
headings are sometimes necessary For example Community Development is listed as Community Develop
as space allows Place names in subject entries also are abbreviated to save space (cities in two letters coun
ties in three letters) but are spelled out in the notation whenever possible—e g
Abortion 1/04/1990 C012 Abortion bill likely lawmakers
An asterisk at the beginning of a notation indicates that an illustration accompanies the story
(L) denotes a letter to the editor
(E) denotes editorial
( ) Whenever space allows, a reporter s name is included in parentiiesis at the end of the notation
Instructions For Use
Subject headings are arranged alphabetically under each mam heading The entries are arranged
chronologically The input record is'composed of three fields
1 Subject headings—e g Abortion
2 A ten character alpha numeric code containing the date (year, month and day) and pagination (section,
page and column)— e g
1/04/1990 C012
1 = January
04 = the day
199C = Year
C= the section (N = No section designated)
01 = the page
2 = the column
" = Illustration
3 The headline notation—e g 'Abortion bill likely lawmakers Thus an entry composed of the above
units would read
Abortion 1/04/1990 C012 'Abortion bill likely lawmakers
SUBJECT DATE PAPER
JENCKS JERRY 5/05/1991 N071
JENCKS RANDY 8/11/1991 B012
JENCO LAWRENCE 5/20/1992 C021
6/11/1992 C012
JENKINS JOY 2/09/1991 A012
JENKINS RON 1/21/1990 C024
JENKINS STEVEN 10/06/1983 coil
10/01/1984 C012
JENKINSON CLAY 6/17/1986 BOll
JENKS :IRENE 4/27/1983 B013
5/08/1989 B012
5/04/1992 C012
JENNEMAN ROBERT 10/08/1984 C023
JENNER DEBRA 9/29/1991 C012
JENNER MICHAEL 3/06/1992 coil
JENNESSE BONNIE 10/03/1984 A012
10/04/1984 A012
10/05/1984 C015
10/05/1984 C031
10/06/1984 A014
10/07/1984 coil
JENNESSE HARVEY 10/06/1984 C015
JENNEY ADELINE 12/19/1982 C031
JENNINGS DAVID 4/23/1986 B024
JENNINGS JERRY 1/18/1987 D014
JENNINGS VERNE 1/24/1982 B043
JENSEN AL 2/26/1984 E036
JENSEN CHARLES 9/29/1991 >A012
JENSEN DAN 8/07/1989 B012
6/03/1992 D012
JENSEN DARRELL 7/21/1984 B015
JENSEN DAVID 3/13/1992 C031
JENSEN DEBRA 9/06/1990 C031
10/14/1990 E031
JENSEN DEWAYNE 6/20/1986 A012
9/25/1990 coil
JENSEN ELIZABETH 2/14/1985 C022
JENSEN GARY 7/03/1990 A063
JENSEN HERB 4/26/1987 DD31
JENSEN JIM 2/25/1990 BOll
JENSEN JOHN 4/01/1992 coil
4/17/1992 C025
JENSEN KEITH 1/22/1984 E021
8/22/1991 AOll
8/30/1991 C035
8/18/1992 B065
JENSEN KEN 2/20/1991 A012
JENSEN LLOYD S WIL 5/01/1983 NlOl
JENSEN .LONNIE 1/30/1983 E012
JENSEN LOWELL 1/20/1992 A012
1/20/1992 A041
JENSEN NEYSA 8/17/1990 A103
JENSEN PAUL 11/19/1990 B031
JENSEN ROBERT 4/26/1991 C012
JENSEN SCOTT 10/20/1992 C012
JENSEN SHELDON 10/26/1986 C012
JENSEN STEVE 2/04/1982 BOll
JENSEN TRUDY 5/09/1982 C031
JENSEN WILLARD 8/17/1991 C013
JENSON BUCK 8 PEPP 2/26/1989 C012
JENSON HERB 8/17/1985 C014
12/13/1985 A014
12/10/1986 B021
9/08/1988 C025
3/20/1990 C023
5/19/1990 coil
7/26/1990 C012
4/27/1991 C033
1/26/1992 A086
1/31/1992 A081
5/17/1992 F021
5/23/1992 A041
JENSON ROBIN 6/12/1991 B023
JENTER ORVILLE 5/02/1982 3111
JEPSEN JIM 4/28/1991 BOll
JEPSEN ROGER 5/07/1983 B021
JEPSON DARRELL 11/05/1986 B095
12/29/1989 A063
SPECIAL TOGETHERNESS FOUND IN LAKE LIFE
*JENCKS LIFTED DE SMET WITH MATURITY
XEX-HOSTAGE TO SPEAK IN WATERTOWN JUNE 10
^FORGIVENESS EASES PAIN
*AIDS BABIES PARENTAL CHALLENGE
NEW VANKTON BANK HIRES JENKINS AS CEO
*VARIED FEELING ABOUT JENKINS RETURN
TWO RUTHTON BANKERS' MURDERS
XTROUPE TAKES TRIP THROUGH HISTORY
*TEDDY BEAR PICNIC TO RAISE MONEY FOR CHILDREN'S INN
*ENVISON PICNIC ORGANIZER DOING AEROBICS
XJENKS RELISHES HELPING HANDICAPPED
XCITY NEEDS A NEW FORM OF GOVERNMENT
JUDGE REFUSES TO FREE CONVICTED MURDERER
INMATE SEEKS NEW TRIAL IN 1986 SLAYING
VIOLENCE VICTIM DIES MYSTERIOUSLY
FALL PROBABLY KILLED WOMAN
MEMORIAL FUNDS STARTED FOR BONNIE JENNESSE
HARVEY JENNESSE GAINS RELEASE
3€50 ATTEND CANDLELIGHT MEMORIAL
*DEATH RAISES ISSUE OF FAMILY ABUSE
MAN LET OUT OF JAIL AFTER ARREST
*MANY MEMORIES OF ADELINE JENNY (DEMPSEY)
*JENNINGS CRITICIZES PERPICH'S LEADERSHIP
MAN ENDS 30 YEARS OF SERVICE
^FORMER SF JUDGE, LEGISLATOR DIES
LOCAL MEN ON NATIONAL SAVINGS PANEL
XHE'S SUNNY DESPITE 88A OPERATIONS
36A HUG AT THE END OF THE ROAD
KDRIVER GOING TO TOWN
TEACHERS, THEIR INSTRUCTORS MAY SWITCH JOBS
MAN GETS LIFE FOR STABBING DEATH
FIRM SEEKS ORDER FORCING REPORTER TO REVEAL SOURCES
JUDGE--REPORTER CAN PROTECT SOURCE
*CITY MAN FOUND MURDERED
SUIT SETTLED OUT OF COURT IN REWARD CASE
WIDOW OF FORMER GOVERNOR LESLIE JENSEN DIES
KHIGH PREMIUMS REASON HEALTH CARE COSTS SOARING
KWATERTOWN WON'T BE SNOWING THIS MAYOR
*COACH FEELS FRUSTRATION, NOT BURNOUT
RAPID CITY MAN ACQUITTED OF MURDER
MAN THREATENS PROSECUTOR
JENSEN WILL ORGANIZE NEWSPAPER OBSERVANCE
SOUTH DAKOTANS SEE NO SIGN OF REVOLT
MOSCOW TRIP A LUCKY BREAK
XSTATE NEWSPAPER HEAD EARNS POST
*REX MAKES MOVE
JfCAGRICULTURE) PARTNERS CAME NATURALLY
TWINNING BAKER RISES TO CHALLENGE OF MAKING BREAD
^CANDIDATES FOR SUPERINTENDENT OF SF SCHOOLS
J6READY FOR A BIGGER CHALLENGE
3CTHEN BE SURE TO BUCKLE UP
PAIR SHARES MORE THAN JUST MARRIAGE
BOY CAN'T SUE FOR LOSING HIS FINGER
5€AN UGLY FISH STILL CATCHES ANGLERS' EYES
3€MAN DIDN'T LOSE HOPE WITH LIMBS
*WISE GUY RADIO JOCK TRIES TO CRACK AM
*RENOWN SD NATIVES RECALL HARD TIMES, GOOD PEOPLE
BERESFORD MAN SUES TEXAS DOCTOR
ANDERSON CAFE'S OWNERS READY TO CLOSE
MAYOR WEARILY STICKS TO JANKLOW STORY
MAYOR TELLS BURGER KING HE'S HERB
WATERTOWN MAYOR QUESTIONS TEXAS PROJECT
WATERTOWN MAYOR REJECTS COMMUTER AIRLINE PLANS
36WATERTOWN MAYOR WON'T RUN AGAIN
WATERTOWN MAYOR RUNNING AFTER ALL
WATERTOWN MAYOR DECIDES TO SUPPORT IN-STATE AIRLINE
WATERTOWN MAYOR WANTS TO LIMIT VIDEO LOTTERY
DISABLED PAY TAXES FOR SERVICES THEY CAN'T USE (L)
DISABILITIES MORE IMPORTANT THAN TAXES CD
WATERTOWN MAYOR TO END LONG CAREER
DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
5€C00K--HEALTHY DIET KEY
XCAGRICULTURE) FARMERS AREN'T QUITTERS
FLANDREAU MAN ELECTED TO LEAD SOYBEAN GROUP
SENATOR'S PERK--FAST LANE (ED)
KJEPSON NAMED VETERAN OF THE YEAR
CORPORATE INCOME TAXES SHOULD BE USED
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SUBJECT
JEPSON DARRELL
JEREB GAIL
JEREB JOHN
JERKE CONSTRUCTION
JERSTAD MARK
JERSTAD SANDY
JERUSALEM
JESSE JAMES ROUND
JET PHOTO LAB
JET SKI
JETT JOAN
JEWEL CAVE
JEWELRY
JEWETT JOHN
JEWS
JIBBEN ELMA
JIFFY LUBE
JILLIAN ANN
JINDRICH LARRY
JIRICEK WILLIAM
JOACHIM MARCUS
JOB
JOB CORPS
JOB SERVICE
JOB TOM
JOB'S DAUGHTERS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/28/1990 CGIA ^COMMISSIONERS SQUABBLE OVER TAXES
9/13/1990 C015 3€CAMPAIGN FIZZLES TO PUT INCOME TAX ON BALLOT
1/26/1992 A012 *COUNTY OFFICIAL ENJOYS THE FRICTION OF DEBATE
2/29/1992 A091 3CSHARING LIFE'S STORIES PASSES ON FAITH
11/12/1989 A012 XRURAL HEALTH
11/12/1989 A099 *FOR DOCTOR, ROSEBUD A WAR ZONE
11/16/1985 coil FIRM SETTLES LAW SUIT, AGREES TO PAY
9/12/1989 B062 3€G00D SAMARITAN NAMES NEW LEADER
12/28/1992 B019 GOOD SAMARITAN MARKS BIRTHDAY WITH A VISION
11/05/1983 C012 5eJERSTAD CHALLENGES MOUNTAINS
11/19/1983 C012 STAKING THE LONG ROUTE TO 90
5/27/1991 C012 3CAUGUSTANA COACH CHASTISES HERSELF FOR RUNNING LATE
9/15/1990 F012 ^BELIEVERS TRAVEL CITY ROUTES TO SACRED SITES
6/27/1992 D021 PLAY ,T0 HIGHLIGHT JESSE JAMES EVENT
11/25/1989 E012 *LOCAL MAN ACQUIRES JET PHOTO LAB BUSINESS
6/17/1990 B069 JET-SKIIER BELIEVES CLUB CAN FLOAT
7/10/1991 D033 JET SKI GROUP RACES FOR FUN
7/23/1991 C091 JET SKIER--WAVE OF FUTURE
3/19/1990 A012 *LOCAL FANS CHEER NEWTON, JETT
8/19/1983 B065 JEWEL CAVE MARKS ANNIVERSARY WITH OPEN HOUSE
5/08/1982 B091 JEWELRY MAKER TO OPEN PLANT IN RC
9/11/1982 N081 *SF WOMAN LEARNED JEWELRY ART IN AFRICA
1/29/1983 DOll SD JEWELRY MAKERS PROSPER--BLACK HILLS GOLD RUSH
2/28/1983 B051 FIRM JOINS BLACK HILLS GOLD BUSINESS
5/0I/I983 N072 *(RETAIL/BUSINESS) JEWELER
8/28/1983 C081 HEARING DELAYED IN JEWELRY DISPUTE
10/22/1983 BOll GREENBERG JEWELRY STORE OPENS IN THE EMPIRE
11/29/1983 D012 DETECTIVE DESCRIBES BID TO BUY JEWELRY
12/07/1983 C052 BLACK HILLS JEWELERS EXCEPT BOOST
9/23/1989 G121 *STORE CREATES NEW JEWELRY
2/21/1988 C015 ^DESIGNATES A JEWEL OF A LAWMAKER
5/29/1989 C025 SD POLICE RECOVER JEWELRY
7/22/1990 D032 BLACK HILLS JEWELRY WORKERS JOIN UNION
10/07/1990 F019 36SHOP OWNER VENTURES INTO JEWELRY
10/29/1990 D082 KBECHTOLD'S JEWELRY CELEBRATES 90TH
9/13/1991 A015 *CAR FIRE SPARKS BUSINESS IDEA
11/08/1991 B012 36BOOK TABS JEWELRY EARLIEST ART FORM
7/25/1990 C039 DELL RAPIDS PRINCIPAL SELECTED SUPERINTENDENT
11/19/1982 C012 MOUNT ZION TEMPLE TO ESTABLISH HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL
12/10/1982 C091 HANUKKAH CELEBRATION STARTS TONIGHT
9/05/1983 BOll ^PASSOVER--JEWISH PEOPLE COMMEMORATE FREEDOM
9/17/1983 D063 KRABBI STRESSES SIMILARITIES BETWEEN CHRISTIANS,JEWS
9/19/1983 A071 5CW0MEN PREPARE TO BE BAR-MITZVAHED AS ADULTS
9/19/1983 B099 XANTI-SEMITISM WON'T END
9/09/1983 DOll KSTUDENT RABBI HAS FAR-REACHING MINISTRY
2/22/1986 C013 STUDENT RABBI--LIFE WITH SOVIET JEWS
10/02/1986 A072 FAMILIES PREPARE FOR JEWISH HIGH HOLY DAYS
10/28/1987 B012 ^AUSCHWITZ SURVIVOR TO BRING MESSAGE
9/02/1988 C012 PASSOVER REMINDS JEWS OF PASSAGE
11/08/1988 coil JEWS TO OBSERVE ANNIVERSARY OF RIOTS
10/07/1989 A052 *JEWISH BELIEVERS GATHER FOR YOM KIPPUR
3/29/1991 F012 JEWISH FESTIVAL OF PASSOVER
9/17/1992 C012 JEWISH OBSERVANCE OF PASSOVER BEGINS TODAY
10/10/1992 A083 ^HATRED SHOULD BE REJECTED
1/28/1992 A052 KNEW 'EDU-CARING' CENTER BLOOMS WITH KIDS AT YWCA
6/29/1992 D061 JIFFY LUBES PLAN TO RECYCLE USED OIL
5/10/1991 coil ANN JILLIAN TO APPEAR AT CENTER OPENING
6/09/1983 D031 KFISHING SUCCESS AT LAKE ALVIN
7/25/1992 B02I MAN WON'T GET BACK RETIREMENT PAYMENTS
7/28/1992 B025 OFFICIAL LOSES SUIT FOR BACK RETIREMENT FUNDS
11/13/1986 C022 DAIRY FARMER TO OFFER CRUISES ON BIG STONE
5/03/1987 B023 ^FARMERS SHIP ABOUT TO COME IN
9/20/1987 C012 KON COLLISION COURSE WITH COAST GUARD
SEE EMPLOYMENT, OCCUPATIONS
9/06/1989 C089 JOB CORPS EFFORT MARKS 25 YEARS IN SD TOWN
2/I7/I990 C026 JOB CORPS DRAWS 73 APPLICANTS IN JANUARY
8/20/1992 B062 KHUNDREDS FIND JOB CORPS HELP
SEE ALSO EMPLOYMENT-SD
11/05/1985 B012 JOB OFFICE GETS NEW MANAGER
5/29/1989 coil JOB SERVICE FOUND WORK FOR 59,000
8/05/1991 A062 KPHONE BOOKS RING MAN'S BELL
6/07/1983 B03I KJOBS DAUGHTERS HONOR ANDERSEN
12/20/1983 A135 KGUNDERSON IS INSTALLED AS QUEEN
1/10/1989 A079 KARNO IS JOB'S DAUGHTERS QUEEN
9/27/1989 B055 JOB'S DAUGHTERS HONORS HINMAN
1/09/1985 B059 KJOB'S DAUGHTERS QUEEN CHOSEN
6/09/1985 A099 KDERYCKE INSTALLED AS QUEEN
7/23/1985 A095 ^HEWLETT SELECTED
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
JOB'S DAUGHTERS 2/04/1986 A072
6/10/1986 B031
5/26/1987 A094
JOBES TOM 2/23/1983 C014
JOEL BILLY 11/19/1990 A072
JOHANNSEN JAKE 10/22/1992 D015
JOHANNSEN NICK 5/26/1990 B012
JOHANSEN GARRY 4/25/1982 EOll
JOHANSON DAVE 9/25/1991 A013
JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY 8/05/1985 BOll
JOHN MORRELL 8 CO
JOHNKE KIM 11/15/1983 A053
JOHNS TIMOTHY 9/13/1989 C021
JOHNSON AL 10/01/1989 F033
JOHNSON ALLAN & CH 4/22/1990 E012
JOHNSON AMANDA 8/04/1992 B012
JOHNSON AMY 1/05/1992 F012
JOHNSON BERNICE 7/17/1982 A074
8/10/1984 A071
1/10/1989 C012
1/18/1989 A081
8/23/1990 A074
JOHNSON BILL 10/04/1992 F012
JOHNSON BOB 7/21/1982 B013
6/19/1984 A071
1/06/1986 C015
5/27/1988 D046
12/25/1991 C034
JOHNSON BOBBIE 5/31/1989 B021
JOHNSON BONNIE 8/23/1990 A072
JOHNSON BRAD 10/22/1985 A053
3/24/1991 C031
JOHNSON BROOKS 4/21/1991 N061
JOHNSON C W 2/11/1987 B012
JOHNSON CANDACE 7/18/1987 C021
JOHNSON CARLLYLE 11/30/1983 A013
JOHNSON CAROL 4/13/1989 A015
12/11/1989 A072
2/01/1990 C012
2/05/1990 B015
JOHNSON CHARLES 6/20/1982 B042
12/30/1983 B023
3/29/1984 C051
4/03/1984 BOll
2/07/1986 A081
2/08/1990 C021
3/02/1990 C021
JOHNSON CHARLIE 2/23/1991 AlOl
JOHNSON CHRISTIE 7/14/1992 C021
JOHNSON CLARK 1/04/1992 C035
JOHNSON CLAUDINE 1/08/1991 B012
JOHNSON CLINT 8/25/1984 C015
JOHNSON CONNIE 5/27/1987 A061
JOHNSON CRAIG 7/11/1985 C021
12/10/1990 B082
JOHNSON CURT 6/19/1990 C014
8/28/1990 C012
10/12/1990 C015
10/17/1990 C012
10/22/1990 C012
11/18/1990 E012
1/06/1991 C012
1/15/1991 C031
1/25/1991 C033
9/28/1991 C015
9/28/1991 C015
11/13/1991 C014
11/25/1991 A083
5/18/1992 C012
JOHNSON DAGMAR 6/22/1983 N034
JOHNSON DALE 6/29/1992 A012
JOHNSON DARRELL 6/18/1991 C014
JOHNSON DAVE 10/04/1982 A091
2/26/1985 BOll
12/26/1985 A061
3/16/1986 E013
9/02/1989 A052
2/15/1992 A071
JOB'S DAUGHTERS INSTALLS OFFICERS
KSTATE HONORED QUEEN CHOSEN
3(HELMING INSTALLED AS JOB'S QUEEN
^FAMILY HAS NO JOBS--$100,000 MEDICAL BILL
sfBILLV JOEL COUNTS HIS PENNIES
kjake's big with jokes
^HOWARD'S UREVIG LEAPS TO STATE-MEET TITLE
JfMR K-MART OF SIOUX FALLS
*COOL PICKEN'
87 YOUTHS ATTEND JOHN BIRCH SUMMER CAMP
SEE MORRELL JOHN & CO
*OLD BOTTLES LURE TRIO TO PRIVIES
JOHNS NAMED CIRCUIT JUDGE
WASHINGTON GRAD SETTLES IN THE HILLS
3CCHEMICAL HABIT TOUGH TO KICK
SPOOLING HER RESOURCES
PRUSSIANS 'JOKED ABOUT SOVIET COLLAPSE'
PRAISE FOR BERNICE JOHNSON CD
36WHY ARE THESE PEOPLE SMILING
3CPAGENT DIRECTOR, BUSINESSWOMAN DIES
JOHNSON RADIATED LOVE S KINDNESS CD
JOHNSON'S COLLECTION OFFERED FOR FUND-RAISER
^CAMPAIGN TRAIL IS SHORT WALK OR LONG RIDE
36HAS SURVIVED 7 YEARS WITH A BORROWED HEART
5fUNCLE TORVALD--TWO FACES, ONE HEART
36FORECASTER MAKES HIS FINAL PREDICTION
*COACH KEPT JOHNSON ON RIGHT TRACK
CHARACTER BIDS FOR PART AS PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE
*PIZZA,DUTY STARTED AS TEMPORARY JOB
KCARE PROVIDER OPENS HER HOME
KO'GORMAN PRODUCT SHOWS HIS STUFF
MITCHELL NATIVE RISKED LIFE FOR SCHWARZKOPF
^CONGRESSMAN'S SON PICKS DIFFERENT PATH TO SERVE
3CPI0NEER PEDDLER MEMORIES BRING TO LIFE
RARE DISEASE ISOLATES TODDLER
11-YEAR FIGHT TO SAVE JOHNSONVILLE ENDS
^GOVERNOR NAMES THREE TO FILL VACANCIES
^MAINTAINING FRIENDSHIPS BRINGS JOY YEAR-ROUND
MAKE LIGHT OF SOME SERIOUS BUSINESS
*NEW LAWMAKERS REFLECT ON THEIR DEBUT
*JOHNSON ELECTED PRESIDENT OF BAR ASSOCIATION
36DAKOTA STATE SHOULD CONTINUE AS LIBERAL ARTS
FARMER ANNOUNCES CANDIDACY TO STATE SENATE
seJANKLOW WILL CONSIDER LIBEL APPEAL
LOAN AND TAX POLICIES MUST CHANGE
BOOKKEEPER FACES GRAND THEFT CHARGES
SUSPECT PLEADS GUILTY TO GRAND THEFT CHARGES
DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
EX-STATE WORKER TO HEAD EDUCATION LOBBY OFFICE
LEMMON MAN IS HIRED AS WETLANDS COORDINATOR
5«BUMPY PASS
CLINT JOHNSON CHOSEN FOR COWBOY HALL OF FAME
PRISON COMMISSION SHOULD LOOK BEYOND
SECRETARY OF COMMERCE AND REGULATION NAMED
36TURNING NEW PAGE ON PAGERS
DUPREE PRINCIPAL SEEKING PUBLIC OFFICE
^SCHOOLS LOSE CASH UNDER AMDAHL
^CHALLENGER REPEATS CHARGES AGAINST COMMISSIONER
CANDIDATES ARGUE OVER PUBLIC LAND LEASE RATES
3CLANDS CANDIDATES DEBATE SCHOOL FUNDS
*NEWLY ELECTED OFFICIAL ASKS FOR AUDIT
3CAMDAHL NOT AIDING TRANSITION
LAND-LEASE CHECKS FOUND UNDEPOSITED IN LANDS OFFICE
JOHNSON--ABOLISH LANDS BOARD
XJOHNSON HEADS HARKIN EFFORT IN SD
36REPUBLICANS OMIT PHOTOGRAPH OF OFFICER
PLAN OFFERED FOR EDUCATION FUNDING
^EDUCATORS ARE DOING GOOD JOB
360FFICIAL ENVISIONS A JOB IN PEACE CORPS
XVIKING LIEKARRING DANCERS CARRYING ON TRADITIONS
5CMINNES0TA TOWN CAN'T FORGET '68 TORNADO
OWNER OF TOWING FIRM SUES CITY
^MINISTER WHITTLES AWAY--CARVING WOODEN WILDLIFE
KSHOW ME STATE'S 'D J ' JOHNSON
MEDIA HIDING FACTS ABOUT CENTRAL AMERICA
^FLOWER CHILDREN FIND NEW WAR TO PROTEST
XPASTOR RECREATES HIS YOUTH TO SPREAD GOSPEL
3€BEST GIFTS OF LOVE
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SUBJECT DATE 1PAPER
JOHNSON DAVE 5/23/1992 A081
11/03/1992 A063
ll/lA/1992 A091
JOHNSON DON 1/20/1983 D041
JOHNSON DOUG 7/15/1985 A012
JOHNSON EARL 9/26/1987 A083
JOHNSON ED 11/26/1982 BOll
5/06/1983 BOll
JOHNSON EDNA 10/0A/I98A C041
JOHNSON EDWIN 8/31/1986 A012
JOHNSON ELDON S RO 1/28/1982 N081
JOHNSON ELLEN 12/2A/1990 A071
JOHNSON EMORY A/20/1988 B032
JOHNSON ERIC 2/07/1983 A012
6/17/1985 coil
10/2A/1992 B022
JOHNSON ESBERN 1/24/1985 N081
JOHNSON EVALD 7/03/1988 B042
JOHNSON FLOYD 5/06/1990 C015
JOHNSON FRANK 9/17/1986 D012
JOHNSON GAYLE 3/13/1983 DOll
JOHNSON GERALD 6/20/1984 B013
JOHNSON GREG 7/28/1991 D013
JOHNSON GUS 4/07/1990 C024
JOHNSON GUSTAY 8/15/1992 B022
JOHNSON GUY 7/25/1983 C013
JOHNSON HAROLD 8/10/1990 C021
JOHNSON JAMES > 4/28/1990 C026
5/04/1990 AlOl
5/09/1990 C022
5/15/1990 B012
5/24/1990 C041
5/25/1990 C021
10/27/1990 C033
11/17/1990 B032
3/06/1992 C012
JOHNSON JANET 7/31/1991 A013
JOHNSON JENNI 2/01/1983 C012
12/18/1985 D012
JOHNSON JERRY 5/05/1983 A012
5/08/1983 B031
5/01/1987 C043
5/20/1990 coil
JOHNSON JESSICA 8/09/1989 D012
JOHNSON JIM 7/03/1983 DOll
JOHNSON JOE 1/15/1990 A012
5/05/1991 N121
8/13/1991 B062
JOHNSON JOHN 5/23/1985 C021
JOHNSON JOSEPH '11/02/1^992 B012
12/22/1992 BOll
JOHNSON JUDI 4/18/1992 B012
JOHNSON JUDY FORD 2/19/1982 BOll
JOHNSON JUEL 3/28/1982 B051
1/25/1984 C041
1/26/1984 C041
1/31/1984 B041
3/17/1990 coil
4/09/1992 C021
JOHNSON JUELL 10/19/1989 C014
JOHNSON JULIE 12/18/1984 B034
12/23/1989 A012
9/01/1990 A084
10/25/1992 Alll
JOHNSON KARLA 4/09/1984 C012
JOHNSON KAYLN 12/19/1992 A043
JOHNSON KELLY 1/13/1991 coil
JOHNSON KIRI 9/14/1991 B013
11/08/1992 B013
JOHNSON LEFTY 7/06/1991 B012
JOHNSON LEONARD 5/05/1985 A071
JOHNSON LLOYD 3/03/1985 EOll
JOHNSON LOWELL 5/11/1990 C025
4/28/1991 N164
JOHNSON LYLE 11/20/1989 BOll
5/08/1991 A015
JOHNSON LYNDON 7/15/1985 B031
2/02/1992 G051
KSHOW GOD GRATITUDE FOR MEMORY
KNEW PRISON NOT FINAL SOLUTION TO CRIME
KAMERICA HAS PLENTY TO BE THANKFUL FOR
KEX-AUGIE COACH JOINS CITADEL STAFF
KPRIEST BATTLES ALCOHOLISM ONE DAY AT A TIME
KWINNING NOT TOP PRIORITY OF YOUNG ATHLETES
KAIR FORCE CADET DOOLIE GRATEFUL
KLOCAL MEN HAVE LOFTY AMBITIONS
OFFICIALS NEGLECTED NEEDY IN USE OF MONEY
KNEW MINING PLANS UPROOT MEMORIES
KFATHER, SON SEEK CHAROLAIS RECOGNITION
KNEWS ABOUT LOST DOG IS GLAD TIDINGS
FORMER SDSU ENGINEERING PROFESSOR DIES
KENGL PROF RUNS COMPUTER CHECK SHAKESPEARE
KCOMPUTER BEATS THE DICKENS OUT OF GRADING
KCLASS HAS STUDENTS AROUND WORLD
KVOLUNTEERS COME TO RED SHED
FORMER FUNERAL HOME OWNER DIES AT 63 -
KFIRED-UP RETIREMENT
BULLET'S JOHNSON SPORTS A CANISTOTA CONNECTION
KCOUNTY TEACHER IS LIBRARIAN, JANITOR S MORE
KSOCCER SUCCESS BEGAN AS A FAMILY AFFAIR
POLLOCK MAN GIVEN HONOR
LEGAL ADVISER RESIGNS AFTER DRUG PLEA
COURT DISBARS FORMER PROSECUTORS
KPARTS MAN HAS BEEN ON JOB 60 YEARS
JOHNSON A CANDIDATE FOR COUNTY COMMISSION
VERMILLION LAWYER IS DISBARRED
FACTS ON DISBARMENT SHOULD BE DISCLOSED (ED)
DISBARRED LAWYER DOESN'T WANT COMPLAINT REVEALED
LAWYER FACES ADDITIONAL CHARGES
DISBARMENT SHOULD NOT BE MADE PUBLIC
DISBARRED LAWYER WANTS COMPLAINTS KEPT PRIVATE
DISBARMENT DOCUMENT SHOULD BE AVAILABLE TO PUBLIC
SHOWS WRONGDOINGS OF DISMISSED VERMILLION LAWYER
VERMILLION LAWYER SENTENCED FOR EMBEZZLEMENT
SD WOMAN BIDS GORBACHEV 'I LOVE YOU'
KJENNI JOHNSON FINDS HER GAME ON THE COURT
KJOHNSON HONORED
ECONOMIST--SF'S RECOVERY TOPS STATE'S
ECONOMIST SAYS PROBABILITY OF ECONOMY IMPROVING
USD PROFESSOR TO HEAD ADVISORY COUNCIL
USD PROFESSOR NAMED BUSINESS SCHOOL DEAN
KA-H COOK FACES TEST OF THE FAIR
KMEETING THE CHALLENGE
KHALF OF WORKERS AREN'T HAPPY
KVIDEO KING KEEPS EYE ON PRODUCT
POPINGO FOUNDER RESIGNS
MEMORIAL SERVICES SET FOR EX-STATE SENATOR
FORMER VIDEO MANAGER ADMITS FRAUD
EX-POPINGO MANAGER SENTENCED IN FRAUD
KSPARE TIME A LONG TIME
KHERE SHE IS MISS AMERICA-l^i YEARS LATER
KJOHNSON THROWS HAT INTO RING
LEGISLATOR COLLAPSES IN COMMITTEE MEETING
KHURLEY LEGISLATOR RECEIVES PACEMAKER
RETURNS AFTER HOSPITALIZATION
REP JOHNSON TO SEEK RE-ELECTION
REP JUEL JOHNSON WON'T SEEK RE-ELECTION
KJUELL OF THE MILES
ABERDEEN WOMAN APPOINTED TO LABOR POST
KMISSING RENT FORCES FAMILY OUT
EDITORIAL STATEMENT TAKEN OUT OF CONTEXT (L)
KA COSTLY WAY TO REFORM TAX CODE
KCLUB TEACHES ONLY CHILD
KHEALTH REFORM SHOULD BE WHOLISTIC
SF TEEN WINS 'BLOSSOM' CROWN
K'90 CROSS COUNTRY STARS OFF TO QUICK START
KJOHNSON WINS NCC CROSS COUNTRY TITLE
TENNIS GREATS WILL ENTER HALL OF FAME
KCITY WON'T BE MAJOR CONVENTION CENTER
NEW NORWEST CORP PRESIDENT HAS LOCAL TIES
JOHNSON SWORN IN AS FLANDREAU MAYOR
KYOUNG MAYOR FIGHTS FOR FLANDREAU
SIOUX FALLS OFFICIALS RECEIVE EPA AWARD
MONITOR PIPES TO MAKE DRINKING WATER LEAD FREE
USD PROFESSOR TO WRITE LBJ BOOK
KHISTORY BUFFS WOULD ENJOY LYNDON JOHNSON LORE
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JOHNSON MAGIC
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
MARILYN
MARION
MARK
MARK & PAU
MARLEIS
MARTY
MATT
MELISA
MICHAEL
NAOMI
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
'JOHNSON
JOHNSON
PAM
PAUL
R VAN
RAE
REBECCA
JOHNSON RICK
JOHNSON RON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
ROXI
SCOTT
SHARI
SHIRLEY
SIGNIE
SKIP a DON
STEVE
SUSAN
THOMAS
JOHNSON TIM
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/08/1991 AG15 36FANS SADDENED, BUT HOPE
11/08/1991 DOll *MAGIC CAN STILL INSPIRE YOUNG PEOPLE
11/08/1991 D013 XMCKENNA, GUDMUNDSON SHOCKED
11/10/1991 A081 MAGIC A HERO WITH UNTAPPED POTENTIAL (ED)
11/29/1991 A082 MAGIC'S ANNOUNCEMENT DOESN'T MAKE HIM SAINT (L)
12/03/1991 A063 MAGIC AND CONDOMS DON'T PUSH SAFE SEX (L)
12/0<)/1991 A08<i JOHNSON MESSAGE LEADS US TOWARD DESTRUCTION (L)
12/05/1991 A083 KMAGIC NICE GUY, BUT NOT HERO MATERIAL
12/09/1991 A051 KMAGIC HELPS KIDS TACKLE FATAL SUBJECT
12/10/1991 A082 ROYKO IS RIGHT--MAGIC IS NO HERO (L)
12/19/1991 A082 MAGIC'S ACHIEVEMENTS SPEAK FOR CHARACTER (L)
2/0A/1992 BOll XSTEP ASIDE, MAGIC, AND LET OTHERS PASS
10/01/1992 A083 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS--MAGIC JOHNSON'S DECISION
11/02/1992 A086 MAGIC SHOULDN'T PLAY PRO BASKETBALL (L)
11/05/1992 C012 MAGIC SHOULD HAVE STAYED RETIRED THE FIRST-TIME
2/23/1987 coil EX-CITY TEACHER TO SEEK TOP POST
9/16/1989 AOIA MOM TAKES SON'S DETENTION
7/06/1991 C033 MINNESOTA MAN HELD AFTER HOSTAGE INCIDENT
2/02/1992 E012 LOCAL CELEBRITIES GIVE AD BEST PITCH
10/23/1992 B012 FACTOR IS VOICE FOR DEAF COMMUNITY ONSTAGE
4/21/1991 A012 KGIRLS SHARE HEART, HEAVEN
11/18/1984 A012 THE BARRIERS OF BERLIN WALL
2/22/1992 A051 ^MOTHER TRYING TO BREAK WALLS TO FIND SONS
8/01/1988 B012 36JOHNSON, BERNARD TAKE TITLES
4/24/1992 D012 *OVER-NET SUCCESS
9/08/1990 A012 ^(FRESHMAN FOUND DEAD IN DORM
9/09/1990 C016 36CORONERS--SDSU DEATH IS NATURAL
4/14/1989 A102 JOHNSON SHOW A TREAT (L)
10/06/1990 A052 KMUSIC FOR THE MATURE
1/10/1987 C012 XBLACK HAWK GIRL RECEIVES NEW HEART
1/11/1987 coil HEART RECIPIENT REMAINS STABLE
9/30/1992 B022 XHEART TRANSPLANT PATIENT HAS BABY BOY
10/13/1990 B014 JOHNSON TO COACH ROOSEVELT VOLLEYBALL
7/12/1987 A091 ^PRESIDENTIAL ASPIRANTS WANT DASCHLE AIDE
10/30/1991 coil DEMOCRAT TO RUN KERREY'S PRIMARY BID
1/19/1992 A032 56FARMERS RODE OUT ECONOMIC STORM OF BO'S
3/13/1983 BOll JfJANKLOW CABINET--NEW MEMBERS OF TEAM
2/27/1985 C012 KJOHNSON NAMED TO NEW POSITION
2/27/1986 C012 KJOHNSON NAMED TO NEW POSITION
' 9/06/1987 C012 PROMOTER SEEKS EXPANDED MARKET FOR SIOUX ARTWORK
6/01/1988 A016 selNDIANS CONDEMN REAGAN REMARKS
9/23/1988 B012 KFIRST BIG EFFORT BY PLAINS ARTISTS
4/17/1990 A063 3€G00D TIME TO BECOME ENVIRONMENTALISTS
10/08/1991 A052 KZOO EDUCATOR LEAVES THURSDAY FOR ANTARCTICA
12/22/1991 G012 3«Z00 CURATOR HAS COOL TIME AT ANTARCTICA
4/11/1982 BOll 3€STATE'S EYE TURNS TO MATHIS TRIAL OPENING
10/10/1982 DOll KJOHNSON--LOOKING LIKE DAVID, WORKING LIKE GOLIATH
5/05/1984 D053 JOHNSON WITHDRAWS AS LAWYER IN CORSICA
, 5/24/1987 B081 ^BATTLES BROME TO HELP PHEASANTS
8/31/1991'A084 LETTERS SHOULDN'T ALLOW NAME CALLING (L)
11/26/1991 D061 LOCAL CPA LEAVES FOR SOVIET TAX WORK
1/27/1992 A055 KCPA SPEAKS OUT INSIDE KREMLIN
2/27/1992 B012 XGROUP BACKS ONE OF IDITAROD'S TOP CONTENDERS
3/08/1992 B016 SD-BACKED MUSHER IS FOURTH IN IDITAROD
3/09/1992 B012 MOVES UP TO 3RD PLACE IN IDITAROD
9/01/1989 A012 'I SHOULDN'T HAVE BEEN FIRED'
9/09/1989 A103 PRISON INMATES LACK DISCIPLINE
9/22/1989 AlOl JOHNSON SHOULD BE HAPPY ESCAPEE CAUGHT (L)
12/09/1992 D024 ^HOLIDAY STORM HITS KITCHEN
6/18/1985 B014 ^OLYMPIC GOLD-MEDAL EXPERIENCE
12/14/1986 FOll *EONS OF NEON
3/24/1992 A013 *BABY, WHAT A SHOT
5/16/1986 coil *MARCH OF DIMES AWARDS FREE TRIP TO WOMAN
9/26/1990 C033 *LUCKY EGAN WOMAN HITS BIGTIME JACKPOT
11/14/1989 C015 ^EDUCATION'S 'FRIEND' ALWAYS LOVED SCHOOL
7/19/1982 B071 25-CENT GAS AND AIRPLANE TRIPS
12/29/1992 A012 KSO MULCH FOR CHRISTMAS
9/12/1992 B022 USD PROFESSOR CHOSEN TO ATTEND LEADERSHIP PROGRAM
4/07/1992 A012 KSF COLLEGE IN 2010
4/13/1992 A103 ^AFFORDABLE EDUCATION COMPLEX
3/08/1984 C052 3 ANNOUNCE CANDIDACY FOR STATE LEGISLATURE
6/01/1985 A103 *FEDS HELP KEEP STATE IN BLACK
6/23/1985 A082 ^CANDIDATES FOR US HOUSE RACE
8/08/1985 coil JOHNSON TO RUN FOR HOUSE SEAT
10/27/1985 C022 JOHNSON READY TO TRY FOR HOUSE SEAT
12/05/1985 coil JOHNSON WANTS FUNDING CONTINUED
1/04/1986 C015 JOHNSON TO DECLARE CONGRESS BID WEDNESDAY
1/09/1986 coil *JOHNSON ANNOUNCES CANDIDACY
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1/22/1986 A082 JOHNSON DESERVES ATTENTION (L)
1/29/1986 A122 JOHNSON HITTING THE ISSUES (L)
2/17/1986 A083 KAID FROM CORPORATIONS TO FAMILY FARMERS
3/10/1986 B012 *3 DEMOCRATS TO FIND DASCHLE'S FORMULA
3/27/1986 B021 JOHNSON--TOO LITTLE ON TOURISM
3/30/1986 coil JOHNSON WANTS SEAT ON VETERANS COMMITTEE
^/08/1986 A084 JOHNSON ON RIGHT FARM TRACK CD
^/16/1986 B021 JOHNSON SAYS FEDERAL TAX BURDEN SHOULD SHIFT
'i/18/1986 A083 CANDIDATE WAS IMPRESSIVE CD
A/21/1986 coil USE FEDERAL MONEY FOR FARMERS
A/25/1986 C021 JOHNSON OPPOSES CUTS IN EDUCATION PROGRAMS
5/02/1986 C015 JOHNSON OPPOSES REPEAL OF PROFITS TAX ON OIL
5/09/1986 COIA SDEA ENDORSES JOHNSON IN HOUSE RACE
5/10/1986 C021 JOHNSON--GOVERNMENT SHOULD TRY TO HELP
5/13/1986 D021 JOHNSON QUESTIONS BENEFIT OF WATER PROJECT
5/19/1986 C015 JOHNSON BLASTS LOAN TO ARGENTINA
5/25/1986 C051 MORE SHOULD BE SPENT ON READINESS
5/29/1986 coil JOHNSON VOWS TO KEEP MEDICARE COSTS DOWN
5/29/1986 C013 2 CANDIDATES WANT LIMIT ON TERMS
5/29/1986 C013 BURG, JOHNSON DIFFER ON TAX VOTES
6/01/1986 C021 JOHNSON OPPOSES CUTS IN VETERANS PROGRAMS
6/02/1986 coil JOHNSON CRITICIZES THEFT FOR CAMPAIGN SIGNS
6/0A/1986 A071 3CH0USE VICTORS
6/05/1986 coil BELL, JOHNSON EXPECT HELP FROM NATIONAL COMM
6/10/1986 coil JOHNSON WANTS TO CUT CASEIN IMPORTS IN HALF
7/02/1986 BOll FARM LOAN TO BRAZIL HURTS--JOHNSON
7/23/1986 B025 JOHNSON WANTS TECHNICAL DATA TO BE PROTECTED
7/28/1986 BOll JOHNSON BLASTS $20 MILLION CALIF FARM PAYMENT
7/31/1986 coil JOHNSON--EXPORT PLAN IS SINKING FARMERS
8/03/1986 coil JOHNSON URGES ENFORCEMENT OF GRAIN DEALS
8/11/1986 C021 JOHNSON PROMISES FREE CALLS FOR CONSTITUENTS
8/16/1986 A104 JOHNSON CRITICISM ON TARGET (L)
8/16/1986 C015 *BELL--UPROOT AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENT
8/17/1986 C015 HOUSE RACE HEATS UP
8/22/1986 C021 BELL, JOHNSON AGREE TO TV DEBATE SCHEDULE
9/01/1986 C023 KBELL, JOHNSON FOCUS ON FARMS
9/04/1986 C012 JOHNSON TO SPEAK DURING FORUM
9/04/1986 C021 ^CANDIDATES BANTER BEFORE CO-OP
9/10/1986)'B021 MEDICAL GROUP BACKS JOHNSON FOR CONGRESS
9/11/1986 C014 HOUSE CANDIDATES TO HAVE RADIO DEBATE TODAY
9/11/1986 C016 JOHNSON URGES STIFFER STAND AGAINST DRUGS
9/12/1986 coil BELL AND JOHNSON TRADE JOBS
9/14/1986 C015 TAX CODES UNFAIRLY HELPS CORPORATIONS
9/15/1986 C041 KWHO'S GAINING FROM VOTER SWITCHES
9/17/1986 BOll FAITH RANCHER, EX-LAWMAKER TO HEAD CAMPAIGN
9/17/1986 B013 JOHNSON'S '77 FORD DROPS OUT OF THE RUNNING
9/18/1986 B012 JOHNSON, BELL DISCUSS HOUSING, AGRICULTURE
9/18/1986 C015 JOHNSON CALLS FOR CHANGES IN MEAT INSPECTION
9/21/1986 Alll JOHNSON FOUGHT AGAINST DUMP (L)
9/21/1986 coil DRUG TEST CALL DESPERATE MOVE
9/23/1986 coil KTEEN WILL RIDE HIGH AS 1-DAY POLITICIAN
9/24/1986 B013 DEVELOPMENT WOULD INCREASE REVENUE
10/01/1986 A103 PROBLEM TOO SERIOUS FOR FLIPPANT TREATMENT CD
10/02/1986 C041 JOHNSON VOWS TO OPPOSE SALARY INCREASE
10/05/1986 C014 36HOUSE HOPEFULS HAVE DIFFERENT HURDLES
10/07/1986 C021 VETERANS COMMITTEE FORMS TO BACK JOHNSON
10/14/1986 A083 JOHNSON IS ANTI-FAMILY CD
10/17/1986 C015 JOHNSON LEADING HOUSE MONEY RACE
10/19/1986 A134 SEND RIGHT KIND OF MESSAGE CD
10/19/1986 C012 JOHNSON STRIVES FOR GOAL OF STATEWIDE RECOGNITION
10/20/1986 C016 HOUSE HOPEFULS DEBATE
10/23/1986 A021 JOHNSON TAKES 8-POINT LEAD IN HOUSE RACE
10/23/1986 A124 JOHNSON VOTE NOT ANTI-FAMILY CD
10/24/1986 C041 JOHNSON OUTSPENDS BELL, REPORT SHOWS
10/25/1986 C012 JOHNSON--BELL AD DISTORTS VOTES
10/25/1986 C041 PROFESSOR LEADS GOP GROUP BACKING JOHNSON
10/30/1986 C014 *HOUSE CANDIDATES DECRY NEGATIVE RACE
11/01/1986 A121 XJOHNSON BEST CANDIDATE FOR HOUSE SEAT CED)
11/01/1986 C012 JOHNSON CRITICIZES BELL BROCHURE
11/02/1986 A051 XHOUSE CANDIDATES
11/03/1986 B012 ^PICKETS BLAST COVERAGE OF NEWS CONFERENCE
11/05/1986 A012 *JOHNSON BEATS BELL HANDILY IN HOUSE RACE
11/06/1986 A081 KDASCHLE, JOHNSON HAVE BIG JOBS CED)
11/06/1986 C051 XJOHNSON GEARS UP FOR HOUSE
11/17/1986 A081 GIVE JOHNSON CREDIT FOR WINNING CD
11/30/1986 A091 MUST PLAY YEAR-ROUND POLITICAL GAME
12/17/1986 B041 JOHNSON CAMPAIGN TAB AT $400,000
12/24/1986 B021 JOHNSON NAMES GROSS TO HEAD STATE OFFICE
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1/07/1987 A015 ^DASCHLE, JOHNSON CELEBRATE
1/09/1987 CGll JOHNSON GETS AGRICULTURE SPOT
1/2A/1987 coil JOHNSON TO BE IN CITY TODAY
1/25/1987 CDll JOHNSON SITS ON FARM SUBPANELS
2/GA/1987 AG21 *JOHNSON TO VOTE AGAINST RAISE
2/G7/1987 CGll JOHNSON STAFFS STATE OFFICES
2/11/1987 BGll JOHNSON PLANS TOWN MEETINGS
2/13/1987 CG12 ^CHANGE PAY LAW
2/1A/1987 CG12 JOHNSON WRONG ABOUT PAY RAISE
2/19/1987 CGll JOHNSON INSTALLS TOLL-FREE NUMBER
3/G1/1987 EGll JOHNSON CITED FOR REJECTING RAISE
3/G6/1987 AG84 JOHNSON RIGHT TO PAY ISSUE (L)
3/22/1987 EG23 JOHNSON--FARM ACT UNLIKELY
3/24/1987 AG63 HOW CAN CONTRAS KEEP TRACK (L)
3/28/1987 CG12 DASCHLE, JOHNSON FAILED IN FARM POLICY
3/29/1987 AG71 SILENCE IN THE HOUSE NOT GOLDEN
3/3G/1987 AG12 *AT LARGE CONGRESSMEN FACE NO SMALL TASK
4/G7/1987 AG82 GOP CHIEF'S BARBS OFF TARGET (L)
4/G8/1987 CGll JOHNSON TO HAVE PUBLIC MEETING
4/14/1987 CG21 FARM HOTLINE GETS $1,GGG FROM JOHNSON RAISE
5/G1/1987 CG21 JOHNSON PLANS MEETING SATURDAY IN VERMILLION
5/18/1987 C021 JOHNSON ASKS TAIWAN TO BUY MORE SD WHEAT
5/23/1987 CGll JOHNSON FIGHTS AIR SERVICE CUTS
5/24/1987 CG12 UDALL WON'T HEAR BILL ON HILLS
5/27/1987 BG23 REPORTS INCOME OF LESS THAN $4G,GGG
6/G9/1987 CG22 JOHNSON CITES FEE OPPOSITION
6/22/1987 CGll JOHNSON WANTS SPENDING CONTROL
6/27/1987 CG15 KSOME NOTCH BABIES MUST TIGHTEN BELTS
7/G2/1987 CGll JOHNSON TO JOIN ANOTHER PANEL
7/G4/1987 CG13 JOHNSON TO DELIVER REDEDICATION ADDRESS
7/G7/1987 CG22 JOHNSON SEEKS DEBATE WITH PROTEXTER
8/G5/1987 BG43 KJOHNSON RETIRES CAMPAIGN DEBT
8/07/1987 CG21 JOHNSON ANNOUNCES TOWN MEETING SERIES
8/1G/1987 AG81 TIGHTER CASH ACCOUNTING RULES FOR FARMERS
8/11/1987 CG21 JOHNSON PROPOSES COMMODITY CREDIT BILL
8/18/1987 CG26 JOHNSON SETS UP COUNTY FARM PANELS
8/31/1987 CG31 REPUBLICANS SET SIGHTS ON HOUSE SEAT
9/G2/1987 BGll JOHNSON MEETINGS FOCUS ON BUDGET
9/G3/1987 CG44 JOHNSON WITH FEDERAL BUDGET DIFFICULTIES
9/G5/1987 CGll JOHNSON MEETING TODAY IN HURON
9/12/1987 CG21 JOHNSON ON FARM CREDIT BAILOUT
9/19/1987 CGll JOHNSON AIDE WILL SPEAK IN STATE
9/27/1987 Alll NOT RULING OUT A BID AGAINST PRESSLER IN 199G
9/3G/1987 BG24 TOWN MEETING WITH JOHNSON SATURDAY
1G/G5/1987 CG41 JOHNSON INTRODUCES DEFICIENCY PAYMENT BILL
10/15/1987 CG21 JOHNSON URGES CLOSING OF FARM TAX LOOPHOLE
10/17/1987 CG21 WASHINGTON SPENDING HURTS MIDWEST
10/18/1987 EG16 J0HNS0N--B1LL EASES FARM CUTS
10/31/1987 CG21 REPRESENTATIVE VOTES AGAINST PAY RAISE
11/09/1987 BG12 JOHNSON SPENDS YEAR SETTING IDENTITY
11/14/1987 CG21 HOUSE AGRICULTURE PANEL TO HAVE HEARING
11/19/1987 CGll JOHNSON GETS HELP FOR APPOINTMENTS
11/22/1987 BGll JOHNSON TO HOST TOWN MEETINGS
11/25/1987 BG23 JOHNSON CRITICIZES DIRECTOR'S TRAVELS
11/28/1987 CG23 KCUTS WOULD HURT DAIRY FARMS
11/30/1987 BG31 ADMINISTRATION COOL TOWARD JOHNSON PLAN
12/05/1987 CG41 JOHNSON SAYS HE HELPED DEFEAT PAY RAISE
12/18/1987 CG12 *FARM CREDIT BAILOUT ONLY A PATCH
12/26/1987 AG81 *T0 RECLAIM AMERICA FROM FOREIGN INVESTORS
12/28/1987 BG12 KFARM POLICY IN 1987 POLITICS
1/02/1988 CGll *JOHNSON TO TAKE CALLS ON TV SHOW
1/07/1988 CGll FARM CREDIT LAW TO BE DISCUSSED
1/19/1988 CG31 VOLK CHALLENGES JOHNSON TO TURN DOWN PACS
2/08/1988 BGll JOHNSON SPONSORS LIVESTOCK BILL
2/09/1988 CG31 VOLK, JOHNSON TANGLE OVER PAC MONEY
2/15/1988 BG16 JOHNSON PAC FUNDS REPORTED
2/21/1988 CGll JOHNSON LEADS VOLK IN POLL OF STUDENTS
2/24/1988 BG21 JOHNSON RANKS 33RD IN PAC FUNDS
3/04/1988 CG21 SURVEY SHOWS JOHNSON'S PAC T1ES--V0LK
3/15/1988 CG21 CANADIAN PACT ON TRADE BAD FOR FARMERS
3/21/1988 CGll JOHNSON SPONSORS BILL ON PARTY FUNDS
3/26/1988 CGll JOHNSON TO SEEK SECOND HOUSE TERM
3/27/1988 EG15 36JOHNSON ANNOUNCES BID FOR SECOND TERM
4/03/1988 Alll JACKSON BACKLASH COULD COST HIS SEAT
4/14/1988 CGll JOHNSON SPONSORS STUDENT ART CONTEST
4/19/1988 AG41 SD LAWMAKERS APPROVE OF ACTION
4/20/1988 BGll JOHNSON DEFEATING VOLK IN MONEY RACE
4/21/1988 CG31 JOHNSON WORKS FOR WATER PROJECT FUNDING
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A/30/1988 con JOHNSON TO SPEAK AT WEEKEND EVENTS
4/30/1988 C012 *SPENDING LIMIT FOR CAMPAIGN
5/02/1988 A081 XVOLK SHOULD MOVE ON TO ISSUES
5/08/1988 AlOl REP JOHNSON KEEPS CHANGING POSITIONS (L)
5/20/1988 A104 VOLK PLAN HAS GIMMICKS (L)
5/22/1988 con JOHNSON TO HOLD MEETINGS IN STATE
5/24/1988 A084 JOHNSON'S VOICE HEARD (L)
5/27/1988 C023 REPRESENTATIVES' FINANCE REPORTS
6/03/1988 A102 PAC MONEY SWAYS JOHNSON (L)
6/08/1988 B051 JOHNSON ASKS LYNG TO VISIT STATE
6/29/1988 B021 JOHNSON WILL HOLD PUBLIC MEETINGS IN STATE
7/03/1988 BOll VOLK ASKS JOHNSON TO RETURN DONATIONS
7/07/1988 con JOHNSON WILL VISIT HURON, ARMOUR
7/09/1988 C012 JOHNSON PREPARES FOR DROUGHT BILL WORK
7/17/1988 AHA JOHNSON IGNORES SCANDALS (L)
7/19/1988 con MEASURE WOULD LIMIT INAUGURAL EXPENSES
7/21/1988 A043 *STEPPING UP TO THE PODIUM
7/21/1988 B071 FLING WITH THE NATIONAL SPOTLIGHT
7/31/1988 C012 *VOLK, JOHNSON PLAN DEBATE-FILLED RACE
8/03/1988 B015 KVOLK--JOHNSON THWARTED CRITICISM ON SOCIAL SECURITY
8/07/1988 E016 JOHNSON DISPUTES VOLK LEAD
8/12/1988 con JOHNSON FORUM IS SATURDAY IN REDFIELD
8/13/1988 A082 JOHNSON SWITCHES ON PAC'S (L)
8/13/1988 con JOHNSON, VOLK MEET FOR FIRST DEBATE
8/17/1988 A082 PAC'S LIKE JOHNSON (L)
8/21/1988 C021 *PUBLIC MEETINGS TO BE HELD ON HEALTH CARE
8/28/1988 con JOHNSON BEGINS SERIES OF MEETINGS
8/31/1988 BOll JOHNSON ACCUSED OF BREAKING PROMISES
9/01/1988 C012 DISASTER PROVISIONS MUST BE IMPROVED
9/03/1988 A015 VOLK, JOHNSON TO STUMP AT SAME CENTER
9/04/1988 A061 JOHNSON STRUGGLING TO OVERCOME OBSCURITY CED)
9/04/1988 A071 ^JOHNSON NOT A MEDIA PERSON
9/04/1988 con JOHNSON, VOLK ON PANEL DISCUSSION
9/05/1988 A081 SHOWS INTEREST ONLY AT ELECTION TIME CD
9/08/1988 C016 BOTH PLEDGE SUPPORT FOR COOPERATIVES
9/13/1988 A102 JOHNSON DESERVES 2ND TERM CD
9/17/1988 A083 JOHNSON'S FIGHTING FOR STATES INTERESTS CD
9/22/1988 A062 JOHNSON STEADY DC FORCE CD
9/24/1988 C021 JOHNSON MAILINGS LATE BECAUSE OF BACKLOG
9/25/1988 Alll RACES MAY BE AFFECTED BY BALLOT ISSUES
9/25/1988 Alls WHERE WAS JOHNSON CD
10/01/1988 A085 JOHNSON COPIES VOLK AD CD
10/03/1988 C015 VOLK-JOHNSON RACE EXCITES FEW VOTERS
10/05/1988 A102 JOHNSON CRITICS FLIP-FLOP CD
10/08/1988 C014 VOLK CALLS RIVAL'S AD DECEPTIVE
10/09/1988 A131 NEEDS TO START TELLING WHO HE IS
10/09/1988 A134 JOHNSON TRADE VOTE WRONG CD
10/12/1988 A081 AD QUESTIONABLE, BUT NOT JOHNSON'S RECORD CED)
10/12/1988 C012 XCLASH OVER BRADLEY BILL
10/13/1988 A085 JOHNSON SKIPS MUD SLINGING CD
10/14/1988 A105 JOHNSON DESERVES 2ND TERM CD
10/15/1988 A083 JOHNSON TERM OUTSTANDING CD
10/15/1988 A084 JOHNSON FOR VETERANS CD
10/17/1988 B012 VOLK, JOHNSON SQUARE OFF ON ISSUES
10/18/1988 C012 36DEBATERS TRADE CHARGES OF NEGATIVISM
10/18/1988 C015 JOHNSON LEADS MONEY RACE
10/20/1988 A122 LAWMAKERS EXAMPLE-SETTERS CD
10/20/1988 BOll JOHNSON CAMPAIGN REPORTS STOLEN SIGNS
10/22/1988 C012 *JOHNSON HOLDS 5-1 FUND ADVANTAGE
10/23/1988 A152 PAC MONEY SWAYS JOHNSON CD
10/27/1988 con JOHNSON TO RECEIVE VETERANS AWARD
10/29/1988 A081 JOHNSON HAS EARNED ANOTHER HOUSE TERM CED)
11/01/1988 A103 JOHNSON RECORD OUT OF STEP CD
11/01/1988 A105 JOHNSON AIDS SMALL FIRMS CD
11/01/1988 B015 JOHNSON RAISES, SPENDS MORE MONEY
11/05/1988 A103 JOHNSON WEAK ON DEFENSE CD
11/06/1988 E015 9€RACE FRUSTRATES JOHNSON, VOLK
11/06/1988 E021 JOHNSON NAMES HIS GOP SUPPORTERS
11/07/1988 con JOHNSON PLANS BILL ON FMHA NOTICES
11/09/1988 A012 SD HANDS JOHNSON RE-ELECTION WIN
11/10/1988 C052 KJOHNSON SHOWS STRENGTH
11/17/1988 con JOHNSON TO HOST MILITARY SCHOOL DAY
11/18/1988 C012 CONGRESS WILL CALL BUSH'S BLUFF
12/02/1988 con JOHNSON PROTESTS CORPORATE BUY-OUT
12/11/1988 A091 DECISION ON JOHNSON'S FUTURE SOON
12/13/1988 C012 WILL ANNOUNCE SENATE PLANS BY SPRING
12/19/1988 con JOHNSON CRITICIZES FEDERAL PAY HIKE
12/25/1988 con JOHNSON TO SPONSOR HUNTERS' RIGHTS BILL
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1/07/1989 coil JOHNSON PROMOTES TWO STAFF MEMBERS
1/11/1989 C021 JOHNSON--REAGAN FINAL BUDGET A DISASTER
1/13/1989 coil JOHNSON TO HOLD PUBLIC MEETINGS
1/21/1989 A085 CHARITIES GET JOHNSON RAISE (L)
1/26/1989 coil JOHNSON TO SERVE ON VETERANS PANEL
1/29/1989 A083 RECEIVE FAVORABLE RATINGS IN POLL
2/01/1989 A016 WRIGHT TO ALLOW PAY RAISE VOTE IF MEMBERS WANT
2/0A/1989 AOIA MAGAZINE RANKS PRESSLER NUMBER 2
2/07/1989 A015 *JOHNSON EXPECTS RAISE TO FAIL
2/16/1989 C012 BUSH BUDGET HURTS RURAL AMERICA
2/19/1989 C021 JOHNSON WANTS DRUG FIGHT STEPPED UP
3/03/1989 C015 KJOHNSON STILL UNDECIDED OVER RUN FOR SENATE
3/05/1989 coil JOHNSON PLANS A MEETINGS IN STATE
3/12/1989 GOBI URGES PANEL AIMED AT SOLVING DEFICIT PROBLEM
3/20/1989 A105 JOHNSON BIG PAC RECIPIENT (L)
3/22/1989 C012 JOHNSON STILL UNDECIDED ON POSSIBLE SENATE BID
3/23/1989 coil JOHNSON PROPOSES RURAL HEALTH MEASURE
3/26/1989 C015 LAWMAKERS FIND WASHINGTON, SD A WORLD APART
'»/02/1989 AlOl POLLS MAY CONVINCE JOHNSON
A/06/1989 C016 NORTHWEST TAKEOVER COULD HURT STATE
A/22/1989 coil JOHNSON URGES BUSH TO CALM OIL MARKET
5/1A/1989 A151 3(S0ME THINK SHANARD CAN UNSEAT JOHNSON
5/17/1989 C015 JOHNSON REPORTS NO FEE FROM SPEECHES
6/1A/1989 coil JOHNSON LAUDS BUSH FOR ETHANOL PLANS
6/23/1989 C023 5CJ0HNS0N EXPECTS OK FOR WATER PROJECTS
6/25/1989 C012 3€J0HNS0N LEANING AGAINST SENATE BID
7/11/1989 C02A JOHNSON BILL TARGETS SMALL, RURAL HOSPITALS
7/13/1989 C036 PRESSLER GOES TO 10 COUNTRIES ON TAXPAYERS
7/17/1989 A085 POLLING NOT SMEAR CAMPAIGN (L)
7/19/1989 C021 HOUSE MEMBERS BLAST BUSH ON DROUGHT
7/21/1989 coil JOHNSON TO ATTEND CENTENNIAL EVENTS
7/23/1989 C012 JOHNSON WANTS AID FOR RURAL DRUG WAR
8/02/1989 A012 *PRESSLER HAS $670,000 WAR CHEST
8/15/1989 C012 ^JOHNSON SPENDING RECESS IN ISRAEL
8/20/1989 A131 JOHNSON TELLS CONTRIBUTORS HE WON'T OPPOSE PRESSLER
8/21/1989 BOll JOHNSON SETS 10 MEETINGS IN SD
9/03/1989 A081 SENATE RACE--STRONG IMPACT ON DASCHLE
9/05/1989 coil JOHNSON WRAPS UP DRUG MEETINGS TODAY
9/08/1989 C031 JOHNSON HEARS ABOUT DRUG CONCERNS
9/14/1989 C012 DRUG WAR WILL COST STATE
9/24/1989 A103 TACTICS ARE QUESTIONABLE (L)
9/28/1989 C012 9€J0HNS0N LIKES TAX BREAK FOR IRAS
10/02/1989 A083 JOHNSON RACES POSITIVE (L)
10/02/1989 coil JOHNSON COULD STATE POLITICAL PLANS TODAY
10/03/1989 A012 *JOHNSON WON'T RUN FOR SENATE
10/13/1989 C031 JOHNSON EXPLAINS ABORTION VOTE
10/14/1989 coil REPRESENTATIVE JOHNSON WILL SWITCH COMMITTEES
10/20/1989 A012 *FRANKENFELD ENTERS RACE
10/20/1989 A085 ABORT JOHNSON, NOT BABIES (L)
10/22/1989 AlOl 56FRANKENFELD'S ANNOUNCEMENT HONEST
10/24/1989 C015 *HOUSE CAN'T OVERRIDE ABORTION VETO
10/25/1989 A085 TAX CUT IS IRRESPONSIBLE CD
10/28/1989 coil JOHNSON SETS SERIES OF STATE APPEARANCES
11/11/1989 coil JOHNSON APPOINTED TO 2 SUBCOMMITTEES
11/14/1989 B065 ^JOHNSON DOESN'T EXPECT FARM BILL CHANGES
11/17/1989 A015 JOHNSON CASTS 'NO' VOTE
11/24/1989 C012 CONGRESSIONAL DELEGATION TO SHARE SALARY INCREASE
12/10/1989 E044 DASCHLE, JOHNSON WANT CLARIFICATIONS ON EASEMENTS
12/20/1989 A103 ^ENFORCEMENT NEEDED TO WIN DRUG BATTLE
12/21/1989 A071 3(SD CONGRESSMEN BACK BUSH ACTION
12/24/1989 A023 JOHNSON SEEKS CARDS FOR TROOPS
1/13/1990 C012 JOHNSON MAILING CRITICIZED
1/13/1990 C031 JOHNSON HEADS EFFORTS TO PROTECT BENEFITS
1/31/1990 C012 36BUSH BUDGET DEALS BLOW TO RURAL AMERICA
2/01/1990 A061 XWHAT PRESIDENT DIDN'T SAY
2/04/1990 A091 OVERRIDE BID POWER GRAB CD
2/08/1990 coil CONSERVATIVE GROUP RATES SD DELEGATION
2/10/1990 A084 MEETING LETTERS JUSTIFIED CD
2/11/1990 E012 ^CONGRESSMEN HEAR BILL TESTIMONY
2/19/1990 A105 REPUBLICANS OPPOSED VETO CD
2/20/1990 C015 FRANKENFELD DEBATE CHALLENGE ACCEPTED
2/24/1990 C012 JOHNSON, DASCHLE POCKETING THEIR RAISES
3/02/1990 C012 RESERVATION DUMP CLEANUP BILL
3/16/1990 A085 WAS LETTER SOUR GRAPE CD
3/22/1990 coil JOHNSON PLANS TO ANNOUNCE SATURDAY
3/25/1990 A015 ^JOHNSON PROMISES POSITIVE CAMPAIGN
3/29/1990 C012 3CFRANKENFELD WANTS SDSU DEBATE IN APRIL
3/29/1990 C015 JOHNSON ASKS FOR SDSU LAB
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3/30/1990 C021 JOHNSON SEEKS STUDY OF STATE'S WATER NEEDS
A/1A/199G coil JOHNSON WANTS SALES TAX DEDUCTED
A/19/199G AlGl DAIRY PRODUCERS NEED JOHNSON'S BILL (L)
A/2G/199G CGll DASCHLE, JOHNSON OFFER BLACK HILLS BILL
A/26/199G CG12 JOHNSON URGES ETHANOL PROMOTION
A/27/199G CGA6 FRANKENFELD TELLS JOHNSON TO HURRY BILL
5/G6/199G A112 ARTS NEED ENDOWMENTS (L)
5/G8/199G CGll JOHNSON, RIVAL SUPPORT 'BOOT-CAMP' PRISONS
5/11/199G AG12 XJOHNSON BACKS FAMILY LEAVE BILL
5/11/199G DlGl FRANKENFELD PRAISES FOE'S FARM BILL EFFORTS
5/17/199G CG15 KDASCHLE HAS $53,SAG IN OUTSIDE INCOME
5/2A/199G CG12 ^FRANKENFELD RENEWS CALL FOR MAIL CUTBACK
5/27/199G CGll JOHNSON PUSHES FOR LINE-ITEM RESCISSION
5/28/199G CGll JOHNSON PUSHES FOR LINE-ITEM RESCISSION
5/31/199G CG15 KDUMP SITE RISKY, JOHNSON SAYS
6/G8/199G CG12 kBLACK HILLS LAND SWAP HITS SNAG
6/1G/199G Alll JOHNSON SHOULD SHOW FARM BILL ACTION^(L)
6/1G/199G CGll HOUSE PLANS HEARINGS ON WATER PROJECTS
6/2G/199G AG15 HOUSE PANEL VOTES FOR FLAG AMENDMENT
6/2G/199G A1G5 JOHNSON CHAMPION USER OF FRANK MAIL (L)
6/22/199G AG12 HOUSE KILLS FLAG AMENDMENT
6/22/199G CG33 JOHNSON PRAISES STATE WATER PROJECTS
6/3G/199G CG12 FRANKENFELD BLASTS JOHNSON'S MAILINGS
6/3G/199G CGAl DELEGATION FORMS OWN IDEAS ON TAX HIKE
7/G9/199G CG12 *HOUSE CANDIDATES MAY DELAY TV ADS
7/11/199G CG16 CANDIDATES DISAGREE ABOUT S&L'S
7/15/199G A113 JOHNSON POINTS TO REAGAN-BUSH FAILURES (L)
7/25/199G AG8A JOHNSON RESOLVES INSURANCE PROBLEM (L)
7/27/199G CGll JOHNSON QUESTIONS NUCLEAR WASTE PLAN
8/G2/199G AG16 KHOUSE OK'S 199G FARM BILL
8/G3/199G CG12 FRANKENFELD QUESTIONING JOHNSON VOTE
8/G8/199G Alll KRANZ WRONG, JOHNSON VOTES WITH DEMOCRATS (L)
8/11/199G CG12 FRANKENFELD--SAY NO TO RAISES
8/13/199G A083 JOHNSON 82 PERCENT DEMOCRATIC VOTER (L)
8/26/199G CGll DISTRICT 12 DEMOCRATS SPONSOR POTLUCK EVENT
8/3G/1990 C015 ^NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE PLAN MAY BE ANSWER
8/31/199G CGll FRANKENFELD RENEWS PAY-RAISE COMPLAINT
9/11/199G CGll JOHNSON AGREES TO SEVEN DEBATES
9/13/199G CG31 KLAND SWAP DEAL OK'D
9/17/199G CGll VETERANS' PAC ENDORSES JOHNSON
9/2G/199G CG12 *FRANKENFELD RAPS TEXTILE BILL
9/21/199G CGll CONSUMER FEDERATION ENDORSES JOHNSON
9/21/199G CG12 ^JOHNSON'S MAILINGS COST $93,GGG
9/22/199G AG16 *FRANKENFELD--JOHNSON'S RECORD POOR
9/23/199G EGll JOHNSON--MAILING STUDY INACCURATE
9/2A/199G AG83 FRANKENFELD HELPS AFTER JOHNSON FAILS CD
9/28/199G A1G3 JOHNSON HAS AGREED TO DEBATE FOE 6 TIMES CD
1G/G1/199G AG2I DELEGATION OPPOSES AG CUTS, HIGHER GAS TAX
1G/G1/199G A1G3 GOOD CHRISTIANS BACK ART ENDOWMENT FUNDS CD
10/0A/199G CGll LAWMAKERS STRUGGLE WITH BUDGET PACT
1G/G9/199G CGll JOHNSON WANTS PROBE OF S&L'S SPEEDED UP
1G/G9/199G CG12 JOHNSON SAYS HOUSE BUDGET FAIR
1G/1G/199G AG15 FRANKENFELD PRESSES JOHNSON ON S&L'S
1G/11/199G AG92 JOHNSON SHOULD BE DEBATING FRANKENFELD CD
1G/11/199G CGIA XRIVALS CONTINUE DEBATE - DAY LATER
1G/12/199G CG15 KFRANKENFELD WANTS CONGRESS TRIMMED
1G/16/199G CGIA XJOHNSON, FRANKENFELD ARGUE OVER PAY
1G/17/199G CGll CONGRESS RATED ON ENVIRONMENT
1G/2G/199G CGll JOHNSON HAS BIG LEAD IN CAMPAIGN
1G/2G/199G CG12 FRANKENFELD, JOHNSON TRADE SHOTS
1G/21/I99G Alll JOHNSON BEST CHOICE FOR FARMERS, -^RANCHERS CD
1G/23/199G CG12 CANDIDATES DEBATE LAST TIME
1G/29/199G CG12 3CCANDIDATES WANT TO MAKE HOUSE A HOME
1G/31/199G AIGA DON'T BLAME JOHNSON FOR REAGAN'S MESS CD
1G/31/199G CG12 ^FRANKENFELD BLASTS JOHNSON'S VOTE
11/G2/199G AG81 KJOHNSON DESERVES THIRD HOUSE TERM CED)
11/G3/199G AG85 JOHNSON DISTORTS WHAT FRANKENFELD SAID CD
11/GA/1990 A12A JOHNSON WON'T ADMIT HIS VOTE WAS MISTAKE CD
11/G7/1990 A031 KTIM JOHNSON CLAIMS OVERWHELMING HOUSE VICTORY
11/11/199G AG15 JOHNSON, PRESSLER COOL TO MILITARY BUILDUP IN GULF
11/18/199G EG16 KJOHNSON AGAINST USE OF RESERVES
12/11/199G CGll JOHNSON TO MEET WITH PUBLIC TODAY
12/19/199G CGll ACLU RATES STATE'S CONGRESS MEMBERS
12/26/199G CG12 9€PRESSLER CASTS MAVERICK VOTES
1/G2/1991 CG33 JOHNSON TO HOST PERSIAN GULF MEETINGS
1/G6/1991 CGll 36JOHNSON TO DISCUSS MIDDLE EAST CRISIS
1/G9/1991 CGll JOHNSON SCHEDULES PUBLIC MEETING TODAY
1/13/1991 AG71 KSD LAWMAKERS MIXED ON GULF FORCE ISSUE
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1/16/1991 coil REPRESENTATIVE JOHNSON PLANS SERIES OF MEETINGS
1/18/1991 CGll JOHNSON MEETINGS CANCELED THIS WEEK
1/23/1991 BOll JOHNSON TO FILE BILLS TODAY ON WATER PLANS
2/07/1991 C03A JOHNSON REVIVES BILL FOR LINE-ITEM RECISSION
2/12/1991 con SELECTED TO YOUTH COMMITTEE
3/01/1991 con TO SPEAK THROUGHOUT STATE
3/0'i/1991 con APPOINTED TO VETERAN PANEL
3/15/1991 con SETS LOCAL MEETING TIMES
3/18/1991 A093 DASCHLE, JOHNSON TRIED TO STOP BUSH (L)
4/02/1991 C061 TO ADDRESS BUSINESS CONFERENCE
4/03/1991 con SCHEDULED MEETING THIS WEEK
4/11/1991 C012 ^JOHNSON MANEUVERS TO WIN WATER PROJECTS
5/04/1991 A023 GUN ISSUE HAS FACTIONS SHOOTING FOR VOTES
5/09/1991 A016 *T1M JOHNSON VOTES AGAINST HANDGUN BILL
5/11/1991 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
5/15/1991 C032 JOHNSON, SDSU DEAN TESTIFY ON BIOSTRESS LAB
5/19/1991 An2 JOHNSON'S GUN VOTE REFLECTED VOTER'-S WISHES _(L)
5/19/1991 C014 SPEAKER FEES INFLATE INCOME OF LAWMAKERS
5/23/1991 C036 JOHNSON SETS DATES FOR TOWN MEETINGS
6/21/1991 D061 FARM GROUP CITES DASCHLE, JOHNSON
6/29/1991 BOll JOHNSON TO HOLD PUBLIC MEETINGS
7/02/1991 C032 POLITICIANS EARN NATIONAL RECOGNITION
7/15/1991 C066 ^LITTLE HOPE REMAINS FOR DAIRY BAILOUT BILL
8/18/1991 DOll SEEKS PROBE OF MEAT PRICING
8/18/1991 E031 LAWMAKER SEEKS VIEWS ON MIDDLE-CLASS PINCH
8/19/1991 BOll MEETING TIMES SET FOR JOHNSON'S SESSIONS
8/24/1991 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
8/30/1991 A102 REP JOHNSON GIVEN UNDESERVED CRITICISM (L)
8/31/1991 A083fDEFENDS NUMBER OF MEETING (L)
9/01/1991 E034 DASCHLE, JOHNSON ADDRESS FARM WOES
9/04/1991 C012 XJOHNSON TO HELP OVERSEE ARMENIAN ELECTIONS
9/05/1991 A081 PRESSLER THE ONE WHO MERITS CRITICISM (L)
9/07/1991 C014 3CEX-USD PROFESSOR'S IMPRISONMENT SPARKS PROTESTS
9/14/1991 C022 DISPUTE THREATENS WATER PROJECTS--JOHNSON SAYS
9/16/1991 C012 36JOHNSON IRONS HIS OWN CLOTHES
9/25/1991 C031 MEETINGS IN BALTIC, WEBSTER
10/05/1991 A012 SD CONGRESSMEN JOIN PERKS OUTCRY
10/08/1991 A084 JOHNSON--NO CHECKS OF MINE BOUNCED (L)
10/15/1991 B081 TIM JOHNSON BLASTS CEREAL PRICE HIKE
10/19/1991 con JOHNSON VOTES AGAINST GUN BAN
10/26/1991 C035 JOHNSON WRITES RECONCILIATION BILL
10/30/1991 C012 GROUP PUTS DASCHLE AT TOP IN FREE MAIL USE
11/05/1991 con TIM JOHNSON BLASTS PROPOSED GUARD CUTS
11/10/1991 E021 INCLUDED IN VETERANS EVENT
11/23/1991 con ACADEMY INFORMATION PROGRAM IS TODAY
12/11/1991 A123 CONGRESS MUST ABIDE BY SAME LAWS OF LAND (L)
12/16/1991 A082 JOHNSON, DASCHLE SHOULD VOTE FOR STATE (L)
12/25/1991 A142 KNOCK ON JOHNSON MISSED MARK BY MILE (L)
1/03/1992 C016 CHANSON ISN'T READY TO CHALLENGE JOHNSON
1/06/1992 C032 3(250 DECRY CLOSING VA SURGICAL UNITS
1/14/1992 con REP JOHNSON BEGINS SERIES OF MEETINGS
1/20/1992 C031 80'S DEBT TO BLAME FOR ECONOMY
1/24/1992 C035 SDEA ENDORSES JOHNSON
1/27/1992 B032 FRANKENFELD SAYS INCUMBENT NOT INVINCIBLE
1/28/1992 con NEA COMMITTEE ENDORSES JOHNSON
2/01/1992 con JOHNSON TO ATTEND HEARING IN PIERRE
2/24/1992 A015 DASCHLE, JOHNSON ON RE-ELECTION TRACK
2/26/1992 con HEALTH-CARE SOLUTIONS NOT SIMPLE
3/11/1992 con REP JOHNSON TO BE DELEGATE FOR CLINTON
3/12/1992 C035 36JOHNSON PREFERS TO BE UNCOMMITTED DELEGATE
3/13/1992 C012 SD LAWMAKERS--CHECKBOOKS BALANCE
3/26/1992 C032 JOHNSON BRINGS GRIPES TO RIVER HEARING
3/27/1992 con JOHNSON SCHEDULES WEEKEND MEETINGS
3/28/1992 A083 BE PROUD OF JOHNSON'S RECORD (L)
3/30/1992 B064 FARM INCOME WILL SLIDE, JOHNSON SAYS
3/31/1992 C014 JOHNSON STILL CONFIDENT OF FOLEY'S LEADERSHIP
3/31/1992 C015 ^BROWN'S CAMPAIGN TACTICS UNDER ATTACK
4/02/1992 A052 HOUSE BANK SCANDAL
4/03/1992 C015 JOHNSON DIFFERS ON TERM LIMITATIONS
4/08/1992 C012 ^LAWMAKERS MAINTAIN LOCAL TIES
4/14/1992 A082 'BOUNCE-FREE' JOHNSON MAKES WOMAN PROUD (L)
4/19/1992 BOll 3(J0HNS0N TO UNVEIL RE-ELECTION PLANS
4/21/1992 A064 JOHNSON'S ANTl-'GAG RULE' POSITION IS MISLEADING (L)
4/25/1992 A084 JOHNSONS DON'T ABUSE HOUSE PERKS SYSTEM (L)
4/25/1992 DOll JOHNSON TO ANNOUNCE CANDIDACY TODAY
4/26/1992 F015 *JOHNSON ANNOUNCES BID FOR 4TH TERM IN HOUSE
4/27/1992 C012 X'TIM', 'JOHN' ARE NO PR0BLEM--CAND1DATES
4/30/1992 C012 XBILL SEEKS TO FORTIFY HEALTH SERVICE
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JOHNSON VERNELL
JOHNSON VICKY
JOHNSON W CARTER
JOHNSON WALTER
JOHNSON WARREN
JOHNSON WAYNE
JOHNSON WILLIAM
JOHNSON WILMA
JOHNSTON ARNOLD
JOHNSTON CHARLEY
JOHNSTON HARVE
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4/30/1992 C02I ALBANIAN TITLE DOESN'T INTEREST JOHNSON
5/02/1992 AIGl DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
5/20/1992 coil JOHNSON TO ATTEND MEMORIAL DAY EVENTS
6/01/1992 coil JOHNSON BLASTS BUFFALO COMMONS PROPOSAL
6/12/1992 C012 KJOHNSON FINANCES DISCLOSED
6/12/1992 C0I4 JOHNSON LIKELY TO BACK SD'S TOP VOTE-GETTER
6/I6/I992 C021 JOHNSON SPEAKS AT LEGION CONVENTION
7/02/1992 C012 ^DELEGATION SPLIT ON ABORTION BILL
7/17/1992 coil JOHNSON LEADS TIMMER IN FUNDS
7/29/1992 A104 ABORTION VIEWS DISTORTED IN LETTER (L)
8/08/1992 BOIl JOHNSON TO MEET WITH PUBLIC IN AUGUST
8/14/1992 B035 JOHNSON INTRODUCES MEAT LABELING BILL
8/I8/I992 B0I6 ^LAWMAKER MAILINGS DEFENDED
8/25/1992 BOll JOHNSON PLANS 5-CITY TRIP FOR MEETING
8/30/1992 A114 CONGRESSMAN VOTED FOR BALANCED BUDGET (L)
8/31/1992 B021 JOHNSON SKEPTICAL OF BUSH TAX PLAN
9/07/1992 A095 JOHNSON SHOULD REALIZE VOTERS AREN'T NAIVE (L)
9/08/1992 A065 DASCHLE, JOHNSON STOOD UP ABORTION FOES (L)
9/24/1992 AlOl JOHNSON, DASCHLE AVOID MUD-SLINGING CAMPAIGN (L)
9/25/1992 B0I6 9€TERM LIMITS FACILITATE NEW IDEAS, EXPERT SAYS
9/28/1992 A051 KCROWD, CARS BLANKET 17 ACRES
10/01/1992 A012 ^INCUMBENTS TAKE COMMAND
10/02/1992 AlOl DID JOHNSON, STAFF GIVE MONEY'S WORTH' CD
10/06/1992 A061 SD INCUMBENTS SAFE (ED)
10/07/1992 B014 3eTIMMER--AB0LISH ALL PAC'S
10/11/1992 coil KTHE CONGRESSIONAL RACES
10/13/1992 B012 TERM LIMITS WOULD COST SD POWER
10/19/1992 A092 VOTE TO RE-ELECT DASCHLE, JOHNSON (L)
10/20/1992 B022 XJOHNSON TOPS TIMMER IN CAMPAIGN DOLLARS
10/21/1992 A015 *PULLS ADS FROM KJAM IN RESPONSE TO CRITICISM
10/23/1992 A103 TIM JOHNSON TAKES BIPARTISAN APPROACH (L)
10/24/1992 B012 ^POLITICAL LESSON
10/27/1992 B012 *JOHNSON MAINTAINS LOPSIDED POLL LEAD
10/28/1992 A081 JOHNSON DESERVES FOURTH HOUSE TERM (ED)
10/30/1992 A104 DASCHLE, JOHNSON FAVOR WRONG CHOICES (L)
11/01/1992 F012 KTIMMER, JOHNSON BOAST COST-WISE CAMPAIGNS
11/03/1992 A065 DELEGATION WAS AGAINST CONGRESSIONAL PAY RAISE (L)
11/04/1992 A041 *DASCHLE, JOHNSON COAST
11/04/1992 AlOl JOHNSON, DASCHLE NEED CLEARER FOCUS (ED)
12/03/1992 B021 JOHNSON TO JOIN AREA ACTIVITIES
4/03/1983 DOll *DR JOHNSON NEW ARGUS COLUMNIST
4/12/1992 DOll SF MAN CHARGED WITH RAPE
4/18/1992 coil SF MAN INDICTED FOR RAPE
4/23/1992 coil MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO 2ND-DEGREE RAPE
3/10/1982 C033 ^MOVEMENT PROTESTS ARMS RACE
5/14/1988 A092 ^THEOLOGIAN TOP CANDIDATE FOR SFC PRESIDENCY
5/I4/I988 C016 SEARCH PANEL WANTS PASTOR TO LEAD SFC
5/26/1988 C015 FORMER INSTRUCTOR NAMED SF COLLEGE PRESIDENT
9/I9/I988 C012 PRESIDENT HELPS SF COLLEGE CARE
10/19/1988 C014 36JOHNSON BEGINS 2ND TOUR AT COLLEGE
8/01/1990 B012 5CC00K PREFERS SEAFOOD, FISH TO BURGERS
5/01/1983 N041 ^(AGRICULTURE) THE AUCTIONEER CARES ABOUT EVERYONE
1/22/1991 B062 ^AUCTIONEER GREW UP ON SALES
5/05/1991 E015 ^LONGTIME AUCTIONEER VERNELL JOHNSON RETIRES
8/30/1992 EOll ^RETIRED AUCTIONEER MAKES HALL OF FAME
11/14/1982 D104 KSF LAWYER BELIEVER IN HUMAN RIGHTS
7/07/1989 D081 JOHNSON NAMED TO SDSU POST
10/02/1992 B016 MAN IMPROPERLY REMOVED ASBESTOS
11/11/1982 C061 JOHNSON TO BECOME JUDGE DEC 1
12/03/1982 C081 JOHNSON SWORN IN AS CIRCUIT JUDGE
9/03/1988 coil COURT APPROVES PLAN FOR NEW CIRCUIT JUDGE
1/21/1990 B072 ^ELECTED HEAD OF MINNEHAHA SPORTSMEN'S
4/11/1982 A012 KFLANDREAU RALLYING TO SAVE SCHOOL
4/22/1989 C023 WEB OFFICIAL FILES LAWSUIT OVER LETTER
5/08/1989 B012 *BERESFORD FARM WIFE FACES HARDEST TEST YET
9/16/1990 C036 RAPID VALLEY MAN SENTENCED FOR ARSON
4/28/1985 N141 X(RETAIL) BIG HEADACHES FOR CITY HALL
4/18/1986 A012 XJOHNSTON ISSUES FREE-WHEELING CHALLENGE
2/19/1991 D052 FRONTIER CLUB OWNER WANTS AFTER FIVE
3/04/1991 A083 CITY SEEMS TO WANT TO ELIMINATE CHOICE (L)
3/05/1991 B012 FRONTIER OWNER LOOKS FOR SUPPORT
3/07/1991 A016 CITY DENIES BAR PERMIT TO FRONTIER
3/11/1991 B012 ^FRONTIER CLUB OWNER ENVISIONED GROCERY CAREER
3/19/1991 B012 FRONTIER OWNER WINS HALF OF BATTLE
4/23/1991 coil CLUB GETS EXTENSION TO VACATE BUILDING
8/29/1991 C012 FINE THREAT SPEEDS FRONTIER CLOSE
9/23/1991 B015 CITY PLANS TO PURCHASE FRONTIER LOT
10/18/1990 A052 ^CA KID'S BEST FRIEND
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JOHNSTON HARVE 3/06/1991 D012
JOHNSTON KYLE IG/09/I986 D012
JOHNSTON RICHARD 3/Q5/I990 B021
JOHNSTON STEVE 9/30/1982 D0A2
JOHNSTONE MIKE I/08/I98A B081
JOKES II/21/I982 C023
A/01/1983 AOll
I/06/I991 A095
8/IA/I99I AlOA
II/I5/I99I BOll
JONAS ROD A/26/1988 B016
JONASEN MIKE 11/09/1990 COIA
1I/I8/I990 E031
JONES ART 10/22/1985 B051
JONES BOBBY A/18/1989 B013
JONES BOYD 2/03/1983 C031
JONES CHET 10/25/1992 F012
ll/OA/1992 BOll
11/15/1992 A085
12/07/1992 B012
12/12/1992 A012
JONES CLARA 5/28/1982 B013
JONES CLAUDE 5/09/1987 A072
JONES CURT 3/1A/1986 C021
3/17/1986 B022
JONES DAVID 5/02/1982 C031
9/19/1982 C023
JONES DENNIS A/27/1983 coil
12/18/1992 B012
JONES DOUG A/20/198A BOll
JONES ENOS 3/12/1988 C033
JONES GORDON 3/25/1982 D031
11/10/1992 B015
JONES HARRY 5/23/1990 C033
JONES HERB 9/01/1991 A091
JONES JAMES 1/23/1987 C03A
JONES JENNIFER 7/06/1991 C012
JONES JOHN 3/31/198A A012
-^3/26/1991 C036
JONES JONELL 6/05/1992 A012
JONES JOPLIN 11/29/1988 B012
JONES JULIE & RAND 9/08/1990 A012
JONES KEN 3/07/198A D03A
A/22/198A B0A5
JONES KEVIN 11/26/198A D031
JONES LEN A/10/1990 A055
JONES MARLON 8/29/1982 COAl
7/17/1988 BOAA
8/17/1991 B016
JONES MICHAEL 3/23/1988 ^011
2/25/1992 COIA
JONES NIKKI 12/19/1988 B013
JONES NORMAN 2/19/1989 C093
JONES RAY 5/1A/198A BOll
8/01/1992 A071
JONES RICK 8/29/1986 C015
JONES SCOTT 2/09/1983 DOll
11/30/1985 B012
12/1A/1986 B031
JONES STEVE 7/01/1990 B061
JONES TARA A/20/1992 A072
JONES TOM 8/29/1990 B012
8/30/1990 B016
JONES TRACY 8/30/1990 D062
JONES VI S HENRY 5/06/1990 AA05
JONES WALT 11/18/1982 COAl
12/05/1990 C012
10/25/1992 F012
JONES WARREN 9/18/1985 C091
11/2A/1987 C012
JONES WENDY 7/06/1990 C012
JONGELING GREGG 5/09/198A C113
JONNSON SALLY A/05/1989 B012
JOPLING ANNETTE 3/0A/1991 C033
JORDAHL CHARLOTTE 12/22/1992 B062
JORDAHL JERRE 12/23/198A EOll
JORDAN BILL 3/21/1991 D082
JORDAN HAROLD 1/23/1983 C081
*SD SPORTS HALL OF FAME
POSITION SWITCH FOR VERSATILE JOHNSTON
STOCKGROWERS ASSOCIATION LEADER GUILTY
^JOHNSTON HEART OF O'GORMAN FOOTBALL SUCCESS
*FORTUNES TURN AROUND FOR MITCHELL'S JOHNSTONE
BETTER SMILE WHEN YOU SAY THAT PARTNER
*PRACTICAL JOKER GETS SERIOUS
RACIAL JOKES SHOW IGNORANCE AT KLUB (L)
DEATH NOTIFICATION WAS CRUEL, INSANE HOAX (L)
36BLONDE JOKES ARE NOT FUNNY IN RIGHT LIGHT
XJONAS DECLINES USD JOB
SHERIFF CANDIDATE WANTS RECOUNT
LOSER IN SHERIFF'S RACE FILES FOR RECOUNT
TWO INDUCTED INTO CO-OP HALL OF FAME
XEX-NBA STAR SPREADS CHRISTIANITY
FMHA CHIEF RETIRES AFTER 32 YEARS
AUSTAD OPPONENT APOLOGIZES FOR ERROR
3fJ0NES LEADS AUSTAD IN SENATE BID
JONES WORKED HARD TO WIN DISTRICT RACE (L)
*NEW STATE SEN ADMIRES POITIER, COSBY, KING, MAYS
^BRANDON SENATOR'S PATH TO PIERRE CROSSES GRIDIRON
36THE LOST ART OF TAILORING
3CCENTER HELPS DISABLED LIVE ALONE
JONES WON'T TRY RE-ELECTION TO SENATE
36LEGISLATOR JONES TO STEP DOWN
^NATIVES TAKE NOSTALGIC GLIMPSE AT PAST (YEAGER)
TOP GENERALS SHARE SIMILAR BACKGROUNDS (YEAGER)
JONES DENIES BUILDING NEGLIGENCE
HURON HOSPITAL FIRES PHARMACIST
KMAGAZINE PUBLISHES TEEN'S STORY
KRETIRED LAWYER JONES DIES
XFLANDREAU MAN CANDIDATE FOR HOUSE
FLANDREAU RECALL UPHELD BY JUDGE
3(BR00KINGS OK'S MONUMENT
DEMOCRATS' RESPONSE WRONG ABOUT WINDFALL (L)
2A-YEAR VET TO HEAD STATE PATROL
5fSLIP 'N' SLIDE
KJUDGE DISMISSES JANKLOW SUIT
JONES TAKES CHIEF FEDERAL JUDGE SPOT
^FAMILY, FIANCEE WAIT FOR WORD
^TRAVELS ON WEEKENDS TO MANAGE TEAM
*BABY, I'LL GO 550 MILES FOR YOU
JONES--SPRINGFIELD NEEDS STATE MONEY
JONES--WE WON'T LET COLLEGE CLOSE
PROFESSOR RECEIVES CALIF COUNCIL AWARD
9€V0ICE-ACTIVATED computers help OPEN DOORS
*TOUGH TIMES MAY BE OVER FOR CAR DRIVER
*JONES ON TRACK FOR HUSET TITLE
JONES FINDS EASIER TRAIL AT KNOXVILLE
56LIONS CLUB HONORS JONES POSTHUMOUSLY
MAN FREED AFTER PROSTITUTION CONVICTION
seWORK ETHIC HELPS VIBORG RUNNER CLAIM HONOR
PANEL OK'S LOTTERY BILLS DESPITE FEARS
XA FAMILIAR FACE RETIRES TO BACK PEW SUNDAY
KGOD'S PEACE RUNS DEEPER THAN WORLDLY PEACE
WATCHFUL WORKER SAVES CHILD, DOG
5fSC0TT JONES CHOOSES SD--CHAD STARK PICKS ND STATE
*JONES HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL
9eJ0NES WILL BE REMEMBERED AS WINNER
*T0 MAKE PING PONG MORE POPULAR
*YAC PROFILE
*AGE HASN'T DIMINISHED TOM JONES' ENTHUSIASM
*JONES THRILLS CROWD
DEVELOPMENT LOANS LOSE GROUND
XTHREAT TO OLD WEST COWBOY COUNTRY
*SD EPISCOPAL BISHOP TO RESIGN
TRIBE FIRES GAMING COMMISSIONER
CHURCH STANDS AS TESTAMENT TO FOUNDERS
SF DOCTOR WINS ANNUAL MEDICAL AWARD
3CAD0PTEE FINDS LOVE FROM TWO MOTHER'S
STUDENTS TO MEET SOVIET 'FRIENDS'
SCGROUP HONORS KURTENBACH
^CHILDHOOD IDEA BOOSTS INTEREST IN OWN COOKING
XFROSTY CAREER WITH FAMILY, SCHOOL
JeCHILDREN'S WEAR SHOP OWNER SEES CLIENTS AS FAMILY
XJORDAHL SUCCEEDS WILSON AT UNITED NATIONAL
36LAST OF MILLWORKING JORDANS
KUSD PROFESSOR POP JORDAN DEAD AT 79
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JORDAN JIM
JORDAN MILLWORK
JORDON JIMMY
JORDRE KYLE
JORGENSEN AMY
JORGENSEN CORALEE
JORGENSEN DON
JORGENSEN HOLLY
JORGENSEN JON
JORGENSEN KAY
JORGENSEN LYNNDI
JORGENSEN MARTIN
JORGENSEN
JORGENSEN
JORGENSON
JORGENSON
JORGENSON
JORGENSON
JORGENSON
RICHARD
STEVE
JANE
JANET
MARY
PATTY
RAY
JORGENSON "^TODD "
JOSEPH FERRIS
JOSEPH TRAVIS
JOSEPH WENDY & BRI
JOSEPHSEN SHAWNA
JOSEPHSON LES
JOSEPHY ALVIN
JOSLIN PAUL
JOST DOROTHY
JOSTAD ROBERT
JOSTEN CONCRETE
JOURDAIN ROGER
JOURNALISM
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/15/1986 A012 *THE KISSING BANDIT
5/23/1982 EOll ^PRESIDENT OF FIRM FOUGHT HARD TIMES BEFORE
A/28/1991 N181 ^RETIRED CEO IS ON GO, IN KNOW
12/22/1983 C035 JIMMY JORDON, YANKTON JOURNALIST, DIES
5/16/1991 B012 ^ATHLETES HONORED FOR EXEMPLIFYING INTEGRITY
12/17/1986 D012 KJORGENSEN CITED AS SOFTBALL STANDOUT
A/29/198A N051 BISECTION 1) ASPIRING GOLF PRO CARTED AT EARLY AGE
2/21/1982 C071 KJORGENSON, RUNGE SAVVY PARKER DUO
11/21/1985 D012 KJORGENSEN TOUCHES GIRLS SPORTS
10/05/1989 C015 ^FISHERMEN FIND WOMAN'S BODY
5/09/1992 A012 K2A0 GET PINK SLIPS
2/0A/1983 BOAl ^BEHIND THE LEGISLATIVE SCENES
6/08/198A C035 SPEARFISH LEGISLATOR WON'T SEEK RE-ELECTION
3/01/1986 COIA APPOINTMENT FULFILLS SPEARFISH WOMAN'S DREAM
7/08/1986 B02A EX-LAWMAKER JORGENSEN AS REGENT
3/0A/1989 C015-*BEHRING REPLACES-JORGENSEN ON BOARD
2/28/1985 DOll *MORE THAN SKIN DEEP
10/03/198A C091 STATE CITES FARMERS, HOMEMAKERS
10/20/1989 A081 *STATE LOANS BRING BETTER WAGES
11/07/1991 C031 GROUP ATTEMPTS TO HOGTIE PIG-CONFINEMENT OPERATION
5/1A/1982 coil *MAN CRIPPLED ON CITY JOB SAYS HE'S GETTING RAW DEAL
5/22/1986 coil SIOUX FALLS LAWYER ASKS FOR NEW HEARING
7/10/1992 D012 ^WEIGHT TRAINING BECOMING MORE POPULAR WITH WOMEN
5/07/1991 A012 XCITY ASKS MORRELL TO CURTAIL STENCH
7/07/1992 C021 MITCHELL TEACHER TO ATTEND CONFERENCE
12/16/1988 D013 *BOBCAT GYMNASTS CLAIMED TITLE
11/27/198A C031 *CITY ENGINEER JORGENSON WILL RETIRE
12/03/198A BOll SF THROUGH 3 DECADES OF GROWTH
A/07/1982"C021»JORGENSON'S BACK IN SDSU BASEBALL FOLD
8/08/1989 A103 BLOOD QUANTUM REQUIREMENT COULD RESULT IN DEATH
3/18/1992 A083 ^EDUCATION JUST ONE WAY TO IMPROVE INDIAN LIFE
3/31/1991 A012 ^LETTERS THAT BRIDGED THE GULF
1/16/1991 C012 XBERESFORD COPES WITH WAR FEARS
3/11/198A C061 WINS SCHOLARSHIP TRIP TO JAPAN
A/26/1989 D012 XNAMED TO TRACK MEET'S HALL OF FAME
3/20/1992 B012 *TRIBAL ART BEATS STRONGER
11/11/198A EOll ^DISTRIBUTOR WILL HOST OPEN HOUSE FRIDAY
8/07/1987 C025 *LATE START DOESN'T SLOW RUNNER, 72
'A/13/1990 C021 SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT RESIGNS TO JOIN FIRM
6/12/1990 C031 SUPERINTENDENT'S LAST JOB
7/16/1986 B023 CONCRETE FIRM TO UNIONIZE
A/19/1987 A063 JOSTEN FAIRNESS QUESTIONED (L)
5/23/1987 coil COMPANY CITED BY LABOR BOARD
2/05/1989 C016 BAD-FAITH BARGAINING
3/07/1991 B081 LOCAL FIRM GUILTY OF UNFAIR PRACTICES
9/01/1985 Alll KVETERAN FIGHTERS FOR INDIAN SURVIVAL
SEE ALSO BROADCASTING, REPORTERS, SF ARGUS LEADER
1/07/1982 D031 PRESS CAN'T REPORT ON CAUCUSES
1/08/1982 C0A3 HALF OF PARTY CAUCUSES CLOSED TO PRESS
1/18/1982 coil ^FINNISH REPORTER--US JOURNALISTS STILL HEROES
1/20/1982 D062 SPRINGER WINS HEARST AWARD
2/11/1982 C103 NAMED ALL-STATE JOURNALIST
2/18/1982 C103 KJEFF GREENFIELD TO SPEAK AT CONFERENCE
2/22/1982 C021 ARGUS CRITICIZED FOR SENSATIONAL REPORTS
2/27/1982 coil TELEVISION'S INFLUENCE ON POLITICS OVERRATED
3/17/1982 D06A JOURNALISM CITY STAFF
6/13/1982 C0A2 6 SD WOMEN PLACE IN NATIONAL CONTEST
6/20/1982 BOAl SDSU NEWS SEQUENCE ACCREDITED
8/08/1982 DOll ^AWARDS DON'T SELL PAPERS--VERMILLION
9/1A/1982 C021 KUSA TODAY--THE VERDICT IN THE HANDS OF READERS
10/03/1982 B031 READERS CRITICIZE MOVIE AD VIOLENCE (L)
10/17/1982 coil HALL OF FAME ADDS DEADWOOD JOURNALIST
12/27/1982 C031 KMATHIS MURDER TRIAL YEAR'S TOP STORY IN SD
3/12/1983 C016 PROTEST LETTER SENT BY PAPER CALLED A JOKE
3/15/1983 C015 PANEL TO STUDY USING CAMERAS IN COURTS
3/18/1983 D021 CAMERAS IN COURTROOMS AID TO UNDERSTANDING (ED)
A/08/1983 C034 COMPARING CONTROLS ON CAMERAS IN COURT
A/18/1983 BOll JOURNALISM AWARDS TO BE GIVEN
A/30/1983 B033 ARGUS WINS GENERAL EXCELLENCE AWARD
6/09/1983 C051 PANEL PROPOSES RULES FOR CAMERAS IN COURT
7/09/1983 C013 MEDIA--HAS GOVERNOR BEEN HARMED
7/13/1983 C021 WILL SHOULD BE OBSERVER (ED)
9/12/1983 BOAl PRESS WOMEN WILL DEBATE CAMERAS IN COURT
9/19/1983 C031 PRESS WOMEN WANT CAMERAS IN COURTROOMS
9/25/1983 C051 SDSU SCHOLARSHIP HONORS NEWSMAN
10/31/1983 C0A2 NEWS COVERAGE SHOULDN'T BE RESTRICTED
11/08/1983 B023 CASTRO STORY BELONGED ON EDITORIAL PAGE (L)
11/09/1983 B051 PAPER, YEARBOOK STAFFS RECOGNIZED
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JOURNALISM
DATE PAPER NOTATION
II/I2/I983 B025 PAGE ONE STORY ABOUT CUBA (L)
II/26/I983 B023 KNEWSMEN MUST SHOW RESTRAINT
12/06/1983 BG23 TIRED OF HEARING FREEDOM OF PRESS ARGUMENTS CD
12/17/1983 C023 MEDIA SHOULD SUPPORT, NOT RIDICULE, PRESIDENT CD
12/23/1983 C022 POLITICAL CARTOON CRITICIZED CD
I/0I/I98A BQ3I ^JOURNALISTS SHOULD PROJECT HOPE--NEUHARTH
I/I2/I98A C02I MORE HOPE IN NEWS APPRECIATED CD
2/20/198A C023 MURDERS DO NOT DESERVE RECOGNITION CD
A/17/198A A013 *MEDIA MUST BE ACCOUNTABLE
A/17/198A BOll MEETING WITH KILLER PART OF THE JOB
5/13/1984 C031 READERS QUESTION STATE'S ATTORNEY STORY
5/13/1984 CD31 THE EDITOR RESPONDS TO A 'LOOPHOLE'
5/14/1984 B021 CRITICISM OF THE MEDIA ISN'T NEW CED)
5/19/1984 C0I2 COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS ALLOWING CAMERAS"^IN COURTROOM
5/26/1984 B013 MEDIA AND THE LAW
5/28/1984 C021 USEFUL COURT PHOTO TEST CED)
6/23/1984 B031 LAWYERS DELAY VOTE ON CAMERAS IN COURT
7/19/1984 B024 PICTURE ADDED INSULT TO INJURY CD
9/12/1984 DD25 NEWSPAPER IS HYPOCRITICAL CD
10/06/1984 C021 FREE SOCIETY, PRESS INSEPARABLE CED)
10/13/1984 C022 ACCIDENT SPURS INSENSITIVITY CD
10/31/1984 B091 YOUNG JOURNALISTS RECOGNIZED
1/21/1985 BOll NEWSROOM SNAFUS LEAVE LITTLE TIME
2/02/1985 C021 ARTICLE LACKED SENSITIVITY CD
2/21/1985 C024 PAPER CHALLENGES STATUTE SUPPRESSING NAMES
3/13/1985 A081 SIOUX FALLS NEEDS BETTER JOURNALISM CD
4/16/1985 BOll KSTATE MEDIA COVER INDIANS POORLY
4/I7/I985 cm TODD COUNTY SWEEPS PAPER AWARDS
4/21/1985 C083 SEX ASSAULT CASES CAN BE CLOSED
4/22/1985 A081 CBS BROUHAHA THREAT TO FREEDOM CD
5/05/1985 C04I SF, LEAD AND PIERRE WIN NEWS AWARDS
5/05/1985 C09I JANKLOW--FREE PRESS CORNERSTONE FOR LIBERTIES
5/06/1985 C06I COLUMNIST EMPHASIZES CREDIBILITY
5/08/1985 BOII PANEL TO DISCUSS CAMERAS IN COURTROOMS
5/10/1985 C034 SOME WANT CAMERAS IN COURTS
7/I2/I985 C0I2 POLICE WITHHOLDING OF RECORDS UNCONSTITUTIONAL
10/28/1985 BOll AREA HIGH SCHOOL JOURNALISM STUDENTS HONORED
I/I9/I986 A063 READERS UPSET BY COVERAGE
3/11/1986 A081 NEWS MEDIA IN AIRING OPPOSING VIEWS CD
3/I2/I986 cm JOURNALISM CITY DELEGATES NAMED
3/19/1986 A084 'TARGET' BAD CHOICE OF WORDS CD
4/17/1986 C012 WOMEN PRESS FORWARD IN JOURNALISM
4/30/1986 B03I PRESS CONVENTION BEGINS THURSDAY
6/29/1986 A092 INDIAN JOURNALISTS DISCUSS COMMON PROBLEMS
8/08/1986 AIOI PUBLIC OFFICIALS ARE HUMAN, TOO CD
9/12/1986 C021 EDITORS HONORED FOR CONTRIBUTION TO JOURNALISM
9/20/1986 AIOI HOW DID THEY EVER COVER CED)
2/0I/I987 A08I OPEN MEETINGS LAW NEEDS TO BE PATCHED UP CED)
,2/15/1987 A104 TRAGEDY WAS SENSATIONALIZED CD
3/06/1987 A082 REPORTING WAS INACCURATE CD
3/I1/I987 A083 MEDIA THREATENS DEMOCRACY CD
3/15/1987 A08I MASS MEDIA IS STARTING TO MEAN EXACTLY THAT
3/28/1987 coil *PRESS CLUB HONORS SOUTH DAKOTANS
4/16/1987 C012 JOURNALISTS SHOULD BE ACCURATE--JANKLOW
5/14/1987 A081 XPUBLIC OPINIONS ON GARY HART
6/02/1987 A082 ACCURATE REPORTING NEEDED CD
8/16/1987 A094 MEDIA ARE SELECTIVE CD
10/06/1987 A061 NETWORK SHOW DISTORTS MORRELL SITUATION CED)
10/12/1987 BOll JOURNALISM STUDENTS GATHER IN BROOKINGS
2/0I/I988 AI03 STUDENTS LOSE VOICE CD
2/04/1988 A061 KMEDIA ON PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES
2/04/1988 A062 COURT SOLD KIDS SHORT CD
2/09/1988 AIOI TIME TO RESTATE GROUND RULES CED)
5/01/1988 N051 CSEC CO KA HAND IN FDR'S FARM POLICY
5/01/1988 N061 CSEC DD) 5fL0W-KEY NEWSMAN HAD HIGH PRIORITIES
5/01/1988 N063 CSEC EE) ^NEWSMAN SOUGHT OUT THE GOOD AND SIMPLE
5/01/1988 N071 CSEC GG) KMEDIA MOGUL HAD DUBIOUS DEBUT IN SD
5/01/1988 NI3I CSEC GG) 3€SD VALUES HELP ANCHORMAN SHINE
5/03/1988 D021 PRESS ASSOCIATION HONORS TWO FOR SERVICE
10/08/1988 C0I2 *'USA TODAY' FOUNDER RETURNS TO ROOTS
10/08/1988 C0I2 *USD DEDICATES NEW JOURNALISM CENTER
10/09/1988 BOll SDSU IS SITE OF PRESS CONVENTION
10/11/1988 C012 *NEWSMAN GREEN EMPHASIZED THE POSITIVE
10/24/1988 B021 HALL OF FAME INDUCTS TWO NEW MEMBERS
11/23/1988 A081 PICTURE IN POOR TASTE CD
12/08/1988 A063 REPORTING A STORY ISN'T AN ENDORSEMENT CD
12/09/1988 AIOI ARTICLE OFFERED A LESSON
12/12/1988 A064 PAGE 1 STORY CRUEL TO FAMILY CD
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
JOURNALISM 12/19/1988 A08A
1/27/1989 B016
1/29/1989 A081
3/01/1989 A063
3/15/1989 coil
A/G2/1989 Alll
6/18/1989 A131
6/25/1989 A121
7/13/1989 coil
10/09/1989 A082
10/09/1989 A083
10/27/1989 B012
11/11/1989 A081
11/25/1989 A083
2/25/1990 C021
3/22/1990 C012
3/27/1990 C021
A/01/1990 Alll
A/20/1990 A105
A/25/1990 A103
A/25/1990 AlOA
5/0A/1990 A103
5/05/1990 coil
5/23/1990 B081
6/20/1990 B072
6/2A/1990 Alll
7/31/1990 A051
8/01/1990 C032
>> 10/07/1990; EOll
10/13/1990 coil
11/06/1990 D016
1/30/1991 A061
2/1A/1991 A081
3/02/1991 C031
3/12/1991 C033
3/22/1991 A085
3/25/1991 A081
5/16/1991 A105
.5/20/1991 C033
6/03/1991 A102
6/09/1991 A091
8/17/1991 C015
9/0A/1991 A031
10/11/1991 C015
11/16/1991 AlOA
12/03/1991 A066
12/13/1991 C021
1/08/1992 A103
3/01/1992 F031
, 3/21/1992 A115
A/21/1992 C021
5/28/1992 A052
6/03/1992 AlOl
6/1A/1992 A091
9/1A/1992 A06A
9/16/1992 B021
11/16/1992 B021
12/21/1992 A092
12/21/1992 A09A
JOY JO DEAN 2/27/1992 C031
7/19/1992 FOll
10/18/1992 Alll
JOYCE DAVID 7/0A/1982 D012
JOYCE GRACE 8/08/1991 B012
JOYCE JAMES 10/11/198A coil
JOYCE MARILEE 11/11/1988 A012
11/12/1988 A015
12/21/1988 A083
12/31/1989 N085
JOYCE ROB 5/09/1991 A072
JOYNER DEBRA 8/01/1992 A012
JOYNT GERALD 6/18/1991 C033
JUDAISM 1/28/1985 C035
7/26/1985 A08A
JUDGES-HU A/2A/1986 B016
JUDGES-MN 3/03/1986 coil
JUDGES-RC 8/03/1986 C021
3/10/1990 C023
A BETTER WAY TO SAY IT (L)
A CRITIC MUST LAY IT ON THE LINE
NEWS EMBARGOES WORK WHEN BOTH SIDES
KEEP ELECTED ACCOUNTABLE (L)
OFFICIALS, JOURNALISTS TO DISCUSS REPORTING
PUBLIC SERVICE RESPONSIBILITY CARRIES RISK
'FRONT PAGE' JOURNALISM SWAYED EDITING
GOOD HEADLINES TURN SCANNERS INTO READERS
CITY STUDENT WINS JOURNALISM CONTEST
SEXIST ATTITUDES REMAIN (L)
FILM NOT PAGE 1 STORY (L)
^(NEUHARTH RETURNS HOME TO PLUG BOOK
A PAINFUL TASK FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS
DEATH STORY TOO PERSONAL (L)
^JOURNALISM SCHOOL NAMES AWARD WINNERS
COURT ASKED TO LIFT MEDIA MANSION RESTRICTION
GEYER HAILS MEDIA'S ROLE
REPORT OF NUDE BASKETBALL DRILL OFFERS LESSON
JOURNALISTS HAVE RIGHTS, TOO (L)
GIVE BOTH SIDES OF STORY (L)
IS 'ARGUS' OBJECTIVE CD
36'POST' STORY YELLOW JOURNALISM
CLINE RECEIVES AWARD FROM PRESS WOMEN
SD PRESS WOMEN
PRESS WOMEN AWARDS
*MIDAIR CRASH FUELS SURPRISING MEDIA EXPLOSION
^JOURNALIST FOUND ISOLATION AND FRIENDSHIP
COLUMNIST EARNS NEUHARTH AWARD
COLUMNIST ROWAN WINS NEUHARTH AWARD
COLUMNIST ROWAN TO GET NEUHARTH AWARD
HOPEWELL FILES KELO LIBEL SUIT
LEADERS DESERVE TRUST MORE THAN MEDIA DOES CD
CENSORED REPORTS BETTER THAN NOTHING (ED)
EDITOR, PUBLISHER NAMED SDSU LUSK FELLOWS
GIAGO TO BE HONORED BY HARVARD FOUNDATION
MEDIA SHOULD CONSIDER FAMILIES' FEELINGS CD
*INDIAN JOURNALIST GROUP FACED SEVERE BIRTH PAINS
PUBLIC DOESN'T NEED ALL MURDER DETAILS CD
GIAGO--MEDIA SHORT-CHANGES INDIANS
HEADLINE AND STORY HELPS MURDER SUSPECT CD
^PUBLIC HELPING TO ERODE FREEDOM OF PRESS
KSFY FILMING RAISES DOUBTS
KMEDIA TOY WITH DILEMMA DURING SIEGE
^PRESIDENTS CAN'T HIDE TRUTH
YOUNG SHOULD HEED FIDELITY MESSAGE CD
ACCURACY WOULD GAIN JOURNALISTS A THUMBS UP CD
USD AWARDED GRANT FOR JOURNALISM TRAINING
PHOTOGRAPHERS INTRUDE ON PERSONAL MOMENTS CD
EDITOR'S GROUP TO MOVE HEADQUARTERS TO SDSU
GOOD NEWS DESERVES BIG HEADLINES, TOO CD
KELO OFFERING INDIAN STUDENTS MEDIA SCHOLARSHIPS
INVITED TO ERRORLESS EXCHANGE OF MARRIAGE COWS
GOVERNMENT SHOULD DO OWN DIRTY WORK CED)
SWEDE'S BAR STORY NOT FOR 'FAMILY NEWSPAPER' CD
NEWPAPERS NEED TO IMPROVE STANDARDS CD
SDSU DEPARTMENT HEAD WINS AWARD
EDITORS SELECTED TO SDSU RESIDENCY
PACKWOOD COVERAGE REFLECTS MEDIA BIAS CD
MEDIA MANIPULATES MINDS OF AMERICA CD
WOMAN FILES NOTICE FOR LOTTERY REPEAL
JOY WON'T ADVERTISE ANTI-LOTTERY CAMPAIGN
XVIDEO POKER RUINING LIVES, REPUTATION OF SD
5CC0MPUTERS DON'T BYTE
KCOOKIE CRUMBLER
3CJ0YCE NAMED CHANCELLOR OF DIOCESE
ANCHOR FIRED FOR RELIGIOUS ARTICLES
TV ANCHOR'S STUMBLED ON WORDS
KDLT-TV JUSTIFIED IN FIRING OF ANCHOR CD
3CMARILEE LANDS ON TV IN WISCONSIN
^(COMPOSER GOES NONCOMMERCIAL
5CSISTERS WATCH JOYNER-KERSEE RUN FOR GOLD
BUSINESSMAN SENTENCED IN TAX CONVICTION
USD GETS BOOKS FOR COURSE
ARTICLE MISINTERPRETED JUDAISM CD
JUDGE DENIES DISMISSALS
EX-JUDGE OF RED LAKE RESERVATION KILLED
OFFICIAL WON'T EXPLAIN JUDGE'S REMOVAL
VEHICULAR HOMICIDE TERMS DIFFER MARKEDLY
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JUDGES-SD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/06/1982 CG13 PRESSLER WANTS S DAKOTAN CONSIDERED FOR JUDGESHIP
1/08/1982 C012 PRESSLER THREATENS FILIBUSTER OVER COURT NOMINEE
1/13/1982 B012 IT'S TIME S DAKOTAN SAT ON APPEALS COURT
1/16/1982 B021 CHANGING OF THE GUARD AT THE COUNTY COURTHOUSE CED)
1/2A/1982 B061 CIRCUIT JUDGES FACE RE-ELECTION IN 1982
2/21/1982 B051 ^REACTION TO MANDATORY SENTENCING MIXED
3/12/1982 D033 22 CANDIDATES FOR CIRCUIT JUDGE
4/09/1982 C041 MOST INCUMBENT JUDGES DON'T HAVE OPPONENTS
5/31/1982 B041 4 LAWYERS RUNNING FOR 8TH CIRCUIT JUDGE
6/03/1982 C031 TWO VIE FOR 8TH JUDICIAL JUDGESHIP
7/07/1982 C031 SUIT AGAINST SD JUDGE DISMISSED
7/27/1982 B043 EIGHT CIRCUIT JUDGE TO RETIRE SEPT 10
9/07/1982 BOll CHIEF JUSTICE PREFERS TO STAY OUT OF LIMELIGHT ^
9/24/1982 C051 4 OF 36 INCUMBENT CIRCUIT JUDGES OPPOSED
10/25/1982 C051 ELECTION WILL BRING FEW NEW FACES TO JUDICIAL
11/11/1982 C061 JOHNSON TO BECOME JUDGE DEC 1
12/03/1982 C081 JOHNSON SWORN IS AS CIRCUIT JUDGE
3/25/1983 C031 JUDGES TO ALTERNATE JUVENILE CASES
4/06/1983 C034 CIRCUIT JUDGE OF 27 YRS TO RETIRE
4/09/1983 BOll 1ST WOMAN NAMED PRESIDING JUDGE
4/12/1983 A012 ^RETIRING, JUDGE LOOKS FOR HAPPIER VIEW OF HUMANITY
4/23/1983 C013 KHIGH COURT JUSTICE PLEADS GUILTY TO DWI
5/08/1983 BOll JUSTICES ON SUPREME COURT ARE COLLECTIVELY POWERFUL
5/16/1983 B012 XJUDGE MILLER BREAKS UP STATE LEGAL FIGHTS
5/17/1983 B041 JUSTICE SEEKS IN-STATE TRAINING PLAN FOR JUDGES
6/04/1983 B051 RETHINK RULING FOR THE CORNERSTONE RESCUE MISSION
6/07/1983 B013 *24 YEARS ON THE BENCH
8/15/1983 C015 FEDS REVIEW APPOINTMENT OF JUDGE
8/16/1983 B014 FEDS REJECT HIRING TROY JONES
9/06/1983 coil XJUDGES GET HONORABLE REVIEW BY MAGAZINE
11/02/1983 coil NORTHEAST CORNER WILL LOSE CIRCUIT JUDGESHIP
11/08/1983 BOll MINNEHAHA COULD GET ANOTHER JUDGE
11/09/1983 C0I6 NO ROOM FOR EXTRA JUDGE
2/03/1984 D031 PLAN TO MAKE JUDGES LIVE IN PIERRE ADVANCES
2/04/1984 BOll COMMITTEE OKS 8-PERCENT RAISE FOR JUDGES
2/08/1984 DOll JUDGES' SALARY INCREASE WINS APPROVAL
2/16/1984 C051 BILL TO RAISE JUDGES' PAY SENT TO JANKLOW
5/04/1984 C015 *DUNN PLANS TO RETIRE FROM SUPREME COURT
5/06/1984 'C061-RAPID CITY LAWYER NAMED JUDGE
5/15/1984 C021 KEAN'S NOTABLE SERVICE CED)
5/25/1984 C012 LAWYERS TOLD TO END CRITICISM OF STATE JUDGES
7/10/1984 B041 ROSEBUD CHIEF JUDGE WANTS SUSPENSION MONEY
7/28/1984 D035 LOHNES WANTS JUDGE REMOVED FROM CASE
8/01/1984 D035 WOLLMAN SEEKS RE-ELECTION TO SUPREME COURT
9/10/1984 BOll ^RETIREMENT WON'T SLOW DUNN DOWN
9/10/1984 B013 *MITCHELL JUDGE TO FILL COURT VACANCY
11/18/1984 C021 TO BOOT BAD JUDGES CED)
11/21/1984 D031 JUDICIAL PANEL ISN'T REVIEW BOARD
12/26/L984^B021 BATTEY A GOOD CHOICE FOR JUDGESHIP (ED)
12/30/1984 C015 ^LAWYERS PRESS FOR HIGH COURT APPOINTMENT
1/07/1985 B021 JANKLOW SHOULD APPOINT JUDGE (ED)
1/08/1985 coil JUDGES DIVIDE COURT RESPONSIBILITY
1/18/1985 C015 STALEMATE CONTINUES ON NEW JUSTICE
1/19/1985 C015 HIGH COURT JUSTICE ANNOUNCEMENT POSTPONED
1/20/1985 C043 PANEL STANDS FIRM ON HIGH COURT NOMINATIONS
2/05/1985 coil PETITIONS ASK IMPEACHMENT OF JUSTICES
4/05/1985 A081 JANKLOW SHOULD PLAY BY RULES OF THE GAME (L)
6/25/1985 A015 *WOLLMAN FOR US APPEALS COURT
6/26/1985 AlOl KRIGHT PERSON PICKED TO FILL JUDICIAL VACANCY (ED)
7/04/1985 coil XPORTER CHIEF JUDGE FOR STATE'S FEDERAL COURTS
7/24/1985 A081 STATE DOESN'T NEED 2 HIGH COURT VACANCIES (ED)
7/31/1985 B022 JANKLOW TAKES HIS TIME TO FILL COURT VACANCY
8/03/1985 C045 SD JUDGE CAN THINK FOR HIMSELF
8/13/1985 coil COURT JOB APPLICANTS
8/17/1985 C041 CIRCUIT JUDGE PLANS TO RETIRE
8/24/1985 C022 SUPREME COURT SCOLDS RAPID CITY CIRCUIT JUDGE
9/10/1985 coil ACTING JUSTICE NAMED
9/26/1985 C013 REAGAN PICKS BATTEY FOR JUDGESHIP
9/30/1985 A081 REAGAN SCORES WITH JUDGE APPOINTMENT (ED)
10/26/1985 A015 KBATTEY APPROVED AS FEDERAL JUDGE
11/11/1985 B013 FEW WOMEN GRADUATES GET JUDGESHIPS
11/15/1985 C031 JUDGE PICKED FOR POST
12/19/1985 A012 *JANKLOW PICKS 2 FOR HIGH COURT
12/21/1985 AlOl JUSTICE SYSTEM NEEDS MORE WOMEN JUDGES (L)
12/22/1985 C016 WUEST SET FOR NEW LIFE
12/26/1985 coil YELLOW THUNDER CAMP JUDGE KNOW AS HARD WORKER
2/28/1986 C024 NEW CIRCUIT COURT JUDGE TO TAKE SEAT TODAY
3/28/1986 C015 JANKLOW NAMES MILLER AS CIRCUIT COURT JUDGE
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A/27/1986 N031 (FINANCE) *SHE*S READY TO FLY AFTER 27 YEARS IN COUR
6/03/1986 A066 JUDGE IGNORES CONSTITUTION (L)
6/23/1986 AD12 5CJUDGE LOVES SERVING TIME
7/17/1986 A012 ^SHERIFF REPORTS JUSTICE'S MISCONDUCT
7/18/1986 AG81 ^HENDERSON'S CONDUCT FALLS SHORT OF STANDARD (ED)
7/20/1986 EOll JUSTICE SAYS TAPE WAS MISINTERPRETED
7/27/1986 C031 YOUNG ELECTED PRESIDENT OF NATIONAL COUNCIL
8/13/1986 A061 ^SENTENCING GUIDELINES NEEDED, PROFESSOR SAYS
8/22/1986 C015 WUEST PICKS KEAN AS PRESIDING JUDGE
lO/OA/1986 C021 TERM LAPSES FOR STATE'S BANKRUPTCY JUDGE
12/05/1986 C021 PRESIDING JUDGE NAMED TO 6TH CIRCUIT BENCH
12/17/1986 B021 SECOND FEDERAL BANKRUPTCY JUDGE
12/25/1986 BOll STATE'S ATTORNEY NAMED TO BENCH
1/22/1987 COIA KJUDGE PATTERSON TO RETIRE
3/17/1987 coil BANKRUPTCY JUDGE FIELD NARROWS TO 7
4/01/1987 B022 3 FINALISTS CHOSEN FOR NEW JUDGESHIP
4/14/1987 coil MITCHELL LAWYER NAMED TO BENCH
4/21/1987 C021 GOVERNOR SET TO PICK MINNEHAHA COUNTY JUDGE
5/01/1987 C021 WATERTOWN LAWYER NAMED TO STATE BENCH
5/03/1987 B031 VICTIM RIGHTS AWARD GOES TO JUDGE
5/12/1987 DOll MICKELSON NAMES NEW STATE JUDGE
7/11/1987 C012 DE SMET LAWYER GETS CIRCUIT JUDGESHIP
7/13/1987 A012 AMUNDSON COMES HOME AS NEW JUDGE
7/14/1987 C014 XJUDGE SWORN IN
8/26/1987 B012 HOYT SELECTED FOR BANKRUPTCY JUDGESHIP
9/02/1987 BOll US ATTORNEY TO BE SWORN IN TODAY
10/02/1987 C021 2ND BANKRUPTCY JUDGE TO BE SWORN IN TODAY
10/19/1987 B041 MAN CHARGED WITH HARASSING JUDGE BY PHONE
'3/19/1988 C021 NEW THIRD JUDICIAL CIRCUIT JUDGE TO TAKE OATH
4/05/1988 A081 BIEGELMEIER CREDIT TO JUDICIAL SYSTEM (L)
4/25/1988 A103 COMMISSIONERS PICK JUDICIAL NOMINEES (L)
5/01/1988 N075 (SEC EE) XJUDGE BECOMES THE ROLE MODEL SHE NEVER HAD
5/13/1988 A016 *BENCH WILL BE HALF FEMALE BY 2003
5/27/1988 A014 ^FORMER SD CHIEF JUSTICE DIES
5/27/1988 AlOl *STATE LOSES RESPECTED CHIEF JUSTICE (ED)
5/27/1988 AlOl SD WOMEN CAPABLE OF BECOMING JUDGES (L)
6/12/1988 C025 JUDGES WANT ANOTHER POSITION IN 8TH CIRCUIT
7/19/1988 C015 ^CIRCUIT JUDGE ANNOUNCES RETIREMENT
7/31/1988 AlOl GIVES MICKELSON A CHANCE TO PICK WOMAN
8/24/1988 B023 CANTON LAWYER FILLS COURT VACANCY
9/03/1988 coil COURT APPROVES PLAN FOR NEW CIRCUIT JUDGE
9/17/1988 C025 *JUDGE RETIRES
11/06/1988 E023 TAKES OATH OF OFFICE IN CANTON
12/02/1988 A012 KMEIERHENRY JOINS BENCH
1/18/1989 C021 XCHIEF JUSTICE PROPOSES PAY INCREASES
1/30/1989 A015 JURISTS EARN THEIR KEEP
6/08/1989 C023 SD JUDGES INVEST CONSERVATIVELY
6/18/1989 C012 AREA JUDGES FIGHT TEEN DRINKING WITH JAIL
9/13/1989 C021 JOHNS NAMED CIRCUIT JUDGE
12/20/1989 A022 SECURITY STEPPED UP
1/23/1990 C021 HURON JUDGE TO SEEK RE-ELECTION TO POSITION
3/10/1990 A084 HURD IGNORES RIGHTS (L)
4/03/1990 C015 CIRCUIT JUDGE HEEGE TO SEEK RE-ELECTION
4/04/1990 C012 5CJUDGE KEAN SEEKS RE-ELECTION
4/15/1990 AlOl ELECTION OPENS UP COURT SYSTEM (ED)
5/28/1990 C045 LOW-KEY JUDICIAL RACES MAY NOT ATTRACT
6/20/1990 C032 DAVIS TO LEAD JUDGES ASSOCIATION
7/24/1990 C012 3«WUEST PASSES ON TERM AS CHIEF
7/27/1990 C012 ^YOUNGEST MEMBER ELECTED CHIEF JUSTICE
9/05/1990 C015 ^MORGAN TO RETIRE FROM HIGH COURT
10/26/1990 A081 RETAIN HIGH COURT JUSTICES (ED)
10/31/1990 A105 BOGUE'S VIEWS REFLECT THOSE OF CONSTITUENCY (L)
11/02/1990 A083 VOTERS HAVE RARE CHANCE TO PICK JUDGE (L)
11/02/1990 C015 AGE BIGGEST DIFFERENCE IN RACE
11/07/1990 D015 36INCUMBENT JUDGES LEAD OPPONENTS
11/09/1990 AlOl JUDICIAL RESTRICTIONS HAMPER STATE VOTERS (ED)
11/10/1990 C016 JUDGE ENDURES RARE LOSS
11/18/1990 A094 VOTE WAS ENDORSEMENT OF JUDICIARY SYSTEM (L)
11/25/1990 A081 JUDICIAL RACES NO PLACE FOR SECRETS (ED)
11/30/1990 A103 *D0 BETTER JOB COVERING JUDICIAL CANDIDATES
12/02/1990 D014 HURD BELIEVES PRETRIAL PROCEDURE
12/07/1990 C033 HERTZ APPOINTED TO STATE HIGH COURT
12/27/1990 C012 CIRCUIT JUDGE TO MOVE OFFICES TO SF
1/05/1991 C033 MILLER NAMED PRESIDING JUDGE
1/13/1991 C012 PANEL CLOSE TO PICKING JUSTICE NOMINEES
2/02/1991 C014 *COUNTY CIRCUIT JUDGE NAMED TO HIGH COURT
3/03/1991 C012 JUDGES' WORKLOAD TO INCREASE
3/10/1991 E031 NEW JUSTICE TO BE SWORN IN
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JUDGES-SF
JUDGES-US
JUDGES-WA
JUDGES-YA
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JUDICIAL SYSTEM
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JUMP RALPH 8 ROBIN
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3/16/1991 AD81 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
3/19/1991 BD15 KEAN ILLNESS DEEPENS LOCAL JUDGE SHORTAGE
3/26/1991 C036 JONES TAKES CHIEF FEDERAL JUDGE SPOT
A/12/1991 A113 KJUDGES SHOULD BE ELECTION-FREE FOR LIFE
5/18/1991 coil KPIERRE LAWYER NAMED CIRCUIT COURT JUDGE
5/21/1991 C013 *NEW CIRCUIT JUDGE IS A CHANTEY-SINGING LAWYER
5/2A/1991 AlOA GOVERNOR AGAIN FAILS TO PICK WOMAN JUDGE (L)
5/29/1991 A081 JUDICIAL PROCESS NEEDS SHAKING UP (ED)
6/15/1991 C032 HENDERSON TO HEAD JUDGES ASSOCIATION
7/29/1991 B012 *JUDGE ENJOYS HORTICULTURE
7/30/1991 C015 COMMITTEE NAMED TO REVIEW PROCESS OF CHOOSING JUDGES
8/26/1991 B036 56JUDGE WRITES BOTH OPINIONS IN UNUSUAL CASE
8/29/1991 coil CIRCUIT JUDGESHIPS TOPIC OF MEETING
9/01/1991 EOll HEARINGS TO DISCUSS CIRCUIT JUDGE SELECTION
10/20/1991 C012 PANEL--JUDGE RETENTION SYSTEM FAIR
10/28/1991 A081 JUDICIAL PROPOSALS SHOULD BE ENACTED (ED)
11/08/1991 AlOl ^RETENTION ELECTIONS FLAWED
11/28/1991 C012 JUDGE PORTER TO WORK PART TIME
12/02/1991 C035 SUPREME COURT JUSTICE PRAISES FIRST AMENDMENT
12/0A/1991 C031 YOUNG TAKES SPOT AS FEDERAL JUDGE
1/09/1992 AlOl JUDGE SHOULD KNOW WORK AT HOME COUNTS (L)
3/07/1992 C031 JUDGE NOMINATED FOR COMMISSION POST
3/09/1992 C012 JtGOVERNOR MUST REPLACE 3 JUDGES
4/19/1992 N141 SfJUDGE, 34, ENJOYS JOB'S CHALLENGES
5/09/1992 coil RAPID CITY MAN APPOINTED JUDGE
7/10/1992 C021 JUDGE DENIES REQUEST TO THROW OUT LAW
7/13/1992 A012 XJUDGES PUT TWISTS ON SENTENCING
7/28/1992 BOll SF LAWYER SEEKS JUDGE POST
8/02/1992 AlOl RELEASE NAMES OF JUDGE HOPEFULS (ED)
8/07/1992 AlOA'^JUDGES EDITORIAL RAISES QUESTION (L)
9/17/1992 B012 KRETIRED JUDGE WOULD LIKE TO SEE WOMAN JUSTICE
11/20/1992 BOll GOVERNOR NAMES TWO CIRCUIT JUDGES
11/29/1992 A014 CRITICS QUESTION MICKELSON'S JUDGE SELECTIONS
11/29/1992 A081 JUDICIARY KEEPS MOVING BACKWARD (ED)
12/08/1992 B012 ^JUDICIAL APPOINTMENT SUIT FILED
12/09/1992 B012 3€JUDGE CALDWELL 'FAIR, SENSIBLE'
12/13/1992 A081 APPOINT JUDGES FOR ABILITY, NOT ADDRESS (ED)
12/14/1992 B012 36PATIENCE, KEEPING COMPOSURE ARE HARDEST TASKS
12/15/1992 A061 'LOCAL BOY' WITH VALUES WHAT WE NEED IN JUDGE (L)
12/22/1992 B022 LAWYER WANTS SECRECY FOR JUDICIAL PROSPECTS
1/07/1986 C015 3CNEILES TAKES OATH TO BECOME MAGISTRATE JUDGE
10/08/1989 A012 KJUDGE FINDS TOUGH DECISIONS APPEALING
10/23/1990 C012 JUDICIAL HOPEFUL ADMITS INCIDENT
3/14/1991 C012 KJUDGESHIP APPLICANT GOES PUBLIC
6/08/1991 C014 JfJUDGE PATTERSON DIES AT AGE 70
12/22/1982 D016 2 SOUTH DAKOTANS FOR SEAT ON APPEALS COURT
12/22/1982 D021 APPEALS COURT VACANCY SHOWS SD HANDICAP (ED)
12/23/1982 C031 ABDNOR TO FIGHT NOMINATION
12/24/1982 C013 *PUSH ON FOR S DAKOTAN FOR JUDGESHIP
12/30/1982 D031 SENATORS BACK S DAKOTAN FOR COURT
1/23/1983 C061 ABDNOR--STATE HAS CHANCE AT JUDGESHIP
4/20/1985 A081 FEDERAL JUDGE SERVES SILLY DISH OF LIBEL HASH (ED)
7/17/1985 coil SENATE CONFIRMS APPOINTMENT OF ROSENBAUM
7/19/1985 C031 US PANEL RECOMMENDS JUSTICE FOR COURT SEAT
7/20/1985 coil SENATE GIVES WOLLMAN COURT SEAT
1/03/1986 AlOl GET BY OR GET OFF THE BENCH (ED)
6/04/1986 B021 PANEL COMPLETES STUDY OF JUDGE DISTRIBUTION
1/05/1991 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
3/09/1982 BOll KEEP GUNS OUT OF COURT, JUDGES TELL OFFICERS
8/15/1990 C033 ^HUMPHREY IS CANDIDATE FOR CURCUIT JUDGE
9/29/1991 A115 GROUP STUDYING JUDGE SELECTION PROCESS (L)
11/15/1991 A113 GIVE JUDICIAL SYSTEM CHANCE TO SETTLE CLAIMS (L)
12/31/1982 B032 XPIERRE COACH BOB JUDSON HONORED AS TOP COACH
7/25/1991 A093 ^VOLUNTEERING COUPLE WILL BE HONORED TODAY IN DC
2/28/1990 C021 FORMER MAYOR OF BROOKINGS TO WIN OFFICE AGAIN
6/16/1990 C031 MAYOR TO PERFORM WEDDING CEREMONY
7/24/1990 C033 *BROOKINGS MAYOR BACK ON JOB
2/16/1991 A083 *T0 AVOID FUTURE HOBO DAY PROBLEMS
6/13/1991 C033 *TOWNS PUSH HIGHWAY 14 FOR TOURISM
6/17/1983 C051 COUPLES RENEW FRIENDSHIP BEGUN DOWN UNDER
5/16/1992 A012 3€WIND CATCHER
7/31/1990 C022 HUTCHINSON COUNTY COMMISSIONER DIES
5/20/1992 B015 *JUICERS ARE JUMPING
3/29/1986 C021 JULSON WANTS SEAT ON CITY COMMISSION
2/17/1987 C0I2 *LIST OF VANDERLOO CHALLENGES GROWS
5/15/1987 coil 6TH CHALLENGER ENTERS CITY RACE
7/09/1992 A012 ^FAMILY AWAITS BETTER TIMES
10/13/1990 C033 ^RACIAL UNITY PAINFUL BUT POSSIBLE
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JUMPING ROPE
JUNEK BRUCE
JUNG MARSHALL
JUNGLE ENTERPRISES
JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT
JUNIOR LEAGUE
JUNIUS SD
JUNK
JUNKYARD
JURGENS DAVE
JURGENS LINDA
JURGENS MITCH
JURGENS RANDALL
JURGENS TIM
JURGENS TIM'& MARY
JURISDICTION
JURORS
JURRENS DARREL
JURY
JUST PAUL
JUST SHERYN
JUST TIM
JUSTICE PHYLLIS
JUUL VERN
JUV COURT CENTER
JUV DELINQ-AB
JUV DELINQ-BF
JUV DELINQ-BR
DATE PAPER NOTATION
4/24/1991 A012 *ROPING IN THE MONEY
4/28/1991 F012 ^ACTIVITY KEEPS IN STEP WITH GENERATIONS
8/21/1991 C012 ^LEARNING THE ROPES
12/01/1986 AG12 ^WORLD-CLASS CYCLISTS RETURN TO SD
2/13/1986 CG14 STAY IN LOVE AFTER ROMANCE FADES
2/12/1991 BG82 INVESTORS TRY TO LIGHT UP NIGHT SCENE
3/24/1982 DG63 JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
4/12/1982 BG23 40 FELLOWSHIPS TO BE AWARDED
8/03/1982 A075 HENKIN NEW JA PRESIDENT
2/13/1983 C051 JR ACHIEVEMENT TO RAISE $50,000
7/13/1983 B055 JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT GETS AWARD
11/11/1983 C033 3(JUNI0R ACHIEVERS MEAN BUSINESS
5/22/1984 C041 JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT HONORS 3 SF MEN
1/12/1985 A072 KIDS DEDICATED NIGHTS TO LEARNING (L)
3/09/1986 FOll ^STUDENTS ACHIEVE IN APPLIED ECONOMICS
5/06/1990 C024 *JUNIOR ACHIEVERS
7/14/1990 A012 *DUCK DIP
1/16/1982 B031 JUNIOR LEAGUE HAS NURSERY SCHOOL
9/27/1986 C021 ^RUMMAGE SALE KEEPS LEAGUE PROJECTS ALIVE ^
9/15/1987 A071 NEW DIRECTORS CHOSEN FOR JUNIOR LEAGUE
9/24/1987 B051 JUNIOR LEAGUE PLANS GIANT RUMMAGE SALE
10/24/1987 A074 JUNIOR LEAGUE THANKS SUPPORTERS (L)
10/22/1988 A092 LEAGUE'S FUND-RAISER HELPS CITY
10/01/1989 C012 SALE NETS $23,000 FOR JUNIOR LEAGUE
4/10/1989 A013 ^MEMORIES FILL JUNIUS' DESERTED STREETS
11/20/1988 E021 STATE'S CRACKDOWN ON ROADSIDE JUNK UPSETS
8/26/1990 C035 ^'LICENSED JUNK TRADER' LIVES UP TO HIS NAME
8/26/1987 B031 OFFICIALS TO COOPERATE IN ABERDEEN CLEANUP
10/01/1987 C021 STATE SEEKS COUNTY HELP ON JUNKYARDS
6/03/1988 coil 13 LAWSUITS FILED IN JUNKYARD CASES
5/30/1989 C023 HILLS MAYORS BACK CLEANUP EFFORT
6/08/1990 C036 COURT OK'S REMOVAL OF JUNKYARD
2/05/1991 C036 JUNKYARD EFFORT CALLED SUCCESS
10/22/1987 A064 JURGENS SETS BAD EXAMPLE (L)
4/24/1988 B061 ^TURKEY HUNT PRODUCES SURPRISES
6/24/1986 BOll KTWO EX-SF WOMEN APPEAR IN FILMS
3/22/1989 D012 KSIC MEET MARKS FIRST COMPETITION
7/14/1991 C025 NEWLYWED GETS 25 YEARS IN STATE PEN
7/01/1992 coil INSURANCE FIRM LOSES, TOLD TO PAY $8 MILLION
6/20/1991 C012 JURY AWARDS $8 38 MILLION TO COUPLE
6/25/1992 coil GRANT ALLOWS STUDY OF JURISDICTIONAL PROBLEM
6/25/1992 C012 GANG-RELATED THREAT PROMPTS TIGHTENED SECURITY
1/15/1982 A121 SEQUESTED FOR THE DURATION
8/03/1991 A086 DESERVE PRAISE FOR DIFFICULT WORK (L)
5/02/1992 A071 3CF0RMER JURORS ALSO STUNNED BY KING CASE
11/11/1991 B016 3CPE0PLE ARE BEST, WORST PART OF JOB
8/22/1989 coil JURY SELECTION BEGINS TODAY
10/22/1991 C015 LAW BROADENS PROSPECTIVE POOL OF JURORS
, 5/01/1992 A041 RACIAL MIX OF JURY UNNECESSARY--OFFICIALS
6/26/1992-A104 JURORS HAVE DUTY TO SERVE JUSTICE (L)
8/04/1992 B012 FORMER JUROR GETS ANOTHER CHANCE
9/05/1992 B061 MOST CALLERS SUPPORT JURY
9/09/1992 AlOl DON'T BLAME JURY FOR DEATH PENALTY (ED)
9/20/1992 A103 ^JURORS DESERVE PRAISE FOR DEATH SENTENCE
9/20/1988 B013 WASHINGTON BOYS TAKE RUN AT REPEATING
10/26/1988 D013 ESTATE SEEKS STATE CROSS COUNTRY TITLES
2/25/1992 C012 ^BUILDING TO BE MOVED FROM ALL SAINTS CAMPUS
11/25/1990 D012 *JUST AN EMPIRE BUILDER
11/30/1992 B012 *MALL MANAGER ENJOYS SEEING TENANT SUCCESSES
2/12/1984 C024 WE NEED MORE VALENTINE'S DAYS (YEAGER)
11/25/1984 C012 NEWSPAPERS IN MILBANK
5/11/1987 B012 KSMALL-TOWN NEWSWOMAN PRESSES ON
11/25/1988 A012 *MEAL WITH A MISSION
6/05/1985 C015 JUVENILE CENTER RAISES DAILY RATES
11/27/1988 E016 CENTER EXPANSION WILL AID JUVENILE LEARNING
11/14/1989 coil JUVENILE CENTER HOSTS OPEN HOUSE
11/15/1989 C022 CENTER WILL HELP KEEP YOUTHS OUT OF JAIL
10/20/1987 C043 COUNTY TO KEEP JUVENILES OUT OF JAIL
6/23/1989 coil YOUTHS SUSPECTED IN 51 BURGLARIES
12/07/1990 C031 JUVENILES ARRESTED IN VANDALISM SPREE
1/26/1991 C033 ABERDEEN GIRL DENIES PETITION
1/27/1991 B044 ABERDEEN TEEN FACES MURDER CHARGE
2/01/1991 coil TEEN SENTENCED IN SHOOTING DEATH
11/25/1991 C031 HIGH-SPEED CHASE ENDS IN JUVENILE'S ARREST
8/11/1992 B024 BELLE FOURCHE TEEN GETS 10-YEAR SENTENCE
5/23/1989 C012 TEENS FACE CHARGES IN BASEBALL CARD HEIST
2/26/1991 C031 COUNTY EYES REHAB HOME AS DETENTION FACILITY
10/21/1991 B031 STUDENTS TO CARE FOR JUVENILE OFFENDERS
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JUV DELINQ-CA
JUV DELINQ-FL
JUV DELINQ-GR
JUV DELINQ-HA
JUV DELINQ-HU
JUV DELINQ-IA
JUV DELINQ-MO
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JUV DELINQ-PR
JUV DELINQ-RC
JUV DELINQ-SD
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9/23/1987 A012 ^VICTIM WANTS TO PARTY WITH SUSPECTS
1/11/1989 coil TEEN DRIVES THROUGH FLANDREAU SCHOOL
8/30/1991 C031 ABUSIVE BABY SITTER RULED A JUVENILE
5/27/1989 con HARTFORD TEENS WANTED IN THEFTS
11/13/1986 C021 MOTHER RETURNS ESCAPED JUVENILE IN HURON
7/04/1992 C021 POLICE--JUVENILE CRIME RATE MISLEADING
11/13/1991 A012 36SUSPECT WAS HONORARY PALLBEARER FOR VICTIM
1/19/1983 D041 BOY SENT TO TRAINING SCHOOL FOR RAP1NG--M0BR1DGE
1/10/1990 C012 JUVENILES' COURT HEARING RESCHEDULED
1/13/1990 A013 JUDGE RECEIVES THIRD JUVENILE CASE
1/16/1990 A012 KPIERRE STUDENT PLEADS GUILTY
2/14/1990 A012 2 JUSTICES WON'T HEAR APPEAL
2/16/1990 C016 CHIEF JUSTICE HOPES FOR A QUICK DECISION
3/08/1990 C012 MANSION NEWS IN JUDGE'S HANDS
3/15/1990 A012 ^MANSION RAPE HEARING OPENS
3/16/1990 A015 JUDGE--NO RAPE PROVEN
3/16/1990 A021 COURT HALTS JUDGES RESTRICTIONS
3/17/1990 A012 LAWYERS SPAR IN MANSION CASE
3/17/1990 A083 TREATMENT SHOULD BE EQUAL (L)
3/22/1990 C012 COURT ASKED TO LIFT MEDIA MANSION RESTRICTION
3/28/1990 con MICKELSON UNSURE COURT CASE HURTS BID
4/02/1990 C016 MANSION GIRL COULD BE CHARGED
4/07/1990 C012 MANSION TEEN CAUGHT DRINKING AGAIN
4/11/1990 C012 JUDGE LIMITS MANSION HEARING COVERAGE
4/11/1990 C015 MICKESLONS TO DISCUSS INCIDENT
4/14/1990 A012 ^GOVERNOR ADMITS SON INVOLVED
4/17/1990 A061 MICKELSON HELPS BRING END TO MANSION SAGA (ED)
4/20/1990 A104 MANSION HAS MANY VICTIMS (L)
4/25/l'990 'C054 PROSECUTOR WON'T DISCUSS MANSION CASE
2/27/1991 A016 MOM FILES DAMAGE LAWSUIT IN MANSION CASE
5/06/1991 con JUDGE BARS RELEASE OF TRANSCRIPTS
7/18/1991 C035 MANSION CASE AFFECTED MEDIA RULING
2/14/1982 B041 JUVENILE HELD IN STABBING DEATH-PINE RIDGE
12/11/1986 C021 BOY WON'T BE CHARGED NOW IN DEATH
8/31/1987 C021 GRANT TO KEEP JUVENILE OFFENDERS AT HOME
11/02/1990 C034 TWO TEEN-AGERS ESCAPE FROM DETENTION CENTER
11/03/1990 C034 FUGITIVE TEENS RETURN AFTER COLD NIGHT OUTSIDE
8/08/1991 C031 COUNTY WANTS TO TRY 14-YEAR-OLD AS ADULT
11/09/1991 C031 RAPID CITY BOY, 15, FACES TRIAL AS ADULT
11/27/1991 C031 POLICE ARREST 5, SEIZE STOLEN GOODS
2/22/1992 C031 TEEN FOUND GUILTY OF PULLING KNIFE
3/08/1992 F032 JUDGE--GANG PROBLEMS LINKED TO FAMILIES
3/21/1992 con TEEN GETS PROBATION FOR STABBING DEATH
4/13/1992 BOll 17-YEAR-OLD MISSING FROM TREATMENT CENTER
5/23/1992 D021 EXTRADITION HEARING FOR RC TEEN POSTPONED 30 DAYS
6/21/1992 con HEARING POSTPONED FOR RAPID CITY YOUTH
7/04/1992 con RAPID CITY TEEN FACES HEARING ON WALK-AWAY
7/08/1992 C021 JUDGE GIVES YOUTH A SECOND CHANCE
7/22/1992 B022 RAPID CITY TO ROUND UP TRUANT KIDS
7/18/1982 B041 WORK PROGRAM TO START FOR JUVENILES
7/29/1982 C062 SDSU PROFESSORS STUDY RURAL CRIME & YOUTH
12/31/1982 C041 WORK NEEDED TO STOP JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
1/05/1983 D032 STUDY--PARENTS, TEACHERS BIGGER INFLUENCE
3/25/1983 C031 JUDGES TO ALTERNATE JUVENILE CASES
6/15/1983 C071 2 JUVENILES ARE ACCUSED OF MURDERING TEEN
11/28/1984 DOll PROGRAM WOULD HELP TEENS
6/05/1985 C016 TEST1M0NY--PR0GRAMS IN STATE NEED WORK
8/21/1985 C014 COUNTY PLANS TO REVIEW JUVENILE POLICIES
8/04/1986 BOll COMMITTEE TO STUDY JUVENILE DETENTION IN SD
1/02/1987 C043 COURT UPHOLDS TRIAL AS ADULT
4/28/1987 C021 COUNTIES NEED JUVENILE CENTERS--LAWYER
5/02/1987 C033 *AGE OF JUVENILE CUSTODY CENTERS
7/31/1987 C021 BERESFORD HOME FOR CHILDREN GETS GRANT
8/10/1987 C012 WANTS YOUTH OUT OF ADULT JAILS
4/18/1988 C016 NEW YOUTH CORRECTIONS PROGRAM CONSIDERED
7/31/1988 C016 PROGRAM HELPS JUVENILES ADJUST AFTER RELEASE
9/07/1988 B013 SHELTER CARE FOR JUVENILES PRESERVED IN BUDGET
12/14/1988 C022 STATE ASKED TO ASSUME JUVENILE PROJECT
4/09/1989 C012 JUVENILE PROGRAMS FAVORED
6/18/1989 C012 AREA JUDGES FIGHT TEEN DRINKING WITH JAIL
6/21/1989 C061 ^CHILDHOOD IS BEST TIME TO STOP DELINQUENCY
9/18/1989 B015 SD NEEDS PRISONS FOR JUVENILES
10/01/1989 AlOl FACILITIES NEEDED TO HANDLE OFFENDERS
10/16/1989 BOll OFFICIALS HOPE FENCE REDUCES WALKAWAYS
12/21/1989 C012 TEEN FACES ADULT KIDNAPPING CHARGES
1/17/1990 C012 KJUVENILES NEGLECTED THIS TERM
1/23/1990 C012 3fMANS10N JUVENILE CASES KEPT SECRET
2/07/1990 A015 GIRL TO TESTIFY IN RAPE INQUIRY
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JUV DELINQ-SD
JUV DELINQ-SF
JUV DELINQ-SI
JUV DELINQ-US
JUV DELINQ-WA
JUV DELINQ-WI
JUV DELINQ-YA
JUV DETENTION CTR
JUV JUSTICE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/02/1990 C015 2 JUVENILES TAKE POLICE ON 50-MILE CHASE
3/30/1990 AOS'! SON ENTITLED TO PROTECTION (L)
5/16/1990 C016 COURT ALTERS PROCESS
5/18/1990 C012 SUPREME COURT STRIKES DOWN JUDGE'S ORDER
8/02/1990 coil LAWMAKERS CONSIDER TOUGHER JUVENILE LAWS
8/20/1990 coil OFFICIALS SEEK TRAINING SCHOOL ESCAPEES
8/23/1990 C012 FUGITIVES FOUND AT FRIEND'S
9/28/1990 coil ESCAPED TEEN SIGHTED IN CITY
11/2A/1990 C032 JUVENILE LAWS FOCUS OF TWO MEETINGS
12/28/1990 C031 GRANTS OFFERED FOR JUVENILE PROGRAMS
12/30/1990 coil TEEN GIRL CHARGED IN BOWDLE DEATH
2/03/1991 E031 REPORT--1980'S TOUGH ON TEENS
A/01/1991 C012 KSEX OFFENSE STUDY SHIFTS TO JUVENILES
A/18/1991 C036 GROUP SAYS CHILDREN SHOULDN'T BE IN ADULT JAILS
10/29/1991 C031 MEADS SCHOOL DISTRICT BEGINS COURSE ON LAW
2/12/1992 C032 BILL TO STUDY GANGS POSTPONED
2/1A/1992 C032 MEASURES TARGETING GANGS PASS
2/I9/I992 A083~TR0UBLED TEENS NEED COMMUNITY'S SUPPORT"(L)
3/0I/I992 A08I *YOUTH DESERVES SECOND CHANCE FROM SOCIETY
3/23/1992 C032 STATE'S HELP SOUGHT TO HOUSE JUVENILES
3/2A/1992 A081 STATE SHORTCHANGES DETENTION PROGRAM CED)
A/18/1992 C032 STATE NEEDS MORE DETENTION CENTERS
5/18/1992 C022 SEARCHING FOR SITES TO HOUSE TROUBLED JUVENILES
7/25/1992 B012 GOVERNOR GETTING TOUGH ON JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
12/07/1992 A016 PARENTS SHOULDER COST OF APPEAL
2/27/1982 C033 *YOUTH FACES CHARGES AFTER LONG CHASE
5/15/1982 C032 THREE SF BOYS ARRESTED AFTER STOLEN CAR SPREE
9/23/1982 C03A 17-YEAR-OLD TO BE TRIED AS ADULT
I1/08/I98A CGII 3 TEEN-AGERS ARRESTED FOR STEALING
T2/I1/1986 coil JUVENILE ARRESTED IN THEFT OF GUNS
6/15/1987 coil GIRL, lA CHARGED WITH GRAND THEFT
6/16/1987 coil COP CAR CHASE YIELDS A CHARGES
10/03/1987 C016 CHARGES TO BE FILED IN CANTON INCIDENT
lO/lA/1987 B012 PANEL STUDIES ADDITION TO DETENTION CENTER
2/08/1988 BOll YOUTHS PICKED UP IN VAN FIRE CASE
11/02/1988 C015 COUNTY TO SUPPORT JUVENILE PROGRAM
l/OA/1989 A015 TEEN HELD IN BURGLARY
1/05/1989 BOll VICTIM REMAINS IN CRITICAL CONDITION
6/28/1989 coil COUNTY CREATES FUND FOR JUVENILE PROGRAM
11/15/1989 C022 CENTER WILL HELP KEEP YOUTHS OUT OF JAIL
3/13/1990 coil TEEN PLEADS GUILTY IN RAPE AND ROBBERY
12/05/1990 C015 PETTY THEFT CRACKDOWN
12/28/1990 coil JUVENILE ESCAPES FROM DETENTION CENTER
11/19/1991 C012 2 TEENS HELD IN VANDALISMS
A/01/1992 C015 5STEEN ARRESTED, SUSPENDED FOR AXTELL PARK FIRE
A/02/1992 coil THIRD YOUTH ARRESTED FOR AXTELL LOCKER FIRE
A/08/1992 coil TEEN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO BURGLARY CHARGES
A/18/1992 coil 3 BOYS CHARGED WITH SLASHING TIRES
5/2A/1992 FOIA JUVENILE DELINQUENCY CLIMBS
6/25/1992^coil JUVENILES ASSAULT BOYS, STEAL ONE'S BICYCLE
9/21/1992 BOll KIDS ADMIT STARTING FIRE AT ALL SAINTS
2/11/1982 D031 SISSETON JUVENILE ARRESTED FOR ASSAULTS
11/08/1985 C012 BLOCKING UP KIDS
2/13/1982 B031 WATERTOWN YOUTH CHARGED IN ATTACKS
2/2A/1982 COAl WATERTOWN YOUTH SENT TO PENITENTIARY
5/06/1988 C021 FIVE JUVENILES HELD AFTER HIGH-SPEED CHASE
7/15/1988 C031 DELINQUENCY RECORD OF CHILD OVERTURNED
5/23/1991 A015 BOYS HELD IN THEFT OF PICKUP
5/27/1987 B023 DETENTION CENTER EXPANSION ADVISED
6/0A/I987 C021 POLICE FIND TEEN WHO RAN AWAY FROM HOSPITAL
ll/OA/1987 B023 COUNTY TO HIRE ARCHITECT FOR PROJECT
12/14/1988 C021 SEEKS REIMBURSEMENT FOR YOUTH DETENTION PROGRAM
6/23/1991 A012 ^CENTER TRIES TO SET YOUTH ON RIGHT PATH
11/20/1991 C031 SHERIFF SEEKS OTHER DETENTION SITES
11/22/1991 C012 ^SHELTERS AN OPTION FOR JUVENILES
3/09/1992 A016 SPACE SLIM FOR JUVENILE DETENTION
3/11/1992 C031 COUNTY MAY SUE OVER CENTER'S BILLS
3/23/1992 C032 STATE'S HELP SOUGHT TO HOUSE JUVENILES
3/24/1992 A081 STATE SHORTCHANGES DETENTION PROGRAM (ED)
4/18/1992 C032 STATE NEEDS MORE DETENTION CENTERS
6/20/1992 C021 JUDGES GROUP URGES MORE YOUTH CENTERS
8/19/1992 A015 JUVENILE CENTER PLAN TO COST $9 9 MILLION
8/19/1992 BOll ESCAPEE CAUGHT NEAR BRIDGEWATER
3/20/1991 C012 UNIFIED JUVENILE JUSTICE GETS SUPPORT
4/27/1991 C012 JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM DRAWS SUPPORT
6/23/1991 A012 ^CENTER TRIES TO SET YOUTH ON RIGHT PATH
6/24/1991 A012 KIDS COUNT MOST IN NEW CODE
7/02/1991 C033 JUVENILE JUSTICE LAW INSTITUTED TOO SOON
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JUV JUSTICE
JUV TREATMENT CTR
JUVENILE DELINQUEN
K MART
K 0 LEE CO
KAATZ DAVID
KABALL KAL
KABERNA SUSAN
KADEN CARL
KADING RUSSELL
KADOKA SD
KAEMINGK DENNIS
KAHL GORDON
KAHL JULIE
KAISER DON
KAISER MICHAEL ^
KALB CORA
KALB MYRA
KALEIDOSCOPE
KALISZEWSKI JOE
KALLEMEVN DICK
KALLEMEYN.VONNIE
KAMBACH^CHRIS
KAMMERER MARVIN
KAMPEN JAMES
KAMPEN TORLEIV
KANALV DOUG
KANDARAS CHERYL
KANE GEORGE
KANE PAT
KANOFF RAY
KANT JOANITA
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/19/1991 C032 REVISED JUVENILE CODE CHANGES PUBLIC ACCESS
12/02/1991 coil USD IS WORKING ON INFORMATION SYSTEM
6/29/1992 C012 ^JUVENILE JUSTICE CAUGHT IN CRUNCH
8/09/1992 AlOl DELINQUENCY BOARD NEEDS INPUT (RC JOURNAL)
8/29/1992 B022 JUVENILE JUSTICE STUDY BEGINS
10/12/1992 B021 JUVENILE JUSTICE PANEL IDENTIFIES KEY ISSUES
8/08/1992 B021 PLANNERS TO FORM COUNCIL FOR HURON JUVENILE CENTER
SEE JUV DELINQ
2/23/1982 COAl K-MART APPEALS SALES, USE TAX RULING
3/28/1982 F02A KEASTSIDE K-MART STORE GETS NEW MANAGER
A/25/1982 EOll XMR K-MART OF SIOUX FALLS
5/I7/I983 BOIl JUDGE--K-MART OWES STATE $22,738
7/20/1983 COAA K MART APPEALS RULING THAT IT OWES TAXES
I/1A/198A B0A2 K-MART GIVEN RIGHT TO INTERVENE IN SUIT
3/10/1984 C032 K-MART OWES STATE TAXES
7/13/1988 D071 K MART NAMES STATE CONTEST WINNER
9/13/1990 D065 3€NEW LOGO SIGNALS K MART CHANGES
8/28/1991 D062 ^ROLLING ALONG
10/21/1991 BOll COATS FOR KIDS DRIVE STARTS AT K MARTS
3/06/1992 D062 BROOKINGS KMART TO RELOCATE
5/15/1991 D081 SHUTDOWN AHEAD FOR ABERDEEN FIRM
7/09/1991 B061 PRODUCTION HALTED AT TOOL COMPANY
8/22/1989 A052 XPACE PICKS UP AT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL
10/09/1986 B012 *ARTIST SHEDS LIGHT ON STAINED GLASS
9/13/1987 A081 STRENGTH LIES IN SEPARATION OF POWERS
8/31/1988 BOll MAIN STREET MANAGER PICKED
9/05/1988 C0I2 ^OUTSIDER HERE TO BOLSTER CITY'S INSIDE
6/14/1990 D062 *LEADER OF MAIN STREET GROUP QUITS
7/27/1984 C015 LAWYER REBUTS CLIENT'S CHARGE
9/05/1984"^ DOTl JUDGE TURNS DOWN REQUEST FOR NEW TRIAL
8/20/1990 C031 KADOKA SCHOOL DISTRICT MUST TRIM $100,000
6/06/1991 A072 3€SD TOWN PREPS FOR 'THUNDERHEART'
9/26/1991 C025 NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT RALLY SCHEDULED AT MISSILE SITE
9/17/1989 C012 *DRUG BATTLE IS GETTING TOUGHER
3/01/1983 B021 TAX PROTEST NO EXCUSE FOR MURDERS IN ND (ED)
4/15/1983 A024 WATERTOWN ON LOOKOUT FOR KAHL
1/20/1992 C012 *PASTOR READS BETWEEN THE LINES
6/14/1992 A012 KWOMEN CLERGY SAY THEY STRUGGLE WITH BARRIERS
9/15/1984 C031 FATHER, SON PLEAD NOT GUILTY
7/09/1991 C031>MAN CHARGED IN PLOT TO KILL EX-WIFE, HER FRIEND
11/21/1991 C021 COUNTY TO SPEND $31,000 ON MISTRIAL
2/09/1992 FOll WEBSTER MAN CONVICTED IN MURDER CONSPIRACY
3/13/1992 C031 WEBSTER MAN SENTENCED TO TWO LIFE TERMS
4/28/1985 N031 3€(RELIGI0N) RETIREMENT MEANT MORE TIME
9/28/1988 B012 3€FR0M COB STOVE TO COCONUT
8/07/1986 BOll ^WORKSHOP BRINGS ART WORLD TO CHILDREN
1/02/1992 A052 KWOOD SWANS COME TO LIFE
10/03/1984 DOll KALLEMEYN TO COUNTY EQUALIZATION POSITION
12/16/1991 C014 ^OFFICIAL'S AMBITIONS INCLUDED FIREMAN, HERMIT
, 6/04/1990 coil TWO SOUTH DAKOTANS TO GET EPA AWARDS
"^3/05/1990 A012 BREACH FOR THE SKY
9/30/1982 C032 SD RANCHER TO TALK TO SOVIETS
2/08/1983 C031 JANKLOW'S WASTE DISPOSAL MOVE RAPPED
5/03/1992 AOll XSD BASKETBALL GREAT KAMPEN DIES AT 51
11/15/1992 F022 ^SPINNING A YARN
12/08/1983 C023 XMOST MAJORS AREN'T DUPLICATED IN STATE
7/25/1982 E021 RAPID CITY WOMAN RARITY IN ENGINEERING PROFESSION
3/25/1984 EOll GROUPS IN STATE FORMING ADVOCACY OFFICE
7/07/1984 B012 KANE CALLS FOR KEEPING LANDS OFFICE
7/12/1984 C013 DEMOCRATS CARELESS IN SUPPORTING BILL
7/21/1984 B015 KANE STILL WANTS NAME ON BALLOT
9/I3/I984 C031 LAND SALES SHOULD BE CANCELED--KANE
9/30/1984 B023 ABOLISHING STATE OFFICE A BIG GAMBLE (L)
11/27/1984 coil DEMS TO CERTIFY KANE AS COMMISSIONER
1/19/1985 coil KANE LOSES LANDS COMMISSIONER APPEAL
5/22/1985 B021 COURT HEARS LANDS-COMMISSIONER CASE
4/27/1986 coil PIERRE MAN WANTS TO BE LANDS COMMISSIONER
10/26/1986 C014 ^CANDIDATES VIE FOR PUBLIC LAND OFFICIAL
5/I0/I984 C051 *4 MORE RESIDENTS WILL RUN FOR LEGISLATURE
12/15/1984 BOll *NEW LEGISLATORS READY FOR CHANGE
6/01/1990 C012 MAILING IS SMEAR CAMPAIGN
6/06/1990 A012 ^INCUMBENTS WIN PRIMARY
6/24/1990 A114 KANE, VANDERLINDE WON 6 OUT OF 7 PRECINCTS (L)
6/26/1990 coil DISTRICT 15 RECOUNT DOESN'T CHANGE RESULTS
5/25/1992 AlOl WORKERS SHOULDN'T BE AT COMPANY'S MERCY (L)
5/31/1992 D012 3eCANDIDATE TARGETS RECORD OF OPPONENT
8/16/1992 D012 ^SURVIVORS REGALE PAST
1/30/1991 B012 ^COOKBOOK GIVES OUTSIDERS VIEW OF COLONY LIFE
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KANT TIM S SANDI
KANTACK BEN
KAPELLE BELDEN
KAPFER BUD
KAPITAN MARY
KAPNER CASEY
KAPPEL MATTHEW
KAPPENMAN BILL
KAPPENMAN C S G
KAPPENMAN GARY
KAPPENMAN JIM
KAPPENMAN LARRY
KAPPERMAN JEFF
KARASIK GITA
KARATE
KARBER SHERLYN
KARE-A
KARIM RUTH
KARKKAINEN KATA
KARL ELMER
KARNES DAVID
KAROLEVITZ BOB
DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/21/1992 B015 COUPLE SURPRISED 'MONEY' FEATURED ITS HISTORIC HOME
5/19/1982 C012 GRASSHOPPERS EXPECTED TO BE A PROBLEM THIS SUMMER
2/29/198A C071 PIK SHOULDN'T CAUSE INSECT TROUBLES
9/07/1985 AG13 WASPS HAVE SIOUX FALLS BUZZING
3/06/1989 AG12 KBUG EXPERT ABUZZ OVER LIKELY THAW
5/26/199G CG12 STATE HOPPER HATCH HITS HIATUS
1G/29/199G CG33 ^PROFESSOR OVERCAME STUTTERING
12/31/199G BGl<i 5CINSECT EXPERT TO RETIRE, 'GIVE BUGS A BREAK'
3/24/1992 AG52 ^CALLING A HALT TO STUTTERING
6/18/1992 AG15 ^FARMER LOSES 4G YEARS OF WORK
3/17/1992 CG35 ^RETIRING ELEVATOR OPERATOR AT CAPITOL
9/G8/1984 CGll KAPITAN FINDS BLOWING WHISTLE
12/12/199G BG21 *LOCAL TV ANCHOR'S FAVORITE LEISURE ACTIVITY
5/17/1991 CG33 *JUDGES FLIP OVER CEREAL BOX TOP
3/1G/1988 BG45 PINE RIDGE COACH BEATS ALCOHOLISM
3/14/1988 BG13 *ROAD FROM SF SMOOTHS FOR KAPPENMAN
11/13/1983 EG12 ^KAPPENMANS' COMPANY AVOIDS PITFALLS
12/1G/1992 BG66 ^COMPUTER COMPANY TO OFFER SHARES
5/12/1983 DGll KAPPENMAN FAMILY MAY CHALLENGE PREAKNESS FIELD
6/2G/1987 AG72 ^FOLLOWING FATHER'S FOOTSTEPS
ll/Gl/1992 EG12 3CHUMB0LDT PROMOTING ELECTRONIC MAIL IDEA
9/G3/1992 AG13 *PRESIDENTIAL 'GRANDPA' AUTOGRAPHS WELL
3/27/1984 AG71 *REACHING OUT THROUGH MUSIC
5/G5/1986 AG51 *CLASS GETS A KICK OUT OF KARATE
6/22/1986 CG41 ^MARTIAL ARTS MINI-TOURNAMENT
6/3G/1992 CG22 *13-YEAR-0LD GETS KICK FROM KARATE
9/17/1991 AG12 WOMAN GRABS BIKE FROM ROCK-THROWER
1G/G9/1988 AG14 PARENTS HAIL SCHOOL PROGRAM
8/28/1989 AG52 ^MANAGING ON THEIR OWN
4/28/1985 NG81 9€CRELIGI0N) LEADER OUTSPOKEN ON FAMILY VALUES
2/14/1987 A1G3 PARENTS IN A MINOR'S CHOICE
1/27/1989 AG83 *COURT RULING LEGALIZING ABORTION OPENED
lG/29/1988 CG35 EXCHANGE STUDENT TO STATE FEATURED
9/19/1991 DG61 GREGORY BUSINESSMAN RECEIVES STATE HONOR
11/17/1991 DG12 3fKARL'S INC OWNER HAS IG STORES
9/G4/1988 AG61 ^(WINNER IN DURENBERGER, LOSER IN KARNES
4/18/1982 BG31 ^NOSTALGIC GLIMPSE OF SD NEWSPAPER HISTORY
8/14/1983 CG31 XBOOK TELLS WHY DOUGLAS COUNTY IS A GIANT (YEAGER)
1/22/1984' CG34 *KNOWN TO TELL MANY POLISH JOKES (YEAGER)
12/14/1985 AG81 ^WRITER CAPTURES THE FLAVOR OF LOCAL JOURNALISM
4/29/1988 BG12 MEET READERS AT BOOK-SIGNING PARTY
l/Gl/1989 FGll MY SOUTH DAKOTA
1/G8/1989 FGII MY SOUTH DAKOTA
1/15/1989 FGll MY SOUTH DAKOTA--SWINDLER SETS UP
1/22/1989 FGll MY SOUTH DAKOTA--VIOLENCE MARKED 1ST LEGISLATURE
1/29/1989 FGll MY SOUTH DAKOTA
2/G5/1989 FGll COTTONWOODS HAD BIG ROLE
2/12/1989 FGll CIGAR DISPUTE KILLED FAMOUS CIVIL WAR HERO
2/19/1989 FGll MY SOUTH DAKOTA--FORGOTTEN WAR
2/26/1989 FGll NEWSWOMAN IS A LEGEND
3/G5/1989 FGll BROWN RODE FARTHER THAN PAUL REVERE
3/12/1989 FGll ELEPHANT HUNT IN ELKTON ENDS WITH ITS DEATH
3/19/1989 FGll AVID IRISHMAN GAVE IMPETUS TO GOLD RUSH
3/26/1989 FGll UPROAR OVER CAPITAL PICK HELPED SPLIT
4/G2/1989 FGll MEDICAL WORK OFFERED VILLAGE BOOM PERIOD
4/G9/1989 FGll POET LAUREATE EVADED PUBLIC IN LATER YEARS
4/16/1989 FGll FOOL SOLDIERS STAGED DARING RESCUE MISSION
4/3G/1989 FGll XRIVAL TOWNS ALMOST WARRED FOR COUNTY SEAT
5/G7/1989 FGll POKER ALICE GOT NOTORIETY AT CARD TABLE
5/14/1989 FGll *FATE PLAGUED THE GOVERNOR OF NEW STATE
5/21/1989 FGll SKIRMISH ENDS WAR WITH SIOUX
5/28/1989 FGll A VISION IS SHAPED IN BOYHOOD
6/G4/1989 FGll PUBLISHER WAS UNSUNG HERO OF POPULIST ERA
6/11/1989 FGll PRAIRIE FIRES FANNED FEARS IN PLAINS FOLK
6/18/1989 FGll MUSICIAN WAS UNSUNG HERO OF 7TH CALVARY
6/25/1989 FGll GUARDIANS OF LEGACY DIG FOR HERO
7/G2/1989 FGll STORY BEHIND NATIONAL SONG INCLUDES SD
7/G9/1989 FGll CHARITY CASE SOLVED--THE BUTLER DID IT
7/16/1989 FGll INDIAN AGENT WAS 1ST CLASS
7/23/1989 FGll HOMESTEADERS LANDED MARKET FOR PUBLISHER
7/3G/1989 FGll *STURGIS, PIERRE SHARE CLAIMS TO VALENTINE
8/G6/1989 FGll YANKTON CENTER TROUBLES BEGAN FROM ITS START
8/2G/1989 FGll MY SOUTH DAKOTA
8/27/1989 FGll DETERMINATION BRINGS CZECHS TO WEST RIVER
9/G3/1989 FGll BACKWATER TOWN LIVES IN INFAMY
9/1G/1989 FGll WAR TOUGH FOR GERMAN AMERICANS
9/17/1989 FGll CHORES KEPT PIONEERING WIVES BUSY
9/24/1989 FGll ^LIBERAL PRIEST CHALLENGED COMPLACENTS
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KAROLEVITZ BOB
KARR GARY
KARRAS BILL
KARRAS CHRISTOS
KARTS WEST
KARUNARATNE DAMMIK
KAS JODY
KAS WILLARD S WIL
KASAL PETER
KASCHMITTER GREG
KASSEBAUM NANCY
KASSIN JERRY
KASTEN LARRY
KATAHN MARTIN
KATERI CENTER
KATTKE DON
KATUS TOM
KAUER KARRI
KAUFFMAN JASON
KAUFFMAN MARICE
KAUFMAN DAWN
KAUFMAN GORDON
KAUFMAN IRVIN
KAUFMANN ADRIENNE
KAUL JAGAN
KAUR
KAUR FM
KAUSCH SWANTJE
KAVANAUGH KEVIN
KAVANAUGH TIFFANY
KAWAK ANTON
KAWANA KOICHI
KAYL JEFF
KAYONGO JESSICA
KAYONGO JIMMY
KAYSER LARRY
KAYSER LEONARD
KAYTON JEREMIAH
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/01/1989 FOll LUCK HASN'T BEEN A LADY TO YANKTON
10/08/1989 FOll PIERRE FOUGHT TWICE TO KEEP CAPITAL HONOR
10/10/1989 A052 KAROLEVITZ TRACES HISTORY OF SIOUX FALLS DIOCESE
10/15/1989 FOll PRAIRIE LASS THRIVED ON TENACITY
10/22/1989 FOll SIOUX FALLS KNOWN AS SPLIT CITY
10/29/1989 FOll KLAN'S HATE CAMPAIGN FELT IN SD
11/05/1989 FOll STATE PIONEERS NOT IMMUNE TO WILY QUACKS
11/12/1989 FOll BONE MARKET ERASES TRACE OF BUFFALO
11/19/1989 FOll XEVANS TAKES PLUNGE IN SOUTH DAKOTA
11/26/1989 FOll SACAJAWEA'S TALE REMAINS A MYSTERY
12/10/1989 FOll ^AUTOMOBILE HAD ROOTS IN WOONSOCKET
12/17/1989 FOll PIONEERS INVENTION FUELS AUTOMOTIVE AGE
12/2A/1989 BOll DEPRESSION DROVE BLACKS FROM STATE
12/31/1989 FOll COUNTY NAME IS TESTAMENT TO ZIEBACH
1/21/1991 B033 AUTHOR, STURGIS RALLY RECEIVE TOURISM AWARDS
1/25/1991 BOl'i 3€BASS PLAYER COMPARES MUSIC WITH CHOCOLATE
1/27/1991 F012 VISITING BASSIST BRINGS LIGHT TOUCH TO SYMPHONY
3/02/1992 A052 *PINCH PENNIES FOR PROM
9/13/1986 C024 ^BUSINESSMAN PROTESTS ARREST
5/29/1987 C021 BUSINESSMAN FOUND GUILTY OF TAX EVASION
6/02/1989 C012 EX-TIME-OUT OPERATOR OWES ADDITIONAL $103,000
9/28/1989 B086 TRADEMARK BATTLE ISN'T OVER
10/11/1989 coil CITY BUSINESSMAN STARTS PRISON TERM
4/1A/1990 C012 SOON TO SLIDE
6/21/1991 D012 *WATER REIGNS AT KARTS WEST
3/02/1987 A063 JfTACCO LEAVES A SOUR TASTE IN CITY
3/10/1987 A081 COLUMN RAISES A QUESTION (L)
3/10/1987 A082 TEEN'S OPINION WILL CHANGE (L)
3/17/1987 A081 STUDENT EXERCISING HIS FREEDOM OF SPEECH (L)
3/19/1987 A061 WRITER'S ALLEGATION INSULTS TEEN-AGERS (L)
3/19/1987 A063 COLUMN WAS ENTERTAINING (L)
12/31/1985 C013 DOCTORS DISCOVER CAUSE OF GIRL'S ILLNESS
12/26/1985 coil BAILMENTS TROUBLE PARENTS OF GIRL, 7
9/26/1983 B053 MCLEAD CO ATTORNEY WILL SEEK US HOUSE SEAT
2/03/1991 F012 ^BATHROOMS ARE FLUSH WITH TOUCH OF LUXURY
10/15/1992 BOiil 9CHAAR VISITS HEAD START
3/21/1985 DOll *SD BASKETBALL MEMORIES RUN DEEP
7/26/1988 C012 OFFICER SENTENCED ON SEX CHARGES
11/08/1985 EOll *A THINNER, HEALTHIER, MORE ATTRACTIVE BODY
6/25/1992 A015 SHELTER CLOSING ANGERS USERS
7/23/1992 A103 KATERI CENTER CLOSED TO ASSESS NEEDS (L)
A/24/1990 D066 TO AID POLES IN INSURANCE
12/05/1991 C021 OFFICIAL TO ATTEND MOSCOW CONFERENCE
2/03/1992 A063 *ND A MODEL TO VOTERS
12/09/1985 coil 36DISNEYLAND TRIP EASES GIRL'S WORRIES
11/10/1991 A013 ATYPICAL RUNAWAY 'DIDN'T GET HIS WAY'
6/07/1989 B012 KCOOK REGARDS FOOD AS GIFT FROM GOD
5/28/1985 A095 KAUFMAN ON NATIONAL COMMITTEE
6/10/1982 coil 36SCHOOL FOR DEAF SUPERINTENDENT TAKES JOB
^4/30/1985 A051 ^FREEMAN'S KAUFMAN TREATS PEOPLE, NOT DISEASE
3/31/1991 F016 3CCENTER IS FOUNDER'S RESPONSE TO CHALLENGE
5/16/1982 C071 XTHIRD WORLD DEVELOPMENT VITAL TO US
10/02/1990 A015 ^SUGGESTS PLAN TO RESOLVE MIDEAST CRISIS
3/14/1991 C033 ^CONFERENCE WILL EXAMINE ARAB MIND
11/30/1992 A012 AUGUSTANA MAY SELL STUDENT-RUN KAUR
8/14/1987 B021 RADIO STATION IS 13TH ON ARBITRON LIST
4/01/1991 A104 ANNOUNCERS TOOK UNWARRANTED SHOTS (L)
2/20/1984 coil ^PROBATION OFFICER FINDS YOUTH AN ADVANTAGE
1/14/1991 A052 36BUSTING THE BLOCKAGE
4/02/1991 B013 KSD BIRD WALK
9/15/1990 C012 ^NEWEST AMERICANS THANKFUL TO BE FREE
5/26/1990 A052 *ZEN OF GARDEN DESIGN
9/21/1990 C016 DESIGNER OF GARDEN DIES AT 60
3/03/1984 B021 ^eDRUNKEN DRIVER SHOULD BE PUNISHED
3/27/1988 E012 *BROOKINGS STUDENT TAKES CHAMPION TITLE
7/30/1988 B012 ^SERVING UP A WINNER
7/13/1991 C031 EX-SHERIFF'S DEPUTY ADMITS HE STOLE MONEY
4/28/1985 N041 *(AGRICULTURE) PRIEST PREACHES FOR FARM PROFITS
9/27/1986 B061 NO PRICE TAG CAN BE PUT ON PEOPLE
8/27/1992 A012 RC HOSTAGE-TAKER SHOOTS SELF
8/28/1992 B012 MOM--SON WAS DEPRESSED
9/01/1992 B021 GUNMAN WALKED 10 MILES TO HOTEL
9/04/1992 B021 HOSTAGE-TAKER SPENDS 19TH BIRTHDAY IN JAIL
9/12/1992 BOll TEEN CHARGED IN RC HOSTAGE CASE
9/15/1992 BOll KAYTON MAKES 1ST COURT APPEARANCE
10/18/1992 FOll SUSPECT PLEADS GUILTY IN HOTEL HOSTAGE CASE
11/23/1992 BOll HOSTAGE TAKER SAYS HE WANTED TO DIE
11/26/1992 coil HOSTAGE-TAKER GETS 25-YEAR SENTENCE
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KAZE IRV
KAZMERZAK DOUG
KBCM FM
KCSD FM
KDLT TV
KEAGGY PHIL
KEALEY DANETTE
KEAN GENE
KEAN PAUL
KEANE BOB
'KEARIN MIKE S DENN
KEARNEY DAVID
KEARNEY PEGGY
KEARNS CHARLES
KEARNS MACHINERY
KEARNS TOM
KEATING CHARLES
KEATING CONNIE
KECKLER JIM 8 RITA
KEEBLE DONOVAN
KEEFE JILL
KEEGAN KEVIN
KEELER MIKE
KEEN ROBERT
KEENA JOHN
KEENAN JOHN
KEENLYNE KENT
KEHN CLARK
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/03/1990 B031 JCNEW CBA BOSS BRINGS VALUABLE EXPERIENCE
8/13/1990 C012 *CBA COMMISSIONER CAN'T HIT A FASTBALL
5/12/1990 C021 DOUG KAZMERZAK NEW TOWNS, TOWNSHIP CHIEF
8/08/1991 D081 YANKTON RADIO STATION GETS NEW OWNER
4/08/1991 C012 PROGRAM CELEBRATES RADIO'S ROOTS
9/21/1983 A012 KDLT VANISHES FROM AIR AFTER ANTENNA FAILS
8/15/1986 coil CHANGE IS IN AIRWAVES FOR KDLT-TV
2/11/1987 B015 KDLT PLANS SECURE DESPITE SALE OF FIRM
8/14/1987 B012 *KDLT PLANS CHANGES, MOVES TO SF
8/24/1987 A052 KDLT-TV'S MOVE TO CITY
8/27/1987 A012 KDLT JOINS PTL CREDITORS
10/02/1987 coil KDLT LINEUP GETS WIPED OUT
10/03/1987 coil KDLT-TV TO AIR MISSED SHOWS
3/22/1988 coil ELECTRIC PROBLEMS TAKE KDLT OFF AIR
6/19/1988 DOll 2 ECONOMIC SHOWS AIRING ON KDLT
8/10/1988 BOll ^CORPORATION NAMES NEW KDLT PRESIDENT
3/12/1989 F012 JfNEWS TEAMS STRESS LOOKS, PERSONALITY
11/21/1989 C012 CONNELL LEAVES KDLT
11/22/1989 C015 DISC JOCKEYS OFFER SERVICES AS ANCHORS
1/13/1990 coil *KDLT-TV HIRES NEW NIGHT CO-ANCHOR
2/14/1991 A091 TV COVERAGE HURT AN INNOCENT MAN (L)
6/22/1991 A014 *KDLT TO CUT WEEKEND NEWS
9/26/1991 A052 LOCAL EVENTS EMPHASIZE HEART-HEALTHY EATING
11/20/1991 coil MORNING ANCHOR MOVES TO NIGHTS
11/19/1990 A076 *KEAGGY PROVES HE'S A MASTER
6/07/1983 A012 ^NEWSPAPER CARRIER'S ALERTNESS BRINGS HELP
7/09/1983 C013 *BRANDON EMBEZZLER GETS PRISON TERM
5/11/1984 C012 CLEAVES PARK BOARD AFTER 10 YEARS OF SERVICE
5/15/1984 C021 KEAN'S NOTABLE SERVICE (ED)
5/17/1984 A012 JUDGE DEFENDS SENTENCE GIVEN IN CASE
10/31/1985 C032 3CBIRTHDAY TRADITION
8/22/1986 C015 WUEST PICKS KEAN AS PRESIDING JUDGE
9/24/1989 A104 KEAN DESERVES PRAISE (L)
4/04/1990 C012 *JUDGE KEAN SEEKS RE-ELECTION
4/30/1990 coil JUDGE NAMED TO PANEL STUDYING PRISON SYSTEM
9/13/1990 A091 KEAN SHOULD NOT HAVE PRESIDED OVER CASE (L)
9/14/1990 C015 GROUP QUESTIONING CUSTODY DECISION SEES SUPPORT SOAR
10/12/1990 Alll JUDGE KEAN DEDICATED TO PEOPLE HE SERVES (L)
10/13/1990 A084 KEAN RULINGS FAIR, CONSISTENT, SOUND (L)
10/13/1990 A085 KEAN PROFESSIONALISM IS BEYOND REPROACH (L)
10/14/1990 A095 MINNEHAHA FORTUNATE TO HAVE KEAN AS JUDGE CD
10/14/1990 A096 DAVIS SIGNED AWAY DAUGHTER'S CUSTODY (L)
10/19/1990 A085 KEAN DILIGENT, FAIR, KNOWLEDGABLE JUDGE (L)
10/21/1990 A116 PAROLE BOARD SEES COMPASSIONATE JUDGE (L)
10/23/1990 C012 JUDICIAL HOPEFUL ADMITS INCIDENT
11/01/1990 A012 XHOPEWELL CHARGES UNETHICAL
11/02/1990 A086 KEAN RULINGS HAVE REASONABLE LAW BASIS (L)
11/04/1990 A123 KEAN HELPED IMPROVE CITY SWIMMING SAFETY (L)
11/07/1990 D015 ^INCUMBENT JUDGES LEAD OPPONENTS
1/12/1991^A015 ^POSSIBLE CONFLICT SPURS JUDGE SWAP IN BATTLE
3/19/1991 B015 KEAN ILLNESS DEEPENS LOCAL JUDGE SHORTAGE
5/24/1991 A015 WELLNESS CENTER WINS TAX EXEMPTION APPEAL
8/25/1989 A012 5CEX-WARDEN SOLEM CLEARED
9/30/1990 AlOl CUSTODY CASE WEAK ONE TO RALLY AROUND (ED)
10/10/1990 A104 KEAN SHOWS CONCERN FOR COMMUNITY WELFARE (L)
8/25/1985 D103 LAWYER TO TALK ABOUT SCHOOLS
4/26/1992 N171 MADISON DUO HAS REPUTATION FOR QUALITY WORK
3/03/1992 C013 ^SECURITY FIRMS BOOM IN GROWING SF
11/10/1986 D012 XMAJOR-COLLEGE FOOTBALL HAS SF ANGLE
12/01/1988 C012 *KEARNS MACHINERY SOLD TO ND FIRM
3/08/1991 D071 ROAST FOR KEARNS SET FOR APRIL 11
3/06/1992 C032 KEARNS RESIGNS FROM MINERAL BOARD
11/08/1992 coil KEARNS TO BE TOASTED FOR FUND-RAISING EFFORTS
9/02/1984 FOll KEARNS CO RESUMES CUSTOMER PUBLICATION
12/01/1988 C012 XKEARNS MACHINERY SOLD TO ND FIRM
6/15/1982 B041 KEARNS WINS BROADCASTING AWARD
12/09/1991 A081 PUT KEATING WHERE HE BELONGS (ED)
9/17/1990 B082 ^BUSINESSWOMAN TACKLES MANY TYPES OF ODD JOBS
12/25/1988 A012 CHRISTMAS IS WHERE THE FAMILY IS
11/10/1990 C012 JURY CONVICTS SISSETON EX-COUNSELOR IN SEX CASE
4/17/1991 D012 KCANCER TOUGHEST FOE FOR COUGARS' KEEFE
8/10/1991 A012 KMAN ATTACKS SUSPECT IN COURTHOUSE
10/28/1983 D012 KTHEY CALL HIM KEELER
1/20/1991 E051 KEEN'S RICH SONGS SPICE FUNNY SHOW
9/27/1990 C014 RETIRED POLICE LIEUTENANT DIES
4/19/1992 N072 ^OFFICER KNOWN AS GOOD SPORT
2/21/1982 C041 SD BIOLOGIST RECALLS BATTLE WITH JAWS
10/17/1984 DOll RANCHER RELIED ON MEMORY
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KEHN CLARK
KEILLOR GARRISON
KEIRNES DUNCAN
KEIZER BILL
KELLAR COLLEEN
KELLENBERGER TONY
KELLER GARY
KELLER JEREMY
KELLER MARVIN
KELLER MARY
KELLER PAUL
KELLER RUSSELL
KELLEY DONALD 8 DA
KELLEY JACQUIE
KELLEY JAN
KELLEY RICHARD
KELLOGG AUBREY
KELLOGG BARB
KELLOGG DOROTHY
KELLOGG MAYO
KELLY BOB
KELLY DELORES
KELLY DICK
KELLY ESTHER
KELLY GAIL
KELLY JOEL
KELLY MOIRA
KELLY PAUL
KELLY RAY
KELLY RICH
KELLY RICHARD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/26/1985 coil MISSING CATTLE
3/19/1985 B015 LAWYERS ARGUE CATTLE MYSTERY
3/20/1985 BOll RANCHER NO SCHEMER, LAWYER SAYS
3/21/1985 C012 MYSTERY-CATTLE CASE NEARS CLOSE
3/22/1985 coil ROUNDUP NEARS IN COURT'S CATTLE CASE
A/03/1985 B023 RANCHER SAYS HE'LL APPEAL CATTLE VERDICT
A/08/1985 coil KEHN CATTLE TRIAL FORMS FAMILY OF FRIENDS
5/29/1985 B021 RANCHER OWES BANK MILLIONS
7/13/1985 C021 RANCHER APPEALS CATTLE-LOAN DECISION
8/08/1985 C051 SUPREME COURT GRANTS 30-DAY DELAY IN APPEAL
3/16/198A B013 K'A PRAIRIE HOME COMPANION'
10/30/198A A091 MODERN-DAY MARK TWAIN POKES FUN
8/03/1985 A051 ^KEILLOR'S BOOK BRINGS TOWN TO LIFE
9/28/1985 A073 36SIOUX FALLS SALES SOAR
6/13/1987 A052 *KEILLOR UNDERSTOOD LAUGHTER IS LIKE TEARS
9/25/1987 A062 KEILLOR TAKES FANS HOME
6/04/1988 A072 ^KEILLOR'S RETURN KEEPS FANS WONDERING
8/19/1989 A052 *EX-'PRAIRIE HOME COMPANION' WRITER ISSUES BOOK^
12/06/1989 A136 INACCURACIES CLARIFIED (L)
5/30/1991 A012 KFIGHTER PILOT FINDS MEMORIES DIFFICULT AFTER FALL
6/28/1988 C015 *AMID SUMMER HEAT, COUPLE PREPARE FOR CHRISTMAS
5/05/1992 B015 ^SCHOOLS TAKING 1-ON-l APPROACH TO HEALTH HELP
10/20/1992 C031 WHELPS HBC FIND WINNING WAYS AGAIN
6/29/1990 B012 HOLLYWOOD FANCIES SD FOR FILMS
2/11/1990 D012 XHOOP HIJINKS
12/16/1986 A081 KELLER WAS FAIR, CARING JUDGE (L)
12/09/1986 A012 PROSECUTOR FACES DISMISSAL
12/12/1986 C012 JANKLOW AWAITING KELLER REPORT
12/16/1986 C016 STATE'S ATTORNEY WANTS HIGH COURT TO HEAR REQUEST
'12/18/1986 'C016 HIGH COURT DELAYS HEARING ON DISMISSAL
12/20/1986 C022 COURT TO CONSIDER STATE'S ATTORNEY CASE
12/21/1986 C026 JUSTICES TAKE THEMSELVES OFF KELLER CASE
12/30/1986 C014 *KELLER HEARING GETS GO-AHEAD
1/03/1987 A012 PROSECUTOR KEEPS JOB AFTER HEARING
10/07/1990 A012 CRITICS PRAISE RECONCILIATION GAINS
12/09/1991 C035 ^INDIAN AFFAIRS GROUP IGNORED THEM
6/20/1983 B041 JURY SELECTION FOR RUSSELL KELLER'S MURDER
1/23/1992 A012 36BROTHERS AWARDED $450,000 IN LAND SUIT AGAINST CITY
11/04/1988 C012 ^SENATE RACE PITS NEWCOMER, VETERAN
10/14/1990 E033 ^DISTRICT 24 CANDIDATES FACE CRUCIAL RACE
7/28/1990 C012 ESTATE TREASURER STEPS DOWN
3/25/1984 E031 stWHAT'S YOUR CHOICE FOR MINNESOTA AVENUE
10/04/1984 coil PROJECT PLEASES MERCHANTS
1/11/1988 coil CITY DEVELOPMENT WORKER TO RETIRE
11/01/1990 B012 36VETERAN FOSTER PARENT TURNS BACK PRAISE
4/24/1983 C071 KLEGISLATORS--WOMEN JOIN FORCES
1/29/1984 coil ^OUTNUMBERED DEMOCRATS WATCH FOR CRACKS
2/28/1984 B041 REP KELLOGG WILL SEEK STATE SENATE
10/28/1984 A014 ^DIFFERENT DRUMMERS
10/29/1988 C012 INDEPENDENTS COULD DECIDE CODINGTON RACE
11/09/1988 C012 5«DEM0CRATS REMAIN HOPEFUL OF SENATE GAINS
10/10/1990 C033 KKELLOGG, KUMM AGREE ON A LOT
2/16/1992 F021 KELLOGG TO RUN AGAIN--IN A NEW DISTRICT
12/02/1992 B016 KELLOGG BREAKS MALE DOMINANCE
12/05/1992 B012 KELLOGG NOT FIRST WOMAN SENATE SERGEANT-AT-ARMS
4/15/1984 C041 9CTAIL-WAGGING TAIL ABOUT DOG TRAINER
9/07/1986 B081 *KELLOGG HAS KENNEL FULL OF BEST FRIENDS
4/08/1990 B071 ^OWNERS TRY TO TEACH DOGS NEW TRICK
4/26/1987 C013 *TRADE OF MAKEUP MAN
6/25/1988 A102 ^SISTER KELLY CELEBRATES JUBILEE
11/23/1986 D012 3CT0WN HOUSE'S MR K TO REOPEN MR C'S
1/06/1988 A016 3(MISSING MOOSE MOURNED
11/14/1989 B062 *CITY MOTELS FILL UP WITH CONVENTIONEERS
3/15/1991 C012 KPARTY FOR BAR OWNER TURNS PROFIT FOR CHARITY
4/21/1991 N121 XCHANGE RUSHES ALONG MINNESOTA
3/05/1990 B012 *PLANNED PARENTHOOD LEADER PROUD
10/23/1990 A081 *IF PARENTS COMMUNICATE
11/05/1990 A064 COMMUNICATION STARTS BEFORE CHILD IS BORN (L)
9/14/1992 A071 *HISTORY SHOWS THAT LEGAL BANS WON'T STOP ABORTIONS
11/22/1982 C032 XRURAL SD TURNS ON TO TV SATELLITE DISHES
9/11/1992 B014 *ROAD WEARY
7/31/1990 C012 ^SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY
2/23/1992 C013 *CENTERVILLE MAN COLLARS GOOD ROLE
10/14/1992 D021 *COOK WORKS ON FOOD'S LOOK AS WELL AS TASTE
5/01/1983 N021 *(CULTURE/TOURISM) THE KELLY CLAN
6/16/1983 A014 KTHE DRINK (JOKE) IS ON KELLY
5/05/1985 A061 ^PROPOSAL WILL HELP CITY MOVE FORWARD
8/06/1985 A083 *CITY SHOULD MOVE FORWARD
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KELLY SERVICES
KELLY TIM
KELLY VICKIE
KELM LINDA
KELO
KELO AM
KELO FM
KELO TV
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/07/1988 E031 KELLY SERVICES LOOKING FOR NON-PROFIT AGENCIES
3/16/1988 BOll KELLY SERVICES DONATES HELP
A/28/1991 N061 ^TEMPORARY WORK OFFERS FLEXIBILITY
1/31/1992 B061 CHARITIES TO RECEIVE FREE KELLY SERVICES
1/28/1989 A012 *5A-DEGREE HIGH MELTS CITY RECORD
3/07/1992 A083 *SENTENCING OPTIONS COULD RELIEVE JAILS
3/20/1982 BOAl *SINGER--SHIFT FROM CONTRALTO TO SOPRANAO WAS EASY
3/21/1982 DOll ORCHESTRA COULDN'T MATCH SOPRANO'S PERFORMANCE
9/26/1987 A05A KKELO RADIO CELEBRATES 50 YEARS
5/01/1988 NlOl (SEC GG) ^SALESMAN FOUND RECEPTIVE AUDIENCE FOR TV
A/30/1989 DD12 STATION REMAINS FLAGSHIP OF MEDIA GIANT
9/29/198A A071 3fKEL0-AM TO GO STEREO
A/25/1989 A081 SWITCH OFF TO PROTEST RACIAL SLURS (L)
8/31/1989 B012 KKELO-AM NUMBER 1 IN ARBITRON RATINGS
12/08/1989 B016 RADIO STATION CONTEST DIMS LIGHT DISPLAY
12/18/1989 A081 ANN'S RIGHT ABOUT KELO (L)
8/18/1990 A056 RATINGS PLACE KELO ON TOP IN MORNINGS
8/16/1991 B012 XKELO TOPS IN TUNES
3/28/1992 C012 ^ANNOUNCERS SET SILLINESS STANDARD
1/25/1986 A072 ANGEL TREE WAS GREAT SUCCESS (L)
1/07/1982 BOll 3fKEL0 NEWS--THE BIG RATINGS AT 6 & 10
3/23/1982 A08A JEFFERSON AWARDS
5/07/1982 B012 *KELO'S STEVE HEMMINGSEN FOUND TV BY ACCIDENT
6/11/1982 B051 RUMORS PERSIST--TO EXPAND EVENING NEWS
7/15/1982 B031 KELO'S NEWS BROADCASTS DRAW LARGER SHARE OF AUDIENCE
8/11/1982 C025 DISLIKED TV COVERAGE ON LIGHTNING INCIDENT (L)
8/14/1982 C023 UNHAPPY WITH COVERAGE OF LIGHTNING TRAGEDY (L)
8/20/1982 B025 MEDIA HANDLING OF BOY'S DEATH BLASTED (L)
8/22/1982 B033 KELO NEWS COVERAGE RAPPED FOR POOR TASTE (L)
8/28/1982 A071 KELO TO EXPAND NEWSCAST TO 1 HOUR
9/16/1982 BOll ^COMPUTERIZED WEATHER REPORT
9/26/1982 DOll *KELO-TV SEEKS BIGGER SHARE
11/12/1982 A091 KELO BUMPS NETWORK SHOWS FOR PLAYOFFS
4/15/1983 coil 36GRANT NAMED KELO NEWS DIRECTOR
7/01/1983 A094 WON'T USE REAGAN PROMOTIONAL SPOTS
9/28/1983 C032 PROTESTORS WILL RALLY AT KELO-TV
12/05/1983 C023 CRITICIZED FOR MCKENNAN REPORT (L)
4/15/1984 E015 kKELO TV EXPANDING TO NEW BUILDING
5/15/1984 C024 KELO'S SERVICE PRAISED (L)
11/30/1984''BOll KELO TV STATION STOLE CHRISTMAS
12/05/1984 D021 KELO TAKES OVER GRINCH DUTY (ED)
2/27/1985 A012 36RATHER GIVES NATION DOSE OF S DAKOTA
10/20/1985 Alll KELO-LAND PUBLIC SERVICE DIRECTOR WINS AWARD
1/31/1986 AOll KELO WILL HOST CBS NEWS SHOW
2/14/1986 A013 KELO TO MAKE ROOM FOR RATHER
2/23/1986 EOll KELO-LAND AFFILIATE ANNOUNCES PURCHASES
2/25/1986 A012 CBS READY TO REACT FROM SF
2/25/1986 A051 XKELO WOULD RATHER HAVE DAN
2/27/1986 A012 5CRATHER GIVES NATION DOSE OF S DAKOTA
2/28/1986 C013 3fDET0UR LEADS KURALT TO SIOUX FALLS
5/28/1986 B015 KELO TRANSMITS STEREO TV SIGNAL
6/26/1986 B061 3CKEL0-TV NAMES NEW EXECUTIVES
3/02/1988 B012 GENTRIES SOLD TO KELO OWNER
3/03/1988 A064 KELO HAD LOADED QUESTION (L)
4/03/1988 A113 KELO COVERAGE PRAISED (L)
4/22/1988 C016 KELO PLANS TO EXPAND COVERAGE
8/06/1988 A014 KKELO PIONEER TAKES STATION BREAK
8/11/1988 A081 COMMUNITY HANGS ON TO LEADER (ED)
2/16/1989 coil MILLAGE REPLACES DAVIS AT KELO
3/12/1989 F012 XNEWS TEAMS STRESS LOOKS, PERSONALITY
4/07/1989 BOll BOYD NAMED KELO ASSIGNMENT EDITOR
8/10/1989 A021 KELO TO MOVE DOUG LUND
8/10/1989 A022 CAPTAIN 11 WILL LOSE HIS AFTER-SCHOOL GIG
11/30/1989 D086 ^EXECUTIVE WILL LEAVE KELO-TV
12/09/1989 coil RADIO PERSONALITY HEADS TO TV SCREEN
12/22/1989 B012 XWOSTER TO SING LAST SONG FOR TV
1/10/1990 A062 KELO-TV CONTROLS NEWS (L)
2/20/1990 B066 KELO, LAKESIDE TRADE OUT ADS
3/06/1990 A081 KELO TELEVISION POLL IS LOUSY JOURNALISM (L)
3/10/1990 A016 KELO WINS RIGHTS
3/15/1990 A083 KELO-TV BASKETBALL SURVEY AN OUTRAGE (L)
3/16/1990 BOll *NOTHING'S AS CONSTANT AS CHANGE
3/21/1990 A124 KELO POLL RIDICULOUS (L)
4/18/1990 C012 KELO ADDING CAPTIONS TO NEWSCASTS
5/26/1990 A084 KELO STORY HIGHLIGHTS MAN'S GENEROSITY (L)
6/07/1990 C015 TV POLL QUESTIONED BY MUENSTER CAMP
6/10/1990 Alll PRESSLER SNAPPED FINGERS AND POLL RESULTS VANISHED
8/19/1990 A012 KFLOYD HAILED AS HARD-WORKING TV PIONEER
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KELO TV
KELSEY MARK
KEMP DAVE
KEMP JACK
KEMPER JAMES
KEMPFER LEE
KENDLE PAUL
KENDLE TODD
KENE GENE
KENEFICK DON
KENISGN LOIS
KENN RUTH
KENNEBEC SD
KENNECKE ANGELA
KENNEDY ANTHONY
KENNEDY BRUCE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/02/1990 A052 KKELO-TV RETAINS MAJORITY OF NEWS VIEWERS
11/06/1990 D016 HOPEWELL FILES KELO LIBEL SUIT
11/07/1990 A045 EXIT POLL PROVES A BIT RISKY BUT ON THE MARK
12/12/1990 C016 KKELO SAYS IT DIDN'T LIBEL LAWYER
12/30/1990 A09A LOCAL TV STATION INSENSITIVE TO INDIANS (L)
1/21/1991 B012 XCLOSED CAPTIONS COMING TO LOCAL NEWSCASTS
2/06/1991 A062 KELO INTERVIEWER LACKS COMPASSION CD
2/09/1991 A085 CLOSED CAPTIONING OF NEWS GOOD SERVICE CD
2/16/1991 coil NOMINATIONS SOUGHT FOR PUBLIC SERVICE
5/2A/1991 BOll TV INTERVIEW SHOWS OTHER FACE OF FAME
6/26/1991 A014 KELO MAY LOSE LAND IN DISPUTE WITH TRIBE
8/26/1991 B012 ^STATES VISION OF ROLE OF TV NEWS
10/07/1991 A016 ^BROADCAST VANGUARD NORD DIES
10/08/1991 A081 COMMUNITY LOSES TV AND CIVIC STAR (ED)
10/31/1991 C012 KTV ANCHOR ACCEPTS JOB IN SEATTLE
12/13/1991 C014 OFFICIAL CHALLENGES KELO ALLEGATIONS
1/08/1992 A012 *KELO FOUNDER, JOE L FLOYD, DIES
1/14/1992 B061 KENNECKE IS KELO'S EVENING CO-ANCHOR
1/22/1992 A086 COUSINS' COUNTRY WRONG IN KELO BROADCASTS CD
2/08/1992 B015 BAD WEATHER, GAMES GIVE A BOOST
2/10/1992 A084 KELO'S INFERENCES IN REDI-FUND STORY POOR (L)
4/25/1992 A014 KELO'S LOTTERY FILES SOUGHT
5/03/1992 N041 KA FAMILIAR FACE NEARLY ANYPLACE
5/06/1992 coil HOPEWELL ASKS STATION TO RELEASE TAPES
5/28/1992 B012 KELO LOTTERY FILES TO BE SUBPOENAED
6/03/1992 AlOl GOVERNMENT SHOULD DO OWN DIRTY WORK (ED)
8/03/1992 A085 KELO'S ACCIDENT REPORT LACKED TASTE (L)
10/04/1992 A112 LOBBY KELO-TV TO SAVE 'THIRTY' (L)
10/24/1992 A012 *KELO, HIRSCH PART
n/06/1992 A086 KELO BROADCAST PUTS WINNER IN POOR LIGHT (L)
11/09/1992 A096 KELO-TV ALSO SLOW IN AIRING VOTE RESULTS (L)
11/15/1992 A084 KELO-TV WAS WRONG TO BREAK EMBARGO (L)
2/28/1990 B012 3€A HEALTHY EXCHANGE
3/23/1991 A083 XMINOR LEAGUE BASEBALL FRANCHISE
8/29/1992 A054 SF AUTHOR TO SIGN BOOKS TODAY
9/05/1992 A071 ^REGIONAL WRITERS TRACK HISTORY OF DAKOTA, FAMILY
10/26/1982 BOll KKEMP BACKS ROBERTS AT SF RALLY
10/31/1984 DOll KEMP STUMPS FOR GOP CANDIDATES
8/26/1986 BOll KA POLITICAL HOTBED IN '86--KEMP
2/01/1987 C021' PRESIDENTIAL HOPEFULS KEMP, DOLE TO SPEAK
2/21/1987 coil KEMP TO FOCUS ON FARM PRICES
4/02/1987 coil KEMP TO TOSS HAT IN WATERTOWN
4/08/1987 C016 36KEMP STUMPS IN SD
4/09/1987 C012 KKEMP HOPES HIS ROOTS TAKE HOLD OF VOTERS
9/06/1987 coil KEMP PLANS VISIT TO SOUTH DAKOTA
9/12/1987 C023 KEMP TO CAMPAIGN MONDAY IN RAPID CITY
9/14/1987 coil KEMP TO ANNOUNCE CAMPAIGN CHAIRMAN
9/15/1987 C012 36KEMP LIKES HIS CHANCES
11/16/1987 A084 KEMP STANDS OUT IN DEBATE (L)
11/21/1987 A082 KEMP LEADERSHIP SHOWS (L)
11/26/1987 C012 XKEMP STRESSES VALUES IN VISIT
12/17/1987 coil KEMP TO CAMPAIGN ACROSS STATE TODAY
12/18/1987 coil KEMP HAS NOTHING TO SAY ABOUT HART
1/21/1988 C012 KEMP CAMPAIGN PLASTERS NAME ON BILLBOARDS
1/31/1988 A082 KEMP PRO-LIFE VIEWS PRAISED (L)
2/22/1988 B015 *KEMP JOINS GOP LIST OF NO-SHOWS
10/28/1992 BOll KEMP TO CAMPAIGN IN CITY FOR BUSH
10/29/1992 B012 HOUSING SECRETARY RALLIES AUGUSTANA STUDENTS
1/27/1990 C015 *OWNER--CITY HAS DELIVERED
11/08/1991 C031 OWNER NOT LIABLE FOR RENTER'S BAD GATE
12/13/1990 D016 *AUGUSTANA WRESTLING CUT BACK
12/20/1990 A091 AUGUSTANA UNFAIR TO GREAT COACH (L)
1/25/1991 Alll KENDLE'S PROGRAM HAS GAINED RESPECT (L)
2/08/1991 D012 KKENDLE VOWS TO FIGHT AUGUSTANA DECISION
3/10/1991 A092 AUGUSTANA MAKING MISTAKE ON WRESTLING (L)
2/07/1983 coil 360'G0RMAN WRESTLER FEELS OBLIGATION TO WIN
12/01/1988 B013 XAUGUSTANA'S KENDLE RATED NUMBER 1
12/17/1988 C012 JfJUDGE SWORN IN
11/10/1992 A012 *BIG PLANS FOR BARLEY GENE
6/13/1992 A072 XHAVE FAITH IN CHILD'S VACATION
6/22/1988 AlOl KDUMPS WOULD BE COSTLY FOR TAXPAYERS
5/21/1986 B021 KENNEBEC STILL WAITING FOR HELP
1/14/1992 B061 KENNECKE IS KELO'S EVENING CO-ANCHOR
11/12/1987 A015 3ePRESSLER IS CONFIDENT SENATE WILL CONFIRM
11/14/1987 AlOl KENNEDY PICK SHOULD GIVE REAGAN A WINNER (ED)
12/19/1987 AlOl NOMINEE TO COURT DESERVES APPROVAL (ED)
12/29/1987 coil KDASCHLE TO CAST VOTE IN FAVOR OF KENNEDY
1/06/1985 coil FORMER ARGUS OFFICIAL DEAD AT 84
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KENNEDY CRAIG
KENNEDY EDWARD
^KENNEDY HOWARD
KENNEDY JANET
KENNEDY JIM
KENNEDY JOE
KENNEDY JOHN
KENNEDY LOUISE
KENNEDY NIGEL
KENNEDY ROBERT
KENNEDY TED
KENNERLY BELVIE
KENOPS DARREL
KENSINGER RITER
KENT JOHN
KENT LARRY
KENTFIELD NANCY
KENYON BEVERLY
KENYON MIKE
KENYON TERRY
KERHBIEL KRAIG
KERKAERT SUSIE
KERKAERT TONY
KERKVLIET BERNARD
KERKVLIET ROXANNE
KERN JEROME
KEROSENE HEATERS
KERR GRAHAM
KERREY BOB
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/17/1989 E015 INQUIRY TIMETABLE UNKNOWN IN CASE AT STATE MUSEUM
12/27/1989 A0I2 RAPE INQUIRY COMPLETE
1/05/1990 A016 MANSION INCIDENT REPORT COMPLETED
12/03/1982 C021 WHAT KENNEDY DIDN'T SAY CED)
1/26/1983 D023 RESURRECTION OF CHAPPAQUIDDICK CD
1/20/1985 C021 ^KENNEDY NEEDS A LESSON IN INDIAN HISTORY
A/07/1982 B031 ^KENNEDY SEEKS RE-ELECTION TO HOUSE
A/10/198A C05I TWO MEN ANNOUNCE CANDIDACY IN DISTRICT 16
2/0A/1986 B021 KENNEDY WANTS SMOKING, NON-SMOKING AREAS
3/05/1986 B02I BERESFORD LEGISLATOR TO SEEK RE-ELECTION
A/09/1988 con ^KENNEDY TO SEEK FIFTH HOUSE TERM
2/06/I99I B023 XBAKER BEGAN AS A WAITRESS
12/22/1982 DOII 5€BUDWEISER DRAFTS CLYDESDALES FROM SD
5/I2/I99I C0I2 ^DEFENDS COUSIN SMITH
II/06/I983 AOIA ^KENNEDY REMEMBERED AS 'OUR PRESIDENT'
11/06/1983 con 9€PUPILS TRY TO PIECE TOGETHER EVENTS
n/20/1983 A0I2 XAT JFK'S SIDE--SENTRY RECALLS VIGIL
11/20/1983 C02I HEARTACHES STILL REMAIN FROM DEATHS (ED)
11/20/1983 C02I XKENNEDYS ADDRESSED FARM PROBLEMS CYEAGER)
n/22/1983 BOII mO\l 22 HOLDS SPECIAL MEANING
n/23/1983 C02A PEOPLE COULD BE MORE THAN WE ARE CD
6/2A/1987 BOIA ^EDITOR GAVE 'ARGUS' GLOBAL SCOPE
I0/0I/I987 C0I2 KNOTE STIRS MEMORIES OF JFK
n/n/1988 C0I2 XTV LOOKS BACK 25 YEARS AFTER SHOOTING
11/18/1988 A0I2 TV VIEWERS RELIVE JFK SHOOTING
11/19/1988 A08I MEMORIES OF JFK LINK MILLIONS (ED)
11/20/1988 AI03 ^eKILLING BROUGHT DOWN DREAM
11/20/1988 AI52 *SOUTH DAKOTANS REMEMBER
11/20/1988 AI6I ^KENNEDY'S PRESENCE RECALLED FROM VISIT IN I960
11/20/1988 AI63 KJFK STUDENTS ASPIRE TO GREATNESS
11/20/1988 AI8I KCITY DOCTOR RECALLS CHAOS AT DALLAS HOSPITAL
11/21/1988 B0I2 JFK ANNIVERSARY REMINDS US
10/10/1982 A0I2 XAUGIE'S QUEEN OF 58 YEARS AGO BACK TO CELEBRATE
9/29/1989 B0I2 ^SOLOIST'S CAREER SPANS CLASSICAL, ROCK, JAZZ
2/06/1983 A0I5 BOB KENNEDY JR PICKS DEADWOOD STUDY PLACE
9/14/1983 A0I3 ^POLICE SEARCH KENNEDY'S BAG
9/I6/I983 C03I ^KENNEDY WAS SEEKING HELP FOR DRUG PROBLEM
9/17/1983 A0I2 ^KENNEDY CHARGED WITH HEROIN POSSESSION
9/18/1983 C041 KENNEDY ACCUSED OF HAVING LESS THAN GRAM
9/19/1983 C034 ^KENNEDY TURNED TO FRIEND WALSH FOR ADVICE
9/22/1983 con PASSENGER HELPS ILL KENNEDY
9/22/1983 C015 FRIEND--KENNEDY WILL TELL DRUG STORY
10/08/1983 B031 KDATE OF KENNEDY HEARING UNCERTAIN
11/08/1983 B035 KENNEDY MAY GET JANUARY COURT DATE
12/01/1983 con AFFIDAVITS IN CASE SEALED FROM PUBLIC
1/07/1984 C012 ROBERT KENNEDY JR COURT DATE IS JAN 25
1/14/1984 B013 LEFHOLZ--KENNEDY CASE NOT SPECIAL
I/22/I984 C015 KENNEDY'S STAY FOR COURT HEARING
I/25/I984 C031 *SNOW STORM CANCELS HEARING FOR KENNEDY
2/I8/I984 A014 3CKENNEDY PLEADS GUILTY TO DRUG CHARGE
3/I6/I984 C042 KENNEDY WILL BE SENTENCED TODAY
3/I6/I985 C02I KENNEDY RELEASED FROM PROBATION IN DRUG CONVICTION
4/23/1988 C012 SAD MEMORIES OF BOBBY KENNEDY REMAIN
6/05/1988 E0I2 ^DOUGHERTY REMEMBERS KENNEDY'S LIFE
4/I3/I99I A08I DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
4/08/1982 B03I KENNERLY SEARCHES SKIES FOR SUNSHINE
5/09/1991 C032 FORESTER SORRY FIRE BURNED OUT OF CONTROL
I2/I6/I987 C092 FORMER RESIDENT AUTHORS BOOK
n/n/1984 B08I ^TRAVELER REVELS IN OUTDOORS
3/26/I99I C033 SHERIFF SAYS CASE CLOSED AGAINST DEPUTY
n/08/1987 FOll 3tTW0 SHOWS SPICED WITH COLORFUL VARIETY
9/12/1992 A012 ^WOMAN'S DEATH ON FARM A PAINFUL REALITY IN SD
10/06/1985 EOII *'TIS THE SEASON
10/05/1988 C012 *CHILLY DAYS CALL FOR CHIMNEY CHECKS
9/I2/I992 A02I ^GROUPS SEEK WAYS TO OFFSET STUDY
I2/3I/I989 A0I2 *60 STORIES IN THE '80'S REVISITED
4/05/1991 D012 *KERKAERT, LINCOLN HOPE TO BE BEST
4/07/1992 C0I2 *BACK ON THE DIAMOND
2/25/1985 con COMPASSION FOR TODAY'S FARM CRISIS
8/25/1989 D082 BREAKUP OF BIG MEAT PACKERS
10/04/1990 A083 *LIVESTOCK GIANTS ARE OUT OF HAND
2/0I/I985 BOII *PARTY LEAVES LASTING IMPRESSION
2/06/1983 EOII *KEROSENE HEATERS AREN'T SELLERS THIS SEASON
4/03/1984 BOII *GOURMET REJOICES IN SETTING TABLES
2/20/1991 B012 *TV CHEF SLOWS DOWN TO HEALTHY PACE
4/28/1983 C021 NEBRASKA GOVERNOR LISTENS (ED)
10/04/1984 C042 JANKLOW WON'T OPPOSE POWER LINE
5/21/1986 B013 *KERREY CAMPAIGNS FOR KNEIP
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2/19/1989 A091 *KERRY SHUNS MEDIA LABEL AS STRONG
10/08/1989 A113 KERREY'S CHALLENGES GAIN HIM RESPECT
A/23/1990 C0A2 ^WORRIED ABOUT WORTH OF NUKE WASTE DUMP
5/2A/1990 coil DASCHLE, KERREY HOLD HEALTH HEARINGS
7/19/1990 C012 *KERREY WON'T TAKE BLAME FOR DUMP SITE
5/25/1991 C036 KERREY TO VISIT SF, YANKTON
6/10/1991 BOIA 3eKERREY OFFERS VICTORY FORMULA
9/26/1991 C012 3€KERREY CAMPAIGN COMING THIS WAY
10/01/1991 C013 XKERREY PLANS VISIT TO SF TONIGHT
10/02/1991 A012 *KERREY HITS GROUND RUNNING IN SD
I0/06/I99I con CAMPAIGN RAISES $5,000 IN SD
12/12/1991 C023 KBOB KERREY SUPPORTERS FORM STATEWIDE GROUP
12/26/1991 con MCKELLIPS PITCHES SUPPORT TO KERREY
12/27/1991 con PRIBYL WILL DIRECT KERREY SD CAMPAIGN
1/01/1992 C0A2 KERREY TO VISIT SF
1/03/1992 A015 KERREY IS FORCED TO CANCEL VISIT
1/03/1992 C032 ^KERREY WANTS PARTY TRADITIONS BACK
1/09/1992 A07A MICKELSON, KERREY DRIVES HARD IN SD
1/11/1992 C012 3€KERREY PLATFORM--HEALTH CARE FOR ALL
1/11/1992 C032 36KERREY VISITS HOSPITAL
1/13/1992 A012 PRIMARY HOT SEAT FOR HARKIN, KERREY
1/16/1992 C031 NEBRASKA LAWMAKER CAMPAIGNS FOR KERREY
1/24/1992 con SENATOR EXON TO CAMPAIGN FOR KERREY IN SD
1/26/1992 F015 ^NEBRASKA SEN EXON TALKS UP KERREY IN CAMPAIGN SWING
2/06/1992 C014 *KERREY BEGINS TV CAMPAIGN
2/07/1992 A08I KERREY HAS BELIEVABLE HEALTH-CARE PACKAGE (L)
2/16/1992 A081 IF KERREY DOESN'T GRAB THE BRASS RING
2/16/1992 FOlI 31 STATE VETERANS ENDORSE BOB KERREY
2/20/1992 A012 36CAMPAIGN CARAVANS BLANKET SD
2/22/1992 A012 KERREY LEADS PACK IN SD POLL
2/22/1992 A02I STATE POLL--KERREY HAS BEST SHOT
2/22/1992 C0I2 KKERREY GOING FOR LANDSLIDE WIN IN SD
2/23/1992 A0I2 seCAMPAIGN SD-STYLE
2/23/1992 A08I KERREY BEST OPTION IN DEMOCRATIC RACE (ED)
2/23/1992 A09I *'WE NEED A FUNDAMENTAL CHANGE'
2/24/1992 A044 KERREY CURTLY QUIPS AT PRESSLER
2/25/1992 A03I *KIDDIES CRUNCH CORN FLAKES WITH KERREY
2/25/1992 A033 KERREY CLOBBERS CLINTON IN 'MISLEADING' AG AD
2/26/1992 AOll, *NEBRASKAN TOPS HARKIN BY 15 PERCENT
2/26/1992 A032'*KERREY FINDS SD GOLD
2/26/1992 A045 KERREY CAN'T RELAX AFTER WIN
2/27/1992 C032 KERREY-APPEAL MISSES SOME AG VOTES
2/27/1992 C032 *MUENSTER FOR GOVERNOR--KERREY THINKS SO
3/03/1992 A092 KERREY NOT SUPPORTIVE OF SD ISSUES (L)
3/05/1992 A014 KERREY WEIGHS CAMPAIGN OPTIONS
3/05/1992 A081 RACE TAKES TOLL ON KERREY, BUSH (ED)
3/06/1992 A015 NEXT ROLE MIGHT BE RUNNING MATE
3/06/1992 AlOl KERREY GONE BUT HIS ISSUES REMAIN (ED)
3/11/1992 A083 PRESSLER MISLED READERS ON KERREY'S POSITION (L)
3/17/1992 A082 KERREY'S LAND-CLAIM REMARKS MISLEADING (L)
3/22/1992 An3 KERREY VAGUE ON ISSUES OF RETURNING HILLS (L)
7/07/1992 A061 KERREY BEST OPTION FOR RUNNING MATE (ED)
1/09/1986 A061 FOOD-COMMUNITY HAS A BIG HEART
10/17/1988 B012 ^FEEDING THE POOR HELPS DIRECTOR VALUE
3/16/1989 C012 *TWO HONORED FOR WORK WITH HUNGRY
7/04/1989 BOII ^ANTI-ABORTIONIST, PRO-CHOICE SUPPORTER DEBATE
I2/I5/I989 C0I2 *FOOD BANK BUILDS HOLIDAY SURPLUS
5/06/1990 BB04 KJONESES STILL TRYING TO KEEP UP
I2/I5/I990 A083 3€PANTRY, FOOD BANK MAKE CERTAIN
8/06/I99I A0I4 ^GROWING NEED PLACES STRAIN ON FOOD AGENCY
I/I4/I992 con FOOD SERVICE CENTER DIRECTOR RESIGNS
1/I9/I992 A0I2 3€F0LL0WS MORALS DOWN 'RIGHT' PATH
7/04/1989 D0I5 *HISTORY OF WASHINGTON ATHLETICS DETAILED IN BOOK
8/I8/I990 B0I2 *ROAD TO '40 TITLE NOT ALWAYS SMOOTH
5/I7/I992 B0I2 *KESSINGER PICKS SCHOOL'S ALL-TIME GREATS
I/n/1988 A012 KCOUPLE KEEP SILVER SCREEN ROLLING IN VIBORG
10/09/1989 B0I2 KSMALL-TOWN LAW ENFORCEMENT
7/05/1987 D0I5 *NEW PASTOR COMING HOME TO CATHEDRAL
I2/I8/I992 A08I MUST RESOLVE MERCY-DEATH ISSUE (ED)
5/06/1982 B012 9(L0CAL TENNIS TEAM LOOKING FOR CONFERENCE GOLD
7/02/1989 con WEATHER WATCHER HONORED IN WINNER
3/01/1989 A065 KEEP COLUMNS COMING (L)
12/16/1990 A085 KEYES' NEXT REVIEW CAN USE NICE TALK (L)
12/30/1990 A074 XABOUT THIS REPORT
5/01/1991 BOll XHIGHER PRICES FOR CONCERTS SIGN OF TIMES
5/15/1991 BOll XSAFARI CLUB HIRED THE WRONG BANDS
5/29/1991 BOll KROCK 'N' ROLL ALIVE AND WELL
6/12/1991 BOll 56MUSIC MAN LIKES HIS LIFE IN THE HILLS
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6/26/1991 BOII ^PATRIOTISM INFILITRATES POP MUSIC
7/10/1991 BOII KLOTS OF GOOD MUSIC GRACES CITY STAGE
7/21/1991 A0I2 XMAN CHANGES RIVER'S COURSE
7/25/1991 C032 *ABOUT THIS SERIES
7/3I/I991 BOII KMTV SOUNDED POP MUSIC'S DEATH KNELL
8/1A/1991 BOII 36MUSICAL ACTS WASHED OUT BY RAINFALL
8/21/1991 BOII 3CWILLIE BANKS ON LOYALTY OF HIS FANS
8/28/1991 BOII 3eHAGGARD IS TOO OLD TO DIE YOUNG
9/02/1991 AlOl SCARING FOR KIDS IS AN UNRELENTING CHALLENGE
9/11/1991 BOII *JOHN MCEUEN PLAYS AN ACE IN DEADWOOD
9/25/1991 BOII ^STORYTELLER RAISES MANY QUESTIONS
10/09/1991 BOII TRAP'S LESSON RELEVANT IN OUTBACK
11/06/1991 DOll XJAMZ VIDEOS ARE DAZZLING, BUT DIZZYING
11/20/1991 BOII KFUND-RAISER FOR NEEDY IN POOR TASTE
12/0A/1991 BOII 36JACKSON TOO QUICK TO ALTER NEW VIDEO
12/18/1991 BOII KIT WAS YEAR OF THE WEIRD MUSIC
1/01/1992 BOII KAREA MUSIC LIVENING UP--FINALLY
1/15/1992 BOII KBLAND BANDS--'ALTERNATIVE' MUSIC BLEAK
2/20/1992 A07I KONCE AGAIN, FOLK MUSIC THE IN SOUND
6/03/1992 BOII KGARTH LOTTERY SIGN OF TIMES
6/17/1992 BOII KCLINTON'S VP--HOW ABOUT ELVIS
7/01/1992 BOII KGARTH'S GIRTH A BIG REASON TO APPLAUD
7/29/1992 DOII ^'COUNTRY PORN' EARNS BAD RAP WITH SEXIEST PAP
8/12/1992 DOll kWAKEFIELD SET TO MAKE NEW MEMORIES
8/26/1992 DOll KFOR SINGLES, SF FAR FROM NUMBER 1
9/09/1992 DOll KYOUNG FANS FLOCK TO HEAR DYLAN REVIVAL
9/23/1992 DOll KRED WILLOW SOUNDS GREAT, WORTH WAIT
6/10/1987 A08I KPUBLIC WORKS PROJECTS MERIT INPUT
6/01/1992 A041 KMONEY EARMARKED FOR ROADS SHOULD STAY
7/02/1992 A041 OFF-THE-ROAD TAXES SHOULD GO TO FARMERS (L)
2/01/198A C051 KEYSTONE UPS TAX ON TOURISTS
9/01/1985 C021 KEYSTONE TO VOTE ON BED AND BOOZE TAX
9/05/1985 C031 KEYSTONE VOTERS REJECT BED AND BOOZE TAX
2/23/1990 D082 HISTORIC STORE IN NEW HANDS
3/09/1991 C031 KEYSTONE TO HONOR GULF TROOPS TODAY
7/03/1991 A012 KEYSTONE SHINES AGAIN WITH GLITZ
8/13/1988 C012 VIRGINIA FIRM BUYS KEYSTONE CENTER
8/05/1991 B031 STATION SIGNS OFF FOR 30 DAYS TO CATCH UP
9/09/1991 B031 CUSTER RADIO STATION TO GO BACK ON AIR
dO/26/1990 C012 RADIO STATION CRITICIZED FOR SEX TALE
8/20/1989 C021 BROOKINGS RADIO STATION ADDING POWER
7/30/1992 B021 STATE HOSPITAL NAMES NEW MEDICAL DIRECTOR
12/03/1991 B012 KKHING OF THE AIRWAVES
12/03/1990 A072 ORGANIST KEEPS FRANCK'S MASTERWORKS ALIVE
2/13/1989 B015 KPRIVATE EYE IS LEARNING TRICKS
6/19/1988 BOIA SPORTS IS PART OF DAD'S DAY
11/28/1992 A071 KCHURCH'S EFFORT TO CLOTHE KIDS FITS IN NICELY
A/30/1992 A072 KRARE ANGIOEDEMA CAUSES SWELLING
1/23/1982 A016 KKIDNAPPED GIRL FOUND IN WATERTOWN
1/2A/1982 A016 STOCKHOLM, SD, MAN HELD IN MILBANK CASE
1/25/1982 BOII KIDNAPPED GIRL BACK AT HOME IN MILBANK
1/26/1982 B03A TWO FELONY CHARGES FILED IN ABDUCTION
1/27/1982 B036 KIDNAP SUSPECT FACES FEDERAL JURY
1/28/1982 D031 FEDERAL JURY WILL HEAR KIDNAP CASE
1/29/1982 coil GRAND JURY RETURNS CHRISTIANS INDICTMENT
1/30/1982 C033 BOND SET AT §150,000 IN KIDNAP CASE
2/02/1982 C031 FEDERAL COURT TO GET KIDNAPPING CASE
2/13/1982 B031 GIRL TO FACE KIDNAPPING CHARGES
2/19/1982 C031 MAN PLEADS INNOCENT TO KIDNAPPING
3/05/1982 C032 TRIAL DATE SET IN KIDNAPPING CASE
3/31/1982 D031 KIDNAPPING TRIAL RESCHEDULED
A/02/1982 COAl GIRL PLEADS GUILTY TO KNOWING OF CRIME
A/03/1982 B033 EXCLUSION OF STATEMENT FROM SUSPECT SOUGHT
A/IA/1982 COAl SF MAN PLEADS GUILTYIN KIDNAPPING
A/16/1982 C031 SF MAN GETS LIFE FOR KIDNAPPING
A/23/1982 coil SUSPECT BRICE CHRISTIANS WILL CHANGE PLEA
5/05/1982 A012 STOCKHOLM MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO KIDNAPPING^
5/27/1982 D013 COURT UPHOLDS HAYTI KIDNAPPING CONVICTIONS
9/16/1982 coil CHRISTIANS GET 10 YEARS FOR KIDNAPPING
9/23/1982 C061 KIDNAP SUSPECT IN HUGHES COUNTY JAIL
10/06/1982 C061 COLORADO MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO ROBBERY
10/08/1982 C031 MAN FACES KIDNAPPING CHARGE
10/27/1982 D016 SF POLICE SEARCH FOR SUSPECT
10/29/1982 C051 MAN CHARGED WITH KIDNAPPING HIS WIFE
11/12/1982 C015 KIDNAPPING ENDS IN SD FOR A CHICAGO MAN
1/07/1983 B033 WANTED MAN TURNS HIMSELF IN
1/18/1983 B031 DEPUTIES LOOK FOR KIDNAP SUSPECT
1/19/1983 D031 KIDNAPPED GIRLS SAFE IN MISSOURI
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2/01/1983 BD61 ALCESTER MAN CHARGED WITH KIDNAPPING WITNESS
2/03/1983 C041 MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO KIDNAPPING WIFE
2/09/1983 C031 MAN FACES KIDNAP, ASSAULT CHARGES
2/15/1983 C031 LAWYER WANTS KIDNAP TRIAL MOVED
2/15/1983 C061 TEXAS MAN, 18, TO BE TRIED IN KIDNAPPING CASE
3/09/1983 C031 ABDUCTION SUSPECT SURRENDERS
A/13/1983 C032 WOMEN SAYS HUSBAND THREATENED TO KILL HER
A/lA/1983 C035 WIFE TESTIFIES IN KIDNAPPING CASE
A/16/1983 B031 MAN NOT GUILTY OF KIDNAPPING, ASSAULTING WIFE
5/13/1983 C031 19-YEAR-OLD MAN FOUND GUILTY OF KIDNAPPING
6/0A/1983 BOll MAN GETS LIFE TERM FOR KIDNAPPING
6/07/1983 C012 *MAN CHARGED WITH KIDNAPPING, ASSAULT
6/11/1983 BOll MAN DENIED BOND REDUCTION
6/15/1983 COAl KIDNAPPING CHARGES DROPPED
7/16/1983 coil FORT THOMPSON BROTHERS INDICED FOR MURDER
9/03/1983 B031 YANKTON POLICE ARREST COUPLE
10/06/1983 coil SUSPECT ARRESTED IN WOMAN'S ABDUCTION
10/07/1983 C051 STUDENT CHARGED WITH KIDNAPPING
10/08/1983 BOll BOND FOR ACCUSED KIDNAPPER SET AT $50,000
10/14/1983 C035 KIDNAPPING DEFENDANT WILL TAKE MENTAL TESTS
10/22/1983 B031 MAN SAYS HE WAS ABDUCTED IN YANKTON
1/24/1984 C051 BERESFORD MAN ACCUSED OF ASSAULT
2/02/1984 C041 PROSECUTORS DROP KIDNAP CHARGES
3/24/1984 C012 RENNER MAN FACES POSSIBLE 35-YEAR SENTENCE
4/26/1984 A012 KMAN APPEALS TO TV TO FIND MISSING SON
5/17/1984 A012 36MISSING BOY FOUND IN CALIFORNIA
5/18/1984 A016 COURT PONDERS TOMMY'S FUTURE AT HEARING TODAY
5/19/1984 AOll TOMMY LEE WILL RETURN TO STATE
5/20/1984 C041 TIMING OF^ TOMMY LEE'S RETURN STILL UNCERTAIN
5/22/1984 A014 *TOMMY WANTS TO LIVE WITH MOTHER
5/23/1984 D015 TOMMY LEE IS RETURNING TO SF
5/28/1984 C014 LEE RELUCTANT TO TALK ABOUT REUNION
5/30/1984 DOll TOMMY LEE'S MOTHER RETURNED TO FACE CHARGES
6/01/1984 coil JEANETTE LEE WILL APPEAR IN COURT
6/02/1984 C015 JEANETTE LEE PLEADS NOT GUILTY, WANTS JURY TRIAL
7/03/1984 C035 TOMMY LEE'S MOTHER WANTS CHARGE THROWN OUT
7/18/1984 D012 KCHILD CAUGHT IN CUSTODY FIGHT BACK WITH FATHER
7/20/1984 C031 JUDGE BARS MAN FROM TAKING SON OUT OF STATE
7/20/1984 C031 BOY WILL STAY WITH HIS FATHER, JUDGE ORDERS
7/21/1984 B014 MOTHER SAYS SHE'S NOT A KIDNAPPER
8/10/1984 C032 LOCAL MAN CHARGED IN KIDNAPPING PLOT
8/14/1984 B031 WASTA GIRL HEEDS MOTHER'S ADVICE
8/28/1984 B015 TOMMY LEE'S PARENTS AGREE TO JOINT CUSTODY
10/12/1984 C016 KRANDALL--SON WAS ABUSED
10/13/1984 C031 CASPER OFFICIALS SEEK MORE INFORMATION
10/14/1984 C051 MAN TRIED TO LURE BOY INTO VAN
10/16/1984 BOll AUTHORITIES PROBE REPORT OF LURING CHILD
10/27/1984 coil WOMAN HELD FOR TAKING 8-YEAR-OLD
11/06/1984 C041 MAN CHARGED WITH KIDNAPPING OF WOMAN
11/28/1984 D036 PARENTAL KIDNAPPING LAWS UNCONSTITUTIONAL
2/27/1985 D031 JUDGE DROPS CASE AGAINST TOMMY LEE'S MOM
3/12/1985 B021 ATTEMPTS TO GRAB CHILDREN REPORTED IN MILBANK
3/16/1985 C031 MAN WANTED FOR KIDNAPPING SURRENDERS
3/21/1985 C044 MAN TO HAVE HEARING ON CHARGES
4/03/1985 B031 KIDNAPPING EVIDENCE HEARD IN CLOSED COURT
4/04/1985 C034 SUSPECT IN JAIL ON $200,000 BOND
4/05/1985 C013 WILLOW LAKE GIRL ESCAPED FROM MAN'S CAR
4/07/1985 C031 AUTHORITIES AT DEAD END IN REPORTED ABDUCTION
4/09/1985 B022 KIDNAP, RAPE ATTEMPT HEARING SET
4/10/1985 B015 AUTHORITIES CLOSE CASE OF REPORTED ABDUCTION
4/21/1985 C071 3 MEN PLEAD NOT GUILTY TO KIDNAPPING, RAPE
5/19/1985 C035 NEW JUDGE TO HANDLE KIDNAPPING CASE
5/22/1985 B023 ABERDEEN MAN MOVES FROM KIDNAPPING VICTIM TO SUSPECT
5/31/1985 C033 ADMITTED SD KIDNAPPER SENT TO PRISON
7/11/1985 C021 COUPLE ABDUCTED, MAN STABBED IN IDAHO
7/18/1985 A012 3€T0WN PRAYS FOR ABDUCTED BOY'S RETURN
7/19/1985 A012 3e2-YEAR-OLD SAFE AFTER ABDUCTION
7/19/1985 C031 MAN SENTENCED FOR RAPE ATTEMPT, KIDNAPPING
7/23/1985 B015 KIDNAPPING SUSPECT TO BE RETURNED THIS WEEK
7/25/1985 C015 KIDNAPPING SUSPECT BEING BROUGHT TO CITY
7/27/1985 C015 5CC0URT PICKS LAWYER FOR SUSPECT
8/11/1985 C021 JUDGE DENIES INMATE REQUEST OF SENTENCE SITE
8/25/1985 coil' CONVICT TO FACE 2 MURDER CHARGES IN OKLAHOMA
8/30/1985 C035 CROW CREEK WOMAN GETS 5 YEARS FOR KIDNAPPING
9/10/1985 C013 KIDNAP TRIAL SET OCTOBER 29 IN CITY
10/03/1985 coil TRIAL OF KIDNAP SUSPECT TO STAY IN SIOUX FALLS
10/09/1985 B031 2 TO APPEAR IN COURT ON KIDNAPPING CHARGES
10/10/1985 C031 BOND FOR KIDNAPPING SUSPECTS IS INCREASED
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10/20/1985 con KIDNAP FOLLOWED THREATS
10/30/1965 A0I2 KMCCABE FOUND GUILTY IN KIDNAPPING
11/02/1985 A07A CATALYZES MISSING, CHILDREN HUNT
n/07/1985 C02I 3 PEOPLE BOUND OVER FOR TRIAL IN ABERDEEN
II/20/I985 B02I COUPLE PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO KIDNAPPING CHARGE
1/08/1986 C03I MAN ARRESTED ON PARENTAL KIDNAPPING CHARGE
1/09/1986 C03A COUPLE PLEA BARGAINS TO ABERDEEN KIDNAPPINGS
2/I5/I986 AI04 DON'T TRUST PEOPLE TOO MUCH (L)
2/2I/I986 C03I JUDGE DENIES DELAY IN KIDNAPPING-MURDER TRIAL
3/25/1986 con 3 BROWN COUNTY MEN HELD IN KIDNAPPING CASE
3/27/1986 B021 ACCUSED KIDNAPPERS POST BONDS, LEAVE JAIL
A/16/1986 B0I5 MAN INDICTED ON KIDNAPPING, RAPE CHARGES
5/23/1986 C0I5 ^KIDNAPPING SENTENCE RILES PARENTS
6/I7/I986 C02I A ARREST WARRENTS EXPECTED IN KIDNAPPING
6/20/1986 con 3 ARRESTED IN KIDNAPPING AND ASSAULT CASE
6/22/1986 C026 SUSPECT BARGAINS GUILTY PLEA
6/27/1986 C02I HEARING SET FOR KIDNAPPING, BEATING SUSPECT
6/27/1986 C023 MAN SENTENCED FOR KIDNAPPING ROLE
7/25/1986 C02I GRAND JURY INDICTS MAN IN KIDNAPPING, ASSAULT
7/30/1986 B02I SD MAN GETS 3-YEAR SENTENCE IN KIDNAP CASE
8/01/1986 A021 TUTHILL MAN, 56, CHARGED WITH KIDNAPPING
8/31/1986 C021 KIDNAPPING SUSPECT TO FACE NEVADA CHARGES
5/05/1987 DOlI PINE RIDGE MAN ARRESTED IN KIDNAPPING
6/03/1987 B03I CONVICT'S GIRLFRIEND TO BE EXTRADITED TO CALIFORNIA
8/09/1987 C021 WOMAN TRANSFERRED FROM SD IN KIDNAPPING
9/17/1987 C015 36KIDNAPPING, RAPE SUSPECT ARRESTED
10/01/1987 C025 WOMAN ESCAPES FROM CAPTOR IN NEBRASKA
10/02/1987 0024 PINE RIDGE MAN FACES KIDNAPPING CHARGES
10/07/1987 BOll"^KIDNAP SUSPECT TO RETURN TO SD
10/09/1987 C021 MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN BOX ELDER ABDUCTION
10/16/1987 C041 BOX ELDER KIDNAPPING CASE TRIAL DATE SET
10/22/1987 C021 LAWYER WANTS CLIENT TO TAKE COMPETENCY TEST
10/30/1987 C021 SUSPECT IN KIDNAPPING TAKES COMPETENCY TEST
11/20/1987 C023 3fWY0MING COURT RULES IN FAVOR OF INMATE
11/24/1987 A012 OFFICIALS LINK ESCAPE, DISAPPEARANCE
11/25/1987 A016 MISSING MAN KEPT BAKERY DOOR OPEN
n/25/1987 B021 WOMAN SENTENCED FOR TAKING INFANT
1/07/1988 con SUSPECT IN MURDER GETS SEPARATE TERM
2/02/1988 A012 XABDUCTED 7-ELEVEN CLERK RELEASED
2/03/1988 A012 MAN CHARGED WITH KIDNAPPING CLERK
2/18/1988 A105 MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO ABDUCTION
3/05/1988 C014 INVESTIGATION INTO ABDUCTION OF BAKER
4/02/1988 C04I MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN KIDNAPPING CASE
7/01/1988 con MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN KIDNAPPING CASE
7/09/1988 C014 ABDUCTORS ORDERED CHECK FORGERY
8/27/1988 con MURDER SUSPECT WILL BE EXTRADITED
8/30/1988 A012 KIDNAPPER OF CLERK GETS 57 YEARS
9/03/1988 con MAN ARRAIGNED ON KIDNAP CHARGE
10/24/1988 BOll WOMAN REPORTS ABDUCTION IN CITY
11/04/1988 A014 EX-INMATE FACES KIDNAP CHARGE
1/0I/I989 C02I KIDNAPPING SUSPECT ARRESTED IN SISSETON
4/02/1989 con 2 SENTENCED IN STABBING
4/29/1989 A012 MAN HELD IN KIDNAPPING OF TWO TEENS
6/I5/I989 C0I2 TO RULE IF DRIVE-BY IS ADMISSIBLE EVIDENCE
7/21/1989 con KIDNAPPING CHARGES WON'T BE DISMISSED
9/23/1989 C0I5 SF MAN IS CHARGED WITH KIDNAPPING WOMEN
9/29/1989 C015 ATTEMPTED RAPE CHARGES ADDED AGAINST SUSPECT
11/02/1989 A013 MAN FACES KIDNAPPING CHARGES FOR INCIDENT
11/04/1989 C015 AUTHORITIES SAY MOTHER ABDUCTED VIBORG BOY
11/06/1989 BOll ABDUCTION SUSPECT HELD IN SIOUX FALLS
11/07/1989 con MAN HELD ON BOND IN ABDUCTION CASE
11/07/1989 C012 MAN GETS 23 YEARS FOR SEXUAL ASSAULT
12/07/1989 A016 KABDUCTED VIBORG BOY FOUND
12/13/1989 con EXTRADITION WAIVED IN ABDUCTION CASE
12/20/1989 con WOMAN BOUND OVER IN ABDUCTION CASE
I2/2I/I989 C0I2 TEEN FACES ADULT KIDNAPPING CHARGES
12/21/1989 C052 GIRL RECANTS ABDUCTION TALE
12/28/1989 C021 7 FELONY COUNTS FILED AGAINST SF BOY
12/29/1989 con 2 ARE INDICTED ON KIDNAPPING CHARGES
2/15/1990 con MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN KIDNAPPING
3/17/1990 C012 36MAN ADMITS TO OCTOBER RAPE, KIDNAPPING
3/3I/I990 C024 GUILTY PLEA EXPECTED IN KIDNAPPING CASE
4/04/1990 C024 WOMAN WHO KIDNAPPED SON PLACED ON PROBATION
4/13/1990 con JURY CONVICTS MAN OF MORE CHARGES
4/26/1990 C016 25-50 YEARS GIVEN TO KIDNAPPER
5/01/1990 AOll TEEN GETS 50 YEARS FOR BURGLARY, ROBBERY
5/01/1990 con CANTON MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN ABDUCTION
5/10/1990 AOll 3CMISSING GIRL MURDERED
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/11/1990 AG12 KPOLICE PROFILE SUSPECT
5/12/1990 AG12 ^PARENTS MOVE AFTER FUNERAL
5/2G/199G AG12 K3G-YEAR WOUND FOR HURON PARENTS
6/28/199G CG14 FATHER CHARGED WITH KIDNAPPING
6/29/199G CGll MINNESOTA MAN INDICTED IN KIDNAPPING CASE
8/G5/199G CG12 KIDNAPPING, RAPE TRIAL TO START MONDAY
8/07/199G CG12 WOMAN IDENTIFIES SUSPECT AS RAPIST
8/G8/199G CG16 RAPE TRIAL JUROR REPLACED
8/G9/199G CG16 SUSPECT DENIES RAPE, KIDNAPPING
8/1G/199G CG12 STEVENS FOUND GUILTY OF RAPE
8/11/199G CGI5 NELS0N--V1CT1M WAS BRAVE
9/08/199G CG33 COMPANY WON'T APPEAL IN-STORE SECURITY CASE
1G/G2/199G CGll MAN GETS 5 YEARS FOR KIDNAPPING CHILD
1G/12/199G CGll MAN REPORTEDLY TRIES ABDUCTION
11/G8/199G CGll JUDGE REDUCES TERM FOR MAN TO 15 YEARS
12/07/1990 coil ATTEMPTED ABDUCTION INVESTIGATED IN CROOKS
2/23/1991 CGll LENNOX MAN ARRESTED ON KIDNAPPING CHARGES
2/23/1991 CGll ABDUCTION REPORT DEEMED UNFOUNDED
2/26/1991 CGll ARRAIGNMENT SET FOR SUSPECT
3/G1/1991 CG34 MAN PLEADS INNOCENT FOR ABDUCTION CHARGES
3/0'i/1991 CG3A MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO KIDNAPPING, ABUSE
3/G5/1991 BGll LENNOX MAN FACES ARRAIGNMENT TODAY
3/G6/1991 CGll SUSPECT PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN ABDUCTION
3/22/1991 coil SUSPECT TO GO ON TRIAL IN JULY
A/G5/1991 coil ABDUCTION ATTEMPT UNDER INVESTIGATION
7/11/1991 CG22 LENNOX MAN SENTENCED IN ALLEGED ABDUCTION
7/19/1991 C021 2 ABERDEEN MEN CHARGED IN ASSAULT
7/25/1991 AG91 CHARGES CONSIDERED IN HOAX
7/27/1991 CG33 PINE RIDGE MAN GUILTY OF KIDNAPPING, RAPE
7/29/1991 "-BGIS WN SOUGHT IN ATTEMPT TO LURE GIRLS TO CAR
7/30/1991 CGll POLICE SEEK MAN WHO TRAILED CHILD
7/31/1991 CGll CITY BOY REPORTEDLY TRIALED BY MAN IN CAR
8/02/1991 CGll ABDUCTION ATTEMPT REPORTS DISMISSED
8/09/1991 CG31 MAN SENTENCED IN KIDNAPPING
8/10/1991 AG15 XWORTHINGTON RESIDENTS FEAR MORE ABDUCTIONS
8/31/1991 CG35 WORTHINGTON POLICE LOOKING FOR SUSPECT
9/02/1991 BG31 MAN SENTENCED IN ABERDEEN BEATING
9/05/1991 AG12 ^KIDNAPPED BABY OK, PAIR HELD
9/06/1991 AOIA ^KIDNAPPING CHARGE EXPECTED AGAINST 2
9/07/1991 C012 BERESFORD COUPLE FACES MORE CHARGES
9/07/1991 C031 3 CARNIVAL WORKERS, 1 WOMAN CHARGED IN FAIR INCIDENT
9/11/1991 A086 TAKEN SERIOUSLY AT BERESFORD (L)
9/13/1991 A012 XWOMAN TESTIFIES IN SNATCHING
9/l'»/1991 C012 TELEVISION ANCHOR COVERS KIDNAPPING OF DAUGHTER
9/1A/1991 C021 PAIR PLEADS GUILTY, SENTENCED TO JAIL
9/18/1991 BOll 3CKEEP AN EYE ON THE KIDS
9/24/1991 A012 MAN TAKES HOSTAGES
9/25/1991 coil BABY SNATCHING HEARING POSTPONED
9/25/1991 C012 SEARCH CONTINUES FOR ABDUCTOR
9/26/1991 C012 ABDUCTOR IS WANTED IN MISSISSIPPI
9/29/1991 C031 TWO MEN ARRESTED IN CASE
10/01/1991 coil PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO ASSAULT, BABY SNATCHING
10/11/1991 coil SEARCH FOR GUNMAN MOVES OUT OF STATE
10/11/1991 C031 IMMUNITY GRANTED IN FAILED KIDNAPPING
10/17/1991 B016 WRECK LEADS TO ARREST OF FUGITIVE
10/18/1991 C012 GRANDPARENTS THRILLED FAMILY FOUND
10/23/1991 B035 FUGITIVE WAIVES EXTRADITION TO SD
10/29/1991 C015 NELSON TO STAY ON CASTANEIRA CASE
11/07/1991 coil POLICE INVESTIGATE KIDNAPPING ATTEMPT
11/08/1991 C031 EX-FUGITIVE UNRUH WAIVES HEARING RIGHT
11/08/1991 C031 MAN PLEADS INSANITY TO KIDNAPPING, RAPE
11/16/1991 B014 AUTHORITIES SEEK ARREST IN KIDNAP TRY
11/17/1991 EOll WOMAN FACES CHARGES IN TRY TO ABDUCT BABY
11/24/1991 E041 WOMAN ARRAIGNED IN NOVEMBER 5 KIDNAP TRY
12/07/1991 A012 KGUILTY PLEA ENTERED
12/25/1991 A012 KCASTANEIRA SAYS HE'LL RETURN TO SF
12/27/1991 A012 CASTANEIRA ARRESTED ON A SUICIDE TIP
12/28/1991 C015 CASTANEIRA WON'T FIGHT EXTRADITION
1/08/1992 C032 KIDNAPPING TRIAL WILL BE MOVED
1/19/1992 F031 CHARGE FILED IN CASE OF ALLEGED ABDUCTION
1/26/1992 F031 KIDNAPPING TRIAL AGAINST BERESFORD COUPLE MOVED
1/30/1992 C031 WOMAN PLEADS GUILTY TO KIDNAPPING TRY
2/06/1992 C012 BERESFORD COUPLE PLEAD GUILTY TO KIDNAP, STABBING
2/27/1992 coil MILLER MAN ADMITS KIDNAPPING WIFE
3/02/1992 coil HILL CITY MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO CHARGES
3/18/1992 coil CHANCELLOR MAN HELD IN KIDNAPPING, RAPE
3/20/1992 C012 KCOUPLE GETS 75 YEARS FOR KIDNAPPING
4/30/1992 C021 KIDNAPPER RECEIVES 90 YEARS IN PRISON
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KIDNAPPING
KIDNEY TRANSPLANT
KIDNEYS
KIDS WITH KEYS
KIEFFER JOE
KIELEY DAN
KIEPKE KIM
J 'TKIESOW DAVID
KIESOW MATT
KIGER CHAD
KIHN GREG
KILE LINDA
DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/1A/I992 coil HOWES MOM CHARGED WITH KIDNAPPING
7/28/1992 B025 JUDGE MUST RECONSIDER KIDNAPPING RULING
11/02/1992 BOll STURGIS MAN ACCUSED OF TAKING CHILD
11/11/1992 BOll ABDUCTION REPORT UNDER INVESTIGATION
11/14/1992 B021 WOMAN CHARGED IN CHILD-HIDING JAILED
11/28/1992 BOll NOT GUILTY PLEAS ENTERED IN KIDNAPPING
11/11/1992 B012 MCKENNAN CLOSER TO KIDNEY TRANSPLANT PROGRAM
1/26/1982 A016 JeSF MAN DOESN'T LOSE HOPE FOR TRANSPLANT
2/14/1982 B031 KIDNEYS AIDED TWO OTHER RECIPIENTS CD
2/23/1982 A083 FUND DRIVE FOR WATERTOWN WOMAN
3/02/1982 A082 *NEW AREA FOUNDATION DIRECTOR
3/16/1982 B023 KIDNEY MONTH LEADERS
4/10/1982 A013 GOOD SAMARITAN DIDN'T LEAVE NAME
5/28/1982 C031 HOSPITAL STUDIES KIDNEY DIALYSIS PROGRAM
6/25/1982 BOll *THE KIDNEY PATIENT'S DILEMMA
10/04/1982 Alll ORGAN DONATION CARDS AVAILABLE
11/02/1982 A091 *WOMAN HOPES SURGERY WILL GIVE BACK A HEALTHY LIFE
1/20/1983 BOll 36SISTER GIVES UP KIDNEY SO BROTHER CAN LIVE NORMAL
2/22/1983 A012 ERIC NEBY WAITS FOR KIDNEY TO WORK
4/13/1983 B021 FESTIVAL BENEFITS KIDNEY GROUP
4/13/1983 coil KKIDNEY RECIPIENT BATTLES VIRUS
4/18/1983 A094 KIDNEY PATIENTS ARE FORMING GROUP
4/21/1983 B071 COUNTRY MUSIC DAYS PROCLAIMED
4/22/1983 C035 KIDNEY FOUNDATION SPONSORS MUSIC FESTIVAL
4/24/1983 C041 FUNDRAISER FOR KIDNEY FOUNDATION CONTINUES
5/05/1983 A012 ^INFECTION ENDS 7-YEAR BATTLE WITH KIDNEY DISEASE
5/29/1983 B051 BROTHER IS WILLING TO HELP BROTHER
5/29/1983 D131 KIDNEY FOUNDATION ISN'T COLLECTING POP TOPS
W6/08/1983 EOll sSHRIMP SALE HELPS KIDNEY FOUNDATION
7/05/1983 B031 ASSAM HEADS KIDNEY FUND DRIVE
8/06/1983 B041 PAGEANT WILL INCLUDE AUCTION FOR KIDNEY GROUP
8/08/1983 BOll KIDNEY FOUNDATION'S MONEY-RAISER NEARS END
8/20/1983 B041 K-DAYS RAISE $2,500 FOR KIDNEY FOUNDATION
11/02/1983 C041 LIONS CLUB BEGINS COLLECTION FOR TRANSPLANT
2/26/1984 C051 KIDNEY FOUNDATION HAS SEAFOOD SALE
4/01/1984 EOll ^FILTERS BLOOD OF KIDNEY PATIENT AT HOME
5/10/1984 B075 TEA, LUNCHEON WILL RAISE MONEY
5/13/1984 C082 BROTHERS SAY KIDNEY TRANSPLANT WAS THE EASY PART
8/02/1984 C031 SILENT AUCTION WILL BENEFIT KIDNEY FOUNDATION
9/01/1984 A092 KIDNEY GROUP GAINED FROM PAGEANT
12/17/1984 C031 OFFICIAL SAYS PRODUCT CODE RUMOR UNFOUNDED
3/06/1985 C114 MONICA FOX IS NAMED POSTER CHILD
6/05/1985 C013 XMONICA FOX SPEAKS SOFTLY
1/09/1986 coil STOPPING DIALYSIS IS NOT AN ETHICAL DILEMMA
4/27/1986 coil FEAST OF THE GREAT CHEFS FUND-RAISER TODAY
5/17/1986 A094 FEAST HELPS KIDNEY FOUNDATION (L)
12/01/1986 B034 KIDNEY GROUP FUND DRIVE UNDER WAY
5/02/1987 A091 BUSINESSES CONTRIBUTE TO SUCCESS (L)
6/26/1987 C021 KIDNEY DIALYSIS CENTER OPENS AT ROSEBUD
9/13/1987 C032 KIDNEY STONE CRUSHER OFFERS NON-SURGICAL OPTION
11/13/1987 B012 BAILING DRUMMER BENEFITS FROM GOOD FRIENDS
11/16/1987 A072 KIDNEY FOUNDATION DRIVE BEGINS
11/16/1987 C012 3CDRUM UP SUPPORT FOR ILL MUSICIAN
4/21/1988 B054 KIDNEY FOUNDATION PLANS FEAST
4/30/1988 B033 FEAST RAISES $14,000 FOR KIDNEY CHAPTER (L)
4/26/1989 B012 KFEAST FROM LOCAL CHEFS
9/03/1989 C015 WATERTOWN 2-YEAR-OLD HOME FROM HOSPITAL
4/21/1990 A052 FRIEND'S TROUBLE BEGAN ONE WOMAN'S CRUSADE
7/08/1992 A022 OVER 500 ON WAITING LIST
9/04/1992 B012 *$30,000 NEEDED FOR KIDNEY, PANCREAS TRANSPLANT
11/11/1991 BOll LATCH-KEY PROGRAM AT SCHOOL
1/08/1991 B043 KIEFFER SHARES THAT WINNING FEELING
1/29/1988 B012 *DIAL A DJ
1/16/1990 A081 ENVIRONMENT TO HAVE BIG IMPACT
9/29/1990 A083 *SHOULDN'T FALL FOR GARBAGE-BECOMES-GOLD TALE
3/04/1991 C031 MINING GROUP CHANGES NAME, BUT NOT GOALS
3/08/1991 C012 LONETREE LANDFILL OPPONENTS BEGIN PETITION DRIVE
3/29/1991 C031 DUMP OPPONENTS CLOSE TO GETTING PUBLIC VOTE
5/21/1992 A082 *INITIATIVE NUMBER 2 REASONABLE, NEEDED
6/10/1992 A081 EACH STATE SHOULD DEAL WITH ITS TRASH CD
8/10/1992 BOll ENVIRONMENTALIST TO TALK ABOUT '92 BALLOT ISSUE
10/26/1992 A091 *PROPOSED LONETREE DUMP A THREAT IN SD'S ENVIRONMENT
4/30/1990 B062 *PAINT YOUR FUTURE ON A COMPUTER CANVAS
11/05/1986 D012 *KIESOW IN LINCOLN'S CROSS COUNTRY LEGACY
9/14/1991 B013 *'90 CROSS COUNTRY STARS OFF TO QUICK START
4/10/1986 D014 *KIGER PACES ALL-STAR TEAM
7/13/1983 BOll *GREG KlHN HASN'T GONE MELLOW ON ROCK
1/06/1992 A013 TRAINING SESSIONS DESIGNED TO EASE TRANSITION
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KILBORN BOB
KILBORN PETER
KILBRIDE PAT
KILEY MARY
KILGORE
KILI
KILIAN COLLEGE
KILIAN MICHAEL
KILIAN TOM
KILLEBREW HARMON
KILLEY PHILIP
KILLIAN PETE
KILLS IN WATER ANN
KILLS STRAIGHT BIR
KILLS-A-HUNDRED
KILMER VAL
KILNESS ARTHUR
KILPATRICK JAMES
KIM SENG
KIMBALL SD
KIND KIDS
KINDER CLUB
KINDER PAUL
KINDERGARTEN
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/25/1982 BOll *THESE FOLKS HELP OUT WHEN OTHERS ARE IN NEED
10/05/1992 A091 KFOCUSED ON THE NEGATIVE IN PINE RIDGE STORY
3/14/1992 A052 *IRISH MUSICIAN MAKES PAT MOVE ON AMERICA
3/26/1984 coil ^MALL'S MARKETING DIRECTOR
12/18/1989 A012 3€THE EMPIRE PACKS 'EM IN
8/23/1990 B082 seEMPIRE MALL'S MANAGER MOVING ON
10/24/1989 A051 PUBLISHER COMPLETES SMALL TOWN HISTORY
2/26/1991 C035 KILI MARKS 8TH ANNIVERSARY
5/08/1992 C022 GROUP PUSHES FOR OUSTER OF RADIO MANAGER
5/10/1992 FOll KILI MANAGER ORDERED TO NOT GO TO WORK
5/14/1992 C021 JUDGE DISMISSES SUIT AGAINST STATION
7/05/1992 A012 ^PROTESTERS TARGET RADIO STATION
7/07/1992 C012 RADIO STATION TAKEOVER APPARENTLY GROUNDED
7/09/1992 C015 KILI ASKS TRIBAL PRESIDENT TO HELP SETTLE DISPUTE
8/31/1992 BOll COURT OVERTURNS KILI DECISION
11/21/1985 C014 KILIAN GETS GRANT TO RECRUIT ADULTS
3/08/1986 C021 KILIAN COLLEGE WINS ACCREDITATION
8/10/1986 C021 KILIAN COLLEGE OFFERS SCHOOL EQUIVALENCY TEST
9/28/1987 A081 KILIAN COLLEGE OFFERS ADULTS CHANCE
10/06/1987 coil KILIAN TO CELEBRATE lOTH ANNIVERSARY
10/10/1987 C012 EXPANDING KILIAN COLLEGE TURNS 10
2/24/1990 C051 KILLIAN COLLEGE HAS BEEN REACCREDITED FOR FIVE YEARS
11/14/1992 AlOl DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
3/10/1982 D062 *NAMED PRESIDENT OF NCUC
7/18/1984 C094 EDUCATIONAL COUNCIL HONORS KILIAN
6/07/1987 E015 ^CENTER MIXES RELIGION, JOBS
7/19/1988 A091 seKILIAN RE-ELECTED BOARD PRESIDENT
12/09/1991 coil LOCAL MAN WORKED ON RUSHMORE PROJECT
'10/12/1992*'B012 EBUSINESS SCHOOL TO OPEN ON PRAIRIE
1/13/1984 BOll REMEMBERED AS BIG HOME-RUN HITTER
6/16/1991 BOll *DAD INSTILLED LOVE OF NATURE, NOT ATHLETICS
3/06/1987 C016 CITY MAN FILLS TOP GUARD POST
3/08/1987 C012 KCOLONEL SET TO LEAD GUARDSMEN
9/16/1988 C015 GUARDSMAN TO PILOT NATIONAL AIR PROGRAM
6/19/1982 A012 *1963 'BLONDIE' COMIC STRIP RECYCLED
6/23/1986 B013 K105-YEAR-OLD WOMAN SETS EXAMPLE
10/01/1990 A071 INDIAN MAN FINDS HOPES OUTSIDE US
8/24/1992 A041 ^BROTHERS SAY RACIAL RIFT EXAGGERATED
4/25/1991.A015 *SD IN SPOTLIGHT OF KILMER-GREENE MOVIE
9/16/1984 C085 RC DOCTOR JOINS FEDERAL WATERFOWL STUDY
3/10/1985 C015 SD RESEARCHER IN '60 MINUTES'
5/06/1985 C061 COLUMNIST EMPHASIZES CREDIBILITY
11/29/1990 A013 ^MOTIVE UNKNOWN IN KILLING
11/30/1990 C012 KIM MADE THREATS WITH GUN
12/22/1990 C012 KIM PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO MURDER
1/03/1991 coil MURDER SUSPECT IS OFFERED PLEA BARGAIN
1/15/1991 coil KIM'S LAWYER ASKS THAT TRIAL BE MOVED
3/19/1991 B031 DEFENDANT TRIED TO ENTER VICTIM'S HOME
4/12/1991,A015 LAWYERS ASK TO SUPPRESS EVIDENCE IN SLAYING
6/11/1991 C015 CIRCUIT JUDGE OK'S EVIDENCE FOR USE IN SZECHWAN CASE
6/17/1991 B012 JURY SELECTION BEGINS IN KIM CASE
6/20/1991 C015 3€KIM SHOT SZECHWAN OWNER TO PAY OFF DEBTS
6/22/1991 C012 JUDGE DENIES TESTIMONY IN KIM TRIAL
6/25/1991 A012 ^SCOFFS AT TALK HE KILLED SZECHWAN OWNER
6/26/1991 A012 3€KIM--I WASN'T AT SZECHWAN
6/27/1991 A013 KKIM ACQUITTED IN SLAYING
6/28/1991 A015 NELSON REGARDS MURDER AS SOLVED
7/31/1991 C012 3eREFUGEE WISHES HE COULD MOVE BACK
2/29/1988 C025 RESIDENTS PROTEST PLAN TO CLOSE STATE RADIO
6/29/1990 C031 KIMBALL FIGHTS FOR LOCAL RADIO DISPATCH
12/10/1990 A012 XKIMBALL LOSES CHURCH LEADER TO CALL-UP
3/11/1991 B031 $10,000 DONATION AIDS LIBRARY PROJECT
9/16/1992 B021 KIMBALL MEMORIAL TO BE DEDICATED SEPTEMBER 27
12/23/1992 AOll 9(KIND KIDS DELIVERING GOODWILL
8/17/1987 A093 KINDER CLUB REGISTRATION BEGINS
12/12/1991 coil ABERDEEN CHOOSES NEW SUPERINTENDENT
4/06/1987 coil KINDERGARTEN REGISTRATION SET
7/30/1989 F012 ^MATURITY IS KEY TO KINDERGARTEN
1/20/1990 A012 KINDERGARTEN AGE CHANGE PROPOSED
2/01/1990 A012 seBILL DEBATED ON KINDERGARTEN AGE
2/01/1990 B021 ^CURRICULUM FOR KINDERGARTEN NEEDS OVERHAUL
2/03/1990 A014 KINDERGARTEN AGE MEASURE PASSES HOUSE
2/13/1990 coil LEGISLATURE FLUNKS KINDERGARTEN BILL
3/04/1990 F012 ^EDUCATORS RECONSIDER WHAT YOUNG SHOULD LEARN
1/25/1991 C051 SCHOOL BILL ADVANCES
2/04/1991 A081 KILL AGE-CHANGE PLAN (ED)
2/05/1991 coil DON'T LOWER MINIMUM SCHOOL AGE
11/07/1991 B051 *DAY-LONG KINDERGARTEN SUBSTITUTE (PROF)
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KINDERGARTEN 1/31/1992 C051
KINDERGARTNERS 1/13/1986 coil
^/16/1986 B021
8/2A/1987 C015
9/10/1987 A012
lO/lA/1989 A012
KINDLE JOSEPH 6/12/1991 C021
4/30/1992 C021
KINDLER HENRY 8/31/1986 E012
2/03/1991 E012
2/04/1991 C021
KINDNESS 7/24/1982 A074
10/03/1983 B024
5/26/1984 A134
5/29/1984 C013
7/14/1984 B023
10/27/1984 A074
7/20/1985 A074
8/22/1985 A081
9/25/1985 A084
12/03/1985 A104
1/04/1986 A075
1/18/1986 A073
2/01/1986 A094
10/30/1987 A081
12/05/1987 A104
6/26/1988 A133
9/03/1988 A071
3/15/1990 A083
12/31/1990 A103
6/27/1991 A106
7/21/1991 A093
5/23/1992 A043
6/16/1992 A065
7/15/1992 A113
KINDT KEITH 3/14/1990 coil
11/17/1991 A091
KINER ROBERT 9/01/1989 AlOl
3/16/1990 coil
3/19/1990 B012
KING B B 3/22/1985 BOll
KING CHRIS 6/01/1990 BOll
KING CODY 8/01/1992 C012
KING DAN 4/06/1986 A012
KING EMMA 5/06/1990 C012
KING IRMA 11/26/1984 coil
KING IRVIN 8/31/1990 C012
KING JAMES 4/26/1985 A015
KING LAWRENCE 5/21/1989 A021
iKING LYNDON'S 'SHIR 3/24/1987 B012
KING MARTIN LUTHER 1/15/1983 B031
8/04/1983 C023
8/16/1983 B023
8/24/1983 BOll
8/28/1983 A015
10/15/1983 C025
10/19/1983 C012
10/23/1983 C031
10/29/1983 B022
1/16/1984 A015
1/29/1984 coil
2/01/1984 C021
1/14/1985 A016
1/15/1985 B021
1/12/1986 A012
1/15/1986 B013
1/16/1986 B014
1/18/1986 C014
1/19/1986 A061
1/19/1986 C013
1/21/1986 coil
1/21/1986 coil
1/26/1986 A081
1/29/1986 A121
1/30/1986 B023
1/31/1986 C025
2/05/1986 B041
2/06/1986 C025
KINDERGARTEN KIDS NEED TO REGISTER SOON
^KINDERGARTENERS LEARNING FASTER
REGISTRATION FOR KINDERGARTENERS IS APRIL 25
NEW SCREENING PUT KINDERGARTNERS TO TEST
XKINDERGARTNERS HAVE UNIQUE VIEW OF FUTURE
5CHELP FOR STRESSED-OUT KINDERGARTNERS
MAN FACES ATTEMPTED MURDER CHARGE
KIDNAPPER RECEIVES 90 YEARS IN PRISON
XKINDLER WAXES ELOQUENT
^LONGTIME AUTOMOBILE DEALER DIES AT 88
PONTIAC DEALERSHIP OWNER DIES
THANKS FOR THE CAR HELP (L)
CITY NEEDS MORE COURTESY CD
TO MR LARSON--WHEREVER YOU ARE (L)
5CC00KIES ARE HER WAY OF SAYING THANKS
GOOD SAMARITAN ACTS DESERVE RECOGNITION CD
RESIDENTS SHOWED COMPASSION CD
FAMILY SHOWED HONESTY, KINDNESS CD
DON'T IGNORE THOSE WHO NEED HELP CD
GOOD DEED NOT FORGOTTEN CD
GOOD PEOPLE OUTNUMBER BAD CD
THANKS FOR KINDNESS TO MOTORIST CD
MIKE'S AUTO WORKER SHOWS CONCERN CD
2 PUSHED SNOWBOUND CARS FOR HOUR CD
HELP FROM STRANGER PRAISED CD
GIVING HAS ITS REWARDS CD
DRIVERS DIDN'T STOP TO HELP CD
TWO CITY RESIDENTS HELP MOTORIST
CARING MAN A JOY TO MEET CD
GENEROSITY, KINDNESS, LOVE HELP EASE PAIN CD
CAR TROUBLE UNVEILS CITY'S FRIENDLINESS CD
KINDNESS TO STALLED MOTORISTS APPRECIATED CD
CITY'S KINDNESS HELPS FAMILY COPE CD
STRANDED PAIR GOT NO HELP FROM TOWNS CD
THERE ARE STILL HELPFUL PEOPLE OUT THERE CD
JUDGE DENIES DISMISSAL MOTION
LAWSUITS NEEDED TO PAY HEALTH COSTS CD
36PATRICK HENRY SEEKS SMOOTH TRANSITION
NEW PRINCIPAL NAMED FOR WHITTIER
^STUDENTS ANTSY BUT TERRIFIC--WHITTIER PRINCIPAL
9CBLUES KING
DISC JOCKEY'S FILL-IN AIR TIME
FLYMAN 2-SPORT STAR FOCUSES ON FOOTBALL
BURN VICTIMS LEARN TO LIVE WITH PAIN
*WOMAN SHARES PAST WITH TREES
HOTEL PARK FIRE BURNS IN THE MEMORY
^TRACTOR RESTORATION 'IN BLOOD'
DOCTOR'S MUSICAL MUSCLES SET FOR DEBUT
ABERDEEN CHARITY HAS INVESTED $2 MILLION
36CITY COUPLE BUY BIG HORN PAINTINGS
CHURCH OBSERVES KING BIRTHDAY
PARTICIPATION URGED IN MARCH HONORING KING CD
SUPPORT URGED FOR MARCH CD
GROUP TRIES RAISING MONEY TO ATTEND RALLY
9(SD RESIDENTS REMEMBER THE DREAM
KING EARNED PLACE IN HISTORY CD
36RESIDENTS SPLIT ON NAMING HOLIDAY FOR KING
THE COMMUNIST PARTY CD
DR KING WAS NO COMMUNIST CD
KING'S FOLLOWERS KEEP DREAM ALIVE
3CCITIZENS PROTEST VOIDING KING HOLIDAY
KING'S PHILOSOPHY LED TO A BETTER AMERICA CD
36CITY MAN MARCHED WITH KING
TO HONOR KING'S LEGACY CED)
3CCEREM0NY RECALLS KING'S DREAM
MONDAY'S NO HOLIDAY FOR COUNTY
STATE ISN'T INTERESTED IN HOLIDAY
OFFICES, BUSINESSES TO CLOSE FOR KING HOLIDAY
A HOLIDAY TO HONOR CIVIL RIGHTS KING CED)
*GROUP KEEPS KING'S DREAM ALIVE
K5-TH GRADER'S PLAY FOR KING HOLIDAY
200 CITY MARCHERS PAY TRIBUTE
REAGAN TWISTS WORDS OF MARTIN LUTHER KING CED)
STATE SHOULD OBSERVE HOLIDAY TO HONOR KING CD
HOUSE COMMITTEE ESTABLISHING ETHNIC HOLIDAY
HOLIDAY WITHOUT CLOSING OFFICES
COUNTY MAKES UNION OFFER IN HOLIDAY DISPUTE
KING'S BIRTHDAY SHOULD BE HOLIDAY
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KING
KING
KING
KING
KING
MATTHEW
MAVIS
MAVIS S JUD
OLAV V
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/09/1986 A091 OBSERVE THE KING HOLIDAY CD
1/10/1987 A052 *STATE MAKES PLANS TO LIVE HIS DREAM
1/13/1987 C022 SOUTH DAKOTANS TO HONOR KING
1/14/1987 BOll GUEST SPEAKER TO HONOR KING
1/15/1987 AlOl KING DESERVES DAY OF HONOR (ED)
1/15/1987 B014 ^AUDIENCE URGED TO LIVE KING'S DREAM
1/17/1987 A094 3CKING BELIEVED LOVE COULD SAVE MANKIND
1/20/1987 A012 *KING DREAM IS SHARED NATIONWIDE
1/24/1987 C015 REPUBLICANS KILL BILL TO HONOR BLACK LEADER
1/30/1987 AlOl CELEBRATE MARTIN LUTHER KING DAY CD
8/21/1987 A081 KMARTIN LUTHER KING HELPED OPEN DOOR
1/18/1988 AOll SEVERAL CITY OFFICES TO CLOSE FOR HOLIDAY
1/18/1988 A081 RACIAL UNDERSTANDING REMAINS DISTANT GOAL CED)
1/19/1988 A012 SENATE VOTES DOWN KING HOLIDAY
1/19/1988 C012 KPROFESSOR CALLS KING A PROPHET
1/23/1988 coil DEMOCRATIC FORUM WANTS KING HOLIDAY
1/23/1988 C021 ISSUE OF KING HOLIDAY RAISED IN COMMITTEE
1/28/1988 A121 SOUTH DAKOTA SHOULD HONOR KING LEADERSHIP CD
2/02/1988 A081 NOT HONORING KING HURTS STATE IMAGE CD
2/13/1988 C033 HOUSE COMM VOTES AGAINST KING HOLIDAY
4/03/1988 E012 3fWATCHING THE DREAM COME TRUE
1/13/1989 coil FEDERAL OFFICES TO BE CLOSED MONDAY
1/15/1989 B012 BLACKS WANT HOLIDAY IN HONOR OF KING
1/16/1989 AOll HOLIDAY CLOSES SOME OFFICES
1/16/1989 A081 3eSTATE SHOULD OBSERVE KING DAY CED)
1/17/1989 A015 3€KING HOLIDAY A STEP CLOSER
1/17/1989 C012 ^CLASSMATE OF KING OBSERVES DAY IN CITY
1/19/1989 A016 SENATE GOP RACE TO TAKE CREDIT ON BILL
1/19/1989 A021 RIGHTS LEADER SAYS LAWMAKERS FAILED
1/20/1989 C025 KING DESERVES MORE THAN WORKING HOLIDAY
1/22/1989 B043 KING HOLIDAY DEBATE DOMINATES
1/28/1989 A104 SD SHOULD HONOR KING CD
2/04/1989 A071 KING DAY OBSERVED LOCALLY WITH MANY EVENTS CD
3/08/1989 A085 SD KING BILL A FARCE CD
1/11/1990 BOll VERMILLION MARKS KING JR'S BIRTHDAY
1/12/1990 coil FEDERAL OFFICES CLOSED ON KING DAY
1/12/1990 C012 DEMOCRATS WILL REINTRODUCE KING DAY
1/13/1990 A083 *BY DESIGNATING KING HOLIDAY
1/14/1990 F012 kEX-KING ASSOCIATE TO VISIT SIOUX FALLS
1/15/1990 AOll FEDERAL OFFICES CLOSED FOR HOLIDAY
1/16/1990 A052 ESTATE SHOULD HONOR HOLIDAY
1/16/1990 C016 HOUSE HALTS KING PROPOSAL
1/18/1990 C012 COMMITTEE KILLS KING BILL
1/20/1990 A012 KING HOLIDAY GETS REPRIEVE
1/21/1990 A081 *TIME TO RALLY AROUND PROPOSED HOLIDAYS CED)
1/23/1990 C012 LAMMERS--KING HOLIDAY MEANINGFUL
1/27/1990 A012 J6M0DESTLY, HART CHANGES HISTORY
1/27/1990 A081 KING HOLIDAY DECISION SHOULD BE REVERSED CD
1/29/1990 A081 WORKING HOLIDAY BEST CD
1/30/1990 A081 NON-WORKING HOLIDAY FOR KING CED)
1/31/1990 A081 KING A MAN OF ILL REPUTE CD
2/04/1990 A091 KING WAS A CON MAN CD
2/05/1990 A081 KING BACKERS BYPASS VOTERS CD
2/06/1990 AOll KING DAY PASSES HOUSE COMMITTEE
2/08/1990 A083 NATION NEEDS MORE EXTREMISTS LIKE KING CD
2/08/1990 C012 HOUSE OK'S HOLIDAYS FOR KING, INDIANS
2/10/1990 A083 HOLIDAY--ALL ARE GOD'S CHILDREN CD
2/12/1990 A105 HOOVER TRIED TO DESTROY KING CD
2/13/1990 C046 HOLIDAYS BILL GOES TO SENATE
2/14/1990 A083 KING DESERVES HONOR CD
2/15/1990 A015 LEGISLATURE APPROVES KING, INDIAN HOLIDAYS
2/16/1990 A081 KING HOLIDAY HONORS IDEA CD
2/21/1990 A083 TEAR DOWN HATRED WALLS CD
2/22/1990 C023 MICKELSON SIGNS KING HOLIDAY LAW
3/01/1990 C015 seBLACKS PLANNING FOR KING'S DAY
12/15/1990 A012 CITY PLANS TO ADD HOLIDAY HONORING
1/20/1991 E012 KING CELEBRATION SET FOR MONDAY
1/21/1991 BOll PROGRAMS PLANNED FOR HOLIDAY
1/20/1992 A051 ^HART'S ERROR DOESN'T ERASE KING EFFORT
1/20/1992 coil MARTIN LUTHER KING EVENTS SCHEDULED
1/21/1992 A012 9eRESIDENTS RECALL KING'S HUMBLE '64 VISIT
1/21/1992 A012 *MAN CHERISHES MEMORIES FROM MARCH
9/03/1990 A051 SIOUX ELDER'S WORDS ECHO IN THE BADLANDS
8/01/1984 coil *DELL RAPIDS PRESENTS PRAIRIE GIRL
7/05/1992 D021 DELL RAPIDS LIBRARY DIRECTOR TO BE HONORED
11/03/1991 A012 *FILMGOERS STILL AT HOME IN VIBORG, THE DELLS
11/28/1987 C012 *SD MAKES KING HONORARY CITIZEN
8/02/1991 A012 56THE FUN IS AIR APPARENT
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KING PAT
KING RODNEY
KING SHELLY
KING YOLANDA
KINGBRGOK RURAL
KINGSLEY BOB
KINKO'S COPY CTR
KINNEY JOAN
KINNEY MICHAEL
KINSELLA JACK
KINSELLA STEVE
KINSER MARK
KINSER STEVE
KINSEY SONNY
KINSMAN KATHERINE
KINSMAN KITTY
KINSTAD LORI
KIOV FM
KIPPES JERRY
KIPPES JOSH
KIQK FM
KIRBY ARLENE
KIRBY BRIAN
KIRBY DAN
KIRBY JOE
KIRBY PATRICK
KIRBY PEGGY
KIRCHMEIN BERNIE
KIRCHNER MEREDITH
KIRCHNER SHANE
KIRK CHRISTINE
KIRK GEORGE
KIRKIE DICK
KIRKIE ELNITA
KIRKLAND PALMER
KIRKLE JERRY
KIRKPATRICK JAMES
KIRKPATRICK JEANE
KIRKSEY LARRY
KIRKUS DOUG
DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/02/1991 CG32 *PAT IS KING OF THE AIR WAVES
A/20/1992 A012 *GIVING IT A WHIRL
A/30/1992 A015 *CITY POLICEMAN 'REALLY, REALLY SAD'
5/01/1992 A013 BRUTALITY NOT PROBLEM IN CITY, MOST SAY
5/01/1992 AOAl 5CCHIEF SAYS BEATING IS A FORCE, NOT RACE, ISSUE
5/01/1992 A081 VERDICT MUST NOT BE SHRUGGED OFF CED)
5/02/1992 A053 SD WILL FEEL REPERCUSSIONS
5/0A/1992 A071 KPOLICE HAD NO RIGHT TO BEAT KING
5/06/1992 AlOl NATION MUST RENEW DESIRE FOR JUSTICE (ED)
5/10/1992 Alll LA BEATING SIGN OF TIMES (L)
5/19/1992 A061 OFFICER'S STUPID VIEWS SERVE PUBLIC CAUSE (ED)
8/28/1992 AlOl FEDS MAKE RIGHT CALL IN KING BEATING CASE (ED)
2/10/1992 A052 9fTEENS DON'T STOP AFTER SCHOOL
3/20/1985 C021 SYMPOSIUM PROMOTES ALTERNATIVES TO VIOLENCE
2/0A/1990 C025 8-COUNTY WATER SYSTEM GETS $3 MILLION FUNDING
A/10/1983 E012 LITTON UNION STILL WAITS FOR CONTRACT
7/03/1988 A012 *LABOR LEADER TAKES MESSAGE TO NEW STATE
10/03/1992 B061 ^MOONLIGHTERS CAN NOW FIND COPIER HELP
6/20/1989 A052 *HIGH IN THE SKY
6/09/1985 A012 36AUTHORITIES WANT ANSWERS IN MAN'S MURDER
6/30/1985 COAl TO QUASH RUMORS ABOUT KINNEY DEATH
7/26/1985 C021 GRAND JURY TO INVESTIGATE KINNEY'S DEATH
7/2A/1989 B012 ARTISTS' TALENT SURFACES AFTER HIS DEATH
A/2A/1985 BOll EX-PUC WORKER FED UP
7/0A/1991 D012 *KINSER CAUTIOUSLY WINS AT HUSET'S
7/21/1991 BOAl *KINSER ENDS OUTLAWS DROUGHT
9/01/1991 B051 EWORLD OF OUTLAWS SEEKS MORE EXPOSURE
7/09/1992 B012 BARNEY 'REQESTS' A BAIL-OUT CALL, KINSERS BATTLE
''7/09/1992 D012 KSTEVE KINSER HOLDS ON FOR WIN
9/02/1990 EOll VET SPREADS MESSAGE ABOUT AGENT ORANGE
9/10/1990 B012 KGROUP DISPUTES IDAHO MAN'S CLAIMS
9/06/1985 C015 JANKLOW NAMES STATE'S NEW HEALTH SECRETARY
9/17/1985 coil DEMOCRATS QUESTION JANKLOW APPOINTMENT
9/18/1985 B033 JANKLOW DEFENDS STATE APPOINTMENT
9/19/1985 A061 JUDGE COMPETENCE, NOT MARRIAGE LICENSE (ED)
5/27/1988 C012 MICKELSON CHASTISES LAWMAKERS
3/09/1989 C021 STATE HEALTH SECRETARY TO LEAVE POST
5/26/1989 A012 JCPRESCRIPTIONS FOR A HEALTHIER SD
9/19/1982 C013 SELLING OF SD--GLACIAL LAKE STYLE
6/24/1990 C035 *KINSTAD EARNS NATIONAL GUARD HONOR
3/26/1987 B014 KICE FROM TOWER CUTS TRANSMITTER OFF COLD
6/11/1991 B012 MARION'S KIPPES HONORED
3/27/1991 D012 XWETTLAUFER BREAKS PAIR OF HIS OWN RECORDS
3/02/1992 C031 RADIO STATION FIELDS CALLS FROM LETTERMAN
4/04/1988 A083 ^SOLUTIONS TO OVERCROWDED SF SCHOOLS
1/05/1991 A083 56POWER OF ATTORNEY PROTECTS AFTER INCAPACITATION
5/02/1982 2011 (FINANCE) THE KIRBY CLAN OF WESTERN SURETY
9/23/1987 B012 UNITED WAY KICKS OFF DRIVE
2/06/1991 C012 ^ARCHITECTS PRESENT WSH ESTIMATES
9/30/1991 C012 5CKIRBY WANTED TO BE ARNOLD PALMER
1/15/1985 A071 *NEW RULES IN LOCAL COMPANIES SIGNAL AN END
1/05/1986 EOll KIRBY ELECTED PRESIDENT OF DOWNTOWN GROUP
1/28/1986 A081 DEVELOPMENT GROUP HELPING KEEP GOOD THING GOING
2/06/1986 A061 TACCO BROUGHT OUT TRUTH ABOUT PROJECT (L)
5/01/1988 N091 (SEC CO ^SPITFIRE LAWYER HAD NO EQUAL
3/26/1992 A012 WESTERN SURETY ANNOUNCES PENDING SALE
3/26/1992 B062 ^WESTERN SURETY HAS HISTORY OF FAMILY
7/16/1983 C041 LAWYER REPRIMANDED
7/20/1989 D012 MEGAN'S GOLF LEAD HITS 10 STROKES
8/04/1989 D012 ^GOLFER WINS RECORD NINTH CITY CROWN
8/01/1991 B012 36KIRBY TROUNCES FIELD FOR lOTH CITY GOLF TITLE
11/07/1991 B012 *VET LIVES ON SIDELINES
11/23/1990 C033 KCALL TO DUTY SCARY, EXCITING FOR MOM
12/02/1992 DOll ^BLESSED ARE THE FIRETRUCKS, THE GRIFFEY FAN
8/31/1987 A076 KBALLET TEACHER OPENS STUDIO
10/18/1989 D082 *KIRK'S TO CLOSE DOORS MONDAY
10/22/1989 A071 KOLD BOYS FLOCK TO 'Y' STEAM ROOM
11/21/1992 A051 ^ACCOMPLISHED PRISON WORKER RESIGNS POST
11/22/1992 A086 ^COUNSELOR'S RESIGNATION A CONCERN FOR INMATES
4/27/1986 N055 (FINANCE) *T0 CARE FOR HER PEOPLE
4/15/1982 D031 KKIRKLAND SEEKS COMMISSION SPOT
9/27/1987 FOll RESTORATION GIVES HOMES WITH A PAST BRIGHT FUTURE
9/08/1988 coil XCOLUMNIST TO SPEAK AT CHAMBER MEETING
6/11/1982 C021 KIRKPATRICK SHOULD QUIT HER UN JOB (ED)
2/09/1985 A081 NATION LOSES SERVANT (ED)
4/21/1992 C021 MURDO MAN SENTENCED FOR SHIPPING GUNS
7/01/1984 C013 DAVISON DEPUTY GETS NATIONAL RECOGNITION
4/27/1986 N051 (FINANCE) *ABUSE EXPERT WANTS PARENTS TO SEEK HELP
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KIRKUS DOUG
KIRSCH CHARLES
KIRSCH DOUG
KIRSCH STEVEN
KIRSCH WALDEN
KIRSCHMAN BILL
KIRSCHMAN BOB
KIRSCHMAN MELANY
KIRTON STEVE
KISECKER GERALD
KISER DARRELL
KISOR MARY
KISOR RYAN
KISSINGER HENRY
KISSINGER NANCY
KITCHEN L RICHARD
KITCHENS
KITES
KITT EARTHA
KITTELSON ANNA
KITTELSON HARRY
KITTELSON JOHN
KITTELSON RON 8 KA
KITZLER WERNER
KIWANIS CLUB
KJAM FM
KJELDAHL FORREST
KJERGAARD AREL
KJERSTAD JAMES
KJERSTAD RICHARD
KJESBO ALLEN
KJIA
KJONAAS DONNA
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/28/1987 C021 MITCHELL POLICE VETERANS RETIRE AFTER CHANGES
7/23/1992 B021 DOUG KIRKUS NAMED TO E911 TASK FORCE
6/12/1983 B061 *KIRSCH FINDS HAPPINESS ON WEST RIVER WATERS
8/27/1992 B022 SF CHURCH MEMBERS HELP OUT WEST VIRGINIANS
11/18/1991 C032 CHAMBERLAIN TEACHER RECEIVES NATIONAL AWARD
11/26/1991 coil 3€CHAMBERLAIN TEACHER HONORED ON TV SHOW
3/29/1983 B041 CRIME VICTIM WINS $15,000 LAWSUIT
1/30/1983 B071 ^KIRSCHMAN STILL BOWLS THEM OVER
10/29/1986 D01A KKIRSCHMAN SPENDS 85TH BIRTHDAY ON THE FAIRWAYS
9/1A/1989 B012 3€AUGUSTANA'S EQUIPMENT MANAGER SHARES A PASSION
5/18/198A C023 36USD SPRINGFIELD'S LAST GRADUATION
3/16/1991 A012 *GARRETSON OFFICER WALKS TALL
5/15/1992 C031 POLICE CHIEF'S FATE BY GARRETSON LEADERS
8/28/1989 B012 *POLICE CAPTAIN A WILD 'JIMMY DEAN' IN YOUTH
12/23/1991 A012 ^OFFICERS MOVE UP, OUT
3/25/1992 C011 XKISECKER SEEKING DISTRICT lA HOUSE SEAT
8/17/198A C0A1 PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO LOAN FRAUD
7/31/1991 C011 CITY WOMAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO RAPE
2/0A/1991 A052 *SIOUX CITY JAZZ PHENOM TO PLAY
6/28/1991 BOll 3CSI0UX CITY TEEN AT CARNEGIE HALL
10/22/1986 BOll 3CKISSINGER TO TALK AT AUGUSTANA
10/23/1986 coil KISSINGER LECTURE CLOSED TO PUBLIC
10/2A/1986 C012 ^KISSINGER BACKS REAGAN STAR WARS STAND
6/12/1982 B021 JUSTICE FOR NANCY KISSINGER (ED)
5/18/1982 A09'i ^KITCHEN ALUMNI DIRECTOR FOR SD SCHOOL OF MINES
1/11/1992 A052 56WIDE, WHITE RIGHT FOR KITCHENS
3/27/1988 A012 KREADY FOR TAKEOFF
A/08/1988 B012 WEATHER SENDS SPIRITS, KITES SOARING
6^/13/1989 C012,3eKITE-FLYING WEATHER
A/01/1990 F012 XKITING SENDS HOBBYISTS' SPIRITS SOARING
2/21/1991 C013 *HER HOBBY'S A BREEZE
3/25/1991 A012 ^STRINGS ATTACHED
A/13/1991 A052 56ARTIST BLENDS PAINTING, PASSION FOR KITES
5/17/1991 coil KITE FLYING CONTEST SUNDAY AT KUEHN PARK
5/27/1991 B012 5€KITE-FLIERS HAVE UPLIFTING HOBBY
3/30/1992 C012 *A BOY AND HIS KITE
A/19/1986 A052 *KITT TO BRING OWN STYLE TO CONCERT
6/16/1991 C012 ^INSISTENCE EARNS ENTREPRENEUR AIR TIME
6/13/1982 coil CORSON COUNTY SHERIFF HAS LIVED BY HIS WITS
6/06/1987 A081 AGENT IMPORTANT IN FILLING INSURANCE
2/15/198A C071 COUPLE SAYS LIVING TOGETHER PREPARED THEM
12/01/1982 B05A USD PROF TO ATTEND SEMINAR IN BERLIN
1/10/1982 BOIA 53 YEARS OF PERFECT ATTENDANCE
7/13/1982 C023 KIWANIS SHOULD JUDGE DEEDS, NOT GENDER (L)
9/18/1982 A075 PANCAKE HOUSE HELP APPRECIATED (L)
10/05/1982 A096 DOWNTOWN KIWANIS ELECTS OFFICERS
10/12/1982 A092 EAST KIWANIS CLUB INSTALLS OFFICERS
10/26/1982 AHA 3€S0UTH SF KIWANIS OFFICERS NAMED
11/02/1982 AHA KIWANIS WEST NAMES NEW OFFICERS
12/15/1982 B03A ^eCARLSON WINS KIWANIS AWARD
6/28/1983 A071 *LOCAL KIWANIS CHOOSES OFFICIALS
12/20/1983 A135 BUNKERS HEADS KIWANIS CLUB
3/28/198A C092 ^KIWANIS CLUB HONORS AASEN
5/08/198A B051 *BRADY IS NEW KIWANIS LEADER
10/20/1985 AHl KEARL STRUCKE NAMED PRESIDENT OF KIWANIS EAST
10/22/1985 A071 KIWANIS WEST INSTALLS OFFICERS FOR 1985-86
10/22/1985 A073 DAYBREAK KIWANIS INSTALLS NEW OFFICERS
11/05/1985 A093 SOUTH SIOUX KIWANIS CLUB NAMES OFFICERS
5/31/1986 AHl KIWANIS THANKS PLAY SUPPORTERS (L)
2/14/1987 A094 KIWANIS APPRECIATES PATRONAGE (L)
7/08/1987 AOH KIWANIS CLUBS VOTE TO ACCEPT WOMEN
8/09/1988 coil CITY MAN TO ASSUME DISTRICT KIWANIS POST
12/02/1989 C015 KIWANIS CLUBS' ROLES EXPANDING
1/14/1990 C012 KWILD, WILD WESTERN DAZE
5/10/1991 coil PLAN TREE PLANTING SATURDAY
5/18/1992 coil KIWANIANS RAISING MONEY FOR THRESHOLD
2/27/1991 D081 MADISON RADIO STATION DOUBLES ITS POWER
9/26/1989 C012 KTRUSTY WALKS AWAY FROM PRISON FARM
10/04/1989 coil RECAPTURED INMATE FACES EXTRADITION
3/07/1985 coil XROWENA MAN LISTED AS CRITICAL
10/10/1982 B062 WALL MAN ELECTED HEAD OF MUNICIPAL LEAGUE
8/13/1990 coil WALL RANCHER TO SPEAK AT WETLANDS HEARING
12/16/1987 A082 *TEENS WHO PUT JOBS OVER SCHOOL
11/12/1988 A052 CHRISTIAN ROCK SEEKS AUDIENCE
9/30/1991 A013 ^CHRISTIAN STATIONS AT CROSSROAD
8/27/1992 A012 KJIA FORMAT FEARS UNWARRANTED--NEW STAFF
6/16/1990 A055 36WOMAN PASTOR JOINS FIRST UNITED METHODIST
6/27/1992 A102 *STAND AT FOOT OF FALLS AND WATCH ENERGY
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KKFN AM 10/28/1988 B016
KKLS FM 1/11/1991 B011
A/G9/1992 D064
KKRC FM 7/2A/1982 C011
8/19/1982 B015
KLAASSEN DARWIN <4/20/1984 D011
4/21/1984 B011
KLARUP DONALD 5/02/1982 5111
10/01/1983 A051
9/08/1984 A071
1/05/1985 B013
6/08/1985 A115
9/20/1986 Alll
KLASEN PETER 6/01/1991 A015
KLASSEN DON 6/26/1982 A101
8/04/1984 A071
1/05/1985 A081
6/22/1985 A113
11/30/1985 A091
5/17/1986 A114
10/25/1986 Alll
KLAUCK JACK 9/03/1990 C031
KLAWITER ARLENE 9/28/1990 C015
KLAWITER JANET 1/01/1987 B012
KLAWITER WALLY 1/27/1986 A051
KLECKNER DEAN 9/24/1992 B066
KLEIN AMUSEMENT 5/27/1992 C012
KLEIN BILL 12/11/1983 C011
4/27/1985 C051
6/04/1988 C021
KLEIN BOB 5/03/1992 A011
KLEIN BOB & IONIA 4/10/1991 A015
KLEIN DENNIS 12/24/1992 B021
KLEIN DIANE 8/31/1989 D013
KLEIN HENRY 11/13/1990 A012
KLEIN HENRY & JENN 8/11/1982 B011
KLEIN IONIA 4/09/1991 A012
4/12/1991 A012
4/13/1991 A012
4/17/1991 C012
4/19/1991 C032
4/20/1991 A012
4/23/1991 A012
4/27/1991 A012
4/28/1991 A013
4/30/1991 A016
5/02/1991 A012
5/03/1991 A015
5/06/1991 A012
5/06/1991 A071
5/07/1991 A012
5/07/1991 C031
5/09/1991 A012
5/10/1991 A104
5/13/1991 A105
5/21/1991 A083
5/22/1991 C012
5/30/1991 C023
6/06/1991 A015
6/06/1991 A015
6/08/1991 A015
6/11/1991 A012
6/12/1991 A103
6/14/1991 A016
6/16/1991 A096
6/20/1991 C011
6/25/1991 C014
6/26/1991 C033
7/09/1991 A012
7/10/1991 A012
7/11/1991 A101
7/12/1991 A101
7/31/1991 C016
8/23/1991 A011
12/31/1991 C031
1/22/1992 A012
2/10/1992 A083
4/04/1992 A012
ROCKER JOINS KKFN LINEUP
XBABY DERBY ERODES VALUE OF PRIVACY
RADIO STATION IRKS RIVALS WITH MAILING
KKRC TAKING OVER AIRWAVES AS LEADING SF STATION
HOMEGROWN ROCK
KLAASSEN WILL ATTEND AUGUSTANA
XKLAASSEN REJECTED BIG-TIME OFFERS
^c(HEALTH) SF MINISTERS TRYING TO FILL GAP
36WRESTLING WITH RELIGION RISKY
36CHURCH MUST CHANGE IN OUR WORLD
KKLARUP TO HEAD MINISTERIAL GROUP
kmake life a combination of reflecting, witnessing
^TECHNOLOGY MUST NEVER BECOME OUR GOD
WORLD WAR II UNDERGROUND ACTIVIST DIES
^INMATES HAVE A FRIEND IN DON KLASSEN
PERFECTION SHOULD BE A KEY GOAL
*WE NEED TO ADVERTISE GOD'S GOOD NEWS
KBE A BRIDGE, NOT A FLOORMAT
GOD'S KINGDOM CANNOT BE SHAKEN
LIVING FOR RESURRECTION, NOT EARTHLY GOALS
^ASSUMPTIONS WRONG IN USE OF GOLDEN RULE
JUDGE DEFENDS SENTENCE IN HAIRCUTTING ATTACK
CONFERENCE LOOKS AT UNDERACHIEVERS
*INTANGIBLE REWARDS FUEL TEACHER
^MARATHON MAN
FARM BUREAU BOSS UNSURE OF CLINTON'S AG PLATFORM
3CKLEIN CARNIVAL SHOW ENDS WITH AUCTION
seWITH OR WITHOUT HALO, HE'S LOOKING UP
JUDGE DISMISSES SUIT OVER INSURANCE COVERAGE
DISABLED STUDENT WARNS OF DIVING DANGERS
KLEIN'S HUSBAND COMES CLOSE TO 2ND LOTTO WIN
5eSD COUPLE PLANS TO LIVE DREAM WITH WINNINGS
VERMILLION PROFESSOR NAMED BIBLIOGRAPHER
TALL LINEUP FOR KNIGHTS
5fCARNIVAL OWNER KLEIN A 69-YEAR LEGEND
KONCE A CARNY, ALWAYS A CARNY
STATE WOMAN WINS LOTTO POT
36STORE STAKES CLAIM ON WINNINGS
XLOTTO DISPUTE GOES TO COURT
3CL0TT0 TICKET FIGHT ENTERS COURT FRIDAY
LOTTO CHALLENGE IS FIRST FOR LOTTO AMERICA
JUDGE OK'S LOTTO CHECK
COURT FREEZES LOTTO WINNINGS
3RD PARTY JOINS LOTTO FIGHT
56A LOTTO TALK IN A LITTLE TOWN
CLERK--IT'S MY ERROR, MY TICKET
*COURT HEARS LOTTO CASE TODAY
KLEIN SCOFFS AT MONTHLY $1,000 OFFER
XYOU'LL FIND NO ALCOHOL IN FRIDGE
KWE ALL NEED A LESSON IN REAL HONESTY
LOTTO COMPROMISE FAILS ON FIRST ATTEMPT
XSHIRTS BACK BOTH SIDES IN LOTTO AMERICA LAWSUIT
*STORE CO-OWNER--I'D HAVE SHARED LOTTO
LOTTO BANDWAGON LURES MILLIONARE WANNA-BEES (L)
KLEIN PAID FOR TICKET
KLEIN'S LOTTERY TICKET SHOULD BE VOIDED (L)
ALL SIDES EAGERLY AWAIT LOTTO RULING
CLERK NOT LOTTO TICKET OWNER
*COURT OK'S LOTTO PAYOFF TO IONIA KLEIN
*KLEINS SMILING, BUT NOT TALKING
*JUDGE ORDERS HALT TO LOTTO PAYMENT
*SUIT SEEKS TO RETURN LOTTO POT INTO GAME
GIVING KLEIN MONEY NOT A JUST DECISION (L)
KLEIN PAY ON WAY
BUYING LOTTO TICKET AFTER DRAWING WRONG (L)
KLEIN COLLECTS FIRST LOTTO CHECK
OCTOBER 15 IS TARGET DATE FOR TRIAL
KLOTTO TICKET SALES SURGE 18 PERCENT IN SD
56LOTTO RIVALS MAKE A DEAL
9fFEELINGS MIXED ABOUT LOTTO SETTLEMENT
XPUBLIC OPINIONS--LOTTO AMERICA SETTLEMENT
LOTTO AMERICA SPAT SHOULD PROD ACTION (ED)
^LAWSUITS MOVING FORWARD ON LOTTO
SD LOTTO WINNER BUYS DREAM FARM
KLEIN IS MAIN '91 READ
EX-CLERK DENIED LOTTO CUT
MONEY-HUNGRY SHOULD LEAVE KLEIN ALONE (L)
KLOTTO WINNERS AREN'T LIVING HIGH OFF THE HOG
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SUBJECT
KLEIN IONIA
KLEIN KENNETH
KLEIN MEL
KLEIN ROBERT
KLEIN TONY
KLEINSASSER ALFRED
KLEINSASSER JOSEPH
KLEINSASSER LELAND
f 1
KLEINSCHNITZ JOHN
KLEINWOLTERINK SAR
KLEMME ARNOLD
KLESSEN HARRY
KLESSEN THORGEL
KLIBONOFF JON
KLINE CARL
KLINE ERIC
KLINE KEVIN
KLINE MARY
KLINEDINST J M
KLINEDINST MIKE
KLINEDINST MOLLY
KLING BILL
KLINGHAGEN DIANA
KLINKENBORG VERLYN
KLINKHAMMER CQNSTA
KLINKHAMMER JAN
KLINKHAMMER TOBIN
KLINKNER LEONA
KLOCK BABE
KLOCKARS ROBERT
KLOECKL JEFF
KLOEFKORN WILLIAM
KLOSTERBUER BOB
KLOSTERGAARD JEAN
KLOSTERMANN BRUCE
KLOUCEK FRANK
KLUCK ROGER
KLUKAS MYRT
KLUSMANN JODI
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/OA/1992 C012 STORE CLERK STILL VYING FOR YEAR-OLD JACKPOT
5/07/1992 C012 KLOTTO CLASS ACTION SUIT DISMISSED
11/03/1992 A012 LOTTERY WINNER TOLD TO PAY $171 86 BILL
3/2A/1983 BOll ^SYMPHONY CONDUCTOR DOESN'T FORGET AUDIENCE
5/09/1983 A013 SYMPHONY HIRES NEW CONDUCTOR
5/10/1983 BOll ^CONDUCTOR WANTS TO BRING EXCITEMENT
9/08/1983 BOll 9CC0NDUCT0R WANTS COMMUNITY TO GET INVOLVED
1/27/198A A115 MARK OF APPROVAL
9/28/198A A091 CONDUCTING IS MUSIC TO KLEIN'S EARS
2/08/1985 B025 UPCOMING PROGRAM REUNITES KLEIN, PIANIST
5/03/1985 B03A THERE'S A LESSON TO BE LEARNED AT FINAL CONCERT
3/28/1987 A015 SYMPHONY MUSICIANS WANT KLEIN TO RESIGN
A/08/1987 A081 ^CONDUCTOR WELL QUALIFIED TO LEAD CITY, ORCHESTRA
A/08/1987 A083 DIRECTORS BOARD BACKS CONDUCTOR'S DECISION (L)
9/1A/1987 A012 ^SYMPHONY AWAITS NEW SEASON
3/2A/1988 COAA 3€A GUIDING HAND
12/09/1988 B015 ^CONCERT CONFLICT CAUSES EXODUS FROM SIOUX FALLS
2/03/1989 B016 SD SYMPHONY PONDERS FUTURE OF CONDUCTOR
2/08/1989 AOIA SfSYMPHONY CONDUCTOR RESIGNS
5/18/1989 C012 ^CONDUCTOR CUTS TIES WITH SYMPHONY
10/12/1982 C031 36KLEIN AGAIN JOINS AUGUSTANA STAFF
1/06/1987 D031 KLEIN RESUMED WINNING TRADITION
A/01/1983 BOIA POACHING RANGER FACES INVESTIGATION
A/22/1983 coil STATE PARK RANGER FIRED FOR POACHING
11/26/1989 C023 TELLINGHUISEN CALLS PURCHASING LAW AMBIGUOUS
2/27/198A A053 KSIPPIN' AT THE SODA FOUNTAIN
A/16/1992 A012 ^TEACHER, 88, GOES BACK TO SCHOOL
11/02/1988 C012 ^SENATE CANDIDATES HAVE LITTLE IN COMMON
12/20/1988 C025 RECOUNT CONFIRMS KLEINSASSER'S LOSS
5/1A/1989 E012 *FARM VACANCIES STIR SPECULATION
6/30/1983 C035 KLEINSCHNITZ COULD GET 15 YEARS FOR SHOOTING
5/01/1989 A072 *LOCAL MODELS HELP BUSINESS IN NEW YORK
11/26/198A DOAl ARNOLD KLEMME HONORED
8/25/1991 E032 *WELDING CAR PARTS STIRS ARTIST IN MAN
3/05/198A BOll KARMY VET BUILDS HIS OWN WORLD
10/12/1985 A07A PIANIST FINDS OUT-OF-WAY BEAUTY
A/12/1982 A013 *A PROTESTERS ARRESTED AT MISSILE SITE
9/20/1987 C031 MINISTER PRAISES SUPERPOWER ARMS ACCORDS
5/22/1988 A091 COFFER IDEAS ABOUT THE MISSILE SITUATION
3/17/1991 COIA ^MINISTER'S QUEST FOR PEACE SPURS IDEAS
11/15/1990 D012 KKLINE MAKES DECISION--IT'S AUGUSTANA
12/27/1991 D012 3€HARD WORK KEEPS PAYING OFF FOR KLINE
A/21/1991 N093 XCITY PASTOR AT HOME IN THE COUNTRY
A/18/1990 C012 36HORTICULTURE CLASS BRANCHES OUT
6/0A/1982 coil FUND-RAISER HELPED BRING KLINEDINST
11/20/1988 A152 XSOUTH DAKOTANS REMEMBER
12/12/1989 B016 KLYNX COACH HONORED BY HIS PEERS
5/06/1990 CC05 KBRANDON'S COACH LEADS BY LISTENING
12/2A/1990 B012 3€BRAND0N VALLEY'S KLINEDINST NAMED
10/23/1989 AG72 *GYMNAST'TRADES SOCIAL LIFE FOR SPORT
6/13/1990 D012 *T0 SUPPLY SD GYMNASTS NATIONAL STAGE
A/19/1992 ECU ^PUBLIC RADIO HEAD TO SPEAK MONDAY
12/17/1990 C012 ^WOMEN'S ADVOCATE STRIVES FOR CHANGE
11/07/1986 B012 XAUTHOR MAKES FARM LIFE FAMILIAR TO CITY KID
2/13/1991 B031 SCCONNIE'S KITCHEN KEEPS COOK BUSY, BUT HAPPY
1/30/1991 B021 ^CUSTOMERS TAKE CAKES
12/30/1992 C012 *THREE KLINKHAMMERS WRESTLE TO SEMIFINALS
12/2A/1989 C012 GLASS STAINER ADDS COLOR TO CHURCH
A/01/198A B071 THANKS TO BABE KLOCK'S CARE
6/29/1982 BOll 3CINTEREST RATES PARALLEL INFLATION, BANKER SAYS
A/29/1983 DOIA KSDSU'S KLOECKL SIGNED BY SEATTLE
1/06/198A coil XKLOECKL'S SEARCH FOR LINEMAN DUTY
A/21/1983 BOll MIDWEST POET TINKERS WITH TRUTH TO CREATE
6/17/1992 D012 KKLOSTERBUER'S BACK IS ON TRACK AFTER INJURY
9/22/198A coil SALESMANSHIP, PENMANSHIP EARN FUN IN SUN
12/0A/1988 BOll COMEBACK IS DESIRE OF HURT BRONCO
8/09/1989 B013 3€INJURY FELLS DENVER'S KLOSTERMANN
1/25/1990 DOIA 3«THE KLOSTERMANN DIARY
2/01/1990 D013 36THE KLOSTERMANN REPORT
ll/OA/1990 E012 3€CHALLENGER BLASTS USE OF STUDENTS TO DELIVER
2/03/1991 E012 5CM0VING UP AT THE CAPITOL
2/09/1991 A015 NERVOUS FINGERS GO ASTRAY DURING VOTE
A/06/1992 BOll S^SCOTLAND LAWMAKER ANNOUNCES CANDIDACY
5/09/1992 A052 *CLEAN CARS TAKE WORK
6/26/1982 C061 ERA FIGHT NOT OVER, NOW HEAD SAYS
9/26/1982 B051 KNON-TRADITIONAL CANDIDATE KLUKAS FACES KUNDERT
10/13/1982 C023 3€SECRETARY OF STATE CANDIDATES
1/09/1989 C012 ^PERFECT LIFE STILL INSIGHT FOR TEACHER
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KLUTMAN PAUL
KNAUS DELAINE
KNEEN ARTHUR
KNEEN PAT
KNEES
H<NEIP MIKE
KNEIP RICHARD
KNIFE FREDDIE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/16/1989 B071 KKLUTMAN LEAVES FARMING FOR FISHING PLEASURE
7/17/1989 B012 XDEALER BEGS TO SPEAK OUT AGAINST DRUGS
7/22/1985 A012 KSD MAN TAKES COPTER TO CORNFIELDS
9/10/1989 AG12 ^HOMELESS MOM--"RUNNING INTO A WALL'
5/0A/1986 B012 ^VULNERABLE KNEES BRACING FOR FOOTBALL BLOWS
6/02/1992 B012 3CWATCH THE KNEE, PLEASE
1/27/1992 A08<i COUPLE THANKS HELPFUL SF MAN (L)
1/20/1982 coil *KNEIP TO BLAST GOP--DECISION ON CANDIDACY NEAR
1/25/1982 B023 POLITICAL CLIMATE GETS STORMY (SCHREINER)
1/29/1982 AOl^ *KNEIP PRESENTS STATE RECOVERY PLAN
1/30/1982 A015 JANKLOW SNIPES AT KNEIP
1/30/1982 coil *T0 RUN OR NOT TO RUN--THAT"S THE QUESTION
2/09/1982 C021 KNEIP CRITICIZED (L)
2/10/1982 C031 KNEIP--NEW FEDERALISM HURTS SD
2/12/1982 A012 XKNEIP BOWS OUT OF GOVERNOR'S RACE
2/l<i/1982 B012 REAGANOMICS WILL BE GOP DOWNFALL
6/17/1982 C122 KNEIP TAKES A JAB AT STATE CEMENT
7/21/1982 C031 KNEIP TO BE CAMPAIGN CHAIRMAN
9/10/1982 B035 ARE YOU THE UNEMPLOYED OR THE GOVERNOR OF SD
10/25/1982 C031 KNEIP--SDEA ENDORSMENTS TOO EARLY
1/25/1983 BOll *KNEIP--JANKLOW'S CEMENT PLANT CHARGES DECEITFUL
2/27/1983 B061 PLANE PURCHASE OK SURPRISES KNEIP
2/28/1983 B055 KNEIP SAYS SINGAPORE IS HIS 2ND HOME
3/06/1983 B0A3 KNEIP PICKS 2 FAVORITES FOR PRESIDENT
5/0A/1983 COIA *KNEIP, BILLION PLAN LIQUOR BUSINESS
6/07/1983 coil KNEIP--TOO BUSY FOR POLITICS
6/1A/1983 BOll *KNEIP WILL DECIDE ON RACE BY SUMMER
8/02/1983 BOll *KNEIP EYES GOVERNOR'S JOB
8/03/1983 C021 KNEIP'S REFLECTIONS ON JOB (ED)
12/02/1983 coil *DISLIKE OF WASHINGTON KEEP THEM IN STATE
5/06/198'i C031 *FORMER GOVERNORS, LEGISLATORS RECALL HIGHS
7/29/198A F0<»1 JANKLOW, KNEIP REFLECT ON WATERGATE SIGNIFICANCE
12/23/198'i C031 KJOE ROBBIE CHEERING FOR KNEIP
l/lA/1985 coil XKNEIP ENVIOUS OF REPUBLICAN MAJORITY
1/15/1985 A012 3CSUPER BOWL A SUPER PAIN FOR KNEIP
1/21/1985 BOll NEWSROOM SNAFUS LEAVE LITTLE TIME
2/27/1985 coil KNEIP CALLS FOR GOVERNORS' MEETING
7/10/1985 C021 KNEIP PLANS TO ANNOUNCE POLITICAL FUTURE
7/26/1985 coil KNEIP WILL ENTER GOVERNOR'S RACE TODAY
7/27/1985 A012 XKNEIP GOES FOR NUMBER 4
1/05/1986 A091 JANKLOW IN SENATE--KNEIP FOR GOVERNOR
1/21/1986 A083 KNEIP IS CANDIDATE OF PAST (L)
2/06/1986 A061 LETTER DIDN'T TELL WHOLE STORY (L)
2/09/1986 A092 KNEIP IS A PROVEN QUITTER (L)
2/16/1986 A121 KNEIP DEFENDS MOVE TO AMBASSADOR POST CD
2/27/1986 coil KNEIP CALLS FOR GOVERNOR'S MEETING
3/02/1986 COlfi ^DEMOCRATS--ROADS TO GOVERNOR'S RACE
3/22/1986 C016 KNEIP OPPOSES INCOME TAX
A/13/1986 A081 KNEIP WALKED OUT ON STATE CD
4/19/1986 C013 KNEIP QUESTIONS DEMOCRATIC PARTY COURAGE
4/26/1986 C031 KNEIP OPPOSES FEDERALLY MANDATED AGE
5/07/1986 B033 STOFFERAHN, KNEIP SWAP CHARGES
5/16/1986 coil ^WITNESSES SAY KNEIP THREATENED STOFFERAHN
5/18/1986 A081 CANDIDATES TO GO TO NEXT ROUND
5/18/1986 A085 KNEIP ALREADY HAS CHANCE CD
6/01/1986 A105 KNEIP OFFERS SOLID PROGRAM CD
6/02/1986 C014 NAME RECOGNITION GIVES HEAD START
6/04/1986 A012 HERSETH SURPRISES EX-GOVERNOR
6/05/1986 A081 *BIG NAMES FIND THE GOING IS TOUGH
1/10/1987 coil FORMER GOVERNOR TO HAVE SURGERY
1/22/1987 coil KNEIP HAS LUNG SURGERY
1/30/1987 coil KNEIP'S DOCTORS FIND NO CANCER
2/02/1987 A081 KNEIP ACCOMPLISHED MOST AS GOVERNOR CD
3/10/1987 AOll ^FORMER GOV KNEIP DIES AT 54
3/10/1987 A081 KKNEIP WAS A SALESMAN WITH SUBSTANCE CED)
3/10/1987 C012 KNEIP KNOWN AS PEOPLE'S GOVERNOR
3/11/1987 A012 XFLAGS FLY AT HALF-MAST
3/11/1987 C031 9€SERVICES SET FOR KNEIP
3/12/1987 C015 FRIENDS, DIGNITARIES TO HONOR KNEIP TODAY
3/13/1987 A012 *HUNDREDS GATHER TO HONOR KNEIP
3/14/1987 C021 LOST VETO BY KNEIP DELIVERED TO SECRETARY OF STATE
3/15/1987 A091 KSTATE REMEMBERS THE PEOPLE'S GOVERNOR, FRIEND
3/26/1987 B016 GERMAN CITY HONORS KNEIP
4/23/1987 coil TREE PLANTING TO HONOR KNEIP
5/01/1988 N061 CSEC GG) ^GOVERNORS POLITICS HAD A PERSONAL TOUCH
4/30/1989 EE09 5fG0V KNEIP ORDERS MASSIVE OVERHAUL
9/18/1989 A014 ^ARLINGTON MUSEUM KEEPS KNEIP MEMORY ALIVE
12/25/1992 C012 ^BETWEEN LEGEND AND PAIN
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KNIFE IAN
KNIGHT BOBBY
KNIGHT BUD
KNIGHT FOUNDATION
KNIGHT JESS
KNIGHT'KOLN
KNIGHT MIKE
KNIGHT RAY
KNIGHT'S CANYON
KNIGHTS COLUMBUS
KNIPPLING FRANCIS
KNIPPLING JOE
KNIPPLING LOGAN
KNITTING
KNIVES
KNOBE RICK
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/28/1992 B022 TRIAL COMBINES SEPARATE WRONGFUL DEATH SUITS
5/03/1988 A081 KNIGHT SHOULD GO
7/12/1982 CG32 HE'S TRYING TO TALK HIS WAY TO THE TOP
6/26/1983 CG51 SOUTH DAKOTAN WINS WORLD AUCTIONEERING TITLE
1/14/1991 BG33 SCHOOL GETS GRANT FOR TROUBLED GIRLS HOME
4/G9/1989 AG12 KAG LOANS OFFER 'A NEW LIFE'
4/17/1982 CGll *KNIGHT--TOP FRESHMAN WRESTLING HONOR
1/28/1982 BG71 ^INJURIES DOG AUGUSTANA WRESTLER
9/15/1987 AG85 *KNIGHT PLANS RETIREMENT STOP IN SD
9/27/1992 GG14 ^CANYON IS A WORK OF ART
6/14/1982 AG95 FUNDS FROM THE TOOSTIE ROLL DRIVE 8 MARDI
7/27/1982 AG74 ^BAXTER INSTALLED AS GRAND KNIGHT
5/11/1983 DGll KNIGHTS COLUMBUS HONOR OFFICERS
IG/26/1983 BG54 RADABAUGH GETS KNIGHT AWARD
4/G4/1984 C114 COUNCIL HONORS PATRICK BAXTER
5/21/1984 AG94 KNIGHTS GIVE $47,GGG TO CHARITY
2/1G/1985 CG24 KKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS CROWN KING, QUEEN
4/17/1985 C114 *BUNKERS HONORED FOR SERVICE
5/25/1985 CG21 KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS GIVES TO DISABLED
8/G5/1985 AG94 KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS ELECT OFFICERS
4/23/1989 CGll YANKTON TO HOST GROUP'S CONVENTION
8/29/1991 CGll PIERRE GROUP ENDS WEEKLY BINGO GAMES
8/31/1985 CG14 EFFORT TO SAVE RANCH LANDS MAN IN JAIL
2/26/199G BG22 COUNTY ASCS OFFICE GETS NEW DIRECTOR
12/13/1987 CG12 *CHILD BEGINS PAINFUL RECOVERY
12/14/1988 CG12 XCHILD REGAINS SPUNK AFTER ILLNESS
11/G5/1982 BGll XCOUPLE CAN MAKE SWEATER IN FEW HOURS WITH MACHINE
2/G1/1987 FGll *WOMAN TURNS KNITTING HOBBY INTO BUSINESS
1/12/1991 CG12 ^TIGHT.-KNIT FAMILY HELPS NEEDY KIDS
3/15/1992 GG12 *NOVELTY KNITTER EARNS A NATIONAL REPUTATION
5/25/1985 CG13 *DESMET MAN LIVES BY THE CUTTING EDGE
2/2G/1987 CG41 PANEL APPROVES BILL BANNING BALLISTIC KNIVES
2/25/1987 BG41 BILL TO BAN BALLISTIC KNIVES GETS FINAL APPROVAL
8/G3/199G CG16 KNIFE-BUYING REPORT TRUE
1/G8/1982 CGll KNOBE SAYS INTEREST CEILING ON BONDS SHOULD END
1/15/1982 Alll MWHEREAS, MAYORAL PROCLAMATIONS ARE
4/3G/1982 BG54 YEAH, BUT DID YOU SEE THAT
5/G2/1982 2G81 *(FINANCE) RELAXED IN OFFICE DESPITE BACKGROUND
8/G8/1982 AG14 KNOBE--THE REAL WORLD HAS STRUCK
8/24/1982 AG12 KNOBE SUGGESTS MORRELL FOR HISTORIC LIST
9/14/1982 CG14 *KNOBE WANTS TO KEEP CHARLIE'S OPEN
9/14/1982 CG32 HIRING PLAN CONFUSING, KNOBE SAYS
9/29/1982 CG43 KNOBE READY TO BEGIN POLICE CHIEF SEARCH
lG/23/1982 CG33 KNOBE WON'T BACK ANTI-DRUNKEN DRIVING PROGRAM
11/16/1982 CG21 KNOBE PRAISED FOR LEADERSHIP IN SD (L)
1/21/1983 BG31 OFFICERS S KNOBE DISAGREE ABOUT PAY
3/13/1983 BGll *RICK KNOBE GRILLED AT CHARITY ROAST
3/26/1983 BG31 ACORN BLASTS MAYOR FOR COMMENTS ON BALLOT ISSUE
4/13/1983 CG34 KNOBE DISPUTES CHARGES AGAINST RIGHTS COMMISSION
4/24/1983 CG31 SHOULD SF CHANGE FORM OF GOVERNMENT
5/G5/1983 CG31 *KNOBE EXPLAINS ROLE TO YOUNGSTERS
6/G9/1983 CG13 JfEYES ON A HOUSE SEAT
6/13/1983 BGll ^SECRETARY ACTS AS MAYOR'S PR MANAGER
6/14/1983 AG12 JfCONSIDERS CHANGES IN CITY EMPLOYEES' PAY PLAN
7/1G/1983 CG31 MAYOR APPRECIATES NORDLAND FEST SUPPORT (L)
8/G5/1983 CG21 KNOBE UNDECIDED ABOUT CONGRESS, MAYOR OPTIONS (ED)
8/G7/1983 BG24 ABOUT MAYORAL LONGEVITY (YEAGER)
8/23/1983 CG31 CITY SHOULDN'T PAY ANY PART OF INTERSTATE BILL
8/27/1983 CG13 3CKN0BE CONSIDERS HOUSE RACE
9/G1/1983 CG23 DOME WOULD ADD JOBS, MAKE CITY COMPETITIVE (L)
9/G3/1983 BG12 KNOBE DELAYS DECISION ABOUT CONGRESS RACE
9/1G/1983 BG22 WILL KNOBE WANT CHINA NEXT (L)
9/13/1983 BG31 KNOBE STEPS DOWN FOR A FEW MINUTES
9/28/1983 C012 KNOBE SEES '84 CITY TAX INCREASE
9/29/1983 CGll KNOBE LOWERS TAX ESTIMATE
1G/G4/1983 BGll KNOBE WILL SEND LETTER TO FED FLIGHT BOARD
lG/lG/1983 CGll ^CONFLICTS WITH KNOBE LED TO DISMISSAL
lG/13/1983 AG12 MAYOR'S MEMO GIVES 3GG INSIDE LOOK
10/14/1983 CG21 KNOBE HAD BETTER BRUSH UP ON BASICS CED)
10/14/1983 CG23 TEXT OF MAYOR'S LETTER TO 3GG
10/15/1983 CG14 *TELL CITY'S GOOD NEWS
10/17/1983 BG24 MAYBE COURSE IN BUSINESS WOULD HELP KNOBE
11/19/1983 BG15 KNOBE WON'T SEEK CONGRESS
11/27/1983 CG23 WHY DIDN'T PEOPLE MENTION PAY RAISE (L)
12/09/1983 CG24 PANEL WILL EVALUATE SALARY ISSUE (L)
1/04/1984 DG21 MAYOR THANKS WORKERS FOR A JOB WELL DONE (L)
1/18/1984 AG12 3€KN0BE WON'T RUN FOR THIRD TERM
1/18/1984 AG21 KNOBE STIRS SPECULATION ABOUT CITY FUTURE
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KNOBE RICK
KNOBEL CHUCK
KNOBLOCH PATTI
KNOCHEMUS ROGER
KNOPF KEITH
KNOLL CLIFF
KNOPF MIKE
KNOPMAN DAVID
KNOWLES FREEMAN
KNOWLTON DICK
KNOWLTON PETER
KNOX DAVE
KNOX LUMBER
KNUDSEN HENRY
KNUDSEN PAUL
KNUDSON BRAD
KNUDSON DE
KNUDSON KAL S DALE
KNUDSON KEN
KNUDSON KNUTE
KNUDSON SIDNEY
KNUDSON SUZANNE
KNUDTSON CAROL
KNUDTSON EDDY C
KNUTH MIKE
KNUTH PAM
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/19/198A C02I XKNOBE REMOVES HIMSELF (ED)
1/30/198A BOll ^CHANGING FACES, 197A-198A
2/05/198A A013 3(KN0BE TURNED DOWN FOR ZOO MANAGER JOB
2/10/198A C022 KNOBE PRAISED FOR CONCERN (L)
3/30/1984 AG12 KNOBE WANTS STREET'S FATE SETTLED
4/02/1984 C0I6 3CKN0BE HAS NO FAVORITE FOR MAYOR
4/03/1984 B016 *KNOBE ACCEPTS JOB IN ABERDEEN
4/04/1984 D02I KNOBE'S SALES TALENTS WILL HELP ABERDEEN (ED)
5/31/1984 con KNOBE--PERCEPTIONS OF ABERDEEN CHANGING
6/23/1984 A015 KNOBE'S SEEKING VOTES FOR CONVENTION
8/05/1984 F051 XKNOBE FINDS SIMILARITIES BETWEEN OLD, NEW JOBS
2/16/1985 BOll KNOBE PROSPERING AS ABERDEEN PROMOTER
2/21/1985 A081 BUCKS DON'T STOP AT CITY HALL (ED)
4/12/1985 C023 MAYORAL LONGTIMERS HAVEN'T EQUALED MILLER
6/21/1985 A014 9€KN0BE CONSIDERS MAYORAL RUN
7/01/1985 A083 KNOBE SHOULD STICK WITH HIS JOB (L)
8/11/1985 con ^LEADERS ONCE PLUCKED CHICKENS, SANG ROCK
8/11/1985 C014 KNOBE--CONGRESSIONAL RUN IS OUT
8/24/1985 A016 ABERDEEN QUESTIONSKNOBE JOB
9/03/1985 C013 ABERDEEN UNLIMITED LOSES AID
9/04/1985 BOll ABERDEEN CITY COMMISSION VOTES AGAINST PAYING KNOBE
11/08/1985 C014 KNOBE SAYS HE'S MOVING BACK
1/13/1986 A083 *CITY EMPLOYEES UNFAIRLY CRITICIZED
3/19/1986 AOll KKNOBE WON'T RUN FOR MAYOR
1/01/1987 B031 *KEY ISSUES FROM CLASSROOMS TO QUARRIES
2/17/1987 C012 KLIST OF VANDERLOO CHALLENGES GROWS
12/30/1987 B014 ^STATIONS USE DRUNKEN DJ'S AS TOOLS
5/13/1988 C015 EX-MAYOR, BACKER DEBATE ON GOVERNMENT FORM
6/19/1988 Alll *SIOUX FALLS MUTINY OF 1974
8/05/1988 A0I2 KKELO-AM TUNES IN AT NUMBER 1
4/20/1991 C015 *T0 RUN FOR CITY HALL
4/25/I99I C013 ^AUTHOR TAKES POLITICAL PULSE OF CITY
6/05/1991 A106 KNOBE SHOWS CLOSED MIND (L)
6/12/1991 A0I2 WHITE, KNOBE LEAD FUND-RAISING
6/I4/199I A081 KNOBE BEST OPTION FOR FINANCE POST (ED)
6/16/1991 A092 KNOBE HAD MANY SUCCESSES AS MAYOR (L)
6/17/1991 A0I2 KKNOBE, STAAB PREACH PEOPLE POWER
6/I7/I99I A05I FLAMBOYANT RETURN MADE BY KNOBE
6/19/1991 A0I4 XHARD-EDGED CANDIDATES RUBBED CITY'S VOTERS
6/I9/199I A034 ^LOOKING FOR A CHANGE
6/I9/I991 A08I PERSONALITY PREVAILS IN TWO CITY RACES (ED)
6/22/1991 A08I DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
6/24/I99I AIOI SYSTEM WORKS WHEN PEOPLE PARTICIPATE (L)
9/02/I99I AIOI KBEING A JOURNALIST HARDER THAN IT LOOKS
I/I5/1986 A08I 3CSH0ULD NOT WRITE OFF ABDNOR & HANSEN YET
9/19/1990 B012 *SUNSHINE FOOD FESTIVAL PROMOTES HEALTHY HEARTS
5/06/1990 BB02 ^CONTINUED URBAN SPRAWL MAKES THIS CITY
8/20/1988 A056 ^MINISTER LEADS YOUTH SINGERS AROUND WORLD
,J0/30/1985 ,A012 ^PROMOTER LOSES BET, BUT GETS LAUGH
6/21/1990 ^A012 *MANY HOPE THEATER WILL BE SALVAGED
7/02/1991 B062 ^INVENTOR HOPES BOTTLE-ROCKET LAUNCHER TAKES OFF
1/17/1985 B063 KCARE IS THE ANSWER
6/04/1989 FOlI PUBLISHER WAS UNSUNG HERO OF POPULIST ERA
n/29/1992 C013 ^EXECUTIVE REVERES COURAGE, LOYALTY
7/22/1984 C031 KSD TAXPAYERS SUBSIDIZE CORPORATE PROFITS
8/27/1982 BOll ^HAWAII WILL BE NO VACATION FOR TRIATHLETE DAVE KNOX
7/24/1986 C021 KNOX PRESIDENT MUM ABOUT RUMORED BUYOUT
7/31/1986 con KNOX LUMBER TO STAY CLOSED THROUGH TODAY
8/22/1986 C015 CASHWAYS DEAL INCLUDES LOCAL KNOX LUMBER
3/08/1983 C031 *HENRY KNUDSEN IS DEAD AT 83
12/05/1992 A0I5 ^MILITARY FAMILIES GEAR UP FOR MISSION
6/15/1982 B05I ^PRINCIPAL DOESN'T WANT SUPERINTENDENT'S JOB
11/02/1992 B0I2 KVOTER LEAGUE PRESIDENT MAY RUN FOR SCHOOL BOARD
9/14/1984 con ^JOURNEY INTO PAST ON HORSEBACK
4/15/1988 C021 NEW FIRM COULD CREATE 43 JOBS IN MADISON
I/I9/1985 C0I5 OFFER FOR DRINK WAS A CASE OF BAD TIMING
3/28/1984 D041 ^KNUDSON WILL RUN AGAIN FOR HOUSE
12/11/1989 A072 ^MAINTAINING FRIENDSHIPS BRINGS JOY YEAR-ROUND
4/16/1988 con KNUDTSON MIGHT RUN FOR CITY COMMISSION
4/29/1988 C0l5 XKNUDTSON SEEKS TWO-YEAR TERM ON COMMISSION
6/15/1988 AIOI RANDALL, KNUDTSON ARE TOP CANDIDATES (ED)
6/26/1988 A121 3CTW0 BEST CANDIDATES IN THE RACE (ED)
6/30/1988 C012 CHANSON, RANDALL EXCHANGE BARBS
7/03/1988 A07I ^CANDIDATES MAKE THEIR CASES
7/03/1988 A072 KNUDTSON HAS CREDENTIALS (L)
4/29/1984 N061 3€(SECTI0N 6) CAREER COUNSELOR STARTED
8/15/1992 C0I2 XKNUTH'S CAREER KICKS INTO HIGH GEAR
7/04/1985 A012 ^LIFEGUARD'S TRAINING GIVES MAN ANOTHER CHANCE
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KNUTSON DAVE 7/26/1992 D013
KNUTSON DENNIS 11/05/1985 A071
11/03/1989 B012
KNUTSON JOY 7/16/1988 A081
KNUTSON LYLE 8 KAR l/OA/1992 C012
KNUTSON MELVERN A/17/1988 D012
KNUTSON SIDNEY 3/25/1982 D031
3/10/1988 coil
KNUTSON TIM 2/13/1990 B031
KNUTSON TOM 2/25/198A B031
KNUTSON WADE 5/02/1990 D012
KNUTSON WAYNE 3/19/1982 C044
7/20/1982 B041
10/02/1987 B012
KNUTZEN JON 9/14/1990 C031
12/07/1990 C031
1/31/1991 C031
KNWC 10/11/1990 coil
9/30/1991 A013
9/30/1991 A022
10/23/1992 BOll
KO LEE CO 3/02/1992 C031
KOBALL JANE 6/30/1990 C023
KOBES JERRY 4/10/1992 C013
KOCER ALBERT 2/12/1989 Alll
KOCER CAROL 2/23/1991 C031
3/04/1991 C031
KOCER i'GAYLE ^ i 4/29/1984 N051
KOCH CODY 2/24/1991 D012
KOCH DOUG 11/10/1986 C012
KOCH EXPLORATION 8/16/1984 C014
KOCH JIM 8/13/1991 C032
KOCH MARK 10/02/1990 A012
KOCK DON 10/29/1983 B015
KOCK RALPH 8/02/1992 F021
KOEHLER JAMIE 11/06/1990 D012
KOEHLER PAUL 7/23/1982 BOll
KOEHN DAWN 5/27/1987 D051
KOENDERS1 RICH 6/16/1990 C012
KOENECKE: DAVID 2/17/1990 A015
KOENEN AUDRY 8 WAY 7/11/1991 A072
KOENIG BOB 4/26/1992 N042
8/08/1992 A012
8/14/1992 A102
8/29/1992 A051
9/10/1992 B012
9/27/1992 FOll
KOENIG RON 8/25/1992 B012
KOEP DAN 6/09/1992 D012
KOEPPE DELNO 3/16/1985 DOll
KOEPSELL GARY 9/15/1991 E012
KOEPSELL PAUL 2/10/1982 coil
3/20/1982 A012
3/24/1982 C021
4/14/1982 C042
6/06/1982 B016
6/19/1982 BOll
6/23/1982 C031
10/31/1982 C041
6/09/1984 B041
6/13/1984 D031
4/25/1992 D021
KOERNER CAROL 6/13/1992 A103
KOERNER JO 10/22/1989 A061
KOERNER JOELLEN 10/19/1992 B012
KOERNER PAT 6/11/1982 coil
KOESTER DOUG 11/13/1988 A012
11/14/1988 A015
11/21/1988 A103
KOESTER ED 10/16/1986 D012
KOESTER WALTER 11/21/1982 EOll
KOETZLE GIL 4/03/1990 coil
4/14/1992 coil
KOEVENIG EUGENE 7/10/1988 FOll
8/31/1991 A083
KOGEL JEAN 10/10/1983 C013
12/22/1992 B012
KOGEL PAUL S JEAN 7/25/1987 A052
XCORNERSIDE CORN
^DOCTOR PLAYS TRIBUTE TO BACH
BAND IN TUNE WITH PLAYERS' LIKES
^FITTING INTO SOCIETY BIGGEST TRAUMA
3CMINIATURE MENAGERIE
^RETIRED FARMER PURSUES SINGING DREAM
seVIBORG MAN RUNNING FOR HOUSE
KKNUTSON to seek re-election to HOUSE
3CCENTERVILLE SENIOR MORE THAN BASKETBALL THIEF
SUBDISTRICT MANAGER TELLS REASON
JfCLEAR SAILING
USD VICE PRESIDENT RESIGNS FOR TEACHING JOB
KUSD HIRES 2 VICE PRESIDENTS
XIT'S TIME FOR PLAYS
DRIVER PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO MANSLAUGHTER CHARGE
BROOKINGS MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO MANSLAUGHTER
BROOKINGS MAN GETS A MONTHS IN FATAL CRASH
RADIO STATION RAISES RECORD $A11,369
^CHRISTIAN STATIONS AT CROSSROAD
XGOSPEL SINGER TO BE FEATURED
KNWC TOPS GOAL FUND-RAISING DRIVE
ABERDEEN BUSINESS LAYS OFF 13 WORKERS
MONTANA'S FIRST FEMALE DEPUTY MARSHAL
*A BANNER DAY
KOCER TRUSTWORTHY LAWMAKER (L)
CAROL KOCER NAMED MOTHER OF THE YEAR
XWAGNER WOMAN NAMED MOTHER OF THE YEAR
iXCSECTION v3) WHEAT GROWERS HAVE A VOICE
*TEEN GETS LEG UP ON BUSINESS WORLD
MEMORIES OF WAR LINGER
LANDOWNERS ACCUSE OIL FIRM OF DECEPTION
^CLIPPING CLEANUP
3CPR0TECTI0N AGAINST CHEMICALS
36DON KOCK ENTERS MAYOR'S RACE
KHOBBY'S ON THE RIGHT TRACK
KTEEN MOBILIZES GROUP TO HELP ENVIRONMENT
3CF0R ONE A-MAZING DAY, AN ART MUSEUM MADE OF HAY
KWATERTOWN TRACK TEAM BENEFITS
BROOKINGS GROCERY FIGHTS CRUISERS
CLEAR LAKE RECALL ELECTION IS STILL ON
XDOTTED DOGS HIT THE SPOT
*ANTIQUE DEALER LIVES IN THE PAST
KPRIEST ACCUSED IN SEX CASE
KOENIG PRAISED FOR STEPPING FORWARD (L)
36SHAME PREVENTS ABUSE VICTIMS FROM SPEAKING OUT
*SEX ABUSE VICTIM TALKS TO OPRAH
KOENIG TALKS ABOUT ABUSE ON 'OPRAH' SHOW
BISHOP, PARISHIONERS DISCUSS ABUSE
*LENNOX BIRD FIRM GOES INTERNATIONAL
XFACING MITCHELL NOT SO SCARY
^GRANDFATHER, WIFE FACE RAPE, SEX CHARGES
SDSU JOB OPENINGS AFTER DISMISSALS
REGENTS OFFER 2 FIRED ADMINISTRATORS TEACHING POSTS
NEXT TIME REGENTS SHOULD GO PUBLIC
SDSU ADMINISTRATORS' FUTURE UNCLEAR
2 SDSU OFFICIALS FACE UNCERTAIN FUTURE
2 ADMINISTRATORS OFFERED CONTRACTS
OUSTED DIRECTOR TAKES TEACHING POST
JANKLOW AGAINST DISMISSAL METHOD
LAWSUIT AGAINST REGENTS MAY BE SETTLED
OUT-OF-COURT IN PROFESSOR'S LAWSUIT
9(BALSA BECOMES BRIDGE MATERIAL
*VOTERS SHOULD REJECT INITIATIVE NUMBER 2
XBIAS, SELF-DOUBT BLOCK
36SIOUX VALLEY EXECUTIVE ADMITS SHE CAN SPIN THE YARN
KOERNER'S APPOINTMENT UPSETS SUPPORTERS
36REFEREE DIES AFTER COLLAPSE
SPORTS, LOVE OF PIERRE MAN'S LIFE
PHOTO OF FALLEN-REFEREE TASTELESS, INSENSITIVE (L)
3€QUARTERBACK'S INJURY DISAPPOINTMENT FOR SFC
KOLD FASHIONED HARVESTING BY USING MOTHER NATURE
FIREFIGHTER TO RUN FOR DISTRICT 15 HOUSE SEAT
56SF DEMOCRAT SEEKS HOUSE SEAT
^KEYSTONE MAN MASTERS ENGRAVING GUNS
RUSHMORE PROJECT QUESTIONABLE
XGUIDE KNOWS SECRETS OF PETTIGREW MUSEUM
KTREE LIT IN MAN'S MEMORY
36CITY COUPLE MAKE HOME ON BUSY STREET
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KOGEL SHERRY 8/2A/1991 C012
9/25/1991 coil
KOGLIN CRAIG 9/29/1989 A079
KOHLMEYER HENRY 5/31/1988 A019
KOHRT GEORGE 11/22/1991 B012
KOKENGE VINCE 2/17/1992 B012
KOKESH SHERRI 2/08/1988 B012
5/15/1988 C016
9/19/1988 C012
KOLAR BRADY 8/07/1988 B033
KOLB CLIFFORD 11/23/1989 A012
KOLB CONNIE 5/20/1990 C012
KOLB JIM 3/07/1982 EOll
KOLB MINA 6/23/1990 A052
KOLB STACEY 5/10/1988 B015
5/09/1989 B012
5/17/1989 D012
5/19/1990 D012
5/15/1990 D012
5/16/1990 D012
7/18/1990 D012
9/23/1991 B012
5/07/1991 B012
5/21/1991 B019
7/20/1992 C016
KOLB TODD 6/11/1990 B012
7/10/1990 D012
7/19/1990 B015
6/09/1991 B012
6/08/1991 B012
6/09/1991 B012
12/27/1991 D031
8/11/1992 coil
8/29/1992 C012
KOLBE JANE 7/26/1986 C021
KOLBE ROBERT 9/07/1982 B093
11/15/1983 A053
9/05/1989 C051
6/09/1989 coil
3/08/1985 BOll
7/05/1985 A099
3/18/1986 A051
8/18/1986 B013
10/21/1986 C012
9/05/1987 B012
5/30/1987 AlOl
10/13/1987 B012
9/28/1988 C012
10/23/1988 coil
11/09/1988 A081
1/18/1989 A015
8/27/1989 G031
10/06/1989 C012
7/28/1990 C031
10/03/1990 C033
9/27/1991 C016
5/19/1991 coil
5/15/1991 coil
5/18/1991 A083
12/23/1991 CG12
1/08/1992 coil
3/05/1992 B019
3/22/1992 A012
9/01/1992 coil
9/11/1992 C012
5/30/1992 D012
6/03/1992 A095
9/10/1992 DOll
10/01/1992 DOll
10/18/1992 AlOl
KOLBREK CONNIE 9/13/1989 coil
12/13/1989 B013
KOLBREK LOYAL 2/13/1988 A072
9/29/1988 B012
12/29/1989 NOll
KOLE ANDRE 9/26/1986 B022
KOLLER JEFF 8/12/1992 DOll
KOLLER TOM & BOB 1/28/1982 N191
XMONOPOLY TYCOON BREAKS FOES
WOMAN PLACES 7TH IN MONOPOLY TOURNEY
XWE HUNG THERE UPSIDE DOWN
XCAN'T TAKE THE COUNTRY OUT OF KOHLMEYER'S
XBISTRO IS A WORK OF ART, DREAMS
X68-YEAR-0LD STILL BOWLING
COMMITMENT GUIDES GOD'S CHILDREN
XKOKESH SEEKS CITY SEAT
*T0 FIND INDIAN FOR POSITION
5CK0LAR FINISHES SEASON WITH PERFECT NUMBERS
*OPEN BORDER AMAZES SOLDIER
36ABORTION, CHILD CARE TOP LIST OF CONCERNS
XSD SAVINGS AND LOANS SURVIVING
^'GENERATIONS' STARS VISIT TV STATION
3(K0LB, MADISON REIGN IN 3A GOLF
^KEEPING GRIPS ON GOLF TITLES
XKNIGHTS' KOLB WINS STATE GOLF TITLE
XPOSITIVE-MINDED KOLB READY TO DEFEND
3CK0LB CLASS OF 'A' ON OPENING DAY
^BOBCATS' BROTSKY TAKES 'A' GOLF TITLE
KEGAN TAKES FAMILIAR LEAD ROLE
XGUIDE ON THE COURSE
kKOLB, LINCOLN CAPTURE SIC GOLF TITLES
*KOLB, O'GORMAN 'A' GOLF LEADERS
XKOLB'S 72 WRAPS UP STATE TITLE
KOLB OVERCOMES MISCUES TO WIN TITLE
AMUNDSON, KOLB PLAYING FOR PLACE IN HISTORY
SF GOLFER NEARS 2ND STATE TITLE
KOLB SEEKS STROKE-PLAY TOURNEY REPEAT
68 PUTS KOLB IN GOLF LEAD
XKOLB TAKES SLIM LEAD INTO FINAL DAY
KOLB RECEIVES ROCKAFELLOW AWARD
kkolb enjoys us amateur experience
*KOLB RULES CITY GOLF WITH RECORD 207
JANKLOW NAMES CITY WOMAN STATE LIBRARIAN
^COMMISSIONERS CELEBRATE ANNIVERSARY
*OLD BOTTLES LURE TRIO TO PRIVIES
KRUNS FOR MINNEHAHA COUNTY COMMISSION
K4 CANDIDATES VIE FOR COUNTY BOARD
SOCIETY INVITES ALL COUNTY RESIDENTS
WATCHING THE CLOCK
3€TIME OF HIS LIFE
SF COLLECTORS FOCUS ON MEN BEHIND THE CAMERA
COUNTY BOOK OFFERS CHANCE TO MAKE HISTORY
KIT'S THAT TIME OF THE YEAR IN CLOCK SHOP
LOCAL BOOK OF EARLY DAKOTA PHOTOGRAPHERS
KFIRE LEAVES STRUCTURE'S FUTURE IN DOUBT
KLIVES OF FALLEN CITIES TOLD IN HISTORY BOOK
COMMISSION UNITY A MUST
O'CONNOR, KOLBE TOP COMMISSION CANDIDATES (ED)
KKOLBE POKES FUN AT COLLEGES' CRUSADE
KCOUNTY COMMISSION
KA CENTENNIAL PROJECT AT VALLEY SPRINGS REST AREA
KWALL LAKE CLEANUP COST TO INCREASE BY $7,000
KDREDGING WILL CLOSE EARLY FOR WINTER
KKOLB, OIEN CONSIDER MAYOR RACE
TO ANNOUNCE MAYORAL INTENTIONS
KOLBE, OIEN AREN'T RUNNING FOR MAYOR
KSHORTFALL IN FUNDS STALLING RESTORATION PLAN
KCOMMISSIONER EATS SPICY CABBAGE BEFORE BED
NEW CHAIRMAN OF COUNTY BOARD
HELP SOLVE CROWDED JAIL PROBLEM
KFUTURE OF WHS ADRIFT IN HESITATION
KKOLBE announces HE'LL SEEK 2ND TERM
KCITY CLINGS TO WASHINGTON PLAN
KMEET THE CANDIDATES
KNOONAN, KOLBE WIN IN COUNTY
KGEORGE BUSH SIGNS KOLBE'S SHIRT
COMPLETE SHIRT
COMMISSION NEEDS NEW PERSPECTIVES (ED)
JUDGE'S COMMENT UPSETS DIRECTOR
KINN DOCTOR KEPT THE FAITH
KMAN'S POETRY HAS RHYME 8 REASON
MEET READERS AT BOOK-SIGNING PARTY
KPRECIOUS MEMORIES HOW THEY LINGER
KILLUSIONIST MIXES MAGIC AND RELIGION
KWAKEFIELD SET TO MAKE NEW MEMORIES
KTHE KOLLER BROTHERS' WAY OF RAISING PIGS
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SUBJECT
KOLMER DIANE
KOLTERMAN PAUL
KOLTERMAN TRISH
KOM BARB
KOMMES TOM
KONDA FRANCIS
KONDERT WALTRAUT
KONECHNE JAMES
KONECHNE LOVIS
KONES KORNER
KONNENKAMP JOHN
KOOB IRENE
KOOB KATHRYN
KOOISTRA CLARENCE
KOOISTRA SCOTT
KOOL-AID STAND
KOON KAREN
KOON STACEY
KOOP C EVERETT
KOOP DAVE
KOOPMAN LEROY
KOOPMAN MARK
KOOPSMA RICHARD
KOPLOW BERNARD
KOPP JULIE
KOPPERUD HARMON
KOPPERUD JEAN
KOPPIEN BARB
KOPPIEN STEVE
KOR HANK
KOR RICHARD
KORCZAK ZIOLKOWSKI
KOREA SOUTH
KOREAN WAR
KORSLUND JEFFREY
KORTAN DARRELL
KORTAN KELLY
KORTAN LAVERNE
KORVES ROSS
KORZAN R P
KOSEL PUAL
KOSIBA LOUISE
KOSLOWSKI DENNIS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/26/1985 B021 JANKLOW NAMES KOLMER TO TELEVISION BOARD
2/05/1990 C052 *RURAL PROPERTY CATCHES COUPLE'S FANCY
2/05/1990 C052 9fRURAL PROPERTY CATCHES COUPLE'S FANCY
^/26/1991 A015 WOMAN GETS OFFER TO COACH BASKETBALL FOR MCCOOK BOYS
5/05/1991 A08I CHEERS TO SCHOOL FOR GIVING HER A CHANCE (ED)
5/05/1991 BOll SCHOOLS NEED MORE WOMEN COACHING BOYS
5/08/1991 A012 WOMAN REFUSES COACHING OFFER
5/18/1986 coil MADISON MAYOR RESIGNS 1 YR EARLY
8/04/1991 A012 CITIZENS GET THEIR DAY IN COURT EACH THURSDAY
1/18/1991 A012 seTO BOMB AND BEING BOMBED
6/28/1991 C014 INVENTOR OF BRAILLE DESK IS CONTEST FINALIST
1/03/1984 C012 56SOUTH DAKOTAN BECOMES PRIEST AT 74
2/07/1988 B061 KGUNS PUT CUSTOMERS IN DEALERS KORNER
2/23/1991 C015 JUDGE, GIRLS MEET IN DISPUTE
9/23/1987 A012 ^VICTIM WANTS TO PARTY WITH SUSPECTS
6/18/1983 BOll XKOOB--AMERICANS HAVEN'T FORGOTTEN
12/18/1990 B012 *KOOISTRA FINALLY WINS BIG ONE
5/05/1991 N164 *THIS COACH TEACHES DISCIPLINE
3/18/1992 coil 3CGARRETS0N TEACHER ANNOUNCES SENATE BID
5/02/1992 A103 ^GOVERNMENT REFORM NEEDED
9/14/1992 B021 CANDIDATE BIKING STATE FOR VOTES
7/25/1986 C021 HOPES TO PEG CRIBBAGE WIN
7/04/1990 C033 5CCRIBBAGE CHAMP PLAYS CARDS RIGHT
8/11/1990 C034 YANKTON MAN WINS CRIBBAGE CHAMPIONSHIP
6/13/1992 C012 *THIRSTY FOR BUSINESS
5/22/1992 C022 *WILDLIFE STUDY
5/19/1992 A061 OFFICER'S STUPID VIEWS SERVE PUBLIC CAUSE (ED)
9/21/1989 AlOl KOOP ON TARGET WITH EFFORTS (ED)
^^3/09/1982 A051 ^CHINESE PUPS PUT AN ODD WRINKLE
6/30/1982 B052 KOOPMAN FIRE CHIEF OF YEAR
10/16/1992 C012 5CY0UNG REFEREES STRUGGLE TO MOVE UP
4/17/1990 C015 COURTHOUSE TO CLOSE FOR KOOPSMA'S FUNERAL
10/31/1982 D021 ^WEAKNESS IS MYASTHENIC'S EVIDENCE OF DISORDER
11/08/1992 C025 GUILTY PLEA ENTERED IN MURDER ATTEMPT
12/20/1992 FOll WOMAN GETS 15 YEARS FOR ATTEMPTED MURDER
11/28/1982 B031 HARMON KOPERUD OLD SOLDIER'S MEMORIES
10/29/1988 A056 ^CLARINETIST BLENDS MUSIC, THEATER
2/10/1989 B016 WILL NOT BE BRINGING HER SHOW
2/19/1989 A093 ERROR CAUSES HURT FEELINGS (L)
5/01/1990 B012 3CCLASSICAL MUSICIAN AIMS HIGH
10/01/1987 C012 3CN0TE STIRS MEMORIES OF JFK
8/26/1992 C012 ROARING ENGINES CREATE GOOD VIBRATIONS
7/17/1990 C015 3€L0CAL CLIMBERS REACH MT RANIER'S SPIRITUAL FEELING
7/24/1991 C033 KCROP-DUSTER BUILDING OWN RUNWAY
5/01/1988 NlOl (SEC EE) XCRAZY HORSE SCULPTURE A PART OF ARTIST
4/27/1982 B021 BUSH REAFFIRMS US RESOLVE IN SOUTH KOREA (ED)
10/17/1983 B021 SOUTH KOREA TESTED BY BOMB TRAGEDY (ED)
11/19/1983 B021 AMERICAN GOOD DEEDS SHOW KOREA (ED)
5/09/1985fC013 TRIP SCARES, SOBERS GUARDSMEN
7/02/1987 A061 SHOULD ENCOURAGE CHANGE IN SOUTH KOREA (ED)
11/18/1987 B012 STATE'S INDUSTRY ASTONISHES KOREAN DELEGATION
4/24/1988 DOll KOREAN OFFICIALS TO VISIT STATE
5/12/1988 C012 EBUSINESS CLIMATE APPEALS TO KOREANS
8/24/1988 BOll SOUTH KOREAN OFFICIAL TO VIEW ECONOMY
9/12/1988 A081 SOUTH KOREA BIG WINNER (ED)
10/05/1988 AlOl *SEOUL DESERVES MEDAL FOR ITS PERFORMANCE (ED)
10/07/1988 A081 KOREANS SHOW THE ART OF KINDNESS
10/08/1988 A062 ^OLYMPIC ARTISTS TO VISIT
4/06/1989 C02I HYUNDAI CONSIDERS STATE'S GRAIN TRADE
12/28/1989 A061 SHOULD TAKE OVER ITS OWN DEFENSE (ED)
4/19/1992 B021 KOREA INVITES SD TO WORLD EXPOSITION
7/26/1988 A051 KTHE END OF A FORGOTTEN WAR
3/05/1991 BOll LENNOX MAN FACES ARRAIGNMENT TODAY
10/26/1988 C012 ^MARTIN DENIES ABANDONING TRUCK
12/15/1988 coil GROUP TO GIVE MONEY TO SURVIVOR
12/31/1989 N082 LEATHER, CHILD 'START NEW DREAM'
8/16/1988 A015 XYOUNG MOTHER SHOWED AMBITION
8/17/1988 B015 SCHOLARSHIPS STARTED IN VICTIM'S NAME
8/18/1988 A012 ^MANSLAUGHTER CHARGES IN FATAL 1-29 CRASH
9/03/1988 A071 KORTANS THANK THEIR SUPPORTERS (L)
11/07/1982 EOll 56THIS EXTENSION WORKER CAN TELL YOU EVERYTHING
3/08/1992 F012 3CEC0N0MIST--RURAL HOSPITALS NEED FOCUS
2/01/1989 C016 KIMBALL MAN PLANNING TO BUILD WAR MEMORIAL
10/07/1984 B061 kKOSEL COMPUTES WHAT OTHERS FEEL
4/17/1987 D013 ^COLLEGE TENNIS HELPS KOSIBA
6/18/1988 A012 SD BROTHERS WIN OLYMPIC BERTH
9/22/1988 A012 SD NATIVE WRESTLES A BRONZE
9/22/1988 D015 KBRONZE PLEASES DOLAND WRESTLER
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SUBJECT
KOSLOWSKI DENNIS
KOSLOWSKI DUANE
KOST DONOVAN
KOSTEL THOMAS
KOSTER JEANNE
KOSTER MEL
KOSTERS AL
KOSTERS HENRY
KOSTERS MARVIN
KOTAS MICHAEL
KOTH RAY
KOTHE MARTIN
KOTTEN LARRY
KOTTKE LEO
KOTVAL ROY
KOUBA ALBERT
KOUSTRUP STEVE
KOUTSOUMPAS JOHN
KOVACEVICH RICHARD
KOVARIK WENZEL
KPAT FM
KPLO FM
KRAAS JONATHAN
KRAEMER TOM
KRAFT DENNIS
KRAFT VINCE
KRALJIC JOSEPH
KRALL CHARLES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/26/1992 C013 ^KOSLOWSKI FACES CHAMP IN 1ST BOUT
7/27/1992 C012 *NATIVE KOSLOWSKI JOLTS DEFENDING OLYMPIC CHAMPION
7/28/1992 A012 *DOLAND NATIVE TO WRESTLE FOR GOLD TODAY
7/29/1992 C012 *0T LOSS HAS SILVER LINING
8/01/1992 AD81 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
12/10/1992 C016 ^OLYMPIAN GETS SD AWARD
12/31/1992 coil JfWRESTLER'S RETURN HAD SILVER LINING
5/09/1988 B012 ^WRESTLERS ON VERGE OF OLYMPIC BERTHS
9/21/1988 D032 XIN THE GRASP
9/22/1988 D015 J6BR0NZE PLEASES DOLAND WRESTLER
^/10/198A C051 TWO MEN ANNOUNCE CANDIDACY IN DISTRICT 16
3/20/1986 B021 KOST ANNOUNCES FOR DISTRICT 16 HOUSE SEAT
1/07/1989 coil REPLACEMENT NAMED FOR FMHA DIRECTOR
10/16/1991 D061 FMHA NAMES KOSTEL TEMPORARY DIRECTOR
10/29/1991 coil KOSTEL NAMED ACTING DIRECTOR OF FMHA
8/07/1989 A083 ^MATTHEW WRONG PERSON TO OVERSEE
8/09/1992 F022 KFREEMAN DUMPS TRASH TRADITION
12/21/1990 C012 3€A FEW GOOD PEN PALS WANTED
3/11/1990 C012 OFFICIAL--REORGANIZATION 'NOT PLEASANT*
10/2A/1990 coil NO VACANCY IN OFFICE--SUPERINTENDENT
A/05/1992 F031 CORSICA NATIVE NAMED TO US LABOR BUREAU
1/28/198A A012 MAN TIED TO DRUG PROBE FOUND DEAD
1/30/198A B015 PATIENTS DIDN'T DESERT KOTAS
1/31/198A B013 OFFICERS PIECING TOGETHER KOTAS' LAST NIGHT
2/01/198A C015 RESULTS OF DR KOTAS' AUTOPSY
2/02/198A coil DENTIST'S DEATH REMAINS A MYSTERY
2/03/198A DOIA OFFICIALS STUDY AMOUNT OF CARBON MONOXIDE
2/0A/198A B016 CORONER CALLS FOR INQUEST
^ 2/05/198A;B0A5 ALCOHOL INVOLVED IN KOTAS DEATH
2/07/198A BOll ^CORONER'S INQUEST INFREQUENT TOOL
2/09/198A coil 36INQUEST BEGINS TODAY
2/10/198A coil CARBON MONOXIDE KILLED KOTAS
2/16/198A C035 KOTAS DEATH INVESTIGATION CONTINUES TODAY
2/17/198A C013 ^LAWYER SAYS REUTTER WAS OFFERED IMMUNITY
2/17/1984 C031 OFFICIALS DON'T KNOW WHEN INQUEST WILL RESUME
2/28/1984 B014 KOTAS INQUEST RESUMES
2/29/1984 coil CONSIDERED SUICIDE BUT DIDN'T KILL HIMSELF
3/29/1984 A016 FRIEND SAYS KOTAS TALKED OF SUICIDE
4/06/1984 coil INQUEST JURORS DELIBERATE TODAY
4/07/1984 A012 JURY RULES SUICIDE IN KOTAS' DEATH
4/26/1984 coil KOTAS' JEEP WILL BE RETURNED TO FAMILY
8/01/1984 D015 KOTAS ESTATE SUES LAWYER IN LEGAL-FEE DISPUTE
11/07/1984 D031 LAWYER, KOTAS ESTATE AGREE ON LEGAL FEES
8/30/1986 B041 *HOMEMADE FAITH--NOTHING ARTIFICIAL
6/19/1982 B031 FIVE 50-YEAR LAWYERS HONORED BY ASSOCIATION
5/12/1989 C015 KTHIRD CANDIDATE MAKES BID FOR COMMISSION SEAT
5/24/1989 C015 3eRIVAL--HUNKING VOTED IN RESPONSE
6/10/1989 C012 KKOTTEN WANTS LOAN FUND FOR CITY
10/07/1991 A052 XNO LONGER JUST A GUITARIST
^^12/16/1991 C012 2 MILES BY FOOT, LONG DISTANCE BY PHONE
2/20/1992 C031 ND MAN CONVICTED IN TAX EVASION SCHEME
4/15/1992 C022 TAX PROTESTER GETS 40 MONTHS FOR PART IN TAX EVASION
8/02/1990 B062 OMAN'S HOBBY BLOSSOMS INTO BUSINESS
8/14/1987 C012 COOKING BEAN SOUP FOR SENATE
11/18/1990 DOll 56NORWEST PRESIDENT TO SPEAK AT MEETING
11/29/1990 D082 KBANK OFFICIAL--SF IN GOOD SHAPE
5/05/1990 C026 LAWSUIT FILED TO KEEP MAN OFF BALLOT
5/11/1990 C023 LEGISLATOR'S RE-ELECTION BID DERAILED
5/15/1990 B041 LAWMAKER TO RUN AS INDEPENDENT
8/07/1990 C012 *HOPEFULS FILE ON EVE OF DEADLINE
2/03/1992 B012 KTHE BOOGIE MAN
10/24/1992 B012 KKPAT GAG UPSETS LISTENER
10/29/1992 B012 KPAT CALL WAS CANNED SCRIPT
10/31/1992 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
3/11/1992 D081 GROUP WILL SELL RADIO STATION ASSETS
11/29/1992 B012 XO'GORMAN SENIOR FIRST PREP WINNER IN RACE HISTORY
5/03/1990 C012 KSTUDY IN THE SUN
1/20/1992 A012 ^CANDIDATES FOR SUPERINTENDENT OF SF SCHOOLS
1/20/1992 A041 ^BUDGET EXPERIENCE BENEFICIAL HERE
1/15/1991 A015 KCITY HONORS 2 CITIZENS
4/18/1991 A012 ^STRIKERS PLEASED WITH QUICK END
10/22/1986 B021 OPTOMETRIST FILES SUIT AGAINST FEDERAL JUDGE
10/28/1986 C045 JUDGE DELAYS START OF TAX-TRIAL TESTIMONY
10/29/1986 B015 JUDGE DENIES DOCTOR'S REQUEST
10/31/1986 C023 ^OPTOMETRIST FILED FALSE TAX RETURNS
11/01/1986 C021 PROSECUTION RESTS CASE IN TAX TRIAL
11/06/1986 C023 KRALL BELIEVED RETURNS WERE PROPER
11/07/1986 C012 JURY RETIRES WITHOUT VERDICT ON KRALL
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SUBJECT
KRALL CHARLES
KRALL KATHRYN
KRAMBECK DAVE
KRAMER ARVID
KRAMER ROBERT
KRANE ROBERT
KRANZ DAVID
KRANZ TIM
KRANZBURG SD
KRATOCHVIL PATTY
KRAUSE HERBERT
KRAUSE VIRSAL 8 MA
KRAUTH DAVE
KRAUTH DAVE 8 JULI
KRAUTH JULIE
KRAUTSCHUN HARVEY
KRCS FM
KREGER ROD
KREHBIEL KRAIG
KREISER DRUG
KREISER'S INC
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/08/1986 AG12 *KRALL FOUND GUILTY ON TAX CHARGES
1/13/1987 A012 *6-YEAR SENTENCE 'FAIR'
12/19/1987 C015 COURT UPHOLDS CONVICTION OF MITCHELL OPTOMETRIST
1/29/1988 C015 TAX EVADER ARRAIGNED IN PROBATION VIOLATION
2/10/1988 BOll KRALL GETS 3 YEARS FOR VIOLATION
2/10/1990 A012 WOMAN COULD GET JAIL OR JOB
3/30/1990 C023 DOCTOR CAN REAPPLY FOR LICENSE IN OCTOBER
A/07/1991 EOll PAROLED OPTOMETRIST FILES BANKRUPTCY
5/02/1989 A016 3 IN SD CHARGED IN BRIBES
8/03/1992 B012 *A LONG DAY'S RIDE
6/27/1982 BOIA *KRAMER LOVES BASKETBALL EUROPEAN RUNNING STYLE
5/10/1983 DOll KRAMER RETURNS TO THE FARM
6/2A/1988 DOll *AUGUSTANA PRODUCT GOES NUMBER 1
6/25/1988 B015 KRAMER--NBA NOT IN PLANS
11/09/1992 A012 ^COUNSELING HELPS KIDS COPE IN '90S
7/01/1990 A012 *LINCOLN 'BESET WITH TRAGEDY'
12/30/198A C021 DAD QUITS FARMING
8/18/1985 AlOl MAY NEVER BE THE SAME BECAUSE OF STRIKE
9/13/1987 COAA KRANZ NAMED JOURNALIST OF THE YEAR
10/18/1987 Alll MEDIA MAY TAKE CLOSER LOOK
12/13/1987 A083 MCCARTHY CAMPAIGN EYE-OPENER
2/26/1988 A053 *KRANZBURG'S PIONEER WOULD BE PROUD
A/24/1988 A105 KRANZ ERRS ON PHONE ISSUE CD
5/08/1988 Alll MEETING BASEBALL KING
8/19/1988 A0A2 QUAYLE DILEMMA STEALS STAGE
12/18/1988 A091 XIT'S EASY TO BE HUMBLE
12/25/1988 A093 *MUCH MORE THAN PRETTY PICTURE
2/12/1989 Alll EVALUATE LAWMAKERS WHEN LEGISLATURE OVER CD
2/13/1989 A08A COLUMN NEEDS EXPLANATION CD
2/14/1989 A082 DON'T PLAY ERMA BOMBECK CD
12/06/1989 A132 KRANZ DECEIVES PUBLIC CD
1/21/1990 A081 MICKELSON NEEDS HEART-TO-HEART TALK
2/25/1990 Alll COVERAGE IS SELECTIVE CD
3/04/1990 A091 SINCLAIR, DEBATE GIVE CAMPAIGN NEW TWISTS
3/25/1990 A091 JANKLOW'S INFLUENCE IS APPARENT
4/08/1990 A083 *PRESSLER, MUENSTER DEBATE CAMPAIGN PURITY
5/06/1990 EEOl *THE NEXT SD LIFESTYLE
6/20/1990 A104 KRANZ'S POLITICAL ANALYSIS FAULTY CD
6/20/1990 A104 KRANZ'S POLITICAL ANALYSIS FAULTY CD
8/19/1990 A103 3CSD GAINING GARBAGE-DUMP IMAGE
9/16/1990 A123 *SAMUELSON HAS CHANCE TO WIN
9/23/1990 A103 3€BUTLER MIGHT SIDESTEP BARNETT
10/21/1990 A103 KBAD STRATEGY PLAGUES MUENSTER
10/28/1990 Alll 3€WELLST0NE SURGE HURTS MUENSTER FINANCES
11/04/1990 A103 KBACKLASH AGAINST INCUMBENTS WON'T BE FELT
11/07/1990 A051 ^NARROW VICTORY SIGN OF WANING POPULARITY
11/11/1990 A091 SELECTION PRODUCES GOOD, BAD, UGLY MOMENTS
11/18/1990 A091 3€PAISLEY COULD HAVE PIVOTAL VOTES IN '91
11/25/1990 A091 *FEUD BETWEEN PRESSLER, DASCHLE TO ESCALATE
12/09/1990 A091 KGOP REDISTRICTING CONTROL MAY CREATE
12/23/1990 A071 KMORE DEMOCRATS HEADACHES FOR MICKELSON
12/30/1990 A091 THIS COLUMN COMES TO AN END
2 /30/1990 A091 ^COLUMN COMES TO AN END
3/03/1991 A091 EMOTIONS DRAINED EN ROUTE TO ABORTION BILL DEATH
10/26/1991 BOll XHEROICS MAKE 'AVERAGE GUY' SERIES STAR
11/10/1991 A091 DEMOCRATS--A FEELING THEY CAN TOPPLE BUSH
2/02/1992 A081 POLITICAL FIELD CAN SHIFT IN A FLASH
2/16/1992 A096 COMMENT ON GOP ILL-INFORMED, MEAN-SPIRITED CD
11/20/1988 A103 ^KILLING BROUGHT DOWN DREAM
2/26/1988 A053 XKRANZBURG'S PIONEER WOULD BE PROUD
2/23/1990 C021 SCHOOL BOARD PRESIDENT PLANS A SECOND BID
12/07/1985 A083 XGLORY OF LOCAL WRITER CYEAGER)
9/04/1988 C091 CONCESSION COUPLE TO END 18-YEAR REIGN
5/22/1987 C033 XKRAUTH PLANS MOVE FROM TRI-VALLEY
5/11/1989 BOll KRAUTH DUO BRINGS TALENT TO AUGUSTANA
12/08/1987 D013 XSOFTBALL DIAMOND KRAUTH'S BEST FRIEND
7/07/1991 BOll KKRAUTH HURT BY GEOGRAPHY IN PAN-AM TRIAL
12/17/1991 B012 XKRAUTH MAKES AUGIE TEAM NUMBER 1
3/16/1992 B016 AUGUSTANA'S KRAUTH SITS OUT SOFTBALL
6/30/1992 A015 3eRESTRICTI0NS UPHELD ALREADY LAW IN SD
12/11/1983 C043 STATION'S COUNTRY MUSIC MOVES OVER FOR OPERA
10/01/1983 B031 FORMER GOVT ADMINISTRATOR DIES
8/06/1987 C012 seCITY HONORS FIREFIGHTER
6/24/1992 C012 ^IMPORTANT LESSON
3/14/1986 C033 STATE FINES DRUG STORE $19,700
11/23/1989 C015 JURY AWARDS $1 2 MILLION OVER FIRING
11/05/1991 C012 RETRIAL STARTS IN SUIT PITTING SON VS FATHER
11/14/1991 C012 SON GETS MILLION IN TERMINATION CASE
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KREITZER JACK
KRELL BILL S DAVE
KREMER ILLA
KRENZ BRYCE
KREUZER MAURICE
KRIBELL MIKE
KRIER LORI
KRIER STEVE
KRIESE ROBERT
KRINGEN BEN
KRINGEN GIB
KRISLE KENNETH
KRISTOFFERSON KRIS
KROCHOCK BONNIE
KROCKER SUSAN
KROEGER ERNIE
KROEGER GARY
KROEGER JEAN
KROEGER-WILLIAM /
KROES JEANETTE
KROG NICOLE
KROGER ALAN
KROGER RAY
KROGH MAXINE
KROGMAN BEV
KROGMAN DEAN
KROGMAN ROGER & MA
KROGSTAD ORDELL
KROLL CHARLES
KROLL JAMES
KROMMENHOEK DAVID
KROPUENSKI DAVID
KRSD FM
KRSS AM
KRUEGER HARLAN
KRUEGER HAROLD
KRUEGER JANE
KRUEGER JODY
KRUEGER TOM
DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/23/1991 B015 DWORDS OF WISDOM
6/30/1991 E012 *KRELLS RELISH THE WORLD OF CAR SALES
6/15/1987 B013 KWORK, GOLF GO HAND IN HAND
8/15/1992 A012 PAIR BREAKS MARITAL TRADITION
12/03/1987 C012 KA GLASS MENAGERIE
7/08/1983 DOll KRIBELL THINKING OF STATE TOURNEY INSTEAD OF TWINS
6/25/1989 B0I2 KWORD 'TOMBOY' IS IN DANGER
3/23/1982 B012 *0'G0RMAN NAMES NEW HEAD BASKETBALL COACH
4/26/1987 BOll KRIER GIVES NO LESS THAN BEST
8/09/1991 C031 BROOKINGS MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN STABBING
1/23/1991 D102 56WAR STALLS CATTLE EXPANSION BID
8/24/1985 coil 360LD MACDONALD HAS A BARN
6/11/1985 C031 RANCHER ASKS JUDGE TO RELEASE HIM FROM JAIL
6/12/1985 C043 JAILED RANCHER RELEASED AFTER SILENCE IN COURT
6/20/1985 C021 RANCHER LOSES ANOTHER ROUND
8/21/1985 C033 ONCE-JAILED RANCHER TO GET MORE HEARINGS
10/22/1985 B034 JAILED FOR CONTEMPT, RANCHER FASTS
10/26/1985 C035 JUDGE WON'T FREE RANCHER
11/05/1985 B034 RANCHER'S LAWYER RELEASED FROM JAIL
11/06/1985 B061 RANCHER FREED FROM JAIL
11/09/1985 C015 RANCHER TURNS IN MONEY
11/10/1990 C014 KKRISTOFFERSON TO PERFORM AT BENEFIT
11/01/1989 B012 XARTS ADMIRER BAKES GOODS FOR SYMPHONY
10/07/1984 DOll KQUINTET OPENS WITH 2 NEW MUSICIANS
4/04/1983 A012 ^PRICES FINE FOR FARMER WITH NO DEBT
12/23/1982 BOll ^lOWA NATIVE GOES FROM POOR S HAPPY
2/16/1982 C021 KKROEGER HELPED BUILD BOYS AND STRUCTURES (ED)
>6/17/1982 C091 KPRIEST FOUND CALLING IN MEDICINE
4/02/1989 FOll MEDICAL WORK OFFERED VILLAGE BOOM PERIOD
11/09/1991 C012 KA MUSICAL STATEMENT
7/04/1988 C012 FIREWORKS REVIVE VICTIM'S PLEA FOR CAUTION
7/08/1982 D012 KFIRE LEAVES RACE DRIVER ALAN KROGER TERRIFIED
11/30/1989 B012 ^'TERROR SPOT' AMONG FEARED AREAS
4/28/1985 N041 X(HEALTH) CANCER HASN'T SLOWED HER COMMITMENT
6/07/1989 C021 ^WRITER ALWAYS KNEW SHE COULD
6/08/1989 C031 *ADDY-WINNER MAXINE KROGH DIES
9/26/1983 B013 *COLMAN PAPER IS 1-WOMAN OPERATION
7/13/1984 coil LAWMAKER RESIGNS JOB IN HOUSE
1/18/1986 C021 REGENT ADMISSION RULES PROMPT KROGMAN BILL
11/22/1989 C021 KROGMAN RESIGNS FROM STATE HOUSE
9/26/1988 A014 *LONE TREE GONE, BUT TOWN BRANCHES OUT
7/18/1990 A012 36FEEDLOT GROWTH IMPERILED
9/01/1987 C023 *MITCHELL MAN APPEALS TAX CONVICTIONS
3/23/1984 coil KCITY ADMINISTRATION IS TOO BIG
4/05/1984 C012 XKROLL SAYS VARIED BACKGROUND STANDS OUT
6/13/1985 coil RESIDENT ANNOUNCES HE'LL RUN FOR MAYOR
6/28/1985 A081 ^SPECIAL INTERESTS TRYING TO HOLD ON TO CITY HALL
7/03/1985 A081 WRITER DISTORTS FACTS ABOUT BOARD CHANGE (L)
3/27/1986 B015 EX-MAYORAL CANDIDATE KROLL SOUGHT BY POLICE
6/12/1989 C015 MAN THINKS 'DEAD' MIA IS PRISONER
10/03/1991 coil MAN IS CHARGED WITH SELLING DRUGS AT WHITTIER FIELD
10/08/1991 C012 MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO DRUG CHARGES
1/22/1992 C016 PURSE THIEF IS GOING TO PRISON
6/16/1984 coil PUBLIC RADIO STATION RECEIVES CALL LETTERS
8/03/1985 C015 FM STATION TO AIR CALL-IN SHOW ON DOWNTOWN
3/08/1992 FOll GOVERNOR, LAWMAKERS TO DISCUSS SESSION
2/04/1982 BOll 56WISE GUY RADIO JOCK TRIES TO CRACK AM
5/08/1982 B015 WINNER OF RADIO CONTEST IS PAID 2 MONTHS LATE
5/08/1982 B023 KRSS PRIZE BROUGHT A JOYOUS CHRISTMAS CD
5/14/1982 C023 FINE'S KRSS RADIO ARTICLE QUESTIONED (L)
9/18/1982 C044 EX-RADIO STATION EMPLOYEE FILES LAWSUIT
12/03/1982 coil VANDALISM-THEFT TAKES RADIO OFF AIR
1/28/1984 B031 BANK CAN SEIZE KRSS EQUIPMENT
2/13/1984 C012 KRSS GOES OFF AIR TEMPORARILY
5/22/1984 C031 JUDGE GIVES WAGES TO KRSS EMPLOYEES
5/02/1991 A072 ^FAMILY GOES TO GREAT LENGTHS FOR BICYCLING
4/28/1985 N031 XCCULTURE) INVESTED EARLY IN PRECIOUS METAL
4/27/1986 N061 (RETAIL) *HER REPUTATION IN CONSTRUCTION BUSINESS
5/09/1986 A104 WHOLE STORY WASN'T TOLD (L)
5/29/1986 A103 OPPONENTS WRONG IN POLITICAL ATTACKS (L)
4/22/1992 coil MAN IS CHARGED WITH RAPING 14-YEAR-OLD
8/04/1992 BOll MAN GETS 12 YEARS IN STATUTORY RAPE
3/16/1982 C041 KKRUEGER TO SEEK STATE SENATE SEAT
3/28/1982 FOll 5CREAGAN SUPPORTERS STILL KEEP THE FAITH
5/27/1982 D015 KRUEGER LEADS CANDIDATES IN SPENDING
1/20/1984 coil BARS WOULD NOT BE LIABLE
1/26/1984 C013 DRAM BILL PUTS BLAME ON DRINKER
2/15/1984 D014 TO REVIVE BILL GIVING BARTENDERS IMMUNITY
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KRUEGER TOM
KRUG JUDITH
KRUGER ARLYN
KRUGER BRITTANIE
KRUGER STEVE
KRUGER TRAVIS
KRULL JAKE
KRULL KEVIN
KRUML DONALD
KRUMM BLAIR
KRUMM WALLY
KRUMME RICHARD
KRUMRIE LEONARD
KRUMVIEDA ROGER
KRUSE BRAD
KRUSE DENISE S DUA
KRUSE DICK
KRUSE DOROTHY
KRUSE MARLIN
,KRUSE TYLER j
KRUST \/ERN°^8^EMILY
KRUTHOFF JENNY
KRYGER LILLIAN
KRYGER THEODORE
KRZYZOPOLSKI AL
KSFY TV
KSOO AM
KTTW TV
KTWB FM
KU KLUX KLAN
KUBAL PHYLLIS
KUBISZEWSKI RICHAR
KUCA MARK 8 ANGELI
KUCERA JANE
KUCERA TOM
KUCK CHARLES
KUCK DON
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/05/198A C032 CANDIDATES FIGHT OVER CAMPAIGN AD
1/31/1985 C0I3 XKRUEGER CALLS DRAM SHOP LAW UNJUST
8/24/1985 A012 STATE BLOCKS ROAD BID FROM EX-SENATOR
4/12/1986 C015 XCOURT CITES LAWMAKER LINK, BARS CONTRACTS
5/23/1986 A085 KRUEGER GAINS FROM LAW ABUSE (L)
2/24/1984 C031 FOUNDATION FILES PAPERS TO DISMISS SUIT
2/09/1987 A012 XCITY MAN CASHES IN ON LUCKY 13
12/08/1992 D012 *SURGERY 'SAVES LITTLE ANGEL'
5/25/1985 C0I3 KDESMET MAN LIVES BY THE CUTTING EDGE
9/25/1988 A012 36PARENTS HAUNTED BY LOADED QUESTION
4/07/1982 B031 KRULL--10 YEARS IN LEGISLATURE ENOUGH
7/08/1984 E015 FORMER SENATOR WILL MANAGE INSURANCE FIRM
1/08/1989 A091 KKRULL, WOSTER WOULD SCARE INCUMBENTS
8/31/1989 D061 KRULL TO BE PRESIDENT OF FARMERS UNION
4/23/1986 D014 KKRULL'S POWER HITTING FUELS COUGARS
11/21/1990 D075 SOUTH DAKOTAN BUYS YANKTON'S GURNEY SEED
6/11/1984 A012 5CTEEN-AGER RESTORES ABANDONED CEMETERY
9/19/1989 A016 IT WAS 'JUST ANOTHER DAY'
4/01/1987 B012 3CG0 AGAINST THE GRAIN, SPEAKERS TELL FARMERS
4/02/1987 C014 ^DIFFERENT IS DESIRABLE, FARM EDITOR SAYS
10/16/1991 B012 *A PRIZE IN THE POT
5/05/1985 C051 JeBENDING IS HIS GAME
5/27/1990 B015 KDE SMET SPRINTER WINS DUEL
12/27/1990 B012 *KRUSE RUNS AND JUMPS WAY TO PREP HONOR
5/09/1989 A012 ^TECHNOLOGY DELIVERS TWINS TO SF COUPLE
5/04/1986 coil ^COLLECTORS WAX ELOQUENT ABOUT MODEL A'S
12/31/1984 A051 ^TOUCHED THOUSANDS OF LIVES
6/08/1987 C012 IOWA MAN'S PLAN DOESN'T INCLUDE DYING
7/30/1991 A052 *LOCAL BOY BEGINS TREATMENT
"5/29/1990 D031 KLOCAL COUPLE PEDALS NEW BIKING IMAGE
7/19/1992 C012 3fA DELICATE BALANCE
12/15/1982 A013 3€SF WOMAN SAYS PET A JAILBIRD AT ZOO
11/26/1992 C021 OFFICIAL PAYS FINE FOR SPEEDING, RACING
7/05/1987 D015 *NEW PASTOR COMING HOME TO CATHEDRAL
8/04/1987 A014 *SF PRIEST SIDES WITH STRIKERS
2/05/1989 FOll ^LEAVING THE LIMELIGHT BEHIND
12/24/1982 B033 'EYEWITNESS NEWS' MAKES GAINS
9/24/1983 B021 THANKS TO KSFY-TV FOR SENSITIVITY (L)
7/24/1984 B035 BRIAN BJERKE TO JOIN KSFY TELEVISION STAFF
1/27/1986 BOll TO CHANGE STATE'S VIEWING HABITS
4/30/1986 B021 BJERKE NAMED NEWS DIRECTOR AT KSFY-TV
5/03/1988 D012 REPORTER QUITS POSITION AT KSFY-TV
9/30/1988 coil CLELAND REPLACES LIBOW AT KSFY-TV
12/23/1988 C015 TWO REPORTERS LEAVE TELEVISION STATION
1/11/1989 A083 ERPENBACH'S STORY UNFAIR TO KSFY-TV
1/24/1989 coil KSFY REPLACES SPORTS ANCHORS
1/29/1989 coil KSFY TO BEGIN MORNING SHOW
3/12/1989 F012 *NEWS TEAMS STRESS LOOKS, PERSONALITY
4/07/1989 BOll DESOUSA TO LEAVE LOCAL ABC AFFILIATE
9/08/1989 A015 KSFY TO AIR NCC FOOTBALL, BASKETBALL
3/08/1990 C016 ROONEY LEAVING KSFY-TV
8/14/1990 B041 KSFY-TV TO BROADCAST FOUR COYOTE BALLGAMES
11/05/1990 A063 KSFY NEWS TEAM INCITED STUDENTS (L)
11/06/1990 C015 KSFY-TV HAS NEW MANAGER
6/30/1991 C012 ^AMBULANCE STORY BEHIND RESIGNATION
7/13/1991 A083 FREEDOM OF THE PRESS SULLIED BY TV DISMISSAL (L)
8/17/1991 C015 KSFY FILMING RAISES DOUBTS
1/31/1992 C012 ROONEY FILLS KSFY POSITION TEMPORARILY
5/23/1992 D012 NEWS DIRECTOR KEN WALKER LEAVES KSFY
10/01/1992 A081 KSFY WORKER THANKED FOR GOING EXTRA MILE CD
4/20/1989 A012 KSOO OWNER FINDS BUYER FOR EMPIRE
10/02/1990 B066 *NEW OWNERS TAKE OVER AT KSOO
9/08/1991 F012 ^NEW KIDS ON THE DIAL
5/08/1992 coil KTTW-TV POWER STRNGTHENED 10 TIMES
6/23/1991 C012 *KTWB-FM TUNED OUT BY LIGHTNING STRIKE
9/19/1991 A012 96TREASURE DIDN'T MEASURE UP, KTWB DISAGREES
3/28/1992 C012 ^ANNOUNCERS SET SILLINESS STANDARD
10/29/1989 FOIl KLAN'S HATE CAMPAIGN FELT IN SD
12/03/1983 B021 STUDENTS COULDN'T AFFORD TO GO ELSEWHERE
3/11/1992 C012 LIQUOR LICENSE OK'D FOR FORMER BALTIC CORNER
1/25/1992 A052 *COUPLE STARTS PLANS FOR RETIREMENT IN 20'S
12/03/1992 B021 TYNDALL WOMAN, 61, ENTERS INNOCENT PLEA
6/20/1991 B065 FLANDREAU NATIVE WILL LEAD DEVELOPMENT GROUP
4/26/1990 C025 MAN CHARGED IN RAPE HAS MAY 1 COURT DATE
5/03/1990 C025 ACCUSED RAPIST KUCK SAYS HE'S NOT GUILTY
10/28/1983 BOll DON KUCK WANTS MAYOR JOB
1/21/1984 B031 CAMPAIGN WON'T TAKE BIG DONATIONS
3/01/1984 C031 *T0 RID DOWNTOWN OF PARKING METERS, MALL
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KUCK DON
KUCK TOM
KUEHL AL
KUEHL MIKE
KUEHN AL
KUEHN CURTIS
KUEHN JAMES
KUETER DAVID
KUETER MARICARROL
KUETER STEVE
KUETZLE GIL
KUHLE JOHN S JULIA
KUHLER DEB
KUHLMAN DAVID
KUHLMEIER DEAN
KUHNERT LARRY
KUHNS GARY
KUHNS KATIE
KUIPER DUANE
KUJAWA RHONDA
KUKUK IVAN
KULHAVY KAREL
KULHAVY ROBERT
KULHAVY TAMI
KUMM DORIS
KUNDERT ALICE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/14/1984 D042 KUCK SAYS MEETING VIOLATED SPIRIT OF LAW
3/24/1984 C0I4 KKUCK NOTES NINES FAILURE TO FILE
3/29/1984 C051 KUCK CRITICIZES BLOCK II INCENTIVE PACKAGE
3/30/1984 B035 LAUGH METERS INDICATE A LANDSLIDE
4/06/1984 C0I2 X'THOSE PEOPLE KNOW ME, THEY TRUST ME'
4/07/1984 B031 KUCK WANTS STREETS UNDER ALL COMMISSIONERS
4/14/1984 C013 KUCK ENDORSES WHITE FOR MAYOR
3/06/1986 C015 KUCK TO RUN FOR CITY SEAT
3/07/1986 coil KUCK FOR SPOT ON CITY COMMISSION
6/19/1986 A015 8TH-PLACE FINISHER MAY CHALLENGE COUNT
6/21/1986 A012 3€KUCK SUES OVER HUNKING ELECTION WIN
6/26/1986 A081 SCORE ONE FOR KUCK (ED)
6/26/1986 C053 KUCK CHARGES 2 WITH ELECTION CONSPIRACY
10/30/1986 C021 KUCK TO BE TARGET OF YUCKS AT ROAST OF GUARD
3/20/1983 B041 KKUCK LEAVING STATE GF&P JOB
6/20/1991 B062 ^GETTING A FILLUP
9/01/1991 B015 *KUEHL CHASES DREAM WHILE STAYING CLEAN
10/31/1983 C012 ^VOLUNTEER HISTORIAN SPREADS HOBBY
1/13/1983 C061 THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM BANKS ON HIM
5/15/1985 C072 *USD HONORS LOCAL BUSINESSMEN
9/12/1986 C021 EDITORS HONORED FOR CONTRIBUTION TO JOURNALISM
4/23/1992 C031 UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT, EDITOR TO BE HONORED
7/09/1984 BOll ORDINATION BY POPE WAS THRILLING MOMENT
10/15/1990 B012 'ARGUS' ANNOUNCES NEW EDITORS
8/09/1983 B012 9CBURNS RESIGNS AS O'GORMAN COACH
4/26/1987 CCll ^LESSON PLANS, GAME PLANS
12/13/1988 D013 ^TALENTED KNIGHTS TURN KUETER INTO WINNER
5/31/1992 D012 ^CANDIDATE TARGETS RECORD OF OPPONENT
12/01/1992 A014 ^HUSBAND, WIFE DIE HOURS APART
12/03/1986 B021 36STENSLAND, KUHLER CONFIRMED AS WINNERS
7/13/1983 DOll KUHLMANS HELP JASPAR FASTPITCH TEAM
2/10/1985 B081 XHE'S RETIRED FROM JOB
8/10/1991 C016 INJURED MAN SUES MORRELL FOR $11 MILLION
11/07/1982 D021 *EDUCATION, RECREATION STRIKE BALANCE AT BOY'S CLUB
11/07/1984 coil XKUHNS IS PARTISAN TO THE CORE
8/18/1985 B031 *SD MEN REMEMBER PLAYERS BEFORE THEY HIT BIG LEAGUES
1/12/1986 BOll KUJAWA IS PLEASANT FIND FOR BRIAR CLIFF
8/19/1988 D072 ^MECHANIC PUTS ON BRAKES AFTER 44 YEARS
1/26/1986 EOll *BALTIC MAN PATENTS TOILET ALARM
12/11/1985 BOll KMAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO MURDER
9/28/1991 C031 XCOLMAN GIRL CHOSEN FOR NATIONAL BOARD
1/24/1984 coil KUMM MOVES TO STOP NUCLEAR WASTE DISPOSAL
3/22/1988 C021 WATERTOWN LEGISLATOR WON'T RUN AGAIN
10/10/1990 C033 KKELLOGG, KUMM AGREE ON A LOT
4/15/1982 D031 VOLK, KUNDERT TO DECIDE CANDIDACY
4/22/1982 D045 ^KUNDERT TO RUN AGAIN
4/23/1982 B053 KNOBODY PUSHES ALICE AROUND
5/28/1982 C015 KUNDERT IS DOING OK, DEMOCRATS SAY
8/14/1982 C032 *0H DEER--IT WAS FRIDAY THE 13TH
9/26/1982 B051 KKUNDERT'S STILL A TEEN-AGE REPUBLICAN AT HEART
10/08/1982 C016 KUNDERT BEATS RAP ON SPEEDING CHARGE
10/13/1982 C023 ^SECRETARY OF STATE CANDIDATES
10/19/1982 C021 XARGUS RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 6 TOP SD POSITIONS (ED)
5/03/1983 BOll 5fMAN LOSES NOTARY COMMISSION
8/05/1983 C035 KUNDERT ADMONISHES PEOPLE WHO DON'T VOTE
8/27/1983 coil KUNDERT MAY RUN FOR CONGRESS OR GOVERNOR
10/22/1983 B023 KUNDERT REFUTES NEWSMAKER (L)
12/10/1983 C041 KKUNDERT SAYS TAIWAN TRIP WAS WORTHWHILE
1/17/1984 C043 KPUNDITS RELISH IN KUNDERT ROAST
1/21/1984 B013 *3 OF 4 PETITIONS NEAR REQUIREMENT
1/26/1984 B035 KUNDERT TO SPEAK TO STUDENTS
2/10/1984 C014 kKUNDERT EAGER TO PUT NAME INTO RACE
4/04/1984 D051 3«DEADLINE FOR PRIMARY FILING ARRIVES
4/29/1984 C092 ^LEGISLATIVE CANDIDATES REPRESENT VARIETY OF FIELDS
7/17/1984 B015 KUNDERT ELECTED TO SECRETARIES OF STATE BOARD
8/17/1984 C013 KUNDERT CHARGES DASCHLE
8/18/1984 B031 VOTER-REGISTRATION ISSUE SURPRISES AUDITOR
12/05/1984 D012 RECOMMENDS PROCEDURES TO BROOKINGS COUNTY
1/12/1985 C033 KUNDERT WANTS TOUGHER LOBBYIST LAWS
3/17/1985 Alll KPACK OF GOVERNOR CANDIDATES
4/14/1985 EOll *KUNDERT--DON'T FORGET HUMOR
4/19/1985 coil KUNDERT TO SAY TODAY IF SHE'LL RUN FOR GOVERNOR
4/20/1985 coil K'I'M DIPPING INTO RUN FOR GOVERNOR'
4/28/1985 A016 KUNDERT--COMPACT VOTE IS IN LIMBO
5/01/1985 B012 NUKE GROUP DANGLES THREAT BEFORE KUNDERT
7/24/1985 BOll KUNDERT LIKES NEW CONCEALED HANDGUN RULES
8/11/1985 AlOl *GOP CANDIDATES FOR GOVERNOR
11/09/1985 coil KUNDERT FOR BIG NUCLEAR VOTE TURNOUT
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KUNDERT ALICE
KUNDERT GUST
KUNKEL BOB
KUNKEL SHIRLEY
KUNKLE LILLIE
KUNSTLER WILLIAM
KUPER DAVE S MARY
KUPER ORLIN
KUPER PHILLIP
KURALT CHARLES
KURDS
KURLE MORRIS
KURTENBACH AL
KURTENBACH LISA
.KURTZ SHERRY
KUSD AM
KUSEK EDWARD
KUSSOW JIM S TRUDY
KUTAYLI FARID
KUTZLER BUZZ
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/12/1985 B021 KUNDERT SETS NEWS CONFERENCE FOR THURSDAY
11/15/1985 COAl KUNDERT TO HOST RADIO BROADCASTS
12/12/1985 C02A ^COUNTIES SUGGEST ELECTION REFORMS
1/01/1986 BOll ^eWE FIRMLY RESOLVE TO
1/10/1986 C015 XKUNDERT--GAME WOULD OUTSHINE STATEMENT
2/01/1986 COAl KUNDERT TO ANNOUNCE POLITICAL PLANS SUNDAY
2/03/1986 C013 XKUNDERT FORMALLY ENTERS RACE
3/03/1986 C013 REPUBLICANS OFFER A WELL-KNOWN CANDIDATES
3/0A/1986 C021 KUNDERT CALLS FOR MORE COLLEGE FREEDOM
3/20/1986 BOll *GOP CANDIDATES TRADE BARBS
A/03/1986 C016 GOVERNOR CANDIDATES TAKE STANDS
A/17/1986 C03A KUNDERT TO SEEK LEGAL OPINION ON REPEALED LAWS
A/26/1986 C013 KUNDERT MAILING DRAWS MIXED REVIEWS
5/2A/1986 A085 KUNDERT WON'T LEAD US ASTRAY (L)
5/28/1986 C035 KUNDERT WON'T TRY FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
10/11/1986 C015 ^REGISTRATION AID NO HELP, OFFICIAL SAYS
11/10/1986 C012 3CKUNDERT LOOKS AT LIFE AFTER PIERRE
1I/2I/I986 coil 3€SD LEADS NATION IN VOTER TURNOUT
1/07/1987 A061 3€STATE SHOULDN'T WASTE GOOD SKILLS (ED)
1/09/1987 C012 XKUNDERT TO FILL BICENTENNIAL PROMOTION JOB
2/21/1987 C012 3«KUNDERT STIRS UP STUDENT INTEREST
11/10/1987 COIA ^PROMOTER STIRS UP STATE PRIDE
3/22/1989 C016 EX-STATE OFFICER DAZZLES CHILDREN WITH PAST
A/05/1989 coil DAKOTA STATE HONORS MASHEK, KUNDERT
5/21/1989 A151 *GIVES THOUSANDS TASTE OF STATE'S HERITAGE
10/15/1989 C015 ^TRAVELING TEACHER GIVES LESSONS TO KIDS
10/22/1989 A061 XBIAS, SELF-DOUBT BLOCK
12/01/1989 COAl KKUNDERT VOWS NOT TO 'SIT STILL'
1/22/1990 B026 SELBY LAWMAKER WANTS KUNDERT TO SEEK SEAT
12/10/1990 COAl KUNDERT MOVES BACK INTO POLITICAL ARENA
1/22/1991 C033 XFEISTY KUNDERT CARRYING ON FAMILY TRADITION
5/12/1982 C012 SECRETARY OF STATE KUNDERT'S BROTHER WINS DRAW
9/I2/I98A DOAl OFFICE MERGER HASN'T SAVED MONEY
I/IA/I985 C032 WANTS SCHOOL ENROLLMENT RULE ELIMINATED
2/25/1983 B05A A MAN OF MANY HATS
A/29/198A NOAl KCSECTION A) THE SHOW MUST GO ON AT THE ARENA
11/20/1987 B016 3€KINKEL SAYS HE'S AGAINST VIOLENCE, NOT CONCERTS
3/08/1992 F012 *HOW'D YOU DO THAT
7/29/1985 A071 KFORMER TEACHER STILL APPLE OF MANY EYES
8/20/1985 C025 KUNSTLER--LAWMAKERS BACK PELTIER'S REQUEST
1/22/1992 coil HUMAN RIGHTS ADVOCATE WILL SPEAK AT SDSU
A/21/1991 N161 ^TOWNHOUSE SIMPLIFIES FAMILY'S LIFE--WITHOUT GUILT
3/02/1986 EOll ENGINEER HONORED FOR ENERGY-SAVING DESIGN
1/12/1991 A055 *BOY SCOUT PLANS TO GET LAUGHTER
2/28/1986 C013 *DETOUR LEADS KURALT TO SIOUX FALLS
9/1A/1987 coil CBS REPORTER TO VISIT SIOUX FALLS
lO/OA/1987 EOll KURALT, BUSH TO SPEAK
10/16/1987 C012 *FINDS HEART OF AMERICA ON THE ROAD
10/17/1987 C015 CAMPAIGNS SCARE AWAY CANDIDATES--KURALT
A/08/1988 coil KURDISH GROUP TO HOLD PROTEST
A/09/1988 C012 KKURDISH PROTESTERS MARCH FOR PEACE
5/10/1992 F012 *KURD FAMILIES THANK CHURCH WITH NATIVE FOOD, DANCE
5/17/1992 Alll KURDS NEED HELP TO STOP GENOCIDE (L)
6/19/1982 B031 MORRIS RUNNING FOR OAHE BOARD
10/08/1982 C033 WEB PANEL'S DONATION TO CAMPAIGN OF KURLE ILLEGAL
5/17/1985 C03I DECADE'S WEB CHAIRMAN MAY STEP DOWN
6/13/1983 BOAl DAKTRONICS' WORK EXCITES SPORTS FANS
5/03/198A C036 KDAKTRONICS PRESIDENT GETS BUSINESS HONOR
5/09/198A C113 *GROUP HONORS KURTENBACH
3/27/1985 CllA *SCHOOL OF MINES CITES KURTENBACH
3/29/1985 coil REGENT SAYS HE'LL MEET WITH FRUSTRATED FACULTY
12/01/1985 EOll *FIRM LIGHTS UP WORLD FROM SD
6/29/1986 A092 KURTENBACH EARNS PRAISE (L)
8/21/1986 C031 LOSES BID FOR $3 MILLION RESEARCH PROGRAM
2/0A/1987 B022 ^(BROOKINGS DUO SCORE BIG
3/08/1989 A012 ^LEGISLATURE CLEARS FOR HEAVY LENDING
6/14/1990 C031 FIRM'S PLANS TO MOVE TO BROOKINGS CRITICIZED
4/26/1992 N182 5CFIRM SCORES WITH SIGN BUSINESS
7/I7/I992 C025 RESEARCH PROGRAM SEEN AS METHOD TO BOOST ECONOMY
12/08/1988 D031 SD STATE SHOOTER HITS STRIDE
1/19/1989 DOll K3-P0INT RING PERFECT FIT FOR KURTENBACH
3/16/1989 D043 *LUTZ, SDSU DUO NAMED ALL-NCC
11/20/1991 coil MORNING ANCHOR MOVES TO NIGHTS
12/22/1992 B021 ACCIDENT COLLAPSES KUSD RADIO TOWER
5/22/1985 BOll LOCAL DENTIST SINKS TEETH INTO DISC
4/14/1991 E012 KCOUPLE'S BUSINESS IS GROWING
9/03/1990 A015 KPEDIATRIC CARDIOLOGIST MOVES FROM MIDEAST
5/09/1983 B032 FARMER BOTTLES SPECIAL MILK FOR DISEASE VICTIMS
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12/31/1989 B051
A/22/1988
3/05/1991
3/10/1991
3/16/1991
5/1A/1991
6/02/1991
1/01/1987
1/01/1992
A/13/1991
5/25/1982
11/16/1992
8/2A/1982
7/26/198A
3/23/1985
10/07/1991
2/17/1992
10/09/1991
3/09/1989
3/10/1989
12/1A/1986
A/23/1989
9/05/1982
9/06/1982
9/06/1982
8/27/1983
9/03/1983
9/03/1983
9/06/1983
9/0A/198A
9/01/1985
9/02/1985
9/06/1987
9/07/1987
9/08/1987
9/08/1987
8/22/1988
9/05/1988
8/31/1989
9/01/1989
8/30/1990
8/31/1990
9/01/1990
9/03/1990
9/03/1990
8/30/1991
8/25/1992
9/05/1992
1/30/1982
2/03/1982
2/13/1982
6/17/1982
9/25/1982
1/26/1983
2/03/1983
2/0A/1983
8/15/1983
6/0A/1985
6/11/1990
7/12/1990
7/15/1990
1/01/1982
2/1A/1982
2/17/1982
3/10/1982
3/13/1982
3/19/1982
6/15/1982
6/18/1982
6/23/1982
6/2A/1982
6/25/1982
7/0A/1982
7/10/1982
7/1A/1982
7/22/1982
AlOl
B031
E032
coil
B081
EOll
C012
B012
C031
B012
B015
A051
A012
C013
B031
C036
C032
BOll
C012
D012
C012
coil
A013
B031
C021
A091
BOll
A013
coil
C021
A061
coil
coil
A012
A012
A012
AOll
C012
coil
coil
AOll
C031
A012
A081
C031
BOll
BOll
C031
A012
B031
C031
B0A2
D031
C031
C031
C031
C033
B082
C016
EOll
F031
BOll
coil
coil
C031
C031
B0A2
C051
COAA
C061
COAA
C012
C02A
coil
coil
BOWLING IS PERFECT MATCH
SEE MIDDLE EAST
SHOULDN'T HAVE LET HIJACKERS GO FREE (ED)
KUWAITI STUDENTS AT TECH WANT ROLE
FIRMS CAN HELP KUWAIT, GOVERNOR SAYS
JOB OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
9 FIRMS OFFERED $500 TO ENTER TRADE SHOW
SD FIRMS TO SHOW PRODUCTS IN KUWAIT
9(BIG CHANGES COME IN SMALL BUNDLE
3fC0UPLE MEETS PARENTING CHALLENGE
RESEARCHER URGES EDUCATION ON FETAL ALCOHOL SYNDROME
*STATE MEET PROVES KWASNIEWSKI UNCHANGED
RADIO REJECTS ADS OF BOND ISSUE FOE
KXON TV HIRES KSFY PERSONNEL FOR RATINGS RUN
36PAIR WINS STATION'S TOP PRIZE
$100,000 DREAM HOME
FRANK FOOLS CROW ART GALLERY DEDICATED
WATER WOES FORCE CLINIC TO SHUT DOWN
VERMILLION, USD SIGN TV PACT TO BROADCAST
AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR TO SPEAK AT AUGUSTANA
NY AUTHOR SPINS TALE FOR SF CROWD
56A BUSINESS THAT DEFIES LABELS
36BIKERS SEEK SAFE PATH, ATTEND BLESSING
GAS STATIONS, GROCERY STORES OPEN
THIS LABOR DAY MAY HAVE MORE SIGNIFICANCE
NO CELEBRATING TODAY IN LEAD
IT WOULDN'T HURT TO BRING BACK WORTH ETHIC (L)
XIDEA OF WORK ETHIC GETS MEANING
LABOR PICNIC WILL BE AT PARK
9(UNI0N LEADERS WORK FOR CAUSE
PEOPLE CAME TO WAGNER LABOR DAY
LABOR DAY CELEBRATION STARTS AT CRAZY HORSE
CITY OBSERVES LABOR DAY WITH FINGERS CROSSED CED)
HOLIDAY ALTERS SCHEDULES, SERVICES
WEEKEND TRAFFIC TOLL AT A IN MINNESOTA
KWAGNER CROWD GETS WORKED UP OVER LABOR
DAY NOT AS CHEERFUL OUTSIDE MORRELL
XWAGNER RESIDENTS WORK HARD
MOST CITY OFFICES CLOSED FOR HOLIDAY
PLEDGE TO DRIVE SOBER THIS HOLIDAY
CITY, STATE OFFICES TO CLOSE LABOR DAY
LABOR DAY WEEKEND PRONE TO FATALITIES
BUSINESSES, OFFICES CLOSED FOR LABOR DAY
WAGNER TO CELEBRATE LABOR DAY FOR 90TH TIME
36CELEBRATION A LABOR OF LOVE FOR 90 YEARS
LABOR DAY POSES SCHOOL CHALLEGE (ED)
WEEKEND NOTED FOR FATALITIES
LABOR DAY PICNIC PLANNED AT BANDSHELL
LABOR DAY PICNIC AT TERRACE PARK
SEE ALSO EMPLOYMENT-SD, UNEMPLOYMENT-SD, ETC
60 JOB SERVICE WORKERS TO LOSE JOBS
JOB SERVICE MIGHT REHIRE SOME WORKERS
6 OF 7 SF JOB SERVICE JOBS RETAINED
BUDGET CUTS HURT LABOR DEPARTMENT
LABOR DEPT CAN HEAR COMPLAINT, COURT RULES
STATE JOBS AGENCY COMMENDED
$323,805 PAID FOR SD LABOR VIOLATIONS
NUMBER OF WAGE, HOUR VIOLATIONS UP
PROSECUTOR CAN'T JUDGE HEARINGS TOO
LABOR DEPARTMENT STUDIES HOURLY PAY
PANEL CHALLENGES PAYMENT REDUCTION
COMMITTEE SUSPENDS LABOR RULE
LABOR DEPARTMENT HONORS SD MEN
RC POLICE, FIREMEN TO SUE CITY
LABOR BOARD SAYS MORRELL VIOLATING LAW
EROS ORDERED TO PAY BACK WAGES TO WORKERS
KLITTON LABOR TRIAL OPENS HERE
BILLION TO APPEAL RULING TO FEDERAL COURT
RC FIRM REPLACES STRIKING WORKERS
HOMESTAKE IN NO HURRY TO END STRIKE
HOMESTAKE, UNION STALL OVER RESUMPTION OF TALKS
STRIKING PLUMBERS, CONTRACTORS AT IMPASSE
MINERS' PETITION ASKS FOR RESUMPTION OF TALKS
FIRED LITTON WORKER SUING COMPANY
MINERS' STRIKE MEANS HAMBURGER, NOT STEAK
SAYS JANKLOW WRONG ABOUT 1979 STRIKE (L)
POLICE ASSUME PLUMBERS' STRIKE, VANDALISM LINKED
^STRIKERS READY FOR MONTHS WITHOUT PAY
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7/27/1982 A012 ^VIOLENCE ERUPTS AGAIN AT IBP
7/27/1982 BOll ^ECONOMIC FLIGHT LINKS MANAGEMENT OF MORRELL, IBP
7/28/1982 A012 36GUARD ARRIVES, BUT STRIKERS QUIET
7/30/1982 AD13 JANKLOW TO TATE ABOUT WORKERS
8/02/1982 BGll HOMESTAKE STRIKE HURTS HILLS, STATE
8/10/1982 A012 KMORRELL SAYS STRIKE TALK PREMATURE
8/15/1982 A013 LABOR CONTROVERSIES PART OF MORRELL'S HISTORY
8/17/1982 C032 JUDGE DENIES MOTION IN HOMESTAKE SUIT
8/18/1982 C03<i NLRB RULINGS FAVOR MIDLAND, EROS FIRM WORKERS
8/19/1982 coil «iOO TEACHERS VOTE TO SUPPORT UNION IN DISPUTE
8/21/1982 C033 MINERS WILL VOTE ON HOMESTAKE OFFER SUNDAY
8/25/1982 C052 COURT ORDER RESTRAINS HOMESTAKE PICKETERS
8/27/1982 AOll MORRELL DEMANDS WAGE CUTS
8/30/1982 A012 FURTHER NEGOTIATIONS UNCERTAIN
9/01/1982 AOll STRIKE THREAT LOOMS OVER MORRELL
9/03/1982 A012 KSTRIKE GOES ON PEACEFULLY
9/03/1982 A015 MINERS OFFERED COOLING-OFF PERIOD
9/0<i/1982 A012 MORRELL-UNION NOT TELLING FULL STORY
9/05/1982 A015 MORRELL UNION SAYS WORKERS ARE INFORMED
9/10/1982 AOll 3fM0RRELL-UNI0N DEAL READY FOR VOTE
9/11/1982 A013 UNION VOTE ON MORRELL PACT DELAYED
9/11/1982 coil STRIKING MINERS TO REVIEW REVISED HOMESTAKE PLAN
9/12/1982 A015 UNION VOTES ON MORRELL PACT TODAY
9/12/1982 BOll UNION TO HEAR HOMESTAKE OFFER TODAY
9/18/1982 C032 MEDIATOR PICKS SEPT 21 FOR CONTRACT TALKS
9/20/1982 ENGINEERS STRIKE--EFFECT ON SD TO BE SLIGHT
9/21/1982 C022 ENGINEERS STRIKE HALTS RAIL SYSTEM REPAIR
9/25/1982 BOll UNION LEADERS BACK NEW PACT AT HOMESTAKE
9/27/1982 A013 HOMESTAKE MINERS ACCEPT PACT
9/28/1982 B021 HOMESTAKE SETTLEMENT EXCELLENT (ED)
10/06/1982 C0A2 MANOR UNFAIR TO UNIONIZED EMPLOYEES
12/19/1982 E012 KTHE LITTON SAGA AFTER 2 YEARS OF TALKS
1/07/1983 B031 BOARD RULES AGAINST MORRELL
9/26/1983 B015 ^TAKING RISKS IS PART OF NEGOTIATOR'S JOB
10/19/1983 C035 ENGINEERS ON ROAD PROJECTS GO ON STRIKE
12/20/1983 A012 STATE MEDIATOR CALLED TO SETTLE LABOR DISPUTE
1/04/1984 D042 JUDGE CLEARS FIRM IN LABOR DISPUTE
I/I6/I984 C015 *LITTON WORKERS PRAY FOR JUSTICE
3/07/1984 D031 UNION WINS BACK PAY FOR WORKERS
3/16/1984 C013 ^DECISION AGAINST LITTON MAY COST
3/24/1984 C035 COURT--WOMAN ENTITLED TO HEARINGS
4/02/1984 C042 DISPUTE KEEPS WAGNER PLANT CLOSED
7/19/1984 B015 CITY PAY IS DESCRIMINATORY
12/01/1984 C041 WORKER'S COMPENSATION UPHELD
3/22/1985 C025 MEMBERS ARE STRIKING, NOT VANDALIZING
5/03/1985 C013 3«L0CKED-0UT WORKERS PICKET COMPANY
5/17/1985 A012 3C250 WALK OFF JOBS AT MORRELL
5/18/1985 A015 MORRELL WORKERS RETURN TO JOBS
12/04/1985 B035 COURT HEARING ON LABOR PRACTICES DELAYED
11/26/1986 C025 KOLMAN WORKERS WIN BOARD RULING
1/31/1987 C021 BURIAL VAULT EMPLOYEES VOTE STRIKE ACTION
5/23/1987 coil COMPANY CITED BY LABOR BOARD
5/19/1982 C032 COUNTY GIVES LABOR TEMPLE TAX BREAK
1/17/1982 EOll TROUGH TIMES TO SWAY LABOR TALKS
1/22/1982 C041 TEAMSTERS TO SUE RAPID CITY
1/30/1982 C023 THE UNION AT LITTON REJECTED CONTRACT (L)
3/09/1982 B051 RC WORKERS WANT UNION RECOGNITION
3/16/1982 B024 UNION LABEL COUNCIL OFFICERS
5/08/1982 BOll CITY KEEPS TRACK OF WORKERS' UNION TIME
5/20/1982 A012 XJANKLOW SAYS HE IS WILLING TO HELP
5/21/1982 coil MORRELL WORKERS--THANKS BUT NO THANKS
5/26/1982 A014 200 SF PLUMBERS, PIPEFITTERS ON STRIKE
5/28/1982 C031 WORKERS USE 54 HOURS FOR UNION
6/02/1982 C012 PICKETING STRIKERS SHUT DOWN GOLD MINE
6/07/1982 B046 IOWA UNION VOTES DOWN CONTRACT OFFER
6/12/1982 A012 MCKENNAN WORKERS REJECT UNION REPRESENTATION
7/18/1982 B033 JANKLOW--NEVER GOT UNION'S TELEGRAM (L)
7/27/1982 A012 3€M0RRELL WORKERS TO ANTI-UNION LAWYER--TRY IT
7/29/1982 C031 HEARING ON BENEFITS FOR WORKERS SET
7/30/1982 C031 ^READERS SOUND OFF ON LAWYER TATE'S VIEWS (L)
7/31/1982 C021 OFFICIALS URGED TO TAKE A STAND AGAINST TATE (L)
8/01/1982 A012 MORRELL, IBP SIMILARITIES STOP AT LABOR NEGOTIATIONS
8/04/1982 C021 JOHN TATE REPLIES TO MORRELL ARTICLE (L)
8/06/1982 C021 TATE'S COMMENTS HAVE BINDING EFFECT ON CITY (ED)
8/06/1982 C021 UNIONS NOT AT FAULT FOR SAGGING PRODUCTIVITY (L)
8/17/1982 C014 BLACK HILLS PACKING HEAD EXPECTS TOUCHY TALKS
8/25/1982 A015 MORRELL UNION TALKS ON AGAIN
9/02/1982 coil *CITY DENOUNCES UNION'S REQUESTS
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9/I2/I982 0071 UNITY, LEADERSHIP, DISCIPLINE MAKE MORRELL
9/19/1982 CD34 RETIREE'S CLUB HAILS UNION'S NEGOTIATIONS (L)
9/20/1982 BOAA PUBLIC EMPLOYEE UNION RANKS COULD GROW
9/22/1982 C021 UNION LEADERS DISPUTE CLAIMS CD
9/30/1982 COAl EMPLOYEES' UNION BACK DEMOCRATS
10/08/1982 C052 PACT COVERING HIGHWAY WORKERS SIGNED
10/19/1982 NOAl LOCAL 30AA'S PRESIDENT--THE GLASS BUBBLE WE LIVE IN
10/21/1982 C023 ADVICE FOR UNIONS ABOUT RIGHT-TO-WORK CD
10/22/1982 A013 CITY EMPLOYEES VOTE TO JOIN UNION
10/23/1982 C013 *NOTEBOOM BACKS UNION FOR SF EMPLOYEES
10/30/1982 B013 CITY OFFICIALS QUESTION WORKERS' UNION VOTE
11/24/1982 C033 CITY WORKERS TO REVOTE
12/21/1982 coil CITY, UNION TO RESUME CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS
1/06/1983 C032 CITY SPOTS UNION DUES WITHHOLDING
I/I8/1983 B061 CITY UNION WORKERS WILL VOTE ON CONTRACT
1/26/1983 D031 LABOR DELEGATES TO MEET IN PIERRE
1/27/1983 C043 UNION DELEGATES TO AIR LABOR ISSUES
3/02/1983 A023 SD STEELWORKERS HOPE PACT SPURS BUSINESS
3/04/1983 C032 BILL AIDS CAMPAIGN AGAINST LITTON
3/06/1983 B021 STEELWORKERS' CONTRACT A MAJOR CONCESSION (ED)
4/10/1983 E012 5CSD UNIONS FIGHTING UPHILL BATTLE
4/10/1983 E012 MORRELL WORKERS CONCERNED DESPITE CONTRACT
4/10/1983 E012 LITTON UNION STILL WAITS FOR CONTRACT
4/10/1983 E012 LOW WAGES FORCING PLUMBERS OUT
4/23/1983 C031 REGIONAL LABOR CONFERENCE
4/24/1983 C032 UNIONS NOT HELPING JOBLESS CD
4/26/1983 C024 IF EMPLOYEE RIGHTS RESPECTED UNIONS NOT BE NEEDED
5/08/1983 BOll ABERDEEN MACHINISTS STRIKE
5/18/1983 C015 UNION--STOP PUSHING CHEAP-LABOR IMAGE
5/19/1983 C031 PUBLIC SCHOOL AIDES, TUTOR AGREE TO FORM UNION
6/04/1983 B012 ABERDEEN SAFEGUARD STRIKERS TOLD TO BE AT WORK
6/09/1983 coil APPLICANTS POUR INTO ABERDEEN COMPANY
6/09/1983 C035 STRIKERS, 3 AIR CONDITIONING FIRMS REACH ACCORD
6/09/1983 C051 PACKING FIRM CONTRACT FAIR, JUDGE SAYS
6/15/1983 C071 SAFEGUARD POWER TECH WORKERS END STRIKE
6/19/1983 B014 *400 RALLY FOR LITTON WORKERS
6/30/1983 C041 HASSENSTEIN WORKERS CONTINUE PICKETING
8/01/1983 B041 UNION ASK FOR SURVEY OF HIGHWAY JOB PAY RATES
8/08/1983 A012 ^WORKERS DO THE WALKING
8/26/1983 A013 LOCAL PHONE WORKERS WAIT FOR SETTLEMENT
9/05/1983 A012 *MORRELL NEGOTIATIONS MAR 50TH ANNIVERSARY
9/06/1983 A013 XUNION LEADERS WORK FOR CAUSE
9/08/1983 B071 LOCAL 304-A WILL HAVE ANNIVERSARY
9/09/1983 C015 UNION CELEBRATION OFFERS DRAWINGS FOR GIFTS
9/11/1983 C091 LITTON UNION LEADERS TO ATTEND RALLY
9/12/1983 A012 *UNION TENSION DIDN'T SHOW AT MORRELL FEED
9/14/1983 A014 PAY CUT DIDN'T GUARANTEE JOBS
9/15/1983 DOll UNION PUTS LITTON ON DISHONOR ROLL
9/17/1983 B035 PRIZES FROM UNION PICNIC STILL UNCLAIMED
9/23/1983 coil BROWN COUNTY WORKERS PICKET COURTHOUSE
9/28/1983 C022 UNIONS AND THE HOBBS ACT (L)
10/05/1983 A016 PASTORS WANT SUNDAY UNION VOTES AVOIDED
10/21/1983 C025 UNION MEETINGS ON SUNDAY CD
11/09/1983 coil CLERGY TO UNION--SKIP SUNDAY AM MEETINGS
11/18/1983 C024 OTHER EVENTS SCHEDULED SUNDAYS CD
11/22/1983 C014 UNION SUES LABOR SECRETARY
12/07/1983 C014 *PAIR WILL PROTEST AT LITTON MEETING
12/09/1983 C023 AUSTAD WANTS CONTROL OF UNIONS CD
12/14/1983 A012 *RIGHTS--FOCUS OF CITY HALL LABOR RIFT
1/06/1984 B015 LABOR ASSEMBLY RE-ELECTS MORRIS AS PRESIDENT
1/23/1984 coil SCHOOL PRINCIPALS, OFFICE WORKERS FOR UNION
1/24/1984 A094 THU WILL LEAD AFL-CIO AUXILIARIES
1/24/1984 A095 UNION COUNCIL ELECTS PRESIDENT
1/24/1984 C012 CITY PRINCIPALS UNION GAINS RECOGNITION
1/25/1984 C051 UNITED FOOD LOCAL NAMES NEW UNION OFFICERS
11/11/1984 E012 ^GUARDING WAGES IS LAST DOMAIN OF UNIONS
11/19/1984 B031 PAY RAISES IN RAPID CITY
1/09/1985 coil UNION SEEKS CHANGE IN WAGE SCALE
1/31/1985 C031 BALANCE SYSTEMS, UNION RESUME TALKS
2/19/1985 B021 LEAD STEELWORKERS' UNION LEADER RESIGNS
3/07/1985 C021 CITY WORKERS DISAGREE ON MERITS OF UNION
5/27/1985 A103 UNION CAUSES POSTAGE HIKE CD
7/19/1985 C013 UNION PRESENTS PROPOSALS
7/23/1985 BOll ^MINNESOTA MEATPACKERS APPEAL FOR HELP
7/26/1985 coil ^WORKERS PROTEST TODAY'S LAYOFFS
7/27/1985 coil LAID-OFF SCHWARTZ WORKERS TO KEEP FIGHTING
7/30/1985 coil WORKERS CAMP WHILE WAITING FOR MANAGEMENT
7/31/1985 B013 ^PROTESTING LAYOFFS
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8/03/1985 coil WORKERS WANT UNION RECOGNITION
8/05/1985 A016 HORMEL UNION VOTES TO STRIKE
8/10/1985 coil SCHWARTZ REHIRES 9 LAID-OFF WORKERS
8/12/1985 coil UNION TELLS HORMEL WORKERS TO REJECT OFFER
8/1A/1985 A015 LATE TALKS DON'T MEAN A STRIKE
8/15/1985 C013 KHORMEL WORKERS REJECT OFFER
8/18/1985 A012 MORRELL NOW TALK OF MEAT INDUSTRY
8/19/1985 A01<i *MEATPACKERS UNION AUTHORIZES STRIKE
8/20/1985 C035 WORKERS APPEAL TO CITY FOR HELP
8/28/1985 B032 LAID-OFF WORKERS TAKE PROTEST TO CHICAGO
8/30/1985 C012 SCHWARTZ SAYS LAID-OFF WORKERS MAY BE RECALLED
9/02/1985 A012 *MORRELL PICKETS MARCH
9/04/1985 A062 GIVE LABOR UNIONS A CHANCE (L)
9/18/1985 A012 *UNION TO AUSTIN STRIKERS--STAY AWAY
9/18/1985 BOll STRIKE WEARS ON
9/19/1985 A012 3CSTRIKING UNIONS AT ODDS
9/20/1985 A012 STRIFE DIVIDING UNION SOLIDARITY
9/20/1985 A021 ^ORGANIZER IS TIRELESS CHALLENGER
9/24/1985 A016 UNION TO TAKE CASE OUT OF STATE
10/08/1985 A016 SCHWARTZ HIT WITH CHARGES
10/14/1985 C015 LEADER BLASTS STATE'S LOW WAGES
10/31/1985 coil SWIFT INCREASES PAY TO $9 50
12/09/1985 coil UNION LEADER PACKS IT IN AFTER YEARS OF SERVICE
12/11/1985 BOll 3CM0RRELL ELECTIONS COULD SWEEP SLATE CLEAN
1/12/1986 EOll TRADES ASSEMBLY RE-ELECTS PRESIDENT
1/16/1986 A012 KSTRIKE NEGOTIATOR LOSES UNION JOB
1/16/1986 A025 RESULTS OF MORRELL UNION VOTE
3/15/1986 C034 JUDGE DELAYS CITY UNION ELECTION
6/13/1986 coil LABOR LEADER CALLS ABDNOR A DISASTER
" 6/15/1986"E015 LEADERS"LABOR FOR UNION CAUSE
6/16/1986 A125 WORKERS ARE BEING EXPLOITED
6/18/1986 B021 SAFEGUARD POWERTECH SYSTEMS EMPLOYEES STRIKE
6/27/1986 A012 AT&T, UNION AGREE TO END STRIKE
7/01/1986 C015 JUDGE CITES SCHWATZ FOR LABOR VIOLATIONS
8/06/1986 BOll ^UNITED FOOD AND COMMERCIAL WORKERS UNION PICKET
8/06/1986 B031 WORKERS PICKET OVER LACK OF PACT
8/09/1986 A015 RAISES DEMANDS FOR DAMAGES IN LAWSUIT
8/09/1986 C021 MEDIATOR SOUGHT IN LUTHER MANOR DISPUTE
8/11/1986 A016 KBELL STRIKE ENDS
8/16/1986 A012 3€JUDGE ORDERS UNION TO WORK
8/17/1986 C016 MORRELL DISPUTE SIMMERS
8/19/1986 A012 MORRELL DISPUTE AWAITS RULING
8/23/1986 C043 SD LABOR LAW UNFAIR--COURT
8/26/1986 BOll RULING IN MORRELL CASE EXPECTED SOON
8/30/1986 A012 JUDGE RULES AGAINST STRIKERS
9/01/1986 C026 UNION TREND DISPUTED
9/10/1986 BOll MORRELL DISPUTE BACK IN COURT
2/14/1987 A103 UNION HAS HELPED WORKERS (L)
2/14/1987 A104 PUT MONEY WHERE MOUTH IS (L)
2/16/1987 C023 SABOTAGE CHARGES JUSTIFY LOCKOUT
2/19/1987 coil WORKERS SOUGHT FOR OWED WAGES
2/21/1987 C021 UNION SEEKS MORE TIME TO CONSIDER OFFER
2/26/1987 C015 UNION OFFICIALS JOIN TO TAKE ON TAX HIKE, BELL BILL
3/08/1987 coil PEOPLE SOUGHT FOR BACK PAY
3/16/1987 C012 WORKERS AT IBP PLANT VOTE TO STRIKE
3/24/1987 A012 *2 UNIONS PROTEST IBP HIRING EFFORT
3/24/1987 A064 LABOR ARTICLE MISLEADING (L)
3/26/1987 A012 *150 PROTEST HIRING OF NON-UNION LABOR
3/27/1987 C012 IBP RECRUITERS LEAVE SIOUX FALLS
3/29/1987 B021 EMPLOYEES AT PORK PLANT TO VOTE ON UNION
4/26/1987 DD51 *LABOR OF LOVES TO LIFE LONG COMMITMENT
5/02/1987 A012 *MORRELL ON STRIKE
5/02/1987 A022 STRIKE THE THIRD IN NINE MONTHS
5/03/1987 E016 MORRELL MESS FAR FROM OVER
5/06/1987 A012 *VIOLENCE AT MORRELL
5/06/1987 A041 UNION--MICKELSON SIDES WITH MEAT PACKERS
5/06/1987 A081 UNION PROVIDES SERVICE TO WORKERS CD
5/07/1987 AOll *CONFUSION OVER ACCESS CREATES MORE ANGER
5/07/1987 A083 HISTORY SHOWS NEED FOR UNIONS CD
5/09/1987 A012 *UNION TO BOYCOTT MORRELL
5/10/1987 E012 ORGANIZED LABOR SEES MUCH AT STAKE
5/11/1987 A012 MORRELL UNION TO RALLY AGAINST VIOLENCE
5/11/1987 A063 WORKERS SHOW THEY CARE (L)
5/11/1987 A064 STRIKERS HAVE GROUND RULES CD
5/11/1987 C022 UNION RECRUITS MITCHELL WORKERS
5/12/1987 A012 *LEADERS CALL FOR SOLIDARITY AGAINST MORRELL
5/12/1987 D022 DAKOTA PORK OWNER CRITICIZES UNION
5/15/1987 AlOl OFFER SYSTEM OF CHECKS, BALANCES (L)
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5/15/1987 A102 JOBS END WITHOUT PROFIT (L)
5/15/1987 AlOA WORKERS SHOULDN'T RISK JOBS (L)
5/27/1987 B023 *UNIONS FIGHTING REAGAN ADMINISTRATION
5/29/1987 A012 UNION TAKES MORRELL TO COURT
5/30/1987 C015 UNION POSTPONES REQUEST FOR COURT ORDER
5/30/1987 C021 DEBATE HEIGHTENS AS UNION VOTE APPROACHES
6/02/1987 A015 MORRELL'S SIOUX CITY NEGOTIATOR OUT
6/03/1987 A08A LOYALTY SHIFTS TO UNION (L)
6/0A/1987 C016 36MORRELL UNION REPLACES NEGOTIATOR
6/05/1987 C016 MITCHELL PACKERS VOTE DOWN UNION AT PORK PLANT
6/06/1987 A083 HURD STRIKE RULING LOGICAL (L)
6/06/1987 coil UNION LEADERS MEET IN CHICAGO
6/07/1987 A012 *MORRELL--ONE MONTH LATER
6/08/1987 A012 ^UNCERTAINTY TROUBLES STRIKERS
6/08/1987 A031 UNIONS--WORKERS TIRED OF CONCESSIONS
6/09/1987 A012 STRIKE DECISION IN HANDS OF THE LAW
6/10/1987 B021 UNION REJECTION BETTER FOR INDUSTRY
6/11/1987 A016 UNION PLANS RALLY
6/12/1987 C016 SWIFT TO HIRE IF WORKERS GO ON STRIKE
6/13/1987 A012 56MORRELL STRIKE SYMPATHIZERS
6/16/1987 A081 UNION MUST MAKE CHOICE (L)
6/20/1987 A091 MORRELL FAMILIES MADE MARCH WORK (L)
6/20/1987 coil TENTATIVE PACT REACHED FOR SWIFT
6/20/1987 C012 UNION BACKERS TO UNVEIL MORRELL BOYCOTT
6/23/1987 A063 DON'T CALL STRIKERS IDIOTS (L)
6/2'»/1987 B016 SWIFT DEAL NO HELP TO MORRELL STAND OFF
6/25/1987 C022 KMORRELL DISPUTE DISCUSSED
6/26/1987 C022 UNION MEMBERS SET UP FOOD PANTRY
6/27/1987 A012 MORRELL, UNION AGREE TO TALK
7/0A/1987 A016 MORRELL PRAYERS PLANNED
7/09/1987 A016 KWAGES, JOBS TAKE SHAPE AS KEY ISSUE
7/09/1987 C012 ^PRAYERS OFFERED FOR STRIKE SETTLEMENT
7/10/1987 A012 UNION, MORRELL AGREE TO COOL OFF
7/16/1987 B015 CONTROL OF UNION GOES FROM TRUSTEE TO HORMEL WORKERS
7/16/1987 B015 BIG-NAME ROCKERS SET FOR RALLY
7/17/1987 A085 HOLD SECRET BALLOT VOTE (L)
7/17/1987 C015 UNION LEADER INCITES VIOLENCE, IOWA OFFICIAL SAYS
7/18/1987 COIA MOLOTOV COCKTAIL DAMAGES CAR
7/19/1987 A012 VETERANS REJECT STRIKERS' VIOLENT IMAGE
7/19/1987 C012 MORRELL STRIKERS HOPE TO OUTDO COLLEAGUES
7/20/1987 coil UNION SPOUSES TO BE BRIEFED
7/22/1987 BOll RALLY FOR STRIKERS TO FEATURE 5 BANDS
7/23/1987 C013 MORRELL, UNION REPRESENTATIVES MEET
7/2A/1987 C015 MORRELL, UNION DISAGREE ON LINK WITH IBP
7/25/1987 COl^ UNION NEGOTIATOR JOINS CHURCH TALKS
7/27/1987 A016 ^STRIKERS BAND TOGETHER FOR MORRELL RALLY
7/28/1987 A016 XLYONS--IBP DEAL BLOW TO UNIONS
7/29/1987 A062 DON'T BLAME UNION MEMBERS (L)
7/30/1987 C016 UNIONS TO HELP STRIKERS
8/03/1987 A015 36UNION WANTS TO EXPAND MEAT BOYCOTT
8/03/1987 C012 MORRELL INJURY RATE UP 18 PERCENT
8/07/1987 C012 MORRELL, UNION DISPUTE BENEFIT ELIGIBILITY
8/08/1987 A012 ^STRIKE HITS lOOTH DAY
8/08/1987 C012 FRUSTRATION, UNCERTAINTY FILL DAYS
8/12/1987 A012 POLITICIANS WANT MORRELL MEDIATOR
8/15/1987 A081 BRINGING IN A MEDIATOR FOR MORRELL (ED)
8/15/1987 C012 UNION, MORRELL AGREE TO MEET AGAIN MONDAY
8/18/1987 C012 MORRELL TALKS BREAK OFF IN OMAHA
8/2<»/1987 A0I2 ^WORKERS PLEDGE SOLIDARITY ON STRIKE
8/27/1987 coil BUNION FINALIZES RALLY PLANS
8/27/1987 C013 DONORS GIFTS TO CHILREN OF STRIKERS
8/31/1987 C012 ^NATION'S EYES ON YOU, STRIKERS TOLD
9/01/1987 coil HEARING TO DETERMINE BENEFITS FOR STRIKERS
9/07/1987 C015 LABOR LEADER--SD HOLDING IT'S OWN
9/09/1987 BOll MORRELL SAYS PICKET CROSSING ON RISE
9/I0/I987 AlOA LABOR RALLY WAS GREAT (L)
9/11/1987 C016 STRIKE COSTS MORRELL, UNION SAYS
9/15/1987 A012 MORE VIOLENCE ERUPTS AT MORRELL
9/17/1987 C012 ^ANOTHER STRIKER ARRESTED
9/18/1987 A016 UNION FINED $6,000
9/22/1987 C012 COURT TO RULE ON LEGALITY OF STRIKE
9/2A/1987 C012 ^PICKETS PROTEST FOR TEMPORARY WORKERS
10/04/1987 A013 ^PERSONALITY CLASH ISN'T HOLDING UP
10/04/1987 C021 DAKOTA PORK WORKERS REJECT COMPANY OFFER
10/05/1987 A012 5CM0RRELL, STRIKERS MEET FOR TALKS
10/06/1987 A012 DOCTOR--MORRELL PRESSURED ME
10/07/1987 A012 MORRELL TALKS END, NO GAINS REPORTED
10/13/1987 B021 UNION MAKES NEW PROPOSAL TO HURON FIRM
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lO/lA/1987 A083 UNION NOT ALWAYS GOOD (L)
10/16/1987 coil HEALTH CARE WORKERS VOTE TO UNIONIZE
10/21/1987 BOll TEMPORARY WORKERS TO JOIN UNION
11/01/1987 BOll HURON UNION OK'S CONTRACT
11/02/1987 A012 MORRELL CALLS OFF TALKS
11/05/1987 A012 UNION ENDS SYMPATHY STRIKE
11/07/1987 A016 MEATPACKER, UNION TO MEET THIS WEEK
11/17/1987 AOIA MORRELL, LABOR CHIEFS WILL CONTINUE TALKS
11/26/1987 C015 UNION DELIVERS HANDBILL MESSAGE TO REPLACEMENTS
12/02/1987 B012 STAFF PROS, UNION BLAME EACH OTHER
12/03/1987 C016 MORRELL PROPOSES SENIORITY CHANGES
12/08/1987 coil LOCAL 30AA TO HOLD MEETINGS TODAY
12/11/1987 coil ELK POINT WORKERS UNIONIZE PLANT
12/22/1987 coil UNION LEADER FOUND NOT GUILTY
12/2A/1987 C015 FOSTER WON'T SEEK UNION RE-ELECTION
12/25/1987 B012 MORRELL TRIAL MOVED TO RAPID CITY
12/30/1987 B021 SAFEWAY, UNION TALKS TO RESUME IN RAPID CITY
1/01/1988 C012 ^PROFILES OF A STRIKE
l/OA/1988 A012 SOME WORKERS TO RETURN TO JOBS
1/05/1988 A016 A2 AT MORRELL FILE GRIEVANCES
1/06/1988 B016 MORRELL--CONTRACT DOESN'T ADDRESS ISSUE
1/08/1988 A012 MORRELL TALKS TO RESUME ON JANUARY 20
1/08/1988 C0A3 UNION GIVES DAKOTA PORK FINAL OFFER
1/10/1988 EOll AFL-CIO UNION RE-ELECTS 2 OFFICERS
1/12/1988 C015 MORRELL CALLS BACK 18 UNION MEMBERS
1/18/1988 BOll ABERDEEN UNIONS MAY BE DISSOLVED
1/19/1988 C031 DAKOTA PORK REJECTS UNION'S CONTRACT OFFER
1/27/1988 B014 MORRELL SUES SIOUX CITY UNION
1/30/1988 C015 UNION EXPECTS DECISION IN COMPLAINT
2/01/1988 B012 MORRELL-WORKERS WILL STAY
2/02/1988 C012 NATIONAL UNIONS HELP MORRELL WORKERS
2/09/1988 C031 UNIONS PUSH FOR WORKERS COMPENSATION REFORM
2/1A/1988 B065 DAKOTA PORK TALKS WITH UNION BREAK OFF
2/17/1988 B016 UNIONS TO RALLY FOR JOBS
2/20/1988 A012 ^JOBLESS WORKERS TAKE PROTEST TO PLANT
2/2A/1988 BOll MORRELL--UNION FACES COMPLAINT
2/25/1988 C023 MORRELL UNIONS REACH SETTLEMENT ON STRIKE VIOLENCE
2/26/1988 coil JUDGE WON'T DISMISS LAWSUIT
3/01/1988 C012 ^WORKERS TO PICKET IN ELK POINT TODAY
3/01/1988 C015 MORRELL, UNION TAKE SUIT TO COURT
3/02/1988 BOll UNION WORKERS PROTEST IN ELK POINT
3/03/1988 C012 CONTRACT PROHIBITED STRIKES
3/04/1988 A012 EX-UNION OFFICIAL--ALL STRIKES PROHIBITED
3/05/1988 A012 RULING FAVORS REPLACEMENT WORKERS
3/08/1988 coil LOCAL 304A MOVES MEETING TO THURSDAY
3/08/1988 C012 LEADER TELLS OF RIGHT TO HONOR PICKETS
3/08/1988 C015 INTERNATIONAL SLAMS LABOR RULING
3/09/1988 B012 UNION LEADERS ENCOURAGED STRIKE
3/10/1988 C016 THREE OF FOUR JURY OPTIONS FAVOR MORRELL
3/11/1988 A012 JURY DECIDES IN MORRELL'S FAVOR
3/12/1988 A012 UNION, MORRELL DISAGREE ON BENEFITS
3/13/1988 EOll ELECTRICAL UNION TO STAGE CARAVAN
3/15/1988 coil ELK POINT UNION STAGES PICKET
3/18/1988 C012 JURY VERDICT WILL BE REVERSED--UNION
3/22/1988 C015 MORRELL UNION FILES COMPLAINT ABOUT RECALL
3/27/1988 coil 1987 STRIKES WERE FEWEST IN 14 YEARS
3/29/1988 coil NEGOTIATIONS RESUME AT DAKOTA PORK
3/29/1988 C015 MORRELL, UNION SETTLE SIOUX CITY COMPLAINTS
4/10/1988 A091 BAD UNION LEADERSHIP HURT WORKERS CD
4/23/1988 coil DAKOTA PORK WORKERS BREAK WITH UNION
4/28/1988 C015 UNION MEMBERS TESTIFY ABOUT WORK INJURIES
5/01/1988 A012 *ONE YEAR LATER
5/01/1988 N071 (SEC DD) *EX-UNION LEADER SPOKE FOR WORKERS
5/04/1988 AOll UNION TO PRESS MORRELL ON SAFETY
5/12/1988 C012 MORRELL-UNION MEETING CALLED OFF
5/20/1988 C016 UNION APPEAL DENIED
6/08/1988 BOll UNIONS SCHEDULE LABOR RALLY SATURDAY
6/09/1988 C015 MEATPACKER UNION GUILTY OF MISREPRESENTING WORKERS
6/10/1988 A012 MORRELL LOSES JOBLESS CASE
6/12/1988 C015 UNION MEMBERS RALLY TO IMPROVE WAGES
6/15/1988 B071 WORKERS ON PICKET LINES AT BRITTON FACTORY
7/03/1988 A012 KLABOR LEADER TAKES MESSAGE TO NEW STATE
8/04/1988 C015 MORRELL BARGAINING PRACTICES QUESTIONED
8/26/1988 C015 UNION ASKS ARBITRATOR FOR OLD JOBS
9/08/1988 A091 CITY LABOR TO CELEBRATE WITH ICE CREAM SOCIAL
9/11/1988 C012 WAGE CUTS AT ISSUE IN MORRELL TALKS
9/13/1988 A012 KMORRELL SEEKS 'RADICAL' CUT
9/14/1988 C012 MORRELL SAYS IT SEEKS COMPETITIVE WAGE
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9/15/1988 A015 SEEKS STRICTER NO-STRIKE LANGUAGE, EXTENDED CONTRACT
9/16/1988 C012 MORRELL TALKS TAKE 3-WEEK RECESS
9/17/1988 C015 FORMS UPSET WORKERS AT BALANCE SYSTEMS
10/04/1988 C016 MORRELL TALKS PICK UP TODAY
10/05/1988 A012 MORRELL UNION ASKING FOR RAISE
10/06/1988 D012 MORRELL TALKS FOCUS ON SENIORITY
10/07/1988 A012 *A NEW TEAM AT THE TABLE
10/12/1988 C016 MORRELL NEGOTIATIONS TO RESUME THURSDAY
10/15/1988 C012 TALKS PRODUCTIVE, UNION SAYS
10/19/1988 C026 UNION MAKES COUNTER-OFFER TO MORRELL
10/20/1988 B015 MORRELL, UNION TO RESUME CONTRACT TALKS
10/25/1988 A012 UNION SUES MORRELL FOR $35 MILLION
10/28/1988 C012 UNION LEADER DEFENDS LIBERALISM IN SPEECH
10/30/1988 C016 GAG ORDER ISSUED
11/03/1988 B012 STRIKES COST MORRELL $36 MILLION
11/04/1988 A014 STRIKES AIMED AT CUTTING EARNINGS
11/08/1988 A012 MORRELL MUST REHIRE EX-STRIKERS
11/08/1988 C012 UNION GRILLS MORRELL EXPERT ON LOSSES
11/10/1988 A012 JUDGE HALTS ACTION IN MORRELL RULING
11/11/1988 A012 MORRELL WINS $24 MILLION SUIT
11/13/1988 A012 KMORRELL THREATENS TO CLOSE PLANT
11/14/1988 C012 ^STRONGER LABOR MOVEMENT IS GOAL
11/15/1988 A012 MORRELL STRIKERS LOSE IN RULING
11/17/1988 C015 NEGOTIATIONS RESUME BETWEEN MORRELL, UNION
11/19/1988 A081 MORRELL WORKERS HONORED PICKET LINES (L)
11/20/1988 A015 FUTURE MURKY AS DEADLINE PASSES
11/22/1988 coil UNION WANTS CHANGE IN PICKETING LAWS
11/24/1988 A015 IBP, UNION SIGN ACCORD
11/24/1988 coil MORRELL UNION DENIED COURT ORDER
11/29/1988 C012 BAN ON RESIDENTIAL PICKETING CONSIDERED
12/06/1988 C015 ^COMMISSION BANS PICKETS AT HOMES
12/08/1988 C016 LETTER NOT OFFERED TO UNION WORKERS
12/12/1988 A061 GOES OVERBOARD WITH BAN ON PICKETING
12/17/1988 C012 ORDER TO REHIRE STRIKING WORKERS DISSOLVED
12/18/1988 E016 LAWYER REASSURES REPLACEMENT WORKERS DESPITE CLAIMS
12/19/1988 C012 UNION PROTEST BACKS CALIFORNIA WORKERS
12/20/1988 coil LOAD KING UNION WORKERS PICKET
12/22/1988 coil BALANCE SYSTEMS UNION OK'S CONTRACT
12/25/1988 C071 UNION PROTESTS AT LOAD KING
1/04/1989 C012 MORRELL TOLD TO REINSTATE STRIKING WORKERS
1/05/1989 A012 ^WORKERS PICKET ELK POINT PLANT
1/10/1989 coil LOAD KING STRIKERS, MANAGEMENT MEET
1/11/1989 AOll UNION LEADER DENIES CHARGES
1/11/1989 coil ELK POINT STRIKERS BEGIN NATIONAL PICKET
1/12/1989 C015 KMORRELL TALKS RESUME AFTER 53-DAY LAYOFF
1/13/1989 A012 *LABOR LEADER TO MEET UNION PRESIDENT
1/14/1989 A012 *UNION FIRES LABOR LEADER
1/18/1989 coil LOAD KING STRIKERS PRESENT PROPOSAL
1/19/1989 A012 UNION NAMES LEADER TO REPLACE ANDERSON
1/21/1989 C016 ANDERSON GETS UNPAID UNION JOB
1/22/1989 E012 KMORRELL'S OLD FOE LOSES UNION JOB
1/26/1989 C012 ^WORKERS PROTEST DELAY IN CONTRACT TALKS
1/26/1989 C024 IBP PACT CALLED FOR ANDERSON'S FIRING
1/29/1989 C015 UNION LEADERS CRITICAL OF LOCAL LAWMAKER
1/30/1989 A016 ^UNIONIST TO APPEAL HIS FIRING
1/31/1989 coil UNION ORDERED TO POST BONDS
2/01/1989 C015 SCHOOL CUSTODIANS--STUDY TO UNDERMINE UNION
2/05/1989 C016 BAD-FAITH BARGAINING
2/08/1989 C012 MORRELL TALKS TO RESUME FEBRUARY 16
2/16/1989 A012 *MAVERICK ON THE MEAT LINE
2/17/1989 A012 TALKS END--MORRELL TO CUT PAY
2/18/1989 A015 BOTH MORRELL, UNION ALLEGE UNFAIR TALKS
2/20/1989 A014 MORRELL UNION REJECTS PAY OFFER
2/21/1989 C021 RAILROAD WORKERS SEEK UNION REPRESENTATION
2/24/1989 C016 OK'S LIFTING RESTRICTIONS ON STRIKING WORKERS
2/25/1989 AlOl WHY SHOULD UNION LIKE REPLACEMENTS (L)
2/26/1989 C012 HOUSE AMENDS BILL ON STRIKE RESTRICTIONS
2/27/1989 A015 MORRELL CUTS QUIETLY ENTER SECOND WEEK
3/02/1989 A016 FEDERAL BOARD ISSUES COMPLAINT AGAINST COMPANY
3/03/1989 C021 LEGISLATURE VOTES TO EASE STRIKE RULES
3/07/1989 C012 STRIKING LOAD KING WORKERS RETURN TO WORK
3/08/1989 D081 UNION LEADERS PLAN TO MEET IN SIOUX FALLS
3/08/1989 D085 CONTRACT SATISFIES ELK POINT MANUFACTURER
3/16/1989 A012 MORRELL REHIRE ORDER STALLS
3/23/1989 AlOl UNIONS ARE NEEDED TO COUNTER GREED (L)
4/07/1989 C016 MORRELL TALKS PRODUCE NO AGREEMENTS
4/30/1989 CCOl ^VIOLENT STRIKE FORGES MORRELL WORK FORCE
5/17/1989 D082 KHORMEL PACT IS BAD NEWS
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5/21/1989 E012 KUNION STRIFE CLOUDS MORRELL TALKS
5/31/1989 A012 KHORMEL DEAL TOPS MORRELL TALKS
6/1A/1989 DG82 XUS WEST OPENS CONTRACT TALKS
6/16/1989 D085 LET'S SEE NEW PLANT PLANS
6/22/1989 C015 WORKER SENIORITY TOPS MORRELL TALKS
6/23/1989 C012 3€M0RRELL NEGOTIATORS RECESS FOR RESEARCH
6/26/1989 Aai2 MORRELL, WORKERS TO PUT DOWN ARMS
7/09/1989 Ca2'i STATE CAN ALTER UNION CONTRACT
8/11/1989 COIA LOCAL US WEST EMPLOYEES TO STRIKE
9/07/1989 DG66 MORRELL PACT TALKS SEPTEMBER 18
9/19/1989 AG15 UNION MOVE MAY BE BREAKTHROUGH
9/2G/1989 DG82 MORRELL, UNION STILL COMPARING CONTRACTS
9/21/1989 BG82 PACT WILL DECIDE MORRELL FUTURE
1G/G5/1989 AG16 MORRELL MAKES AN OFFER
1G/G9/1989 BGll MADISON WORKERS REJECT UNION, 10G-A8
10/11/1989 AG15 SIOUX FALLS MORRELL VOTES NEXT
10/12/1989 A016 VOTES TALLIED TODAY ON MORRELL'S OFFER
10/13/1989 A015 MORRELL WORKERS VOTE NO
10/1<»/1989 COl^ MORRELL FAILED SETTLEMENT CALLED FOR UNION
10/15/1989 A015 KCOMMON GROUND AT MORRELL
11/07/1989 B082 MORRELL, UNION HEAD TO COURT DECEMBER lA
11/17/1989 D085 KUFCW OFFICER RAISES SPUR MORE REFORM TALKS
1/03/1990 D082 3€PETIT10NS BACK 'DOCTOR'S CHOICE'
1/14/1990 C012 UNION WORKERS REJECT CITY'S OFFER
1/14/1990 E016 UNIONS EXPECT GROWTH
1/17/1990 A012 TALKS STALL WITH CITY WORKERS
1/18/1990 A015 CITY FIREFIGHTERS ACCEPT PAY RAISE
2/10/1990 C014 UNION ASKS FACT FINDER FOR HELP
3/1)9/1990 D085 LOCAL UNITED FOOD UNION MAY JOIN CAUSE
3/12/1990 BOll FARMSTEAD WORKERS ACCEPT CONCESSIONS
4/05/1990 A014 *LOCAL UNION AIMS TO REAP INFLUENCE
4/07/1990 A015 UNION SOUNDS ALARM AS FARM AID BEGINS
4/08/1990 A014 3fUN10N REFORM GROUP ATTACKS UFCW
4/08/1990 E012 UFCW RAPS ANDERSON'S EFFORTS
4/09/1990 A014 3€UN10N WILL TRY TO CRUSH REFORM
5/01/1990 A015 36WAGE DISPUTE TURNS INTO SHOUTING MATCH
5/24/1990 D062 UNION JILTS MORRELL'S WAGE HIKE OFFER
6/05/1990 D061 STATE AFL-CIO TO MEET THURSDAY
7/22/1990 D032 BLACK HILLS JEWELRY WORKERS JOIN UNION
7/22/1990 D041 UNION STEPS UP YANKTON CAMPAIGN
7/24/1990 B061 THORPE EMPLOYEES VOTE TO JOIN UNION
8/23/1990 coil HSC WORKERS CONSIDER STARTING A UNION
9/08/1990 A012 JECOURT UPHOLDS MORRELL AWARD
9/14/1990 D065 LOCAL WORKERS AIM FOR UNION SUPPORT
9/18/1990 B065 MORRELL, LOCAL UNION NEAR AGREEMENT
9/19/1990 coil UNION ENDORSES DEMOCRATIC HOPEFULS
9/26/1990 D085 UNION TO APPEAL MORRELL DECISION
9/30/1990 A015 UNION CONSIDERS NEW MORRELL OFFER
10/06/1990 A012 STATE CAN'T HALT HSC UNION VOTE
10/08/1990 A012 UNION WON'T TELL ITS MEMBERS
10/19/1990 A012 UNION SOURS SOME YANKTON WORKERS
10/19/1990 A062 ABOUT 450 ELIGIBLE FOR UNION
11/07/1990 B121 SF FIRM JOINS LABOR UNION
12/01/1990 C012 UNION VOTE OK'D FOR MANY AT HSC
12/12/1990 A012 UNION CANS MORRELL CONTRACT
12/16/1990 E033 MINE WORKERS HAVE NO DESIRE TO JOIN UNION
12/30/1990 C015 GENERAL CITY WORKERS OK NEW CONTRACT
1/06/1991 E012 KMORRELL UNION CANDIDATES OFFER CONTRASTS IN STYLE
1/08/1991 C012 FIREFIGHTERS IRKED BY LABOR TALKS
1/09/1991 A012 MEATPACKER UNION RE-ELECTS LYONS
1/16/1991 AOll HUMAN SERVICES VOTE REJECTS UNION PROPOSAL
1/19/1991 A012 MORRELL UNION MAY VOTE ON NEW CONTRACT
1/29/1991 A012 UNION ACCEPTS MORRELL OFFER
2/03/1991 D012 *MORE CHANGES DUE AT MORRELL PLANT
2/21/1991 B061 MINE UNIONIZATION PUT ON HOLD IN LEAD
3/07/1991 B081 LOCAL FIRM GUILTY OF UNFAIR PRACTICES
4/16/1991 B062 LOCAL RAIL WORKERS READY TO JOIN STRIKE
4/29/1991 C032 HOSPITAL WORKERS MAY JOIN A UNION
4/30/1991 A012 UNION STRIKES OUT, MUST PAY
4/30/1991 C031 WORKERS TO GO ON STRIKE AT JEWELRY MANUFACTURER
5/20/1991 C032 STRIKING WORKERS NOT HAPPY WITH BARGAIN
6/09/1991 C025 STRIKING STEEL WORKERS SET TO RESUME TALKS
7/28/1991 D016 UNION VOTE FAILS AT SD PACKER
8/04/1991 coil JEWELRY MAKER FACES CHARGES BY UNION
8/05/1991 A096 STORY WRONG TO LABEL SDSEO A UNION (L)
9/08/1991 C032 COURT ORDERS UNION SUPPORTERS REINSTATED
9/22/1991 EOll JEWELRY FIRM'S UNION LOSES APPEAL TO NLRB
11/25/1991 C031 UNION-THORPE SKIRMISH ENDS IN FOUR ARRESTS
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LABORWIT MELANIE
LACEY ALICE
LACEV BETTY
LACEY CHARLES
LACEY ED
LACEY JEFF
LACEY MIKE 8 LACEY
LACREEK ELECTRIC
LADD CHERYL
LADWIG BILL
LADYBUGS
LAETRILE
LAFAVE LEANN
LAFAYETTE
LAFLEUR BUD
LAFLEUR STEVE 8 SH
LAFOLLETTE GREG
LAGE TROY 8 SHAUNA
LAGE WILBUR
LAGER WADE
LAIRD RAY
LAIRD RAY 8 PATTY
LAITOS MARGE
LAKDHER ALDO
LAKE ALVIN
LAKE ANDES SD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/03/1991 D065 PANEL UPHOLDS CHARGE AGAINST THORPE STRIKERS
1/23/1992 A012 MORRELL WORKERS SUE THEIR UNION
1/2A/1992 A015 UNION SAYS SUIT A CASE OF SECOND-GUESSING
1/25/1992 C032 UNION MEASURE FAILS BY SINGLE SENATE VOTE
2/2G/1992 CG51 SD UNION ENDORSES HARKIN
2/28/1992 DG75 SYMPATHY STRIKERS SUE OWN UNION FOR WAGE LOSS
5/G3/1992 AG12 AMENDING FROM THE STRIKE
5/G3/1992 AG31 KUNION RECOUPS FROM '87 WALKOUT
5/GA/1992 AGAl *STRIKE ALTERED PATHS--FOR BETTER, WORSE
6/G1/1992 CG21 BROOKINGS WORKERS REJECT UNIONIZATION
6/1G/1992 DG62 STATE AFL-CIO LEADER FACES OPPOSITION
6/11/1992 DG61 AFL-CIO CHIEF FACES OPPOSITION
8/G7/1992 AG12 LITTON PAY HIKE COMES 11 YEARS LATE
8/1A/1992 BG62 STATE US WEST HOPEFUL OF PACT
8/17/1992 BG12 US WEST STRIKE DEADLINE PASSES
8/18/1992 BG21 BROOKINGS COUNTY, UNION OK CONTRACT
9/G1/1992 AG63 ^LAWMAKERS IGNORE WORKERS' CONCERNS
9/11/1992 BG65 JUDGE DISMISSES WORKER LAWSUIT AGAINST UNION
lG/12/1992 BGll BLACK HILLS UNION TO CHALLENGE RULING
lG/27/1992 AG12 MORRELL UNION DEBATES BUY-OUT
1/13/198A CG15 JOE ROBBIE BUYS SIOUX FALLS LAB
5/G5/198A DG51 SIOUX CITY MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO BURGLARY
1G/G8/1987 BGll MEDICAL LABORATORY JOINS CALIF NETWORK
8/2G/199G CGll GOVERNOR WANTS LAB REGULATIONS REVISED
4/25/1992 AG83 STANDARDS LOWERED FOR MEDICAL TESTING CD
5/G6/1992 A1G4 LABORATORY SETTINGS CAREFULLY REGULATED CD
9/18/1989 AG52 ESTATE FOLKLORIST STRESSES TRADITION
2/11/199G FG62 FOLKLORIST HAS EASTERN ROOTS
'2/1G/1991 FG41 ESTATE FOLKLORIST HELPS SAVE ENDANGERED ART
1G/3G/199G AG52 KURSULINE NUN HEEDS LIFE'S NEW CALLING
8/G1/1984 CGll KDELL RAPIDS PRESENTS PRAIRIE GIRL
11/24/1982 CG31 LACEY TO DONATE LAND FOR SCHOOLYARD
4/25/1987 CG12 ^DONATED FOR PARK IN NORTH OF CITY
5/04/1987 AG61 LACEY PARK A NICE ADDITION
12/G3/1989 AG12 NEW SCHOOL NEIGHBORHOODS BRACE FOR CHANGE
4/19/1988 CG12 PERMIT COMPLEXITY FOR STORAGE OF WASTE
9/2G/1991 CG32 ^GARAGE IS STORE'S BIG ATTRACTION
3/29/1983 B043 ELECTRIC CO-OP WANTS INDIANS ON BOARD
5/22/1986 AG71 56MONEY RAISED FROM WEEKEND TELETHON
3/19/1987 BG12 *HURON HIGH GRAD TAKES GOLDEN PATH TO TOUGH TV
4/29/1984 EG15 LEWIS PHARMACIST IS TOP PRECEPTOR
7/31/1989 BGll ABERDEEN LADYBUG INVASION A MYSTERY
1/16/1985 CG13 SENATE COMMITTEE PASSES BILL TO REPEAL '79 STATUTE
1/17/1985 CGll SENATE PASSES BILL REPEALING LAETRILE USE LAW
5/G6/199G CCG6 XLAWYER SEEKS CHANGE ACTIVELY, QUIETLY
6/18/1992 BG12 *N0 TIME TO BE BORED
7/G8/1987 BG12 XA TASTE OF FRANCE
3/28/1989 CG12 ^EMPLOYEES PREPARE TO TAKE OVER RESTAURANT
8/G3/199G DG61 LAFAYETTE SIGNS SHRIVER LEASE
' 4/12/1991 BG12 KPIANIST'S DEPARTURE ENDS 8-YEAR TRADITION
6/G1/1992 AG15 LAFAYETTE RESTAURANT TO CLOSE DOORS
6/17/1992 A121 LAFAYETTE REGULAR MOURNS ITS CLOSING CD
3/26/199G CG23 KSMALL CREATIONS KEEP RETIREE'S HANDS BUSY
9/16/199G AAG3 *DIFFERENT STORIES--THE GAIN AND THE PAIN
6/G6/1982 EGll ^LAWYERS, ACCOUNTANTS, REALTORS FORM CO-OP
6/12/1991 BG12 XPICNICS CAN SUIT YOUR TASTE
7/3G/1987 CG12 RETURNS FAVOR TO MORRELL WORKERS
2/G7/1985 DGll 3CMILLER WRESTLER'S PURSUIT OF CAREER
6/16/1986 BG12 SF GOLFER FIRST WIN IN 31 TRIES
6/1G/1987 CG13 *LAIRD HOPES IN TITLE DEFENSE
8/22/1988 BG13 LAIRD WINS CHAMPIONSHIP
11/2G/1988 EG31 ^FORMER PRESIDENT OF RAMKOTA CORP DIES
6/12/1989 BG12 SF MAN WINS STATE STROKE PLAY GOLF TOURNEY
6/2G/1989 BG12 LAIRD GOES AFTER ANOTHER CHAMPIONSHIP
6/27/1988 BG12 3CLAIRDS WIN TOURNAMENT
5/16/1985 CGll 2 STEAL SHOW AT LUNCH WITH NANCY REAGAN
2/G4/1992 BG22 XTUNISAN LOVES COOKING WITH GRILL--AND SPAGHETTI
8/22/1983 BGll ^FAMILIES RETURNING TO CLEANER LAKE ALVIN
4/G2/1989 BG71 EXAMINES FISHING PRESSURE ON LAKE ALVIN
4/11/1989 AG25 TO PREVENT UNDERAGE DRINKING AT LAKE ALVIN
4/13/1989 AG12 DRIVER IN COURT BEFORE CRASH
5/24/199G CG33 XLAKE ALVIN GUIDE
5/13/1992 DG41 FISHING DERBY LURES KIDS TO LAKE ALVIN
3/23/1985 CG21 SIOUX TRIBE OWNS LAKE ANDES BED, JUDGE SAYS
4/28/1985 C021 LAKE ANDES PROJECT WOULD LEAD WAY
7/23/1986 B021 STATE OWNS BED OF LAKE, COURT RULES
6/23/1987 CG43 COURT REJECTS TRIBE'S LAKE APPEAL
8/17/1989 CGll SENATE PANEL PLANS LAKE ANDES HEARING
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SUBJECT
LAKE ANDES SD
LAKE AREA DEVELOPM
LAKE BENTON MN
LAKE BYRON
LAKE CAMPBELL
LAKE COVELL
LAKE DIMOCK
LAKE HANSON
LAKE HENDRICKS
LAKE HERMAN
LAKE JIM
LAKE KAMPESKA
LAKE LAKOTA
LAKE MADISON
LAKE MARINDAHL
LAKE MENNO
LAKE MITCHELL
LAKE NORDEN SD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/22/1990 AG6A BASIC RIGHTS DENIED TO LAKE ANDES' ABUSED (L)
12/07/1990 C015 XGROUP SUING OVER WAGNER ABUSE SHELTER
12/09/1990 E015 LAWYER SEEKING LAWSUIT DAMAGES
5/21/1991 coil INJUNCTION REQUESTED TO BUILD SHELTER
6/04/1991 A015 LOSE GROUND IN LAKE ANDES LAWSUIT
8/07/1991 C012 LAWYER--RESIDENTS BULLIED OFFICIALS
8/08/1991 C012 TRIBE DOUBTS SHELTER ADVOCATE
8/09/1991 A015 SHELTER DECISION NOT DISCRIMINATION
9/13/1991 C012 SHELTER FOR ABUSED WOMEN OPENS IN LAKE ANDES
11/21/1991 A013 ANDES CENTRAL'S GROUPING BLASTED
8/30/1989 D082 MADISON APPROVES $350,000 DEVELOPMENT LOAN
5/08/1983 BOll LAKE BENTON RALLIES AGAINST FORECLOSURES
2/02/1984 C051 HURON SEEKS $500,000 GRANT FOR LAKE BYRON
4/27/1984 C041 LAKE BYRON PIPELINE PROJECT GETS $248,000
10/12/1984 C035 LAKE ASSOCIATION ASKS FOR MONEY
7/04/1986 C021 HARRISON BUSINESS WINS LAKE BYRON CONTRACT
6/23/1992 A012 3€IT'S NO FISH TALE
11/22/1984 D031 PLAN TO INCORPORATE LAKE CAMPBELL DELAYED
9/15/1985 C021 COUNTIES AGREE TO FINANCING FOR LAKE PROJECT
5/22/1987 C021 ALLOCATED FOR LAKE CAMPBELL DREDGING
10/10/1988 A012 *LAKE CAMPBELL DANCES TO A LITTLE WATER MUSIC
7/01/1991 B031 BEER LICENSES OK'D FOR LAKE CAMPBELL BAR
3/23/1984 coil DIESEL FUEL SPILLS, CONTAMINATES LAKE COVELL
1/25/1992 C031 NEW DAM COULD REVIVE LAKE DIMOCK
6/15/1986 C021 BEACH MAY REOPEN DESPITE HIGH PREMIUMS
7/12/1990 C033 *LAKE STUDY EXCITES NEIGHBORS
10/09/1990 C036 LAKE HENDRICKS PROJECT RECEIVES GRANT
5/25/1985 C021 DREDGING OF LAKE HERMAN BEGINS IN JUNE
7/19/1987 coil FUND SHORTAGE MAY HARM LAKE HERMAN
' 7/20/1990 C021 STATE ORDERS LAKE WATER LEVEL LOWERED
10/25/1990 coil DREDGING PROJECT RUNS OUT OF FUNDS
3/27/1988 G051 MEATPACKING VENTURE HARD WORK, REWARDING
4/03/1986 A012 *LAKE IS TAME AFTER FLOOD
6/16/1986 C021 LAKESIDE RESIDENTS CAN DO BANK REPAIR WORK
6/23/1986 B021 CORPS AGREES TO AUTHORIZE STUDY OF LAKE
10/17/1986 C021 LAKE KAMPESKA VOTES TO WATER PROJECTS
12/18/1988 E024 STUDY TO ASSESS NEED FOR DAM NEAR WATERTOWN
4/11/1991 C022 BOATERS HAVE TROUBLE WITH LOW LAKE LEVELS
6/26/1991 C031 LAKE KAMPESKA RISES 3 FEET IN 3 MONTHS
5/15/1983 C041 LAKE LAKOTA IS FULL NOW, BUT FOR HOW LONG
6/06/1990 C033 KLAKE LAKOTA IN ITS 'DRY' CYCLE
9/22/1990 A083 SUPPORT FUNDING FOR LAKE LAKOTA (L)
8/27/1991 C015 OFFICIALS CONSIDER PLAN TO REFILL
5/12/1983 D031 LAKE MADISON ONLY HOT SPOT FOR FISHING IN STATE
7/20/1983 coil KLAKE SPRAYED WITH WEEDKILLER DESPITE PROTESTS
2/04/1984 B023 CHEMICALS TO STOP WEEDS NOT NEEDED (L)
2/26/1984 C031 PROPERTY OWNERS FAVOR CHEMICAL TREATMENT
3/10/1984 C041 CITIZENS WANT LAKE MADISON WATER TESTED
3/11/1984 C033 SAFETY OF CHEMICALS USED IN LAKE NOT PROVEN
3/14/1984 D023 USING CHEMICAL TO KILL WEEDS NO ANSWER (L)
3/23/1984 C031 PUBLIC HEARING ON CHEMICAL WEED KILLING
3/29/1984 C052 NEUFELD WILL DECIDE ABOUT CHEMICALS
4/20/1984 C035 LAND GROUP GETS PARTIAL OK FOR CHEMICALS
8/04/1985 B053 PRESORT OWNER CELEBRATES MILESTONE
12/09/1985 A063 WASTED FOR THE BENEFIT OF FEW (L)
12/30/1985 A061 LAKE MADISON PROJECT IS WORTHY EFFORT (L)
5/20/1986 DOll EXPERTS TO DISCUSS HEALTH HAZARDS OF PCB'S
5/21/1986 B034 150 HEAR ABOUT PCB HAZARDS
7/20/1986 B061 XBEYER AT HOME ON BEACH
7/10/1988 A103 LAKE MADISON GETS UNDESERVED BUM RAP (L)
4/15/1989 C024 MADISON GROUP OPPOSES PLAN FOR PCB SITE
7/31/1989 A014 ^(HOOKED ON LAKE MADISON
8/04/1990 C036 RESORT HOSTS REUNION
5/05/1991 N071 SPECIAL TOGETHERNESS FOUND IN LAKE LIFE
8/26/1991 A015 *MAN KILLED, 2 CRITICALLY HURT
11/19/1991 C013 BOAT DRIVER SUED AGAIN IN LAKE ACCIDENT
1/14/1992 C016 THREE MORE FILE CIVIL SUIT IN BOAT CRASH
8/12/1992 B016 DIVERS PULL HELICOPTER FROM LAKE
7/31/1988 B071 ANGLERS QUESTION WISDOM IN KILLING LAKE
6/19/1990 D031 3CSH0RT DEATH BRINGS LAKE BACK TO LIFE
6/04/1990 D014 ^CITIZEN'S GROUP FIGHTS TO RETURN LIFE
7/16/1986 BOll LAKE MITCHELL SWIMMING BEACHES CLOSED
7/20/1986 E042 OFFICIAL DEFENDS CLOSING BEACHES
3/18/1990 C021 LAKE MITCHELL MAY UNDERGO QUALITY STUDY
7/10/1990 A012 3€DEAD FISH WON'T HARM CITY'S WATER
7/11/1990 coil HEAT, STRESS KILLED 7,000 FISH IN MITCHELL
5/13/1982 B094 LAKE NORDEN 75TH ANNIVERSARY
7/05/1982 A012 LAKE NORDEN GREW UP AROUND THIS MAN
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LAKE NORDEN SD
LAKE OAHE
LAKE OKOBOJI
LAKE PAHOJA
LAKE PELICAN
LAKE POINSETT
LAKE PRESTON SD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/05/1982 coil FROM DROUGHT TO ROBBERY--HISTORY ALIVE
7/26/1983 CQ16 ST PETER FIRM WANTS TO BUY LAKE NORDEN MILK PLANT
7/18/1988 A012 KTOWN RECALLS ITS BIGGEST BOOSTER
1D/11/198A C041 PERMITS NEEDED TO TAKE WOOD AT LAKE OAHE
7/08/1985 B021 LOW WATER ALLOWS BOAT RAMP LENGTHENING
10/27/1985 C021 LAKE OAHE BOAT RAMPS TO BE LENGTHENED
5/31/1986 C021 HUGHES COUNTY WANTS GRANT TO AID LAKE RESORT
1/07/1987 D032 PLAN TO FENCE LAKES CRITICIZED
A/12/1987 C021 INFLOW RECORD SET
12/03/1988 C012 DEVELOPMENT PLANS ARE ROCKING THE BOAT
A/lA/1989 C023 LAKE OAHE ELEVATION MAY BE AT ITS PEAK
5/26/1989 C021 CORPS CRITICIZED OVER OAHE'S LOW WATER
6/25/1989 A132 CORPS WILL EXTEND RAMPS (L)
7/26/1989 C02A SOUTH DAKOTA'S LARGEST LAKE SHRINKS
10/19/1989 COAA SALMON SMALLER AT SPAWNING STATION
11/29/1989 C051 LAKE OAHE SETS RECORD LOW THIS MONTH
1/11/1990 C021 PROPANE EXPLOSION KILLS WEB WORKER
2/2A/1990 COAl OAHE RIVER IS EXPECTED TO RISE SOON
3/20/1990 C021 DROUGHT MEANS MORE OAHE RAMP EXTENSIONS
3/25/1990 B071 STATE OFFICIALS STOCK RESERVOIR WITH HERRING
4/07/1990 C016 OAHE GETS DOUBLE DOSE OF WALLEYE
4/07/1990 C051 LAKE OAHE WILL FALL MORE THIS YEAR
4/12/1990 C021 TRIBE THREATENS CORPS OVER OAHE
4/13/1990 C022 MICKELSON REQUESTS HELP FOR OAHE RESORTS
5/03/1990 C022 PARK AGENCY HOPES TO ENSURE BOATER SAFETY
5/10/1990 A012 JUDGE HALTS MISSOURI RIVER WATER RELEASES
5/11/1990 C016 OAHE FLOWS CUT
11/25/1990 B071 WALLEYE OVERBAGGING IS SEASONAL PROBLEM
5/28/I99I B031 EXPECTING SUCCESSFUL WALLEYE SPAWN IN LAKE OAHE
7/21/1991 coil *BY THE WATERS OF OAHE
8/08/1991 C035 OAHE WON'T CHALLENGE ANOTHER RECORD LOW
8/09/1991 C036 OAHE TO HALT WATER FLOW FOR REPAIRS
11/19/1991 C021 LAKE OAHE LEVEL ABOVE RECORD LOW
12/29/1991 B061 PROJECT SET TO RESTORE OAHE WILDLIFE
1/21/1992 B031 THE PLACE TO GO FOR TROPHY FISHING
2/04/1992 B031 5fOAHE GROUPS NEED TO BECOME BETTER FRIENDS
2/18/1992 B031 STOCKING HELPS OAHE MEET ANGLERS' DEMANDS
4/21/1992 C012 WATER LEVEL STILL RECEDING AT OAHE RESERVOIR
4/21/1992 D031 GOOD-SIZED SALMON ARE BACK IN LAKE OAHE
6/I6/I992 D031 LAKE OAHE TAILRACE YIELDS RECORD CHINOOK
9/14/1992 B022 RAIN HELPS RESERVOIR HOLD ITS OWN
10/05/1992 B022 *SALMON BOUNCE BACK AT OAHE
11/09/1992 B025 LAKE OAHE SALMON EGGS UNUSUALLY HARD TO FIND
1I/I1/I988 B015 TO REOPEN WEST LAKE OKOBOJI PARK
5/26/1989 B031 ^RETREATING TO OKOBOJI'S SHORES
8/05/1989 C012 BOUNCER FOUND SHOT TO DEATH NEAR LAKE OKOBOJI
8/07/1989 BOll LAKE OKOBOJI DEATH PROBE TO CONTINUE
1/08/1990 A054 AUDITIONS TUESDAY FOR SHOW
8/04/1987 C012 5€MAN-MADE LAKE IN IOWA FARMLAND
2/20/1987 C021 LAKE PELICAN VOTERS REJECT WATER DISTRICT
6/10/1988 coil LAKE PELICAN OK'S WATER PROJECT DISTRICT
3/05/1983 B032 SUPREME COURT RULINGS ON FARMLAND AND TROOPER
3/20/1983 DOll kLAKE POINSETT'S HAYDAY IS GONE
11/17/1983 C041 POINSETT SHORELINE STABILIZATION WORK PLAN
11/05/1984 C035 SDSU WILL STUDY NEW TOWN FEASIBILITY
4/21/1985 C071 LAKE POINSETT AT HIGHEST LEVEL SINCE 1952
4/27/1985 C052 HIGH WATER CONTINUES LAKE POINSETT DAMAGE
7/07/1985 coil LAKE POINSETT CONSIDERS MUNICIPALITY STUDY
9/17/1985 C042 LAKE POINSETT'S HIGH WATER LEVEL TO CONTINUE
4/08/1986 A012 5fLAKES KEEP RESIDENTS CLOSE TO HOME
4/19/1986 A013 JfLAKE RESIDENTS TRY TO SHORE UP
4/19/1986 A021 SANDBAGGING WON'T HURT MINNEHAHA COUNTY
4/27/1986 A012 HIGH WATER GETS LOW MARKS FROM RESIDENTS
11/29/1986 C022 SUPPORTERS HOPEFUL ABOUT LAKE PROJECT
12/11/1986 C012 LANDOWNERS UNHAPPY WITH LAKE PLAN
2/09/1987 C023 SINKING CARS MAY SET NEW HIGH
5/19/1988 B041 WALLEYES, CRAPPIES PROVIDE ACTION AT POINSETT
5/3I/I991 D012 *POINSETT SEEKS POPULARITY AS WEEKEND HOT SPOT
7/14/1985 A012 *LAKES RE-EMERGE TO CLAIM LAND
8/04/1985 C016 *DIRT FLIES OVER INFIELD
8/27/1985 C016 LAKE PRESTON BALLPARK VOTE SET FOR TODAY
8/29/1985 C033 VOTERS OK BASEBALL FIELD REPAIR
4/16/1986 A012 ^COUNTY TRIES TO STAY AFLOAT
8/01/1986 A012 FLOOD WATER DOWNS FARM SPIRIT
12/22/1986 B051 IT POURS ON TOWN TROUBLES
9/I5/I987 C0I2 KHOPES TO GET BACK ON TRACK
11/15/1987 B012 *T0 REPORT ON SMALL TOWNS IN SD
11/22/1987 B012 ^PRINCIPAL WATCHES CHANGES IN LAKE PRESTON
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SUBJECT
LAKE PRESTON SD
LAKE PRIOR
LAKE SIANI
LAKE THOMPSON
LAKE TRAVERSE
LAKE VERMILLION
LAKE WHITEWOOD
LAKE WILSON MN
LAKE YANKTON
LAKES-IA
LAKES-MN
LAKES-SD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/29/1987 B012 ^CIRCUS WORKER BURIED THERE
12/06/1987 0012 MAYORAL STINT A SMALL-TOWN CIVIC DUTY
2/21/1988 AOAl 3CRES1DENTS ADAPT TO SHRINKING WORLD
2/22/1988 A012 FAMILY LIVES BY LOVE OF THE LAND
2/23/1988 A012 3€TAKES CARE OF RETIRED SCHOOL TEACHER
2/24/1988 A014 KGROCERS HAVE FAITH IN LAKE PRESTON
2/25/1988 A012 ^SURVIVAL WON'T COME EASILY
5/15/1989 A012 LAKE PRESTON PLOTS TO SAVE CLINIC
5/22/1989 A012 J6F1RED EDITOR IGNITES NEWSPAPER DUEL
6/01/1989 con RIVAL PAPER DELAYED IN LAKE PRESTON
6/04/1989 B071 ^PROJECTS PROMOTE WETLANDS RESTORATION
6/11/1989 C015 3€F1REF1GHTERS HELP RESCUE BOOKWORMS
6/13/1989 con PAPER BATTLE BREWS IN LAKE PRESTON
8/03/1989 C016 PRESERVING HEALTH CARE
10/17/1989 C043 CLINIC'S ONLY DOCTOR LEAVES LAKE PRESTON
10/31/1989 C026 TROUBLED TOWN CLINIC STILL OPEN
11/12/1989 EOll ARLINGTON'S CLINIC TO OPEN MONDAY
11/19/1989 A075 X'THE WORST' COMES TRUE IN LAKE PRESTON
1/21/1990 C012 COMPETING NEWSPAPERS RIP LAKE PRESTON
2/18/1990 E041 LAKE PRESTON VOTERS TO DECIDE BOND ISSUE
3/06/1990 C012 PRESTON OWNER--SUPPORT ONE NEWSPAPER
7/24/1990 C012 DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION BUYS LAKE PRESTON CLINIC
7/19/1991 A012 *LONE TREE ON ITS LAST LIMB
1/26/1992 F032 LAKE PRESTON PUTS KIDS IN TV SPOTLIGHT
3/30/1992 C032 LAKE PRIOR DRAINED FOR DREDGING, CLEANING
4/23/1992 C031 LAKE PRIOR BEGINS TO FILL UP AGAIN
7/07/1985 con DIVISION INVESTIGATES LAKE SINAI WATER LEVEL
10/05/1986 C021 LAKE THOMPSON CAN BE DANGEROUS
11/12/1986 A081 ^€LAKE THOMPSON FLOODING NEEDS SOLUTIONS NOW
2/21/1987 C023 MONEY SOUGHT FOR SUBMERGED LINES
4/09/1987 D033 ^POTENTIAL GREAT FOR KINGSBURY COUNTY LAKE
4/12/1987 con DASCHLE TO ALTER WATER BANK PLAN
12/02/1987 B025 RESIDENTS MAY HAVE TO LIVE WITH FLOODING
6/19/1988 B061 KAREA RESIDENTS ADAPT TO LAKE THOMPSON
4/16/1989 B071 LAKE THOMPSON FLOURISHING AS FISHING SPOT
9/27/1990 C034 500 BIRDS DEAD AT LAKE THOMPSON
4/26/1991 C034 SILVER LAKE SITE DEDICATED NEAR DE SMET
5/17/1992 B062 JfPOLLOCK FARM NOW PRODUCES NORTHERNS, WALLEYES
6/19/1990 B012 ^NORTHEAST HOPES TO LURE ANGLERS
3/11/1991 B033 NEEDS CLEANUP, GROUP SAYS
7/09/1983 A094 PROMPT ATTENTION IS APPRECIATED (L)
8/03/1984 C025 STATE SHOULD FIX DAM AT LAKE (L)
4/26/1987 B083 ^RECREATION AREA HAS NEW LOOK
4/30/1987 D044 KLAKE VERMILLION PANFISH BITING
5/03/1992 N064 XLAKE IS A REEL FAVORITE
7/23/1990 B031 LAKE WHITEWOOD FISHING REGULATIONS RESCINDED
7/29/1992 A012 *LAKE WILSON RESIDENTS REVIVING PRIDE AFTER TORNADO
2/03/1985 C024 MOTORS ON LAKE CONFUSE OFFICIALS
3/12/1985 B021 ELECTRIC TROLLING DEVICES TO BE LEGALIZED
7/20/1989 D012 LAKE YANKTON PROVIDES ACTION
8/24/1989 D013 *LAKE YANKTON OFFERS ANGLERS VARIETY
5/26/1989 B031 ^RETREATING TO OKOBOJl'S SHORES
9/08/1985 con PIPESTONE TO LOSE LAKE TEMPORARILY
SEE ALSO NAMES OF LAKES
1/31/1982 C051 RECENT WARMTH, SUN TURN BACK TIDE
2/07/1982 C051 SHALLOW LAKES IN FOR LARGE FISH WINTERKILL
4/07/1982 B041 RIVER WATER DIVERTED INTO POINSETT
4/12/1982 C012 PRIVATE CONCESSIONS TESTED AT PACTOLA LAKE
5/24/1982 con REVITALIZATION OF LAKE POINSETT AFTER WINTERKILL
7/04/1982 C051 DEERFIELD LAKE TO BE DRAINED TO KILL WHITE SUCKER
7/26/1982 A012 MISSOURI RIVER TOWNS BAIT PASSING FISHERMEN
7/29/1982 A015 WHEN THINGS TURN SOUR IN LEMMON--A DERBY
7/30/1982 C041 SF FIRM BEGINS CLEANING LAKE BYRON
8/05/1982 A012 9CCAB1N OWNERS FIGHT FOR LAKE BYRON
8/07/1982 C044 ^GARBAGE TAKES OVER WALL LAKE
8/08/1982 C051 *WHAT SHOULD BE DONE WITH LAKE BYRON
8/11/1982 C023 THINKS OUTSIDE AID FOR LAKE PROBLEM UNFAIR (L)
8/12/1982 C023 WALL LAKE RESIDENT DISPUTES NEWS REPORTS (L)
8/14/1982 C031 THOMS CRITICIZES COUNTY COMMISSION
8/30/1982 B014 SHADEHILL FIGHTS SHARK RUMOR WITH HUMOR
9/02/1982 B031 WALLEYE F1SH1NG--TRY LAKE KAMPESKA
9/03/1982 C031 CORPS CONSIDERS RAISING LAKE LEVEL
9/19/1982 C013 SELLING OF SD--GLAC1AL LAKE STYLE
9/23/1982 C023 LAKE BYRON MERITS CITY, STATE HELP (L)
12/27/1982 con LAKE MADISON RESIDENTS TOLD TO CLEAN UP
4/20/1984 C041 IMPROVEMENTS MAY BE MADE AT TWO LAKES
5/02/1984 D031 SUBDISTRICT SETS GUIDELINES FOR LAKE ASSISTANCE
8/27/1984 B033 WANTING MORE LAKES IN HILLS
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LAKES-SD
LAKESIDE DAIRY
LAKEWOOD MALL
LAKOTA
LAKOTA FILM COMM
LAKOTA FOOD
LAKOTA FUND
LAKOTA HOMES
LAKOTA TIMES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/26/1985 D052 SD SLOUGHS BLOOM INTO FISH-FILLED LAKES
12/29/1985 B071 FISH KILL TO PONDS, LAKES
4/07/1986 C023 EAST RIVER RESIDENTS TO SAVE LAKES
5/13/1986 DG23 WET SPRING HELPS WESTERN LAKES
6/08/1986 C031 PERMITS NEEDED FOR SHORLINE FOOD REPAIR
6/21/1986 C023 SWIMMING BANNED AT 2 STATE LAKES
6/26/1986 C035 SWIMMERS WARNED ABOUT BACTERIA LEVELS
7/11/1986 coil TAXING STATE-OWNED LAKE ACCESS LAND
8/10/1986 B081 TO MAKE DRY LAKE A LAKE AGAIN
2/04/1987 B024 HIGH TEMPERATURES KEEP LAKE LEVELS LOW
2/08/1987 B061 *AREA SLOUGHS-TURNED-LAKES
5/24/1987 C021 OAHE CEREMONY SET FOR ONE MILLIONTH TREE
10/20/1987 C043 LAKES REGION WANTS ITS OWN IMAGE
3/16/1988 B012 COUNTY TO PAY PORTION WATER TESTS
3/21/1988 coil FISH WINTERKILL MINOR IN STATE'S LAKES
4/19/1988 C024 DON'T HAVE CONTROL OVER LAKES
5/05/1988 D012 KLAKES VERMILLION, POINSETT PROVIDE BITES
7/03/1988 FOll ^STATE'S LAKESHORES STRAPPED FOR SAND
7/20/1988 A016 WALL LAKE RESCUE
10/02/1988 B061 LAKES PUT ON LIBERALIZED FISHING LIST
3/05/1989 C012 *DE SMET HOPES TO REPLENISH FAMED LAKE
7/01/1991 B015 DREDGING PLAN UNCOVERS NEED TO PROTECT LAKES
8/22/1991 C015 DREDGING PROGRAM FAULTED
12/26/1991 C032 LAKE ICE IS UNSAFE FOR TRAVEL
1/04/1992 C032 OFFICIALS--ICE IS NOT SAFE
2/06/1992 C035 CORPS WANTS CHARGES FOR RECREATION AREAS
2/21/1992 C032 GROUP WANTS STATE TO KEEP DREDGES
3/16/1992 C032 GROUP TO BE WATCHDOG FOR SD LAKES
'8/18/1992?B022 LAKE GROUPS MAY BUY STATE-OWNED DREDGES
9/06/1992 A093 DREDGES ARE VITAL TO QUALITY OF SD LAKES CD
10/02/1992 B012 STATE DREDGES UP FOR SALE
12/08/1992 B025 STATE LAKES ASSOCIATION WANTS TO BUY DREDGES
4/08/1983 C034 LOCAL DAIRY EXPANDS BUSINESS
5/01/1983 N021 (RETAIL/BUSINESS) KEEPING COOL
7/17/1983 A012 LAKESIDE DAIRY WILL TAKE OVER TERRACE PARK
5/13/1984 EOll 5CLAKESIDE HIRES OPERATIONS MANAGER
5/13/1984 E016 NEW LOOK
10/10/1987 A016 ^STUDENTS FIND DAIRY'S COW UDDER DELIGHT
2/20/1990 B066 KELO, LAKESIDE TRADE OUT ADS
6/16/1991 E012 ^CORPORATION IS ALSO LOCAL DAIRY
7/12/1991 coil LAKESIDE DAIRY UNVEILS RECYCLING PROGRAM
9/17/1991 A012 KMILK TANK PUTS ON A COAT
7/04/1992 C024 LAKESIDE MILKMAN MAKES FINAL DELIVERY
7/15/1992 D062 KTALL DRINK OF MILK
10/02/1992 BOll STUDENTS APOLOGIZE FOR LAKESIDE AFFAIR
7/23/1989 EOll BLUEPRINT EXPANDS FOR ABERDEEN MALL
SEE ALSO INDIAN LANGUAGE
1/22/1987 B012 KCOLORING BOOK TEACHES CHILDREN LAKOTA
^ 6/30/1987 A064 CLERGY PUT SIOUX INTO PRINT CD
7/04/1987 C021 GROUP TRANSLATES BIBLE TO LAKOTA
3/16/1990 C012 5fT0 SPEND YEAR STUDYING INDIAN HUMOR
3/16/1990 C023 PAIR TEACHES LAKOTA LANGUAGE THROUGH TAPES
4/14/1991 A012 XSIOUX LANGUAGE GOES TO HEAD OF CLASS
10/31/1991 C035 SIOUX LANGUAGE COURSE BEGINS
2/12/1992 C035 LAKOTA FILM GROUP WILL GUARD ACCURACY OF ROLES
4/17/1991 B012 XLAKOTA TRADITIONS
4/17/1991 B021 TASTE OF THE NATION FEATURES LAKOTA FOOD
12/10/1990 C032 LAKOTA FUND RECIEVES $20,000 DONATION
12/21/1992 B022 KLOAN PROGRAM HELPS DREAMS COME TRUE
8/21/1985 C031 JUDGE--STOP FEUDING, DRINKING
2/04/1990 C022 HUD DECISION SPARKS LAKOTA HOMES BOYCOTT
SEE INDIAN COUNTRY TODAY
10/19/1982 C032 ^FIREBOMBS EXPLODE AT PINE RIDGE NEWSPAPER
3/18/1983 D021 QUESTIONAIRE SHOWS INDIANS CONCERNED CED)
10/18/1983 C013 XLAKOTA TIMES TO COVER RESERVATION AREAS
2/07/1984 B032 LAKOTA TIMES EXPANDS CIRCULATION
2/12/1984 C061 CANDIDATE SAYS LAKOTA TIMES COVERAGE UNFAIR
7/28/1984 D021 PUBLIC TV OFFICIAL RAPS LAKOTA TIMES ATTACK CD
4/28/1985 N091 XCRETAID READERSHIP NOT RESTRICTED TO RESERVATION
6/07/1987 C014 INDIAN JOURNALIST PLANS NEWS NETWORK
12/13/1987 A083 SPECIALIZED REPORTING CAN BE BIASED
8/02/1989 C012 ESTATE'S LARGEST WEEKLY TO MOVE
12/29/1989 A012 RACIST REMARKS OFFEND, CAUSE RETURN OF REWARD
4/04/1990 A083 INDIAN PAPERS' BEST CHANCE FOR SUCCESS
5/13/1990 coil MICKELSON TO ATTEND PUBLISHER OPEN HOUSE
12/15/1990 C033 NEWSPAPER TO SERVE PINE RIDGE, ROSEBUD
5/05/1991 coil 'LAKOTA TIMES' FOUNDER HONORED
9/15/1991 A081 56'PEOPLE' ARTICLE ON 'LAKOTA TIMES' BRINGS REPLYS
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
I0/1I/I99I coil TO OPEN WASHINGTON BUREAU
12/23/1991 coil 'LAKOTA TIMES' OPENS WASHINGTON BUREAU
4/02/1992 C035 'LAKOTA TIMES' PUBLISHER CHANGES DUTIES
8/22/1992 D021 'LAKOTA TIMES' GETS FREEDOM FORUM LOAN
9/23/1982 B051 THE SF CHAPTER WILL SPONSER A FASHION SHOW
4/07/1991 A091 ^HUMILIATING, BORING SUSPENSION 'BOX'
2/11/1991 B012 ^CITY'S ALTERNATIVE MAGAZINE GOES
5/16/1983 B012 3CBR0THERS SPEND A LOT OF TIME BAILING PEOPLE OUT
5/12/1985 A012 3CPLANE FLEW LOW OVER CHILDHOOD HOME
12/09/1984 coil TO SAVE WESTMAR COLLEGE
SEE SHEEP
5/02/1987 AlOl ^TYPICAL OF CASES AIDED BY HELPLINE
1/29/1982 A012 *TEEN-AGER LEARNS CPR IN SCHOOL, SAVE LIFE
1/30/1982 C012 *CPR TO THE RESCUE--TWICE
7/05/1992 A012 ^STANDING TALL ON THE 4TH
9/11/1984 coil PITCHING FOOTBALLS INSTEAD OF BASEBALLS PAYS OFF
8/08/1992 A012 ^PRIEST ACCUSED IN SEX CASE
8/23/1992 A012 KSEX CHARGE CUTS DEEP
8/23/1992 A041 ^OPENNESS ON ABUSE TOUCHES OTHERS
8/25/1992 B012 BISHOP, PARISHIONERS DISCUSS ABUSE
9/09/1992 A012 ^FAIRFAX PRIEST ADMITS SEX ABUSE
9/10/1992 B012 KSEX ABUSE VICTIM TALKS TO OPRAH
4/21/1989 C014 *REVEREND TO BLESS MOTORCYCLES
9/07/1982 A075 3eTHE PRICE WAS RIGHT WHEN SHE CAME ON DOWN
2/25/1989 BOll ^WRESTLING FAMILY SHOOTS FOR THE TOP
6/27/1984 BOll LAMMERS BOYS ROPING WAY TO NATIONAL
2/15/1982 A013 KSD MORAL ISSUES BEFORE LAWMAKERS
3/13/1982 C041 KLAMMERS SEEKS RE-ELECTION TO HOUSE
-5/0T/1983 C071 LAMMERS GOES TO TAIWAN FORUM WITHOUT JANKLOW
3/09/1984 C035 LAMMERS WILL RUN AGAIN FOR HOUSE
10/23/1984 B042 LAMMERS--EXPORT TRADING FIRM NEEDED
1/30/1985 D045 ^COMMITTEE REJECTS ELDERLY ABUSE REPORT BILL
3/18/1986 C013 MADISON LAWMAKER TO RUN FOR RE-ELECTION
7/20/1986 E041 LAWMAKER SAYS DRINKING AGE WILL RAISE
11/23/1986 E021 KLAMMERS--NEW ROLE HUMBLING
1/15/1987 B021 LAWMAKER'S CASE STOLEN FROM CAR
2/20/1987 C041 DINOSAUR NAMED TO HONOR LAMMERS FAMILY
3/19/1988 coil SfLAMMERS TO SEEK 7TH HOUSE TERM
4/28/1988 C021 HOG FARMERS DESERVE TO BE PROTECTED
11/18/1988 C012 LAMMERS EXPECTED TO LEAD HOUSE GOP
11/20/1988 E016 LAMMERS RETAINS GOP POST
1/13/1989 C014 TRAVEL IN YOUR OWN AIRPLANE
2/25/1989 C012 PONDERS CHANGES FOR DEADWOOD GAMBLING
4/28/1989 C016 LAWMAKER THREATENS TO SUE PAPER
7/04/1989 A016 LAWMAKER PREDICTS SD 'TUG-OF-WAR'
12/15/1989 C043 3€ABILITY TO CALL SPECIAL SESSIONS
1/06/1990 A083 KHIGH TURNOVER MAKES LIMITED TERMS UNNECESSARY
3/09/1990 coil LAMMERS ANNOUNCES RE-ELECTION PLANS
7/01/1990 G031 36LOBBYISTS PAID TO SWAY, INFLUENCE LEGISLATURE
^8/16/1990 C012 PENNY-PINCHER LAWMAKERS SWAP BARBS
11/04/1990 A122 COLUMN CRITICIZING LAMMERS TOO HARSH (L)
11/17/1990 B012 POTENTIAL LEADERS GO HEAD TO HEAD
11/18/1990 E012 ^REPUBLICANS, DEMOCRATS RE-ELECT STATE LEADERS
2/09/1991 C016 3CJAIL FAMILY BILL FALTERS
4/09/1991 B031 ^SPECIAL SESSION MAY NOT MATERIALIZE
5/04/1991 A103 DEMOCRATS RESPONSIBLE FOR TAX-RELIEF FAILURE (L)
4/02/1992 A014 ^LAWMAKER CALLS IT QUITS
4/05/1992 GOll *THE LEGEND OF LAMMERS--DAFT, EFFECTIVE
5/19/1992 C012 *ETHICS PANEL LOOKS TO FUTURE, NOT PAST
11/01/1992 Alll *THERE IS A HIGH TURNOVER IN LEGISLATURE
11/11/1992 B021 RETIRING LEGISLATORS TO BE HONORED
7/03/1982 C021 *RODEO PROVIDES A SUMMER DISTRACTION
11/06/1985 B012 BIG-HEARTED LITTLE MAN
4/29/1984 N031 BISECTION 2) FAMILY TRADITION BROUGHT TO SENATE
5/31/1989 A022 *SD LAWMAKER, SENIOR LEADER HAIL 'HERO'
6/25/1989 A123 ^PROGRESS CAN BE SAD
6/30/1982 C031 LAMONT APPOINTED TO AGING COUNCIL
6/10/1986 C021 LAMONT NAMED WINNER OF AWARD FOR WOMEN
10/16/1988 B012 *BROWN COUNTY CHOICE--LAMONT OR HERSETH
4/17/1992 C021 ABERDEEN WOMAN ON CIVIL WAR PANEL
3/19/1991 B012 ^SOLDIER TELLS OF IRAQI'S SAD STATE
5/12/1989 A012 KFAMILY WORRIES WHENEVER TENSION RISE
7/31/1988 EOll LUMBER DEALER SOLD TO HOLDING COMPANY
6/30/1991 EOll LUMBER COMPANY FILES FOR BANKRUPTCY
11/13/1983 C014 KSTURGIS SCULPTOR LIKES FEEL OF BRONZE
3/21/1989 C014 CENTENNIAL STATUE UNVEILED IN CAPITOL
11/03/1989 D013 566-FOOT-ll CENTER COULD GIVE BOOST
4/22/1991 C012 XPIERRE WOMAN TO RECEIVE AWARD FROM BUSH
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8/05/1991 B041 LAWYER SAYS FLIGHT TO SD DENIED ACCESS
10/21/1985 B033 SPEAKER PREDICTS END TO RESERVATIONS
8/06/1982 C051 SD FARM LAND VALUES LEVEL OFF, STUDY INDICATES
10/06/1982 B053 NATIONAL LAND JUDGING
1/21/1983 B051 BILL ON EASEMENTS CALLED UNWORKABLE
1/23/1983 A012 ECONOMY WEAKENS FARMLAND PRICES
1/27/1983 C051 COMMITTEE REJECTS REASSESS EASEMENT PLAN
4/26/1983 C051 FOREIGNERS BUY MORE SD LAND
5/05/1983 C012 MEIERHENRY--DON'T LET LAND DISPUTE HOLD UP LOANS
5/06/1983 C013 SD LANDOWNERS TAKE NOTICES TO COURT
5/12/1983 C031 DISPUTED LAND STILL ELIGIBLE FOR LOANS
5/15/1983 BOll FARMER CONSIDERS SUING FEDS IN LAND CLAIMS CASE
5/16/1983 B035 SIOUX TRIBE VOTES TO ACCEPT FEDERAL LAND SETTLEMENT
5/17/1983 BOll SANTEE SIOUX APPROVE $8 5 MILLION LAND SETTLEMENT
5/20/1983 C012 LAWYERS, LANDOWNERS, INDIANS TAKE SIDES OVER LAND
5/24/1983 C041 OWNERS AWARDED $49,000 FOR POLLUTED LAND
6/01/1983 C031 FARMER SUES CITY, CHALLENGES DRAINAGE FEE
6/19/1983 B075 TRIBAL MEMBERS WIN CONTROL OF LAND
6/21/1983 A072 CARLSON DIRECTS LAND TITLE GROUP
7/12/1983 A012 FARMLAND PRICES STABILIZE
7/15/1983 coil STATE WANTS INDIAN LAND CASE DROPPED
7/26/1983 C035 PANEL SAYS LAND PAYMENTS WEREN'T UNFAIR
8/15/1983 coil VALUE OF SOUTH DAKOTA FARMLAND FALLS 5 PERCENT
8/30/1983 B035 BUREAU TAKES BIDS FOR ROSEBUD LAND
9/13/1983 B014 LAND SALE BOOSTS URBAN DEVELOPMENT
9/23/1983 C016 ROSEBUD LAND SALE SET SEPT 28
10/08/1983 BOll LAND VALUES STABLE IN EASTERN SD
10/10/1983 coil SOUTH DAKOTANS OWN AND THEY FARM
1/07/1984 C041 LAND DEED CAN BE CORRECTED UP TO 10 YEARS
5/09/1984 D034 VALUABLE LAND CONCENTRATED DOWNTOWN
5/17/1984 C012 TAX BREAK FOR FARM LAND WOULD COST CITY
5/22/1984 C033 CUTS TAXES FOR OWNERS OF FARM LAND IN CITY
6/16/1984 C051 REQUIRING RENTERS TO CONTROL PESTS ON LAND
7/28/1984 A015 STATE LIKELY TO GET DISPUTED LAND PROGRAM
10/08/1984 C045 OUTLOOK FOR FARM LAND NOT GOOD
10/10/1984 D036 COUNTY MAY SELL LAND AT FAIRGROUNDS
1/04/1985 A012 FARMLAND VALUE GOES DOWNHILL
2/14/1985 C021 FARM GROUPS LAUD ABDNOR'S LAND BILL
6/08/1985 A012 VALUE OF FARM LAND TAKES 12 PERCENT DIVE
6/14/1985 coil BILL WOULD TIGHTEN FARMERS' GRIP ON LAND
7/10/1985 C022 FAMILY MAY BURY LAND DISPUTE
7/20/1985 C022 PROPOSAL WOULD LOOSEN CORPORATIONS' GRIP ON LAND
8/17/1985 C014 LAND VALUES SINK
10/18/1985 C051 DEPARTMENT WANTS TO OWN ROAD LAND
11/01/1985 A014 *SD FARM LAND VALUES PLUNGE IN '85
12/15/1985 E012 BROKERS--THE PRICE IS WRONG
3/03/1986 C015 THE LAND BINDS FARMER, INDIAN
3/09/1986 B022 REALTORS CAN'T FIND FARMLAND BUYERS
3/12/1986 B035 OGLALA RESUME LAND REQUEST
4/05/1986 C022 RULING STRIKES DOWN COUNTY FARMLAND TAX LAW
4/10/1986 C031 INTEREST RATE DROP NOT HELPING FARMLAND BUYERS
4/22/1986 A082 LAND POLICIES HELP WEALTHY (L)
4/22/1986 C021 FARMERS DESERVE COMPENSATION FOR LINE, COURT TOLD
4/26/1986 C041 FEDERAL JUDGE STOPS LAND SALE
5/04/1986 C021 SISTERS PRESERVE WILDERNESS SPIRIT
6/17/1986 coil SLIDE IN FARMLAND VALUE SLOWS
7/08/1986 B015 INDIAN HOSPITAL LAND SALE PLAN SPARKS DISPUTE
7/09/1986 B022 PANEL TO DISCUSS HOW PARK LAND IS CLASSIFIED
7/11/1986 coil TAXING STATE-OWNED LAKE ACCESS LAND
7/23/1986 B021 STATE OWNS BED OF LAKE, COURT RULES
8/07/1986 C021 LAND PRICES DECLINE SLOWING DOWN
1/02/1987 C033 FARMLAND VALUE CONTINUED TO PLUMMET IN 1986
2/17/1987 C023 SD LAND VALUES DROP IN '86
2/19/1987 A015 36SLOWS DECLINE OF LAND VALUES
3/05/1987 C024 COUNTY BUYS LAND
3/15/1987 coil DECISIONS ABOUT HOW TO USE RURAL LAND
4/14/1987 A012 *FARMLAND VALUE DROPS 17 PERCENT IN SD
4/21/1987 C021 ASSESSORS CONSIDER LAND VALUATION CHANGE
4/22/1987 B023 FARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATION LAND
4/27/1987 C012 KLENDER SELLS 73,000 ACRES IN SD
5/17/1987 A012 *FARMLAND AT RISK WITH INSURANCE FIRMS
5/17/1987 E012 *FARMERS FLOCK TO SUBSIDY PROGRAM
6/03/1987 B023 *LAND IN FARM USE
6/06/1987 coil CORPORATION LISTS FARMLAND SALES
6/14/1987 A084 STORY INACCURACIES CORRECTED (L)
6/18/1987 C021 LAND PROGRAM BLAMED FOR SOME SD EROSION
6/21/1987 E014 AGENCY STEPS UP SALES
7/13/1987 C012 LANDOWNERS A ROAD BLOCK IN COLLIDER CHASE
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7/27/1987 C013 INSURANCE FIRMS INCREASE ACREAGE
8/28/1987 C051 MINING FIRM HAS WAY TO RESTORE LAND
9/06/1987 EOIl OFFICIALS PINPOINTING HIGHLY ERODIBLE LAND
9/10/1987 C033 *LAND STILL BEING FARMED
9/19/1987 C021 BROOKINGS COUPLE LOSE SUIT AGAINST CITY
9/19/1987 C033 ^PASTURE RENT DECREASING
9/21/1987 C022 ^CROPLAND RENT DECREASES STEADILY
9/2A/1987 C033 *OMAHA DISTRICT LAND SALES
9/28/1987 C021 SENATOR LEADS LAND TRANSFER FIGHT
10/01/1987 C025 COUNTIES TO GET FEDERAL COMPENSATION
11/07/1987 C021 COURT WON'T HEAR INDIAN LAND CASES
11/30/1987 BOll STATE AGENCY GETS TWO LAND DONATIONS
1/02/1988 C0I5 ECONOMIST HAS HOPES FOR FARMLAND VALUES
1/08/1988 C012 FARMERS PLANT GRASS TO SAVE ERODIBLE LAND
1/11/1988 C021 COMMISSION TO CONSIDER LAND'S FATE
1/22/1988 C023 FAMILY FARM ACT DISSENT EXPRESSED
1/29/1988 C012 PANEL KILLS REPEAL OF FAMILY FARM ACT
2/02/1988 C015 *FARM LENDER HALVES INVENTORY IN STATE
2/1A/I988 DOll FARM CREDIT RESUMES LAND SALES
3/31/1988 A016 SOME COUNTY FARMLAND COULD BE REASSESSED
4/17/1988 D021 FARMLAND PRICES HOLDING STEADY
5/22/1988 C043 LAND VALUES PER ACRE
5/24/1988 A012 FARM INCOME, LAND VALUES UP
6/20/1988 coil FARM LAND PRICES CLIMB §9 AN ACRE
11/20/1988 D015 BIG INSURERS ACQUIRING MORE FARMLAND
12/30/1988 C031 IRRIGATORS GROUP OPPOSES BILL
1/15/1989 B061 LAND EXCHANGE PROGRAM COMPLETED
1/25/1989 C015 COUNTY SPEAKS OUT AGAINST FARMLAND BILL
4/23/1989 E012 ^FARMLAND PRICES RISE 6 PERCENT
" 4/30/1989 AA06 ^PROSPECT OF FREE, CHEAP LAND
5/19/1989 C033 *LAND VALUES
6/13/1989 B061 FARMLAND VALUE JUMPS 9 1 PERCENT
6/29/1989 C013 FARMLAND REAPPRAISALS BURDEN COUNTIES
11/16/1989 D061 FARMLAND VALUES CONTINUE TO RISE
12/13/1989 C022 COUNTY WILL ASK LEGISLATURE TO REPEAL
12/17/1989 E015 STATE TO SELL SURPLUS LAND
12/27/1989 A063 LAND CLAIM PREPOSTEROUS (L)
1/0I/I990 B02I LANDOWNERS MIFFED ABOUT TRAIL BUYING
3/07/1990 D081 AREA FARMLAND VALUES INCREASE
6/17/1990 E012 ^FARMLAND VALUES CONTINUE REBOUND
7/24/1990 C033 FARMER MAY APPEAL LAND WORTH DECISION
8/30/1990 D062 FMHA DELAYS SALES OF REPOSSESSED FARMLAND
10/01/1990 B012 STATE AG ASSESSMENT RESULTS DUE SOON
11/04/1990 A115 AMENDMENT A WILL CORRECT PROBLEM (L)
II/04/I990 A116 LANDOWNERS GROUPS OPPOSE AMENDMENT A (L)
2/21/1991 B066 WILLIAMS GIVES LAND TO DEVELOP A PRESERVE
3/11/1991 B031 BANK TO AUCTION 31,500 ACRES OF LAND
3/19/1991 A015 AREA FARMLAND ASSESSMENTS ARE BOOSTED
3/25/1991 B033 LAND SALE NETS BANK $8 2 MILLION
3/29/1991 D075 REALTORS VIE FOR CITY LAND
4/09/1991 B015'CITY VOTES TO BUY LAND FOR NEW WELL
6/01/1991 C034 LAND AUCTION NETS $424,000 FOR RUSHMORE
6/27/1991 B062 CROPLAND VALUES UP, HIGHEST IN SOUTHEAST
10/09/1991 C012 PROPERTY OWNERS WINNING COURT FIGHT
11/04/1991 B031 JUDGE SETTLES DISPUTE OVER AG LAND VALUE
12/07/1991 C031 EASEMENT HAMPERS LAND FARM PLAN
12/11/1991 coil MANY FIND FAULT WITH AG LAND RULES
12/13/1991 C022 SUPREME COURT ALLOWS LAND TRANSFER
1/12/1992 A016 AG LAND TAX BOOST OUTRAGES FARMERS
1/23/1992 A012 ^BROTHERS AWARDED $450,000 IN LAND SUIT AGAINST CITY
1/29/1992 C032 FARMER UPSET LAND VALUED SO HIGH
2/02/1992 F041 SCHAUNAMAN--RESPECT LANDOWNER RIGHTS
2/12/1992 AlOl WHY MUST AGENCY BE SECRETIVE ABOUT LAND (L)
2/27/1992 C036 SENATE PROPOSES TAX STUDY
3/26/1992 C036 JUDGE OK'S SALE OF LAND TO GF&P
4/08/1992 C012 WILLIAMS DENIES SPILL CUT LAND VALUES
4/08/1992 C016 MINNEHAHA COUNTY INCREASES LAND VALUES
4/20/1992 B026 LAND VALUES POPULAR STUDY TOPIC
4/26/1992 A065 CEO'S LAND BUY NEAR FORT PIERRE
4/28/1992 D031 GF&P--BIG LAND BUYS ARE RARE
5/04/1992 C012 OVER HALF OF STATE'S FARMERS OWN LAND
5/31/1992 D012 TAXABLE VALUES CLOUDY AT CITIES' EDGE
7/20/1992 A012 CHURCH TO CULTIVATE LAND STEWARDSHIP
11/17/1992 A015 96HEARS CASE ON LAND DISPUTE NEAR MALL
1I/I9/I992 B0I2 BILL WOULD BASE LAND VALUE ON RENT
11/23/1992 B021 RANCHERS MUST WAIT TO APPEAL LAND VALUE
12/03/1992 B016 AG LAND VALUES DEBATED
12/14/1992 B064 DIRT FARMING TAKES NEW MEANING
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3/27/1982 C053 LAND 0'LAKES TO CONVERT TO CHEESE
10/16/1982 C031 CHEESE PLANT EXPANDING
9/04/1983 E051 LAND 0'LAKES DROPS BEEF BUSINESS
3/07/1984 D031 UNION WINS BACK PAY FOR WORKERS
9/23/1984 EOll LAND 0*LAKES PAYING PREMIUM
3/03/1985 E012 LAND 0'LAKES MARGINS RISE $1 MILLION IN 1984
12/15/1986 C021 AGRIBUSINESS FIRMS TO FORM HYBRID VENTURE
10/09/1987 coil LAND 0'LAKES MERGES BUSINESSES
8/02/1988 C014 CO-OPS PLAN CONSOLIDATION
4/02/1989 ClOl TALKS NEARING COLLAPSE IN MERGER
8/10/1989 D081 LAND O'LAKES REPORTS INCREASE
8/23/1990 B081 LAND 0" LAKES POSTS EARNINGS INCREASE
10/04/1990 D081 LAND O'LAKES PLANS TO CLOSE BUTTER PLANT
7/30/1991 B061 REPORTS EARNINGS RECORD
2/28/1992 D071 LAND 0' LAKES FEARS 1992 EARNINGS DROP
1/26/1990 D061 PUBLIC LAND GRAZING FEES DROP 5 CENTS
2/08/1990 C022 STATE LAND BY YANKTON RAISES $1 3 MILLION
12/08/1987 C012 AUTO SALVAGE WINS REPRIEVE
3/17/1985 AlOl KCITY DID TOP-NOTCH JOB CLEARING SNOW
5/24/1983 A054 ^DIVERSITY IS THE NORM IN LINCOLN HIGH CLASSROOMS
3/21/1982 DOll THE WISDOM OF ANN LANDERS
5/09/1982 DOll ARGUS READERS SUPPORT ANN LANDERS
3/14/1983 C023 LANDERS UNDERCUTS AUTHORITY OF PARENTS (L)
2/13/1987 Alll AD MAKES SD NATIVE GRIT TEETH
7/25/1991 A106 ANN WRONG, MORALITY STANDARDS STILL EXIST (L)
12/12/1992 A071 KSD WRITER GETS BLASTED FOR 'FAT WOMEN' CRACK
SEE ALSO REFUSE & REF DISP, DISPOSAL SYSTEMS
6/22/1989 C021 NEW RULES MAY CLOSE LANDFILLS
- 7/25/1989,C021 LEGISLATOR QUESTIONS WISDOM OF DUMPS
'7/26/1989 C012 *EPA TO LET STATES ENFORCE GARBAGE RULES
8/04/1989 A103 ^RECYCLING, INCINERATION, REDUCED TRASH
9/09/1989 coil EDGEMONT DUMP PERMIT APPROVED
9/10/1989 Alll IS MOUNT TRASHMORE COMING CD
9/12/1989 AlOl OUT-OF-STATE WASTE CAN CAUSE POLLUTION CD
9/18/1989 A081 IF WE GET SOMEONE ELSE'S WASTE (ED)
9/23/1989 AlOl LANDFILL UNFORTUNATE DECISION
9/24/1989 A104 STOP EDGEMONT DUMP CD
9/24/1989 C012 *MICKELSON WANTED DUMP TALKS DELAYED
9/30/1989 C021 SOLID WASTE STUDY WILL CONTINUE
10/02/1989 A085 SD THE GARBAGE STATE CD
10/27/1989 C033 STATE SHOULD OPERATE DUMPS
10/28/1989 A015 LEGISLATORS BACK BILL TO BAN LANDFILLS
11/03/1989 C021 PETITIONS TO LIMIT MINES, GARBAGE DUMPS
11/19/1989 EOll BOARD DELETES ENVIRONMENTAL BILLS
12/10/1989 E012 LANDFILL RATE INCREASE UNDER CONSIDERATION
2/10/1990 C022 LANDFILL LEGISLATION ADVANCES IN COMMITTEE
2/17/1990 C021 DUMP MORATORIUM BECOMES LAW
2/28/1990 C025 FIRM WON'T STORE TRASH IN ELK POINT LANDFILL
3/02/1990 C016 TAXPAYERS TO FOOT SLUDGE DEPOSIT BILL
4/21/1990 C012 ^COMPANY IS ANXIOUS TO BUILD LANDFILL
5/10/1990 C012 FIRM TO FIGHT FOR ITS DUMP PLANS
5/13/1990 C025 MICKELSON WILL BACK LANDFILL MEASURE
6/07/1990 C035 PERMIT FOR COMMERCIAL LANDFILL BEING APPEALED
7/06/1990 C033 RC TO ALLOW DUMPING AT LANDFILL
7/09/1990 C012 MIDWEST BECOMING DUMP--ENVIRONMENTALISTS
7/12/1990 C041 MICKELSON--DELAY GARBAGE DUMP HEARING
7/17/1990 B031 JUDGE WORRIED ABOUT RULING ON BALLOT ISSUE
7/19/1990 C031 TO RAISE GARGAGE RATES TO PAY FOR THE LANDFILL
7/24/1990 C031 CITY FINALIZES PLANS FOR NEW LANDFILL
7/28/1990 C033 OFFICIAL PROPOSES EXTRA PENNY TAX FOR LANDFILL
7/29/1990 C021 TRIBE MAY RECONSIDER WASTE DUMP AT RESERVATION
7/31/1990 C036 OGLALA LOOKS AT WASTE DUMP ISSUE
8/22/1990 C031 TASK FORCE TO DISCUSS REGIONALIZED LANDFILLS
9/06/1990 A012 NEW LAWS ENDANGER SMALL-TOWN DUMPS
10/10/1990 C033 MICKELSON, MILLER DISAGREE ON INITIATIVE 1
10/11/1990 A092 LONETREE SHUTDOWN WOULD BE COSTLY (L)
10/11/1990 A093 WHY DO DUMP BACKERS FEAR LEGISLATURE (L)
10/13/1990 A083 DON'T TAKE WORD OF DUMPERS (L)
10/14/1990 E012 ^INITIATIVE 1 WILL DECIDE DUMP'S FUTURE
10/15/1990 A083 MEASURE 1 DESIGNED TO SHUT DOWN LONETREE (L)
10/16/1990 A083 LONETREE PROMOTERS OFFER MISINFORMATION (L)
10/19/1990 A081 VOTERS FACE 2 BIG ENVIRONMENT ISSUES (ED)
10/21/1990 Alll SD DOESN'T NEED OUT-OF-STATE GARBAGE (L)
10/21/1990 A113 OUT-OF-STATERS TRY TO BUY VOTES (L)
10/21/1990 A114 COST TO TRANSPORT GARBAGE PROHIBITIVE (L)
10/21/1990 D032 COUNCIL OBJECTS TO MAYOR'S PROCLAMATION
10/22/1990 A063 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS MISINFORMING CITIES (L)
10/22/1990 A065 'YES' VOTE PUTS DUMP IN OFFICIALS' HANDS (L)
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10/24/1990 A083 VOTE OFFERS PROTECTION FOR WATER, LAND (L)
10/24/1990 A084 STATE MUST PREVENT LONETREE SHUTDOWN (L)
10/24/1990 A091 SD WILL BE LOSER IF VOTERS OK DUMPING CD
10/24/1990 A094 LONETREE WILL HAVE BIG ECONOMIC BENEFITS (L)
10/26/1990 A093 MUNICIPAL LEAGUE URGES 'NO' VOTE CD
10/27/1990 A084 NATURE, NOT PEOPLE, CONTROL LAND, AIR CD
10/28/1990 Alll WHO WILL BE LIABLE FOR GARBAGE LEAKAGE CD
10/28/1990 Alll OUT-OF-STATE GARBAGE WILL CUT STATE RATES CD
10/30/1990 A084 INITIATIVE 1 A BAD LAW, ALSO UNCONSTITUTIONAL CD
10/31/1990 AlOl DON'T TURN INTO NATIONAL DUMP CED)
11/01/1990 A085 LONETREE BALEFILL SAFE, AGENCY SAYS CD
11/02/1990 A083 MEASURE COULD AFFECT SF LANDFILLS CD
11/02/1990 A084 SD DOESN'T NEED DUMP DEVELOPMENT CD
11/02/1990 C031 LANDFILL OWNERS TRYING TO BUY INITIATIVE VOTERS
11/04/1990 Alll SD HYPOCRITICAL ABOUT PROPOSED DUMP CD
11/04/1990 A112 NUMBER 1 INVOLVES EMOTION, NOT LOGIC CD
11/04/1990 AH3 BROOKINGS WILL MEET NEW DUMP REGULATIONS CD
11/04/1990 A115 INITIATIVE 1 BACKERS EXAGGERATE COSTS CD
11/04/1990 A114 MEGA-DUMP ISN'T STATE'S ONLY OPTION CD
11/04/1990 A116 INITIATIVES BAD BILLS FOR FOES CD
11/05/1990 A012 *L0NETREE--W1NDFALL OR WASTE
11/05/1990 A013 361N1T1AT1VE SUPPORTERS FEAR FOR ENVIRONMENT
11/07/1990 A012 VOTERS APPEAR TO SPLIT ON ENVIRONMENTAL INITIATIVES
11/08/1990 A081 VOTERS RALLY SUPPORT FOR THE ENVIRONMENT CED)
11/08/1990 C012 LONETREE JOBS HALT--FUTURE UNCLEAR
11/15/1990 A114 INITIATIVE 1 VOTERS SURPRISE POLITICIANS CD
11/15/1990 C014 LANDFILL FIRM WILL CHALLENGE VOTE
11/16/1990 C036 HEARING SET ON PERMIT FOR DUMP
ai/21/1990 C033 115-YEAR PLAN FOR SOLID WASTE
11/23/1990 C014 GARBAGE HAULING IS WORTH THE COST
11/25/1990 A091 INITIATIVE'S PASSAGE SENDS MESSAGE CD
11/25/1990 E012 LONETREE LEGAL CHALLENGE RESUMES
11/26/1990 A083 ALTERNATIVES NEEDED FOR THROWAWAY LIFESTYLE CD
11/26/1990 B016 ROSEBUD LANDFILL PROPOSED
11/27/1990 C031 SUIT FILED TO NULIFY WASTE DUMP VOTE
11/28/1990 AlOl TRIBE SHOULD RESIST TEMPTATION OF TRASH CED)
11/28/1990 coil COALITION JOINS GROUPS ON GARBAGE THREAT
11/28/1990 C061 CHAIRMAN WILL HEAR LANDFILL PLEA
11/29/1990 C012 DUMP DEAL SURPRISED OFFICIALS
12/01/1990 A102 GARBAGE DUMP FIGHT WILL NEVER END CD
12/02/1990 A051 *LANDF1LL ANSWERS PROVE ELUSIVE
12/02/1990 A083 THINKING PEOPLE BACKED INITIATIVES CD
12/03/1990 C033 XDASCHLE INVESTIGATING PROPOSED DUMP
12/04/1990 A016 LONETREE PERMIT ON TABLE
12/04/1990 A021 ROSEBUD LEADERS SEEK LANDFILL APPROVAL
12/05/1990 A015 LAWYER IMPLORES BOARD TO HEED LONETREE VOTE
12/05/1990 C033 MELLETTE OPPOSES PLANNED DUMP IN ROSEBUD
12/06/1990 A012 BOARD RENEWS LONETREE PERMIT
12/07/1990 AlOl NO NEW, BIG DUMPS CED)
12/08/1990,A016 FEDS,PUSH GARBAGE ON STATE--GROUP
12/12/1990 C031 TASK FORCE MEETS ON DUMP ISSUES
12/13/1990 C012 MONTHLY TRASH BILL MAY RISE 50 CENTS
12/13/1990 C032 LANDOWNERS INVITED TO BIA MEETING
12/14/1990 A104 DON'T TAKE LONETREE PERMIT LYING DOWN CD
12/15/1990 A083 WAS INITIATIVE 1 INTENTIONALLY VAGUE CD
12/17/1990 A103 'ARGUS' MISREPRESENTS LONETREE VOTE TALLY CD
12/19/1990 A084 CONTACT MICKELSON ON LONETREE OUTRAGE CD
12/20/1990 A094 GARBAGE REVERSAL INSULT TO VOTERS CD
12/22/1990 C035 KPRESSLER WANTS MEETING ON ROSEBUD DUMP SITE
12/23/1990 C012 BfMlCKELSON WOULD SIGN LONETREE BILL
12/24/1990 A103 ROSEBUD LANDFILL SAFE, PROFITABLE
12/25/1990 A083 BOARD SELLS OUT TO BIG BUSINESSCL)
12/26/1990 A012 LEGISLATORS DIVIDED ON LONETREE ISSUE
12/27/1990 C033 ENVIRONMENTALISTS ANGRY THAT MICKELSON WOULD BACK
1/02/1991 A081 CONTACT LEGISLATORS ABOUT DUMP VOTE CD
1/02/1991 C031 LAWYER HELPS GROUP FIGHT LARGE LANDFILL
1/03/1991 A102 CONTACT LAWMAKERS ABOUT MINING, DUMP CD
1/03/1991 C012 GROUP CHALLENGES LONETREE PERMIT
1/06/1991 C033 GROUPS SEEK LONETREE PERMIT DENIAL
1/07/1991 A102 DON'T WAIT TO ACT ON LONETREE DUMP CD
1/08/1991 A081 GOVERNOR NOT LIVING UP TO WORD ON DUMPS CD
1/08/1991 C033 TRIBAL LEADER BLASTS DASCHLE
1/12/1991 C012 37 LAWMAKERS VOICE SUPPORT FOR LONETREE
1/15/1991 C012 LONETREE FOES--GOVERNOR AVOIDING US
1/16/1991 A081 DUMP IS MORE THAN JUST A TRIBAL ISSUE CED)
1/16/1991 A083 RESERVATIONS SHOULDN'T BECOME DUMPING GROUND
1/16/1991 A083 LANDFILL WOULD PRODUCE INCOME
1/16/1991 A091 'ARGUS' IGNORES RIGHTS OF MINORITY ON DUMP CD
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1/17/1991 A116 PREVENTION BETTER THAN LATER CORRECTION (L)
1/19/1991 C036 OPPONENTS CALL BOARD'S GOALS UNREALISTIC
1/20/1991 AG62 LONETREE WOULD BRING INCOME, NOT EXPENSE (L)
1/20/1991 E012 DUMP DEBATE LACKS MIDDLE GROUND
1/29/1991 A015 DISPOSAL FIRM SUES STATE OVER LONETREE
1/29/1991 C015 CITY TO PAY FOR ANALYSIS OF GARBAGE
1/31/1991 A012 *T0 LET LONETREE ACCEPT OUT-OF-STATE GARBAGE
1/31/1991 C012 DISPOSAL FIRMS FLOCK TO TRIBES
2/0'i/1991 C035 COUNTIES POLLED ABOUT REGIONAL GARBAGE DUMP
2/06/1991 C012 *POSTPONES VOTES ON LONETREE DUMP PLAN
2/07/1991 A073 LANDFILL NOT PROVED ENVIRONMENTALLY UNSAFE (L)
2/07/1991 C032 PANEL DELAYS BILL TARGETING 'ARGUS'
2/08/1991 A012 LONETREE NEARLY DIES IN SENATE
2/08/1991 A081 KEEP DOOR CLOSED TO OUT-OF-STATE GARBAGE (ED)
2/12/1991 C012 *LONETREE BILL BACK ON SENATE SLATE
2/13/1991 A016 LONETREE BILL PASSES SENATE
2/l'i/1991 A083 IF LONETREE IS OK'D MORE WILL FOLLOW (L)
2/14/1991 A084 TIME RUNNING OUT ON LONETREE ISSUE (L)
2/14/1991 A085 TOURIST AGENCY MAY HAVE TO PUSH GARBAGE (L)
2/16/1991 C012 READY TO REFER LONETREE BILL TO PUBLIC
2/19/1991 C012 LEGISLATORS HAVE 3 BIG ISSUES TO TACKLE
2/21/1991 AlOl XPUBLIC 0P1N10NS--L0NETREE GARBAGE LANDFILL
2/21/1991 C015 HOUSE NEXT HURDLE FOR LONETREE BILL
2/22/1991 A012 HOUSE OK'S LONETREE
2/22/1991 A015 TRIBAL CONCERN MOUNTS OVER DUMP
2/23/1991 C012 M1CKELS0N--L0NETREE AN EMERGENCY
2/24/1991 A081 DUMP SUPPORTERS ABUSING PROCESS (ED)
2/25/1991 BOll DASCHLE--WASTE MEETINGS PENDING
2/26/1991 A103 DON'T LET LONETREE BACKERS STIFLE VOTERS (L)
2/27/1991 C012 LONETREE BACKERS HUNT FOR VOTES
2/28/1991 A012 JCLONETREE BILL FAILS IN EMERGENCY EFFORT
2/28/1991 A022 HOW THE SD HOUSE VOTED
2/28/1991 C012 TRIBES TO VOTE ON GARBAGE SOLUTION
3/01/1991 A012 CONNECTICUT FIRM DIGS INTO ROSEBUD STUDY
3/02/1991 AD16 LONETREE EFFORT FOR EMERGENCY GETS ANOTHER LIFE
3/03/1991 C036 PROPOSED DUMP ON ROSEBUD LAND
3/06/1991 C012 STUDY NEEDED BEFORE ROSEBUD DUMP OPENS
3/08/1991 A081 LONETREE SHOULD BE REFERRED TO PEOPLE (L)
3/08/1991 C012 LONETREE LANDFILL OPPONENTS BEGIN PETITION DRIVE
3/09/1991 A083 TAKE JOBS AWAY FROM LONETREE BACKERS (L)
3/10/1991 E015 36DUMP MAY PUT SD IN EPA FIGHT
3/10/1991 E016 TRIBE SEES ECONOMIC BENEFITS
3/12/1991 A083 DON'T TOLERATE LONETREE BLACKMAIL THREAT (L)
3/14/1991 A016 LONETREE PROVISION RESURFACES
3/14/1991 A091 BID TO FORCE GARBAGE ON STATE DISGUSTING (L)
3/15/1991 AlOl LONETREE'S MUSCLE THREATENS TO PREVAIL (ED)
3/15/1991 AlOl BIG BUCKS USED IN BID TO BLOCK REFERENDUM (L)
3/16/1991 A083 MICKELSON HAS STRANGE LOGIC ON WASTE DUMPS (L)
3/16/1991 A082 SD SHOULD NOT BE USED AS DUMP (L)
3/16/1991 A083 PEOPLE SHOULD DECIDE LONETREE DUMP ISSUE (L)
3/17/1991 A091 REMEMBER LONETREE VOTES AT ELECTION (L)
3/18/1991 A091 MICKELSON'S BILL AIDS SPECIAL INTERESTS (L)
3/18/1991 C012 HIGH COURT HEARS LONETREE CASE TODAY
3/19/1991 A013 LONETREE REFERENDUM SHORT OF SUPPORT
3/19/1991 B033 LONETREE LANDFILL DEBATED IN COURT
3/21/1991 A112 PETITIONS COULD BRING INADEQUATE LANDFILLS (L)
3/22/1991 C016 LONETREE PETITION PICKS UP SUPPORTERS
3/29/1991 C031 DUMP OPPONENTS CLOSE TO GETTING PUBLIC VOTE
3/31/1991 C034 GREENPEACE OFFICIALS TO MEET WITH TRIBE
4/04/1991 C015 COMMITTEE DEVELOPS PLAN TO HANDLE YARD WASTE
4/09/1991 B016 HAULERS TO BE CHARGED FOR UNCOVERED GARBAGE
4/16/1991 C036 ANTI-DUMP GROUP CLAIMS PROGRESS
4/18/1991 C012 LONETREE FIRM ASKS TO RESUME WORK
4/26/1991 C033 KFOES STILL MAY STOP LONETREE
4/28/1991 A091 LANDFILL LIABILITY WILL RETURN TO TAXPAYERS (L)
4/28/1991 A093 KEEP CONTROL AWAY FROM POWER BROKERS (L)
5/02/1991 A012 LONETREE OPPONENTS TO FILE PETITION
5/03/1991 coil PETITIONS FILED FOR LANDFILL VOTE
5/03/1991 C012 PETITION SUPPORTS ROSEBUD DUMP
5/04/1991 C022 BROWN COUNTY CONSIDERS LANDFILL OPTIONS
5/11/1991 C012 RULING MAY HALT LANDFILL TILL '92 VOTE
5/13/1991 C033 WATERTOWN FACES LANDFILL DECISION
5/19/1991 C035 LONETREE DEVELOPERS PLAN TO APPEAL LATEST RULING
5/22/1991 A015 MAGAZINE SEES WESTERN SD AS BEST
5/23/1991 C012 PETITION FALSIFICATION SUSPECTED
5/27/1991 C041 CITIES MAY TAKE STRONG RECYCLING ROLE
5/28/1991 A081 SD NOT ANSWER TO TRASH PROBLEM (ED)
6/01/1991 coil 2 LANDFILLS ADD FEE FOR UNTARPED LOADS
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6/05/1991 CG15 MINNEHAHA COUNTY BID TO PUT TEETH IN DUMP LAW
6/06/1991 C021 STOCKGROWERS WANT VOTE ON LANDFILLS
6/09/1991 C012 INDIANS SHOULD SPEAK OUT TO PROTECT LAND
6/10/1991 B031 INDIANS CONCERNED BY PUSH TO HOST DUMPS
6/11/1991 C031 TRIBE UPSET OVER STANCE ON DUMP
6/28/1991 C015 HIGH COURT SAYS LONETREE SAFETY NEEDS PROVING
6/28/1991 C031 $3^5,000 HIKE SOUGHT FOR COUNTY LANDFILL
6/30/1991 A015 LAWS SHUT CITY DUMPS
7/10/1991 C033 QUESTIONS LINGER FOR LANDFILL
7/18/1991 C031 XWATERTOWN USES COMPOST TO AID LANDFILL
7/18/1991 C032 RAPID CITY PLANS TO ADD TRASH SORTER
7/29/1991 AOIA AIRPORTS RUN AFOUL OF FAA RULE
7/30/1991 C013 REVISION LOWERS GARBAGE-PRODUCTION RATE
8/05/1991 B035 EUREKA MAYOR REFUSES TO PAY TO KEEP DUMP OPEN
8/05/1991 B035 DUMP GAINING FOREIGN ATTENTION
8/08/1991 C032 NINE-COUNTY REGION DISCUSSES COOPERATIVE DUMP
8/09/1991 C015 COMMERCIAL RATES MAY GO UP
8/14/1991 C034 VERMILLION DISCUSSES LANDFILL OPTIONS
8/17/1991 C012 GROUP WANTS LONETREE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STUDY
8/21/1991 A012 MELLETTE SITE WILL BE CHECKED FOR COVERING
8/24/1991 C015 DUMP SUPPORTER LOSES TRIBAL VOTE
8/25/1991 A015 STATE DEFENDS ACTIONS TAKEN AT MELLETTE SITE
8/26/1991 A084 ROBERTS SHOULD BE REMOVED FROM POST (L)
9/03/1991 C015 DUMP RATES ON THE RISE
9/07/1991 C012 JUDGE DISMISSES $100 MILLION LONETREE SUIT
9/10/1991 A012 ST PAUL HAULER ASKS TO DUMP HERE
9/13/1991 A012 XROSEBUD CANCELS DUMP DEAL
9/13/1991 AlOl END OF SUIT RAISES DUMP DEBATE LEVEL (ED)
9/13/1991 C016 TRIBES NEED POWER TO DEAL WITH DUMPS
9/14/1991 A015^3CC1TY WANTS TO INCREASE DUMP FEES
9/14/1991 C022 SOLID-WASTE RULES CALLED SOLID
9/17/1991 C012 TIRES BANNED FROM LANDFILL FOR NOW
9/18/1991 C041 LONETREE PLANS DEPEND ON COURT
9/19/1991 A012 ABOARD REAFF1RMS--L0NETREE SAFE, DESIRABLE
9/20/1991 C014 STATE CAN BE DUMP OR RECYCLING HAVEN
9/21/1991 C025 60 MORE DUMPS MAY CLOSE TO COMPLY WITH NEW LAWS
9/24/1991 coil CITY RAISES FEES TO DUMP TIRES
10/03/1991 C035 VERMILLION HOPES TO ESTABLISH REGIONAL DUMP
10/11/1991 C035 LANDFILLS SUBJECT TO STRICTER REGULATIONS
10/23/1991 B041 LONETREE SHOULD BE RUNN1NG--LAWYER
10/26/1991 C012 EDGEMONT OPPONENTS WIN IN COURT
11/01/1991 B012 LANDFILL STUDY ADVISES YARD-WASTE BAN
11/04/1991 B016 NEW INDUSTRIES COULD BE PLUS
11/08/1991 C015 LONETREE OPERATOR FILES TWO LAWSUITS
11/14/1991 coil WASTE-REDUCTION GROUP PLANS OPEN MEETINGS
11/16/1991 BOll RECYCLING DRIVE DIVERTS 56 TONS FROM LANDFILLS
11/18/1991 A081 DUMP FIGHT SINKS DEEPER INTO MUCK (ED)
11/27/1991 C031 LANDFILL OPERATION TAKEN OVER BY CITY
12/14/1991 C035 OUTSTATE MEN WANT TO REOPEN ASH LANDFILL
12/18/1991 C035 TOUGHER WASTE BILL PROPOSED
1/11/1992 C012 LANDFILL INCREASE MAY NOT BE FELT YET
1/17/1992 AlOl GARBAGE BUSINESS WON'T BE THE SAME (ED)
1/18/1992 C012 CITY SAYS DUMP-FEE INCREASE NEEDED
1/18/1992 C015 REGIONAL LANDFILLS
1/18/1992 C031 MITCHELL LANDFILLS MAY BE OFF LIMITS TO OUTSIDERS
1/22/1992 coil CITY INCREASES GARBAGE RATES
1/29/1992 C015 WASTE-HAULING MEASURE SAILS THROUGH COMMITTEE
2/04/1992 A012 SOME PLASTIC RECYCLED INTO LANDFILL
2/04/1992 C032 WASTE DUMP BILL REJECTED
2/05/1992 A015 PLAINS STATES SEEK TO BLOCK DUMPING
2/05/1992 A041 36TONS OF TRASH CROSS STATE LINES
2/08/1992 A015 TRIBE STUDYING CONTRACT FOR RESERVATION LANDFILL
2/11/1992 C012 3CPLAN CALLS FOR CUT IN DUMPING
2/18/1992 C035 HURON GROUP BEGINS LANDFILL PLANS
2/21/1992 C012 SINGLE-LANDFILL PLAN BECOMING LEGISLATIVE COMPOST
2/22/1992 A085 ACT FIGHTS FOR RIGHT TO SAY NO TO BIG DUMPS (L)
2/25/1992 A091 LANDFILL FEE INCREASES CUTTING INTO PROFITS (L)
2/26/1992 C032 TOWNS TO MULL PLAN ON TRASH-DISPOSAL OPTIONS
3/07/1992 C012 CITY TO APPOINT SOLID-WASTE BOARD
3/08/1992 F032 VERMILLION TO CONSIDER YARD-WASTE ORDINANCE
4/02/1992 C031 JUDGE WANTS LANDFILL PERMIT STATUS'CLARIFIED
4/06/1992 B031 HURON, MITCHELL PONDER WASTE DEAL
4/09/1992 A012 TO DECIDE FATE OF LONETREE IN FALL
4/16/1992 A012 COMPOSTING OPTIONS MAY SAVE MONEY
4/17/1992 C012 BOARD REJECTS LONETREE HEARING DATE
4/18/1992 coil FREE TRASH DUMPING TODAY AT BRUNS-ELLIS
4/26/1992 A012 SD SEEN AS LIKELY DUMPING GROUND
4/26/1992 A061 *14 PROJECTS TRIED, FAILED SO FAR IN SD
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A/26/1992 F02A DUMP SITE SEARCH A CONCERN
5/15/1992 AlOl LONETREE OWNERS SINK TO NEW LOW (ED)
5/15/1992 C012 XLUJAN CAN OK LONETREE PLAN, AIDE SAYS
5/16/1992 A012 ONE-MONTH DELAY OF YARD WASTE BAN
5/16/1992 D021 BROOKINGS DUMP WORK STARTS SOON
5/18/1992 C016 PROPOSAL IS LURING TRIBES TO LONETREE
5/21/1992 C012 PANEL--DON'T DELAY WASTE PLAN
5/21/1992 C021 LANDFILL REGULATIONS DISCUSSED AT MEETING
5/27/1992 C015 FIRM WANTS PUBLIC INPUT ON PROPOSED ASH LANDFILL
6/01/1992 C012 ROOFTOP LANDFILL IS EDUCATION MODEL
6/02/1992 C022 PRESSLER TO DISCUSS LONETREE JURISDICTION
6/0A/1992 C012 AGAINST DUMPSITE ON INDIAN LAND
6/06/1992 coil PLAN ENDORSED TO MAKE LONETREE TRUST LAND
6/l<i/1992 F026 COUNTIES MULL SHARED WASTE SITE
6/15/1992 A013 LONETREE'S FATE RESTS WITH TRIBE
6/23/1992 C013 CITY APPROVES YARD WASTE BAN
6/26/1992 AOll LONETREE PLAN TOO 'IFFY' TO OPPOSE, LUJAN SAYS
7/01/1992 C012 SOUTH DAKOTANS PAY MORE FEES FOR ENVIRONMENT
7/02/1992 coil MADISON COUNCIL VOTES TO CLOSE CITY LANDFILL
7/13/1992 C021 SANDBORN COUNTY SITE STUDIED FOR LANDFILL
7/22/1992 B012 MEDICAL WASTE DUMP TRIAL OPENS
8/18/1992 A012 36WALWORTH DUMP WOULD START SMALL
8/23/1992 A012 DUMP PLANS FIGHT VOTER MOOD
8/23/1992 AOAl IMPORTED TRASH MEANS CASH, CONTROVERSY
8/23/1992 A081 STATE SHOULD STOP COURTING DUMPERS (ED)
8/28/1992 BOAl PIERRE GETS EXTENSION ON LANDFILL REQUIREMENT
8/30/1992 A113 PRESS LEGISLATORS TO OPPOSE TRASH SITES (L)
9/05/1992 B012 LANDFILL WASTE-BAN TIMETABLE FACES REVISION
9/09/1992 AlOl SD MAY BE THE GARBAGE STATE (L)
9/10/1992 B016 TWO MEN SENTENCED IN DUMPING TOXIC WASTE
9/11/1992 B012 DISTRICT UNITS PROPOSED TO RUN DUMPS
9/27/1992 F015 EARLY FALL MEANS PILES OF LEAVES
10/01/1992 B015 LEAF DROP-OFF DAYS ADDED
10/08/1992 B012 WALWORTH COUNTY DUMPS LANDFILL PLAN
10/10/1992 B022 SANBORN COUNTY IS LIKELY SITE FOR REGIONAL LANDFILL
10/12/1992 A081 DEAL FINAL BLOW TO LONETREE DUMP (ED)
10/20/1992 A065 LANDFILL ISSUE GETS 'NO' VOTE FROM LEAGUE (L)
10/20/1992 B012 ^REGIONS STUDY LANDFILL OPTIONS
10/25/1992 FOll WASTE PACT COVERS SOUTH CENTRAL SD
10/26/1992 A091 ^PROPOSED LONETREE DUMP A THREAT IN SD'S ENVIRONMENT
10/26/1992 A091 *LONETREE DUMP WOULD BE GOOD FOR SD ECONOMY
10/26/1992 A095 IMPORTING TRASH WOULD HURT ECONOMY (L)
11/06/1992 BOl^i JfTURNING OVER AN OLD LEAF
11/10/1992 A015 PROPOSAL CALLS FOR LANDFILL ALLIANCES
11/16/1992 B012 LONETREE COURT FIGHT UNDERWAY
11/17/1992 B016 LONETREE REQUESTS DEBATED
11/20/1992 B021 SANBORN COUNTY RULED OUT FOR LANDFILL
11/21/1992 B015 A WASTE COMPANY'S PAST COULD LIMIT FUTURE
12/11/1992 B012 ARMY ICES IGLOO AMMUNITION SITE
12/12/1992 DOll PRACTICE CHEMICAL ROCKET FOUND AT IGLOO
12/19/1992 B021 MITCHELL ASSOCIATION SELECTS LANDFILL SITE
12/20/1992 A081 APPREHENSION OVER BURIED EXPLOSIVES (RC JOURNAL)
12/28/1992 A081 WASTE MANAGEMENT SOON TO TO BE MONOPOLY (L)
7/12/1992 A012 ^LANDLORD ROLE NO CONFLICT, OFFICIALS SAY
7/17/1992 A106 MUCH EXPECTED OF LANDLORDS (L)
12/19/1989 B013 LENDING A LANDMARK CAREER
7/09/1987 Alll CRUSADE WAS JUST BEGINNING
2/08/1992 coil REV CHUCK LANDON RESIGNS AT FIRST BAPTIST
9/18/1992 A091 56RESURRECTION REALITY--NOTHING BROKEN BEYOND REPAIR
12/29/1991 B031 DON'T FORGET TO THANK LANDOWNERS
5/09/1992 C022 ADVISORY BOARD SEEN AS AID TO LAND DISPUTE
5/31/1992 C032 LANDOWNERS GROUP ATTRACTS NATIONAL ATTENTION
6/21/1992 AlOl GROUP, COMMISSION BOTH LOST OUT (ABERDEEN AM)
6/23/1992 C013 LANDOWNERS WANT PAY FOR FEEDING WILDLIFE
6/23/1992 C025 LANDOWNERS THREATEN TO CLOSE HUNTING LAND
7/26/1992 A062 LOSSES DUE TO WILDLIFE AND HUNTING (RC JOURNAL)
9/22/1992 C031 KSHOW APPRECIATION TO LANDOWNERS
10/25/1992 F025 LANDOWNERS EARN PROFITS FROM PERMITS
9/30/1982 D012 ^STABILITY KEY TO DALLAS COWBOYS' SUCCESS
5/12/1982 B012 KTOM LANDRY AT EASE AS FCA SPOKESMAN
3/13/1989 A085 WHO KNOWS WHEN TO QUIT (L)
SEE ALSO INDIAN LANDS
1/09/1982 B031 CITY BUYS 123 ACRES FROM STATE
1/12/1982 C012 *LAND COMMISSIONER WON'T TRY TO ABOLISH HIS JOB
3/02/1982 B031 SCHOOL LAND LEASE AUCTION TO BE MAY 9
3/12/1982 A021 LAND ON RESERVATION UNDER STATE JURISDICTION
3/25/1982 D013 XGERKEN WON'T SEEK RE-ELECTION
3/27/1982 C051 *CHENEY RUNS FOR LANDS COMMISSIONER POST
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A/25/1982 BOll GERKEN PROUD OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS
A/26/1982 BOll STATE SAYS FEDS OWE IT 2,130 ACRES
5/05/1982 COAl 15 COUNTRIES GET CORPS' LEASE FUNDS
5/05/1982 C061 SD TO GET $2A0,000 FROM LEASES
5/26/1982 con JUDGE--CORPS DOESN'T HAVE TO RETURN LAND TO TRIBE
6/03/1982 C032 TRIBE CAN'T STOP LAND TRANSFERS, JUDGE RULES
6/21/1982 B015 SOME DAKOTA FEDERAL LAND CONSIDERED FOR SALE
6/22/1982 B016 FEDS MIGHT SELL SOME LAND IN BLACK HILLS
7/08/1982 COAl POOR ECONOMY PROMPTS STATE TO CANCEL LAND SALE
7/22/1982 C071 PAPERS SENT IN STATE, FEDERAL LAND TRADE
7/25/1982 B052 SIOUX TRIBE REPRESENTATIVES OK ON LAND RIGHTS
7/29/1982 C031 USE OF ISLANDS MIGHT BE ILLEGAL
9/15/1982 C071 INCREASED GRAZING FEES ENCOURAGED
10/08/1982 C031 SD GETS $1 6 MILLION FOR FEDERAL LAND
10/12/1982 C021 SCHOOL FUND, LAND SALE AMENDMENT OK (ED)
11/06/1982 C031 SD TO GET 1,810 ACRES FROM FEDS
11/09/1982 BOAl CEREMONY NOT HELD, BUT SD GETS LAND FROM FEDS ANYWAY
11/10/1982 COAl SOUTH DAKOTA RICHER BY 2,100 ACRES
11/10/1982 COAl JULIAN CHENEY PREPARES TO HEAD LAND COMMISSION
11/29/1982 A012 SPORTSMEN FIGHT PUBLIC LANDS SALE
12/13/1982 A072 FOREST SERVICE CONSIDERS SELLING
12/1A/1982 A013 HOUSE DENIES EXTRA YEAR FOR INDIAN CLAIMS
12/1A/1982 BOIA INDIANS WANT LAND CLAIM REDRESS
12/18/1982 C016 SIOUX TRIBE TO FILE CLAIMS
12/30/1982 D032 CHENEY TO BE SWORN IN EARLY
12/31/1982 C013 REAGAN OK'S EXTENSION OF INDIAN CLAIMS DEADLINE
l/OA/1983 C016 3CCHENEY SWORN IN BEFORE RESUMING CANCER TREATMENT
1/18/1983 B015 PUBLIC LANDS OFFICE RUNS WITHOUT COMMISSIONER
3/16/1983 A012 AG DEPARTMENT WANTS TO SELL LAND
'3/1671983 coil'LOWER BRULE SIOUX WANT RULING OVERTURNED
3/27/1983 C021 CONGRESS SHOULD CURB SALE OF FEDERAL LANDS (ED)
A/08/1983 C013 STATE TREASURER TAKES ON ADDED ROLES
A/28/1983 C031 SCHOOL BOARD CHIEF CONCERNED
5/20/1983 C031 SOUTH DAKOTA GETS 320 ACRES OF FEDERAL LAND
7/21/1983 C081 SCHOOL LAND TO BE SOLD IN '8A
10/06/1983 con STATE REACTIVATES BOARD FOR SCHOOL, LANDS
12/17/1983 COAl VOLK HOPES TO RESOLVE CONFLICTS ON PUBLIC LANDS
3/27/198A C0A2 HIGH COURT WILL HEAR COUNTY-STATE DISPUTE
6/20/198A D012 STATE OFFICE DROPS PLANS ON FEE COLLECTION
7/12/198A C013 DEMOCRATS CARELESS IN SUPPORTING BILL
7/31/198A B012 GERKEN MAY BE IN LINE FOR POST
8/01/198A DOll GERKEN EXPECTS TO GET LANDS POSITION TODAY
8/03/198A C031 JANKLOW NAMES GERKEN AS LANDS COMMISSIONER
8/0A/198A B012 WANTS TO GIVE BACK PART OF HIS SALARY
8/09/198A C033 LANDS COMMISSIONER DISPUTE
8/n/198A C015 DEMOCRATS FILE LANDS OFFICE SUIT
8/15/198A D013 LAWMAKERS DEFER DECISION ON GERKEN PAY
8/18/198A B021 KEEPING OFFICES APART MAY BE BEST (L)
8/25/198A con KANE'S NAME WON'T BE ON BALLOTS
9/12/1984 D041 OFFICE MERGER HASN'T SAVED MONEY
9/13/1984 C031 LAND SALES SHOULD BE CANCELED--KANE
9/16/1984 C021 MERGER MESS GIVES POLITICIANS TIME (ED)
10/24/1984 D021 STATE SHOULD MERGE 2 OFFICES (L)
10/30/1984 BOll VOTERS WILL DECIDE LAND OFFICE POSITION
11/01/1984 C021 OFFICE MERGER CLAIMS OVERSTATED (L)
11/10/1984 con SCHOOL, LANDS ISSUE STILL TOO CLOSE
11/27/1984 con DEMS TO CERTIFY KANE AS COMMISSIONER
11/29/1984 C075 DEMS FILE LANDS OFFICE CHALLENGE
12/07/1984 con COURT REFUSES TO HEAR CASE ON LANDS OFFICE
12/13/1984 C051 DATE SET FOR LANDS COMMISSIONER CASE
12/19/1984 DOll JANKLOW APPOINTS COTTON AS COMMISSIONER
1/11/1985 C043 COUNTY CAN SPEND LAND TAX MONEY
1/19/1985 con KANE LOSES LANDS COMMISSIONER APPEAL
3/15/1985 C023 MOST TRIBES REJECT LAND SETTLEMENT
4/07/1985 C031 AGENCIES WILL EXPLAIN PROPOSED LAND SWAP
5/22/1985 B021 COURT HEARS LANDS-COMMISSIONER CASE
7/18/1985 C031 COURT DISMISSES PUBLIC-LANDS LAWSUIT
3/29/1986 C021 SCHOOL AND PUBLIC LANDS OFFICE STOPS SALE
4/27/1986 con PIERRE MAN WANTS TO BE LANDS COMMISSIONER
10/26/1986 C014 ^CANDIDATES VIE FOR PUBLIC LAND OFFICIAL
12/25/1986 BOll SD TO GET $45,860 FROM FEES
2/08/1987 C021 SCHOOL OFFICE FACES TIGHT BUDGET, OFFICIAL SAYS
3/08/1987 C021 STATE TO AUCTION LEASES ON 178,000 ACRES
3/08/1987 C023 BILL REQUIRES REVIEW OF LAND PLANS
5/06/1987 B021 FINES HIKED FOR VIOLATIONS ON FEDERAL LAND
6/25/1987 D062 OIL, GAS LEASE SALES SOAR
8/16/1987 C041 DASCHLE LETTER PROTESTS SALE OF FOREST LAND
10/05/1987 C041 OFFICIAL REPORTS IN OIL, GAS PAYMENTS
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SUBJECT DATE 1PAPER
LANDS PUBLIC 2/2A/1988 BOll
8/22/1988 coil
2/16/1990 A081
2/18/1990 A103
A/01/1990 C012
5/18/1990 coil
6/10/1990 C012
6/17/1990 AlOl
6/19/1990 C014
6/26/1990 A063
6/29/1990 C021
7/04/1990 A016
7/11/1990 C012
7/13/1990 C012
7/18/1990 C012
9/09/1990 C012
10/05/1990 C015
10/06/1990 C014
10/09/1990 C012
10/12/1990 C015
10/15/1990 A084
10/17/1990 C012
10/22/1990 A061
10/22/1990 C012
10/28/1990 A116
11/18/1990 E012
11/27/1990 C033
11/29/1990 coil
12/16/1990 EOll
12/26/1990 coil
1/06/1991 C012
1/15/1991 C031
1/25/1991 C033
3/30/1991 coil
9/07/1991 C032
9/22/1991 C026
9/28/1991 C015
10/26/1991 C012
11/13/1991 C014
6/12/1992 C022
10/19/1992 B022
11/24/1992 A012
LANDSCAPING 9/03/1986 B022
2/19/1987 B051
4/23/1989 G012
LANE DAVE 5/22/1984 BOll
LANE DOLLY 8/16/1992 DOll
LANE SD 8/21/1989 A014
LANG DURWARD 5/13/1991 C021
LANG LINDA 9/01/1985 B081
LANGDON JOHN 8/03/1982 A075
10/16/1983 coil
4/28/1985 N061
LANGE CASEY 3/07/1990 coil
LANGE LOIS 1/19/1986 A012
LANGENFELD RICHARD 12/09/1983 C012
1/12/1984 C041
1/17/1984 C041
1/19/1984 C013
2/19/1984 C103
2/22/1984 D013
3/14/1984 DOll
LANGER JIM 8/08/1987 BOll
LANGFORD SD 8/07/1988 EOll
9/22/1989 coil
9/23/1989 coil
9/27/1989 C021
LANGLEY DENISE 1/20/1991 B013
LANGLEY KAREN 11/21/1989 C021
12/29/1989 C015
LANGLEY TIM 10/09/1982 C023
3/30/1983 C021
1/13/1984 C041
12/25/1987 B012
3/15/1988 coil
LANGNER JEFF & SHA 9/11/1989 A052
LANGREHR DEB 4/25/1991 A012
LANGUAGE DISORDERS 10/13/1983 B051
SCHOOL LAND LEASE AUCTIONS TO BE HELD
SIOUX SAN LAND SALE CANCELED
DO AWAY WITH SCHOOL LANDS OFFICE (ED)
36REPUBLICANS MOVING TO REMOVE AMDAHL
*WHETHER CITY SHOULD SELL PARK LAND
LAND COMMISSIONER TO SEEK RE-ELECTION
36CRITICIZE SCHOOL, PUBLIC LANDS OFFICIAL
PARTIES SHOULD GET BEHIND MERGER IDEA (ED)
DUPREE PRINCIPAL SEEKING PUBLIC OFFICE
36PLAYING SCHOOL OFFICE POLITICS COULD BE THREAT
AMDAHL'S ASSISTANT MAY RUN FOR HIS BOSS' JOB
^(AMDAHL OPPOSERS RESIGN
AMDAHL LOSES 6TH EMPLOYEE
AUDITOR, AMDAHL BATTLE OVER LAND TRADE
DIEDTRICH REPLACES SCHADE IN LANDS OFFICE
*DISPUTES CHARGE SCHOOLS LOST REVENUE DURING TERM
AMDAHL'S ORAL LAND DEAL DRAWS CRITICISM -
*ORAL LAND DEAL OK
AMDAHL SAYS LAND DEAL APPROPRIATE
36CHALLENGER REPEATS CHARGES AGAINST COMMISSIONER
LEADERSHIP CHANGE NEEDED IN LANDS OFFICE (L)
CANDIDATES ARGUE OVER PUBLIC LAND LEASE RATES
LANDS OFFICE NEEDS NEW COMMISSIONER (ED)
36LANDS CANDIDATES DEBATE SCHOOL FUNDS
CHANGE NEEDED IN LANDS OFFICE (L)
XNEWLY ELECTED OFFICIAL ASKS FOR AUDIT
LAND LEASES MUST BE EXTENDED BY SATURDAY
CONFERENCE IS FRIDAY ON PUBLIC LAND USE
STATE LANDS OFFICE GETS NEW DEPUTY
Z SCHOOL, PUBLIC LANDS EMPLOYEES REHIRED
^AMDAHL NOT AIDING TRANSITION
LAND-LEASE CHECKS FOUND UNDEPOSITED IN LANDS OFFICE
JOHNSON--ABOLISH LANDS BOARD
LEASES LIKELY EARN MORE MONEY THIS YEAR
THREAT TO WESTERN LIVESTOCK INDUSTRY
OFFICIAL MAY CHALLENGE LIMIT ON SIZE OF PARCELS
^REPUBLICANS OMIT PHOTOGRAPH OF OFFICER
MORE STATE SCHOOL LAND SOLD
PLAN OFFERED FOR EDUCATION FUNDING
HAY, GRAZE ON CRP LAND
FORMER RESEARCH FARM FOR SALE
KSTATE PLANS TO SELL LAND AT DEAF SCHOOL
CITY HAS ROCKY SESSION ON LANDSCAPING
LANDSCAPING CONTEST ANNOUNCED
^HOMEOWNERS TAKE LIVING ROOMS OUTSIDE
XLANE MAKES DREAM COME TRUE
LANE DOLLY TO LEAD GOP CONVENTION POST
XLANE HOSTS 'WOODSTOCK II'
XALLERGY DOCTOR DURWARD LANG DIES AT 57
^GRANDMA DRIVER ISN'T SLOWING DOWN
LANGDON ELECTED TO HEALTH GROUP
XGOOD HEALTH COMES FROM DISCIPLINE
^(HEALTH) KEEPING FIT BY GETTING IN ON ACTION
FLAGS AT HALF-STAFF TO HONOR PATROLMAN
3CSPRINGFIELD LEARNS TO LIVE WITHOUT A COLLEGE
LANGENFELD PLEADS NOT GUILTY--HOWARD
SEEKS LOCATION CHANGE FOR TRIAL
TRIAL MOVES TO LAKE COUNTY
^OFFICER DIDN'T SUSPECT FOUL PLAY
LANGENFELD MURDER TRIAL TO BEGIN
LANGENFELD PLEADS GUILTY TO MANSLAUGHTER
9-YEAR PRISON TERM
KLANGER FITS IN WELL AT HALL
LANGFORD GETS RID OF FINE FOR SPITTING
DASCHLE OPPOSES NEW RADAR'S LOCATION
PRESSLER--EVICTIONS AREN'T NECESSARY
AIR FORCE'S BACK SCATTER RADAR
^CONCENTRATING ON BALANCE
WOMAN PLEADS GUILTY TO FUND MISUSE
FORMER BANK OFFICER DRAWS WEEKEND JAIL
XNUCLEAR ARMS RACE PROFOUNDLY A LOCAL ISSUE
XNUCLEAR ARMS WILL END IN FUTURE
3CLANGLEY--CHANGING PRIORITIES
^(ACTIVISTS PLANT SEEDS OF PEACE IN SD
ACTIVIST LANGLEY TO LEAVE CENTER
3CBRAND0N PAIR SHIFTS GEARS IN LIFESTYLE
^LAUNCH'S 1ST GRADUATE INSPIRES OTHERS
DOCTOR TALKS ON LANGUAGE DISORDERS
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SUBJECT
LANIER BOB
LANKER BRIAN
LANNERS GARY
LANNERS GREG
LANPHER LORRI
LANPHERE DON
LANTIS BOB
LAPIDARIST
LAPPE JIM
LAPPE JIM S PEGGY
LAPPE PEGGY
LARCENY
LARCHWOOD lA
LARDINOIS CAROLYN
LARDY HENRY
LAREDO RUTH
LARKE DARYL
LARKIN CHARLES
LARKIN GENE
LARKIN PATTY
LAROUCHE LYNDON
LARRINGTON LYMAN
LARSCHEID LOREN
LARSCHEID TOM
LARSEN AMANDA
LARSEN DARLA
LARSEN JOHN
LARSEN KRYSTAL
LARSEN LORIN
LARSEN MARIANNE
LARSEN 5PEDER
LARSEN ROGER
LARSEN RON
LARSEN RONNIE
LARSGAARD STEVE
LARSON AMY
LARSON ANDRE
LARSON ARNE
LARSON BECKY
LARSON BLAINE
LARSON CHARLES
LARSON DALE
LARSON DAVID
LARSON DEB
LARSON DON
LARSON DONALD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
'i/16/1988 B013
7/13/1990 BG12
1/11/1990 C015
1/12/1990 A016
8/11/1989 coil
8/2<f/1989 A022
10/26/1989 A012
12/l<i/1989 coil
7/07/1985 C01<i
1/29/1986 B013
10/11/1992 GOll
11/05/1989 F012
8/31/1989 C023
8/02/1990 C015
7/29/1990 C015
3/27/1991 C033
1/10/1991 coil
9/12/1991 C031
7/02/1988 C012
A/28/1985 NOAl
5/01/1983 DOll
9/27/1985 B012
10/02/1987 A012
10/06/1987 A012
2/18/1989 C012
2/09/1989 D015
1/31/1992 A052
3/09/198A coil
5/15/198A C025
5/17/1984"^ CO11
5/19/198A coil
8/01/1985 C033
5/03/1986 AlOl
12/11/1988 DOll
l/OA/1992 C014
1/10/1992 C051
5/10/1992 F012
8/04/1992 B022
4/03/1985 B012
' 4/08/1984 E012
1/23/1991 B012
5/19/1991 C033
3/14/1991 C012
10/26/1989 D062
10/23/1992 B023
8/06/1992 B012
12/28/1984 DOll
9/02/1988 B012
8/13/1989 Alll
7/03/1986 B013^
6/02/1984 C035
1/07/1987 DOll
4/28/1985 N051
2/06/1986 C014
3/02/1986 C014
3/26/1986 BOll
8/26/1991 B031
7/27/1990 C034
8/28/1986 A071
10/03/1987 A072
2/26/1984 DOll
7/11/1988 C015
7/11/1988 C035
7/12/1988 A081
7/20/1982 coil
1/30/1982 C012
7/01/1989 C012
10/01/1989 E012
10/26/1987 B021
11/23/1989 C015
6/28/1991 C016
11/05/1991 C012
11/14/1991 C012
3/15/1992 A083
12/21/1992 B015
4/26/1984 D012
7/15/1988 A012
10/23/1987 AOll
KLANIER TRADED BAT FOR BASKETBALL
KPHGTO EXH1B1T--STRUGGLE OF BLACK WOMAN
^WITNESSES SAY LANNERS WRONG
PLANNERS FOUND NOT GUILTY
STATE RE-INDICTS EX-PRISON WORKER
PERJURY SUSPECT PLEADS NOT GUILTY
*LAWYER--PR1S0N PROBE TAINTED
KEAN WON'T DISMISS PEN PERJURY CHARGE
36COUNSEL1NG GROUPS TO BETTER FIGHT DRUG ABUSE
*JAZZ SAX0PH0N1ST--G0D HEALED HIS LIFE
3(R1D1NG TO KEEP THE SPIRIT ALIVE
XROCK-SOLID HOBBYIST
'MAGNETIC HOUSE TESTS OK
HOUSE 'GLOWS ON ITS OWN'
FORCE IN HOUSE BAFFLES FAMILY
PUC CLOSES ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS CASE
EAGLE BUTTE MAN ENTERS PLEA IN LARCENY
PIERRE MAN RECEIVES PROBATION FOR LARCENY
LARCHWOOD LAB GETS LOTTERY FUND LOAN
5C(CULTURE) FROM HURON TO HOLLYWOOD
5CG0NE, BUT NOT FORGOTTEN
JCPIANIST WALKED AND PLAYED AT SAME AGE
^DOCTOR SAYS MORRELL PRESSURED CLINIC
DOCTOR--MORRELL PRESSURED ME
HOUSE SPEAKER DIDN'T WASTE TIME
*TW1NS NEED STRONG START, LARKIN SAYS
*LARK1N'S TALENTS PLACE HER UP WITH FAMOUS FOLKS
SUPPORTERS OF MAVERICK CANDIDATE FEW
MAKING PITCH FOR LAROUCHE CD
LAROUCHE WILL MAKE CAMPAIGN STOP HERE
BfAlMS ARROWS AT RIVALS IN HIS OWN PARTY
LAROUCHE SUPPORTERS RALLY FOR THEIR CAUSE
APATHY CAN PRODUCE FRIGHTENING RESULTS CED)
LAROUCHE RECRUITING FARMERS, GROUP SAYS
*LAROUCHE IS 1ST NAME ON BALLOT
LAROUCHE PLANS CAMPAIGN
LAROUCHE WITH $11,778 FROM SD VOTERS
CANDIDATE BACKS LAROUCHE ECONOMIC PLAN
KBOND SET FOR MAN WHO HELD 2 CAPTIVE
56BETT1NG ON POTENTIAL THOROUGHBRED
SF MAN SENTENCED IN SILVER-MINE SWINDLE
EX-BROOKINGS RESIDENTS DEVELOP GULF WAR CARDS
XWOMAN MAKES SCOUTS HER LIFE'S CALL
56THE1R BUSINESS IS A BIT SPOOKY
^PUTTING LIGHT ON HISTORY
5CB00K1NG IT
LARSEN FINDS IT'S NOT EASY
SERIES WITH LOCAL PHOTOGRAPHER
^WASHINGTON H1GH--REM0DEL OR REBUILD
^NORWEGIAN IMMIGRANTS FIND WORK, LUCK
COUNTY GOP LEADER RUNNING FOR OFFICE
LARSEN ELECTED COUNTY GOP HEAD
KCAGRICULTURE) HE CULTIVATES RESULTS
HETLAND FARMER STRUGGLES AFTER POWER IS CUT DOWN
FARMER PROPOSES TAX ON AG PRODUCTS
LARSEN TO RUN FOR SENATE AS A DEMOCRAT
MAN FACES 25 YEARS IN ATTEMPTED MURDER
LARSGAARD JOINS RACE FOR COUNTY COMMISSION
36L1NCOLN STUDENT HAS TRIP TO REMEMBER
3CMUSEUM DIRECTOR WANTS BEST FOR SD
^REPRESENTS A LIFETIME DONATED TO MUSIC
XUSD SHRINE TO MUSIC FOUNDER DIES
*SHR1NE TO MUSIC FOUNDER DEAD AT 83
LARSON LEAVES PLEASING LEGACY (ED)
WATERTOWN'S BECKY LARSON LATEST LONG-TERM QUEEN
3«CPR TO THE RESCUE--TW1CE
3CRET1R1NG COURT REPORTER IS JUDGE'S BEST FRIEND
5CBR00K1NGS MILLIONAIRE DUCKS SPOTLIGHT
3(BR00K1NGS BOY AN UNUSUALLY YOUNG HAM
JURY AWARDS $1 2 MILLION OVER FIRING
JURY'S $1 2 MILLION VERDICT THROWN OUT
RETRIAL STARTS IN SUIT PITTING SON VS FATHER
SON GETS MILLION IN TERMINATION CASE
*GAM1NG PLAN A PLUS FOR DEADWOOD
*DOWNTOWN CHRISTMAS ORGANIZER BELIEVES IN MAGIC
^LARSON RULES CITY TENNIS
36SHERMAN OR BUST
3M PLANS TO PROMOTE ECONOMY
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SUBJECT DATE 1PAPER
LARSON DORIS 5/20/1982 D051
9/27/1982 B023
1/08/1983 C012
1/12/1983 D021
A/15/1983 coil
5/18/1983 B051
7/11/1983 A012
8/03/1983 B05A
11/18/198A coil
LARSON DOROTHY 9/19/1991 B012
LARSON DUANE 7/11/1985 A012
11/01/1986 A133
A/15/1988 coil
6/0A/1988 A072
A/26/1992 N022
7/0A/1992 A076
LARSON ERIC 9/09/1985 A071
LARSON EVERETT 11/05/1988 B013
LARSON GARY 9/11/1988 A012
9/17/1988 C021
7/30/1989 C02A
3/06/1990 BOIA
11/10/1990 C012
11/17/1990 B031
LARSON JANE 3/08/1992 A012
LARSON JANIS 1/23/1991 C023
LARSON JEFF A/28/1985 N061
1/31/1992 C055
3/23/1992 C012
LARSON JIM 12/03/1987 coil
l/OA/1988 coil
1/11/1990 C02A
LARSON LARRY 1/19/1992 A031
LARSON LENNIS 11/08/1991 C032
LARSON LOYLE 3/26/1982 C013
LARSON LUELLA 12/18/1991 C012
LARSON LYNAE 11/08/198A DOll
12/27/198A D015
LARSON LYNDA 10/09/1988 EOll
LARSON MANUFACTURI 8/30/1990 D061
5/31/1991 AOIA
11/05/1991 B082
1/31/1992 B061
LARSON MARA A/12/1982 C051
LARSON MARK 7/22/198A C051
LARSON MURIEL 5/1A/1985 AlOl
5/03/1989 AlOl
8/17/1991 A093
LARSON NEAL 6/01/1992 A0A2
LARSON OSCAR A/01/1990 C02A
LARSON PETE A/27/1992 C022
LARSON PHILLIP A/18/1992 A051
LARSON RALPH 11/21/1982 coil
LARSON SCOTT 6/19/1983 B03A
6/18/1991 B062
11/22/1992 A012
LARSON STACY 10/28/1990 C012
Il/lA/1990 C012
11/20/1990 C015
11/22/1990 A0I2
11/27/1990 coil
LARSON STEPHANIE A/17/1986 BOll
LARSON SUE 12/23/1988 B012
LARSON TOM 1/07/1990 E012
LARSON VERNON A/28/1982 B061
A/29/1982 D051
10/17/1982 C051
10/18/1982 C023
10/19/1982 C021
11/07/1982 B032
3/02/1983 B05A
8/10/1983 C051
12/20/1985 A015
1/03/1986 A012
l/OA/1986 C015
10/29/1986 A051
10/30/1986 A081
10/23/1989 B012
3(LARS0N GETS USD ALUMNI AWARD
KTUITION TAX CREDIT IS NOT DEMOCRATIC
X16 YEARS ON SCHOOL BOARD IS ENOUGH
WELL DONE DORIS LARSON (ED)
*YWCA HONORS 6 OF SF'S OUTSTANDING WOMEN
XLARSON GETS EDUCATION AWARD
^EXITING MEMBERS LEAVE LEGACY OF GROWING SYSTEM
DORIS LARSON GETS AWARD FROM USD
HONORS 2 WOMEN AS FOREMOTHERS
KHOBBY IS FOR THE BIRDS
KCOKE CAVES IN
SAINTS ARE SINNERS REDEEMED BY GOD
RETIRED PATROLMAN SEEKS HOUSE SEAT
KPASTOR SHARES FAITH AT RETIREMENT HOME
KAT NICK'S, IT'S ALL IN THE GREASE
^CELEBRATE THE FOURTH WITH GOD
^WASHINGTON STUDENT RESEARCHES CANCER
FIBERGLASS SHAPES MAN'S LIFE
*'FAR SIDE' COMIC CREATOR TO TAKE VACATION
FORMER MADISON POLICE CHIEF SEEKS DAMAGES
NEBRASKA SITE 'POOR CHOICE' FOR WASTE DUMP
USD HIRES LARSON TO COACH WOMEN
LAWSUIT AGAINST MADISON OFFICIALS TO START TUESDAY
FIRING VIOLATED RIGHTS OF MADISON POLICE OFFICER
*IT ALL BEGAN IN 'A6
3CC00K PRESERVES FAMILY'S FAVORITE RECIPES
K(FINANCE) PUBLIC DEFENDER DOESN'T COURT
LAWMAKERS HEAR SEX CRIMES MEASURE
KLAWYER VISITS A NEW BASEBALL STADIUM EACH YEAR
NEW CENTENNIAL DIRECTOR NAMED
CENTENNIAL CHIEF STARTS WORK TODAY
CENTENNIAL DIRECTOR HIRED TO RAISE MONEY
K'DO WHAT YOU HAVE TO DO TO SURVIVE'
HANDS-ON SPEARFISH TEACHER WINS HONOR
J6HAPPY BIRTHDAY, PRINCIPLE LARSON
*NEW TREATMENT SAVES PATIENT'S FOOT
*LAS VEGAS RACE MAKES DREAM COME TRUE
LARSON RAN OUT OF HILLS
KDRIVERS GO EXTRA MILE FOR CHARITY
BROOKINGS FIRM WILL EXPAND
350 WORKERS FLYING FREE TO FLORIDA
LARSON SEEKS $800,000 FOR EXPANSION
COMPANY TO FLY WORKERS TO FLORIDA
XSDSU STUDENT FOUGHT THE ODDS AND WON
ABERDEEN CHAMBER HEAD QUITS AFTER CONFLICT
USD NURSING PROGRAM PROVIDES SERVICE
^ENRICHED BY SHARING PATIENTS' JOY, PAIN
XSMOKING, GAMBLING COSTS HUGE
LARSON QUALIFIED TO RUN MUSEUM (L)
HUDSON MAN PLANS STATE HOUSE BID
^FOSSIL HUNTERS SAY FIND IS SIGNIFICANT
^NEIGHBORLY LOVE LIVES IN MEMORY
XTO IRENE MAN, THE GOOD LIFE IS THE SIMPLE LIFE
KNUCLEAR FREEZE IS QUICK FIX
XREADY TO DELIVER
^ECONOMIC PLAN IS MITCHELL'S VISION FOR THE FUTURE
KJURY SELECTION BEGINS IN 1-90 CASE
5eMAN TESTIFIES CAR RAN HIM OFF ROAD
KI-9G SHOOTING LIKELY TO GO TO JURY TODAY
*MAN FOUND GUILTY IN I-9G SLAYING
LARSON SENTENCED TO LIFE IN I-9G CASE
*YOUTH MAKES VIOLA SING
36DAKOTA COMIC
36PATENTS TAKE IDEAS AND PATIENCE
STATE AUDITOR ANNOUNCES PLANS
LARSON SEEKS RE-ELECTION TO POST
KLARSON INVOLVED IN POLITICS SINCE HIGH SCHOOL
9(STATE AUDITOR CANDIDATES ANSWER TWO QUESTIONS
3CARGUS RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 6 TOP SD POSITIONS (ED)
A PLEDGE BY AUDITOR (L)
JAYCEES HONOR STATE AUDITOR
REPUBLICANS ASK LARSON TO SEEK HOUSE SEAT
STATE SUES OVER LEASE
DAKOTA HEARTLAND LEASE CONTROVERSY LAWSUIT
OFFICIALS SETTLE DISPUTE OVER BUILDING LEASE
^AUDITOR CANDIDATES OUTLINE POSITIONS
STATE AUDITOR--VERN LARSON (ED)
^'AUDITOR OF THE 198GS' HAS A BILLION-DOLLAR JOB
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SUBJECT
LARSON VERNON
LARSON WALTER S ME
LARSSEN MARY
LARUE FLORENCE
LASARIDIS TASOS
LASER SURGERY
^'^LASERTOMACLUB
LASKOWSKI BILL
LASORDA TOMMY
LASOSKI DANNY
LASSEGARD DORCY
LATCHKEY KIDS
LATHER DENIS
LATIN
LATIN AMERICAN
LATTA BRUCE
LATUNSKI SHANE
LATZA BARBARA
LAUCK JEFF
,LAUCK JON ^
LAUDENSCHLAGER DAV
LAUER DONALD
LAUGHLIN JON
LAUGHLIN W A
LAULAINEN DIANA
LAUNCH
LAUNDRY
LAUREANO MANNY
LAURITZEN LESTER
LAUSTSEN DAVE
LAUSTSEN L T
LAUTENSCHLAGER RAY
LAUTENSCHLAGER VIR
LAVERGN J & S
LAVERGNE JERRY S S
LAVOI TIM
LAW ENFORCEMENT
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/23/1990 CGII LARSON TO ANNOUNCE RE-ELECTION PLANS
7/06/1992 C012 *HUMOR KEY TO 70-YEAR MARRIAGE
10/10/1982 D091 *SHE REALLY DOES DEAL WITH MORE THAN HEAD LICE
2/20/1987 B012 KUP, UP AND AWAY
7/0A/1990 B016 XCALCIUM LOWERS BLOOD PRESSURE
SEE SURGERY LASER
2/17/1982 D082 LASERTOMA YOUTH SERVICE AWARD
l/lA/1991 B031 CAMPGROUND GROWS INTO FULL-TIME VENTURE
2/11/1982 A013 KTHE 2 FACES OF DODGERS' TOMMY LASORDA (J EGAN)
7/27/1989 D013 LASOSKI SEEKS 1ST KNOXVILLE NATIONAL TITLE
8/21/1992 C012 LASOSKI SECOND TO ONE, GUNS FOR FIRST
9/25/1992 D012 *THREE DAYS OF RACING BEGINS TONIGHT
1/08/198A coil ESTATE'S ATTORNEY'S AIDE TO CONSOLE VICTIM
9/26/1987 A052 LATCHKEY KIDS HAVE HELP
8/28/1989 A052 3CMANAG1NG ON THEIR OWN
11/12/1990 A072 ^LATCHKEY CLASS HELPS CHILDREN COPE AT HOME
1/01/198A coil HURON COACH RESTS IN HOSPITAL
1/26/1986 A015 XCOACH REBOUNDS FROM MENTAL ILLNESS
2/27/1987 C021 FEDERAL JURY TO HEAR FORMER COACH'S LAWSUIT
7/1A/1989 C031 COURT SAYS COACH CAN SUE PSYCHIATRIST
12/31/1989 N065 *COACH FIGHTS BACK AFTER BREAKDOWN
5/19/1990 coil FORMER COACH LATHER SETTLES OUT OF COURT
11/08/1983 A071 *LATIN LIVES IN PIERRE CLASSROOM
3/28/1985 coil 96LATIN AMERICAN FIESTA
5/27/1987 A061 PRISON COMMISSION SHOULD LOOK BEYOND
A/19/1992 B022 *PARTY HOUSE T-SHIRTS HOT, STUDENT SAYS
7/12/1990 coil SF WOMAN SENTENCED FOR FORGERY
6/09/1990 A083 9€S0CIALIZED MEDICINE NOT PANACEA FOR HEALTH CARE
3/05/L992 C032.STUDENT CANDIDATE LINKED TO RIOTS
' 3/08/1992 F031 SDSU ELECTS LAUCK AS STUDENT PRESIDENT
A/29/1992 C021 BROOKINGS MAN EARNS HUMANITIES GRANT
A/09/1983 BOAl HISTORIANS REVIVE STORIES OF DAKOTA
5/15/1991 D081 EROS OFFICIAL WINS TOP INTERIOR AWARD
11/26/1992 coil 36NEW DIRECTOR NAMED AT EROS DATA CENTER
6/05/1990 C012 KIN THE SHADE
12/03/1989 FOll PUBLISHERS STRIKE GOLD WITH MINERS
ll/lA/1983 B013 TROOP LEADER KEEPS BROWNIES SMILING
A/25/1991 A012 KLAUNCH'S 1ST GRADUATE INSPIRES OTHERS
6/06/1992 A052 KSTAINS OFFER LAUNDRY QUANDRY
A/11/1992 A053 KLAUREANO TRUMPETS LANGUAGE OF MUSIC
A/lA/1986 C013 CENTERVILLE FARMER SEEKS SIGN OF THE PAST
3/31/198A COAl LAUSTSEN TO SEEK ABERDEEN STATE SENATE SEAT
1/02/1985 C015 STATE NEEDS TO DIVERSIFY ECONOMY
1/31/1985 coil TURKEY AWARD SQUAWKS ABOUT DUMB BILLS
8/08/1987 C016 SENATOR MAY RESIGN, SOURCES SAY
A/22/1987 C07A LAUSTSEN GETS ART CENTER CITATION
2/12/198A C031 KABOVE-GROUND DISPOSAL BEST WAY
2/2A/1990 A083 CONGRESS MUST BE TOLD
11/2A/1983 DOIA KIF THE OLD FIRE TRUCK FITS, RETIRE IT
6/13/1991 B062 KLAVERGNE'3 SHOES CLOSING
2/18/1985 DOAl KWEIGHT LOSS DUE TO RACQUETBALL
SEE ALSO POLICE, CRIMINAL JUSTICE, SHERIFFS
l/OA/1982 B032 RAPID CITY POLICE TAKE A BYTE OUT OF CRIME
1/06/1982 coil CENTRAL COMPUTER IDENTIFIES CRIMINALS IN SECONDS
2/07/1982 BOAl SENATE OKS LAWS ENFORCEMENT FEE BILL
2/08/1982 C015 NEW FEDERALISM HAS LITTLE EFFECT ON POLICE
2/15/1982 A013 KSD MORAL ISSUES BEFORE LAWMAKERS
3/01/1982 C021 LAW OFFICERS DESERVE PROFESSIONALISM CREDIT (ED)
3/09/1982 BOll KEEP GUNS OUT OF COURT, JUDGES TELL OFFICERS
3/09/1982 B052 STATE WANTS TRIBAL JURISDICTION RULING OVERTURNED
3/11/1982 D0A5 MEIERHENRY OPPOSES CRIME-MONEY BILL
3/28/1982 BOAl LAW OFFICIAL--WE NEED FARMERS' HELP
3/30/1982 B051 MEIERHENRY GLAD REAGAN FOR TOUGH LAWS
A/05/1982 C025 CANTON VOWS STEPS TO PROTECT THE PUBLIC (L)
A/13/1982 A08A KGRADUATES FROM FBI ACADEMY
5/02/1982 C081 FIRST HIGHWAY PATROLMAN WATCHES FROM LOBBY
5/07/1982 coil CIRCUIT JUDGES ROLL BACK MISDEMEANOR FINES
5/07/1982 C032 KFLUIT OFFICER OF YEAR-JANKLOW LAUDS CITY'S SAFENESS
5/11/1982 B021 SENSIBLE APPROACH IN ALLOCATING TRAFFIC FEES (ED)
5/12/1982 coil SPENCER COUPLE'S FALSE-ARREST TRIAL OPENS
5/13/1982 DOll DEPUTY DENIES TESTIMONY OF COUPLE ABOUT ABUSE
5/1A/1982 coil CLERK TESTIFIES SPENCER COUPLE WANTED-MCCOOK CTY
5/15/1982 C015 COUPLE WINS $15,000 IN CIVIL RIGHTS CASE
5/15/1982 C02A LOYALTY/LAW DAY WAS A FARCE FOR SOME (L)
5/22/1982 coil CASE OF HIGHWAY TERROR CLOSED WITH ARRESTS
5/23/1982 C073 PENALTY STIFF FOR BREAKING GAME LAW
5/2A/1982 C031 SF WOMAN'S ARREST RULED ILLEGAL
6/08/1982 BOll MAN IN CUSTODY FOR BORROWING TRACTOR--HURON
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6/13/1982 coil CORSON COUNTY SHERIFF HAS LIVED BY HIS WITS
7/02/1982 COIA DEFENDENTS IN CHARLES MIX SLANDER SUIT WANT TRIALS
7/06/1982 coil SF WOMAN CHARGED IN 2-STATE AUTO CHASE
7/06/1982 C051 LAWBREAKERS PAY MORE TO TRAIN POLICEMEN
7/11/1982 B015 POLICE END CAR SEARCH FOR ARMED HITCHHIKER
7/15/1982 C021 ALARMED BY PROPOSAL TO USE TRUTH SERUM (L)
7/17/1982 A012 WOMAN JAILED OVER UNPAID TRAFFIC TICKET
7/17/1982 BOll 5(JANKL0W SAYS REAGAN AGREES THE FEDS MEDDLE IN STATE
7/18/1982 A012 5fG00D SAMARITAN RESCUED SF WOMAN OUT OF JAIL
7/21/1982 coil OFFICERS WEIGH RISK IN HIGH-SPEED CHASE
7/29/1982 C021 REDUCING THE RISK IN POLICE PURSUIT (ED)
8/08/1982 B015 STATE PATROL BUYS BREATH TESTERS FOR PRELIMINARY USE
8/09/1982 COAl APPEALS COURT TO DECIDE INDIAN JURISDICTION
8/14/1982 C031 CRIMINAL FINE FEE SUPPLEMENTS BUDGET
8/19/1982 coil LAW OFFICERS PLAN STRIKE STRATEGY
9/09/1982 coil SHERIFF ACCUSED OF PADDING EXPENSE ACCOUNT
9/09/1982 coil *SF LAWSUIT MIGHT SET PRECEDENT
9/11/1982 C015 COURT UPHOLDS SEARCH OF A CAR WITHOUT WARRANT
10/04/1982 B051 NEW PORTABLE ALERT KITS ENSURE MARSHALS SAFETY
10/07/1982 C061 JUDGE SAYS POLICE HAD A GOOD REASON TO-STOP SF MAN
10/21/1982 C033 JURY AWARDS SF MAN $7,000 FOR INJURY
10/26/1982 B021 DRUG PROBLEM POSES SAFETY THREAT TO PUBLIC (ED)
11/02/1982 A091 *BY NIGHT THEY'RE RESERVE OFFICERS
11/08/1982 A075 BOOK OUTLINES SD LAW ENFORCEMENT
12/08/1982 C041 MITCHELL CONSIDERS CITY-COUNTY BUILDING
12/30/1982 D012 'LAW ENFORCEMENT--THE SD EXPERIENCE'
1/08/1983 C041 DCl OFFICIAL TO RESIGN
1/09/1983 BOll *SF POLICE OFFICERS FIND MOONLIGHTING PAYS
1/13/1983 C014 KCITIZEN'S HELP LEADS TO ARREST
1/16/1983 C014 SIOUX FALLS' REPORTED CRIMES DROP 6 PERCENT IN 1982
1/18/1983 B051 BILL TO PAY COUNTY FOR INMATES' COSTS
1/27/1983 C051 BILL WOULD ALLOW OUSTER OF OFFICERS
1/29/1983 B031 BUSINESSMEN WARNED OF FAKE ADS
1/30/1983 coil KSHERIFF HOPES TO WATCH GAME THIS YEAR
1/30/1983 C051 INDIANS LIKE LAW ENFORCEMENT SYSTEM
1/31/1983 B041 KSMALL TOWNS FIND BARGAIN IN DEPUTIES
2/04/1983 C021 SIOUX, MOODY COUNTY COOPERATION (ED)
2/07/1983 B031 BUTTE DEPUTY AND CLERK REINSTATED
2/08/1983 coil SHERIFF DEPT NEEDS MONEY FOR JAIL REPAIRS
3/02/1983 B051 STOWSAND HEADS PEACE OFFICER BODY
3/12/1983 coil MEIERHENRY PRAISES BILL TO SUBPOENA RECORDS
3/12/1983 coil MEASURES BIG HELP FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT
3/26/1983 B023 CRIME VICTIMS POWERLESS AGAINST INTRUDER (L)
4/17/1983 BOll JURY--LAWMEN DIDN'T MISTREAT INMATE
5/01/1983 N031 5C(FINANCE/G0VT) A WAY OF LIFE
6/30/1983 C035 LEGISLATORS OBJECT TO LAW ENFORCEMENT RULE
6/30/1983 C042 LAW AIMED AT KIDS INHALING FUMES IS VAGUE
7/02/1983 B051 MAYOR WANTS TOWNS TO DISCUSS SHARING DEPUTY
7/03/1983 B013 LOCAL COMPUTER SPEEDS GOVERNMENT SERVICE
7/13/1983 C013 *CAREFUL RIDERS
7/28/1983 C051 EX-POLICE CHIEF DENIED CHANCE FOR CERTIFICATION
8/04/1983 C034 BIKERS' RALLY COSTS AGENCIES $20,000
8/12/1983 C012 XFBI NOT INTERESTED IN RESUMING WORK FOR TRIBE
8/13/1983 B033 FBI RESUMES NORMAL OPERATIONS WITH TRIBE
8/18/1983 coil PLAN BARRING LAW OFFICERS FROM POLITICS WITHDRAWN
9/04/1983 B041 CO GETS $188,126 FROM CRIMINAL FINES
9/09/1983 C033 IPSWICH TOWN MAY LOSE SHERIFF PATROLS
9/13/1983 B052 SUPREME COURT HEARS ARGUMENTS
9/14/1983 coil ASSAULT ARRESTS DON'T NEED WARRANTS
9/14/1983 C035 IPSWICH REDUCES MONEY FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT
9/16/1983 coil *NY CHAPLAIN MINISTERS TO POLICE OFFICERS
10/08/1983 B041 IPSWICH, COUNTY DISAGREE ABOUT CONTRACT
10/14/1983 C043 STATES WILL APPEAL INDIANS' LAWSUIT
11/03/1983 C041 IPSWICH BEGINS PROVIDING LAW ENFORCEMENT
12/05/1983 coil MORE LAWMEN NEEDED ON RESERVATION
12/08/1983 A015 SPORTSMEN SHOOT AT JANKLOW'S DEAL
12/24/1983 BOll JUDGE RULES THAT MAN WAS NOT HARASSED
1/09/1984 C015 STANDARDIZED ORDERS TO AID ARREST DECISION
1/21/1984 B051 LAWYER UPSET ABOUT TREATMENT
1/26/1984 coil NO ERRORS TO FREE SUSPECTS
1/31/1984 A021 STATE'S JAILERS WILL RECEIVE TRAINING
2/07/1984 BOll *CORONER'S INQUEST INFREQUENT TOOL
2/25/1984 B032 WARRANTS DON'T NEED EXACT ADDRESS
3/07/1984 D041 LAND MANAGEMENT BUREAU TO KEEP OFFICER
5/03/1984 C071 FATHER SUING IN SON'S DEATH
5/04/1984 C035 AGENT NAMED OUTSTANDING OFFICER
5/13/1984 C051 14 MAY FILE LAWSUIT CHARGING FALSE ARREST
5/18/1984 C021 SHOULD PASS COP-KILLER BULLET BAN BILL (L)
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5/19/198A C041 CIRCUIT JUDGES MAY ALTER FINES SCHEDULES
6/10/198A coil CASES REMAIN ON BOOKS--UNSOLVED
6/14/1984 C033 MEIERHENRY WANTS COORDINATOR TO HELP PROSECUTORS
7/13/1984 C032 $1 MILLION SUIT AGAINST BROWN COUNTY
7/15/1984 C021 POLICE POWERS TO SEARCH (ED)
7/17/1984 B041 SEMINAR REVIEWS HOSTAGES, SNIPER SITUATIONS
7/23/1984 B031 WATERTOWN, COUNTY OVER LAW ENFORCEMENT
8/09/1984 coil POLICE, FIREFIGHTERS TO ENTER COMPUTER AGE
8/10/1984 C032 WARRANT SYSTEM TOO SLOW, MAN SAYS
8/17/1984 A012 MAN ARRESTED BEFORE DAD'S FUNERAL
8/20/1984 A012 FALSE ALARMS COST TAXPAYERS
8/20/1984 coil POLICE DIFFER ON JAILING DRUNKEN DRIVERS
8/20/1984 coil HEARING IS SCHEDULED IN WRONGFUL ARREST SUIT
8/20/1984 C033 SHERIFF CHARGED WITH CRIME CONTINUES WORKING
9/26/1984 D033 INVESTIGATIVE ARM IS STRONG--MEIERHENRY
10/06/1984 C015 MAN LET OUT OF JAIL AFTER ARREST
11/18/1984 C061 HE'S A NATURAL LAWMAN
11/21/1984 D021 CHASE BRINGS ATTENTION BACK TO SAFETY (ED)
12/05/1984 AG12 PLAN MAY LASSO TRAFFIC VIOLATORS
1/08/1985 C021 VICTIM ASSISTANCE BILLS IN RIGHT DIRECTION (ED)
1/11/1985 C051 3CMEIERHENRY SEEKS 18 PERCENT BUDGET BOOST
1/25/1985 C031 HAWKEY SEEKS SUPPORT FOR SHERIFFS' GROUP
3/04/1985 A015 CAR-TAX PROPOSAL IRKS POLICE OFFICERS
3/30/1985 C035 COURT RULING HAS NO EFFECT ON STATE
5/05/1985 C046 OFFICERS RECALL THOSE WHO DIED
5/06/1985 A013 COPS TURN TO PSYCHICS TO SOLVE TOUGH ONES
5/06/1985 coil VIOLENCE THAT THREATENS ALL TROOPERS
5/06/1985 C022 TROOPER SLAYING REMINDS RESIDENTS OF DOUBLE FATALITY
. 5/07/1985 BOll FRIENDS SAY GOODBYE TO SLAIN TROOPER
5/15/1985 BOir OFFICIALS CLASH ON POLICE BURNOUT, RETIREMENT
5/16/1985 C035 SLAIN OFFICERS ARE HONORED
5/19/1985 coil SLAIN TROOPER'S WIFE GETS LIFE BACK TOGETHER
5/26/1985 D013 FUND NETS $15,000 FOR HINDMAN'S DAUGHTER
5/29/1985 C072 OPTIMISTS HONOR PLUT, SATTERLEE
6/24/1985 A012 CITIZENS HELP TAKE A BITE OUT OF CRIME
7/01/1985 coil CITY EYES ANTI-CRIME PROGRAM
7/06/1985 C013 STATE HAS THE RIGHT TO TRANSFER TROOPER
10/05/1985 C021 PROSECUTOR DROPS CHARGE IN PINE RIDGE CASE
1/03/1986 C023 LAW ENFORCERS TO WORK AROUND THE CLOCK
1/06/1986 A051 xlST WOMAN MARSHAL HAS HIGH GOALS
1/21/1986 C031 PEACE OFFICERS SUPPORT VICTIM RIGHTS BILLS
1/23/1986 A012 LET'S GET TOUGHER WITH PROSTITUTES
2/02/1986 DOll REGIONAL JAILS
4/06/1986 C022 PROSECUTOR WANTS BETTER LAW OFFICER TRAINING
4/18/1986 C021 CITY HONORS LAWMAN 'HOOKY JACK'
5/03/1986 C021 STATE NAMES NEW TOP POLICE TRAINER
5/07/1986 cm OPTIMISTS HONOR LAW OFFICERS
5/24/1986 C021 MINEHAHA COUNTY DEPUTY RECEIVES HONOR
8/11/1986 A012 36INDIANS BLAST SELECTIVE LAW ENFORCEMENT
8/11/1986 A051 36JURISDICTIONAL BORDERS SEPARATE DEPUTIES
8/16/1986 C023 JUDGE DISMISSES RANCHER'S 2ND LAWSUIT
9/13/1986 C024 ^BUSINESSMAN PROTESTS ARREST
10/15/1986 A012 XDROP IN MAJOR CRIMES IN '85
11/02/1986 C031 EX-TRIBAL DETECTIVE CONVICTED IN ASSAULT CASE
11/07/1986 A016 OFFICER TO BE CHARGED
11/08/1986 coil OMAHA OFFICER PLEADS NOT GUILTY
12/08/1986 A012 ARRESTS WARRANT FEE, SHERIFF SAYS
12/11/1986 coil JUDGE--SHERIFF WARRANTS ARE OK
12/11/1986 C021 CRIME TIP PROGRAM IN THE WORKS FOR SF
12/21/1986 A012 RAID LIVENED UP THINGS
1/17/1987 A012 DELGROSSO QUITS DCI--BAUM WANTS NEW JOB
1/25/1987 C031 SOME OPPOSE THROWING OUT MIRANDA RULING
3/20/1987 C021 REDFIELD CONSIDERS CONTRACT LAW ENFORCEMENT
3/26/1987 B012 INDIAN LOSES JURISDICTIONAL ISSUE IN CASE
3/31/1987 C012 LIGHT LAW MEANS MORE TICKETS
4/15/1987 B041 $1 5 MILLION RIGHTS LAWSUIT FILED
4/27/1987 A081 GETTING TOUGH ON CRIME (ED)
5/02/1987 AlOl SHOULDN'T ADD TO SUFFERING IN HURON (ED)
6/04/1987 C021 ATTORNEY GENERAL SETS UP DRUG LAW TASK FORCE
6/21/1987 C021 PANEL WANTS STUDY ON COMBINING LAW DUTIES
6/26/1987 A125 LAWS ARE TOO PERMISSIVE (L)
6/26/1987 C021 BROWN COUNTY CRACKS CRIME RING
7/14/1987 A075 OFFICERS GROUP RE-ELECTS PRESIDENT
8/06/1987 C012 TYPICAL RESIDENT PAID $57 FOR POLICE
9/03/1987 B012 XHELP CITIZENS DETER CRIMINALS
9/20/1987 C031 DAVISON COUNTY DEPUTY TO REPRESENT STATE
10/10/1987 C023 JUDGES RULE AGAINST DWI POLICY
10/29/1987 C021 LAW ENFORCEMENT PANEL UPDATES CERTIFICATION
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11/30/1987 BG33 TRIBAL POLICE FORCE MARKS IGTH BIRTHDAY
1/G7/1988 AG61 SHOULD EJECT MEMBER WHO BROKE LAW (ED)
1/2G/1988 BG21 SUBSTANCE ABUSE BILL MAY VIOLATE FEDERAL LAW
1/3G/1988 AG92 ^SEMINARY STUDENT WANTS CAREER WITH MOUNTIES
1/3G/1988 CG12 GREEN TAKES JOB WITH CRIME IMFORMATION CENTER
2/G1/1988 BG12 36TOWNS' PATROLLING COSTS TO INCREASE
2/21/1988 CG61 COMMITTEE REJECTS CRIME BILL
3/18/1988 CGll UNION COUNTY STARTS CRIME STOPPERS
3/19/1988 CG21 SISSETON WOMAN SUES OVER STRIP-SEARCH
5/25/1988 BG43 LOCAL GROUPS AWARDED MONEY TO FIGHT DRUGS
5/31/1988 AG81 PRIVACY RIGHTS DECLINING (L)
6/G4/1988 AlGl JUSTICES THROW AWAY FREEDOM (ED)
6/1G/1988 CG12 KCOURT EXPANDS VEHICLE SEARCHES
6/28/1988 CG12 POLICE SEEK GRANT FOR SAFETY PROGRAM
7/G2/1988 CG14 OFFICERS TAKE DRUG WAR CHALLENGE
7/26/1988 CG15 DRUG MEETING TURNOUT DISAPPOINTS OFFICIAL
8/14/1988 AG12 3eL0DERMElER HAS LONG HISTORY
8/24/1988 BG15'JUDGE CONSIDERS FREEING LODERMEIER BEFORE TRIAL
lG/13/1988 CG21 ^HIGHWAY PATROL HONORS SLAIN TROOPERS
lG/24/1988 BG12 LOCAL POLICE ARTIST FLESHES OUT
12/G1/1988 CG15 *FB1 DIRECTOR WANTS FINGERPRINT SYSTEM
12/27/1988 CG12 SF POLICE SOLVE VIOLENT CRIMES OF 1988
1/15/1989 A131 *5-P01NT PLAN IN DRUG BATTLE
2/G2/1989 CG26 BILL ENDORSED TO PREVENT ARREST QUOTAS
2/17/1989 CG36 HOUSE COMMITTEE KILLS ARREST QUOTA MEASURE
3/G1/1989 CG21 BILL TO PROHIBIT ARREST QUOTAS LOSES
3/12/1989 CG41 PROSECUTORS WON'T FIGHT JURISDICTIONAL RULING
4/21/1989 CG21 COURT EXPANDS OFFICERS' RIGHT TO SEARCH
5/G1/1989 BGll STATE GETS GRANT TO COUNTER CRIME
'5/19/1989 CG12^*0FF1CERS LEARN TO HANDLE NEW TOOL
6/G5/1989 CG15 P0L1CE--TERM1NALS HELP ACCESS CRIMINALS
7/12/1989 CGll DRUNKEN DRIVERS TARGETED TODAY
7/25/1989 CG15 YANKTON CENTER SETS NEW REPORTING RULES
7/29/1989 CG21 ^REJECTS REQUEST BY ROSEBUD TO SUSPEND RULING
8/2G/1989 AG12 DRUG MONEY REUSED TO FIGHT DRUGS
1G/G5/1989 CG31 DRUG INFORMATION MEETINGS ARE SET
1G/G9/1989 BG12 *SMALL-TOWN LAW ENFORCEMENT
1G/G9/1989 BG13 5 COUNTY TOWNS RELY ON SHERIFF
lG/16/1989 BGll PEACE ORGANIZATION TO CONDUCT MEETING
lG/16/1989 B012 ^SHERIFF'S, FIRM BATTLE OVER INSURANCE
11/2G/1989 BG15 COURSE TO BE OFFERED IN LAW ENFORCEMENT
11/24/1989 CGll LAW ENFORCEMENT BANQUET WEDNESDAY
11/3G/1989 CG12 *LAW ENFORCEMENT IS EVERYONE'S DUTY
12/G1/1989 CG16 HOUR WITH POLICE OFFERS SLICE OF LIFE
12/G4/1989 BGll SHERIFF'S WORK RISES IN GAMBLING COUNTY
1/G7/199G CG41 MICKELSON SEEKS TO SPEED UP TRIBE GRANTS
1/G9/199G CG14 DRUG-SNlFFlNG DOG WANTED
1/13/199G CGll OFFICIALS SAY CRANK IS PROBLEM
3/G7/199G AG21 MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO CHARGES
3/14/199G CG15 DEPUTY GETS OK FOR TRIP TO MOSCOW
3/29/199G CG21 ALCOHOL SERIAL STAMP PROPOSED
4/29/199G CG12 ^POLICE NAB 13 DRUNKEN DRIVERS
5/G3/199G CGll 8 LAW OFFICERS TO BE HONORED TODAY
5/G9/199G BG91 LOCAL LAW OFFICERS
5/17/199G CG23 COUNTY ENFORCEMENT WILL BE CONSIDERED
6/25/199G A1G3 LAW ENFORCEMENT GROUPS BACK BAN (L)
7/26/199G CG15 BIG PROBLEMS EXPECTED AT STURGIS RALLY
1G/12/199G CG24 CITY APPLAUDS COUNTY POLICE WORK--SELLS CARS
11/G8/199G BG12 *LAW IS ORDER OF DAY
11/12/199G BG12 SMALL TOWNS PAY HIGH PRICE FOR JUSTICE
11/15/199G CGll MARSHALS FEED RAISES $23,GGG FOR CHARITY
11/17/199G BG32 AGENCIES PROFIT FROM SALE OF DRUG PROPERTIES
12/14/199G AlGl SMALL-TOWN ATTITUDE HELPS FIGHT CRIME (ED)
1/16/1991 CG12 FEDS SHARE DRUG MONEY WITH CITY
3/16/1991 AG16 TOWNS PLEASED TO HAVE COUNTY DO POLICE WORK
3/19/1991 AG81 LA POLICE CHIEF SHOULD STEP DOWN (ED)
3/24/1991 CG33 DRUG MONEY DISTRIBUTED TO LAW ENFORCEMENT
3/26/1991 CG33 SHERIFF SAYS CASE CLOSED AGAINST DEPUTY
4/G3/1991 AG82 MINORITY 'BEATINGS' ARE ALSO EMOTIONAL (L)
4/11/1991 CG16 CRIME WAR IS OUTLINED
4/2G/1991 C035 FAMILY WANTS PROBE INTO SEPTEMBER 3G ARREST
4/22/1991 CG12 XPIERRE WOMAN TO RECEIVE AWARD FROM BUSH
4/28/1991 DG12 *BARNETT PROUD OF BEING TOUGH ON CRIME
4/3G/1991 CG34 FEDS BOOST DRUG FUNDS TO SD
5/G9/1991 CGll OPTIMISTS TO HONOR 7 LAW OFFICERS
5/G9/1991 CG31 FBI ENDS PROBE OF EXCESSIVE FORCE
5/1G/1991 CGll MONUMENT HONORS OFFICERS
5/15/1991 CG33 *HERO 'ROLL CALL' DEDICATED
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5/23/1991 coil MAN CONVICTED UNDER NEW PROGRAM
6/14/1991 C026 MERGER BID GETS MIXED REACTION
6/16/1991 C033 SD OFFICIALS RALLY BEHIND CRIME BILL
7/13/1991 C014 ^SENATORS SPLIT ON CRIME BILL VOTE
7/25/1991 A094 RESERVE POLICE OFFICER SEEKS GAMING LICENSE
9/01/1991 E012 POT NEAR FIRING RANGE ESCAPES RAID
9/06/1991 AlOl LAMBS OF CHRIST WORRIES ARE WASTED (L)
9/14/1991 coil EX-POLICE OFFICERS FACE CRIMINAL CHARGES
9/19/1991 coil ABDALLAH TO LEAD PEACE OFFICERS
9/20/1991 C041 LAB GATHERS GENETIC PRINTS FROM SEX CRIMES
9/23/1991 B031 CHEYENNE SIOUX TRIBE BUILDING NEW JAIL
10/28/1991 A015 *GUN LAW, SEMIAUTOMATIC PISTOL A DANGEROUS MIX
10/28/1991 A021 LAW COVERS PISTOLS, CONCEALED WEAPONS
11/12/1991 C016 GAME FEED TO RAISE $30,000
11/14/1991 C012 KEATING ON THE WILD SIDE
11/21/1991 C014 CRIME RATE SECOND-LOWEST
12/05/1991 C012 PRESERVATION LAW ENFORCEMENT UNDER FIRE
12/09/1991 C032 KMCGRUFF TAKES BITE OUT OF FEAR, PAIN ^
12/11/1991 C015 COPS DOWN-PLAY GANG THREATS
12/23/1991 A012 KOFFICERS MOVE UP, OUT
1/06/1992 A012 PRIVATE FIRM ENTERS CORRECTIONS BUSINESS
1/06/1992 coil FORUM TARGETS LAW ENFORCEMENT, INDIANS
1/I5/I992 C0I2 SUSPECT'S RELEASE PROMPTS SEARCH-POLICY REVIEW
1/25/1992 C035 SENATE OK'S TRAFFIC FINE BOOST
2/02/1992 F041 LAW OFFICERS COULD REQUEST HIV TESTING
2/05/1992 C016 RESERVATION CASINOS PRIME CRIME TARGETS--OFFICIALS
2/15/1992 C031 GRANT TO STATE WILL FIGHT CRIME, DRUGS
3/15/1992 AOll KSTATE CASE PENDING IN COURT
3/19/1992 C012 NABBED DRUG MONEY TO AID LOCAL AGENCIES
3/27/1992 A085 PO'LICE BRUTALITY REPORT WAS THIN AND SKIMPY (L)
4/08/1992 A012 KSD-TEXAS DRUG RING BUSTED
4/11/1992 C023 SHARPSHOOTER CLEARED IN DEATH OF HOSTAGE-TAKER
4/13/1992 B012 DRUG TASK FORCES SHOWING SUCCESS
4/14/1992 C022 STATE TO EXPAND POLICE TRAINING
4/I4/I992 C025 'VERBAL JUDO' TO TOUGHEN TRAINEES' ASSERTIVENESS
4/30/1992 coil CLUB SET TO HONOR THREE LAW OFFICERS
5/01/1992 A081 VERDICT MUST NOT BE SHRUGGED OFF (ED)
5/08/1992 C012 KLAW OFFICERS REWARDED FOR CONTRIBUTIONS
5/08/1992 C016 LINCOLN COUNTY OFFENSES COME IN AT RECORD PACE
5/13/1992 coil BLUE RIBBONS WILL HONOR POLICE OFFICERS
5/16/1992 D013 PPOLICE OFFICERS REMEMBER FALLEN FRIENDS
5/23/1992 DOll LAWSUIT FILED AGAINST RAPID CITY OFFICERS
6/19/1992 AlOl RULING VIOLATES COMMON SENSE (ED)
7/07/1992 C021 SD SHERIFFS CONDEMN 'TRASH' SONG
7/15/1992 A012 HOMEOWNERS PAY LAW ENFORCEMENT TAB
7/27/1992 A012 KRESPONSE TIMES STAY LOW
8/28/1992 AlOl FEDS MAKE RIGHT CALL IN KING BEATING CASE (ED)
8/31/1992 A021 MINNEHAHA COUNTY FACES GROWING BACKLOG OF WARRANTS
9/15/1992 B012 MISTAKES FORCE TRIBAL COURTS TO DROP CASES
9/16/1992 B015 LAW ENFORCEMENT NEEDS BLAMED FOR TAX INCREASE
10/14/1992 BOll'FORMER POLICE CHIEF GETS DISTRICT POST
10/18/1992 F012 ACCIDENT REPORTS USUALLY COST
10/24/1992 B012 CALIFORNIA OFFICIAL TO SPEAK ON KING CASE
11/19/1992 B012 KGAMES FEED RAISES $30,000 FOR CHARITIES
12/14/1992 B025 'YOUNG GUNS' TAKE AIM AT KEEPING COUNTY SAFE
12/18/1992 AOll K400-MILE CHASE ZIPS PAST CITY
6/02/1991 C014 STATE'S OLDEST LAWYER KNOWS
SEE USD
1/30/1982 C015 KCANTON, SD, MAN INDUCTED INTO I H OF F
3/02/1983 EOll KWHAT PEOPLE EAT IS HER BUSINESS
7/02/1992 C021 OHIO ARTIST SUING FOR CONTRACT DISPUTE
7/13/1982 C012 KLAWN MOWER REPAIR BUSINESS GROWING THIS YEAR
6/05/1983 coil KMOWER MISERIES
7/08/1983 C041 KA BETTER LAWN MOWER
7/30/1984 C035 LAWN MOWER INJURIES ON INCREASE
7/26/1983 BOll KSINK YOUR FEET INTO THE COOL OF BEAUTIFUL BLUEGRASS
6/14/1985 C031 YOUNG LAWN BARBERS ARE CUTE
4/21/1987 C012 KLOWER THAN THE MOWER
9/29/1987 A121 FALL IS A GOOD TIME TO FERTILIZE LAWNS (L)
4/22/1988 EOll KYARDWORK TAKES ROOT
5/15/1988 A103 CITY CAN USE LESS YELLOW (L)
6/28/1988 A072 KGREEN LAWNS LOSE BEAUTY TO HEAT
7/25/1988 C012 KLOTS OF SPRINKLES
7/28/1988 A012 KSIGN SHOWS MAN IS LAWN-ABIDING
7/31/1988 A112 PRECIOUS RESOURCE WASTED (L)
8/02/1988 A014 LAWN-WATERING BAN STAYS
8/04/1988 A081 ODD-EVEN WATERING SYSTEM FAIR (L)
8/05/1988 A085 WATERING BAN NEEDED (L)
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8/09/1988 A015 KCITY APPROVES ONCE-A-WEEK LAWN SPRINKLING
8/13/1988 COIA KEAST-CENTRAL AREA TO GET NEW RULES
8/15/1988 A10<i BODIES OUTRANK LAWNS (L)
8/16/1988 C015 EAST-CENTRAL GETS NEW WATER DAYS
9/01/1988 B012 3«FALL WELCOMES LAWNCARE
9/01/1988 coil WATERING PERMITS TO BE AVAILABLE
9/02/1988 coil RESIDENTS WHO PLANT GRASS CAN WATER
9/10/1988 C012 HANSON BACKS EASING WATER RESTRICTIONS
9/13/1988 A012 LAWN WATERING RETURNS TO ODD-EVEN
5/09/1989 A012 *LAWN WATERING CURBED
5/11/1989 A081 WATERING BAN MAKES SENSE (ED)
6/20/1989 A012 186 SEEK SEED, SOD PROTECTION
8/21/1989 B031 ^SITTING ON THE JOB
<4/22/1990 NOll *GOING FOR THE GREEN
^/27/1990 C01<4 LAWN-WATERING LIMITS TAKE EFFECT
5/22/1990 A012 *RAINS MAY BOOST LAWN-WATERING LIMIT
5/30/1990 C015 WATER RESTRICTIONS MAY JUMP TO TWICE A WEEK
6/02/1990 AOll 9CCITY TO REVISE LAWN WATERING
6/05/1990 C012 LAWN WATERING OK'D FOR 2 DAYS
<4/30/1991 A012 XDOUBLE-TEAMING HILL
<4/23/1992 NOll LAWNS HANG TOUGH THROUGH ROUGH WEATHER
<4/26/1992 E033 KGRASS SEED COMPANY SOWS REPUTATION
6/30/1992 B012 ^MULCHING IS A CUT ABOVE
7/08/1992 C012 *MOWIN' 'EM DOWN
8/01/1992 B012 KYARD WASTE BANNED FROM DUMP TODAY
10/10/1992 B013 KMAYBE ONCE MORE
10/23/1992 B012 *FALL CLEANING
11/10/1992 A012 KLAWN TRIMMING CAN BE SHEAR PLEASURE
, 9/10/1992 B065 ^COMPANY SEES FUTURE GROWTH IN TV CAPTIONS
9/05/198<4X011 XCAROL LAWRENCE MAKES SD DEBUT
6/02/1982 C012 LAWRENCE COUNTY RECEIVES FLOOD AID
3/07/1989 A055 *'DAY ONE' DOWNPLAYED ROLE OF NATIVE
5/01/1988 N065 (SEC DD) KCANTON PHYSICIST IN ATOMIC AGE
3/27/1991 A012 KSUNNY SIDE OF HOUSE
4/13/1982 B023 FRANCE HAS SOLVED NUCLEAR PROBLEMS (L)
5/16/1982 C031 ^RENOWNED PEOPLE LEFT SD, BUT ITS APPEAL IS ENDURING
1/10/1988 C012 BILLS FOLLOW INTRICATE PATH TO BECOME LAW
4/24/1988 D012 STATE USES INITIATIVE SPARINGLY
7/01/1992 C016 NEW RESTRICTIONS TAKE EFFECT TODAY
7/01/1992 D085 BUSINESSES, CONSUMERS GET NEW LAWS
1/16/1989 A083 COMMISSION IS LOOKING OUT FOR LITTLE PERSON
11/09/1983 B052 AUTHOR AWARDED FOR WESTERN ARTICLE
7/20/1985 C031 RODEO RIDER'S LAWYER TO SPEAK AT CONVENTION
8/05/1990 coil BELLE FOURCHE LAWYER
8/08/1982 BOll BROOKINGS LAWYERS AGREE TO GIVE FREE HELP
5/06/1990 CC06 36LAWYER SEEKS CHANGE ACTIVELY, QUIETLY
9/09/1990 A016 XSD'S USE OF LAWYER QUESTIONED
5/11/1990 C024 COURT SUSPENDS LICENSE OF FORT PIERRE LAWYER
10/10/1982 DOll KJOHNSON--LOOKING LIKE DAVID, WORKING LIKE GOLIATH
7/12/1984 C036 JOINING BAR'S DISCIPLINARY BOARD
3/31/1990 C022 ^MITCHELL MAN ANNOUNCES BID FOR CIRCUIT JUDGE
11/27/1990 C036 COURT HEARS LAWYER CASE
3/15/1991 C035 COURT SUSPENDS MITCHELL LAWYER
10/14/1992 B016 LAWYER'S FRIENDS SADLY SAY GOODBYE
5/29/1984 coil SWEN ANDERSON HAS REPUTATION AS A MAVERICK
4/10/1987 C021 SUPREME COURT ORDERS LAWYER TO RETAKE TEST
2/08/1983 B034 THOMPSON ELECTED TO JUDICIAL BOARD
8/08/1983 B041 PIERRE LAWYER ELECTED TO ASSOCIATION BOARD
12/13/1983 B034 THOMPSON RE-ELECTED TO SOCIETY--PIERRE
9/15/1983 D035 LAWYER ASKS THAT CONTEMPT RULING BE DROPPED
12/04/1983 coil ^DEFENSE LAWYER KEEPS PRACTICING SURVIVAL
8/05/1984 F052 LAWYERS STRIVING TO BECOME 1ST CHESS MASTERS
4/04/1985 C031 HIGH COURT DISBARS LAWYER, WON'T SAY WHY
4/05/1985 C021 THEFT CHARGES FILED AGAINST RC LAWYER
4/06/1985 C034 LAWYER PLEADS GUILTY TO GRAND THEFT
4/10/1985 B021 LAWYER GETS 2 YEARS FOR EMBEZZLEMENT
12/13/1985 coil 5CC0NSIDERS RUN FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
3/26/1989 C054 OFFICIALS INVESTIGATE FRAUD CASE
4/02/1989 A065 *WRATH OF THE MAFIA STRUCK SD LAWYER
4/18/1989 C021 RAPID CITY LAWYER CHARGED WITH EMBEZZLING
8/19/1989 C021 LAWYER MUST BE DISBARRED
9/18/1990 C031 COURT TOLD LAWYER SHOULD BE"REINSTATED
11/23/1990 C033 COURT SAYS LAWYER CAN PRACTICE AGAIN
6/28/1991 C031 LAWYER CHARGED WITH HINDERING INVESTIGATION
6/29/1991 B033 CHARGES DROPPED AGAINST LAWYER
9/13/1991 C031 RAPID CITY MAN TO LEAD LAWYERS GROUP
1/13/1982 B043 SUIT SEEKS RETURN OF STATE'S ATTORNEY'S FEE
1/31/1982 B041 DUPREE LAWYER LOSES LICENSE FOR YEAR
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6/11/1982 C032 SO BAR TO HEAR NEB CHIEF JUSTICE
6/18/1982 C053 THINK OF CLIENTS' PAIN FIRST, LAWYERS TOLD
6/19/1982 B031 FIVE 50-YEAR LAWYERS HONORED BY ASSOCIATION
6/20/1982 BOIA LAWYERS ARE DISLIKED, NEB CHIEF JUSTICE SAYS
6/20/1982 B042 ^JOHNSON ELECTED PRESIDENT OF BAR ASSOCIATION
7/20/1982 A07A LAWYERS ELECT STATE OFFICERS
8/12/1982 C043 LAWYERS NONCOMMITTED ON CHANGES IN ETHICS CODE
8/25/1982 A022 COURT APPOINTED LAWYERS' FEE CRITICIZED
9/20/1982 BOAl LAWYERS TO MEET FRIDAY IN SF
11/02/1982 A112 BAR ASSOCIATION OFFICERS ELECTED
ll/OA/1982 C031 BAR ASSOCIATION ELECTS SABERS
12/02/1982 C031 LAWYERS TO MEET TO STUDY TAX LAWS
12/03/1982 C033 OUT OF STATE LAWYERS NEED BAR EXAM TO PRACTICE SD
1/01/1983 BOll XSTATE BAR ASSOCIATION FILES SUIT AGAINST CORBLY
1/10/1983 C033 SD BAR BREAKS TRADITION, USES ADVERTISEMENT
1/31/1983 B061 ^ENOUGH BUSINESS TO GO AROUND
2/13/1983 A012 KTRIPP COUNTY LAWSUIT FRIEND AGAINST^FRIEND
2/23/1983 A01<i NOT ALL LAWYERS AGREE WITH RULING
2/2A/1983 MEIERHENRY DISCRIMINATING AGAINST INDIANS
3/01/1983 B013 JUDGE WILL DECIDE IF CORBLY CAN BE A COUNSEL
3/04/1983 C034 CORBLY CAN'T PRACTICE LAW, JUDGE SAYS
3/14/1983 C031 LAWYERS CRITICIZE SUBPOENA BILL
4/09/1983 BOll TOBIN ASKS FOR DISMISSAL OF LAWSUIT
4/16/1983 B033 LAWYERS DON'T DESERVE PAY FOR UNSUCCESSFUL TAX CASE
5/21/1983 B031 OIL COMPANY CAN'T COLLECT FROM LAWYER
6/19/1983 B041 SD BAR ENDS CONVENTION WITH NEW PRESIDENT
7/02/1983 BOll LAWYER WHO DEFENDED HELM WILL RESIGN
7/19/1983 C043 2 LAWYERS REPLACE MEIERHENRY'S DEPUTY
' 7/19/1983 C043 COMMISSION--DOUBLE BUDGET FOR COURT-APPOINTED LAWYER
*7720/1983X013 COUNTY DOUBLES BUDGET FOR LAWYERS
8/15/1983 C013 VICTORY SAVED 8TH AMENDMENT
10/16/1983 C051 EX-LAWYER BEGINS SUIT AGAINST BAR DIRECTOR
11/10/1983 A012 *T00 MANY LAWYERS--CLOSE LAW SCHOOL
1/04/1984 D043 LAWYERS SAY NO SURPLUS IN STATE
3/25/1984 E012 BAR ASSOCIATION KEEPING TRACK OF LAWYERS
5/03/1984 C042 VOLUNTEER LAWYERS TO HELP LEGAL SERVICES
5/25/1984 C012 LAWYERS TOLD TO END CRITICISM OF STATE JUDGES
6/02/1984 C041 FORMER PIERRE LAWYER WON'T BE READMITTED
6/09/1984 B031 BUSINESSMAN CAN SUE LAWYER
6/18/1984 B012 STATE BAR TO MEET AT SF
6/23/1984 BOll BISHOP URGES LAWYERS TO IMPROVE COMMUNITY
6/23/1984 B031 LAWYERS DELAY VOTE ON CAMERAS IN COURT
6/24/1984 BOll URGES LAWYERS TO HELP OTHERS KICK DRUG HABIT
6/24/1984 BOll DRUG SCANDAL HASN'T HELPED IMAGE OF PROFESSION
6/30/1984 C035 RAPID CITY LAWYER ELECTED STATE BAR PRESIDENT
6/30/1984 C035 OVIATT RECEIVES TRIAL LAWYER OF YEAR HONORS
9/01/1984 C015 ASSIGNS JUDGE TO HEAR LAWYERS' CASE
9/07/1984 C035 LAWYERS WILL ATTEND EDUCATIONAL SEMINAR
10/25/1984 C035 LAWYERS WILL DISCUSS GOVERNMENTAL IMMUNITY
10/26/1984 coil MEIERHENRY WARNS LAWYERS ABOUT TAXES
11/22/1984 D031 JUDGE RECOMMENDS LAWYERS' SUSPENSIONS
11/27/1984 C016 LAWYERS ARGUE LEGAL COSTS ISSUE
11/30/1984 coil PROGRAM FOR LAWYERS WITH DRUG PROBLEMS
12/13/1984 C055 LET LAWYERS KEEP JOBS, ASSOCIATION URGES
12/20/1984 coil PRESSLER NOMINATES REDFIELD LAWYER
12/22/1984 C035 WILKA BROTHERS CAN'T WORK ON SAME CASES
1/25/1985 C043 PANEL ON BILL FOR LAWYER'S FEES
4/20/1985 coil HIGH COURT SUSPENDS 3 LAWYERS
6/16/1985 C021 STATE BAR ASSOCIATION TO MEET IN RAPID CITY
6/23/1985 coil BERESFORD LAWYER NAMED NEW BAR PRESIDENT
7/02/1985 A075 FRIEBERG PRESIDENT OF STATE BAR
7/03/1985 B074 LAWYERS HONOR 50-YEAR MEMBERS
7/03/1985 coil LOCAL MAN TO LEAD LAWYERS ORGANIZATION
10/09/1985 BOll LAWYERS TO DISCUSS PROBLEMS USING EVIDENCE
2/11/1986 B021 SISSETON LAWYER APPOINTED TO CIRCUIT COURT
4/24/1986 B021 LAWYERS TO HAVE FARM AUDIT SEMINAR TODAY
5/18/1986 C031 LAWYERS IN RURAL AID DROPPING OUT
6/17/1986 C031 JUDICAL GROUPS TO MEET THIS WEEK
6/24/1986 C013 STATE BAR ELECTS COMMISSIONERS AT MEETING
6/25/1986 BOll OFFICERS FOR STATE BAR ELECTED AT CONVENTION
6/26/1986 coil OFFICERS NAMED TO TRIAL LAWYERS ASSOCIATION
7/06/1986 C023 SD LAWYERS VOLUNTEER TO HELP ACLU
8/18/1986 A081 SHOULD HEED CHIEF JUSTICE'S ADVICE CED)
11/02/1986 coil LAWYERS TO LEARN AT BAR SEMINAR
2/27/1987 coil COURT DISBARS BRITTON LAWYER
3/25/1987 B021 LAWYERS TO MEET FOR ADMINISTRATIVE PROGRAM
6/23/1987 C021 TRIAL LAWYERS, COURT REPORTERS ELECT OFFICERS
7/01/1987 C091 50-YEAR LAWYERS HONORED
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8/15/1987 coil PIERRE LAWYER CHOSEN AS DELEGATE
12/16/1987 B021 SD CHANGES ETHICS CODE FOR LAWYERS
3/16/1988 BGll KABA PRESIDENT TO SPEAK AT BANQUET
3/16/1988 BOll 150 LAWYERS EXPECTED AT COURSE (L)
A/27/1988 BOll TRIAL LAWYERS GROUP SCHEDULES SEMINAR
5/01/1988 N091 CSEC CO 56SPITFIRE LAWYER HAD NO EQUAL
6/21/1988 coil STATE BAR HONORS 50-YEAR MEMBERS
7/27/1988 B012 DENIES PROBE OF LAWYER DRUG RING
11/18/1988 coil MOCK TRIAL HIGHLIGHTS LAWYERS* DAY EVENT
3/25/1989 coil CALLERS SWAMP ASK A LAWYER LINES
A/20/1989 coil STATE BAR HOLDS SEMINAR FOR LAWYERS
6/19/1989 BOll STATE BAR MEETING STARTS WEDNESDAY
6/28/1989 C032 ^APPOINTED LAWYER PAYBACK
7/02/1989 coil USD GROUP HONORS ATTORNEY OF THE YEAR
7/07/1989 coil SIOUX FALLS LAWYER TO HEAD STATE BAR
7/08/1989 coil PIERRE LAWYER LEADS ORGANIZATION
8/11/1989 C012 RETIRING HEAD OF LOBBY TEAM TO KEEP TIES
8/28/1989 B012 *JANKLOW DOMINATES IN RETURN AS LAWYER
10/20/1989 coil LAWYERS TO DISCUSS ISSUES IN WATERTOWN
11/06/1989 BOll STATE'S LAWYERS TO MEET IN CITY
12/22/1989 coil STATE BAR AWARDS $139,000 TO GROUPS
1/30/1990 C026 BAR ASSOCIATION FIELDED 121 COMPLAINTS IN 1989
6/19/1990 C033 STATE BAR ELECTS FOUR COMMISSIONERS
lO/lA/1990 EOll BAR ASSOCIATION SCHEDULES MEETING
10/27/1990 C033 DISBARMENT DOCUMENT SHOULD BE AVAILABLE TO PUBLIC
12/01/1990 coil LAWYERS WILL MEET ON FEDERAL TAX LAWS
1/10/1991 C031 LAWYERS, DOCTORS PUBLICIZE HEALTH RULING SURROGATES
5/2A/1991 AlOl LET PUBLIC SEE ALL LAWYER COMPLAINTS (ED)
6/12/1991 A015 3CFAMED LAWYER FLYNN DIES ON WAY TO SD
"8/19/1991 "A081 QUAYLE RAISES SOME LEGITIMATE QUESTIONS (ED)
8/19/1991 B012 SD LAWYERS REBUKE QUAYLE'S REFORMS
12/05/1991 C052 TWO LAWYERS FACE COURT ACTION
6/24/1992 coil STATE BAR ELECTS 5 COMMISSIONERS
7/14/1992 coil SF LAWYERS ELECTED OF OFFICES
8/15/1992 B022 COURT DISBARS FORMER PROSECUTORS
8/19/1992 A103 THE LAW IS A CIRCUS OF GREED AND POLITICS (L)
9/23/1992 B022 PROFESSOR EARNS HONOR AS ATTORNEY OF YEAR
12/03/1992 B061 LAWYERS MEET FRIDAY FOR INCOME TAX UPDATES
12/18/1992 B012 HIGH COURT DISCIPLINES LAWYER WHO HELPED FUGITIVES
4/24/1982 C034 WEISENSEE NOT GUILTY IN MALPRACTICE LAWSUIT
7/31/1982 C016 FORMER SF LAWYER SENTENCED IN TAX CASE
8/30/1982 B051 SD ATTORNEY CLEARED OF VIOLATING OATH
11/17/1982 C051 KSF LAWYER FOLLOWS IN FATHER'S FOOTSTEPS
12/16/1982 C031 WEISENSEE BACK IN SIOUX FALLS
1/12/1983 D014 LAWYER CHARGED IN COCAINE CASE
1/22/1983 B015 SF MEN PLEAD GUILTY TO DRUG CHARGES
1/28/1983 C045 HIGH COURT REVOKES TRYGSTAD'S LICENSE
3/12/1983 C013 LAWYER SENTENCED TO 10 YEARS IN PRISON
4/05/1983 A094 AMERICAN COLLEGE INDUCTS LAWYER
2/10/1984 coil HUSBY RECEIVES PROBATION FOR DRUG OFFENSE
3/27/1984 C042 HUSBY RECEIVES SUSPENSION UNTIL PROBE CONCLUDES
4/29/1984 N021 *(SECTION 2) COUPLE LAYS DOWN THE LAW
4/29/1984 N081 *(SECTION 5) LAWYER HAS ALWAYS INVESTED IN SF
7/03/1984 C014 HIGH COURT SUSPENDS HUSBY
7/27/1984 C015 LAWYER REBUTS CLIENT'S CHARGE
12/30/1984 C015 ^LAWYERS PRESS FOR HIGH COURT APPOINTMENT
3/21/1985 C034 LAW FUND CAN TEACH A THING OR TWO
4/15/1985 C012 KFROM BALL COURTS TO LAW COURTS
4/28/1985 N061 X(FINANCE) PUBLIC DEFENDER DOESN'T COURT
5/12/1985 C015 LOCAL LAWYERS REACH OUT IN YELLOW PAGES
11/20/1985 B015 ^CONVICTED LAWYER FACES DISBARMENT
12/05/1985 C013 XLOCAL LAWYER TO FILL MAGISTRATE POST
1/04/1986 C015 COURT STRIPS REUTTER OF LICENSE TO PRACTICE LAW
5/14/1986 coil LAWYER HAS RECORD OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS
1/02/1987 coil STATE'S ATTORNEY HIRES LAWYERS
4/26/1987 BB41 ^LAWYER SIDES WITH UNDERDOGS
4/26/1987 BB71 3CL0CAL LAWYER'S CAREER CHANGED IN MID-STRIDE
7/26/1987 E014 KLAWYER LEAVES TO WORK WITH SON
9/15/1987 A015 LAWYERS IN CITY PREDICT BORK APPROVAL
9/20/1987 E012 ^STATE'S OLDEST LAW FIRM TURNS 100
11/27/1987 coil COURT REPRIMANDS LAWYER IN BANK CASE
11/28/1987 coil GOVERNOR PROCLAIMS DAY FOR LAW FIRM
12/09/1987 B014 XFORMER COUNTY BAR PRESIDENT DIES
12/09/1987 B041 STATE BAR ASKS COURT TO REINSTATE LAWYER
4/01/1988 C031 LAWYER TO LEAD INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION
5/01/1988 N061 (SEC CO ^ATTORNEY TESTED, REFINED THE LAW
12/22/1988 C015 GRIDLEY GIVES UP LAW
1/07/1989 C015 KLAWYER DISBARRED, NO ONE TOLD HIM
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LEAD SD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/03/1989 CG23 COURT SAYS LAWYER NOT FIT FOR PRACTICE
8/I2/I989 CG16 ^CONTACT WITH RAPE VICTIM'S FAMILY CAUSE OF DISPUTE
8/27/1989 CG12 SENIOR PROSECUTOR RESIGNING SEPTEMBER 15
II/G3/I989 CG12 ^COCAINE CONVICTION REVERSED
2/IA/199G CGI4 LAWYER ACCEPTS JOB IN DALLAS
2/27/199G AG15 *FAIRVIEW TRIAL PITS 2 OF LAW'S BEST
3/3I/199G CG15 LOCAL LAWYER ANNOUNCES BID FOR CIRCUIT COURT
<i/G7/199G CG14 *HOPEWELL ANNOUNCES BID FOR CIRCUIT JUDGE
5/25/199G CG23 HIGH COURT DISBARS SIOUX FALLS LAWYER
7/19/199G CGll SF WOMAN APPOINTED TO BAR BOARD
1G/31/199G CGll SEMINAR TO FOCUS ON CRIMINAL, CIVIL LAW
12/12/199G CG16 KKELO SAYS IT DIDN'T LIBEL LAWYER
1G/07/1991 BG12 ^THRIVES ON BOOKS, BLUES AND BREAKFAST
1/21/1992 CG12 AREA LAWYERS FORMING ACLU CHAPTER
8/27/1992 AG21 KLOCAL LAWYERS IN CENTER OF HOSTAGE DRAMA
lG/18/1986 CG21 LAWYER SUSPENDED PENDING HIGH COURT REVIEW
6/12/1988 CG21 SUSPENDED LAWYER ENTERS PENITENTIARY
A/29/1991 CG32 STURGIS COUPLE WINS MALPRACTICE CASE
8/31/1982 CG31 HEARING ON TRIPP COUNTY LAWSUIT FEE SCHEDULED
A/23/1982 CGll US WILL NEED MORE LAWYERS
2/27/1989 CGll XROE VS WADE ATTORNEY TO SPEAK
A/28/199G CG26 VERMILLION LAWYER IS DISBARRED
5/GA/199G AlGl FACTS ON DISBARMENT SHOULD BE DISCLOSED (ED)
5/G9/199G CG22 DISBARRED LAWYER DOESN'T WANT COMPLAINT REVEALED
5/15/199G BG12 LAWYER FACES ADDITIONAL CHARGES
5/2A/199G CGAl DISBARMENT SHOULD NOT BE MADE PUBLIC
5/27/199G AG92 DISBARMENT IS PUNISHMENT ENOUGH (L)
11/17/199G BG32 SHOWS WRONGDOINGS OF DISMISSED VERMILLION LAWYER
3/G6/1992 CG12 VERMILLION LAWYER SENTENCED FOR EMBEZZLEMENT
" 67G5/1982 CG51 LAWYER WAS INEFFECTIVE--A NEW TRIAL
2/1G/199G CG23 LAWYER ORDERED TO ACCEPT FREE CASES
9/I9/I99G CG12 COURT CONSIDERING ACTION AGAINST LAWYER
11/19/199G BG31 PAIR SHARES MORE THAN JUST MARRIAGE
A/G5/I991 CG12 LAWYER SUSPENDED FOR TAX LAPSE
II/G6/I982 CG31 WHITE RIVER LAWYER FOUND NOT GUILTY
9/G6/I99G CG31 FORMER YANKTON BANKER LOSES LAWYER'S LICENSE
9/G8/199G CGll HIGH COURT DISBARS YANKTON EX-BANKER
5/23/1991 CG31 HIGH COURT IS ASKED TO DISBAR LAWYER
6/G6/1987 CGll LAXALT PLANS VISIT TO SOUTH DAKOTA
7/25/1987 CG21 LAXALT TO SPEAK TO GOP CAMPERS AT FAIR
8/G9/1987 CG16 EX-NEVADA SENATOR STUMPS IN STATE
12/18/1983 C033 INDIANS FACE TOUGH ROAD IN POVERTY FIGHT
A/23/1982 BGll KWHY RESEARCHERS WANT TO GROW A SQUARE TOMATO
1G/G5/199G DG12 KLAYNE READY FOR CHEATERS DAY
2/28/1988 CGll LAYTON ANNOUNCES CANDIDACY FOR HOUSE
1G/2A/I991 CG32 KBOOK PROBES BLACK HILLS CLAIMS
9/G3/1989 FGll BACKWATER TOWN LIVES IN INFAMY
5/G8/1986 BGI2 XLECLAIR JOINS COACHING RANKS
9/1G/1986 DG12 XUSD'S LE FACES A DIFFERENT BATTLEFIELD
1G/2G/198A AG91 MUSIC OF YOUTH CONTAINS HALLELUJAHS
12/27/1992 AGll *WOMAN STILL LIVING IN FEAR AFTER FIRE
2/G9/199G BGll LEACHMAN'S PLANS GIVE CITY BREAK
A/27/199G BG12 XVIVID IMAGES
^/29/199G CG12 LEACHMAN INSPIRING AS 'GRANDMA MOSES'
2/14/1989 CG21 EXPERT SAYS DISCREPANCY COMMON IN TESTS
6/G3/1991 AG72 3€GETTING THE LEAD OUT
5/21/1992 CG12 KLEAD LEVELS AT OLD BATTERY-CRACKING SITE
9/16/1987 AG85 OPINIONS BEING MUFFLED (L)
1G/G5/1987 C012 36TRAILS OF HOPE
3/G6/199G AG16 3,GGG SF CHILDREN AFFECTED NEW REPORT SAYS
12/24/1982 CG31 LEAD TRANSFERS MONEY FOR SNOW REMOVAL
1/G2/1983 CG41 NO MOVES TO LEAD--YET
l/lG/1983 CG15 LEAD PURSUES REMEDY FOR LOSS OF BUSINESSES
3/G3/1983 CG31 LEAD GOVERNMENT WILL HAVE FIRST DEBT
5/G7/I983 BG41 LEAD'S MAYOR SAYS NEXT YEAR WILL BE BETTER
11/27/1983 CG51 $11 7 MILLION MOTEL, MALL PLANNED IN LEAD
lG/II/1984 CG31 VOTERS WILL DECIDE FATE OF OPERA HOUSE
8/G2/I985 CG31 BUSINESSES DON'T WANT GRANT LEAVING CITY
8/26/1986 BG23 PROMOTE CITY AS SITE FOR MINING MUSEUM
11/28/1986 CG21 LEAD TO JOIN EFFORT TO GET PART OF METALS TAX
5/27/1987 BG21 ANTI-MINING GROUP COLLECTS 1,GGG SIGNATURES
2/1I/I988 CG61 LEAD VOTERS TO RAISE CITY SALES TAX 1 CENT
7/22/1988 CGll GRANT TO GIVE LEAD AN 188G'S LOOK
7/24/1988 EGll LEAD KICKS OFF WORK ON RECREATION CENTER
8/G6/1989 AG12 *PIT EXPANSION IN LEAD
11/02/199G CG33 LEAD'S BED-AND-BOOZE TAX GOES INTO EFFECT
1/28/1991 BG33 CAR-WASH OPERATOR SUES OVER TAX SQUABBLE
2/G1/1991 CG33 APRIL VOTE COMING ON DEVELOPMENT PLAN
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2/04/1991 C033 MANUSCRIPT RECALLS LEAD'S UNIQUE ETHNIC BLEND
2/26/1991 C035 BOND ISSUE TO FUND HOUSING DEVELOPMENT
3/04/1991 C032 MAYOR EVES TRUST FUND FOR HOUSING MONEY
3/15/1991 C031 VOLUNTEER POLICE SUSPENDED OVER WAGES
3/21/1991 C035 COOKBOOK SHOWCASES ETHNIC HERITAGE
3/25/1991 B032 LEAD FOURTH OF JULY CELEBRATION IN JEOPARDY
2/11/1992 C031 LEAD RESIDENTS BEGIN CAMPAIGN FOR AWARD
6/05/1992 C031 LEAD GROUP URGES TOWN PRESERVATION
10/04/1992 A012 5CMINING CONCERNS
10/29/1992 B041 NO ONE HURT WHEN QUAKE ROCKS MINE
12/29/1992 B015 LEAD MINE DILEMMA--WHICH LAW TO BREAK?
4/05/1991 C033 READY FOR ANOTHER FILM SCRIPT
2/15/1992 C032 XARTS AWARD PRESENTED
1/15/1992 C021 FIRST-GRADER HAS FUN IN MOVIE ROLE
3/17/1982 D063 LEADERSHIP AMBASSADORS NAMED
3/22/1982 coil KYOUTH REPRESENTATIVES PICK THE MINDS OF SD LEADERS
3/23/1982 C021 JAYCEES, JAYCETTES INSPIRE SD STUDENTS (ED)
4/02/1982 BOll KSIX SF WOMEN HONORED AS^EXEMPLARY LEADERS
11/21/1983 B021 PUBLIC EXPECTS MORE (ED)
4/06/1984 BOll *6 HONORED FOR COMMUNITY SERVICE
11/17/1984 C041 50 EXPECTED FOR LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
4/12/1985 BOll K6 CITED FOR COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP
5/29/1985 C071 STUDENTS RECOGNIZED FOR LEADERSHIP
8/16/1985 C021 3 STATE STUDENTS ATTEND LEADERSHIP SEMINAR
4/13/1986 DOll STUDENTS LEARN TO LOOK AT THE FUTURE
7/13/1986 EOll LEADERSHIP SEMINAR PLANNED FOR AUG 28
4/17/1987 B012 XLOCAL WOMEN HONORED FOR LEADERSHIP
5/17/1987 E012 *30 YOUNG BUSINESS PEOPLE TO LEAD SF
8/23/1987 EOll LEADERSHIP PROGRAM DEADLINE EXTENDED
8/24/1987 A071 'NOMINEES SOUGHT FOR AWARD
4/06/1988 C093 SOPHOMORES TO ATTEND LEADERSHIP SEMINAR
4/09/1988 coil STUDENTS TO ATTEND LEADERSHIP SEMINAR
4/20/1988 C091 STUDENTS CHOSEN FOR LEADERSHIP SEMINAR
4/22/1988 B012 XLOCAL WOMEN HONORED FOR LEADERSHIP
5/07/1989 EOll LEADERSHIP PROGRAM TO HONOR GRADUATES
6/26/1989 BOll YOUTH LEADERSHIP EVENT STARTS TUESDAY
7/30/1989 EOll PARTICIPANTS SOUGHT IN LEADERSHIP EFFORT
7/31/1989 BOll GOVERNOR PROMOTES RURAL LEADER PROGRAM
8/08/1990 D081 APPLICATIONS SOUGHT FOR LEADERSHIP PROGRAM
10/29/1990 C015 STUDENTS LET THEIR FINGERS DO TALKING AT WORKSHOP
3/13/1991 C034 COMMISSIONER TAKES PART IN LEADERS EVENT
7/15/1991 B031 NEW PROJECT URGES INDIANS TO TAKE LEADERSHIP ROLES
10/06/1991 EOll TEEN LEADERSHIP SEMINAR PLANNED
12/02/1991 A081 LET'S KEEP STATE'S QUALITY LEADERSHIP (L)
4/09/1992 B012 KYWCA HONORS SIX FOR LEADERSHIP
7/28/1992 BOll TEEN-AGE LEADERSHIP SEMINAR WEDNESDAY
6/06/1990 B012 *COOK ADDS SPICE TO SIMPLE FOOD
7/16/1990 C023 ^FORMER STATE SENATOR, FARMER DIES
7/17/1990 B023 ^FORMER STATE SENATOR, FARMER DIES
8/26/1986 A084 RURAL FORUM HITS SNAG (L)
" 2/07/1982 B051 LEAGUE QUESTIONS BENEFITS OF WORKFARE
5/18/1982 A095 LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS ELECTION
7/25/1982 B041 LEAGUE PLANS DEBATE, FORUMS
1/09/1983 B041 LEAGUE SPONSORS FORUM ON REDISTRICTING
4/22/1983 C035 LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS MEET IN YANKTON
5/10/1983 B034 LEAGUE ELECTS WINTER PRESIDENT
6/17/1983 C025 CANDIDATE FORUM WAS BIASED (L)
8/28/1983 coil WOMEN'S GROUP IS UNDECIDED ABOUT TOUR
11/18/1983 C023 LEAGUE URGES SUPPORT FOR INSURANCE BILLS (L)
12/02/1983 C014 LEAGUE WANTS VOTERS TO DECIDE NUKE ISSUE
6/18/1984 BOll LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS ELECTS NEW OFFICERS
7/26/1984 B054 LEAGUE WILL HOST ANTIQUE SHOW
8/28/1984 B033 LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS SEEKS MEMBERS
9/06/1984 C035 NATIONAL LEAGUE MEMBER WILL BE IN CITY
9/18/1984 BOll LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS TO MEET THURSDAY
10/16/1984 BOll LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS ANNOUNCES FORUM
10/17/1984 D033 CANDIDATE SAYS FORUM WAS BIASED
10/21/1984 C021 LEAGUE WAS CARELESS IN FORUM (ED)
1/12/1985 C014 LEAGUE REACHES WATER CONSENSUS
4/30/1985 A075 BROOKINGS WOMAN HEADS LEAGUE
5/16/1985 B094 VOTER REGISTRATION AT LIBRARY
7/15/1985 A051 ^LEAGUE PRESIDENT FOLLOWS IN MOTHER'S FOOTSTEPS
8/05/1985 A095 STENSLAND ELECTED HEAD OF LEAGUE
8/06/1985 BOll GROUP TO SPONSOR FORUM ON DOWNTOWN PROJECT
9/04/1985 B021 WOMEN'S LEAGUE ORGANIZES SPEAKERS BUREAU
10/04/1985 A083 GROUP SUPPOSED TO BE FAIR (L)
10/11/1985 A081 LEAGUE DOES NOT HAVE STAND (L)
10/26/1985 coil LEAGUE DRAWS FIRE OVER WASTE ISSUE
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LEAGUE OF WOMEN VO 11/05/1985 BGIA
11/09/1985 COIA
ll/lA/1985 BOll
1/17/1986 A103
3/21/1986 AlOA
A/OA/1986 0021
54/08/1986 coil
4/27/1986 C013
6/29/1986 EOll
9/07/1986 C015
9/16/1986 C021
10/23/1986 C021
11/30/1986 con
4/30/1987 C021
5/12/1987 C031
6/30/1987 B034
11/28/1987 A071
1/07/1988 B031
5/18/1988 C095
5/24/1988 A072
6/03/1988 con
6/12/1988 con
9/01/1988 B051
9/19/1988 A091
9/20/1988 con
3/08/1989 con
4/14/1989 C021
6/01/1989 C021
6/25/1989 con
9/11/1989 BOll
11/18/1989 con
1/07/1990 con
3/05/1990 BOll
9/23/1990 EDll
9/23/1990 EOll
9/30/1990 con
11/19/1990 BOn
12/14/1990 con
1/28/1991 BOll
3/10/1991 EOll
4/01/1991 con
5/20/1991 con
5/31/1991 con
9/17/1991 con
11/07/1991 C012
11/21/1991 C012
11/26/1991 A083
2/07/1992 con
3/05/1992 con
3/11/1992 con
5/17/1992 An2
8/18/1992 A063
9/07/1992 BOll
9/16/1992 B015
9/19/1992 C021
10/02/1992 BOll
10/08/1992 BOll
11/15/1992 FOll
11/16/1992 BOll
5/01/1988 Nlll
8/06/1989 BOll
2/11/1987 A014
2/11/1987 AlOl
2/12/1987 A012
2/12/1987 C012
2/14/1987 A105
2/17/1987 A081
9/22/1982 B054
2/03/1992 C012
3/31/1989 A012
4/30/1989 A141
5/02/1989 C012
6/05/1989 C012
6/20/1989 C012
8/24/1989 A051
12/25/1989 C012
9/04/1992 A031
12/02/1992 B012
LEAHY FRANK
LEAHY PATRICK
LEANDER R B
LEAP YEAR
LEAPLEY WALT
LEAGUE WANTS STATE TG STUDY EDGEMONT SITE
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS TO DISCUSS COMPACT
LEAGUE TO MEET ABOUT LEGISLATION
*SP0NS0R1NG PRESIDENTIAL DEBATES
LAWMAKERS DESERVE CREDIT (L)
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS TO MEET SATURDAY
LEAGUE OFFERS CAREER CONFERENCE FOR GIRLS
5€D0N'T LIMIT YOURSELF--SPEAKERS TO GIRLS
WOMEN'S LEAGUE OKS STUDY OF AGRICULTURE
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS HAS SPEAKER BUREAU
LEAGUE PLANS FORUM ON CITY WATER SYSTEM PLAN
LEAGUE TO HAVE FORUM FOR LEGISLATIVE RACES
LEAGUE INVITES BUNCH FOR BRUNCH
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS PLAN PROGRAM
KWILLIAMS LEADS WOMEN VOTERS
LEAGUE ELECTS NEW OFFICERS
PANELISTS DISCUSS FARM ISSUES
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS MEET
LEAGUE ANNOUNCES ESSAY WINNERS
AGUILAR ELECTED LEAGUE PRESIDENT
LEAGUE SPONSORS CANDIDATE FORUMS
VOTERS LEAGUE TO HONOR FOUNDERS
LEAGUE TO CONDUCT PUBLIC FORUM
VOTERS LEAGUE SPONSORS SPEAKERS BUREAU
LEAGUE SPONSORS MINING ISSUES FORUM
GOVERNMENT BRUNCH SCHEDULED SATURDAY
LEAGUE TO HOLD EDUCATIONAL SEMINAR
LEAGUE CONVENTION SET THIS WEEKEND
SD VOTERS LEAGUE ELECTS NEW OFFICERS
LEAGUE TO LAUNCH MEMBERSHIP DRIVE
LEADERSHIP PROGRAM AIRS AT MALL TODAY
WATER QUALITY SET AS MEETING'S TOPIC
LEAGUE TO DISCUSS SISTER CITY PROJECT
LEAGUE SUPPORTS INITIATIVES 1 AND 2
LEAGUE SPONSORS DEBATES IN OCTOBER
LEAGUE SPONSORS FORUM ON INITIATIVE 2
LEAGUE SPONSORS HEALTH, AGING FORUM
LEAGUE QUESTIONS DUMP PERMIT DECISION
LEGLISLATIVE DAY SLATED FOR FRIDAY
VOTERS' LEAGUE SETS BREAKFAST MEETING
VOTERS' LEAGUE GIVEN §3,000 FOR HANDBOOK
LEAGUE BOARD MEMBER TO VISIT SF
LEAGUE TO CELEBRATE 35TH YEAR THIS WEEKEND
MEMBERSHIP DRIVE TO START
LEAGUE TO CHALLENGE CITY RECYCLING PLAN
LEAGUE RECYCLING PLAN MIRRORS OLD ONE
LEAGUE INTENDS TO 'TAKE BACK THE SYSTEM' CD
VOTER'S HANDBOOK AVAILABLE AT LIBRARY
HEALTH ISSUES FORUM SCHEDULED FOR TONIGHT
OFFICIALS TO DISCUSS PRIORITIES AT EVENT
WOMEN VOTERS SUPPORT HEALTH CARE FOR ALL CD
URGE LAWMAKERS TO PUSH FOR 'MOTOR VOTER' BILL CD
LEAGUE PLANS FALL MEMBERSHIP DRIVE
STATE CRITICIZED FOR VOTER SIGNUPS
LEAGUE TO SPONSOR HOUSE, SENATE DEBATES
INITIATIVES 3, 4 TO BE DEBATED TODAY
LEGISLATIVE FORUMS WILL BE WEDNESDAY
HEALTH-CARE FORUM SCHEDULED THURSDAY
VOTERS LEAGUE PLANS LEGISLATIVE BRUNCH
CSEC CO 9eN0TRE DAME COACH HAD WINNING ROOTS
5CW1NNER'S LEAHY KEPT NOTRE DAME ON WINNING TRACK
XAG CHAIRMAN TOURS SD
AG TRIP NOTHING TO JOKE ABOUT CED)
KLEAHY VOWS TO FIGHT FMHA
5EREAL LIFE IN RURAL AMERICA
LEAHY NOT INSULTING STATE CD
'NOT A JUNKET' NO JOKE CD
KSF MAN HEADS FOUNDATION
^FEBRUARY 29 WAS A BIG LEAP FOR THIS COUPLE
3CEX-C1TY MAN TO RETURN AS WARDEN
NEW WARDEN INTO A TOUGH SITUATION CED)
*NEW WARDEN LOOKS PAST INVESTIGATION
XWARDEN WISHES HE COULD LIVE WITH THE PHARAOHS
'LIFERS' MAY GET CHANCE TO RE-ENTER SOCIETY
ESCAPE ANGERED WARDEN
^WARDEN TACKLES PRISON IMAGE
KCASE'S FUTURE FOLLOWS FAMILIAR, YET UNKNOWN PATH
^OFFICIALS RAP PRISON'S MENTAL HEALTH CARE
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LEAR NORMAN
LEARNING
LEASE S RENT
LEASE ASHLEY
LEATHER
LEAVE OF ABSENCE
LEAVES
LEAVITT JOHN
LEBANON
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/02/1986 BOll
3/30/1983
10/08/198'i
6/08/1987
6/08/1987
<1/25/1991
9/22/1991
9/22/1991
<f/0'i/1992
6/06/1982
8/01/1982
7/18/1983
9/25/1983
10/11/1983
12/06/1983
2/lA/198<i
2/23/198<i
<i/08/198<»
9/20/1989
2/03/1987
9/20/1987
9/27/1987
10/09/1988
1/06/1989
1/21/1989
1/23/1989
1/27/1989
7707/1989
7/09/1989
8/09/1989
12/23/1989
3/12/1990
3/12/1990
3/13/1990
3/21/1990
3/23/1990
3/31/1990
<1/12/1990
5/08/1990
6/07/1990
6/11/1990
7/22/1990
7/31/1990
9/23/1990
ll/0<i/1990
2/0<t/1991
<1/21/1991
<4/29/1991
6/09/1991
6/27/1991
3/03/1992
7/06/1992
7/06/1992
7/08/1992
7/08/1992
7/08/1992
7/08/1992
7/11/1992
7/12/1992
8/09/1992
8/05/1992
8/06/1992
9/01/1992
9/21/1992
5/21/1990
2/02/1982
8/22/1989
10/25/1988
10/10/1989
10/13/1989
10/20/1989
11/13/1990
10/01/1991
2/28/1992
1/10/1982
7/10/1982
BOll
coil
A072
A073
A012
F012
F051
A073
EOll
B012
A015
C031
A012
BOll
B051
C0<41
BOll
C02<i
C022
A015
E012
A016
A012
A052
A012
C012
D082
E012
C012
A012
A012
A0<41
A081
A123
A105
C012
A061
C012
C036
C012
0015
A012
0012
A012
C033
C031
coil
B06<4
A016
B063
A012
A021
A012
A012
C012
C012
A016
A012
A061
A015
B015
BOll
A071
C035
A08<4
B062
C012
A012
C012
C012
A013
A012
B012
B0<t2
C031
seJANKLOW, LEAR FIGHT HOLY WAR
SEE ALSO EDUCATION
LEARNING THE VALUE OF EDUCATION
AGE NO BARRIER TO LEARNING AGAIN
seKEEP YOUR KIDS LEARNING IN SUMMER
SOME FUN THINGS TO DO, LEARN
^LAUNCH'S 1ST GRADUATE INSPIRES OTHERS
KWHAT KIDS SHOULD KNOW
KIDS TAUGHT TO BE CRITICAL THINKERS
*TELL IT TO ME IN THE MORNING
SEE ALSO HOUSING
LANDLORD-TENANT LAW CHANGING
3CDECAY THREATENS BLACKSTONE, WORRIES TENANTS
PENALTIES ARE SET UP FOR ABUSE BY RENTERS
*FELLOW RENTS MOST EVERYTHING (YEAGER)
APARTMENT RENT JUMPS IN 1983
RENTS ARE UP, BUT SO ARE EXPENSES
BILL SETS RULES FOR WITHHOLDING DEPOSIT
BILL PROTECTING RENTER DEPOSITS SENT
B€EVICTION ENDS A DREAM
LANDLORDS SHOULD BE LICENSED (L)
TAX LAW MIGHT DRIVE UP RENTS
^TENANTS ANGRY ABOUT CONSTRUCTION MOVE
KFIRMS OFFER GUIDE TO APARTMENTS
SOME TENANTS IN SF CAN'T KEEP UP
*EMERY MAN EVICTED AFTER STANDOFF
RENTERS SEEK ADDED SECURITY
APARTMENT DWELLERS FEEL TAX BITE, TOO
WATERTOWN SCHOOL LEADER RESIGNS AFTER CONVICTION
KSTORAGE RENTAL
RENTAL MARKET TIGHT IN SIOUX FALLS
EX-CITY CANDIDATE SUING MOM
XMISSING RENT FORCES FAMILY OUT
^(OWNERS SAY A LANDLORD'S JOB IS NEVER DONE
3(A GOOD LANDLORD IS LIKELY AS GOOD AS
SHOULD HAVE MORE LOW-INCOME HOUSING CED)
STORY HURT FAMILY'S ATTEMPT TO FIND HOME (L)
DEADBEATS COST LANDLORDS (L)
LANDLORD ORDERED OUT OF HOUSE
'PROBLEM LANDLORD' LABEL INAPPROPRIATE (L)
TAX RULE CHANGE RAISES FEAR OF HIGHER RENTS
CITY, USD FORMULATE PARTY RULES
CITY TO DISCUSS RENTAL PROPERTY INSPECTIONS
COMPLAINTS PROMPT INVESTIGATION INTO RENTAL AGENCY
J6INDIANS HAUNTED BY PREJUDICE IN HOUSING
seWINNING TEAM FOR <40 YEARS
^DEBATE RAGES OVER PARTY AREA
XBROOKINGS DIVIDED ON RENTAL REGULATIONS
BROOKINGS ORDINANCE WOULD OK INSPECTIONS
BROOKINGS PASSES LICENSING ORDINANCE
INFLATION OUTPACES PROPERTY VALUES
SORRY, NO VACANCIES
CENSUS--SD RENT, HOMES CHEAP
KRENTER PROTESTS EVICTION NOTICE
TENANT GROUP TO ORGANIZE
HOUSING CRUNCH GRIPS CITY
HOUSING CRUNCH GRIPS CITY
^TENANTS FORM GROUP TO FIGHT FOR RIGHTS
^TENANTS FORM GROUP TO FIGHT FOR RIGHTS
*$19,000 A MONTH FOR RENT
^LANDLORD ROLE NO CONFLICT, OFFICIALS SAY
LANDLORDS ARE FAILING IN DUTIES TO TENANTS (L)
^APARTMENT SEEKERS FACE TIGHT MARKET
TENANTS' GROUP SEEKS LEGISLATIVE PROTECTION
TENANTS GROUP PLANS VOTER REGISTRATION DRIVE
RENTERS NEED PROTECTION FROM VINDICTIVE LANDLORDS
^STUDENTS ASSIGNMENT LANDS HER PRIZE
*FIRST PLACE IN LEATHERCRAFT CONTEST
DAKOTAS AMONG 27 STATES WITH FAMILY-LEAVE GAP
*BAGGING IT
*RAKE BREAK
*RAKING MADE FUN
*IN THE BAG
*MAKING A CLEAN SWEEP
*AUTUMN HUES
XCOMPOSER PUTS THE WORDS OF POETRY INTO MUSIC
SD SALVAGE DEALER SENDING TRACTORS TO LEBANON
DASCHLE--SENDING TROOPS INSANE IDEA
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
LEBANON 7/22/1982 C023
1/23/1983 coil
4/19/1983 B021
9/24/1983 B022
10/01/1983 B021
10/08/1983 B021
10/24/1983 A012
10/24/1983 A014
10/25/1983 C021
10/26/1983 A062
10/27/1983 A012
10/28/1983 A013
10/28/1983 B021
10/29/1983 B015
10/30/1983 B031
11/01/1983 C022
11/11/1983 C024
12/07/1983 A014
12/07/1983 A023
12/07/1983 C012
12/08/1983 coil
12/14/1983 coil
12/26/1983 C021
1/08/1984 C021
1/19/1984 A012
1/28/1984 B023
2/09/1984 C021
2/21/1984 B041
3/02/1984 B033
1
^ 97X5/1985 C013
10/03/1985 A014
7/29/1986 A061
10/15/1986 AlOl
2/05/1987 A012
2/26/1987 C012
1/16/1988 A081
3/17/1988 C014
7/29/1989 A052
8/05/1989 A081
LEBANON SD 10/08/1989 C071
LEBEDA REGINA 1/09/1989 C012
LEBER JASON 9/24/1991 B013
11/26/1992 B012
LEBERT RON 1/13/1991 A062
1/21/1991 A016
LEBLANC FLOYD 7/18/1982 B031
LEBO GEORGE 11/09/1992 B021
LEBOW ELLA 2/09/1986 F031
LEBRECK CAROL 8/05/1983 coil
LEBRUN GENE , 1/07/1989 C012
LEBRUN PAT 3/31/1987 C015
9/13/1988 C012
8/11/1989 C021
1/08/1991 C012
6/28/1991 C012
LEBY GABBY 3/02/1984 B033
LEDDICK MIKE 8/04/1992 B012
LEDOUX SCOTT 2/28/1982 C061
5/02/1986 D012
LEE AL 4/29/1988 B012
10/15/1990 B034
LEE ARNOLD 8/08/1991 D082
LEE BRUCE 7/11/1990 coil
LEE ELLEN 4/27/1986 N061
LEE GEORGIA 7/27/1989 C012
LEE HARRY 6/10/1986 BOll
LEE J D 2/20/1989 B012
LEE J EARL 5/12/1983 B081
5/14/1983 B031
10/02/1983 A021
4/08/1987 A081
9/08/1992 B013
9/08/1992 B025
LEE J EARL 8 CLARA 5/03/1991 B012
LEE KARL 7/29/1990 C023
10/04/1990 C033
LEE MAGGIE 3/12/1986 C015
LEE MELVIN 6/10/1992 A012
IT'S TIME FOR US TO END SUFFERING IN LEBANON (L)
KABDNOR'S AUNT WAITING TO GO TO LEBANON
BEIRUT TRAGEDY WILL TEST US RESOLVE (ED)
LEBANON AND SHORT MEMORIES (L)
KWEST OBLIGATED TO HELP LEBANON (ED)
MARINES SHOULDN'T BE FIGHTING (L)
FAMILIES WAIT FOR WORD
SIGNS FOR WAR ARE THERE
US MUST BOOST MARINE SECURITY (ED)
SOUTH DAKOTANS WAIT TO HEAR ABOUT SONS
DAYS OF WAITING END--HE'S ALIVE
VERMILLION MOM HEARS FROM SON IN BEIRUT
HOMECOMING CONTRAST FOR US (ED)
PARENTS HEAR GOOD NEWS ABOUT MARINE SON
EMISSION IMPOSSIBLE
US SHOULD ADMIT MISTAKE (L)
MARINE HEADQUARTERS ATTACK (L)
KPRESSLER CALLS FOR INQUIRY
SPECIAL SESSION ISN'T NEEDED--DASCHLE
MARINES WILL GET 2,400 COOKIES FROM BROOKINGS
KSHOULD PULL OUT OF LEBANON GRADUALLY
WOMAN'S COOKIE PROJECT IS SWEET NEWS
HEED UN SECRETARY ON TROOPS FOR LEBANON (ED)
BEIRUT BOMBING--REWRITE MILITARY MANUALS (ED)
LOYALTY, LOVE KEEP AMERICANS AT UNIVERSITY
LET'S GET DOWN TO BUSINESS (L)
MARINE PULLBACK SIGNALS WAY OUT (ED)
UNIVERSITY DEMOCRATS CRITICIZE POLICY
^WITHDRAWAL HURTS CREDIBILITY
*MINISTER LIVES WITH SOUNDS OF WAR
SOVIET PROBLEMS STEM FROM SYRIA
WITH RESOLVE NOT TO NEGOTIATE (ED)
APPLY MORE PRESSURE TO FREE OTHER HOSTAGES (ED)
3CSD MAN STAYS IN LEBANON
^MEMORIES OF LEBANON FOR HURON MAN
DON'T FORGET ABOUT HOSTAGES (ED)
KNEW TACTICS NEEDED TO FREE HOSTAGES
PRIEST WORKS IN BEIRUT'S RUBBLE
NATION SHOULD NOT OVERREACT TO TERRORISM (ED)
STATE'S FIRST OUTDOOR SWIMMING POOL
3€ALASKA PROVED UNIQUE EXPERIENCE FOR EDUCATOR
LEBER CARRIES ON FAMILY'S FOOTBALL WAYS
KVERMILLION RUNNER SETS STANDARD FOR EXCELLENCE
seNO ONE WANTS WAR
KEX-POW CALLS PRISONER TAPE PROPAGANDA
KLEBLANC DIDN'T TAKE PHARMACY FOR GRANTED
XNASA ASTONOMER TO SPEAK AT SDSU
WOMAN TO PRESERVE SIOUX HISTORY
XTEACHER PROMOTES READING, WRITING AND ARTS
KRAN CLEAN HOUSE FOR DEMOCRATS IN '73-'74
EDUCATION^ISSUES WILL BE 1ST LESSON
^MEASURE MIGHT NOT BRING TAX REFORM
3€REGENTS OK $10 9 MILLION EXTRA REQUEST
KREGENTS APPROVE BUDGET CUTTING CHANGE
KREGENTS PLAN BUDGET GROWTH OF $16 8 MILLION
^WITHDRAWAL HURTS CREDIBILITY
CITY RETAINS TWIN CITIES CONSULTANT
SCOTT LEDOUX STILL HAVING GOOD TIMES IN THE RING
3€LE DOUX RETURNS FOR DIFFERENT FIGHT
MEET READERS AT BOOK-SIGNING PARTY
KHISTORY CHANGING IN IKE'S FAVOR
KFAIR MILKMAN
KDLT'S BRUCE LEE SATISFACTORY AFTER CRASH
(CULTURE) K'PIERRE IS HOT'
BfCITY LOSES AMBASSADOR, FRIEND
KINVESTS IN THE DREAMS OF YOUNG PEOPLE
kKOREAN brings GOSPEL TO FELLOW COUNTRYMEN
CELEBRATION HONORS MUSIC PROFESSOR
KTEACHER J EARL LEE CELEBRATES 52 YEARS AT AUGUSTANA
5fSD SYMPHONY IS RIGHT ON KEY
^CONDUCTOR WELL QUALIFIED TO LEAD CITY, ORCHESTRA
K'DEAN OF MUSIC DIES
^DEDICATED 61 YEARS TO AUGUSTANA MUSIC PROGRAM
36COLLEGE SALUTES LONGTIME PROFESSORS
BUSINESSMAN GUILTY OF TAX VIOLATIONS
BUSINESSMAN GETS YEAR IN PRISON, FINE
SF NATIVE PERFORMS FILM SONG
XNUDITY VOTE CLOSED CAFE
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SUBJECT
LEE MI YOUNG
LEE MYRON
LEE RICHARD
LEE ROBERT
LEE STEVEN
LEE TOMMY
LEE YING
LEECHES
LEEDOM BETTY
LEESCH BILL
LEESCH JERALD
LEESCH PAT
LEESTMA CATHY
LEFHOLZ ROD
LEFKOWITZ HENRY
LEGAL ASSISTANTS
LEGAL SERVICES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/30/1990 C033 KARTIST FINDS A HOME IN THE MIDWEST
1/19/1984 BOll MYRON LEE AND THE CADDIES
9/02/1986 A051 ^COLLECTORS GROOVE ON MIDWEST
9/13/1986 A091 LEE, CADDIES APPRECIATED ARTICLE (L)
11/20/1988 A152 *SOUTH DAKOTANS REMEMBER
8/05/1989 C012 *N0 ONE EVER ROCKED BETTER
8/11/1989 A103 CADDIES STILL ROCKIN' AS THEY DID IN 1963 (L)
11/30/1989 B012 5CBAND LEADER RECALLS TRIPS WITH DICK CLARK
2/06/1991 A073 PUT MYRON LEE BACK ON RADIO AIRWAVES (L)
3/10/1991 E031 JOURNALISM HEAD TO TEACH IN CHINA
9/16/1992 B021 SDSU DEPARTMENT HEAD WINS AWARD
6/17/1990 G014 TEACHER WINS AGE DISCRIMINATION SUIT
2/18/1992 C031 RAPID CITY SCHOOL BOARD TO APPEAL SUIT
5/26/1982 B053 ADULT EDUCATOR OF THE YEAR IN SOUTH DAKOTA
2/06/1984 BOll EDUCATOR HELPS PRISON INMATES
4/26/1984 A012 *MAN APPEALS TO TV TO FIND MISSING SON
10/12/1984 C016 *RANDALL--SON WAS ABUSED
9/07/1991 C014 *EX-USD PROFESSOR'S IMPRISONMENT SPARKS PROTESTS
8/06/1989 B075 *THE LOWDOWN ON LEECHES
2/26/1992 B012 *BREAD-MAKING IS MADE EASY
3/25/1984 B034 JfLEESCH READY FOR CHALLENGE
2/03/1985 B061 TO START ENGINES AT HUSET SPEEDWAY
7/13/1986 B061 KCOMPETITION KEEPS HUSET POPULAR
4/19/1987 B064 *HUSET SPEEDWAY GREETS SEASON
7/19/1988 B013 JfLEESCH ENDS AUTO RACING RETIREMENT
10/26/1988 C012 VOLUNTEERS TO HELP CLEAN SMELLY HOME
5/01/1992 B012 36TRACKS READY FOR HOT STARTS
4/18/1991 A056 *'SUPERMOM' SHARES SECRETS
4/02/1982 coil STATE-ATTORNEY TO RUN FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
4/09/1982 C031 LEFHOLZ EYEING ATTORNEY GENERAL JOB
4/16/1982 coil LEFHOLZ WANTS MEIERHENRY'S JOB
6/27/1982 coil *LEFHOLZ WINS NOMINATION, SLAMS MEIERHENRY'S RECORD
9/07/1982 B031 *GUILTY-BUT-MENTALLY ILL LAW NEEDED IN SD
9/11/1982 C012 LEFHOLZ SAYS HE'S AGAINST GAMBLING REFERENDUM
9/26/1982 BOll *DEMOCRAT LEFHOLZ WANTS TO BE JUDGED ON EXPERIENCE
10/06/1982 C052 LEFHOLZ TO DROP WATER SUIT IF ELECTED
10/08/1982 A024 LEFHOLZ ASKS COURT TO REMEMBER
10/12/1982 C023 3CATT0RNEY GENERAL CANDIDATES ANSWER 2 QUESTIONS
10/13/1982 C012 ATTORNEY GENERAL FOES CLASH ON WATER ISSUE
10/21/1982 C015 LEFHOLZ DEFENDS LETTER CAMPAIGN
9/11/1983 C051 JUDGE ACCUSES LAWYER OF GOADING DEFENSE
12/16/1983 C035 LAWYER NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR MISTRIAL
1/14/1984 B013 LEFHOLZ--KENNEDY CASE NOT SPECIAL
10/26/1984 C031 CHARGES AGAINST LEFHOLZ MAY BE INVESTIGATED
6/19/1989 BOll DAY COUNTY OFFICIAL OFFERS TO RESIGN
9/04/1983 DOll ^STUDENT RABBI HAS FAR-REACHING MINISTRY
7/09/1992 C021 LEGAL ASSISTANTS ELECT THEIR GROUP OFFICERS
SEE ALSO CRIMINAL JUSTICE
1/11/1982 C042 BROWN COUNTY SPENT $50,000 ON LEGAL FEES
1/12/1982 C032 JUDGE TELLS STATE TO PAY MOON'S LAWYERS
1/23/1982 B031 COMMISSION'S ACTION NO SURPRISE
1/29/1982 C041 CONTROVERSY ABOUT LEGAL FEE OF TRIPP CO
1/29/1982 C044 LAWYERS REDUCE FEES FOR ABUSED WOMEN
4/13/1982 B041 LEGAL AID OFFICE WOULD HELP FEWER
6/09/1982 C053 JUDGE WON'T STOP SUIT FIGHTING PAYMENT
7/07/1982 C071 *TRIPP COUNTY LEGAL FEES NOT WORTH--MEIERHENRY
8/08/1982 BOll BROOKINGS LAWYERS AGREE TO GIVE FREE HELP
11/08/1982 A074 CENTER HAS FREE LEGAL HELP FOR DISABLED
11/25/1982 B041 SD PAYS EMPLOYEES $10,000 FOR LEGAL FEES
12/04/1982 C034 JUDGE TOLD TO RECONSIDER FEE REDUCTION
1/11/1983 C041 BILL ALLOWS EXTRA COMPENSATION
1/23/1983 C071 HOUSE OKS PLAN ON FREE LEGAL AID
2/01/1983 BOll PLAN WOULD END FREE LEGAL SERVICE FOR EASTERN SD
4/22/1983 C035 CONVENTION FEATURES STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL
4/24/1983 C012 CONSUMERS CAN'T AFFORD LAWYERS
5/04/1983 C012 BUDGET FOR LAWYERS' FEES SLIDE INTO RED
5/14/1983 BOll STATE TOLD TO PAY LEGAL FEES
5/16/1983 B012 ^BROTHERS SPEND A LOT OF TIME BAILING PEOPLE OUT
6/11/1983 B041 SD APPEALS LEGAL FEE AWARD BY DISTRICT JUDGE
7/27/1983 C033 RESIDENTS TOLD TO PAY THEIR LEGAL FEES
1/08/1984 coil ESTATE'S ATTORNEY'S AIDE TO CONSOLE VICTIM
1/18/1984 D013 KCHIEF JUSTICE WANTS STATE DEFENDER'S OFFICE
1/25/1984 C021 3€STATE SHOULD PAY COST OF SYSTEM (ED)
2/03/1984 D031 BILL REQUIRES PAYMENT IN FRIVOLOUS LAWSUITS
2/08/1984 D032 JUDGE AWARDS $15,228 IN FEES
3/07/1984 D041 STATE MUST PAY LEGAL FEES IN HEATING SUIT
5/03/1984 C042 VOLUNTEER LAWYERS TO HELP LEGAL SERVICES
5/25/1984 coil COUNTY TO COMBAT FRIVOLOUS LAWSUITS
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LEGAL SERVICES 5/30/198A DOll CORBLY SAYS OFFICIALS ARE TRYING TO PUNISH HER
2/27/1985 C021 BAR, KELO SPONSOR CALL-INS
3/21/1985 C03A LAW FUND CAN TEACH A THING OR TWO
10/06/1985 C0A2 JANKLOW--LAW TO STOP NUISANCE SUITS
2/27/1986 C021 BAR, KELO SPONSOR CALL-INS
6/13/1986 coil LOSS OF TRAVELING MAGISTRATE WORRIES LEADERS
9/1^/1986 Alll IGNORANT LAWSUITS HURT REPUTABLE COMPANIES (L)
A/26/1987 AA51 *AIDE PREPARES WITNESSES FOR TRIALS
7/20/1987 C021 COUNTY CONSIDERS PUBLIC DEFENDER
8/19/1987 BOIA INDIGENTS SAP COUNTY BUDGET
l/OA/1988 coil LEGAL SERVICES RECEIVES GRANT
1/29/1988 COAl SENATOR PUSHES FOR CATASTROPHIC LEGAL FUND
2/17/1988 B021 HOUSE COMMITTEE PASSES BILL TO FUND LAWSUIT
A/02/1988 COAl LOW-INCOME FAMILIES CAN GET IRS FUNDS
9/06/1988 coil DAVISON COUNTY EYES PUBLIC DEFENDER
10/2A/1988 B021 BAR FOUNDATION INVITES FUND REQUESTS
3/25/1989 coil CALLERS SWAMP ASK A LAWYER LINES
A/2A/1989 AlOl LEGAL COSTS, DELAYS ERODING TRUE JUSTICE (ED)
10/25/1989 A081 LEGAL SYSTEM A PRIME EXAMPLE OF DETERIORATION
1/2A/1990 A015 OFFICIALS' LEGAL FEES TO BE PAID
5/01/1990 C023 COMMISSION OK'S TRANSFER OF FUNDS
9/09/1990 A016 XSD'S USE OF LAWYER QUESTIONED
9/27/1990 C03A COUNTY SUPPLEMENTS JUDICIAL BUDGETS
A/28/1991 A012 *REAL LAWYERS OFFER REAL SAVINGS
5/2A/1991 C031 TAXPAYERS WILL PAY COURT COSTS FOR CITY
8/0A/1991 A012 CITIZENS GET THEIR DAY IN COURT EACH THURSDAY
8/27/1991 C035 LEGAL EXPENSE POOL WEIGHED
10/17/1991 B035 STATE CAN'T HELP WITH LOCAL TRIAL COSTS
ai/07/1991 A083 *NEW 'LEGAL GAME' COULD HURT JURY SYSTEM
11/26/1991 C012 JfLAWYER'^TO HELP CASTANEIRA--FOR FREE
1/25/1992 C035 COURT FEES BOOST APPROVED 5-2
2/08/1992 C032 BILL ENABLES COUNTIES TO SHARE LEGAL COSTS
2/09/1992 F012 3€BILL WOULD ALLOW INVESTING IN LAWSUITS
2/19/1992 C032 BILL ALLOWS LEGAL SERVICES ASSISTANCE
3/14/1992 A081 LAWYERS DESERVE CONTINGENCY FEES (L)
9/22/1992 A064 ATTORNEYS DON'T LIKE LAYPEOPLE HELPING OUT (L)
11/15/1992 A083 EXCESSIVE LAWSUITS PART OF LEGAL SYSTEM PROBLEM (L)
LEGGETT JOE & WEND 6/09/1991 C015 SfFAMILY OPENS NINTH ST DOOR TO HOMELESS IN NEED
LEGIONNAIRES 1/26/1990 COll POSSIBLE CASE OF LEGIONNAIRES PROBED
LEGISLATIVE BILLS 1/17/1992 COll *HOW A BILL BECOMES A LAW
LEGISLATIVE DISTRI 1/12/1982 C031 REDISTRICT PLAN UNITES DAY COUNTY
1/20/1982 C042 JUDGES DECIDING SD REDISTRICTING ISSUE
1/21/1982 DOll SF 5 DISTRICT DIVISION PLAN REJECTED
1/23/1982 B041 ACTION DELAYED ON SENATE DISTRICT BILL
2/04/1982 D041 COMMITTEE REJECTS 1-MEMBER DIST, 4-YR TERMS
2/12/1982 D014 SENATE BACKS PLAN FOR ONE-ON-ONE RACES
2/13/1982 B013 MULTI-MEMBER DISTRICTS LEGAL
2/16/1982 C025 LEGISLATIVE BALLOT PROPOSAL UNFAIR (L)
2/17/1982 C041 BILL FORCING CHOICES DEFEATED
2/18/1982 D021 DECISIONS ON LEGISLATIVE REDISTRICTING (ED)
3/08/1982 BOll INCUMBENTS PITTED AGAINST EACH OTHER IN DISTRICT
3/08/1982 BOll SF HAS LARGEST DELEGATION--SMALLEST AREA
3/08/1982 B013 3fREAPP0RTI0NMENT MAP
9/22/1982 C051 SINGLE-MEMBER SENATE DISTRICT QUESTION
10/10/1982 B021 SINGLE-MEMBER SENATE DISTRICT IS WAY TO GO (ED)
10/24/1982 C041 LEGISLATIVE DISTRICTS UP TO SD VOTERS
10/29/1982 C021 SINGLE-MEMBER SENATE DISTRICTS ADVANTAGEOUS (L)
10/31/1982 C031 XSINGLE-MEMBER DISTRICTS COULD FRAGMENT CITIES
11/01/1982 C064 VOTERS COULD ELIMINATE MULTI-MEMBER DISTRICTS
11/03/1982 COll VOTERS FAVOR AMENDMENTS A,B, AND C
11/07/1982 BOll SPLIT SENATE DISTRICT WILL CHANGE SF POLITICS
11/11/1982 COll ^O'CONNOR FINDS SOLACE IN SINGLE-MEMBER DIST VICTORY
11/29/1982 C031 FORUM TO DISCUSS REDISTRICTING
12/02/1982 C021 REDISTRICTING MEETINGS NEEDED (ED)
12/02/1982 C023 PANEL WILL DISCUSS REDISTRICTING (L)
12/04/1982 COll SINGLE-MEMBER BATTLE MAY SPREAD
12/08/1982 C021 RESTRICT REDISTRICTING TO 3 LARGEST SD CITIES (ED)
1/24/1983 DOll KMINNEHAHA COUNTY GOP OFFERS REDISTRICTING PLAN
1/27/1983 C016 REDISTRICTING BOUND TO BE A HOT POTATO
2/03/1983 C043 REAPPORTIONMENT COMMITTEE TO USE 1981 MAP
2/07/1983 B041 ^LEGISLATORS MAP OUT REZONING PLANS
2/08/1983 C041 CHANGES PROPOSED IN 3 DISTRICTS
2/18/1983 C042 REDISTRICTING MEASURE SENT TO HOUSE
2/26/1983 BOll HOUSE SPLITS SIOUX FALLS AREA INTO 5 SMALL DISTRICTS
2/27/1983 BOll REMAP PLAN PUTS 4 IN SAME DISTRICT
2/27/1983 B061 ^REDISTRICTING PLAN
3/01/1983 BOll REMAPPING CITY WILL HELP BREAK GOP HOLD
3/03/1983 COll REAPPORTIONMENT MEASURE WINS APPROVAL
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3/17/1983 C015 SENATE REMAP BILL BECOMES LAW
12/18/1983 coil KREDISTRICTING TIGHTENS CHOICES ON '84 BALLOT
1/06/1984 BOll REDISTRICTING HAS BOTH PARTIES SCRAMBLING
3/18/1984 C0I3 NEW DISTRICTS GIVE DEMS EDGE
5/16/1984 D021 LEGISLATIVE DISTRICTS MAJOR HELP FOR VOTERS (ED)
5/22/1984 coil SEATS IN NEWLY CREATED DISTRICTS
12/08/1984 C024 USE DISTRICTS CITY HAS (L)
8/18/1990 A012 RESTRUCTURING MUST BE FAIR
8/19/1990 E012 POLITICAL DATA WON'T AFFECT REDISTRICTING
1/13/1991 C016 SPECIAL SESSION LIKELY TO REDISTRICT
3/01/1991 C016 SESSION TO ASSIGN DISTRICTS
5/12/1991 coil INTERIM COMMITTEE TO PLAN REDISTRICTING
5/16/1991 C013 REDISTRICTING HEARING MIGHT BE HELD ON RESERVATIONS
5/17/1991 C012 REDISTRICTING HEARINGS SCHEDULED
6/24/1991 B034 REDISTRICTING COMMITTEE TO MEET THIS WEEK
6/28/1991 C031 INDIANS WANT DISTRICT TO REMAIN THE SAME
6/29/1991 B036 PANEL VOWS NO CHANGES
7/07/1991 A012 REDISTRICTING BATTLE LIKELY TO BE BITTER
7/12/1991 C012 REDISTRICTING EFFORT GROWS MORE SERIOUS
7/14/1991 A081 PUT CONSTITUENTS FIRST IN REDISTRICTING (ED)
7/16/1991 C033 REDISTRICTING MAY SPLIT COUNTY, LAWMAKERS SAY
8/02/1991 C014 FEDS MAY SPLIT RESERVATION DISTRICTS
8/20/1991 coil REDISTRICTING TOPIC OF THURSDAY MEETING
8/23/1991 A012 BATTLE LINES DRAWN ON REDISTRICTING
8/23/1991 C012 ^REDISTRICTING COULD ALTER BALANCE
8/24/1991 C035 DEMOCRATS TO COUNTER GOP REDISTRICTING PLAN
8/27/1991 A081 REDISTRICTING GOALS GETTING SHORT SHRIFT (ED)
8/27/1991 C012 PARTY MAY SUE OVER REDISTRICTING
9/01/1991 A082 JOURNAL--POLITICS WITH REDISTRICTING (ED)
9/29/1991 AlOl PARTIES UP TO THEIR POWER TRICKS AGAIN (ED)
9/29/1991 C012 FEW AWARE OF REDISTRICTING SESSION
10/02/1991 AlOl SPECIAL SESSION WORTH MONITORING (ED)
10/03/1991 C015 ^LAWMAKERS BEGIN REDISTRICTING BATTLE TODAY
10/04/1991 A012 GOP GETS REDISTRICTING WISHES
10/04/1991 C012 3CS0ME ADVICE UNHEEDED IN REDISTRICTING
10/10/1991 C016 LEGISLATORS SCRAMBLE FOR WAY TO TACKLE
10/11/1991 AlOl REDISTRICTING PLAN LOOKS PRETTY GOOD (ED)
10/11/1991 C012 LEGISLATURE CAN'T AVOID SESSION
10/20/1991 A093 SENATOR CRITICIZED FOR BLAMING REPUBLICANS (L)
10/20/1991 A094 PUBLIC REDISTRICTING MEETINGS DIDN'T OCCUR (L)
10/24/1991 D061 REDISTRICTING NEEDS CHANGE--OFFICIAL
12/25/1991 C034 MAY NOT FILE LAWSUIT OVER REDISTRICTING
12/27/1991 C012 *BILL WILL SEEK SHIFT IN REDISTRICTING DUTIES
2/08/1992 C032 PARTY LINE RULES IN REDISTRICTING VOTE
3/27/1992 C012 KAWAITS FEDERAL OK ON REDISTRICTING PLAN
4/14/1992 C021 REDISTRICTING MAP TOPIC OF FORUM TODAY AT USD
4/16/1992 C032 JUSTICE DEPARTMENT OK'S REDISTRICTING PLAN
11/27/1992 B015 LINCOLN COUNTY WANTS TO UNTANGLE REDISTRICTING VOTE
9/24/1983 B041 LEGISLATIVE MANUAL PRINTS FACES IN COLOR
5/15/1989 B015 NEW BLUE BOOK EXPECTED TO BE FINISHED
2/04/1983 B043 3fTHESE STUDENTS JUMP WHEN THEY HEAR 'PAGE'
1/28/1984 BOll 5CSENATE HONORS PAGES
3/02/1985 C041 KA QUILT FOR THE SENATE
2/23/1988 coil 5 PAGES DISMISSED AFTER ARRESTS
3/31/1982 D031 RESEARCH BOARD TO PICK STUDY TOPICS
9/04/1982 B031 LEGISLATIVE INTERNSHIPS OPEN
9/18/1983 C044 RESEARCH COUNCIL TO HIRE INTERNS
2/01/1985 coil LEGISLATIVE SESSION IS FRANTIC TIME
3/30/1985 C021 LEGISLATIVE BOARD TO PICK RESEARCH TOPICS
9/29/1985 C015 APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE FOR PROSPECTIVE INTERNS
10/01/1985 C033 LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL LOOKING FOR STUDENT INTERNS
7/06/1986 C042 LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEES TO MEET
7/13/1986 C023 INTERIM PANELS HIT HIGH GEAR IN PIERRE
3/04/1991 C012 ^RESEARCH COUNCIL PLAYS PIVOTAL ROLE
4/10/1991 C016 LEGISLATORS TO CONSIDER 4 DAY WEEK
4/27/1992 COZl INTERIM STUDY PANELS TO BE DECIDED TUESDAY
2/25/1990 C015 KHOUSE MEMBER SUGGESTS LIMITING BILLS
3/12/1990 AlOl USE RESTRAINT TO LIMIT NUMBER OF BILLS (ED)
4/14/1990 C021 PROPOSED SENATE VOTING SYSTEM MIXES OLD, NEW
8/12/1990 E032 LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE MEETS ON RE-DISTRICTING
1/13/1991 C064 CHANGE SHOULD STOP FLOOD OF BILLS
4/27/1991 C031 ^LEADERS MULL CHANGES INLAWMAKING SESSION
5/12/1991 A081 FOUR-DAY WORK WEEK ISN'T THE ANSWER (ED)
5/25/1991 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
1/11/1982 C023 HOW TO SURVIVE THE LEGISLATIVE SESSION (SCHREINER)
1/26/1982 B061 CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT REJECTED
10/24/1982 C041 OPENING DATE OF LEGISLATURE MAY CHANGE
11/03/1982 coil VOTERS FAVOR AMENDMENTS A,B, AND C
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1/04/1982 A012 MILLER S BARNETT--THE ODD COUPLE LEADING HOUSE GOP
1/05/1982 C031 'FAT POOL" HOPES FOR SLIM SESSION
1/06/1982 C031 HOUSE WITHOUT BARNETT TUESDAY
1/10/1982 B06I EX-LEGISLATOR REMAINS OUTSPOKEN
1/11/1982 coil CATACOMB CAUCUS--BREAKFAST AND PRAYER
1/13/1982 B041 LAWMAKERS AVOID 1ST WEEK ON PURPOSE
1/15/1982 A121 '1 DIDN'T REALIZE THE MIKE WAS ON '
1/16/1982 B013 LAWMAKERS RACE STORM HOME
1/17/1982 BOll 3e2 EVERYDAY S DAKOTANS HEAD LEGISLATIVE PANEL
1/19/1982 C012 COMMITTEE REJECT TO ALLOW 4-YEAR TERMS
1/23/1982 B041 ^TRAPPED IN PIERRE FOR THE SECOND WEEKEND
2/05/1982 coil LAWMAKERS CUT SCHOOL-AID REQUEST
2/06/1982 B015 LAWMAKER MISTAKEN FOR BURGLER
2/14/1982 B061 ^LEGISLATORS CONFRONTED BY CONSTITUENTS
2/20/1982 A016 DOG DAYS IN PIERRE, IF YOU'RE WALT BONES
3/02/1982 A012 LAWMAKERS SPLIT OVER NEW FEDERALISM
3/08/1982 B015 REDISTRICTING MAY WEED OUT FAMILIAR FACES
3/13/1982 C041 KLAMMERS SEEKS RE-ELECTION TO HOUSE
3/13/1982 C051 ^EVERIST GOP CANDIDATE FOR HOUSE
3/16/1982 C041 *KRUEGER TO SEEK STATE SENATE SEAT
3/19/1982 C031 SORVAAG SEEKS DISTRICT 9 SEAT
3/19/1982 C031 HEIDEPRIEM TO SEEK LEGISLATIVE SEAT
3/20/1982 B041 SD LAWMAKER--1NT0 THE MINING BUSINESS
3/25/1982 D031 KMCCLURE, MILLER, CONAHAN, KNUTSON, POPPEN
3/28/1982 B051 LAWMAKERS ANNOUNCE ELECTION BIDS
4/01/1982 D051 LEGISLATIVE CANDIDATES SLOW IN FILING
4/04/1982 C071 GROUP GIVES 11 SD LAWMAKERS PERFECT RATING
4/06/1582-^ BOll FEW NOMINATING PETITIONS STILL OUT
'4/08/1982 D013 2 NOMINATING PETITIONS REJECTED
4/09/1982 C041 LIST OF CANDIATES FOR SD LEGISLATURE
5/17/1982 A014 3«1NCUMBENTS MEET AGA1N--1N RACE
6/03/1982 C051 OUSTED INCUMBENTS FIND SOLACE IN PRIMARY
6/13/1982 C012 SD LAWMAKERS GET $50 A DAY TAX BREAK
8/04/1982 C013 FORMER LEGISLATOR FILES AS INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE
8/12/1982 C032 5 SENATORS ONLY UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
9/07/1982 A012 SPECIAL INTERESTS MOTIVATE CANDIDATES
9/15/1982 C021 CANDIDATES SHOULD PAY OWN MINE TOUR EXPENSES (ED)
9/21/1982 C031 ARGUS MINE TOUR EDITORIAL BLASTED
10/25/1982 C051 GOP EXPECTED TO KEEP LEGISLATIVE MAJORITY
10/30/1982 B013 ^POLITICAL CAUCUS WORKING TO ELECT SD WOMEN
11/07/1982 BOll STATE REPRESENATIVE IS 3RD-GENERAT10N LAWMAKER
11/23/1982 B053 SD GOP LEADERS EXPECT TO KEEP THEIR JOBS
11/24/1982 C015 ^HARDING, BARNETT NAMED LEADERS
12/03/1982 C016 SD LEGISLATORS TO ASK FOR NUCLEAR FREEZE
12/07/1982 C041 HERSETH RE-ELECTED HOUSE DEMO LEADER
12/18/1982 coil LAWMAKERS CLASHING OVER APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEE
12/23/1982 C031 LEGISLATIVE LEADERS ANNOUNCED
12/24/1982 C031 LAWMAKERS TO BE ON 'CONFERENCE CALL'
1/01/1983 B052 LOSS OF PANEL SEAT DOESN'T SURPRISE MINER
1/02/1983 C012 LOW PAY GREETS LAWMAKERS
1/02/1983 C042 IT'S A RURAL SD LEGISLATURE FOR 1983
1/16/1983 C042 XWHO'S WHO IN THE SD LEGISLATURE
1/20/1983 C015 DEMOCRATS PIN DOWN WAY TO UNSEAT BARNETT
1/24/1983 A013 3€2 LAWMAKERS BRING NEW PERSPECTIVE TO LEGISLATURE
1/27/1983 C021 5fHAPPlNESS--BElNG YOUNG LEGISLATORS
1/31/1983 A012 K'THE CONSCIENCE OF THIS LEGISLATURE'
2/03/1983 C024 LAWMAKERS' PAY HIKE SLAP IN FACE
2/05/1983 B042 APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEE DEFEATS PAY HIKE
2/12/1983 C042 SD INDIAN LEGISLATORS TO BE ON STATEWIDE
2/28/1983 B012 GOAL OF TEACHER-LAWMAKERS TO HELP EDUC
3/06/1983 BOll FRANKENFELD, WILLIAMS WON'T RUN AGAIN FOR SENATE
3/09/1983 C031 GOP LAWMAKERS IGNORED AVERAGE CITIZEN
3/23/1983 C034 LAWMAKERS HONOR CHAMPIONSHIP TEAMS
4/24/1983 C071 *LEG1SLAT0RS--W0MEN JOIN FORCES
6/28/1983 C013 XFRIENDS REMEMBER GRAMS AS TOUGH, CARING
7/03/1983 BOll ^LAWMAKER WITH MS STRIVES TO PERSEVERE
7/14/1983 con REP VANGERPEN OF AVON IS DEAD AT 56
8/12/1983 con LAWMAKERS GO ON MANDAN-SPONSORED TOUR
9/08/1983 con HOPE TOUR WILL ANSWER QUESTIONS
11/22/1983 C024 BUDGET-BUSTING LAWMAKERS (L)
11/29/1983 B035 FORMER SENATOR PIEPLOW TO REPLACE WILLIAMS
12/05/1983 C031 APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEE MEETS
12/08/1983 C024 NEED LAWMAKERS WHO CAN CUT EXPENDITURES (L)
1/15/1984 BOll KWHO'S WHO IN SOUTH DAKOTA POLITICS
1/16/1984 con JANKLOW MIFFS SOME LAWMAKERS WITH TACTICS
1/16/1984 C015 HOW TO CONTACT STATE REPS
1/20/1984 C012 *POWER BROKER DESCRIPTION
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I/26/198A C0A2 KlA DECEASED LEGISLATORS REMEMBERED
1/29/198A coil ^OUTNUMBERED DEMOCRATS WATCH FOR CRACKS
2/G3/198A DG31 STATE LAWMAKER WILL BE IN CITY SATURDAY
2/G8/I984 DG52 KCOMIC RELIEF
2/G9/198A CG71 DEMOCRATS CHALLENGE GOP TO VOLLEYBALL
2/12/198A CGII KMANKE ACTS AS LAW-AND-ORDER SENATOR
2/16/198A CG51 LAWMAKERS WILL HAVE TO WAIT TO DO LOBBYING
2/19/198A CG6A WHERE TO WRITE, CALL
2/26/198'i CG31 LAWMAKERS BATTLE BURNOUT BLUES (YEAGER)
2/29/198A CGll *STROM, SCARBROUGH WON'T RUN AGAIN
3/G2/1984 BG21 SCARBROUGH & STROM HAVE SERVED STATE WELL (ED)
3/21/1984 DOll 3 STATE LEGISLATORS ANNOUNCE RE-ELECTION
4/G6/1984 CG42 14 LAWMAKERS WON'T RUN
4/G7/1984 BG31 REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES OUTNUMBER DEMOCRATS
4/G9/1984 CG33 LEGISLATORS HAVE SPECIAL INTERESTS
4/12/1984 CG42 MANY SEEKING LEGISLATIVE SEATS
4/26/1984 CG15 LAWMAKERS SAY NO TO STUDY ON STUDIES
4/29/1984 NG31 XCSECTION 2) FAMILY TRADITION BROUGHT TO SENATE
4/29/1984 NG31 BISECTION 3) SAMUELSON KEEPS WATCH FOR WEST RIVER
4/29/1984 NG61 BISECTION 2) FAVORS MINIMUM OF GOVERNMENT REGULATION
4/29/1984 Nlll BISECTION 4) SENATOR CONSIDERED ACTING
5/31/1984 CG33 BOTH SIDES PREDICT LEGISLATIVE RACES
6/G6/1984 DG12 MOST INCUMBENTS WIN LEGISLATIVE RACES
6/G6/1984 DG41 INCUMBENTS DOMINATE LEGISLATIVE RACES
6/17/1984 CGll FIFTEEN INCUMBENTS UNOPPOSED IN FALL
6/28/1984 CG41 DEMOCRATIC PARTY HONORS TWO LEGISLATORS
8/26/1984 CG15 LAWMAKERS DISAGREE ON CONFERENCE MONEY
9/24/1984 BG33 STATE COMMITTEES TO MEET THIS WEEK
lG/31/1984 DG23 CITIZENS CAPABLE OF DEALING WITH ISSUE CD
lG/31/1984'DG5r*MEET THE LEGISLATIVE CANDIDATES
ll/Gl/1984 CG41 *MEET THE LEGISLATIVE CANDIDATES
11/G7/1984 DG51 ^INCONCLUSIVE IN STATE LEGISLATIVE RACES
11/G7/1984 DG52 REPUBLICANS CONTROL LEGISLATIVE RACES
11/11/1984 CGll DEMS HAVE WORK TO BREAK GOP STRONGHOLD
11/29/1984 CG13 RC LAWMAKER SELECTED AS HOUSE SPEAKER
11/29/1984 CG31 JANKLOW'S BUDGET PLAN PLEASES LAWMAKERS
12/G5/1984 DGll OFFICIALS UNITE FOR LOBBYING LEGISLATORS
12/G7/1984 CG15 SIOUX FALLS LEGISLATORS TO MEET NEXT MONTH
12/1G/1984 BG33 SHORTBULL BRIDGES TRIBAL, STATE GAP
12/15/1984 BGll *NEW LEGISLATORS READY FOR CHANGE
12/28/1984 CG14 *FORMER LAWMAKER YEAGER DEAD
12/3G/1984 CG43 AGRICULTURE TOP LEGISLATIVE OCCUPATION
1/G4/1985 C033 CANDIDATES SPENT $3GG,GGG IN LEGISLATIVE RACES
1/G6/1985 CG6I LAW SESSION IS SHOT IN ARM FOR PIERRE
1/G7/1985 AG16 LEGISLATORS WARM UP FOR SESSION
l/lG/1985 BGll KCAREER GOT START AT FAMILY DINNER TABLE
1/13/1985 BGll 36KEY LEGISLATIVE LEADERS FARMILIAR
1/13/1985 BG43 LEGISLATORS BEGIN CHEM-NUCLEAR TOUR
1/15/1985 BGll A CAPITOL CONVERSATION IN A STRANGE PLACE
1/18/1985 CG41 STATE'S FIRST WOMAN LAWMAKER DIES AT 91
1/26/1985 CGll PANEL OKS PLAN TO LENGTHEN SENATORS' TERMS
1/27/1985 CG71 *MEET REP MORTIMER FROM BELLE FOUCHE
1/31/1985 CGll TURKEY AWARD SQUAWKS ABOUT DUMB BILLS
2/G1/1985 C015 LEGISLATORS RECEIVE LESSON ON DEFINITIONS
2/G3/1985 CGll 3CRIVALS STILL ROLLING WITH PUNCHES
2/G9/1985 B012 LEGISLATORS HAVE A SENSE OF HUMOR, TOO
2/1G/1985 C013 ^WEEKLY COFFEE STIRS UP LEGISLATORS
2/13/1985 AG61 ^NATION'S CAPITAL WILL FEEL PIERRE PRESSURE
2/14/1985 AGll LEGISLATORS PLOT FARM ACTION PLATFORM
2/14/1985 CG15 AMENDMENTS EQUAL CONFUSION OF NUMBERS
2/16/1985 BG33 1G5 LEGISLATORS WON'T GET TO MEET REAGAN
2/17/1985 AG16 NUKE PAC
2/17/1985 C016 LEGISLATORS WILL WAKE UP DC
2/17/1985 CG71 LAWMAKERS HEAD TO WASHINGTON SPLIT
2/2G/1985 AG81 TRIP ISN'T THE ANSWER (ED)
2/2G/1985 CG31 BUSH TO MEET WITH LAWMAKERS
2/21/1985 AG21 LAWMAKERS VETO DC TRIP
2/21/1985 CG34 JANKLOW, LEGISLATORS TO MEET WITH BUSH
2/22/1985 AG81 TRIP TO WASHINGTON ALREADY WORTH COST (L)
2/22/1985 C015 HOPE FOR NATIONAL EXPOSURE
2/23/1985 CG31 SF WILL HOST FARM RALLY SENDOFF
2/24/1985 CGll FARM PLAYERS HUDDLE IN WASHINGTON
2/25/1985 AG12 ^LEGISLATORS GET FIRED UP
2/26/1985 AG13 LEGISLATORS JOIN JANKLOW TO TELL STORY
2/26/1985 AG41 KTHEIR TRIP DOES NOT GO UNNOTICED
2/27/1985 AGll FLIGHTS, CAMERAS, AND LITTLE ACTION
2/27/1985 AG61 KEYES ON SOUTH DAKOTA
2/27/1985 AG71 WASHINGTON TRIP GIVEN WIDE COVERAGE
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2/27/1985 AOBl 7 LAWMAKERS DESERVE CREDIT (L)
2/28/1985 coil ^LEGISLATORS ARE BACK
3/01/1985 A083 *POLITE PROTESTERS REQUEST FAIR CUTS
3/01/1985 coil STATE DEMS TELL CONGRESS
3/01/1985 C015 WASHINGTON TRIP WILL COST YOU 5 CENTS
3/03/1985 AlOl WASHINGTON FARM TREK (ED)
3/03/1985 AlOl SD DELEGATION GOT WASHINGTON'S ATTENTION
3/03/1985 con KDC WASN'T ALL FARM DICKERING
3/0A/1985 A012 LEGISLATORS BUMP HEADS WITH BLIZZARD
3/07/1985 COAl STATE ACTION ON FARM CRISIS
3/10/1985 A015 SPECIAL-INTEREST LEGISLATION OK
3/17/1985 A012 ATTENDANCE RECORD MAY DULL VOLESKY'S RISING STAR
3/18/1985 B031 THIS YEAR'S FRESHMEN LEGISLATORS
3/25/1985 BOll PAC DONATIONS PROVE TO BE GOOD
A/28/1985 N061 KCAGRICULTURE) A VOICE FOR KEEPING THE RAILS RUNNING
5/0A/1985 A015 TAPKEN APOLOGIZES FOR REGENTS' ABSENCE
5/06/1985 con PAPA JOE TOUGH ACT TO FOLLOW
5/09/1985 A013 KMILLER READY TO ASSUME TOP HOUSE POST
6/01/1985 con KMILLER REPLACES BARNETT
7/09/1985 B031 LAWMAKERS ATTEND MEETING IN INDIANAPOLIS
8/18/1985 con JANKLOW HOPES TO PROVIDE LIST FOR VACANCY
1/12/1986 C031 LIST NAMES 123 YEARS WORTH OF LAWMAKERS
l/lA/1986 A061 LET YOUR LAWMAKERS KNOW (ED)
1/17/1986 C021 SIOUX FALLS LAWMAKER TO ATTEND HEALTH SEMINAR
1/19/1986 con EXPECT FUR TO FLY BEFORE ELECTIONS
1/19/1986 C015 AREA LAWMAKERS PLAN STRATEGY
1/22/1986 B013 TEACHERS TO SPONSOR 2 FORUMS WITH LAWMAKERS
1/26/1986 BOll KCENTENNIAL CENTER DIVIDES LOCAL LAWMAKERS
1/30/1986 B03A LAWMAKERS HONOR 12 FORMER LEGISLATORS
2/02/1986 A081 LAWMAKERS CAN'T FORGET VOTERS (ED)
2/03/1986 con MUENSTER'S STYLE RUFFLES SENATE FEATHERS
2/12/1986 B031 LEGISLATORS TO APPEAR AT SATURDAY FORUM
2/17/1986 A081 DON'T EXTEND SENATE TERMS TO FOUR YEARS (ED)
2/25/1986 B033 CITY LAWMAKERS STRUGGLE TO STAY UNIFIED
3/1A/1986 C031 MOST COUNTY LEGISLATORS PLAN TO SEEK RE-ELECTION
3/17/1986 B022 ^LEGISLATOR JONES TO STEP DOWN
3/27/1986 BOll 12 LEGISLATORS WON'T SEEK RE-ELECTION
A/OA/1986 con PETITION PROBLEMS PUT PRESSURE ON LAWMAKERS
A/05/1986 C031 DEMOCRATS RUN FEWER CANDIDATES THAN GOP
A/20/1986 C051 SURVEY TALLIES LAWMAKERS' ATTENDANCE
A/29/1986 C016 2A-YEAR-0LD CAN RUN FOR HOUSE
5/06/1986 C012 LEGISLATORS FAVOR MICKELSON, SURVEY SHOWS
6/19/1986 con LEGISLATORS VIE FOR HOUSE LEADER SPOT
8/07/1986 C013 3 INDEPENDENTS TO RUN FOR STATE LEGISLATURE
9/0A/1986 C021 HOWARD MINISTER ANNOUNCES CANDIDACY
9/10/1986 B015 VETERAN LAWMAKER HAROLD SIEH DIES
9/29/1986 C022 LAWMAKER'S DEATH RECASTS RACE
11/05/1986 C015 DEMOCRATS RELISH FEATS OF STRENGTH
11/06/1986 C015 REPUBLICANS RETAIN CONTROL OF HOUSE, SENATE
11/07/1986 C022J HERE ARE LATEST STATEHOUSE RETURNS
11/13/1986 A081 LAWMAKERS FACE THEIR FIRST BIG CHALLENGE (ED)
11/13/1986 COIA KIT'S A NEW GAME IN PIERRE
n/lA/1986 C012 KDEMOCRATS PICK MCKELLIPS
11/16/1986 C012 KGOP PICKS ANDERSON AS SPEAKER
11/16/1986 C015 KDUXBURY TO LEAD LARGER MINORITY
11/23/1986 E021 KLAMMERS--NEW ROLE HUMBLING
12/02/1986 C023 RECOUNT MAKES IT OFFICIAL
12/03/1986 BOIA KSF LEGISLATORS PREPARE FOR '87 SESSION
12/03/1986 B021 KSTENSLAND, KUHLER CONFIRMED AS WINNERS
12/05/1986 A016 PARTIES CONSIDER LEADERS
12/12/1986 C012 MOST GOP LAWMAKERS BACK BUDGET
12/19/1986 C021 COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS COMING
12/23/1986 C015 NICOLAY WINS TOP HOUSE POSITION
12/2A/1986 B014 HOUSE MINORITY LEADER, SPEAKER SPAR
12/25/1986 B025 DEMOCRATIC HOUSE WILL HELP FARMERS
12/29/1986 B032 WHEN CITY LAWMAKERS' TERMS EXPIRE
1/02/1987 C021 GOP LAWMAKERS AVAILABLE ON TOLL-FREE NUMBER
1/04/1987 B016 MOST LAWMAKERS BACK AGE CHANGE
1/05/1987 C012 KLEGISLATURE ON MICKELSON STYLE
1/11/1987 C043 SD'S VETERAN LEGISLATORS
1/13/1987 A012 24 LAWMAKERS GREET 1ST DAY
1/15/1987 B041 LAWMAKERS TO SEE BOMBER'S ARRIVAL
1/25/1987 A081 LEGISLATORS BEING ASKED TO SHOW COURAGE (ED)
1/25/1987 C012 KLAWMAKER--LOTTERY LIKELY
1/26/1987 A014 KBELL GIVES TO LAWMAKERS
2/01/1987 C015 KLEGISLATORS DISCUSS PCB BILL DURING COFFEE
2/10/1987 A052 KCALL HER SEN MARIE
2/10/1987 C021 SENATE OK'S PLAN FOR LONGER LAWMAKER TERMS
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2/15/1987 C0I2 ^LAWMAKERS TALK TAXES IN FORUM
2/17/1987 A081 LEGISLATORS DESERVE THANKS CD
2/23/1987 A081 KUDOS FOR GOOD ATTENDANCE (ED)
3/02/1987 C015 *FRESHMAN SENATOR CHARGES HEADFIRST INTO CONTROVERSY
3/05/1987 con SENATE NIXES PAV-RAISE PLAN
3/11/1987 A085 LAWMAKERS THANKED FOR EFFORT CD
3/12/1987 B012 ^LEGISLATURE KIND TO THE ARTS
A/01/1987 B031 KNICOLAY ADJUSTS TO POSITION OF LEGISLATIVE POWER
4/26/1987 BB31 56SPEAKER MAKES HISTORY
4/26/1987 BB31 *4-TERM BROOKINGS LEGISLATOR
4/29/1987 B012 CLASH ON DEREGULATION PANEL
4/29/1987 B031 21 LAWMAKERS HONORED FOR VOTING RECORDS
5/20/1987 A015 LAWMAKERS AIR SUPPORT FOR MORRELL WORKERS
8/04/1987 con ANDERSON SELECTED AS TOP LEGISLATOR
8/08/1987 C016 SENATOR MAY RESIGN, SOURCES SAY
8/12/1987 B012 TAYLOR NAMED TO LEGISLATURE
8/13/1987 C015 ^DEMOCRATS DIDN'T RELAY W1SHES--M1CKELS0N
8/29/1987 C012 ^TRACTOR ACCIDENT KILLS LAWMAKER
9/13/1987 C074 ^LAWMAKER TO SERVE TIME FOR DWl
11/21/1987 con GOVERNOR PICKS NEW LEGISLATORS
12/03/1987 C015 ^LAWMAKERS RUN FOR LEADERSHIP SPOT IN HOUSE
12/22/1987 C015 ^LEGISLATOR DEFENDS INVOLVEMENT WITH UNIFICATION
12/29/1987 A081 DEMOCRAT WOULD CUT SOME CITIZENS' RIGHTS CD
1/03/1988 C012 ^LEGISLATIVE LINEUP
1/05/1988 C012 DISLIKE SALES TAX PLAN FOR EDUCATION
1/07/1988 C012 ^LAWMAKERS EXPRESS CONCERNS
1/08/1988 C041 PARTIES SPLIT OVER HOG FARM ISSUE
1/11/1988 C015 XWOFFORD REFUSES TO LET CONTROVERSY AFFECT
1/16/1988 C012 ^LAWMAKER PUT LASTING MARK
1/17/1988 B023 HOW TO REACH LEGISLATORS
1/23/1988 con LEGISLATORS TO MEET WITH PUBLIC IN CITY
1/31/1988 B033 3fLAWMAKERS POSTPONE VOTE ON PAY RAISE
2/03/1988 B016 LAWMAKERS SAY TIMING BAD TO VOTE FOR RAISE
2/05/1988 C023 MISCHIEVOUS LAWMAKERS STILL PULL TRICKS
2/06/1988 A081 LEG1SLAT0RS--1NCREASE IN PAY OK (ED)
2/12/1988 C012 PlRANHA-LlKE QUALITIES IN LAWMAKERS
2/13/1988 C012 LEGISLATORS' LAST DAY IN '76
2/14/1988 B032 *BATTLE OVER HANDLING OF PROTECTION LAW
2/15/1988 A102 LAWMAKERS DON'T NEED RAISE (L)
2/20/1988 C012 LITTLE INTEREST FOR lO-YEAR-OLD
2/20/1988 C016 *ELMER BIETZ WORKS FOR HIS CONSTITUENTS
2/22/1988 A014 LEGISLATOR KEEPS HOUSE ON ITS TOES
2/22/1988 A084 LEGISLATORS INSENSITIVE (L)
2/25/1988 C041 SENATE WON'T INCREASE PAY FOR LAWMAKERS
2/29/1988 C021 ^fDEMOCRATS HOPE TO WIN OPEN SEATS
3/10/1988 con 5CKNUTS0N TO SEEK RE-ELECTION TO HOUSE
3/14/1988 con LEGISLATORS TO TAKE QUESTIONS ON SHOW
3/17/1988 con CITY LAWMAKERS TO SPEAK AT FORUM
3/18/1988 C031 SENATORS RUN FOR RE-ELECTION
3/20/1988 C012 36LOCAL LAWMAKERS SPONSOR 134 BILLS
3/20/1988 C012 AREA LEGISLATORS DON'T OPERATE AS BLOC
3/21/1988 C021 INDIAN LEAVES LEGACY IN SENATE
3/25/1988 AlOl A CHANCE TO UPGRADE DELEGATION (ED)
4/02/1988 C04I PETITIONS FOR LEGISLATIVE SEATS DUE TUESDAY
4/03/1988 An5 LAWMAKER EDITORIAL ASSAILED (L)
4/06/1988 B012 97 LEGISLATIVE BALLOT SPOTS
4/07/1988 C012 LEGISLATIVE FILING ENDS
4/09/1988 C012 12 FACE NO OPPOSITION
4/22/1988 C012 LAWMAKERS PUSH FOR TAX DATA REPORT
4/26/1988 C015 1990 CENSUS LIKELY TO GIVE SEATS
5/01/1988 N061 (SEC GG) ^WRANGLING WAS HOUSE LEADER'S SPECIALTY
5/11/1988 B012 ^OFFICIALS CONFIDENT NICOLAY CAN JUGGLE JOBS
5/27/1988 A102 ARE VOTES UP FOR SALE (L)
5/29/1988 B016 ONIDA FARMER FACES HARDING IN PRIMARY
6/03/1988 C012 *HOUSE CANDIDATES SAY TAX ISSUES IMPORTANT
6/04/1988 C012 SHOULD READ OPEN MEETING LAW
6/08/1988 B014 *SENATE REPUBLICAN LEADER SURVIVES CLOSE ELECTION
6/24/1988 C015 *TEACHER PAY STUCK AT BOTTOM
7/27/1988 B015 3 DEMOCRATS ABANDON HOUSE RACE
7/28/1988 C012 *1990 CENSUS WILL FORCE REDESIGN
8/04/1988 con CANDIDATE TO RUN AS INDEPENDENT
8/08/1988 con CITY YOUTH TO WORK AT GOP CONVENTION
8/10/1988 BOll 3 DEMOCRATS PICKED FOR LEGISLATIVE RACES
8/21/1988 C012 *STATE LEGISLATURE TO ONE HOUSE
8/29/1988 C012 TAX MEASURE NOT POPULAR AMONG CANDIDATES
9/05/1988 C033 ^LAWYERS IN STATE LEGISLATURES
10/03/1988 con LEGISLATURE TO HONOR ITS FORMER MEMBERS
10/16/1988 B012 *BROWN COUNTY CHOICE--LAMONT OR HERSETH
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10/16/1988 BD12 AREA DEMOCRATS LOOKING FOR RECOGNITION, VOTES
10/19/1988 C023 KNICOLAY'S TWO JOBS CONFLICT
10/29/1988 C012 INDEPENDENTS COULD DECIDE CODINGTON RACE
11/03/1988 BOll DEMOCRATS RUNNING FOR LEGISLATURE RALLY
11/04/1988 C012 3CSENATE RACE PITS NEWCOMER, VETERAN
11/09/1988 C012 ^DEMOCRATS REMAIN HOPEFUL OF SENATE GAINS
11/09/1988 COIS *PAM NELSON HOLDS DISTRICT 11 LEAD
11/09/1988 C042 SD DEMOCRATS SCORE
11/10/1988 A012 DEMOCRATS MUST MAKE MOST OF LEGISLATIVE GAINS
11/10/1988 C012 DUKAKIS' FINISH MAY HELP OTHERS
11/12/1988 C031 STATE'S YOUNGEST LEGISLATOR
11/16/1988 C016 DEMOCRATS CHOOSE LEADERS
11/18/1988 C012 LAMMERS EXPECTED TO LEAD HOUSE GOP
11/19/1988 coil DEMOCRATS PASS TWO RESOLUTIONS
11/20/1988 E016 LAMMERS RETAINS GOP POST
12/04/1988 E015 *SHANARD CHOSEN AS SENATE MAJORITY LEADER
12/05/1988 C016 *HARD1NG SIZES UP HIS LOSS
12/10/1988 C023 DEMOCRATS GAIN IN STATE HOUSES
12/22/1988 coil LAWMAKER WANTS LIMIT ON TERMS
12/28/1988 AlOl LIMIT TERMS OF MEMBERS OF CONGRESS, LEGISLATURE CED)
1/02/1989 C012 LEGISLATORS BACK TAX FREEZE PLAN
1/03/1989 C012 FEW LEGISLATORS FAVOR INCOME TAX
1/04/1989 C023 AREA LEGISLATORS WARY OF PROPERTY TAX FREEZE
1/07/1989 C012 56RAN CLEAN HOUSE FOR DEMOCRATS IN '73-'74
1/08/1989 A092 LAWMAKERS POOR MANAGERS (L)
1/11/1989 A041 OLD-TIMERS RECALL 'WILD DAYS' IN PIERRE
1/12/1989 C051 HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES S MEMBERS OF SENATE
1/12/1989 C053 PARTY FEUD TAKES TO FLOOR IN HOUSE
1/13/1989 A015 PROPOSES RAISING SALES TAX TO CUT PROPERTY TAX
^ "1/14/1989 C012 DEMOCRATS LOSE FIGHT FOR MORE POWER
1/14/1989 C012 TRUST BROKEN AS REPORTERS BARRED FROM CAUCUS
1/15/1989 A012 DEMOCRATS--GOP SWIPES THEIR IDEAS
1/22/1989 B012 CITIZENS, LOCAL LEGISLATORS MEET TO DISCUSS
1/23/1989 B023 ^LEGISLATOR READY FOR WORK AFTER SURGERY
1/24/1989 C013 PANEL URGES LIMIT ON TERMS IN CONGRESS
1/26/1989 A084 LAWMAKERS SERVE ALL (L)
1/29/1989 C061 LEGISLATORS RUSH TO BEAT FILING DEADLINE
1/31/1989 C012 NAME TROUBLES PLAGUE LAWMAKERS
2/04/1989 C012 ^LAWMAKERS UNANIMOUS TRAIT
2/05/1989 A091 KWHO'S HOT IN LEGISLATURE
2/07/1989 C012 RULES THAT GOVERN LEGISLATORS AREN'T IN
2/07/1989 C022 MEASURE APPROVED TO DOUBLE TERMS
2/07/1989 C026 ELECTRONIC POKER DRAWS HOUSE MEMBER'S FIRE
2/09/1989 B012 TAKING A CONSTANT VIEW
2/11/1989 coil LEGISLATORS HOLDING LOCAL MEETINGS TODAY
2/12/1989 E012 FORUM CHANGES PLEASE LEGISLATOR
2/12/1989 E041 HOUSE PANEL REJECTS MOVE TO LIMIT TERMS
2/13/1989 A084 COLUMN NEEDS EXPLANATION (L)
2/13/1989 B021 KJUDGE ADJUSTS TO HIS NEW ROLE
2/14/1989 C012 LEGISLATOR'S REASONABLENESS DECIDED BY HIS PEERS
2/17/1989 C014 WHAT ARE YOU IF YOU'RE BOTH
2/18/1989 coil LAST LEGISLATIVE COFFEE THIS MORNING
2/19/1989 C012 KSIOUX FALLS' FRESHMEN LAWMAKERS LEARN
2/19/1989 C014 LEGISLATIVE COFFEE LOOKS AT FREEZE
2/19/1989 C091 CAUCUS LETS LAWMAKERS SHARE PRAYERS
2/22/1989 C015 DENTAL WORK FAILS TEST OF SENATE FLOOR
2/24/1989 C012 LEGISLATORS TURN CHILDREN FOR A DAY
2/26/1989 A091 DEMOCRATS' MATURITY SLIPS CD
2/26/1989 C015 GOVERNOR'S CONTROL STYMIES DEMOCRATS
3/03/1989 C012 WASHINGTON L1FE--ANDERS0N HOPES NOT
3/03/1989 C023 *T1ME OUT
3/11/1989 C016 EX-HOUSE HOPEFUL PUSHED FOR VACANCY
3/16/1989 A015 PIONEER LAWMAKER GLADYS PYLE DIES
3/21/1989 C013 TAX PANEL SLIGHTS SIOUX FALLS
4/02/1989 E016 LEGISLATORS DO FINE FOR BOTTOM LINE
4/05/1989 A016 STATE SENATOR TO JOIN BUSH STAFF
4/13/1989 A015 ^GOVERNOR NAMES THREE TO FILL VACANCIES
4/28/1989 C012 ^LEGISLATORS TO EXAMINE MEDICAL SCHOOL
5/07/1989 A134 GOVERNOR'S PICK DISAPPOINTS CD
7/05/1989 C012 LAWMAKERS PLEDGE ALLEGIANCE TO FLAG
7/16/1989 A131 ^BETWEEN LEGISLATURE AND ATTORNEY GENERAL RACE
7/30/1989 EOll 13 LAWMAKERS GAIN PERFECT SCORE
8/25/1989 A085 TO REVIEW SD LAW THAT FREED SOLEM
9/04/1989 B024 PARTIES, SOCIALS DURING SESSIONS INTRUDE ON TIME
9/23/1989 C012 HAYTl FARMER APPOINTED TO STATE HOUSE
10/01/1989 F012 LEGISLATORS FORECAST TOUGHER RECYCLING REQUIREMENTS
10/18/1989 A012 REDISTRICTING ADDS SIOUX FALLS SENATOR
10/24/1989 C021 LAWMAKERS MUST CUT BACK IN TRAVEL
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10/28/1989 A015
11/29/1989 coil
12/10/1989 DOll
12/15/1989 C0A3
12/28/1989 BOll
1/01/1990 B012
1/01/1990 B023
1/02/1990 A083
1/02/1990 C012
1/03/1990 C021
1/06/1990 A083
l/l«i/1990 FOll
1/19/1990 C016
1/21/1990 FOll
1/26/1990 C016
1/28/1990 B016
2/01/1990 C012
2/0^/1990 COIZ
2/05/1990 B012
2/05/1990 B015
2/06/1990 C012
2/11/1990 A014
2/16/1990 C012
2/20/1990 C015
2/21/1990 C015
2/23/1990 C015
3/13/1990 C022
3/16/1990 A081
1 3/18/1990 A09<i
' 4/0^/1990 COAl
A/05/1990 C021
4/07/1990 coil
4/27/1990 C026
5/06/1990 CC07
5/13/1990 A115
5/24/1990 A086
5/31/1990 C033
6/01/1990 C012
6/03/1990 B012
6/03/1990 B061
6/08/1990 A103
6/11/1990 C015
7/19/1990 C016
8/02/1990 coil
8/18/1990 A012
8/19/1990 E012
9/24/1990 C012
9/25/1990 C021
9/30/1990 C016
10/09/1990 -A084
10/09/1990 coil
10/10/1990 C033
10/16/1990 A081
10/18/1990 A086
10/24/1990 C012
10/28/1990 A015
11/07/1990 A012
11/08/1990 A012
11/08/1990 A012
11/11/1990 E031
11/17/1990 B012
11/18/1990 E012
12/01/1990 coil
12/02/1990 0036
12/10/1990 C041
12/11/1990 A104
12/17/1990 C015
12/18/1990 C015
12/19/1990 C012
12/20/1990 C015
1/04/1991 C033
1/05/1991 C031
1/05/1991 C034
1/10/1991 C032
1/10/1991 C033
1/12/1991 C012
1/13/1991 FOll
1/14/1991 A083
LEGISLATORS BACK BILL TO BAN LANDFILLS
MICKELSON NAMES BROOKINGS' ROE TO HOUSE
UNDERWRITERS WILL HOST LEGISLATORS
LABILITY TO CALL SPECIAL SESSIONS
STATE LEGISLATORS ON PUBLIC TV SHOW
LAWMAKERS CAREFUL ON TAXES
TAX SURVEY OF LEGISLATORS
KHEALTHY LEADERSHIP NEEDS TURNOVER
LEGISLATORS DON'T FORESEE INCOME TAX
P0LL--MAJ0R1TY WANT HELP FOR SCHOOLS
XHIGH TURNOVER MAKES LIMITED TERMS UNNECESSARY
LEGISLATORS TUNED TO TV NEWS
ND WOES RELIEF TO LAWMAKERS
3CH0W TO BRING THE HOUSE DOWN
SUMMER ISSUES REVEALED THROUGH CALLS
GET SOME TAX ADVICE IN BRANDON VISIT
MAKE LIGHT OF SOME SERIOUS BUSINESS
LEGISLATORS DISAGREE OVER AMENDMENT
*FAV0R1TE BOOK SIGNED BY HOUSE HERO
*NEW LAWMAKERS REFLECT ON THEIR DEBUT
FORMER LEGISLATORS TAKE SEATS
'90 LAWMAKERS GET PERSONAL
LEGISLATORS USE HUMOR TO REACH COMPROMISE
SESSION ALMOST STARTS WITHOUT DEMOCRATS
3«MEANS WON'T RUN AGAIN
BONES PRACTICES AS TV CAMERAMAN
LEGISLATIVE RACES DRAW FEW PETITIONS
LEGISLATORS SHOULD BE MORE ASSERTIVE (ED)
*SURPR1SE ENTRIES MAKE RACES INTERESTING
STATE LEGISLATURE RACES TAKE SHAPE
CANDIDATE ROUNDUP
3 MORE IN RUNNING FOR LEGISLATURE
LEGISLATORS GET DEATH, INJURY POLICY
JCFATHERHOOD BRINGS NEW LOOK
LEGISLATORS DON'T DESERVE INSURANCE (L)
FIND OUT WHERE YOUR CANDIDATE STANDS (L)
FEWER FARMERS FOUND IN STATE LEGISLATURE
MAILING IS SMEAR CAMPAIGN
13 LEGISLATORS FACE PRIMARY OPPOSITION
EACH DISTRICT PICKS 3 CANDIDATES
KCENSUS OFFERS CHANCE TO SWITCH
KPANEL FINISHES WORK ON NEW WASTE RULES
GAMBLING PROPOSAL DISCUSSED
*NEW EFFINGTON REP BARTNIK DIES OF CANCER
RESTRUCTURING MUST BE FAIR
POLITICAL DATA WON'T AFFECT REDISTRICTING
BUSINESS GROUPS PUSHING AMENDMENT
AMENDMENT BACKERS KICK OFF CAMPAIGN
JCAUSTAD--REDUCE LEGISLATURE
SD SHOULD REDUCE NUMBER OF LAWMAKERS (L)
CANDIDATE SLAMS IDEA OF LEGISLATIVE CUTS
XKELLOGG, KUMM AGREE ON A LOT
FEWER LAWMAKERS COULD BE BETTER (ED)
LIMIT LEGISLATORS TO 6 YEARS IN OFFICE (L)
LAWMAKERS DEBATE MERITS OF AMENDMENTS C, E
LEGISLATORS OPPOSE ABORTION, RAISING SALES TAX
XGOP'S LEGISLATIVE GRIP THREATENED
EQUALITY NEW TO SD SENATE
^(RECORD 27 WOMEN IN SD
LEGISLATORS MEET WITH USD STAFF
POTENTIAL LEADERS GO HEAD TO HEAD
^REPUBLICANS, DEMOCRATS RE-ELECT STATE LEADERS
LEGISLATORS WILL HOLD PRIORITY MEETING
XSHANARD--JOB ISN'T DESIRABLE
KUNDERT MOVES BACK INTO POLITICAL ARENA
LEGISLATORS' BILL SQUELCHED FREEDOM (L)
*SENATE VETERAN ISN'T CLOSING DOOR ON POLITICS
56TIMMER LOSES CHAIRMANSHIP
BOARD BACKS EXTRA MONEY FOR EXPENSES
DEMOCRATS' SPACE REQUEST FALLS ON DEAF EARS
LAWMAKER WARY OF NEW TAXES
LAWMAKERS UNCERTAIN ON FUTURE PRISON CONSTRUCTION
KNEW NAMES
VOTE CONFIRMS HOOD AS HOUSE SPEAKER
LAWMAKERS COAST IN EARLY SESSIONS
37 LAWMAKERS VOICE SUPPORT FOR LONETREE
KSOLUTION IS NOT FOUND QUICKLY, EASILY
LIMIT LEGISLATORS' TERMS TO 12 YEARS (L)
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I/I8/199I 0033 *SD LAWMAKERS PAUSE, PONDER WAR
1/20/I99I E0I6 SF LAWMAKERS AIR VIEWS
1/20/1991 E053 XGULF WAR DIVIDES LEGISLATURE'S ATTENTION
I/2I/I99I BOAl 5CH0USE SPEAKER HAD SIGHTS SET ON JOB
2/0I/I991 A096 LEGISLATIVE MEETING FORMAT FLAWED (L)
2/03/I99I A08I DOUBLING LAWMAKERS TERMS WOULD IMPROVE EFFICIENCY
2/03/I99I E0I2 ^MOVING UP AT THE CAPITOL
2/0A/199I con SPECIAL RATES OFFERED TO LAWMAKERS ON AIRLINE
2/06/1991 A07I DEMOCRATIC SENATORS WELCOME VOTERS' CALLS (L)
2/09/I99I A0I5 NERVOUS FINGERS GO ASTRAY DURING VOTE
2/II/I99I con SERVICE TO REMEMBER DECEASED LAWMAKERS
2/11/1991 C0I3 MAKE NO BONES ABOUT IT--EX-SENATOR
2/17/1991 AA12 WHERE LEGISLATORS STAND
2/17/1991 E036 CAPITOL CAFE HOT SPOT FOR LAWMAKERS
2/18/I99I A081 LET YOUR LEGISLATORS KNOW HOW YOU FEEL (ED)
2/20/1991 C033 HOUSE REJECTS LEGISLATIVE-TERM LIMITS
2/2A/I99I FOII KPAPA JOE'S LOSSES WERE RARE INDEED
2/25/I99I B0I2 FOUR HOUSE MEMBERS RENEW TEACHING TIES
2/25/I99I B03I ^LEGISLATORS PUT 'REAL' JOBS ON HOLD
2/26/I99I A022 WHERE THEY STAND
2/28/1991 A022 HOW THE SD HOUSE VOTED
3/0I/199I C013 KFINE LINE DIVIDES LEADERS' FRIENDSHIP, FURY
3/02/1991 con DEMOCRATS LEARN WISDOM OF STAYING OUT
3/03/1991 C015 5CL0CAL DELEGATION IS NO POWERHOUSE
3/0A/I991 A081 SESSION PRODUCES RISING STARS, DUDS (ED)
3/10/1991 A091 WOMEN LAWMAKERS LASHED BY EDITORIAL (L)
3/13/1991 C014 LAWMAKERS TO TALK TAXES ON DC TRIP
3/21/1991 C012 KPAISLEY'S SWING VOTE FRUSTRATES GOP
3/29/19S1 A103 TALK WITH LEGISLATOR IS A DISAPPOINTMENT (L)
A/10/1991 C016 LEGISLATORS TO CONSIDER A DAY WEEK
A/13/1991 A083 ESTATE LEGISLATORS ENACTED MANY ENLIGHTENED MEASURES
A/18/1991 C033 LAWMAKERS TO STUDY FOUR-DAY WEEK
A/22/1991 C0I2 GET FINANCIAL PINCH FROM LOW WAGES
A/25/1991 C033 56PARTIES SPLIT ON INDIAN RESERVATION
A/27/1991 C03I ^LEADERS MULL CHANGES IN LAWMAKING SESSION
5/0I/I99I AIOA STATE LEGISLATORS NEED TO IMPROVE PERFORMANCE (L)
5/I2/I991 C033 FARM GROUP GIVES TOP SCORE TO lA LAWMAKERS
6/03/1991 A103 J6LAWMAKER-MAY0R ROLE COULD ENSURE HEARING FOR NEEDS
6/06/1991 C02A FARMER-LEGISLATORS TO BE HONORED AT FAIR
6/07/1991 C0I2 KNELSON--FILLING 2 POSTS ADVANTAGEOUS
7/11/1991 C0I2 *GROUP STARTS PETITION TO LIMIT TERMS
7/I8/I99I A08I ^PUBLIC OPINIONS--SHOULD TERMS BE LIMITED BY LAW
7/2I/I99I A081 VOTERS CAN SHORTEN SERVICE OF LEGISLATORS (ED)
7/25/I99I AIOA LIMITED TERMS WOULD BRING FRESH IDEAS (L)
8/06/1991 C012 LEGISLATURE TOPS REGION IN TURNOVER
8/07/1991 A081 TERM-LIMIT MEASURE MERITS BALLOT SPOT (ED)
8/09/1991 A102 LIMIT TERMS TO KEEP GOVERNMENT IN TOUCH (L)
8/I0/199I C0I2 2 LEGISLATORS WANT APOLOGY
8/11/1991 AlIl WE NEED NOT LIMIT TERMS OF LEADERS (L)
8/I5/I99I C0I2 LEGISLATORS BLAST BACK AT COUNTY
8/23/1991 A0I2 BATTLE LINES DRAWN ON REDISTRICTING
9/25/1991 con TERM-LIMIT PETITION DRIVE HALFWAY FULL
9/26/I99I C021 UPDATED LEGISLATIVE LISTING AVAILABLE
9/29/1991 C012 FEW AWARE OF REDISTRICTING SESSION
10/02/1991 A012 KSHANARD'S INTEREST IN RESORT INVESTIGATED
10/02/1991 A103 SUPPORT SOUGHT FOR TERM LIMITS
10/03/1991 A081 KPUBLIC OPINIONS--LIMIT THE NUMBER OF YEARS
10/03/1991 C012 XO'CONNER CALLS FOR SHANARD TO RESIGN
10/12/1991 B016 TERM-LIMITING PETITIONS GO WELL
10/18/1991 A016 CONGRESS ACTIONS FUEL TERM-CUTTING DRIVE
11/01/1991 A081 LAWMAKERS GIVE REASON FOR LIMITED TERMS (L)
11/02/1991 C032 XNEARLY 30,000 SIGN FOR TERM LIMITS
11/07/1991 C016 56TERM-LIMIT MOVEMENT SWEEPS SD
11/08/1991 C012 KMINER SEEKS TAX ROLLBACK FUND FOR COUNTIES
11/09/1991 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
11/09/1991 C035 CATCH-UP PAY RAISES FOR ELECTED OFFICIALS
n/IO/1991 EOII TERM LIMIT PROPOSAL MAKES 1992 BALLOT
11/12/1991 C012 LAWMAKERS WANT ETHICS PANEL
11/15/1991 C033 LEGISLATORS REJECT 4-DAY WORK WEEK
11/16/1991 B014 MUNSON REAPS WRONG REWARD
11/17/1991 E016 TERM LIMITS ON LINE
n/22/1991 C0I5 KNICKEL IS GOING RATE FOR LEGISLATOR TRIPS
11/25/1991 C032 LEGISLATORS PROPOSE SPECIAL-SESSION PAY
n/27/1991 C032 ^LAWMAKERS FIGHT OVER MENDING OWN MISTAKE
11/29/1991 C032 PLAN TO BOOST LEGISLATORS' PAY NOT LIKELY TO PASS
12/16/1991 A081 WHY HAVE WOLVES GUARD HENHOUSE (ED)
12/29/1991 F012 CALL FOR GAMBLING REVENUE REVIEW
1/06/1992 CQ12 56SENATOR DREAMS OF SPENDING RETIREMENT IN PARIS
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1/19/1992 coil ^WITHOUT MORT, HOUSE SHORT OF COLORFUL WIT
1/23/1992 AG7A LEGISLATORS, SHRINERS CLOWN AROUND
1/30/1992 con SF LEGISLATORS TO SPEAK AT FORUM
2/04/1992 C012 *M0BR1DGE SENATOR ENJOYS 'VISITING' WITH COLLEAGUES
2/06/1992 C031 LAWMAKERS TO SPEAK AT LAKE ANDES FORUM
2/07/1992 A081 THERE'S STILL TIME TO HAVE YOUR SAY CED)
2/16/1992 F021 KELLOGG TO RUN AGA1N--1N A NEW DISTRICT
2/16/1992 GOll *AT CAPITOL, SOME THINGS NEVER CHANGE
2/17/1992 C012 ^FRIENDSHIPS TOP OTHER ACC0MPL1SHMENTS--HUNT
2/17/1992 C032 ^LAWMAKER MAINTAINS FAMILY TRADITION
2/21/1992 C035 *RASMUSSEN APOLOGIZES, DEFENDS RIGHT TO QUESTION
2/24/1992 C033 A LITTLE LAUGHTER GOES A LONG WAY
2/27/1992 con LAWMAKERS PAY RAISE FAILS IN SD HOUSE
2/29/1992 C012 LAST-MINUTE SCRAMBLING LEAVES SOME OUT IN HALLS
3/02/1992 C014 TO GIVE UP REINS AFTER 1992 SESSION
3/03/1992 C013 KHEIDEPRIEM LEADS LEGISLATIVE TURNOVER
3/07/1992 C012 ARREST MAY BECOME ELECTION ISSUE
3/10/1992 A012 HARRIS SETS SIGHTS ON PIERRE
3/10/1992 A015 COURT UPHOLDS TERM LIMITS
3/11/1992 A091 REPUBLICAN LEGISLATORS BENDING CONSTITUTION (L)
3/13/1992 A103 LEGISLATORS RIGHT BY CONSIDERING SUIT (L)
3/13/1992 C012 XPOPPEN TO RETIRE AFTER '92 SESSION
3/15/1992 A015 SF HOME TO 15 LAWMAKERS
3/15/1992 A041 *HERE ARE THE BILLS AREA LEGISLATORS SPONSORED
3/15/1992 A051 LAWMAKING POWER SHIFTS EAST
3/16/1992 C012 KHOG-FARM DEBATE HIGH POINT FOR LEGISLATOR
3/17/1992 con HOUSE SPEAKER HOOD NOT RUNNING AGAIN
3/24/1992 C032 KTO RETIRE 18-YEAR LEGISLATIVE CAREER
3/29/1992 F012 1 IN 5 WILL BE NEW TO HOUSE OR SENATE IN '93
4702/1992 A014 3fLAWMAKER CALLS IT QUITS
4/02/1992 C012 *GABR1EL TOPS SHORT LIST TO REPLACE LAMMERS
4/07/1992 C012 RETURNED PETITION IRKS CANDIDATE
4/08/1992 C032 LEGISLATIVE PARTIES IRK SOME LAWMAKERS
4/08/1992 C041 200 VIE FOR LEGISLATIVE SEATS
4/08/1992 C041 SD LEGISLATIVE CANDIDATES LISTING
4/09/1992 C012 DEMOCRATS GRASP EARLY LEAD IN STATE SENATE BATTLE
4/13/1992 B021 ^CANDIDATES VIE FOR LEGISLATIVE POSTS
4/20/1992 B026 LAND VALUES POPULAR STUDY TOPIC
4/30/1992 B066 seCASELLl TOPS FARM GROUP VOTING CARD
5/01/1992 A015 LEGISLATIVE 'CLUBHOUSE' PLACE TO EAT--AND DRINK
5/02/1992 A012 CLUBHOUSE CALLED 'SCANDALOUS'
5/02/1992 C012 ALCOHOL LAW PUZZLES LAWMAKERS
5/05/1992 A012 LOBBYISTS PUT FOOD ON TABLE IN CLUBHOUSE
5/05/1992 A061 CAPITOL NO PLACE FOR BEER OR LIQUOR (EDD
5/17/1992 GOll 3€T0UGH TO CAST STONES FOR CAPITOL BEER
5/19/1992 A064 BEER-SlPPlNG LAWMAKERS NO PRIVILEGED CLASS (L)
5/19/1992 C012 *ETH1CS PANEL LOOKS TO FUTURE, NOT PAST
5/19/1992 C012 LEGISLATIVE CAMPAIGNS GETTING COSTLIER
5/20/1992 C024 ^CLUBHOUSE DISGUSTS GOP LAWMAKER
5/24/1992 A081 LOBBYISTS' MEAT DONATIONS DISTURBING (RC JOURNAL)
5/30/1992 A065 CAPITOL 'CLUBHOUSE' STORY WAS OVERBLOWN (L)
5/31/1992 A061 PAST EHTICAL ISSUES CANNOT BE IGNORED CED)
6/03/1992 A043 ABORTION BECOMES KEY FOR VOTERS
6/07/1992 Alls 'SILLY IDEAS' BORN IN CLUBHOUSE (L)
6/16/1992 C022 GROUP BACKS LOBBYIST REPORTING LAWS
6/21/1992 A103 LAWMAKERS' CLUBHOUSE COMMENTS OFFENSIVE (L)
6/21/1992 con CAPITOL CLUBHOUSE TO BE USED AS OFFICE
6/22/1992 A082 CLUBHOUSE COMMENTS MAKE LEADERS LOOK BAD (L)
6/24/1992 C014 LAWMAKERS LIMIT LIQUOR IN CAPITOL
6/25/1992 B012 ^LEGISLATORS JACK AROUND WITH BOOZE BAN
7/05/1992 A072 HEY SENATOR, HAVE A COLD ONE ON ME (L)
7/05/1992 A076 EASE UP ON SENATORS, THEY'RE NICE GUYS (L)
7/10/1992 C024 LAWMAKERS MULL ETHICS ISSUES
7/12/1992 F012 *MORE WOMEN AIM FOR STATEHOUSE
7/17/1992 AlOl LAWMAKERS SO PREDICTABLE CWATERTOWN PUBLIC)
7/31/1992 A012 *MUENSTER QUITS SENATE RACE
7/31/1992 B021 LEGISLATIVE HOPEFULS GET GOVENOR'S SUPPORT
8/08/1992 B015 STATEHOUSE A LEADER IN ELECTION TURNOVERS
8/11/1992 B012 COMMITTEE ALLOWED TO NAME CANDIDATE
8/15/1992 B012 LAWMAKER ETHICS PANEL ENDORSED
8/27/1992 B025 KEEP HUNTING LAWS SAME
9/10/1992 AlOl LAWMAKERS ARE GOOD CHOICES (L)
9/19/1992 C025 TERM LIMITS NOT HOT ISSUE YET IN STATE
9/24/1992 BOll TIMMER, CASELLl TO SPEAK ON TERM LIMITS
10/18/1992 A015 SENATE CONTROL AT STAKE
10/18/1992 A041 KKEY TO SD SENATE RACES
10/21/1992 B012 5CCLAUSSEN ATTACKS PAISLEY'S LEGISLATIVE RECORD
10/30/1992 B016 SHANARD FACES CLOSE COMPETITION
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11/04/1992 BGIl ^SENATE MAY SHIFT TO DEMOCRATS
1I/G5/I992 AG2I DEFEATED LEADER EVES BASS, GOLF
II/G5/I992 BG3I *SD HOUSE
II/G8/1992 AGI2 STATE VOTERS ELECT FEWER WOMEN
II/G8/1992 AG4I 36»93 STATE LEGISLATURE FAVORS ABORTION LIMITS
11/G8/1992 AG4I WINNERS BUCK NATIONAL TREND OF CHALLENGERS
I1/G8/1992 CG12 DEMOCRAT SENATE NOT NEW TO SD
II/lG/1992 BGI5 KDUXBURY KEEPS LEADERSHIP POST
11/11/1992 BG2I RETIRING LEGISLATORS TO BE HONORED
II/I5/I992 AG85 JONES WORKED HARD TO WIN DISTRICT RACE (L)
11/16/1992 A012 3«A COMEBACK
11/20/1992 A0I2 LAWMAKERS KEEP OWN SMOKING AREA IN CAPITOL
11/22/1992 FG22 BUSINESS LOBBY FACES DEMOCRATIC SENATE
11/23/1992 AG61 LEGISLATURE SETS TERRIBLE EXAMPLE (ED)
12/01/1992 A062 LEGISLATORS SHOULD JOIN SMOKING BAN (L)
12/02/1992 A031 ^MEDICAL SCHOOL QUESTIONED FOR ACCEPTING SWANGO"
12/02/1992 B016 KELLOGG BREAKS MALE DOMINANCE
12/10/1992 B022 NEW FACES FOR '93 LEGISLATIVE SESSION
12/12/1992 A012 ^BRANDON SENATOR'S PATH TO PIERRE CROSSES GRIDIRON
12/13/1992 A012 SF LEGISLATORS PLAN SCHOOL-AID FIGHT
12/16/1992 B015 KTO SHUT DOWN VIDEO LOTTERY GAMBLING
12/18/1992 BOll INDUSTRY GROUP PLANS TO AID LEGISLATORS
12/21/1992 A014 KSF LAWMAKERS CLAIM COMMITTEE SPOTS
12/23/1992 DOIl A CHANCE TO COMPARE NOTES
12/31/1992 B0I2 LEGISLATOR SAYS 'HOME ALONE' BILL NEEDED
1/10/1988 C0I2 BILLS FOLLOW INTRICATE PATH TO BECOME LAW
1/10/1988 C032 LEGISLATIVE TERMS
I/02/I982 BOII LAWMAKERS SAY SESSION WILL BE MARKED BY FRUGALITY
1/04/1982 A0I2 MONEY KEY ISSUE FACING LEGISLATURE
I/04/I982 B05I MINING/ TAX-REVISION BILLS PRE-FILED
I/05/I982 A0I2 LEGISLATURE OPENS TODAY--SO DOES POLITICAL SEASON
1/05/1982 C04I INFORMATION AVAILABLE ON LEGISLATURE
I/06/I982 A0I2 JANKLOW'S STATE OF STATE MESSAGE TELLS OF MONEY
I/06/I982 C041 DRUG PARAPHERNALIA BILL TO BE INTRODUCED
I/08/I982 C041 BILL RESTRICTS INMATES FROM PROFITING ON STORY
1/09/1982 BOll LEGISLATORS AVOID DIVISIVE ISSUES IN ELECTION YEAR
1/09/1982 BOll BILL WOULD ALLOW MINERAL EXPLORATION WITHOUT PERMITS
1/10/1982 BOll ONE BIG ISSUE, MANY SMALL ONES IN 1982
1/10/1982 B042 PAY RAISE UP BEFORE LEGISLATURE MONDAY
1/10/1982 B063 LOBBYISTS THRONG TO CAPITOL
I/1I/I982 C023 HOW TO SURVIVE THE LEGISLATIVE SESSION (SCHREINER)
I/I2/I982 C041 PANEL REJECTS JANKLOW'S PROPOSED EXPLORATION FEE
I/I2/I982 C041 LAWMAKERS CONSIDER CHANGING NAME OF COMMITTEE
1/12/1982 C041 COMMITTEE OKS ON SALES, USE TAX
1/13/1982 BOll PANEL OK'S LIQUOR BILL
1/13/1982 BOll BILL REMOVES BOND INTEREST LIMIT
1/13/1982 B041 BILL CALLS FOR REPORTS ON BONDING EXPERTS
1/13/1982 B042 64 NEW BILLS INCLUDE DWI, DRUG PROPOSALS
1/14/1982 A012 ^FUNDAMENTALISTS BACK CREATIONIST BILL
1/14/1982 BOll BILL TO TAX ADVERTISING KILLED IN COMMITTEE
1/14/1982 BOll LEGISLATURE--RAPE, SALES, BURIAL, FISHING BILLS
1/I4/I982 B013 HERE'S A LIST OF BILLS FILED SO FAR
1/15/1982 C041 LEGISLATURE--INTEREST, SPENDING CUTS, EXCISE TAX
1/15/1982 C041 LEGISLATIVE ACTION
1/16/1982 BOll BILL WOULD STOP SALES OF PARAPHERNALIA
1/16/1982 B013 HOMESTAKE OFFERS NEW TAX, PUC REJECTS MANDAN
1/16/1982 B041 BILL LOG
1/16/1982 B042 LAWMAKERS CLASH OVER SD PUBLIC TV
1/17/1982 BOll ETSI PIPELINE, FEDERAL FUNDING ON SPOTLIGHT
1/17/1982 B041 PLAN TO LEGALIZE GAMBLING AMONG 348 BILLS
I/I9/1982 con DEMOCRATS' BILLS TRY TO RESTRAIN POWER OF GOVERNOR
I/I9/1982 con HOUSE KILLS EXPLORATION FEE PLAN
I/I9/1982 C012 ONE-THIRD OF ALL BILLS INTRODUCED ON LAST DAY
I/19/I982 C0I2 COMMITTEE REJECT TO ALLOW 4-YEAR TERMS
1/I9/I982 C041 CONTRACTOR'S EXCISE TAX GETS SENATE APPROVAL
1/19/1982 C042 CATTLEMEN BACK STRAY ANIMAL BILL
1/20/1982 con FEDERAL GRANT AID CUTS WON'T REDUCE SERVICES
1/20/1982 C032 BILLS COULD BRING MORE STATE MONEY TO COUNTY
I/20/I982 C041 VENDING MACHINE TAX BILL KILLED
1/20/1982 C041 VENDING MACHINE, LIQUOR, AG FUEL, UNEMPLOYMENT BILLS
I/20/I982 C042 BILL REQUIRES ETSI TO GET SITING PERMIT
I/20/I982 C042 SEVEN NEW BILLS PUT 1982 TOTAL AT 577
1/21/1982 A015 MINING LAWS A FIGHT OVER LOCAL CONTROL
1/21/1982 D015 POWER PLANT ISSUE COMES BACK TO LIFE
I/2I/I982 D05I LAWMAKER PROPOSES APPOINTING PUC POSTS
I/22/I982 con BILL MAKES RECALL ELECTION EASIER
1/22/1982 con BILL WOULD REQUIRE REFERENDUM BEFORE BONDS
I/22/I982 C03I NURSING HOMES, DRUGS, FUEL, OTHER BILLS
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1/22/1982 DOll WETLANDS EASEMENTS FAIL TO APPEAR
1/23/1982 soil REGENTS URGE LEGISLATURE TO SAVE RADIO
1/23/1982 B033 PANEL GETS PRISON FUNDING MEASURE
1/23/1982 BOAl LIQUOR, SENATE DISTRICT, BOND, OTHER BILLS
1/23/1982 BOAS BILL DIGEST
1/24/1982 BOll WIGGLE ROOM IN STATE BUDGET HAS DROPPED
1/24/1982 B013 DRAMATIC ISSUES ABSENT FROM SESSION
1/25/1982 BD12 JOINT PANELS TO TAKE UP 15 WATER BILLS
1/26/1982 BD61 STATE FISH, RECALL, INMATE SUIT, REVENUE
1/26/1982 B063 HOUSE OK'S DRUG PARAPHERNALIA BILL
1/27/1982 B013 PANEL REJECTS BILL RESTRICTING ABORTIONS
1/27/1982 B021 MEET PRISON, DRUG AGENT NEEDS CED)
1/27/1982 B051 INTEREST RATE, STATE FISH, HOUSING BOND
1/28/1982 DOll JOB SECURITY OF STATE EMPLOYEES THREATENED
1/28/1982 D041 FLUORIDE, MANDAN, ENERGY, LIQUOR BILLS
1/28/1982 D064 VETS FIGHT BILL TO CHANGE DATE
1/29/1982 C051 CRIMINAL PLEA, ABORTION, 8 OTHER BILLS
1/30/1982 C031 MEMORIAL DAY, TAXES, POWERLINE BILLS
1/31/1982 B063 PANEL REJECTS BILLS LIMITING GOV'S POWER
2/01/1982 coil ^PARALYZED SF MAN LOBBIES TO LIVE ALONE
2/01/1982 C031 BILL WOULD LEAVE GAMBLING TO VOTERS
2/02/1982 coil 5CSF SENATOR HAS INTRODUCED 24 BILLS
2/03/1982 C015 PANEL PASSES TWO MEASURES
2/03/1982 C033 BILL REDUCING TAXES ON LAKE CABINS DIES
2/04/1982 DOll SPENDING CEILING MILLIONS SHORT
2/04/1982 D033 COMMITTEE KILLS CORPORATE PROFITS TAX BILL
2/04/1982 D042 KBILL CLOSES LOOPHOLE OPENING CHARTER BUS
2/04/1982 D051 BILL AUTHORIZING CENDAK GOES TO SENATE
2/05/1982 C012 LEGISLATORS PROPOSING A 'FARM OPEC
2/06/1982 ^031 LIQUOR,' POINT SYSTEM, MANDAN, GASOHOL
2/06/1982 B032 SENATE OKS CENDAK IRRIGATION PROJECT
2/07/1982 BOll DEMOCRATS--WANT TO POSTPONE SESSION
2/07/1982 B031 LAWMAKERS TO BRIEF HOMETOWN FOLKS (YEAGER)
2/09/1982 coil SENATE OK'S PLAN SETTING MINIMUM PRICES
2/10/1982 C061 SD HOUSE SAYS NO TO GAMBLING LEGISLATION
2/10/1982 C061 LAWMAKERS STUDY WORKFARE BEFORE DICISION
2/10/1982 C063 LOCAL GOVT AID PROGRAM WINS APPROVAL
2/11/1982 D014 DEMOCRATS WANT LAST DAY DELAYED
2/11/1982 D061 REORGANIZATION BILL GETS HOUSE OK
2/12/1982 DOll IRRIGATORS SAY WATER PERMIT TAX UNFAIR
2/13/1982 B041 FEB 26-27 FINAL DAYS OF LEGISLATURE
2/14/1982 B015 LAWMAKER WON'T SEEK NEW GAS TAX
2/14/1982 B061 ^LEGISLATORS CONFRONTED BY CONSTITUENTS
2/14/1982 B071 GRAIN MARKETING, DWI, MINING, GAMBLING BILLS
2/15/1982 A013 *SD MORAL ISSUES BEFORE LAWMAKERS
2/15/1982 coil LAWMAKERS TO TACKLE BIGGEST ISSUES
2/16/1982 coil PUC WANTS UTILITY TAX DOUBLED
2/16/1982 coil PANEL EXPECTED TO COMPLETE BUDGET-TRIMMING
2/16/1982 coil PLAN TO USE MEDICAID FUNDS FOR HANDICAPPED
2/16/1982 C013 LAWMAKERS CUT STATE HOSPITAL WELFARE BILL
2/17/1982 A014 SIOUX FALLS LOSES BONUS BOOZE BID
2/17/1982 coil COMMITTEE DEFEATS DRUG PARAPHERNALIA BILL
2/17/1982 C012 HANDICAPPED CARE CENTER PLAN DELAYED
2/17/1982 C013 RECORD STATE SPENDING EXPECTED
2/17/1982 C014 SHORTENED WELFARE OBLIGATION REJECTED
2/18/1982 DOll HOUSE APPROVES MINNESOTA AVE PARKING BILL
2/18/1982 D013 HOUSE OKS MINIMUM GRAIN PRICE PANEL
2/18/1982 D014 LEGISLATURE AGAINST NEW WATER TAXES
2/18/1982 D041 PLAN TO MOVE REDFIELD PATIENTS TO CENTERS
2/18/1982 D043 PANEL CUTS STATE WELFARE OBLIGATION
2/19/1982 A012 SD MAY GET INVOLVED IN WATER PROJECT
2/19/1982 coil BID TO DROP PAY RAISES FAILS
2/19/1982 C051 BILL EQUALIZES BARBER SHOP PAY
2/19/1982 C051 BILLS--CHILD ABUSE, TRAINING & VET SCHOOL
2/19/1982 C052 REPRESENTATIVES OK POWER LINE BILL
2/19/1982 C052 HOUSE APPROVES SPECIAL FUND FOR COUNTIES
2/20/1982 A012 SESSION ENDS, BUT WORK'S NOT DONE
2/20/1982 C053 JANKLOW SIGNS 91 BILLS, EVEN STATE FISH
2/21/1982 A012 IT REALLY WASN'T BORING
2/21/1982 B051 LAWMAKERS MAKE MAJOR CHANGES IN STATE LAWS
2/21/1982 B053 AS PREDICTED, MONEY MATTERS DOMINATED
2/22/1982 C021 BETTER LOBBY FOR HOSPITALS, PRISONS (ED)
2/22/1982 C061 PARTIAL LIST OF BILLS SIGNED INTO LAW
2/25/1982 D033 LAWMAKERS KEEP PROMISE, DON'T RAISE TAXES
2/26/1982 A015 LAWMAKERS FACE LENGTHY AGENDA
2/26/1982 coil ENERGY IMPACT FUND, MEDICAL TUITION WAIVER IN LIMBO
2/27/1982 A014 WATER-GRAIN DECISIONS FACE LEGISLATORS
2/27/1982 C014 LAWMAKERS GIVE SF POWER TO DECIDE MINN AVE PARKING
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2/28/1982 A012 SOUTH DAKOTA LAWMAKERS ADJOURN 1982 SESSION
2/28/1982 BOll PROPONENTS OF SPORTS COMPLEX THROW IN THE TOWEL
2/28/1982 BOll ALL 10 JANKLOW VETOES UPHELD
2/28/1982 B013 GAME WARDEN BILL GOES TO JANKLOW
3/03/1982 C021 $500 ERROR REMEDIED CED)
3/09/1982 A012 WHOLESALER BEER BILL DRAWS VETO FROM GOVERNOR
3/09/1982 B0A2 GOVERNOR'S SCORECARD--370 BILLS SIGNED, 11 VETOED
A/02/1982 C0A2 AT8T D1SMANTL1NG--B1G ISSUE FOR LAWMAKERS
6/06/1982 B021 INTERIM LEGISLATIVE STUDIES AID PROCESS (ED)
6/13/1982 COAX LEGISLATIVE PANELS IN HIGH GEAR
10/12/1982 C021 LATER STARTING DATE FOR SESSION (ED)
11/03/1982 coil GOP CONTROLS LEGISLATIVE RACES
ll/OA/1982 C016 GOP HOLDS 80 OF 150 SEATS IN LEGISLATURE
11/28/1982 E021 SPECIAL TRIP OFFERED TO VISIT LEGISLATURE
1/03/1983 coil SD LAWMAKERS RANK ISSUES FACING '83
1/05/1983 D021 LEGISLATORS' DESCRIPTION OF ISSUES (ED)
1/07/1983 BOll PLAN TO CUT FUNDS FOR 3 AGENCIES REJECTED
1/08/1983 C031 LAWMAKER PLANS NUKE FREEZE MEASURE
1/11/1983 AOIA MONEY TOP ISSUE OF 58TH LEGISLATURE
1/12/1983 DOIA DEMOS WORRY MORE ABOUT WHAT WASN'T SAID
1/12/1983 D031 BILLS FILED TUES FOR '83 LEGISLATURE
1/13/1983 C031 LEGISLATURE TO VOTE ON CLOSING DATE
l/lA/1983 B031 BILL WOULD INCREASE OFFICIALS' SALARIES
1/16/1983 C051 XREDISTRICTING MAY BE LEGISLATURE'S BIGGEST FIGHT
1/18/1983 B051 BILLS ON DOPE LAW, PRISON PLANNING FILED
1/21/1983 BOIA CLASH ABOUT HAY LOADS RESURFACES
1/21/1983 B053 DEMOCRATS BACK LOAN PROGRAMS
1/22/1983 BOll NUKE FREEZE RESOLUTION INTRODUCED
1/23/1983 C061 COULD YOU WRITE THAT IN PLAIN ENGLISH
^/23/1983-C083 LEGISLATORS DISCUSS TAXES, HWY IN 2ND WEEK
1/2A/1983 A012 SOME SAY ITS TIME TO FACE NUCLEAR ISSUE
1/27/1983 coil BILL RAISES MARRIAGE LICENSE FEE $15
1/27/1983 C016 REDISTRICTING BOUND TO BE A HOT POTATO
1/27/1983 C033 ^COMPROMISE BILL ON CHRISTIAN SCHOOLS PROPOSED
1/29/1983 B031 REPUBLICANS MAINTAIN SPENDING LEAD
1/29/1983 B051 KWOLLMAN--ECONOMY LIMITS LEGISLATORS
1/30/1983 C031 XFRESHMAN SENATOR FACES CHALLENGE YEAGER
1/31/1983 B015 ^MONTHLY SALES TAX
2/03/1983 C015 NOT ALL IS SERIOUS IN SENATE
2/0A/1983 B041 ^BEHIND THE LEGISLATIVE SCENES
2/0A/1983 coil INCOME TAX NOT AMONG REVENUE BILLS
2/0A/1983 C012 BILL FORCES CHANGES IN HAY RIG WEIGHT LIMITS
2/08/1983 COAl BUDGET DELAYED UNTIL TAX ISSUE RESOLVED
2/09/1983 C031 LEGISLATURE BUSINESS DAY IS FEB 17
2/10/1983 A012 COMMITTEE PREDICTS $7 A MILLION SHORTAGE
2/10/1983 DOAl *L1TTLE VISITORS
2/1A/1983 coil 3€MEN IN CHAMBER BACK KEEP ORDER IN LEGISLATURE
2/1A/1983 C013 LEGISLATURE TO DEBATE BANK PLANS, BALANCE BUDGET
2/17/1983 coil *BANK BILL, WITH CHANGES, GOES TO FULL HOUSE
2/18/1983 C013 ^YES CREDIT CARD TAX--NO SALES TAX
2/21/1983 BOll LAWMAKERS FACE LONG LIST OF BILLS
2/2A/1983 A012 MOVE OF MICHIGAN CREDIT OPERATION DEPENDS ON PASSAGE
2/2A/1983 C021 TIGHT BUDGET DOMINATES SD LEGISLATIVE ACTION (ED)
2/25/1983 coil 96HOUSE KILLS JANKLOW'S MINIMUM GRAIN PRICING BILL
2/26/1983 BOll HOUSE SPLITS SIOUX FALLS AREA INTO 5 SMALL DISTRICTS
2/26/1983 B02A TEACHER WANTS BILL NUMBERS INCLUDED IN STORIES (L)
2/27/1983 B021 SHIFTING RIGHTS CASES HARDSHIP (ED)
2/27/1983 B0A3 XRECESS FROM LEGISLATURE FOR AARON FRERICH
2/27/1983 B063 SENATORS OBJECT TO FORCING VOTE
2/28/1983 B032 LEGISLATORS NEAR END WITH HEAVY LOAD
3/01/1983 BOll LEG PASSES BILL ALLOWING BANKS TO BUY INSURANCE FIRM
3/01/1983 B013 BILL PREVENTING ETSI DELAY OK'D
3/02/1983 coil PROPOSAL CUTS CAPITAL REQUIREMENT OF BANKS
3/02/1983 C052 XPANEL OK'S DRUG PARAPHERNALIA BILL
3/03/1983 coil 1983 SESSION'S BEEN GOOD FOR BUSINESS
3/0A/1983 coil SPENDING PLAN PUSHES BUDGET TO $817 2 MIL
3/0A/1983 coil HIGHLIGHTS OF SPENDING PLANS
3/04/1983 coil MENTAL ILLNESS BILL GOES TO JANKLOW
3/05/1983 A012 LEGISLATURE OK'S FINANCIAL B1LLS--G0ES HOME
3/07/1983 A012 KJANKLOW COULDN'T WIN THEM ALL
3/08/1983 coil FARM GROUPS-LEGISLATION IS LITTLE HELP
3/08/1983 coil LAWMAKERS MAY BOOST GASOLINE, VEHICLE TAXES
3/08/1983 C024 SF GOP, CHAMBER THANKED (L)
3/12/1983 coil MEASURES BIG HELP FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT
3/17/1983 C071 SIGNED INTO LAW
3/21/1983 BOll LAWMAKERS STILL FACE FUEL, CAR TAX BILLS
3/23/1983 coil USED CAR, GAS TAX BATTLE SAVED FOR LAST DAY
3/24/1983 coil LEGISLATURE PASSES DWl BILL
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3/31/1983 C021 LEGISLATIVE SUCCESSES 8 FAILURES CED)
4/04/1983 BOll LOCAL OFFICIALS TO BE ON 'STATEWIDE*
4/10/1983 C031 CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM ROLE OF MINORITY PARTY (L)
6/27/1983 C054 COMMITTEE WILL DISCUSS INDIAN AFFAIRS
9/18/1983 C044 LEGISLATIVE PANEL MEET IN PIERRE
9/21/1983 BlOl PLAN LETS LOAN COMPANIES CHARGE LOWER RATES
10/26/1983 C041 3 AGRICULTURE BILLS WILL GO TO '84 LEGISLATURE
11/10/1983 C014 FINANCES, RAILS, NUKE WASTE KEY ISSUES
11/19/1983 B031 LAWMAKERS WANT LAST SESSION SAVED FOR VETOES
11/27/1983 A012 WATER, EDUCATION PRIORITIES IN 1984
11/30/1983 C013 XBILL GETS MIXED REACTION FROM 2
12/17/1983 C034 WORK PILING UP FOR LAWMAKERS
12/22/1983 C035 BILL WOULD GIVE LOAN COMPANIES CHANCE
12/30/1983 B041 TO TEACH LIFE-SAVING TECHNIQUES
1/05/1984 B035 LEGISLATIVE BILL WOULD UNIFY-FINANCIAL TRUSTS
1/06/1984 BOll BUDGET CONCERNS WILL DOMINATE LEGISLATURE
1/08/1984 A012 NUCLEAR WASTE, PRISON SCHOOL AS ISSUES OF *84
1/09/1984 A012 2 ISSUES TOP AGENDA
1/09/1984 C021 SPRINGFIELD, NUCLEAR ISSUES FACE LAWMAKERS
1/13/1984 coil SAVE LAST DAY FOR ACTION ON VETOS
1/13/1984 C012 DEMS SET THEIR SESSION PRIORITIES
1/14/1984 BOll DAKOTA STATE COL, BEER DRINKING AGE, CABLE PIRACY
1/18/1984 DOll LEGAL AGE, LIQUOR LIABILITY, MENTALLY RETARDED
1/19/1984 coil CIGARETTE TAX, SALE-LEASE, CENTENNIAL HIRE
1/19/1984 C035 LOAN COMPANIES, CABLE TV, WATER, BIDDING
1/20/1984 coil MERIT PAY, LIQUOR DEALER, CAR SEAT, GOLD
1/20/1984 C031 MEDICAL BILLS, BUDGET, HUMAN RIGHTS, STAMP
1/21/1984 A016 SENATE OK'S DRAM SHOP RESOLUTION
1/21/1984 BOll TO CUT MINERAL TAX, KEEP FUEL TAX 13 CENTS
1/21/1984 B041 CIGARETTE TAX, LOTTERY, HOLIDAYS, DISCRIMINATION
1/21/1984 B042 ^LEGISLATORS BEAT DEADLINE WITH BILLS
1/22/1984 B053 OUTDOOR BILLS STARTING TO APPEAR
1/24/1984 coil WATER BILL, HOLIDAY HONORING KING, NUCLEAR WASTE
1/24/1984 C041 USD SPRINGFIELD, TAIWAN, REDUCED PARK RATE, WHEAT
1/25/1984 coil CHILD RAPE CASES HARD TO PROVE
1/25/1984 coil WATER DEVELOPMENT TAX BILL SUFFERS
1/25/1984 D015 BILL WOULD RAISE FEES
1/26/1984 coil NUKE WASTE, LAW ENFORCEMENT, DRAM BILL
1/26/1984 C044 HELP COUNTIES PAY MEDICAL BILLS
1/27/1984 coil FACTION ON DRINKING AGE POSTPONED
1/27/1984 coil 578 BILLS, 47 FEWER THAN LAST YEAR
1/27/1984 C051 CIGARETTE TAX, COUNTY BUDGET, ABUSED CHILD
1/28/1984 BOll LAW SCHOOL, COLLEGE ENTRANCE, AUTO LICENSE
1/29/1984 EOll FEB 9 IS BUSINESS DAY
1/30/1984 B033 LAWMAKERS DISCUSS NUKE WASTE BILL
1/31/1984 A015 SENATE PANEL APPROVES NUKE WASTE BILL
1/31/1984 B031 DRINKING AGE, TESTIMONY BY ABUSED, LAW SCHOOL
2/01/1984 A012 STATE SENATE DEBATES THE ISSUE TODAY
2/01/1984 coil LAWMAKERS TODAY TO DISCUSS PRISON PLAN
2/01/1984 coil OPEN UNIVERSITIES TO ALL STUDENTS
2/01/1984 coil ^SENATE REJECTS LAW SCHOOL BILL
2/01/1984 C061 SCHOOL BUS, LIQUOR COSTS, SALE-LEASEBACK
2/02/1984 A012 PANEL OK'S $2 5 MILLION FOR PRISON
2/02/1984 A012 ANNUAL PARK ENTRANCE FEES FROM $6 TO $12
2/02/1984 A013 ^NUCLEAR WASTE SITE BILL HITS SNAG
2/04/1984 A014 SENATE REJECTS PRISON PLAN
2/04/1984 BOll SCHOOL UNTIL AGE 18, COMPUTER
2/04/1984 B031 HUNTING FEES, JURY TRIAL
2/05/1984 B015 QUERIES ON NUKE DUMP, PRISON
2/07/1984 BOll PROPERTY DEALS, PARK FEES, LOTTERY, DEATH
2/09/1984 coil TO TAX MONEY MARKET INCOME
2/13/1984 coil LEGISLATORS SCHEDULE COMMITTEE MEETINGS
2/14/1984 BOll PANEL OK'S BOAT, PARK FEE INCREASES
2/14/1984 B024 DO LAWMAKERS SERVE GOVERNMENT OR PEOPLE (L)
2/14/1984 B052 DEMOCRATS' PRIORITY BILL KILLED IN HOUSE
2/16/1984 coil NUKE WASTE ISSUE TASK FORCE
2/17/1984 A015 TASK FORCE PLAN PASSES HOUSE
2/17/1984 coil ANYTHING CAN HAPPEN IN SESSION'S LAST WEEK
2/18/1984 B023 SAY NO TO FUNDS FOR WASTEFUL PROJECTS CD
2/21/1984 A012 HIGHER TUITION, STATE PAY RAISE
2/21/1984 B042 LAWMAKERS HAVE 6 DAYS TO RESOLVE DISPUTES
2/24/1984 coil IN AVALANCHE OF NEWS FROM PIERRE
2/24/1984 C043 SENATORS HAVE PROBLEMS VOTING
2/25/1984 BOll SENATE REJECTS NUCLEAR AUTHORITY
2/26/1984 coil HIGHLIGHTS FROM 1985 BUDGET
3/02/1984 B012 TALK OF SELLING SCHOOL EMERGED EARLY
3/03/1984 B031 JANKLOW SIGNS BILLS GIVING AID TO SCHOOLS
3/07/1984 D042 5 BILLS STILL UNDECIDED IN LEGISLATURE
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LEGISLATURE-SD 8A 3/13/198<i A013
3/13/I98A B042
Z/1^/198^ A014
3/28/198A DOll
4/24/198A A012
4/24/1984 BOll
4/26/1984 C041
4/29/1984 C012
4/30/1984 C021
5/02/1984 DOll
5/03/1984 A015
5/04/1984 A012
5/05/1984 D021
5/12/1984 C035
6/30/1984 C032
LEGISLATURE-SD
in
CO
10/03/1984 D015
11/25/1984 C043
12/16/1984 C014
12/20/1984 C034
12/28/1984 C031
12/28/1984 C034
1/03/1985 C036
1/06/1985 coil
1/06/1985 C043
1/08/1985 A012
1/09/1985 AOll
1/09/1985 C013
1/11/1985 C012
1/11/1985 C014
1/13/1985 B031
1/14/1985 coil
1/14/1985 coil
1/15/1985 B014
1/16/1985 C013
1/16/1985 C013
1/17/1985 C033
1/18/1985 C061
1/20/1985 EOll
1/22/1985 C051
1/23/1985 C041
1/23/1985 C051
1/24/1985 A012
1/25/1985 A012
1/25/1985 C043
1/28/1985 coil
1/29/1985 A021
1/29/1985 B033
1/29/1985 B041
1/30/1985 A015
1/30/1985 D014
1/31/1985 C041
2/01/1985 coil
2/01/1985 C043
2/02/1985 C051
2/03/1985 C052
2/03/1985 EOll
2/05/1985 C013
2/06/1985 A012
2/07/1985 A081
2/07/1985 C072
2/08/1985 C035
2/09/1985 B022
2/09/1985 B041
2/10/1985 EOll
2/12/1985 A121
2/12/1985 BOll
2/13/1985 A012
2/14/1985 C061
2/15/1985 coil
2/15/1985 C013
2/17/1985 C062
2/18/1985 coil
2/18/1985 C013
2/20/1985 A012
2/20/1985 coil
2/21/1985 A012
2/21/1985 A012
2/22/1985 C052
LEGISLATORS RETURNING TO 15 VETOES
SIGNS 23 BILLS, BRINGING TOTAL TO 331
LEGISLATORS CLOSE OUT 'OA SESSION
HANSEN PREDICTS SPECIAL LEGISLATIVE SESSION
GOVERNOR CALLS SPECIAL SESSION
SPECIAL SESSION ON WATER POLICY
OAHE DIRECTOR CRITICIZES SPECIAL SESSION TIMING
THIS SPECIAL SESSION IS THE 12TH OR 13TH
LEGISLATORS SHOULD HEED JANKLOW ON WATER BILL (ED)
SPECIAL SESSION WILL OPEN WITH PUBLIC TESTIMONY
^LAWMAKERS READY TO VOTE ON WATER PLAN
SENATE OK'S WATER DEVELOPMENT PLAN
NEW WATER LEGISLATION WILL STAND (ED)
SPECIAL SESSION COST TAXPAYERS $36,592
NEW LAWS TAKE EFFECT SUNDAY
COMMISSION PLANS '85 LOBBYING EFFORTS
TO ENDORSE WASTE COMPACT
TO FOSTER RESERVATION GROWTH
3€UNITY IS THE KEY, DEMOCRATS SAY
FEW LEADERSHIP CHANGES FOR '85 SESSION
3CC0MMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS FOR '85 LEGISLATURE
BILLS FILED BEFORE SESSION OPENS
NUKE WASTE AN EMOTIONAL ISSUE
'85 SESSION MAY BRING TIME ZONE LEGISLATION
^LEGISLATURE BEGINS 6GTH SESSION TODAY
3CFARMERS FACE RUIN--JANKLOW TELLS LAWMAKERS
LEGISLATORS WANT STRICTER CONTROL OF DAY CARE
DEMOCRATS OVERCOME CASE OF FINANCIAL JITTERS
DEMOCRATS OFFER NO-FRILLS BUDGET
A LIST OF BILLS SUBMITTED
LEGISLATIVE WORK TO BEGIN IN EARNEST
THE 1985 LEGISLATURE HAS COME HOME
LOBBYIST ROW RETURNS
CHILD-CARE CENTERS ARE CESSPOOLS
SENATE COMMITTEE PASSES BILL TO REPEAL '79 STATUTE
BILL LOG
BILL LOG
LAWMAKER WANTS TO ADD HIRING GUIDELINE
BILL LOG
HUNKING LOBBIES TO FINANCE STREET REPAIRS
BILL LOG
VAGUENESS OF DOGFIGHTING BILL
BILL MAY PUT PLUG ON DRAINAGE WARS
MEASURE GIVES SENATORS LONGER TERMS
LOOK FOR MONEY TO IMPROVE ROADS
FLURRY OF BILLS FILED IN PIERRE
NUCLEAR WASTE BILLS INTRODUCED
BILL LOG
DROPS PLAN TO RAISE DRINKING AGE TO 21
JUDGE FOR BILL TO HELP CRIME VICTIMS
BILL LOG
DON'T THREATEN ELECTED OFFICIALS
BILL LOG
BILL LOG
PANEL OKS 2 AMENDMENT CHANGES
TO FEND OFF MONTHLY TAX REMITTANCE
SEXUAL ACCESS IS ISSUE IN RAPE BILL
NUKE WASTE BILLS TOP 2 AGENDAS
LAWMAKERS REFLECT A DOUBLE STANDARD (L)
BILL LOG
BUSINESS DAY AT LEGISLATURE
PANEL ENDORSES JANKLOW VO-TECH PLAN
BILL LOG
LICENSE CHANGE GETS APPROVAL
BILLS BEFORE LEGISLATUE (ED)
SENATE WON'T BUY JANKLOW'S PROPOSAL FOR TAXES
LEGISLATURE WILL TAKE MESSAGE TO CAPITOL
BILL LOG
LEGISLATURE APPROVES TRIP TO WASHINGTON
FAVORS COMPACT ON NUKE WASTE
BILL LOG
STATUS OF BILLS IN THE SD LEGISLATURE
HOUSE TO PASS NUKE COMPACT THIS WEEK
HOUSE WATERS DOWN SPOUSAL RAPE BILL
MANY AMENDMENTS FACE JANKLOW'S PLAN
TWO-STATE NUCLEAR WASTE SITE
FAMILY OPTION BILL KEEPS BOUNCING BACK
BILL LOG
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/24/1985 C061 HOUSE PANEL REJECTS LONGER TERMS FOR SENATORS
2/24/1985 cm NOT ALL FARM PROBLEMS IN LEGISLATURE
2/25/1985 C015 HECTIC FINAL WEEK OF LEGISLATURE
2/28/1985 A012 CORPORATE FARM BILL TURNS CHEERS TO JEERS
3/02/1985 A016 WINDING DOWN
3/02/1985 C015 HOUSE PASSES MONEY BILL
3/03/1985 A012 LAWMAKERS CLEAR DECKS--ALMOST
3/03/1985 C013 LAWMAKERS DELAY FINAL NUKE VOTE
3/04/1985 C021 BILL LOG
3/08/1985 C021 LAWMAKERS BOOST CRIME PENALTIES
3/11/1985 C035 JANKLOW MAY AX SOCIAL LEGISLATION
3/13/1985 D033 LAWMAKERS HAVE TOUGH BATTLES AHEAD
3/14/1985 A016 JANKLOW VETOES 4 BILLS
3/14/1985 coil STATE'S LEGISLATIVE CLOCK IS WINDING DOWN
3/17/1985 AlOl GOOD OUTWEIGHS BAD THIS YEAR (ED)
3/28/1985 C022 SPOUSAL-RAPE, NUCLEAR WASTE BILLS
3/31/1985 C082 LAWMAKER WANTS FEWER SESSIONS
4/27/1985 C051 BOARD NAMES CHAIRMEN FOR INTERIM PANELS
6/30/1985 A081 HAVE A HAPPY NEW LAW YEAR (ED)
6/30/1985 coil BATCH OF NEW LAWS JUST AROUND THE CORNER
8/14/1985 B022 HEIDEPRIEM CONTINUES PUSH FOR SPECIAL SESSION
10/01/1985 C021 HOPES DIM FOR SESSION
2/27/1985 A016 VETOES VOTED DOWN
2/27/1985 C041 BILL DIGEST
8/25/1985 AlOl 1-CHAMBER LEGISLATURE MAY SAVE TIME, MONEY (L)
12/04/1985 B035 LEGISLATIVE LEADERS APPROVE 1986 SCHEDULE
12/08/1985 C021 PANELS TO MEET AS LEGISLATURE CRANKS UP
12/14/1985 coil LAWMAKERS RECEIVE WISH LIST
12/16/1985 coil LEGISLATORS SEE FEW SURPRISES IN '86 SEASON
12/31/1985 C023 INTEREST IN ALCOHOL FUELS INDUSTRY
1/01/1986 coil MILLER READY TO LEAD HOUSE IN 1986
1/02/1986 A081 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS ON THE LEGISLATURE
1/05/1986 coil PARTY LEADERS HOPE TO AVOID POLITICAL FOOTBALL
1/07/1986 C022 LAWMAKERS TO SPONSOR AIDS BILL
1/12/1986 coil LEGISLATORS FOR JOBS, AGAINST TAXES
1/13/1986 coil ISSUES RANGE FROM FARMING TO AIDS
1/13/1986 C041 ^WITHOUT 'PAPA JOE'
1/13/1986 C051 LAWMAKERS PAINT GRIM FARM PICTURE
1/14/1986 A061 LET YOUR LAWMAKERS KNOW (ED)
1/14/1986 C014 JANKLOW MESSAGE TO OPEN '86 SESSION
1/15/1986 A022 HERE ARE HIGH POINTS OF JANKLOW'S SPEECH
1/15/1986 B041 ^SWEARING IN
1/16/1986 B021 REGENTS WANT $500,000 MORE FOR RESEARCH
1/17/1986 C022 'STATEHOUSE' BROADCASTS LEGISLATIVE MEETINGS
1/18/1986 A016 BUDGET BILL MIGHT FORCE EXTRA SESSION
1/18/1986 A083 TAKE A TRIP TO THE LEGISLATURE (YEAGER)
1/18/1986 C034 SEEKS TO REPEAL FOREIGN LANGUAGE RULE
1/21/1986 C033 LEGISLATURE BILL LOG
1/22/1986 B013 MONEY BILLS WOULD LIMIT LEADER
1/22/1986 B031 1986 LEGISLATURE BILL LOG
1/23/1986 C015 BILL TO MOVE PRIMARY TO BE INTRODUCED
1/23/1986 C041 1986 LEGISLATURE BILL LOG
1/24/1986 coil EDUCATORS--SLAM DOOR ON THE PLAN
1/24/1986 C013 OK'S PACKAGE TO EASE TRAUMA
1/24/1986 C023 SENATE APPROVES BILL AGAINST LANGUAGE RULE
1/24/1986 C044 HOUSE OK'S BILL FOR REGIONAL JAILS
1/24/1986 C051 PLAN TO DESIGNATE BLOOD IS OUT
1/24/1986 C071 1986 LEGISLATURE BILL DIGEST
1/25/1986 A012 LAWMAKERS EYE BILL TO SAVE FARMERS
1/26/1986 C051 1986 LEGISLATURE BILL DIGEST
1/27/1986 B035 POLITICAL HOT AIR TO WARM STATEHOUSE
1/28/1986 C051 1986 LEGISLATURE BILL LOG
1/29/1986 B015 MAKE REGENTS SPEAK FOREIGN LANGUAGE
1/29/1986 B021 1986 LEGISLATURE BILL LOG
1/29/1986 B031 JANKLOW PROPOSES BILLS
1/29/1986 B041 HOUSE COMMITTEE KILLS TUITION-REPAYMENT BILL
1/29/1986 C072 *STATE LAWMAKERS BOW HEADS
1/30/1986 BOll PROPOSED LAW WOULD FORCE BIDDING
1/30/1986 BG21 BILL TO CHANGE REGENT APPOINTMENT
1/30/1986 B051 1986 LEGISLATURE BILL DIGEST
1/31/1986 C022 BATTLE ABOUT FAMILY-OPTION PROGRAM
1/31/1986 C025 HOLIDAY WITHOUT CLOSING OFFICES
1/31/1986 C032 HOUSE PASSES CRIME BILLS
1/31/1986 C041 LEGISLATURE BILL DIGEST
2/01/1986 C041 JANKLOW SIGNS FIRST LAWS FROM 1986 SESSION
2/01/1986 C041 LEGISLATURE BILL DIGEST
2/03/1986 C023 ACTION EXPECTED TO HEAT UP IN PIERRE
2/04/1986 B022 MODERNIZE lOO-YEAR-OLD STATE SEAL
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2/0A/I986 B05I
2/D5/I986 B02I
2/06/1986 con
2/G6/I986 C0I2
2/G6/I986 C02I
2/G6/I986 COAI
2/G7/I986 AOIA
2/G7/I986 C03A
2/G8/I986 COAI
2/G8/I986 C0A5
2/G9/I986 F02A
2/II/I986 A08I
2/II/I986 B05I
2/I2/I986 B032
2/I3/I986 con
2/I3/I986 C0I2
2/IA/I986 A0I2
2/IA/I986 C0I3
2/I4/I986 C0I5
2/1A/1986 C03I
2/IA/I986 C03A
2/I5/I986 con
2/I5/I986 con
2/I5/I986 C022
2/I5/I986 C022
2/I5/I986 C03I
2/I5/I986 C03I
2/I5/I986 C033
2/I6/I986 C0A3
2/I7/I986 B02I
2/I8/I986 COIA
2/I8/I986 C02I
2/I9/I986 A0I5
2/2G/I986 B0I3
2/2G/I986 B02I
2/2G/I986 B02I
2/20/1986 B022
2/20/1986 B03A
2/2I/I986 A0I5
2/2I/I986 C0I5
2/22/1986 C022
2/22/1986 C05I
2/23/1986 C0A5
2/25/1986 B05I
2/26/1986 A0I2
2/26/1986 B023
2/27/1986 A0I6
2/27/1986 COAI
2/28/1986 C02A
3/0I/I986 C035
3/0I/I986 COAI
3/02/1986 A08I
3/03/1986 A0I2
3/0A/I986 C02A
3/09/1986 C08I
3/I0/I986 BOIA
3/II/I986 BOIA
3/II/I986 B02A
3/I6/I986 E02I
3/I7/I986 B02I
3/I8/I986 A0I2
3/I8/I986 C0I5
3/I8/I986 C0I5
3/I8/I986 C022
3/I9/I986 B02I
3/20/1986 BOII
3/2I/I986 AIOA
3/30/1986 A0A3
A/2A/I986 B023
A/29/1986 con
5/0I/I986 A06I
6/22/1986 C0I3
87 9/I0/I986 B02I
I0/I9/I986 AI3I
II/I5/I986 con
II/I5/I986 C02I
II/2A/I986 C0I6
12/23/1986 C016
-LEGISLATURE-SD
1986 LEGISLATURE BILL DIGEST
1986 LEGISLATIVE BILL DIGEST
TO MOVE UP PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY
BUSINESS DAY AT LEGISLATURE TO BE FEB 13
COMMITTEE KILLS BILL ON FUNERAL HOME ADVERTISING
1986 LEGISLATIVE BILL DIGEST
TABLES BILL TO RAISE DRINKING AGE
LEGISLATURE DIGEST
1986 LEGISLATURE BILL DIGEST
JANKLOW VETOES LIBRARIAN BILL
LET VOTERS DECIDE SCHOOL PLAN
LABOR IS NOT GETTING FAIR SHAKE IN PIERRE CD
1986 LEGISLATURE BILL DIGEST
1986 LEGISLATURE BILL DIGEST
PIERRE LEADS SF IN CONTEST FOR CENTER
COMMITTEE PUSHES FOR MORE POWER
HOUSE REJECTS FOREIGN LANGUAGE RULE
5«EDUCAT0RS PROTESTS BILL'S AID FORMULA
RESURRECTS SPEEDING, LIVING WILL BILLS
HERE ARE EDUCATION BILL WINNERS, LOSERS
1986 LEGISLATURE BILL DIGEST
MAJORITY RULES ON LANGUAGE VOTE, BACKERS SAY
JANKLOW'S FARM LOAN FORECLOSURE PROPOSAL
SENATE PICKS PIERRE FOR CULTURE CENTER
HOUSE PANEL NARROWS NUCLEAR WASTE OPTIONS
BILL SUBSIDIZING STATE PRODUCTION OF ETHANOL
1986 LEGISLATURE BILL DIGEST
SESSION TAKES TOLL ON LAWMAKERS
EDUCATION BILLS MIGHT HURT
DEADLINE^FOR CHOPPING SPENDING BILLS
FARM-LOAN PLAN RAISES CORPORATE OWNERSHIP ISSUE
LAWMAKER--CPR PLAN PROBABLY DEAD
SENATE OK'S SCHOOL-AID BILL
HOUSE REPEALS FAMILY OPTION PLAN
COMMITTEE KILLS FORECLOSURE MORATORIUM PLAN
MOVE TO REQUEST FARM-REPURCHASING BILL FAILS
TO MAKE FORT PIERRE HOME OF MUSEUM
HOUSE REVERSES ETHANOL DECISION
LAWMAKERS TO CONSIDER STATE LOTTERY
MANEUVERING KEEPS FARM BILL FROM FLOOR
SPECIAL SESSION MIGHT BE NEEDED--JANKLOW
1986 LEGISLATURE BILL DIGEST
LEGISLATURE BILL DIGEST
LEGISLATURE BILL DIGEST
ABOUT-FACE ON NUCLEAR COMPACT
1986 LEGISLATURE BILL DIGEST
VETOES VOTED DOWN
BILL DIGEST
1986 LEGISLATURE BILL DIGEST
LIBRARIAN iBILL SPARKS FIGHT
1986 LEGISLATURE BILL DIGEST
LEGISLATURE GETS PASSING MARKS (ED)
JANKLOW SUFFERS ROCKY SESSION
PASSES 9 BILLS EXPANDING VICTIM'S RIGHTS
LEGISLATIVE SESSION IS QUIET
SALOON SETTLES DOWN AS SOLONS LEAVE
SEMANTICS STALLS FARM BILL LEGISLATION
PANEL TO DISCUSS INSURANCE PROBLEMS
LAWMAKERS TO DISPOSE OF WASTE PACT
FARM GROUP SELLS TAPES ON LAW
HECTIC FINAL DAY CAPS SESSION
5CLEGISLATURE CREATES SELF-INSURANCE POOL
NURSING PROGRAM GETS NEW LIFE
LEGISLATURE BILL DIGEST
SUPPORTERS OF USD NURSING PROGRAM REJOICE
EDUCATOR GIVES LEGISLATURE PASSING MARKS
LAWMAKERS DESERVE CREDIT (L)
LAWMAKERS TRY TO CASE PROBLEM
LAWMAKERS PICKED TO STUDY SCHOOL AID
FARM GROUPS CALL FOR SPECIAL SESSION
COUNTIES NEED CASH CED)
2 REFERENDUMS STRUCK FROM NOV BALLOT
LEGISLATURE LOOKING FOR A FEW GOOD STUDENTS
REPUBLICANS SHOULD HOLD ONTO MAJORITY
COMMITTEE SETS SESSION SCHEDULE
INTERIM PANEL--WHEEL TAX OPTION OPEN
LAWMAKERS LOOK AHEAD TO SESSION
WHO WILL LEAD 1987 COMMITTEES
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1/03/1987 CG22 INSURANCE QUESTION SIMMERS FOR SESSION
1/07/1987 D014 RETAILERS WANT TO CUT BENEFIT RATES THEY PAY
1/08/1987 C022 EARLY BILLS COVER VARIOUS ISSUES
1/09/1987 C012 LAWMAKERS DISCUSS LOTTERY'S CHANCES
1/11/1987 C016 MINE BILL BIG ITEM FOR '87
1/12/1987 B012 MICKELSON TO DISCUSS STATE OF ECONOMY
1/13/1987 A014 *1987 SOUTH DAKOTA LEGISLATURE
1/14/1987 B012 PREDICTS CLOSE VOTE ON HIGHER TAX
1/16/1987 C013 *FIGHT ON BELL DEREGULATION BILLS
1/17/1987 coil SIGNED BILL WOULD SPEED DEUEL VOTE
1/19/1987 coil CITY MEETINGS SET FOR SESSION
1/19/1987 C031 *SESSION TO GET ROLLING THIS WEEK
1/20/1987 A016 LEGISLATURE HONORS COACH
1/20/1987 C022 PANEL DELAYS GRAIN ELEVATOR BILL
1/21/1987 B022 SHANARD TO BACK PHONE DEREGULATION
1/21/1987 B023 BILL PROPOSES LOCAL WATER CONTROL
1/23/1987 C031 PANEL DEBATES WASTE BILL
1/24/1987 C015 REPUBLICANS KILL BILL TO HONOR BLACK LEADER
1/24/1987 C022 PARTIES DIFFER ON POPULAR OPINION
1/28/1987 B021 PORNOGRAPHY POSSESSION BILL OK'D IN SENATE
1/28/1987 B043 BILL TO TAX ADS OPPOSED
1/29/1987 coil HOUSE REJECTS BILL TO TAX ADS
1/29/1987 C021 HIGHWAY PASSING BILL DETOURED IN STATE SENATE
1/29/1987 C022 SENATE OK'S LANGUAGE BILL
1/29/1987 C041 STUDENTS LEARN WHILE LOBBYING
1/30/1987 C012 BILL ALLOWS SCHOOLS TO LOAN TEXTBOOKS
1/30/1987 C022 OK'S BLOOD DONOR DESIGNATION BILL
1/30/1987 C051 GETTING SLOW DRIVERS OUT OF FAST LANE
1/30/1987 C051 TO PLACE IN MULTISTATE GRAIN GROUP
2/01/1987 C012 BILLS^DIFFER ON LOTTERY OWNERSHIP
2/01/1987 C051 BILLS AIM TO CLEAR THE AIR
2/01/1987 C051 MAY VOTE ON ALLOWING GAMBLING
2/01/1987 EOll LEGISLATURE TO HOST ANNUAL BUSINESS DAY
2/01/1987 E016 BELL BILL TAKES SPOTLIGHT
2/02/1987 C043 LAWMAKERS EXPECT FLURRY OF BILLS
2/08/1987 C015 FOES KEEP EYES ON PRIMARY VOTE
2/09/1987 C012 *FIRST WOMAN TO HEAD STATE HOUSE
2/09/1987 C023 HALFWAY THROUGH SESSION
2/11/1987 B012 NO-SMOKING BILLS HEAD FOR FIRST TEST
2/12/1987 A012 PANEL OK'S MANDATORY TAX CUT
2/13/1987 A015 MCCLURE TARGETS BED-AND-BOOZE TAX
2/13/1987 C051 SALES TAX ON CATALOG BUYING
2/14/1987 C023 PANEL APPROVES BILL FOR LOTTERY
2/16/1987 A062 BILL WOULD PROTECT FAMILY (L)
2/17/1987 C015 BILL SPURS TEEN ABORTION CONTROVERSY
2/18/1987 BOll SENATE REFUSES DEBATE ON TAX
2/19/1987 C043 NEW MEETING LAW HAS BACKING
2/20/1987 C012 2-CENT TAX LIMIT CAUGHT IN CONFUSION
2/20/1987 C023 BILL ADDRESSES PROTECTION FOR ABUSED SPOUSES
2/21/1987 C012 KILLS PLAN FOR TEACHER MERIT PAY
2/28/1987 C012 LOTTERY PLAN CAUGHT IN COMMITTEE CONFLICT
2/28/1987 C023 SESSION'S BILL TOTAL REACHES 651
3/03/1987 C015 SONGSTAD BETS NEW PLAN HELPS
3/04/1987 B015 SENATOR HOPES BILL REVIVES LOTTERY ISSUE
3/05/1987 C021 *SENATE PASSES TEXTBOOK LOAN
3/05/1987 C021 FARM PRODUCT MORTGAGE SYSTEM GETS FINAL OK
3/06/1987 C023 LAWMAKERS DIFFER ON IMPACT OF TAX HIKE
3/07/1987 A015 1 VOTE ENDS LOTTERY PLAN IN IITH-HOUR
3/08/1987 AlOl TO PUT TELEPHONE PLAN ON HOLD (ED)
3/08/1987 Alll LAWMAKERS GAVE MICKELSON MOST OF WHAT HE WANTED
3/08/1987 C023 MICKELSON HOLDS LOOSER REINS, SOME SAY
3/09/1987 A012 *LEGISLATIVE SCORECARD
3/09/1987 B012 SESSION UNPRODUCTIVE FOR FARMERS, SOME SAY
3/11/1987 C024 FEW FARM ISSUES DEALT WITH IN SESSION
3/16/1987 C012 *SPOTLIGHT MISSED SOME TAXING ISSUES
3/17/1987 C012 MICKELSON'S SIGNATURE TURNS 33 BILLS INTO LAWS
3/19/1987 C023 MICKELSON SIGNS DRINKING AGE BILL AND 93 OTHERS
3/21/1987 C041 MICKELSON VETOES BILL TO REPEAL LAW
3/22/1987 A015 LOTTERY, 65 SPEED LIMIT
3/22/1987 AlOl A FAIRLY PRODUCTIVE YEAR (ED)
3/24/1987 A012 LOTTERY WINS IN IITH-HOUR DEAL
3/24/1987 A021 SD IS 1ST STATE TO ALLOW 65
3/25/1987 B012 LOTTERY DEALS BOTH PARTIES A VICTORY
4/08/1987 C023 EXECUTIVE BOARD CHOOSES 19 STUDY TOPICS
5/09/1987 C021 '87 LEGISLATURE HAD USUAL OUTPUT, STUDY SHOWS
6/26/1987 A012 MICKELSON CONSIDERS SPECIAL SESSION
6/28/1987 E016 NEW LAWS HIT BOOKS THIS WEEK
7/01/1987 A012 *SPECIAL SESSION CALLED
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7/15/1987 AOll ^LEGISLATORS TARGET SOFT SPOTS IN PLAN
7/15/1987 B012 SESSION WON'T INCLUDE PRIMARY ISSUE
7/17/1987 A015 LEGISLATURE OK'S SUPER COLLIDER BID
12/12/1987 C021 BILL GIVES PARTIAL DEREGULATION TO PHONE INDUSTRY
12/1A/1987 B021 LAWMAKERS BUSY WITH LEGISLATION REQUESTS
12/27/1987 C012 DISHING OUT FUNDS WILL DOMINATE 1988
12/29/1987 A081 LOTTERY DOESN'T MERIT MUCH LEGISLATIVE TIME CED)
12/31/1987 C021 ^LAWMAKERS DISAGREE ON USING FUNDS
1/03/1988 C012 BIL REPEALING 1-CENT SALES TAX AWAITS
1/03/1988 C013 EDUCATION, BUDGET HOT TOPICS
l/OA/1988 C012 LOTTERY EXPANSION NO SURE BET
1/07/1988 C012 3CLAWMAKERS EXPRESS CONCERNS
1/08/1988 C012 ^SPEEDING PENALTY MAY BE REDUCED
1/16/1988 C023 CANDIDATES CONSIDER CAPITOL VISITS
1/18/1988 B023 DEMOCRATS STRESS DIFFERENCES IN PARTIES
1/20/1988 B012 PANEL URGED TO REJECT DAY-CARE BILL
I/20/I988 B016 LAWMAKERS SEEK TO END '7A FARM ACT
1/20/1988 B023 WAGE PLAN FINDS NO RESISTANCE
1/22/1988 C012 *HOUSE PANEL WARNED OF TEACHER SHORTAGE
1/23/1988 C012 ^LEGISLATORS SPLIT TO RAISE GAS TAX
1/23/1988 C02A GIVING YOURSELF A RAISE ISN'T EASY
1/25/1988 B012 LAWMAKERS PREPARE FOR NEW BILLS
1/29/1988 A012 SALES TAX AND LOTTO PROPOSAL
1/29/1988 C012 PANEL KILLS REPEAL OF FAMILY FARM ACT
1/29/1988 C0A3 3fTHE REAL THING
1/31/1988 B012 LEGISLATORS DEBATE TEACHER PAY PLANS
1/31/1988 B02A SOUTH DAKOTA LEGISLATIVE SCORE CARD
1/31/1988 B031 RAISING STATE'S MINIMUM WAGE
1/31/1988 C013 COUNTIES TO SPEND FOR WILDLIFE
*"2702/1988 A081 SHOULD BE WARY ABOUT INCOME TAX (ED)
2/02/1988 C012 RESURRECTS BILL ON REGIONAL LOTTO
2/03/1988 B023 MANDATORY SEAT BELT BILL FAILS FIRST TEST
2/03/1988 D015 WOULD LIMIT HUNTING FROM VEHICLES
2/0A/1988 C012 LAWMAKER--CHANGE HELPS IMAGE
2/0A/1988 C012 FARM DEBT PLAN PASSED
2/07/1988 C012 GAS TAX BURNING ISSUE IN CAPITOL
2/07/1988 E031 BUSINESS DAY AT THE LEGISLATURE IS THURSDAY
2/08/1988 B012 TEACHER PAY, GAS TAX FACE TESTS
2/09/1988 C033 SENATORS PASS GROWTH OF MEDICAID COVERAGE
2/10/1988 A015 3€PANEL CLEARS TOUGHER LAW ON OBSCENITY
2/11/1988 A081 OPPONENTS OVERREACT TO THREAT OF OBSCENITY (ED)
2/12/1988 A015 SENATE TO DEFEAT OBSCENITY BILL
2/12/1988 C012 PANEL OK'S MEASURE TO TIGHTEN TAX LAW
2/1A/1988 B032 FEAR OF TAX LIMIT AFFECTS LAW MAKERS
2/1A/1988 E061 ^CONTROVERSIAL BILLS COME BEFORE LEGISLATORS
2/15/1988 B012 REVIVAL OF STATE INCOME TAX BILLS
2/17/1988 A063 LAWMAKER CHALLENGES 2 LEGISLATIVE STORIES (L)
2/17/1988 B012 REPUBLICANS DENY UNFAIR TREATMENT
2/17/1988 B012 SENATORS APPROVE TAX STUDY
2/17/1988 BOIA SENATE KILLS VIDEO GAME BILL
2/18/1988 B012 GROUND WATER BILL SINKS IN COMMITTEE
2/18/1988 B023 PANEL APPROVES PHONE DEREGULATION BILL
2/19/1988 A012 GOP SENATORS KEY TO GAS TAX VOTE
2/19/1988 A015 ^SUPPORTERS SAY BILL WILL BE RESURRECTED
2/19/1988 coil FARM DEBT PLAN PASSES LEGISLATURE
2/19/1988 CG31 GOVERNOR PLEASED WITH AGENDA ACTION
2/21/1988 AG81 EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS RESTRICTIONS NEEDED (L)
2/21/1988 CG61 TO DEBATE CORPORATE HOG FARM BILL
2/22/1988 BG12 TO SET PRIORITIES FOR $1 BILLION
2/23/1988 CG12 SENATE PASSES BAN ON CORPORATE FARMS
2/23/1988 CG21 PAY INCREASE FOR STATE WORKERS
2/23/1988 CG51 LID ON NURSING HOME BUILDING
2/24/1988 AG12 HOUSE VOTES DOWN VIDEO LOTTERY BILL
2/24/1988 BG12 RUMOR CATCHES LAWMAKER OFF GUARD
2/24/1988 BG13 DEP ROLE IN FARM BILL DEBATED
2/24/1988 BG16 HOUSE OK'S BAN ON PAID PETITIONERS
2/26/1988 CG51 OK BILL OUTLINING PETITION RULES
2/28/1988 AlGl WINDS UP A MEDIOCRE SESSION (ED)
2/28/1988 CG12 MICKELSON'S AGENDA SURVIVES SESSION
2/28/1988 CG63 GOVERNOR SIGNS BILLS INTO LAW
2/29/1988 CG15 PROPERTY TAX TOOK CONTROL OF 1988 LEGISLATURE
3/G2/1988 BG23 SIGNS GAME, LIVESTOCK AUCTION BILLS
3/G5/1988 AG15 VETOES BILL PROHIBITING CORPORATE HOG FARMS
3/G5/1988 CG15 MICKELSON SIGNS BILL GIVING PAY RAISES
3/13/1988 EGll LAST DAY OF DEAL-MAKING APPROACHES
3/13/1988 EG21 KMICKELSON VETOES IG BILLS
3/14/1988 AlGl SHOULD BACK HOG, UNIVERSITY VETOES (ED)
3/14/1988 CG12 LEGISLATURE TO LOOK AT VETOED BILLS
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3/15/1988 A015 LOTTERY BILLS FAIL IN FINAL CHANCE
3/15/1988 C012 VETOES HOLD ON HOG FARM, NAME CHANGE
3/15/1988 C021 DEMOCRAT TO STICK UP FOR GOVERNOR
3/16/1988 B012 LEGISLATIVE SEASON ENDS ON LOW NOTE
12/22/1988 C012 DAKOTA PROP OVERSHADOWED LAWMAKING
12/23/1988 C023 WOOD CHOOSEN HOUSE SPEAKER
1/01/1989 CD21 2A BILLS PREFILED FOR LEGISLATURE
1/03/1989 CQ12 XSTENSLAND TO REINTRODUCE GROUNDWATER BILLS
1/05/1989 B015 AMENDING SPECIAL EDUCATION LAW A PRIORITY
1/08/1989 A081 TAX REFORM DESERVES CENTER STAGE (ED)
1/08/1989 A081 WHAT READERS SEE AS TOP CHALLENGES
1/08/1989 C012 MICKELSON'S BUDGET TO DICTATE SESSION
1/08/1989 C015 THE LEGISLATIVE LINEUP
1/08/1989 C021 LEGISLATORS DOUBT GAMBLING CONTROL CAN WIN
1/10/1989 C012 LEGISLATURE'S '89 SESSION OPENS TODAY
1/11/1989 A012 KFOCUS OF SPEECH SURPRISES MOST
1/14/1989 C012 DEMOCRATS LOSE FIGHT FOR MORE POWER
1/15/1989 B012 LAWMAKERS WANT TAX ON FOOD REPEALED
1/18/1989 C012 PLAN TO RENAME COLLEGES PASSES HOUSE
1/19/1989 A014 RECOMMENDS ENDING TEACHER EVALUATION PROGRAM
1/21/1989 C012 GIFTED SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS
1/22/1989 B012 ^DEMOCRATS WANT CHANGES IN REDI LOANS
1/22/1989 B043 KING HOLIDAY DEBATE DOMINATES
1/23/1989 A081 FOOD TAX PLAN MERITS CONSIDERATION (ED)
1/23/1989 B012 PACE PICKS UP WITH BILL ON PRIMARY
1/26/1989 A015 DEMOCRATS CRAFT TAX ALTERNATIVE
1/26/1989 C021 HOUSE ADOPTS PROPOSAL LIMITING TERMS IN OFFICE
1/28/1989 C015 VOTE SWITCH ADVANCES BILL TO SENATE
1/31/1989 C012 DEMOCRATS' VOTE VITAL TO LOTTERY BILL
2/01/1989' C021 PANEL OK'S STUDY ON EDUCATION AID FORMULA
2/01/1989 C023 MEASURE AIMED AT STOPPING SMOKING BY MINORS
2/03/1989 C012 ZEBRAS WANT TO BECOME HORSES
2/05/1989 C061 KCOLD ADDS TENSION TO BUSY WEEK
2/07/1989 A012 SENATE APPROVES TAX FREEZE
2/07/1989 C021 TO GIVE FLEXIBILITY IN SCHOOL STARTING DATES
2/10/1989 A012 SENATE DEMOCRATS WALK OUT IN PROTEST
2/10/1989 C024 AG LOAN PROPOSAL SURVIVES 1ST ASSAULT
2/11/1989 C012 VOTES TEACH DEMOCRATS A HARD LESSON
2/11/1989 C021 HOUSE KILLS SALES TAX ON ADVERTISING
2/12/1989 Alll ^DEMOCRATS LOSE PRESTIGE WITH WALKOUT
2/12/1989 E041 *WEEK ENDS CALMLY AFTER DEMOCRATS' WALKOUT
2/13/1989 A014 GOVERNOR HOPES SENATE PASSES VIDEO LOTTERY
2/14/1989 A012 SENATE PASSES VIDEO LOTTERY
2/14/1989 C012 DEMOCRATS ADD INCOME TAX TO PLAN
2/15/1989 C012 FRAGILE COALITION PUSHES EDUCATION BILL
2/16/1989 C012 HOUSE APPROVES ENVIRONMENTAL BILL
2/16/1989 C021 SENATE APPROVES TOUGHER DRUG PENALTIES
2/17/1989 A016 VOTE ON TAX FREEZE DELAYED
2/17/1989 A081 CAN USE A BREATH OF FRESH AIR (L)
12/17/1989 C012 HOUSE PANEL REJECTS PORNOGRAPHY BAN BILL
2/19/1989 A081 HOUSE SHOWS WELCOME ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERN (ED)
2/19/1989 C093 SHANARD SEES 'KINDLER, GENTLER SESSION'
2/20/1989 B012 LEGISLATORS TO DEBATE STATE BUDGET FREEZE
2/22/1989 C012 TAX ROLLBACK PLAN DIES IN SENATE
2/23/1989 A012 LAWMAKERS OK VIDEO, LOTTERY
2/23/1989 C012 PANEL REVIEWS GOVERNOR'S ENVIRONMENTAL BILL
2/24/1989 C012 GOVERNOR PLEASED WITH LOTTERY PASSAGE
2/24/1989 C012 BURIES BILL TO DESIGNATE OFFICIAL SOIL
2/25/1989 C012 REPORTS OF A BILL'S DEATH CAN BE
2/26/1989 C053 PANEL KEEPS ENVIRONMENTAL BILL INTACT
2/26/1989 C054 SOUTH DAKOTA LEGISLATIVE SCORECARD
2/27/1989 C016 LEGISLATORS EMBARK ON FINAL WEEK
2/28/1989 C022 MULLS LESSER OFFENSE FOR CHILDREN HAVING SEX
3/01/1989 C012 HOUSE APPROVES DEADWOOD GAMBLING BILL
3/01/1989 C021 BILL TO PROHIBIT ARREST QUOTAS LOSES
3/04/1989 A012 MICKELSON BATS ALMOST 1 000
3/04/1989 C012 LEGISLATURE HAS CHANGED OVER THE YEARS
3/05/1989 A081 MICKELSON GETS HIS WAY (ED)
3/11/1989 A082 LAWMAKERS DIDN'T HELP POOR (L)
3/13/1989 C021 56DOUBT LOTTERY WILL PASS ON FINAL DAY
3/15/1989 C012 MICKELSON SIGNS 50 MORE BILLS
3/16/1989 C023 REJECTS 1 BILL AND SIGNS 104 INTO LAW
3/17/1989 A105 PROBLEMS UNRESOLVED (L)
3/19/1989 C015 LEGISLATORS EXPECT CALM END MONDAY
3/20/1989 A103 DEFEATED BILLS REVEAL LEGISLATURE'S SAD TALE (L)
3/20/1989 C012 LAWMAKERS MEET TODAY FOR FINAL SESSION
3/21/1989 A012 LOTTO PROPOSAL DIES AT LAST SESSION
3/21/1989 C041 MICKELSON PRAISES LEGISLATURE'S STEPS FOR FUTURE
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3/25/1989 CG12 CONSPIRACY BRINGS SESSION TO A CLOSE
A/05/1989 A083 ^LEGISLATURE FAILED FARMERS
A/07/1989 C021 LAWMAKERS PICK INTERIM REVIEW TOPICS
A/17/1989 coil DISCUSSION PLANNED ON '89 LEGISLATURE
10/08/1989 A015 KEEP ABORTION OFF '90 AGENDA
10/08/1989 A061 DROPPING BILL WAS MY IDEA
11/13/1989 B026 INDIAN LEADER'S SPEECH UNLIKELY AT LEGISLATURE
11/16/1989 C021 SD LEGISLATIVE SCHEDULE OK'D
11/17/1989 C016 SPECIAL SESSION POSSIBLE
l/OA/1990 A061 XPUBLIC OPINIONS--THE 1990 SESSION
l/OA/1990 C012 SEAT-BELT PLAN UNPOPULAR WITH LEGISLATURE
l/OA/1990 C012 ^ABORTION BILL LIKELY--LAWMAKERS
1/05/1990 C016 BIG ISSUES LIE AHEAD
1/07/1990 A012 KELECTION-YEAR FACES TOUGH CHOICES
1/07/1990 A083 LEGISLATURE FACTS
1/09/1990 A012 '90 LEGISLATURE OPENS TODAY
1/10/1990 A012 KMICKELSON SETS AGENDA
1/10/1990 A0<»1 LEGISLATURE SESSION OPENS ^WITH SURPRISES
1/10/1990 AOAl KPRISON, STATE AID PLANS DRAW REACTIONS
1/10/1990 A061 LEGISLATURE POINTED IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION (ED)
1/11/1990 C012 LEGISLATOR CONSIDERS ABORTION BILL
1/11/1990 C022 *PAPER LINEUP
1/12/1990 C012 DEMOCRATS WILL REINTRODUCE KING DAY
1/1*4/1990 C012 ENVIRONMENTAL BILLS PILING UP
1/15/1990 B012 LEGISLATURE EXPECTED TO SPEED UP
1/16/1990 C012 DUMP MORATORIUM BILL KILLED
1/16/1990 C016 HOUSE HALTS KING PROPOSAL
1/18/1990 A015 PLAN TO REFER INCOME TAX TO VOTE
1/19/1990 C012 BILL CHANGING SPOUSAL RAPE LAW
1720/1990 A012 KING HOLIDAY GETS REPRIEVE
1/21/1990 C012 LEGISLATORS WARY OF PRISON ADDITIONS
1/21/1990 C016 GAMBLING VIOLATIONS
1/22/1990 B012 LEGISLATURE'S BILLS DUE BY TODAY
1/25/1990 C012 PORNOGRAPHY LIMITS PROPOSED
1/26/1990 C012 BILL TO PUT DEATH DEFINITION INTO LAW
1/27/1990 C012 COMMITTEE SENDS LOTTO BILL TO SENATE
1/27/1990 COAl KILLS BILL TO OVERHAUL SALES TAX
1/27/1990 C0A2 COMMITTEE APPROVES GOVERNOR'S FLAG BILL
1/28/1990 B061 REFORM COALITION WITHDRAWS ITS BILL
1/29/1990 B015 TO TACKLE WALLEYE LIMITS, LOTTO
1/30/1990 A012 SENATE FAILS LOTTO BILL
1/30/1990 A016 PANEL'S BILL WOULD ALLOW SCHOOL START
1/30/1990 C012 REPUBLICANS BUST ECONOMIC PACKAGE
1/31/1990 A016 PANEL'S BILL WOULD ALLOW SCHOOL START
2/01/1990 A016 HOUSE OK'S LIMIT ON TAXES
2/03/1990 AOIA KINDERGARTEN AGE MEASURE PASSES HOUSE
2/03/1990 C015 MORATORIUM ON SURFACE GOLD MINE
2/0A/1990 C085 TAKE AIM AT DEBT CONSOLIDATORS
2/05/1990 B012 ALCOHOL BILL GETTING A SECOND LOOK
2/06/1990 C015 PRISON PLAN PASSES SENATE COMMITTEE
2/07/1990 C016 ANTI-PORN BILL OK'D
2/07/1990 D082 BILL TO LIMIT PACKERS FAILS
2/08/1990 C012 HOUSE OK'S HOLIDAYS FOR KING, INDIANS
2/09/1990 A015 ANTI-PORN BILL PASSES
2/09/1990 C012 HOUSE PASSES NUKE DUMP RESTRAINT BILL
2/10/1990 A081 HAS PUT OFF PRISON ACTION TOO LONG (ED)
2/10/1990 C012 PANEL OK'S BILL TO UP LOTTERY AGE
2/10/1990 C016 LEGISLATION LIMITING MINING AND DUMPS DIES
2/11/1990 D013 BATTLE OVER GOVERNOR'S PRISON PLAN
2/11/1990 D0A2 KSD LEGISLATIVE SCORE CARD
2/13/1990 B065 5CW0RKERS' BILLS ON BACK BURNER
2/13/1990 COIA BATTLE BOILS OVER IN HOUSE
2/13/1990 C016 PRISON BILL GAINS FUNDING
2/1A/1990 A012 SENATE PASSES TAX LIMIT BILL
2/15/1990 COIA DEMOCRATS FAIL TO REVERSE TAX DEFEAT
2/16/1990 A012 PORN BILL HALTED IN HOUSE
2/16/1990 C012 LAWMAKERS, GOVERNOR DELAY ACTION ON PRISON BILLS
2/17/1990 A012 LOTTO BILL FAILS FIRST HOUSE VOTE
2/17/1990 A013 PRISON PLSN, TAX CAP PASS--ANTI-PORN CRUSHED
2/17/1990 C015 HOUSE APPROVES PRISON EXPANSION
2/18/1990 A012 1991 SPECIAL SESSION LIKELY
2/18/1990 E031 SD LEGISLATIVE SCORECARD
2/20/1990 A015 HOMESTRETCH ISSUES--PRISON, STATE LOTTO
2/21/1990 A016 PRISON FUNDING REVISED
2/21/1990 C012 HOUSE OK'S BAN ON SURFACE MINING
2/21/1990 C015 FLAG DESECRATION BILL PASSES SENATE
2/22/1990 C012 HOUSE PASSES PRISON COMPROMISE
2/22/1990 C016 LOTTERY AGE LIMIT RAISED
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2/23/1990 0012 HOUSE OK'S FLAG AMENDMENT
2/23/1990 D085 GRAIN TRUCKING BILL NEARS OK
2/24/1990 A012 FOR SD--AT LONG LAST, LOTTO
2/24/1990 C015 *1 2 BILLION MEASURE APPROVED IN SENATE
2/25/1990 A012 17 MILLION PRISON PLAN PASSED
2/25/1990 A014 PARTIES, MICKELSON HAPPY WITH SESSION
2/25/1990 A081 DEMOCRATS ANGERED BY CANCER VOTE
2/25/1990 AlOl DESERVES SO-SO MARK AT BEST CED)
2/26/1990 B015 CITIZEN LOBBYISTS REFRESH SESSION
2/27/1990 A081 MAMMOGRAM INSURANCE NEEDS RECONSIDERATION (ED)
2/28/1990 C041 '90 LEGISLATURE PRODUCTIVE FOR SCHOOLS
3/04/1990 A081 LAWMAKERS SHOULD GIVE NEEDY KIDS (ED)
3/06/1990 C015 MICKELSON VETOES YOUTH DRIVING BILL
3/11/1990 A081 VETOED BILLS NOT WORTH SAVING (ED)
3/12/1990 B012 2 VETOED BILLS UP FOR VOTE TODAY
3/12/1990 B013 MORE REPUBLICAN BILLS OK'D
3/13/1990 C015 ELECTION-YEAR SESSION QUIET AND CAUTIOUS
3/20/1990 coil LEGISLATIVE TALKS SET ACROSS SD
3/27/1990 A061 GOVERNOR, LAWMAKERS SHARE GOVERNING DUTY (L)
7/14/1990 C032 LEGISLATURE TO FACE RIGHT-TO-DIE ISSUE
8/16/1990 C012 PENNY-PINCHER LAWMAKERS SWAP BARBS
8/26/1990 C012 GARBAGE ISSUE MAY FORCE A STAND
10/16/1990 C031 HEALTH CARE ISSUE REMAINS UP IN AIR
11/08/1990 A012 EQUALITY NEW TO SD SENATE
12/15/1990 C016 DECISIONS HINGE ON TAX PLAN
12/15/1990 C016 COMMITTEE POSTS
12/18/1990 C012 BILL WOULD EASE SCHOOLS' COST BURDEN
12/26/1990 A012 LEGISLATORS DIVIDED ON LONETREE ISSUE
12/29/1990 C033 PROPOSAL ON MINING LIMITS TO LEGISLATURE AGAIN
1/03/1991 AlOl J6PUBLIC 0PINI0NS--1991 LEGISLATURE
1/03/1991 C014 ^LEGISLATIVE LINEUP CHANGES THE TAX GAME
1/05/1991 C012 LOCAL LAWMAKERS SPLIT OVER MICKELSON
1/07/1991 AlOl 1991 LEGISLATURE SHOULD BE EVENTFUL (ED)
1/07/1991 C012 *1991 LEGISLATURE OPENS TUESDAY
1/08/1991 C016 MONEY MATTERS KEY THIS SESSION
1/09/1991 C012 LEGISLATURE '91 OPENS WITH BUDGET DISPUTE
1/10/1991 B062 SEEKS PERMANENT FARM MEDIATION PROGRAM
1/10/1991 C033 LAWMAKERS COAST IN EARLY SESSIONS
1/11/1991 D075 BILL WOULD PROVIDE 4 WEED INSPECTORS
1/14/1991 B015 DEBATE BEGINS TODAY ON PRISON ALTERNATIVES
1/14/1991 B041 *SENATE GETS NEW COMPUTER
1/15/1991 A016 ^LAWMAKERS FAIL TO FORMALLY SUPPORT TROOPS
1/15/1991 C012 LONETREE FOES--GOVERNOR AVOIDING US
1/15/1991 C033 VIDEO LOTTERY RESTRICTION BILL ADVANCES
1/16/1991 A012 INTRODUCE BILL TO RESTRICT ABORTIONS
1/16/1991 C012 SD LAWMAKERS PASS GULF RESOLUTION
1/16/1991 C031 BILL TO CUT PAYMENT FOR RURAL SCHOOLS
1/17/1991 A112 DEMOCRATS ENDORSE STATUS QUO PLAN (L)
1/17/1991 C015 REQUIRE LEGISLATORS TO REVIEW SALES TAX EXEMPTIONS
1/18/1991 C051 GROUP WARY OF ANIMAL ABUSE BILL
1/18/1991 C051 SENATE PANEL OK'S CRIME BILL
1/19/1991 C012 ^ABORTION BILL IS STUPIDITY
1/19/1991 C033 HOUSE PASSES SERIES OF BILLS TO RAISE FEES
1/20/1991 E012 DUMP DEBATE LACKS MIDDLE GROUND
1/20/1991 E015 PROPOSED RECYCLING BILL BLAMES 'ARGUS'
1/20/1991 E053 *GULF WAR DIVIDES LEGISLATURE'S ATTENTION
1/23/1991 B013 500 IN CAPITOL PRAY
1/23/1991 B016 PANEL OK'S CHANGE IN SCHOOL AID
1/23/1991 B031 SENATE PASSES BILL TO AID CRIME VICTIMS
1/23/1991 B031 SENATE OK'S CHILD-CARE PLAN
1/24/1991 A015 BED-BOOZE TAX APPEARS DEAD
1/24/1991 C012 DEMOCRATS CUT BUDGETS FOR TRAVEL, PRINTING
1/24/1991 C016 SENATORS OK LOW-RISK PRISON BILL
1/24/1991 C044 HOUSE SNUFFS TAX REVIEW PLAN
1/24/1991 C051 VICTIMS'S RIGHTS BILL SUFFERS SETBACK
1/25/1991 C012 HOUSE DEFEATS LOCATION RESTRICTION ON VIDEO LOTTERY
1/25/1991 C014 EMERGENCY CHILD-CARE BILL PASSES SENATE
1/25/1991 C051 SCHOOL BILL ADVANCES
1/25/1991 C051 COMMITTEE KILLS MANDATORY HEADLIGHT BILL
1/25/1991 D076 TAX CUTBACK ON MACHINERY
1/26/1991 A012 2 INCOME TAX BILLS FILED
1/26/1991 C015 XBILL TO LIMIT LOTTERY ADVERTISING KILLED
1/26/1991 C031 SMOKING BILL GETS INITIAL APPROVAL
1/26/1991 C033 OPPONENTS ATTACK ANIMAL TREATMENT BILL
1/26/1991 C041 COMMITTEE APPROVES BETTING LIMIT BILL
1/27/1991 A081 SD INUNDATED WITH LAWS (ED)
1/27/1991 FOll *TAX REFORM LIT FIRE IN LEGISLATOR'S EYES
1/28/1991 B012 ABORTION DEBATE WILL OVERSHADOW TAX BATTLE
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1/28/1991 B015 MICROPHONES MAKE FOR MIRTH
1/29/1991 C031 COMMITTEE KILLS PLAN TO FORCE WAGE SCALE
1/29/1991 C051 PANEL TO LENGTHEN TERMS FOR LAWMAKERS
1/29/1991 C051 REJECTS TOUGHENING OF CHILD-SUPPORT REGULATIONS
1/30/1991 CG12 PANEL ENDORSES BINDING ARBITRATION FOR SCHOOLS
1/31/1991 AG12 *T0 LET LONETREE ACCEPT OUT-OF-STATE GARBAGE
1/31/1991 CG16 LIVING WILLS GAIN BACKING OF COMMITTEE
2/G1/1991 AGIA *2GG PACK ABORTION BILL HEARING
2/G1/1991 CG12 SENATE DELAYS LONETREE VOTE
2/01/1991 CG16 BILL CITIBANK ON SLIDING TAX SCALE
2/01/1991 C033 TAX INCREASE 'INEVITABLE'
2/01/1991 C036 HOUSE GETS ANIMAL-CARE MEASURE
2/01/1991 C051 BILL LIMITING RESTAURANT SMOKING TO BE STUDIED
2/01/1991 C051 BILL WOULD REQUIRE ALCOHOL TESTS
2/01/1991 C051 CAR, TRUCK AD PLAN KILLED
2/02/1991 COIA KABORTION BILL WOULD PASS COURT TEST
2/02/1991 C033 PANEL KILLS VIDEO OWNERSHIP BILL
2/02/1991 C035 TIE-BREAKER KILLS GAMBLING MEASURE
2/02/1991 C051 BILL TO TAX OUT-OF-STATE RETAILERS
2/03/1991 E016 LAWMAKERS HAVE REVENUE PACKAGE OPTIONS FOR BUDGET
2/0A/1991 C012 VOTE NEARS ON ABORTION BILL
2/0A/1991 C012 WHEN IT COMES TO GRAMMER, HOUSE COMMITTEE
2/05/1991 C012 HOUSE KILLS ARBITRATION BILL
2/05/1991 C036 BILL COULD LEAD TO BONUSES FOR VETERANS
2/05/1991 COAl PROS, CONS OF KEG REGULATION
2/06/1991 AOIA ANTI-ABORTION PROPOSAL UP FOR HOUSE DEBATE
2/06/1991 C012 5EP0STP0NES VOTES ON LONETREE DUMP PLAN
2/06/1991 C015 HOUSE PASSES LEVY MINIMUM FOR EDUCATION
2/07/1991 A061 ANTI-ABORTION BILL SHOULD BE REJECTED (ED)
2/07/1991 A061 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS--ABORTIONS
2/07/1991 C012 VOTE KILLS BILL FOR INCOME TAX
2/07/1991 C031 CHEWING TOBACCO BILL HALTED BY HOUSE PANEL
2/07/1991 C032 PANEL DELAYS BILL TARGETING 'ARGUS'
2/08/1991 A012 ABORTION BILL CLEANS HOUSE
2/08/1991 A012 LONETREE NEARLY DIES IN SENATE
2/08/1991 A081 KEEP DOOR CLOSED TO OUT-OF-STATE GARBAGE (ED)
2/08/1991 COIA ANTI-ABORTION BILL TRIGGERS DEBATE ON DEATH PENALTY
2/08/1991 C031 BILL ALLOWING EXPANSION IN CASINOS
2/08/1991 C031 KILLS BIGGER FINES FOR SELLING MINORS BOOZE
2/08/1991 C035 RECYCLING MEASURE FALLS IN SENATE PANEL
2/08/1991 C091 SAFETY BILLS BITE THE DUST IN COMMITTEE
2/08/1991 C041 REPUBLICANS DEFEAT ETHICS COMMISSION
2/08/1991 COAl LEGISLATORS TORCH GROCERY SMOKING BILL
2/09/1991 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
2/09/1991 C016 MEASURE SOUGHT SIMPLE MAJORITY ON SCHOOL ISSUES
2/09/1991 C016 3€JAIL FAMILY BILL FALTERS
2/10/1991 BB23 ^LEGISLATIVE TACTICS CAN GET A LITTLE PIGGY
2/10/1991 B012 $50 MILLION IN FUND REQUESTS IN LIMBO
2/10/1991 DOll INVESTMENT POOL PLAN FAILS COMMITTEE
2/11/1991 A061 FISCAL WEIRDNESS MARKS '91 SESSION (ED)
2/11/1991 C012 5CAB0RTI0N BILL FACES TOUGHER SENATE FIGHT
2/11/1991 C013 HOUSE VOTES ON BUDGET RESERVE AMOUNT
2/12/1991 A014 PANEL KILLS MICKELSON'S TAX PLAN
2/12/1991 C016 OFFICIALS--SCHOOLS SHUNNED
2/12/1991 C012 KLONETREE BILL BACK ON SENATE SLATE
2/13/1991 A016 LONETREE BILL PASSES SENATE
2/13/1991 C012 DEMOCRATS ACCEPT BUDGET CHALLENGE
2/13/1991 C012 KSENATE REJECTS LOTTERY PROFIT CHANGE
2/13/1991 C016 PANEL OK'S BREAST EXAM BILL
2/13/1991 C036 RECYCLING PLAN GETS INITIAL OK
2/1A/1991 C013 ^COMMITTEE TURNS ATTENTION TO PORNOGRAPHY
2/1A/1991 C012 HOUSE APPROVES MAMMOGRAPHY BILL
2/1A/1991 C031 SENATE DEFEATS RECYCLING BILL
2/15/1991 C012 EDUCATION PILOT PLAN PASSES SENATE
2/15/1991 C015 GAME, PARKS LEADER ARGUES AGAINST BILL
2/16/1991 C012 READY TO REFER LONETREE BILL TO PUBLIC
2/16/1991 C012 NEW PRISON TO COST $2 2 MILLION MORE
2/16/1991 C015 SENATE BETS ON BILL TO TREAT GAMBLERS
2/16/1991 C031 HOUSE COMMITTEE KILLS NEWSPAPER LEGISLATION
2/16/1991 C033 PANEL OK'S ASBESTOS-REGULATOR PLAN
2/16/1991 C035 COMMITTEE REVIVES LIVING WILL MEASURE
2/16/1991 C035 CANCER BILL MOVES TO HOUSE FLOOR
2/17/1991 A012 LEGISLATORS WAGE POLITE FIGHT - SO FAR
2/17/1991 A081 SALES TAX INCREASE DISTASTEFUL, NEEDED (ED)
2/17/1991 E012 EXPECT FIGHT ON TAX ISSUE
2/18/1991 A012 LEGISLATORS DISAGREE ABOUT CLARITY OF BILL
2/18/1991 C016 A HORSE IS A HORSE
2/19/1991 A061 LAWMAKERS SHOULD ABIDE BY TAX-FREEZE DEADLINE (ED)
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2/19/1991 C012 LEGISLATORS HAVE 3 BIG ISSUES TO TACKLE
2/20/1991 C015 LEGISLATORS UNSURE OF SALES-TAX STATUS
2/21/1991 A012 ^SENATE RULE ASSURES ABORTION VOTE
2/21/1991 B061 SENATE OK'S BILL TO RAISE JOBLESS PAY
2/21/1991 C015 SENATE OK'S INCREASE IN LICENSE FEES
2/21/1991 C015 HOUSE NEXT HURDLE FOR LONETREE BILL
2/21/1991 C031 SCHOOL FINANCING BILLS ARE SENT TO FULL SENATE
2/21/1991 CD53 LIVESTOCK OPERATION BILL IS SENT TO SENATE
2/22/1991 A012 HOUSE OK'S LONETREE
2/22/1991 C015 TAX TALK MAY NOT STOP
2/22/1991 CD31 SENATE OK'S EXPANDING OPTOMETRISTS' RIGHTS
2/22/1991 CD33 SHOOTING PRESERVE LEGISLATION OK'D
2/23/1991 A012 PANEL HALTS ABORTION BILL
2/23/1991 C012 MICKELSON--LONETREE AN EMERGENCY
2/2A/1991 E015 SENATE PASSES BUDGET RESERVE
2/25/1991 A081 SOME PORN FOES WOULD GO TOO FAR (ED)
2/25/1991 B012 ABORTION SMOKEOUT LIKELY
2/26/1991 A015 ABORTION BILL GOES TO FLOOR
2/26/1991 C012 HOUSE DEMOCRATS REJECT 1-CENT HIKE
2/26/1991 C015 ^RECYCLING BILL MOVES TO SENATE
2/26/1991 C031 ACTION DEFERRED ON GAMBLING-ADDICT BILL
2/26/1991 C031 FINAL APPROVAL TO SHOOTING PRESERVE BILL
2/26/1991 C033 SENATE SENDS MAMMOGRAPHY BILL TO GOVERNOR
2/26/1991 C035 INSURANCE HELP FOR UNINSURED HITS ROADBLOCK
2/27/1991 A012 SD ABORTION BILL DIES
2/27/1991 AOIA FEW SOUTH DAKOTANS SURPRISED BY VOTE
2/27/1991 A061 DEMOCRATS SHARE BLAME FOR INACTION (ED)
2/27/1991 C012 LONETREE BACKERS HUNT FOR VOTES
( 2/27/1991 C016 DEMOCRATS BUDGET BILL REJECTED
2/27/1991 C031 HOUSE COMM PASSES JOINT CUSTODY LEGISLATION
2/28/1991 A012 KLONETREE BILL FAILS IN EMERGENCY EFFORT
2/28/1991 C036 RECYCLING BILL REJECTED
3/01/1991 C012 MICKELSON SIGNS VICTIM PROTECTION BILLS
3/01/1991 D072 SENATE ADDS YEARS TO ETHANOL-SUBSIDY BILL
3/02/1991 A016 SALES TAX INCREASE IN LIMBO
3/02/1991 A016 LONETREE EFFORT FOR EMERGENCY GETS ANOTHER LIFE
3/03/1991 A081 RAISE THE SALES TAX (ED)
3/03/1991 A091 EMOTIONS DRAINED EN ROUTE TO ABORTION BILL DEATH
3/03/1991 C012 XRARE DEMOCRATIC UNITY FOILED TAX PLAN
3/0^^/1991 A081 SESSION PRODUCES RISING STARS, DUDS (ED)
3/06/1991 C033 KBILL SIGNED CHANGING STATE AID
3/07/1991 C033 PLAN TO IMPROVE EDUCATION GAINS GOVERNOR'S SIGNATURE
3/1A/1991 A016 LONETREE PROVISION RESURFACES
3/16/1991 A081 TAX DEADLOCK CALLS FOR A COMPROMISE (ED)
3/18/1991 A012 FIND LAST 2 DAYS OF SESSION TAXING
3/18/1991 A081 VETOED BILLS AREN'T WORTH OVERRIDING (ED)
3/19/1991 A012 SALES-TAX PLAN FAILS
3/19/1991 A013 LONETREE REFERENDUM SHORT OF SUPPORT
3/20/1991 A012 NO COMPROMISE--TAX PLAN FAILS
3/20/1991 A015 BILL AFTER BILL KILLED ON LAST DAY
3/21/1991 AlOl LEGISLATORS DESERVE 'D' FOR PERFORMANCE (ED)
3/21/1991 C012 2-BUDGET PLAN A MISTAKE
3/23/1991 A012 TAX SPECIAL SESSION POSSIBLE
3/23/1991 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
3/23/1991 A08A REPUBLICAN LAWMAKERS' PRIORITIES BACKWARDS (L)
3/2A/1991 A09A PEOPLE GIVE DEMOCRATS PRAISE FOR RESTRAINT (L)
3/25/1991 A081 LEGISLATURE HAD SOME BRIGHT SPOTS (ED)
3/26/1991 A081 NOT MUCH HOPE FOR SPECIAL SESSION (ED)
3/26/1991 C012 COURT COULD FORCE EDUCATION PAY
3/28/1991 C034 SPECIAL SESSION IN DOUBT
3/30/1991 A081 BOTH POLITICAL PARTIES ARE GUILTY
A/02/1991 B031 WATER SPENDING BILL IS ONE OF 2A SIGNED
A/03/1991 COIA XNICOLAY SEES LEGISLATIVE SUCCESSES
A/07/1991 A081 SPECIAL SESSION NEEDED TO SOLVE PROBLEMS (ED)
A/09/1991 B031 ^SPECIAL SESSION MAY NOT MATERIALIZE
A/18/1991 A082 GOP SHOULDN'T BLAME FAILURES ON DEMOCRATS (L)
5/16/1991 C012 TAX SESSION DEEMED UNLIKELY
5/18/1991 C021 STATISTICS PUT '91 SESSION AMONG AVERAGE
6/02/1991 A112 SPECIAL SESSION NOT NEEDED TO RAISE TAXES (L)
6/13/1991 C012 ^LEGISLATURE WRONG ON TRIBAL AUTHORITY VOTE
7/07/1991 A012 REDISTRICTING BATTLE LIKELY TO BE BITTER
7/26/1991 C012 ^SPECIAL SESSION TO BE CONSIDERED
7/30/1991 A081 SPECIAL SESSION ISN'T A GOOD IDEA (ED)
8/01/1991 C012 56MICKELSON OPPOSES SPECIAL SESSION
8/02/1991 C016 ^WINDFALL SPECIAL SESSION REFUSED
8/03/1991 C012 ^DEMOCRATS TO PETITION FOR SESSION
10/19/1991 coil MICKELSON SCHEDULES SESSION FOR NOVEMBER 26
11/15/1991 C032 LEGISLATIVE PANEL CUTS SPECIAL SESSION COST
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11/25/1991 C032 LEGISLATORS PROPOSE SPECIAL-SESSION PAY
10/23/1991 A012 GOVERNOR RIGS A SPECIAL ELECTION
12/01/1991 C012 TAX PLAN SIMILARITIES WON'T PREVENT A BRAWL
12/03/1991 C015 FAMILY-LEAVE BILL TO BE REVIVED IN 1992
12/08/1991 F012 ^SENATOR LEERY TO RENEW ABORTION FIGHT
12/10/1991 C035 GROUP VOWS TO FIGHT MANDATORY-LEAVE BILL
12/19/1991 C012 LEGISLATION TARGETS SEX OFFENDERS
12/20/1991 C012 LEGISLATURE TO CONSIDER PAY-RAISE BILL
12/22/1991 F032 DEMOCRATS READY TO LEGISLATE
12/27/1991 C031 LEGISLATORS PREPARE CONSTRUCTION BILL
12/28/1991 C031 150 LEGISLATIVE BILLS EXPECTED BY JANUARY 14
12/30/1991 C012 SESSION MAY SEAL MICKELSON'S FATE
1/04/1992 C012 TO REDIRECT PAPERWORK TO RECYCLING BIN
1/07/1992 C012 BILL CALLS FOR ELECTION OF AG SECRETARY
1/10/1992 C012 SEAT-BELT MEASURE GAINS SUPPORT
1/11/1992 A012 *V1DE0 LOTTERY IS ON COURSE FOR '92 BALLOT
1/11/1992 C016 ABORTION BILL NOT LIKELY TO WIN STATE OK
1/12/1992 GOll KMORE WIGGLING FUN, PARTY REBELS
1/13/1992 A012 TAX TALK COULD TIE UP LEGISLATURE AGAIN
1/13/1992 C012 GOVERNOR HOPES SESSION A SUCCESS
1/14/1992 A081 VIDEO LOTTERY IS ISSUE TO FOLLOW (ED)
1/14/1992 C012 TO CENTER ON ECONOMIC VITALITY, TAX REBATE
1/14/1992 C031 LEGISLATIVE BILL LOG
1/15/1992 A013 36GOVERNOR ISSUES CHALLENGE
1/15/1992 A041 KTAX REBATE PROPOSAL OPENS DEBATE
1/15/1992 A041 DEMOCRATS HAVE OWN AGENDA FOR '92 SESSION
1/15/1992 A081 DON'T WASTE TIME ON TAX REBATE PLAN (ED)
1/16/1992 A083 5«PUBL1C 0P1N10NS--1992 SD LEGISLATURE
1/17/1992 A012 GOP GOAL IS BIGGER REBATES
'1/19/1992 F015 INSURANCE POOL PROPOSED
1/21/1992 A012 CHILD CARE BILL STILL TOUGH ON OFFENDERS
1/21/1992 C012 DEMOCRATS FAVOR ALTERNATIVES TO REBATE
1/22/1992 A013 DEMOCRATS PROPOSE $12 5 MILLION IN CUTS
1/22/1992 A081 BILL WOULD IMPROVE STATE CHILD-CARE LAW (ED)
1/22/1992 C012 COMMITTEE PASSES BILL TARGETING DRUNKEN BOATERS
1/23/1992 C012 REPUBLICANS SEEK $20 MILLION RESERVE
1/23/1992 C032 ILLEGAL TO SELL BODILY ORGANS
1/23/1992 C041 3(A DAY AT THE CAPITOL
1/24/1992 A015 LAWMAKERS HOPE TO SNUFF OUT CIGARETTE TAX
1/24/1992 C012 XBILL WOULD PUT VIDEO LOTTERY ON BALLOT
1/24/1992 C015 LAW ON SCHOOLS' MORAL INSTRUCTION
1/24/1992 C032 SENATE APPROVES PUC SALARY CHANGE
1/25/1992 CG12 BILL WOULD CONCEAL STIGMATIZED PROPERTY
1/25/1992 C032 DRUG-FREE ZONES OK'D BY SENATE
1/26/1992 F032 REBATE STILL HOT ISSUE IN THIRD WEEK
1/26/1992 GQll ^PARTIES SEEK QUARTERBACK FOR TAX CUTS
1/27/1992 A014 ^CAPPING OFF TAX DEBATE
1/27/1992 BG16 LEGISLATIVE ASIDES ALL BUSINESS
1/27/1992 BG32 LAWMAKERS SAY THEY FAVOR SEAT-BELT LAW
1/28/1992 CG32 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT LOAN MEASURE IS KILLED
1/29/1992 CG12 LOTTERY BILLS DELUGE LEGISLATURE
1/29/1992 CG15 WASTE-HAULING MEASURE SAILS THROUGH COMMITTEE
1/29/1992 CG32 HOUSE OK'S CHELATION TREATMENT BILL
1/29/1992 CG35 LAWMAKERS CLIP PHEASANT SEASON
1/3G/1992 AG12 LEGISLATORS WELD TAX PLANS IN $61 REBATE
1/3G/1992 BG62 LAWMAKERS MOVE TOWARD NEW MILK REGULATION
1/3G/1992 CG12 3€SEAT-BELT BILL PASSES SENATE PANEL
1/3G/1992 CG15 LICENSES PLATE INCREASE FAILS TO PASS HOUSE
1/31/1992 CG55 ILLEGAL TO LEAVE KIDS HOME ALONE
2/G1/1992 AG12 SEAT BELT BILL FAILS IN SENATE
2/G1/1992 CG12 HODGES FORMS BACKUP PLAN FOR VOTE
2/G1/1992 CG36 VOTER REGISTRATION MEASURE FAILS 5-4 IN COMMITTEE
2/G2/1992 FG41 PANEL WANTS TO ADD TATOO PARLOR RULES
2/G2/1992 FG42 LONG BILL LIST MEANS LONG LEGISLATIVE DAYS
2/G3/1992 AG12 LEGISLATORS WEIGH WISDOM OF CRIME BILLS
2/03/1992 CG12 SEAT-BELT VOTE NONPARTISAN
2/G4/1992 AG12 TAX CREDIT DIES 34-33 IN HOUSE
2/G4/1992 BG66 BILL CHANGES PARK-IT-MARKET CONCEPT
2/G4/1992 CG13 MORALITY BILL FALLS SHORT OF APPROVAL
2/G4/1992 CG32 WASTE DUMP BILL REJECTED
2/04/1992 C033 ^SENATE PANEL KILLS NICKEL VIDEO LOTTERY
2/05/1992 C012 SEX HOT TOPIC IN CAPITOL
2/05/1992 C032 TO FURTHER RESTRICT CORPORATE HOG FARMS FAILS
2/05/1992 C034 HEALTH PLAN GETS INITIAL OK
2/06/1992 A014 BILL FOR VIDEO LOTTERY VOTE TABLED
2/06/1992 AlOl SENATE SHOULD KILL SEX ABSTINENCE BILL (ED)
2/06/1992 C015 GOVERNOR--TAX TALK CREATING A LOGJAM
2/07/1992 A016 FARMERS ATTACK REBATE, PRESS FOR TAX SOLUTIONS
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2/07/1992 A081 THERE'S STILL TIME TO HAVE YOUR SAY (ED)
2/07/1992 C012 CREDIT PLAN WOULDN'T BENEFIT SF TAXPAYERS
2/08/1992 C032 COMMITTEE OK'S CATALOG SALES TAX BILL
2/09/1992 F03A LEGISLATIVE HALF-WAY POINT
2/10/1992 A015 RECYCLING DEBATE BEGINS IN SENATE
2/10/1992 C012 *QUIP QUOTES HIGHLIGHT SESSION TALK
2/10/1992 C032 PEDAL TO FLOOR FOR LAWMAKERS, TAXES TOP LIST
2/11/1992 A015 HOUSE KILLS VOTERS' CHANCE TO REPEAL
2/11/1992 COIA VOTE KILLS STENSLAND RECYCLING BILL
2/12/1992 C014 TAX CREDIT MEASURE FAILS AGAIN
2/13/1992 C012 HOUSE PANEL CHANGES TOURIST TAX, DELAYS VOTE
2/13/1992 C035 YOUTH LEADER--CHASTITY EDUCATION IS A NECESSITY
2/14/1992 C014 HOUSE PASSES BILL TO TAX CATALOG SALES
2/14/1992 C035 BEVERAGE DEPOSIT BILL KILLED
2/14/1992 C041 *PANEL KILLS BILL TO BAN CIGARETTE MACHINES
2/14/1992 C041 TO TAKE CARE FROM CHRONIC DRUNKEN DRIVERS
2/14/1992 C046 PEEPING TOM CRACKDOWN BILL IS SENT TO FULL HOUSE
2/16/1992 A081 KEEP RECYCLING BILL OUT OF SCRAP HEAP (ED)
2/16/1992 A081 SEXUAL ABSTINENCE MEASURE (RC JOURNAL)
2/16/1992 F015 TALKS TARGET TAX TREATY
2/17/1992 C012 PROFESSOR KNOCKS BUY-AMERICAN BILL
2/17/1992 C012 'HANG A LEFT AT HAWAII'
2/17/1992 C032 MOST IMPORTANT LEGISLATIVE BILLS WAIT IN WINGS
2/18/1992 A081 BED-AND-BOARD TAX SHOULD BE REJECTED (ED)
2/19/1992 A012 TAX CREDIT PASSES
2/19/1992 C032 BILL ALLOWS LEGAL SERVICES ASSISTANCE
2/19/1992 C032 PANEL OK'S YOUTH-ORIENTED DRUG-FREE ZONE BILL
2/20/1992 A013 CHASTITIY BILL ADVANCES TO SENATE
2/20/1992 C014 PANEL OK'S VIDEO LOTTERY BILLS
2/20/1992 C015 SENATE APPROVES RECYCLING MANDATES
2/20/1992 C032 HOUSE REJECTS FAMILY LEAVE BILL
2/21/1992 A081 LEGISLATORS BEND RULES OF FAIR PLAY (ED)
2/21/1992 A081 RECYCLING BILL TAKES UNREALISTIC APPROACH (ED)
2/21/1992 C012 SINGLE-LANDFILL PLAN BECOMING LEGISLATIVE COMPOST
2/21/1992 C012 *BILL TO ALLOW CHELATION ON ITS WAY TO GOVERNOR
2/21/1992 C032 LEGISLATURE KEEPS BUSY WITH BILLS
2/22/1992 C012 TAX CREDIT PLAN ROLLS TO SENATE VOTE
2/22/1992 C042 SENATE ENDORSES RECYCLING COMPROMISE
2/23/1992 F015 LOOSE ENDS HAUNT SESSION IN FINAL WEEK
2/23/1992 F015 VIDEO LOTTERY LICENSE FEE OF $50
2/23/1992 F043 HOUSE COMMITTEE OK'S WORKERS' COMP BILL
2/23/1992 F051 REJECTS BILLS AIMED AT LEGISLATIVE OVERSIGHT
2/25/1992 A012 SENATE OK'S BILL MANDATING CHASTITY EDUCATION
2/25/1992 B062 3CSENATE EYES MAIL-ORDER SALES TAX
2/25/1992 C032 SENATE VOTE DELAYED ON TAX-CREDIT PLAN
2/26/1992 A012 VOTERS SPLIT OVER VIDEO LOTTERY FATE
2/26/1992 A015 GOVERNOR'S TAX CREDIT PLAN EKES OUT VICTORY
2/26/1992 C013 SENATE OK'S BET LIMIT BOOST
2/27/1992 A012 DEBATE SWELLS OVER BET LIMITS
2/27/1992 C012 ABSTINENCE BILL IN GOVERNOR'S HANDS
2/28/1992 A015 HOUSE SENDS TAX CREDIT BILL TO GOVERNOR
2/28/1992 C012 RECYCLING LAW GRIPES BREWERS, GROCERS
2/28/1992 C021 $1 5 BILLION BUDGET OK'D
2/29/1992 C015 LEGISLATURE APPROVES PLAN TO FINANCE NEW BUSINESSES
3/01/1992 A081 'D' FOR THE TAX-CREDIT FUSS (ED)
3/01/1992 F035 FINAL MOMENTS OFTEN HECTIC
3/01/1992 F041 REHAB CENTER FUNDING CUT FROM BUDGET
3/02/1992 A012 RECYCLING, TAX CREDITS FINISH LEGISLATIVE TRAIL
3/02/1992 C013 VOTERS TO CALL LEGISLATIVE BATTLE
3/03/1992 A081 SUING ON TAX ISSUE WOULD BE OVERKILL (ED)
3/08/1992 A091 *LEGISLATURE DESERVES 'B+', NOT DEGRADING 'D'
3/12/1992 C032 MICKELSON SIGNS TAX-REBATE BILL
3/15/1992 A055 LAWMAKERS TO ADDRESS LATE MICKELSON VETOES
3/16/1992 C012 10 BILLS, 7 VETOES ON LEGISLATIVE AGENDA
3/17/1992 A082 'F' FOR NIXING 'BOTTLE LAW' (L)
3/17/1992 C012 VETO HOLDS ON ARTERY TREATMENT BILL
3/18/1992 C015 EDUCATION BILL SURVIVES WACKY FINISH
3/22/1992 AlOl SOCIAL AGENDA SHORT-CHANGED (ED)
3/22/1992 GOll ^LEGISLATURE INPUT OFTEN TOO LITTLE, TOO LATE
4/05/1992 AlOl SD LEGISLATIVE SESSION (HURON DAILY PLAINSMAN)
4/13/1992 B023 BOARD SELECTS TOPICS FOR LEGISLATIVE STUDIES
6/20/1992 C015 LAWMAKERS VOTE TO PAY BLOCKED ETHANOL SUBSIDIES
7/01/1992 C016 NEW RESTRICTIONS TAKE EFFECT TODAY
7/01/1992 D085 BUSINESSES, CONSUMERS GET NEW LAWS
8/05/1992 B012 TAX REBATE VOTE DEBATED
11/16/1992 B022 SEAT BELT BILL TO POP UP AGAIN
11/19/1992 B012 BILL WOULD BASE LAND VALUE ON RENT
SEE ALSO SUBJECTS OF LEGISLATIVE BILLS
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LEGVOLD ROBERT
LEHMAN RICHARD
LEHMANN FRED
LEHNA BILL
LEHNEN TERRY
LEHNER JUDY
LEICESTER ANDREW
LEIFERMAN M 8 M
LEIGHTON KEVIN
LEIGHTON MATT
LEIN CHARLES
LEININGER DANIEL
LEISNGER JERRY
LEISURE
LEITE EVELYN
LEITHEISER LAVONNE
LEITO SUE
LEKANDER JIM
LEMBCKE JANE
LEMCKE ED -
LEMEAR PAUL
LEMIRE JOE
LEMKE KIM
LEMME DIXIE
LEMMON SD
LEMON LELA
LEMON MIKE
LEMONADE
LEMONS ABE
LEMONS WILLIAM
LENBURG KEITH
LENICK LEO
LENKER WILLIAM
LENNON MICHAEL
LENNOX SD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/10/1992 A081 LEGISLATIVE FACTIONS MUST WORK TOGETHER CED)
11/12/1992 A081 DON'T JUST WRITE OFF TAX IDEA SO QUICKLY CED)
12/01/1992 B012 ABORTION FIGHT GOES TO LEGISLATURE
12/02/1992 B015 LEGISLATOR PREDICTS MORE COOPERATION IN '93 SESSION
12/10/1992 B022 NEW FACES FOR '93 LEGISLATIVE SESSION
12/12/1992 D022 LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEES FEATURE MAJOR SHUFFLES
12/21/1992 B012 TRUST WILL MAKE, BREAK SESSION
12/26/1992 B012 DEMOCRATS STUDY OWN TAX PLEDGE
1/08/1990 B033 THE TALLY ON OTHER LEGISLATURES IN THE AREA
8/0A/1991 C015 SOUTH DAKOTANS VISIBLE AT SUMMIT
A/30/1988 A012 3€MAN WHO HELPED HOMELESS NOW JOBLESS
6/18/1983 B013 *LEHMANN--TRUSTIES SHOULD PATCH CITY POTHOLES
1/29/1986 A073 LOCAL MAN MONITORS WORLD REACTION
3/20/1991 D082 *WARM-WEATHER OFFICE
9/22/198A B012 *AUGUSTANA'S LEHNEN IS COMPETITOR
11/23/1986 E012 *ANIMALS CAPTURED BY ARTISTS
10/27/1982 B015 PLANS TO BUILD MONUMENT TO SCHOOL OF MINES
8/IA/198A B015 *TWINS REALIZE DREAM WITH TRIP TO IRELAND
6/29/1990 D012 ^MADISON PLAYER HOMES IN
7/21/1983 D031 3«SUCCESS AT LAKE MITCHELL NOT SURPRISING
2/0A/1982 C031 LEIN FAMILY'S FITNESS ROUTINE IS LIFESAVER
3/1A/1982 B021 *LEIN'S EFFORTS SHOW IN 5 YEARS ON CAMPUS
6/02/1982 coil TO TEACH BUSINESS IN RAPID CITY
6/20/1982 B031 KFEWER STUDENTS, LESS FEDERAL AID
7/01/1982 DOll KUSD SAYS GOODBYE TO LEIN AS MCFADDEN
8/05/1982 C031 EX-USD PRESIDENT HIRED BY RC FIRM
5/09/1983 C031 LEIN LEADS FAMILY IN RETURN TO HOWARD WOOD
7/06/1987 A083 BEWARE OF TV EVANGELISTS
3/10/19,82 DOll ^DIGGING IT
5/ZA/I985 A07A *WHAT TO DO WITH 20 BUCKS AND THE DAY OFF
5/06/1990 BB06 *2 INCOMES, 2 KIDS, MORE TIME
A/19/1992 N0A2 5CLEITHEISER DISHES OUT KINDNESS
11/10/1984 coil 3CTHE FUTURE IN THE PALM OF YOUR HAND
1/21/1988 coil TEACHER ANNOUNCES HOUSE RACE PLANS
11/06/1988 E021 LEKANDER--CONSUMER LAWS NEEDED
3/22/1989 B012 ^FORMER CHEF ADDS FRESH TOUCH TO CLASSES
5/03/1990 coil LEKANDER ANNOUNCES BID FOR HOUSE SEAT
10/21/1990 D012 DEMOCRAT DROPS OUT OF DISTRICT 11 RACE
10/30/1989 A012 KSNOW HALTS 1-90 TRAVEL FOR 3 HOURS
1/14/1984 AO'74 WORK OF LEMCKE APPRECIATED (L)
12/23/1989 C015 ^CARRIERS ATTITUDE CONQUERS WEATHER
12/24/1984 A073 KBELLE FOURCHE SANTA HANGS UP HIS BEARD
3/20/1991 A012 *PERSIAN GULF GOODBYES NOT OVER
8/20/1991 A056 *WOMAN PAINTS CARTOONS FOR KIDS
7/21/1982 A015 SNAKE, FISH STORIES CUTTING LAKE'S BUSINESS
7/29/1982 A015 WHEN THINGS TURN SOUR IN LEMMON--A DERBY
8/30/1982 B014 SHADEHILL FIGHTS SHARK RUMOR WITH HUMOR
8/16/1989 B081 LEMMON SSL WILL BE CLOSED
9/24/1989 C041 SNAG RESOLVED IN LEMMON HOSPITAL PROJECT
, 7/31/1988 A012 *WOMAN TURNS 106 WITHOUT A WORRY
11/08/1987 C043 *PRISON HAS YANKTON IN 'CIVIL WAR'
7/16/1988 C012 *SALES SLUMP
8/03/1988 AlOl LEMONADE STAND PICTURE DELIGHTFUL (L)
6/23/1990 C012 KSALE OF THE SUMMER
8/20/1991 C012 JfSLOW STAND
1/04/1983 BOll XABE LEMONS TO BRING HIS STORIES TO BANQUET
2/03/1983 D014 ^FIRING STILL DISTURBS WITTY LEMONS
12/05/1984 C115 USD PROFESSOR IS PRIZE CO-WINNER
1/31/1983 B015 36MONTHLY SALES TAX
10/05/1982 C012 ED CHALLENGE BRINGS COACH TO WOOD
11/06/1983 C031 ^UNILATERAL DISARMAMENT
5/20/1984 coil 3SHAS SEEN BEST, WORST OF TIMES
4/06/1992 B031 TEEN STOPS FIRE, PULLS MAN FROM SCENE
5/26/1982 C031 CITY OF LENNOX DROPS LIQUOR BUSINESS
6/03/1983 BOll LENNOX MUNICIPAL BANK PLANS CENTENNIAL BASH
6/09/1985 coil LENNOX DOWNTOWN CELEBRATION IS MONDAY
7/03/1985 C023 LENNOX PLANS BANG-UP FOURTH OF JULY
4/15/1987 B016 LENNOX REJECTS BONDS
5/18/1987 A012 KLENNOX MUSEUM PRESENTS PAST
3/06/1989 A012 3(AMBITI0US LENNOX IS NOBODY'S SUBURB
6/27/1989 coil LENNOX PASSES ADDITIONAL TAX
7/02/1989 C013 LENNOX HOPES TO TAP INTO NEW WATER SOURCE
8/29/1989 C012 AREA TOWNS IMPLEMENT TAX FRIDAY
11/17/1989 coil BANK DONATES HOUSE FOR LENNOX RAFFLE
12/30/1989 coil LENNOX RAFFLE TICKETS AVAILABLE TODAY
1/01/1990 B016 MINNESOTAN WINS LENNOX HOUSE RAFFLE
1/21/1990 C022 LENNOX JOINS PLAN ON ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
2/13/1990 C022 LENNOX CONSIDERS LAWS ON DOGS, SKATEBOARDS
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LENNOX SO
LENSER JANELLE
LENZ ELDON
LEOLA SD
LEON NANCY
LEONARD DAVID
LEONARD GREG
LEONARD JORDAN
LEONARD LETHA
LEONHARDT ROBERT
LEOPARD WILLIAM
LEOTA MN
LERAAS DAVID
LERDAL JOHN
LEREW ED
LERSETH BERNICE
LESLIE EVERETT
LESLIE RANDY
LESNAR K A
LESNIK STEVE
LESSER GERALD
LESSIN DONNA
LESTER MARK
LESTERVILLE SD
LETCHER BRAD
LETCHER LISA
LETCHER SD
LETTERMAN DAVID
LETTERS
LETZE BERNIE
LEUKEMIA
LEVERETT JOHN
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/19/1990 A012 9eF0R 62 YEARS, 'INDEPENDENT* HAS SPOKEN
3/13/I99G CG21 TASK FORCE EXAMINES AGING HIGH SCHOOL
7/G5/199G AG12 *LENNOX CELEBRATES WITH PARADE, FLAGS
8/G2/199G CG31 *LENNOX BAND PLAYS ON
9/G7/199G CG31 LENNOX CHALLENGING 199G CENSUS COUNT
3/11/I99I BGI2 PRESIDENTS SING PRAISES OF ORIOLES
8/G2/1991 CG36 SLOW RACE SHOW'S TOP ATTRACTION
1G/G8/1991 CG35 LENNOX COUNCIL OVERRIDES MAYOR'S CITY BUDGET VOTE
11/G6/1991 CG35 LENNOX TRIES TO TAP NEW WATER SOURCE
12/11/1991 CG2A LENNOX OK'S WATER FEE
1/29/1992 coil LENNOX SUPPORTS COUNCIL DECISION
7/27/1992 B021 LENNOX GETS READY FOR THRESHING BEE
9/22/1991 AG81 PHUNGRY CHILD MOVES HOME
5/31/1992 DGll CLIENT'S SPOUSE SUES RC COUNSELOR
A/11/1983 AG95 LEOLA WORKS ON CITY HISTORY BOOK
7/15/1990 C012 PIN THE SWING OF THINGS
12/11/1987 A081 PPUBLIC BROADCASTING NEEDS MORE FRIENDS
3/22/1992 A103 PPUBLIC BROADCASTING AIMS FOR BALANCE
5/01/1992 C016 PBROADCAST OFFICIAL RESIGNS
A/OA/1988 B013 HELMETS COVER LEONARDS' HOME
A/03/1989 B012 PBACTERIA EXPERIMENT NETS TOP HONORS IN REGION
I2/19/198A B012 ARMOUR'S LEONARD LEADS B ALL-STATE
5/0A/1991 C021 RAPID CITY BOARD FIRES TEACHER
1I/12/198A A09A EX-PUBLISHER SETS UP SCHOLARSHIP
12/05/1992 B022 PHOUSE BUILDERS BUSY AFTER SUMMER TORNADO
5/16/1986 C036 PLERAAS RUNNING FOR SCHOOL BOARD
10/27/1992 A012 PDASCHLE READY FOR RE-ELECTION
7/03/1991 A015 PHARTFORD MAN MISSING, PICKUP FOUND ON 1-90
7/0A/199I C012 PNO LEADS IN CASE OF MISSING MAN
7/13/1991 C012 PSEARCH EXPANDS FOR HARTFORD MAN
7/30/1991 A012 PMISSING MAN LEFT ON HIS OWN
8/05/1991 A016 MISSING MAN FOUND
8/1*1/1991 coil COUNTY TO SUE LEREW IN STAGED DISAPPEARANCE
8/15/1991 C012 SEARCH FOR MAN COST $5,200
8/28/1991 C015 HARTFORD MAN, OFFICIALS DISCUSS INVESTIGATION BILL
10/30/1991 C032 MAN TO PAY COUNTY FOR STAGED DISAPPEARANCE
10/03/1990 B021 PCOOK CHANGES WITH TIMES
5/19/1985 C021 PCOLLECTOR CANVASSES CITY FOR ALUMINUM CANS
5/02/1985 DOll PLESLIE NAMED PLAYER OF YEAR BY COACHES
3/02/1992 C013 PPORING OVER PAGES IN THE PARK
2/15/1989 A012 FINALLY--CITY NETS CBA TEAM
8/11/1986 BOll PMITCHELL STORE'S OWNER WEAVES FABRIC STORY
12/18/1989 B015 PNURSES TAUGHT MANY LESSONS IN UNSELFISHNESS
2/25/1992 B065 NETWORK WILL LINK BUSINESSES, SCHOOLS AND GOVERNMENT
8/08/1988 A012 PDANCERS PUT LESTERVILLE ON THE MAP
3/11/1992 A013 PLESTERVILLE COUNCIL MIGHT OUTLAW NUDE DANCING
4/15/1992 A012 PCOUNCIL MOVES TO BANISH NUDE DANCE SHOWS
6/02/1992 coil LESTERVILLE BAN ON NUDE DANCING FACES VOTE TODAY
6/03/1992 A016 NUDE-DANCE BAN AXED IN LESTERVILLE
6/10/1992 A012 PNUDITY VOTE CLOSED CAFE
6/18/1992 C015 RESIDENTS RAISE MONEY FOR EVICTED CAFE OWNER
7/01/1992 AlOl LESTERVILLE KNOWS WHAT IT MEANS TO STRIP--ECONOMY
7/11/1992 A084 LESTERVILLE HAS FAULTS, BUT ALSO GOOD POINTS (L)
8/31/1992 C012 PBAJA RACERS DRIVE TO LIMITS OF BODY, BIKE ENDURANCE
10/05/1986 A012 PEX-QUEEN'S DEATH STUNS SMALL TOWN
1/28/1988 C012 TOWNS AFTER CONSOLIDATION DEFEAT
11/14/1988 A012 PSMALL TOWN STORE SHUTS ITS DOORS
1/02/1990 C016 LETCHER TO VOTE ON MERGER
11/03/1990 C015 PLETTERMAN FOULS SPOOF ON RUSHMORE
12/14/1990 A012 EX-BANKER BANTERS WITH LETTERMAN
3/02/1992 C031 RADIO STATION FIELDS CALLS FROM LETTERMAN
3/12/1983 C016 PROTEST LETTER SENT BY PAPER CALLED A JOKE
5/03/1988 A012 P4-YEAR-0LD NOTE YIELDS PEN PAL
9/07/1988 A081 LETTERS WELCOME--HERE ARE THE RULES
4/30/1989 A151 PIF LETTER WRITER'S NAME SAME AS YOURS
3/23/1990 C015 PSTAFF 'HELP' IN WRITING LETTERS TO EDITOR
3/25/1990 A091 PCONTRIVED LETTERS TAINTING RIGHT TO KNOW
8/12/1990 A114 LETTERS CAN STOP BAD LEGISLATION CD
3/02/1991 A083 MYSTERY LETTER WRITER CAN'T GET RESPONSE (L)
3/31/1991 A012 PLETTERS THAT BRIDGED THE GULF
3/31/1991 A102 PLETTERS THAT BRIDGED THE GULF
10/13/1991 B012 PLETTERS KEPT FRIENDSHIP G0ING--40 YEARS
10/27/1991 A081 PA VALUED COMMODITY AT THE 'ARGUS LEADER'
10/25/1992 F022 WATERTOWN AIRPORT BOSS TO LOSE JOB
4/22/1989 B021 LEUKEMIA FUND-RAISER NETS $2,100 CD
2/22/1990 C012 CHEMOTHERAPY ENDS--BOY GETS NEW START
5/15/1986 C012 PLEVERETT ANNOUNCES CANDIDACY
5/15/1986 C012 P LEVERETT ANNOUNCES CANDIDACY
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LEVINE GILBERT 11/11/1982 BOll
LEWIS 8 CLARK LAKE 8/22/1983 BOAl
9/02/1983 C0A2
3/26/198A C053
9/1A/1986 B071
11/05/1987 B05A
A/30/1989 AAOA
5/26/1990 C033
6/07/1991 DOll
7/13/1991 C033
7/2A/1991 A012
7/2A/1991 BOll
7/2A/1991 B051
LEWIS 8 CLARK TRAI 6/02/1991 C036
LEWIS ANN 12/15/198A BOll
A/01/1986 C013
LEWIS CHARLES 3/10/1989 B012
LEWIS CLIFF A/26/198A C023
3/12/1986 BOll
LEWIS DALE 12/30/1992 B022
LEWIS DOROTHY 5/23/1982 B061
LEWIS DRUG 7/28/1982 C052
8/13/1983 B016
1/13/198A C03A
3/1A/198A DOIA
7/30/198A C013
10/09/198A B035
10/1A/198A EOll
1/05/1985 A072
2/17/1985 E013
10/25/1986 C012
2/15/1987 A105
5/01/1988 N071
5/22/1988 E015
A/11/1989 coil
A/13/1989 coil
6/01/1989 coil
6/29/1989 B082
8/03/1989 D066
8/09/1989 B061
8/10/1989 C015
8/18/1989 AlOl
10/11/1989 D082
3/30/1990 A012
5/30/1990 D062
9/2A/1990 B082
9/30/1990 E012
10/02/1990 B065
11/01/1990 C016
5/22/1991 D082
2/09/1992 E012
2/09/1992 E013
2/25/1992 A091
LEWIS ELMER 7/27/1986 A012
7/26/1990 B012
LEWIS FORREST 7/28/1989 coil
LEWIS JACK 5/17/1988 A012
LEWIS JERRY 6/11/1982 BOll
6/15/1982 A071
6/17/1982 BOll
9/09/1982 BOIA
LEWIS JIM A/20/198A coil
A/17/1990 C02A
9/30/1990 A012
10/17/1990 A016
12/02/1990 AOIA
2/1A/1991 C012
2/2A/1991 A013
LEWIS KRISTI A/29/1991 C012
LEWIS LAUREN 5/06/1985 A071
LEWIS MERIWETHER 5/05/1986 B013
LEWIS MERLE 12/03/1992 BOll
LEWIS NANCY 11/25/1988 D082
LEWIS PAUL 10/25/1982 coil
LEWIS RALPH 9/10/1991 B012
LEWIS RAMSEY 10/25/1983 BOll
LEWIS RANDY ' 8/28/1982 C031
7/15/198A B012
^FESTIVAL OF STRINGS
CORPS OF ENGINEERS WILL STUDY RAISING LAKE LEVEL
QUESTIONS MAY DELAY WORK AT YANKTON LAKE
$I-MILLION FACELIFT SET
56APPROVAL TO REMODELED REC AREA
LEWIS 8 CLARK GROUP TO MEET
*PAYS ITS FIRST OFFICIAL VISIT
RIVERBOAT ROLLS AT LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS 8 CLARK CHANGING FACE
LEWIS AND CLARK AREA REPORTS RECORD HOLIDAY
KCAMP CITY
^OFFICIALS CONSIDER PLANS FOR LEWIS 8 CLARK LAKE
KPADDLEBOAT IS TRIP TO BYGONE ERA
STATE MAY OBSERVE EXPEDITION'S BICENTENNIAL
KNEW LEGISLATORS READY FOR CHANGE
LEWIS TO SEEK 2ND TERM IN STATE HOUSE
NEW PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBIT TAKES TIME
KLAYMEN GET CHANCE TO SEE SCIENTISTS PERFORM
PROFESSOR TO DISCUSS ENVIRONMENT CHANGES
3€H0UCK ALWAYS PUT UP A GOOD FIGHT
*IN DEFENSE OF CIVIL DEFENSE
COUPLE SUES LEWIS DRUG FOR $10^000
DRUG STORE PLANS NO A
LEWIS PLANS STORE FOR FAST-GROWING AREA
WOMAN FILES RIGHTS VIOLATION LAWSUIT
3CTHIRD NAME DRAWN YIELDS WINNER OF CONTEST
LEWIS CELEBRATES OPENING OF ATH STORE
3(EXPANSI0N IN LEWIS GAME PLAN
LEWIS DRUG SHOWED IT CARED (L)
LEWIS DRUG EXECUTIVE
KLEWIS DRUGS IS LIKE PART OF THE FAMILY
STORES ACTED RESPONSIBLY (L)
CSEC DDI ^BUSINESSMAN MADE LEWIS HOUSEHOLD NAME
3«LAB0RING AT LEWIS
LEWIS ANNOUNCES PLANS FOR NEW STORE
SURVEY PROMPTED LEWIS EXPANSION
LEWIS STORES TO SELL TICKETS FOR CITY BUS
^eSIGN CHANGE
*LEWIS PLANS NEW STORES
3(LEWIS DRUG PLANS RIBBON CUTTING
CITY PLANNERS OK NEW LEWIS STORE
NEW DRUG STORE LEAVES UNANSWERED QUESTIONS (L)
*NORWEST OPENS LEWIS BRANCH
XLEWIS PROJECT TO DISPLACE GROCERY
KLEWIS-ECONOFOODS PLANS TAKE SHAPE
3«NEW LEWIS OPENING SOON
3€LEWIS CLOSES GATE ON OLD STORE
MOVE HEADQUARTERS INTO FORMER SOUTHGATE
3CLEWIS DRUG CO-FOUNDER DIES AT 8A
JfLEWIS SOUTHGATE WILL BE OFFICE COMPLEX
3«LEWIS GOING STRONG AT 50
*1ST JOB STUCK FOR 'MR SOUTHGATE'
LEWIS DRUG EMPLOYEES MAKE IT A SUCCESS (L)
KFAMILY FINDS STRENGTH IN NUMBERS
3fLEWIS FAMILY OF HOWARD PLANS GATHERING
REWARD OFFERED FOR ARSON LEADS
*PILOT MAKES PIT STOP HERE ON RECORD FLIGHT
KTHE KILLER--A ROCK'N'ROLL GIANT
kkiller still alive, ready to roar
3fLEWIS STILL SHAKING OFF EFFECTS OF 1981
J6C0MEDIAN DOESN'T TELL ALL IN AUTOBIOGRAPHY
*VICE PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE ARRIVES
FLANDREAU MAN BUYS LAND FOR DEVELOPMENT
3CCASIN0 DOORS SWING OPEN ON TUESDAY
TRIBE, CASINO HIT RIFT
KTRIBE ISSUES CASINO THREAT--PAY OR LEAVE
CASINO OWNER DEFIES EVICTION NOTICE
KFLANDREAU CASINO'S FUTURE AT STAKE
KCHIEF DOESN'T MIND GETTING HANDS DIRTY
KALUMNI ACCEPT LEWIS CHALLENGE
KPIONEER LEWIS LEAVES LEGACY IN SD
CLOTS HOSPITALIZE HURON MAYOR
EBUSINESS RUNS YOUR ERRANDS
FORMER SF MAN MAKES A LIVING AT PLAYING CARDS
5«LEWIS MAY BE SKYFORCE AGAIN
3CSIBLING RIVALRY STARTED LEWIS' CAREER
RANDY. LEWIS WILL COME BACK--A WINNER
36LEWIS MAKES OLYMPIC TEAM
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SUBJECT
LEWIS RANDY
LEWIS RICK
LEWIS SQUARE
LEWIS WILLIAM
LEV JIMMY
LEYBA BRIAN
LEYSE DORIS
LEYSE WAYNE
LIAS CHLOE & STEVI
LIBERALISM
LIBERIA
LIBERTARIAN
LIBERTARIAN PARTY
LIBRA DEAN
LIBRARIANS
LIBRARIES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
S/IO/igS'i A013 XSTATE NATIVE WRESTLES GOLD
8/10/1984 B012 LEWIS, THOMPSON ANSWER CALL TO GLORY
8/10/1984 B042 LEWIS, RAPID CITY SHARE A GOLDEN BEGINNING
8/11/1984 C021 HARD WORK TURNS INTO OLYMPIC GOLD CED)
12/25/1984 B012 *LEWIS NAMED INDEPENDENT ATHLETE OF YEAR
2/13/1985 B071 *LEWIS LEADS READING CHAMPIONS
6/15/1988 D071 36LEWIS SETS SIGHTS ON 2ND MEDAL
12/31/1989 N062 AIMS TO WRESTLE IN "92 OLYMPICS
6/18/1990 A083 *HILLS MOTOR CLASSIC GOOD EXAMPLE
7/19/1991 D053 KON THE LEWIS MARQUEE
6/08/1989 C012 EVANGELISM NEEDS AGGRESSIVENESS INJECTED
7/16/1992 B012 BLUES MAN LAYS IT ON
3/13/1991 C033 MAN ADMITS TO WORKING WITHOUT A LICENSE
1/10/1990 B012 XWOMAN FINDS SELF-WORTH IN COOKING
2/21/1991 B012 56LEYSE EARNS SPORTSMAN OF YEAR HONOR
2/04/1992 B012 KCURL UP AT HOME WITH FRESH FRIES
4/06/1983 C012 36LIBERALISM LOSING GROUND
8/23/1988 A105 WHY IS LIBERALISM BAD (L)
11/07/1988 A064 LABELS NEED REDEFINING (L)
4/02/1989 C012 DON'T RUN FROM LIBERAL TAG
3/15/1991 A102 WHAT'S WRONG WITH HAVING LIBERAL VIEWS (L)
3/18/1991 A092 RIGHT-WINGERS CALL DEBATE UNPATRIOTIC CD
3/24/1991 A093 WINNING WAR RUINOUS FOR AMERICA BASHERS CD
3/28/1991 A113 LIBERALS ALSO SUPPORT CONSTITUTION CD
8/11/1990 A016 SD FAMILY BACK FROM LIBERIA
5/24/1987 A022 ^LIBERTARIANS VENTURE BEYOND MAINSTREAM
11/16/1991 B032 LIBERTARIANS GARNER SPOT ON BALLOT
5/29/1992 C015 LIBERTARIANS TO HOLD FIRST THIRD-PARTY CONVENTION
7/19/1992 A113 WILL'S ANALYSIS ON LIBERTARIANS FLAWED CD
- 4/12/1982 C031 LIBERTARIAN TAX PROTEST SET FOR 15TH
7/21/1982 C031 STRIKING MINER TO SEEK HOUSE SEAT
7/24/1984 B035 LIBERTARIAN PARTY TO HAVE CONVENTION SUNDAY
7/30/1984 C033 LIBERTARIAN CANDIDATE MAY GET NAME ON BALLOT
8/08/1984 D031 LIBERTARIAN PARTY WON'T BE ON BALLOT IN FALL
9/20/1984 C032 JUDGE DISMISSES LIBERTARIAN PARTY LAWSUIT
9/28/1984 D032 LIBERTARIAN PARTY LOSES COURT BID
5/21/1986 B021 LIBERTARIANS WON'T ENDORSE ANYONE
5/28/1986 coil *BELL RECRUITED FOR LIBERTARIANS
9/01/1987 C023 CRITICS DOUBT MEANS' PHILOSOPHY
7/09/1988 coil LIBERTARIAN WANTS TO REDUCE TAXES
4/07/1992 C015 LIBERTARIANS FED UP, FILE FOR 2 RACES
6/07/1992 C022 LIBERTARIANS SPEAK AGAINST GOVERNMENT
6/08/1992 C022 LIBERTARIANS ADOPT BILL OF RIGHTS AS PLATFORM
6/30/1992 C012 ^LIBERTARIAN WANTS SCHIEFFER CONFIRMATION DENIED
7/23/1992 B022 HERCULES TAKES FEDERAL JUDGE TO TASK IN SUE TRIAL
7/26/1992 A073 THERE'S STILL ANOTHER OPTION FOR PRESIDENT CD
7/30/1992 A105 LIBERTARIANS CONCERNED ABOUT FEDERAL EXCESS CD
8/05/1992 A103 LIBERTARIAN PARTY ON SIDE OF FREEDOM CD
8/24/1992 B012 36CANDIDATE WOULD CURB GOVERNMENT
5^3/26/1991 A083 ESTATE'S AIR TRANSPORTATION NEEDS
9/16/1982 C051 LIBRARIANS ANGRY OVER NEW FILM FEE
10/19/1982 A074 BLACK HILLS STATE LIBRARIAN HONORED
11/02/1982 A114 LIBRARY ASSOCIATION ELECTS PRESIDENT
9/20/1983 C036 MANFRED TO SPEAK AT LIBRARIANS' MEETING
10/26/1983 B055 *RANEY IS LIBRARIAN OF THE YEAR
10/10/1984 cm LIEGEL IS STATE LIBRARIAN OF YEAR
10/16/1984 Alll KOLBE IS HEAD OF ACADEMIC SECTION
10/30/1985 C092 LIBRARIAN OF THE YEAR CHOSEN
2/08/1986 C045 JANKLOW VETOES LIBRARIAN BILL
5/20/1986 BOll LIBRARIAN OPENS DOORS FOR NON-READERS
7/26/1986 C021 JANKLOW NAMES CITY WOMAN STATE LIBRARIAN
10/07/1986 B031 HEAD OF LIBRARY GROUP IS CHOSEN
12/20/1986 A072 ^LIBRARIAN BRINGS CHRISTMAS AROUND THE WORLD
10/11/1987 B021 LIBRARY ASSOCIATION HONORS TOP MEMBERS
2/11/1988 C016 OBSCENITY BILL WORRIES LIBRARIANS
4/23/1988 coil BOOKMOBILE LIBRARIAN RECEIVES HONOR
4/17/1989 C012 SPEARFISH TO OFFER GRADUATE LIBRARY DEGREE
11/13/1989 BOll XAREA LIBRARIAN WINS HONOR AT CONVENTION
9/06/1990 C033 3CLIBRARIAN SPENDS LIFE PUSHING LITERACY
4/15/1991 C012 3CLIBRARY DIRECTOR STRESSES EARLY YEARS OF LEARNING
9/11/1991 C035 LIBRARIAN TELLS HIGH COURT
12/26/1991 C012 ^LIBRARIAN PARKS CAREER
6/05/1992 C034 HIGH COURT UPHOLDS LIBRARIAN FIRING
7/05/1992 D021 DELL RAPIDS LIBRARY DIRECTOR TO BE HONORED
12/22/1982 D031 TICKET OFFERS SERVICE AT 4 LIBRARIES
1/19/1988 C033 OGLALA LAKOTA COLLEGE GETS GRANT FOR LIBRARY
-<3/03/1988 'C041 LIBRARY SYSTEM READY TO OPEN
5/27/1988 C012 COMPUTER NETWORK TO CONNECT LIBRARIES
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LIBRARIES CITY
LIBRARIES COLLEGE
LIBRARIES COUNTY
LIBRARIES MEDICAL
LIBRARIES PRESIDEN
LIBRARIES PUBLIC
DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/27/198B B031 3 SCHOOLS TRY TO JOIN LIBRARY NETWORK
9/01/1988 C021 STUDENTS TO BENEFIT FROM LIBRARY NETWORK
I TRPAPTP^ PIIRI TP
8/2A/198A C051 SEMINARY SALVAGES BOOKS AFTER RAIN
1/10/1987 COIA REPORT DETAILS PROBLEMS IN ACADEMIC LIBRARIES
2/21/1991 C03A USD LIBRARY ADDITION EARNS SENATE APPROVAL
12/09/1992 B021 PROFESSOR TO SPEAK ON COLLEGE LIBRARIES
2/10/1982 C051 CROOKS LIBRARY MAY BE HALTED BY PETITIONERS
2/16/1982 C023 MINNEHAHA LIBRARY DISSOLUTION URGED (L)
2/23/1982 C012 FATE OF COUNTY LIBRARY CENTERS ON PETITION
2/24/1982 coil VOTER'S WILL DECIDE COUNTY LIBRARY'S FATE
3/01/1982 C021 DISTRESSED BY SPLIT OVER COUNTY LIBRARY (ED)
5/26/1982 C061 LEAKING COUNTY LIBRARY ROOF TO BE REPAIRED
6/03/1982 B054 SUMMER READING PROGRAM
6/10/1982 B074 THE MINNEHAHA COUNTY LIBRARY WILL BE A HOST
8/17/1982 C023 SOS SEEKS HELP TO SEE COUNTY LIBRARY SYSTEM (L)
8/19/1982 B054 BOOKMOBILE TO BE AT THE SIOUX EMPIRE FAIR
10/24/1982 C031 LIBRARY DEFEAT WOULD END NEEDED SERVICES (L)
10/25/1982 C021 MINNEHAHA'S LIBRARY SHOULD BE CONTINUED (ED)
10/27/1982 D021 'YES' VOTE WILL AUTHORIZE LIBRARY (L)
10/31/1982 C031 SOS GROUP ANSWERS LIBRARY QUESTIONS (L)
11/03/1982 C046 COUNTY LIBRARY ISSUE WINS
11/08/1982 B021 ELECTION'S MESSAGE--SOLVE LIBRARY PROBLEM (ED)
3/22/1983 coil COUNTY LIBRARY'S PLAN TO ATTRACT YOUNG READERS WORKS
6/21/1983 B041 FEDERAL AID MAY BE NEXT STEP FOR RURAL LIBRARY
6/22/1983 C052 LIBRARY MAY GET FEDERAL AID
7/19/1983 C041 FRIENDS OF LIBRARY NEED BOOKS FOR AUGUST SALE
8/09/1983 C013 ^MINNEHAHA COUNTY LIBRARY MAY MOVE TO CROOKS
8/20/1983^B041 COUNTY LIBRARY WILL SPONSOR USED BOOK SALE
9/12/1983 A092 LIBRARY FRIENDS PLAN BOOK SALE
9/17/1983 B035 CROOKS OPTIMISTS' CLUB RAISES MONEY
10/25/1983 B031 BURNS HEADS LIBRARY FRIENDS
3/13/1984 BOll RURAL LIBRARY ASKS FOR SEPARATE ACCOUNT
4/23/1984 B054 GAEM RAISES MONEY FOR LIBRARY
9/11/1984 A094 PIANO FORUM PICKS OFFICERS
10/11/1984 C041 VOLUNTEERS HELPING IN LIBRARY MOVE
10/12/1984 B026 ^VOLUNTEERS LEND A HAND FOR LIBRARY
10/19/1984 C031 MINNEHAHA COUNTY LIBRARY TO OPEN
10/24/1984 DOll ^THROUGH THE STACKS
11/03/1984 B035 FAULK COUNTY TO VOTE ON LIBRARY EXPANSION
11/08/1984 B051 COUNTY LIBRARY EXTENDS DEADLINE
12/19/1984 D031 COUNTY SELLS LIBRARY IN HARTFORD
9/25/1986 B021 SURVEY TO STUDY RURAL RESIDENTS' LIBRARY NEEDS
7/09/1987 B054 COUNTY LIBRARY PLANS PROGRAMS
9/19/1987 A071 KIDS' READING PROGRAM SUCCESSFUL (L)
11/14/1987 A095 LIBRARY THANKFUL FOR FUNDRAISER (L)
12/09/1987 BOll COUNTY LIBRARY MAY SEEK DAMAGES
11/05/1988 A091 LIBRARY TO USE FUNDS FOR FURNITURE
11/23/1988 coil COUNTY COMMISSION OK'S LIBRARY PLAN
-2/18/1989 A085 FREEZE HAS NEGATIVE SIDE (L)
6/18/1989 coil LIBRARY'S BRANDON BRANCH ISSUING CARDS
1/08/1990 BOll BALTIC TO DEDICATE LIBRARY BRANCH TODAY
12/01/1991 C012 *RURAL LIBRARY SYSTEM KEEPS RESIDENTS READING
3/23/1992 C016 HOSPITALS BACK PLANS FOR LIBRARY
8/16/1987 A091 NATION'S PRESIDENTIAL LIBRARIES DISPLAY
8/18/1982 BOll 5CDIANA BORGUM--THE STORY LADY
11/11/1982 B052 LIBRARY TO SHOW CHILDREN'S FILMS
11/29/1982 A074 LIBRARY OFFERS BOOK MENDING CLASS
1/06/1983 B025 SF PUBLIC LIBRARY OFFERS STORY TIME FOR DEAF
1/21/1983 A114 FACELESS BUT FUNNY TYPIST IN SF LIBRARY
3/06/1983 B041 LIBRARY INSTALLS COMPUTER FOR PUBLIC
3/09/1983 BOll ^PUBLIC LIBRARY JOINS COMPUTER AGE
3/14/1983 A074 LIBRARY SELLING '83 NUMBERS
3/19/1983 A115 LIBRARIAN THANKS ART PERFORMERS
4/14/1983 B071 NATIONAL LIBRARY WEEK CELEBRATED
5/20/1983 BOll ^LIBRARY ENCOURAGES PEOPLE TO SPEAK OUT (ON PAPER)
6/02/1983 B054 'READING IS A CHAIN REACTION'
6/14/1983 A073 LIBRARY CHOOSES BOARD OF TRUSTIES
7/16/1983 coil KBEEPER SYSTEM EXPECTED TO CUT LIBRARY THEFT
7/19/1983 C021 LIBRARY BEEPER A NECESSITY (ED)
8/25/1983 B055 LIBRARY PLANS PRE-SCHOOL STORYTIME
9/08/1983 B071 LIBRARY OFFERS STORYTIME FOR KIDS
10/07/1983 C013 56COMPUTER HELPS LIBRARY PATRONS
10/26/1983 B013 LAW PROTECTS PRIVACY OF LIBRARY PATRONS
11/10/1983 B051 LIBRARY TO SHOW CHILDREN'S MOVIE
11/19/1983 A095 LIBRARY THANKS HALLOWEEN WORKERS (L)
12/12/1983 C013 36LIBRARIAN, CHILDREN SHARE WONDER
12/22/1983 B053 LIBRARY TO SHOW CHRISTMAS FILMS
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12/26/1983 A012 3«LIBRARIAN WANTS MORE BOOKS
1/08/198A C023 LIBRARIES TRYING TO KEEP PAST ALIVE CVEAGER)
1/08/198A D02I XLIBRARV SPONSORS MUSICAL FILM SERIES
1/26/I98A B03A LIBRARY PRESENTS PUPPET SHOW
1/29/198A C0A6 MAN DISCOVERS PREHISTORIC SKULL IN CANTON
2/0A/198A B023 LIBRARY HAS BECOME CHILDREN'S PLAYGROUND (L)
2/11/1984 B025 SUNDAY LIBRARY FILMS PRAISED (L)
2/21/1984 B022 LIBRARY ATMOSPHERE PRAISED
3/01/1984 BG35 LIBRARY OFFERS CHILDREN'S EVENTS
3/08/1984 B034 SPINNING DEMONSTRATION
3/10/1984 C032 ABERDEEN'S LIBRARY WANTS SECURITY SYSTEM
3/17/1984 C041 PUBLIC LIBRARY WILL BE CLOSED MONDAY
3/24/1984 coil SF RESIDENTS TO FIND OUT FUTURE WANTS
4/02/1984 B014 $2,500 AWARD WILL HELP HARRISBURG
7/06/1984 coil seSTORY TIME
7/11/1984 coil ^PERSONALITY MARKS PAGES
7/12/1984 BOll ^LIBRARY USERS BYTE INTO HIGH TECH
7/29/1984 N071 JELIBRARY PROVIDES MANY SERVICES
9/14/1984 C032 EXHIBIT EMPHASIZES CENSORSHIP OF BOOKS
9/22/1984 C015 LIBRARY READING PROGRAM
9/27/1984 B054 FILMS SHOWN DURING SCHOOL BREAK
9/28/1984 D013 ^LIBRARY WORKING TO TURN OVER NEW LEAF
10/05/1984 coil KSTORYTIME
12/06/1984 B051 LIBRARY IS REGISTERING CHILDREN
12/11/1984 coil ACCEPTING CANNED GOODS FOR BOOK FINES
12/24/1984 B015 MITCHELL LIBRARY USERS ERASE DEBTS
12/26/1984 BOll LIBRARY PROVIDES 3 COMPUTER PROGRAM COPIES
12/31/1984 A072 LIBRARY WILL REMODEL KIDS' SECTION
1/10/1985 B055 LIBRARY PLANS COMEDY FILM SERIES
1/14/1985 BOll XA LIST IN THE ATTIC
1/27/1985 D094 LIBRARIES OFFER ADULT READING PROGRAMS
2/03/1985 D022 *HARRISBURG CONVERTED GARAGE INTO LIBRARY
2/11/1985 B034 FEBRUARY IS FOOD-FOR-FINES MONTH
3/25/1985 A094 SOMETHING NEW AT THE LIBRARY
3/25/1985 B025 BOOK BUGS TO DESCEND ON MITCHELL LIBRARY
4/01/1985 A051 360NCE UPON A STORY TIME
4/27/1985 A012 XTALL TASK
4/27/1985 coil ^STUDENTS LEND HELPING HAND
5/04/1985 C031 ^RELAXED READER
5/09/1985 B074 LIBRARY HOSTS JAMES RIVER EXHIBIT
5/23/1985 B074 MITCHELL LIBRARY HOSTS GENEALOGICAL SEMINAR
6/25/1985 A094 WHITE, KLEIN ON LIBRARY BOARD
7/19/1985 A012 *DIANA BORGUM'S STORY TELLING
7/19/1985 coil *ONCE UPON A TIME
9/24/1985 C041 *NEW COUNTER
10/03/1985 coil 5fWITH A HOP AND A SKIP
10/30/1985 B012 KWITCH LINDA PLACKE LETS OUT A SHRIEK TUESDAY
11/11/1985 A091 ^BRINGING BOOKS TO THE FARM
11/14/1985 C031 CITY LIBRARY CLOSED MORNING OF NOV 25
12/26/1985 B051 STORYTIME REGISTRATION IN JANUARY
1/14/1986 coil LIBRARY TO ACCEPT FOOD FOR FINES
2/02/1986 DOll 96STORY TIME
2/13/1986 B053 ADULTS INVITED TO BOOK DISCUSSION AT LIBRARY
3/14/1986 C021 LIBRARY HAS SOFTWARE FOR HOME COMPUTERS
4/07/1986 BOll ^LIBRARY BREAK
4/17/1986 C015 LIBRARY PLANS TO ADD BRANCH
6/08/1986 C082 ^BOOKMOBILE PLANS JUNE EVENTS
6/12/1986 C021 CITY BOOKMOBILE ADDS A STOP, MOVES ANOTHER
7/1I/I986 111 CITY'S LIBRARY OFFERS MANY SERVICES
7/28/1986 B015 CITY LIBRARY SET TO BRANCH OUT
8/03/1986 C041 ERRANT POLE BLAMED FOR FIRE AT LEAD LIBRARY
9/05/1986 coil LIBRARY TO SPONSOR MEETING FOR APPLE USERS
9/27/1986 C015 BOOKMOBILE CHANGES HOURS FOR STUDENTS
10/13/1986 A071 LIBRARY HONORS WORLD FOOD DAY
10/21/1986 C021 BOOKMOBILE IS RETURNING TO OSCAR HOWE
11/26/1986 coil BRANCH LIBRARY MAY GO IN MALL
12/25/1986 C091 STORYTIME REGISTRATION BEGINS
2/10/1987 C033 JfLIBRARY CIRCULATION INCREASES
3/02/1987 B034 SIX SD LIBRARIES GET $500 GRANT
4/06/1987 A071 LIBRARY AMNESTY PERIOD IN EFFECT
4/13/1987 A052 *READ ALL ABOUT IT
5/04/1987 B034 LIBRARY SEEKS OVER DUE MATERIALS
5/11/1987 B034 AREA LIBRARIES TO OFFER VIDEOTAPES
5/14/1987 B051 READING CLUB REGISTRATION TO BEGIN
5/27/1987 B021 SALEM CIVIC GROUPS WORK TOGETHER ON LIBRARY
6/30/1987 C012 ^CLIBRARY ONLY A BUILDING AWAY
7/15/1987 B012 JfBOOKS TALK, KIDS LISTEN
8/22/1987 A074 SUMMER READING CLUB SUPPORTED
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9/25/1987 C033 LIBRARY CIRCULATION READS WELL
10/19/1987 BGI2 COMPUTER SYSTEM EASES LIBRARY USE
II/I2/I987 CGI2 TO DEDICATE LIBRARY ROOM TO GUBBRUD
A/IG/I988 BGII GARRETSON LIBRARY TO HOLD OPEN HOUSE
A/17/1988 DGII SCULPTURE TO BE DEDICATED TODAY
5/I7/I988 BG13 ^CHILDREN JOIN THE CLUB IN RECORD NUMBERS
5/18/1988 BG33 A SIOUX FALLS LIBRARY CHECKUP
7/19/1988 CGII BUSINESS PROGRAM AVAILABLE AT LIBRARY
7/31/1988 EGll COMPUTER HELPS BUSINESSES PLAN
8/11/1988 C012 JEREADERS CLOSE THE BOOKS WITH PARTY
IG/G7/I988 CGI2 XREADY TO OPEN THE COVER
IG/II/I988 AG52 ^LIBRARY HAS MOVED INTO THE COMPUTER AGE
I2/2I/I988 CGII MAN ARRESTED AFTER TRYING TO STEAL PURSE
12/23/1988 CG15 BOYS CHARGED IN THEFT OF SCULPTURE
2/G5/I989 CGII LIBRARY TO RESTRICT SERVICES NEXT WEEK
2/12/1989 EG12 *FRUGALITY MAY LEAVE LIBRARIES IN A BIND
3/I9/I989 CG7I EXPANSION PLANS UP FOR VOTE IN BROOKINGS
A/17/1989 CG12 BIG PRINT BRINGS WORLD TO HARD-TO-SEE
5/G3/1989 C015 CANTON RAISES MONEY TO BUILD NEW LIBRARY
8/G8/I989 CGII KIDS TO BE REWARDED FOR READING EFFORTS
8/IA/I989 AG7I LIBRARY BEGINS HOMEBOUND SERVICE
8/22/1989 CGII LIBRARY OFFERING HOMEBOUND SERVICE
8/27/1989 GG31 KA LIBRARY OF FUN, FACTS
9/G6/I989 CGII '99' BOOK SIGNING SUNDAY AT LIBRARY
9/15/1989 CG33 KOFF THE SHELF
9/16/1989 CGII SIOUX FALLS UPGRADES ITS TRAVELING LIBRARY
9/27/1989 CGII GOVERNOR TO HONOR NEW CANTON LIBRARY
12/29/1989 AGIA LIBRARY TO GET SECURITY GUARD
I/G1/199G AIIl NEW BOOKMOBILE SCHEDULE AVAILABLE
I/II/I99G CGII LIBRARY TO HOST BANNER EXHIBIT
I/IA/199G CG15 LIBRARY BOARD PLANS SOUTHEAST BRANCH
2/G6/199G CG26 ALCESTER ASKS FOR STUDY ON LIBRARY EXPANSION
2/I3/I99G AG52 3«LIBRARY HELPS ILL KIDS GET WELL
2/16/I99G CG21 BROOKINGS PONDERING PLAN TO EXPAND LIBRARY
3/I8/I99G CG22 NEW CANTON LIBRARY IS ATTRACTING A CROWD
A/G7/I99G CG23 CANTON LIBRARY BENEFITS FROM MAN'S BEQUEATHAL
5/2G/I99G CG33 LIBRARY TO PUBLICIZE ITS TAX FREEZE PLIGHT
5/22/I99G BGII LIBRARY BOARD ELECTS KLEIN AS PRESIDENT
5/22/I99G BG3A ALCESTER CITY-SCHOOL LIBRARY TO BE DISCUSSED
5/29/I99G BG33 ALCESTER WANTS GRANT TO HELP PAY FOR LIBRARY
9/G2/199G NG73 3€THERE'S MORE THAN MEETS THE EYE AT LIBRARY
9/23/199G DGll LIBRARY HAS REPORTS FOR AGG COMPANIES
I0/I2/199G CG21 NOT TO LET TAX FREEZE HURT LIBRARY
I0/21/199G DGll 'IMPRESSIONS' SERIES AVAILABLE AT LIBRARY
I2/G7/I99G DG9I LIBRARY OFFERS BOOK ON DEMOGRAPHICS
12/I3/I99G CGI5 TWO SITES STUDIED FOR BRANCH LIBRARY
I/2I/I99I CG82 3CSF LIBRARY EXPANDS BUSINESS REFERENCE SECTION
1/23/1991 B035 DEADWOOD LIBRARY TO TAKE PATRONS TO COURT
3/19/1991 AG5A LIBRARY TO BE GIVEN VIDEOTAPE COLLECTION
<1/05/1991 CG33 MOBRIDGE MAN CHARGED WITH RIPPING 18 BOOKS
A/16/1991 CG35 LIBRARIES SPONSOR WEEK OF GUEST READERS
8/25/I99I N1G5 CHECK OUT THE CITY LIBRARY FOR INFORMATION
IG/G8/199I CG32 MADISON LIBRARY OFFICIALS WANT FUNDING RESTORED
IG/G9/I99I CG32 COUNTY GIVES HUMBOLDT $IG,GGG TO HELP CONSTRUCT
IG/26/I99I AG15 LIBRARY DENIES RESTRICTIONS ON 'R' MOVIES
12/24/1991 CG31 DEADWOOD LIBRARY CLOSES ON MONDAYS
3/G1/I992 EGlI LIBRARY EXPANDS FILES OF COMPANY REPORTS
3/2G/I992 CG32 CENTERVILLE JOINS JOINT LIBRARY PROJECT
5/I6/I992 DG2I ALCESTER LIBRARY TO HOST OPEN HOUSE
7/24/1992 BGII GROUP GIVES LIBRARY JAPAN BOOKS, VIDEOS
8/23/1992 H125 3CLIBRARY OFFERS LOTS MORE THAN BOOKS
9/11/1992 BG21 ELK POINT LIBRARY GETTING AUTHORS' HELP
9/I8/I992 BG22 *ALCESTER LIBRARY A JOINT VENTURE
II/22/I992 AG94 GIFT BENEFITS LARGE-PRINT BOOK READERS (L)
5/I6/I985 CGI3 ^CONTEST FITS STUDENTS TO A T
9/2G/I992 CG16 LOCAL DRIVE HELPS OPEN ROSEBUD'S NEW LIBRARY
9/I6/I982 CG51 LIBRARIANS ANGRY OVER NEW FILM FEE
11/13/1982 CG41 SCHOOL DISTRICTS FACE STATE FILM FEES
11/16/1982 AG94 STATE LIBRARY COORDINATOR NAMED
2/18/1983 CG61 PROPOSAL TO END FILM FEES REJECTED
4/25/1983 AG92 STATE LIBRARY NEEDS VOLUNTEERS
6/G3/I983 CGII BOOK IN LIBEL SUIT HAS WAITING LIST
9/I2/I983 AG92 LIBRARY OFFERS TAPE TO HANDICAPPED
9/24/1983 BGI2 STATE LIBRARIES GET $I9G,GG0
I2/I2/I983 CGII LIBRARY BOARD WILL DISCUSS PLAN
5/G2/1984 DG43 STATE MAY INCREASE FEES FOR RENTING FILMS
"12/14/1984 CG32 TO "STOP LIBRARY'S FILM-RENTAL FEES
2/27/1985 A016 VETOES VOTED DOWN
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A/20/1985 CG31 STATE LIBRARY PLANS FUND-RAISING WORKSHOP
11/12/1985 B021 DATA AVAILABLE FOR DEAF, HEARING IMPAIRED
2/18/1986 AG61 SOUTH DAKOTA NEEDS SKILLED STATE LIBRARIANS (L)
2/27/1986 AG16 VETOES VOTED DOWN
3/G1/1986 CG35 LIBRARIAN BILL SPARKS FIGHT
5/2A/1986 CGll STATE KEEPS REVEALING RESOURCES UNDER WRAPS
1G/G6/1986 AG81 STATE OF LIBRARIES HURTS STUDENTS, OTHER USERS
1G/29/199G CG32 STATE LIBRARY PREPARES INDIAN BIBLIOGRAPHY
9/23/1991 BG61 ^SERVING SENTENCES BY MAKING SENTENCES
5/03/1984 BG53 LIBRARY GROUP HAS CONTEST
1/21/1985 A112 SDSL GETS $2,500 GRANT
9/16/1990 coil LIBRARY GROUP PLANS CONFERENCE IN CITY
5/26/1991 coil LIBRARY CHOSEN TO TEST COMPUTER PROTOTYPE
1/07/1982 D032 RC MAN SORRY HE HAD TO LEAVE LIBYAN JOB
4/25/1984 D021 COL KHADAFY MISREAD LONDON KILLING (ED)
1/09/1986 A061 PUT PRESSURE ON LIBYA (ED)
3/25/1986 A021 SD EXPERTS, LAWMAKERS DISAGREE
3/26/1986 AlOl UNITED STATES 8 LIBYA PLAYING SENSELESS GAME (ED)
3/26/1986 AlOl *PUBLIC OPINIONS ON LIBYA
3/30/1986 A092 LEADERS ACT LIKE CHILDREN (L)
3/31/1986 A061 KHODAFY'S DANGEROUS ENEMY OF DEMOCRACY (L)
4/05/1986 A081 REAGAN SHOWS KHADAFY (ED)
4/05/1986 A084 NEGOTIATION IS THE SOLUTION (L)
4/09/1986 A081 TIME TO QUIT TALKING (ED)
4/15/1986 A061 BOMBING TERRORISTS WON'T SOLVE PROBLEM (L)
4/15/1986 A062 BOMB ARGUS LEADER INSTEAD (L)
4/16/1986 AlOl KHADAFY'S THUGS WILL PAY ATTENTION NOW (ED)
4/16/1986 AlOl KPUBLIC OPINIONS ON THE BOMBING
"4/18/1986 A081 BOMBING RAID ON LIBYA (L)
4/20/1986 AlOl REAGAN MUST WORK HARDER ON DIPLOMACY (L)
4/20/1986 A102 BOMBING LIBYA IMMORAL (L)
4/20/1986 A103 FRANCE LET US DOWN (L)
4/20/1986 A104 REAGAN PICKS VIOLENCE AGAIN (L)
4/25/1986 A081 TIME TO DO THE PROTESTING (L)
4/29/1986 A065 LIBYA STRIKE UNFORTUNATE (L)
5/01/1986 A064 CANDIDATE'S STAND ADMIRABLE (L)
5/02/1986 A081 BOMBING POSITION DISTORTED BY WRITER (L)
5/17/1986 A104 REAGAN PLAYING WITH DANGER (L)
5/22/1986 A012 MINISTER GETS ANSWER AFTER WRITING
4/30/1987 C022 INDIANS WANT EMBASSY IN LIBYA
1/05/1989 A021 MOST AGREE US RIGHT TO STRIKE
1/06/1989 A081 AIR FIGHT SHOULD PROMPT INQUIRY (ED)
4/01/1982 DOll LICE CASES HAVE SOME OFFICIALS SCRATCHING
4/09/1982 coil XHEAD LICE STILL POPPING UP
9/28/1982 BOll RECORD NUMBER OF HEAD LICE CASES
10/01/1990 A072 KNOT JUST A FALL PHENOMENON
2/15/1984 D042 HOUSE ALLOWS AGENCIES TO CHECK RECORDS
2/18/1984 B024 LICENSES FOR PEOPLE WHO TAKE X-RAYS (L)
2/28/1984 B041 JANKLOW CREATES LICENSES & TAX
5/08/1984 C041 LAWYER, STATE DISCUSS MAN'S TEACHING FUTURE
1/22/1983 BOll DCI--I WAS TOLD TO QUIT
7/05/1987 B031 KWILLOW RUN HAS CHARACTER
11/13/1985 DOll KLIDDY GRIPES ABOUT GULLIBLE AMERICANS
2/13/1989 B015 ^PRIVATE EYE IS LEARNING TRICKS
12/23/1992 D021 KCOOKIES MAKE MOM, SON WINNERS
6/25/1989 B012 KWORD 'TOMBOY' IS IN DANGER
7/12/1982 coil LIE-DETECTOR FIRM PROFITS FROM DISHONESTY
12/23/1985 A061 SHULTZ ABOUT LIE DETECTOR TESTS (ED)
5/23/1982 C071 MAGISTRATE DECIDES WHAT IS MORE VALUABLE (WOSTER)
5/25/1982 C031 KJUDICIAL COMPROMISE PLEASES SNOWMOBILER
9/02/1982 A012 WHEN IN SD
10/04/1982 BOll KJUDGE'S RULING CHALLENGES EXCLUSIONARY RULE
11/12/1982 A094 HE 'NOSE' THE LAW
12/23/1983 coil COURT--LIEBERMAN IS IMMUME FROM CORBLY SUIT
5/16/1987 A015 ABORTION PROTESTERS WIN IN COURT RULING
7/13/1992 A012 KJUDGES PUT TWISTS ON SENTENCING
8/31/1987 A041 CALLS FOR CHANGE IN JURISDICTION
4/25/1991 C035 LIEN SAYS DEADWOOD CRIME OVEREMPHASIZED
11/22/1991 C031 GAMBLING'S ROLE MUST BE DEFINED
5/30/1990 C031 COUNTY SEEKS $18 MILLION IN DELINQUENT LIENS
6/13/1990 C032 COUNTY ADOPTS LIEN COLLECTION POLICIES
SEE GOVERNOR LIEUTENANT
2/20/1990 A083 TEACH KIDS VALUE OF LIFE (L)
8/21/1992 B022 PUPPY MILLS FEATURED IN 'LIFE'
4/09/1990 C016 LIFEGUARD SHORTAGE EXPECTED
2/19/1990 C021 LIFELINE PUTS 5 IN FLANDREAU
8/22/1988 C016 ^LEARNING TO SAVE A LIFE
2/15/1986 AlOl THE BEST IS ALWAYS YET TO COME (YEAGER)
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4/13/1986 A012 XRUMPIES, MIDWEST VERSION OF YUPPIES
5/21/1986 A012 DRIFTER ACCEPTS LIFE ON THE ROAD
7/28/1986 B012 SD LIFESTYLE REUNITES NATIVE DREAMERS
2/14/1987 A072 3€THE STATUS OF SINGLE
9/12/1987 A072 KDORM SWEET HOME
11/15/1987 DOll 3€PAMPERING CAN SOFTEN THE BLOW OF BIG BLIZZARDS
12/21/1987 C012 YEAR'S TRAGEDIES TEACH US
12/27/1987 FOll *WHAT'S HOT, WHAT'S NOT
3/27/1988 FOll *NEW LIFESTYLES PROMPT WOMEN TO CHANGE IMAGE
5/19/1988 C015 RESIDENTS ENJOY LIVING IN RURAL SD
5/28/1988 A012 WHOLESOME IMAGE LURES GRADUATE BACK TO MIDWEST
9/21/1988 AD12 SURVEY FINDS RURAL GLOOM
11/20/1988 F015 PICKINGS ARE SLIM FOR THE NIGHTSHIFT
9/11/1989 A052 3CBRAND0N PAIR SHIFTS GEARS IN LIFESTYLE
12/24/1989 A091 COULD DUPLICATE FALL OF ROMAN EMPIRE (L)
12/31/1989 F012 KTHE '80S CHANGES
1/01/1990 A115 THE '80S ATTITUDES
3/10/1990 A012 STATE'S LIFESTYLE RISK TO GOOD HEALTH " "
12/13/1990 A015 YOUNG PEOPLE MORE CONSERVATIVE
4/21/1991 A012 ^CHANGING LIVES FACE UP
4/21/1991 A081 'FACES '91' MIRRORS A CHANGING SD (ED)
7/08/1991 B033 PROGRAM SHOWS STUDENTS LOW-INCOME LIFESTYLE
7/29/1992 A103 ^LIFESTYLE NOT MADE IN US
11/15/1992 GOll XBABY BOOMERS MOVE INTO POWER, BUT STILL DENY
9/13/1990 A016 PUC PLANS EFFICIENCY LIGHT UP
1/28/1991 B034 LIGHTBULB GIVEAWAY PLANNED IN LENNOX
1/31/1991 C031 ATTORNEY GENERAL WARNS OF LIGHTBULB SCAM
11/07/1991 C031 OFFICIAL WARNS OF LIGHT-BULB SCAM
11/10/1991 EOll LIGHT BULB WARNING WASN'T FOR CITY FIRM
6/22/1992 C012 ^FUTURE BRIGHT FOR ENERGY-EFFICIENT BULBS
11/15/1992 GOll *BABY BOOMERS MOVE INTO POWER, BUT STILL DENY
5/14/1982 BOll *A MOTHER'S STORY AGAINST DRUNKEN DRIVING
6/14/1982 A071 KSNAP, CRACKLE, POP, SIZZLE
8/04/1982 A012 ^LIGHTNING KILLS SIOUX FALLS BOY
8/05/1982 A012 *DEAD TEEN'S PARENTS GRIEVE, CRY,
8/11/1982 C051 LIGHTNING HAS DAMAGED SUNFLOWERS
10/09/1982 A014 5CLIGHTNING KILLS MAN, 20, FIXING WOODEN BRIDGE
5/07/1984 BOll 1 DEAD, 1 MISSING WHEN LIGHTNING HITS BOAT
5/08/1984 C041 2 MEN DEAD AFTER LIGHTNING STRIKES BOAT
9/13/1984 C016 ^LIGHTNING ZAPS CITY
5/27/1985 B021 seLIGHTNING STRIKES MAN, STARTS FIRES
7/16/1986 A013 *LOCAL MAN STUNNED BY LIGHTNING
7/20/1986 E012 16-YEAR-OLD KILLED BY LIGHTNING
8/14/1986 C021 CONDE GRAIN ELEVATOR FIRE BLAME ON LIGHTNING
8/18/1986 B021 LIGHTNING BLAMED FOR CHURCH CHOIR LOFT BLAZE
8/29/1986 C021 LIGHTNING STRIKES FEAR INTO MADISON FAMILY
6/27/1989 C021 LIGHTNING STRIKES HOWARD CHURCH, SETS OFF BLAZE
7/11/1989 coil LIGHTNING CAUSES POWER OUTAGES
7/12/1989 coil LIGHTNING DESTROYS BARN NEAR HARTFORD
7/12/1989 C041 LIGHTNING STORM IGNITES HILLS BLAZES
6/23/1991 C012 KKTWB-FM TUNED OUT BY LIGHTNING STRIKE
8/03/1991 coil LIGHTNING HITS DORM CAUSING LITTLE DAMAGE
8/26/1991 BOll LIGHTNING IGNITES BLACK HILLS FIRES
10/07/1992 BOll LIGHTNING KNOCKS OUT ELECTRICITY TO HOMES
10/11/1990 C012 *A BRIGHT IDEA
11/04/1984 A013 XA HEARTBEAT AWAY FROM FRITZ
10/11/1992 F012 XTIPS BEFORE PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE
4/11/1983 A061 XLILLEHAUG MARKS 20TH SEASON AS DIRECTOR
4/30/1983 B023 LILLEHAUG & BAND ASSETS TO COMMUNITY (L)
4/11/1984 D012 $8,000 CUT FROM BAND DIRECTOR'S PAY
4/18/1984 A015 XLILLEHAUG CALLS PAY CUT UNJUST
4/23/1984 coil ^COMMISSION WILL DECIDE BAND DIRECTOR'S PAY
4/24/1984 BOll XBAND DIRECTOR'S PAY CUT $8,000
6/05/1984 A013 XLILLEHAUG SUES CITY IN PAY DISPUTE
6/11/1985 coil JUDGE DISMISSES LILLEHAUG SUIT AGAINST CITY
6/14/1985 C015 BANDMASTER TO APPEAL LAWSUIT DISMISSAL
4/22/1986 C015 COURT THROWS OUT LAWSUIT FILED BY CITY BAND LEADER
5/21/1986 BOll APPEALS COURT AGREES WITH SUIT DISMISSAL
8/12/1986 B015 ORGANIZERS TRY TO KEEP BANG IN BAND CONCERT
2/24/1987 A014 XBAND DIRECTOR RETIRES
3/08/1987 A104 LILLEHAUG DESERVES PRAISE (L)
7/25/1987 A051 XLILLEHAUG DIRECTS FINAL BANK CONCERT
5/09/1987 C012 HEAD OF CULTURAL OFFICE RESIGNS
8/03/1991 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
6/08/1986 C015 XTOUGH DAKOTANS LEAVE TEACHER TENDER MEMORIES
8/05/1984 E012 XAREA FIELDS NEED WATER WORKS BYPRODUCT
8/05/1984 E016 SELLING LIME TO AREA FARMERS IDEAL FOR CITY
6/25/1987 C021 CITY WATER DEPARTMENT GIVES AWAY LIME SLUDGE
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LIME SLUDGE
LIMKE ED
LIMKE ED a ELLIE
LIMOGES DAN
LIMOGES PHYLLIS
LIMOUSINE
LIN CHO-LIANG
LINAHAN MILDRED
LINBALD ROBERT
LINCOLN ABRAHAM
LIND CHESTER
LIND GENE
LIND VERN
LIND VERN a DONNA
LINDAHL RONALD
LINDBERG DENNIS
LINDBERG JERRY
LINDBERGH CHARLES
LINDBLAD ROBERT
LINDBLOOM WAYNE
LINDEMAN MARY
LINDEMAN RUTH
LINDEN JEAN
LINDER AL
LINDER DUANE
LINDER JENNIFER
LINDER JOHN
LINDER RAY
LINDFORS VIVECA
LINDGREN ROSS
LINDHOLM CLARENCE
LINDNER CARL
LINDNER DOUG
LINDQUIST BRIDGET
LINDQUIST STEVE
LINDSAY BILL
LINDSKOV BRENT
LINDSKOV KEN
LINDSKOV LUCY
LINGENFELTER STEVE
LINGO FRANK
LINKLETTER ART
LINN CLIFF
LINNEMAN MYRON
LINSERT BARB
LINTON SHERWIN
LINTZ JACK
LINTZ JIM
LIONESS CLUB
LIONS
LIONS CLUB
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/04/1989 C015 A MARKET FOR SLUDGE
3/02/1990 C016 TAXPAYERS TO FOOT SLUDGE DEPOSIT BILL
3/09/1990 A081 WHY SHOULD TAXPAYERS PAY (L)
3/20/1990 A083 PEOPLE CAN'T AFFORD UNQUALIFIED WORKERS (L)
6/23/1990 A012 CITY SLUDGE TURNS UP IN MINNESOTA
8/31/1983 B035 BUSINESSMAN HONORED FOR VOLUNTEER SERVICE
12/11/1984 coil 36IT'S PIZZA PARTY TIME
11/18/1986 C012 *SCHOOL DISTRICT HONORS FRIEND'S EFFORTS
12/09/1986 C014 JfPIZZA PARLOR OPENS DOOR TO CHILDREN
8/29/1987 coil LIMKE RECEIVES EDUCATION AWARD
10/07/1987 A012 K41ST STREET PROJECT COSTLY TO MERCHANTS
10/20/1987 coil TEACHERS TO THANK HAPPY JOE'S OWNER
5/25/1990 A012 *PIZZA PARLOR READY TO CLOSE
6/05/1990 A064 LIMKE'S WORK WITH DISABLED EXEMPLARY (L)
4/28/1985 Nlll ^(RETAIL) COUPLE LOVE COMING TO WORK
2/26/1990 B023 ^SHERIFF EXPECTS GROWING JOB
9/17/1985 C012 *COUNTY OFFICIALS SING UP A STORM
10/17/1987 C025 LIMO SERVICE TO LOSE LICENSE
12/15/1988 B012 XLIMOS LUXURY TRAVEL ATTRACTS PEOPLE
6/04/1992 C012 ^TRAVELING IN STYLE
11/10/1983 BOll SYMPHONY'S GUEST VIOLINIST HAS CONNECTIONS
3/15/1990 A052 BeRETIREE RECALLS DAY DILLINGER CAME TO TOWN
1/03/1983 coil 36VETERANS GET THEIR MEDALS
4/14/1985 E013 JeOLD PAPER RECALLS ABE LINCOLN'S FUNERAL
4/26/1985 C035 HERMOSA COUPLE OUTDO OLD NEWSPAPER ON LINCOLN
5/16/1982 C031 KRENOWNED PEOPLE LEFT SD, BUT ITS APPEAL IS ENDURING
7/01/1990 B061 SEASON IN NEW ZEALAND HELPS LIND
6/27/1992 B012 TO BUILD COUNTRY BALL FIELD
6/29/1992 C012 *GHOSTS, FAMILY DEDICATE FIELD
1/02/1991 C012 KHARTFORD FAMILY WELCOMES 4TH BOY
1/29/1989 C015 USD BIOCHEMISTRY TO EXPAND RESEARCH
7/16/1986 B025 ELECTRIC CO-OP PRESIDENT DIES
7/27/1986 C026 ARTIST'S TOPIC MORE IMPORTANT THAN TECHNIQUE
7/19/1992 F012 KRENNER REMEMBERS LINDBERGH'S HISTORIC VISIT
8/22/1992 DOll LINDBERGH EVENT TODAY IN RENNER
8/23/1992 D012 ^LINDBERGH EVENT RECALLED AS 'THRILL'
12/09/1984 A012 FATAL CRASH BURNS IN MEMORY
1/15/1992 coil MAN GETS PROBATION FOR SETTING HOME FIRE
^ 4/25/1991 A072 36SCHOOL SECRETARY HANDLES SPILLS, ILLS
n/22/1989 A131 *ROE VS WADE GIVES WOMEN A CHOICE
3/01/1991 C032 NAMED VA CENTER DIRECTOR
1/17/1982 C041 3CTHE IN-FISHERMAN, LINDER TAKES PLUNGE (WOSTER)
5/16/1991 B062 EBUSINESS STUCK ON SUCCESS
3/25/1992 C012 ^PREHISTORIC PUPIL
7/29/1987 B012 KLINDER PEACE MESSAGE COMING TO CITY
8/01/1987 C012 LINDER DELIVERS ANTI-CONTRA MESSAGE
7/24/1988 B061 BROOKINGS MAN FIGHTS FOR WETLANDS
11/18/1982 BOll 36PERFORMING FOR ROYALTY-ALL IN A DAY'S WORK
5/26/1982 B053 ^LINDGREN IS THE 1982 DANCE CHAMP
2/23/1986 DOll VOLUNTEER OF THE YEAR AWARDS
6/08/1987 A031 ^TYCOON KEEPS REIN ON MORRELL
6/07/1992 B012 ^O'GORMAN STUDENTS ON THE RUN
5/16/1991 B012 KATHLETES HONORED FOR EXEMPLIFYING INTEGRITY
8/21/1991 DOll ^INVOLVEMENT EARNS AWARD FOR LINDQUIST
9/13/1989 C012 LINDQUIST TO DIRECT YANKTON CENTER
10/05/1991 C032 FORMER YANKTON CENTER ADMINISTRATOR RETURNS
7/17/1990 A012 36STORM LEFT LESSONS AND FEARS
4/30/1990 B015 ISABEL'S LINDSKOV NAMED TOP PLAYER
7/30/1991 C031 US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY FILLS SUBDISTRICT POST
3/21/1988 B013 *LINDSKOV HONORED FOR SERVICE
6/06/1982 coil 3CLINGENFELTER ANXIOUS TO PLAY PRO
7/11/1982 coil HOPES HE GETS SHOT AS A WASHINGTON BULLET
1/27/1983 N121 JfSHOW'S HAD RIGHT LINGO FOR 3 DECADES
6/24/1989 C014 ^LINKLETTER BRINGS DRUG WAR TO CITY
1/30/1991 C033 KLINKLETTER TO SPEAK IN SF ON MAY 20
5/21/1991 C012 5CLINKLETTER ADVISES OTHERS TO STAY ACTIVE
10/15/1987 C043 MAN LOOKS FORWARD TO CHRISTIAN RALLY
5/30/1990 D012 KGRITTY HITTER
4/12/1989 B012 KVOLUNTEER CREATES RECIPES FROM DONATED FOOD
12/18/1989 A052 LINTON COMES HOME FOR CHRISTMAS
9/26/1985 C041 CUSTER MAN GETS COUNTY POST
1/13/1987 C016 RANCHER DONATES BOBCAT
9/11/1984 A094 WHITAKER IS NEW LIONESS PRESIDENT
9/03/1985 B031 DE HAAN NAMED PRESIDENT OF LIONESS CLUB
8/02/1988 A074 CITY'S LIONESS CLUB PICKS OFFICERS
12/03/1990 C032 FARMER'S TRAP CATCHES REAL-LIFE MOUNTAIN LION
2/18/1982.C104 BRANDON LIONS CLUB BANQUET
7/28/1982 B052 AL SCHOCK WINS LIONS CLUB AWARDS
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8/10/1982 A071 ^ROBERT HENRY, BRANDON, ELECTED BOARD PRESIDENT
A/27/1983 COAl *FLIPPING OVER PANCAKES
5/26/198A A135 25,000 PANCAKES MEANS $10,000 (L)
4/2A/1985 BOll ^FLIPPING OVER FLAPFACKS
7/02/1985 A075 KLIONS CHOOSE WINNER MAN
12/24/1985 C013 LIONS CLUB GIVE WOMAN NEW GLASSES
4/22/1986 A074 5(LI0NS CLUB CHOOSES OFFICERS
10/31/1986 coil LION'S CLUB TURNING 65
4/28/1987 B012 PEOPLE FLIP OVER THEIR FLAPJACKS
4/28/1987 B031 LIONS CLUB ELECTS NEW PRESIDENT
4/29/1987 B012 ^LET THEM EAT PANCAKES
5/13/1987 B021 700 PEOPLE EXPECTED AT LIONS CONVENTION
5/16/1987 B054 LIONS CLUB DOES GREAT JOB FOR BLIND CD
6/07/1987 C031 LIONS CLUB OFFICIALS PREDICT WOMEN WILL JOIN
7/01/1987 BOll XLOFTESNESS GETS COMMUNITY AWARD
2/22/1988 BOll KSCHOCK NAMED TO LIONS HALL OF FAME
4/07/1988 C031 'GRACIAS' FOR EYE GLASSES
4/11/1988 A071 EYE BANK RECEIVES $1,000 GRANT
4/21/1988 B054 LIONS CLUB PLANS PANCAKE DAYS
4/24/1988 DOll LIONS CLUB TO HOLD PANCAKE FEED
4/26/1988 A014 ^PANCAKE PATRIARCH IS UNFLAPPABLE
4/28/1988 A012 FUND-RAISERS PAY OFF FOR CHARITIES
5/14/1988 Alll RESIDENTS WOLF DOWN 30,000 LION PANCAKES
5/31/1988 A072 36JONES NAMED CITY'S TOP LION
7/26/1988 A075 LIONS FOUNDATION PICKS DIRECTORS BOARD
8/09/1988 A071 CITY'S LIONS CLUB ELECTS 1988 TO 1989 OFFICERS
4/23/1989 C012 MEXICANS BRINGING THANKS FOR DAKOTAN
4/25/1990 C015 KBATTER UP
6/05/1990 C031 LIONS CLUB DISTRICT MEETING STARTS THURSDAY
4/25/1991 C012 ^LION'S CLUB PUTS ON PANCAKE FEAST
5/10/1991 A103 TEA GROUP PROUD TO CLEAN ROADWAYS (L)
2/05/1992 C031 ^NATIONAL LIONS DIRECTOR IS CONVENTION SPEAKER
4/01/1992 coil PANCAKE DAYS SET FOR APRIL 21-22
4/22/1992 C012 ^PARKING IN PANCAKES
7/02/1992 A041 LIONS, LIONESS GROUPS SERVE COMMUNITY NEEDS (D
8/03/1992 BOll LIONS CLUB SPONSORS SUMMER YOUTH CAMP
9/09/1992 BOll DOWNTOWN LIONS CLUB GIVES $5,000 TO YMCA
11/22/1992 A094 GIFT BENEFITS LARGE-PRINT BOOK READERS (L)
2/27/1990 C016 LIONS EXPAND EYE BANK
8/12/1986 A094 LIONS FOUNDATION ELECTS OFFICERS
7/14/1987 A074 LIONS FOUNDATION ELECTS OFFICERS
7/18/1991 C012 ^BRUSHING OFF THE HEAT
7/30/1990 C031 TEACHER OF 38 YEARS STILL NERVOUS
5/08/1990 B016 CANCER CURE NOT FAR OFF--DOCTOR
9/26/1990 D081 RETAIL LIQUOR DEALERS TO MEET IN MITCHELL
SEE ALSO BEER
1/02/1982 B031 LIQUOR LICENSE SUIT ANGERS RC OFFICIALS
1/03/1982 C041 BARS CAN STAY OPEN DURING TIME CHANGE
1/03/1982 C051 FRONTIER TO FEATURE DANCERS
V1/07/1982 D031 FIVE FIRMS FACE ALCOHOL CHARGES
1/09/1982 B043 LAWMAKERS MAY SOLVE RC LICENSE PROBLEM
1/13/1982 BOll PANEL OK'S LIQUOR BILL
1/15/1982 C021 TWO-STAGE APPROACH FOR LIQUOR LICENSE DILEMMA (ED)
1/20/1982 C041 PANEL OK'S RC LIQUOR BILL
1/22/1982 AG22 RAPID'S 5 EXTRA LIQUOR LICENSES LEGALIZED
1/22/1982 C025 STATE LIQUOR LICENSE CONTROL PREFERRED (L)
1/23/1982 B041 JANKLOW SIGNS RC LIQUOR BILL
1/23/1982 B041 'CUSTER'S LAST STAND' BILL PASSED
1/28/1982 D043 HOUSE OK'S WHOLESALE LIQUOR BILL
1/28/1982 D043 BILL PROPOSES UPPING BEER-BUYING AGE
1/29/1982 A012 MAYORS PUSH FOR LIQUOR LICENSE AUTHORITY
2/02/1982 coil 3CNEIGHB0RS DON'T WANT NEW NEIGHBORHOOD BAR
2/04/1982 D044 LIQUOR LICENSE RESTRICTIONS TO REMAIN
2/06/1982 B031 SENATE REVIVES LIQUOR LICENSE BILL
2/11/1982 D021 REPEAL OF LAWS LIMITING LIQUOR LICENSES (L)
2/13/1982 B023 MEASURE COULD DOUBLE SF BARS (L)
2/17/1982 A014 SIOUX FALLS LOSES BONUS BOOZE BID
2/18/1982 D031 ABERDEEN CRACKS DOWN ON LIQUOR SALES
2/20/1982 C041 BEER AND LIQUOR DISTRIBUTORS WIN
2/21/1982 B063 BEER S LIQUOR WHOLESALERS WERE SET BY LAW
2/24/1982 coil TEA BAR OPENS DESPITE COURT ORDER TO CLOSE
2/25/1982 D021 TRY AGAIN TO CHANGE LIQUOR LICENSING (ED)
2/25/1982 D031 DANIEL J'S BAR CLOSES
2/27/1982 C044 JUDGE SAYS BAR NEAR TEA IS A NUISANCE
3/02/1982 B031 CUSTER VFW LIQUOR LICENSE REJECTED
3/04/1982 D031 NOT GUILTY PLEA ENTERED IN LIQUOR CASE
3/06/1982>^B031 LIQUOR TRAFFIC SALE TO MINORS ATTACKED AGAIN
3/06/1982 B235 OPPOSES LIBERALIZING LIQUOR LICENSE LAW (L)
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3/09/1982 A012 WHOLESALER BEER BILL DRAWS VETO FROM GOVERNOR
3/I1/I982 D061 MAYOR TO ASK REGENTS TO OK BEER ON CAMPUS
3/12/1982 DOIl SF BUSINESSES CITED FOR SELLING TO MINORS
3/I5/I982 B021 CANCEL LIQUOR LICENSES FOR VIOLATIONS (ED)
3/19/1982 C032 5 FIRMS PLEAD GUILTY TO LIQUOR CHARGES
3/26/1982 COAl LIQUOR FIRM PLEADS GUILTY
3/30/1982 B0I3 KBAR'S DILEMMA BLAMED ON COMMISSION
^/02/I982 C031 2 PLEAD GUILTY--SELLING LIQUOR TO MINOR
^/03/I982 B033 LIQUOR REFERENDUM BALLOTS THROWN OUT
5/0^1/1982 B031 TAVERN OPERATORS ASK LAW BE CHANGED
5/0-5/1982 B05I WATERTOWN LIQUOR DEALERS WARNED
5/06/1982 D012 CHILDREN'S HOME DIDN'T GIVE THE CONTEST PERMISSION
5/06/1982 D03I 13 LIQUOR STORES SOLD TO MINORS
5/20/1982 D013 BOARD OF REGENTS MIGHT RESTRICT DRINKING ON CAMPUS
5/21/1982 C033 REGENTS PANEL DISAGREES ON DRINKING PLAN
5/22/1982 A012 REGENTS BAR BEER DRINKING IN DORMITORIES
5/26/1982 C031 CITY OF LENNOX DROPS LIQUOR BUSINESS
5/27/1982 D03I LIQUOR BUSINESSES OPEN MONDAY
6/12/1982 B02A REGENTS' BEER BAN UNWORKABLE (L)
6/13/1982 C04I SF POSTPONES BEER-LICENSE VOTE
6/15/1982 B024 REGENTS BLAMED FOR IMPASSE IN BEER ISSUE (L)
6/18/1982 C023 REGENT'S BEER BAN DECISION WAS POORLY MADE (L)
6/22/1982 A014 *CHARLIES'S LICENSE NOT RENEWED
6/23/1982 C021 COMMISSION VOTE UNFAIR TO CHARLIE'S OWNERS (ED)
6/26/1982 CGII CHARLIES'S TAVERN GIVEN REPRIEVE FROM CLOSING
6/26/1982 CG3I OOPS--BAR OWNER FORGETS RENEWAL
7/I6/I982 CG12 COMMISSION TELLS COURT CITY CONTROLS BEER LICENSES
7/22/1982 CGll CHARLIE'S RULING DUE NEXT WEEK
7/29/1982 AG13 *JUDGE SAYS CITY UNFAIR--CHARLIE'S GETS LICENSE
8/G4/I982 CG51 VOLGA TO VOTE 4TH TIME ON LIQUOR
8/G7/I982 CG31 CLARK SEEKS SUNDAY BEER SALE BAN
8/2G/1982 BG3I STATE AGENTS RAID LESTERVILLE BAR
9/G2/I982 CGll USD STUDENTS PROTEST BANNING OF BEER
9/I2/I982 AG15 SDSU STUDENTS STILL DRINKING BEER IN DORMS
9/14/1982 CG14 *KNOBE WANTS TO KEEP CHARLIE'S OPEN
9/15/1982 CGll VOLGA VOTERS SAY NO TO LIQUOR LICENSE
9/18/1982 CG13 MOST STUDENTS DON'T BACK USD BID
IG/G7/1982 CG42 SERVING DRUNKS, MINORS MAY BE COSTLY FOR BARS
1G/G7/1982 CG51 CLARK VOTES TO KEEP SUNDAY BEER SALES
1G/G8/1982 CG41 LIQUOR GROUP OFFICIAL ATTACKS PROPOSAL ON LIABILITY
10/3G/1982 BG41 REVIEW WANTED IN LIQUOR LICENSE CASE
11/G6/1982 CG14 LIQUOR LICENSE SELLS FOR $59,GG0
1I/G8/I982 BG3I GROUP WANTS TO END LIQUOR LICENSING
11/21/1982 CG44 COCKTAIL WAITRESS SERVES SMILES AS WELL AS DRINKS
12/11/1982 CG3I ARRESTS SOUGHT FOR ILLEGAL BEER SALES-RC
12/17/1982 A015 COURT--BAR OWNERS LIABLE FOR CUSTOMERS
12/17/1982 CG72 MISSION APPEALS LIQUOR LICENSE RULING
12/22/1982 DG52 RAPID CITY DELAYS RENEWAL OF 4 LICENSES
12/3G/1982 DG31 FRATERNAL ORGANIZATIONS WARNED ABOUT SALES
12/31/1982 CG41 RAPID CITY COUNCIL RENEWS LIQUOR LICENSES
I/I6/I983 CGll BAR DRY UNTIL LIQUOR LICENSE IS RENEWED
1/28/1983 CG41 SUNBIRD LOUNGE BACK IN BUSINESS
2/G4/I983 CG41 PANEL CONSIDERS ANOTHER TAX ON LIQUOR
2/1G/1983 DG51 PANEL TABLES WINE LICENSE PLAN
2/11/1983 CG45 COMMITTEE REJECTS NICKEL TAX ON DRINKS
2/I2/I983 CG4I WHOLESALERS LOBBY AGAINST 2 BILLS
2/15/1983 CG51 COMMITTEE STALLS ON MEASURE RESTRICTING 3 2 BEER
2/16/1983 CGll BAR IMMUNITY BILL GOES TO SENATE
2/16/1983 CGll BAR, RESTAURANT, STORE OWNERS TOAST NEW BILL
2/17/1983 CGll SENATE OKS BILL RELIEVING ALCOHOL SELLERS OF
2/21/1983 AG14 WHOLESALER TRIES TO CORK PLANS FOR DISTILLERY
2/23/1983 CG32 DISTILLERY BILL GETS A REPRIEVE
3/G3/1983 CG31 SENATE PASSES DRUNK CUSTOMER BILL
3/13/1983 BG44 POLICE, STUDENTS CHECK STORE LIQUOR SALES
3/16/1983 CGll BAR OWNERS STILL AREN'T OFF THE HOOK
3/2G/1983 CG2I LIQUOR LAW CHANGES NOT IN PUBLIC INTEREST (ED)
3/27/1983 CG33 IMMUNITY FOR VENDORS OF ALCOHOL CRITICIZED (L)
3/3G/I983 CGI5 UNDERCOVER WORK NETS IG ARRESTS
4/GI/1983 BG3I JURY INDICTS 12 ON LIQUOR CHARGE
4/G2/1983 BG13 MEASURE PROTECTING LIQUOR SELLERS VETOED
4/G7/1983 CGII $2 MILLION DRAM SHOP SUIT FILED
4/15/1983 CG24 INTOXICATED LAWMAKER (L)
5/G4/1983 BG14 *BAN HASN'T STOPPED DRINKING IN DORMS
5/G4/I983 CG14 3(KNEIP, BILLION PLAN LIQUOR BUSINESS
5/11/1983 DG31 POLICE TRICKED STORES INTO SELLING LIQUOR TO MINOR
5/17/1983 BGll MITCHELL FIRMS FACE UNDER-AGE SALE CHARGES
5/19/1983 CG15 SPARKS FLY OVER BEER LICENSE
5/2I/I983 BGII SUIT BLAMES BAR OWNERS FOR DEATH
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5/23/1983 coil PINE RIDGE RESERVATION WILL VOTE AGAIN ON LIQUOR
6/02/1983 C041 BAR OWNERS SAY THEY'LL FIGHT LOSS OF LICENSE
6/03/1983 coil STOP GAMBLING OR LOSE LIQUOR LICENSES
6/08/1983 C013 DECISION ON CHARLIE'S IS DELAYED
6/11/1983 B02I SHOULDN'T INFRINGE ON NEIGHBORS' RIGHTS (ED)
6/1A/I983 B015 CHARLIE'S LICENSE RENEWED FOR YEAR
6/I5/I983 C072 GUIDES NEEDED ON ISSUING LIQUOR LICENSES
6/I6/I983 coil BEER LICENSE RENEWED--BAR TO HIRE GUARD
6/17/1983 con PINE RIDGE WILL VOTE ON ALCOHOL ISSUE
6/I7/I983 C036 PIERRE BOARD CHANGES MIND ON CARROLL'S CORRAL
6/2I/I983 B053 STUDY--YOUTHS IN ABERDEEN DRINK MORE
7/08/1983 COIA MINORS BUYING BEER COULD LOSE LICENSES
7/16/1983 C023 NUMBER OF PLACES SELLING BOOZE SHOULD BE LIMITED (L)
7/28/1983 C031 PINE RIDGE DECIDES WHETHER TO ALLOW SALE OF ALCOHOL
7/29/1983 C0I3 PANEL DENIES DEALERS' BID FOR IMMUNITY
7/30/1983 A024 VOTE INDICATES THAT RESERVATION OPPOSES ALCOHOL
9/2I/I983 B041 HOT SPRINGS RESUMES PLANS FOR TAX ON 3 2 BEER
9/21/1983 B104 BILL PROTECTS LIQUOR DEALERS FROM LAWSUITS
9/21/1983 con ^BARTENDERS LEND AN EAR
9/23/1983 C0I3 LIQUOR DISTRIBUTOR CONSIDERS MOVE
9/25/1983 C051 BARS WILL BE CITED IF THEY SELL TO MINORS
n/OA/1983 COIA TRIBE HASN'T RULED ON MISSION LIQUOR LICENSE
n/17/1983 COAl MORE PETITIONS CHALLENGE HOT SPRINGS BEER BAN
11/25/1983 BOIl 'NIGHT AFTER NUCLEAR PARTY' TASTELESS
12/06/1983 B051 ABERDEEN BARS OFFER FREE RIDES FOR TIPPLERS
12/07/1983 C052 HOT SPRINGS RESCINDS TAX ON BEER
1/09/1984 C041 COORS AWARDS DISTRIBUTORSHIP IN RAPID CITY
1/12/1984 C051 BARTENDER LIABILITY BILL TO BE INTRODUCED
1/14/1984 BOlls LAWMAKER WANTS BEER-DRINKING AGE AT 19
1/17/1984 con COMMITTEE BACKS RAISING DRINKING AGE TO 19
1/18/1984 DOll HOUSE VOTES TO RAISE LEGAL AGE
1/18/1984 DOll LIQUOR LIABILITY BILL ON HOLD
1/18/1984 D021 BOOST 3 2 BEER AGE TO 19 (ED)
1/20/1984 con BARS WOULD NOT BE LIABLE
1/21/1984 A016 SENATE OK'S DRAM SHOP RESOLUTION
1/26/1984 C013 DRAM BILL PUTS BLAME ON DRINKER
I/27/I984 con FACTION ON DRINKING AGE POSTPONED
1/3I/I984 B031 PANEL SPLIT ON DRINKING AGE BILL
1/31/1984 B041 PROPOSAL WOULD ASSURE GOOD PRICE
2/01/1984^C061 HOUSE PASSES BILL CUTTING LIQUOR COSTS
2/02/1984 con PURGES EDITORIALS AGAINST BILL PROTECTING BARS
2/02/1984 C024 IF 3 2 DRINKING AGE IS RAISED (L)
2/02/1984 C036 SENATE WILL DEBATE CHANGING DRINKING AGE
2/02/1984 C051 ABERDEEN TABLES IDEA OF CLOSING EARLIER
2/03/1984 A0I2 DRINKING AGE BILL ADVANCES
2/04/1984 B025 LAWS SHOULD BATTLE DRUNK DRIVING (L)
2/09/1984 C022 WHY SHOULD LIQUOR SELLERS BABYSIT (L)
2/11/1984 BOll JANKLOW'S SIGNATURE BOOSTS DRINKING AGE
2/15/1984 D014 TO REVIVE BILL GIVING BARTENDERS IMMUNITY
2/16/1984 C021 THOSE WHO PROFIT SHOULD STOP DRINKS (L)
2/16/1984 C041 HOUSE LAWMAKERS REVIVE DRAM SHOP MEASURE
2/I7/I984 C05I NEBRASKA ASKS SD TO RAISE DRINKING AGE
2/18/1984 B041 BILL PROTECTING LIQUOR DEALERS DIES
2/I9/I984 C034 HOW DOES BARTENDER DECIDE (L)
2/24/1984 C042 LAWMAKERS KEEP WORKING ON DRAM
2/25/1984 B031 HILL CITY POLICE HARASS CUSTOMERS
2/26/1984 C084 DRAM SHOP BILL STALLED BY TIE
3/02/1984 B031 PIERRE CONSIDERS CLOSING STORE AT 10
3/09/1984 C014 COUPLE SUE BAR, CHARGE NEGLIGENCE
3/I7/I984 C04I 2 MORE BREWERS WILL DISTRIBUTE BEER
3/21/1984 D043 MAN SEEKS RAISE IN DRINKING AGE
3/25/1984 C013 *BEER WARS ON THE PRAIRIE
3/25/1984 C013 INNOVATIVE COMMERCIALS BRING RAINER
3/28/1984 D023 BAR OWNER SHOULD BE FRANK ABOUT BEER (L)
3/31/1984 C025 TO JUSTIFY BEER SALES TO TEENS (L)
4/14/1984 C031 BAR WANTS $2 MILLION SUIT DISMISSED
4/17/1984 B051 PEOPLE CAN SUE BAR OWNERS IN 4 STATES
4/19/1984 C031 JUDGE SAYS COUPLE HAD NO REASON TO SUE
4/28/1984 C043 STATE MUST RENEW LICENSES OF FAMOUS BRANDS
4/29/1984 N081 5C(SECTI0N 4) GOOD TIMES IN THE CARDS AT O'TOOLE'S
5/03/1984 C042 BARTENDERS' LIABILITY NOT DEFINED
5/06/1984 con MUSIC LICENSING FIRM IS PICKING ON TAVERN
5/11/1984 C031 1 CASE LEFT IN UNDERCOVER LIQUOR INVESTIGATION
5/13/1984 C041 LAWS ON DRINKING AGE, WATER
5/25/1984 C031 MEMORIAL DAY LIQUOR LAW CONFUSES DEALER
6/12/1984 B031 CHARLIE'S SUBJECT OF CITIZEN COMPLAINTS
6/12/1984 B035'DRINKING MEASURE WONn GO ON BALLOT
6/15/1984 C035 GOVERNOR'S SON ARRESTED ON ALCOHOL CHARGE
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6/17/1984 C014 18-YEAR-GLDS• DRINKING RIGHTS TO END
6/17/1984 C021 RAISE THE DRINKING AGE TO 21 (ED)
6/19/1984 BGI3 REPEAL OF COLLEGE BEER BAN
6/25/1984 BGll KAT THE PIANO BAR
6/26/1984 BG15 BEER LICENSE DISPUTES WILL HAVE HEARING
6/27/1984 DG14 LIQUOR LICENSE DRAMA CONTINUES
6/3G/1984 CG15 REJECTS RESOLUTION ON RAISING DRINKING AGE
7/G1/1984 AGll 18-YEAR-OLDS HAVE LAST NIGHTS IN BARS
7/G2/1984 CG41 DRINKING LAW CHANGE BRINGS DROP IN BUSINESS
7/G9/1984 BG42 DRINKING AGE OF 21
7/31/1984 BG23 USE, SALE OF ALCOHOL VIOLATES (L)
8/G2/1984 AG21 HARLEY-DAVIDSON NOVELTY BEER
8/15/1984 DG35 SF BAR DAKOTA TERRITORY CLOSES
8/2G/1984 CGll CITY COMMISSION WILL DISCUSS LIQUOR ORDINANCE
8/23/1984 BGll ^DISTRIBUTOR FINDS STATE LAW HARD
8/23/1984 CG14 OLD BARS HAVE NEW NAMES
8/3G/1984 DG21 REGULATION NEEDS TO BE CHANGED
8/31/1984 CG31 MISSION WILL APPEAL LIQUOR LICENSE ORDER
9/G3/1984 CG21 GROUP OFFICIAL DISPUTES BEER EDITORIAL (L)
9/11/1984 BGll KPETE'S, A PLACE TO GET LUCKY
9/2G/1984 BGll ^OWNERS PLAY NIGHTCLUB ROULETTE
9/2G/1984 BG14 *NITE CITY STAYS AFLOAT
9/2G/1984 BG14 K'lT'S WHERE EVERYBODY GOES'
9/22/1984 CGll 3«MEIERHENRY FILES 21 DRINKING AGE LAWSUIT
9/3G/1984 BG54 OPPOSES LIQUOR SALES ON ROSEBUD
1G/G5/1984 CG21 DRINKING AGE DECISION (ED)
1G/G5/1984 CG31 WOMAN PLEADS GUILTY ON ALCOHOL CHARGES
1G/G8/1984 CGll THEY MEET EACH YEAR AT JIM'S
1G/G8/1984 CGll THEY RETURN TO REMEMBER A LIFE
1G/G9/1984 BGll NEIGHBORHOOD CONCERN IN DENIAL OF LICENSE
lG/13/1984 CG14 NEWLY OPENED BAR CLOSES DOORS
12/G8/1984 CGll ALCOHOL ADVERTISING AIRED AT CITY SEMINAR
12/13/1984 CG21 PUBLIC WINS, THANKS TO HUNKING (ED)
12/17/1984 CG15 COMMISSION TO DISCUSS LICENSE RENEWAL
12/18/1984 BGll DELAYS FRONTIER CLUB LIQUOR LICENSE
12/25/1984 DGll FRONTIER CLUB GIVEN LIQUOR PERMIT
12/3G/1984 CG52 BAR SPECIALS WON'T RING IN
1/13/1985 BG43 SALE OF LYSOL ON ROSEBUD
1/18/1985 CG33 DEBATE RESUMES ON CHANGING LEGAL DRINKING AGE
1/2G/1985 CG33 STATE DRINKING AGE COULD PROVE COSTLY (L)
1/25/1985 CG45 PROPOSAL PROTECTS LIQUOR WHOLESALERS
1/26/1985 CG31 MISSION MAYOR ACCUSED OF ILLEGAL LIQUOR SALES
1/3G/1985 AG15 DROPS PLAN TO RAISE DRINKING AGE TO 21
1/3G/1985 D031 COMMISSION APPROVES ON-SALE LIQUOR LICENSE
1/3G/1985 DG36 WE DON'T TOLERATE BOOTLEGGERS
1/31/1985 CG13 36KRUEGER CALLS DRAM SHOP LAW UNJUST
2/G3/1985 AG15 *LYSOL GANG
2/G3/1985 CG66 STATE DROPS CHARGES AGAINST LIQUOR STORES
2/G9/1985 BG21 MISSION MAYOR APPEARS ON ALCOHOL CHARGE
2/1G/1985 A1G2 BAR BILL SHOULD BE REJECTED (L)
2/13/1985 CGll PROPOSED LAW SAYS BARTENDERS CAN'T BE SUED
2/14/1985 CG15 SENATORS PASS BILL PROTECTING LIQUOR SELLERS
2/28/1985 CG15 DRINK BILL MAY BE TOUGH TO SWALLOW
3/G2/1985 CGll BILL PROTECTING BAR OWNERS FROM SUITS
3/G5/1985 BG13 LIQUOR SELLS QUICKER, WARMS STORM
3/12/1985 AG81 NO BUSINESS DESERVES SPECIAL LEGAL IMMUNITY (ED)
3/16/1985 CG15 DRAM-SHOP BILL SIGNED
3/24/1985 EG65 MILITARY-BASE DRINKING AGE MOVES TO 19
3/3G/1985 CG35 FRONTIER CLUB OWNER WANTS TO MOVE
4/G2/1985 BG21 CITY TO EXAMINE OWNER'S PLANS TO MOVE CLUB
4/G9/1985 BGll COMMISSION DELAYS MOVE OF FRONTIER BAR
4/16/1985 BG15 CITY REJECTS PLAN TO MOVE FRONTIER CLUB
4/18/1985 CG12 CUOMO CALLS FOR STUDY OF DRINKING-AGE SUIT
4/28/1985 N141 *(RETAIL) BIG HEADACHES FOR CITY HALL
5/G5/1985 CG91 9 ABERDEEN BUSINESSES FLUNK BEER BUY TEST
5/G8/1985 BGll STATE TO APPEAL JUDGE'S DISMISSAL OF SUIT
5/28/1985 CG23 NEW DRINKING REGULATION IS UNFAIR
6/G4/1985 CG41 MAYOR OK'S PLEA BARGAIN IN LIQUOR SALE CASE
6/2G/1985 CG15 REGENTS KEEP ALCOHOL BAN
6/27/1985 AG85 RAISE DRINKING AGE TO 81 (L)
7/24/1985 BG26 PANEL PONDERS DRINKING AGE
9/G1/1985 CG13 ^LIQUOR DISPUTE SPLITS TOWN, TRIBE
9/26/1985 CG15 DRINKERS SPRINT IN RACE WITH TAX MAN
lG/01/1985 A015 SALES BRISK BEFORE TAX INCREASE
1G/G4/1985 AG83 LIQUOR COSTS WRONGLY SOAR (L)
lG/19/1985 CGll REGENTS OK ALCOHOL IN GREEK HOUSES
TG/2G/1985 A121 WASTING TIME WORRYING ABOUT BOOZE (ED)
11/22/1985 CG31 LEGISLATIVE PANEL WORKS ON DRINKING-AGE BILL
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12/03/1985 B021 FORMER MAYOR CHARGED WITH BOOTLEGGING
12/0A/1985 B021 COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS 21 DRINKING AGE
I2/0A/I985 coil ^FRENCH TRADITION COMES TO AREA
12/08/1985 CO'il BROOKINGS TO KEEP LIQUOR INSURANCE
12/10/1985 C0I5 BAR WAR SKIRMISHING CONTINUES
12/12/1985 C02I GUIDELINES LIMITING DRINKING IN FRATERNITIES
I2/1A/1985 C0I6 FRATERNITY LIQUOR BAN APPROVED
I2/I8/I985 AlO'i PUT DRINKING AGE TO A VOTE (L)
12/18/1985 coil ^BARTENDERS MIX ALCOHOL ALTERNATIVES
12/25/1985 B015 LIQUOR STORE OWNERS ARE BUBBLY
12/27/1985 A063 PROVIDE ALTERNATIVES TO ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES (L)
12/28/1985 C05I CAB COMPANY OFFERS NEW YEAR'S EVE RIDES
12/30/1985 coil SOBER APPROACH TO NEW YEAR'S EVE
1/18/1986 C021 BILL PERMITS LIQUOR LICENSES FOR CITY OFFICIALS
1/19/1986 C071 RAISING DRINKING AGE COULD FORCE
1/2I/I986 C03I BILL ALLOWS LIQUOR LICENSE HOLDER IN CITY POSTS
1/26/1986 A083 RAISING DRINKING AGE WOULD MAKE NO SENSE CD
1/30/1986 B021 MAGISTRATE SAYS BIRTH CERTIFICATE NOT ENOUGH
2/03/1986 A063 HIGHER DRINKING AGE GOOD WAY CD
2/04/1986 B021 LIQUOR STORE OWNERS PROTEST LICENSE TRANSFER
2/06/1986 A061 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS ON LEGAL DRINKING AGE
2/07/1986 A014 TABLES BILL TO RAISE DRINKING AGE
2/11/1986 B022 NEW LIQUOR TAX PROPOSED
2/12/1986 B031 RANDALL FOODS HALTS LIQUOR LICENSE APPLICATION
2/14/1986 coil COURT HEARS DRINKING-AGE DISPUTE
2/14/1986 C015 FARMERS UNION BOYCOTTS COORS
2/21/1986 C031 LAWMAKER FAILS IN BID TO RAISE DRINKING AGE
2/28/1986 C041 ALCOHOL TAX FAILS TO GET NEEDED SENATE VOTES
3/09/1986 A081 RAISING AGE NOT ANSWER CD
3/11/1986 B024 FORMER MAYOR OF MISSION PLEADS GUILTY
3/12/1986 B021 BAR OWNER TO SELL RATHER THAN CLOSE
4/01/1986 C022 ROSEBUD SIOUX CONSIDER LIQUOR SALES
4/26/1986 C031 KNEIP OPPOSES FEDERALLY MANDATED AGE
4/27/1986 N121 CRETAID KHE'S JUST GETTING TIRED
4/29/1986 C023 FORMER MISSION MAYOR GETS 1 YEAR PRISON
5/15/1986 A012 DRINKING AGE TO COST SD $4 MILLION
5/20/1986 D031 ROBERTS UNDECIDED ABOUT DRINKING AGE
5/22/1986 coil COURT DISMISSES DRINKING AGE LAWSUIT
6/05/1986 C021 COMMISSIONERS VOTE TO INCREASE LIQUOR TAX
6/10/1986 coil BOARD VETOES PARTY PLAN
6/14/1986 coil MILLER KEEPS LID ON DAKOTA BEER
6/19/1986 C024 REGENTS OK ALCOHOL-POLICIES STUDY
6/24/1986 con COMMISSION RENEWS PUB'S BEER LICENSE
7/08/1986 B0I5 DAKOTA BEER
7/12/1986 C033 BREWER MAKES APOLOGY
7/20/1986 E041 LAWMAKER SAYS DRINKING AGE WILL RAISE
8/25/1986 A083 KMONEY TO RECOVER LOST ROAD FUNDS
8/29/1986 C021 LOWER BRULE VOTERS BAR ALCOHOL ON RESERVATION
9/01/1986 A015 SD DRINKING AGE DEADLINE LOOMS
9/02/1986 B013 ALCOHOL TAX SUPPORTER GATHER SIGNATURES
9/03/1986 A081 DRINKING AGE FIGHT CED)
9/09/1986 con ABDNOR DEFENDS BEER BILL
9/17/1986 B015 ABDNOR'S BEER BILL BREWS TROUBLE
9/18/1986 C026 JUDGE URGES COUNTY TAX ON LIQUOR
9/28/1986 A015 TO LOSE $4 MILLION FOR DRINKING AGE STAND
9/29/1986 C021 SDSU GROUP ASKS TASK FORCE FOR ALCOHOL PLAN
9/30/1986 C045 LET STATES SET THEIR DRINKING AGE
10/01/1986 B033 PROPOSED TAX ON ALCOHOL
10/09/1986 A065 SD SHOULD ALTER ALCOHOL LAW CD
10/11/1986 C033 MUNICIPAL LIQUOR SALES
10/12/1986 C012 REGENT GROUP TO MAKE ALCOHOL POLICY
11/23/1986 E046 TAVERN OWNERS FIGHT BILL
12/02/1986 A015 DRINKING AGE CASE GOES TO HIGH COURT
12/03/1986 A081 STATE RESISTANCE PAYING OFF CED)
12/05/1986 AlOl CHARITABLE GAMES IN PRIVATE BARS
12/07/1986 E043 36DRINKING AGE CONTROVERSY
12/08/1986 A083 GIVE PULL TABS A CHANCE CD
12/17/1986 B015 BALTIC RESTAURANT KEEPS LIQUOR LICENSE
12/17/1986 C012 ^BARTENDER WINS TOP DRINK AWARD
12/21/1986 A071 BAN ALCOHOL FOR GOOD OF SOCIETY CD
12/24/1986 B012 KTELLINGHUISEN TO ARGUE CASE ON DRINKING AGE
1/02/1987 C012 BEER DEALERS TO FIGHT RAISING DRINKING AGE
1/04/1987 A081 STATE DRINKING AGE WRONG CD
1/04/1987 B016 MOST LAWMAKERS BACK AGE CHANGE
1/04/1987 DOll ^SPIRITS OF SIOUX FALLS
1/05/1987 A052 ^SPIRITS OF SIOUX FALLS
1/08/1987 C012 HIGHXOURT CASE CASTS DOUBT ON DRINKING AGE
1/13/1987 AlOl PAPER POORLY REFLECTED COMMUNITY WITH STORIES
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1/14/1987 A065 DRINKING AGE SHOULD BE RAISED (L)
1/14/1987 B021 UNDERAGE DRINKING LEADS TO CHARGES
1/15/1987 AlDl HIGHER DRINKING AGE WILL HURT BARS (L)
1/20/1987 A104 PUT DRINKING AGE TO VOTE CD
1/20/1987 coil DRINKING-AGE STAY SOUGHT
1/21/1987 B043 TO BACK SD IN DRINKING AGE CASE
1/24/1987 A083 RAISE FIGHTING AGE AS WELL CD
1/25/1987 D012 XWHEAT-BREWED DAKOTA BEER
1/31/1987 A052 XBUDWEISER IS KING OF BEERS IN SD
2/07/1987 C012 *LIQUOR REVENUE LAGGING
2/10/1987 coil COUNTY LIQUOR RULING EXPECTED
2/11/1987 BOll BOARD GRANTS LIQUOR LICENSE
2/12/1987 C041 PLAN TO DELAY RAISING DRINKING AGE
2/13/1987 A124 LIQUOR REVENUE LOSSES OK CD
2/14/1987 coil GOVERNOR ISSUES DRINKING AGE PLAN
2/20/1987 C041 HOUSE COMMITTEE APPROVES DRINKING AGE
2/25/1987 A016 CRITICS TAKE SHOT AT 21 BILL
2/28/1987 C031 SENATE PANEL APPROVES DRINKING AGE BILL
3/03/1987 C012 DRINKING AGE BILL GOES TO GOVERNOR
3/18/1987 B012 DATE SET FOR DRINKING AGE SUIT
3/23/1987 A104 DRINKING BILL AGE-OLD DEBATE CD
4/21/1987 C012 KTELLINGHUISEN MAPS DRINKING AGE ATTACK
4/29/1987 A016 ^DRINKING AGE BATTLE BREWING
5/12/1987 D016 3 2 BARS AWAIT COURT DECISION
5/22/1987 B012 *BARS DIVIDE GENERATIONS
6/03/1987 B031 RAPID CITY STARTS DESIGNATED DRIVER PROGRAM
6/07/1987 C012 XBRAWL BREWS ABOUT BAR
,6/09/1987 C012 SECURITY ISSUE DELAYS BEER LICENSE RENEWAL
'6/10/1987 A081 DISLIKE 8 FEAR DON'T JUSTIFY CLOSING BARS CED)
6/11/1987 coil PANEL DENIES FRONTIER MOVE
6/11/1987 coil COUNTY OK'S 12 BEER LICENSES
6/15/1987 C015 BAR ISSUES ON AGENDA
6/16/1987 C012 DENIES PERMIT FOR BAR MOVE
6/24/1987 A012 5fC0URT REJECTS SD DRINKING-AGE SUIT
6/24/1987 A015 3 2 DEALER FEARS CONSEQUENCES
6/26/1987 A121 FIGHT OVER LOW-STRENGTH BEER CED)
7/08/1987 A061 COURT DESERVES HAND FOR DRINKING RULING CD
7/08/1987 A062 ALCOHOL IS STRONG DRUG CD
7/14/1987 A085 RAISE FIGHTING AGE CD
7/18/1987 coil ALCOHOL TAX SET FOR '88 VOTE
7/19/1987 C061 ALCOHOL SURVEY SHOWS STUDENT USE
7/23/1987 A095 CITY NIGHTCLUB DANCES THROUGH TWO DECADES
7/30/1987 A012 XGOVERNOR'S SON CHARGED AFTER BAR INCIDENT
8/05/1987 B021 SUNDAY LIQUOR PLAN GETS OK IN WATERTOWN
8/16/1987 C041 MAYOR VETOES SALE OF LIQUOR ON SUNDAY
8/18/1987 C012 COMMISSIONERS DENY BAR EXPANSION
8/25/1987 A012 *MICKELSON'S SON ACQUITTED
8/26/1987 BOll WATERTOWN COUNCIL UPHOLDS LIQUOR VETO
11/02/1987 B021 TAVERN OWNER DEVISES PLAN TO COPE WITH LAW
11/03/1987 C033 NEW DRINKING TRENDS AFFECT SALES STRATEGIES
11/16/1987 C021 KIOWA FARM OUTLOOK BEST
11/25/1987 C071 STATE'S NUMBER ONE FRIENDLY BARTENDER CHOSEN
12/08/1987 C022 COUNTY TO CONSIDER RENEWING BAR'S LICENSE
12/09/1987 B016 PATROL PLANS SOBRIETY CHECKPOINTS
12/09/1987 B021 COUNTY DEFERS RENEWING BAR'S LICENSE
12/15/1987 C023 CLAREMONT VOTES ON LIQUOR LICENSES
12/16/1987 B016 BALTIC BAR LOSES SUNDAY LIQUOR LICENSE
12/17/1987 coil CLAREMONT APPROVES ON-SALE LICENSE
12/22/1987 C014 ^LIQUOR FIRM STRESSES MODERATION
12/23/1987 C012 ^CHAMPAGNE IS YEAR-ROUND BIG SELLER
12/31/1987 C021 LIQUOR TAX PETITIONS CHALLENGED
1/31/1988 B023 LIQUOR TAX ISSUE NOT ON BALLOT
2/23/1988 coil 5 PAGES DISMISSED AFTER ARRESTS
3/25/1988 C012 STATE PREPARES FOR NEW DRINKING AGE
3/30/1988 A012 KLIQUOR MIGHT FLOW SOON IN VIBORG
4/01/1988 A012 *NEW DRINKING AGE DAMPENS SPIRITS
4/07/1988 C012 KNO MORE ALCOHOL
4/08/1988 A012 CHARLIE'S TO BE LAW CASUALTY
4/10/1988 B031 DEADWOOD PARTY PROMPTS GRAND JURY INQUIRY
4/12/1988 A012 SKADSEN WANTS STUDY OF SUNDAY LIQUOR
4/12/1988 A104 VIBORG SHOULD REJECT LIQUOR (L)
4/12/1988 C012 'WET' VIBORG BOARD SEATS UP
4/13/1988 B012 VIBORG VOTERS KEEP CAP ON LIQUOR
4/16/1988 A082 DRINKING PICTURE IMPROPER (L)
4/21/1988 C031 VOTE TAKES ARTESIAN OUT OF LIQUOR BUSINESS
5/07/1988 C0I2 NOT TOASTING CALL TO LIMIT SALES
5/08/1988 A103 TOUGH LIQUOR LAWS NEEDED (L)
5/10/1988 D024 BAR OWNERS PROTEST PROPOSAL
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5/I3/I988 C0A3 COURT RULES LIQUOR LICENSE AS ASSET
5/I6/I988 C016 COMMISSIONER OFFERS SECOND BEER SALE PLAN
5/17/1988 D0I2 COMMISSIONERS SUPPORT LIQUOR PROPOSAL
5/18/1988 A08I BARS DESERVE CHANCE TO COMPETE (ED)
5/2A/I988 COIA PASSES LIMITS ON CARRYOUT BEER LICENSES
5/28/1988 A104 DRINKING AGE SHOULD BE 18 (L)
5/28/1988 AI05 ALCOHOL SALES LAW NUISANCE (L)
6/07/1988 C012 LIQUOR ISSUE FACES VIBDRG VOTERS TODAY
6/09/1988 coil VIBORG RESIDENTS DEFEAT LIQUOR PLAN
6/11/1988 coil BAR PATRON SUES FOR LOSS OF VISION
6/I6/I988 A015 BROOKINGS BEER SELLERS CITE COSTS
6/20/1988 A09I STUDENTS TO HELP PROMOTE ABUSE AWARENESS
6/29/1988 B0I2 COMMITTEE TO STUDY BROOKINGS BEER FEE
7/0I/I988 A08I FEDS WIN BOOZE FIGHT CED)
7/05/1988 A103 COMMISSIONERS GO BEYOND AUTHORITY (L)
7/08/1988 coil MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO GIVING TEENS BEER
8/09/1988 coil MGM LIQUOR FILES FOR REORGANIZATION
8/30/1988 A012 CITY OK'S BED-AND-BOOZE TAX
8/30/1988 AOIA LIQUOR DEALERS WANT PUBLIC VOTE
8/3I/I988 A0I2 CLENDENON, CO-OWNER CLOSE TWO BARS
9/0I/I988 C016 SINGER HITS SOUR NOTE AS BAR CLOSES
9/02/1988 B012 A SETBACK FROM KEYNOTE'S CLOSURE
10/03/1988 coil ABERDEEN ARRESTING MORE YOUNG DRINKERS
11/06/1988 FOll 36CAUTION FALLS OVER CITY'S NIGHT LIFE
11/20/1988 EOIl PIERRE TO VOTE ON CITY'S LIQUOR LICENSE
12/07/1988 C0I2 CLUB OWNER CHARGED WITH SERVING MINORS
12/09/1988 C0I2 OFF-CAMPUS DRINKING WORRIES REGENTS
I2/I6/I988 con 2 WOMEN CHARGED IN TEEN-AGER'S DEATH
12/16/1988 C0A5 GRAND JURY IN UNDERAGE DRINKING BATTLE
12/28/1988 C016 BAR COULD LOSE ITS LICENSE FOR DANCE HALL
12/31/1988 A012 3(BAR-H0PPING AT 19
12/31/1988 A06A LETTERS EXPLAIN TORCH (L)
I/04/I989 A06I SF BARS FARE POORLY IN SPOT CHECK (ED)
1/06/1989 C012 SAHARA CLUB'S DANCE LICENSE RENEWED
I/07/I989 C012 CONTROVERSIAL SAHARA NIGHTCLUB CLOSES
1/10/1989 C012 SAHARA CLUB IS CLOSED PERMANENTLY
1/11/1989 A085 WE MUST RESPECT JUSTICE (L)
I/23/I989 A085 LOWER DRINKING AGE TO 19
' 1/2A/1989 con BILL OK'D ALLOWING SUNDAY LIQUOR SALE
I/25/I989 A083 STOP TEEN ALCOHOL SALES (L)
1/25/1989 C021 HOUSE APPROVES MOTEL BAR LEGISLATION
1/25/1989 C021 SENATE OK'S SUNDAY LIQUOR SALES
2/02/1989 con CORPORATION OWNING CLUB FINED $1,000
2/25/1989 COIA ARENA ASKING FOR PERMANENT BEER LICENSE
2/26/1989 C053 SENATE APPROVES FREE SAMPLES AT LIQUOR STORES
2/28/1989 A012 SUNDAY WINE SALE APPROVED
3/03/1989 C021 SUNDAY LIQUOR LAW RECEIVES FINAL APPROVAL
3/07/1989 C012 CITY APPROVES BEER LICENSE FOR ARENA
3/I0/I989 C023 BROADENS LIABILITY OF NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS
3/IA/1989 A085 MAYOR PROMOTES DRINKING (L)
3/16/1989 con PASTOR WANTS BEER LICENSE REVOKED
3/18/1989 con MAGNOLIA BAR FOUND LIABLE IN LAWSUIT
3/21/1989 A012 CITY SPELLS OUT ARENA BEER SALES
3/23/1989 AlOl *PUBLIC OPINIONS--BEER AT ARENA
3/30/1989 C012 BEER LICENSE PETITION FALLS SHORT ON SIGNATURES
3/3I/I989 C014 ARENA BEER LICENSE WON'T GO TO VOTERS
<i/02/1989 C061 DRINKING AGE LAW DRAWS FEW CHEERS
A/06/1989 AlOl ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION IS NOT INHERENT RIGHT (L)
A/08/1989 A012 *CAR CRASH KILLS TEEN AFTER BEER PARTY
A/08/1989 C012 ONE NIGHT CAN RUIN YEARS OF SAYING NO
A/n/1989 A025 TO PREVENT UNDERAGE DRINKING AT LAKE ALVIN
A/13/1989 A081 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS ON TEEN BEER PARTIES
A/13/1989 A083 ALCOHOL LAWFUL, BUT ABUSE CAUSES TROUBLE (L)
A/15/1989 A085 BOOZE AS BAD AS DRY DRUGS (L)
A/17/1989 A08A ALCOHOL CRACKDOWN NEEDED (L)
A/21/1989 C012 MAN CHARGED WITH BUYING KEG FOR PARTY
A/2A/1989 A015 TEETOTALING--SCARLET LETTER FOR TEENS
A/27/1989 A072 5tA KEG IN THE NIGHT
5/01/1989 A103 TEEN-AGERS WHO DRINK FOLLOW ROLE MODELS (L)
5/06/1989 C012 PARENTS CAN WARN AGAINST ALCOHOL, BUT
5/08/1989 A105 DON'T PROMOTE DRINKING (L)
5/10/1989 C012 WALL LAKE FACES BAN ON BEER KEGS
5/29/1989 C012 ^SUNDAY BEER, WINE MAY BE ON TAP
6/06/1989 con ARLINGTON APPROVES SUNDAY BEER SALES
6/10/1989 A012 CITY UNCORKS SUNDAY LIQUOR PLAN
6/I3/I989 C02I KPANEL DELAYS VOTE ON SUNDAY LIQUOR SALES
6/1A/1989 A121 SUNDAY BAN DOESN'T MAKE SENSE (ED)
6/17/1989 AlOl RETAILER IS THE FALL GUY IN SALE (L)
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6/18/1989 C012 AREA JUDGES FIGHT TEEN DRINKING WITH JAIL
6/19/1989 A102 CURTAIL MORE ALCOHOL SALES CD
6/22/1989 A081 *PUBLIC OPINIONS ON LIQUOR SALE ON SUNDAYS
6/22/1989 C022 DEADWOOD MERCHANTS PAY FOR LIQUOR LICENSES
6/27/1989 C012 CITY COMPROMISES ON SUNDAY LIQUOR BAN
7/12/1989 coil MAN DENIES GETTING ALCOHOL FOR MINORS
7/19/1989 B012 VIBORG VOTERS REJECT HARD LIQUOR SALES
7/20/1989 C021 STREET DANCES COME UNDER CLOSE SCRUTINY
7/26/1989 coil ARLINGTON SCHEDULES ELECTION ON AUGUST 8
7/29/1989 coil PIERRE LIQUOR STING LEADS TO CHARGES
7/31/1989 A08A LIQUOR STATEMENTS NOT VALID CD
8/06/1989 C012 SUNDAY LIQUOR ON ARLINGTON BALLOT
8/09/1989 coil ARLINGTON REJECTS LIQUOR ON SUNDAYS
8/15/1989 AOIA CITY CONSIDERS LIQUOR LICENSE FOR REC CENTER EVENT
8/16/1989 coil DELL RAPIDS COUNCIL REPRIMANDS LOCAL BAR
8/17/1989 C023 TARGETS BUSINESSES SELLING MINORS ALCOHOL
8/19/1989 A015 *TOPLESS DANCERS GET UNDER TOWN'S SKIN
8/23/1989 coil MAN FINED $300 FOR TEEN PARTY
8/25/1989 C021 BAR OWNER STOPS BEER THIEVES
8/28/1989 A083 KID'S DRINKS AT PARTY ARE COSTLY FOR PARENT CD
8/31/1989 A083 KEEP BEER SALES AWAY FROM ARENA CD
9/06/1989 COIA CITY APPROVES BEER SALES
9/10/1989 Alll SAY NO TO ARENA BEER CD
9/11/1989 A015 SCHOOLS' BIG WOE--ALCOHOL
9/13/1989 C021 DEADWOOD VOTES FOR BEER LICENSES
9/15/1989 AlOl BOOZE NUMBER 1 DRUG PROBLEM
9/15/1989 AlOl KPUBLIC OPINIONS--DRUGS OR ALCOHOL
9/17/1989 E012 EXCISE TAX CATCHES ALCOHOL RETAILERS
9/23/1989 A103 ARENA BEER SALES HAVE NEGATIVE SIDE CD
9/28/1989 A012 KA DRY SPELL AT PHIL'S CORNER
10/02/1989 A012 3€RAY'S STARTS CLEAN
10/21/1989 C012 GOOD TIMES DON'T DEPEND ON ALCOHOL
11/15/1989 coil BRISTOL VOTES TO SHUT CITY'S LIQUOR STORE
11/15/1989 D082 ^WARNINGS WON'T HURT BUSINESS
11/16/1989 A012 PARENTS CALL FOR STIFF DRUG LAWS
11/20/1989 BOll BAR MAY REOPEN IN NEW LOCATION
11/23/1989 COAl DEADWOOD VOTERS REJECT BEER LIMITATIONS
11/25/1989 A015 CITY MIGHT TOAST NEW YEAR WITH LIQUOR
11/25/1989 A081 LIQUOR WARNING JUSTIFIED CED)
11/27/1989 B012 CLERGY WANT SUNDAY LIQUOR BOTTLED UP
11/28/1989 C013 NEW YEAR'S EVE PROPOSAL PUT OFF A WEEK
11/30/1989 coil EUREKA VOTE CLOSES TOWN'S LIQUOR STORE
12/0'i/1989 BOll LIQUOR SALE PLAN ON AGENDA TODAY
12/05/1989 coil COUNTY CONSIDERS ALCOHOL ISSUES
12/10/1989 A091 BOOZE OK EMBARRASSING CD
12/10/1989 EOll MISSION LIQUOR STORE PROPOSAL REJECTED
12/11/1989 AlOA DON'T AID BOOZE INDUSTRY CLD
12/17/1989 A072 DENYING BOOZE SALE CORRECT CD
12/19/1989 C016 MONTROSE CAFE OWNER CLOSES UP
12/20/1989 C021 RAPID CITY BANS SUNDAY BEER SALES
12/21/1989 coil ALCESTER APPROVES SUNDAY BEER SALES
12/22/1989 A085 ACTIVITY SENSELESS CD
12/23/1989 coil BROOKINGS BUSINESS GETS LIQUOR LICENSE
12/31/1989 C021 NORTHERN STATE FAILING TO MONITER BOOZE
1/09/1990 A015 PIERRE MAN ARRESTED IN MANSION CASE
1/10/1990 C012 JUVENILES' COURT HEARING RESCHEDULED
1/16/1990 A012 XPIERRE STUDENT PLEADS GUILTY
1/16/1990 C021 SUNDAY LIQUOR ISSUE ON TAP IN BROOKINGS
1/17/1990 C021 BROOKINGS SHOWS JUMP IN UNDERAGE DRINKING
1/19/1990 C023 COLMAN COUNCILMAN JAILED ON LIQUOR CHARGE
1/23/1990 C024 YANKTON BOARD OK'S MALT BEVERAGE LICENSE
1/2A/1990 C012 BROOKINGS LIQUOR SALES PLAN DIES
1/31/1990 COIA LIQUOR QUESTION COULD GO TO VOTE
2/01/1990 C021 GROUP READIES PETITION TO GET BROOKINGS VOTE
2/01/1990 C051 SENATE SAYS MINORS CAN SERVE ALCOHOL
2/03/1990 C023 ELK POINT PARENTS TO TACKLE DRUGS, LIQUOR
2/0A/1990 coil HURON COMMISSION PASSES LIQUOR PLAN
2/05/1990 B012 ALCOHOL BILL GETTING A SECOND LOOK
2/06/1990 COAl PENALTY SET FOR GIVING MINORS BOOZE
2/07/1990 C022 LOTTERY FUNDS TO REPAIR GARRETSON LIQUOR STORE
2/07/1990 C023 MAN MAY REOPEN HARRISBURG LOUNGE
2/07/1990 D081 AFTER FIVE BAR HAS NEW OWNERS
2/08/1990 C051 BILL OK'D ALLOWING MINORS TO SERVE LIQUOR
2/13/1990 C023 FLANDREAU WANTS LIQUOR AT CONVENTION CENTER
2/27/1990 C021 ABERDEEN CONSIDERS SUNDAY LIQUOR SALES
2/28/1990 C02A LIQUOR LICENSE DENIED FOR PROPOSED LOUNGE
3/03/1990 C021~LIQUOR STORES MAY FACE REORGANIZATION
3/07/1990 C023 VERMILLION LIQUOR STORE MAY CHANGE OPERATION
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3/15/1990 C023 SUNDAY PETITIONS DUE NEXT WEEK
3/23/1990 A015 VERMILLION STUDENTS FACE BREATHALYZER
3/2A/1990 C021 LIQUOR PETITIONS BRING APRIL VOTE
3/29/1990 C021 ALCOHOL SERIAL STAMP PROPOSED
3/30/1990 C015 VERMILLION HIGH PARENTS APPLAUD ALCOHOL TESTING
3/31/1990 A053 PLAN CUTS UNDERAGE DRINKING (L)
3/31/1990 C026 POLICE--TEENS DRINK DESPITE REQUIRED AGE
A/02/1990 A081 SCHOOL TESTING CIVIL RIGHTS VIOLATION (ED)
A/03/1990 C012 ^STUDENT BREATHALYZER TEST DECISION DUE TODAY
A/OA/1990 A016 VERMILLION SCHOOL BACKS DOWN FROM TESTING STUDENTS
A/07/1990 C012 MANSION TEEN CAUGHT DRINKING AGAIN
A/08/1990 COAl RAPID CITY WILL VOTE ON SUNDAY BEER
A/10/1990 A015 XLIQUOR LICENSE LINK TO LOTTERY RAISES QUESTIONS
A/11/1990 C012 JUDGE LIMITS MANSION HEARING COVERAGE
A/12/1990 A062 KIDS DRINK TO DEFY LAW (L)
A/18/1990 C021 MITCHELL SALOON, CAFE AWARD LICENSES
A/21/1990 A012 LOUNGE PLANNED AT WESTERN MALL
A/27/1990 A012 CAMPUS CRIME IS EXAMINED
5/0A/I990 C012 MAN HANDING OUT BEER AT SCHOOL
5/22/1990 B033 15 ESTABLISHMENTS FACE CHARGES IN POLICE STING
5/23/1990 C03A LARRY'S TRUCK PLAZA GETS BEER LICENSE
5/31/1990 C033 SPEARFISH TEEN'S DEATH 'TERRIBLE TRAGEDY'
6/01/1990 C033 SIBLINGS CHARGED WITH SELLING ALCOHOL TO MINOR
6/06/1990 A015 HIGH SCHOOL DRINKING HIGHER THAN AVERAGE
6/07/1990 C015 DRUG ABUSE DISAPPOINTS EDUCATORS
6/08/1990 C032 LIQUOR STORE MAY BE MOVED TO POLICE STATION
6/09/1990 A081 ATTITUDE PROBLEM IN ALCOHOL BATTLE (ED)
6/10/1990 Alll ANTI-ALCOHOL ADS CAN HELP NEXT GENERATION (L)
6/12/1990 A015 VIDEO LOTTERY BOOSTS MUNICIPAL BAR INCOMES
6/15/1990 A012 SOBRIETY STOPS GET GREEN LIGHT
6/15/1990 C031 VERMILLION LIQUOR STORE SEES PROFITS CUT
6/2A/1990 C033 BARS, LIQUOR STORES TO BE CHARGED IN STING
6/25/1990 C012 TO CONSIDER DRINKING BAN AT HERITAGE PARK
6/30/1990 C012 REGENTS TOUGHEN ALCOHOL RULES
6/30/1990 C021 LIQUOR LICENSE SOUGHT FOR OLD STARDUST LOUNGE
7/09/1990 con CITY WILL CONSIDER NEW LIQUOR LICENSES
7/10/1990 C016 CLOTHIER TAKES ON MALT PUB
7/I2/I990 C015 CITY STREETS HITS LIQUOR LICENSE SNAG
7/17/1990 B015 CITY STREETS LIQUOR PERMIT ACTION DEFERRED
7/23/1990 B012 CITY STREETS WILL SHOW ITS RESTAURANT PLAN
7/29/1990 con CITY WILL VOTE ON SUNDAY LIQUOR HOURS
7/31/1990 con CITY COMMISSION EXAMINES LIQUOR LAW
8/07/1990 A014 TAX LIQUOR TO HELP FIGHT DRUGS--PANEL
9/05/1990 C033 BROOKINGS TABLES LIQUOR LICENSE ORDINANCE
9/09/1990 A093 HIGHER ALCOHOL TAXES WOULD HELP CUT DEFICIT (L)
9/24/1990 C033 REGENT GETS FEEDBACK ON DRINKING PENALTIES
10/03/1990 D062 URGED TO USE RESTRAINT ON VIDEO LOTTERY
10/22/1990 A012 3€B0UNCER KILLED NEAR BAR
10/24/1990 A016 VIOLENCE IS RARE, BARS SAY
10/30/1990. A0I6 10 NEW LIQUOR LICENSES COST $100,281 EACH
11/04/1990 FOll ^SOCIETY'S ATTITUDE LED TO HOBO DAY MESS
11/20/1990 AlOl RIOTS SHOW NEED TO HAVE CAMPUS POLICIES
11/20/1990 B061 CROW BAR PLANS TO MOVE NIGHTCLUB
12/08/1990 A083 ^PROHIBITION'S RESURRECTION WOULD END MANY PROBLEMS
12/08/1990 C033 POLICE SEEK TO ARREST CLERKS IN UNDERAGE SALES
12/16/1990 E031 JAVA BOARD LEGALLY ENDED BAR DEAL
12/19/1990 A012 3C0LD BEER SPOT MAKING WAY FOR NEW
12/31/1990 A012 ^NEIGHBORHOOD BAR WILL TAKE OFF SOON
1/01/1991 D072 ^SPIRIT OF THE SEASON
1/03/1991 B062 36NEW OWNERS PLAN CHANGES AT BAR
1/04/1991 C031 ORDINANCE WOULD LET POLICE TRACE BEER
I/25/199I A012 AN ORDINANCE LICENSING BEER KEGS
2/02/1991 C034 11 RC BUSINESSES CHARGED IN UNDERCOVER STING
2/05/1991 C041 PROS, CONS OF KEG REGULATION
2/08/1991 C031 KILLS BIGGER FINES FOR SELLING MINORS BOOZE
2/13/1991 C031 BROOKINGS DEFER ACTION ON LIQUOR LICENSE
2/13/1991 C031 CRACKDOWN CONTINUES ON SALES TO MINORS
2/18/1991 C033 ANNEXATION COULD BRING LIQUOR LICENSE
2/19/1991 D052 FRONTIER CLUB OWNER WANTS AFTER FIVE
2/21/1991 C035 HEARINGS SET IN LIQUOR STING OPERATION
2/24/1991 F012 KTHE NIGHTLIFE AIN'T NO GOOD LIFE
2/24/I99I F012 KGUNLICK'S MIDAS TOUCH STRIKES AGAIN
2/27/1991 C012 9€SDSU STUDENT PLAN EASES BEER LAW
3/05/1991 B012 FRONTIER OWNER LOOKS FOR SUPPORT
3/07/1991 A016 CITY DENIES BAR PERMIT TO FRONTIER
3/07/1991 C031 STATE LAW WON'T IMPACT KEG ORDINANCE
3/07/1991 C031'VOTE«^WOULD ALLOW HARD-LIQUOR-_SALES
3/18/1991 C012 CITY CONSIDERS DOWNTOWN LIQUOR LICENSES
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3/19/1991 B012 FRONTIER OWNER WINS HALF OF BATTLE
3/21/1991 C031 SUNDAY LIQUOR SALES ON APRIL BALLOT
3/25/1991 B033 BROOKINGS TO CONSIDER KEG ORDINANCE
3/26/1991 B062 ^RESTAURANTS, BARS RISE BY AA
3/27/1991 con PUBLIC HEARING SET ON KEG ORDINANCE
3/29/1991 CG33 MINORS' ALCOHOL SALES DRAW COUNCIL WARNING
3/30/1991 CG31 TRIBAL JUDGE ALLOWS BUSINESSES TO REOPEN
't/lG/1991 AG15 VIBORG'S VOTERS END 'PROHIBITION'
^/lG/1991 CG12 CONTROLS ON KEGS APPROVED
4/18/1991 AG81 VIBORG 'VICTORY' STORY DESERVED LESS PLAY CD
4/2G/1991 CG12 CAFES SEEK BEER LICENSE APPROVAL
4/20/1991 CG31 KEG LIMIT LAW FACES CHALLENGE
4/22/1991 A1G5 PROMOTING TOO MUCH BOOZE IS APPALLING CD
4/23/1991 con CITY DEFERS ACTION ON BEVERAGE LICENSE
5/04/1991 C021 TRY TO REFER KEG ORDINANCE FALLS SHORT
5/05/1991 C031 BEER-LICENSE LIMIT GAINING SUPPORT
5/07/1991 C012 CITY LINKS BEER LICENSES, VIDEO PLAN
5/12/1991 C033 STATE-ALCOHOL RULES APPLY TO TRIBE
5/25/1991 con STING OPERATION NETS ILLEGAL ALCOHOL SALES
5/29/1991 A012 CITY HALTS NEW BEER LICENSES
6/03/1991 C033 COMMISSIONER ORDERS STORE TO HALT ADS
6/04/1991 C015 LIQUOR LICENSE OK'D DESPITE PETITIONS
6/11/1991 con CITY DEFERS ACTION ON RETAIL BEER LICENSES
6/12/1991 con BEER LICENSE REQUESTS LEAD TO RESTRICTIONS
6/13/1991 C032 BRANDON LAW AIMS TO STIFLE UNDERAGE DRINKING
6/15/1991 C016 HOSTS PLEAD NOT GUILTY IN PARTY CASE
6/16/1991 A093 TEEN ALCOHOL SUPPLIERS SHOULD BE PUNISHED CD
6/16/1991 C012 D1STR1BUT0R--V1DE0 LOTTERY HURTS BARS
6/22/1991 A052 KBAR HOPES TO KEEP NEIGHBORHOOD APPEAL
6/22/1991 C014 56DANCE HALL CLOSES UNTIL LIQUOR HEARING
6/23/1991 A081 PARENTS FAIL BY HELPING KIDS DRINK CED)
7/01/1991 B015 LIVING WILLS, BEER KEGS IN NEW LAWS
7/01/1991 B031 BEER LICENSES OK'D FOR LAKE CAMPBELL BAR
7/02/1991 C012 MEASURE COULD SLOW VIDEO LOTTERY
7/09/1991 A015 ROLLIE'S GET WINE LICENSE
7/10/1991 C033 DELL RAPIDS DANCE HALL GETS LIQUOR LICENSE
7/13/1991 A014 XVIBORG SAYS GOODBYE TO 'DRYBORG'
7/17/1991 C015 STING NETS 11 FIRMS SELLING MINOR ALCOHOL
7/23/1991 A056 FRONTIER BAR MUST RELOCATE OR FACE FINES
7/24/1991 C031 CORSON BAR OWNER DENIES RUMORS, VOWS NO STRIPPERS
7/24/1991 C032 YANKTON RESTRICTS NUMBER OF BEER LICENSES
7/28/1991 E012 CITY MULLS CUTTING OFF WINE LICENSES
7/29/1991 B031 BEER, WINE LICENSES ON HOLD FOR CASINO
7/30/1991 con CITY PUTS MORATORIUM ON RETAIL WINE LICENSES
8/05/1991 B031 11 STORES CHARGED IN STING OPERATION
8/10/1991 C021 BUSINESSES FINED FOR ALCOHOL SALES
8/22/1991 D064 VENDING COMPANY TAKES CONTROL OF MAD HATTER
8/29/1991 C012 FINE THREAT SPEEDS FRONTIER CLOSE
9/11/1991 C026 TRIBE GETS OK TO SELL LIQUOR AT ITS CASINO
9/14/1991 C021 VOTE ON COUNTY'S DECISION RULED OUT
9/24/1991 C035 CITIES LIKELY TO SEEK VIDEO LOTTERY ACTION
9/25/1991 A012 NEW DRIVER'S LICENSES BELEAGUER BAR BOUNCERS
10/10/1991 C031 BOARD WON'T ISSUE NEW BEER LICENSES IN RC
10/25/1991 A012 JCNIGHTCLUB'S END
10/31/1991 C031 AVON TO VOTE ON BEER SALES
11/06/1991 con AVON DEFEATS SALES OF BEER ON SUNDAYS
11/08/1991 C032 SUNKEN SCOTCH ARRIVES AFTER 50 YEARS
11/10/1991 E016 GROUP FROWNS ON HAPPY HOUR
11/10/1991 E022 TRIBE, BAR OWNER WAGE COURT BATTLE
11/24/1991 A081 DETACHING VIDEO LOTTERY FROM ALCOHOL (ED)
11/26/1991 A012 SF RECONSIDERS LIQUOR LICENSE BAN
12/02/1991 A082 PUB NOT A WORTHY TOPIC FOR NEWS STORY (L)
12/06/1991 C021 UNDERCOVER POLICE SEARCH FOR PHONY ID'S
12/19/1991 A012 36BALTIC BAR TAP SHUT OFF
1/01/1992 con LIQUOR SOLD TO MINORS IN SF STING
1/02/1992 C036 GROUP WANTS ALCOHOL-FREE RESERVATION
1/05/1992 F031 FEE HIKES OK FOR LIQUOR LICENSES
1/08/1992 C031 MORABRIUM CONTINUED ON LIQUOR LICENSES
2/04/1992 A016 LAW DOESN'T STOP TEEN DRINKING
2/05/1992 A012 COUNTY REJECTS LICENSE TRANSFER TO BALTIC CORNER
2/26/1992 C031 BILL BOOSTS DEADWOOD LIQUOR LICENSE LIMIT
2/28/1992 C032 CITY MAY PUT LIMIT ON BEER LICENSES
2/29/1992 A012 150 ARRESTED IN RAID OF 'JUNGLE' PARTY HOUSE
3/07/1992 C015 COMMISSION WEIGHS LIQUOR LICENSE BAN
3/08/1992 F013 WESSINGTON SPRINGS RESIDENT WANTS NUMBER KEPT AT 11
3/11/1992 C012 LIQUOR LICENSE OK'D FOR FORMER BALTIC CORNER
3/12/1992 A081 NO NEED TO FREEZE .CED)
3/14/1992 con LIQUOR STORES UNSTUNG BY POLICE OPERATION
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3/16/1992 C03I WESSINGTON SPRINGS CAPS BEER LICENSES
3/27/1992 C031 BROOKINGS BUSINESSES CHARGED IN BEER STING
A/03/1992 A013 *34-1 VOTE PUTS TOWNSHIP BEHIND THE BAR
A/0A/I992 C031 RAPID CITY POLICE NAB 11 IN ALCOHOL STING
A/05/1992 A102 2A BUSINESSES CHARGED (BROOKINGS DAILY REGISTER)
A/2A/1992 A125 DRINKING AMONG TEENS NEEDS MORE ATTENTION (L)
A/25/1992 D021 A5 FACE CHARGES OF UNDERAGE DRINKING
A/29/1992 A015 PARTY HOUSE OFFENDERS GET 1-DAY JAIL SENTENCE
A/29/1992 C012 NOTORIOUS FORT PIERRE BAR AUCTIONED
A/30/1992 C022 DAKOTA BEER RESURFACES IN RAPID CITY
5/01/1992 C023 OFFICIALS SEEK BREW BOYCOTT
5/05/1992 A061 CAPITOL NO PLACE FOR BEER OR LIQUOR (ED)
5/06/1992 C022 ^LAWMAKER SEEKS ALCOHOL BAN
6/2A/1992 COIA LAWMAKERS LIMIT LIQUOR IN CAPITOL
6/26/1992 C023 BUFFALO CHIP CAMPGROUND FACES MOVE
7/20/1992 B022 STURGIS GROUP GETS ONE-DAY BEER LICENSE
9/08/1992 B032 CRAZY HORSE LIQUOR SELLING FOR TOP DOLLAR
9/20/1992 C012 KBARKEEPS--LIQUOR LICENSES LOSE VALUE
12/11/1992 B015 REVIEWS SUIT AGAINST LIQUOR STORE IN GIRL'S DEATH
7/28/1989 C012 ESTATE WILL PAY INJURED TEEN DRIVER $50,000
9/03/1986 BOll LISTERIOSIS REPORTED IN SD
11/17/1991 DOll NEW NEWSPAPER TO AID TEEN CENTER
7/22/1986 BOll LITERACY PROGRAM WINS GRANT
9/18/1987 C021 LITERACY COUNCIL FORMED IN SOUTH DAKOTA
lO/lA/1987 B021 CONFERENCE TO EXAMINE ILLITERACY IN SD
10/23/1987 COAl GOVERNOR STARTS CAMPAIGN TO END ILLITERACY
12/28/1987 A071 LITERACY TUTOR TRAINING SCHEDULED
8/1A/1988 A113 ILLITERACY GROWS AS PEOPLE RELY ON TV
10/09/1988 BOll MICKELSON TO HIRE LITERACY COORDINATOR
12/0A/1988 EOll SD ADULT LITERACY COORDINATOR NAMED
1/09/1989 coil LITERACY COUNCIL SEEKING VOLUNTEERS
8/25/1989 coil TWO REPRESENT SD AT LITERACY CONGRESS
9/0A/1989 BOll STATE TO OBSERVE LITERACY DAY FRIDAY
9/11/1989 A071 LITERACY VOLUNTEER CLASSES
10/11/1989 coil MICKELSON TO SPEAK AT LITERACY MEETING
10/31/1989 A071 SD LITERACY COUNCIL
12/03/1989 E012 RADIO TO SPREAD MADISON LITERACY GROUP
2/02/1990 C02A BERESFORD EYES SUPPORT FOR PROGRAM
3/09/1990 A082 HELP ILLITERATE STUDENTS (L)
12/26/1990 C036 GRANT TO HELP THOSE WHO CAN'T READ, WRITE
5/19/1991 coil HANSEN TO DISCUSS ADULT LITERACY NEEDS
9/06/1991 coil STATE SENDS PAIR TO LITERACY CONGRESS
10/27/1991 A012 ^MECHANIC SAYS FEAR IS BARRIER TO LITERACY
3/16/1992 coil LITERACY TO BE TOPIC AT READING CONFERENCE
9/1A/1992 B022 TEAM STRESSES SCIENCE LITERACY
9/2A/1992 B021 SCHOOLS GIVEN GRANTS TO PROMOTE LITERACY
11/05/1992 B021 BERESFORD GROUP HELPS ADULTS READ
11/15/1992 F022 3€LADIES-0NLY LITERARY CLUB HAS RICH HISTORY
6/01/1989 COAl SD MEN TAKE UNCLE SAM ABROAD
11/05/1989 COIA TOURING LITHUANIAN PLAYERS HOPE
3/30/1990 A081 BUSH SHOULD RECOGNIZE LITHUANIA INDEPENDENCE (ED)
A/01/1990 A113 BUSH RESPONSE AMUSING (L)
A/19/1990 AlOl PRESIDENT SHOULD OFFER LITHUANIA MORE SUPPORT (ED)
A/19/1990 AlOl 36PUBLIC OPINIONS--LITHUANIA'S BID FOR FREEDOM
5/2A/1990 C033 LITHUANIAN PROFESSOR TO VISIT SIOUX FALLS
5/25/1990 C015 ^GORBACHEV WILL SURVIVE--LITHUANIAN
10/28/1989 A056 ^UNDERSTANDING YOURSELF IS THE KEY
3/12/1982 D023 MAKE CONCERT SPOILERS PICK UP MESS AT ARENA (L)
A/2A/1982 C022 KEEP CITY BEAUTIFUL, MAYOR URGES (L)
A/28/1982 B021 TIME TO HELP KEEP OUR CITY CLEAN (ED)
A/28/1982 BOAl selT'S SPRING CLEANING FOR SF
A/30/1982 B05A YEAH, BUT DID YOU SEE THAT
8/07/1982 COAA ^GARBAGE TAKES OVER WALL LAKE
8/1A/1982 C025 DEPOSIT LAWS CUT LITTER (L)
9/21/1982 C03A FESTIVAL PRAISED-NEED TO CONTROL LITTER (L)
3/16/1983 C016 *'FIGHTING DIRTY' WITH TRASH CANS
3/18/1983 DOAl LINCOLN CLUB WINS TRASH ART CONTEST
3/22/1983 C021 LITTER FIGHT PRAISED (L)
3/28/1983 A075 DRIVE TRADES MILKSHAKES FOR LITTER
A/19/1983 BOAl *KEEP SIOUX FALLS BEAUTIFUL
A/2A/1983 C063 AOO POUNDS OF TRASH GETS SF BOY GAME
10/19/1983 C015 MANURE SPREADS NOT WELCOME ON LUVERNE STREET
A/16/198A B0A3 TRASHING IS A GROWING PROBLEM
A/23/198A B055 COMPANY OFFERS FREE LITTER BAGS
10/21/1986 A102 BETTER CITY CLEANUP NEEDED (L)
3/07/1987 A082 TRASH SPOILS LAKES' BEAUTY (L)
A/15/1987 BOll CLEANUP PROJECT CONTINUES TODAY
A/25/1987 A105 CITY CLEANUP APPRECIATED (L)
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't/03/1988 A112 WE CAN DO WITHOUT LITTERING CD
5/16/1989 coil CITY, COUNTY HELP WITH CLEANUP PROJECT
10/09/1989 A083 'SCENE' COVERS LITTER GUTTER (L)
3/19/1990 A085 THROWAWAYS WON'T GO AWAY (L)
<4/05/1990 A083 NORTH END MESS APPALLING (L)
6/23/1990 A083 CITY SHOULD CLEAN UP MESS AT FALLS PARK (L)
7/08/1990 C012 KWHAT A PIECE OF GARBAGE
7/28/1990 C0I2 KONE NEAT JOB
10/13/1990 coil MASONIC MEMBERS CLEAN HIGHWAY LITTER
7/I6/I991 A085 FREEDOM TO SOME IS FREEDOM TO LITTER (L)
9/0^/1991 C032 *FREEMAN BEGINS CITY-WIDE TRASH PICKUP
9/17/1991 C012 *BOWL-FUL OF GARBAGE
1/20/1992 C016 NEW LITTER SIGN RULE IN EFFECT
5/03/1992 D012 36VOLUNTEERS GATHER TRASH AT THE RIVER
8/2A/1992 A095 STATE IS FRIENDLY, BUT TRASH EVERYWHERE (L)
9/19/1992 A012 XTRASH LITTERS DITCHES OUTSIDE CITY
9/28/1992 A09A FALLS NEED ATTENTION FROM LITTER PATROLS (L)
10/02/1992 BOll STUDENTS APOLOGIZE FOR LAKESIDE AFFAIR
8/18/1983 A012 TRIAL MAY FOCUS ON SPOUSE ABUSE
8/25/1992 B021 ACCUSED MURDERER TO HAVE MENTAL TESTS
9/08/1991 A103 ^SENATOR DOESN'T HAVE FACTS ON LITTLE BIG HORN
9/27/1991 B013 *YOUNG AND OLD FIND JOY IN MAKING QUILTS
5/08/1983 A012 *BIGFOOT BELIEVERS STAND BY STORIES
SEE SDSU
6/06/1985 B053 LITTLE PEOPLE OF AMERICA MEET THIS WEEKEND
2/19/1991 D031 *HOCKEY LEAGUE'S GOAL IS TO RAISE AWARENESS
7/07/1992 C021 LITTLE WOUND TO FUND SCHOOL
FOR LATER SEE MICROWAVE PRODUCTS
1/30/1982 C023 THE UNION AT LITTON REJECTED CONTRACT (L)
3/07/1982 BOII LITTON LABOR COMPLAINTS TOPIC AT HEARING MONDAY
3/10/1982 coil XLITTON LABOR TRIAL OPENS HERE
5/0I/I982 C0I3 MINNESOTANS--LITTON TRYING TO BREAK UNION
5/18/1982 BOll LITTON ANNOUNCES TWO-WEEK CLOSING
6/25/1982 COAA FIRED LITTON WORKER SUING COMPANY
10/20/1982 A013 SAGGING SALES FORCE LITTON TO LAY OFF 125
12/08/1982 C051 SF LITTON WORKERS SEND REPRESENITIVE TO CALIFORNIA
12/19/1982 E012 KTHE LITTON SAGA AFTER 2 YEARS OF TALKS
1/26/1983 A015 LABOR BOARD FILES SECOND COMPLAINT
3/04/1983 C032 BILL AIDS CAMPAIGN AGAINST LITTON
4/09/1983 A012 LITTON TO ADD UP TO 150 WORKERS
4/I0/I983 E0I2 LITTON UNION STILL WAITS FOR CONTRACT
4/19/1983 A012 *EMPLOYEE TO TESTIFY ABOUT LITTON
4/21/1983 A016 UNION REPS RAP LITTON'S JOB RECORD
5/12/1983 C071 TESTIMONY CONCLUDES IN LITTON CASE
5/25/1983 C022 WORKERS COULD FIND THEMSELVES WITHOUT A JOB CD
6/11/1983 B021 IF JOB AT LITTON SO BAD CD
6/11/1983 B022 UNION FIGHTS FOR BETTER PAY AT LITTON CD
6/16/1983 C041 JUDGE DISMISSES LITTON EMPLOYEE COMPLAINT
6/17/1983 C023 LITTON WORKER ANSWERS LETTER CD
6/18/1983 B023 ASSEMBLY LINE WORKERS SEE UNION'S OTHER SIDE CD
6/19/1983 B014 *400 RALLY FOR LITTON WORKERS
8/12/1983 C012 *LITTON GIVES WORKERS A RAISE
9/15/1983 DOll UNION PUTS LITTON ON DISHONOR ROLL
11/04/1983 C014 LITTON CASE DECISION PLEASES UNION OFFICIAL
11/16/1983 C014 LITTON ADDS 70 ADDITIONAL JOBS
12/07/1983 C014 *PAIR WILL PROTEST AT LITTON MEETING
12/22/1983 C015 JUDGE ALLOWS LITTON MOVE TO SIOUX FALLS
1/14/1984 A012 LITTON SUSPENDS 3 UNION LEADERS
1/15/1984 B045 WORKERS SHOW SOLIDARITY FOR UNION LEADERS
1/16/1984 C015 XLITTON WORKERS PRAY FOR JUSTICE
1/18/1984 D021 3 WORKERS SUSPENDED CD
1/18/1984 D022 SUSPENDED LITTON WORKERS CD
1/20/1984 A016 SUSPENDED WORKERS WILL RETURN TO JOB
1/28/1984 B031 LITTON PLANS BUILDING EXPANSION
2/01/1984 C016 SHORTAGE OF PARTS SHUTS LITTON
3/04/1984 C053 SELLING ONE-SIXTH OF ITS HOLDINGS
3/16/1984 C013 ^DECISION AGAINST LITTON MAY COST
4/03/1984 A016 ^WHIRLPOOL BUYS OUT LITTON
6/19/1984 BOll SALE TO WHIRLPOOL CORP IS OFF
7/01/1984 EOll LITTON SENDING MICROWAVE PRODUCTS OVERSEAS
8/16/1984 A012 *LITTON WORKERS HOPE PACT NEAR
8/16/1984 A012 DEMAND, NEW PRODUCTS SPARK EXPANSION
8/17/1984 coil CONTRACT TALKS BETWEEN LITTON, UNION BREAK OFF
8/25/1984 A014 *LITTON CONTRACT VOTE TODAY
8/25/1984 C034 PACT 1ST STEP FOR WORKERS
8/27/1984 A014 *LITTON WORKERS APPROVE PACT
9/02/1984 FOll MICROWAVE DIVISION IS RIPE FOR SALE
12/19/1984 A012 500 FACE LAYOFFS AT LITTON
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12/21/1984 coil 36LITTON WORKERS PROTEST LAYOFFS
12/22/1984 CG35 LITTON WORKERS HAVE EMERGENCY FUND
1/09/1985 C061 AGENCIES TO HELP LITTON WORKERS
1/17/1985 A012 LITTON FURLOUGHS ANOTHER 350
1/22/1985 C015 LITTON UNION SEEKS LAYOFF AID
1/24/1985 A015 225 MORE LOSE JOBS AT LITTON
1/27/1985 C015 XMUENSTER TO OFFER BILL FOR LITTON WORKERS
1/31/1985 A012 *A HELPING HAND
2/03/1985 A012 ^LAMENTING THE LAYOFFS
2/03/1985 coil KAN UNSATISFACTORY SHOWDOWN
2/06/1985 A081 HELP FOR ALL LAID-OFF WORKERS (ED)
2/09/1985 A083 LAYOFF BRINGS SUFFERING (L)
2/10/1985 C013 KWEEKLY COFFEE STIRS UP LEGISLATORS
2/13/1985 C034 LAYOFFS PROMPT REQUESTS FOR STUDY
2/15/1985 A081 LITTON IS GETTING A BAD RAP (L)
2/24/1985 EOll KWORKERS RIDE CREST OF CONSUMER WAVE
3/02/1985 C031 FOOD COLLECTIONS TO AID LAID-OFF LITTON WORKERS
4/07/1985 EOll LITTON'S IMAGE IN SIOUX FALLS
4/27/1985 coil LITTON MAY RECALL 150 WORKERS
4/28/1985 E013 KLITTON LEADER FINDS UNIONISM IN HER BLOOD
4/28/1985 N071 KCRETAIL) UNION LEADER GREW WITH NEW JOB
5/23/1985 coil LITTON WORKERS--POLICY HURTS PREGNANT WOMAN
6/11/1985 A015 LITTON EXTENDS VACATION WITH ONE-WEEK LAYOFF
7/02/1985 C015 LITTON WORKERS ELIGIBLE FOR MORE JOBLESS PAY
7/03/1985 C012 MORE BENEFITS POSSIBLE
7/18/1985 coil AGENCY TO EXPLAIN BENEFITS TO LITTON WORKERS
7/26/1985 C015 LITTON PLANS RECALL OF 150 EMPLOYEES
8/02/1985 C015 LITTON'S UNION WORKERS GET RAISE MONDAY
*^9/04/1985 B031 FISCAL YEAR EARNINGS INCREASE
9/07/1985 coil LITTON MAY INCREASE WORKFORCE
9/15/1985 EOll KLITTON CHIEF DECRIES US LACK OF SPUNK
12/07/1985 B051 LITTON WORKERS COME THROUGH (L)
1/08/1986 C015 350 TO BE OUT OF WORK
1/09/1986 C015 LITTON REFUSES UNION REQUEST
2/02/1986 DOll LITTON TO MOVE HEADQUARTERS TO MEMPHIS
5/16/1986 C025 LITTON PLANS TO RECALL 35 EMPLOYEES
7/20/1986 coil LITTON, STARMARK PLAN EXPANSIONS
8/02/1986 coil UNION WORKERS AT LITTON GET 25-CENT RAISE
^ 9/16/1986 A012 LITTON TO LAY OFF 500 FOR A WEEK
11/21/1986 A012 KSALE TALK WORRIES LITTON WORKERS
1/17/1987 C016 WORKERS TO BE LAID OFF AT PLANT
1/29/1987 C012 LITTON WORKERS PROTEST WAGE FREEZE
1/31/1987 coil LITTON, UNION OK CONTRACT
2/06/1987 coil UNION AT LITTON TO DISCLOSE VOTE
2/07/1987 C015 LITTON UNION OK'S PACT
2/08/1987 A084 UNION ONLY HELPING ITSELF (L)
2/14/1987 A103 WORKERS ARE PROTECTED BY UNION STEWARDS (L)
2/18/1987 A062 WORKERS MAKE UP THE UNION (L)
2/18/1987 A063 CONTRACT TALKS NEED FAIRNESS (L)
2/24/1987 A081 PROVIDED WORKERS WITH BENEFITS (L)
2/24/1987 A082 UNION FIGHTING FOR WORKERS CD
2/25/1987 A064 SAY NO TO A SEAT BELT LAW (L)
4/21/1987 C021 LITTON DONATES OVENS TO HELP TRAIN DISABLED
8/01/1987 C014 LITTON ADDS 105 EMPLOYEES
1/09/1988 coil LITTON TO LAY OFF 140 EMPLOYEES
1/30/1988 C016 190 LITTON EMPLOYEES TO LOSE JOBS
2/06/1988 C016 LAYOFFS AT LITTON REACH 216
3/01/1988 A063 LITTON EMPLOYEES SUFFER (L)
7/15/1988 D062 LITTON CHARGES UNCERTAIN
8/19/1988 D076 SALE OF LITTON FINISHED
8/26/1988 D072 KLITTON'S NEW OWNER HOPES FOR WIDER LINES
10/18/1988 coil LITTON LAYS OFF 100 FOR A WEEK
3/30/1989 AOll LITTON NAMED IN FRAUD SUIT
6/22/1989 A012 LITTON REJECTS SALE PLAN
11/08/1989 A012 LITTON OFFERS TO BUY BACK CITY PLANT
11/09/1989 D086 LITTON SEES EARLY PROFIT
11/17/1989 D085 LITTON CONTINUES BUY-BACK EFFORT
1/19/1990 D086 LITTON MAY REGAIN PLANT OWNERSHIP
5/02/1990 D086 LITTON'S BUY BACK PLAN STALLS
6/21/1990 D065 LITTON BUYBACK OF CITY PLANT REMAINS ON HOLD
1/24/1991 B082 LITTON RE-ACQUIRES MICROWAVE PLANT IT BUILT
8/07/1992 A012 LITTON PAY HIKE COMES 11 YEARS LATE
10/24/1992 B061 LITTON HAS CHECKS FOR EX-EMPLOYEES
2/28/1989 C023 LITTON ACTED PROPERLY IN MOVING PRODUCTION
11/19/1988 B013 BOOSTER OPENED HOME HEART TO COYOTES
10/22/1989 A061 SfABOUT THE WRITERS
5/06/1990 FFOl 36THE NEXT SD WORKPLACE
9/16/1990 AA02 *ABOUT VIDEO GAMBLING REPORT
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6/30/1982 C013 ELK POINT MAN FINALLY GETS LIVER TRANSPLANT
7/01/1982 DOAl SO MAN'S TRANSPLANT LASTS 21 HOURS
7/02/1982 C016 SD MAN TO HAVE 2ND LIVER OPERATION
6/12/1984 B042 STATE YOUTH IS STABLE AFTER LIVER TRANSPLANT
6/14/1984 C036 BOY'S CONDITION IMPROVES AFTER LIVER TRANSPLANT
6/17/1984 C051 LIVER TRANSPLANT RECIPIENT GETS LOAD OF MAIL
6/29/1984 C034 INSURANCE MAY NOT PAY FOR BOY'S OPERATION
9/27/1990 B012 *WOMAN AWAITS SECOND LIVER TRANSPLANT
1/11/1991 C012 3€NEW LIVER BRINGS MAN NEW LIFE
1/23/1991 BOll WOMAN WHO HAD TRANSPLANTS DIES
12/22/1982 coil ^VINTAGE RECORD STORE
7/18/1982 BOll *SF COUPLE LEARNS TO LIVE WITH MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
3/17/1986 B013 36WOMAN WRITES^ BOOK ABOUT BATTLE WITH MS
9/03/1991 C051 XBLACK POWDER CLUB STEPS BACK IN TIME
SEE ALSO CATTLE, SWINE, AG, FARMS 8 FARMING
1/06/1982 C031 CATTLE GROUP OPPOSES SDPTV MOVE
1/07/1982 D031 EX-OWNER OF CORSICA BARN DISCIPLINED
1/28/1982 D031 DEAD FARM ANIMAL BUSINESS BRISK
1/28/1982 N361 1981 WAS A BAD YR FOR LIVESTOCK PRODUCERS
1/28/1982 N381 WINTER CRITICAL TIME FOR SUPPLEMENTS
1/30/1982 C031 CORSICA LIVESTOCK SALES SUSPENDED
2/15/1982 C031 GREAT PLAINS STATES LOWER GRAZING FEES
3/09/1982 A022 CORSICA LIVESTOCK DEALER LOSES LICENSE
3/11/1982 DOll CORSICA SALE BARN LICENSE SUSPENDED
3/13/1982 C014 EMERGENCY FEED PROGRAM CANCELED
3/13/1982 C041 BANK MUM ABOUT CORSICA ACCOUNT
3/14/1982 B052 WHITEWOOD FEED FIRM DOUBLES OUTPUT
3/19/1982 coil CORSICA SALES BARN CLOSED INDEFINITELY
3/24/1982 C043 CORSICA BARN OFFICIALS POSTPONE MEETING
3/26/1982 C043 RULING ON GRAZING RATES TO BE APPEALED
3/28/1982 B041 SDSU WINS LIVESTOCK JUDGING CONTEST
3/30/1982 B014 CORSICA SALE BARN REOPENING DELAYED
4/05/1982 C015 SF LIVESTOCK DEALER SETTLES FED CHARGES
4/08/1982 D032 HOG, CATTLE PRICES PLODDING ALONG
4/20/1982 A022 CORSICA CHARGES TO BE REVIEWED
4/24/1982 C032 PEOPLE TOLD HOW TO FILE CLAIMS AGAINST CORSICA FIRM
5/01/1982 C031 FIVE INDICTED FOR LIVESTOCK FRAUD
5/14/1982 C031 LIVESTOCK BARN MUST CLEAN UP FINANCES
5/15/1982 C031 CORSICA ISSUE STILL UNDECIDED
5/21/1982 A012 SF LIVESTOCK PRICES SURGE
5/25/1982 C031 REWARD OFFERED FOR LIVESTOCK THIEVES
6/18/1982 C073 COUNTY RESTS IN CORSICA THEFT CASE
6/19/1982 B042 EX-OWNER OF CORSICA LIVESTOCK NOT GUILTY
7/10/1982 C031 CORSICA LIVESTOCK SALE BARN DEAL NEAR
8/04/1982 A015 CO-OWNERS OF CORSICA BARN INDICATED ON EMBEZZLEMENT
9/01/1982 C012 FAIR OFFICIALS CHECKING HEALTH OF ANIMALS
9/16/1982 C014 SHERIFF INVESTIGATING HUMBOLDT FARM THEFT
10/12/1982 C031 FORMER SALE BARN OWNER PLEADS GUILTY
10/23/1982 C036 CORSICA SALE BARN TO COVER BAD CHECKS
11/29/1982 D014 IT'S SDLA'S 34TH
11/29/1982 D041 SD BENEFITS FROM INDUSTRY'S AID TO SCHOOLS
12/17/1982 C071 LIVESTOCK PROTECTION LAWS SOUGHT
12/18/1982 C033 PLAN SIMPLIFIES PROOF OF BRUCELLOSIS VACCINATIONS
12/24/1982 coil PORK MARKET COULD GO HOG-WILD IN 1983
1/09/1983 B051 ELKTON FIRM CHARGED IN BAD CHECK CASE
1/12/1983 DOll BANK SUES TO GET $1 MILLION BACK
1/16/1983 EOll DEPRESSED ECONOMY CUTS PROFITS OF SD CATTLEMEN
1/27/1983 C031 LIVESTOCK BARN OWNER SENT TO PRISON--FAULKTON
1/29/1983 B031 60 COMPETE IN LIVESTOCK JUDGING
2/01/1983 A012 ^CHAMPION LIVESTOCK BRINGS BULLISH BID
2/08/1983 C015 SALE BARNS PUSH BILL ON MORTGAGED GOODS
2/21/1983 B051 CATTLEMEN USE MARKET ASSN TO SELL
2/27/1983 E021 WEEKLY LIVESTOCK QUOTATIONS
2/28/1983 B023 CATTLE PRODUCERS NEED VARIED PLANS (L)
3/13/1983 B041 CORSICA STOCKYARDS OWNER FACES 5TH CHARGE
3/21/1983 BOll *AWARD-WINNING FAMILY RAISES PUREBREDS
5/19/1983 C041 ^FAMILY'S PADDLES A BIG HIT WITH LIVESTOCK
5/31/1983 coil STATE LIVESTOCK DEALER FACES CHARGES
7/05/1983 coil STUDY--LIVESTOCK RUSTLERS USUALLY TAKE SHEEP
7/09/1983 coil HOT WEATHER CREATES DEADLY ATMOSPHERE FOR LIVESTOCK
7/21/1983 A014 *103 DEGREES--HEAT KILLS 100 CATTLE
7/22/1983 A013 'THE HUMIDITY, NOT THE HEAT, IS KILLING THE CATTLE'
7/24/1983 B015 ELKTON BANK WINS $1 MILLION VERDICT
8/21/1983 EOll *HIGH FEED PRICES EAT UP FARMERS' PROFITS
8/25/1983 coil BLACK JACK WEIGHS IN AT 3,300 POUNDS
8/28/1983 C091 DEPARTMENT SUSPENDS STATE LIVESTOCK DEALER
9/27/1983 C041 92 PIONEER LIVESTOCK SHIPPERS HONORED
10/25/1983 C051 PROGRAM DESIGNED TO INCREASE CALF PRICES
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11/18/1983 COAl RANCHERS GET $1 5 MILLION IN COMMODITIES CASE
12/02/1983 CG31 WENTWORTH MAN HEADS LIVESTOCK ASSOCIATION
12/15/1983 CG61 NUMBER OF CALVES IN GREEN TAG PROGRAM DROPS
12/25/1983 CG13 COLD, WIND PUTTING STRESS ON LIVESTOCK
12/29/1983 CGIA COLD SNAP TAKES TOLL ON CATTLE
1/G8/198A CG32 SDLA CORRECTS ARTICLE (L)
1/12/1984 CG12 RANCHER QUESTIONS VALIDITY OF LICENSE
1/17/1984 CG41 LIVESTOCK GRAZING FEE WILL DECREASE SLIGHTLY
3/15/1984 CG41 SUSPECT IN RUSTLING INCIDENTS ARRESTED
3/23/1984 CG31 GETTYSBURG LIVESTOCK MARKET OPEN AGAIN
5/G9/1984 DG42 LIVESTOCK LOSSES TAKE MONTHS TO DETERMINE
5/3G/1984 DG43 GOVERNMENT MAY TAKE CATTLE
8/1G/1984 CG31 AUCTIONEER'S CONTEST SCHEDULED
8/13/1984 CG35 VOLGA DEALER SAYS HE DIDN'T WRITE BAD CHECKS
8/19/1984 CG45 KANSAS MAN CHOSEN WORLD CHAMP AUCTIONEER
8/21/1984 CG45 RANCHERS SHOULD BRAND HERDS
9/1G/1984 AG12 CHICKEN, SWINE FED MORE DRUGS THAN CATTLE
1G/05/1984 AG12 COYOTES BITE INTO RANCHERS' PROFITS
lG/13/1984 CG31 FEDERAL AGENCY APPROVES BANK PURCHASE
10/23/1984 B013 LIVESTOCK GREEN TAG SALES SET
11/21/1984 DG45 SALE BARN CAN REOPEN SOON
11/26/1984 DG21 ^LIVESTOCK CONVENTION BEGINS THIS WEEK
12/14/1984 CG41 CORSICA LIVESTOCK EXCHANGE HOLDS SALE
2/13/1985 BG71 PARKER MAN HAS LIVESTOCK CHAMP
2/13/1985 BG71 XANGUS GROUP CITES KERCHBERGER
2/15/1985 CGll K2 MEN JAILED FOR STEALING 15 CALVES
2/16/1985 AG84 CHANGE BRAND INSPECTION LAW CD
2/27/1985 CG94 LIMOUSIN FOUNDATION LISTS WINNERS
'3/2G/1985 BG22 3 MUST STEER CLEAR OF STOCK SHOW
3/26/1985 BG35 DEADLINE FOR RENEWING LIVESTOCK BRANDS MAY 1
4/28/1985 NG71 *(AGR1CULTURE) BEEF BOOSTER HAS NO GRAVY JOB
5/11/1985 AG12 JANKLOW ORDERS LIMITS ON IMPORTING LIVESTOCK
5/14/1985 A012 SOUTH DAKOTA BAN CHOKES HOG SHIPMENTS
5/15/1985 A013 TWO STATES JOIN HOG BAN
5/16/1985 A016 2 STATES WAVER ON HOG BAN
5/17/1985 AlOl GIVE JANKLOW CREDIT FOR STOPPING HOG TRAFFIC (ED)
5/18/1985 BOll KSTATE TROOPER NABS CANADIAN CATTLE TRUCK
5/21/1985 B013 SD VETERINARIAN CALLS FOR MORE INSPECTORS
5/22/1985 B015 MINNESOTA SETS 7-DAY QUARANTINE ON FOREIGN HOGS
5/23/1985 coil LEADERS PLEAD AGAINST HOG BAN
5/24/1985 coil CANAD1AN--LET'S CHAT ABOUT HOG BAN
5/27/1985 BOll *STOCK YARDS TO INCREASE ITS HOG MARKET
5/31/1985 A012 JANKLOW TO FEDS--MAKE MY DAY
6/01/1985 C031 MANITOBA CALLS FOR END OF DRUG USE IN HOGS
6/02/1985 E031 CANADIANS STRESS IMPORTANCE OF US TRADE
6/06/1985 A061 KPUBLIC OPINIONS ON THE IMPORTATION OF LIVESTOCK
6/08/1985 AlOl STATES OUT OF BOUNDS ON CANADIAN HOG BAN (ED)
6/19/1985 C023 JANKLOW STANDS FIRM ON HOG-IMPORT BAN
6/20/1985 C013 JANKLOW, CANADIAN MEET SOON
6/27/1985 A012 XJANKLOW REJECTS PLEA TO END HOG BAN
7/02/1985 coil CANADIAN OPPOSES SD DRUG BAN
7/02/1985 C014 AGENCY CHARGES MISUSE OF CHLORAMPHENICAL
8/01/1985 C031 DASCHLE TO SPEAK TO LIVESTOCK CRISIS GROUP
8/02/1985 A015 CATTLEMEN DON'T GET FAIR SHAKE
8/03/1985 A012 DASCHLE, JANKLOW AIR BEEFS
8/21/1985 coil SEPTEMBER HEARING ON LIVESTOCK PRICES PLANNED
9/16/1985 C021 AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENT OK'S EMERGENCY PLAN
11/10/1985 EOll MORE RANCHERS TURNING TO FUTURES CONTRACTS
11/24/1985 coil LIVESTOCK FEEDERS TO CONDUCT ANNUAL MEETING
12/05/1985 C021 DEFICIT HURTS INDUSTRY
12/22/1985 EOll LIVESTOCK ASSOCIATION ELECTS NEW OFFICERS
1/04/1986 C022 C0URT--P1G-FARM STOCKHOLDERS TO PAY
1/10/1986 C015 FORMS AVAILABLE FOR EMERGENCY FEED PROGRAM
1/18/1986 C034 OFFICIALS FIX FEED PROGRAM SNAFU
2/02/1986 D021 PSEUDORABIES CONCERN RESULTS IN HOG LIMITS
3/15/1986 C013 FARMER CAN REOPEN LIVESTOCK FRAUD CASE
3/20/1986 B022 ECONOMIST URGES USE OF FARM PROGRAM
4/24/1986 BOll LIVESTOCK LOSSES $2 MILLION IN HAND COUNTY
4/30/1986 B021 HURON WOMAN PLEADS GUILTY TO EMBEZZLING
5/06/1986 C042 LESS MEAT, HIGHER PRICES
6/07/1986 coil OFFICE TO CHECK FEED PROGRAM--DASCHLE
7/08/1986 B021 PORK, BEEF PRICES TO STAY CLOSE--EXPERTS SAY
8/10/1986 C021 AGENCY OK'S LIVESTOCK FIRM WITH SD TRADE
11/22/1986 C033 LIVESTOCK GETS BETTER PRICE
11/24/1986 A121 LIVESTOCK DESERVE ATTENTION IN DATABANK (L)
12/06/1986 AlOl FUTURES TRADING SHOULD BE PRESERVED (L)
12/10/1986 B033 LIVESTOCK INCOME DOWN IN 1980-'84
1/30/1987 C033 ^LIVESTOCK GETS BETTER PRICE IN 1986
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A/1A/I987 C022 FARM GROUP LEADERS CLASH ON EXTENSION
5/18/1987 C021 FEED TESTER TO TOUR SD
7/2A/1987 C02I LIVESTOCK TO REVAMP BRAND BOARD
8/0A/1987 A013 *HEAT TAKES TOLL ON LIVESTOCK
8/05/1987 BOll MAN FACES CHARGES IN LIVESTOCK CASE
1/02/1988 C012 AG SCHOOL CUTS ENRAGE FARM GROUP
2/07/1988 E015 FARM SHOW LIVESTOCK BRING CHAMPION PRICES
2/08/1988 BOll JOHNSON SPONSORS LIVESTOCK BILL
2/13/1988 C031 GOVERNOR TO ANNOUNCE LIVESTOCK LOAN PLAN
2/26/1988 C012 GOVERNOR ANNOUNCES LIVESTOCK LOAN PLAN
3/19/1988 C023 LIVESTOCK LOSSES FROM BLIZZARD MINIMAL
3/23/1988 B012 3«MYSTERI0US DEATHS
4/10/1988 B031 IRS RULES ON HEIFER TAX DEDUCTIONS
5/01/1988 C031 LIVESTOCK LOAN PROGRAM TO BEGIN
6/06/1988 coil LIVESTOCK INDEX TO HIT DANGER ZONE
8/28/1988 EOll COMMENTS SOUGHT ON MEAT PROPOSAL
9/09/1988 C012 ^MOTHERING BOND ON FARM IS AMAZING
9/27/1988 C041 RANCHERS TO GET PAYMENT FOR BAD CHECKS
10/06/1988 D031 COUPLE GETS PRISON TERMS FOR GRAND THEFT
1/09/1989 coil MAN GETS 2 YEARS FOR EMBEZZLEMENT
1/22/1989 B012 ^DEMOCRATS WANT CHANGES IN REDI LOANS
2/12/1989 D015 DEVELOPING AN EYE FOR BULLS
2/16/1989 C021 COMMITTEE KILLS LIVESTOCK LOAN BILL
2/22/1989 C021 LIVESTOCK LOAN PROPOSAL IS REJECTED
4/09/1989 E012 ^LIVESTOCK PRODUCERS FIND FEAST OR FAMINE
8/02/1989 D081 LIVESTOCK MAKES UP 68 PERCENT OF AG SALES
8/08/1989 B061 MORE THAN 250 JOIN FEED FINDER SYSTEM
8/10/1989 D081 HURON FIRM FACES USDA COMPLAINT
8/16/1989 B081 TRIPP SET TO HOST BEEF SHOW SATURDAY
8/29/1989 B062 XCITY STOCKYARD CONFIDENT OF ITS DOMINANCE
8/31/1989 D061 STUDIES TO PROMOTE BEEF AND PORK
10/24/1989 B061 BALES CONTINENTAL ALLOWED NEW LICENSE
11/04/1989 A016 BIG 3 FORCING PRODUCERS TO TAKE PRICE CUT
11/29/1989 coil LIVESTOCK KILLED IN BLAZE AT BARN
12/01/1989 D081 LIVESTOCK FIRM OWNERS CHARGED
12/03/1989 DOll RENEWALS DUE SOON FOR BRAND LICENSES
1/11/1990 D062 CATTLE PROFIT PICTURE BRIGHTENS
1/24/1990 D082 ^FARMER TURNS HOBBY INTO BUSINESS
1/25/1990 D061 MILD WEATHER HELPS CONSERVE FEED
2/01/1990 D061 BILL TO PUSH BIG BUSINESS OUT OF FEEDLOT
2/07/1990 D082 BILL TO LIMIT PACKERS FAILS
4/24/1990 D062 KFAILED CEREAL MAKES GOOD FODDER FOR ANIMALS
5/24/1990 D061 DASCHLE ASKS ABOUT AID TO LIVESTOCK
6/03/1990 EOll LIVESTOCK BROKERS SAY BUSINESS UP IN '89
6/03/1990 E012 3CL0W LIVESTOCK NUMBERS RAISE VALUE
6/04/1990 C033 ^FEATHER BEDS THEY AREN'T
7/05/1990 B062 SDSU LIVESTOCK INSTITUTE GAINS SUPPORT
8/09/1990 D066 LIVESTOCK INSTITUTE SCRUTINIZED
8/28/1990 B062 ^LIVESTOCK PRICES DOWN AS PREDICTED
10/04/1990 A083 ^LIVESTOCK GIANTS ARE OUT OF HAND
10/30/1990 B081 HOTLINE STILL AVAILABLE TO HELP LOCATE FEED
11/22/1990 D072 REGIONAL BACKING SOUGHT FOR INSTITUTE
12/06/1990 D082 PROPOSAL MAY END CONFUSION
2/03/1991 DOll AUCTIONEER CONTEST FEB 15 IN ABERDEEN
2/10/1991 DOll CUSTOM FEEDING PROGRAM SET
2/21/1991 C053 LIVESTOCK OPERATION BILL IS SENT TO SENATE
3/27/1991 C015 PUC OK'S PERMITS DESPITE OBJECTIONS
4/02/1991 C061 SD MAN RE-ELECTED TO LIVESTOCK BOARD
6/28/1991 D081 BRAND PANEL TO CONSIDER FEE INCREASE
7/10/1991 D052 BOARD TO HANDLE LIVESTOCK TREATMENT COMPLAINTS
7/19/1991 D052 NEED SPECIAL PROTECTIONS IN HEAT
9/07/1991 C032 THREAT TO WESTERN LIVESTOCK INDUSTRY
1/16/1992 D061 SPECIALIST SEES DIM FUTURE FOR MARKETS
2/18/1992 B066 LOW LIVESTOCK PRICE TAKES A BIG BITE
2/26/1992 D061 LIVESTOCK SEMINAR SET FOR CITY CENTRE
3/26/1992 B066 SD TOPS IN LIVESTOCK SALES
3/26/1992 coil RUNAWAY BULL FALLS INTO AUCTION CROWD
5/19/1992 C022 *AID WOULD HELP WATER LIVESTOCK
5/20/1992 coil BOARD OK'S FUNDING FOR LIVESTOCK WATERING
6/15/1992 C012 ^AUCTION COMPANY HOLDS WINNING BID ON LONGEVITY
7/17/1992 D082 KGROUP SAYS ANIMALS SUFFER AT STOCKYARDS
9/19/1992 C022 CONSULTANT SAYS LOSS OF LAB BIG BLOW
11/04/1992 EOll 4-H LIVESTOCK SALE GROSSES $141,461
11/29/1992 F022 MOLDY CORN THREATENS LIVESTOCK HEALTH
12/02/1992 A104 LIVESTOCK RAISER SAYS ANIMALS GET GOOD CARE (L)
12/29/1992 B042 HOPE FOR FARM PRICES IN 1993
2/19/1986 A104 SUPPORT THE WILL TO LIVE (L)
2/04/1988 C021 COMMITTEE VOTES DOWN LIVING WILL BILL
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LIVINGSTON BEV
LIZARAZO NATANAEL
LLAMAS
LLOYD CRAIG
LLOYD HAROLD
LLOYD VINCE
LOAD KING
LOANS
LOBBY THOMAS
LOBBYING
LOBBYISTS
LOBDELL BARBARA
LOBE TOM
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6/29/1990 Aid LIVING WILLS TAKE ON ADDED IMPORTANCE (ED)
1/05/1991 A083 9€P0WER OF ATTORNEY PROTECTS AFTER INCAPACITATION
1/31/1991 C016 LIVING WILLS GAIN BACKING OF COMMITTEE
2/16/1991 C035 COMMITTEE REVIVES LIVING WILL MEASURE
3/16/1991 C012 MICKELSON SIGNS LIVING WILL INTO LAW
4/16/1991 C015 LIVING WILLS LOSE SUPPORT TO NEW LAW
7/01/1991 B015 LIVING WILLS, BEER KEGS IN NEW LAWS
9/02/1991 B012 SD SENATOR FIGHTS TO PROTECT LIVING WILLS
11/30/1991 A073 ^LAW COULD FORCE CONSIDERATION OF LIVING WILL
1/25/1990 coil XMAMMOGRAPHY TEST COVERAGE BILL PASSES
11/14/1991 C022 NATIVE COLUMBIAN TO RETURN EDUCATION FAVOR
8/07/1988 FOll ^LLAMAS IN DAKOTA
1/21/1990 E012 FARM SHOW OPENS TUESDAY AT FAIRGROUNDS
12/10/1990 C033 KCOUPLE HAS LARGEST HERD IN STATE
5/16/1991 C012 KLLAMA LICK
4/15/1992 C015 STATE'S LLAMAS DRAFTED IN FORCE FOR EARTH WEEK
4/17/1983 B071 *EXECUTIVE--I LEARNED A LOT FROM THE RECESSION
3/12/1990 A041 *A GOOD LANDLORD IS LIKELY AS GOOD AS
1/19/1985 A055 *JOY PLAYS IMPORTANT ROLE
2/01/1986 A091 KGOD CALLS ON WORLD'S NOBODIES
1/31/1987 AlOl KTIME TO PRAY IS NEEDED
5/13/1987 D013 LLOYD RETURNS TO SD FROM CHICAGO
1/05/1989 A012 ^WORKERS PICKET ELK POINT PLANT
I/I7/1989 con LOAD KING OFFICIALS TO MEET WITH UNION
1/18/1989 con LOAD KING STRIKERS PRESENT PROPOSAL
3/07/1989 C012 STRIKING LOAD KING WORKERS RETURN TO WORK
5/19/1983 C032 STATE MAY GET GO-AHEAD ON LOAN PROGRAM DESPITE DELAY
8/02/1983 B033 SMALL LOAN COMPANIES LOBBY FOR BILL
8/16/1983 B012 BUSINESS LOANS WILL CREATE 375 JOBS
9/15/1983 D014 SENATOR URGES MORE CONTROL OF LOANS
7/02/1984 con BE WARY ABOUT LOAN SCHEMES
4/29/1991 A052 *ARM IMPLANTS GIVE COUPLES ANOTHER CHOICE
2/12/1988 C012 PIRANHA-LIKE QUALITIES IN LAWMAKERS
9/30/1988 C014 LOBBYING FOR A 2ND CONTRACT
1/19/1990 C015 ELIMINATE STATE EMPLOYEE LOBBYISTS
1/23/1990 C043 LOBBYING LIMITS BILL KILLED
4/19/1990 A045 3CL0BBYING EPISODE FORCES TO EXPLAIN ACTIONS
2/28/1991 A093 BILL WOULD BENEFIT SD (L)
1/I0/I982 B063 LOBBYISTS THRONG TO CAPITOL
5/26/1982 C061 COUNTY LOBBYIST SAYS HE WON'T BE NEEDED SOON
2/20/1983 A013 LOBBYISTS WIELD POLITICAL CLOUT IN HOUSE
2/26/1983 B021 LAWMAKERS SHOULDN'T WORK FOR SPECIAL INTERESTS (L)
3/05/1983 B015 ^LOBBYISTS BURY TIME CAPSULE AT CAPITOL
1/11/1984 D031 100 LOBBYISTS REGISTER FOR '84 SESSION
1/27/1984 con TO BAR STATE BOARD MEMBERS FROM LOBBYING
2/08/1984 D051 *PANEL KILLS BILL TO BAN LOBBYING BOARD
2/22/1984 D031 ONE LOBBYING ORGANIZATION WILL SERVE WEST
1/12/1985 C033 KUNDERT WANTS TOUGHER LOBBYIST LAWS
1/15/1985 B014 LOBBYIST ROW RETURNS
4/22/1985 con NO WASHINGTON LOBBYING OFFICE
1/28/1986 C015 STATE TOPS PRIVATE SECTOR IN LOBBYIST NUMBERS
5/22/1986 AlOl NOTHING TO GET ALARMED ABOUT (ED)
1/08/1987 A012 WOMEN'S GROUP HIRES MALE LOBBYIST
1/19/1987 A081 DON'T LET LOBBYISTS BE (ED)
1/29/1987 C041 STUDENTS LEARN WHILE LOBBYING
9/03/1987 C012 ^CHAMBER LOSES LOBBYIST TO MINING EFFORT
2/28/1989 C012 FORT PIERRE MAN FIDDLES WHILE LOBBYISTS BURN
2/26/1990 B015 CITIZEN LOBBYISTS REFRESH SESSION
7/01/1990 G012 *SF LAWYER BUILDS ON 3 DECADES OF CLOUT
7/01/1990 G012 ^FATHER'S FOOTSTEPS LEAD SON TO CAPITOL
7/01/1990 GOll PIERRE LOBBYISTS GAIN IN NUMBER AND INFLUENCE
7/01/1990 G031 ^LOBBYISTS PAID TO SWAY, INFLUENCE LEGISLATURE
7/01/1990 G031 3€N0 NEED FOR STRICT LOBBYIST RULES
2/04/1991 C031 WOMEN GAIN IN NUMBERS AS LOBBYISTS
2/18/1991 C012 ^FASCINATION IN NEW ROLE AS LOBBYIST
2/24/1992 C033 A LITTLE LAUGHTER GOES A LONG WAY
2/26/1992 C012 KCITIZEN LOBBY CAUSES, LEARN 'HOW THINGS WORK'
2/26/1992 C013 3€CITIZEN ACTIVISTS ARE SHIFTING PART OF SYSTEM
5/05/1992 A012 LOBBYISTS PUT FOOD ON TABLE IN CLUBHOUSE
5/08/1992 A013 SEARS--LOBBYIST LAWS NEED REVIEW
5/09/1992 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
6/16/1992 C022 GROUP BACKS LOBBYIST REPORTING LAWS
6/21/1992 C022 LOBBYISTS BACK TOUGHER REPORTING RULES
7/14/1992 C021 EX-STATE WORKER TO HEAD EDUCATION LOBBY OFFICE
8/12/1988 D082 RESTAURANTS--SMALL IS BIG
^12/28/1986 A012 SD FOURSOME TO DELIVER CARE PACKAGES
1/23/1991 B035 TEACHER--GROUND WAR NEEDED
1/15/1991 C033 LOCAL GOVERNMENT LEADERS TO MEET
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LOCHRIDGE MARY
LOCKE ABB
LOCKE KEVIN
LOCKE PAT
LOCKE PATRICIA
LOCKHART GEMMA
LOCKIE TERRY
LOCKS & KEYS
LOCKWOOD DAVE
LOCKWOOD HAROLD
LOCKWOOD JAY
LOCKWOOD JOE
LOCKWOOD PAT
LOCOMOTIVES
LODERMEIER ELLA
LODERMEIER GENE
LODGEPOLE SD
LODGING
LOE ITA
LOESCHER JEFF
LOFGREN AUDREY
LOFGREN GERALD
LOFGREN JACKIE
LOFSTEDT WALLY
LOFTESNESS RAY
LOFTESNESS SCOTT
LOFTNESS RAY
LOFTUS RON
LOG HOUSE
LOGAN JEFF
LOGAN TOWNSHIP
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/22/1989 A131 *ROE VS WADE GIVES WOMEN A CHOICE
7/0A/1989 BOll KANTI-ABORTIONIST, PRO-CHOICE SUPPORTER DEBATE
2/1A/1990 COIA LAWYER ACCEPTS JOB IN DALLAS
9/2A/1992 D054 XBLUES GIG OPENS TONIGHT
7/10/1990 A016 XLAKOTA MAN WINS HONOR FOR FOLK ARTISTS
9/07/1990 C036 FLUTE PLAYER EARNS NATIONAL ARTS GRANT
1/07/1991 A103 56RIDERS SET TONE FOR NEW GENERATION OF HEROES
10/21/1989 C012 SIOUX OFFICIALS--GET TO KNOW US
6/20/1991 C026 MOBRIDGE WOMAN EARNS $369,000 GRANT
8/05/1991 A061 ^BENEFACTOR HELPS EASE MONEY WOES
6/30/1992 A081 NICKNAME CHANGE MARKS REGRETTABLE LOSS OF SYMBOL
10/11/1992 Alll ^NATIVE AMERICAN DAY SHOWS HOW FAR SD HAS COME
10/18/1992 AlOl 36CANDIDATES LACK QUALITIES INDIANS EXPECT IN LEADERS
10/26/1992 A083 *MAN*S DEATH DOESN'T MEAN HE'LL BE FORGOTTEN
11/22/1992 A086 ^COUNSELOR'S RESIGNATION A CONCERN FOR INMATES
12/06/1992 A091 *WOMAN GIVES RESERVATION A NEW LOOK
12/13/1992 A096 ^SOMALIA OPERATION WORTHWHILE
12/21/1992 A083 ^TRIBES TRY TO UNDERSTAND HIGH RATE OF SIDS
12/25/1992 AlOl KCARDS, SINGING MOST MEANINGFUL
9/2A/1989 A081 *I DON'T THINK MY GOD 'PICKS AND CHOOSES'
2/01/1982 A061 ^PATIENCE, ALL-NIGHT HOURS ARE THE KEYS
2/13/1982 B022 THANKS FOR LOOK AT LOCKSMITH PROFESSION (L)
6/26/1988 BOAA *LOCKWOOD EYES PHEASANTS
12/0A/1987 C031 LOCKWOOD, LONGTIME SHERIFF DIES AT 80
11/28/1982 C061 *BOW HUNTER OVERCOMES BROKEN WRIST, LOST BILLFOLD
1/07/1982 COIA COACHES HONOR 'LOVABLE' LOCKWOOD
6/09/1987 B013 LOCKWOOD RETURNS TO WASHINGTON
7/15/1990 B012 ^FRIENDLY RIVALS SETTLE MATCH-PLAY TITLE
7/15/1991 C012 KLOCKWOOD WINS STATE MATCH-PLAY TITLE
8/26/1991 C012 KLOCKWOOD, AMUNDSON STRUGGLE TO TWO-MAN VICTORY
7/05/1992 C016 *1992 TITLE NOT A LOCK FOR CHAMP
7/12/1983 C052 1913-MODEL LOCOMOTIVE RETIRES FROM MINING JOB
'!»/29/1992 C012 *18-YEAR-0LD MYSTERY RESURFACES WITH PURSE
3/27/1983 B041 ^LODERMEIER AT HOME TO NATURE
8/1A/1988 A012 ^LODERMEIER HAS LONG HISTORY
8/2A/1988 B015 JUDGE CONSIDERS FREEING LODERMEIER BEFORE TRIAL
8/27/1988 A016 LAWYER WANTS TESTIMONY TO BE KEPT PRIVATE
8/31/1988 B012 CHEST PAINS DELAY LODERMEIER HEARING
9/01/1988 C015 LODERMEIER GRAND JURY TAPES ORDERED PRIVATE
9/02/1988 A016 LODERMEIER CALLED DANGER TO SOCIETY
9/08/1988 C012 ^LODERMEIER GETS PASS TO MEET WITH LAWYER
10/19/1988 C012 LODERMEIER TRIAL BEGINS TODAY
10/20/1988 B012 5fPR0SECUT0RS--SUSPECT'S CRIME PATTERN
10/21/1988 C015 SUSPECT ASKED FOR HELP TO PROVE OWNERSHIP
10/26/1988 C016 *LODERMEIER'S FORMER PARTNER LINKED TO THEFTS
10/27/1988 C016 LODERMEIER CONVICTED OF 6 FELONY CHARGES
11/03/1988 BOll LODERMEIER PLEADS GUILTY TO CHARGE
1/10/1989 coil SENTENCING FOR LODERMEIER DELAYED
l/lA/1989 C012 36LODERMEIER SENTENCED--PROBE TO CONTINUE
8/18/1989 C016 *LODERMEIER APPEALING CONVICTION
1/31/1991 C015 3CL0DERMEIER SEEKS NEW TRIAL
3/02/1991 COIA ^LODERMEIER DENIED NEW TRIAL
10/30/1991 coil FAMILY FILES LAWSUITS AGAINST POLICE, MEDIA
2/29/1992 coil LODERMEIER THEFT CONVICTION UPHELD
2/08/1990 A015 5fTAX CAP THREATENS MY SCHOOL DISTRICT
1/06/198A B015 WOMEN LAUNCH BED & BREAKFAST NETWORK
5/25/1983 coil *8<»-YEAR-0LD MOVING ON TO OTHER THINGS
5/04/198A D012 KLOESCHER GOES AFTER 7 FEET AT RELAYS
6/06/1992 A012 SCHOOL SHUFFLE UPSETS SUPERVISOR
3/02/1989 C031 36FORMER KELO-TV EMPLOYEE DIES AT 62
3/07/1987 coil TODAY HONORS CITY NEWSWOMAN
A/28/1987 A061 CITY LOSES SUPER VOLUNTEER (ED)
5/03/1987 AHA LOFGREN HELPED ERASE STIGMA (L)
7/12/1987 A081 WOMAN CARED FOR INDIANS
10/17/1982 D016 ^BLIZZARD CLOUDS FAMILY REUNION
2/01/1985 BOll 3CPARTY LEAVES LASTING IMPRESSION
12/17/1985 B013 ^LOFTESNESS SENDS CAROLS OVER AIR
1/08/1986 A083 56HELP SAVE LIVES BY GIVING BLOOD
8/17/1991 A015 KANNOUNCER TOOK RADIO TO NEW HEIGHTS
8/17/1991 A015 *THE LOSS OF A LEGEND
8/17/1991 C021 XRADIO AND TELEVISION LEADER DIES
11/28/1991 C016 LOFTESNESS SHOW TO BE CONTINUED
7/06/1990 C012 STUDENTS TO MEET SOVIET 'FRIENDS'
7/01/1987 BOll KLOFTESNESS GETS COMMUNITY AWARD
7/26/1987 C021 DENTIST APPEALS SUSPENSION OF LICENSE
12/26/1983 COAl ^VOLUNTEERS WORK TO RESTORE LOG HOUSE
2/25/1990 C012 PERFORMING ARTS TO UPSTAGE MITCHELL THEATER
3/06/1991 COIA TOWNSHIPS THRIVE ON BASIC GOVERNMENT
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LOGE KEVIN
LOGGING
LOGO
LOHNES BURTON
LOHR ED
LOHR JERRY
LOHR LARRY
LOHRENZ CAROLYN
LOHTZKY STEPHAN
LOISEAU MIKE
LOITERING
LOKKE DALE
LOLLAR SHERM
LOMMEN RICHARD
LONBAKEN ROGER
LONE DICK
LONE ROGER
LONEMAN SCHOOL COR
LONETREE BALEFILL
LONETREE CLAYTON
LONG DAVID
LONG HAZEL
LONG LARRY
LONG RONALD
LONG TOM
LONGHORNS
LOOBY KEVIN
LOOBY MARVELENE
LOOK-ALIKES
LOOK'S MEAT
LOOKING HORSE ARVO
LOOMER JERRY
LOOMER JIM 8 GEORG
LOOMIS DUANE
LOOS GERALD
LOOSBROCK KARI
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/13/1989 A015 ^GOVERNOR NAMES THREE TO FILL VACANCIES
5/GA/1989 AI03 13 APPLIED FOR ANDERSON JOB (L)
2/05/1990 BG15 KNEW LAWMAKERS REFLECT ON THEIR DEBUT
A/15/199G CGll CITY MAN SEEKS ELECTION TO HOUSE
8/15/1988 CGIA KLOGGING SOME TIME
8/G2/1989 CG2A LOGGING TO BE ALLOWED IN SD WILDLIFE PRESERVE
9/2A/1989 CG63 FINGERS GET IN THE WAY IN TIMBER COUNTRY
6/G9/1992 AG12 KLOGGING IS GOLD TO BLACK HILLS
6/G9/1992 AGAl KNEW TECHNOLOGY AIDS INDUSTRY
6/G9/1992 AGAA KENVIRONMENTALIST TURNED LOGGER SAYS BALANCE IS MET
10/13/1992 BG25 LOGGING INDUSTRY BRACES FOR BAD TIMES
12/1A/1992 BGll ENVIRONMENTAL APPEAL MAY SLOW LOGGING
4/02/1989 EOll STATE SIGNS PACT FOR SD-MADE LOGO
4/09/1989 C083 MITCHELL FIRM GETS CONTRACT FOR STATE-MADE LOGO
3/04/1983 C051 LOHNES BEGINS 347-YEAR PRISON SENTENCE
6/25/1984 C045 MURDER TRIAL WILL START IN SEPTEMBER
2/27/1985 D023 ON TRIAL AGAIN
4/03/1985 B033 MANSLAUGHER CASE WEARS ON
5/15/1985 B025 INMATE BROUGHT TO SIOUX FALLS
11/25/1982 D031 KLOHR OUT TO PROVE ALL-AMERICAN HONORS WAS NO FLUKE
5/02/1982 C031 KNATIVES TAKE NOSTALGIC GLIMPSE AT PAST (YEAGER)
7/07/1983 BOll LESSONS LEARNED IN SD PAID OFF FOR JERRY LOHR
4/19/1985 coil KIF THE WINE ISN'T FINE
11/07/1988 B012 KLOHR'S CENTENNIAL VINTAGE
10/14/1990 DOll kWINEMAKER TO TALK AT ENTREPENEUR SESSION
10/27/1982 BOll kgRAPE FARMER EXTRAORDINAIRE
4/21/1992 C012 KMORE LOCAL COMMUTERS GO BY BUS
9/17/1990 C012 KAUGUSTANA PROFESSOR TREASURES BOOKS
a/25/1988 C013 EGAN COUPLE FOR RODEO SUPERBOWL
12/09/1983 C031 LAWMAKERS--LOITERING LAW MUST BE REPEALED
4/14/1992 A014 KDEPUTY'S LUCK HITS THE SKIDS
6/23/1984 DOll COACH WAS LIKE DREAM COME TRUE
1/09/1983 B031 SD WATER DEVELOPMENT IN HANDS OF LAWMAKERS
1/17/1990 C022 PIERRE RESIDENT NAMED TO EDUCATION BOARD
12/04/1991 B015 KSOAKED FISH SMELL BEAUTIFUL TO LOVERS OF TRADITION
1/14/1991 C012 KLONE POWERS WAY TO RAQUETBALL TITLE
3/22/1992 F041 LONEMAN ELEMENTARY CHANGES CAUSE CONCERN
SEE DISPOSAL SYSTEMS, LANDFILLS
2/08/1987 A093 KLONETREE CASE CLOAKED IN MYSTERY
5/22/1983 A012 KSOME INDIANS AGREE WITH JANKLOW ON BOOK CONTROVERSY
11/26/1987 B012 LONG ANCHORS MIDDLE OF SF COLLEGE'S TEAM
9/19/1982 A013 NUKE FREEZE MOVEMENT STRUGGLES
11/24/1990 C032 LONG NAMED DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
5/31/1991 A014 HOTEL FINANCIER IS INVESTIGATED
6/13/1991 C012 KLEGISLATURE WRONG ON TRIBAL AUTHORITY VOTE
6/23/1991 C033 BARNETT STATES OPPOSITION TO TRIBAL MEASURE
7/02/1991 C031 LAWMAKERS WANT APOLOGY FROM LONG
4/12/1982 C033 URANIUM MINING TOO RISKY
10/14/1984 B012 KTO TUTOR THAT RARE, GREAT ATHLETE
,4/14/1990 C023,KLONGHORNS BACK ON THE RANCH
11/01/1982 C043 KQUIET PRIVATE LAW PRACTICE ISN'T DEFENDERS STYLE
10/01/1984 C013 SF LAWYER DIES IN CRASH
10/02/1984 BOll COUNTY OFFICES TO CLOSE FOR FUNERAL
8/18/1988 C012 KAGREEMENT REACHED ON SHRIVER'S SALE
8/23/1988 A016 BUYER UNVEILS PLUSH PLANS FOR RUN-DOWN STORE
3/11/1989 C012 SHRIVER'S OWNER ASKING FOR $700,000
5/14/1989 F012 KMOM & ME TOGETHER AT WORK
8/11/1989 D062 KA CHANGE FOR SHRIVER'S
10/08/1989 C012 CANCELING LOAN WON'T HURT SHRIVER'S
12/05/1989 C012 DEVELOPER IS TRYING TO SETTLE $48,000 BILL
12/13/1989 coil DEVELOPER SUED SECOND TIME
8/02/1991 A014 KDEVELOPER QUITS SHRIVER PROJECT
9/24/1991 coil STEEL COMPANY GAINS OK TO COLLECT BILLS
2/06/1983 DOll KA PROFILE ON LOOK-ALIKES
11/02/1989 D064 KLOOK'S STARTS SECOND CENTURY IN THIRD LOCATION
12/08/1992 B021 LEADER MAY SPEAK AT UNITED NATIONS
12/12/1992 A043 KUNDERSTANDING BEGINS WITH OPEN HEART
1/30/1986 A061 HE HAD SEEN TRAGEDY
5/01/1983 N081 KCRETAIL/BUSINESS) FURNISHED READY-MADE CHALLENGES
12/19/1988 A012 OFFICIALS SUSPECT POSSIBLE SUICIDE ATTEMPT
12/20/1988 C015 DISCONNECTED GAS MAIN FOUND AT LEVELED HOUSE
10/24/1982 C031 KHOW TO MAKE HALLOWEEN A TREAT
11/27/1988 A012 KA QUICK END TO A QUIET LIFE
12/01/1988 AlOl LOOSBROCK DIDN'T RATE FRONT-PAGE TREATMENT (L)
12/08/1988 A063 REPORTING A STORY ISN'T AN ENDORSEMENT (L)
12/13/1988 A064 FEEL COMPASSION FOR VICTIM CD
4/04/1989 A015 KMONEY FEUD KILLED ESCORT, LAWYERS SAY
4/05/1989 A012 BENNIS BLAMES STABBING VICTIM FOR FIGHT
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LOOSBROCK KARI
LOPEZ NANCY
LORANG TIM
LORANG TOM
LORENTSON WINIFRED
LORENZ YVONNE
LORENZEN JOHN S EL
LORIKS EMIL
LOS ANGELES CA
LOSACKER NANCY
LOST S FOUND
LOTHROP ROSS
LOTTERY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
4/07/1989 A012 3«CASE AGAINST BENNIS GOES TO JURY TODAY
4/08/1989 A012 KBENNIS GUILTY OF MURDER
4/18/1989 A012 *BENNIS SAYS HE'LL APPEAL LIFE TERM
4/26/1988 A052 KLOPEZ TAKES DAUGHTERS ON TOUR
4/26/1988 BD14 ^BALTIMORE TORMENTS LOPEZ, TOO
12/14/1992 AG91 *GOVT SHOULD HELP THOSE WHO ATTEND PRIVATE SCHOOLS
1/01/1987 B031 KKEY ISSUES FROM CLASSROOMS TO QUARRIES
6/08/1990 C035 O'GORMAN HEAD NAMED TO EDUCATION PANEL
10/07/1990 A043 ^SCHOOLS HONOR NATIVE AMERICAN DAY
10/18/1990 C012 KCATHOLIC SCHOOLS UNITE INTO ONE SYSTEM
10/19/1990 coil O'GORMAN PRINCIPAL TO LEAD CATHOLIC DISTRICT
4/26/1991 C015 *0'G0RMAN PRINCIPAL NAMED
12/29/1991 F012 *$2 MILLION PLEDGED TO CATHOLIC SCHOOLS
10/30/1987 coil MILLER WOMAN TO GET SD AWARD
11/01/1987 B031 MILLER WOMAN ACCEPTS FIRST HONOR
11/09/1987 A052 ^KEEPING THE SPIRIT
3/08/1989 C032 *FIRST SPIRIT OF DAKOTA RECIPIENT, DIES
10/06/1992 A012 *MOM RESCUED BY ANGEL
5/16/1992 D013 COUPLE POWERS HOME WITH WIND
1/23/1982 B031 OLDHAM MAN ON FDR TV SPECIAL
9/17/1982 A012 KAG LEADERS UNITE BEHIND GIVEAWAY
10/22/1985 B051 TWO INDUCTED INTO CO-OP HALL OF FAME
11/04/1987 B021 WOMAN WRITES BOOK ABOUT EMIL LORIKS
5/01/1988 N031 (SEC CO *TIMES GOT TOUGH, VOICE OF PROTEST
5/02/1992 A013 DEPUTIES FROM SD SENT
5/02/1992 A015 SD NATIVES DESCRIBE CITY TENSE, DEVASTATED
5/07/1992 C012 *LOS ANGELES NATIVE WATCHES RIOTS
6/07/1991 B012 ^REBIRTH OF A CHURCH
8/05/1986 C013 KMISSING RING RESURFACES
5/05/1991 C012 JCLOST' RING BACK IN FAMILY'S HANDS
5/06/1990 AA04 KTHINGS ARE JUMPIN' AT THE SPINK CAFE
1/21/1984 B041 STATE LOTTERY PLAN BEFORE LEGISLATURE
2/07/1984 BOll SENATE COMMITTEE REJECTS STATE LOTTERY
2/17/1984 C041 SENATE VOTES TO RAISE BINGO, LOTTERY PRIZE
1/22/1985 coil LAWMAKER SUGGESTS LOTTERY TO HELP FARMERS
1/23/1985 coil LOTTERY IDEA DESERVES STUDY, JANKLOW SAYS
2/05/1985 C024 SENATE PANEL TO STUDY LOTTERY
8/06/1985 A015 SIOUX FALLS NATIVE WINS $1 4 MILLION IN LOTTERY
8/09/1985 coil JANKLOW HAS EYE ON JOINT LOTTERY
8/18/1985 coil *IOWA LOTTERY DIVIDES RELIGIOUS ORANGE CITY
8/19/1985 A081 STATE LOTTERY PROPOSAL DESERVES CONSIDERATION (ED)
8/23/1985 A014 *IOWANS SCRATCH THEIR GAMBLING ITCH
8/24/1985 coil KEEP AN EYE OUT FOR FAKE LOTTERY TICKETS
8/24/1985 C012 SOUTH DAKOTANS HOT ON TICKET TRAIL
8/26/1985 A061 LOOK AT ODDS BEFORE YOU LEAP INTO LOTTERY (ED)
8/29/1985 coil ^LOTTERY, LUCK BRING WOMAN $5,000
9/07/1985 A082 STATE SHOULD HAVE LOTTERY (L)
9/11/1985 A081 TO EXPLORE STATE'S ODDS (ED)
9/11/1985 C034 STATE LOTTERY TOPIC OF FORUM
9/16/1985 A061 LOTTERY NOT ANSWER TO STATE'S PROBLEMS (L)
9/16/1985 A062 RENOUNCE STATE LOTTERY (L)
9/20/1985 C012 MEIERHENRY LIMITS TRIBAL LOTTERY SALES
9/26/1985 C031 CHANGES MAKE TRIBAL LOTTERY MEET LAW
9/29/1985 A102 OFFICIAL OVERSTEPS AUTHORITY (L)
10/12/1985 C024 SIOUX FALLS MAN WINS $5,000
11/18/1985 BOll GROUP SPONSORS LOTTERY DEBATE
11/20/1985 BOll DEBATES MERITS OF A STATE LOTTERY
12/02/1985 BOll 2 EASTERN STATE LAWMAKERS SUPPORT LOTTERY
12/05/1985 C012 GROUP BACKS OFF FROM LOTTERY IDEA
12/07/1985 coil CITY COUPLE WIN $10,000 IOWA LOTTERY PRIZE
12/08/1985 coil PERPICH PROPOSES LOTTERY FOR FARMERS
1/30/1986 B031 CHEYENNE TRIBE TO TRY LOTTERY AGAIN
2/20/1986 BOll LOTTERY BILL ONE STEP FROM GOVERNOR'S DESK
2/21/1986 A015 LAWMAKERS TO CONSIDER STATE LOTTERY
2/22/1986 A015 SENATE OK'S PLAN FOR STATE LOTTERY
3/29/1986 A104 LEGION NOT INVOLVED IN LOTTERY (L)
4/09/1986 B021 RAPID CITY RULE WOULD BAN SOME LOTTERIES
5/13/1986 D022 IOWA PUSHES MULTISTATE LOTTO
5/18/1986 C044 GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDATES SUPPORT LOTTERY
6/02/1986 coil IOWA STILL LOOKING FOR WINNER IN LOTTO GAME
9/21/1986 C043 *CHANCE FOR A LOTTERY
9/29/1986 C015 LOTTERY FOES ARE GAME TO FIGHT PLAN
10/26/1986 A081 BALLOT ISSUES MERIT VOTER'S APPROVAL (ED)
10/26/1986 C014 VOTERS TO SAY YES OR NO ON FOUR BALLOT ISSUES
10/30/1986 A083 PUBLIC LOTTERIES ARE SCAMS (L)
11/06/1986 C016 LAWMAKER--A LOTTERY IS LIKELY
11/07/1986 A081 BALLOT ISSUES--LOOSE ENDS TO TIE UP (ED)
11/09/1986 C012 LOTTERY COULD BE JUST^THE TICKET
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12/02/1986 C012 LOTTERY DISCUSSION TO INVOLVE 3 STATES
12/31/1986 B012 ^STATES TO TRY TO CASH IN ON LOTTERY
1/06/1987 C012 ^LOTTERY MUST BE MULTISTATE
1/08/1987 COAl 0FF1C1AL--L0TTERY TALKS ONGOING
1/09/1987 C012 LAWMAKERS DISCUSS LOTTERY'S CHANCES
1/29/1987 A061 *PUBL1C OPINIONS ON A STATE LOTTERY
1/31/1987 A081 ENACT A STATE LOTTERY (ED)
2/01/1987 C012 BILLS DIFFER ON LOTTERY OWNERSHIP
2/09/1987 A012 KCITY MAN CASHES IN ON LUCKY 13
2/14/1987 C023 PANEL APPROVES BILL FOR LOTTERY
2/15/1987 C012 *SONGSTAD TO ADD TO LOTTERY ACTION
2/16/1987 C033 *SOUTH DAKOTA WINNERS IN IOWA LOTTERY
2/22/1987 A015 *GAMES OF CHANCE NOT WITHOUT RISK
2/22/1987 A091 STATE LOTTERY IS THEFT (L)
2/23/1987 A085 SAY NO TO IMMORAL LOTTERY CD
2/24/1987 C016 LOTTERY BILLS LOSE IN SENATE
2/26/1987 C022 SONGSTAD TO TRY AGAIN FOR LOTTERY
2/28/1987 C012 LOTTERY PLAN CAUGHT IN COMMITTEE CONFLICT
3/01/1987 E012 *LURED BY LOTTERY ACROSS IOWA LINE
3/03/1987 C015 SONGSTAD BETS NEW PLAN HELPS
3/04/1987 B015 SENATOR HOPES BILL REVIVES LOTTERY ISSUE
3/06/1987 C012 ^LOTTERY GETS NEXT-TO-LAST CHANCE TODAY
3/07/1987 A015 1 VOTE ENDS LOTTERY PLAN IN IITH-HOUR
3/10/1987 C033 LOTTERIES OF THE REGION
3/12/1987 A061 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS ON ENACTING A LOTTERY
3/22/1987 A015 LOTTERY, 65 SPEED LIMIT
3/24/1987 A012 LOTTERY WINS IN IITH-HOUR DEAL
3/25/1987 A016 LOTTERY SETUP BEGINS
3/25/1987 B012 LOTTERY DEALS BOTH PARTIES A VICTORY
4/03/1987 C021 LOTTERY BILL SIGNED
4/14/1987 C016 LOTTERY PANEL NAMED
4/15/1987 B021 LOTTERY PANEL NAMES RELEASED
4/18/1987 coil MAN IN RUNNING FOR COLO JACKPOT
5/02/1987 C012 INSURANCE DIRECTOR GETS POST
5/04/1987 C012 ARIZONA LAWYER TO HELP SET UP LOTTERY
5/05/1987 D022 LOTTERY ODDS BETTER THAN YOU THINK
5/13/1987 B025 LOTTERY COMMISSION OK'S RULES
5/14/1987 C016 LOTTERY CHECKS OFFICES
5/17/1987 C012 BIDDING FOR LOTTERY ACCOUNT
5/30/1987 C041 GROUPS LOBBY LOTTERY PANEL
6/13/1987 C012 HIRES FIRM TO GET LOTTERY ROLLING
6/15/1987 coil 2 WINNERS TO SPLIT LOTTERY JACKPOT
6/15/1987 C041 STATES--AS LOTTERY FEVER SPREADS
6/20/1987 C042 SURVEY REFLECTS RETAILERS' VIEW OF LOTTERY
7/06/1987 coil LOTTERY PANEL TO MEET IN CITY
7/08/1987 C012 LOTTERY TO CREATE SD MATCHMAKERS
7/10/1987 C016 LOTTERY PANEL LOOKS AT POKER
7/10/1987 C021 OFFERING LOTS OF PRIZES
7/16/1987 BOll FAIR WON'T SELL LOTTERY TICKETS
7/26/1987 coil STATE LOTTERY TAKING RETAILER APPLICATIONS
8/02/1987 C016 ODDS ARE HIGH YOU'LL PLAY, WIN
8/15/1987 coil LOTTERY SEMINARS SET FOR RETAILERS
8/19/1987 BOll STATE SEEKS RETAILER SUPPORT WITH LOTTERY
9/01/1987 C021 TO MARK SPOT FOR LOTTERY TICKET OUTLETS
9/03/1987 C025 LOTTERY CONTRACTS GOING TO RETAILERS
9/05/1987 C016 RETAILERS GET THE TICKETS
9/12/1987 C025 LOTTERY PANEL OK'S PERMANENT RULES
9/14/1987 A103 LEGALIZED GAMBLING SHOULD BE STOPPED (L)
9/22/1987 C023 KAUSTAD JOINS EFFORT TO REPEAL LOTTERY
9/24/1987 coil MICKELSON TO BE 1ST LOTTERY PLAYER
9/25/1987 A012 ^STORES ARE READY FOR LOTTERY DEBUT
9/27/1987 A012 CITY STILL AT ODDS AS DATE NEARS
9/27/1987 A021 GET YOUR LOTTERY TICKETS HERE
9/27/1987 A105 LOTTERY ALREADY SETTLED (L)
9/29/1987 A015 ^GOVERNOR GETS FIRST SCRATCH AT LOTTERY
9/30/1987 A012 LOTTERY TICKETS GO ON SALE TODAY
9/30/1987 A083 STATE LOTTERIES ARE A BAD BET
9/30/1987 A083 POLITICIAN SHOULD LEAVE THE LOTTERY ALONE (L)
10/01/1987 A012 GAMBLING BUG BITES STATE
10/01/1987 A021 LOTTERY OPPONENTS CONTINUE PETITION DRIVE
10/03/1987 coil 800,000 BUY TICKETS ON LOTTERY'S FIRST DAY
10/04/1987 AlOl ISSUE SETTLED, BUT DILIGENCE REQUIRED (ED)
10/05/1987 AlOl DON'T TRY TO REGULATE OTHERS VALUES (L)
10/05/1987 AlOl AUSTAD MISSES POSITIVE SIDE (L)
10/06/1987 A015 910,000 GAMBLE ON STATE LOTTERY
10/09/1987 C015 PANEL OK'S VIDEO LOTTERY
10/09/1987 C016 PANEL OK'S VIDEO LOTTERY
10/09/1987 C021 MITCHELL MINISTERS SPEAK OUT AGAINST LOTTERY
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LOTTERY 10/11/1987 8023 RESERVATION RETAILERS AWAIT TRIBAL APPROVAL
10/11/1987 DOll KBIG WINNERS
10/15/1987 A121 *WHAT'S YOUR OPINION OF THE LOTTERY
10/16/1987 A085 LOTTERY SHOULD BE REPEALED CD
10/16/1987 coil 26 HAVE WON $5,000 IN SD
10/18/1987 Alll ANOTHER VOTE NEEDED ON LOTTERY ISSUE CD
10/21/1987 A083 AUSTAD HYPOCRITICAL IN LOTTERY CAMPAIGN CD
10/2A/1987 C021 LOTTERY GIVES OUT OVER $1 MILLION
10/27/1987 coil INMATES' LOTTERY HOPES SCRATCHED
10/29/1987 A015 ^LOTTERY PAYING OFF IN SD--OFFICIAL
10/31/1987 C021 PANEL RULES AGAINST LOTTERY TICKETS IN PRISON
ll/OA/1987 BOll MAN ARRESTED IN LOTTERY THEFT
11/05/1987 coil HURON POLICE ARREST MAN IN LOTTERY THEFT
11/08/1987 coil 2ND LOTTERY GAME TO START AS PLANNED
11/19/1987 C015 NEXT LOTTERY GAME READY TO BE MINED
11/20/1987 C012 ^LAWMAKER WANTS TO BAN LOTTERY ADS
11/21/1987 C021 THREE WOMEN ARRESTED IN LOTTERY TAMPERING
11/25/1987 B012 SECOND LOTTERY GAME DOESN'T STRIKE MUCH
11/30/1987 A08A AUSTAD SHOWS HIS CHARACTER CD
12/01/1987 C012 LOTTERY SALES HIGHER THAN EXPECTED
12/0A/1987 coil FIVE lOWANS WIN $A5,000 FROM LOTTERY
12/07/1987 COAl MICKELSON BECOMES A LOTTERY BELIEVER
12/09/1987 A081 RESIDENTS SHOULD BE PRAYIN' NOT PLAYIN' CD
12/18/1987 coil LOTTERY SALES BEHIND FIRST GAME'S PACE
12/22/1987 coil LOTTERY PAYS OFF START-UP LOAN EARLY
12/29/1987 A081 LOTTERY DOESN'T MERIT MUCH LEGISLATIVE TIME CED)
l/OA/1988 C012 LOTTERY EXPANSION NO SURE BET
1/06/1988 B015 FIRST LOTTERY CONSIDERED SELLOUT
1/07/1988 A061 KPUBLIC OPINIONS ON SOUTH DAKOTA LOTTERY
1/19/1988 C033 *VIDEO LOTTERY GOOD FOR STATE
1/2A/1988 B016 THIRD LOTTERY GAME STARTS WEDNESDAY
1/26/1988 C015 STATE NEEDS NEW GAMES TO MAKE LOTTERY A WINNER
1/28/1988 AOll PIERRE TEACHER WINS $10,000 IN LOTTERY
1/28/1988 C021 COMMITTEE PASSES BILL TO EXPAND LOTTERY
1/29/1988 A012 SALES TAX AND LOTTO PROPOSAL
1/29/1988 AOIA ^SECOND $10,000 WINNER
1/30/1988 coil TWO PEOPLE WIN $10,000 IN LOTTERY
1/31/1988 B031 PANEL DEBATES VIDEO LOTTERY GAME PROFITS
2/02/1988 C012 RESURRECTS BILL ON REGIONAL LOTTO
2/06/1988 C021 SENATE COMMITTEE OK'S VIDEO LOTTERY BILL
2/10/1988 B031 SENATE REJECTS PLAN TO ADD VIDEO GAMES
2/11/1988 C021 PANEL AGREES TO EXPAND LOTTERY TO RESERVATIONS
2/12/1988 coil SD MAN WINS IN IOWA LOTTERY
2/12/1988 coil WOMEN PLEAD GUILTY TO LOTTERY FRAUD
2/13/1988 C031 VIDEO LOTTERY GAMES BILL GETS SECOND CHANCE
2/17/1988 BOIA SENATE KILLS VIDEO GAME BILL
2/18/1988 A013 VIDEO LOTTERY PASSES SENATE
2/19/1988 A081 VIDEO LOTTERY A POOR MONEY SOURCE CED)
2/20/1988 C034 SENATE PANEL OK'S LOTTO MEASURE
2/23/1988 C051 VIDEO BILL MOVES ON
2/2A/1988 A012 HOUSE VOTES DOWN VIDEO LOTTERY BILL
2/25/1988 C021 LOTTO BILL FAILS BID FOR SENATE CONSIDERATION
2/26/1988 A012 VIDEO LOTTERY BILL DEALT ANOTHER LOSS
2/27/1988 A012 HOUSE REJECTS VIDEO LOTTERY BILL
2/29/1988 A012 14 VERMILLION WORKERS SPLIT $3 4 MILLION
2/29/1988 A012 KLARCHWOOD, IOWA, HAS LOTTO APPEAL
3/05/1988 A081 VIDEO LOTTERY GAMBLING WASTES RESOURCES
3/09/1988 BOll MAN CHARGED WITH FALSIFYING TICKET
3/09/1988 B021 ATTORNEY GENERAL WARNS OF LOTTERY CHAIN LETTER
3/15/1988 A015 LOTTERY BILLS FAIL IN FINAL CHANCE
3/19/1988 A016 CROSSED WIRES HURT CHANCES OF VIDEO LOTTERY
3/20/1988 C031 LOTTERY PRIZES MUST BE REPORTED
3/26/1988 C012 STUDY WON'T EXPAND LOTTERY
3/30/1988 B033 SPECIAL VIDEO LOTTERY SESSION DISCUSSED
4/04/1988 A081 LOTTERY ISN'T WORTH A SPECIAL SESSION CED)
4/06/1988 BOll FIRST CITY MAN WINS $7,000 IN LOTTERY
4/10/1988 B033 20,000 ENTRIES IN LOTTERY DRAWING
5/06/1988 coil $2 3 MILLION LEFT IN LOTTERY PRIZES
5/31/1988 C016 IOWA HITS THE JACKPOT
6/15/1988 BOll INMATE LOSES SUIT IN LOTTERY TICKET SALES
6/20/1988 C016 LOTTERY FORMS CHANGE
7/02/1988 C012 LARCHWOOD LAB GETS LOTTERY FUND LOAN
7/13/1988 A012 REVENUE DROP FEARED WITHOUT NEW GAMES
7/14/1988 coil MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN LOTTERY FRAUD
7/15/1988 A081 SD LOTTERY NEEDS SOME NEW LIFE CED)
7/21/1988 C012 LOTTERY GAME TO ENTICE ALL GAMBLERS
8/13/1988 C016 OFFICIALS TO STUDY EAST COAST GAME
9/18/1988 coil LOTTERY NEARS 1ST ANNIVERSARY
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9/2A/1988 C015 STATE WILL PUSH FOR LOTTO GAME
9/26/1988 AlOl VIDEO LOTTERY, LOTTO DESERVE ANOTHER LOOK (ED)
9/29/1988 C012 TOP PRIZE IS $21,000
10/12/1988 coil GROTON WOMAN WINS AT NEW LOTTERY GAME
10/20/1988 AOll LOTTERY MONEY IN STATE COFFERS
12/09/1988 C033 *HOW MUCH ARE WE PLAYIN
1/08/1989 C021 NEW LOTTERY GAME BEGINS WEDNESDAY
1/15/1989 A015 LOTTERY SHOWS WINNING WAYS IN ITS FIRST YEAR
1/26/1989 C016 ACTION ON LOTTERY DELAYED
1/28/1989 C015 VOTE SWITCH ADVANCES BILL TO SENATE
1/30/1989 B012 NAME CHANGE, LOTTERY GO BEFORE SENATE
1/31/1989 C012 DEMOCRATS' VOTE VITAL TO LOTTERY BILL
2/01/1989 C021 TO EXPAND STATE'S SCRATCH-TICKET LOTTERY
2/02/1989 C015 VOTE DELAYED, BILL MAY BE DIVIDED
2/0A/1989 C012 LOTTERY MONEY DISPUTE THREATENS BILLS
2/08/1989 AOIA SENATE SPURNS NEW LOTTERY GAMES
2/09/1989 C015 LOTTERY VOTE DELAYED GOP LOOKS AT OPTIONS
2/13/1989 AOIA GOVERNOR HOPES SENATE PASSES VIDEO LOTTERY ~
2/14/1989 A012 SENATE PASSES VIDEO LOTTERY
2/15/1989 C021 LOTTERY DISAPPOINTS RELIGIOUS GROUP
2/16/1989 A081 *V1DE0 LOTTERY OR A MULTI-STATE LOTTERY
2/16/1989 C016 APPROVES BILL TO GIVE TRIBES SHARE OF LOTTERY
2/17/1989 A081 STATE STANDS TO WIN, IF BILL PASSES (ED)
2/18/1989 A085 PUBLICIZE LOTTERY LOSERS (L)
2/19/1989 C091 HOUSE APPROVES TRIBAL GAMBLING BILL
2/19/1989 C093 PANEL OK'S LOTTERY BILLS DESPITE FEARS
2/23/1989 A012 LAWMAKERS OK VIDEO, LOTTERY
2/24/1989 C012 GOVERNOR PLEASED WITH LOTTERY PASSAGE
2/26/1989 C041 KVIDEO LOTTERY TO THRIVE ON CHANGE
3/01/1989 C015 MULTl STATE LOTTO PROPOSAL RESURFACES
3/02/1989 C012 FOOD TAX VOTE SINKS LOTTO IN STATE
3/03/1989 A015 LOTTO RESURRECTED BUT FUTURE BLEAK
3/03/1989 C033 *THE LOTTERY ITCH
3/04/1989 C012 LOTTO ISSUE EXPECTED TO RESURFACE
3/13/1989 C021 *DOUBT LOTTERY WILL PASS ON FINAL DAY
3/19/1989 C015 ^PRISONS NEED VIDEO LOTTERY AID
3/21/1989 A012 LOTTO PROPOSAL DIES AT LAST SESSION
3/22/1989 AlOl LOTTO STILL NOTABLY ABSENT FROM LINEUP (ED)
3/28/1989 C012 LOTTERY TO GIVE AWAY PRIZE ON TELEVISION
4/26/1989 C012 STATE ASKED TO LIMIT VIDEO LOTTERY TAKE
5/06/1989 A012 LOTTO FANS SWARM INTO IOWA
5/11/1989 A081 FRENZIES REMIND STATE WHAT ITS MISSING (ED)
5/18/1989 D023 BUSINESSES URGED TO GET LOTTERY LICENSE
5/19/1989 C015 LOTTERY PANEL GEARING UP FOR VIDEO
5/21/1989 C015 OFFICIALS TAKE TOME WITH VIDEO LOTTERY
6/02/1989 A014 3€B1SH0PS--SD SHOULDN'T RAISE MONEY
6/28/1989 C012 STATE STAKES CLAIM TO VIDEO LOTTERY REVENUE
7/02/1989 EOll MONTANA FIRM WINS STATE LOTTERY CONTRACT
7/07/1989 AOll LOTTERY TO BREAK TIE IN BOARD RACE
7/14/1989 coil MORE RETAILERS APPLY FOR LOTTERY LICENSES
7/28/1989 C012 SEPTEMBER IS LONG SHOT FOR VIDEO LOTTERY
8/03/1989 C013 STATE LOTTERY TO OFFER $100,000 TOP PRIZE
8/10/1989 coil INSTANT LOTTERY SALES JUMP TO $644,127
8/13/1989 E012 KBAR OWNERS AWAIT LOTTERY ACTION
8/16/1989 C016 VIDEO LOTTERY
8/18/1989 A013 SPORTS LOTTERY INTERESTS STATE
8/24/1989 C024 PASSPORT LOTTERY GAME CALLED SUCCESS
8/30/1989 C015 VIDEO LOTTERY TO START OCTOBER 16
9/09/1989 AlOl SHOULD LEAVE FOOTBALL BETS TO CASINOS (ED)
9/28/1989 B082 ^LOTTERY MACHINES ARRIVE
10/01/1989 coil $24 MILLION PAID OUT IN STATE'S LOTTERY
10/04/1989 A012 SHERMAN FARMER REAPS $100,000 PRIZE
10/10/1989 C012 VIDEO LOTTERY MACHINES DRAW CURIOUS
10/11/1989 C012 LOTTERY REVENUE 10 MILLION LESS THIS YEAR
10/11/1989 C023 500 TO 1,000 MACHINES READY FOR LOTTERY
10/13/1989 C012 VIDEO MACHINES WILL HAVE 'SECURITY GALORE'
10/17/1989 C012 KFIRST-TIME WINNER
10/18/1989 AlOl STATE STEPS TO FRONT OF LOTTERY PACK (ED)
10/19/1989 A081 ^PUBLIC 0P1N10NS--V1DE0 GAMES
10/19/1989 D061 VIDEO LOTTERY HITS $121,000 ON FIRST DAY
10/20/1989 C012 JOINING MULTI-STATE LOTTERY
11/07/1989 A016 CITY WOMAN WINS A MILLION
11/08/1989 C012 56LOTTO WINNER TO KEEP ON PLAYING
11/16/1989 A016 2 CHARGED IN LOTTERY TAMPERING
11/21/1989 C021 VIDEO LOTTERY SCARCE IN DEADWOOD
11/28/1989 A104 LOTTERY CHEATS BLASPHEMOUS (L)
12/07/1989 C026 SD EARNS $6 MILLION OFF LOTTERY
12/19/1989 A012 XVIDEO LOTTERY RAKES IN $13 MILLION
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12/20/1989 A015 BAR OWNERS WORRIED ABOUT LOOTERS
12/2A/1989 A09A SLOTS HURT THE POOR (L)
12/25/1989 A121 LOTTERY ADS IN BAD TASTE (L)
12/28/1989 AG12 VIDEO MACHINES MAY VIOLATE RULES
12/29/1989 con CITY MEN CHARGED WITH CHEATING LOTTERY
1/05/1990 con CITY MAN ENTERS PLEE IN LOTTERY TAMPERING
1/12/1990 C015 LOTTO PROPONENTS--APPROVAL GROWING CLOSER
1/18/1990 C021 LOTTERY MONEY STOLEN FROM BROOKINGS BARS
1/27/1990 C012 COMMITTEE SENDS LOTTO BILL TO SENATE
1/29/1990 B015 TO TACKLE WALLEYE LIMITS, LOTTO
1/30/1990 A012 SENATE FAILS LOTTO BILL
1/30/1990 A012 VERMILLION BROTHERS HIT IT BIG
2/01/1990 AOIA LOTTO GETS SENATE NOD
2/01/1990 C052 VIDEO LOTTERY MONEY FOR CHILD CARE
2/05/1990 BOll LOTTERY REVENUES MAY FALL SHORT
2/06/1990 A012 HOUSE TO DEBATE RAISING PLAYING AGE
2/07/1990 C022 LOTTERY FUNDS TO REPAIR GARRETSON LIQUOR STORE
2/10/1990 C012 PANEL OK'S BILL TO UP LOTTERY AGE
2/11/1990 AlOl STATE'S LUCK ON LOTTO CHANGING FOR BETTER (ED)
2/11/1990 AHA LOTTO BENEFITS OTHER STATES (L)
2/12/1990 B022 SD BLOCKS RESORTS' BID TO HAVE VIDEO
2/12/1990 B041 LEGISLATORS CRITICIZE LOTTERY ADVERTISING
2/13/1990 COAl MEN ENTER GUILTY PLEAS TO BILKING
2/16/1990 C022 CUSTER RESORT OWNERS TO RENEW VIDEO REQUEST
2/17/1990 A012 LOTTO BILL FAILS FIRST HOUSE VOTE
2/21/1990 C015 STATE'S SHARE OF LOTTERY IS TOO SMALL
2/21/1990 C023 BEER LICENSING AWAITS LOTTERY GUIDELINE
2/22/1990 A012 LOTTO BILL DIES IN THE H0USE--TW1CE
2/22/1990 C016 LOTTERY AGE LIMIT RAISED
2/2A/1990 A012 FOR SD--AT LONG LAST, LOTTO
2/29/1990 A012 *TEEN DECRIES LOTTERY AGE
3/03/1990 C021 VOLGA MAN CHARGED IN LOTTERY THEFT
3/05/1990 B016 CUSTER STATE PARK GETS VIDEO LOTTERY
3/06/1990 C021 MAN HELD IN LOTTERY MACHINE PUNCHING
3/13/1990 C012 VIDEO LOTTERY SECURITY IS PROBLEM
3/22/1990 C015 SPORTS BETTING NOT DISCUSSED
3/22/1990 C022 SHERIFF INVESTIGATES VIDEO LOTTERY BREAK-INS
3/29/1990 A081 BE WARY OF LEGAL SPORTS BETTING (ED)
9/06/1990 C031 2 CITY MEN CHARGED WITH RAIDING
9/09/1990 con LOTTERY BURGLARY SUSPECT ARRESTED
9/10/1990 A015 XLIQUOR LICENSE LINK TO LOTTERY RAISES QUESTIONS
9/10/1990 A016 10-MACHlNE LIMIT REINFORCED
9/18/1990 A012 3CM1NNES0TA LOTTERY STARTS
9/18/1990 con MEN GET 90 DAYS FOR LOTTERY TAMPERING
9/27/1990 C025 MAN PLEADS TO THEFT OF LOTTERY MACHINES
9/28/1990 C015 LAFAYETTE RESTAURANT GETS LOTTERY LICENSE
5/01/1990 C029 WILLOW RUN COURSE HIT BY LOTTERY BURGLARY
5/07/1990 A021 CASHING IN ON VIDEO LOTTERY SEEN AS NECESSARY
5/10/1990 A081 36PUBL1C 0PINI0NS--V1DE0 LOTTERY
5/12/1990 C016 COMMISSION COULD LIMIT LOTTERY GAMES
5/13/1990 AlOl STATE MUST KEEP LOTTERY IN CHECK (ED)
5/15/1990 B013 COMMISSION CONSIDERS WHO CAN OPERATE VIDEO LOTTERY
5/16/1990 AlOl CITY RIGHT TO TRY TO LIMIT LOTTERY (ED)
5/21/1990 Cai5 CITY LIKELY TO DEFER VIDEO LOTTERY VOTE
5/22/1990 B015 CITY SCHEDULES LOTTERY HEARINGS
6/06/1990 con LOTTERY OFFICIAL LIKES GAME LIMITS
6/07/1990 A012 TWO SUSPECTED FOR 11 BREAK-INS
6/10/1990 A012 LOTTERY MAY HAVE ANOTHER HIDDEN COST
6/11/1990 con HEARING TO CONSIDER SHARE OF LOTTERY TAKE
6/12/1990 A015 VIDEO LOTTERY BOOSTS MUNICIPAL BAR INCOMES
6/12/1990 C016 HORSE, DOG RACING HURT, OFFICIAL SAYS
6/16/1990 CDS'! COMMITTEE REJECTS BEER LICENSE LIMIT
6/17/1990 GOll CASHES IN ON VIDEO LOTTERY GAMES
6/18/1990 B031 LAW TAKES LOTTERY WINNINGS FOR CHILD PAYMENTS
6/21/1990 D061 STATE LOTTERY SURVEY SEEKS BUSINESS OUTPUT
6/28/1990 A016 VIDEO LOTTERY AGE LIMIT TO INCREASE
7/0A/1990 C012 B1SH0P--TAXES BETTER THAN GAMBLING
7/08/1990 C033 LOTTERY ISSUE HALTS GARRETSON STEAKHOUSE DEAL
7/10/1990 C031 COLMAN CLAIMS LOTTERY WINDFALL
7/15/1990 Alls VIDEO LOTTERY CREATES GAMBLING PROBLEMS (L)
7/15/1990 E012 ^LOTTERY TRAIL IS TOUGH TO TRACE
7/20/1990 con LOTTO AMERICA TICKETS GO ON SALE OCTOBER 15
7/20/1990 COAA TAX GROUP WANTS LOTTO FUNDS SHARED
7/2A/1990 con LOTTERY THEFTS NET $57,000 IN 9 MONTHS
8/07/1990 C035 ORDINACE WOULD LIMIT ON-SALE LIQUOR LICENSES
8/14/1990 C014 XSAMUELSON OFFERS LOTTERY REMEDY
8/18/1990 A012 BAR OWNERS BATTLE TAX PLAN
8/19/1990 E014 VIDEO OPERATORS DON'T WANT TAX RAISE
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8/23/1990 AlGl TELL PEOPLE HOW LOTTERY MONEY SPENT CD
8/23/1990 coil LOTTERY COMMISSION TO DISCUSS REVENUES
8/2<i/1990 C012 LOTTERY OWNERS WANT TO KEEP SHARE
8/30/1990 C012 ^LOTTERY PAYOFFS FAIR ON MIDWAY
9/05/1990 A015 STATE VIDEO LOTTERY TAKE WILL INCREASE
9/07/1990 C012 POLICE SEE DECLINE IN LOTTERY MACHINE BREAK-INS
9/08/1990 C015 STATE SHOULD OWN ALL LOTTERY MACHINES
9/09/1990 C015 VIDEO LOTTERY MORE POPULAR IN EASTERN SD
9/13/1990 C012 PANEL FAILS TO BACK VIDEO LOTTERY PLAN
9/13/1990 C016 *MAN SOUGHT IN LOTTERY BURGLARIES
9/13/1990 C033 TO GIVE LOTTERY FUNDS TO CITIES, COUNTIES
9/15/1990 AOIA *V1DE0 LOTTERY 1 YEAR LATER
9/15/1990 A083 RE-ESTABLISH STATE CONTROL OF LOTTERY CD
9/15/1990 C016 RACING HURT BY LOTTERY, OFFICIAL SAYS
9/16/1990 AAOl *1T'S A WILD CARD
9/16/1990 AAOl XONE NIGHT IN THE LIFE OF A MACHINE
9/16/1990 AA02 KABOUT VIDEO GAMBLING REPORT
9/16/1990 AA03 ^DIFFERENT ST0R1ES--THE GAIN AND THE PAIN
9/16/1990 A012 *V1DE0 LOTTERY SHUFFLES SD LIFE
9/16/1990 A131 SD GETS 22 5 PERCENT OF NET MACHINE INCOME CD
9/17/1990 A051 *V1DE0 LOTTERY
9/19/1990 coil CAND1DATE--G1VE STATE BIGGER TAKE
9/26/1990 C031 ABERDEEN WANTS RESOLUTION ON LOTTERY
9/27/1990 A071 *PUBL1C 0N1N10NS--VIDE0 LOTTERY
9/28/1990 C012 LAWMAKER QUESTIONS LOTTERY LAW
10/01/1990 A103 STOP HARASSING LOTTERY OPERATORS CD
10/03/1990 D062 URGED TO USE RESTRAINT ON VIDEO LOTTERY
10/11/1990 A012 CRITICS SAY LOTTERY ADS POLITICAL
10/13/1990 C033 TWO PLEAD GUILTY IN LOTTERY CASE
10/17/1990 A085 KEEP LOTTERY ADS OFF TELEVISION, RADIO CD
10/25/1990 A016 LOTTERY FACING LIMITS
11/30/1990 C012 LOTTERY PANEL SEEKS TO RESTRICT GAMBLING
12/03/1990 C031 LOTTERY MACHINES PASS CUSTER STATE PARK TRIAL
12/05/1990 C032 SCRATCH TICKET SALES ON RISE LAST 2 MONTHS
12/15/1990 C012 TIME ISN'T RIGHT TO EXPAND GAMES
1/02/1991 C015 STATE RAISES LOTTERY TAKE
1/15/1991 C033 VIDEO LOTTERY RESTRICTION BILL ADVANCES
1/20/1991 EOll MAN ARRESTED IN VIDEO FRAUD
1/25/1991 C012 HOUSE DEFEATS LOCATION RESTRICTION ON VIDEO LOTTERY
1/26/1991 C015 *B1LL TO LIMIT LOTTERY ADVERTISING KILLED
2/02/1991 C033 PANEL KILLS VIDEO OWNERSHIP BILL
2/03/1991 A09A MAY AFFECT STATE'S BUYING HABITS CD
2/05/1991 coil WOMAN PLEADS GUILTY IN BAD-CHECK CASE
2/13/1991 C012 KSENATE REJECTS LOTTERY PROFIT CHANGE
3/18/1991 A083 STATE SHOULD BOOST VIDEO LOTTERY TAKE CD
3/19/1991 B031 POLICE CHECK UNDERAGE ACCESS
3/25/1991 B031 LOTTERY COMMISSION CONSIDERS RULE CHANGE
3/26/1991 B062 ^RESTAURANTS, BARS RISE BY AA
3/30/1991 C012 STATE'S LOTTERY HAUL HITS §<i6 5 MILLION
4/16/1991 C012 COMMISSIONER TARGETS VIDEO LOTTERY
4/26/1991 A081 HORSE OUT OF BARN ON VIDEO LOTTERY CED)
4/27/1991 C033 WATERTOWN MAYOR WANTS TO LIMIT VIDEO LOTTERY
5/01/1991 C031 COMMISSION PROHIBITS VIDEO LOTTERY FREEBIES
5/11/1991 C031 WATERTOWN SEEKS LIMITS ON LOTTERY LICENSES
5/14/1991 A015 CITY PUTS REINS ON VIDEO LOTTERY
5/19/1991 Alll VIDEO LOTTERY TAX COULD HELP SCHOOLS CD
5/30/1991 C012 LOTTERY CURB COULD SPREAD STATEWIDE
6/05/1991 C031 WATERTOWN OFFICIALS PUT LIMITS ON VIDEO LOTTERY
6/08/1991 C031 COMMISSIONER URGES VIDEO LOTTERY LIMITS
6/09/1991 A012 VIDEO LOTTERY FEEDS TENSIONS IN SF
6/09/1991 A091 DON'T BALANCE BUDGET WITH LOTTERY FUNDS CD
6/10/1991 A085 STATE VIDEO LOTTERY IS UNCONSTITUTIONAL CD
6/16/1991 A091 LOTTERIES RUINING FAMILY RESTAURANTS CD
6/16/1991 C012 DISTRIBUTOR--VIDEO LOTTERY HURTS BARS
6/16/1991 CD14 3€MICKELS0N BACKS LIMITS ON GAMING
6/17/1991 AlOl CHARITY GAMBLING NEEDS OVERSIGHT CED)
6/17/1991 A103 COUNTIES AND CITIES DESERVE LOTTERY FUNDS CD
6/20/1991 C023 WINNING LOTTERY TICKETS UNCLAIMED
7/02/1991 C012 MEASURE COULD SLOW VIDEO LOTTERY
7/06/1991 A085 MACHINE DRAW FOR GAMBLERS, DRINKERS CD
7/13/1991 coil SD LOTTERY TO HAVE 2ND-CHANCE DRAWING
7/15/1991 A103 INCREASE STATE SHARE OF LOTTERY PROCEEDS CD
7/17/1991 C012 *S DAKOTANS SPEND AVERAGE $160 ON LOTTERY
7/18/1991 A015 SMALL TOWNS REIN IN TAXES WITH WINDFALL
7/24/1991 C012 COUNTY SHARE OF LOTTERY PROFITS URGED
7/25/1991 A015 STATE STRIVING TO SIDESTEP LOTTERY SLUMP
-7/27/1991 C014 KPANEL DISCUSSES EFFECTS OF VIDEO LOTTERY
7/28/1991 A012 XVIDEO LOTTERY ADDICTION HELPED TRIGGER SUICIDE
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7/31/1991 C032 LOTTERY CHALLENGE IN '92 IS TOO EARLY
8/0A/1991 A012 ^LOTTERY'S WINNING HAND
8/0A/1991 A081 ^LAWMAKERS TAKING AIM AT OWNERSHIP LOOPHOLE
8/0A/1991 AlOl WHEEL TAX OPTION IS OUT OF BALANCE (ED)
8/05/1991 A012 ^VENDERS ARE FACES BEHIND VIDEO LOTTERY
8/11/1991 AlOl IF LOTTERY CAN PASS BALLOT TEST (ED)
8/13/1991 A012 LOTTERY VICTIMS SPEAK
8/1A/1991 C032 TESTS SELF-SERVICE TICKET MACHINES
8/15/1991 coil BARTENDERS PLAN DRIVE TO BAN VIDEO LOTTERY
8/15/1991 C036 MAN BLAMES LOTTERY HABIT FOR THEFTS
8/17/1991 A012 KSD SUCCESS SPURS IOWA LOTTERY TEST
8/18/1991 E015 MICKELSON SAYS LOTTERY 'HERE TO STAY'
8/19/1991 A081 VIDEO LOTTERY HELPED RUIN MY LIFE (L)
8/20/1991 coil GROTON MAN TO BLAME LOTTERY FOR THEFT
8/20/1991 C032 SURVEY TO LOOK AT IMPACT OF GAMBLING ADDICTION
8/24/1991 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
8/25/1991 A112 VOTERS SHOULD CORRECT VIDEO LOTTERY ERRORS (L)
8/27/1991 A083 VIDEO LOTTERY GETS BLAMED FOR EVERYTHING (L)
8/28/1991 A103 KVIDEO LOTTERY OPERATORS REMAIN SENSITIVE
9/03/1991 A012 SD WON'T TRY AT-HOME GAME
9/05/1991 C015 CONTEST PERSISTENCE PAYS OFF
9/06/1991 A102 S DAKOTANS PAY PRICE FOR VIDEO LOTTERY (L)
9/07/1991 coil SUPPORTERS ATTACK RECENT POLL
9/12/1991 A081 LOTTERY-ADDICTED SD MAY NEED TREATMENT (ED)
9/17/1991 A102 MESSAGE OPPOSITE TO LEARNING (L)
9/18/1991 A015 VIDEO LOTTERY CHECK LIMIT IS PROPOSED
9/18/1991 C012 COUNTIES TOLD TO PURSUE LOTTERY FUNDS
9/24/1991 C035 CITIES LIKELY TO SEEK VIDEO LOTTERY ACTION
9/29/1991 A016 AT AGE 4, LOTTERY TAKE--$262 MILLION
10/01/1991 A012 VIDEO GAMBLING SPURS ECONOMY, SOCIAL COSTS UNCLEAR
10/10/1991 C015 LOTTERY DIRECTOR OPPOSES 'CASINO' BUSINESS SIGNS
10/11/1991 C032 ONLY NEW LAWS CAN HALT ADVANCE OF LOTTERY
10/13/1991 A092 VIDEO LOTTERY STIRS STILL MORE QUESTIONS (L)
10/15/1991 B032 RAISE SD'S SHARE OF VIDEO LOTTERY
10/18/1991 C012 VIDEO LOTTERY OPERATORS PLEAD CASE
10/20/1991 C034 MICKELSON FAVORS BIGGER CUT FROM LOTTERY
10/23/1991 A102 WRITE LOTTERY CODES TO CONTROL MACHINES (L)
10/27/1991 B012 OPTIONS ON HOW TO SPEND LOTTERY TAKE
10/27/1991 B031 LOTTERY HASN'T CAUSED STATE PARK PROBLEMS
10/29/1991 coil LOTTERY PETITION SHORT ON SIGNATURES
11/05/1991 A012 LOTTERY, SCHOOL ISSUES FALL SHORT OF BALLOT
11/05/1991 coil LOTTO AMERICA ODDS SOON TO INCREASE
11/09/1991 C012 LOTTERY OPPONENTS PLAN LAWSUIT
11/15/1991 C014 PANEL REJECTS CHECK LIMITS
11/18/1991 A012 VIDEO LOTTERY FLAGGED AS BUDGET AID
11/20/1991 A014 NICKEL VIDEO LOTTERY GETS PLUG
11/20/1991 A081 PIERRE CAPITAL JOURNAL (ED)
11/24/1991 A081 DETACHING VIDEO LOTTERY FROM ALCOHOL (ED)
11/25/1991 A081 MANY CITIZENS WANT VIDEO LOTTERY AXED (L)
11/27/1991 A012 GOVERNOR TARGETS VIDEO LOTTERY, TOBACCO TAX
11/27/1991 A081 MICKELSON BANKING TOO MUCH ON LOTTERY (ED)
12/05/1991 A081 GET RID OF VIDEO LOTTERY (L)
12/08/1991 A083 VIDEO LOTTERY NOT WAY TO FUND STATE (L)
12/09/1991 A081 VIDEO LOTTERY SURE TO APPEAR ON BALLOT (L)
12/09/1991 C031 35 PERCENT EXCESSIVE LOTTO TAKE
12/11/1991 coil GROUP OPPOSES PLAN TO UP LOTTERY SHARE
12/12/1991 A012 FIRM WITH ALLEGED MOB TIES
12/12/1991 C023 LAWMAKER--TR1M LOTTERY ADS
12/13/1991 A015 SD UPS LOTTERY SHARE
12/13/1991 AlOl EXTRA LOTTERY MONEY COULD IMPROVE WATER (ED)
12/13/1991 C014 OFFICIAL CHALLENGES KELO ALLEGATIONS
12/13/1991 C015 MCKELLIPS FAVORS LEASE AGREEMENT
12/14/1991 C015 K2 LAWMAKERS WANT LOTTERY PROBE
12/15/1991 A091 VIDEO LOTTERY PROFITS ALL PEOPLE OF STATE (L)
12/15/1991 F031 LEGISLATION WOULD BOOT WORD 'CASINO'
12/15/1991 F035 LOT MORE LOTTERY GOING TO STATE
12/24/1991 A083 THINK OF STATE'S NEEDS WHEN JUDGING LOTTERY (L)
12/26/1991 C012 LAWMAKER SAYS LOTTERY CREDITS CONFUSING
12/27/1991 A084 DON'T FEEL SORRY FOR BAR OWNERS (L)
12/29/1991 AG61 ABERDEEN AMERICAN NEWS (ED)
1/02/1992 C012 BILL WOULD PUT LOTTERY IN VOTERS' HANDS
1/06/1992 C032 TAX REBATE UNCERTAINTIES ABOUND
1/07/1992 C031 INTEREST IN LOTTERY GAMES FALLS IN STATE
1/11/1992 A012 KVIDEO LOTTERY IS ON COURSE FOR '92 BALLOT
1/12/1992 A094 STATE'S VOTERS SHOULD DECIDE (ED)
1/14/1992 A081 VIDEO LOTTERY IS ISSUE TO FOLLOW (ED)
1/17/1992 C032 TOWNS PASS VIDEO LOTTERY RESOLUTION
1/18/1992 A081 CHANGING CREDIT TALLIES TO SHOW (ED)
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1/2A/1992 AlOl LET PEOPLE VOTE ON VIDEO LOTTERY (L)
l/2<i/1992 C012 KBILL WOULD PUT VIDEO LOTTERY ON BALLOT
1/29/1992 C012 LOTTERY BILLS DELUGE LEGISLATURE
1/30/1992 C032 EFFECTIVENESS OF LOTTERY VOTE DEBATED
2/01/1992 C012 HODGES FORMS BACKUP PLAN FOR VOTE
2/02/1992 A012 ^FUTURE UNCERTAIN FOR VIDEO LOTTERY
2/02/1992 A051 VIDEO LOTTERY REPEAL WOULD PINCH
2/04/1992 A063 LOTTERY MOCKS THE GOVERNMENT'S INTEGRITY (L)
2/04/1992 C033 ^SENATE PANEL KILLS NICKEL VIDEO LOTTERY
2/06/1992 A014 BILL FOR VIDEO LOTTERY VOTE TABLED
2/08/1992 C013 BILL TO FURTHER ISOLATE VIDEO LOTTERY
2/09/1992 A081 LET PEOPLE VOTE ON VIDEO LOTTERY (ED)
2/09/1992 A081 VOTE WOULD FORCE TO DO JOB (BROOKINGS REGISTER)
2/11/1992 A015 HOUSE KILLS VOTERS' CHANCE TO REPEAL
2/11/1992 coil HOUSE OK'S $100 FEE ON LOTTERY MACHINES
2/12/1992 C015 HOUSE OK'S BILL THAT WOULD HIDE VIDEO LOTTERY
2/12/1992 C016 LOTTERY OPPONENT REPORTS RETICENCE
2/16/1992 A091 VIDEO LOTTERY REPEAL WON'T SOLVE (L)
2/20/1992 C014 PANEL OK'S VIDEO LOTTERY BILLS
2/23/1992 F015 VIDEO LOTTERY LICENSE FEE OF $50
2/25/1992 C033 PANEL ADDS VIDEO LOTTERY FUNDS TO BUDGET
2/26/1992 A012 VOTERS SPLIT OVER VIDEO LOTTERY FATE
2/27/1992 C031 WOMAN FILES NOTICE FOR LOTTERY REPEAL
3/06/1992 C031 MAN GETS 75 DAYS FOR STEALING FROM BAR
3/08/1992 F031 POWERBALL SHOULD ATTRACT PLAYERS
3/12/1992 coil LOTTERY SPOKESWOMAN WILL LEAVE HER JOB
3/20/1992 C016 VIDEO LOTTERY BAN UPSETS IOWA TAVERNS
3/22/1992 FOll LAWMAKERS TO STUDY SD VIDEO LOTTERY
3/24/1992 A081 EMF EMISSIONS REPORT TO BE MADE AVAILABLE (L)
3/29/1992 A115 VOTERS CAN TAKE LOTTERY ISSUE INTO OWN HANDS (L)
4/08/1992 A105 JOBS OF MANY DEPEND ON VIDEO LOTTERY INCOME (L)
4/12/1992 D012 ANTI-VIDEO LOTTERY PETITION DRIVES IN FINAL PUSH
4/13/1992 B023 SD PREPARES FOR POWERBALL
4/15/1992 C021 OHIO MAN CHARGED IN LOTTERY MACHINE CASE
4/17/1992 A104 VIDEO LOTTERY DEFENSE DOESN'T MAKE SENSE (L)
4/20/1992 B012 KNEW LOTTERY GAME GETS ROLLING
4/23/1992 coil LOTTERY STUDY GROUP TO CONVENE FRIDAY
4/25/1992 A014 KELO'S LOTTERY FILES SOUGHT
4/27/1992 C015 GROWTH IN LOTTERY LICENSES REPORTED
4/30/1992 C021 2 PLEAD NOT GUILTY TO CHEATING LOTTERY
5/06/1992 A012 20,000 SIGNATURES SUPPORT REPEAL
5/09/1992 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
5/10/1992 F021 FEE SET ON SPEARFISH LOTTERY MACHINES
5/14/1992 C012 TAX, LOTTERY MEASURES MAKE BALLOT
5/15/1992 A012 EAGER TO COLLECT SHARE OF LOTTERY REVENUE
5/19/1992 C015 COMMISSIONERS OK ADDITIONAL VIDEO LOTTERY TAX
5/20/1992 A012 VIDEO LOTTERY AT PEAK--OFFICIAL
5/20/1992 AlOl TAX ON VIDEO LOTTERY ENTIRELY APPROPRIATE (ED)
5/23/1992 A045 LOTTERY OPPONENT THANKS SUPPORTERS (L)
5/24/1992 A012 DAVID-GOLIATH FIGHT LOOMS OVERS LOTTERY VOTE
5/24/1992 A096 STAAB SHOULDN'T VOTE ON VIDEO LOTTERY (L)
5/28/1992 BOll SIX RESIDENTS ATTEND ANTI-LOTTERY MEETING
5/28/1992 B012 KELO LOTTERY FILES TO BE SUBPOENAED
5/29/1992 C012 VIDEO GAMING OPPONENT CARRIES GRUDGE
6/01/1992 C021 NEW VIDEO LOTTERY GAMES CONSIDERED
6/03/1992 AlOl GOVERNMENT SHOULD DO OWN DIRTY WORK (ED)
6/05/1992 C012 LOTTERY OFFICIALS WAITING FOR POWERBALL WINNER
6/06/1992 A012 POWERBALL WINNERS HAVING FUN WITH $100,000 PRIZE
6/07/1992 A114 DAVID AND GOLIATH WAS AN APT ANALOGY (L)
6/09/1992 C023 kcHECK MATES
6/10/1992 A012 VIDEO LOTTERY THREATENS TRACK BETTING
6/17/1992 coil VIDEO LOTTERY PANEL TAKING TESTIMONY
6/18/1992 C015 LOTTERY SECURITY EFFECTIVE--LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE
6/25/1992 D06I LOTTERY TERMINAL MAKER BUYS FIRM
6/26/1992 A012 CASINOES MUST REPORT $600 WINS
7/02/1992 C0I6 CASINOS, PLAYERS WANT WORD ON IRS RULE
7/09/1992 A015 LOTTERY WAGERS ON TARGET
7/I0/I992 C0I2 'SQUEAKY CLEAN' REPORT PLEASES LOTTERY CHIEF
7/11/1992 C021 BROOKINGS AIMS TO CURB LOTTERY GROWTH
7/I1/I992 C022 BROOKINGS AIMS TO CURB LOTTERY GROWTH
7/14/1992 C012 PRO-LOTTERY AD TO BEGIN AIRING TODAY
7/14/1992 C025 STATE'S TAKE FROM GAMING--$73 MILLION
7/I6/I992 A103 LOTTERY INCOME USED ON STATE, LOCAL LEVEL (L)
7/19/1992 FOll JOY WON'T ADVERTISE ANTI-LOTTERY CAMPAIGN
7/20/1992 A013 THE LURE OF VIDEO LOTTERY
7/27/1992 A083 SLICK ADS MAKE VIDEO LOTTERY SOUND OK (L)
8/01/1992 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
8/14/1992 B013 VIDEO LOTTERY PETITIONS FILED
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8/14/1992 B014 PUBLIC TELEVISION TO AIR DEBATE OCTOBER 28
8/16/1992 A072 SPORTS, CASINO BETS DON'T HELP STATE TAXES (L)
8/22/1992 A064 VIDEO LOTTERY REACHES BEYOND 2,500 JOBS (L)
8/23/1992 A092 VIDEO LOTTERY ADS DECEIVING THE PUBLIC CD
8/30/1992 F012 LOTTERY REPEAL LEAFLET BLASTED
8/31/1992 A021 *VIDEO LOTTERY INCREASES BAIL BONDS BUSINESS
8/31/1992 A061 LOTTERY ADS MISS STORY CBROOKINGS REGISTER)
8/31/1992 A063 LOTTERY MATHEMATICS EQUALS $4 23 AN HOUR CD
9/06/1992 F012 VIDEO LOTTERY FOE BLASTS TV ADS
9/07/1992 A091 SD VOTERS SHOULD BAN VIDEO LOTTERY (L)
9/08/1992 A063 PLAYING VIDEO LOTTERY IS A MATTER OF CHOICE (L)
9/08/1992 A063 VOTERS SHOULD REPEAL STATE'S VIDEO LOTTERY (L)
9/09/1992 A102 DOESN'T HELP FARMERS, ELDERLY, KIDS (L)
9/09/1992 B015 LOTTERY TELLS SAD TALE--BUSINESSMAN
9/10/1992 B015 OPPONENT SAYS BARS FLOATING LOANS
9/11/1992 A012 WHS GRAD UNAWARE OF MILLIONAIRE STATUS
9/15/1992 B015 VIDEO LOTTERY FOES SPAR OVER BALLOT ISSUE
9/17/1992 A012 COURT HALTS TAX REBATE PLAN
9/19/1992 C015 LOTTERY COMMISSION DISPUTES FOES' CLAIMS
9/19/1992 C016 LOTTERY PETITION DRIVE FALLS SHORT
9/20/1992 C012 *BARKEEPS--LIQUOR LICENSES LOSE VALUE
9/21/1992 A012 LOTTERY LICENSE DEPENDS ON BUILDING WALLS
9/21/1992 A075 VIDEO LOTTERY HURTS MORE THAN IT HELPS CD
9/28/1992 A092 DON'T PATRONIZE 'LOTTERY' ESTABLISHMENTS CD
9/30/1992 BOll LOTTERY SHARE TO STAY AT 35 PERCENT
10/01/1992 B016 LOTTERY TURNS 5 YEARS OLD
10/02/1992 A012 VOTERS FAVOR VIDEO LOTTERY OVER TAX TO FUND STATE
10/02/1992 A021 LOTTERY ADS HURTING FOES, JOY BELIEVES
10/04/1992 F024 SIDES SPAR OVER BALLOT ISSUES
10/05/1992 A084 VIDEO LOTTERY HELPS OTHER BUSINESS CD
10/07/1992 A104 VIDEO LOTTERY GOOD FOR ECONOMY CD
10/09/1992 A104 VIDEO LOTTERY MEASURE WILL ELIMINATE JOBS CD
10/11/1992 A103 VIDEO LOTTERY MONEY HELPS MANY IN STATE CD
10/11/1992 A105 VIDEO LOTTERY MACHINES ARE CORRUPTING STATE CD
10/12/1992 A095 VIDEO LOTTERY BAN IS NOT NECESSARY CD
10/13/1992 A063 VIDEO LOTTERY PROVIDES BOOST TO EDUCATION CD
10/14/1992 A105 VIDEO LOTTERY POOR WAY TO EARN STATE REVENUE CD
I0/I4/I992 A106 STATE NEEDS TO KEEP VIDEO LOTTERY CD
10/15/1992 A102 VIDEO LOTTERY HURTS MORE THAN IT HELPS CD
10/15/1992 B012 VIDEO LOTTERY STAKES HIGH ON NOVEMBER 3
10/16/1992 A015 VIDEO LOTTERY CHALLENGED IN LAWSUIT
10/16/1992 A104 VIDEO LOTTERY FUNDS VALUABLE STATE PROGRAMS CD
10/16/1992 B014 LOTTERY FOE TO HELP RALLY
10/17/1992 A013 ^LOTTERY REPEAL THREATENS TOWN'S SUCCESS
10/17/1992 B012 FAMILY TO SHARE LOTTERY WINNINGS
10/17/1992 B015 36VIDEO LOTTERY FACTS
10/18/1992 A103 SLICK AD CAMPAIGN SELLING VIDEO LOTTERY CD
10/18/1992 Alll *TAXES WILL INCREASE IF VIDEO LOTTERY IS ELIMINATED
10/18/1992 Alll *VIDEO POKER RUINING LIVES, REPUTATION OF SD
10/18/1992 Alll LETTER WRITERS CITE CONCERNS, BENEFITS OF LOTTERY
10/18/1992 FOll RALLY ON LOTTERY VOTE TO TAKE PLACE TODAY
10/19/1992 B012 seVIDEO LOTTERY HARMFUL, FOES SAY
10/20/1992 BOll HOROSCOPE GUIDES POWERBALL WINNER
10/22/1992 A083 *PUBLIC OPINIONS--THE STATE'S VIDEO LOTTERY
10/23/1992 A103 TAXES WILL BE PLENTY IF VIDEO LOTTERY BANNED CD
10/26/1992 A091 NO REASON TO REJECT VIDEO LOTTERY CD
10/28/1992 A012 *VIDEO LOTTERY LOSING SUPPORT
10/29/1992 A012 VIDEO LOTTERY BACKERS OUTSPEND GROUPS SUPPORTING
10/30/1992 AlOl KEEP LOTTERY, BUT REGULATE IT BETTER CED)
10/30/1992 A103 VIDEO LOTTERY ANOTHER PATCH ON TAX TIRE CD
10/30/1992 A105 REPEALING VIDEO LOTTERY WILL MEAN TAX INCREASE CD
10/30/1992 A105 LOTTERY SUCKS MONEY FROM EACH COUNTY CD
11/01/1992 A116 VIDEO LOTTERY FOES IMPOSE THEIR VALUES CD
11/01/1992 GOll ^LOTTERY VOTE--IF YOU DON'T PLAY, IT'S HARD TO SAY
11/05/1992 B026 NEW LEGISLATOR PUSHING 50 PERCENT LOTTERY PIECE
11/07/1992 B012 HIGH COURT WON'T HALT VIDEO LOTTERY
11/08/1992 C022 *VIDEO GAMBLER BATTLES DEBTS
11/11/1992 B012 VIDEO LOTTERY FOE BLAMES GOVERNMENT
11/15/1992 A081 LOTTERY SAFE, BUT NOT UNDER CONTROL CED)
11/22/1992 A082 RAISE THE STATE'S SHARE OF VIDEO CHURON PLAINSMAN)
11/22/1992 A095 LOTTERY TO STAY, BUT WHAT ABOUT ADDICTS CD
11/23/1992 B012 LOTTERY GROUP SPARS OVER NEW GAMES
11/25/1992 A081 EXPANDING LOTTERY WOULD BE MISTAKE CED)
11/25/1992 A086 JOY'S REMARKS WON'T WIN SUPPORT CD
12/02/1992 B014 WEEKLY LOTTERY SPENDNG 3RD IN NATION
12/03/1992 A081 LOTTERY OPERATORS WANT SUPPORTER INPUT CD
12/09/1992 B012 LOTTERY MIX-UP KILLED MAN--LAWSUIT
12/11/1992 A012 LOTTERY PANEL OK'S NICKEL MACHINES
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LOTTERY
LOTTMAN CHERYL
LOTTO
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/12/1992 D013 VIDEO LOTTERY HEATS GAMBLING HOT LINE
12/12/1992 D024 LOTTERY PANEL TRIES TO PEG 'BAR'
12/12/1992 D024 SCRATCH-TICKET LOTTERY LOSERS CAN WIN MOVIES
12/23/1992 DOll ELECTING A NEW CHAIRMAN
4/08/1984 C071 LOTTMAN'S 680 IS RECORD
1/17/1990 C015 SPONSER OF LOTTO BILL SEES CHANCE
3/03/1990 C012 MICKELSON SIGNS LOTTO, PRISON BILLS
3/05/1990 B015 ODDS FAVORABLE TO JOIN LOTTO AMERICA
3/15/1990 A081 ^PUBLIC 0P1N10NS--BUY LOTTO TICKETS
3/22/1990 C012 $400,000 RESERVE REQUIRED FOR LOTTO
4/06/1990 AOll STATE TO JOIN LOTTO AMERICA
7/03/1990 C016 COMPUTER BID MEANS EARLY LOTTO
8/17/1990 coil WISCONSIN COUPLE WINS $21 MILLION
8/17/1990 coil 241 SITES TO SELL LOTTO AMERICA TICKETS
9/05/1990 A016 PANEL OK'S LOTTO AMERICA RULES FOR SD
9/15/1990 coil LOTTO AMERICA GUIDE TO BE AT MALL TODAY
9/15/1990 C033 ^TRAVELING TEACHER KNOWS THE RULES
9/17/1990 A051 XLOTTO AMERICA
9/22/1990 coil SD TV WILL TELECAST LOTTO DRAWINGS
9/24/1990 A081 STATE SHOULD NOT PROMOTE LOTTO
10/05/1990 A081 SEARCH SCRIPTURES, BOYCOTT GAMBLING (L)
10/05/1990 C012 COMPUTER DELAYS LOTTO AMERICA
11/10/1990 C012 LOTTO AMERICA TO START THURSDAY
11/14/1990 A012 3€IT'S A GO FOR LOTTO
11/14/1990 A012 *LARCHWOOD WILL STILL DRAW SD PLAYERS
11/14/1990 A013 *THE LOTTO DOLLAR
11/15/1990 AlOl ^PUBLIC OPINIONS--LOTTO AMERICA
11/16/1990 C014 LOTTO AMERICA OFF TO FLYING START
11/19/1990 BOll LOTTO AMERICA POT GROWS TO $7 MILLION
11/20/1990 coil IOWA FAMILY CLAIMS $7 MILLION JACKPOT
11/22/1990 C031 LOTTO AMERICA SALES DOUBLE PROJECTED TALLY
11/23/1990 coil 2 WINNERS WILL SPLIT $7 8 MILLION JACKPOT
11/27/1990 C041 LOTTO AMERICA OFF TO FLYING START
11/29/1990 C012 DELAWARE JOINS LOTTO AMERICA
12/05/1990 coil LOTTO AMERICA SALES BREAK $500,000 MARK
12/14/1990 coil LOTTO AMERICA POT GROWS TO $8 MILLION
12/15/1990 C034 3 MEN ARRESTED IN LOTTO MACHINE SCAM
12/19/1990 C033 FIRST-MONTH LOTTO AMERICA SALES HIT $809,671
1/04/1991 A012 *CITY MAN HITS JACKPOT
2/18/1991 coil LOTTO AMERICA JACKPOT UNCRACKED
3/26/1991 C031 SALES SLOW, STATE OFFICIAL SAYS
4/08/1991 AOll LUCKY LOTTO TICKET WAS BOUGHT IN SD
4/09/1991 A012 STATE WOMAN WINS LOTTO POT
4/10/1991 A015 *SD COUPLE PLANS TO LIVE DREAM WITH WINNINGS
4/12/1991 A012 9CST0RE STAKES CLAIM ON WINNINGS
4/13/1991 A012 36LOTTO DISPUTE GOES TO COURT
4/14/1991 A012 LOTTO UPROAR--DALLAS IN TURMOIL
4/17/1991 C012 KLOTTO TICKET FIGHT ENTERS COURT FRIDAY
4/19/1991 C032 LOTTO CHALLENGE IS FIRST FOR LOTTO AMERICA
4/20/1991 A012 KJUDGE OK'S LOTTO CHECK
4/23/1991 A012 COURT FREEZES LOTTO WINNINGS
4/25/1991 AlOl KPUBLIC OPINIONS ABOUT THE LOTTO AMERICA DISPUTE
4/27/1991 A012 3RD PARTY JOINS LOTTO FIGHT
4/27/1991 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
4/28/1991 A013 *A LOTTO TALK IN A LITTLE TOWN
4/28/1991 A081 LOTTO RIVALS OUGHT TO STRIKE A DEAL (ED)
4/28/1991 A081 RAPID CITY JOURNAL (ED)
4/30/1991 A016 CLERK--IT'S MY ERROR, MY TICKET
5/02/1991 A012 *COURT HEARS LOTTO CASE TODAY
5/03/1991 A015 KLEIN SCOFFS AT MONTHLY $1,000 OFFER
5/06/1991 A012 KYOU'LL FIND NO ALCOHOL IN FRIDGE
5/07/1991 A012 LOTTO COMPROMISE FAILS ON FIRST ATTEMPT
5/07/1991 C031 *SHIRTS BACK BOTH SIDES IN LOTTO AMERICA LAWSUIT
5/09/1991 A012 *STORE CO-OWNER--I'D HAVE SHARED LOTTO
5/10/1991 A104 LOTTO BANDWAGON LURES MILLIONARE WANNA-BEES (L)
5/10/1991 C015 SEATTLE CASE MIRRORS STATE LOTTO SQUABBLE
5/14/1991 A081 CONFUSION IN DALLAS APT FOR LOTTERY RIP-OFF (L)
5/15/1991 A105 PERHAPS TICKET SHOULD BE NULL AND VOID (L)
5/15/1991 coil KLEIN SAYS STORE INELIGIBLE FOR JACKPOT
5/16/1991 A106 NO ONE BETS ON A RACE AFTER IT IS FINISHED (L)
5/21/1991 A083 KLEIN'S LOTTERY TICKET SHOULD BE VOIDED (L)
5/22/1991 C012 ALL SIDES EAGERLY AWAIT LOTTO RULING
5/30/1991 A102 KLEINS, STORE OWNERS DON'T DESERVE TICKET
5/30/1991 C023 CLERK NOT LOTTO TICKET OWNER
6/01/1991 C012 COMPLAINT MAY BRING LOTTERY OFFICE INTO DISPUTE
6/06/1991 A052 TIMELINE IN LOTTO DISPUTE
6/08/1991 A015 KJUDGE ORDERS HALT TO LOTTO PAYMENT
6/11/1991 A012 36SUIT SEEKS TO RETURN LOTTO POT INTO GAME
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LOTTO 6/14/1991 A016
6/15/1991 A081
6/17/1991 A105
6/20/1991 coil
6/25/1991 C014
6/26/1991 C033
7/01/1991 A081
7/09/1991 A012
7/10/1991 A012
7/12/1991 A012
7/12/1991 AlOl
7/15/1991 BOll
7/17/1991 A085
7/22/1991 A051
7/31/1991 A016
7/31/1991 C016
9/10/1991 A015
9/24/1991 C012
9/25/1991 A012
10/05/1991 C012
11/15/1991 C014
11/16/1991 BOll
11/21/1991 C012
11/23/1991 A012
1/22/1992 A012
3/12/1992 coil
4/04/1992 C012
4/23/1992 C012
5/07/1992 C012
9/08/1992 B032
10/09/1992 B022
10/10/1992 B025
10/12/1992 BOll
10/15/1992 B012
10/16/1992 B012
10/24/1992 BOll
12/25/1992 BOll
12/30/1992 BOll
LOTTO AMERICA
LOTZA BARBARA 5/19/1990 coil
LOUDER COREY 12/25/1990 D061
LOUDNER DONALD 10/18/1992 Foil
LOUIE ANGIE 10/11/1988 B013
LOUIE MAY 4/26/1986 A012
LOUIS ADRIAN 3/21/1989 A052
5/13/1991 A103
8/03/1992 A081
LOUNSBERRY ROBERT 10/08/1985 AlOl
LOUPE CYRIL 5/02/1982 C081
LOUSTSEN'^DAVE 11/07/1986 coil
LOUT CAL 1/30/1992 B062
LOVE 2/14/1988 Foil
2/15/1992 A071
LOVE BRYAN 12/05/1990 C034
LOVE SUSAN 10/03/1991 A012
LOVEJOY JIMMY 3/04/1984 C051
LOVEJOY MARCIA 1/06/1982 DOll
LOVELAND DALE 2/07/1983 A071
LOVELL JAMES 4/07/1983 C012
LOVETT STEVE 2/10/1992 A051
3/30/1992 A051
LOVING GARY 10/30/1988 A141
7/28/1990 C012
LOVINS RONALD 8/17/1985 A081
LOVRIEN LARRY 11/10/1990 C016
LOVRO MARV 6/03/1984 B073
LOW INCOME ENERGY
LOWARY HARVEY 9/27/1992 F021
LOWE BRAD 9/16/1992 B025
LOWE DOUG 1/20/1989 C012
LOWE JIM 10/02/1990 B066
LOWE JULIE 12/10/1987 A015
12/12/1987 A015
12/19/1987 C015
12/26/1987 C016
7/03/1988 A061
9/28/1988 A015
11/03/1988 BOll
A DEAL
2 TICKETS CAN CLAIM LOTTO AMERICA POT
(ED)
SEE LOTTO
A SUCCESS
LOUIE BREEZES TO TENNIS TITLE
CP DOESN'T REPLACE FAMILY'S LOS
A 'FIRE WATER WORLD'
A PASSION
I'T HIDE FROM PAST
XLOVRO'S DRAG-RACING CAREER
SEE ENERGY
*'FOXY' GOT THE PREDATORS BEFORE THEY GOT THE PREY
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LOWE JULIE
LOWE RICHARD
LOWELL GERTRUDE
LOWER BRULE SD
LOWER BRULE SIOUX
LOWERY JOSEPH
LOWMAN CRAIG
LOWRIE PAUL
LOYALTON SD
LOYALTY
LOYALTY DAY
LT GOVERNOR
LUBECK THOMAS
LUCAS KATHY
LUCE HERMAN
LUCE JIM
LUCE MIKE
LUCKY CHARMS
LUDEMAN CAL
LUDEMAN CARMITA
LUDEN CHUCK
LUDLOW CAVE
LUDLOW JAMES
LUDWIG RANDY
LUDWIG RANDY & DEA
LUDWIG SHAYNE
LUEBBERT DAVE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/20/1988 C016 ^TRANSPLANT PATIENT WANTS TO CHANGE HOSPITAL PROGRAM
12/21/1988 CG12 COUNTY'S AID TO LOWE FALLS SHORT
12/22/1988 CG16 SEEKING A DECISION
l/l<t/1989 AG16 KLOWE DIES
1/17/1989 CG15 A FAREWELL TO JULIE
lG/13/1992 BG12 KASK THE CANDIDATES
12/14/1992 BG12 ^CHRISTMAS QUILT GIFTS TO NEEDY PUT COUPLE IN SPIRIT
8/3G/1987 BG13 ^LANDOWNERS FIGHT NEW HUNTING FEES
8/3G/1987 BG71 WILDLIFE DRAWS HUNTERS TO LOWER BRULE
SEE ALSO INDIAN RESERVATION. INDIANS-SD
lG/19/1989 DG62 INDIANS, THERMOSET TRAVEL TOGETHER
7/G1/199G CG31 MITCHELL, RESERVATION TO BECOME SISTER CITIES
8/18/199G CG21 RESERVATION VOTERS PICK TRIBAL CANDIDATES
6/25/1991 AG12 MICKELSON AGREES TO LOWER BRULE CASINO
7/G9/1991 CG33 SIOUX TRIBE PEGS AWAY AT CASINO PLAN
8/25/1991 EG32 LANDOWNERS WANT FISHING PLAN SCRAPPED
9/I5/I99I EG31 TRIBE WANTS PACT WITH STATE TO STAND
9/27/I99I CG32 TRIBE, STATE NEGOTIATE HUNTING, FISHING RIGHTS
1G/25/I991 CG35 LOWER BRULE TRIBE SUES STATE OVER RIGHTS
11/G6/1991 CG15 CASINO WILL BRING JOBS, LEADER SAYS
ll/lG/1991 AAGl ^GAMBLING FEVER SPREADS ACROSS MIDWEST
11/23/1991 CG15 LOWER BRULE PLAN MEETS RESISTENCE
12/G9/1991 CGll SCHIEFFER WELCOMED BY TRIBE OFFICIAL
12/13/1991 CG12 ELDERLY REFUSE TO LEAVE PROPOSED SITE
12/14/1991 CG15 TRIBAL POLICE RAID, ARREST PROTESTERS
12/18/1991 CG32 STATE MUST OK CASINO MOVE
12/23/1991 CG31 LOWER BRULE CASINO PLANS REMAIN INTACT
1/16/1992 CGll LOWER BRULE AMENDMENT CHANGES CASINO LOCATION
2/26/1992 DG61 CASINO TO OPEN ON RESERVATION
4/1G/1992 AGI2 *LOWER BRULE WANTS NUKE SITE STUDY
4/2G/1992 AlGl KEEP NUKE WASTE OUT OF RESERVATION (ED)
4/2G/1992 BG22 TRIBE STILL DIVIDED OVER CASINO
5/G2/1992 CG12 SLOWER BRULE NUKE STUDY MEETS PROTEST
7/26/1992 DG21 TRIBAL CHAIRMAN VOTE IS A THREE-WAY RACE
8/13/1992 BG21 JANDREAU, ESTES WIN ELECTION PRIMARY
12/G7/1992 BG22 LOWER BRULE HITS EMPLOYMENT JACKPOT WITH CASINO
I/2G/1989 CG25 KING DESERVES MORE THAN WORKING HOLIDAY
6/17/1984 DGll 5fTHE JOY OF FATHERHOOD
8/15/1989 BG62 ^CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD GAME
11/17/1992 DG23 5fYANKT0N NATIVE, STANGLAND PUBLISH BOOKS
5/21/1982 AG12 3€5 RESIDENTS TO VOTE ON TOWN'S FUTURE
5/26/1982 CGll LOYALTON NO LONGER SD TOWN
9/2G/1989 CG14 KLOYALTON LOYAL TO BUSH'S TREE PLAN
1G/G8/1989 EG12 ^'OFFICIAL' ITEMS BRING UNEVEN SALES
4/29/1984 AG13 *A LOYAL WATCHER
6/G9/1984 BG23 SF LEADERS IGNORE LOYALTY OATHS (L)
6/13/1984 DGll CITY WILL TAKE PART IN PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE DAY
2/18/1987 BG41 HOUSE OK'S STATE PLEDGE
2/24/1987 CG16 SENATE PANEL OK'S STATE PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
2/25/1987 AG61 COME ON, ENOUGH IS ENOUGH (ED)
2/26/1987 A121 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS ON A PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
4/G5/1982 CG23 SHOW YOUR PRIDE MAY 1-OBSERVE LOYALTY DAY (L)
4/29/1982 DG31 LOYALTY DAY TO BE CELEBRATED
5/26/1982 CG24 LAW DAY, LOYALTY DAY ORIGINS EXPLAINED (L)
5/G4/1986 DGll ^PAGEANT WAS A CHALLENGE
5/1G/1986 AG91 REPORTER, PHOTOGRAPHER THANKED (L)
5/I5/I986 A121 PHOTOGRAPHS IGNORE OTHER SPECIAL QUEEN (L)
4/23/1989 AlGl NATION CAN'T SURVIVE WITHOUT CITIZEN LOYALTY (L)
5/G3/199G CG23 LOYALTY DAY ACTIVITIES ARE SET FOR SATURDAY
SEE GOVERNORS LIEUTENANT
4/1G/1989 BGll SIOUX FALLS TEACHER RECEIVES STATE HONOR
3/18/1992 DG8I KPUC HIRES NEW CONSUMER ADVOCATE
3/G9/1982 AG62 LUCE CABIN INFORMATION SOUGHT
7/25/1982 CG12 ATHLETES TOP PRIORITY FOR WASHINGTON'S LUCE
3/26/1987 CGll 5eP0ISE KEY QUALITY OF LUCE'S
9/G3/1986 BG15 KSF COUPLE AS TYPICAL MIDDLE AMERICANS
2/13/1987 AG62 56CLOTHES, TRINKETS BRING GOOD FORTUNE
6/25/1986 BG13 LUDEMAN MAKES CAMPAIGN SWING
4/26/1987 CC21 ^CONSULTANT A SPECIAL PIONEER
2/28/1991 BG12 *VERSES WITH A VIEW
2/G6/1984 BG31 KCAVE OFFERS LOOK INTO INDIAN CULTURE
11/24/1992 BGIl MURDER SUSPECT HELD IN ABERDEEN JAIL
11/26/1992 CGll MAN CHARGED IN MURDER TAKEN BACK TO KANSAS
7/3G/199G CG14 KPLUM OF THE SHOW
7/24/1992 BG22 KCANTON GEARING UP FOR CAR SHOW
7/26/199G CG33 KCARS KEEP COUPLE'S MOTOR RUNNING
2/25/1991 CG12 *LUDWIG RAN TOWARD HIS 112 DREAM
12/G4/1986 BG45 J6LUEBBERT LEADS UNTESTED WARRIORS
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LUEDKE SPENCER
LUFKINS DENNIS
LUISI JOHN
LUITJENS LANCE
LUITJENS LARRY
LUJAN MAUAL
LUKE CHARLES
LUKE VERNE
LUKE VERNE 8 DONNA
LUKE WENDELL 8 MAR
LUKKES LENNY
LUKNIC ARNOLD
LUKOSCH TILLMANN
LUMBER
LUNA GEORGE
LUNAR ECLIPSE
LUNCH
LUND DENNY
LUND DENNY 8 JUDY
LUND DOUG
LUND HAROLD
LUND JAY
LUND PERRY
LUND THERESA
LUNDBERG GEORGE
LUNDBERG JOHN
LUNDBERG JON
LUNDBERG KAY
LUNDBORG JOHN
LUNDE AMBUR
LUNDE DONALD
LUNDELL MFG CO
LUNDER LAFE
LUNDERMAN ALEX
LUNDGREN KARL
LUNDQUIST MARGE
LUNDQUIST PHIL
LUNDSTROM LOWELL
LUNDY LAUREL
LUNG ASSOCIATION
DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/08/1986 CD23 CREDIT UNION PRESIDENT INVESTIGATED
8/09/1986 C035 BLACK HILLS CREDIT UNION BOSS FIRED
3/07/1991 C035 NEW TRIAL OR RELEASE FOR LIFE-TERM INMATE
3/2A/1988 coil 5«LUISI TO JOIN HOUSE DISTRICT 11 RACE
3/17/1992 B0'i3 ^LUITJENS* LAST STAND LEADS CUSTER
3/09/1991 B031 FATHERS, SONS WORK TOGETHER
12/28/1992 C051 FAMILY TAKES PRIORITY FOR CUSTER COACH
6/28/1992 D022 LUJAN--KEEP TRIBAL CONTROL OF GAMBLING
10/26/1983 A012 CITIBANK EXECUTIVE TO HEAD DAKOTA STATE
12/12/1983 C032 *DAKOTA STATE TO OFFER COMPUTER TRAINING
1/14/1984 BOll LUKE--COLLEGE PLAN READY SOON
3/22/1984 C013 3CDAK0TA STATE WILL CONTINUE TEACHER TRAINING
6/21/1984 coil PRESIDENT OF DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE RESIGNS
8/09/1983 BOll TO LEAD BASEBALL STADIUM RESTORATION PROJECT
8/22/1992 A072 5CFREE WHEELIN'
8/05/1990 E012 ^PROGRAM PROMOTES INDIAN-OWNED VENTURES
12/25/1987 B021 ^FORD LTD FOR SD SANTA CLAUS
12/01/1989 C012 KTHE ART OF REVOLUTION
3/07/1990 D082 PROF SEEKS CZECH CONNECTION FOR SD
5/24/1985 BOll 3€WEST GERMAN FINDS SUCCESS AT CENTERVILLE
4/13/1982 B041 BLACK HILLS LOGGERS THREATEN TO QUIT
4/19/1982 C041 BLACK HILLS LOGGERS ACCEPT PAY CUT
6/20/1982 B041 LUMBER COMPANY CUTS INVENTORY
9/19/1982 C041 HILLS LUMBER MILL TO START UP AGAIN
1/01/1987 B035 WOOD PRODUCTS FIRM FOR BLACK HILLS
2/14/1990 D102 ^LUMBERMEN SEE GOOD YEAR
4/01/1990 E012 KLUMBERYARDS BUILDING STOCK
4/21/1992 A063 CANADIAN LUMBER TARIFFS WILL SEND PRICES HIGHER (L)
5/26/1992 A061 ENVIRONMENTALISTS KNOW LITTLE ABOUT TOPIC (L)
6/09/1992 A012 ^LOGGING IS GOLD TO BLACK HILLS
6/09/1992 A041 KNEW TECHNOLOGY AIDS INDUSTRY
6/09/1992 A044 ^ENVIRONMENTALIST TURNED LOGGER SAYS BALANCE IS MET
5/15/1984 C042 100 PEOPLE MAY TESTIFY IN LUNA TRIAL
5/22/1984 C041 JUDGE DENIES MISTRIAL REQUEST IN LUNA TRIAL
8/16/1989 A012 KA PERFECT RIGHT FOR THE 'MOON STRUCK'
8/17/1989 A012 KECLIPSE SPACES OUT SIOUX FALLS STARGAZERS
8/27/1986 C012 KPACK SOME PUNCH INTO LUNCH
9/28/1988 D082 KFEASTING ON BUSINESS LUNCH
4/15/1992 C015 STATE'S LLAMAS DRAFTED IN FORCE FOR EARTH WEEK
12/10/1990 C033 KCOUPLE HAS LARGEST HERD IN STATE
3/12/1989 F012 KNEWS TEAMS STRESS LOOKS, PERSONALITY
8/10/1989 A021 KELO TO MOVE DOUG LUND
3/07/1990 C032 FORMER ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL LUND DEAD
6/28/1985 coil KSMOOTH-TALKING TEENS WIN NATIONAL AWARDS
10/27/1982 A014 KMOM'S GLAD HE DIDN'T GO TO SCHOOL
5/01/1985 A082 KTHE MEANING OF HOLIDAYS
3/30/1986 coil RAVEN MANAGER TO RUN FOR SCHOOL BOARD
7/14/1986 coil NEW MEMBER ON BOARD MEANS BUSINESS
11/18/1986 C021 BOARD MEMBER DOING WELL AFTER SURGERY
11/02/1987 A016 KHARMONY TYPIFIES SCHOOL BOARD
4/11/1989 AG15 KLUNDBERG WON'T RUN AGAIN
7/13/1989 A083 QUALITY PAIR SERVED WELL (L)
6/13/1982 B034 KWRESTLER LUNDBERG SHOOTS FOR '84 OLYMPICS
1/21/1985 C052 KONE MISSION LEFT FOR LUNDBERG
11/15/1988 coil SCHOOL GROUPS NAME FRIEND OF EDUCATION
5/16/1991 coil MAN IS SENTENCED IN SEX WITH MINOR
1/16/1985 BOll KFAMILY CENTERS LIFE AROUND DAUGHTER
12/31/1983 B021 KHOPE, CARING, JOY, LOVE DOMINATE
6/21/1990 C036 COMPANY TO BUILD RECYCLING FACILITIES
6/07/1982 BOll K70-YEAR-OLD MAY QUIT LEGISLATIVE CAMPAIGNS
10/25/1986 C021 TRIBAL LEADER GLAD FOR EXTRA TWO YEARS
12/16/1987 B012 KTRIBAL CHAIRMAN FIGHTS BILL
8/21/1989 B012 KTRIBE CHAIRMAN WISHES FOR UNITY
10/28/1989 C012 KMORAN UNSEATS LUNDERMAN--ROSEBUD TRIBE
11/08/1989 C062 OUTGOING SIOUX CHAIRMAN WILL CONTINUE IN POLITICS
10/26/1991 C015 NEW ROSEBUD CHAIRMAN WANTS MORE BUSINESS
5/01/1988 E016 KFARM MANAGERS AID NOVICE OWNERS
5/10/1989 B012 KKEEPING THE KIDS HEALTHY
12/25/1983 coil KSD MEDICAL TEAM BRINGS BETTER VISION
4/04/1982 DOll KLUNDSTROM FAMILY SUCCESSFUL IN TV MINISTRY
3/26/1987 A014 KMEDIA WANT TO DISCREDIT TV MINISTRY
8/10/1989 A016 KPREACHER WILL SKIP BIKE RALLY
11/17/1992 B022 KCOMMUTERS BRAVE 1-29 SEASONS
3/03/1982 D064 STUDENTS RECOGNIZED
11/02/1982 A114 LUNG ASSOCIATION ELECTS OFFICERS
11/03/1982 D034 LUNG ASSOCIATION HONORS KOPLOW
3/28/1983 A075 LUNG ASSOCIATION OFFERS EDUCATION
4/09/1983 A094 DANCE-A-THON MAKES §1,730 CD
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LUNG ASSOCIATION
LUNG DISEASE
LUNG TRANSPLANT
LUNSKI RAY
LUPIA ARCHY
LUPKES RICH
LUPTON JERRY
LUPUS
LUSCHE NORIS
LUSHBOUGH BRUCE
LUSK JEANNETTE
LUSK ROBERT
LUSSEM HENRY
LUSTIG RICK
LUTEFISK
LUTGENS PAUL
LUTHER BILL
LUTHER JULIE
LUTHER MANOR
LUTHER MARTIN
LUTHER RICHARD
LUTHERAN CHURCH
LUTHERAN HEALTH
LUTHERAN PRESCHOOL
LUTHERAN SOCIAL
LUTHERAN SOCIAL SE
LUTTERMAN DAVID
LUTZ DIANE
LUTZ JENNY
LUTZ WALLY
LUVERNE.MN
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/26/1983 B053 LUNG ASSOCIATION PLANS TREK
5/29/1983 D131 LUNG ASSOCIATION SPONSORS TREKS TO RAISE MONEY
10/25/1983 C013 OFFICER SAYS POT IS NEXT TARGET
10/26/1983 B05A 3€AUSTAD GETS ASSOCIATION AWARD
3/05/198A A071 36AEROBIC DANCE-A-THON IN O'GORMAN
3/10/198A C022 CITY THANKED FOR SUPPORT CD
9/08/198A A093 3-DAY BIKE TREK WAS SUCCESS
5/17/1986 A09A BIKE TRACK HELPS LUNG ASSOCIATION (L)
7/21/1986 B015 LUNG ASSOCIATION PLANS 100-MILE BIKE TREK
8/08/1986 coil LUNG ASSOCIATION BIKE TREK RAISES §A,500
10/2A/1986 C023 LUNG GROUP PAYS FOR STUDY OF SD FARMERS
11/09/1986 coil FATHER, SON HEAD LUNG GROUP DRIVE
2/1A/1987 A095 LUNG GROUP APPRECIATES SUPPORT CD
3/09/1987 B021 LUNG GROUPS TO HAVE CYCLING EVENTS IN TANDEM
5/18/1987 A095 BIKE TREK BENEFIT RAISES $32,000
5/23/1987 A071 $2,750 RAISED FOR LUNG ASSOCIATION CD
5/24/1987 C014 LONG-DISTANCE TO AID LUNG GROUP
8/13/1987 coil CYCLISTS RAISE $5,000 GIFT
11/30/1987 BOll LUNG ASSOCIATION CONDUCTS SURVEY
1/23/1988 A095 POLLHOUSE BUILT FOR ASTHMA CAMP CD
4/16/1988 A073 BIKE-A-THON WAS SUCCESSFUL CD
4/29/1988 coil BICYCLIST SEEKS PLEDGES FOR TREK
6/04/1988 A092 BICYCLERS RAISE MORE THAN $47,000 CD
4/02/1989 C044 TREK TO WYOMING AIDS LUNG ASSOCIATION
10/10/1989 A072 LUNG ASSOCIATION PROMOTIONS
6/24/1990 coil JULY 5 DECLARED NONDEPENDENCE DAY
4/22/1991 C012 5CTREK ORGANIZER HOPES FOR FAIR WEATHER
10/25/1988 C025 MITCHELL WOMAN ON LUNG TRANSPLANT LIST
1/12/1991 coil EX-EMPLOYEE SUING TOSHIBA OVER DISEASE
'9/23/1992 BOll JUDGE THROWS OUT LUNG-DISEASE SUIT
8/27/1992 B021 FUND-RAISERS PLANNED FOR LUNG TRANSPLANT
11/11/1992 B012 KLUNG TRANSPLANT IS STEP CLOSER
4/20/1989 C012 EX-EMPLOYEE SUES SCHOOL DISTRICT
6/07/1989 C015 JANITOR REACHES SETTLEMENT WITH SCHOOL DISTRICT
9/14/1990 C033 PRESIDENTS HELP OLD BRICK FIND NEW USE
1/23/1989 C013 PMINNESOTAN STRONG-ARMS WAY TO WORLD TITLE
3/25/1992 AOll THREE ARRESTED ON CHARGES OF RAPING CHILDREN
5/13/1991 A072 PLUPUS SUPPORT GROUP BEGINS IN CITY
11/30/1989 coil KIWANIS PRESIDENT WILL SPEAK IN HURON
8/05/1984 F013 PENJOYS FAMILY PART OF FAMILY DOCTORING
4/10/1991 C012 SUIT CLAIMS DOCTORS BOTCHED BIRTH
4/26/1989 coil NEWSPAPER GROUP TO HONOR DAKOTANS
9/23/1990 E016 PLUSK GETS STATE HONOR
10/05/1991 C012 PSPIRITED HURON WOMAN IS LEADER
7/26/1992 A071 PHURON WOMAN REMEMBERS BUFFALO SOLDIER GATHERING
5/01/1988 N031 CSEC CO PNEWSMAN WORKED TO QUENCH STATE'S THIRST
5/04/1983 C012 LUSSEM--IF YOU'RE A CRITIC, YOU'RE OUT
2/04/1990 B031 PLUSTIG BACK ON TOP AFTER TRANSPLANT
12/30/1982 D013 PSOGN FAMILY STRIKES GOLD FROM LUTEFISK TALE
12/06/1985 C015,PARTISTS DRAW LUTEFISK
12/04/1991 B015 PSOAKED FISH SMELL BEAUTIFUL TO LOVERS OF TRADITION
9/28/1990 A103 POUSTING INCUMBENTS ONLY WAY
9/01/1989 D013 PLINCOLN LOOKS TO BUILD SUCCESS
10/09/1992 B015 PFOLK ARTIST
8/06/1986 BOll PUNITED FOOD AND COMMERCIAL WORKERS UNION PICKET
8/06/1986 B031 WORKERS PICKET OVER LACK OF PACT
11/10/1983 B012 PINFLUENCING THE WORLD 500 YEARS LATER
11/16/1983 C023 LUTHER CHANGED COURSE OF WORLD HISTORY CD
7/12/1986 B012 VOLKSMARCHING JUST A LOT OF FOLKS ON MOVE
SEE CHURCH LUTHERAN
7/09/1985 A074 LUTHERANS APPOINT DIRECTORS
5/16/1987 C012 PBIG STEP FOR LITTLE PEOPLE
10/24/1984 C061 SF AGENCY IN ANN LANDERS COLUMN
11/28/1991 A012 PPUTTING DOWN NEW ROOTS
8/28/1992 BOll LOCAL AGENCY GETS EDUCATION GRANT
2/12/1985 B025 FARM RALLY ORGANIZER FACES THEFT CHARGES
10/11/1985 C021 FARMER'S SENTENCE DROPPED
3/16/1989 D043 PLUTZ, SDSU DUO NAMED ALL-NCC
10/30/1990 coil SELBY TEEN TO PROVIDE TURKEY FOR WHITE HOUSE
5/27/1985 A012 TAKE TIME TO TELL THEM YOU CARE
7/21/1985 DOll P40TH CLASS REUNION TUGS AT COATTAILS OF THE PAST
8/19/1991 B012 PJOURNALIST HAD PRESENCE ON 'ARGUS' PAGES
10/27/1985 EOll LUVERNE MOTEL CLOSES
6/26/1986 B051 LUVERNE SUMMER FESTIVAL SUNDAY
9/12/1988 A012 LUVERNE TOOTS ITS HORN OVER '88 BAND FESTIVAL
4/07/1989 C012 LUVERNE PICKED FOR VETERANS HOME SITE
3/29/1990 C021 NO CHARGES FILED IN HOLIDAY ACCIDENT
1/29/1991 C033 FUNDS FOR LUVERNE VETS NURSING HOME
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SUBJECT DATE 1PAPER
LUVERNE MN 10/10/1991 B012
6/26/1992 CG24
7/02/1992 C025
7/08/1992 C022
LUX JOE 3/12/1984 B042
LYFORD DOROTHY 9/09/1990 CG33
LYKKEN DAVID 8/31/1990 C031
2/09/1991 C033
1/14/1992 CG35
LYME DISEASE 8/01/1988 AG73
5/14/1989 BG71
4/10/1990 AG52
5/24/1990 BG12
LYMEN COUNTY 1/07/1990 FGll
LYNCH BILL 5/25/1982 BG12
LYNCH JOHN 6/07/1992 CG12
LYNCH MICHAEL 10/17/1982 EGll
LYNCH STEVE 4/03/1983 EGll
LYND J D 7/12/1984 CG36
LYNG RICHARD 1/30/1986 BGll
3/18/1986 CG42
4/23/1986 BG15
6/28/1986 CGll
6/28/1986 CG23
7/01/1986 CGll
7/15/1988 AG12
7/21/1988 AG12
8/27/1988 CG14
LYNGBY JERRY 11/12/1984 BG21
LYNN LORETTA 8/11/1982 CG51
5/02/1988 AG12
LYON HOMER 7/21/1983 BGll
LYON N F 3/01/1984 CG41
4/17/1990 CG25
LYON WINONA 6/01/1988 BG12
LYONS BOB 6/21/1987 DG15
10/17/1990 AG12
LYONS DAN 8/08/1992 AG81
LYONS DAN S DIANE 11/16/1987 AG16
LYONS IMA 9/30/1984 BGll
LYONS JIM 5/17/1989 DG82
1/06/1991 EG12
1/09/1991 AG12
1/09/1991 AG14
2/29/1992 A1G3
9/01/1992 AG63
LYONS PAT 1/31/1988 EG14
LYONS ROBERT 11/13/1988 Alll
LYONS SD 12/12/1987 CG12
3/07/1988 AG14
6/26/1989 AG12
LYONS TERESA 6/24/1986 BGll
LYRAS PANAYIS 4/14/1983 BG12
9/22/1990 AG55
LYTHRUM 6/30/1992 BG13
6/30/1992 BG52
LYTLE BILL 8/21/1988 CG31
LYTLE LARRY 7/01/1982 DG51
M S G OIL 9/G8/199G CG33
MAAG DARRELL 12/1G/1982 AG12
MAAG VINCENT 5/G8/1991 CGll
MAAS CARRIE 8/G6/1991 CG13
MAAS DAVID 2/1G/1983 CGll
MAAS GEORGE 2/27/1985 CG16
2/26/1986 BG31
2/27/1986 CG16
MAAS JERRY 4/G4/1987 AG81
MAAS KEVIN 8/25/199G AG84
MAAS RANDY lG/lG/1987 AG83
11/G4/1988 AG83
6/12/1989 CG12
11/G2/1989 AG82
MAAS RICK 2/G7/1984 CGll
MAAS STEVEN 3/14/1989 AG83
MAASS BERNARD 5/G5/1982 AG12
MABEE LEE 1/G4/1989 CG15
6/G9/1989 CG15
6/3G/199G AG55
*A LITTLE OF EVERYTHING
^HISTORIC HOME RESTORED TO ORIGINAL SPLENDOR
LUVERNE PLANS ANNIVERSARY PARTY
3CNEW LUVERNE NURSING HOME TO SERVE MINN VETERANS
HOT SPRINGS MAYOR SUPRISES PEOPLE
KSIX MURALS TELL FLANDREAU'S STORY
ALCESTER MAN JAILED IN NUISANCE CALLS
VERMILLION MAN GIVEN 227-YEAR TERM
RAPIST'S LAWYER CLAIMS CLIENT DIDN'T GET FAIR TRIAL
5CDISEASE-BEARING TICKS NOW WIDESPREAD
HIDDEN THREAT IN OUTDOORS
^AUTHOR TELLS OF HER LYME DISEASE STRUGGLE
*TICK SEASON IS HERE
36BEATEN TRAILS
END OF SON-WATCHING FOR YANKTON'S LYNCH
good deal
XPORK PRODUCER WON'T LET SOWS BECOME PIGS
^DAKOTA SSL
JOINING BAR'S DISCIPLINARY BOARD
LAWMAKERS DON'T LIKE CHOICE OF LYNG
LYNG PLANS TO PUSH FOR MORE EXPORTS
DASCHLE FOR JOINT MEETING WITH LYNG
LYNG SET TO STUMP FOR ABDNOR
LYNG SET TO DEFEND REAGAN FARM PLAN
SCHEDULE SNAFU PUTS LYNG IN DS NOT SD
LYNG TO VISIT ABERDEEN
^DROUGHT TEAM SURVEYS STATE
IN CONTEMPT IN GRAIN LOAN CASE
KBID SPECIFICATIONS COST TAXPAYERS MONEY
SINGER CITED FOR SD APPEARANCE
KDUO BRINGS A LITTLE COUNTRY TO THE CITY
56PAGERS ARE WORTH IT
REP LYON WILL NOT SEEK RE-ELECTION TO HOUSE
EX-MEADOW LEGISLATOR LYON DIES OF CANCER
LYON HEIR WANTS HISTORIC HOUSE SAVED
^TRAGEDY DREW FATHER, DAUGHTER CLOSER TOGETHER
KBOB'S GRILL STILL COOKING
DAKOTA WINDS CED)
*FAMILY GETS BARGAIN ON BABY NUMBER 12
*LOSS OF LOVED ONES
XHORMEL PACT IS BAD NEWS
XMORRELL UNION CANDIDATES OFFER CONTRASTS IN STYLE
MEATPACKER UNION RE-ELECTS LYONS
BUNION LEADER, JIM LYONS
KUS WORKERS DESERVE SUPPORT
^(LAWMAKERS IGNORE WORKERS' CONCERNS
*SDSU ECONOMIST KICKS AROUND THEORY
KIS A COMMUNITY CENTER NECESSARY
*RAID UNCOVERS DRUG FACTORY IN LYONS
*LYONS BULLISH ON ITS FUTURE
*TOWN KEEPS LYONS' SHARE OF RESIDENTS
*TWO EX-SF WOMEN APPEAR IN FILMS
*IN CaNCERT--SHELDON TO DIRECT
^EXPERIENCE, CULTURE DEFINE PIANIST'S ART
KPOPULAR PURPLE PLANT BANNED IN SD
KLYTHRUM ALTERNATIVES OFFERED
XCLIMATOLOGIST GIVES FINAL WEATHER REPORT
CONSUMER AGENCY PROBES DENTIST'S NUTRITION PRACTICE
COMPANY WON'T APPEAL IN-STORE SECURITY CASE
KMAAG FOUND NOT GUILTY IN SLAYING
XPOST 15 INSTALLS 78TH COMMANDER
DRIVER RUN
WINTER NO LONGER IDLE TIME FOR SD FAMILY
REGENT IS READY TO LEARN
BUSINESSMAN IS NEW REGENT
REGENT IS READY TO LEARN
3CETHAN0L INDUSTRY NEEDS POSITIVE CAMPAIGN
NEW YANKEE STAR HAS SD TIES (L)
HERITAGE, CELEBRATION, LASTING LEGACY
*LET A YEAR OF CELEBRATION BEGIN
*EX-CON JOKE BACKFIRES FOR CENTENNIAL COORDINATOR
^CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION EVOKED PRIDE, INTEREST
3CH0PING TO HIT THE BIG TIME IN BIG-LEAGUES
3CGARY SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS IN REORGANIZATION
HURON MAN FINALLY GETTING MEDAL
DOCTOR HONORED FOR PUBLIC DUTY
BETWEEN OBSTETRICIAN, PANEL
*FAMILY PRACTICE RESIDENTS HONOR INSTRUCTOR
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MABUS JOEL
MAC'S INN
MACARTHUR FELLOW
MACARTHUR KATHY
MACCRATE ROBERT
MACDONALD BETH
MACDONALD JEFFREY
MACDONALD JOHN
MACDONALD PETER
MACH NORBERT
MACHA INEZ
MACHACEK TODD
MACHINERY
MACK LONNIE
MACK SHANE
MACKAY HARVEY
MACKER ART
MACKEY SCOTT
MACKINTOSH DONALD
MACLEAN MIKE
MACLEOD ALAN
MADDEN MIKE
MADDOCK JOHN
MADDOX RANDY
MADER BEV
MADER LYLE
MADETZKE DON & EMI
MADHATTER PUB
MADIGAN EDWARD
MADIGAN JOHN
MADISON FORMATION
MADISON RON
MADISON SD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/31/1992 D016 56STYLE CHANGES HELP MUSICIAN STAY SHARP
l/OA/1983 A015 3«MAC'S INN A SHELTER FOR JOBLESS, DRIFTERS
8/09/1987 COIZ TO REBUILD TRIBAL WAY OF LIFE
4/18/1992 A012 ^SISTERS SHARE SONS' BIRTHDAYS
3/16/1988 BOll 5CABA PRESIDENT TO SPEAK AT BANQUET
3/15/1992 GG12 ^NOVELTY KNITTER EARNS A NATIONAL REPUTATION
12/21/1984 A012'*KILLER TELLS STORY TO O'GORMAN CLASS
6/15/1982 AG71 *DEAN OF MYSTERY WRITERS UNLEASHES T MCGEE
6/21/1989 AG12 WATERTOWN PASTOR DETAINED DURING TRIP
11/2G/1988 AlGl LASHES STEREOTYPE OF COMPLACENT INDIAN
5/24/1989 CGll TABOR MAN CITED FOR VOLUNTEER WORK
7/17/1989 BG12 ^RETIREE'S LIFE IS FULLER THAN EVER
8/27/1991 AG12 TEEN'S EFFORT TO ATTEND ROOSEVELT
9/1G/1991 AG12 KPLAYER MOVES TO ROOSEVELT AREA
1/G4/1989 CG14 LOCAL FIRM WINS CITY CONTRACT
1/25/1991 DG76 TAX CUTBACK ON MACHINERY
11/G8/1988 AG72 MUSICIAN BLENDS ROCK, COUNTRY
4/13/1988 AG12 *VOTERS ELECT STATE'S YOUNGEST MAYOR
7/18/199G DG81 AUTHOR TO GIVE OUT CITBANK HONORS
7/19/199G DG62 *KNOW, CARE ABOUT CUSTOMER
1G/G6/1989 DG61 SPECIALIST HIRED TO HELP RESERVATIONS
1G/G6/1989 CGll FUND-RAISER STARTED FOR MITCHELL BOY, 5
8/19/1984 EGll WORKER MOTIVATION MAKES THE INDUSTRIES WORK
3/G7/1985 CGll ^BEATING BANKRUPTCY
4/G7/1988 CGll MACKINTOSH SEEKS VACANT SENATE SEAT
5/24/1988 CGll 56BUSINESSMAN SEEKS STATE SENATE SEAT
2/G2/199G CG41 SF FAMILY ACTED IN GOOD FAITH
6/19/1988 BG51 JfSHARING LOVE OF SPORTS MAKES DAD'S DAY
7/31/1992 DG12 KDUO BLENDS GUITAR, BAGPIPES TO PRODUCE SOUND
1/G9/1989 CGll MAN GETS 2 YEARS FOR EMBEZZLEMENT
9/12/199G CG12 GAMBLING STUDY APPROVED
11/G4/1983 BGll 3€CAPTAIN COOKIE SWEET ON POSITIVE THINKING
1/16/1985 BG51 LOCAL PROFESSOR'S BOOK PUBLISHED
l/Gl/1992 AG12 XMADER'S GOALS HAVEN'T BLURRED CONCERN FOR FARMERS
2/G9/1989 AG13 JAPANESE FIRM PLANS FACTORY IN MADISON
12/25/1986 AG12 *FARM FAMILY FORGES NEW DREAM
1/11/1991 BG12 XCLUB FINDS NICHE IN TOWN
1/27/1991 EG33 FARM LEADERS OPTIMISTIC ABOUT MADIGAN
3/G6/1992 DG61 DASCHLE--FARMERS ANGRY WITH MADIGAN
3/G8/1992 EG16 XMADIGAN DEVELOPS STRATEGY
9/1G/1992 DGll MADIGAN'S GAFFE SHOWS HE NEEDS
3/13/1983 BGll KJANKLOW CABINET--NEW MEMBERS OF TEAM
12/G2/1988 CG12 OFFICIAL EYES NEW STATE AGENCY JOB
12/2G/1989 CG21 REHABILITATION UNIT DIRECTOR REPLACED
1/31/1982 BG61 REPORT--DRILL FOR WATER IN MONTANA
8/22/1982 BG61 LAWYER SAYS SUIT POSSIBLE IF MADISON USED
8/27/1992 BG62 *T-SHIRTS FOR THE BEST
6/17/1982 CG91 'ART IN THE PARK' IN MADISON
7/1G/1983 CG33 EVERYONE IN MADISON SHOULD BE A SALESMAN
lG/11/1985 CGll KTOWN HOPES HIGHWAY MEANS BUSINESS
lG/19/1986 CG31 MADISON CONSIDERS 1 CENT SALES AND SERVICE TAX
lG/25/1986 CG41 MADISON TO CELEBRATE MAIN STREET RENOVATION
1G/3G/1986 CG21 CITY TO VOTE AGAIN ON ADDED 1 CENT SALES TAX
12/17/1986 BG41 MADISON ELECTION TO DECIDE 1-CENT SALES TAX
1/14/1987 BG21 UNDERAGE DRINKING LEADS TO CHARGES
4/3G/1987 CG12 PROPERTY COMPLAINTS FILED IN MADISON
9/G6/1987 CG61 MADISON PLANNING CONSTITUTION CELEBRATION
11/G6/1987 CGll LAKE COUNTY DROPS ASSESSMENT APPEAL
6/1G/1988 BG12 KMADISON RESIDENTS IMPROVE CITY'S ARTS
4/28/1989 DG62 MADISON CONSIDERS CABLE TV OPTIONS
8/06/1989 AG16 PCB FLAP HEATS UP IN MADISON
8/3G/1989 DG82 MADISON APPROVES $35G,GGG DEVELOPMENT LOAN
lG/15/1989 CG21 MADISON PLAYHOUSE EXCAVATION BEGINS
11/19/1989 EG12 MADISON BOARD LOOKING AT LOAN FOR COMPANY
12/G2/1989 CG12 MADISON WOMAN SAYS CITY SHORT OF POLICE
12/G3/1989 EG12 RADIO TO SPREAD MADISON LITERACY GROUP
12/G7/1989 CGll MADISON ADDS OFFICER TO CITY POLICE FORCE
2/19/199G CG21 MADISON FACES REQUEST TO EXTEND SALES TAX
2/22/199G CG21 GRAIN ELEVATOR AWAITS GUIDANCE ON CLEANUP
2/23/199G CG22 PETITIONS CLASH WITH ORIGINAL TAX REQUEST
3/G5/199G BG22 MADISON SALES TAX TO END AS SCHEDULED
3/26/199G CG21 WILL RECONSIDER $3 34 MILLION SCHOOL BOND
3/29/199G CG23 FORMER POLICEMAN ALLEGES RIGHTS VIOLATION
4/16/199G CG23 FAMILY DIGS TOMBSTONE IN FLOWER GARDEN
5/1G/199G CG43 KPRAIRIE VILLAGE BRINGS PAST TO LIFE
5/12/199G CG21 MADISON 7TH, 8TH GRADE INTO HIGH SCHOOL
5/19/199G CG33 *MADISON DEPOT BACK ON LINE
6/G7/199G CG33 MADISON VOTES TO ANNEX WESTERN ACREAGE
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MADISON SD
MADONNA
MADONNA BEARD
MADSEN CHRISTOPHER
MAENNER JOHN
MAFFETT GARY
MAGEE CHAD
MAGEE LEONARD
MAGGIORA BILL
MAGIA CORP
MAGICIANS
MAGNUM DIAMOND
MAGSTADT THOMAS
MAGUIRE IRON INC
MAHAN GENE
MAHANY KEVIN
MAHER KEVIN
MAHER L J
MAHER TIM
MAHLER KELLY
MAHLSTEDT JUDY
MAHLSTEDT SCOTT
MAHON MIKE
MAHONEY CREEK
MAHONEY JOHN
MAHOOD HARVEY
MAICKI CAROL
MAID SERVICES
MAIDS
MAIER CORNELL
MAIER TERRY S REGI
MAIL POUCH
MAIN BUFFIE
MAIN FRANK
MAIN STREET
DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/10/1990 B012 *PRAIRIE AND PIONEER
10/02/1990 C012 MADISON CITY EMPLOYEE SAYS RIGHTS WERE VIOLATED
11/17/1990 B031 FIRING VIOLATED RIGHTS OF MADISON POLICE OFFICER
12/07/1990 C032 MADISON APPROVES SALES INCREASE
12/19/1990 C035 MADISON SETTLES WITH CITY EMPLOYEE
2/09/1991 C03A WINTERFEST SCHEDULED THIS WEEKEND
5/16/1991 C012 XDUMPED MOTOR OIL PLAGUES MADISON
7/12/1991 B012 3fBRAND-NEW PLAYHOUSE
7/21/1991 E012 XPROSTROLLO ON MOVE
10/05/1991 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
10/08/1991 C032 MADISON LIBRARY OFFICIALS WANT FUNDING RESTORED
10/2A/1991 C031 MADISON OK'S SECOND 1-CENT SALES TAX
3/05/1992 AOIA ^CANDIDATE STILL IN RACE DESPITE THREATS
3/12/1992 C031 MADISON PLANS BOND VOTE ON WATER SERVICE
7/02/1992 coil MADISON COUNCIL VOTES TO CLOSE CITY LANDFILL
10/23/1992 DOll-XMADONNA'S BOOK SETS WOMEN'S MOVEMENT BACK
9/22/1984 C051 NURSE TELLS OF SHATTERED INDIAN CULTURE
1/10/1987 A081 ^PROGRESS, INFORMED VOTERS WILL KEEP
4/13/1983 C013 KSF HOUSE SALE RISE 44 PERCENT
10/20/1982 D012 KGARY MAFFETT FOR THE DEFENSE
7/01/1983 BOll MAFFETT, HARRIS SHOOT FOR FOOTBALL BIG TIME
8/12/1991 C015 HOT PUTTING STREAK SENDS MAGEE TO TITLE
6/09/1992 C022 FORMER USD INSTRUCTOR TEACHES INMATES
8/04/1983 BOll XMOTOR HOME IS HOME AWAY FROM HOME FOR STARS
2/09/1989 A013 JAPANESE FIRM PLANS FACTORY IN MADISON
4/19/1986 A051 ^CMAGIC MAN, CHAD BOESE
11/10/1986 B012 *THE GRAND ILLUSION
11/14/1986 B012 KCOPPERFIELD MYSTIFIES CITY CROWDS
10/21/1989 A014 *MAGICIAN PLANS GOLIATH FEAT WITH STATUE
10/24/1989 C016 *DISAPPEARING ACT DRAWS A MIXED REVIEW
3/27/1990 B012 *COPPERFIELD TO BRING SHOW TO ARENA
5/18/1990 B012 KCOPPERFIELD VOWS HE'LL AMAZE CROWD
6/01/1991 A012 XYOUTH PERFORMS FOR SMILES
2/01/1988 BOll STATE GRANT LURES COMPANY TO STATE
7/17/1991 D063 RAPID CITY FIRM GIVEN STATE LOAN
3/21/1982 B023 CENTRAL AMERICA RIPE FOR REVOLUTION
6/10/1982 C023 *FALKLANDS MAY PROVIDE PEACE LESSONS
8/29/1982 B031 KFUTURE UNRESOLVED BY CONFLICT
2/06/1983 C023 KANDROPOV OFFERS NEW DETENTE HOPE
3/27/1983 C023 ^NUCLEAR FREEZE RESOLUTION LACKS MUSCLE
9/11/1983 C033 *WHY ARMS TALKS SURVIVE FLIGHT 007
9/12/1983 B021 COMPLEXITIES OF ARMS CONTROL
11/23/1983 C033 ^PROFESSOR ACCEPTS FEDERAL AGENCY JOB
11/27/1983 C031 ^EMPHASIS ON POWER MEANS GAME IS RISKY
7/30/1988 A015 TEA FIRM MAY BE FINED FOLLOWING DEATH PROBE
8/03/1988 B016 TEA FIRM TO PAY FINE
1/22/1986 B013 EX-LAWMAKER TO RUN FOR DEMOCRATIC PARTY POST
1/26/1986 BOll SELECTED MAHAN AS NEW LEADER
5/08/1988 BOll DEMOCRATIC LEADER SLAMS GOVERNOR
10/05/1988 C015 STATE PARTY CHAIRMAN'S JOB
11/21/1988 BOll MAHAN TO QUIT DEMOCRATIC POST
10/23/1990 B062 ^eNEW GROCERY STORE IS BIG ON BIG
8/21/1989 A012 CITY MAN WAS 'SENSITIVE'--MOM
8/05/1990 C016 EX-HURON PUBLISHER DIES AT 72
8/06/1990 C023 FORMER HURON PUBLISHER DIES AT 72
5/07/1985 B013 sePHOTO TAKEN OF JOHNNY
11/21/1991 C021 JEFFERSON MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN TAX CASE
7/10/1983 DOll 3CPLAYING WITH DOLLS
7/29/1990 Foil KSPIDER PEOPLE
4/26/1987 FF61 ^INFORMATION DIRECTOR LIVES SPORTS
7/01/1991 B036 RAINS RENEW CONTROVERSY OVER DAM
6/04/1992 A012 ^PLAYING TRAFFIC IS GAME OF MINUTES
11/13/1991 B021 *MOM'S PUSH MAKE SON LEARN TO LOVE COOKING
2/15/1991 C033 *SENATORS GET CRUSH OF MAIL
8/18/1992 B025 TO CHANGE STATE SEX CRIMES LAW
12/08/1992 B045 SEEKS INVESTIGATION OF SPECIAL EDUCATION SCHOOL
2/04/1989 A052 KHIRED HELP FOR THE HOME
8/01/1987 A052 3CMAIDS SWEEP MIDDLE CLASS
5/16/1982 C031 ^RENOWNED PEOPLE LEFT SD, BUT ITS APPEAL IS ENDURING
5/28/1990 C031 RACEHORSE TRAINING IS MANE EVENT
6/12/1991 D072 KBIODEGRADEABLE PACKING
7/15/1983 BOll *10-YEAR-OLD VERMILLION GIRL GETS HEAD START
5/17/1986 A071 ^VERMILLION PROFESSOR PUBLISHES
9/28/1989 coil AUTHOR WILL ADDRESS BRANDON VALLEY PTA
10/02/1990 B061 MAIN STREET GROUP HIRES NEW MANAGER
10/17/1990 D082 *MAIN STREET SIOUX FALLS' NEWEST FACE
1/16/1991 C012 MAIN STREET GROUP PUSHES ARTS CENTER
12/08/1991 E012 MAIN STREET PROJECT GETS NEW LEADER
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MAIN TOM
MAINE LOBSTER
MAINSTREAMING
MAJERES DUANE
MAJERES TERRY
MAKE-A-WISH
MALAYSIA
MALCOLM X
MALENKE GARY a JUD
MALL OF AMERICA
MALLIE MICHAEL
MALLINGER TONY
MALLS
MALM JOHN
MALMIN OLAF
MALONE TYRONE
MALPRACTICE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/05/1987 DG13 COACH IN 'B' TITLE TRIP
12/13/1990 C0I5 3€MAINE LOBSTER CHARGED WITH 18 VIOLATIONS
I2/I8/I990 C012 MAINE LOBSTER OWNER PLEADS NOT GUILTY
12/28/1990 C0I5 MAINE LOBSTER EASILY PASSES REINSPECTION
1/05/I99I coil RESTAURANT OWNER OFFERED AGREEMENT
I/2A/I991 con MAINE LOBSTER OWNER FINED FOR VIOLATIONS
12/03/1991 con MAINSTREAMING TOPIC OF THURSDAY MEETING
12/06/1991 C0I2 PARENTS GIVE MAINSTREAMING THUMBS UP
n/09/1989 C0I5 XMENTAL HEALTH CENTER OPENS
9/I6/I984 COIA *DELL RAPIDS MAN DISCOVERS HIS HORIZONS
8/25/198A A074 THANKS FOR GENEROUS CONTRIBUTION CD
12/06/1984 B033 *BEN WICKS TESTS HIS NEW MOBILITY
4/11/1985 B054 FOUNDATION SPONSORS FASHION SHOW
6/19/1985 B095 ^NELSON ON BOARD
8/06/1985 B021 CARNIVAL SET FOR MAKE-A-WISH ORGANIZATION
9/25/1985 C095 JANKLOW TO AID FUND-RAISER
10/10/1985 B051 MAKE-A-WISH BENEFIT DANCE WILL BE FRIDAY
10/12/1985 A07I *BJ THE DJ MEETS THE N DAKOTAN
12/09/1985 con *DISNEYLAND TRIP EASES GIRL'S WORRIES
3/28/1986 C021 OPERATORS TO HELP MAKE-A-WISH FOUNDATION
10/08/1986 B016 SANTA CLAUS GIVES $10,000 TO MAKE-A-WISH
10/18/1986 A094 MAKE-A-WISH 50'S FROLIC SUCCESSFUL CD
11/21/1986 C014 ^FOUNDATION MAKES DREAM COME TRUE
10/09/1987 con '50'S FROLIC WILL BE TONIGHT
4/25/1988 A091 $10,000 GIVEN TO MAKE-A-WISH
10/08/1988 A012 KYANKTON TEEN'S WISH COMES TRUE
12/09/1988 con WISH FOUNDATION GETS LINE OF CREDIT
2/10/1989 con GROUP GRANTS WISH TO SICK GIRL'S FAMILY
2/19/1989 con FOUNDATION GRANTS TEEN'S WISH TODAY
5/03/1989 C012 JAILBREAK TO HELP SICK ENGLISH BOY
5/20/1989 con WATERTOWN TODDLER OFF TO DISNEYLAND
6/30/1989 con BROOKINGS BOY HAS HIS WISH GRANTED
7/23/1989 con MAKE-A-WISH SENDS GIRL TO DISNEYLAND
10/25/1989 B016 6-YEAR-OLD GETS WISH FOR DISNEYLAND VISIT
12/15/1989 con ILL WAGNER GIRL MAKES DISNEY WORLD TRIP
4/02/1990 BOll IN NICK OF TIME, GIRL GETS WISH
4/13/1990 C026 GIRL GETS HER WISH TO VISIT DISNEY WORLD
4/15/1990 con GIRL WITH LEUKEMIA FULFILLS HER DREAM
12/10/1990 C014 ^DISABILITY MAKES NO MARK ON YOUTH'S SENSE OF HUMOR
12/22/1990 A0I5 *MAKE-A-WISH TEENAGER DIES DURING TRIP
3/I6/I992 A053 ^MEETING '90210' STAR A WISH COME TRUE FOR TEEN
5/21/1992 A015 *LAST WISH COMES TRUE AT SOUTH CAROLINA SHORE
9/I6/I992 BOII BOY RETURNS TODAY FROM MAKE-A-WISH TRIP
9/18/1992 B015 ^ARTIST PROFITS GO TO CHARITY
9/28/1992 BOll TEEN GETS WISH TO THROW 1ST PITCH
12/17/1992 BOll CHILD GETTING WISH FOR DISNEY WORLD TRIP
7/25/1982 DOll ^STUDENTS BRING TASTE OF MALAYSIA TO SDSU
4/27/1986 NllI (RELIGION) ^MALAYSIAN PRINCES FEEL AT HOME IN SF
12/17/1991 A086 FBI ACTION AGAINST MALCOLM X DISGUSTING (L)
11/19/1992 A012 ^DISCOVERING MALCOLM X
9/22/1992 D012 ^TURNING COLD TO CANCER
7/26/1992 B031 KMALL TO LURE SF SHOPPERS
7/26/1992 B042 AUSTAD'S PLANS STORE IN RETAIL HOT SPOT
8/11/1992 D012 36MALL OF AMERICA'S CAMP SNOOPY
12/07/1992 D012 MALL OF AMERICA
10/12/1989 C012 XPRESSLER GETS NATIONAL ENDORSEMENT
1/27/1984 B012 WEST CENTRAL'S MR T MUSCLES HIS WAY
SEE ALSO EMPIRE MALLS, NAMES OF MALLS
2/19/1989 E012 3fSTRIP MALLS BUILD ON PAST SUCCESS
2/23/1988 A041 SIMPLE VALUES BRING PEOPLE BACK TO GREGORY
4/12/1991 B014 3eCH0IR, ORCHESTRA JOIN FORCES
8/23/1991 C012 56TRUCKER TOUTS SPEED, SUCCESS, TIRES
2/06/1982 B015 HIGH COURT ORDERS NEW MALPRACTICE TRIAL
5/11/1982 BOll JURY SAYS DOCTOR NEGLIGENT, AWARDS $200000 TO COUPLE
5/31/1982 B041 MITCHELL DOCTOR SUED $800,000 FOR MALPRACTICE
8/27/1982 C031 BROOKINGS DOCTOR'S TRIAL OPENS
8/28/1982 A021 MALPRACTICE SUIT DISMISSED AGAINST BROOKINGS DOCTOR
10/13/1982 C043 MAN PURSUES MALPRACTICE SUIT SECOND TIME
10/14/1982 C033 OMAN'S ARM DAMAGED AT HOSPITAL--DR SAYS
10/15/1982 B035 4 TESTIFY PARALYSIS NOT DUE TO SHOT
10/16/1982 C015 SIOUX VALLEY HOSPITAL NOT CARELESS
6/04/1983 B041 MEIERHENRY SETTLES OUT OF COURT ON MALPRACTICE SUIT
9/02/1983 C012 *UNBORN CHILD'S ESTATE CAN'T SUE DOCTOR
9/11/1983 A014 RIGHTS OF THE UNBORN
9/21/1983 B041 JURY RULES IN FAVOR OF DOCTOR IN SUIT
11/09/1983 C035 JURY REJECTS MALPRACTICE CASE AGAINST DOCTOR
5/22/1984 C042 DEFENSE BEGINS CASE IN MALPRACTICE SUIT
7/05/1984 C041 JUDGE DENIES NEW TRIAL IN MALPRACTICE CLAIM
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9/25/1984 B013 SF DOCTOR SUED FOR MALPRACTICE
12/07/1984 AD12 NURSES AREN'T IMMUNE TO SUITS
2/27/1985 coil HOUSE LIMITS MALPRACTICE AWARDS
4/17/1985 B021 JURY AWARDS COUPLE $250,000 FROM DOCTOR
6/15/1985 coil SURGEON CLEARED OF $295,000 NEGLIGENCE CLAIM
9/13/1985 C035 COURT CLEARS DOCTOR IN DEATH OF FETUS
9/27/1985 A012 MALPRACTICE EPIDEMIC OF LEGAL WORRIES
9/27/1985 A021 DOCTORS, LAWYERS ARGUE LIMITS OF LAW
9/28/1985 C032 DOCTORS WANT MALPRACTICE CAP
10/02/1985 AlOl DOCTORS NOT ENTITLED TO SPECIAL PROTECTION (ED)
10/11/1985 coil FATHER SETTLES MALPRACTICE SUIT
10/15/1985 A061 TALKS COULD REDUCE MALPRACTICE PROBLEM (L)
11/01/1985 AlOl LEGAL PROFESSION WRONGLY BLAMED
11/24/1985 A115 LAWYER FEES NEED REVIEW (L)
2/27/1986 coil HOUSE LIMITS MALPRACTICE AWARDS
3/09/1986 B031 MALPRACTICE COSTS END UP WITH PATIENTS
5/09/1986 coil DOCTOR BLAMES LAWYERS FOR HIGH COST
5/29/1986 coil JURY AWARDS KENNEBEC COUPLE $250,000 IN SUIT
7/03/1986 C034 DOCTOR MUST PAY $350,000 FOR MALPRACTICE
7/08/1986 BOll MALPRACTICE SUIT NAMES MICKELSON DEFENDANT
7/09/1986 B021 MICKELSON CIVIL SUIT GOES TO COURT
7/10/1986 C013 MICKELSON TESTIFIES IN SUIT AGAINST HIM
7/11/1986 C031 TESTIMONY ENDS IN MICKELSON CASE
7/17/1986 coil INSURANCE COMPANY SAYS MALPRACTICE RATES UP
7/31/1986 C033 FEDERAL GOVERNMENT GUILTY TO MEDICAL MALPRACTICE
8/09/1986 C015 FAMILY SUES HOSPITAL OVER BLOOD MISTAKE
9/13/1986 C014 FAMILY, MCKENNAN SETTLE
11/13/1986 C012 PARENTS SUE DOCTOR OVER SON'S DISABILITY
11/22/1986 C021 DOCTORS AND HOSPITAL CLEARED IN INFANT'S DEATH
1/09/1987 C016 TEST1M0NY--B0Y FACES SURGERY
1/11/1987 C021 JURY FINDS FOR HOSPITAL IN MEDICAL, RIGHTS SUIT
4/16/1987 coil VETERAN GETS $1 6 MILLION AWARD
4/24/1987 coil ARGUMENTS SET IN MICKELSON CASE
5/08/1987 C021 WOMAN GETS RETRIAL IN MALPRACTICE CASE
5/14/1987 C022 APPEALS COURT HEARS MICKELSON CASE
6/10/1987 B022 SIOUX VALLEY, 2 DOCTORS WIN SUIT
7/13/1987 C016 LAWSUITS CHANGING MEDICAL PRACTICES
11/25/1987 B021 WOMAN FILES MALPRACTICE SUIT AGAINST DOCTOR
11/26/1987 C021 BOARD'S COMPLAINT CITES ABERDEEN DOCTOR
12/24/1987 coil COURT UPHOLDS RULING IN FAVOR OF GOVERNOR
1/23/1988 coil HOSPITAL WINS SUIT IN PATIENT SUICIDE
1/26/1988 C043 MALPRACTICE CHANGE EXPENSIVE
10/20/1988 BOll DOCTOR CLEARED OF MALPRACTICE CHARGES
8/15/1989 C012 LITIGATION ADDS TO RURAL HEALTH'S WOES
3/26/1991 C031 COUPLE SUES DOCTOR, INSTITUTE FOR $1 MILLION
4/10/1991 C012 SUIT CLAIMS DOCTORS BOTCHED BIRTH
4/29/1991 C032 STURGIS COUPLE WINS MALPRACTICE CASE
5/17/1991 A015 SD DOCTOR DISCIPLINE CRITICIZED
5/24/1991 AlOl LET PUBLIC SEE ALL LAWYER COMPLAINTS (ED)
8/01/1991 C012 SUIT CLAIMS DOCTOR HAD SEX WITH CLIENT
8/17/1991 C013 BERESFORD MAN SUES TEXAS DOCTOR
10/19/1991 C035 FAMILY FILES SUIT OVER PAP SMEAR
10/26/1991 C032 AWARDS $3 7 MILLION IN MALPRACTICE SUIT
5/15/1992 C015 MITCHELL MAN WINS SUIT AFTER SF DOCTOR TAKES OUT RIB
12/07/1992 D012 ^SPECIAL DELIVERY PAINTINGS
10/02/1989 A052 KA ROUTINE MAMMOGRAM
1/24/1990 C012 RESIDENTS WANT MAMMOGRAMS COVERED
1/25/1990 coil JeMAMMOGRAPHY TEST COVERAGE BILL PASSES
1/26/1990 coil SENATE APPROVES MAMMOGRAM BILL
2/15/1990 C041 MAMMOGRAPHY TEST BILL GOES TO FULL HOUSE
2/23/1990 A015 SENATE OK'S BILL WITH OPTION
2/27/1990 A081 MAMMOGRAM INSURANCE NEEDS RECONSIDERATION (ED)
3/14/1990 A081 WOMEN SHOULD HAVE MAMMOGRAM COVERAGE (L)
2/10/1991 A081 WOMEN DESERVE LAWMAKERS' HELP (ED)
2/13/1991 C016 PANEL OK'S BREAST EXAM BILL
2/14/1991 C012 HOUSE APPROVES MAMMOGRAPHY BILL
2/22/1991 C033 MAMMOGRAPHY BILL PASSES SENATE COMMITTEE
2/26/1991 C033 SENATE SENDS MAMMOGRAPHY BILL TO GOVERNOR
6/04/1991 A015 1NSURER--LAWMAKERS FORCED PREMIUMS UP
6/06/1991 AlOl STOP GRIPING ABOUT MAMMOGRAPHY LAW (ED)
9/26/1991 A052 KWOMAN SERIOUS ABOUT GETTING BREAST EXAMS
9/26/1991 A053 LOW-COST MAMMOGRAMS AVAILABLE
3/17/1992 A014 LEGISLATURE CHANGES MAMMOGRAM PROCEDURE
3/20/1992 C035 MAMMOGRAPHY BILL SIGNED INTO LAW
12/03/1992 D015 HEALTH EXPERTS DISPUTE MAMMOGRAPHY STUDY
3/10/1992 A054 KMAMMOTEST ENDS THE NEED FOR SOME SURGICAL BIOPSIES
1/18/1982 coil ARCHITECTS PLAN HOME FOR DEAD MAMMOTHS
3/25/1982 A015 SD BUTTE HAS SIGNS OF EARLY MAN
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MANATT CHARLES
MANDABACH PAUL
MANDAN POWERLINE
MANDEL ROBERT
MANDELA NELSON
MANDERS CLARENCE
MANDERS PUG
MANDIGO LARRY
MANDL HAROLD
MANDL PUG
MANDRELL BARBARA
MANDSAGER CHARLES
MANDSAGER CHUCK
MANFRED FREDERICK
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/31/1982 BOll GROUP WANTS EXHIBIT BUILDING FOR SITE
11/05/1982 C046 DIGGING MAY CONTINUE AT MAMMOTH SITE
11/21/1982 C015 MAMMOTH SITE RECCOMENDED FOR TOURIST ATTRACTION
12/11/1982 C031 MAMMOTH SITE DEVELOPMENT PLANNED
2/03/1983 C041 $1 6 MILLION BUILDING PROPOSED FOR EXCAVATION
2/11/1983 COAl CHANGE URGED IN MAMMOTH SITE PLAN
3/31/1983 C051 MAMMOTH SITE CAMPAIGN UNDER WAY
5/03/1983 B051 MAMMOTH SITE PROMOTERS RAISE $100,000
5/15/1983 B071 MAMMOTH SITE FUND-RAISER TOPS $150,000 GOAL
7/11/1983 C0A3 EXCAVATORS SEARCH FOR MAMMOTHS AT HOT SPRINGS SITE
7/19/1983 coil TODAY SHOW PLANS SEGMENT ON MAMMOTH SITE
7/2A/1983 B061 GROUP SEEKS FEDERAL GRANT FOR MAMMOTH SITE
7/28/1983 C0<i5 EXCAVATORS ARE HAPPY TO DIG IN HOT SPRINGS
8/08/1983 B032 MAMMOTH EXCAVATION SITE NEEDS BUILDING FOR EXHIBITS
9/13/1983 BOll SITE WORKERS DIG & THEN REBURY FINDS
5/31/198A C035 HOT SPRINGS INVESTORS PLAN TOURIST ATTRACTION
8/15/1984 D045 MAMMOTH SITE WILL START BUILDING NEW VISITOR CENTER
2/17/1985 C031 RAPID CITY FIRM SUBMITS LOWEST OF 11 BIDS
3/21/1985 coil THESE BONES GET LOTS OF ATTENTION
8/25/1985 C041 DEDICATION SEPTEMBER 21 FOR SINKHOLE BUILDING
9/24/1985 C041 JANKLOW PLEASED WITH MAMMOTH PRESERVATION
7/09/1986 B021 SCIENTISTS DIG FOR FOSSILS
8/07/1986 C021 MAMMOTH SITE EXCAVATIONS OVER FOR YEAR
4/08/1987 coil GARDEN PLANNED FOR MAMMOTH SITE
7/02/1987 C021 FIRM DONATES SECURITY SYSTEM FOR DIG SITE
8/02/1987 C061 *ELEPHANT GRAVE IS MAMMOTH DISCOVERY
6/01/1988 B033 TO DIG FOR MAMMOTH BONES NEAR HOT SPRINGS
8/30/1988 C021 DIG UNEARTHS MAMMOTH SKULLS
11/29/1989 C026 NEW SPECIES FOUND AT MAMMOTH SITE
7/09/1990 C031 SCIENTISTS FIND RARE TOOTH AT ANNUAL DIG
8/02/1990 C031 2 MAMMOTH SPECIES ONCE ROAMED
3/15/1991 C033 WORK ON CAST OF MAMMOTH SKULL
6/02/1991 F014 *SEE BIG BONES AT MAMMOTH SITE
6/16/1991 coil OREGON AUTHOR TO VISIT MAMMOTH SITE MONDAY
7/05/1991 C021 VOLUNTEERS BEGIN SEARCH FOR MAMMOTHS
7/30/1991 C032 STUDY SUGGESTS GRASS COVERED HILLS IN ICE AGE
6/22/1992 C021 EXPANSION PLANNED AT MAMMOTH SITE
7/02/1992 coil JAW OF ANCIENT BEAR FOUND AT MAMMOTH SITE
10/13/1992 BOll FUND-RAISER PLANNED FOR MUSEUM ADDITION
7/03/1986 B031 MAN OF THE YEAR TO BE SELECTED
10/13/1986 coil KBROOKINGS MAN IS MAN OF THE YEAR
12/16/1987 C091 KSDSU STUDENT ENTERS PAGEANT
3/02/1986 E015 MANAGEMENT TRAINING PROGRAM OFFERED
8/19/1987 B012 ^CENTER TO HELP GROUPS, SPEAKERS FIND EACH OTHER
4/03/1988 coil SIOUX FALLS COLLEGE OFFERS 2-DAY SEMINAR
9/07/1992 A091 *TERM LIMIT MEASURE SHOULD BE REJECTED
9/06/1990 C012 GROUP CRITICIZES HIRING BY WASTE DUMP FOES
SEE POWERLINES
11/02/1992 BOll MANDEL IN CHARGE OF ELECTION FRAUD
2/12/1990 A012 *SOUTH DAKOTANS JOYFUL, FEARFUL
6/22/1990 AlOl MANDELA NEEDS HELP IN STRUGGLE (ED)
7/02/1990 A015 KNEXT TIME, HE MAY STOP IN SD
7/05/1990 A081 MANDELA WOULD BE WELCOME IN STATE (ED)
9/09/1984 DOll XFOOTBALL FIELD RELEASES MEMORIES
3/14/1986 D012 MANDERS PART OF NFL'S PIONEER DAYS
6/23/1985 EOll FRUSTRATION OF SEEING BUSINESSES FAIL
8/01/1991 C012 SUIT CLAIMS DOCTOR HAD SEX WITH CLIENT
12/17/1991 A015 BOARD TO CHANGE LICENSING POLICY
12/16/1992 AOll SEX CHARGES COST PSYCHOLOGIST LICENSE
5/20/1986 BOll LIBRARIAN OPENS DOORS FOR NON-READERS
4/21/1983 BOll ^BARBARA MANDRELL RARELY MISSES A BEAT
4/30/1983 BOll ^BARBARA MANDRELL--BIGGER TURNOUT EXPECTED
8/27/1984 Alll ^BOOKING THE STARS IS CLASS ACT HEADACHE
8/10/1990 B012 MANDRELL GIVES RISK-FREE PERFORMANCE
3/20/1982 BOll FROM TEACHER-PROBATION OFFICER-TO TEACHER
7/17/1990 A083 ^COMMUNITY ALTERNATIVES FOR SOME
12/20/1990 A083 XHOUSE WALKAWAYS HELD ACCOUNTABLE
3/08/1983 A051 *SIOUXLAND AUTHOR TELLS ABOUT CO & FRIENDS
5/03/1983 A071 FILM ABOUT MINNESOTAN DEBUTS IN BROOKINGS
8/20/1983 B041 MINNESOTA NOVELIST JOINS AUGUSTANA FACULTY
9/20/1983 CG36 MANFRED TO SPEAK AT LIBRARIANS" MEETING
12/18/1987 B016 *SINGER COMES HOME, AUTHOR CELEBRATES BIRTHDAY
4/29/1988 B012 MEET READERS AT BOOK-SIGNING PARTY
5/02/1988 C012 *AREA WRITERS SHARE TIPS, AUTOGRAPHS
7/21/1988 B012 ^WRITERS SPOTLIGHT MIDWEST
6/16/1989 B012 ^MANFRED BLASTS CONTEMPORARIES
11/16/1989 B016 36MANFRED BOOK TELLS LOST LOVE, FOUND PASSION
6/11/1990 A052 MANFRED PITCHES AMERICA'S PASTIME IN BOOK
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MANFRED FREDERICK
MANGAN CHARLES
MANGANESE
MANGELS LARRY
MANGOLD CANDY
MANICURES
MANILOW BARRY
MANKE FRANKLIN
MANKE JACK
MANKE JOHN
MANKE MICHAEL
MANKENBERG CHERRI
MANKILLER WILMA
MANLEY BEN
MANN CATHERINE
MANN DEAN
MANN JUDY
MANN LARRY
MANN MARIA
MANN STEVEN
MANNEQUINS
MANNERS
MANNIE ROLLIN
MANNING ART
MANNING MARK
MANNING MARTY
MANNING MELVIN
MANNING TIM
MANNING WILLIAM
MANOR HOUSE INC
MANOR LUTHER
MANSAGER FELIX
MANSHEIM HARRY
MANSHIP PAUL
MANSON CHARLES
MANSON OLIVER
MANTLE RICHARD
MANUFACTURERS-SD
MANUFACTURERS-SF
MANUFACTURERS-US
MANURE
MANY NATIONS CRAFT
MANZEY RICHARD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/07/1992 BG15 KMANFRED SAGA EXPLORES SIOUXLAND SPIRIT, SEX
8/12/1991 AG83 XCHURCH REMAINS STRONG
6/25/1985 CG33 MANGANESE POSSIBLE UNDER EASTERN SD
2/lA/198'i BG<il GOP MAN ANNOUNCES CANDIDACY FOR CONGRESS
3/31/198A CG32 HE HAS ENOUGH SIGNATURES TO GET ON BALLOT
4/G6/198A CGA2 BELL, MANGELS FACE PRIMARY
A/19/198A CG33 *BELL HOPES REAGAN WILL HELP HIM
5/16/198A DG12 ^MANGELS, BELL FOCUS ON RACE
5/18/1984 CGll KMANGELS' LOOKS ARE DECEIVING
5/27/1984 BGll 3fHAS WORKED YEARS FOR SOCIAL REFORM
5/29/1984 CG14 KMANGELS WANTS GOP LEADER TO QUIT
5/31/1984 CGll BELL SAYS MANGELS' CRITICISM IS HYPOCRITICAL
6/G2/1984 CGll KIF MANGELS LOSES, HE CAN'T SUPPORT BELL
6/G2/1984 CG15 TELETHON OFFICIALS WON'T ALLOW POLL BY MANGELS
6/G3/1984 DG21 POLITICAL SQUABBLING SHADING THE ISSUES (ED)
6/G4/1984 CG31 *TRIMS IMAGE FOR THE VOTERS
12/15/1984 B013 MANGELS SAYS HE WILL TRY POLITICS AGAIN
8/16/1989 CG33 ^WINTER DOESN'T STOP LOCAL REALTOR'S COOKOUTS
2/G2/1988 AG52 ^MANICURES OFFER A TASTE OF LUXURY
8/24/1989 AG14 *BALLADEER BARRY MANILOW BOOKED AT ARENA
9/26/1989 A052 JCBARRY'S BACK IN STYLE
9/28/1989 AG56 *MANILOW THRILLS FANS AT ARENA
9/28/1989 C012 3CMANIL0W MAGIC
10/26/1992 A091 XLONETREE DUMP WOULD BE GOOD FOR SD ECONOMY
2/12/1984 coil JeMANKE ACTS AS LAW-AND-ORDER SENATOR
7/29/1984 FG21 ESTATE SENATOR CHALLENGES ARGUS
8/G8/1984 DG21 STATE SENATOR WRONG ON NUKE WASTE ISSUE (L)
8/13/1985 CG14 KSTATE SENATOR MANKE DIES
'8/18/1985 CG21 POLITICIANS, LAW OFFICERS JOIN IN HONORING MANKE
1G/3G/1982 BG36 ILLNESS FORCES SENATOR TO SIT OUT LAST PART OF RACE
7/24/199G CG36 MINING STOCK CASE SPURS CIVIL SUIT
1/G7/1987 B012 ^BASKETBALL JOURNEYS HAVE BEEN FIRST CLASS
4/26/199G A016 ^INDIANS SAY MEDIA TOO BIASED
4/12/1991 CG16 56WOMEN TOLD TO BE MORE AGGRESSIVE
6/22/1988 DG76 KMANLEY SEARS CREDIT MANAGER
11/12/1989 DG12 ^CREDIT INDUSTRY CHANGES CITY
4/G3/1992 BG13 KAUTHOR CASHES IN WITH CAPITOL IDEA
11/14/1982 CG23 *MANN LEAVES GUARD AFTER CAREER (YEAGER)
6/22/1991 BG12 *HOWARD WOOD FEELS AGONY OF THE CLEAT
1G/2G/1991 CG15 56BOYCOTTS MIGHT HELP WOMEN
4/17/1992 CG21 MINING ASSOCIATION HIRES LEAD OFFICIAL
4/29/1984 CGll ^REMEMBERING THE HOLOCAUST
1/2G/1984 CG33 ^DIPLOMAT LOUDS REAGAN'S INITIATIVE
5/G7/1985 AG51 ^MANNEQUINS OF MUSLIN
lG/31/1982 DGll ^CHANGING LITTLE GIRLS INTO LITTLE LADIES
11/G7/1982 BG33 CRITICIZES ETIQUETTE CLASS FOR LITTLE GIRLS (L)
8/G3/1986 FG15 MISS MANNERS MAKES ARGUS LEADER DEBUT
1/13/1991 FG13 XRESPECT IS AT HEART OF MANNERS
6/14/1992 EG12 ^BUSINESS ETIQUETTE DEMANDS POLITENESS
7/31/1989 BG12 ^WINTER'S THE SEASON OF MY DISCONTENT
7/11/199G CG13 3eHEAD METEOROLIGIST WAS READY
8/27/1989 AG12 FIRE OFFICIAL'S JOB TRANSFER
2/24/1989 DG41 36LESSONS LEARNED SERVE TAR HEELS COACH
9/G8/1989 B012 *ARTIST HAS BRUSH WITH SUCCESS WITH WATERCOLOR
2/16/1991 CG22 FORMER SDSU ENGINEERING DEAN DIES
2/28/1983 CG31 BROTHER HELPS VERMILLION'S TIM MANNING GET 3RD
lG/29/1987 CG12 KTO GIVE YOUTH TOOLS TO AVOID DRUGS
3/19/1982 CG31 RC FIRM REPLACES STRIKING WORKERS
11/G8/1985 C033 LUTHER MANOR ORDERED TO PAY BACK
5/G1/1983 DGll *GONE, BUT NOT FORGOTTEN
2/12/1984 BG12 MUST WAIT FOR GIRLS 3,20D-METER RACE
1/18/1991 BG12 ^DISPLAY OF SCULPTOR'S LOVE OF MYTH
9/21/1984 CGll AUTHOR TELLS OF MANSON'S DOMINANCE
7/G5/1989 BG12 ^INTERIM PASTOR FILLS NEEDS OF MANY CHURCHES
6/28/1987 E012 5«MINISTER TO TRUCK FURNITURE TO RESERVATION
SEE ALSO NAMES OF MANUFACTURERS
2/G2/1982 A014 STUDY--SD IITH BEST FOR MANUFACTURERS
9/01/1985 EG12 ESTATE PREDICTS JOBS REVIVAL IN MANUFACTURING
2/16/1986 EOll GOVERNMENT WANTS SD PRODUCTS
11/G8/1986 CG33 MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY GROWS
4/24/1992 CG22 CENTER TAKES MANUFACTURERS INTO DATA BASES
7/G2/1986 BG13 MINNEAPOLIS FIRM TO EXPAND IN CITY
3/12/1986 BG22 PRESSLER PROPOSAL LIMITS MANUFACTURERS' LIABILITY
2/17/1989 CGll CHARGES EXPECTED IN ILLEGAL DUMPING
2/18/1989 CGll CHARGES EXPECTED IN ILLEGAL DUMPING
3/1G/1989 CG16 LOCAL COMPANY FACES THREE CIVIL CHARGES OF POLLUTION
12/G9/199G DG12 *SHOP OFFERS PRODUCTS OF THIRD WORLD
12/G9/1983 CG21 3(MEET ONE-ON-ONE WITH CHINESE, SOVIET PEOPLE
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3/28/1992 con 3CMICHAEL MAPES SEEKS SENATE SEAT
3/08/1982 B013 KREAPPORTIONMENT MAP
11/17/1985 C021 MISSED TOWN OF ARLINGTON
3/12/1986 B021 GEOLOGICAL AGENCY PRODUCES NEW STATE MAP
8/05/1986 A061 BETTER STATE MAP NEEDED (L)
1/20/1987 A102 MAP ERRORS COULD COST LIVES CD
A/22/1987 B031 CITY MAPS OUT FUTURE OF RECREATION TRAILS
10/07/1989 A012 ATLAS WIPES SD OFF THE MAP
10/09/1989 BOll DASCHLE SETS CONTEST TO ANSWER ATLAS SNUB
10/15/1989 A121 COMPANY DESERVES TO BE TWEAKED A LITTLE (ED)
10/22/1989 AOIA LOOK OUT, RAND MCNALLY
10/25/1989 C0A3 KFIRMS PROVE TO ND THEY REMEMBER
l/lA/1990 EOll BLACK HILLS MAPS INCREASE IN PRICE
1/15/1990 A085 BAD RAP MAY AID SD CD
7/12/1990 D061 MADISON FIRM TOLD TO STAY OUT OF ND
1/17/1991 D062 KMIDDLE EAST MAPS HARD TO COME BY IN AREA
A/10/1990 C021 MARATHON WALK-RUN PLANNED IN BROOKINGS
5/23/1992 DOll MARCH FOR JESUS SCHEDULED TODAY
5/31/1992 A075 CITY'S MARCH FOR JESUS DESERVED MORE COVERAGE (L)
l/lA/1985 C031 BUS TRIP BEING PLANNED
A/15/1982 D073 THE MARCH OF DIMES NEEDS WALKERS, PLEDGES
A/20/1982 BOll *SF DISC JOCKEYS LAUGHED ALL THE WAY TO JAIL
A/25/1982 A012 *WARM WALKING
lO/OA/1982 Alll MARCH OF DIMES APPROVES GRANT
11/17/1982 C075 SIOUXLAND MARCH OF DIMES HONORED
1/13/1983 COAl MARCH OF DIMES TO BEGIN FUND-RAISER
2/07/1983 A091 SNOWMOBILE RUN NETS $3,200
A/12/1983 B031 STEVENS IS WALK-AMERICA CHAIRMAN
A/18/1983 B031 WALKAMERICA STARTS SATURDAY
A/22/1983 C035 MARCH OF DIMES PLEDGE SHEETS AVAILABLE
A/2A/1983 con *MARCH OF DIMES WALK DRAWS 325
5/0A/1983 C022 MARCH OF DIMES OFFICIAL THANKS VOLUNTEERS IN WALK
7/07/1983 C023 DIMES OFFICIAL THANKS TELETHON VOLUNTEERS (L)
9/2A/1983 B031 TRAIL RIDE WILL RAISE MONEY
10/03/1983 BOll 3(RIDING FOR MARCH OF DIMES
10/18/1983 B033 *MARCH OF DIMES PICKS LEADER
11/09/1983 B053 MARCH OF DIMES CHAPTER HONORED
11/20/1983 C061 *198A'S POSTER CHILD
12/21/1983 C031 MARCH OF DIMES HAS CABBAGE PATCH DOLL RAFFLE
12/25/1983 C0A5 DOLL AUCTION RAISES $344 FOR MARCH OF DIMES
4/06/1984 con MARCH OF DIMES BENEFIT WILL ROAST ABDNOR
4/20/1984 con MARCH OF DIMES NEEDS VOLUNTEERS FOR WALK
4/26/1984 B054 WALKAMERICA REGISTRATION
4/26/1984 C031 300 PEOPLE EXPECTED FOR WALK
5/05/1984 D012 MARCH OF DIMES WALK RESCHEDULED
6/01/1985 A095 WALKAMERICA RAISED $12,000 (L)
6/07/1985 B031 CHOCOLATE, TENNIS AID MARCH OF DIMES
6/28/1985 B012 LOCAL TELECAST RAISES MONEY FOR MARCH OF DIMES
7/27/1985 A094 MARCH OF DIMES THANKS VOLUNTEERS (L)
1/18/1986 A083 HELP MARCH OF DIMES STOP BIRTH DEFECTS (L)
3/12/1986 Cn4 MARCH OF DIMES NAMES POSTER CHILD
4/14/1986 B035 PARENT SUPPORT PROGRAM GETS GRANT
4/21/1986 B031 MARCH OF DIMES SPONSORS WALK
4/26/1986 con WALKS FOR CHARITY SET TODAY, SUNDAY IN CITY
5/16/1986 con J6MARCH OF DIMES AWARDS FREE TRIP TO WOMAN
6/20/1986 BOll ^POSTER CHILD WITH SPINA BIFIDA
6/30/1986 C013 3«A CARNIVAL OF CARING
10/02/1986 A094 FUND-RAISING RIDE AT NEWTON HILLS
10/14/1986 C033 MARCH OF DIMES FOUNDATION HONORS NURSE
10/17/1986 A085 CHAPTER NOT TIED TO EVENT (L)
11/25/1986 B031 MARCH OF DIMES VOLUNTEERS RECEIVE HONORS
1/12/1987 A072 COUPONS OFFERED TO NEW PARENTS
2/02/1987 C013 MARCH OF DIMES AMBASSADOR
2/09/1987 A081 SUPPORT MARCH OF DIMES (L)
2/15/1987 con BACHELOR SALE RAISES $10,000
2/19/1987 C012 5CARRESTING EVENT
2/23/1987 A075 MARCH OF DIMES SHOW MARCH 8
3/02/1987 B035 MARCH OF DIMES SHOW SUNDAY
4/26/1987 A012 3€A DIME'S WORTH OF DIFFERENCE
5/11/1987 B034 WALKAMERICA HOSTS AWARDS PARTY
7/13/1987 A074 MONEY RAISED FOR MARCH OF DIMES
10/05/1987 C012 *TRAILS OF HOPE
10/31/1987 A072 SOFA SALES HELP MARCH OF DIMES
11/16/1987 A072 'JAIL AND BAIL' FUNDRAISER PLANNED
1/23/1988 C014 FIGHT AGAINST INFANT MORTALITY
4/21/1988 B054 MARCH OF DIMES WALK IS SATURDAY
4/22/1988 con MARCH OF DIMES WALKATHON SATURDAY
4/24/1988 D021 ^STEPPING OUT SATURDAY
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MARCH OF DIMES
MARCHING BAND
MARCOS FERDINAND
MARDI GRAS
MARDIAN PIUS
MARDON AUSTIN
MARESH EVERETT
MARGHAB VERA
MARGULIES BENJAMIN
MARIJUANA
DATE PAPER NOTATION
4/25/1988 A012 3CTINY FUND-RAISER RETURNS A FAVOR
4/25/1988 A091 MARCH OF DIMES PLANS COUNCIL
5/26/1988 B072 BACHELOR AUCTION TO RAISE MONEY
10/12/1988 B075 ABERDEEN HONORED BY MARCH OF DIMES
10/24/1988 A093 CITY JAIL AND BAIL TO RAISE FUNDS
11/14/1988 A012 56TWISTING THE DAY AWAY
2/22/1989 B012 PREPARES FOR THIRD BID FOR BACHELORS
4/15/1989 coil MARCH OF DIMES PLANS WALKING EVENTS
4/23/1989 C041 5fl03-YEAR-OLD PLANS TO WALK IN FUND-RAISER
4/29/1989 B031 'BACHELORS' BOOST MARCH OF DIMES (L)
4/30/1989 C013 STAKING CARE OF THOSE TIRED TOES
8/24/1989 C014 XJAIL BERG
10/14/1989 coil MARCH OF DIMES TO HOLD FUND-RAISER
3/11/1990 coil WALKAMERICA SET FOR APRIL 28 IN CITY
4/29/1990 C014 KWALKAMERICA TURNOUT SETS RECORD
5/02/1990 C021 WALKERS HELP FIGHT BIRTH DEFECTS WITH TREK
1/17/1991 C033 ^POSTER CHILD MEETS LEGISLATORS, GOVERNOR
2/08/1991 B012 17 BACHELORS AVAILABLE AS DATES
4/27/1991 coil 1,000 PEOPLE EXPECTED FOR FUND-RAISER TODAY
11/16/1991 BOll STUDENTS TWISTIN' AWAY FOR MARCH OF DIMES
7/08/1992 A012 KPOX PESTERS POSTER CHILD KICKOFF
8/02/1992 Foil GO DIRECTLY TO JAIL FOR MARCH OF DIMES
11/01/1992 FOll MARCH OF DIMES REPORTS FUND SCAM
SEE BANDS
3/04/1986 A061 FITTING PLACE FOR MARCOS (ED)
3/06/1986 A061 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS ON FERDINAND MARCOS
3/18/1986 A081 IF MARCOS DOESN'T LIKE RULES CED)
4/29/1986 A061 IT'S TIME TO REAWAKEN MARCOS (ED)
2/11/1982 C102 XMARDI GRAS PRINCESSES
2/18/1982 C103 MARDI GRAS OF THE NORTH
2/24/1982 D084 MARDI GRAS OF THE NORTH
1/26/1983 C115 MARDI GRAS PRINCESSES SELECTED
2/03/1985 C025 MARI GRAS OF THE NORTH WILL BE SATURDAY
2/17/1990 coil XMARDI GRAS ROYALTY CROWNED FRIDAY
12/25/1992 AOll KPASTORS TO DELIVER HOLIDAY MESSAGE
7/09/1986 B026 3CSTUDENT TO GO TO ANTARCTICA
7/12/1992 F031 56SF DOCTOR DIES
9/12/1984 C095 RECEPTION HONORS STATE NATIVE
9/17/1988 A052 ART MUSEUM TO AUCTION MARGHAB LINENS
6/04/1985 C014 *MARGULIES DIES IN SIOUX FALLS
5/27/1983 A012 MARIJUANA AS MEDICINE
8/11/1983 C041 1,900 POUNDS OF CONFISCATED MARIJUANA BURNED
9/21/1983 B012 STATE FORESTS AREN'T IMMUNE FROM MARIJUANA
10/05/1983 C035 MARIJUANA PLANTS FOUND IN CITY RESIDENCE
7/15/1984 C042 MARIJUANA PLANTS SEIZED IN YANKTON COUNTY
5/01/1985 BOll MIDWESTERN MARIJUANA IS INCREASING
7/02/1985 C021 STATE WANTS PUBLIC'S HELP IN FINDING MARIJUANA
8/02/1985 C025 SEIZE 2,000 POUNDS OF MARIJUANA IN RAID ON FARM
8/06/1985 A012 5CAGENTS RAID POT PATCHES
8/17/1985 A081 LEGALIZING MARIJUANA WOULD BE A MISTAKE (ED)
8/28/1985 B021 DEPUTIES PULL UP 80 POUNDS OF WILD MARIJUANA
8/29/1985 C024 STATE OFFICIALS SEIZE MARIJUANA
12/18/1985 B015 MAN FREE ON OWN RECOGNIZANCE
8/21/1986 C015 KADOKA MAN CHARGED WITH MARIJUANA POSSESSION
8/27/1986 BOll OFFICERS DESTROY MARIJUANA KEPT AS EVIDENCE
9/02/1986 B024 OFFICIALS KEEP AN EYE OUT FOR FIELDS
3/11/1987 C051 *COUPLE CHARGED IN DRUG OPERATION
5/06/1987 B012 WOMAN BLAMED HUSBAND FOR MARIJUANA
7/03/1987 con COURT UPHOLDS MARIJUANA CASE
7/16/1988 con MARIJUANA PLANTS SPRAYED NEAR HURON
7/29/1988 con 20,000 POUNDS OF MARIJUANA SEIZED
8/02/1989 con SIOUX FALLS MAN POSTS $25,000 BOND
8/12/1989 con MARIJUANA CHARGES FILED AGAINST 2 MEN
8/25/1989 con AUTHORITIES SEIZE 13 MARIJUANA PLANTS
9/09/1989 con MARIJUANA PLANTS FOUND AT CITY HOME
1/19/1990 con CITY COUPLE ARRESTED ON MARIJUANA COUNTS
1/30/1990 C012 MOM PLEADS GUILTY IN COKE CASE
2/02/1990 C022 NEMO MAN ENTERS PLEA ON MARIJUANA CHARGES
4/07/1990 C023 TRIBAL COUNCILMAN REMOVED FROM OFFICE
4/07/1990 C024 LEGAL ADVISER RESIGNS AFTER DRUG PLEA
4/25/1990 C025 JUDGE SETS BOND IN MAIL MARIJUANA CASE
5/01/1990 con DELL RAPIDS MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY
5/12/1990 C024 MAN TO COURT AGAIN ON MARIJUANA CHARGE
6/28/1990 C016 LAW CHANGES LIKELY TO ADD TO CASELOAD
7/16/1990 con FOREST OFFICIALS BATTLE MARIJUANA PLANTATIONS
9/01/1990 con MICHIGAN MAN FACING MARIJUANA CHARGES
9/29/1990 con TRANSIENT'S HEARING SET FOR OCTOBER 5
9/29/1990 C015 CHARGED IN ALLEGED MISSOURI RIVER POT HARVEST
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12/12/1990 C016 3€KEL0 SAYS IT DIDN'T LIBEL LAWYER
1/10/1991 coil MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN GROWING MARIJUANA
1/26/1991 coil MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO CHARGES
2/02/1991 C032 MICHIGAN MAN SENTENCED FOR HARVESTING POT
3/13/1991 coil POKER DEALER ARRESTED ON CHARGES
3/13/1991 C033 MAN GIVEN 6 MONTHS FOR HARVESTING MARIJUANA
3/20/1991 C03A MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO CHARGE
6/25/1991 coil 3 BROTHERS CHARGED WITH GROWING MARIJUANA
8/27/1991 A012 KCOPTERS HELP SMOKE OUT POT
9/01/1991 E012 POT NEAR FIRING RANGE ESCAPES RAID
9/29/1991 A112 WHAT A WASTE TO KILL USEFUL HEMP PLANT CD
10/01/1991 A103 IS MARIJUANA USE OK IF NOT CAUGHT (L)
10/09/1991 coil MEN ENTER PLEAS IN MARIJUANA CASE
10/29/1991 C031 LEAD MAN SENTENCED ON EXPLOSIVES CHARGE
11/23/1991 coil COUPLE CHARGED IN MARIJUANA CASE
12/01/1991 C031 MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO SELLING MARIJUANA
12/05/1991 C022 EX-COUNTY PROSECUTORS FACE SUPREME COURT DISCIPLINE
12/15/1991 F031 MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO MARIJUANA CHARGE
1/27/1992 BOll COUPLE PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO MARIJUANA CHARGES
2/08/1992 C031 FORT THOMPSON MAN SENTENCED IN POT SALE
3/25/1992 coil MAN AWAITS CHARGES IN MARIJUANA RAID
A/09/1992 C012 RING BROUGHT $1 MILLION OF POT TO SD
A/lA/1992 C021 MAN SENTENCED IN MARIJUANA CASE
A/15/1992 C012 2 INMATES BEGIN TRIAL ON DRUG CHARGES
A/16/1992 C032 OFFICIALS SEIZE DRUG RING'S PROPERTY
A/25/1992 D012 NINE INDICTED IN MARIJUANA RING
6/16/1992 coil VERMILLION MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN POT BUST
6/16/1992 C021 MINNESOTA MAN GETS SENTENCE
7/15/1992 C012 11 INDICTED IN PRISON SMUGGLING
'7/15/1992 C015 CONVICTIONS IN '91, '92 CASES
7/16/1992 C012 INMATES PLEAD NOT GUILTY TO DRUG SMUGGLING
7/17/1992 coil INMATES ENTER NOT GUILTY PLEAS TO DRUG CHARGES
7/28/1992 B022 OFFICIALS TARGET POT IN OPERATION GREENLEAF II
7/30/1992 A103 MARIJUANA ERADICATION A DEAD END EXPENDITURE (L)
8/19/1992 B015 LEGALIZING POT WOULD BOOST FARM ECONOMY
10/08/1992 BOll IOWA MAN IMPRISONED IN MARIJUANA SCHEME
11/18/1992 BOll FEDERAL OFFICIALS SEIZE CORONA HOME
12/09/1992 B021 ACCUSED ROBBER OUT OF JAIL IN DRUG CHARGE
12/14/1992 B022 COURT OVERTURNS POT FARM CONVICTION
SEE ALSO RIVER RANCH
7/17/1991 A082 DON'T SPEND TAX FUNDS ON MARINA (ED)
10/23/1988 B075 MARINDAHL LAKE IS BEING RESTORED
10/02/1984 BOll MARINE BAND AFTERNOON PERFORMANCE
10/07/1984 D061 ^MARINE BAND PERFORMS MONDAY
10/09/1984 A113 ^MILITARY MUSICIANS
10/27/1984 A073 MARINE BAND BROUGHT JOY TO CITY (L)
2/22/1988 B012 BfFIRE DOESN'T STOP MARION PRESS
2/15/1990 B014 KMARION COLUMNIST FILES FULL REPORT
11/30/1987 A012 *DOCTOR RECALLS MARION'S PAIN, JOY
2/22/1988 B012 *FIRE DOESN'T STOP MARION PRESS
2/05/1991 C016 PIPELINE PLAN ON TAP AT MEETING
1/05/1989 C012 *T0 SPEAK AT B'NAI B'RITH BANQUET
3/03/1991 C033 *DEVOTED LIFE TO GUITARS
12/02/1987 B021 FIRM TO TEST CITY'S TASTES
9/12/1984 A014 NIELSEN SURVEY GOES HI-TECH
9/12/1984 DOll 3«MARKET RESEARCH ENTERS HIGH-TECH AREA
9/12/1984 DOll NIELSEN SURVEY HELPS AUGUSTANA
9/20/1984 coil NIELSEN SELECTS PANELISTS FOR RESEARCH
12/12/1984 D031 PIPESTONE MARKETING WORKSHOP IS THIS MONTH
6/26/1987 C012 MARKETING PLAN LOOKS FORWARD TO JOBS
6/27/1987 AlOl JOBS PLAN LOOKS GOOD (ED)
6/28/1987 D016 2 PLANS CRITICAL TO SD
3/09/1988 B012 FIRM PONDERS MOVING SYSTEM
9/11/1988 coil RED MARKET MAKERS CARDS NOT VALID
6/11/1989 E041 FIRM READY TO EXPAND TO RAPID CITY
5/08/1991 D081 MARKETING TO ELDERLY IS TOPIC OF WORKSHOP
3/17/1982 B013 KSD SPORTS HALL OF FAME
9/21/1984 DOll MARKING IS AN AVERAGE GUY UNTIL
5/11/1988 B012 ABOARD ANNOUNCES NEW AIRPORT MANAGER
8/21/1989 B012 9CL0W BID IS $1 1 MILLION TOO HIGH
9/09/1989 A012 *AIRPORT RENOVATION PLANS TAKE OFF
1/01/1992 A031 *1992 GOALS ARE SIMILAR TO THOSE MET IN 1987
1/10/1992 B012 *TEACH MORE RISK-TAKING TO DAUGHTERS
10/30/1986 D012 *MARQUARDT PRODUCES WINNERS
10/06/1990 A012 *READY TO BURST
1/27/1991 EOll YANKTON TRUCKING FIRM LEASES TRAILERS FOR GULF WAR
1/22/1991 B061 MARQUETTE BANK OPEN DURING KING HOLIDAY
5/20/1991 C014 WHITTIER STUDENTS--PROGRAM MAKES THE GRADE
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MARSALIS WYNTON
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MARSH SHERRY
MARSHALL DALE
MARSHALL DICK
MARSHALL FESTIVAL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/05/1982 CG51 TESTIMONY NOT NULLIFIED BECAUSE WITNESS MARRIED
7/21/1982 BGll ^MARRIED BY MOON
11/18/1982 CGAl ANNULMENT DIFFICULT, PRIEST SAYS
11/22/1982 CG21 SAYS ANNULMENT STORY INCOMPLETE, INACCURATE (L)
12/28/1982 AG12 KSD COUPLE WAS JUST MARRIED 7G YEARS AGO
1/27/1983 CGll BILL RAISES MARRIAGE LICENSE FEE $15
1/28/1983 CG31 HOUSE DELAYS VOTE ON SHELTERS
2/G1/1983 AG21 ABUSE BILL CHANGE GIVES COUNTIES AID
2/G3/I983 CG23 MARRIAGE FEE HIKE NEEDED (L)
2/G5/1983 BG21 DOMESTIC ABUSE BILL (ED)
2/16/1983 CG2A FEE BOOST NEEDED TO AID ANTI-VIOLENCE WORK (L)
2/23/1983 AG21 SENATE OKS BILL TO FIGHT ABUSE
3/1G/1983 BGll KTHEY TIED THE KNOT 70 YEARS AGO
10/21/1983 BGll 36GARRETSON SIBLINGS CAN BOAST 220 YEARS
1/29/198A DGll ^MENDING A BROKEN MARRIAGE
2/1G/198A CGAl HOUSE VOTES TO END SYPHILIS TEST
2/1A/198A AG71 *COUPLE*S MARRIAGE IS BASED ON GIVING
2/15/1984 CG71 39-YEAR MARRIAGE IS BUILT ON LOVE
2/15/1984 CG71 COUPLE SAYS LIVING TOGETHER PREPARED THEM
3/13/1984 A013 EXTRA LICENSE MONEY WILL BENEFIT AGENCIES
4/24/1984 B031 COUPLE CELEBRATE 7GTH WEDDING ANNIVERSARY
3/14/1985 CGll 5€A PROMISE TO SHARE THE BEER
10/17/1985 B013 ^MARRIAGE COUNSELORS STRESS GOSPELS
10/17/1985 BG53 'BORN AGAIN MARRIAGE" CONVENTION
11/24/1985 DG33 COUPLE BEAT ODDS OF DISTANCE
11/29/1985 CGll XCOUPLE DON'T LET DISABILITY DIVIDE THEM
12/28/1985 AG12 *TYING THE KNOT-AGAIN
12/29/1985 CGll GROOM LOCKS OUT BRIDE ON WEDDING NIGHT
2/03/1986 BGll *LONG DISTANCE MARRIAGE
5/19/1986 CGll LOVE'S SHINING LIGHT
5/20/1986 AG61 SOME HAPPILY MARRIED PEOPLE (L)
5/27/1986 AG63 MARRIAGE IS WORK BUT FUN (L)
7/23/1986 AG12 KWEDDING HAS MOM 8 DAD'S BLESSING
1/22/1987 CG33 ^MARRIAGE LICENSES DROP SLIGHTLY
2/27/1987 CG36 COURT WON'T ABOLISH SUITS ON AFFECTIONS
3/22/1987 DOll *COUPLES NEED TO TAKE TIME TO TALK
5/25/1987 AG52 ^WITHSTANDING THE TEST OF TIME
6/19/1987 AG15 REMARRIAGES WORK POLL FINDS
7/15/1987 BG21 SPENCER COUPLE GET MARRIED IN SEMI-TRUCK
8/29/1987 CG21 MARRIAGES HIT 2G-YEAR LOW, DIVORCES STEADY
9/19/1987 CG12 *HUDSON COUPLE CELEBRATE TIME TOGETHER
9/25/1987 CG23 FIRST TO BE MARRIED IN ND PRISON
12/10/1987 BG12 96DUAL-INCOME COUPLES BETWEEN WORK, HOME
1/01/1988 CG32 *DYING TOGETHER WAS BEST FOR COUPLE
1/31/1988 AG22 WOMAN MARRIES TEEN IN SD
3/28/1988 AG72 SEMINAR HELPS RE-MARRIED COUPLES
11/12/1988 AG52 ^EDUCATOR AND LAWYER REUNITE IN SF
2/10/1989 C015 HUSBAND, WIFE FAKED WEDDING
4/15/1989 C012 DEATH ENDS STORYBOOK ROMANCE
6/11/1989 C103 5680-YEAR MARRIAGE BEGAN ON SD PLAINS
7/11/1989 A052 56MONEY MATTERS IN MARRIAGE
7/23/1989 B072 56PURSUIT OF PASTIME NEEDN'T CAUSE RIFT
9/17/1989 C033 56LICENSED TO MARRY
1/01/1990 B012 MAY-DECEMBER MARRIAGE ENDS
6/03/1990 FOll 56LOVE IS LIFELONG PURSUIT
8/05/1990 coil MARRIAGE ON MINDS OF STUR6IS RALLY-GOERS
12/04/1990 A014 71 YEARS OF MARRIAGE EARNS KUDOS
12/06/1991 A012 36VOWS BOND COUPLE 72 YEARS
1/09/1992 C015 MARRIAGES UP 8 6 PERCENT SINCE '89
2/06/1992 C033 APPROVES BILL ENDING BINDING MARRIAGE PROPOSALS
2/08/1992 A053 HOSPITAL OFFERS COUPLES CHECKUPS OF LOVE
7/06/1992 C012 36HUMOR KEY TO 70-YEAR MARRIAGE
8/15/1992 A012 PAIR BREAKS MARITAL TRADITION
11/25/1992 B012 MORE COUPLES SPLITTING UP IN SD
12/27/1992 A012 56MORE COUPLES WAITING LONGER TO GET MARRIED
12/27/1992 A021 SOUTH DAKOTANS MARRY YOUNGER THAN AVERAGE
3/11/1990 A016 36DOCTOR TO TESTIFY IN WASHINGTON ON INDIAN ISSUES
3/11/1990 C012 URBAN INDIAN HEALTH NEEDS MONEY
5/06/1990 CC03 56INDIAN HEALTH CARE CRITICAL FOR DOCTOR
4/15/1989 A052 MARSALIS BRINGS BAND TO TOWN
5/09/1984 C013 PROPER DIET MAY HELP CUT RISK OF CANCER
6/08/1987 AlOl SF WELL SERVED BY RESEARCH PROGRAM
12/15/1992 B015 KNEW EXECUTIVE EDITOR TO STRESS READER SERVICE
5/20/1991 B012 *WOMEN PLAY SOCCER TO STAY FIT AND SANE
9/19/1992 C021 BOX ELDER POLICEMAN SETTLES OUT OF COURT
2/03/1985 E012 KQUALIFIED PRESORT
5/05/1989 B016 AREA WRITERS TO TAKE PART IN FESTIVAL
5/09/1989 A072 KTHINGS MUST CHANGE IF LIFE IS TO CONTINUE
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MARSHALL FESTIVAL 5/11/1989 AOIA
5/12/1989 B016
MARSHALL FRANK 10/08/1989 C025
12/07/1989 C021
MARSHALL LYLE A/08/1985 BOll
MARSHALL RICHARD A/15/1983 C0A2
1/28/198A A016
8/17/198A COAl
12/28/198A A012
12/29/198A A012
MARSHIK GARY A/01/1991 C012
MARSKE ANN 5/25/198A D012
MARSKE RUTH 3/08/1989 DOIA
3/30/1990 DOAA
7/29/1990 AOll
7/29/1990 C032
MARTEN JOHN A/06/1988 BOIA
MARTENS BOB A/16/1986 D012
MARTENS MARGIE 5/02/1982 3091
MARTIAL ARTS 7/23/1989 B012
MARTIN BECKY 9/18/1992 D012
MARTIN BILLY 10/11/1985 C021
12/26/1989 B015
MARTIN BLACKIE 1/18/1989 C016
MARTIN DARRELL 10/26/1988 C012
10/27/1988 C012
12/08/1989 C012
MARTIN DAVE 3/21/1987 COAl
10/28/1987 B012
MARTIN DOUG A/OA/1982 B015
A/06/1982 C012
5/25/1988 D015
2/06/1989 A08A
12/19/1990 D016
MARTIN ETHEL 1/26/1982 A08A
MARTIN JAMES 3/25/1982 A015
MARTIN JANET 11/19/198A Alll
MARTIN JOHN 10/20/1985 C071
MARTIN KATHY 5/29/198A A091
MARTIN KEVIN 8/28/1990 C016
MARTIN LAURA 5/20/1987 D013
MARTIN MARCELLA 1/05/1990 AOIA
MARTIN SD 1/08/1989 AOIA
11/19/1989 A073
2/01/1992 C031
MARTIN TRAVIS 12/28/1989 D013
MARTINEZ DUANE 9/08/1992 B031
MARTY MARK 7/27/1986 coil
MARTY MARTIN 5/01/1988 Nlll
MARTY ROLAND '3/19/1988 A081
MARTY SD 9/18/1989 A052
MARTY STEVE 9/16/1992 AlOl
MARVELENE LOOBY 1/03/1990 C022
MARX RICHARD 8/27/1992 BOll
10/01/1992 D012
MARX ROBERT 2/23/1991 C031
MASCOTS
9/29/1991 A103
MASHEK CAROL A/05/1989 coil
5/11/1991 coil
5/1A/1991 C012
MASHEK JOHN A/20/1987 D013
9/2A/1988 C015
MASHL JIM 10/25/1991 C0A2
MASKS 2/01/1982 C033
7/21/1987 C015
1/19/1990 B012
MASON BERT S GENE 9/28/1989 A012
MASON BOBBIE 9/30/1991 A022
MASON ROY A/17/1983 C033
MASONIC LODGES 12/22/1987 B051
10/06/1988 DOll
12/27/1988 A072
MASONIC TEMPLE 6/10/1986 B031
MASONS 7/26/1988 A075
A/27/1989 coil
MASSA JEAN 11/19/1990 B031
MASSA LAWRENCE 3/13/1983 BOll
*MCCARTHY--US IS STAGNATING
WRITERS RAISE SOMBER VIEWS ABOUT FUTURE
TRIBAL LEADER EXPECTED TO QUIT
EX-INDIAN OFFICIAL SENTENCED
3€A CUT, SHAVE AND CONVERSATION
BOARD REINSTATES MURDERER'S TRUSTY STATUS
INDIAN ACTIVIST ADMITS MURDER
JANKLOW--CONFESSION LED TO THE CHANGE
JANKLOW LIFTS INDIAN ACTIVIST'S LIFE TERM
JANKLOW--CONFESSION TOOK GUTS
PRAISING OSTRICHES FEATHERS NEST OF CANTON MAN
*MARSKE VETERAN OF STATE TRACK MEETS
KTHREE NAMED TO SD HALL OF FAME
SCHOLARSHIP TO HONOR SDSU'S MARSKE
KSD SPORTS PIONEER MARSKE DIES AT 56
KSDSU ASSISTANT ATHLETIC DIRECTOR DIES
ECONOMIST FORESEES FARM RECOVERY
SMARTENS SEES NICKLAUS
XCAGRICULTURE) THIS COUNTRY EDITOR IS BIG BOOSTER
TO SERVE SPORTING, SELF DEFENSE PURPOSES
96ATTACKS RETURN
WATER PROJECTS LEADER VOWS GOOD SERVICE
PERRY--LOSS IS PERSONAL
CITY REACHES OUT TO WYOMING FAMILY
XMARTIN DENIES ABANDONING TRUCK
KMARTIN FOUND GUILTY OF 1-29 DEATHS
3CLEAVING TRUCK ON INTERSTATE WAS RECKLESS ACT
PROMOTER PUSHES PRIDE IN SOUTH DAKOTA
SD CENTENNIAL DIRECTOR RESIGNS
XDOUG MARTIN NAMED USD BASKETBALL COACH
MARTIN LOVES THOUGHT OF TAKING OVER TEAM
*MARTIN TAKES DWU BASKETBALL POSITION
STORY UNFAIR TO MARTIN (L)
XCOACH HAS DWU BACK ON COURSE
SDSU TRUST FUND ESTABLISHED
SD BUTTE HAS SIGNS OF EARLY MAN
seCREAM & BREAD
KSD NATIVE TENDS HOUSE FOR ROYALS
KTHE BEST INGREDIENTS FOR A PARTY
XMAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN SHOOTING
MARTIN SPOILS O'GORMAN SWEEP
36MOTHER OF 2A REMEMBERED IN LOVE
RURAL SD RECRUITING MEDICAL WORKERS
COFFERING CARE A STRUGGLE ACROSS THE STATE
MARTIN VOTERS OK ADDITIONAL MOTEL TAX
SCOTLAND'S MARTIN EXCELS ON COURT, TRACK
JANITOR ARRESTED IN THEFT FROM CENTER
*MAN PROPOSES IN A BIG WAY
(SEC AA) *PAIN COULDN'T STOP PRIEST'S SIOUX TOILS
DEATH FELT BY HUNDREDS HE TOUCHED (L)
*MASS AT MARTY TO FEATURE INDIAN CUSTOMS
^TEACHER'S JOB GOES BEYOND THE CLASSROOM
DEVELOPERS ARRANGE PAYMENTS
SINGER RICHARD MARX TO PLAY AT HOBO DAY
*SINGER LOVES LIVE SHOWS, HATES VIDEOS
BRITTON MAN CHARGED WITH BANK FRAUD
SEE ALSO NICKNAMES
*CAVORTING MASCOTS AT GAMES DEMEAN INDIAN PRACTICES
DAKOTA STATE HONORS MASHEK, KUNDERT
XREADY TO RUN FOR MAYOR
MAYORAL LONG SHOT PLOTS NO-COST CAMPAIGN
APOLITICAL JOURNALIST WAITS FOR BASEBALL TEAM
SD NATIVE CHOSEN FOR DEBATE PANEL
AWORKERS FINISH OAHE REPAIRS
ANOT EXACTLY A FACIAL MASK
ataking art at face value
APRIMITIVE ARTIFACTS LINK LIVING WITH DEAD
AALL THAT GLITTERS IS FAMILY'S GOAL
AGOSPEL SINGER TO BE FEATURED
BROTHER ROY PUTS HIS SOUL BEHIND WEIGHT LIFTING
AMASONIC LODGES INSTALL NEW OFFICERS
MASONIC COMMANDER TO SPEAK AT YANKTON
MASONIC LODGES PICK NEW OFFICERS
AHONORED QUEEN INSTALLED
LOUDENSLAGER NAMED MASON GRAND MASTER
MASONS FROM REGION GATHER IN WATERTOWN
PAIR SHARES MORE THAN JUST MARRIAGE
AJANKLOW CABINET--NEW MEMBERS OF TEAM
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MASSA LAWRENCE
MASSAGE
MASSAGE BOARD
MASSELINK CHAN
MASSEY JIM
MASSEY TIM
MASTECTOMY
MASTEN JEFF
MASTER SINGERS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/28/1983 C051 ^STATE'S MORTALITY RATE BELOW NATIONAL RATE
5/17/198A con 36PLANS TO OFFER OUTPATIENT SERVICES
7/20/1985 C015 HEALTH SECRETARY TO ENTER PRIVATE SECTOR
3/02/1983 C023 THERAPY BILL STOPS FREEDOM OF CHOICE (L)
1/27/1987 A072 DRUBBING OUT TENSION
2/2A/1983 C0A2 FAILURE TO REESTABLISH MASSAGE BOARD CRITICIZED
5/01/1983 B051 ^STUDENT FINDS NBA PLAYERS ARE MORTAL
7/28/1989 D061 MASSEY TO SPEAK TONIGHT AT MEETINGS
^/23/1990 B062 56FREON COST RISE TO BE FELT DURING '90'S
5/04/1987 B035 MASTECTOMY SUPPORT GROUP FORMS
4/16/1984 B015 scMASTEN VS STRANGE SPICES COURTROOM
6/23/1984 B015 KMASTEN WOOS DELEGATES
7/15/1984 con MASTEN WILL CHALLENGE VOLK'S RIGHT
10/19/1984 con scGRAND JURY TO PROBE GAMBLING
1/06/1985 C015 5€MCD0WELL--C0MPLAINTS FILED AGAINST MASTEN
11/23/1985 C016 GAMBLING RAID NETS RECORDS
3/15/1986 C014 *MASTEN WANTS TO HELP FARMERS
3/21/1986 B054 MASTEN PROFFERS REPORTER PENALTIES (L)
4/26/1986 C022 MASTEN BACKS FOR STATE CRIME LAB
5/07/1986 A104 MASTEN CAN'S ESCAPE BLAME CD
8/25/1986 B013 TELLINGHUISEN--MASTEN EXPLANATION MISLEADING
9/16/1986 C012 ^ATTORNEY GENERAL RACE HITS HOME
9/24/1986 A084 MASTEN LACKS SUBSTANCE (L)
9/27/1986 C012 CANDIDATES DEFEND CRIMINAL-LAW STANDS
10/11/1986 C016 RACKETEERING LAW NEEDED, MASTEN SAYS
10/22/1986 B023 56MASTEN SAYS STAFF NEEDS TAX EXPERT
10/24/1986 C016 TV DEBATE CENTERS ON EXPERIENCE
10/29/1986 A051 TELLINGHUISEN, MASTEN FOCUS ON DRUGS
10/30/1986 A081 MASTEN HAS THE EDGE IN ATTORNEY GENERAL RACE (ED)
10/31/1986 A015 *INMATE RELEASE CRITICIZED
11/02/1986 C032 MASTEN DISAGREES ON FINANCES
11/11/1986 C012 XMASTEN TRIES TO TIP SCALES FOR FARMERS
11/12/1986 A081 MASTEN, THE CAMPAIGN IS OVER (ED)
2/14/1987 C021 XPANEL DEBATES PLEA BARGAINS
11/09/1988 C042 3CMASTEN LEADING IN LINCOLN COUNTY
11/24/1988 C015 ^MASTEN WANTS DEMOCRATIC JOB
12/04/1988 E012 3CUN0PP0SED MASTEN WINS DEMOCRATIC JOB
1/25/1989 A015 ^DEMOCRAT RECEIVES UNWELCOME 'GIFT'
3/08/1989 C015 5CMASTEN ASKED TO JOIN GOP CLUB
4/22/1989 C012 GOVERNOR FAILS PRISON TEST
11/13/1989 B012 ^PROSECUTOR VAPORIZED A HOT DOG AT ATOMIC LAB
3/01/1990 A015 ^PROSECUTOR'S WIFE WON'T BE JUROR
7/05/1990 A015 B6MASTEN--0'CONNELL CASE PROGRESSING
7/05/1990 A084 PRESSLER DRAWS FIRE FROM REPUBLICANS (L)
7/10/1990 C015 THANK DEAD MAN FOR CONTRIBUTIONS
8/19/1990 A123 PRESSLER CANNOT REFUTE REAL-ESTATE DEALINGS (L)
10/30/1990 C012 ^LEGISLATIVE RACES WILD CARD ON NOVEMBER 6
11/01/1990 C012 KMASTEN CRITICIZES PRESSLER'S TRIPS
11/05/1990 C016 MASTEN QUESTIONS PRESSLER'S BANKROLL
12/03/1990 A012 KMAYOR MAY FIND OFFICE A STEPPING STONE
12/12/1990 C015 MASTEN REQUESTS FUNDS TO TIDE COUNTY OVER
12/24/1990 C012 ^POLITICAL WARS AT TURNING POINT
4/28/1991 A092 MASTEN KEEPS FACTS FROM SD TAXPAYERS (L)
6/09/1991 C014 9CMASTEN SUGGESTS POST BE FULL TIME
6/18/1991 C015 ESTATE'S ATTORNEY ORDERED TO TESTIFY
8/13/1991 C012 XMASTEN CONDUCT CHALLENGED IN MCDOWELL APPEAL
10/08/1991 C014 ^DEMOCRATS WANT GOP ASSURANCES
11/02/1991 C012 XJANKLOW DEMS' SATIRICAL TARGET
12/20/1991 C013 MASTEN SAYS DEMOCRATIC PICKS ARE UP TO HIM
12/23/1991 C032 GOVERNOR POLICIES CENTER OF POLITICAL FIGHT
1/01/1992 con MASTEN RESIGNS DEMOCRATIC POST
3/24/1992 C015 ^EMPLOYEE MAY FACE BOSS IN RACE
4/08/1992 C032 KMASTEN WON'T RUN FOR OFFICE
4/09/1992 B012 PROSECUTOR MASTEN FACES TOUGH NEW CASELOAD--HIS KIDS
4/11/1992 con COURT ORDERS MASTEN TO PAY $1,300 DEBT
4/22/1992 C016 MASTEN, BUTLER ON OPPOSITE SIDES
8/03/1992 B012 YANKTON 'CURSE' NO THREAT TO MASTEN
8/18/1992 A065 MASTEN'S REMARKS ABOUT O'CONNELL 'NAUSEATING' (L)
9/02/1992 A021 ^NEIGHBORS AGREE WITH CONVICTION
9/04/1992 A036 KDNA TEST NOW MORE POSITIVE LINK TO KILLER
10/04/1992 A012 *MONEY PROBLEMS FORCE MASTEN OUT
10/09/1992 AlOl MASTEN'S DEPARTURE TESTS THE SYSTEM (ED)
10/11/1992 A103 STORY ON MASTEN WAS IN POOR TASTE (L)
10/20/1992 A063 MASTEN CASE ILLUSTRATES INJUSTICE OF THE SYSTEM (L)
12/15/1992 A014 KMASTEN, JUDGE JOIN SAME FIRM
7/18/1984 con PROFESSOR IS LOOKING FOR MASTER SINGERS
12/07/1985 B051 APPLAUSE GOES TO THE MASTER SINGERS (L)
11/20/1988 F012 KLOCAL COMPOSERS MIX INSPIRATION, CRAFT
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MASTERS RON 8 LAVO
MASUR JAY
MASUR JAY 8 JILL
MASUR JILL
MATAYA JOHN
MATHER CHARLES
MATEJCEK RAY
MATH-A-THON
MATHCOUNTS
MATHEMATICS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/09/1992 C022 3EFL00D SURVIVORS WRITE BOOK ON GRIEF, HEALING
6/09/1989 C012 CITY STOPS PLANS FOR AMBULANCE
7/22/1989 AOIA *2ND AMBULANCE SERVICE OK'D
8/27/1989 C015 9eNEW AMBULANCE SERVICE OWNER
9/09/1989 A016 MCKENNAN WANTS 90 DAYS TO STUDY CARETRAUM SETUP
1/20/1990 C012 PLAN WOULD CHANGE AMBULANCE LICENSING
1/24/1990 A083 MASUR'S 'PRIVELAGES' ARE HOSPITAL BUSINESS (L)
7/27/1990 AlOl BURDEN REMAINS ON AMBULANCE SERVICE (ED)
8/13/1990 A083 JILL, JAY MASUR NEED ENCOURAGEMENT (L)
8/15/1990 C012 ^AMBULANCE DECISION DUE IN 2 WEEKS
8/16/1990 C016 CARETRAUM GROUP WANTS HEARING DELAY
10/13/1990 C012 *CITY NEARS CONCLUSION IN AMBULANCE SAGA
12/27/1990 C012 *COUNTY JOINS AMBULANCE STUDY
1/20/1991 A061 WHITE'S SARCASM STOOPS TOO LOW (L)
4/16/1991 C012 CONTRACTOR SUES CARETRAUM FOR GARAGE BILL
4/30/1991 C012 CARETRAUM WANTS SUIT DISMISSED
6/05/1991 A051 *OWNERS OF RIVAL FIRMS FEEL VINDICATED
7/07/1991 C012 36AMBULANCE RIVALS OPPOSE PUBLICLY RUN SERVICE
2/06/1992 AG72 MASUR TELLS ALL
4/26/1992 FOll MASUR TO ANNOUNCE BID FOR COMMISSION
4/29/1992 C012 XMASUR ANNOUNCES COMMISSION BID
5/02/1992 A103 JAY MASUR WOULD CLEAN UP CITY HALL CD
5/10/1992 A115 MASUR NOT GOOD CHOICE FOR COMMISSIONER (L)
6/17/1992 A012 *STEENSLAND, MASUR FACE RUNOFF ELECTION
6/18/1992 A081 STEENSLAND AHEAD GOING INTO RUNOFF (ED)
6/18/1992 C015 PORTRAY STEENSLAND AS LIBERAL SPENDER
6/19/1992 A015 STEENSLAND'S PAST TARGET OF PROBE
6/19/1992 C012 ^CANDIDATES SPAR IN TENSE DEBATE
6/20/1992 A012 POLITICS LED TO FIRING--MISSOURI OFFICIALS
6/20/1992 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
6/23/1992 A061 RUNOFF CAMPAIGN SHOULD BE VIGOROUS (ED)
6/23/1992 C012 3CCAMPAIGN POSTER CALLED MISLEADING
6/24/1992 A015 *MASUR HAS BACK TAXES
6/24/1992 A021 MASUR APOLOGIZES FOR FIRING PLEDGE
6/24/1992 coil STEENSLAND, MASUR TO MEET AT FORUM
6/25/1992 coil MASUR, STEENSLAND TO FIELD QUESTIONS
6/26/1992 A015 KMASUR PAYS $1,736 IN BACK TAXES, FEES
6/26/1992 C012 5CCITY COUNCIL DEBATE GETS PERSONAL
6/27/1992 D012 CANDIDATES CORDIAL IN FINAL DEBATE
6/27/1992 D014 5CDEVEL0PER--STEENSLAND LIED ABOUT FIRING
6/28/1992 A061 STEENSLAND CLEAR CHOICE IN CITY RACE (ED)
6/29/1992 C012 3€PERFECT DAY IS FILLED WITH ACCOMPLISHMENT
6/30/1992 C015 MASUR, STEENSLAND FACE VOTE TODAY
7/01/1992 A012 KIT'S STEENSLAND WITH 60 PERCENT
7/01/1992 A034 VICTORY TELLS OF BACKLASH AGAINST MASUR
7/04/1992 A041 KDAKOTA WINDS (ED)
12/25/1992 B016 MASUR PLANNING RURAL AMBULANCE
11/09/1990 A013 KMASURS DELIVER ON VOW TO FORCE AMBULANCE VOTE
11/11/1990 A012 KMASURS CRITICAL OF JAMISON'S FLIP-FLOP
11/14/1990 C036 CARETRAUM SAYS IT CAN SUPPLEMENT HEALTH CARE
12/06/1990 A012 KMIX-UP WILL FORCE TWO VOTES ON CARETRAUM
12/12/1990 A115 HOSPITALS, CITY LEADERS OUT OF TOUCH (L)
1/07/1991 A012 KMEET THE FACES BEHIND THE RIVAL SERVICES
3/30/1991 C012 K613 WAIVERS REQUEST CARETRAUM
9/21/1991 AlOl DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
4/17/1992 A012 KCARETRAUM GIVEN 'FAILING GRADE'
4/19/1992 A064 MASURS DRIVEN TO FINISH AMBULANCE BATTLE
11/10/1992 BOll JILL, JAY MASUR DIVORCE GRANTED
10/24/1992 AOll MASURS GIVE PARENTS CONTROL OF CARETRAUM
10/27/1992 A015 DAD SEEKS CARETRAUM FORECLOSURE
7/17/1986 coil AGENCY TO INVESTIGATE POLICE OFFICER
7/29/1986 C013 OFFICER CLEARED OF CRIMINAL CHARGES
8/13/1986 BOll LAWSUIT AGAINST MATAYA NOW INCLUDES CITY
12/16/1992 B015 KTO SHUT DOWN VIDEO LOTTERY GAMBLING
2/21/1988 B061 KELK FARMER
11/12/1991 C012 STUDENTS USE MATH TO BENEFIT HOSPITAL
3/21/1986 C021 MATHCOUNTS COMPETITION SET FOR APRIL IN PIERRE
3/16/1989 coil STUDENTS WIN AWARDS AT MATH CONTEST
2/25/1990 coil MATHCOUNTS NAMES JUNIOR HIGH WINNERS
5/17/1990 coil SF STUDENTS TO COMPETE IN DC
2/24/1991 EOll AXTELL, WHITTIER WIN MATH CONTEST
3/16/1991 coil STUDENTS TO COMPETE IN CONTEST TODAY
3/17/1991 coil AXTELL PARK WINS COMPETITION
3/08/1992 FOll MATH CONTESTANTS EARN STATE BERTHS
6/07/1982 B015 SF TEACHERS--SEXES EQUAL IN MATHEMATICS
10/21/1982 C061 SDSU SITE OF SCHOOL MATHMATICS CONTEST
11/17/1982 C074 *HILL WINS SDSU GEOMETRY CONTEST
3/25/1983 coil KMATH TEACHERS FLEEING FOR HIGHER--PAYING JOBS
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MATHEMATICS
MATHENY MIKE
MATHERS JAMES
MATHERS JERRY
MATHESON WILLIAM
MATHIESSEN PETER
MATHIS JOHN
MATHIS RICHARD
MATHIS SCOTT
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/09/1983 BOII ^COLLEGE STUDENT HAS EXCELLED IN MATHEMATICS
6/11/1984 C013 36STUDENT FIGURES MATH INTO FUTURE
10/14/1985 A061 NEWS ABOUT MATH DISTRESS (ED)
4/18/1990 C015 BOARD ADDS MORE MATH FOR YOUNGER STUDENTS
5/10/1990 C016 STUDENTS WIN MATH AWARDS
5/16/1991 C012 GRANT WILL REVAMP SCIENCE, MATH TEACHING
10/02/1991 C032 STATE HIRES DIRECTOR FOR MATH, SCIENCE PROGRAM
12/24/1991 C032 WHIZ KIDS WIN NATIONAL MATH CONTEST
11/09/1992 A092 MATH OF THE •90S A LOT LIKE MATH OF THE 'AOS (L)
7/12/1988 B033 *ALL-STAR GAME HITS HOME FOR JUNIOR
2/10/1985 C045 OFFICIAL SAYS HE DIDN'T DISCRIMINATE
2/16/1983 coil *THE BEAVER PACKS 'EM IN AT AUGUSTANA
11/11/1985 B013 5fSF JUDGE LEAPS BACK INTO PRIVATE SECTOR
6/06/1989 A015 JANKLOW LIBEL LAWSUIT DISMISSED BY JUDGE
6/14/1989 C015 XJUDGE--JANKLOW WASN'T LIBELED IN BOOK
1/16/1982 B013 MATHIS LAWYERS TO ASK FOR TRIAL DELAY
1/17/1982 B014 KMATHIS MURDERS TALK OF TOWN-MOUNT VERNON
1/21/1982 DOll JUDGE POSTPONES MURDER TRIAL-MT VERNON
2/04/1982 DOll JUDGE ALLOWS SHELL AS EVIDENCE IN TRIAL
2/19/1982 A012 KSTATE REQUESTING DEATH IN MATHIS TRIAL
2/20/1982 C016 LAWYER--PLEA BARGAIN TRIED IN MATHIS CASE
2/25/1982 D014 FBI COMPLETES MATHIS TESTS
2/27/1982 coil MATHIS TRIAL DELAYED LET DEFENSE EVALUATE EVIDENCE
3/03/1982 C015 EVIDENCE TEST RESULTS BACK ON MATHIS DEATH
3/09/1982 B015 JUDGE TO ANNOUNCE MATHIS RULING TODAY
3/10/1982 C013 MATHIS TO BE TRIED IN YANKTON
4/04/1982 C014 127 WITNESSES FOR MATHIS MURDER TRIAL
4/11/1982 BOll ESTATE'S EYE TURNS TO MATHIS TRIAL OPENING
4/13/1982 A012 KMATHIS TRIAL TO STAY IN YANKTON
4/I4/I982 coil POTENTIAL JURORS QUESTIONED AT TRIAL
4/15/1982 DOll 3RD DAY IN THE JOHN MATHIS MURDER TRIAL
4/16/1982 coil MATHIS MURDER TRIAL--TALK OF THE TOWN
4/17/1982 BOll 95 PEOPLE QUESTIONED FOR MATHIS JURY
4/20/1982 A013 ^MATHIS TRIAL CAN BEGIN, JURY PICKED
4/20/1982 B015 TESTIMONY TO BEGIN IN JOHN MATHIS TRIAL
4/21/1982 A013 ^LAWYERS OUTLINE MATHIS EVIDENCE
4/22/1982 A015 DEPUTY CONTRADICTS MATHIS' STORY
4/23/1982 A014 MATHIS STORY 'DIDN'T WASH'
4/24/1982 A012 PROSECUTION LINKS BULLET TO MATHIS
4/26/1982 B014 DCI AGENT'S TESTIMONY TO OPEN 3RD WEEK
4/27/1982 A014 JOHN MATHIS' FATHER TAKES WITNESS STAND
4/28/1982 A012 *DOCTOR--BOY SITTING UP WHEN KILLED
4/29/1982 A014 MATHIS' RELATIONSHIP WITH TEEN EXAMINED
4/30/1982 A015 *TEEN TELLS OF RELATIONSHIP WITH MATHIS
5/01/1982 A015 MATHIS ALOOF TO HIS FAMILY
5/02/1982 A014 MEIERHENRY-WE DON'T NEED A SMOKING GUN
5/03/1982 A016 MATHIS' DEFENSE TAKES OVER
5/04/1982 A016 MATHIS TELLS HIS STORY
5/05/1982 A012 *I WISH I'D BEEN KILLED, MATHIS SAYS
5/06/1982 A014 MEIERHENRY CHALLENGES DEFENSE TESTS
5/07/1982 coil ^WITNESSES FOR MATHIS DISPUTE PROSECUTION EVIDENCE
5/08/1982 A014 MATHIS CALLED UNINTELLIGENT--PROSECUTION RESTS CASE
5/09/1982 A015 TESTIMONY BY MATHIS CLIMAXES DEFENSE'S CASE
5/10/1982 C014 KMATHIS KEEPS LOW PROFILE OUTSIDE COURT
5/11/1982 A012 MATHIS' FATE GOES TO YANKTON JURY
5/12/1982 A013 5CIN YANKTON, THE WAIT GOES ON
5/13/1982 AOll XMATHIS NOT GUILTY
5/13/1982 D012 36TRIAL HELD SD'S ATTENTION FOR MONTH
5/14/1982 C021 MATHIS CASE SERVES CAUSE OF SD JUSTICE (ED)
5/17/1982 BOll THE MATHIS TRIAL IS OVER, BUT THE CASE ISN'T CLOSED
5/18/1982 B012 ^PROSECUTORS RESOLUTELY ACCEPT MATHIS TRIAL OUTCOME
5/2I/I982 A015 SOURCE OF BULLET STILL UNKNOWN
5/21/1982 B054 STICKING TO THEIR GUNS
5/26/1982 C015 MATHIS' INFANT SON WITH HIM AGAIN
6/25/1982 C015 MATHIS TRIAL COST DAVISON COUNTY $25,464
9/22/1982 A0I3 *MATHIS INCREASES REWARD-MOUNT VERNON
5/I3/I983 A012 *A YEAR LATER, MATHIS STILL DOESN'T FEEL FREE
5/13/1983 A024 MEIERHENRY--THERE ARE NO NEW LEADS
9/09/1984 A012 MATHIS CASE STILL HAUNTS THE BOOKS
9/16/1984 C031 MATHIS HAS SUFFERED ENOUGH (L)
12/31/1989 N031 3<MATHIS STILL SEEKS ANSWERS IN KILLING
9/01/1991 A012 KA CASE UNSOLVED
9/02/1991 A012 XMATHIS CASE LACKS LEAD
9/08/1991 A113 STORIES WERE INSENSITIVE (L)
9/15/1991 A096 REHASH HURT YOUNGSTER IN FAMILY (L)
9/05/1991 C035 FAMILY MEMBERS PLEAD NOT GUILTY IN TAX CASE
1/03/1992 coil 3 MATHISES PLEAD GUILTY OF CONSPIRACY
11/30/1990 coil MAN HELD UNTIL HE GIVES UP RECORDS
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SUBJECT
MATHIS SCOTT
MATHISON D S S
MATHISON DUANE
MATHISON KARIN
MATHISON STENA
MATSEN JEFF
MATSHALL ^TAN
MATSON RYAN
MATSUI ROBERT
MATT HENRY
MATTHES BILL 8 BAR
MATTHEW FLOYD
MATTHEWS BILL
MATTHEWS FRED
MATTHEWS TONY
MATTHIES MARK
MATTHIES STEVE
'MATTHIESSEN PETER
MATTHUIS GAIL
MATTICE RON
MATTIES LYLA
MATTSON KARMI
MATUA LUCY
MATUSTIK CASSANDRA
MAUCH MATTHEW
MAUDLIN STANISLAUS
MAUPIN BUDDY
MAUSZYCKI CHUCK
MAWHINNEY INA
MAY DAY
MAY JANET
MAY KEN
MAY TODD
MAY VERNON
MAY WALTER
MAYE MARILYN
MAYER DEL
MAYER JAMES
MAYER JERRY
MAYFLOWER
MAYNARD BOB
MAYNARD JONATHON
MAYNARD PATRICIA
MAYO CLINIC
MAYOR'S PICNIC
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/05/1991 BG32 WINNER MAN SENTENCED ON CONTEMPT CHARGES
7/19/1982 A071 *EATING RABBIT IS EASY
9/18/1990 B031 YANKTON MAN PREPARES FOR 2ND IRONMAN TEST
2/20/1991 B023 XROAD CREWS WAKE UP COOK FOR TREATS
1/17/1990 B012 KFOOD FROM AROUND THE WORLD
2/27/1990 A015 KFAIRVIEW TRIAL PITS 2 OF LAW'S BEST
3/06/1988 B012 KAWARD IS TRIBUTE TO MARSHALL'S WORK
7/1A/1992 A0I2 3€91I RESPONSE TO FATALITY DELAYED
7/15/1992 C012 911 DISPATCHER GIVEN CONFUSING INFORMATION
8/10/1992 DOll IT'S DIFFICULT, BUT IN DEATH WE MUST HAVE HOPE
9/21/1985 coil ^LAWMAKERS FOCUS ON FARM BILL
1/2A/1989 A083 IF PINE RIDGE STORE CHANGES OWNERSHIP
2/0^/1990 E012 3fWATERT0WN-AREA FARM REPOSSESSED, EMPTY
5/16/1989 A012 ^MATTHEW TO RUN WATER AGENCY
5/17/1989 C012 SfWATER OFFICIAL ASKS CRITICS FOR TRUCE
8/07/1989 A083 ^MATTHEW WRONG PERSON TO OVERSEE
10/01/1989 C021 WELCOMES THOUGHTS ON ENVIRONMENT
lO/OA/1989 A103 KSD MAKES GREAT ENVIRONMENTAL STRIDES
10/28/1989 C016 NEW SD LEADER WANTS BALANCE
11/11/1989 COIA MATTHEW SAYS HE'LL WIN BATTLE
11/18/1989 coil MATTHEW TO GO BACK TO WORK NEXT WEEK
5/2A/1990 AOIA 36MATTHEW, NATURAL RESOURCES OFFICIAL, DIES
1/18/1992 C036 ENVIRONMENTAL CTR A TRIBUTE TO RESOURCES CONSULTANT
A/lA/198^ BOll KWESSINGTON NATIVE MATTHEWS PLAYING HIGH
1/27/1991 C012 5CSD PLAYERS LEFT GIANTS WITH NO REGRETS
3/15/1987 B061 3€B0SS OF THE BEASTS
12/26/1988 B012 ^MATTHEWS' SPORTS SWITCH BENEFITS SDSU
2/13/1991 D071 PARKER FARMER GOES FOR AWARD
.12/02/1982 C025 STEVE MATTHIES PRAISED (L)
SEE ALSO CENSORSHIP
5/22/1983 A021 ^AMERICANS DON'T WANT TO KNOW TRUE STORY
5/2A/1983 A021 LAWSUIT DETAILS COMPLAINTS ABOUT BOOK
5/26/1983 coil SUIT REACHES IRE OF AUTHOR, BOOKSELLERS' GROUP
3/07/198A DO<»A CRAZY HORSE AUTHOR WRITES ANOTHER BOOK
A/26/1991 A015 REVISED 'CRAZY HORSE' BOOK OFFERS CONFESSION
10/19/198A B015 ^PERSISTENCE PAYS OFF FOR LOCAL ACTRESS
12/31/1989 N025 KMATTHUIS MAKES VOICE FOR HERSELF
7/20/198A C012 ^MATTICE NEW BUSINESS MANAGER
8/22/1992 A016 5€SCH00L'S BUSNIESS OFFICER HAS NEW JOB
6/23/1982 A013 *TEEN'S DEATH LEAVES BABY GIRL MOTHERLESS
6/25/1982 A012 *'SHE WAS SPECIAL TO EVERYBODY'
5/0A/1992 A071 *HUMBLING EXPERIENCE WORTHWHILE
11/11/1987 B021 KENYAN'S DAUGHTERS WILL RETURN TO CITY
11/13/1987 coil OFFICIALS TO HOLD KENYAN'S GIRL
2/18/1986 A012 DOCTOR OFFERS CURE FOR THE BLAHS
6/25/1990 C012 *CITY NEEDS UNDERGROUND CLUBS
7/18/1990 A083 ^SYMBOL TO SHOW GROWING RECONCILIATION SPIRIT
A/10/1983 E012 *SD UNIONS FIGHTING UPHILL BATTLE
2/11/1990 D016 SD CABLE MAGNATE IN 'FORBES'
9/03/1990 C012 3fAS MUCH A TRADITION AS TOWN'S PARADE
5/01/1988 A13A'C0ME TO MAY DAY PARADE (L)
10/31/1982 DOll ^CHANGING LITTLE GIRLS INTO LITTLE LADIES
6/28/1992 D012 GOP PICKS PUC CANDIDATE AT CONVENTION
7/2A/1992 B021 MAY ANNOUNCES CAMPAIGN CHAIRS
8/28/1992 A102 MAY DESERVES VOTE FOR PUC COMMISSION (L)
10/01/1992 A051 MPUC RACE CLOSE, BUT UNDECIDEDS ARE PLENTIFUL
10/2A/1992 A084 KEN MAY WILL ADD FRESH VISION TO PUC BOARD (L)
10/26/1992 B015 UTILITY RACE FOES PARALLEL DANGERFIELD
10/27/1992 BG22 XPUC CANDIDATES ENTER FINAL WEEK DEADLOCKED
10/29/1992 A014 3«MAY BREAKING LAW, GROUP SAYS
10/30/1992 B012 KDAKTRONICS PRESIDENT SAYS HE SUPPORTS MAY
11/01/1992 Alll 'ARGUS' ENDORSED WRONG PUC CANDIDATE (L)
11/01/1992 FOll ATTORNEY GENERAL--KEN MAY CAN CALL HIMSELF ENGINEER
10/17/1988 B012 XPALS SPOIL PAROLEE'S FREEDOM
11/20/1991 coil MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO DESTROYING RUINS
8/05/1982 BOll 56COMPOSING FOR FUN AND PROFIT
10/08/1982 BOll ^SINGING'S NOT ENOUGH--SHE'S GOT TO SHOP TOO
7/08/198A coil 36VINTAGE CLOTHES STORE RELISHES ON THE PAST
3/10/198<i coil MAYER WILL CONTINUE AS DEMOCRATIC CHAIRMAN
9/10/1982 COAl MAYER TO COORDINATE STATEWIDE COMMITTEE
3/09/1983 A021 MAYER ELECTED CHIEF OF COUNTY DEMOCRATS
11/30/1983 coil MAYER WILL QUIT MINNEHAHA DEMOCRATIC POST
10/02/1985 B031 SOCIETY OF MAYFLOWER DESCENDANTS TO MEET
5/29/1988 A085 MAYNARD ANALOGY OFF BASE (L)
1/20/1992 C032 HOYT SCHOOL DISTRICT TAXES NEARLY DOUBLE
1/2A/1990 coil EAGLE BUTTE ELECTS FIRST FEMALE MAYOR
3/21/1985 COIA CLINIC'S 1ST LIVER TRANSPLANT
5/12/1990 coil MAYOR'S PICNIC SET FOR TERRACE PARK
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
MAYOR'S PICNIC 5/29/1990 BOll
6/0A/1990 C012
6/06/1991 coil
6/13/1992 C012
MAYORS-AB 11/16/1983 C062
7/29/1986 coil
3/22/1987 EOll
MAYORS-BA A/29/1986 BOll
MAYORS-BR 2/1A/1990 C021
6/16/1990 C031
7/2A/1990 C033
MAYORS-CA A/13/1988 A012
A/2A/1988 A102
MAYORS-CE A/07/1991 A012
MAYORS-CL 2/1A/1990 C012
2/17/1990 A015
MAYORS-EB 1/2A/1990 coil
MAYORS-EU 8/05/1991 B035
MAYORS-FL 3/01/1990 C025
5/07/1990 C016
5/11/1990 C025
A/28/1991 N16A
A/28/1992 C025
MAYORS-HS 5/26/1983 COAl
MAYORS-HU A/26/1987 DD51
6/21/1990 C035
MAYORS-IA 5/02/1987 coil
MAYORS-MA A/28/1992 C025
MAYORS-MI 2/09/1985 B021
A/29/1986 C023
11/26/1987 A021
MAYORS-PI 5/01/1983 NlOl
MAYORS-PL 1/21/1990 C021
MAYORS-RC 2/02/1983 D031
3/17/1987 COAl
A/29/1987 BOll
5/21/1987 C021
5/10/1988 DOll
A/11/1991 C023
A/25/1991 C031
MAYORS-SD
1/15/1982 Alll
1/21/1982 D013
1/29/1982 A012
10/29/1982 COAl
5/01/1983 NOAl
5/07/1983 BOAl
A/12/1985 C023
A/09/1986 A012
A/13/1986 D022
12/06/1986 COAl
l/lA/1987 B013
3/23/1987 A012
12/06/1987 C012
12/08/1987 C033
2/07/1988 C031
5/30/1989 C023
11/12/1989 E012
11/15/1989 A012
1/2A/1990 D086
A/19/1990 C021
8/20/1990 C012
11/23/1990 COIA
12/1A/1990 A012
2/21/1991 C012
3/23/1992 C031
A/15/1992 C012
MAYORS-SF 2/07/198A B031
3/20/198A C032
6/11/1986 B013
6/12/1986 A012
3/27/1988 EOll
10/10/1988 C012
3/23/1989 coil
7/29/1989 A012
8/0A/1989 AlOl
12/03/1990 A012
2/28/1991 C015
MAYOR'S ANNUAL PICNIC SET FOR SUNDAY
XWEATHER LEAVES SOME OUT IN THE COLD
BANDS TO PERFORM AT MAYOR'S PICNIC
MAYOR'S PICNIC SUNDAY
COMMISSIONERS SQUABBLE OVER MAYOR'S PAY
ABERDEEN MAYOR RESIGNS TO READY FOR ELECTION
MAYOR HOPEFUL WITHDRAWS NAME
XDYBVIG GIVES UP §2-A-DAY MAYORAL POST
WIFE OF EX-MAYOR BIDS FOR OFFICE
MAYOR TO PERFORM WEDDING CEREMONY
^eBROOKINGS MAYOR BACK ON JOB
3CV0TERS ELECT STATE'S YOUNGEST MAYOR
MAYOR TOO YOUNG TO DRINK (L)
36CENTERVILLE HAS SURPRISE MAYOR BATTLE
BATTLE HEATS UP IN CLEAR LAKE
CLEAR LAKE RECALL ELECTION IS STILL ON
EAGLE BUTTE ELECTS FIRST FEMALE MAYOR
EUREKA MAYOR REFUSES TO PAY TO KEEP DUMP OPEN
2 MORE ENTER RACE FOR FLANDREAU MAYOR
KCITY OR BUNS, FORMER MAYOR SERVES 'EM ALL
JOHNSON SWORN IN AS FLANDREAU MAYOR
XYOUNG MAYOR FIGHTS FOR FLANDREAU
FLANDREAU, MADISON TO CHOOSE MAYORS
JUDGE TAKEN OFF MAYOR RECALL CASE
XROOTS RUN DEEP FOR HURON MAYOR
HURLEY MAYOR WEARS MANY OFFICIAL HATS
SIOUX CITY MAYOR DIES
FLANDREAU, MADISON TO CHOOSE MAYORS
MISSION MAYOR APPEARS ON ALCOHOL CHARGE
FORMER MISSION MAYOR GETS 1 YEAR PRISON
^WASHINGTON INSPIRATION TO MAYOR
*(FINANCE/GOVT) MAYOR OF STATE CAPITOL
PLATTE MAYOR'S PAY HIKE SURVIVES INITIAL VOTE
RAPID CITY MAYOR WANTS 5TH TERM
CANDIDATE FOR MAYOR WITHDRAWS IN RAPID CITY
RAPID CITY MAYOR LOSES ELECTION
MAYOR'S CAR ACCOUNT REQUEST RAISES QUESTIONS
RAPID CITY MAYOR READY FOR CHANGE
RC MAYORAL RACE UNDECIDED
RAPID CITY MAYOR OUSTED IN RUNOFF
SEE ALSO NAMES OF MAYORS
36WHEREAS, MAYORAL PROCLAMATIONS ARE
KMAYORS TO JANKLOW--NORTHERN'S NOT THAT BAD
MAYORS PUSH FOR LIQUOR LICENSE AUTHORITY
ABERDEEN MAYOR RESIGNS FROM COUNTY BOARD
X(FINANCE/GOVT) PART-TIME JOB TO BE A MAYOR
107 SIGN NEW PETITIONS AGAINST MAYOR
MAYORAL LONGTIMERS HAVEN'T EQUALED MILLER
MITCHELL ELECTS 1ST BLACK MAYOR
RARE MATCHUP IN MAYOR'S RACE
PIERRE MAYOR ELECTED TO CITY LEAGUE BOARD
MAYORS SUPPORTIVE OF TAX PROPOSAL
JtMAYORS TELL TALES OF 2 CITIES--GARRETSON
MAYORAL STINT A SMALL-TOWN CIVIC DUTY
*SMALL-TOWN MAYOR'S PAY
BILL WOULD LIMIT TERMS FOR MAYORS
HILLS MAYORS BACK CLEANUP EFFORT
HURON MAYOR PLANS TO END LEADERSHIP
MAYORS GET TO GAME'S METTLE
KMAYORS UNITE TO AID RURAL ECONOMICS
RURAL MAYORS' GROUP TO DISCUSS WATER
KBADGER'S FRIENDLY, CHEAP, MAYOR SAYS
GARBAGE HAULING IS WORTH THE COST
MINNEHAHA MAYORS ASK FOR DEVELOPMENT HELP
$70,000 FOR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
EXPERT SAYS MAYORS NOT PAID ENOUGH
VERMILLION, MADISON VOTE TO CHANGE MAYORS
ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL CONSIDERS RUNNING
CANDIDATES FOR MAYOR TALK POLITICS S TAXES
MAYORAL CANDIDATES OUTLINE THEIR PLANS
*0'CONNOR OUTSPENDS OPPONENTS
12TH MAYOR'S PRAYER BREAKFAST APRIL 1
*MAYOR WISHES FOR PRO BALL TEAMS
1,500 TICKETS SOLD FOR PRAYER BREAKFAST
56SOFT-SPOKEN WHITE BUILDS QUIET CONSENSUS
^PROVING TO BE A PLEASANT SURPRISE (ED)
KMAYOR MAY FIND OFFICE A STEPPING STONE
9(2 CONSIDER MAYORAL BIDS
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MAYORS-SF
MAYORS-BP
MAYORS-TO
MAYORS-WA
MAYORS-YA
MAZZIO PETE
MBA PROGRAM
MCALISTER ROBERT
MCALLISTER DAWSON
MCALPINE J LOUIS
MCANDREW KELLEY
MCAREAVEY JON
MCAREAVEY PAUL
MCATEE JAMES
MCAULIFFE-^CHRISTA
MCAVOY DALE
MCBRAYER RICHARD
MCBRIDE ALETA
MCBRIDE BOB
MCBRIDE MARTINA
MCBRIDE TED
MCBRIDE TOM
MCCABE DONALD
MCCAIN FOODS
MCCALL TULIS
MCCALMANT ELISNA
MCCANDLESS CHRISTO
MCCARDLE ROBERT
MCCART CRAIG
MCCARTHY EUGENE
MCCARTHY JOE
MCCARTNEY BILL
MCCARTNEY PAUL
MCCARTY ROGER
MCCARTY WALT
MCCAUGHEY ROBERT
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/23/1991 C012 *NELSON TO ANNOUNCE BID FOR MAYOR
5/30/1991 AlOl SF NEEDS A FULL-TIME MAYOR CED)
6/1A/1991 A083 ^MAYOR'S OFFICE FULL-TIME JOB
12/02/1987 B021 MAYOR TRETHEWAY OF SPEARFISH DIES AT AGE 70
5/06/1990 CC06 MARATHON MAYOR RUNS CITY
2/0A/1990 C023 *SPUNK IS MAYOR'S STYLE
A/18/1987 C021 STUDENTS HELP PAY MAYOR'S PARKING TICKET
A/26/1987 DD31 JeWATERTOWN WON'T BE SNOWING THIS MAYOR
5/19/1990 coil WATERTOWN MAYOR RUNNING AFTER ALL
5/17/1992 F021 WATERTOWN MAYOR TO END LONG CAREER
3/07/1991 C032 MAYOR DROPS OUT OF RACE, PLANS MOVE
5/1A/1992 C021 CITY COMMISSIONERS PICK A NEW MAYOR
11/11/1990 A015 3€SD VETERANS FORESEE WAR IN MIDEAST
11/12/1990 C082 ^PARTICIPATION IN MBA PROGRAM SOARS
1/09/1983 A012 I QUIT TO AVOID FIGHT SAYS MCALISTER
1/13/1983 coil JANKLOW WANTED MCALISTER TO RESIGN
1/23/1983 C021 PERIL AHEAD FOR PECHOTA CED)
1/23/1983 C021 MCALISTER'S RESIGNATION HANDLED POORLY
A/28/198A C015 3fY0UTH EVANGELIST SEES SPIRITUAL HUNGER
8/25/1989 C015 ALL TEENS FACE SAME PROBLEMS
8/27/1989 COIA KOLD STORY IS TOLD IN NEW STYLE
l/2'i/1992 coil INDIAN CANDIDATE SUES TO GET ON BALLOT
2/10/1982 D103 *TORN BETWEEN MODELING AND BEING A KID
10/05/1988 B012 *TEEN EXCELS IN THE KITCHEN
3/2A/1988 C012 J6CHILDREN, SCHOOL SPECIAL TO NEW PRESIDENT
8/28/1988 G091 3CCRIPPLED CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL GETS NEW PRESIDENT
11/10/1988 C012 PRESIDENT OF SCHOOL LEAVING JOB
3/13/1983 BOll *JANKLOW CABINET--NEW MEMBERS OF TEAM
3/27/1586.B031 *SD MAN HONORS TEACHERNAUT
1/28/1991 A051 3€CHRISTA TAUGHT US TO DARE TO DREAM
10/02/1990 A012 ^PROTECTION AGAINST CHEMICALS
1/30/1986 AOl'j ^NATION MAY TUNE IN TO FARM FAMILY
2/10/1986 B013 FARM FAMILY STRUGGLES TO EXPLAIN PLIGHT
10/31/1986 C012 3fLYNG LETTER AFTER REAGAN VISIT RILES FARMER
3/11/1987 A012 FARMER FILES FOR BANKRUPTCY
5/14/1989 E012 KFARM VACANCIES STIR SPECULATION
2/25/1985 DOll ^THEY'RE SHAWL DANCERS
9/24/1984 BOll MINISTER HAS PLAN TO IMPROVE PRISONS
8/24/1985 A083 KTRIP RAISES QUESTIONS ABOUT STATE
1/29/1987 C021 MINISTER OFFENDED BY B-1 BOMBER GREETING
8/18/1988 A012 ^STATE'S 'ST FRANCIS OF ASSISI' DEAD
8/19/1988 C012 CANDIDATE'S DEATH RAISES BALLOT QUESTION
8/24/1988 A081 MCBRIDE WILL BE MISSED CD
9/06/1988 A104 BOB MCBRIDE WILL BE MISSED CD
11/10/1988 coil LATE MINISTER GETS VOTES FOR LEGISLATURE
7/03/1992 B022 ^OPENING ACT KNOWS BROOKS DOWN TO A T
7/10/1992 coil ASSISTANT US ATTORNEY PROMOTED
10/13/1992 D012 ^POWERFUL LYRICS DEFINE DASHBOARD SAVIORS' MUSIC
3/15/1986 coil ACTIVITIES GROUP TO HONOR MCCABE TODAY
4/10/1986 BOll *WASHINGTON HIGH BAND DIRECTOR PASSES ON HIS BATON
"11/30/1991 C032 WOMAN CLAIMS SEXUAL HARASSMENT AT WORKPLACE
1/04/1992 C032 FIRM RULED NOT GUILTY IN HARASSMENT CASE
11/18/1982 BOll XFOCUS ON WOMEN IGNORED THROUGH HISTORY
11/21/1982 D041 *MCCALL TELLS PROVOCATIVE HISTORY LESSON IN WOMEN
9/24/1983 A091 *'EVERYWOMAN' MAKES HISTORY COME ALIVE
11/01/1982 C081 SERVICE MARKER ERECTED 52 YEARS LATE
9/18/1992 A012 ^WANDERER TOUCHED LIVES IN SD
9/18/1992 A041 OMAN'S LUST FOR ADVENTURE PROVES FATAL
9/19/1992 A016 ^MADISON CALL HELPS SOLVE HIKER MYSTERY
9/26/1992 B012 ^(ALASKA WANDERER HAD BIG DREAMS
2/03/1989 coil MITCHELL EDUCATOR DIES AT AGE 63
2/03/1989 C032 ^MITCHELL BOARD OF EDUCATION HEAD DIES
5/19/1986 C016 STUDENT'S ART HEADS FOR DC
12/13/1987 A083 MCCARTHY CAMPAIGN EYE-OPENER
5/11/1989 A014 KMCCARTHY--US IS STAGNATING
3/20/1983 C031 *FORMER CITY MAN TELLS ABOUT JOE MCCARTHY (YEAGER)
5/08/1991 D012 *FAITH, FOOTBALL IMPORTANT TO COACH
5/16/1991 B012 *ATHLETES HONORED FOR EXEMPLIFYING INTEGRITY
6/12/1985 AlOl 36FORMER BEATLE IS JUST ANOTHER WORRIED PARENT (ED)
7/17/1990 A052 KPAUL MCCARTNEY BRINGS WORLD TOUR TO IOWA
7/19/1990 A014 ^MCCARTNEY TAKES ANTI-MEAT FIGHT
7/20/1990 B012 MCCARTNEY SHOULD LET SOME BEATLES TUNES BE
7/29/1990 Alll MCCARTNEY CONCERT INCREDIBLE EXPERIENCE (L)
8/05/1990 A114 MCCARTNEY PRODUCED UNITY, PEACE, LOVE (L)
3/21/1992 A093 3CT0 MAKE WORLD BETTER FOR OUR CHILDREN
12/05/1992 A094 BIBLE TEACHES MANY LESSONS THAT MAKE LIVES BETTER
3/29/1987 B015 3«MAN HAS SEEN FARM SHOW GROW
2/13/1983 C031 ^CAMPAIGNS DRIVING AWAY VOTERS
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MCCAUGHEY ROBERT
MCCAULEY KEVIN
MCCAULEY PHILIP
MCCHESNEY JOANN
MCCLAIN ALAN
MCCLANAHAN RUE
MCCLELLAND MIKE
MCCLURE MARY
MCCOLLAM RUBY
MCCOMBER SUE
MCCONNELL BRYAN
MCCONNELL CHAD
MCCONNELL DANNY
MCCONNELL SOPHIE
MCCOOL MIKE
MCCORD CORP
MCCORD HEAT TRANSF
MCCORD JIM
MCCORD JOHN
MCCORMICK GARRY
MCCORMICK JACK
MCCORMICK JAMES
MCCORMICK JILL
MCCORMICK PATRICK
MCCORMICK RICHARD
MCCOY ROSEMARY
MCCRACKEN KATHY
MCCREA DONNA
MCCRORY GARDENS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/28/1989 A083 TO REDEFINE AUTHORITY, AVOID STALEMATE
9/02/1991 coil KSTUDENT REBUILDS LIFE, DREAMS
9/11/1991 C035 LIBRARIAN TELLS HIGH COURT
6/05/1992 C03A HIGH COURT UPHOLDS LIBRARIAN FIRING
10/12/1988 B012 3CC00KING FOR SMALL PEOPLE
9/25/1986 B021 ARRAIGNMENT DATE SET IN GRAND-THEFT CASE
10/18/1986 C023 INDICTED DEPUTY CAMPAIGNS
11/11/1986 C021 CORSON SHERIFF-ELECT HOPES TO CLEAR HIS NAME
2/11/1987 B023 SHERIFF CLEARED OF THEFT CHARGE
10/07/1989 AOll 'GOLDEN GIRL' INVESTS IN DEADWOOD BETTING
6/11/1990 C031 TV STAR NOT LICENSED FOR CASINO
3/30/1991 C033 *SUIT BY 'GOLDEN GIRL' TARGETS CASINO
2/12/1989 B073 KFAMED FISHERMEN OFFER TIPS
1/08/1991 B03A PIERRE FISHERMAN NAMED TO BOARD
2/15/1982 A013 3(SD MORAL ISSUES BEFORE LAWMAKERS
3/25/1982 D031 MCCLURE TO RUN FOR RE-ELECTION
5/17/1982 AOIA ^INCUMBENTS MEET AGAIN--IN RACE
9/20/1983 C0A3 MCCLURE WON'T CHANGE PLANS
12/05/1983 C031 TO ADDRESS OFFICIALS FROM MANY STATES
A/28/198A C012 DON'T BLAME REAGAN FOR GENDER GAP
A/29/198't N061 *(SECTION 2) FAVORS MINIMUM OF GOVERNMENT REGULATION
lO/lA/1989 A013 KFOCUS OF 5TH DISTRICT RACE
11/13/1985 A0A2 *SOUTH DAKOTA SPEAKS
12/12/1986 C021 MCCLURE ELECTED VICE CHAIRWOMAN OF COUNCIL
2/13/1987 A015 MCCLURE TARGETS BED-AND-BOOZE TAX
3/01/1987 E016 KTAX BILL OUTLIVES CHANGES
3/24/1988 coil KMCCLURE SEEKS EIGHTH SENATE TERM
4/05/1989 A016 STATE SENATOR TO JOIN BUSH STAFF
5/29/1989 A012 KEX-LEGISLATORS ADJUST TO CONSTANT RUSH
^ 7/21/1992 BOll MCCLURE TO MANAGE STATE BUSH CAMPAIGN
9/25/1992 B022 *BUSH CAMPAIGN CHIEF LIKES JOB
6/01/1986 C025 SD SHOP OWNER ON 'TONIGHT SHOW'
1/06/1989 coil OPERATOR OF 'CARTER MALL' DEAD AT AGE 83
4/28/1985 N071 x(RETAIL) UNION LEADER GREW WITH NEW JOB
11/05/1988 A012 ^MICROWAVE PLANT ASSETS FREED
11/14/1988 C012 ^STRONGER LABOR MOVEMENT IS GOAL
2/15/1990 D065 MCCOMBER QUITS UNION JOB
5/20/1991 C015 *HOT GRAD
6/06/1989 B013 9CMCC0NNELL WAITING AS DRAFT ENTERS 2ND DAY
6/07/1991 DOll 3CBASEBALL WISE CHOICE FOR O'GORMAN GRAD
6/08/1991 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
12/10/1991 D013 KMCCONNELL A HIT AT EVERY BASEBALL STOP
7/03/1992 A081 FAMILY NEEDS CASH FOR OLYMPIC TRIP (L)
7/04/1992 A045 SETTING THE RECORD STRAIGHT ON MCCONNELL (L)
7/11/1992 B012 36MCCONNELL MAKES OLYMPIC TEAM
7/18/1992 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
7/24/1992 C012 3€A HITTER FROM WAY BACK
7/28/1992 C015 KMCCONNELL HOMER HELPS US TRIUMPH
7/28/1992 D051 MCCONNELL GROUP GETS UP-CLOSE LOOK AT TORCH
8/02/1992 B016 3CMCC0NNELL HAS 3 RBI IN VICTORY
8/13/1992 A012 *SD BASEBALL STAR SIGNS WITH PHILLIES
8/23/1992 coil *PATH TO MAJORS STARTS IN FLORIDA FOR MCCONNELL
10/13/1990 A012 INDUSTRIAL PARK TO GET CHILD-CARE COMPLEX
11/08/1991 B012 *BOOK TABS JEWELRY EARLIEST ART FORM
2/28/1992 C031 MAN THINKS MAIL THREAT RELATED TO POLITICS
3/05/1992 A014 ^CANDIDATE STILL IN RACE DESPITE THREATS
10/09/1991 D065 CANTON COMPANY LAYS OFF 29 WORKERS
9/18/1989 B012 GROUND WATER IN CANTON CONTAMINATED
10/19/1989 C012 CLEANUP IN CANTON WAITS FOR STATE
3/28/1990 C021 CONTAMINATION IN CANTON HAS SPREAD
12/26/1989 C012 GARRETSON FAMILY INSPIRED AFTER FIRE
7/08/1992 coil CONVICTED ROBBER ADMITS PAST CRIMES
4/08/1992 B012 ^GRAPE-NUTS CAN GROW ON YOU
3/15/1983 coil MISTAKE SHAKES ONE MAN'S FAITH IN JURIES
10/05/1989 coil PRIEST IS SENTENCED FOR SEXUAL CONTACT
10/17/1989 A083 SUSPENDED SENTENCE FOR MOLESTER TOO LENIENT (L)
1/18/1987 AOll 5fMITCHELL TEAM BUS CRASHES
1/20/1987 A016 LEGISLATURE HONORS COACH
1/21/1987 A012 ^MEMORIES COMFORT MITCHELL
11/28/1989 C015 *SPENCER MOURNS PRINCIPAL WHO NURTURED
6/07/1990 D062 KUS WEST EXPANDS BUSINESS OVERSEES
8/05/1990 EOll KMCCORMICK ELECTED TO LEAD US WEST
5/06/1990 BBOl *THE NEXT SF
7/14/1991 F012 A RIDER'S DIARY
9/02/1991 AlOl ^FARMERS START EARLY, STAY LATE
3/07/1991 A012 XTOWNS, FAMILIES PREP FOR SONS' RETURN
1/07/1983 B041 MCCREA TOLD TO PAY STUDENT LOANS
8/25/1989 B071 MCCRORY GARDEN PARTY TONIGHT IN BROOKINGS
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MCCRORY GARDENS
MCCROSSAN BOYS
MCCROSSEN RICHARD
MCCUEN LAWRENCE
MCCULLAM RUBY
MCCULLOCH GARY
MCCULLOH JACK
MCCULLGUGH DON
MCCURRY JEFF
MCDANIEL MEL
MCDANIEL RANDALL
^MCDERMOTT BRIAN
MCDERMOTT WILLIAM
MCDILL ROBERT
MCDONALD ARTHUR
MCDONALD C J
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/29/1990 C012 *GARDEN PARTY 20-ACRES BIG
8/30/1990 C033 ^MCCRORY TO FEATURE 3 NEW THEME GARDENS
5/19/1992 B012 COLUMNIST CARRIES A BURNING PASSION FOR PLANTS
8/21/1992 B012 *MCCRORY GARDENS BLOOMS FOR PARTY
9/30/1992 B021 FUND GOAL TO CREATE SENSORY GARDEN MET
2/15/1982 B023 MCCROSSAN BOARD OFFICERS
11/08/1983 A092 3€ALDRICH IS ELECTED BOARD DIRECTOR
12/03/198A coil BOYS RANCH CONTRIBUTES TO SPORT SCENE
2/07/1985 C034 GIRL GIVES FILLY INSPIRING NAME
6/17/1985 C015 BOYS RANCH'S HUGE FAMILY PLANS
7/05/1985 C033 3fB0Y'S RANCH TURNS 30
12/27/1985 C013 36YOUTHS, WAGON TRAIN TO HITCH UP
2/09/1986 coil KMCCROSSAN--A NEW BEGINNING
A/l'i/1987 B03A KBOYS RANCH PICKS BOARD DIRECTORS
6/21/1987 coil FIRE DAMAGES MCCROSSAN RANCH
7/10/1987 coil LONGER STAYS URGED FOR BOYS HOME
8/23/1987 FOll *AFTER THEY LEAVE THE RANCH
8/23/1987 F012 *MCCROSSAN FAMILY LEGACY IS HOPE
ll/OA/1987 BOll MCCROSSAN HOLDS WEEKEND RODEO
12/30/1987 BOll GROUP TO OFFER FREE SLEIGH RIDES
11/01/1988 C013 MCCROSSAN BOYS GET CLOSE-UP LOOK AT RODEO
11/04/1988 coil BOYS RANCH SPONSORS RODEO
12/17/1988 C021 MCCROSSAN BOYS RANCH MAY REPRESENT STATE
12/21/1988 coil BOYS RANCH WILL BE IN INAUGURAL PARADE
1/14/1989 C012 ABOUND FOR DC
1/20/1989 C012 BOYS RANCH READY TO ROLL OUT WAGON
3/21/1989 coil EX-LEGISLATOR TO TAKE JOB AT MCCROSSAN
1/14/1990 C012 KWILD, WILD WESTERN DAZE
4/11/1990 coil CHEMICAL SPILL FORCES STUDENTS TO MOVE
10/14/1990 B031 56POWERLIFTERS SEEK STRENGTH IN BODY, SPIRIT
11/02/1990 C012 *MCCROSSAN RODEO GALLOPS INTO TOWN
1/01/1991 C012 KHORSING AROUND
3/14/1991 C033 HORSE GROUP TO HONOR MCCROSSAN DIRECTOR
10/30/1991 D034 MCCROSSAN BOYS RANCH EVENT BRINGS ACTION
12/22/1991 FOll SLEIGH RIDES PLANNED
12/23/1991 coil GROUP OFFERS SLEIGH RIDES AT SPENCER PARK
12/24/1991 coil BOYS RANCH OFFERS FREE WINTER RIDES
12/29/1991 F012 KAT THE REINS
7/05/1992 D012 ^REUNION BRINGS MEMORIES BACK TO LIFE
12/15/1992 BOll MCCROSSAN WAGON HEADED FOR INAUGURAL
1/30/1983 C012 BANK PRES-HE'S GOT AN EYE FOR DETAIL
3/30/1983 A012 ^CITICORP BUYS SD BANK
7/08/1984 C031 CITIBANK PRESIDENT, JANKLOW RESPOND TO ATTACK
10/26/1984 A012 ^BANKERS ENTER PRESSLER-JANKLOW SCRAP
12/15/1985 EOll ^CITIBANK SOUTH DAKOTA HEAD GETS NEW TITLE
8/08/1986 coil ^CITIBANK HEAD PLANS MOVE TO MARYLAND
8/09/1986 A081 MCCROSSEN'S EFFORTS HELPED STATE PROSPER (ED)
10/19/1986 E012 ^CITIBANK TRANSFERS MCCROSSEN
1/19/1989 A012 KTOP CITIBANK JOB REMAINS OPEN
8/27/1989 G031 *TOP 10 EMPLOYERS
6/05/1990 D062 ^CITIBANK WANTS THE WORLD
11/14/1990 D095 ^MCCROSSEN SHIFTED TO NEW CITICORP JOB
8/22/1991 D061 KMCCROSSEN NAMED TO LEAD BOARD
4/26/1987 DD41 ^RETIRED FARMER SURROUNDS SELF WITH TIMES PAST
12/25/1985 B021 *WOMAN, 80, TENDS COUNTRY STORE
4/17/1991 B024 *BROOKINGS CHEF RARELY TAKES A COOKING BREAK
9/19/1986 A081 CATTLE SHOULD BE REMOVED FROM FUTURES MARKET
5/11/1990 A103 ^CRITERIA FOR ASSESSING FARM LAND TAXES
10/30/1990 B031 KVERMILLION SWIMMER, 75, PILES UP RECORDS
1/16/1992 B012 ^AGELESS WONDER ON WATER
2/03/1992 BOll ^WASHINGTON HIGH A HISTORY LESSON
3/23/1992 A051 KRACISM ISN'T A BIG PROBLEM AT WASHINGTON
5/04/1992 A071 ^POLICE HAD NO RIGHT TO BEAT KING
6/15/1992 A051 KCHURCH SERVICE IS NOT PRELUDE TO SOCIAL HOUR
7/20/1992 DOll ^PUBLIC LOVES TO SEE FAILURE IN ITS HEROES
9/21/1992 DOll *NEW CHRISTIAN MUSIC MIGHT SURPRISE YOU
10/26/1992 D021 *TAKE CONTROL, RESIST PEER PRESSURE
12/14/1992 DOll *HAVE A HEART AND WIPE OUT FACE OF RACISM
2/17/1989 B012 ^MCDANIEL BRINGS 'FEEL GOOD' MUSIC
9/20/1991 B071 MCDANIEL PERFORMS SUNDAY AT ARENA
9/23/1991 A055 FAN GIVES MCDANIEL A LICK
8/04/1988 D015 JfMCDANIEL'S SKILLS SPUR TALK OF NFL GREATNESS
9/17/1986 D012 DAKOTA STATE COACH ENDS BASKETBALL HIATUS
2/15/1991 DOll MCDERMOTT, DAKOTA STATE WINNING AT LAST
9/26/1990 C035 KMCDERMOTT INDUCTED INTO HALL OF FAME
4/18/1983 B033 IF THE SHOE FITS, THE OTHER ONE WON'T
8/11/1992 B022 SON FOLLOWS DAD, EARNS DOCTORATE
7/02/1982 A091 KAFTER 47 YEARS OF PRACTICE, HE HANGS UP
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MCDONALD CHARLES
MCDONALD FRANCIS
MCDONALD HOUSE
MCDONALD KAREN
MCDONALD MATTHEW
MCDONALD MIKE
MCDONALD TOM
MCDONALD'S
MCDONNEL GARY
MCDONNELL DALE
MCDONNELL JIM
MCDOWELL ANNE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/I5/I98A D032 ^LONGTIME CITY DOCTOR, DIES
2/I7/I98A C02I KA LIFETIME OF SERVICE TO HOMETOWN CED)
II/03/I985 C0I3 KRETIRED UNION LEADER--STRIKE SPIRIT STRONG
5/01/1988 NQ7I (SEC DD) *EX-UNION LEADER SPOKE FOR WORKERS
II/I7/I982 CG3I RONALD MCDONALD HOUSE TO OPEN IN SF
5/2G/I983 CG32 HOME WILL BE RENOVATED FOR PARENTS OF HOSPITALIZED
6/G7/I983 CG32 COMMISSION GRANTS PERMIT FOR RONALD MCDONALD HOUSE
I2/G9/I983 CGII RONALD MCDONALD HOUSE WILL OPEN DEC 22
12/23/1983 BGAI RONALD MCDONALD HOUSE GETS CABBAGE PATCH DOLLS
6/IA/I984 BGII *A HOUSE OF HOPE
7/26/198A BG5A CARNIVAL BENEFITS MCDONALD HOUSE
7/3G/I98A BG3A SIMON SAYS HELP BUILD PLAYGROUND
II/II/I98A EGII ARCHITECTS PRAISE RONALD MCDONALD
2/I3/I985 BG72 MCDONALD HOUSE HONORS YOUNG
IG/G5/I985 AG95 HELP HAS MADE A HOUSE A HOME CD
IG/I7/I985 BG53 RONALD MCDONALD HOUSE HOSTS TOURS
I/G9/I986 CG21 3 GROUPS UNITE TO RAISE MONEY
2/11/1986 BG13 *MCDONATIONS
2/15/1986 AG91 MCDONALD HOUSE THANKS STUDENTS (L)
2/22/1986 AG72 MCDONALD HOUSE GRATEFUL FOR BEEF (D
3/G3/1986 AD51 KRONALD MCDONALD HOUSE OFFERS FRIENDLY HAVEN
3/G8/1986 A093 MOTHER APPRECIATES RONALD MCDONALD HOUSE
<i/26/1986 AD92 RONALD MCDONALD RECEIVES MONEY
5/10/1986 A092 CONTRIBUTORS TO BENEFIT LISTED (D
lG/09/1986 B054 RONALD MCDONALD HOUSE WEEK
10/22/1986 C095 DELORES LOCKEN RECEIVES HONOR
11/08/1986 A092 MCDONALD HOUSE APPRECIATES GIFT CD
12/03/1986 C012 VOLUNTEER HONORED FOR 100 HOURS
1/05/1987 A07'i MCDONALD HOUSE GETS SORORITY GIFT
I/2A/1987 A07A RONALD MCDONALD HOUSE GRATEFUL CD
3/1I/I987 B07I 3 HONORED FOR VOLUNTEER SERVICE
3/28/1987 A072 ELKS LODGE GIFT SHOWS CARING SPIRIT CD
3/31/1987 A075 TWO JOIN RONALD MCDONALD BOARD
A/09/1987 B051 AUCTION WILL HELP MCDONALD HOUSE
A/25/1987 A093 MCDONALD HOUSE THANKS HELPERS CD
7/08/1987 B05A VOLUNTEER HONORED FOR 100 HOURS
8/0A/I987 A07A NEW BOARD OF DIRECTORS CHOSEN
8/12/1987 C09A SCHUT HONORED FOR VOLUNTEER WORK
9/30/1987 C092 FAMILY ASSISTS MCDONALD HOUSE
10/17/1987 A07A MCDONALD HOUSE SALUTES CLUB CD
10/19/1987 Alll MCDONALD HOUSE RECEIVES GIFT
10/2A/I987 A075 BUSINESSES GO TO BAT FOR CHARITY CD
12/16/1987 C091 MCDONALD HOUSE HONORS COOMES
2/13/1988 A092 PARTY BENEFITS MCDONALD HOUSE CD
5/05/1988 B05A RONALD MCDONALD HOLDS PORK FEED
5/10/1988 C031 RONALD MCDONALD HOUSE DIRECTORS ELECTED
2/25/1989 A092 VALENTINE FUND RAISER NETS $7,700
3/0A/1989 AIOI ELKS RAISE $750 FOR RONALD MCDONALD HOUSE
9/0A/1989 A071 RONALD MCDONALD GRANTS
3/I8/I990 EOll PROMOTION BENEFITS MCDONALD HOUSES
7/I6/I990 con FIRM WILL DONATE VAN TO MCDONALD HOUSE
12/13/1990 con SIOUXLAND CAR COUNCIL TO PRESENT DONATIONS
5/02/1991 C015 ^RECYCLED POP CAN TABS FUND DREAMS
5/03/1991 C031 CAN TABS POPULAR AT MCDONALD HOUSE
10/09/1991 con MCDONALD HOUSE TO GET FRESH PAINT
3/05/1992 A012 9fSPANS 8 YEARS, 2,000 FAMILIES
3/05/1992 B012 3fA HAVEN FOR MOM FOR FIVE MONTHS
5/15/1992 con MCDONALD HOUSE TO HAVE CLEANING FLING
8/22/1992 D022 PULLING TOGETHER FOR A GOOD CAUSE
12/12/1992 DOll RONALD MCDONALD HOUSE GIVES TOURS
12/13/1992 F022 XHEAVY METAL DONATION
6/I3/I98A BOII KAIMS HER DISCUS FOR OLYMPICS BY TENNESSEE WAY
A/29/1991 C033 COUPLE CLAIMS IT WAS MISLED BY STATE
5/07/I99I con JUDGE--PEPPER FEEDING CONFESSION NOT FORCED
3/12/1987 B012 ^POSTMASTER DELIVERS IRISH MUSIC
12/27/1982 D012 KTOM MCDONALD KEEPS FAMILY NAME ON SDSU
2/18/1990 E015 YOU DESERVE A JOB TODAY
11/02/1990 A012 5CBURGER BOXES BITE DUST A MCDONALD'S
11/15/1990 B012 kKNOWS A THING OR TWO ABOUT FRENCH FRIES
3/01/1991 C033 MAN SUES MCDONALD'S FOR TOOTH INJURY
A/2A/I99I B0I2 MCDONALD'S LEAN BURGER
5/22/I99I C033 MCDONALD'S--NO PLANS FOR VERMILLION STORE
A/03/1992 AOIl MCDONALD'S GETS MORE THAN ORDERS FOR BIG MAC, FRIES
7/11/1992 A085 MCDONALD'S DESERVES PRAISE FOR SMOKING BAN CD
n/30/198A DOAl LEARNING PROCESS UNIQUE FOR MCDONNEL
5/06/1990 AA03 56ROSEBUD TEACHER IS CONFIDENT FOR RECONCILIATION
2/20/1987 B012 KSF NATIVE GETS PUNCHY ROLE ON SERIES
2/17/1989 D062 KWOMEN LEARN MONEY SKILLS
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MCDOWELL EDWARD 8/07/1983 A012 TEA'S EX-POLICE CHIEF LINKED TO BOOKMAKING
8/16/1983 BGIA KFORMER POLICE CHIEF PLEADS NOT GUILTY
9/20/1983 C013 MCDOWELL GIVES ALIBI FOR NIGHT OF MURDER
10/07/1983 A012 MCDOWELL RECORDED TALKS ABOUT MURDER
10/21/1983 A012 MCDOWELL ACCUSED OF 1ST DEGREE MURDER
11/17/1983 coil TRIAL MAY BEGIN JAN 31
11/19/1983 B035 FINANCE FIRM SUES MCDOWELL, PLUCKER
11/23/1983 coil MCDOWELL TWICE TRIED TO KILL WIFE
11/2A/1983 DOll MCDOWELL ASKS CUSTODY SWITCH
12/09/1983 coil MCDOWELL'S LAWYER WANTS TO MOVE TRIAL
12/10/1983 coil PROSECUTER WON'T CONTEST MOTION TO MOVE TRIAL
12/13/1983 COIA JUDGE GRANTS MOVE OF MCDOWELL TRIAL
12/14/1983 coil MCDOWELL ALLOWED SEARCH OF HOME
12/31/1983 A015 MCDOWELL LAWYER FAVORS SIOUX FALLS AS TRIAL SITE
1/10/1984 A012 MCDOWELL TRIAL IN RAPID CITY INCREASES COST
2/24/1984 C014 ^LAWYERS DELETE SOME EVIDENCE
3/04/1984 coil INTRICATE CASE AWAITS JURORS IN TRIAL
3/06/1984 B013 JURORS CALLED IN MCDOWELL TRIAL
3/07/1984 D012 ^POSSIBLE DEATH PENALTY SLOWS PROCESS
3/08/1984 C015 CHANGE MAY SPEED UP MCDOWELL JURY
3/09/1984 coil JURY SELECTION ENTERS 5TH DAY
3/10/1984 coil PICKING JURY COULD TAKE ANOTHER WEEK
3/13/1984 B041 MCDOWELL JURY SELECTION ENTERS SECOND WEEK
3/15/1984 C031 MCDOWELL JURY SELECTION MAY ENTER NEXT WEEK
3/17/1984 C042 OPENING ARGUEMENTS EXPECTED MARCH 26
3/20/1984 C041 MCDOWELL JURY SELECTION ENTERS THIRD WEEK
3/21/1984 D031 JURY SEATED IN MCDOWELL MURDER CASE
3/26/1984 coil MCDOWELL CASE TO UNFOLD TODAY
3/27/1984 C014 MCDOWELL TRIAL MEETS STILL ANOTHER DAY
3/28/1984 A015 3CMURDER WAS FOR LOVE & INSURANCE MONEY
3/29/1984 A012 STATE PAYS $5,000-PLUS FOR MCDOWELL CASE
3/29/1984 C014 STATE SUBMITS CHECKS TO SUPPORT CASE
3/30/1984 A012 COULD HAVE MADE $5,000 PHOTOS FOR $50
3/30/1984 coil SHERIFF'S SKEPTICISM LED TO MURDER CASE
3/31/1984 A012 'I DON'T KNOW WHO WOULD HURT HER'
4/02/1984 C012 TESTIMONY IN MCDOWELL TRIAL RESUMES
4/03/1984 BOll *TAPES EXPLORE SUICIDE NOTE
4/04/1984 A012 JUDGE RULES OUT MISTRIAL
4/04/1984 A021 MCDOWELL'S LAWYER CALLS REPORTER TO STAND
4/05/1984 C013 DENIES MOTION FOR MISTRIAL IN CASE
4/06/1984 coil 'YOU'RE IN UP TO YOUR EYEBALLS'
4/07/1984 BOll HE ADMITTED AFFAIR WITH PLUCKER
4/09/1984 A016 PLUCKER TESTIFIES TODAY
4/10/1984 coil PLUCKER--MCDOWELL THREATENED SUICIDE
4/11/1984 D012 36'I DID WHAT MCDOWELL TOLD ME'
4/12/1984 coil 3€PLUCKER--DEBTS LED TO MURDER
4/13/1984 C014 RONALD PLUCKER TESTIFIES
4/14/1984 coil 3CPLUCKER CHANGED AFTER SHE MET MCDOWELL
4/16/1984 B015 JeMASTEN VS STRANGE SPICES COURTROOM
4/17/1984 B015 MCDOWELL JURY TURNS ATTENTION TO DEFENSE
4/18/1984 DOll KJUDGE DENIES MCDOWELL'S ACQUITTAL
4/19/1984 coil 2ND TEA OFFICIAL ADMITS TO AFFAIR
4/20/1984 coil KFOR THE DEFENSE
4/22/1984 B015 3€TRIAL OFFERS CONFLICTING PICTURES
4/24/1984 A016 MCDOWELL DENIES ROLE IN MURDER
4/25/1984 D013 MCDOWELL'S CREDIBILITY ATTACKED
4/26/1984 coil MCDOWELL DEFENSE RESTS CASE
4/27/1984 C013 KJUDGE CONSIDERS MOTION TO DISMISS
4/28/1984 C015 LEGAL MOTIONS, SNOW DELAY MURDER CASE
4/29/1984 A012 MCDOWELL JURY RESUMES WORK ON CASE TODAY
4/30/1984 A015 9CMCD0WELL FOUND GUILTY
5/01/1984 C015 COURTROOM STRATEGY IN MCDOWELL CASE
5/02/1984 DOll TRIAL TO COST TAXPAYERS $100,000-PLUS
5/02/1984 D021 JURIES HOLD DEPENDENTS ACCOUNTABLE (ED)
5/04/1984 C015 MCDOWELL AWAITS SENTENCING IN COUNTY JAIL
5/09/1984 DOll MCDOWELL SENTENCED TO LIFE
5/22/1984 coil JUDGE DENIES REQUEST FOR NEW MCDOWELL TRIAL
5/30/1984 A012 MCDOWELL TRIAL COST TAXPAYERS $140,000
6/06/1984 D021 ISSUE OF PRETRIAL PUBLICITY (ED)
6/14/1984 C014 LAWYER ASKS JUDGE TO FREE MCDOWELL ON BAIL
6/16/1984 C022 MASTEN CAUSED VENUE CHANGE (L)
6/17/1984 A016 TEA RESIDENTS TRY TO FORGET
6/30/1984 C035 COUNTY WILL FILE SUIT TO RECOVER TRIAL EXPENSES
7/03/1984 coil JUDGE DENIES MCDOWELL'S BOND REQUEST
7/07/1984 A016 COUNTY SUING MCDOWELL
1/06/1985 C015 KMCDOWELL--COMPLAINTS FILED AGAINST MASTEN
2/14/1985 C036 LAWYER--MCDOWELL MAY GET NEW TRIAL
3/11/1985 coil BOOKIE RANG UP MORE BETS THAN THOUGHT
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MCDOWELL EDWARD
MCDOWELL JOHN
MCDOWELL MATT
MCDOWELL ROBERT
MCELHANEY DWIGHT
MCELRATH JACK
MCENEANEY JOHN
MCENTEE ALAN
MCENTIRE REBA
MCEUEN JOHN
MCFADDEN JOSEPH
MCFARLAND DENNIS
MCFARLAND DICK
MCFARLAND DOUG
MCFARLAND GEORGE
"MCFARLAND KENNETH
MCFARLAND TIM
MCFARLAND-MCKEE CA
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/12/1985 C021 DEFENDANTS WANT RACKETEERING SUIT DISMISSED
5/10/1985 CG15 'I DESERVE NEW TRIAL'
5/21/1985 BGll MASTEN MISSES HEARING IN MCDOWELL CASE
7/3G/1985 CG35 MCDOWELL CASE LAWSUIT SURVIVES
11/21/1985 CG21 LAWYER SAYS MCDOWELL DIDN'T GET A FAIR TRIAL
3/25/1986 CGll ^MCDOWELL GAMBLING SUIT SETTLED
7/25/1986 CGll COURT UPHOLDS MURDER CONVICTION
8/28/1986 CGll ^MCDOWELL WANTS GUNS BACK
6/3G/1988 CGIA *SAYS HE DESERVES NEW TRIAL
lG/27/1989 AG12 CLEARS MURDER TRIAL OF TEA'S EX-POLICE CHIEF
6/23/199G CG16 FORMER TEA POLICE CHIEF LOSES CASE
1/G8/1991 CGll MCDOWELL CASE BACK IN COURT
6/18/1991 CG15 ESTATE'S ATTORNEY ORDERED TO TESTIFY
8/13/1991 CG12 3CMASTEN CONDUCT CHALLENGED IN MCDOWELL APPEAL
1/G7/1992 CG12 ^MURDERER LOSES HIS APPEAL TO GET OUT OF PRISON
7/26/1992 A073 INMATE MAINTAINS INNOCENCE IN MURDER CD
A/2A/199G DG62 ^FAILED CEREAL MAKES GOOD FODDER FOR ANIMALS
7/26/1991 DG12 ^BRINGING SOME HEAT
9/21/1983 BG12 LOCAL MAN REINSTATED AS VICE PRESIDENT
12/G7/1992 AG12 3fWE USED TO LIVE HERE
A/G1/199G CGIA *THESE A MEN WANT YOUR VOTE
4/G8/199G AG81 MCELHANEY BEST PICK IN CITY RACE (ED)
A/G8/199G CGAl KCITY COMMISSION CANDIDATES FOR TUESDAY'S ELECTION
4/G9/199G CGll CITY EMPLOYEE UNION ENDORSES MCELHANEY
6/16/1991 BG51 *THRILL-SEEKERS HAVE FRIEND IN BUCKSKIN JACK
7/19/1991 CG12 5CR0DE0 ARTIST GOES FROM BULLS TO FIRE
7/G5/1992 DG22 *STUNTMAN COMES HOME TO SET RECORD
5/G2/1982 5G51 *(HEALTH) FATHER DOES THAT ROMAN COLLAR PROUD
11/17/1982 AG22 ^CATHOLICS MUST ACCEPT CHANGE, PRIEST SAYS
2/G6/1983 CG33 PRESSLER TO MCENEANEY (YEAGER)
11/12/1983 AG51 KBLESSED ARE THE PEACEMAKERS
9/G2/1984 CG21 CATHOLIC SCHOOLS ARE A VITAL PART
7/G6/1985 Alll KBIBLE OFFERS COMFORT FOR NUCLEAR WORRIES
4/2G/1991 AG81 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
11/21/1992 AG71 KPRAYER SHOULD BE LIKE CHILD RUSHING TO HUG PARENT
12/28/1992 BG12 *MCENEANEY RESISTED PRIESTHOOD, BUT LORD PERSISTED
9/G3/1991 CG12 ^COMFORTS FROM HOME
4/1G/1992 BGll 3CREBA TICKETS SELL QUICKLY
5/G1/1992 EG12 *REBA'S STAR IS RED HOT
9/11/1991 BGll 36JOHN MCEUEN PLAYS AN ACE IN DEADWOOD
3/G9/1982 AG14 *MCFADDEN NAMED PRESIDENT OF USD
3/14/1982 BG21 *MCFADDEN EXCELLENT CHOICE FOR USD (ED)
5/G2/1982 5G41 5C(HEALTH) NEW USD HEAD GIVES BARBED LESSON
7/GI/1982 DGll KUSD SAYS GOODBYE TO LEIN AS MCFADDEN
1/16/1983 CG31 KUSD PRESIDENT SEES ROLE AT CENTER OF STRUCTURE
1/2G/1983 AG15 USD STUDENTS WON'T RESORT TO MUDSLINGING
1/23/1983 CG31 MCFADDEN PRAISED (L)
4/23/1983 CG31 UNIVERSITY INSTALLS MCFADDEN AS PRESIDENT
5/23/1984 C134 MCFADDEN GETS ALUMNI AWARD
8/G5/1984 FG51 HIGHER EDUCATION NEEDS MONEY
9/G2/1984 CGll WAGE WAR FOR TEACHERS' SALARIES
4/24/1985 CG93 ALMA MATER HONORS PRESIDENT OF USD
5/03/1985 CG15 USD PRESIDENT MAY CALL FOR END
5/G4/1985 CG14 MCFADDEN DIDN'T WANT JOB
5/G4/1985 CG23 USD CALLS FOR END TO NURSING PROGRAM
5/G8/1985 AG82 JOURNALISTS FAIL TO DO JOB (L)
5/11/1985 AG12 *USD CUTS WILL COST, NOT SAVE
5/29/1985 BG13 MCFADDEN TREADS LIGHTLY ON REGENTS
5/19/1986 CG34 TO SHINE COLLEGE'S TARNISHED IMAGE
7/G1/1988 AG12 USD PRESIDENT RESIGNS
8/G1/1988 AG81 MCFADDEN SERVED WELL AT USD (ED)
11/16/1988 CG12 *USD GROUP TO BEGIN PRESIDENTIAL SEARCH
3/17/1982 CG13 *SF MAN MIGHT RUN FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
6/11/1982 CG41 MCFARLAND STILL MAY SEEK NOMINATION
5/25/1985 CGll ^REGENT TIGHT-LIPPED ABOUT HOOPS AFFAIR
6/29/1985 CG21 NO ONE WILL KNOW STUDENTS' CHOICES UNTIL FALL
9/G8/1985 CG21 ^PROGRAM DUPLICATION SHOULD BE REDUCED
9/1G/1985 CG15 MCFARLAND TO SPEAK TO LEAGUE
9/13/1985 CG33 REGENTS HEAD CALLS MEDIA CRITICISM UNFAIR
9/15/1985 CG13 SUPERINTENDENT SAYS REGENT'S STATEMENT ABSURD
1/27/1989 DG62 3CDAIN CHIEF CAUTIOUS
4/24/1984 CGll XMCFARLAND REMEMBERS MOST OF FASTPITCH SOFTBALL
1/16/199G AG52 seLITTLE RASCAL KEEPS MEMORIES
5/31/1989 CG16 ^COUNTY NAMES NEW ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
4/12/1992 AG71 ^EDITORIAL DEMEANING TO COUNTY GOVERNMENT
9/27/1985 DG12 MCFARLAND LEADS CHARGE
6/G2/199G CG36 STUDENT REGENT IS APPOINTED
5/12/1992 CG22 STUDENT REGENT BREAKS TRADITION
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MCFARLANE GLEN
MCFEE JOHN
MCGAHA ROSE
MCGEADY PAUL
MCGEOUGH KELLY
MCGHEE DONALD
MCGILLICUDDY VALEN
MCGILLIVRAY BILL
MCGINNIS BERNARD
MCGINNIS HARRY
MCGINNIS MARK
MCGINNIS MOLLY
MCGOVERN ELEANOR
MCGOVERN GEORGE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/25/1985 coil KGARDEN VARIETY
11/25/1987 B023 IPSWICH FIGHTS TO KEEP ITS DOCTOR
3/28/1988 B021 ^PATIENTS FOLLOW DOCTOR TO BOWDLE
6/07/1991 A015 *DESERT ROSE READY FOR A CELEBRATION
10/13/1985 C015 OBSCENITY LEGAL IN SD--SPEAKER SAYS
10/18/1982 C012 5CBR00KINGS FAMILY OVERWHELMED BY TOWN'S RESPONSE
3/2A/1990 C021 TRIBAL CHAIRMAN SEEKS RE-ELECTION
5/01/1988 N061 (SEC AA) XAGENT BENT RULES TO AID INDIANS
6/19/1988 B053 ^FATHER HELPS SON IN FAST LANE
3/31/1989 C012 ^PETALS 8 PLANKS
5/13/1991 C015 DECORATED FENCE RINGS IN SEASON
11/19/198A B012 3€HE LITERALLY BLEW INTO PIERRE
4/12/1986 A071 KARTIST MAKES HIS POINT
11/08/1987 FOll 5€TW0 SHOWS SPICED WITH COLORFUL VARIETY
12/22/1989 B016 US ACTION OUTRAGEOUS, ARTIST SAYS
2/07/1992 B012 KARTIST EXPLODES EXPLORER MYTHS
7/23/1989 B031 ^SWIMMER HOPES FOR LONG CAREER IN WATER
9/22/1983 C025 ELEANOR DECIDES TO LET GEORGE DO IT
10/31/1983 A053 ^ELEANOR STAYS ON CAMPAIGN SIDELINES
11/22/1983 BOll 3€NEVER CONTENT TO SIT ON THE SIDELINES
3/21/1982 B015 MCGOVERN GROUP MINIMIZING TIES TO DASCHLE
4/09/1982 C032 CRUSADE AGAINST THE NEW RIGHT CONTINUED
5/02/1982 DOll ^SUCCESSFUL S DAKOTANS REMEMBER THEIR ROOTS
5/19/1982 A012 ^MCGOVERN POSITIONED TO RUN FOR PRESIDENT IN *84
6/13/1982 A012 THE DOUBT, CYNICISM THAT WATERGATE PRODUCED LINGER
7/15/1982 C031 MCGOVERN TO SPEND LABOR DAY WEEKEND IN SD
7/18/1982 A061 ^LIBERAL PAC LAGGING BEHIND THE NEW RIGHT
9/01/1982 C041 MCGOVERN TO VISIT SD THIS WEEKEND
9/04/1982 B031 MCGOVERN TO SPEAK IN SF NEXT WEEK
^ 9/05/1982 A012 MCGOVERN GIVES REAGAN B+ FOR CONSISTENCY
9/07/1982 B014 MCGOVERN SAYS BAN OUT-OF-STATE DONATIONS
9/07/1982 B021 APPROPRIATE HONOR FOR MCGOVERN (ED)
9/08/1982 A012 XMCGOVERN TESTING IDEA OF PRESIDENTIAL BID
9/08/1982 C012 3€FARMERS HURT THEMSELVES IN 1980 VOTE
9/09/1982 C071 MCGOVERN--NUKE HALT TOP ISSUE
9/10/1982 B034 TWO OLD POLITICAL ADVERSARIES SWAPPED ONELINERS
9/28/1982 B023 MCGOVERN--ISRAEL TOO RIGID-REPLACE BEGIN
10/06/1982 C014 XMCGOVERN AGAIN EYES PRESIDENTIAL RACE
11/10/1982 C055 ELECTION REFORMS ARE URGED BY MCGOVERN ON PBS SHOW
11/28/1982 B061 KMCGOVERN TO DEBATE
12/02/1982 C012 ^DEMOCRATS MUST OFFER VOTERS ALTERNATIVE
2/05/1983 A012 MCGOVERN--POOR START TO BIG BUCKS TODAY
5/17/1983 B014 APARTMENT FIRE SLIGHTLY INJURES MCGOVERN'S SON
5/18/1983 coil XMCGOVERN FIRE LIMITED TO 3 ROOMS
7/07/1983 C015 MCGOVERN RETURNS TO STATE FOR HOMECOMING
7/22/1983 coil *MCGOVERN WON'T BE AT HOMECOMING BANQUET
7/29/1983 coil MCGOVERN SAYS HE'S NOT OUT OF THE RACE YET
8/02/1983 A012 KMCGOVERN--CASTRO SEEMS SINCERE
8/03/1983 BOll KWHERE HAVE ALL THE POLITICIANS GONE
8/26/1983 coil MCGOVERN SAYS HE'LL DECIDE IN 3 WEEKS
9/09/1983 A021 MCGOVERN READY WITH ANNOUNCEMENT
9/10/1983 A012 ^MCGOVERN IS RUNNING, BUT NOT AS A LIBERAL
9/13/1983 BOll 'HIS TIME IS PAST--HE'S HAD HIS CHANCE'
9/14/1983 A012 ^MCGOVERN IN THE NEWS
9/14/1983 A061 *MCGOVERN CAMPAIGNS FOR NON-INTERVENTION
9/14/1983 A061 LATE START HURTS MCGOVERN'S CHANCES
9/18/1983 C021 MCGOVERN'S PURPOSE NOT ENOUGH (ED)
9/18/1983 HOll HE'S READY TO RUN AGAIN
9/20/1983 B042 TRICK FOR MCGOVERN IS NOT LOOKING FOOLISH
9/22/1983 C022 HE RAPS MCGOVERN COVERAGE (L)
9/22/1983 C023 ^MCGOVERN'S DECISION--TAKES A LOT OF GUTS
9/28/1983 A012 KMCGOVERN--CUT DEFENSE BUDGET 25 PERCENT
10/04/1983 B022 MCGOVERN COVERAGE IS FAIR (L)
10/06/1983 C013 KMCGOVERN HOPES TO SHAKE UP VOTERS
10/08/1983 A012 *90 WELCOME MCGOVERN TO CITY
10/09/1983 A014 MCGOVERN TALKS SENSE TO SKEPTICS
10/09/1983 C031 MCGOVERN DRIVEN TO RUN AGAIN
10/12/1983 coil XDEMOCRATES URGE STATE TO BACK MCGOVERN
10/18/1983 A013 MCGOVERN SLAMS DEMOCRATS' ISRAELI STAND
10/19/1983 C012 *HE'S NOT A HAS-BEEN OR A SPOILER
10/27/1983 coil MCGOVERN STARTS APPEAL
10/27/1983 C023 MCGOVERN HAS ANSWERS FOR WORLD (L)
11/13/1983 A032 *JACKSON AND MCGOVERN JOIN DEMONSTRATION
11/13/1983 C033 MCGOVERN QUESTIONED ON CUBAN, SOVIET (L)
11/16/1983 A012 MCGOVERN'S A HAPPY WARRIOR THIS TIME OUT
11/21/1983 A051 *GET REAGAN OUT OF OFFICE
12/02/1983 C031 MCGOVERN STAFF PLANS SOUTH DAKOTA EFFORT
1/09/1984 A012 XMCGOVERN KEEPS HANGING IN RACE
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MCGOVERN GEORGE
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1/24/1984 C012 JCMCGOVERN IS IOWA NO-SHOW
1/25/1984 C034 MCG0VERN--B1BLE SAYS 7TH DAY FOR REST
1/31/1984 A024 MCGOVERN, CRANSTON FLEE IOWA HOTEL FIRE
2/06/1984 A012 KNEVER A DAY OF DOUBT
2/16/1984 CQ71 ^CAMPAIGN BREAK
2/17/1984 CG21 MCGOVERN DRAWS RAVES
2/23/1984 AG71 DON'T THROW VOTE AWAY
2/25/1984 AG32 'DON'T WRITE ME OFF TOO SOON'
2/26/1984 AG12 36'VOTE YOUR CONSCIENCE'
2/27/1984 B034 MCGOVERN CHANGES MANAGERS
3/10/1984 CG24 MCGOVERN FARMERS' BEST BET (L)
3/10/1984 C031 DEMOCRATS PUSH FOR MCGOVERN
3/11/1984 C012 ^CAMPAIGN ADDS ANOTHER CHAPTER TO HISTORY
3/11/1984 C032 ANDROPOV COMMENT OFFERS PERSPECTIVE
3/13/1984 A021 MCGOVERN LOOKS FOR REASON TO STAY IN RACE
3/14/1984 A013 BOWS OUT AFTER THIRD-PLACE MASSACHUSETTS
3/15/1984 C013 *WON'T ENDORSE DEM CANDIDATE
3/16/1984 coil NEW MEANING IN CANDIDATES' WORDS
3/16/1984 C021 A PROMISE KEPT (ED)
4/08/1984 B052 ^CANDIDATES NEED AGRICULTURAL FOCUS
5/09/1984 D041 MCGOVERN WILL CAMPAIGN AGAINST REAGAN ON TV
5/21/1984 A012 MONDALE-HART TICKET WILL HEAL PARTY
5/24/1984 A021 HART--MCGOVERN'S IDEA UPSIDE-DOWN
6/01/1984 A033 JACKSON SKIPS SHOW OF UNITY
6/09/1984 A012 *MONDALE, HART NEED TO UNITE
6/10/1984 C016 HART VISIT MADE THE DIFFERENCE
6/13/1984 D031 MCGOVERN ASKS HART TO CONSIDER UNITY
6/14/1984 A013 s^MCGOVERN BACKS MONDALE
6/14/1984 C014 CUNNINGHAM WIN IMPRESSES MCGOVERN
7/11/1984 A071 MCGOVERN FORESEES PEACEFUL CONVENTION
7/17/1984 A012 DELEGATES TRY TO REVIVE HIS CANDIDACY
7/23/1984 B035 MCGOVERN TO TALK WITH SOVIETS ON ARMS RACE
7/30/1984 A014 KMCG0VERN--S0V1ETS SEE NO THAW
8/04/1984 B024 THINGS DON'T MAKE SENSE (L)
10/05/1984 C031 MCGOVERN PLANS CAMPAIGN STOP
10/06/1984 A012 MCG0VERN--N1X0N BETTER THAN REAGAN
10/17/1984 D022 MCGOVERN ABANDONED STATE (L)
10/18/1984 A012 *MCGOVERN TREADS SOFTLY FOR CUNNINGHAM
10/18/1984 C041 ^MCGOVERN--REAGAN IS UNINFORMED
10/20/1984 C024 MCGOVERN'S VIEW IS WRONG (L)
2/12/1985 B023 PRESIDENTIAL COFFERS TO OFFSET LOSS
2/19/1985 B022 COMMISSION REQUEST FOR $25,104 UNFAIR
2/21/1985 A081 RUNNING FOR PRESIDENT NOT TICKET TO THE BANK (ED)
3/06/1985 AlOl CAMPAIGN REGULATORS ON POLITICAL VENDETTA (L)
4/22/1985 C031 MCGOVERN BEGINS WRITING SYNDICATED COLUMN
4/25/1985 C021 MCGOVERN WANTS REVERSAL OF PAYMENT ORDER
4/26/1985 A012 ^MCGOVERN RECALLS THE PAST WITH PRIDE
4/28/1985 C012 MCG0VERN--ELECT10N PANEL STRIKES BACK
5/09/1985 A081 ARGUS GAVE ATTENTION TO THE WRONG SPEAKER (L)
7/06/1985 A054 ^MCGOVERN TO BUILD ATHLETIC CLUB
8/20/1985 C015 KMCGOVERN MAY GET COLLEGE POST
8/21/1985 A121 MCGOVERN EXPLAINS ROLE IN DEVELOPMENT (L)
9/05/1985 A081 SD HAS PROBLEMS AND TALENT (L)
9/07/1985 C031 MCGOVERN TO LECTURE ON DETENTE AT FORUM
9/16/1985 C041 MCGOVERN CALLS FOR FARM PRICE SUPPORT SYSTEM
9/18/1985 B013 5CMCG0VERN WANTS POST
10/25/1985 A093 3€MCG0VERN ON TOUR
3/17/1986 B042 XMCGOVERN PREDICTS BLOODBATH
3/19/1986 BOll KMCGOVERN SAYS POLITICS COST HIM PRESIDENCY
3/21/1986 C032 PANEL RECOMMENDS DEGREE FOR MCGOVERN
4/20/1986 C022 MCGOVERN HEADLINE PROMPTS RECALL
5/08/1986 C015 SDSU TO GIVE HONORARY DEGREE TO MCGOVERN
8/03/1986 Foil ^MITCHELL RESIDENTS WANT TO SAVE HOME
8/14/1986 C016 PRESSLER AVOIDS TAG OF TRAVELER
9/28/1986 Alll PRESIDENTIAL VISITS ON BEHALF OF CANDIDATES RISKY
10/10/1986 C014 KMCGOVERN BLASTS REAGAN
11/16/1986 AlOl *DEM0CRAT1C WINS, NOT LIBERAL REVIVAL
4/16/1987 C022 *MCGOVERN WITHHOLDS NOD FOR '88
7/12/1987 C012 KMCGOVERN'S VISION PARTIALLY PROPHETIC
9/27/1987 C043 *HART, BIDEN WON'T HURT DEMOCRATS
10/08/1987 A014 ^MCGOVERN IN TELEVISION COMMERCIAL
1/02/1988 coil KMCGOVERN TO SPEAK AT FORUM FEBRUARY 11
2/10/1988 BOll MCGOVERN TO SPEAK IN CITY, BROOKINGS
2/11/1988 B012 ^EVERYBODY'S GOT MCGOVERN BUTTONS
2/12/1988 CO12 *ANY DEMOCRAT BEATS REAGAN
3/13/1988 D015 KMCGOVERN HAWKS HEALTH CENTER
3/27/1988 EOll MCGOVERN, SENATOR TO SPEAK AT EVENT
4/03/1988 E015 XMCGOVERN WARNS AGAINST SPLIT CONVENTION
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A/Z'i/igaB D012 ^DEMOCRATS GATHER TO HEAR STATESMEN
5/01/1988 NGZl CSEC DD) KGEORGE MCGOVERN STATESMAN BOLSTERED ROOTS
7/01/1988 coil MCGOVERN TO SPEAK AT STATE CONVENTION
7/10/1988 C012 *MCGOVERN SEES HOPE FOR PARTY IN '88
7/2A/1988 Alll *RESENTS REPUBLICAN EFFORTS TO DEGRADE HIM
8/1A/1988 Alll *WHAT'S WRONG WITH MCGOVERN LIBERALISM
9/30/1988 A074 MCGOVERN--DUKAKIS MUST GET TOUGHER
11/17/1988 C015 seDUKAKlS RECOGNIZES HIS ERRORS
11/20/1988 A152 *SOUTH DAKOTANS REMEMBER
11/26/1988 B031 ^MCGOVERN BUYS LEASE ON CONNECTICUT INN
3/23/1989 C011 MCGOVERN, OTHERS TO SPEAK AT EVENT
A/02/1989 C012 DON'T RUN FROM LIBERAL TAG
A/30/1989 EE01 ^SENATOR RISES TO A HARSH REJECTION
5/22/1989 B016 *HAUNTED BY PAST
8/16/1989 A081 MCGOVERN NEVER FORGOT FOLKS BACK HOME
1/17/1990 A016 MCGOVERN DEBUTS ON 'NEWHART'
2/05/1990 A011 *MCGOVERN TO APPEAR ON 'NEWHART' TONIGHT
2/06/1990 C011 MCGOVERN APPEARS ON 'NEWHART' SHOW
A/0A/1990 C011 MCGOVERN WILL TEACH AT CORNELL
A/18/1990 C02A MCGOVERN TO SPEAK AT RAPID CITY EVENT
A/19/1990 A0A5 ^LOBBYING EPISODE FORCES TO EXPLAIN ACTIONS
5/0A/1990 A103 36'POST' STORY YELLOW JOURNALISM
11/07/1990 D031 XMCGOVERN'S HOTEL FILES FOR BANKRUPTCY
12/02/1990 A0A1 XMCGOVERN'S CLASS A TOP DRAW AT CORNELL UNIVERSITY
12/16/1990 A011 *1992 PRESIDENCY INTRIGUES MCGOVERN
1/13/1991 A061 *MCGOVERN CALLS SITUATION 'CHARADE'
1/26/1991 A011 MCGOVERN PICKS GROUP FOR CAMPAIGN ADVICE
1/31/1991 A091 MAYBE TIME HAS CAUGHT UP TO MCGOVERN (L)
2/05/1991 C033 *FORMER MCGOVERN HOME MAY BE MOVED
2/15/1991 C011 CLOSING RESTAURANT-HOTEL TODAY
2/17/1991 A086 READY TO TRY AGAIN
2/21/1991 C011 MCGOVERN PLANS IOWA FUND-RAISER
2/23/1991 A101 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
3/01/1991 A012 MCGOVERN--BATTLE UPHILL FOR PRESIDENCY
3/06/1991 A033 MCGOVERN ONLY CHALLENGER
3/09/1991 C011 HOSPITALIZED FOR PROSTATE PROBLEM
3/12/1991 A083 *MCGOVERN TO ROYKO
3/29/1991 C014 3CSCH00L HONORS FAMOUS GRAD
A/07/1991 E012 CHURCH MULLS FATE OF MCGOVERN HOUSE
A/10/1991 C011 LANDS IN HOSPITAL AGAIN
A/11/1991 C011 CEREMONY POSTPONED UNTIL MAY 7
A/12/1991 A051 *MCGOVERN SOLICITS FUNDING
A/19/1991 C012 *KNOWS BIGGEST OBSTACLE
A/27/1991 C012 *VOWS TO REDEFINE PATRIOTISM IF HE RUNS
5/08/1991 A012 *MCGOVERN MUSING
5/08/1991 C015 IN MITCHELL, GEORGE IS KING
5/11/1991 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
5/1A/1991 C033 36MCGOVERN HOME TO BE PRESERVED
5/23/1991 A012 KMCGOVERN COULD TELL TODAY
5/2A/1991 A012 *MCGOVERN SAYS NO TO BID
5/31/1991 C015 *MCGOVERN BUTTON TURNS INTO SCAVENGER HUNT ITEM
6/29/1991 B011 MCGOVERN TO ATTEND RUSHMORE CELEBRATION
8/27/1991 C031 MCGOVERN TO SPEAK AT USD SEPTEMBER 3
9/0A/1991 C015 *MCGOVERN--BUSH REACTING, NOT LEADING
9/05/1991 C011 MCGOVERN TO ATTEND HEADQUARTER OPENING
9/06/1991 C031 HOME FUND DRIVE SET
11/12/1991 A012 *MCGOVERN RECONSIDERS '92 PRESIDENTIAL BID
1/16/1992 B012 ATTORNEY GENERAL EDWIN MEESE AND FORMER SD SENATOR
1/26/1992 A091 ^AMERICA NEEDS TO RETURN TO FOUNDING IDEAS
3/08/1992 A0A1 *HOTEL CAFE WAS MCGOVERN'S FAVORITE SPOT
7/12/1992 A012 *'72 CONVENTION ENDED ERA
7/13/1992 A101 CLINTON CAN DO WITHOUT MCGOVERNESQUE DEMOCRATS
10/20/1992 B026 MCG0VERN--CL1NT0N WILL WIN IN SD
10/29/1992 B0A1 MCGOVERN IS OFFENDED BY ATTACKS ON LIBERALISM
11/2A/1992 A015 *MCGOVERN ON CLINTON'S LIST
11/28/1992 A101 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
11/30/1992 A07A MCGOVERN BELONGS IN LABOR DEPARTMENT
3/17/1987 C012 *NEW GROUP BACKS PARKING RAMP
4/06/1987 A081 RAMP CRITICAL TO CITY'S DEVELOPMENT
5/02/1987 C012 *HOME PARKING RAMP ARGUMENTS
6/08/1987 A103 MCGOWAN STATEMENT FALSE (L)
6/13/1987 A082 MCGOWAN SHOULD APOLOGIZE (L)
8/21/1988 E013 *LOCAL INVESTORS WARY OF STOCKS
6/06/1991 B061 STOCKBROKER LEADS FIRE RECOVERY DRIVE
11/01/1991 B016 *MCGOWAN TO LEAD CITIZENS GROUP FOR ARTS CENTER
11/18/1991 C016 *MCGOWAN ENTERTAINED KENNEDYS
12/07/1991 C012 CALLS FOR TAX TO RENOVATE WASHINGTON
12/20/1991 A083 *C0NVENT10N CENTER NEEDED
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/01/1992 AG31 *1992 GOALS ARE SIMILAR TO THOSE MET IN 1987
I/08/I99I AG52 KBATTLE OF A LIFETIME
2/G2/I992 EGI2 KMAKE VIEWERS FEEL GOOD
IG/22/I992 DGIA ^MOTHER, DAUGHTER ACT TACKLES TOUGH SUBJECT
IG/25/I992 A012 56SOUTH OF 57TH STREET, SOME MISS BENEFITS OF CITY
2/GI/I988 AG72 RETIN-A IS NEW WRINKLE IN ANTI-AGE FIGHT
5/G6/I991 A072 *NEW LASER BLASTS AWAY BIRTHMARKS
3/18/1992 DG12 5eMCGRANN WAS BASKETBALL HERO IN FOOTBALL TOWN
3/11/1982 C033 ^RESPONSE TO MCGRATH CONCERT OVERWHELMING
3/I5/I983 AG5I ^MCGRATH RELATES SYMPHONIC MUSIC TO YOUNG
3/I8/I983 AIll K'SESAME STREET' REGULAR URGES CHILDREN
3/16/1987 B0I2 5CH0LIDAY SPECIAL TO LOCAL DOCTOR
8/1I/I983 AG12 ^URGENT CARE CENTER WILL BANK ON WALK-IN BUSINESS
8/21/1986 AG8I 3CCITY LOSES DOCTOR WHO CARED
2/G8/I99I DG12 KLINCOLN GYMNASTS WIN REGION TITLE
2/14/199G DG12 KO'GORMAN STARS TO PLAY FOR SMU
3/G8/I985 BG82 5C8-YEAR-0LD IN FAMILY MUSICAL GROUP
7/G2/I986 BGII LAWYER WANTS TO SEEK SECRETARY OF STATE JOB
9/29/1991 BG81 GRACING BUG BIT MCGRIFF AS BOY
I/lG/1982 BG3I MCGRORY'S HANDGUN COLUMN CRITICIZED (L)
8/27/1988 AG52 WRITER SEEKS, FINDS SD PEACE MAKERS
A/G6/1985 AIGI ^DESERVE SUPPORT FOR BIG CONTRIBUTIONS
6/I1/199G CGII GANG MEMBER FACES DRUG, ROBBERY CHARGES
9/27/1991 CGAI BUSINESSWOMAN PLANS ADOPTION CENTER
8/31/1992 BGll MCGUIRE SISTERS CANCEL PALACE SHOW
12/2G/1987 CG21 *SCHOOL OF MINES GRADUATE BEGINS STUDIES
11/08/1992 F012 ^PERCEPTIONS CHANGE AS MANUFACTURED HOMES BOOM
A/II/I983 CGII *GIRLS ACCUMULATING ATHLETIC LETTERS
12/08/1992 B021 VERMILLION CHAMBER MANAGER TO RESIGN
A/26/1992 B013 aePEDALER WITH A PURPOSE
11/07/1988 C012 OFFICER AT STOCKYARDS WARNS FARMERS
11/15/1987 E012 KMAN RUNS NO-NONSENSE RAILROAD
2/2I/I990 A08I 9€0UTDATED LAW JEOPARDIZES FUTURE
5/IA/I989 F0I2 KMOM 8 ME TOGETHER AT WORK
5/1A/I989 F0I2 KMOM & ME TOGETHER AT WORK
I/29/I988 B012 36DIAL A DJ
I0/2I/I989 AOIA 36MAGICIAN PLANS GOLIATH FEAT WITH STATUE
I0/2A/I989 C016 *DISAPPEARING ACT DRAWS A MIXED REVIEW
1I/I3/I982 C021 BILL MCKEAN'S GOOD TURNS (ED)
9/20/1989 A123 ^RESEARCH PROJECT OF I970'S COULD HELP
3/25/1990 A012 DUO PITCHES DREAMS OF INDIAN YOUTH
A/19/1992 N082 *AT 60, COACH TACKLES NEW JOB
12/12/1982 COAl *HE'S GUARDED JUDGES & BABY-SAT BABIES
I/I7/I992 DOll BILLS' MCKELLER COULDN'T SOLVE SDSU IN 1985
3/2A/1982 A012 *NEXT TIME, HE MIGHT AS WELL STAY HOME
10/22/1982 coil JANKLOW IGNORES REAL PROBLEMS
10/22/1982 C023 ^MCKELLIPS ON ELECTION, 1982
11/18/1982 C015 3CMCKELLIPS TO BE DEMOS' LEADER IN SENATE
12/05/1982 con CONTROVERSY HAS FOLLOWED CEMENT PLANT ALL THE WAY
12/13/1982 B015 MCKELLIPS--WATER SUIT WAS JUMPING THE GUN
12/21/1982 con MCKELLIPS WANTS PROBE OF RESIGNATION
12/31/1982 con KMCKELLIPS PRESSES FOR CEMENT PLANT PROBE
1/11/1983 C0I5 MCKELLIPS, JANKLOW TO DISCUSS MCALISTER
1/25/1983 B051 MCKELLIPS NOT SURE BANK PLAN WILL PAN OUT
2/27/1983 EOII ^HARD TIMES IMPROVE FARM BUSINESS SKILLS
4/28/1983 C041 MCKELLIPS--TRIP SHOWS WASTE IN GOVT
8/27/1983 C031 MCKELLIPS SAYS HE WANTS APOLOGY
8/30/1983 B033 JANKLOW SENDS MCKELLIPS APOLOGY
9/03/1983 B036 MCKELLIPS SAYS JANKLOW CONTROLS GOP
n/IO/1983 A0I2 KTOO MANY LAWYERS--CLOSE LAW SCHOOL
12/04/1983 C031 *LIMIT ENROLLMENT AT USD LAW SCHOOL
I/I3/I984 C014 3(BANK ISSUE IS OVERBLOWN
1/26/1984 con NO ERRORS TO FREE SUSPECTS
I/28/I984 BOII LAW DEAN--BILL WOULD KILL SCHOOL
2/22/1984 D053 COMPUTER SCHOOL GETS LEGISLATIVE OK
5/30/1984 D041 TO RESTORE MONDAY MEMORIAL DAY
7/04/1984 Don *JANKLOW--MCKELLIPS' COMMENTS ARE INACCURATE
7/05/1984 con MCKELLIPS SAYS HE FORGOT THE MERGER BILL
2/27/1985 A073 ^FINDING LAWMAKERS DOESN'T DETER MCKELLIPS
4/09/1985 B0I4 LEGISLATORS--PROBE OF EDUCATION NEEDED
12/24/1985 con PENSION FUND COULD HELP RURAL SD
12/29/1985 C06I EMPLOYEES GROUP AGAINST DIVERTING PENSIONS
1/02/1986 A08I STORY NOT FAIR TO COMMUNITY BANKER
1/I0/I986 AI04 FARM STORY MISSED MARK (L)
6/17/1986 C0I4 KMCKELLIPS MAY BE HERSETH'S CHOICE
6/26/1986 C0I3 MCKELLIPS TO ANNOUNCE HIS PLANS TODAY
6/27/1986 C0I2 ^MCKELLIPS WON'T BE LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
10/13/1986 C0I2 KGOP TAKES AIM AT DEMO SENATE LEADER
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ll/lA/1986 C012 ^DEMOCRATS PICK MCKELLIPS
1/16/1987 A061 CORPORATE TAX WOULD BE PAINLESS WAY
1/31/1987 C012 ^DEMOCRATS DISCUSS ALTERNATIVES TO SALES TAX
1/09/1988 C012 ^LAWMAKER TO INTRODUCE CORPORATE INCOME TAX
11/12/1988 CG31 ^SENATOR WANTS ANSWERS ON LEASES
11/15/1988 CG12 ^DEMOCRATIC LEGISLATORS CHOOSE LEADERS TODAY
11/16/1988 CG16 DEMOCRATS CHOOSE LEADERS
1/31/1989 CG12 NAME TROUBLES PLAGUE LAWMAKERS
2/27/1989 CG21 ASKS JANKLOW'S BROTHER TO REVEAL PROFITS
A/Gl/1989 AG12 SENATOR WANTS INVESTIGATION OF PRISON CHARGES
4/G6/1989 CG12 PRISON MUST BE INVESTIGATED
7/31/1989 BG12 KMCKELLIPS MAY CHALLENGE MICKELSON
8/G1/1989 CGAl MICKELSON QUESTIONS MOTIVE OF MCKELLIPS MAKING BID
9/26/1989 CGll MCKELLIPS TO SPEAK TO COUNTY
1/G1/199G A1A3 ESTATE WON'T HAVE INCOME TAX
1/G7/199G AG86 KPRISON PLAN HAS FAR TO GO
1/13/1990 C031 KILLS MCKELLIPS' STATEWIDE RECYCLING PLAN
3/13/1990 C042 5fMCKELLlPS--T00 LATE FOR RACE
4/15/1990 C012 ESTATE NEEDS TO IMPROVE INCOMES
6/02/1990 C032 MCKELLIPS SAYS FREEZE NOT PERMANENT SOLUTION
7/08/1990 coil DEMOCRAT LEADER CRITICIZES MICKELSON
9/08/1990 C015 STATE SHOULD OWN ALL LOTTERY MACHINES
11/18/1990 E012 ^REPUBLICANS, DEMOCRATS RE-ELECT STATE LEADERS
1/21/1991 B045 56M1CKELSON, STAFF TAKING SALES TAX PLAN ON THE ROAD
1/24/1991 C012 DEMOCRATS CUT BUDGETS FOR TRAVEL, PRINTING
1/27/1991 B015 GOVERNOR SOUNDING LIKE A DEMOCRAT
2/07/1991 A012 MICKELSON TAX PLAN BREAKS PROMISE
2/10/1991 BB23 ^LEGISLATIVE TACTICS CAN GET A LITTLE PIGGY
2/13/1991 C012 KSENATE REJECTS LOTTERY PROFIT CHANGE
"2/16/1991" A012 XGOP FORCES SALES TAX HIKE TO SENATE FLOOR
2/25/1991 B012 ^SENATE DEMOCRATIC LEADER LIKES SMALL-TOWN LIFE
3/01/1991 C013 KFINE LINE DIVIDES LEADERS' FRIENDSHIP, FURY
4/09/1991 B031 ^SPECIAL SESSION MAY NOT MATERIALIZE
4/13/1991 C015 KHEALTH BOSS' LEAVING COULD SAVE TAXPAYERS
7/23/1991 A052 3«DEM0CRATS HAVE PLAN FOR SURPLUS CASH
7/27/1991 C014 KPANEL DISCUSSES EFFECTS OF VIDEO LOTTERY
8/03/1991 C012 36DEMOCRATS TO PETITION FOR SESSION
9/27/1991 C016 MCKELLIPS' CLAIM TO SUIT SHARE REJECTED
12/07/1991 A103 KSD PLAYING ECONOMIC CATCH-UP
12/13/1991 C015 MCKELLIPS FAVORS LEASE AGREEMENT
12/16/1991 C022 ECONOMIC LOANS NEED MONITOR, LAWMAKER SAYS
12/25/1991 C034 MAY NOT FILE LAWSUIT OVER REDISTRICTING
12/26/1991 coil MCKELLIPS PITCHES SUPPORT TO KERREY
1/08/1992 C032 36HUNDREDS DEBATE IDEAS FOR CHANGES
2/09/1992 F012 *B1LL WOULD ALLOW INVESTING IN LAWSUITS
5/09/1992 C021 MCKELL1PS--SEARS' ATTACKS SHAMEFUL
11/05/1992 AOll DEMOCRATIC SENATE CAN HELP MICKELSON
11/10/1992 B015 XDUXBURY KEEPS LEADERSHIP POST
5/22/1990 A012 SKYFORCE COACH NAMED TODAY
6/28/1990 D013 *MCKENNA VIEWS DRAFT AFTERMATH
7/02/1990 C012 *SKYFORCE COACH NOW ENJOYS BASKETBALL WITH KIDS
7/22/1990 B012 *NEW COACH, NEW HOPE
7/18/1991 DOll MAKES CBA TOWN SEEM JUST LIKE HOME
8/10/1991 B012 *MCKENNA'S GOAL--GET TO THE POINTS
9/12/1991 C032 ^GETTING A HEAD ABOVE THE COMPETITION
4/26/1992 BOll MCKENNA ON PROWL FOR CBA TALENT
6/19/1992 D012 3<MCKENNA VOWS SKYFORCE WILL STRESS 'D'
7/08/1992 D062 ^FINISHING TOUCHES
5/01/1983 Nlll 5e(HEALTH/ED) HER LAGACY IS A PARK, A HOSPITAL
3/14/1982 E025 *MCKENNAN APPOINTS ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR
3/23/1982 coil CHILD POISONING LIKELIEST AWAY FROM HOME
6/12/1982 A012 MCKENNAN WORKERS REJECT UNION REPRESENTATION
7/19/1982 B033 MCKENNAN ENTERS COMPUTER AGE
7/20/1982 A074 HOSPITAL AUXILIARY INSTALLED OFFICERS FOR 1982-83
10/30/1982 A114 THANKS FOR MCKENNAN HOSPICE PROGRAM (L)
11/15/1982 A013 ESCORTS IN DEMAND AT MCKENNAN HOSP
12/07/1982 A094 SCMCKENNAN BOARD MEMBERS NAMED
2/11/1983 A016 HOSPITALS WRITE OFF $4 MILLION IN BILLS
2/22/1983 A095 ELKJER IS MCKENNAN CHIEF OF STAFF
3/20/1983 AOll ^HOSPITALS IN FINANCIAL TROUBLE
3/20/1983 coil ^(MCKENNAN EX EC-GROWTH SLOW
4/03/1983 D132 DINNER, DANCING HIGHLIGHT HOSPITAL CHARITY
4/20/1983 A023 XARMED ROBBER STEALS DRUGS FROM MCKENNAN
5/31/1983 A094 HAGEN HEADS HOSPITAL AUXILIARY
7/16/1983 C013 *CANCER VICTIMS GET NEW WING AT MCKENNAN
7/23/1983 A094 PATIENT THANKS MCKENNAN STAFF (L)
9/15/1983 DOll *MAK1NG A PITCH FOR MCKENNAN
10/02/1983 D071 MCKENNAN SCHEDULES CPR CLASS
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10/16/1983 C013 MCKENNAN LOBBIES FOR HELICOPTER
10/18/1983 CD21 MCKENNAN'S COPTER PLAN EXCELLENT IDEA CED)
10/21/1983 C023 RAMP AT MCKENNAN NEEDS BRIGHTER LIGHTS (L)
11/11/1983 C015 HOSPITAL GETS CITY APPROVAL FOR COPTER PAD
11/17/1983 C02A MORE LIGHTS OR GUARDS NEEDED AT MCKENNAN (L)
11/19/1983 B015 MCKENNAN PLANS NUMBER OF LAYOFFS
11/23/1983 C015 XLAYS OFF 31 IN NEXT MONTH
11/30/1983 C023 MCKENNAN GETTING BAD RAP (L)
12/02/1983 A01A *MCKENNAN ADMINISTRATOR QUITS
12/13/1983 C011 STATE WILL STUDY HOSPITAL'S PLANS
12/14/1983 A012 NEED HELICOPTER AMBULANCE IN RURAL AREAS
12/30/1983 B014 SMALL FILES $1 5 MILLION SUIT AGAINST MCKENNAN
1/01/1984 A012 5(CITY HOSPITALS WAGE ONGOING BATTLE FOR PATIENTS
1/04/1984 D031 WANTS TO OFFER NEW REHABILITATION PROGRAM
1/10/1984 A074 56COAKLEY IS RE-ELECTED CHAIRWOMAN
1/14/1984 B036 OFFICERS POSE AS DOCTORS
1/17/1984 C031 OFFERS SUPER SITTER CLINIC
2/11/1984 A012 STATE REJECTS MCKENNAN'S HELICOPTER PLAN
2/23/1984 C011 PAAVOLA NAMED EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF MCKENNAN
2/29/1984 C031 MCKENNAN ALTERS PLAN FOR HELICOPTER
3/08/1984 C011 MCKENNAN TO START REHABILITATION UNIT
3/16/1984 C013 STATE REJECTS HELICOPTER REQUEST
3/20/1984 A074 ^HOSPITAL NAMES MEN TO BOARD
4/01/1984 D061 ANNUAL CHARITY DINNER, DANCE IS SET
4/19/1984 B054 CHARITY DINNER, DANCE IS APRIL 27
4/25/1984 D041 GETS OK FOR REHABILITATION PROGRAM
4/29/1984 N041 KCSECTION 6) SISTER VOWS TO CARE FOR SICK
4/30/1984 C011 MCKENNAN FINISHES NEW TRAUMA CENTER
5/07/1984 B011 ^OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST OVERCOMES CHALLENGES
5/21/1984 A095 MCKENNAN GIVES $275 TO CAUSE
5/23/1984 D013 MCKENNAN PLANS REHABILITATION PROGRAM
5/28/1984 A095 MCKENNAN GETS $9,500 CHECK
6/30/1984 C011 WOMAN RECEIVES $181,487 FOR FALL
7/04/1984 C094 HURLEY IS EMPLOYEE OF MONTH
7/14/1984 A131 MCKENNAN POISON CONTROL HELPFUL CD
8/18/1984 A015 MCKENNAN WILL LAY OFF 45 WORKERS
9/09/1984 C021 HOSPITALS WERE SLOW IN SPOTTING CHANGE (ED)
9/26/1984 D011 MCKENNAN PROGRAM EASES PROBLEMS OF AGING
12/05/1984 C115 MCKENNAN HOSPITAL RECEIVES AWARD
12/22/1984 C014 WORKERS TO GET 3 PERCENT RAISE AT MCKENNAN
2/20/1985 B054 MCKENNAN HONORS WORKERS
4/17/1985 cm LARSON IS CHAIRWOMAN OF CHARITY BALL
5/10/1985 B021 CABBAGE PATCH CLINIC SCHEDULED FOR SATURDAY
5/17/1985 C021 SMART IDEA MAKES LOCAL WOMAN $210 RICHER
6/26/1985 B113 MCKENNAN AUXILIARY HONORS VOLUNTEERS
8/12/1985 B055 MCKENNAN HOSPITAL BURN UNIT RECEIVES GIFT
8/25/1985 C013 HOSPITAL, COUNTY THROW OUT FARM LIFELINE
10/01/1985 A012 HOSPITAL ADS CAUSE BAD BLOOD
10/02/1985 C011 5CCHILD CARE PROGRAM TAKES FIRST STEPS
12/19/1985 C012 MCKENNAN SERVES CHRISTMAS DINNER
1/04/1986 A074 MCKENNAN THANKED FOR DINNER CD
1/11/1986 A071 MOTHER THANKS MCKENNAN WEE CARE PROGRAM
3/01/1986 A093 THANKS GO TO MCKENNAN STAFF CD
3/01/1986 C041 MCKENNAN LOWERS COPTER COST PROJECTIONS
3/02/1986 A012 FATAL MISTAKE CHANGES HOSPITAL POLICY
3/04/1986 C011 HOSPITAL OFFICIALS EXPRESS SORROW ABOUT DEATH
3/05/1986 B013 HOSPITAL ON TRIAL
3/06/1986 C011 KPOISON CENTER GETS NEW WEAPON
3/07/1986 A012 MCKENNAN ABSOLVED FROM SLAYING
3/08/1986 C011 SMALL TO APPEAL JUDGE'S MCKENNAN DECISION
5/01/1986 B011 XDIOCESE FINDS PEACE THROUGH PRAYER
5/03/1986 A095 BALL CHAIRMAN SAYS THANKS TO CITY
6/23/1986 B015 NEW PSYCHIATRIC UNIT NEEDED--MCKENNAN
6/26/1986 B011 XNUNS BEGIN 2ND CENTURY OF SERVICE
7/17/1986 C012 WOMAN SUES HOSPITAL OVER SUICIDE
7/23/1986 B031 SIOUX VALLEY DISPUTES PROPOSAL
8/09/1986 C015 FAMILY SUES HOSPITAL OVER BLOOD MISTAKE
8/18/1986 A015 HOSPITALS AT ODDS OVER HEART PROGRAM
8/22/1986 A101 KALL OF YOU BIG AND LITTLE BABIES CED)
8/24/1986 B015 900 ATTEND MCKENNAN'S BABY BASH
8/30/1986 C011 BALLOON REPLIES BLOW AWAY OFFICIAL
9/13/1986 C014 FAMILY, MCKENNAN SETTLE
9/29/1986 B034 TARGET GIVES GRANT TO MCKENNAN
10/13/1986 C012 HOSPITAL HOTLINE COULD BE RURAL LIFELINE
12/01/1986 B034 MCKENNAN ANNOUNCES NEW FUND
12/06/1986 A094 MCKENNAN THANKED FOR DEDICATION CD
12/22/1986 B011 CHRISTMAS DINNER TO BE OFFERED
12/27/1986 A015 GETS OK FOR HEART PROGRAM
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1/09/1987 CG16 TEST1M0NY--B0Y FACES SURGERY
1/26/1987 A08A MCKENNAN DESERVES A BREAK (L)
3/27/1987 A012 *PET PROJECT
A/G3/1987 CG16 MCKENNAN LAWSUIT REINSTATED
4/18/1987 CGll HOSPITAL BALL TO HELP HOSPICE
4/27/1987 AG71 KID SAFE PROGRAM AT HOSPITAL
6/27/1987 A095 MCKENNAN BALL RAISED $13,GGG (L)
7/24/1987 A121 HOSPITALS' UNITY HELPS COMMUNITY (L)
7/26/1987 EGll ^MCKENNAN NAMES OFFICER
9/17/1987 BG53 MCKENNAN HOSPITAL SPONSORS WELLNESS FAIR
9/19/1987 CG15 HOSPITAL WOULD DUPLICATE SERVICES
9/28/1987 CG12 MCKENNAN QUESTIONS NEED FOR PSYCHIATRIC
lG/Gl/1987 CG12 MCKENNAN CONTINUES TO FIGHT AGAINST NEW HOSPITAL
1G/G7/1987 BG12 MCKENNAN TO REDUCE DAILY ROOM RATES
1G/G7/1987 BG14 XWELLNESS CARNIVAL, A HEALTHY DOSE OF LEARNING
lG/lG/1987 AG81 NO REASON TO KEEP HOSPITAL OUT (ED)
lG/28/1987 BG15 SUES HOSPITAL IN WIFE'S ABDUCTION, DEATH
lG/29/1987 AG14 HUSBAND TESTIFIES IN PARKING LOT DEATH
1G/3G/1987 AG15 KKILLER SAYS PARKING LOT WAS DARK
lG/31/1987 CG15 ECONOMIST PROJECTS MURDERED WOMAN'S LIFETIME EARNING
11/G3/1987 CG15 SECURITY WAS POOR JURORS TOLD
11/G5/1987 AG12 LAWYER SAYS MCKENNAN SHOULD PAY FOR DEATH
11/G6/1987 AG22 VICTIM'S FAMILY SAYS TRIAL INVOKED PAINFUL MEMORIES
11/G9/1987 AG12 MCKENNAN RULING HAS BUSINESSES THINKING SAFETY
11/12/1987 AG81 RAMP TRIAL MAY BRING MORE SAFETY
11/16/1987 AG16 ^FAMILY GETS BARGAIN ON BABY NUMBER 12
11/17/1987 CGll HOSPITAL APPEALS SECURITY VERDICT
11/17/1987 CG16 SIOUX VALLEY WON'T BLOCK CARDIAC LAB AT MEKENNAN
11/21/1987 AG81 LAWSUIT DECISION UNJUST (L)
12/G2/1987 BG21 HOSPITAL ASKS FOR NEW TRIAL IN SMALL CASE
12/G5/1987 CG12 JUDGE UPHOLDS WIDOWER'S AWARD
12/2G/1987 CG15 *SANTA DELIVERS HOLIDAY MESSAGE WITHOUT A SOUND
1/23/1988 CGll HOSPITAL WINS SUIT IN PATIENT SUICIDE
2/G5/1988 CGll MCKENNAN APPEALS VERDICT IN DEATH
2/27/1988 AG75 PATIENT PLEASED WITH MCKENNAN CD
3/28/1988 BG14 *SCANNER TO MAKE DEBUT SOON
4/25/1988 AG91 MCKENNAN SHOP RAISES $39,5G2
4/26/1988 CGll WOODLAKE, HOSPITAL LOOK AT PARTNERSHIP
8/13/1988 AG71 EX-PATIENT THANKS HOSPITAL'S STAFF (L)
9/21/1988 CG12 XGUESTS TRY TO ROLL PAST BARRIER
12/G4/1988 EGll MCKENNAN HOSPITAL HOSTS HOLIDAY DINNER
12/2G/1988 CGll MCKENNAN TO SERVE CHRISTMAS DINNER
12/26/1988 AG12 SF CELEBRATES HOLIDAY IN VARIED WAYS
2/19/1989 CG12 ^MCKENNAN HELPS PATIENTS RELEARN TASKS
3/1G/1989 CG12 MCKENNAN LOSES SUPREME COURT APPEAL
4/1G/1989 AG15 MCKENNAN DIRECTOR TAKES WISCONSIN JOB
5/G6/1989 BG21 KIDS SAFE PROGRAM A SUCCESS (L)
6/1G/1989 AG52 *LDRPS PROVIDE FOR BIRTH PROCESS
6/19/1989 AG71 MCKENNAN TO BEGIN NEW CANCER CENTER
6/28/1989 DG82.36MCKENNAN NAMES NEW CHIEF EXECUTIVE
6/29/1989 BG82 YMCA, MCKENNAN START FITNESS SERVICE
7/17/1989 BG12 XMCKENNAN CEO CALLS RURAL DOCTORS UNSUNG HEROES
8/16/1989 BG82 *HOSPITAL DRAWS UP NEW PLANS
9/G9/1989 AG16 MCKENNAN WANTS 9G DAYS TO STUDY CARETRAUM SETUP
9/19/1989 A1G2 CITY HOSPITAL CARE GREAT (L)
lG/27/1989 CG15 MINNESOTAN WINS SUIT AGAINST CITY HOSPITAL
1/24/199G AG15 CLINIC LOOKS AT MOVE TO MCKENNAN
1/25/199G AG12 CLINIC MOVING TO MCKENNAN
1/26/199G DG62 CLINIC WILL BUILD EAST OF MCKENNAN
4/1G/199G AG55 *VOICE-ACTIVATED COMPUTERS HELP OPEN DOORS
5/G3/199G AG15 ^MCKENNAN PLANS COST $9 5 MILLION
6/15/199G AG12 LEGAL ACTION CONSIDERED IN HOSPITAL DEATH
7/G8/199G Alll SUMMER IS BAD TIME FOR DISABLING INJURIES (L)
7/24/199G BG66 HOSPITAL BONDS FOR SALE
8/27/199G AG52 3CMCKENNAN BEGINS PHONE-IN PROGRAM
1/12/1991 AG55 *BOY SCOUT PLANS TO GET LAUGHTER
2/G4/1991 CGll SMALL FIRE BREAKS OUT AT MCKENNAN HOSPITAL
2/25/1991 AG71 MCKENNAN HOSPICE TRAINING
5/11/1991 C012 ^JOINING THE FIGHT AGAINST CANCER
7/G4/1991 BG12 ^EMERGENCY ROOM DOCTOR
lG/13/1991 BG15 SMOKE DETECTOR GIVEAWAY AIMS TO STOP A KILLER
12/G7/1991 CGll 2 GRANTS TO HELP MCKENNAN EXPANSION
1/24/1992 CG12 *DEVICE PUTS CANCER IN DEEP FREEZE
2/G6/1992 BG62 *THANKFUL FOR SUPPORT
2/G8/1992 AG53 HOSPITAL OFFERS COUPLES CHECKUPS OF LOVE
2/27/1992 CGll MCKENNAN PLANS UNIT FOR WOMEN, CHILDREN
2/28/1992 AG12 ^MCKENNAN ADDITION TO SERVE WOMEN, KIDS
3/19/1992 CG12 ^INQUISITIVE KIDS
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MCLAUGHLIN DAVID
MCLAUGHLIN DONALD
MCLAUGHLIN ED
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MCLEOD CHARLES
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MCMAHON JAMES
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MCMANUS CLAY
MCMANUS MICHAEL
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MCMILLAN DONNA
MCMILLAN MICHAEL
MCMILLIN J MICHAEL
MCMULLAN ED
MCMUNIGAL CHARLES
MCMURTY JAMES
MCNALLY RAND
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/30/1992 A015 KLOCAL CLINIC MOVES EAST
5/21/1992 AG12 KSEMINAR AIMS TO END AIDS STIGMA
7/03/1992 C012 KMCKENNAN'S NEW BURN UNIT IS SD'S FIRST
7/08/1992 A012 MCKENNAN APPLIES FOR KIDNEY PROGRAM
7/l<i/1992 B012 TO HELP PATIENTS MANAGE OBESITY
7/18/1992 C016 MCKENNAN PLANNING FREE CLINIC
7/2<i/1992 B016 MCKENNAN SAYS COSTS NOT HIGH
8/05/1992 B061 MCKENNAN OPENS POOL FOR THERAPY
8/06/1992 A083 MCKENNAN CHARGED §3,200 TO FIX FINGER (L)
8/09/1992 G06I KIDSAFE PROGRAM
8/10/1992 A062 MCKENNAN GETS BIGGER MODEL
8/28/1992 A0I2 HOSPITAL COMPARES COSTS
8/28/1992 BOIA KTRAUMA CENTER RECOGNIZED
9/02/1992 A016 MCKENNAN HOSPITAL SAYS IT CUT PRICES
9/0A/1992 B022 *TWO INJURED IN FALL
10/06/1992 BOll MCKENNAN GETS NEW HELICOPTER AMBULANCE
10/27/1992 B012 HOSPITAL STUDY GOES UNDERCOVER
11/11/1992 B012 MCKENNAN CLOSER TO KIDNEY TRANSPLANT PROGRAM
II/I5/1992 F0I2 ^CATHOLICS KEEP VIGIL AT HOSPITAL FOR 7 YEARS
11/17/1992 A013 XHOSPITAL TO MAKE PRICES PUBLIC
11/26/1992 C012 *MCKENNAN SEEKS PLATELET DONORS
12/02/1992 A033 MCKENNAN REVIEWS RECORDS OF PATIENTS
12/20/1992 A015 MCKENNAN EARNS CARDIAC CONTRACT
5/22/1990 D012 36MCKENNAN PARK IS HOT SPOT FOR GAMES
8/22/1991 C0I2 NEED FOR MORE MCKENNAN PARKING
8/29/1991 AlOI DO PARK JOB RIGHT 1ST TIME AROUND (ED)
10/23/1992 B023 ^PUTTING LIGHT ON HISTORY
8/09/1989 B062 KROOF SPOOFS
12/22/1991 B063 *I»VE ONLY GOT ICE FOR YOU
' 370<i/1991 A012 KHAS NO NAME, BUT LOTS OF CHARM
6/12/1988 coil MISSION PRINCIPAL RECEIVES HONOR
1/29/1988 B012 KDIAL A DJ
3/23/1989 coil MCKENZIE NAMED TO KELO RADIO POST
12/09/1989 coil RADIO PERSONALITY HEADS TO TV SCREEN
2/17/1991 F012 *AIR JOCKS SHOCK, AMUSE
10/24/1992 A012 XKELO, HIRSCH PART
12/27/1986 A052 ^CAPTURES THE FACE OF HUMANITY
2/09/1992 F031 CHAMBER'S HIRING UPSETS PIERRE OFFICIAL
9/04/1988 B081 ^WILDLIFE LEADER IN PURSUIT OF GOALS
12/11/1991 B023 3CEX-0PERAT0R REACHES OUT WITH FOOD
12/16/1984 A014 KAT 99, HE LOOKS AHEAD
1/05/1987 C012 WOMAN MAKES TEEN HANGOUT CENTER
11/11/1982 C013 PERSISTENCE PAYS OFF FOR SD INVENTOR
8/21/1984 C035 MCKILLOP RAISES VOODOO QUESTION
3/26/1988 C0I2 STUDY WON'T EXPAND LOTTERY
1/31/1989 C012 NAME TROUBLES PLAGUE LAWMAKERS
11/17/1990 B012 POTENTIAL LEADERS GO HEAD TO HEAD
11/12/1987 A015 GETS §5 MILLION FOR ENDOWMENT FUND
11/12/1987 A022 FARM BOY'S DONATION SHOULD PAY OFF FOR STATE
11/19/1987 A121 MCKNIGHT LEGACY BENEFITS SD (ED)
5/01/1988 N071 (SEC DD) *'BOOKKEEPER' MULTIPLIED FORTUNE FOR 3M
5/01/1988 N061 (SEC CO KLAW DEAN CHALLENGED STUDENTS
7/22/1989 C012 GAME BIRD FARM SEIZED
4/22/1990 C016 SEIZED POT WORTH §60,000
4/24/1990 C021 BOND §5,000 FOR MAN IN POT CASE
6/05/1990 C015 AGENTS SEIZE HOUSE IN VIBORG DRUG CASE
8/17/1990 C012 MAN GETS 60 DAYS FOR POT SHIPMENT
8/16/1982 C032 *EX-SF MAN WORKED ON LASER
5/29/1991 C031 NEW MAYOR LOOKS AHEAD TO SERVING RAPID CITY
5/22/1988 A091 KOFFER IDEAS ABOUT THE MISSILE SITUATION
12/26/1989 C031 INVENTOR AIMS TO LIGHT UP RUSHMORE
3/04/1984 C091 SOUTH DAKOTAN CLEANING UP FMHA PROBLEMS
6/08/1989 D041 SD STATE STAR HITS 416
2/21/1985 D051 ^WASHINGTON'S MCMACKEN TO ALL-AROUND
5/31/1992 D022 GRANDSON OF ARCHITECT DONATES MEMORABILIA
3/26/1989 F0I2 BUSTLING FARMHOUSE EMPTIES AS CHILDREN MOVE ON
10/17/1991 A012 LAWYER CASHES IN
8/04/1983 DOII WEDDING FIRST FOR COLTON'S MCMAHON
5/27/1990 A072 9f'Y0U KNEW HE LOVED YOU,' MOM SAYS OF HER BABY
3/08/1992 A091 *STRIVES TO PUT SUBSTANCE INTO RELIGIOUS REPORTING
9/01/1991 E031 EX-RAPID CITY MAN AWARDED BRONZE STAR
9/24/1989 A074 ^'GREATEST TEAM I EVER PARTICIPATED ON'
3/16/1983 BOll 5CTREATMENT A DREAM COME TRUE
7/08/1988 coil MAGAZINE MAKES USE OF PROFESSOR'S WORK
8/21/1987 C021 LEADER DEVOTES 10 YEARS TO CHALLENGE
12/30/1987 BOll ^FIREFIGHTER RETIRES
12/12/1989 A074 56TEXAN CASTS DARK SHADOWS
10/09/1989 BOll DASCHLE SETS CONTEST TO ANSWER ATLAS SNUB
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10/17/1990 B022 3CA GREAT AMERICAN PIE-BAKER
2/16/1985 B015 ^MCNEIL LEAVES CHAMBER JOB
11/03/1986 BOIA ^DEPARTMENT CHAPLAIN FIRED UP
6/22/1986 C021 AWARD-WINNING POET TO SPEAK AT CONFERENCE
1/12/1986 C014 STUDENT USES LAW TO DEFEND INDIANS
7/31/1991 A016 PAIR PLANS VIDEO LOTTERY PETITION DRIVE
4/28/1991 D016 ^RECOVERING ALCOHOLIC REBUILDS LIFE
1/04/1989 B012 KCHEF CLIMBS TO THE ROOF
2/05/1989 B035 *MADISON MAN IS HANDBALL CHAMP
2/09/1992 B061 KMCQUEEN KEEPS GRIP ON HANDBALL THRONE
2/03/1991 B012 ^MCQUEEN RALLIES TO KEEP SPOT
10/14/1987 B033 CHESTER MCVAY DIES AT 77
1/21/1986 C015 CHEST PAINS HOSPITALIZE CANTON LAWMAKER
9/16/1986 C021 MCVAY SATISFACTORY AFTER HEART BYPASS SURGERY
10/13/1986 C012 3€G0P TAKES AIM AT DEMO SENATE LEADER
10/30/1986 coil TEACHER GROUP BACKS MCVAY
2/04/1989 A083 3€IF INNOCENT IN WOMB AREN'T PROTECTED
10/11/1992 F012 3CMINISTER'S MESSAGE SAME AFTER 70 YEARS
5/03/1988 D012 MEADE--PROPOSITION II DRASTIC
4/04/1985 BOll 5€SCH00L FADED AWAY WITH CLASS OF '57
6/20/1982 B023 SD HOMECOMING--GOLDEN STATE RESIDENTS DISPLEASED
6/26/1983 C031 ^FAMOUS SOUTH DAKOTANS COMING TO CITY
8/07/1983 B025 FROM THE MAILBAG CYEAGER)
8/13/1988 BOll 3(SD BASEBALL ON MIND OF FLORIDIAN
12/19/1984 C115 MEALS ON WHEELS HONORS WORKERS
5/02/1987 A091 MEALS ON WHEELS SALUTES HELPERS (L)
8/22/1987 A074 MEALS' PARTICIPANTS KEPT COOL
6/01/1989 A072 ^ROLLING IN WITH LUNCH
10/17/1990 A083 MEALS PROGRAM IS A TRUE SOURCE OF JOY (L)
8/05/1991 B015 FOOD PROGRAM CUT BY $42,000
12/26/1991 A015 KVQLUNTEER DISHES OUT MEALS, SMILES
2/21/1990 C015 *MEANS WON'T RUN AGAIN
2/01/1987 C012 KINMATES HONOR GIRL'S SHORT LIFE
12/13/1988 C015 THREE RACES UNCHANGED AFTER ELECTION RECOUNTS
8/14/1982 C012 *SAUDI SHEIK TO VISIT YELLOW THUNDER
9/07/1982 A012 SHEIK SAYS MEANS DAMAGED HIS REPUTATION
10/01/1982 coil RUSSELL MEANS LEADS PROTEST AT RAPID CITY
10/19/1982 C051 MEANS CALL FOR CONGRESSIONAL PROBE INTO AIM
11/24/1982 C012 ^THANKSGIVING DAY OF MOURNING FOR MEANS
12/05/1982 coil MEANS--RELIGION INTEGRAL PART OF YELLOW THUNDER
2/19/1983 B014 36MEANS DOUBTS REAGAN'S SINCERITY
2/26/1983 A015 *MEANS SEEKS TOP TRIBE JOB--PLATFORM OF INDEPENDENCE
10/28/1983 B031 HE'LL OVERCOME CANDIDACY OBSTACLE
11/03/1983 coil 56MAY BE FLYNT'S PRESIDENTIAL RUNNING MATE
11/04/1983 C013 MEANS-FLYNT TICKET GETS MIXED REACTION
11/05/1983 B012 KFLYNT & MEANS--OFFICIALLY ON '84 TEAM
11/15/1983 BOll MEANS AREN'T MALICIOUSLY CHARGED
11/18/1983 C014 KMEANS WILL RUN SEPARATE CAMPAIGN
11/18/1983 C014 CAMPAIGN CALLED A JOKE
12/09/1983 C034 LEFT FLYNT CAMPAIGN LAST MONTH
12/30/1983 B013 MEANS SAYS RESERVATION AID BUNGLED
1/06/1984 B042 CHARGES AGAINST MEANS BROTHERS UPHELD
1/07/1984 C044 TESTIMONY ENDS IN MEANS CASES
2/01/1984 C051 36MEANS BARRED FROM OGLALA ELECTION
3/13/1984 B042 MEANS LOSES BID TO STOP TRIBE ELECTION
3/31/1984 C042 MEANS BROTHERS ACQUITTED OF DEFACING PARK
5/12/1984 C051 KMEANS REFLECTS ON DAYS PAST
2/04/1985 coil XPINE RIDGE DOCTORS VS MEANS
2/06/1985 C022 MEANS--MARCH WILL BE PEACEFUL
2/07/1985 A014 *200 MARCH TO PROTEST INDIAN HEALTH CARE
3/17/1985 A071 *'IT IS THE ROLE OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN '
11/09/1985 C022 MEANS MAY ABANDON YELLOW THUNDER
11/24/1985 coil INDIAN ACTIVIST SAYS BANKS PAROLE WAS JUST
12/01/1985 A151 *MEANS STILL COMMANDS UNDESERVED ATTENTION
12/28/1985 C036 MEANS TO ASSIST LANDLESS INDIANS
1/29/1986 B015 MEANS SLIGHTLY INJURED IN NICARAGUA
2/01/1986 C043 MEANS ASKS FOR HALT IN NICARAGUA BOMBING
2/19/1986 B021 INDIAN ACTIVIST MEANS SCRAPS NICARAGUA PLANS
1/24/1987 C021 MEANS TO FIGHT TICKET FOR INVALID LICENSE TAGS
2/10/1987 C012 *MEANS CONSIDERS PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDACY
2/16/1987 C015 KMEANS WILL SEEK PRESIDENCY
4/04/1987 C041 MEANS FINED FOR DRIVING WITHOUT SD PLATES
4/23/1987 A012 *MEANS WILL FIGHT RACISM WITH BOYCOTT OF RC
4/30/1987 C014 *OFFERS TO GUIDE EMISSARY INTO NICARAGUA
5/03/1987 Alll AIM MUST HAVE PATIENCE TO SUCCEED
5/08/1987 C013 FIGHT SD RACISM WITH BUSINESS--SWIMMER
5/10/1987 A113 WRONG TO BACK TOTALITARIAN CAUSES
5/11/1987 C012 ^INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS AT STAKE
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5/2A/1987 A022 ^LIBERTARIANS VENTURE BEYOND MAINSTREAM
6/06/1987 CG22 MEANS WANTS IN DEBATES FOR '88 RACE
6/IA/1987 A0I2 *RACE RELATI0NS--2 INDIAN ACTIVISTS
6/16/1987 A081 RACISM SLOWLY FADING (ED)
9/01/1987 CG23 CRITICS DOUBT MEANS' PHILOSOPHY
9/11/1987 CG22 *MEANS WILL MOVE TO ESCAPE RACISM
1/G6/1988 AGll 56INDIAN ACTIVIST MEANS MAY LEAVE MOVEMENT
l/lG/1988 CGll MEANS LOSES LICENSE APPEAL
<4/12/1988 CGAI MEANS--HILLS CAMP WAS LOOTED
5/G1/1988 NG21 (SEC EE) ^ACTIVIST TURNED THE WORLD'S EYES TO SD
5/13/1988 AG21 ^TRIBAL SYSTEM IS ENEMY OF INDIANS
7/G7/1989 AG31 MEANS OFFERS NOT GUILTY PLEA
7/3G/1989 A131 *BIA WAGING WAR TO REGAIN CONTROL
8/25/1989 CGll MEANS HECKLED BY NAVAJOS DURING RALLY
9/G1/1989 CGll ACTIVIST MEANS FACES WIFE ABUSE CHARGES
12/13/1989 CGA5 MEANS INVOLVED IN PROTEST AGAINST COLUMBUS EXHIBIT
12/31/1989 NG31 STILL DREAMS OF PERMANENT CAMP IN HILLS
12/28/I99G AG12 ^MEANS' PRESENCE STIRS UP RIDE
12/29/199G AG81 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
12/3G/199G AG15 *MEANS BLOCKS MICKELSON AT CEMETARY
1/I2/I99I AG83 MEANS SHOULD HAVE SHUT UP, PAID RESPECTS (L)
1/16/1991 AG95 MEANS INSULTED THOSE SEEKING RECONCILIATION (L)
<4/02/1991 BGI2 ^INDIANS TELL PANEL OF TREATY ABUSES
A/G7/1991 EG33 MEANS CALLS MONUMENT NAME REMINDER OF MISTREATMENT
<4/07/1991 FGll XWORDS STATED TWO DECADES AGO TAKE ROOT
9/29/1992 DG21 *MEANS AIMS UP IN FILMS
10/17/1992 AG81 ^DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
10/18/1992 GOll KMEANS AT HOME IN CAMERA EYE--AS USUAL
10/06/1982 coil YOUNG MEANS EXPRESSES REMORSE FOR CRIME
10/08/1982 C0<43 lA YEARS CUT FROM WALTER MEAN'S PRISON SENTENCE
1/07/1983 B033 XBILL MEANS TO AID INDIANS IN NICARAGUA
2/02/1983 D031 BILL MEANS FACES MARIJUANA CHARGE
3/05/1983 B031 BILL MEANS PLEADS INNOCENT TO CHARGE
10/05/1983 C035 NOT GUILTY OF MARIJUANA CHARGE
5/27/1989 C023 MEASLES-FREE FOR PAST 10 YEARS
7/23/1989 F015 DISEASE DORMANT IN STATE SO FAR
<4/06/1990 coil CASE OF MEASLES REPORTED IN SD
<4/12/1990 A012 CASE AT USD LEADS TO VACCINATIONS
4/13/1990 C021 MOST USD STUDENTS NOW IMMUNIZED
4/20/1990 C025 HEALTH OFFICIALS URGE MEASLES VACCINATION
4/23/1990 AlOl KIDS GET SECOND VACCINATION FOR MEASLES
4/23/1990 C051 GOVERNMENT NOT GIVING ENOUGH MONEY FOR IMMUNIZATION
4/25/1990 A015 STUDENTS, STAFF MUST GET MEASLES SHOT
4/27/1990 C021 MORE MEASLES CASES DISCOVERED IN STATE
4/28/1990 C021 400 AT USD STILL NEED VACCINATION
5/25/1990 C012 COLLEGE POSSIBLY HIT BY MEASLES OUTBREAK
5/26/1990 C031 OFFICIALS CONFIRM 4 MEASLES CASES
5/31/1990 C036 USD MEASLES OUTBREAK IS CONTAINED
8/27/1990 A056 IT'S TIME TO IMMUNIZE
8/31/1990 A015 COLLEGES GIVEN $74,000 FOR MEASLES SHOTS
9/23/1990 E031 MEASLES OUTBREAK ALTERS ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
6/30/1982 C021 COMMON-SENSE BEST GUIDE FOR GOOD NUTRITION (L)
6/06/1990 B012 KTHE MEAT OF THE MATTER
7/29/1990 A116 REACTION TO CRITICISM OF MEAT IS FOOLISH (L)
8/26/1990 EOll DC RESTAURANTS SEE SD AS MEAT SOURCE
SEE ALSO CATTLE, LIVESTOCK, STOCKYARDS, SWINE
3/08/1982 B042 RC PACKING PLANT HIT HARD BY ROUGH ECONOMY
5/12/1982 A014 FLANERY MEATS CLOSING IN HURON
5/16/1982 C052 BOTH SIDES WANT FLANERY PACT
6/22/1982 B051 MITCHELL PORK PLANT LAYS OFF 60 WORKERS
7/06/1982 coil 36FROM THE HOOF OF THE HOG TO THE DOG
7/16/1982 C025 OPPOSES RELAXING BONE RULE FOR MEAT (L)
8/01/1982 B033 BONE PARTICLES IN MEAT GOOD SOURCE OF CALCIUM (L)
8/22/1982 EOll SD HOG FARMERS CAUTIOUS ABOUT PORK MARKET
10/07/1982 A012 STORE BEEF PRICES DOWN, BUTCHERS TELL ANGRY FARMERS
11/23/1982 B041 HOWARD GAINS FROM MINN FIRM'S MOVE
1/06/1983 C023 PROFESSORS TAKE ISSUE WITH ARTICLE CRITICAL OF MEAT
3/16/1983 C042 PORK PROCESSORS' PROFITS DIP
4/08/1983 C021 REAGAN SHOULD ANSWER BEDELL (ED)
6/05/1983 C015 BEEF UP PRODUCT
6/08/1983 C014 ARMOUR WORKERS EXPECTED SALE
6/21/1983 B054 RAPID CITY MEAT PACKERS ACCEPT 3-YEAR CONTRACT
6/22/1983 C041 PORK PRODUCERS GET MORE BAD NEWS
6/23/1983 B015 MORE PIGS MEAN LOWER PRICES
6/26/1983 E016 FAKE STEAKS COULD MAKE REAL MONEY
7/03/1983 B032 DISAGREES WITH FAKE STEAK TITLE (L)
7/07/1983 C041 MITCHELL PORK PROCESSING PLANT PLANS RENOVATION
7/10/1983 C032 FAKE STEAK HEADLINE DETRIMENTAL TO BEEF INDUSTRY (L)
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8/05/1983 C014 PORK PACKERS--IT'S SURVIVAL OF FITTEST
8/11/1983 A012 SIOUX CITY PORK PLANT CLOSING
8/12/1983 A013 HEAT WAVE MAY BOOST MEAT PRICES 20 PERCENT
8/15/1983 C041 DEAN--STATE HAS BEEF, PORK TO FEED MILLIONS
8/28/1983 C046 SWIFT PLANS TO REOPEN HURON PLANT
8/29/1983 B041 POULTRY S RABBIT PRODUCERS FOR PROCESSING
10/08/1983 B041 ABDNOR WANTS CHANGE IN RULES FOR SELLING MEAT
12/16/1983 C035 MEATPACKER CONSIDERING MOVE TO MOBRIDGE
2/01/1984 C041 CONSUMERS WANT LEAN BEEF
2/25/1984 B021 JAPAN SHOULD INCREASE BEEF IMPORT CED)
3/05/1984 B021 ARGUS SHOULD SUPPORT INDUSTRY (L)
3/29/1984 A014 KCLARA BEEFS UP CATTLE CAMPAIGN
4/02/1984 C042 DISPUTE KEEPS WAGNER PLANT CLOSED
4/11/1984 D021 NEW JAPAN MEAT PACK IS WELCOME (ED)
4/29/1984 N041 ^(SECTION 3) YANKTON FAMILY HAS SEEN INDUSTRY GROW
5/11/1984 C063 WAGNER PORK PLANT DISPUTE MAY GO TO COURT
5/27/1984 E015 SEARCHING FOR CANADIAN HOG IMPORT SOLUTION
8/27/1984 B023 MUST UNITE TO REGAIN MEAT MARKET (L)
9/14/1984 C031 CALLS FOR RESTRICTIONS ON PORK IMPORTS
11/28/1984 D033 TO DECIDE FUTURE OF PRICE-FIXING SUIT
12/13/1984 C054 CANADA PORK IMPORTS HURT MIDWEST
3/24/1985 A012 ^CANADA BEGINS HOGGING SD PORK MARKET
5/23/1985 A012 JANKLOW--DOLLAR HURTS MEAT EXPORTS
5/24/1985 coil TRIBE SETTLEMENT ENDS TURMOIL
7/04/1985 coil KMEAT COMPANY EXPANDS INTO MINNESOTA
7/07/1985 E015 IOWA BEEF PLANT SHUTTING DOWN
7/11/1985 C021 AMENDMENT ON TREATED MEAT GOES TO HOUSE
8/01/1985 B061 BEEF PRICES AT 'TOS LEVELS, BUYER SAYS
,8/04/1985 C013 LABOR LEADER SAYS ABDNOR WAY OFF THE MARK
'8/05/1985 A016 HORMEL UNION VOTES TO STRIKE
8/08/1985 C013 POULTRY PLANT WILL CLEAN UP
8/12/1985 coil UNION TELLS HORMEL WORKERS TO REJECT OFFER
8/16/1985 coil HORMEL PLANT SHUT DOWN FOR NOW
8/18/1985 AlOl MAY NEVER BE THE SAME BECAUSE OF STRIKE
8/18/1985 C015 PACKING PLANT RECALLS TAINTED GROUND BEEF
9/01/1985 A013 KMEATPACKERS FACE CRISIS
9/01/1985 A091 XTOWN BUILT BY HORMEL NOW DIVIDED BY STRIKE
9/03/1985 C013 TOO FEW HOGS, TOO MANY WORKERS
9/05/1985 C015 AG STUDY PINPOINTS BLAME FOR MEAT PRICES
9/06/1985 coil CORPORATE SELLER--MAKE MEAT 'IN'
9/15/1985 Alll MEAT PRODUCERS SUFFERING (L)
9/19/1985 C031 TRIBE GETS GO-AHEAD FOR MEATPACKING PLANT
10/03/1985 coil BEEF RULING GOT START IN STATE
10/04/1985 C015 RETAILERS DENY MAKING EXCESS PROFITS
10/05/1985 C031 IBP CONSIDERS BUYING WILSON
10/11/1985 coil ^BALLOONS PROMOTE A NATIONWIDE BOYCOTT
10/19/1985 C033 SWIFT MAY SELL MEATPACKING PLANTS
10/26/1985 C023 SWIFT OK'S $135 MILLION BUYOUT OFFER
12/01/1985 C082 *BEER STICKS EN(DEER)ING TO COYNE
4/19/1986 C015 ABDNOR WANTS CANADIAN BEEF IMPORTS HALTED
9/05/1986 C015 *MICKELSON HAS PLAN TO BOOST BEEF SALES
11/02/1986 E013 SD TO MEET DEMAND FOR LEAN BEEF
11/05/1986 B012 *BUTCHER SEASONS GAME
11/07/1986 A084 MEAT-OUT WAS A FLOP (L)
11/23/1986 E031 BEEF COUNCIL METES OUT AWARDS FOR PROMOTERS
12/04/1986 C021 BEEF COUNCIL HONORS PRIME BEEF PROMOTERS
12/05/1986 C012 PORK IN RED VS WHITE REVOLUTION
12/13/1986 coil HORMEL RECALLS CANNED CHICKEN
12/19/1986 coil UNION OFFICIAL--WORKERS TO RALLY
12/24/1986 B026 HURON PLANT CLOSES
12/28/1986 coil NEWS ON PLANT MAY COME SOON
2/20/1987 C041 COMMITTEE FAVORS MEAT INSTITUTE AT SDSU
2/21/1987 C021 BEEF GROUP MIGHT LINK WITH PORK PRODUCERS
3/16/1987 A015 DIET, COMPETITION ALTER MEAT INDUSTRY
6/08/1987 A015 XMEATCUTTERS WAGE COMPARISONS
8/02/1987 A084 STOP AUSTRALIAN BEEF (L)
8/03/1987 C012 PREPACKAGING IN MEATPACKING INDUSTRY
8/27/1987 C021 BEEF GROUP RE-ELECTS WHITE RIVER RESIDENT
8/30/1987 DOll CONFERENCE TO FOCUS ON MEAT INDUSTRY
9/20/1987 EOll CONFERENCE TO FOCUS ON MEAT INDUSTRY
11/22/1987 E031 PORK, BEEF CHECKOFFS WIN SUPPORT
1/18/1988 BOll BEEF PROMOTION IS PAYING OFF
1/31/1988 B012 KJAPAN BUYS BEEF FROM SD PRODUCERS
3/27/1988 G051 MEATPACKING VENTURE HARD WORK, REWARDING
4/03/1988 A115 VOTE YES ON BEEF CHECKOFF (L)
4/28/1988 C015 ^PLANT'S EXPANSION CAUSING WORK FORCE SHORTAGE
4/29/1988 A104 BEEF CHECKOFF WORTHWHILE (L)
5/01/1988 A132 VOTE AGAINST BEEF CHECKOFF (L)
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MEAT INDUSTRY
MEAT INSPECTION
MEAT LOCKER
MEAT MARKETING
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/05/1988 C015 LACK OF INTEREST THREATENS PASSAGE OF BEEF CHECKOFF
5/08/1988 AlOA BEEF CHECKOFF WORKS WELL (L)
5/08/1988 B021 REPORT PRAISES SHIFT TO LEANER MEAT
5/09/1988 A081 CHECKOFF VOTE SHOULD BEGIN AT BOARD MEMBERS
5/11/1988 AOll BEEF VOTE
5/13/1988 AlOA BEEF ADS NO SOLUTION (L)
8/11/1988 C021 MEAT INDUSTRY GROUPS TO DISCUSS TRENDS
9/07/1988 D072 PORK PRODUCERS VOTE ON CHECKOFF PLAN
10/08/1988 coil MINNESOTA FIRM BUYS YANKTON CIMPL'S
10/26/1988 D082 3CTAIWAN LOOKING TO SD
12/06/1988 C022 BIG FINES WORRY CROWDS AT MEETING
1/13/1989 D082 KSTOCKYARDS STILL NUMBER 1
4/06/1989 C021 SD IN RUNNING FOR BEEF IMPORT FIRM
7/30/1989 E012 MORRELL HOLDS STEADY IN INDUSTRY RANKINGS
8/25/1989 D082 BREAKUP OF BIG MEAT PACKERS
10/17/1989 B066 BUYER SOUGHT FOR PLANT
11/04/1989 A016 BIG 3 FORCING PRODUCERS TO TAKE PRICE CUT
2/02/1990 D062 PACKERS DUBBED 'THREAT' TO FAMILY FARMS
2/27/1990 A083 BEEF INDUSTRY PLAYS IMPORTANT ROLE (L)
3/18/1990 E012 *PORK INDUSTRY GOES HOG WILD
3/23/1990 D086 DRIVING HAWK BUYS MEAT PLANT
3/29/1990 D065 STATE HOLDING ON IN RED MEAT OUTPUT
4/13/1990 D082 OFFICIALS SEEK MEATPACKING INDUSTRY PROBE
4/24/1990 D061 HOWARD PROCESSOR TO CLOSE THIS SUMMER
5/27/1990 coil DASCHLE REQUESTS MEATPACKERS PROBE
6/09/1990 C036 ALCESTER GETS GRANT TO FUND EXPANSION
7/21/1990 B012 GROUPS URGE MORE MEATPACKING CONTROLS
8/01/1990 D082 MEATPACKING CONCENTRATION IS LEGAL
8/16/1990 D061 AGENCY FORESEES DIP IN RETAIL MEAT PRICES
8/30/1990 D062 *DC RESTAURANT OWNERS SEE HOW MEAT IS PROCESSED
10/18/1990 B081 HURON DRESSED BEEF DENIES SALE RUMORS
12/05/1990 D073 9fMEAT INDUSTRY LOOKS OVERSEAS
7/03/1991 BOll HOT-DOG MAKER MAKES CHANGE AFTER COMPLAINT
7/05/1991 B086 BROOKINGS MEAT FIRM WILL CLOSE
7/30/1991 C032 CHANGE IN BUFFALO-MEAT RULES SOUGHT
8/06/1991 B066 NEBRASKA MEATPACKER FACES CHARGES
8/08/1991 D081 DAKOTA PORK TO CLOSE ITS SIOUX CITY PLANT
8/13/1991 B061 BEEF PRICING DRAWS LAWMAKERS' QUESTIONS
9/26/1991 B061 BEEF INDUSTRY SET FOR FALL MEETING
9/27/1991 D065 DAKOTA PORK'S PLAN TO EXPAND IN SD
12/08/1991 E012 ^TEA MAN'S LOCKER BUSINESS BRISK
12/17/1991 A012 3€DRUG-FREE HOGS FIT NICHE
12/18/1991 A012 MORRELL MOVE ADDS 70 JOBS
5/07/1992 AOll *MORRELL CHOPS 400 JOBS
5/07/1992 A031 CLOSING LIKELY TO HURT THE LITTLE GUY
5/07/1992 A031 DECISION MIRRORS FOOD PROCESSING TREND
5/21/1992 D061 PORK PLANT EXPANSION NEARS COMPLETION
8/14/1992 B035 JOHNSON INTRODUCES MEAT LABELING BILL
8/17/1992 A092 SUPREME COURT RULING HELPS BEEF PRODUCERS (L)
11/29/1992 A012 *1-90 MEATPACKERS TAKE SEPARATE ROADS
11/29/1992 coil *PLANT THAT GREW WITH CITY STANDS AT CROSSROADS
11/29/1992 coil *A TROUBLED HORMEL MADE PEACE WITH FUTURE
12/06/1992 E012 *MEAT PLANTS UNDERGO CUT IN NUMBERS
12/28/1992 B042 TAIWANESE CONSIDERING SD BEEF PLANT
12/10/1982 C012 BUDGET CUTS THREATENED SD MEAT INSPECTION PROGRAM
1/07/1983 BOll INSPECTION PLAN WOULD FORCE CLOSINGS
12/04/1983 C041 PLAN TO PHASE OUT MEAT INSPECTIONS
1/09/1984 C023 WHERE WERE THE INSPECTORS (L)
12/30/1988 D063 INSPECTIONS COULD DIP AT SAFE PLANTS
8/06/1992 B061 BEEF PRODUCERS OK INSPECTION MOVE
1/16/1989 A012 MEAT LOCKER SURVIVES PRIME TIMES
12/06/1992 E015 *LOCKER ROLLS AT WILD PACE
1/13/1982 DOll *MEAT MARKET--A FAMILY AFFAIR
1/23/1982 B031 BENEFITS SEEN FROM GRADE CHANGES
3/06/1982 B021 FOOD CHAINS BLAMED FOR HIGH MEAT PRICES (L)
5/18/1982 B021 BEEF, PORK TO MOSCOW--AN IDEA FOR THE FUTURE (ED)
11/21/1991 B012 XACE OF THE MEAT PLACE
9/15/1991 E016 XBROOKINGS HELPS CANCER PATIENT IN FIGHT FOR LIFE
10/25/1991 coil COUNTY TO PAY BILL FOR EXCHANGE STUDENT
1/21/1992 C014 BONE MARROW TRANSPLANT FOR AFRICAN MAN
1/26/1992 F034 SDSU ALUMNUS RECEIVES BONE-MARROW TRANSPLANT
1/28/1992 coil STUDENT RECOVERING FROM TRANSPLANT
3/06/1992 C032 AFRICAN STUDENT PERKS UP AFTER TRANSPLANT
1/21/1988 A121 XARIZONA GOVERNOR SHOULD RESIGN NOW (ED)
4/16/1988 A081 MECHAM EMBARRASSED HOME STATE ENOUGH (ED)
4/26/1992 N171 MADISON DUO HAS REPUTATION FOR QUALITY WORK
7/26/1991 C031 *VERMILLION SHOP MAKES COFFEE, ART
1/19/1987 B012 ^DENVER'S MECKLENBURG FOOLS COMPUTER
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
MECKLING SD 5/07/1990 A012
2/18/1992 C032
11/28/1992 B022
MEDALLIONS 8/21/1989 B012
MEDARY SD 10/30/1989 A012
MEDIATION 3/04/1988 C021
5/17/1989 C023
MEDIC ALERT 3/27/1982 A084
6/18/1990 A052
MEDICAID 2/16/1982 coil
12/11/1982 C014
1/27/1983 C061
2/17/1983 C043
2/18/1983 C052
3/01/1983 B042
3/06/1983 B056
6/07/1984 C034
9/20/1984 C051
10/04/1984 C042
1/26/1985 coil
3/14/1986 C033
9/08/1986 C013
9/09/1986 coil
7/02/1987 C016
12/04/1987 C012
2/07/1988 C031
2/09/1988 C033
2/18/1988 B021
3/06/1988 D012
9/18/1988 C012
6/15/1990 C016
7/20/1990 C012
8/03/1990 A083
3/28/1991 C012
3/30/1991 C036
5/14/1991 C012
9/18/1992 BOll
12/23/1992 B012
MEDICAL ASSOC 6/01/1982 A094
6/22/1982 A075
6/06/1991 coil
6/11/1991 C032
MEDICAL DISCIPLINE 8/03/1992 A012
8/06/1992 A081
MEDICAL LAB
MEDICAL LAW 12/18/1992 A081
MEDICAL RECORD 9/13/1990 A086
9/08/1991 A114
MEDICAL RESEARCH 5/03/1991 AlOl
MEDICAL SCHOOL
12/15/1988 C022
12/21/1988 C012
1/20/1989 C012
4/30/1989 EEOl
5/03/1989 AlOl
6/03/1989 C015
6/08/1989 C012
6/30/1989 C012
8/03/1989 C021
10/27/1989 C031
11/14/1989 C012
11/14/1989 C015
11/26/1989 A102
12/10/1989 E016
12/12/1989 AlOl
12/20/1989 AlOl
1/27/1990 C021
2/09/1990 A015
5/10/1990 C012
1/11/1991 A012
3/05/1991 A012
4/23/1991 A012
4/29/1991 A081
5/02/1991 C033
5/07/1991 C012
7/10/1991 D052
8/21/1991 C035
11/28/1991 C012
*MECKLING SPROUTS HAY-AND GREAT CHICKEN
EBUSINESS CATERS TO DRIVE-BY MARKET
XSIGNS SHOW SMALL TOWNS STILL HAVE SENSE OF HUMOR
SLOW MEDALLION SALES COSTS TAXPAYERS
XMEDARY'S BRIEF LIFE ENDS IN STONE
NOMINATIONS SOUGHT FOR MEDIATION BOARD
LAWYERS MAKING MEDIATION ADVERSARIAL
MEDIC ALERT FOUNDATION
XMEDIC ALERT DRIVE WINS BACKERS
PLAN TO USE MEDICAID FUNDS FOR HANDICAPPED
PROPOSED MEDICAID CUTS WORRY COUNTY OFFICIALS
STATE CONSIDERS FEDS FOR HOSPITAL AID
MEDICAID PLAN ALMOST READY
PANEL OK'S BILL TO AVOID MEDICAID CUT
SENATE APPROVES STATE MEDICAID PAYMENTS
COMPROMISE ON MEDICAID APPROVED
DENTAL CARE ADDED TO MEDICAID PLAN
BILL-SHARING MAY HAVE CUT TRIPS TO DOCTOR
GRANT PROBLEMS DELAY MEDICAID FRAUD INJURY
BILL WOULD STOP COUNTY MEDICAID SUPPORT
STATE FINES DRUG STORE $19,700
KFOES FOOLED BY DIRECTOR OF FRAUD UNIT
AUDITORS--STATE TO REPAY $2 5 MILLION
HOSPITAL MEDICAID PAYMENTS TO RISE
CHARGES DENTIST WITH SUBMITTING FALSE CLAIMS
MEDICAID PLAN COULD SAVE COUNTIES MONEY
SENATORS PASS GROWTH OF MEDICAID COVERAGE
COMMITTEE OK'S WELFARE BILL
XMEDICAID EXPANDING IN STATE
MEDICAID AT ISSUE FOR COMMISSIONERS
COURT OK'S SUITS OVER MEDICAID
MEDICAID SPENDING INCREASE COULD CHANGE
POVERTY MAIN CRITERIA FOR MEDICAID RECIPIENTS (L)
PLEA DEAL REACHED IN MEDICAID FRAUD
STATE SETTLES SUIT WITH HOSPITALS
WHEELCHAIR EXPRESS IS FINED $2,600
CHIROPRACTOR FINED FOR MEDICAID FRAUD
MORE STATE KIDS ON MEDICAID
SD MEDICAL ASSOCIATION OFFICERS
*MEDICAL GROUPS NAME OFFICERS
MEDICAL MEETING WILL OPEN TODAY
YANKTON DOCTOR LEADS MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
STATE'S DOCTOR DISCIPLINE RATE LOWEST IN US
INCOMPETENT DOCTORS SHOULD NOT REST EASY (ED)
SEE LABORATORIES
MUST RESOLVE MERCY-DEATH ISSUE (ED)
MEDICAL RECORD WORKERS SPOTLIGHTED (L)
MEDICAL RECORDS STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL (L)
USE OF FETAL TISSUE COULD SAVE LIVES (L)
SEE ALSO USD
*SINNER'S MEDICAL SCHOOL COOPERATIVE PLAN
WILL NOT MERGE OR CLOSE MEDICAL SCHOOLS
MEDICAL SCHOOL MUST HELP SOLVE CRISIS
LEGISLATURE GIVES MEDICAL EDUCATION SHOT
DON'T BLAME MED SCHOOL (ED)
PROFESSOR ACCEPTS PSYCHIATRY JOB IN TEXAS
3CMED SCHOOL CLOSES IN ON ACCREDITATION
MED SCHOOL GOOD INVESTMENT--DEAN
DISPUTE LEADS TO LOSS OF PHYSICIANS
PROMISES CLOSE TIES TO FAMILY RESIDENCY
MED SCHOOL WANTS WAIVER RETURNED
USD ACCREDITED FOR 7 YEARS
YANKTON PRESS & DAKOTAN ON MEDICAL SCHOOL
^DOCTORS MIGHT BE BILLED
USD DOCTORS WHO LEAVE STATE (ED)
MOST MEDICAL STUDENTS HONOR TUITION RULES (L)
USD MED SCHOOL LANDS STATE GRANT
MEDICAL SCHOOL EYES VO-TECH BUILDING
COUPLES RECEIVE MD DEGREES
MEDICAL SCHOOL CONSIDERS CONSOLIDATING OFFICES
*WASTE FIRM PLANS TO BUILD INCINERATOR IN ELK POINT
SIOUX VALLEY GIVES LIFE TO MED SCHOOL OFFICES
STATE MED SCHOOL FINALLY GETS HOME (ED)
APPLICATIONS ON THE INCREASE
GIFT PROMPTS QUESTIONS ON HOSPITAL'S STATUS
SIOUX VALLEY READY TO MOVE HOUSES
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE GETS $2 08 MILLION GRANT
SCHOLARSHIPS TO WOO WOULD-BE DOCTORS
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SUBJECT
MEDICAL SCHOOL
MEDICAL SERVICES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
I2/0A/1991 C031 USD MEDICAL SCHOOL OFFERS SCHOLARSHIPS
12/17/1991 A083 MEDICAL SCHOOL TOO CLOSE TO SWANGO CASE (L)
3/23/1992 C0I6 HOSPITALS BACK PLANS FOR LIBRARY
11/01/1992 A0I2 XDEAN BUILDS VISION
11/01/1992 A053 CENTER TO MAKE SCHOOL MORE VISIBLE
I2/0I/I992 A0I2 KMEDICAL RESIDENT SUSPENDED
12/02/1992 A012 3fUSD KNEW OF SWANGO'S PAST
12/02/1992 A03I KMEDICAL SCHOOL QUESTIONED FOR ACCEPTING SWANGO
12/03/1992 A0I2 KUSD DISMISSES SWANGO
12/03/1992 A021 MEDICAL SCHOOL'S EXPANSION PLANS SCALED BACK
12/03/1992 A081 MEDICAL SCHOOL FAILS MAJOR TEST (ED)
I2/0A/I992 A0I6 NO PROBLEMS FOUND WITH SWANGO'S PATIENTS
12/05/1992 A012 KSWANGO REFUSES TO RESIGN, FACES HEARING
12/05/1992 AlOl DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
12/07/1992 A012 'I'M A GOOD DOCTOR'
12/08/1992 AOII *SWANGO'S FUTURE ON HOLD
12/09/1992 A0I5 OHIO REPORT ON SWANGO QUESTIONED
12/11/1992 A015 TELL-ALL SWANGO REPORT WILL BE DISCLOSED TODAY
I2/I2/I992 A012 *RED FLAGS LITTER SWANGO REPORT
12/12/1992 A021 USD SHOWS ARROGANCE BY NOT CHECKING SWANGO
12/13/1992 A012 ^FIGHTING THE MEMORIES
12/13/1992 A083 ^MEDICAL SCHOOL HAS SERVED STATE WELL
12/1A/1992 A015 SWANGO CASE FORCES USD TO FIGHT TO SAVE REPUTATION
12/16/1992 AlOI HOLD MEDICAL SCHOOL OFFICIAL ACCOUNTABLE (ED)
12/16/1992 A102 LET'S BE REALISTIC ABOUT SWANGO (L)
12/19/1992 A0A3 SWANGO STORY REVEALS A CHILLING ARROGANCE (L)
12/20/1992 AD91 USD MEDICAL SCHOOL NEEDS RE-EVALUATION (L)
12/23/1992 A012 KUSD PANEL TERMINATES SWANGO
12/2A/1992 AG16 KSWANGO STRIKES BACK
12/2A/1992 A02I OR SWANGO TELLS HIS SIDE OF THE STORY
12/26/1992 BGI6 KREGENTS TO REVIEW ADMISSIONS POLICIES
12/29/1992 AGll SWANGO PONDERS APPEAL
12/3G/1992 AG81 BIZARRE SWANGO CASE DRAGS ON (ED)
12/3G/1992 BG21 MEDICAL SCHOOLS ADDS ASSISTANTS PROGRAM
SEE ALSO HOSPITALS, PHYSICIANS
1/G7/1982 DGll EXPERIMENTAL PACEMAKER IMPLANTED IN MILBANK MAN
1/G8/1982 CG51 *EYE RESEARCH FUND-RAISER UNDER WAY IN SF
l/lG/1982 DGll 36PREEMIES--THE FRAGILE STRUGGLE TO KEEP ALIVE
1/16/1982 B02A PREEMIE CARE COSTS 8 HEALTH PRIORITIES (L)
1/29/1982 A012 3fTEEN-AGER LEARNS CPR IN SCHOOL, SAVE LIFE
1/30/1982 CG12 KCPR TO THE RESCUE--TWICE
1/31/1982 BG12 *TOWNS, MEDICAL STUDENTS EXCHANGE FACTS
2/G1/I982 CGI2 SF OUTPATIENT SURGERY OFFERS SERVICE
2/02/1982 CG2A HOME CARE COULD CUT MEDICAL COSTS (L)
2/16/1982 CG13 LAWMAKERS CUT STATE HOSPITAL WELFARE BILL
2/18/1982 DGA3 PANEL CUTS STATE WELFARE OBLIGATION
2/25/1982 CG83 *BIO-MEDICAL ETHICS SEMINAR
3/01/1982 B023 HOSPICE SEEKS VOLUNTEERS
3/02/1982 A082 HOWARD STUDENT SAVES MAN'S LIFE
A/13/1982 A015 HE WON'T BELIEVE HIS GIRL'S DEAD
A/21/1982 B051 MEDICAL BILLS PUT STRAIN ON COUNTY WELFARE BUDGET
A/28/1982 B03I COUNTY AGREES TO PAY HOSPITAL BILL
5/15/1982 C031 LOWER COURT DECISON UPHELD ON HOSPITAL BILLS
5/23/1982 B015 COUNTY TOLD TO PAY BILL FOR STUDENTS' BABY
6/09/1982 C051 CLINIC RECEIVES TWO BOMB THREATS
6/22/1982 BOAl BROOKINGS COUNTY TO COUNTER MEDICAL LAWSUITS
6/26/1982 C021 INDIAN MEDICAL FACILITIES SCRAPPED (ANDERSON)
6/28/1982 B061 POOR PATIENTS WON'T BE REFUSED CARE--SF HOSPITALS
6/30/1982 C013 ELK POINT MAN FINALLY GETS LIVER TRANSPLANT
7/11/1982 DOll HOSPICE PROGRAM ALLOWS PATIENTS TO STAY AT HOME
7/1A/1982 COIA RESTRICTIONS EASED FOR RETARDED
7/20/1982 B023 DEATH 'PROCEDURE' LACKS GENUINE CONCERN (L)
8/0A/1982 C052 COUNTY COMMISSION TO RECONSIDER WELFARE PAYMENTS
8/09/1982 C03I ANESTHESIOLOGISTS OFFER RELIEF TO PAIN SUFFERERS
8/16/1982 C021 OSTOMY GROUP EXPLAINS OPERATION
9/07/1982 BOIA COUNTY WON'T CHALLENGE SUIT BY HOSPITAL
9/13/1982 A012 ELK POINT MAN DIES OF COMPLICATIONS
9/19/1982 D121 SD WOMAN--TOP SCORE--REGISTRY EXAM
10/04/1982 BOll KSF WOMAN HAS BRIGHT FUTURE BECAUSE OF LASER SURGERY
10/20/1982 B054 EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNITIANS MEET
10/24/1982 DOll ^BIRTHING CHAIR INVENTION FROM ANCIENT IDEA
10/30/1982 BOll CARDIOLOGIST SAVES CHOKING WOMEN
10/31/1982 C043 3f2-FAMILY VOLKSMARCH
11/03/1982 C023 RISING MEDICAL COSTS ARE A CONCERN (L)
11/10/1982 C052 HOSPITAL OFFICIALS TOLD CUTS MEAN REDUCED SERVICES
11/14/1982 C043 THEY'LL MOVE WHERE BABY CAN GET MOST HELP
11/20/1982 A093 WOMAN THANKFUL FOR HEART SURGEON (L)
11/27/1982 A095 APPRECIATES DOCTOR, STAFF (L)
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MEDICAL SERVICES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/10/1982 C031 ROSEBUD SUIT ALLEGES POOR MEDICAL CARE
12/17/1982 C023 PEOPLE SHOULD USE THERAPIES BEST SUITED FOR THEM (L)
12/20/1982 B031 MEDIC ALERT LOOKING FOR VOLUNTEERS
12/21/1982 A012 ^COMMUNITY BLOOD BANK SEARCHING FOR NEW DONORS
12/22/1982 D015 COUNTY TO BE PAYING MORE OF HOSPITAL BILLS
12/2A/1982 A013 ^PORTABLE VENTILATOR FREES POLIO VICTIM
1/11/1983 C0A2 STATE BID TO PASS HOSPITAL BILLS PROTESTED
1/12/1983 D02A MEDICAL RESEARCH IS PRIVATE ISSUE (L)
2/01/1983 A071 3CTRAUMA CARE TEAM SAVES LIVES
2/01/1983 A071 ^AIRPLANES BECOME AMBULANCES
2/01/1983 BOll HIKE HOSPITAL COSTS OF ELDERLY ASSAILED
2/05/1983 A095 FAMILY THANKS PARAMEDICS (L)
2/06/1983 DOll KWORK NO PLAY DOESN'T MAKE PED THERAPIST
2/08/1983 BOll XBENDABLE CARD NEW TWIST IN MEDICAL INFO
2/14/1983 A013 56YOU'VE COME A LONG WAY, BABY
2/17/1983 C014 MEDICAL BILL GOES TO JANKLOW
2/17/1983 C043 MEDICAID PLAN ALMOST READY
2/23/1983 C014 ^FAMILY HAS NO JOBS--$100,000 MEDICAL BILL
2/28/1983 B052 RAPID CITY CHIPS IN TO HELP JOBLESS FAMILY
3/16/1983 BOll 36TREATMENT A DREAM COME TRUE
3/31/1983 C031 INTERNAL MEDICINE GRAD'S TOP CHOICE
4/02/1983 A094 PROMPT ACTION SAVES LIFE (L)
4/02/1983 A095 CITY HAS HIGH-QUALITY MEDICAL CARE (L)
4/09/1983 B024 MEDICAL LABORATORY WEEK (L)
5/06/1983 A013 *MODERN DOCTORS USE ANCIENT SCALPEL
5/13/1983 A012 *PUMP PLUGS DRUG IN PAIN'S PATH
5/20/1983 C032 HOME WILL BE RENOVATED FOR PARENTS OF HOSPITALIZED
5/29/1983 D131 ^AUXILIARY'S ANNUAL CONVENTION IS IN SIOUX FALLS
6/07/1983 A012 ^NEWSPAPER CARRIER'S ALERTNESS BRINGS HELP
6/07/1983 B033 MEDICAL ASSOCIATION ELECTS OFFICERS
6/14/1983 A051 ^HOSPITAL CLINICS HELP PATIENTS
6/18/1983 B041 HOSPICE OPENS FOR DYING PATIENTS, FAMILIES
7/31/1983 C014 ^TECHNOLOGY PUSHES UP HEALTH COSTS
8/04/1983 coil RESEARCH PROJECT BRINGS LATEST CANCER TREATMENTS
8/11/1983 A012 KURGENT CARE CENTER WILL BANK ON WALK-IN BUSINESS
8/30/1983 A071 *CONTINUOUS MOTION SPEEDS RECOVERY
9/21/1983 BOll MEDICAL TAB FOR POOR IS LESS THAN EXPECTED
9/23/1983 C013 MEDICARE CHANGES COULD LIMIT HEALTH CARE
9/23/1983 C015 SURVEY--CARE IS WORTH PRICE
9/26/1983 BOll *BABY STUDIES MAY SAVE LIVES
10/05/1983 C012 *BURN PATIENT LEARNED THE HARD WAY
10/14/1983 A012 MINUTES ADD PERIL TO RURAL EMERGENCIES
10/15/1983 C053 PLAN SPREADS COST OF MEDICAL BILLS
10/20/1983 A012 *98 PERCENT LIVE NEAR DOCTORS
10/23/1983 coil THE RULES HAVEN'T BEEN WRITTEN
10/26/1983 C023 MEDIC ALERT SYSTEM SAVES LIVES (L)
10/28/1983 B025 THANKS FOR MEDICAL ARTICLES (L)
12/01/1983 C041 GROUP ASKS FOR HELP TO CONTROL MEDICAL COSTS
1/04/1984 D014 STATE MAY HAVE HEALTH CARE COST ROLE
1/13/1984 coil ^COUNTIES ASK TO SHARE HEALTH BILLS
1/20/1984 C031 HOUSE WANTS CHANGE IN WHO PAYS BILLS
1/26/1984 C013 NEW TECHNOLOGY FOCUSES ON REASONABLE COSTS
1/26/1984 C044 HELP COUNTIES PAY MEDICAL BILLS
2/18/1984 B024 LICENSES FOR PEOPLE WHO TAKE X-RAYS (L)
2/19/1984 A012 *RURAL AREAS ACHING FOR HEALTH CARE
2/20/1984 A013 *SMALL-TOWN DOCTOR VANISHING BREED
2/20/1984 A021 *HOSPITAL, $60,000 PAY FOR RURAL DOCTOR
2/21/1984 A012 RURAL RACE FOR LIFE DEPENDS ON AMBULANCE
2/22/1984 A015 DOCTOR'S ASSISTANTS FILL VOID IN TOWNS
2/22/1984 A062 SERVING SMALL COMMUNITIES MEANS LONG HOURS
2/23/1984 A014 TOWNS STRUGGLE TO KEEP HOSPITALS
2/23/1984 A061 NO ONE HAS SOLUTION TO LACK OF RURAL CARE
2/23/1984 A061 BUILD A DREAM IN HETTINGER ND
2/25/1984 B041 LAWMAKERS OK COUNTY POOL
2/28/1984 B023 PHYSICIANS ASSISTANTS TREAT PRIMARY CARE
2/29/1984 coil GROUP PROPOSES CLINIC FOR SAME-DAY SURGERY
3/03/1984 B021 MOTHER'S LOVE FOR SON INSPIRING EXAMPLE (ED)
3/04/1984 C021 ACCIDENT VICTIMS NEED HELICOPTER AID (ED)
3/06/1984 B021 SAVE A LIFETIME WITH FIRST AID (ED)
3/08/1984 A012 GROUP WANTS TO DO SURGERY IN CITY CENTER
3/08/1984 C041 FIRM WANTS TO OPERATE MOBILE MEDICAL SCAN
3/29/1984 C052 COUNTY WILL PAY FOR HOME CARE OF MAN
4/13/1984 C031 NETWORK MAKES BUILDING'S DEDICATION
4/I4/I984 C022 MORTALITY FROM BRAIN TUMOR SURGERY (L)
4/15/1984 A012 HIGH TECH HOSPITALS TO PLEASE PATIENTS
4/17/1984 A095 MEDICAL AUXILIARY ELECTS OFFICERS
5/04/1984 A013 *FROM TANZANIA, WITH LOVE
5/08/1984 A012 ^OPERATION WILL HELP TANZANIAN GIRL WALK
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5/I0/198A coil 'CARING CITY' POURS OUT FOR TANZANIAN GIRL
5/13/198A coil *TUZO'S TRIUMPH
5/17/198A coil 3CPLANS TO OFFER OUTPATIENT SERVICES
5/23/1984 D015 TUZO MOVES TO RONALD MCDONALD HOUSE
6/12/1984 B014 DOCTORS, DENTISTS APPROVE CONDITIONS
6/12/1984 B042 STATE YOUTH IS STABLE AFTER LIVER TRANSPLANT
6/13/1984 D015 SUGGESTS STATE POOL FOR HOSPITAL COSTS
6/14/1984 BOll KA HOUSE OF HOPE
6/20/1984 D081 COUNTY JOINS POOL TO PAY HOSPITAL BILLS
7/15/1984 C071 PRESHO MAY GET NEW CLINIC
7/21/1984 A072 ORGAN DONATIONS AN IMPORTANT GIFT (L)
7/24/1984 BOll *NEW METHOD OF KIDNEY STONE REMOVAL
7/29/1984 E031 PLACEMENT SERVICE FOR MEDICAL WORKERS OPENS
8/09/1984 C021 THANKS FOR HELPING LITTLE GIRL (L)
8/31/1984 coil CARE CENTER OFFERS ALTERNATIVE
9/02/1984 A041 ^MEDICAL CARE BUMPER CROP PLANTED
9/02/1984 A045 DAYS OF CARE DOWN STATEWIDE
9/16/1984 coil HEALTH CARE IN THE 1990'S
9/16/1984 C081 HEALTH INDUSTRY FACES BIG CHANGES
10/02/1984 BOll XGOING HOME HEARING REALITY FOR ASHLEY
10/05/1984 C031 CONSIDERING RELIEF FUND FOR INDIGENT
10/21/1984 E015 DOCTOR TELLS CLINIC ABOUT NEW ERA
10/23/1984 B015 SENATOR RAPS FEDS INSURANCE INVOLVEMENT
10/24/1984 C021 ^OPERATION IS FIRST OF ITS KIND IN SD
11/01/1984 C051 COUNTIES TO HELP POOR PAY BILLS
12/05/1984 D031 PROGRAM IS ABOUT MEDICAL COSTS
12/06/1984 A012 CLINIC PLANS $3 MILLION EXPANSION
12/08/1984 coil 36ANALYST--MORE CARE CAN COST LESS
12/10/1984 Alll GRANDSON TURNS HERO FOR VITAL MINUTES
12/10/1984 B036 MAN'S FINGERS SAVED THROUGH SURGERY
12/12/1984 DOll ^FARMER'S RECOVERY SUPRISES DOCTOR
12/16/1984 E012 ^BUSINESS, MEDICINE MERGED UNDER GERLOFF
12/29/1984 A012 ILLNESS COST MORE IN 1984
1/03/1985 A012 FUND EASES POOR'S MEDICAL BILLS
1/03/1985 BOll URGES THE LIVING TO DONATE BODIES TO SCIENCE
2/01/1985 C041 BILL CUTTING INTEREST ON UNPAID BILLS REJECTED
2/19/1985 A051 KLASER USES IN MEDICAL TREATMENT
2/27/1985 C094 MEDICAL AUXILIARY MARKS 75TH YEAR
3/03/1985 A015 SD LOWEST IN HOSPITAL COSTS
3/21/1985 C014 CLINIC'S 1ST LIVER TRANSPLANT
4/02/1985 BOll GET PATIENTS BACK ON THEIR FEET AT HOME
5/08/1985 BOll COUNTY DELAYS DECISION ON MEDICAL SERVICES
5/20/1985 coil 3€C0UNTY GRAPPLES WITH RATIONING MEDICAL CARE
5/21/1985 BOll SD WOMAN DIES AFTER RARE HEART-LUNG TRANSPLANT
5/22/1985 BOll COUNTY WON'T PAY FOR EXPERIMENTAL SURGERY
5/23/1985 AlOl COUNTY ON EXPERIMENTAL SURGERY (ED)
5/28/1985 AlOl seGET A CARD AND BECOME AN ORGAN DONOR
6/18/1985 A074 KRYAN IS PRESIDENT OF AUXILIARY
6/18/1985 A075 GERE LEADS STATE MEDICAL GROUP
6/19/1985 C013 HMO'S--STATE GRAB'S TAIL END
6/26/1985 B113 MEDICAL ASSOCIATION HONORS FIVE
9/26/1985 C035 SD TOT GOES HOME
9/28/1985 coil GETS GRANT TO FIGHT INFANT DEATHS
10/02/1985 BOll INFO-PACKED VIALS COULD SAVE LIVES
11/05/1985 BOll HOSPITALS NET MORE CASH WITH FEWER PATIENTS
11/21/1985 B054 MEDICINAL PRACTICES DISCUSSION
12/09/1985 A012 SfDYING WOMAN NEEDS DONOR FOR TRANSPLANT
12/18/1985 A012 ^COUNTY SAYS NO TO DYING WOMAN
12/19/1985 A081 COUNTY GOES BY BOOK IN MAKING A TOUGH CALL (ED)
12/29/1985 A063 COUNTY COMMISSION DECISION ON AID STINKS (L)
12/30/1985 A061 LET'S KEEP OUR PEOPLE ALIVE (L)
12/31/1985 coil BRECH HEADS TO MINN FOR TESTS
1/05/1986 coil 36DYING WOMAN HOPES COUNTY WILL HELP
1/08/1986 coil DENIES WOMAN MONEY FOR TRANSPLANT AGAIN
1/09/1986 coil STOPPING DIALYSIS IS NOT AN ETHICAL DILEMMA
1/10/1986 A103 WOMAN DESERVES COMMUNITY'S HELP (L)
1/11/1986 coil XSARA HELPS PUT PEOPLE UNDER
1/15/1986 B024 AFTER TRANSPLANT PATIENT'S DEATH
1/17/1986 A014 BRECH SUES COUNTY OVER TRANSPLANT BILL
1/18/1986 coil XLAWSUIT SCARES BRECH MORE
1/19/1986 DOll A LOOK BEHIND HOSPITAL'S CLOSED DOORS
1/23/1986 A061 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS FOR EXPERIMENTAL SURGERY
1/25/1986 A072 HARTFORD RESCUE PEOPLE ARE SPECIAL (L)
1/25/1986 A073 PEOPLE SAVED LIFE OF LOCAL MAN (L)
1/26/1986 A063 COUNTY SHOULDN'T PAY BILL (L)
2/01/1986 coil ^STUDENTS LEARN TO OPERATE IN SURGERY
2/08/1986 A012 *JUDGE GIVES DYING WOMAN ANOTHER CHANCE
2/11/1986 A015 XBRECH MIGHT NOT QUALIFY FOR SURGERY
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2/11/1986 BOll IMPACT OF BRECH DECISION
2/12/1986 A012 KBABY MARKS 1ST YEAR IN HOSPITAL
2/12/1986 B013 COUNTY DELAYS BRECH DECISION
2/16/1986 A012 MORE DOCTORS PRESCRIBE SF FOR TREATMENT
2/19/1986 A012 *COUNTY TURNS BRECH DOWN AGAIN
2/20/1986 AlGl CITY SHOULD TAKE A BOW FOR ITS MEDICAL SERVICES (ED)
2/2^/1986 BGll *SURGEON EXPLAINS BRECH'S RISKS
2/25/1986 AG12 MEDICARE PATIENTS CAN'T BE KICKED OUT
2/26/1986 BG13 9CNEW METHOD PEERS INSIDE HUMAN BODY
3/G3/1986 AG15 DISEASE DRAINS BRECH'S ENERGY
3/G5/1986 BG15 COUNTY REWORDS WELFARE GUIDELINES
3/G9/1986 BGll LUTHERAN SUPPER RAISES $1,333 FOR BRECH
3/15/1986 CG21 TEEN DIES AFTER BONE MARROW TRANSPLANT
3/21/1986 AG12 COSTS MEAN HEALTH CARE CHANGES
3/22/1986 CG15 JUDGE DISMISSES SUIT AGAINST HEALTH SERVICE
3/23/1986 CG14 STUDY ON SPINAL INJECTION
3/27/1986 BGll LASER HELPS REMOVE BRAIN TUMORS
4/G6/1986 AG21 XBURN UNIT ALLOWS VICTIMS TO STAY CLOSE TO HOME
4/12/1986 CG13 3€EXPERT PRESCRIBES HEALTH CARE MARKETING
4/24/1986 Alll ^PROGRAM HELPS PATIENTS ALLEVIATE SLEEP DISORDER
4/27/1986 CG15 *T0 RAISE MONEY FOR BRECH
4/28/1986 A062 EARLY DISMISSALS UNFORTUNATE (L)
6/2G/1986 CGll SLOW MEDICARE MONEY IS HARD FOR HOSPITALS
7/G5/1986 CG13 ^VICTIMS BETTER OFF THANKS TO HELICOPTERS
7/G6/1986 AG83 5fPREVENT DEATH FROM CARDIAC ARREST
7/1G/1986 CG21 GROUP CRITICIZES SD MENTAL CARE
7/18/1986 BGll ^MANAGING PAIN
7/31/1986 CG16 EMPIRE CLINIC PLANNED
8/11/1986 CGll CITY TO CONSIDER DOCTOR CONTRACTS TODAY
' 8/14/1986 AG81 SF DOESN'T NEED ANOTHER HEART SURGERY PROGRAM
9/G3/1986 BG14 MEDICAL GUIDELINES GIVEN TO COUNTY
9/G6/1986 CG43 DOCTOR-RESIDENT RATIO GETS BETTER
9/1G/1986 BG41 COUNTY APPROVES MEDICAL GUIDELINES
lG/Gl/1986 A1G5 REPORT MEDICAL ADVANCES (L)
1G/G8/1986 AG12 ^AMERICANS SPENDING LESS TIME IN HOSPITALS
lG/13/1986 CG12 HOSPITAL HOTLINE COULD BE RURAL LIFELINE
1G/2G/1986 AG12 TRANSPLANT ORDEAL NEARS END
11/G3/1986 BG21 HELP IN CUTTING COST OF HEALTH
11/17/1986 CGll 18-YEAR-OLD DIES AFTER TRANSPLANT
11/18/1986 AG21 BALLOONS HELP OPEN HEART VALVES
12/16/1986 CG51 SD GIRL HOPES ON DONOR LIST
12/23/1986 CG12 MEDICAL SERVICE TO BE EXAMINED
12/24/1986 BG21 THERAPY FOR SHUT-INS MAY BE CUT
12/25/1986 AG13 KHEART PATIENT TO PLEAD CASE AGAIN
12/3G/1986 CG12 *T0 REVIEW TRANSPLANT FUNDING REQUEST
12/31/1986 AG13 *BRECH GETS COUNTY'S OK
1/16/1987 CG16 COUNTIES MUST PAY AIR CARE COSTS FOR THE POOR
1/21/1987 BGll SD GIRL RELEASED AFTER TRANSPLANT
2/G1/1987 CGll PRESSLER HELPS TOWN KEEP DOCTOR
2/23/1987 CG21 DEADLINE NEARS FOR HAYTI CLINIC
2/28/1987 AG16 KROSE BRECH DIES
3/G1/1987 AG41 *SOME FOOT BILL LONGER THAN MOST
3/G1/1987 EG31 HAYTI SEEKS FEDERAL MONEY TO HELP BUY CLINIC
3/G3/1987 A081 3«LEAVES COUNTY MORE THAN SHE TOOK
3/G7/1987 CG21 LEMMON WOMAN AWAITING TRANSPLANTS
3/13/1987 CG24 JUSTICES BAR CLAIM BY MINNESOTA HOSPITAL
3/14/1987 CGll *EACH STEP A SUCCESS FOR INJURED TEEN
3/31/1987 CG21 $7,2GG RAISED FOR WOMAN AWAITING TRANSPLANT
4/1G/1987 CG21 YANKTON COUNTY FIGHTS SUITS ABOUT HOSPITAL BILL
4/12/1987 CG23 DOCTOR PRESCRIBES CURE FOR RURAL CARE
4/22/1987 BG31 COURT REJECTS APPEAL TO HALT CUT IN WELFARE
4/26/1987 CG21 6G PERCENT OF MEDICAL TESTS UNNEEDED
5/G9/1987 AG91 RESPONSE TO BENEFIT APPRECIATED
5/3G/1987 CG41 TOWNS HOPE TO CURE DOCTOR SHORTAGE
6/G5/1987 CG21 MAN IN CRITICAL CONDITION AFTER TRANSPLANT
6/G6/1987 AG72 FAMILY APPRECIATES CPR EFFORTS
6/15/1987 AG52 *BRUSH UP ON FIRST AID TIPS
6/29/1987 CG16 RADIO CARD IS THE KEY TO IDENTITY
6/29/1987 CG22 SMALL TOWNS NEED NURSES
7/23/1987 CGll GRANT TO HELP HEALTH NETWORK
8/G4/1987 AG52 ^STUDENT NURSES LEARN WHAT THE BOOKS DON'T
8/13/1987 CG12 DRIVING FORCE ENABLES VETERANS TO GET CARE
8/18/1987 CGll JUDGE DISMISSES HOSPITAL LAWSUIT
9/G9/1987 BG12 *NEW PEDIATRIC SURGEON EXPANDS SERVICES
9/14/1987 AG72 3CW0MEN MAKE DECISIONS ABOUT OPTIONS
1G/G2/1987 CG13 KSIOUX VALLEY CREATES ETHICS CENTER
1G/G4/1987 CG12 SCRAMBLE TO MEET GLOVE DEMAND
1G/G5/1987 AG72 ^ENDING THE PAIN
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10/08/1987 BOll MEDICAL LABORATORY JOINS CALIF NETWORK
11/08/1987 A012 STATE CAN TREAT AIDS PATIENTS
12/06/1987 coil DOCTORS HOPE SURVEY WILL HELP TOWNS
12/10/1987 A015 KNEEDS DONATIONS TO GET TRANSPLANT EXAM
12/12/1987 A015 LEAVES FOR TEXAS FOR TRANSPLANT EVALUATION
12/18/1987 C015 OFFICIALS DISPUTE QUALITY OF MORTALITY STUDY
12/19/1987 C015 RURAL COLTON WOMAN TO GET PACEMAKER
12/21/1987 B012 56CHIROPRACTORS STRUGGLE FOR DOCTORS' RESPECT
12/26/1987 C016 WOMAN WILL GET CHANCE AT TRANSPLANT
12/31/1987 C051 TOWNS BEGIN NEW YEAR WITHOUT LOCAL DOCTORS
1/06/1988 BOll RAPID CITY DOCTORS DO 1ST HEART SURGERY
1/12/1988 A072 KIMPLANT HELPS STEADY WOMAN'S WORLD
1/17/1988 B012 CPR CLASSES TEACH TECHNIQUES
1/18/1988 B012 SCANNER TO BOOST MEDICAL COMMUNITY
2/01/1988 B012 kLAKE POINSETT HEART PATIENT PRAYS
2/07/1988 C031 MEDICAID PLAN COULD SAVE COUNTIES MONEY
2/17/1988 BOll MEDICAL SCANNER DELIVERY DELAYED
2/18/1988 B021 COMMITTEE OK'S WELFARE BILL
3/06/1988 D012 36MEDICAID EXPANDING IN STATE
3/19/1988 A052 ^HOSPITAL PROGRAM HELPS CALM TINY FEARS
3/19/1988 C012 *PUPPIES PUT INSTANT SMILES
3/28/1988 BOIA ^SCANNER TO MAKE DEBUT SOON
3/28/1988 B021 ^PATIENTS FOLLOW DOCTOR TO BOWDLE
A/01/1988 A081 SCHOOL DROVE DOCTOR AWAY (L)
A/11/1988 A012 *SD MAN GETS HEART TRANSPLANT
5/03/1988 A015 SD HOSPITALS LEAST COSTLY, SURVEY SHOWS
5/07/1988 A07A MAN SAVED BY QUICK RESPONSE (L)
5/15/1988 C033 DOCTOR CAN REFUSE PATIENTS, GROUP RULES
5/16/1988 A052 *MAN URGES SCHOOLS TO TEACH CPR
"6/09/1988 COIA ^TREATING THE HEADACHE
6/11/1988 C031 DOCTORS DEFEND MEDICAL SCANNER
6/15/1988 B02A COUNTY ASKED TO PAY FOR RATE TRANSPLANT
6/25/1988 C015 DOUBLE-LUNG RECIPIENT GETS 2ND
6/27/1988 A072 ^LASERS OPENING ARTERIES
6/29/1988 A012 3€C0UNTY TO HELP TRANSPLANT PATIENT
7/03/1988 A061 3eBRECH'S BATTLE PAYS OFF FOR NEXT VICTIM
7/08/1988 C012 KPLAYING PIANO AFTER BRAIN SURGERY
7/26/1988 A012 DOCTORS INTERFERED AT USD
8/09/1988 C012 MEETING SOUGHT ON LIFE SAVING POLICY
8/10/1988 BOll SD MAN FILES SUIT IN AIDS CASE
8/31/1988 BOll COUNTY COMMISSION TO HELP PATIENT
9/01/1988 C012 ELDERLY MAY GET HELP PAYING MEDICAL BILLS
9/11/1988 Alll TRAUMA SCENE HELPERS DRAW NURSE'S PRAISE (L)
9/1A/1988 C021 BROWN COUNTY TO HELP PAY TODDLER'S BILLS
9/20/1988 A012 GOVERNOR EXPECTS RISE IN HEALTH CARE COSTS
9/2A/1988 A015 DOCTOR'S FIRING UPSETS TERMINALLY ILL WOMAN
9/28/1988 A015 ^TRANSPLANT VIGIL MOVES
9/28/1988 C025 RIGHT TO DIE ISSUE QUESTIONED
10/02/1988 E016 HOSPITALS REFUSE SD WOMAN SPOT
10/09/1988 A012 *A SOUTH DAKOTAN'S OPEN-HEART SURGERY
10/10/1988 A012 KROAD TO RECOVERY A ROCKY ONE
10/17/1988 A072 ^AIRBORNE MEDICAL TEAMS RESPOND TO EMERGENCIES
10/25/1988 C025 MITCHELL WOMAN ON LUNG TRANSPLANT LIST
11/03/1988 BOll WOMAN NEEDS FUNDS TO WAIT FOR SURGERY
11/15/1988 C015 MEDICAL BUILDING II TO GAIN 3 STORIES
12/08/1988 C012 OFFICIALS WELCOME RURAL HEALTH PLAN
12/16/1988 A016 OFFICIALS--DATA DOESN'T REFLECT CARE
12/20/1988 C016 ^TRANSPLANT PATIENT WANTS TO CHANGE HOSPITAL PROGRAM
12/21/1988 C012 COUNTY'S AID TO LOWE FALLS SHORT
12/22/1988 C016 SEEKING A DECISION
1/08/1989 A093 RURAL SD FACES HEALTH-CARE CRISIS
1/10/1989 C012 DASCHLE PREDICTS RURAL HEALTH CARE WILL DECLINE
1/12/1989 C021 MEDICAL BILL FOR NEEDY ELDERLY, DISABLED
l/lA/1989 A016 KLOWE DIES
1/20/1989 C012 ^HOLDING ON TO HOPE FOR OTHERS
1/22/1989 A121 RURAL SD MUST ACCEPT REALITIES CED)
2/18/1989 C021 SENATE SENDS HOSPITAL BILL TO HOUSE
2/28/1989 A015 FAMILY DOCTOR PROGRAM TO GET EXTRA $100,000
3/20/1989 C012 PROPOSAL WOULD LET WORKERS PICK DOCTOR
A/02/1989 FOll MEDICAL WORK OFFERED VILLAGE BOOM PERIOD
5/11/1989 DOll PRESSLER OFFERS BILL TO HELP RURAL HEALTH
5/15/1989 A052 ^SUMMERTIME FIRST AID
5/21/1989 E015 MCGREEVY CLINIC PLANS EXPANSION
6/02/1989 coil RAPID CITY MAN GETS HEART TRANSPLANT
6/10/1989 A012 KPOOR CAN'T AFFORD GOOD HEALTH
7/0A/1989 B0A2 *SIOUX FALLS NEUROSURGEONS SEEK MORE HELP
7/10/1989 B0A3 SIOUX SAN MAY LINK WITH USD MED SCHOOL
7/19/1989 C012 *CITY HEARS CASE FOR SECOND AMBULANCE
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7/22/1989 AOIA 362ND AMBULANCE SERVICE OK'D
7/27/1989 C012 COMPLAINTS ABOUT INDIGENT CARE BILLS
8/03/1989 C016 PRESERVING HEALTH CARE
8/1A/1989 BG12 PARTIAL-BRAINED BABIES STIR ORGAN DONOR DEBATE
8/17/1989 coil GROTON CLINIC TO CLOSE FRIDAY
8/17/1989 C033 EMERGENCY ROOM
8/31/1989 AG12 *SIOUX VALLEY TESTS DRUG FOR BABIES
9/26/1989 AG12 AFTER 17 MONTHS, MOTHER HOPEFUL FOR HOMECOMING
9/27/1989 A131 LET GOD TAKE BABIES (L)
9/27/1989 CG23 SOUTH DAKOTAN TO GET NEW HEART DEVICE
9/28/1989 CG15 *HAIR CUTTING MARATHON BENEFITS HEART VICTIM
9/29/1989 CGll BANK ACCOUNT BEGUN FOR HEART PATIENT, 7
9/3G/1989 CG15 1 1/2-YEAR-OLD, AWAY FROM HOSPITAL
1G/G2/1989 AG52 *A ROUTINE MAMMOGRAM
1G/G6/1989 CGll FUND-RAISER STARTED FOR MITCHELL BOY, 5
lG/12/1989 BG13 FAMILY PRACTICE FIELD CHANGES WITH TIMES
11/12/1989 EGll ARLINGTON'S CLINIC TO OPEN MONDAY
11/19/1989 AG12 XEACH DEFEAT MAKES LIVES HARDER TO SAVE
11/19/1989 AG61 *MORE COMMUNITIES LACK MONEY, STAFF
11/19/1989 AG65 ^AMBULANCE TRIPS FROM KADOKA CAN BE FATAL
11/19/1989 AG73 ^OFFERING CARE A STRUGGLE ACROSS THE STATE
11/19/1989 EG15 CHAMBERLAIN VOTE EXPECTED TO SETTLE MEDICAL DISPUTE
11/26/1989 AG12 36PROGNOSIS--A FEW BIG-CITY HOSPITALS
11/26/1989 AG81 XOUTLOOK 'WILL SCARE YOU'
11/26/1989 AlGl STATE MUST TAKE ON PROBLEMS (ED)
12/G3/1989 EGll SUIT CLAIMS BABY GOT WRONG SOLUTION
12/15/1989 CG12 COUNTIES UPSET ABOUT INDIGENT BILL
12/2G/1989 CG12 DOCTORS WIN CHAMBERLAIN SUPPORT
12/21/1989 CG12 DEATH RATES HIGH AT 2 HOSPITALS
12/27/1989 AG63 3fCITY EMERGENCY MEDICAL CARE ANALYSIS
12/29/1989 AG12 PEOPLE WRING OUT BENEFITS OF OLD YEAR
1/G3/199G DG82 ^PETITIONS BACK 'DOCTOR'S CHOICE'
1/17/199G CG25 BUYER WON'T DIVERT PATIENTS FROM CLINIC
1/22/199G AG52 *SOME ILLNESSES WORTH MAKING NIGHT CALLS
1/2A/199G CG12 RESIDENTS WANT MAMMOGRAMS COVERED
2/GI/199G CG12 RELIGIOUS EXEMPTION BILL DEFERRED
2/G8/199G CG16 HEALING MEASURE PASSES
2/13/199G CGA3 HOUSE PASSES HEALING BILL
2/17/199G CG26 RELIGIOUS SHIELD BILL ADVANCES
2/2G/199G AG52 ^POLICY CHANGES ADD NEW SET OF COMPLICATIONS
2/2G/199G CG24 FARM FAMILY TO GET HELP FOR HEART TRANSPLANT
2/28/199G DG82 PETITIONS SWAY LAWMAKERS ON DOCTOR BILL
3/12/199G BG23 COLMAN FUND-RAISER TO HELP PAY MEDICAL BILLS
3/25/199G AG9A UNIONIZE HEALTH CARE (L)
3/26/199G BGll ORGAN DONORS SAVE LIVES
5/22/199G CG12 36MEDICINE GETS LESS INCISIVE
5/3G/199G CG12 *LEERY OF NATIONAL SUBSIDIZED HEALTH CARE
6/G3/199G GG12 ^OUTPATIENT PROCEDURES GAIN IN POPULARITY
6/G9/1990 AG83 ^SOCIALIZED MEDICINE NOT PANACEA FOR HEALTH CARE
6/12/199G AG71 3€NEEDS STRATEGY TO EQUALIZE HEALTH CARE
6/15/199G A012 LEGAL ACTION CONSIDERED IN HOSPITAL DEATH
6/21/199G CG33 GUIDELINES PROPOSED FOR RELIEF PROGRAM
7/G6/199G CG15 DE SMET EMERGENCY SERVICE ENDS SUNDAY
7/1G/199G AG12 MORE NEW RULES A THREAT--OFFICIAL
7/16/199G AG12 *WENTWORTH WOMAN GIVEN NEW HEART
7/2A/199G CG12 DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION BUYS LAKE PRESTON CLINIC
8/12/199G DG12 ^FIRM'S MOBILE UNITS FILL NICHE
8/2G/199G AG52 ROUTINE MEDICAL EXAMS NOW INCLUDE COUNSELING
8/2G/199G CGll GOVERNOR WANTS LAB REGULATIONS REVISED
8/21/199G CGll FUND-RAISER PLANNED FOR NEEDED TRANSPLANT
8/23/199G A1G2 PRISON MEDICAL STAFF'S SHORTCHANGED (L)
8/2A/199G CG31 OFFICIALS TO DISCUSS VOLGA CLINIC CLOSING
8/28/199G CG33 VOLGA CLINIC WILL CLOSE DISPITE COMMUNITY EFFORTS
9/17/199G AG75 LASER BEING USED IN HYSTERECTOMIES
9/21/199G CG33 VOLGA CLINIC TO REMAIN OPEN
9/27/199G BG12 3CW0MAN AWAITS SECOND LIVER TRANSPLANT
1G/G6/199G AG12 ^AMBULANCE FIRM FACES QUESTIONS
1G/17/199G AG12 *SPLIT VOTE ALLOWS CARETRAUM TO SERVE COUNTY
1G/2G/199G AG15 56AMBULANCE FIRM ADMITS BILLING ERRORS
11/G1/199G DG81 SD RANKS 2A IN MEDICAL SPENDING
11/2G/199G CG15 SF WOMAN GIVEN 2ND CHANCE AT LIFE
12/G8/199G CG12 AG COUNTIES SUE SIOUX VALLEY
l/lA/1991 AG52 *BUSTING THE BLOCKAGE
1/17/1991 DG62 MALL MEDICAL CLINIC WILL CLOSE
2/G7/1991 CG13 SIOUX VALLEY PLANS REHAB CENTER
2/12/1991 CG31 BIKERS RIDE TO BENEFIT GIRL MAULED BY WOLVES
2/21/1991 CG12 CANCER BATTLE HITS 2ND PHASE
3/G2/1991 CGIA BILL LETS HOSPITALS ADJUST CHANGES
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3/08/1991 CG21 TRANSPLANT PATIENT SUES INSURANCE FIRM
4/16/1991 C015 LIVING WILLS LOSE SUPPORT TO NEW LAW
4/17/1991 A012 36LIVED THROUGH IT AGAINST ALL ODDS
5/23/1991 A012 TAXPAYERS SHARE COST OF INDIGENT HEALTH CARE
5/31/1991 C016 REPORT REVEALS EMS GAPS
9/12/1991 C012 EMERGENCY CALLS FAIL, WOMAN DIES
10/15/1991 B012 EMERGENCY WORKERS FACE AIDS THREAT
10/25/1991 coil COUNTY TO PAY BILL FOR EXCHANGE STUDENT
10/28/1991 B034 RESIDENTS BALK AT PAYING TRANSPLANT BILL
11/03/1991 C016 STATE POOL HELPS FUND TRANSPLANT
11/14/1991 A081 TAKE CARE OF OUR OWN BEFORE FOREIGNERS (L)
11/17/1991 E032 ^OFFICIALS TRADE WORDS IN CORRECTIONS FLAP
12/10/1991 A012 CITY AMBULANCE FEES GET MORE EXPENSIVE
12/18/1991 C012 *NEW TREATMENT SAVES PATIENT'S FOOT
1/01/1992 C012 CARETRAUM DENIES IT LACKS PARAMEDICS
1/11/1992 C031 PATIENT-PRIVACY BILL IS BEING ENDORSED
1/16/1992 A015 MEDICAL COSTS SOAR AT PRISON
1/21/1992 C014 BONE MARROW TRANSPLANT FOR AFRICAN MAN
2/04/1992 A083 PAYING MEDICAL BILLS BECOMING A BIG CRISIS (L)
2/24/1992 C015 HOW FAR TO YOUR DOCTOR
3/10/1992 A052 ^FAMILY, DOCTOR TURN WOMAN'S LIFE AROUND
3/10/1992 A054 TASK FORCE STUDIES DRUG MANAGEMENT
4/06/1992 A012 ^FAIRFAX CURES ITS DOCTOR ILLS
4/17/1992 A103 LESS-QUALIFIED STAFF HANDLING MEDICAL TESTS (L)
4/21/1992 B012 XWHEN IT'S AN EMERGENCY
4/21/1992 B014 AFTER-HOURS CLINIC HANDLES SMALL CASES
6/27/1992 A014 FEE LIST'S FUTURE UNCERTAIN
7/08/1992 A012 MCKENNAN APPLIES FOR KIDNEY PROGRAM
7/I5/I992 A016 DOCTORS FLOOD TO SF
7/15/1992 C022 HEALTH CARE STRAINS BUDGETS FOR GOVERNMENTS
7/22/1992 B022 SALES TAX ON MEDICAL SERVICES DISCUSSED
7/29/1992 BOll COUNTY REDUCES LIEN FOR TRANSPLANT AID
8/07/1992 A012 HEART INSTITUTE SURVIVES BILLING PROBE
8/13/1992 B022 MEDICAL BOARD WEIGHS CHELATION RULING
8/22/1992 A012 *T0 PLACE SATELLITE CLINIC ON OLD SITE
8/28/1992 B014 ^TRAUMA CENTER RECOGNIZED
9/04/1992 B012 *$30,000 NEEDED FOR KIDNEY, PANCREAS TRANSPLANT
10/02/1992 B012 *WOMEN MAKE HISTORY AT USD
11/10/1992 A012 HEALTH REPORT GIVES SD MIXED RANKING
11/11/1992 B012 *LUNG TRANSPLANT IS STEP CLOSER
11/11/1992 B012 MCKENNAN CLOSER TO KIDNEY TRANSPLANT PROGRAM
11/14/1992 B012 *PREEMIE UNDER 2 POUNDS AT BIRTH
11/17/1992 A013 XHOSPITAL TO MAKE PRICES PUBLIC
12/01/1992 B012 ^HOSPITAL WINS BYPASS RECOGNITION
12/08/1992 D012 *SURGERY 'SAVES LITTLE ANGEL'
12/20/1992 A015 MCKENNAN EARNS CARDIAC CONTRACT
4/11/1982 B033 MEDICAL TECHNICIANS PERFORM VITAL ROLE (L)
4/12/1982 B023 MEDICAL LABORITORY WEEK
9/13/1989 A013 *MEDICAL WASTE INCINERATOR PROPOSED
, 9/13/1989 C012 MEDICAL INCINERATOR PROPOSED FOR CITY
9/19/1989 coil INCINERATOR DECISION PUT ON HOLD
10/11/1989 AlOl CITY SHOULD RESIST INCINERATOR PROPOSALS (ED)
10/13/1989 C012 GROUPS FILE TO STOP MEDICAL INCINERATORS
10/14/1989 C012 INCINERATOR FIRMS 'WILL SATISFY CONCERNS'
10/29/1989 A112 INCINERATORS DANGEROUS (L)
10/30/1989 B012 DECISION ON INCINERATOR UNLIKELY TODAY
10/31/1989 coil CITY DELAYS DECISION ON INCINERATOR PLANS
12/14/1989 C012 INCINERATOR'S LICENSE UP FOR RENEWAL
12/20/1989 A104 VETO INCINERATOR PROPOSAL (L)
12/22/1989 A081 CITY SHOULD LEAD WAY ON WASTE ISSUE (ED)
1/03/1990 C012 INCINERATOR DELAYS FRUSTRATING
1/05/1990 coil WE DON'T NEED INCINERATORS
1/29/1990 A082 WE DON'T NEED INCINERATOR (L)
2/01/1990 C015 STUDY SAYS WASTE CAN BE SHIPPED
2/07/1990 coil MEETING SCHEDULED ON INCINERATOR PLAN
2/10/1990 C012 ^CITIZENS WANT TO STUDY INCINERATOR PLAN
2/11/1990 D013 XSAVE ENVIRONMENT--INCINERATOR FOE
2/13/1990 C041 COMMISSION OK'S STUDY EXTENSION
2/15/1990 A061 *PUBLIC OPINIONS--MEDICAL WASTE INCINERATOR
2/20/1990 A012 CITIZENS GROUP AGAINST MEDICAL INCINERATORS
3/07/1990 C012 FIRM SEEKS PERMIT FOR INCINERATOR
3/15/1990 C012 MICKELSON ORDERS ACTION AGAINST INCINERATORS
3/19/1990 A081 SAY NO TO WASTE INCINERATORS (ED)
3/20/1990 C012 MEDWASTE HALTS PERMIT REQUEST
7/26/1990 A012 ^OFFICIALS SUSPECT ILLEGAL DUMPING
7/27/1990 C012 ^ENVIRONMENTALIST WANTS DUMP PROBE
8/02/1990 C015 PIERRE COMPANY HIRED TO PROBE WASTE DUMP
8/07/1990 A016 WASTE DUMP SUIT FILED
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8/08/1990 C012 SUIT SEEKS DUMP SITE CLEANUP
8/11/1990 C032 INJUNCTION SOUGHT FOR ALLEGED WASTE DUMP
8/15/1990 coil MEDICAL WASTE FOUND AT ALLEGED DUMP SITE
8/17/1990 C016 WASTE DUMP INVESTIGATION COMPLETED
8/18/1990 C015 MELETTE MEDICAL WASTE NOT DANGER--STATE
8/22/1990 coil MEETING PLANNED ON ILLEGAL DUMPING
8/29/1990 C023 STATE PROBING MORE ILLEGAL DUMPS
8/31/1990 C016 MAN SAYS DUMPING HIS DOING
9/01/1990 C012 KSAMUELSON WANTS TOUGHER PENALTIES FOR DUMPING
9/07/1990 C031 INCINERATOR CAN'T BURN AT FAST ENOUGH RATE
9/23/1990 Alll CITY TO BE TARGET FOR IMPORTED WASTE (L)
9/26/1990 coil STATE LIKELY FINDS 2ND ILLEGAL DUMP
9/27/1990 con 2ND MELLETTE COUNTY DUMP SITE CONFIRMED
1/06/1991 C016 *MED1CAL WASTE REMEDY
1/17/1991 Alll STORY GIVES FALSE SENSE OF SECURITY (L)
3/07/1991 C012 BOARD DELAYS MEDICAL-WASTE ACTION
3/08/1991 C023 SETTLEMENT APPEARS NEAR IN WASTE CASE
3/16/1991 C034 VA HOSPITAL GETS OK FOR WASTE INCINERATOR
3/25/1991 B012 CITY LAUDS RIGID BURNING ORDINANCE
3/25/1991 BOAl ORDINANCE WON'T AFFECT EXISTING INCINERATORS
3/26/1991 C012 WASTE INCINERATOR PLAN DRAWS HEAT
3/27/1991 C012 PUBLIC AIRS CONCERNS ABOUT INCINERATORS
3/27/1991 C031 PLANS TO DEAL WITH ILLEGAL WASTE DUMPS
4/02/1991 B015 C1TY--1NC1NERAT0R LIMITS TO LAST INDEFINITELY
5/11/1991 C035 COUNTY OPPOSES PLAN TO KEEP DUMPS INTACT
6/07/1991 A103 MEDICAL WASTE PLAN DOESN'T REFLECT REPORT (L)
7/06/1991 C015 FREON TRACES FOUND NEAR MELLETTE DUMP
7/10/1991 C015 DUMP CLEANUP DOESN'T MEET STANDARDS
7/14/1991 C012 ORDINANCE WOULD REGULATE HAULERS OF INFECTIOUS WASTE
7/23/1991 A052 *LAWSU1T AGAINST ILLEGAL MEDICAL DUMPS
7/23/1991 A054 FIRM TO TEST WASTE-HAULING RULES
7/23/1991 A061 DON'T SURRENDER TO MEDICAL WASTE (ED)
8/07/1991 con DUMP SUIT TO BE HEARD AUGUST 20
8/18/1991 E034 OPPOSITION GROWS TO MEDICAL WASTE INCINERATORS
8/21/1991 A012 MELLETTE SITE WILL BE CHECKED FOR COVERING
8/21/1991 C012 FIRM SET TO HAUL CITY'S MEDICAL WASTE
8/25/1991 A015 STATE DEFENDS ACTIONS TAKEN AT MELLETTE SITE
10/31/1991 C031 DASCHLE ASKS EPA TO CHECK DUMP
12/06/1991 C021 EPA INVESTIGATING MEDICAL WASTE DUMP
12/07/1991 C036 DUMP PROBE WON'T FIND ANY HAZARDS, OFFICIAL SAYS
12/18/1991 C035 TOUGHER WASTE BILL PROPOSED
1/19/1992 F051 EPA--MELLETTE DUMP NOT DANGEROUS
2/19/1992 con MEN PLEAD NOT GUILTY IN DUMPING WASTE
2/23/1992 F041 PANEL OK'S ILLEGAL DUMPING PENALTIES
4/28/1992 con CHANGE OF VENUE GRANTED IN TRIAL
7/22/1992 B012 MEDICAL WASTE DUMP TRIAL OPENS
7/29/1992 B021 DEPENDENT DETAILS FALSIFYING DOCUMENTS
7/30/1992 A016 2 GUILTY IN MEDICAL DUMP CASE
8/06/1992 B022 STATE MAKES STRONGER MEDICAL WASTE RULES
9/10/1992 B016 TWO MEN SENTENCED IN DUMPING TOXIC WASTE
9/22/1988 C012 STATE SHOULD PROVIDE INDIGENT CARE
9/22/1988 C014 RESOLUTIONS PASSED
2/21/1983 B033 *DURENBERGER--MED1CARE REFORM WILL PASS (HENSHAW)
5/27/1983 C013 STATE OFFICIAL SAYS MEDICARE SHORTCHANGES PATIENTS
6/25/1983 A012 HOSPITAL OFFICIALS GIVE MEDICARE POSITIVE PROGNOSIS
9/23/1983 C013 MEDICARE CHANGES COULD LIMIT HEALTH CARE
10/14/1984 C065 HOSPITALS SEEK REVERSAL
2/13/1985 B013 STATE HAS LOWEST PARTICIPATION RATE
2/13/1985 B013 HERE'S HOW MEDICARE GETS ITS RATES
2/13/1985 B024 MEDICARE'S VOLUNTARY PROGRAM
2/23/1985 A083 STORY ON FEE PROGRAM (L)
2/28/1985 A061 HEALTH PROGRAM ARTICLE DIDN'T TELL (L)
11/27/1985 BOll MEDICARE LIMITS HURT PATIENTS
2/25/1986 A012 MEDICARE PATIENTS CAN'T BE KICKED OUT
7/01/1986 C013 XAGENCY TRANSPLANT RULING PLEASES BRECH
8/06/1986 B044 MENTAL HOSPITAL MIGHT LOSE CERTIFICATION
8/09/1986 C023 SALARIES TO COVER MEDICARE LOSS--JANKLOW
6/09/1988 A012 SENATE PASSES MEDICARE MEASURE
7/11/1988 A084 SYSTEM MANDATES POVERTY (L)
8/19/1988 AlOl NEW LAW WON'T COVER ALL MEDICAL NEEDS (L)
9/01/1988 C012 ELDERLY MAY GET HELP PAYING MEDICAL BILLS
9/11/1988 con MEDICARE COVERAGE TO BE DISCUSSED
9/23/1988 C012 GROUP CALLS FOR MEDICARE REFORM
10/05/1988 A012 MEDICARE REPORT DISPUTED
12/23/1988 A012 HOSPITALS FEEL SQUEEZE FROM MEDICARE CUTS
1/12/1989 A015 MEDICARE DRAIN
1/15/1989 A133 MEDICARE SURTAX A RIP-OFF (L)
2/02/1989 A012 MEDICARE PLAN WOULD SAVE HOSPITALS
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5/12/1989 coil DASCHLE CO-SPONSORS MEDICARE LEGISLATION
6/09/1989 D082 LIMIT CHARGES WITH MEDICARE
7/26/1989 A103 HEALTH-CARE LEGISLATION HURTS SENIOR CITIZENS CD
9/26/1989 C021 DASCHLE TO DISCUSS MEDICARE
10/05/1989 A012 HOUSE CANCELS CATASTROPHIC HEALTH PLAN
10/14/1989 A081 POOR ELDERLY MAY LOSE THEIR HEALTH-CARE FIGHT CED)
10/27/1989 C012 MEDICARE BENEFITS ARE FALLING SHORT
11/19/1989 A065 ^MEDICARE PLAN FUELS CRISIS
11/19/1989 EOll BOARD DELETES ENVIRONMENTAL BILLS
11/20/1989 AlOl HOSPITAL PATIENTS NOT TREATED FAIRLY CD
12/22/1989 C024 SD MUST INSPECT PARKSTON HOSPITAL
2/18/1990 E044 PRESSLER--UNIFORMITY NEEDED IN MEDICARE
7/05/1990 C012 REPORT BLAMES RURAL HOSPITAL COSTS
7/26/1990 A083 REFORM NEEDED ON MEDIGAP MARKET CD
8/06/1990 A081 VOTERS SHOULD WRITE ABOUT MEDICARE ISSUE CD
8/12/1990 A114 FEDERAL UNDERFUNDING CLOSES MANY HOSPITALS (L)
8/18/1990 A083 HEALTH CARE SHOULD BE CAMPAIGN ISSUE (L)
10/06/1990 A083 PROTEST INCREASE IN MEDICARE COSTS CD
10/19/1990 C015 WOMAN PROVIDES EXAMPLE OF BILLING
6/01/1991 A015 MEDICARE WILL SLICE FEES FOR SPECIALISTS
6/30/1991 A092 QMB PROGRAM COULD BENEFIT MANY SENIORS CD
7/21/1991 C031 HANDBOOK AVAILABLE THROUGH OFFICE
7/24/1991 A085 PROPOSAL TO CUT MEDICARE OUTRAGEOUS CD
7/26/1991 A015 RURAL DOCTORS PINCHED BY MEDICARE CHANGES
10/27/1991 A085 MEDICAL CARE TODAY NOT WHAT IT USED TO BE CD
12/24/1991 C016 CARETRAUM WILL BILL FOR MEDICARE GAP
3/11/1992 A092 LESS GOVERNMENT NEEDED IN PROGRAMS CD
3/17/1992 A014 LEGISLATURE CHANGES MAMMOGRAM PROCEDURE
3/27/1992 C012 6,911 MISS OUT ON MEDICARE BENEFITS
4/12/1992 A012 MEDICARE RATES DRIVE AMBULANCE OWNERS TO ACTION
5/31/1992 D016 STUDY LOGS MEDICARE COVERAGE
8/27/1992 A085 BUSH TAX PLAN WOULD HURT ELDERLY CD
9/15/1992 A016 HIDDEN HEALTH CARE COSTS HIT $213 MILLION
1/18/1992 C032 SIOUX WOMAN HONORED, SERVES AS A POSITIVE ROLE MODEL
4/04/1992 C032 WOMAN WARNS OF PHONY MEDICINE MEN
9/05/1990 A083 BILL NOT NEEDED--CODE PROTECTS PUBLIC CD
11/13/1992 A012 KMEDITATION EVENT UN-CHRISTIAN, STUDENTS, ALUMNI SAY
11/18/1992 AlOl COLLEGE SHOULD TOLERATE TM CED)
11/23/1992 A075 KEEP TM SESSIONS FROM AUGUSTANA CD
12/10/1992 A081 STUDENTS OBJECTING TO TM DESERVE PRAISE CD
12/10/1992 A082 OPEN-MINDEDNESS NEEDED AT AUGUSTANA CD
12/12/1992 A043 ^UNDERSTANDING BEGINS WITH OPEN HEART
11/04/1987 B012 FIRM EQUIPS AIR AMBULANCES FOR NORWAY
2/13/1983 D031 *SINGER ACHIEVES HIS GOAL
3/21/1985 B021 *MEECE BRINGS MUSIC, MESSAGE
5/13/1989 C012 XMISSING WOMAN SIGHTED IN CITY
12/09/1989 C015 MISSING MONTANAN IS SUBJECT
12/20/1983 C021 GHOSTS OF CHRISTMAS SHOULD EDUCATE MEESE CD
12/20/1983 C022 MEESE IS WINDOW INTO VALUES CD
4/01/1984 EG31 MEESE NOT QUALIFIED TO BE ATTORNEY GEN CD
4/04/1984 D023 MEESE FORGOT LOAN CD
4/13/1984 C022 MEESE GOOD MAN IN ROTTEN CITY CD
1/28/1985 C021 NOT FIT TO BE TOP LEGAL OFFICER CED)
2/02/1985 C022 MEESE DESERVES CONFIRMATION CD
2/07/1985 A082 MEESE HIGHLY QUALIFIED CD
2/18/1985 A064 MEESE SHOULD BE CONFIRMED CD
2/27/1985 A082 MEESE SAGA ENDS WRONG CD
10/19/1985 AlOl KMEESE NOT FIT FOR JOB
1/30/1987 AlOl MEESE AFTER THE WRONG TARGET AGAIN CED)
7/31/1987 A121 MEESE--NO APOLOGY FOR CRITICISM CED)
12/07/1987 AlOl MEESE SHOULD RESIGN AS TOP LEGAL OFFICER CED)
12/27/1987 A103 'ARGUS' UNFAIR TO MEESE CD
4/02/1988 A081 RESPECT FOR LAW DROPS WITH MEESE CED)
4/07/1988 A061 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS ON EDWIN MEESE
4/17/1988 A105 MEESE SHOULD NOT GIVE IN CD
7/06/1988 A041 SOUTH DAKOTA CONGRESSMEN PRAISE MOVE
7/09/1988 A081 MEESE LEAVES TAINTED OFFICE CED)
9/19/1988 A104 MEESE TO THE RESCUE CD
3/21/1983 BOll XAWARD-WINNING FAMILY RAISES PUREBREDS
11/02/1983 DOll OLYMPIC HOPEFUL HAS LITTLE CHANCE
12/18/1991 B024 ^ROBERT FROST TEACHER MAKES SPECIAL COOKIES
1/15/1986 B033 BUSINESSMAN TO RUN FOR TREASURER
3/06/1987 C012 KABDNOR PICKS HOME-GROWN TALENT FOR AGENCY DUTY
11/02/1982 A091 KBY NIGHT THEY'RE RESERVE OFFICERS
12/07/1990 A103 KMAY END NUCLEAR ENERGY BENEFITS
5/12/1992 C012 KELDERLY HOUSING PLAN WINS PRELIMINARY OK
5/01/1988 N065 CSEC EE) ^ACTOR'S PASSION HAS PERSEVERED FOR 50 YEAR
5/18/1991 AOll KPASSION PLAY JESUS QUITS AFTER 50 YEARS
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3/09/1992 C032 KPAGES OF WHITE LAKE HISTORY
5/06/1983 BOll KLOCAL MEN HAVE LOFTY AMBITIONS
12/02/1987 B012 KJFK EDUCATOR NAMED TEACHER OF THE YEAR
12/0A/1989 A012 3€NEW PROGRAM USES STORIES TO TEACH
3/24/1985 E021 KTIME IS MASTER FOR CRAFTSMAN
6/17/1982 C061 SUPPORTS ELECTION BID FOR HER HUSBAND
3/12/1983 C031 MEIERHENRY WON'T DENY APPOINTMENT
3/13/1983 BOll JCJANKLOW CABINET--NEW MEMBERS OF TEAM
3/16/1983 C021 NO HANG-UP IN PIERRE ON TITLES (ED)
3/30/1983 A023 DEFENDED HIS EMPLOYMENT
5/28/1983 BOll 3CPANEL WILL STUDY QUALITY OF EDUCATION
9/05/1983 B056 JANKLOW--JUDY IS THE BEST
6/15/1984 C051 MEIERHENRY SUGGESTS STREAMLINING CITIZENS' BOARDS
6/30/1984 A015 GOP MUST HELP WOMEN
12/15/1984 BOll 3CMEIERHENRY RESIGNS CABINET POSITIONS
2/24/1985 coil KMEIERHENRY'S SLIPPING UP THE LADDER
6/27/1985 A013 KMEIERHENRY TO WORK FOR CITIBANK
12/02/1988 A012 ^(MEIERHENRY JOINS BENCH
12/17/1988 C012 3CJUDGE SWORN IN
4/09/1989 C012 JUVENILE PROGRAMS FAVORED
9/21/1991 A103 SOME CRIMINALS GET MERE SLAP ON WRIST (L)
1/13/1982 B042 3eMEIERHENRY--M0RE DRUG AGENTS NEEDED
1/21/1982 DOll WILL MEIERHENRY RUN AGAINST ROBERTS
1/22/1982 C033 WILL MEIERHENRY OPPOSE ROBERTS
1/28/1982 D031 MEIERHENRY WON'T RUN FOR CONGRESS
3/11/1982 D041 MEIERHENRY DELAYS RE-ELECTION PLANS
3/11/1982 D045 MEIERHENRY OPPOSES CRIME-MONEY BILL
3/16/1982 A012 KMEIERHENRY LEAVING PUBLIC OFFICE
3/17/1982 C021 *MEIERHENRY'S UNUSUAL DECISION NOT TO RUN (ED)
3/30/1982 B051 MEIERHENRY GLAD REAGAN FOR TOUGH LAWS
4/11/1982 BOll ESTATE'S EYE TURNS TO MATHIS TRIAL OPENING
5/18/1982 B012 ^PROSECUTORS RESOLUTELY ACCEPT MATHIS TRIAL OUTCOME
6/10/1982 A012 seGIVES ATTORNEY GENERAL RACE 2ND THOUGHT
6/15/1982 B015 MEIERHENRY JOINS RACE FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
6/18/1982 C021 MEIERHENRY'S PLIGHT (ED)
6/27/1982 A012 ^OPPONENTS DROP OUT--MEIERHENRY WINS RENOMINATION
6/30/1982 C041 MEIERHENRY PLEASED BY NEW WATER POLICY
7/03/1982 B021 MEIERHENRY CRITICIZED FOR MATHIS CASE WORK (L)
7/07/1982 C071 KTRIPP COUNTY LEGAL FEES NOT WORTH--MEIERHENRY
7/10/1982 C031 MEIERHENRY OKS LAWYER PAYMENTS
7/16/1982 C042 MEIERHENRY WANTS IRS DISCLOSURE BILLS
8/09/1982 coil MEIERHENRY IMPARTIAL ON GAMBLING ISSUE
8/24/1982 A021 MEIERHENRY--ARSON TRAINING NEEDED
8/26/1982 C052 MEIERHENRY--CUT CRIMINALS' OPTIONS
8/27/1982 coil KMEIERHENRY WANTS CHANGES IN JURY--TRIAL SITE
9/09/1982 coil 3€SD MAY APPEAL RULING
10/01/1982 C042 MEIERHENRY TO MEET WITH 3 OTHER STATES
10/12/1982 C023 ^ATTORNEY GENERAL CANDIDATES ANSWER 2 QUESTIONS
10/13/1982 C012 ATTORNEY GENERAL FOES CLASH ON WATER ISSUE
10/19/1982 C021 36ARGUS RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 6 TOP SD POSITIONS (ED)
10/21/1982 C015 LEFHOLZ DEFENDS LETTER CAMPAIGN
10/24/1982 coil XTHE ELECTION'S NOT A REFERENDUM ABOUT ME
11/03/1982 C013 MEIERHENRY WINS RE-ELECTION
11/24/1982 C042 STATE WON'T HAVE TO MAKE COMPUTER PAYMENTS
11/25/1982 B044 MEIERHENRY--TRIPP CO OFFICIALS CAN'T BE SEATED
12/22/1982 D021 FEDERAL COURTS SHOULDN'T TELL STATES
2/15/1983 coil ^MERCHANTS TOLD HOW TO STOP FRAUD
2/19/1983 BOll KMEIERHENRY--PLAN MIGHT MEAN LAWSUIT
2/24/1983 C044 MEIERHENRY DISCRIMINATING AGAINST INDIANS
2/26/1983 B014 PROTESTORS THREATEN OFFICIALS
3/12/1983 coil MEIERHENRY PRAISES BILL TO SUBPOENA RECORDS
5/04/1983 C012 INDIAN LAWYER WANTS MEIERHENRY TO RESIGN
5/05/1983 C012 MEIERHENRY--DON'T LET LAND DISPUTE HOLD UP LOANS
6/04/1983 B041 MEIERHENRY SETTLES OUT OF COURT ON MALPRACTICE SUIT
6/21/1983 B051 LAW ON TAX-FREE BONDS NEEDS UPDATING
7/19/1983 C043 2 LAWYERS REPLACE MEIERHENRY'S DEPUTY
7/22/1983 C013 STATE MAY DROP WATER RIGHTS SUIT
7/26/1983 C032 AILING BACK PUTS MEIERHENRY IN HOSPITAL
8/20/1983 BOll MEIERHENRY HAS SPENT $50,000 ON RAILROAD ANTI-TRUST
8/23/1983 C012 MEIERHENRY--STATE SHOULD EASE BONDING LAWS
8/26/1983 B034 POLICING GRAMMAR
8/31/1983 A014 JUDGE DISMISSES STATE'S LAWSUIT
8/31/1983 B013 BID TO DROP WATER RIGHTS SUIT DEFENDED
9/01/1983 C015 XJANKLOW--DROPPED WATER SUIT HELPFUL
9/05/1983 BOll GOOD DISCUSSIONS IN MEIERHENRY HOUSE
9/05/1983 B021 MEIERHENRY GAINS POLITICALLY (ED)
9/11/1983 C031 MEIERHENRY'S 'MIGHT OVER RIGHT' QUESTIONED
9/14/1983 coil ASSAULT ARRESTS DON'T NEED WARRANTS
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9/17/1983 B021 MEIERHENRY QUOTES INSENSITIVE TO WOMEN (L)
9/22/1983 C021 MEIERHENRY CLARIFIES POINT (ED)
9/29/1983 C012 MEIERHENRY LOBBIES FOR PATHOLOGIST
10/07/1983 C013 MEIERHENRY'S COMMENTS UPSETTING
10/10/1983 A012 KMEIERHENRY DEFENDS LONG COCAINE INQUIRY
10/13/1983 C013 KETSl SUIT WAS FISHING EXPEDITION
lO/lA/1983 C0A3 STATES WILL APPEAL INDIANS' LAWSUIT
10/15/1983 C056 MEIERHENRY WANTS TRAINING PROGRAM
10/20/1983 C015 GRAND JURY IS SMEAR CAMPAIGN
10/28/1983 BOll BflNDlCTMENT OF HANSEN STUNS COLLEAGUES
10/29/1983 A012 *ME1ERHENRY IS OUT FOR POLITICAL POINTS
10/29/1983 A015 MEIERHENRY SAYS PROBE IS WORKING
ll/OA/1983 C023 STATE PATHOLOGIST WOULD UPGRADE CORONERS' WORK (L)
11/06/1983 C066 MEIERHENRY WANTS IMPROVEMENTS
11/19/1983 B02A SHOULD ANSWER QUESTIONS ON CONFERENCE (L)
1/18/198A D031 MEIERHENRY PROPOSES STATEWIDE GRAND JURIES
1/23/198A C021 BROADEN GRAND JURY SCOPE--(ED)
2/02/1984 coil 56URGES EDITORIALS AGAINST BILL PROTECTING BARS
2/03/1984 DOll MEIERHENRY GRAND JURY BILL DIES IN COMMITTEE
3/10/1984 A021 VERDICT WON'T AFFECT OTHER CASES
3/13/1984 B021 MEIERHENRY'S JUDGEMENT POOR IN CASE (ED)
4/08/1984 B034 MEIERHENRY CLARIFIES OFFICE'S SERVICES (L)
4/20/1984 C041 MEIERHENRY, ATTORNEYS GENERAL TO TOUR JAPAN
5/06/1984 C073 5CME1ERHENRY--BAD PLACE FOR PRISON
6/01/1984 C045 MEIERHENRY WILL SPEAK AT MEDICAL CONVENTION
6/12/1984 A015 MEIERHENRY HAILS COURT'S EVIDENCE RULING
6/14/1984 C033 MEIERHENRY WANTS COORDINATOR TO HELP PROSECUTORS
6/21/1984 C052 MEIERHENRY SUPPORTS SODBUSTER LEGISLATION
7/01/1984 C015 SCHOOL, LAND CASE MAY NOT GET OPINION
7/06/1984 A015 RULING WILL HELP, MEIERHENRY SAYS
7/14/1984 B014 KLAW IS CLEAR ABOUT ELECTION DISPUTE
7/20/1984 B054 FIRST THE TWINS, THEN HARVARD
8/02/1984 C033 MEIERHENRY MAY CHALLENGE DRINKING AGE LAW
8/06/1984 coil XCOCAINE PROBE TO CONTINUE
9/22/1984 coil 3fMElERHENRY FILES 21 DRINKING AGE LAWSUIT
10/11/1984 A014 ME1ERHENRY--EXPECT MORE INDICTMENTS
10/22/1984 C014 MEIERHENRY AT ODDS WITH TRIBAL COURT ORDER
10/26/1984 coil MEIERHENRY WARNS LAWYERS ABOUT TAXES
12/11/1984 C032 MEIERHENRY PROPOSES REGIONAL JAIL PLAN
12/20/1984 coil MEIERHENRY WILL HELP PROSECUTE DOKKEN
12/24/1984 B031 MEIERHENRY PLEASED WITH 1984 EFFORTS
12/28/1984 coil DRUG PROBE A POSSIBILITY IN YANKTON
12/30/1984 C015 MEIERHENRY STILL FAVORS JAIL PLAN
1/11/1985 C051 *ME1ERHENRY SEEKS 18 PERCENT BUDGET BOOST
1/12/1985 C012 MEIERHENRY WARNS OF BILL SOLICITATION
1/17/1985 C031 MEIERHENRY ORDERS RECORDS PAGES REMOVED
1/18/1985 A021 ME1ERHENRY--N0 REGRETS ABOUT HIDING RECORDS
1/22/1985 coil BILL WOULD RAISE FINES FOR BETTING
2/06/1985 C013 ME1ERHENRY--REG10NAL JAIL PLAN
2/15/1985 C013 LEARN FROM MISTAKES IN MINNESOTA CASES
2/27/1985 C021 MEIERHENRY TO SAY WHETHER HE WILL RUN AGAIN
2/28/1985 C031 MEIERHENRY WANTS NEWSPAPER CASE DROPPED
3/11/1985 C041 MEIERHENRY REACHES TENTATIVE AGREEMENT
4/26/1985 AlOl MORE MUST BE DONE TO HELP CRIME VICTIMS (ED)
5/16/1985 C021 MEIERHENRY WILL BE TOUGH ON SOIL EROSION
6/06/1985 C021 MEIERHENRY RENEWS CALL FOR REGIONAL JAILS
7/03/1985 C021 MEIERHENRY OFFERS REWARD FOR RADIO VANDALS
7/06/1985 C021 MEIERHENRY WANTS BETTER-WRITTEN INITIATED LAWS
7/23/1985 B051 MEIERHENRY STILL WANTS REGIONAL JAILS
7/27/1985 C015 BRADLEY WANTS APOLOGY FOR MEIERHENRY JOKE
7/28/1985 C015 MEIERHENRY'S JOKE FELL FLAT
7/30/1985 C015 ^MEIERHENRY WON'T APOLOGIZE FOR NEW JERSEY JOKE
7/31/1985 A081 MEIERHENRY SHOULD SAY HE'S SORRY (ED)
8/01/1985 A081 KPUBLIC OPINIONS ON MARK MEIERHENRY'S JOKING
8/01/1985 A083 MEIERHENRY REMARK APPALLING (L)
8/06/1985 A081 MEIERHENRY'S POINT LOST IN CONTROVERSY (L)
8/10/1985 A105 NO APOLOGY IS NECESSARY (L)
8/12/1985 A063 MAYBE HE'D LIKE JOB AS ENVOY (L)
8/17/1985 coil 36STATE FILES SUIT OVER WATER RIGHTS
9/08/1985 C021 MEIERHENRY TO TELL PLANS IN JANUARY
9/17/1985 coil MEIERHENRY RENEWS PLEA FOR REGIONAL JAILS
9/20/1985 C012 MEIERHENRY LIMITS TRIBAL LOTTERY SALES
10/12/1985 AlOl XOFFERS A SOUND IDEA TO HELP STATE
10/25/1985 B035 DAKTOAS ATTORNEYS GENERAL ROAST EACH OTHER
12/10/1985 A012 KMEIERHENRY DOESN'T BUY INSURANCE PLAN
12/13/1985 A015 ^MEIERHENRY GETS TOUGH ON CHILD SUPPORT
12/13/1985 coil INSURANCE PROBE BEGINS
12/17/1985 C015 MEIERHENRY FILES COMPLAINT OVER INSURANCE
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12/20/1985 AQ8I RIDICULING PARENTS NOT BEST WAY TO HELP KIDS (ED)
I/G7/I986 CG3A JANKLOW, MEIERHENRY AT ODDS IN COURT
I/G7/I986 CG55 BILL COULD HELP COUNTY JAILS
2/G2/I986 AGI5 PLANS CRACKDOWN ON BIDDING PRACTICES
2/27/1986 CG2I MEIERHENRY TO SAY WHETHER HE WILL RUN AGAIN
2/28/1986 AGIA KMEIERHENRY, LAWMAKER ASSAIL JANKLOW PLAN
3/I3/I986 BGI5 BACK INJURY HOSPITALIZES ATTORNEY GENERAL
3/2A/I986 AGI2 KLAW MAY DETOUR HIGHWAY DOLLARS
3/27/1986 BGI5 MEIERHENRY TO ANNOUNCE POLITICAL PLANS FRIDAY
3/29/1986 AGI2 ^MEIERHENRY WON'T SEEK RE-ELECTION
A/23/1986 BG35 BE WARY OF VACATION SCAMS
A/25/1986 CG2I PROCTER & GAMBLE RUMORS UNTRUE
5/I5/I986 CGIA MEIERHENRY--BELL NOT FIT
5/25/1986 AG8A MEIERHENRY REMARK OFF BASE (L)
5/28/1986 AG83 IGNORE OFFICIAL'S CRITICISM (L)
6/GI/I986 AIG3 LETTER WRITER HAS TROUBLE WITH FACTS (L)
8/I6/I986 CGII MEIERHENRY OFFERS HELP FOR DRUG FIGHT
8/28/1986 CGI5 MEIERHENRY RAPS AGENCY'S LEASE OF LOCAL-BUILDING.
9/2I/I986 CG21 MEIERHENRY OK NEEDED IN SEX CASE
1G/G8/I986 BGI2 MEIERHENRY INJECTS HUMOR INTO DRUG ISSUE
IG/25/I986 CGAI MEIERHENRY--EX-COMPANY OWES STATE $IG,GGG
I2/G2/I986 AGI5 DRINKING AGE CASE GOES TO HIGH COURT
I2/2A/I986 BGI2 KTELLINGHUISEN TO ARGUE CASE ON DRINKING AGE
I/GI/I987 AGIA *MEIERHENRY STARTS FROM SCRATCH
I/GA/I987 AGI5 ^MEIERHENRY LOOKS BACK ON YEARS IN COURT
I/G6/1987 AGAl *SOUTH DAKOTA LOSES A GOOD CHIEF LAWYER
I/I3/I987 CG12 ^JUSTICES HEAR REUTTER APPEAL
A/22/1987 BGll MEIERHENRY OPENS LAW OFFICE IN CITY
lG/GA/1987 CG13 SF MEN GAIN 'GOOD GUY' AWARDS
12/29/1989 B012 *THE '8G'S-DECADE IN REVIEW
2/II/199G A112 MEIERHENRY MISLEADING (L)
2/27/199G AG15 3€FAIRVIEW TRIAL PITS 2 OF LAW'S BEST
IG/I9/I99G AG8A 'YES' VOTE WILL HELP MEIERHENRY GRASP LAW (L)
IG/I9/I990 BGII WELL DONE, MARK
II/I8/I99G EGII EX-ATTORNEY GENERAL WILL ANALYZE ELECTION
I/I9/I99I AIGI DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
5/I6/I98A BGI2 5€MEINEN'S ROLL DOWN THE TRACK
5/2A/I983 CG33 *MEINHARDT'S INVOLVEMENT IN PEACE MOVEMENT
1/28/198A BGIA ANTI-NUCLEAR LEADER ATTACKS TACTICS
2/12/198A AGAI *KEY PLAYERS IN NUCLEAR WASTE SITE DUMP
9/19/198^ DG12 FORUM MAY NOT BE EXPANDED
IG/27/1985 AG93 360PP0NENTS KNOW EACH OTHER WELL
11/13/1985 AG42 SfSOUTH DAKOTA SPEAKS
I/G2/1986 CGII ANY OUT-OF-STATE WASTE DUMP OK
A/3G/I989 FG12 *NURSE TAKES ROLE OF HELPER
9/IA/I992 BGI2 ^HIGHWAY I6A IS FAVORITE OF COUNTY ROADS CHIEF
12/16/1987 B0I2 XTRIBAL CHAIRMAN FIGHTS BILL
A/17/1992 CG2I COMMERCIAL INSPECTION DIRECTOR TO RETIRE
8/16/1987 A083 DECISION RELIEVES HOUSE CANDIDATES
2/G2/1592 F012 3€MUSIC OUTLIVES COLD WAR
12/07/1982 C0I3 SD MAN HAS PLAN TO INCREASE FARM PRICES
I/G3/I983 CGII SON'S DEATH SPURS FARMER TO ORGANIZE PROTEST
2/12/198A CG8I FARM ACTIVIST--FMHA DOES POOR JOB
8/22/I99I CGI2 COUP REMINDS REFUGEE OF HIS TANK RIDE TO FREEDOM
I2/3G/I98A AGIA *A NEW HEART, A NEW LIFE
IG/IG/I99I AG12 AFTER 7 YEARS, HEART RECIPIENT DIES
IG/IG/I991 CG2I HEART TRANSPLANT RECIPIENT DIES AT 37
6/28/1992 AG7A WIFE SAYS HUSBAND SERVED BOARD WELL (L)
7/G1/1992 DGI2 GRACING THE FAMILY CAR
5/G1/I988 NG33 (SEC AA) ^POLITICAL SAVVY MADE SD A STATE
A/30/1989 AAll JCGOVERNOR'S DEDICATION COST DEARLY
5/IA/I989 FOll 3(FATE PLAGUED THE GOVERNOR OF NEW STATE
7/03/1989 B0I5 KGOP HAS DOMINATED STATE POLITICS
10/01/1989 coil WATERTOWN EVENTS WILL HONOR MELLETTE
11/02/1989 CGIA ACTIVITIES IN HOMETOWN OF 1889
9/26/1990 coil STATE LIKELY FINDS 2ND ILLEGAL DUMP
9/27/1990 coil 2ND MELLETTE COUNTY DUMP SITE CONFIRMED
5/02/1982 A02I (RETAIL)53 YEARS OF CUTTING HAIR-TOO YOUNG TO RETIRE
A/20/1987 A0I2 KWHAT COLTON DOESN'T HAVE, IT DOESN'T WANT
5/07/I98A B0I3 KFAMILY AND FRIENDS THANKFUL FOR ORPHA
8/07/1989 B0I5 3€SI0UX FALLS WILL MISS LONGTIME VOLUNTEER
I/20/I983 BOll 5CSISTER GIVES UP KIDNEY SO BROTHER CAN LIVE NORMAL
I1/I7/I99I E032 56BARBER TRAVELS AT A GOOD CLIP
9/I8/I985 A012 *DON'T TRY IT UNTIL YOU KNOCK IT
9/I7/I986 coil KFORESTBURG MELONS STILL TOP-SEEDED
6/21/1989 B012 XFORESTBURG GROWERS TAKE A SLICE OF MARKET
8/22/1989 C0I2 KMELON-CHOLY MORNING
8/28/1989 A0I3 *MANY WANT PIECE OF TOWN'S MELONS
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9/0^/1990 C012 KMELON-GROWING ROOTED IN TRADITION
9/09/1992 BG75 TAKES TOLL ON AREA'S WATERMELON CROP
9/1A/1992 BG22 COLD WEATHER HURTS MELONS
2/26/1987 BG31 *HUSKER COACH RECALLS GREATEST GAME EVER
11/G8/1982 CG12 *CHIP MELVIN CONTINUES SD COWBOY TRADITION
SEE ARTS-BR
5/16/1991 CG12 ^DUMPED MOTOR OIL PLAGUES MADISON
1/28/1982 DG6A VETS FIGHT BILL TO CHANGE DATE
1/29/1982 CG21 MONDAY MEMORIAL DAY ENHANCES OBSERV (ED)
1/3G/1982 CG31 BILL TO CHANGE MEMORIAL DAY KILLED
A/23/1982 CG21 SCHOOL DAY ON MAY 31
A/25/1982 BG35 LET JANKLOW PROCLAIM MAY 31 HOLIDAY (L)
5/G1/1982 CG2A VETERANS NOT TO BLAME FOR MAY 31 SCHOOL DATE
5/13/1982 DGll JANKLOW WON'T MAKE MAY 31 A SD HOLIDAY
5/28/1982 CG21 SURVIVE THE HOLIDAY (ED)
5/28/1982 CG31 CANDIDATE WANTS MONDAY OBSERVANCE
5/29/1982 BG21 REMEMBER SACRIFICES OF AMERICAN WAR DEAD (ED)
5/3G/1982 BGll TODAY IS OFFICIALLY MEMORIAL DAY
5/31/1982 BGll *DASCHLE--NAMELESS HEROES MUST BE HONORED
6/G1/1982 CGll HOLIDAY CROWDS ENCOURAGE OWNERS
6/GI/1982 CGA5 STATE WORKERS ON JOB AS OTHERS TAKE HOLIDAY
8/GA/1982 CG13 KO'CONNOR INTRODUCED MEMORIAL DAY MEASURE
1/25/1983 BG61 STATE COULD GET AN EXTRA HOLIDAY
2/G2/1983 DG21 MONDAY MEMORIAL DAY BETTER FOR THE PUBLIC (ED)
2/G2/1983 DG^l HOUSE CONSIDERS CHANGE IN HOLIDAY
2/G3/1983 CG51 EXTRA HOLIDAY OK'D FOR MEMORIAL DAY
2/24/1983 CG42 PANEL OKS EXTRA MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND HOLIDAY
5/27/1983 CG25 MEMORIAL DAY IS TIME TO SHOW DEBT (L)
5/31/1983 CG12 COOK WEEKEND DIDN'T DAMPEN BUSINESS
5/31/1983 CG12 *PRESSLER--KEEP STRONG NATIONAL DEFENSE
5/21/1984 CG43 MEMORIAL DAY CONFUSION MAY HURT TRAVEL
5/25/1984 CG31 MEMORIAL DAY LIQUOR LAW CONFUSES DEALER
5/25/1984 CG41 HOLIDAY ROAD TOLL COUNT BEGINS AT 6 TONIGHT
5/28/1984 AG12 XA COLD, WET MEMORIAL WEEKEND
5/28/1984 CG12 DAY FOR REMEMBERING VETERANS
5/28/1984 CG21 FREEDOM BUILT ON VETERANS' SACRIFICES (ED)
5/29/1984 AG15 SCHOOLS REPORT HIGH ABSENTEEISM MONDAY
5/3G/1984 DG41 TO RESTORE MONDAY MEMORIAL DAY
5/3G/1984 DG41 NO TRAFFIC DEATHS OCCUR DURING HOLIDAY WEEKEND
5/3G/1984 DG41 ONE STATE OFFICE WILL REMAIN OPEN TODAY
5/31/1984 AG12 ^SERVICE SETS SOLEMN MOOD
5/31/1984 C021 LET'S END CONFUSION OF TWO MEMORIAL DAYS (ED)
6/G3/1984 AG13 XD-DAY
6/G4/1984 CG21 LET'S HONOR VETS ON THE 3GTH (L)
1/26/1985 CGll VETERANS PLEAD CASE FOR MEMORIAL DAY HOLIDAY
1/3G/1985 DG45 PANEL DEFEATS BILL CHANGING MEMORIAL DAY
2/G7/1985 AG81 MEMORIAL DAY MESS (ED)
2/G8/1985 CGll KSENATE KEEPS MEMORIAL DAY MEASURE ALIVE
2/12/1985 BGll SENATE DEFEATS MEMORIAL DAY LEGISLATION
2/17/1985 A113 MEMORIAL DAY BELONGS MAY 3G (L)
2/22/1985 AG81 HOLIDAY DATE IS A PROBLEM (L)
2/28/1985 AG61 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS
3/G3/1985 CG43 ISSUE FAILS TO MAKE BALLOT
3/G6/1985 AlGl TO FIX STATE'S HOLIDAY MESS (ED)
3/23/1985 CG35 WORKERS WANT TO CELEBRATE LIKE OTHER FOLKS
3/26/1985 BG14 VETERANS FIGHT CITY HALL'S PLAN
3/29/1985 AG81 CITY RIGHT TO OBSERVE MEMORIAL DAY MAY 3G (L)
3/3G/1985 CG31 STATE'S VOTERS MAY DECIDE MEMORIAL DAY ISSUE
3/31/1985 AlGl VETERANS WASTING TIME FIGHTING OVER HOLIDAY (ED)
4/G2/1985 AG15 TO MOVE MEMORIAL DAY OBSERVANCE
4/G3/1985 AG15 VETERANS STUNG BY HOLIDAY SWITCH
4/G4/1985 AG81 COUNTY MAKES RIGHT DECISION WRONG WAY (ED)
4/17/1985 BG31 COUNTY ON MEMORIAL DAY CHANGE
4/24/1985 AG81 EVERY DAY MEMORIAL DAY (L)
5/G1/1985 AG82 KTHE MEANING OF HOLIDAYS
5/G8/1985 AG81 MONEY VALUED ABOVE LIVES (L)
5/11/1985 CG21 MEMORIAL DAY PETITION MAKES ROUNDS
5/14/1985 AlGl MEMORIAL DAY DATE IS ROOTED IN HISTORY (L)
5/14/1985 BG42 CANTON BUSINESSES BUY MEMORIAL DAY FLAGS
5/16/1985 CGll POST OFFICE TO ALTER SCHEDULE MEMORIAL DAY
5/17/1985 CG22 LAWMAKERS--JOIN NATION ON HOLIDAY
5/24/1985 BGll MEMORIAL DAY CROWD AT CAMPGROUNDS AND LAKES
5/26/1985 AG12 *FOREVER LOST, BUT MEMORY REMAINS
5/27/1985 AlGl DON'T BLUR HOLIDAY'S MEANING (ED)
5/28/1985 AG12 *IN MEMORY OF OUR DEAD
5/28/1985 A1G2 LEAVE HOLIDAY ON MAY 3G (L)
5/28/1985 CGll VOTERS MIGHT RESOLVE MEMORIAL DAY BATTLE
5/28/1985 CGll STATE PATROL EMPHASIZED THREE-DAY WEEKEND
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5/28/1985 C041 ^eMEMORIAL WEEKEND 1985
5/31/1985 coil ^MEMORIAL DAY CROWD VOWS NEVER TO FORGET
6/11/1985 A102 HOLIDAY WAS ELECTION FACTOR (L)
2/07/1986 C022 PETITIONS CALL FOR MEMORIAL DAY VOTE
2/12/1986 BOll VOTERS WILL DECIDE ON MEMORIAL DAY
5/23/1986 C031 CELEBRATIONS TO HONOR THEIR WAR DEAD
5/2A/1986 A082 DON'T FORGET TO PAY TRIBUTE (YEAGER)
5/24/1986 coil CHEAP GASOLINE FUELS TRAVELERS
5/25/1986 A012 3CMEM0R1AL REFLECTS LOSSES
5/25/1986 A081 LEAVE HOLIDAY WHERE IT IS CD
5/25/1986 C013 SPLIT HOLIDAY REKINDLES CONTROVERSY
5/26/1986 A081 DON'T LET CONFUSION SPOIL MEMORIAL DAY (ED)
5/26/1986 B013 REMEMBER TO HELP THE LIVING
5/29/1986 AlOl ^PUBLIC OPINIONS ON MEMORIAL DAY
5/31/1986 A012 SD HONORS ITS WAR DEAD
5/31/1986 C013 KVETS PAY TRIBUTE TO FALLEN SOLDIERS
6/01/1986 A104 RESOLVE MEMORIAL DAY ISSUE CD
6/02/1986 A063 STATE SHOULD LEAVE HOLIDAY WHERE IT IS (L)
6/02/1986 A063 REMEMBER HOLIDAY MEANING (L)
6/03/1986 A061 SPLIT HOLIDAY CAUSES (ED)
6/05/1986 A081 WHAT MEMORIAL DAY IS ABOUT (L)
6/10/1986 A061 LET'S KEEP HOLIDAY PRIORITIES STRAIGHT (L)
6/17/1986 A062 WEEKEND HOLIDAY SENSIBLE (L)
6/21/1986 A081 DAY MEANT FOR REMEMBERING THOSE (L)
6/30/1986 A081 SPLIT HOLIDAY CAUSING CHAOS IN SD (ED)
10/02/1986 coil MEMORIAL DAY GROUP NAMES 2 OFFICERS
10/03/1986 coil MOST FAVOR SAME MEMORIAL DAY
10/05/1986 A112 VOTE AGAINST MOVING HOLIDAY (L)
10/11/1986 coil STATE EMPLOYEES FOR HOLIDAY CHANGE
10/14/1986 A083 LEAVE HOLIDAY ON MAY 30 (L)
10/22/1986 A083 HOLIDAY OBSERVED MAY 30 (L)
10/23/1986 C025 HOLIDAY ISSUE PITS TRADITION, UNIFORMITY
10/24/1986 A083 STATE NEEDS ONE MEMORIAL DAY (L)
10/26/1986 A081 BALLOT ISSUES MERIT VOTER'S APPROVAL (ED)
10/26/1986 A095 VOTE FOR UNIFIED OBSERVANCE (L)
10/26/1986 C014 VOTERS TO SAY YES OR NO ON FOUR BALLOT ISSUES
10/27/1986 A062 VOTE AGAINST MOVING HOLIDAY (L)
10/28/1986 A103 FACTS DON'T BACK ARGUMENTS (L)
10/31/1986 A083 DON'T CHANGE MEMORIAL DAY (L)
11/01/1986 C041 MOST SD VETERANS WANT NEW HOLIDAY
11/01/1986 C041 GROUPS FAVOR CHANGING DATE OF MEMORIAL DAY
11/05/1986 C014 KEEP MAY 30 MEMORIAL DAY
11/07/1986 A081 BALLOT ISSUES--LOOSE ENDS TO TIE UP (ED)
11/28/1986 A081 POLITICKING TWISTS THE ISSUE (L)
5/10/1987 A113 VOTE DIDN'T CHANGE HISTORY (L)
5/21/1987 A012 ^MARKING THE DAY
5/21/1987 C012 VETERANS ACCEPT ONE MEMORIAL DAY
5/23/1987 C012 COMMUNITIES REMEMBER WITH MEMORIAL DAY EVENTS
5/25/1987 A081 BACK IN STEP WITH THE NATION (ED)
5/26/1987 A012 *SD REMEMBERS ITS VETERANS
5/26/1987 C012 *IN STEP WITH THE NATION
5/27/1987 B033 ^TRAFFIC DEATHS ON MEMORIAL DAY
6/05/1987 A084 MEMORIAL DAY HOLIDAY WRONG (L)
5/22/1988 C033 HIGHER GAS PRICES FOR MEMORIAL DAY
5/27/1988 A012 GAS PRICES, MERCURY HIGH FOR HOLIDAY
5/28/1988 AOll CITY EVENT SET FOR MEMORIAL DAY
5/30/1988 AOll OFFICES CLOSED FOR MEMORIAL DAY
5/30/1988 A081 36WAR WAS MISTAKE (ED)
5/30/1988 A083 BABY BOOMERS HAVE HEALED WOUNDS
6/16/1988 A083 AREA CHORUSES PRAISED FOR NY PERFORMANCES (L)
5/27/1989 C012 PRESIDENTS PAY TRIBUTE TO WAR DEAD
5/27/1989 C013 BANKS, SCHOOLS CLOSE FOR HOLIDAY
5/30/1989 A012 PCITY SALUTES THOSE WHO SERVED
5/26/1990 C015 HANDFUL OF EVENTS SET FOR MEMORIAL DAY
5/27/1990 A012 ^LEGACIES OF LIFE
5/28/1990 AOll PA DAY TO REMEMBER
5/28/1990 A081 PAUSE TO HONOR ALL WHO HAVE DIED (ED)
5/29/1990 B012 PVETERAN GETS BELATED AWARD
5/05/1991 A096 A TIME TO LOOK BACK, AHEAD (L)
5/26/1991 C015 LOCAL COMMUNITIES PLAN MEMORIAL DAY SERVICES
5/26/1991 C022 OFFICIALS RECORDING HOLIDAY ACCIDENTS
5/27/1991 AlOl HOLIDAY A REMINDER OF NATIONAL PRINCIPLE (ED)
5/28/1991 C012 POLD SOLDIERS, OTHERS OFFER SALUTE
5/20/1992 coil JOHNSON TO ATTEND MEMORIAL DAY EVENTS
5/21/1992 C021 BLACK HILLS CEMETERY PLANS MEMORIAL DAY PROGRAMS
5/23/1992 A013 PTRUE COLORS
5/23/1992 DOll HOLIDAY TO HALT MAIL, BUS SERVICE
5/24/1992 FOll MEMORIAL DAY EVENTS PLANNED IN SF
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5/2<»/1992 F022 MEMORIAL DAY SERVICES DOT REGION
5/25/1992 AlOl 2 WOMEN'S STORIES WORTH NOTING TODAY (ED)
5/25/1992 coil VETERANS PROGRAM, MASS PART OF EVENTS
5/26/1992 C012 KWAGON TRAIN SETS MOODS FOR RIDE
5/0^/1991 CG12 STUDENT GARDEN TO HONOR CLASSMATES
5/21/1991 A012 ^MEMORIAL PARK DEDICATED
9/01/1992 D012 5fOH, JUST FORGET IT
9/01/1992 D033 FORGETFULNESS CAN SIGNAL PROBLEMS
8/20/1986 D012 *EX-LUVERNE COACH STILL ENJOYS FOOTBALL FLARE
3/16/1990 B012 *TOWN IS RIGHT SIZE, ARTIST SAYS
1/07/1990 A063 *SINS OF H L MENCKEN
5/30/1987 B012 5fONIDA FARMBOY SET TRACK RECORD BOOK ABLAZE
5/07/1989 BOll *1926 MEET PUT ONIDA SCHOOLBOY TO GLORY
12/28/1987 C031 MENDOZA FACES NEW CHALLENGE
10/20/1990 coil TAKINI TEACHER NAMED TOP INDIAN EDUCATOR
6/23/1985 A081 A PASSION FOR JUSTICE (ED)
11/17/1982 coil *EARLY DIAGNOSIS CAN MEAN LIFE OR DEATH
A/03/1987 coil MENINGITIS CASES PROMPT WARNING
2/15/198A C071 39-YEAR MARRIAGE IS BUILT ON LOVE
3/10/1991 E032 MONEY TO HELP REBUILD DAM
3/28/1988 AOll ^CELEBRATES HERITAGE OF FREE MEN
3/11/1983 coil MENNONITE PLAN HAS OFFENDERS MEETING VICTIMS
10/2A/1985 A095 MENNONITES HAVE CHRISTMAS FAIR
9/2A/1987 B053 MENNONITES SPONSOR RELIEF SALE S AUCTION
9/29/1987 coil SALE RAISES FUNDS FOR RELIEF AGENCIES
10/03/1987 A09A RELIEF SALE IMPRESSES CITY MAN (L)
10/22/1988 A091 RELIEF SALE HELPS WORLD'S NEEDY
1/16/1989 C015 RISKED COURT-MARTIAL TO AVOID HYPOCRISY
12/03/1989 EOIA VOLUNTEERS TO HELP CARVE UP DONATIONS
12/29/1989 C012 *A WORLDLY CRAFT OUTLET
8/21/1990 coil MENNONITE AUCTION IS FRIDAY, SATURDAY
8/25/1991 E015 MINN-KOTA RELIEF SALE GATHERS AID FOR NEEDY
3/09/1992 C012 HOPE FOOD BUILDS BOND WITH RUSSIANS
7/23/1992 D021 STUDY WOMEN'S RIGHTS, CHART FUTURE
12/28/1991 A083 *MENOMINEE LEADER OFFERS BEST
8/13/1990 A052 *CHANGE OF LIFE PILL
5/06/1983 C035 HIGH IQ GROUP SCHEDULES PROGRAMS
6/09/1983 B052 SOUTH DAKOTA MENSA FEATURES WEIL
9/19/1986 C022 MENSA GROUP WILL CONDUCT TEST
9/19/1986 C022 MENSA GROUP WILL CONDUCT TEST
1/02/1987 C021 QUALIFYING TEST FOR HIGH IQ SOCIETY SCHEDULED
2/05/1987 A112 MENSA TEST TO BE GIVEN FEB 21
<4/09/1987 B051 QUALIFYING TEST FOR MENSA APRIL 18
7/11/1987 con MENSA IQ TEST TO BE GIVEN JULY 18
7/21/1987 A052 *TEST SEPARATES THE MENSANS
8/21/1987 B051 CATCHING THE BRAIN WAVE
10/07/1987 BOll MENSA QUALIFYING TEST SET FOR SATURDAY
11/12/1987 B051 MENSA TO CONDUCT QUALIFYING TESTS
3/1A/1991 B061 MENSA TESTING
8/06/198<4 C031 *LOCAL COUPLE HAS GONE TO THE BIRDS
2/1A/1982 D021 COPING WITH MENTAL ILLNESS IN THE FAMILY
3/01/1982 C021 MENTAL PATIENTS LESS INCLINED TO VIOLENCE (ED)
5/05/1982 con UNZICKER STATE FORGOT US IN BUDGET
5/11/1982 B0A2 MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM SHIFTED
5/12/1982 C051 STATE WON'T FUND MENTAL HEALTH PROJECT
5/20/1982 D015 ATTEMPTED MURDER CHARGES AGAINST SF MAN DROPPED
6/15/1982 B05A MENTAL HEALTH GROUP DENIED STATE AID
6/20/1982 B021 ADVOCACY NECESSARY FOR MENTAL HEALTH (L)
6/22/1982 B023 *UNZICKER ASKS BEAN WHY ADVOCACY PROJECT CUT
6/27/1982 C071 50 REDFIELD HOSPITAL PATIENTS EXPECTED TO MOVE
7/13/1982 A094 RURAL MENTAL HEALTH LEADER ELECTED
7/29/1982 B055 ANOREXIA NERVOSA SUPPORT GROUP
10/05/1982 A095 MENTAL HEALTH OFFICERS NAMED
10/21/1982 B073 MENTAL HEALTH CENTER HOSTS CLINIC
12/17/1982 B023 ^HOLIDAY CHEER HEIGHTENS DEPRESSION
1/05/1983 CllA FISCHER RECEIVES MENTAL HEALTH AWARD
I/06/I983 C041 SD STATE BAR FOR INSANITY DEFENSE
1/19/1983 D021 APPLAUDS AUGUSTANA FOR MENTAL HEALTH CLASS (L)
1/20/1983 C023 PLACEMENT OF RETARDED--LEFT TO PROFESSIONALS (L)
2/08/1983 A012 STUDENTS CRITICIZE MENTAL HEALTH BOARD CONDUCT
2/09/1983 con MENTAL HEALTH BOARD CHANGES WERE COMING ANYWAY
2/09/1983 C051 GUILTY BUT MENTALLY ILL PASSES SENATE
2/10/1983 A024 STATE MOVING PATIENTS TOO SOON
2/12/1983 C024 MENTAL HEALTH BOARD QUICK ON COMMITTAL (L)
2/24/1983 A023 LEGISLATORS SAY COMMUNITY FACILITIES MAY BE BEST
3/09/1983 con COMMISSION MAY SET 2-YEAR TERM
4/26/1983 C051 DISABLED MAN'S CLUB FIGHTS LONELINESS
5/01/1983 C071 MENTAL HEALTH GROUP SPONSORING SEMINAR
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5/08/1983 B051 FORMER PATIENTS SAY SYSTEM IS DEHUMANIZING
6/11/1983 B03A *FEAR--A PROBLEM BEHIND MENTAL ILLNESS
7/1A/1983 BGll YOUNGSTERS COPE WITH STRESS BY HURTING THEMSELVES
7/2A/1983 D021 HELP AND WHERE TO GET IT
8/10/1983 C016 BOARD STUDIES PLANS TO HOUSE MENTALLY ILL
8/23/1983 A071 *JOB STRESS--WHEN WORK IS ENDURED
10/11/1983 COAl A LOOK AT MENTAL HEALTH OF INDIAN CHILDREN
ll/lA/1983 A095 GROUP ASKS NOMINEES FOR AWARD
12/18/1983 C071 MENTAL RETARDATION ASSOCIATION ELECTS PRESIDENT
1/10/198A A075 ROWE SELECTED EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
1/2A/198A A071 *BELIEVES BEST THERAPY IS CARE
7/08/198A C0A5 ABERDEEN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER WINS AWARD
12/12/1984 D021 IMPROVE MENTAL HEALTH CARE (L)
5/31/1985 Alll SF NATIVE IS GUEST ON 'DONAHUE' SHOW
7/03/1985 B012 SYSTEM IGNORES THE PERSON MOST INVOLVED
8/25/1985 C013 HOSPITAL, COUNTY THROW OUT FARM LIFELINE
9/12/1985 C013 STRESS MEETING DRAWS FEW STRIKERS
10/08/1985 C021 STRESS MANAGEMENT SEMINAR SET FOR FAMILIES
11/14/1985 B012 HEAD OF MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC QUITS
1/26/1986 A015 KCOACH REBOUNDS FROM MENTAL ILLNESS
1/28/1986 A074 MENTAL HEALTH OFFICERS ANNOUNCED (L)
2/18/1986 C012 CLASS TEACHES HOW TO TAKE CONTROL
3/24/1986 BOll MENTAL HEALTH CARE POOR IN STATE
7/10/1986 C021 GROUP CRITICIZES SD MENTAL CARE
7/12/1986 coil AREA LAWMAKER PICKED FOR MENTAL HEALTH PANEL
7/15/1986 A081 MORE OF SAME NOT ANSWER (L)
7/22/1986 A081 COALITION OFFERS HELP (L)
8/11/1986 A063 *MENTAL ILLNESSES TOUCH EVERYONE
8/23/1986 A092 BURLINGTON SUPPORT APPRECIATED CD
8/24/1986 Alll HELP MENTAL ILLNESS RESEARCH CD
8/28/1986 C021 TEACHERS TOLD TO STRESS RESPONSIBILITY
10/11/1986 A102 AWARENESS BEGINS RECOVERY CD
11/06/1986 BOll SOUTHEASTERN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
1/26/1987 A083 REACH HELPS DEAL CD
2/07/1987 A052 SOUTH DAKOTANS HAVE LEAST STRESS
2/13/1987 A121 RELAX, YOU'RE IN SOUTH DAKOTA CED)
2/16/1987 A061 TO KEEP ADOLESCENT MENTAL HEALTH UNITS
2/22/1987 E015 TEEN SUICIDE
3/02/1987 B035 ADVOCACY PANEL HAS PUBLIC MEETING
3/08/1987 C014 TO CURE MENTAL HEALTH SYSTEM
4/02/1987 B014 KLOCAL WOMAN TO APPEAR ON 'OPRAH'
4/27/1987 A071 MENTAL HEALTH HELP GUIDE AVAILABLE
5/21/1987 B012 ^PROGRAM WORKS FOR MENTALLY ILL
7/10/1987 C023 INMATES NEED MENTAL CARE
9/26/1987 A052 HIGH ACHIEVERS IN SUPERWOMAN COMPLEX
9/29/1987 C043 MENTAL HEALTH OFFICIALS OFFER OPTION
9/30/1987 C092 UNZICKER HONORED BY MAGAZINE
12/21/1987 coil MENTAL HEALTH GROUP TO HAVE MEETING
12/28/1987 A052 *FIGHT POST-HOLIDAY DEPRESSION
12/29/1987 C021 PLANS RURAL MENTAL HEALTH SURVEY
1/23/1988 A052 COPING WITH THE COLD
2/26/1988 C021 SCHOOL DISTRICT DEVELOPING TEAM
3/29/1988 A073 ORGANIZATION ELECTS OFFICERS
5/31/1988 A081 CAMPAIGN IS WORTHY OF SUPPORT CED)
6/20/1988 A072 3€FEAR CLUTCHES SUFFERERS OF PANIC DISORDER
6/27/1988 A104 ALLIANCE FAVORS CHANGE CD
6/29/1988 BOll HOUSING PROVIDED FOR MENTALLY ILL
7/04/1988 A071 SEMHC RECEIVES GRANT TO CREATE AWARENESS
7/16/1988 A081 ^FITTING INTO SOCIETY BIGGEST TRAUMA
8/26/1988 A081 AGENCY IS ANXIOUS TO AID RURAL AREAS CD
9/14/1988 A012 STATE OF CARE IN SD AILING
9/15/1988 C015 MENTAL HEALTH CARE NEEDS TO BE REORGANIZED
9/21/1988 A102 PLAN BENEFITS MENTALLY ILL CD
9/22/1988 A061 MENTAL HEALTH SURVEY CREDIBILITY QUESTIONED CD
9/22/1988 coil OFFICIAL DEFENDS MENTAL HEALTH CARE
9/23/1988 A082 HEALTH REPORT INSULTING CD
9/25/1988 Alll MENTAL HEALTH CENTERS DO WELL WITH LITTLE CASH CD
10/03/1988 A081 MENTALLY ILL HEALTH CARE PROGRESS NEEDED CD
10/04/1988 Aid MEDIA DO DISSERVICE TO STATE'S SYSTEM
10/08/1988 AlOl TRIES TO BETTER LIVES OF MENTALLY ILL CD
11/18/1988 A061 FOLLOW-UP CARE FOR MENTAL PATIENTS
11/27/1988 DOll SEMINAR OFFERS TIPS ON MENTAL ATTITUDE
1/09/1989 coil 6-PART WORKSHOP TO BEGIN TUESDAY
1/20/1989 C012 *WOMAN ADVOCATES RIGHTS OF MENTAL PATIENTS
3/14/1989 C014 MENTAL HEALTH AGENCY RECEIVES BLOCK GRANT
3/22/1989 C015 LOCAL MENTAL HEALTH ORGANIZATION EYES SITE
4/30/1989 DD06 BRINGS CHANGE TO MENTAL HEALTH CARE
6/26/1989 A072 3CSURVIVING SUICIDE
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7/20/1989 coil COUNTY RECEIVES GRANT FOR CENTER
7/22/1989 AOAl ^COUNSELORS TURN ATTENTION TO WEARY RESCUERS
8/24/1989 A012 REMARKS ON WOLLMANN IRK ADVOCATES
8/26/1989 C041 MENTAL HEALTH CARE FALLS SHORT, LEGISLATORS TOLD
10/03/1989 B062 *MENTAL HEALTH CENTER BUYS FORMER RESTAURANT
11/09/1989 C015 *MENTAL HEALTH CENTER OPENS
12/01/1989 C012 WOLLMANN MOVED BACK TO YANKTON
1/29/1990 B014 CONFERENCE TO TEACH TEEN AID
1/30/1990 A055 THERAPY SHEDS LIGHT ON WINTERTIME BLUES
5/23/1990 C012 KDEPOT SERVES MENTAL HEALTH HOUSING
6/07/1990 coil MENTAL HEALTH CARE TOPIC OF HEARING
8/31/1990 coil SD MENTAL HEALTH LAWS TO BE DISCUSSED
9/06/1990 C014 PROGRAM GAINING NATIONAL ATTENTION
9/12/1990 C012 REPORT--MENTAL HEALTH CARE TROUBLED
9/16/1990 C034 MENTAL HEALTH REPORTS SIMILAR, OFFICIAL SAYS
9/19/1990 A103 *SOUTHEASTERN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER USES
9/20/1990 A105 MENTAL HEALTH CENTERS NEED MORE FUNDING (L)
9/26/1990 A082 MENTAL HEALTH CENTER LACKS SUFFICIENT FUNDS (L)
9/28/1990 A113 MENTAL HEALTH CARE LIMITED BY FUNDING (L)
10/15/1990 B031 MENTAL HEALTH AGENCY TO HOLD PUBLIC HEARING
10/20/1990 C032 MENTAL HEALTH PANEL TO DISCUSS LAW CHANGE
2/18/1991 C033 APRIL 30 DEADLINE FOR AGENCY GRANTS
5/12/1991 coil SPEAKER TO ADDRESS HEALTH-CARE ISSUE
10/17/1991 NOll 3CMIND, BODY, AND SPIRIT
11/08/1991 coil CONSULTANTS TO ASSESS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
12/12/1991 C021 AURORA COUNTY GETS GRANT FOR HEALTH CLINIC
12/28/1991 C031 MENTAL HEALTH SYSTEM STUDY TO BE DELAYED
1/16/1992 C016 MENTAL HEALTH UNIT OPENING TO BE DELAYED
4/20/1992 B022 CENTER OFFERS PROGRAM FOR GAMBLING ADDICTS
8/24/1992 A012 DEMAND RISING FOR MENTAL HEALTH CARE
8/24/1992 A021 STATE MENTAL HEALTH SPENDING UP
11/09/1992 A012 36COUNSELING HELPS KIDS COPE IN •90S
11/09/1992 A051 9€PR0GRAM LINKS TROUBLED TEENS WITH 'HELPERS'
11/14/1992 B022 MONEY WOES SNAG PROPOSED CENTER
12/02/1992 B012 *OFFICIALS RAP PRISON'S MENTAL HEALTH CARE
12/19/1992 A052 36MERRY STRESSMAS
9/24/1986 B015 WOMAN INJURED AFTER JUMPING FROM APARTMENT
12/03/1986 B025 NEW PLAN--MENTAL PATIENTS TO HOSPITAL FIRST
3/28/1988 A071 NEW GROUP SUPPORTS MENTALLY ILL
1/29/1989 C012 PROGRAM GROOMS MENTALLY ILL FOR LIFE IN COMMUNITY
6/27/1989 A041 56WOLLMANN TROUBLED AS CHILD, FRIENDS SAY
7/16/1989 C012 YANKTON KILLINGS RAISE THERAPY ISSUE
7/20/1989 A012 XHUMAN SERVICES CHIEF FIRES 2 AFTER SHOOTINGS
7/20/1989 A015 VICTIM'S LAWYER--SUSPECT MADE THREATS
7/25/1989 C015 YANKTON CENTER SETS NEW REPORTING RULES
7/27/1989 A012 KGOVERNOR--STATE HOSPITAL ERRED
8/12/1989 A012 NEW RULES LIMIT PATIENT OUTINGS
8/15/1989 C012 ^COMPETENCY TRIAL SET FOR MURDER SUSPECT
8/19/1989 A012 5(W0LLMANN--H0SPITAL 'MISTREATED' ME
8/22/1989 A016 ^WOLLMANN CLAIMS DISPUTED
8/25/1989 C015 PODHRADSKY APOLOGIZES
9/02/1989 A083 MANY MENTAL PATIENTS NOT COMMUNITY THREAT (L)
9/10/1989 E012 HOSPITAL DOESN'T WANT WOLLMANN
9/25/1989 A103 PSYCHIATRISTS HELP TO CREATE VIOLENCE CD
9/26/1989 C012 KWOLLMANN COMPETENCY TRIAL OPENS
9/27/1989 C012 KJURY PICKED FOR WOLLMANN TRIAL
9/28/1989 C016 TESTIMONY--WOLLMANN HAS LOW IQ
9/29/1989 C012 KWOLLMANN IN TOUCH WITH REALITY
9/30/1989 C021 WOLLMANN IS IN HIS 'OWN LITTLE WORLD'
10/02/1989 A015 KJURY DELIBERATIONS BEGIN ON COMPETENCY
10/03/1989 A012 KWOLLMAN COMPETENT FOR TRIAL
10/04/1989 A015 WOLLMANN CAN'T GRASP VERDICT
10/17/1989 coil WOLLMANN PLEA CLAIMS INSANITY
10/29/1989 A112 CHAPTERS DISPEL MYTHS ABOUT MENTAL ILLNESS (L)
11/08/1989 A012 *WOLLMANN--I HAVE BUSY MIND
11/22/1989 A012 KWOLLMANN PLEADS GUILTY
11/23/1989 C012 36KILLER MOVED TO PRISON FOR TESTS
2/21/1990 C043 WEST GERMAN BACK TO MENTAL HOSPITAL
3/07/1990 C012 SURVEY GIVES YANKTON CENTER HIGH MARKS
4/11/1990 C012 HEARINGS FOCUS ON MENTALLY ILL
5/19/1990 coil FORMER COACH LATHER SETTLES OUT OF COURT
6/25/1990 AlOl MENTAL HOSPITAL NEEDS ATTENTION (ED)
8/10/1990 C021 RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER PLANS DROPPED
10/24/1990 A085 MORE MONEY NEEDED FOR MENTAL ILLNESS (L)
11/05/1990 A065 MENTALLY ILL CAN BE USEFUL CITIZENS CD
11/15/1990 A113 MENTALLY ILL ALLOWED TO DIE ON STREETS CD
3/10/1991 A095 ELIMINATE STIGMA (L)
10/17/1991 B031 ND MENTAL PATIENTS HELD IN ABERDEEN
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MENTALLY RETARDED
MENTELES TOM
MENUMASTER INC
MENZEL LEWIS
MERCER BOB
MERCER JOHN
MERCHANTS "COUNCIL
MERGEN CHERYL & MA
MERIDETH BUDDY
MERIDIAN MINERALS
MERILLAT INDUSTRIE
MERRICK A W
MERRICK STEVE
MERRILL LYNCH
MERRIMAN HARRY
MERRIMAN ROGER
MERRITT MARY
MERRITT ROBERT
MERRY MAX
MERRY TONY
MERTENS MELVIN-
MERTZ DOUG
MERTZ RON
MERWIN JACK
MESA AZ
MESIROW FINANCIAL
MESSENGER
MESSER DONALD
METAL RECOVERY INC
METALLICA
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/28/1992 C032 MAN WHO ATTEMPTED SUICIDE FILES SUIT
2/1A/1992 A092 MICKELSON LAUDED FOR SUPPORT OF MENTALLY ILL (L)
5/20/1992 CG12 *GROUP WANTS INMATES OUT OF HOSPITAL
9/12/1992 B016 MENTALLY ILL IN SD JAILS NO SURPRISE TO OFFICIALS
11/18/1992 A1G2 SLOWLY, MENTAL ILLNESS IS LOSING ITS STIGMA
1/11/198^ CG95 REINERS, COLBERT ARE HONORED
l/18/198<i DGll COMBINE PROGRAMS, PANEL TOLD
8/3G/1987 AG12 *REDFIELD HOSPITAL STRIVES FOR CHANGE
8/3G/1987 AG81 SEVERAL ISSUES IN CARING FOR RETARDED (ED)
8/3G/1987 A141 ^PUBLIC'S VIEW OF RETARDATION IMPROVING
8/3G/1987 AlAl REDFIELD HOSPITAL STRIVES FOR CHANGE
8/31/1987 AG12 3€DEBATES MAINSTREAMING TREND
8/31/1987 AG41 ^INDEPENDENT LIFE FULFILLS DREAMS FOR PATIENT
8/31/1987 AOAl CALLS FOR CHANGE IN JURISDICTION
9/11/1987 AlOl REDFIELD'S RETARDED TEACH ABOUT LIFE, LOVE (L)
9/12/1987 AG91 RETARDED CITIZENS' FUND RAISER A SUCCESS (L)
9/14/1987 A1G5 HOPE MAIN POINT OF STORY (L)
9/15/1987 AG84 ISSUE EXPLAINED WELL (L)
9/16/1987 AG83 TREAT THE UNFORTUNATE WITH DIGNITY (L)
9/3G/1987 AG12 *T0 KEEP RETARDED DAUGHTER FROM HUSBAND
lG/Gl/1987 CGll INQUEST DELAYED IN BALTIC DEATH
lG/Gl/1987 CG51 FIRST LADY TO BE SPOKESMAN FOR RETARDED
10/14/1987 AG84 STORY NEEDED MORE PHOTOS (L)
6/G9/1992 CG23 *CHECK MATES
6/G9/1991 EG13 KMICORWAVE FIRM TO SEEK IMPORT INQUIRY
11/14/1991 DG62 ^SETTING UP SHOP
9/21/1988 CG12 ^FORMER EDUCATOR WAS FAIR, FRIENDLY
9/G8/1986 CG21 ABERDEEN NEWSMAN HONORED BY PRESS GROUP
1G/14/199G.AG12 *WAL-MART SEEKS ITS SLICE OF MARKET
"5/G3/1989~DG86 ^MERCHANTS COUNCIL CLOSES LOCAL OFFICE
2/G4/1992 CG32 KDANCE HALL IS BACK ON ITS FEET
12/24/1989 BG31 RAPID CITY SINGER FINDS FAME FLEETING
6/G6/1987 AG83 QUARRY WOULD HURT CORSON-AREA (L)
6/11/1987 CG14 FIRM SEEKS QUARRY PROTEST DISMISSAL
8/26/1987 BG13 aeSTATE HEARING INTO 3RD DAY OF TESTIMONY
2/13/199G CG24 RAPID CITY COMPANY FINED $8,GGG BY EPA
2/27/199G CG24 RAPID CITY FIRM AGREES TO EPA FINE
12/G3/1989 FGll PUBLISHERS STRIKE GOLD WITH MINERS
3/25/1982 DG41 a^MERRICK WILL BE NEW SECOG CHAIRMAN
11/25/1985 BG16 WIDOW SUES BROKER
5/G5/1987 DG12 HURON WOMAN GETS $2 MILLION IN SUIT
7/21/1987 CG13 REDUCES DAMAGES IN MERRILL LYNCH LAWSUIT
2/G5/1992 CG31 ^NATIONAL LIONS DIRECTOR IS CONVENTION SPEAKER
1G/G5/1988 CG15 STATE PARTY CHAIRMAN'S JOB
4/29/1986 AG61 NURSES IN FUTURE OF HEALTH CARE
4/22/1992 A1G3 *ORGAN DONATION OFFERS HOPE
5/2G/1992 CGll SEXUAL ABUSE SENDS MAN, 59, TO PRISON
2/G9/199G CG23 DELL RAPIDS APPOINTS MERRY AS CITY ATTORNEY
12/12/1985 CGll JANKLOW OFFICIAL LEAVING FOR HARVARD
11/1G/199G CG31 MAN MAKES MODEL OF HIS MILBANK FARM
11/G6/1985 AG83 DON'T BE DUPED BY FAULTY 'FACTS'
lG/Gl/1989 BGll acLINEBACKER LINKS SD TO GOPHERS
4/28/1982 CG31 afMERWIN'S COLLECTION PRIZED AMMUNITION
3/13/1983 BGll KJANKLOW CABINET--NEW MEMBERS OF TEAM
4/G7/1983 DG12 MERWIN MUST DECIDE FATE OF RANGER
5/26/1983 DG31 aeCRANKBAITS ARE COLORFUL, WIGGLY FAVORITES
7/G8/1983 AG12 MERWIN HOPES LOWER WALLEYE LIMIT CATCHES ON
6/21/1984 DG15 *MERWIN RESIGNS
7/G1/1984 BG41 MERWIN CAN CHASE MORE DREAMS
5/17/1985 CG31 GAME, FISH AND PARKS OFFICIAL LEAVES TODAY
1/25/1987 BG61 MERWIN COULD GET OLD JOB BACK
2/G5/1987 A123 GAME, FISH 8 PARKS NEEDS MERWIN
7/3G/1987 DG73 KTALSMA RECEIVES APPOINTMENT
1G/G4/1987 BG81 KMERWIN BRINGS EXPERIENCE, EXPERITSE
6/1G/199G BG53 XFLANDREAU GETS COORS TO AID WAUBAY
2/11/1985 AG81 SF TRANSPLANTS IN ARIZONA
3/G9/1985 A1G3 PICNIC DRAWS 4,GGG SOUTH DAKOTANS CYEAGER)
1/G3/1988 A112 AREA SNOWBIRDS FLEE TO SOUTHWEST
1/28/199G FG61 SOCIAL BIRDS FLY SOUTH IN WINTER
12/13/1992 EG12 XSF, CHICAGO CONNECT
1/11/199G CGll INMATE MAGAZINE GIVEN PRESS HONOR
1G/G9/1984 BG15 EVALUATES POLITICS, FAITH
9/16/1991 CGll FORMER DWU PRESIDENT TO LECTURE THURSDAY
12/13/1991 DG72 KMETAL PRODUCTS CHIPPED, RECYCLED, RESOLD
4/29/1992 AG15 afPCB PLANT TURNED AWAY
6/13/1989 AG52 KMETALLICA DENIES MUSIC IS SATANIC
6/14/1989 AG12 KTIGHT SECURITY PUTS LID ON METALLICA CROWD
6/14/1989 BG12 METALLICA DELIVERS HEAVY METAL PUNCH
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METALLICA
METCALF LYNNE
METCALF SCOTT
.METEORITES
METEOROLOGY
METEORS
METHODIST CHURCH
METLI STEVE
METLI VICKIE
METRO COMMUNICATIO
METRODOME
METTLER MILES ^
METZ BAKING CO
METZ GARY
METZ MARY
METZGER FRED
METZGER PHILIP
METZINGER LYNN
METZNER STEPHEN
MEWS INN
MEWS JERRY
MEWS RAY
MEXICO
MEYEN ARLOA
MEYER BETTY
MEYER BILL
"MEYER CHAD
MEYER DAVE
MEYER DEBBIE
MEYER DENNIS
MEYER DIANE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/22/1989 coil METALLICA CLEARED FOR SD CUSSING
6/23/1989 A1G4 MAYOR WRONG ABOUT METALLICA CD
7/G7/I989 AG85 METALLICA DESERVES RESPECT CD
3/G7/199I AGI2 *TOWNS, FAMILIES PREP FOR SONS' RETURN
9/1G/1992 BG12 ^SLOUCH COUCH JOB
8/24/1990 coil BRIGHT LIGHTS IN SKY PUZZLE STARGAZERS
8/25/1990 C012 RETURNING ROCKET PROBABLY LIT SKY
3/26/1991 A014 MYSTERY METEORITE HARVESTS $4,000
6/06/1983 C034 THUNDERSTORM RESEARCH
8/07/1983 B051 ELECTRONIC HAILSTORMS HIT RAPID CITY
1/28/1986 C013 FLASHY SUNDAY NIGHT SKY MAY HAVE BEEN METEOR
7/09/1986 B026 ^STUDENT TO GO TO ANTARCTICA
8/10/1989 C012 EXPERT TRACKING METEOR SHOWER
11/16/1992 BOll METEORS TO RAIN ON SD
SEE CHURCH METHODIST
1/22/1990 B012 9€PLANNING DIRECTOR BUNGLES STINT-AS SECRET AGENT
5/06/1990 BB05 XGOOD THING GROWING
12/03/1990 C014 TO DECIDE FUTURE OF PLANNED APARTMENTS
6/12/1991 C015 5CMETLI SEES FIGHT OVER BILLBOARDS
12/26/1983 C014 KDIET COUNSELER GIVES CLIENTS FOOD FOR THOUGHT
4/09/1991 B012 CARETRAUM BEING SABOTAGED
10/23/1991 B012 NON-EMERGENCY CALLS TOO MUCH FOR 911
12/12/1991 A015 911 DISPATCHERS WILL GIVE MEDICAL ADVICE
2/01/1992 C012 ^ENHANCED 911 DAZZLES EVEN DURING FIRST TEST
4/29/1992 A105 CARING 911 OPERATORS ARE UNSUNG HEROES CD
4/04/1982 BOll MINNESOTA PUTS METRODOME ON DISPLAY
4/07/1982 coil SD REACHES OUT-TOUCHES METRODOME TUE NIGHT
7/27/1982 A051 KIT'S LIKE WATCHING A BALLGAME IN LIVING ROOM
6/06/1988 B0r3 KMETTLER, DEVINE RECORD MIRACLE 5K WINS
3/24/1982 C031 METZ PLANT RENOVATING
3/30/1982 B051 HURON'S METZ BAKING CO TO CLOSE
1/28/1983 B034 YOU CAN CALL ME RAY OR YOU CAN CALL ME
1/30/1983 EOll KTHEY'RE TAKING A SLICE OF THE BREAD BUSINESS
10/26/1989 B012 KGARRETSON MAN RISES EARLY TO DELIVER THE GOODS
11/11/1990 DOll TRADE MAGAZINE HONORS METZ BAKING
1/29/1986 A061 KEROS WORKER RECALLS APOLLO'S MOMENTS
1/16/1989 C012 CLINIC MANAGER WOULD GIVE UP PHONE
10/07/1989 C014 LESTER MAN WAS GRANDPA TO 314
9/03/1984 coil KFLEA MARKET PROVIDES PORTHOLE TO THE PAST
5/02/1982 3051 K(AGRICULTURE) HE SEES A BRIGHTER FUTURE COMING
4/14/1987 A061 KSCIENCE NEEDS STATE SUPPORT
8/30/1987 FOll KGARY FARM WIFE AT HOME FOR AN INN
11/11/1991 A021 KVETS FOUND COMFORT, HORROR IN MEMORIAL
2/25/1989 A013 KFORMER 'ARGUS' PHOTOGRAPHER AT SCENE
7/16/1982 C041 SD, MEXICO SIGN TRADE PACT
8/26/1982 C023 HELP MEXICO WITH OIL PURCHASES, NOT LOANS (L)
12/06/1982 C021 MEXICO'S DE LA MADRID FACES TOUGH CHALLENGE (ED)
1/16/1983 C051 SD OFFICIAL WANTS MEXICO TO OPEN TRADE OFFICE IN MIN
12/25/1983 coil KSD MEDICAL TEAM BRINGS BETTER VISION
4/05/1985 A082 MAKE A DEAL WITH MEXICO (L)
9/25/1985 A012 ^MEXICO'S QUAKES SHAKE UP AREA FOLKS
9/25/1985 A081 KPERSEVERANCE, HOPE SURVIVE KILLER QUAKES CED)
10/17/1985 B053 PASTOR TO PRESENT PROGRAM AFTER QUAKE VISIT
12/12/1985 C015 LOCAL MAN GIVES TO QUAKE VICTIMS
2/19/1986 B022 FAMILY SURVIVED SHOOTING NIGHTMARE
2/05/1989 C022 SDSU OFFERS STUDY IN MEXICO
4/15/1989 C044 PRESSLER VOTES TO PUNISH MEXICO
4/23/1989 C012 MEXICANS BRINGING THANKS FOR DAKOTAN
6/25/1990 A072 STUDENTS ENLIGHTENED AFTER MISSION WORK
5/20/1991 AlOl GIVE TRADE TALKS WITH MEXICO A TRY (ED)
5/28/1991 A083 FREE MEXICO TRADE WOULD COST JOBS (L)
4/05/1992 G022 *TIJUANA AND ENSENADA ENTICE, EXCITE VISITORS
4/18/1992 coil SD TRADE DELEGATION TO DEAL WITH MEXICO
5/28/1992 A041 TRADE WITH MEXICO TO HELP STATE (L)
6/02/1992 A061 MEXICO MAKING MANY DEVELOPMENTAL STRIDES (L)
9/03/1992 B021 GARY WOMAN TO GET AWARD AT TELETHON
8/26/1989 A016 KBREAST CANCER DEATHS
10/08/1990 A052 KDON'T LET FEAR PARALYZE, WOMEN ADVISE
9/26/1991 A052 KWOMAN SERIOUS ABOUT GETTING BREAST EXAMS
6/24/1987 EOll KLOCAL CHURCHES DIVIDED ON CRUSADE
8/17/1988 C012 KNORTHLANDER CHEF TARGETS SMOOTHNESS
12/19/1992 A071 KDON'T JUST PREPARE FOR CHRISTMAS, THINK BEYOND
6/10/1992 D012 *TEEN OUT TO BUILD, DRIVE OWN SPRINTER
7/05/1992 C055 K14-YEAR-0LD READY FOR SPRINT-CAR DEBUT
1/09/1989 A081 KWORKERS DESERVE A LIVABLE WAGE
12/27/1989 B012 KNEW YEAR'S PARTY FAVORS
3/31/1991 B031 kpoCKETS FULL OF DREAMS
2/28/1988 E012 KANALYST SPOTS CLUES IN HANDWRITING
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MEYER DON 12/21/1986 B051
MEYER DONALD A/26/1992 F025
MEYER DOUG 1/04/1982 BOll
4/15/1982 D031
8/19/1983 C015
8/20/1983 B015
8/23/1983 C021
8/24/1983 A012
8/27/1983 C023
8/28/1983 C023
9/06/1983 C021
10/10/1983 coil
MEYER FLOYD 12/04/1992 B022
MEYER FRED 8/21/1990 C012
MEYER GARY 10/18/1989 coil
MEYER JAMES 11/21/1984 C094
MEYER JOHN 3/25/1990 E016
MEYER MIKE 3/10/1992 A012
MEYER PAT 7/05/1984 BOll
MEYER RICHARD 9/11/1983 coil
2/04/1987 D012
1/10/1988 B065
5/29/1988 ClOl
MEYER ROBERT 6/23/1982 C031
MEYER RON 2/27/1991 B012
MEYER SCOTT 11/12/1982 coil
MEYER VAUGHN 8/13/1984 BOll
MEYERINK DAVE 2/14/1990 D102
MEYERS EARL 2/11/1982 D014
-2/25/1982 D031
3/23/1982 C015
3/24/1982 C041
4/03/1982 BOll
5/04/1982 BOll
12/16/1982 C041
MEYERS KELLY 7/15/1988 D012
MEYERS MIKE 5/16/1991 coil
5/17/1991 A012
MEYERS ROBERT 12/13/1986 A012
MICHAEL DALE 11/24/1990 A015
11/25/1990 A012
MICHAELI MICHAEL 6/20/1991 coil
MICHAELS JON 10/28/1985 B015
MICHAELSON VICKY 6/07/1989 A013
MICHEAUX OSCAR 2/21/1988 D016
MICHEL DAWN 9/13/1989 B012
MICHEL GEORGE 5/28/1985 AlOl
MICKELBERG MELODY 1/22/1991 A052
MICKELSON AMY 3/13/1987 D041
8/28/1988 C021
MICKELSON BARBARA 3/17/1985 C043
MICKELSON CLIFFORD 5/29/1985 B021
MICKELSON DAVID 9/12/1991 A016
9/13/1991 C012
10/08/1991 A015
MICKELSON GEORGE 6/29/1983 C015
9/15/1983 coil
1/22/1984 C062
3/08/1984 C014
9/13/1984 C032
9/24/1984 BOll
2/26/1985 C015
3/09/1985 coil
3/17/1985 Alll
3/22/1985 C021
4/12/1985 A015
8/11/1985 AlOl
8/12/1985 A012
10/12/1985 C013
10/17/1985 C015
11/03/1985 AlOl
1/18/1986 C014
3/03/1986 C013
3/07/1986 C021
3/13/1986 B021
3/14/1986 C015
3/20/1986 BOll
4/03/1986 C016
MEYER TO REBUILD AFTER MINK ATTACKS FLOCK
MEYER NEW OFFICIAL OF RONCALLI SCHOOLS
36PERSONNEL MANAGER RUFFLES A FEW CITY FEATHERS
36MEYER RUNS FOR COUNTY COMMISSION
*REPORTS--MEYER LEAVING CITY JOB
OFFICIALS BUTTON LIPS ABOUT DIRECTOR'S DEPARTURE
PUBLIC SHOULD BE TOLD ABOUT MEYER CED)
^CONFLICTS WITH MAYOR COST HIM HIS JOB
IMPARTIAL GROUP SHOULD INVESTIGATE GOVT (L)
HUNKING MADE NO DEAL FOR UNION SUPPORT (L)
CITY TAXPAYERS WILL LOSE (L)
^CONFLICTS WITH KNOBE LED TO DISMISSAL
KPHONY OIL WELL HAS DRAWN 'CRUDE' REMARKS
XSDSU MAKES MORE ROOM
CITY CHOOSES NEW UTILITY SERVICES HEAD
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS HONOR MEYER
SD FARMER HAS PLANS FOR POLAND
KSHOVELERS TACKLE HEAVY LAYER OF SNOW
^EXTRAS CLUB LINES UP ARMY OF VOLUNTEERS
3€APP0INTEES BRING NEW STYLE TO COMMISSION
SfMEYER FAVORS LANDOWNER REIMBURSEMENT
KMEYER IS NEW CHAIRMAN
KCOMMON SENSE GUIDES LEADER'S DECISIONS
RAYMOND MAN SEEKS OAHE BOARD JOB
KFACTS ON FIXING FISH
KSPACE PROGRAM HAS SIOUX FALLS CONNECTION
9€SURGE0NS MAKE THE BROKEN WHOLE AGAIN
^LUMBERMEN SEE GOOD YEAR
INVESTOR PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO STATEMENTS
MEYERS AGREES TO STOP SELLING STOCK
SUPPRESSION HEARING IN SF STOCK FRAUD CASE
STATEMENTS TO FBI ALLOWED AT TRIAL
INVESTOR PLEADS GUILTY TO LYING
STOCK INVESTOR MEYERS SENTENCED TO A YEAR
SF INVESTOR SAYS HE'LL REPAY BROKERAGE FIRMS
KMEYERS CAPTURES SD TITLE
BRANDON PILOT FLYING FIGHTER HOME TODAY
3€GULF PILOT COMPLETES HOMECOMING MISSION
XRAPIST GETS 200 YEARS
^RESERVISTS PONDER FUTURE
3CA TIME TO CRY, SAY GOODBYE
CITY WORKER PINNED BETWEEN VEHICLES
EMPLOYEES WALK OFF WITH MAN'S TRAVELING DISCO
SOUTH DAKOTAN HOPES TO LEAVE CHINA
^FILMMAKER WAS SD PIONEER
XCHEF FOR WEIGHT WATCHERS LEADS BY EXAMPLE
*GET A CARD AND BECOME AN ORGAN DONOR
56ARTFUL DECORATING
36WHIRLWIND 1 1/2 YEARS FOR MICKELSON
KLETS DAUGHTER WORK WITH THE GOVERNOR
ENGINEER WARNS AGAINST EPA RULES
SPEARFISH TEACHER PLEADS GUILTY TO SEX CHARGE
MANSION CASE GIRL WILL TALK
XGIRL IN MANSION CASE TELLS HER STORY
GIRL ACCUSES MICKELSON'S SON IN MANSION CASE
seMICKELSON WANTS TO BE GOVERNOR
PLAYER-POLITITIAN MICKELSON MOVES FORWARD
5CSPARRING STARTS IN 1986 STATE HOUSE RACE
3€REGENTS' LIST OF CANDIDATES RELEASED SOON
INDIANS FACE PROBLEMS WITH PAROLE
MINISTER HAS PLAN TO IMPROVE PRISONS
MICKELSON COMMITTEE HAS 6 LOCAL MEMBERS
MICKELSON HIRES CONSULTANT FOR CAMPAIGN
*PACK OF GOVERNOR CANDIDATES
MICKELSON PLANS TO ANNOUNCE RUN FOR GOVERNOR
^CONTRACT DETAILS SHOULD BE RELEASED
9CG0P CANDIDATES FOR GOVERNOR
^POTENTIAL GOVERNOR CANDIDATES
MICKELSON TO ANNOUNCE GUBERNATORIAL PLANS
XMICKELSON ENTERS GOVERNOR'S RACE
MICKELSON'S PERFORMANCE MOST IMPRESSIVE
CANDIDATE MICKELSON TELLS 4-POINT ROAD PLAN
REPUBLICANS OFFER A WELL-KNOWN CANDIDATES
MICKELSON TO SPEAK AT FRATERNITY BANQUET
GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDATE MICKELSON CANCELS AD
GOVERNOR CANDIDATES SWAP DEBATE CHARGES
KGOP CANDIDATES TRADE BARBS
GOVERNOR CANDIDATES TAKE STANDS
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MICKELSON GEORGE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/08/1986 C022 MICKELSON--PLAN WOULD CREATE JOBS
A/25/1986 coil 5CMICKELS0N UNVEILS AGRICULTURE PLAN
A/29/1986 C031 MICKELSON REBUKES HANSEN
5/01/1986 C013 HANSEN, MICKELSON CLASH OVER CUTS
5/01/1986 C033 SOVIET ACCIDENT COULD AID SD
5/06/1986 coil MICKLESON URGES COLLEGE AUTONOMY
5/06/1986 C012 LEGISLATORS FAVOR MICKELSON, SURVEY SHOWS
5/08/1986 coil KSENATE LEADERS ENDORSE MICKELSON
5/1A/1986 A082 PUT FOCUS ON THE POSITIVE CD
5/16/1986 coil REPUBLICAN HOUSE LEADERS ENDORSE MICKELSON
5/17/1986 COAl MICKELSON OUTLINES TOURISM PROPOSAL
5/22/1986 C021 XMICKELSON--TRIP NO CONFLICT
5/2A/1986 C032 JANKLOW DEFENDS MICKELSON CITIBANK TRIP
5/29/1986 A103 VACATION MARS MICKELSON CD
5/29/1986 C013 MICKELSON OUTSPENDS OPPONENTS
6/0A/1986 A0I2 KMICKELSON SQUEEZES BY ROBERTS
6/0A/1986 A015 GOVERNORS' SONS MAY FACE OFF IN NOV
6/05/1986 A012 ^WINNERS LOOK AHEAD
6/08/1986 AOIA CANDIDATES IN THEIR FATHERS' FOOTSTEPS
6/10/1986 C016 CANVASS--MICKELSON CLEAR VICTOR
6/11/1986 B033 MICKELSON TO TALK IN MITCHELL
6/l'i/1986 A012 *MILLER BECOMES MICKELSON RUNNING MATE
6/1^/1986 C031 ^EDUCATION DIVIDES MICKELSON, HERSETH
6/15/1986 coil 56MILITARY MAN TRIES NEW CAMPAIGN
6/17/1986 C014 JfMICKELSON NAMES MILLER FOR NO 2 SPOT
6/20/1986 AlOl BANK-FUNDED JUNKET UNDERSCORES PROBLEM CD
6/21/1986 A083 *TWO OF STATE'S OLD POLITICAL NAMES FACE
6/28/1986 A012 GOP RALLIES AROUND MICKELSON
6/28/1986 coil *GOP CONVENTION
6/30/1986 C021 REPUBLICANS--MICKELSON TO LEAD THE WAY
7/08/1986 BOll MALPRACTICE SUIT NAMES MICKELSON DEFENDANT
7/09/1986 B021 XMICKELSON CIVIL SUIT GOES TO COURT
7/10/1986 C013 MICKELSON TESTIFIES IN SUIT AGAINST HIM
7/10/1986 C033 EXPLAINS REMARKS HE MADE ABOUT WIVES
7/11/1986 C031 TESTIMONY ENDS IN MICKELSON CASE
7/12/1986 coil JURY DENIES CLAIM IN CASE AGAINST MICKELSON
7/29/1986 C021 WOMAN SEEKS NEW TRIAL AGAINST MICKELSON
8/12/1986 A103 SAVE OUTDOORS FOR FUTURE CD
8/15/1986 D012 MICKELSON, HERSETH HEAR SPORTSMEN'S CONCERNS
8/18/1986 B021 SUMMER NO VACATION FOR CANDIDATES
8/25/1986 B025 REGENTS TRY TO AVOID POLITICAL CROSS FIRE
8/27/1986 B02I MICKELSON, HERSETH TRADE BARBS
8/28/1986 C022 CANDIDATES AGREE ON FUNDING ISSUE
8/28/1986 C023 LAWYER TO DECIDE WHETHER TO APPEAL
8/31/1986 Alll MICKELSON DISPLAYING POLITICAL MATURITY
8/31/1986 coil MICKELSON URGES COMPROMISE ON SCHOOL AID
9/02/1986 B021 ^CANDIDATES DISCUSS SCHOOL AID FORMULA
9/0<»/1986 coil MICKELSON PROPOSES COMPROMISE
9/05/1986 C015 aeMICKELSON HAS PLAN TO BOOST BEEF SALES
9/06/1986 C012 TAX WOES SHOW DEVELOPMENT NEED
9/06/1986 C051 GOVERNOR'S RACE KEEPS CANDIDATES RUNNING
9/08/1986 C025 HERSETH TRADES TAX ACCUSATIONS WITH MICKELSON
9/09/1986 A061 SPARE VOTERS UNREALISTIC AGRI SOLUTIONS (ED)
9/11/1986 C014 DEMOCRATS GET TOGETHER TO SUPPORT MICKELSON
9/11/1986 C025 MICKELSON TALKS MONEY ON NY TRIP
9/17/1986 BOll CANDIDATES ABOUT FARM BILL, TAXES AT DEBATE
9/19/1986 coil WOMAN IS APPEALING CASE AGAINST MICKELSON
9/19/1986 coil MICKELSON-HERSETH DEBATE PLANS FALL THROUGH
9/21/1986 coil MICKELSON BRINGS IN BIG GUN FOR GROTON RALLY
9/23/1986 C036 DEBATE PLANS MAY REBOUND FROM SNAG
9/27/1986 C015 EDUCATORS FOR MICKELSON TO SPREAD THE WORD
9/30/1986 C023 MICKELSON INVESTIGATES NEW FARM LOAN PLAN
9/30/1986 COZ^i CANDIDATE TO VISIT WHITE HOUSE
10/03/1986 C012 MICKELSON ADVOCATES PAROLE, WORK RELEASES
10/03/1986 C023 GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDATES DISAGREE ON FARM AID
10/04/1986 C012 ^CORRESPONDENCE CONTROVERSY
10/06/1986 C012 KRUN FOR THE GOVERNOR'S MANSION
10/07/1986 C012 MICKELSON WANTS FOOD PROCESSING DEGREE
10/08/1986 B021 *MICKELSON MEETS WITH REAGAN AT WHITE HOUSE
10/10/1986 A084 MICKELSON IS FAIR WEATHER FRIEND (L)
10/10/1986 C015 HERSETH, MICKELSON WANT MORE FOR TEACHERS
10/11/1986 C012 EARLIER PROPOSALS WOULD HAVE BROUGHT BACKING
10/12/1986 C015 96ANOTHER DAY, MORE DOOR-TO-DOOR
10/15/1986 A102 TIME FOR THINKING GOVERNOR (L)
10/16/1986 AOll GOVERNOR DEBATE TELEVISED TONIGHT
10/17/1986 A012 ^CANDIDATES PLOW INTO LAND BANK DISPUTE
10/18/1986 C023 ANOTHER TELEVISED DEBATE
10/19/1986 A121 KSTATE MUST FACE REALITIES OF FARMS, JOBS
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10/19/1986 0012 MICKELSON FOR MORE AID TO ELDERLY
10/21/1986 A105 MICKELSON BEST FOR STATE (L)
10/23/1986 A021 49 PERCENT SUPPORT MICKELSON
10/23/1986 C014 GRACE'S EDUCATION PLANS FAR-FETCHED
10/24/1986 C021 GOVERNOR CANDIDATES TO ATTEND CONFERENCE
10/25/1986 C012 HERSETH COMES OUT SWINGING IN SPEECH
10/25/1986 C015 MICKELSON PUSHES TOWN TEAMWORK
10/27/1986 C012 KSUNDAV NO DAY OF REST ON CAMPAIGN TRAIL
10/28/1986 C012 XHERSETH STRIKES OUT
10/29/1986 B021 REP0RTS--M1CKELS0N LEADS SPENDING
10/30/1986 C014 REPORTING BLURS HERSETH FINANCE TOTALS
10/31/1986 A081 ^MICKELSON GETS NOD FOR GOVERNOR (ED)
10/31/1986 A084 HERSETH WORKS FOR WORKERS CD
11/01/1986 A125 MICKELSON BANK TIES REBUKED (L)
11/02/1986 A053 3(G0VERN0R CANDIDATES
11/05/1986 A015 3fMlCKELS0N TAKES RACE FOR GOVERNOR
11/05/1986 AlOl KMICKELSON'S CHALLENGE TO BRING JOBS TO STATE (ED)
11/05/1986 C012 XHAPPY RETURNS
11/06/1986 C012 MICKELSON TAKES VICTORY TOUR
11/09/1986 C012 MICKELSON READY TO ROLL UP SLEEVES
11/09/1986 C021 TO OFFER PLAN TO RAISE TEACHER PAY
11/14/1986 C013 MICKELSON CHARTS ECONOMIC COURSE
11/16/1986 Foil XMICKELSON'S MOTHER GIVES ADVICE
11/20/1986 C061 FARM SLUMP TO CONTINUE
11/21/1986 C023 *M1CKELS0N LEARNS FROM VETERANS
11/23/1986 E046 TAVERN OWNERS FIGHT BILL
11/27/1986 C072 MICKELSON PREPARES TO FILL GOVERNOR'S OFFICE
11/29/1986 C012 ^RAISING TEACHER SALARIES
12/01/1986 C016 PIERRE PREPARES TO PARTY
12/02/1986 A012 XBROST TO LEAD MICKELSON STAFF
12/04/1986 C015 3CM1CKELS0N PUTS PRISONS ON AGENDA
12/06/1986 AOll PRESIDENT CALLS MICKELSON GEORGE
12/07/1986 A071 KMUST EMERGE FROM SHADOW OF JANKLOW
12/07/1986 EOll INVITATIONS SENT FOR INAUGURAL BALL
12/12/1986 AlOl GOOD LUCK WITH BUDGET
12/14/1986 E015 KMICKELSON CONTRIBUTED TO BUDGET PLAN
12/15/1986 C015 MICKELSON READY FOR BUDGET BLUES
12/17/1986 BOll LAWYER FILES BRIEF IN MICKELSON CASE
12/19/1986 C021 PIERRE WRITER TO BE MICKELSON PRESS AIDE
12/24/1986 BOll MICKELSON TAPS BROOKINGS MAN
12/30/1986 C012 NEW GOVERNORS FACE DOUBLE CHALLENGE
1/01/1987 B031 KKEY ISSUES FROM CLASSROOMS TO QUARRIES
1/05/1987 C012 ^LEGISLATURE ON MICKELSON STYLE
1/06/1987 C012 ^LOTTERY MUST BE MULTISTATE
1/08/1987 A061 KWHAT SHOULD GOV GEORGE MICKELSON'S PRIORITY BE
1/08/1987 B012 ^HAVING A BALL
1/09/1987 C021 JOBS WILL BE FIRST PRIORITY
1/11/1987 A012 XMICKELSON TAKES OATH
1/11/1987 DOll *P1ERRE GYM INTO TUXEDO JUNCTION
1/12/1987 B012 MICKELSON TO DISCUSS STATE OF ECONOMY
1/14/1987 A014 GOVERNOR WANTS SALES TAX INCREASE
1/14/1987 A061 MICKELSON'S LOAN PLAN IN RIGHT DIRECTION (ED)
1/14/1987 B015 STATE OF AGRICULTURE IGNORED IN ADDRESS
1/14/1987 D015 MICKELSON PLANS CHANGE FOR BOARD
1/17/1987 coil MICKELSON SAYS HE'D PULL GRANT
1/17/1987 C012 KTAX INCREASE WASN'T PLANNED
1/18/1987 A081 BARE-BONES JOB PLAN IN NEED (ED)
1/18/1987 A091 ^RAISING SALES TAX BEST OPTION NOW
1/18/1987 E021 MICKELSON TO OPEN TWO FIELD OFFICES
1/20/1987 C016 ORDERS REVAMP AGENCIES
1/21/1987 A061 ENCOURAGING SIGN UP TOP (ED)
1/24/1987 C015 NOT YET MADE UP ON PHONE ISSUE
1/31/1987 C012 GOVERNOR REJECTS SPENDING INQUIRY
1/31/1987 C012 3CDEM0CRATS DISCUSS ALTERNATIVES TO SALES TAX
2/01/1987 C051 FAMILY FARM GROUP AGAINST TAX INCREASE
2/02/1987 C044 MICKELSON TALKS TAXES ON BIRTHDAY
2/05/1987 coil MICKELSON TO SPEAK AT DINNER
2/05/1987 C021 LACK OF TIME MAY HINDER PROJECT
2/05/1987 C022 AIDING FARMS AIDS DEVELOPMENT
2/06/1987 coil SCRAP GAS TAX HIKE PLAN
2/07/1987 C015 ^MICKELSON HOPEFUL ABOUT TAX INCREASE
2/08/1987 A081 MICKELSON'S PROPOSAL DESERVES SUPPORT (L)
2/08/1987 C021 MICKELSON TO BROKER TALKS WITH SWIFT, UNION
2/08/1987 E012 BUSINESS GROUPS BACK DEVELOPMENT PLAN
2/10/1987 C022 PANEL APPROVES MICKELSON RESEARCH PLAN
2/11/1987 B016 GOVERNOR'S FINANCING PLAN OK'D
2/12/1987 A012 PANEL OK'S MANDATORY TAX CUT
2/12/1987 C041 PLAN TO DELAY RAISING DRINKING AGE
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2/13/1987 coil MICKELSON TO JOIN PANEL ON PRISONS
2/1A/1987 AGIZ JCSWIFT DISPUTE STYMIES MICKELSON
2/1A/1987 AlGl MICKELSON SHOULD RID DEPT OF POLITICS (ED)
2/1A/1987 CGll GOVERNOR ISSUES DRINKING AGE PLAN
2/1A/1987 CGll MICKELSON VETOES PROPERTY TAX BILL
2/15/1987 AlGl JOBS ANYWHERE HELP STATE (ED)
2/15/1987 DG21 *GOVERNOR'S FAMILY FEELS AT HOME IN MANSION
2/16/1987 CG15 PARTIES DISPUTE PUBLIC SUPPORT IN TAX DEBATE
2/17/1987 CG21 MICKELSON SEEKS TEACHER SUPPORT FOR TAX PLAN
2/18/1987 AG15 TAX HIKE FALLS SHORT IN SENATE
2/18/1987 BGll AUCT10NEER--F1RM MAY BUY SWIFT
2/19/1987 AG12 KTAX HIKE OK'D ON 2ND TRY
2/19/1987 CG12 TAX HIKE WON'T FLY ON THE FARM
2/2G/1987 CG12 M1CKELS0N--W1LL PUSH PRISON BILL
2/2G/1987 CG21 MICKELSON TO SPEAK AT LINCOLN DAY DINNER
2/21/1987 AG16 SD FARM LOAN PLAN PROMOTED
2/22/1987 AG12 5€TAX PROPOSAL IN TUG OF WAR
2/22/1987 AG91 KSD'S IN GOOD HANDS WITH MICKELSON
2/22/1987 AG92 MICKELSON PLAN TOO TAXING (L)
2/23/1987 AG81 DEVELOPMENT COMES WITHOUT GUARANTEES (ED)
2/24/1987 AG84 SWIFT VOTE WAS ANTI-WORKER (L)
2/24/1987 CG12 STICKERS BUMP MICKELSON ON TAX PLAN
2/24/1987 CG12 DEMO BACK 3-MONTH, 1-CENT INCREASE
2/24/1987 CG22 KMICKELSON PUTS OFF BUSH REQUEST
2/25/1987 BG12 KMICKELSON BARGAINS FOR WATER PROJECTS
2/26/1987 CG12 MICKELSON TAX PLAN GOES TO FULL HOUSE
2/27/1987 AG16 TAX HIKE SQUEEZES BY HOUSE
2/28/1987 CG16 TAX HIKE GOES TO GOVERNOR
3/G3/1987 AG16 XMICKELSON, BELL DEAL HUNG UP
3/G4/1987 AG61 BURDEN TO TRANSLATE TAX TO JOBS
3/G5/1987 CG36 STUDENT REGENT BILL KILLED
3/G7/1987 CG22 MICKELSON SIGNS BILL FOR CULTURE CENTER
3/G8/1987 A1G2 GOVERNOR'S TAX 20 PERCENT BOOST (L)
3/G8/1987 Alll LAWMAKERS GAVE MICKELSON MOST OF WHAT HE WANTED
3/G8/1987 CG23 MICKELSON HOLDS LOOSER REINS, SOME SAY
3/13/1987 CG21 MICKELSON NAMES MEMBERS TO STATE BOARDS
3/17/1987 CG12 MICKELSON'S SIGNATURE TURNS 33 BILLS INTO LAWS
3/17/1987 CG41 MICKELSON REVOKES MOBILE TELEPHONE LICENSE
3/2G/1987 CG21 MICKELSON VETO MESSAGES EXPECTED TODAY
3/21/1987 CG41 MICKELSON VETOES BILL TO REPEAL LAW
3/25/1987 BG21 MICKELSON PLANS TRIP TO WASHINGTON, DC
3/26/1987 BGll MICKELSON SET FOR LINCOLN DAY
3/29/1987 BG23 MICKELSON SEEKS CHANGE IN RESERVATION LAW
3/3G/1987 CG41 APPOINTEES AGREE WITH VETO OF BILL
3/31/1987 CG43 PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES COURT MICKELSON
4/G3/1987 CG41 MICKELSON TO TALK TO AUTHOR OF HILLS BILL
4/G5/1987 EGll MICKELSON TO SPEAK AT ECONOMY SEMINAR
4/G7/1987 CG41 MICKELSON ANNOUNCES APPOINTMENTS
4/G9/1987 C012 *M1GHT BE TIED TO NUCLEAR WASTE DUMP
4/10/1987 C012 EROS NEEDS EXPANDED HORIZONS
4/1G/1987 CG21 GOVERNOR STATES CASE ON WATER PROJECTS
4/16/1987 CG16 BUSINESS COMMISSION ANNOUNCED
4/18/1987 AG12 36M1CKELSON SHUFFLES CABINET
4/19/1987 AG61 GLOOM S DOOM GIVING AWAY TO OPTIMISM (ED)
4/21/1987 AG16 MICKELSON SAYS LURING WORKERS WASN'T EASY
4/21/1987 CG12 LAWMAKERS LIKE MICKELSON PICKS
4/21/1987 CG21 GOVERNOR SET TO PICK MINNEHAHA COUNTY JUDGE
4/22/1987 AG61 MICKELSON IS KEEPING TALENTED TEAM TOGETHER (ED)
4/24/1987 CGll ARGUMENTS SET IN MICKELSON CASE
4/24/1987 CG15 FOCUS ON NEW J0BS--M1CKELS0N
4/25/1987 C012 MICKELSON FAILS TO DELIVER FOR VOTERS
4/27/1987 CG21 ^MICKELSON MAKES OWN MARK IN OFFICE
4/28/1987 CG15 ^CENTENNIAL SOUVENIRS MAKE OFFICIAL DEBUT
4/28/1987 CG16 M1CKELS0N--D0N'T ADD TO PRISON
5/G1/1987 CG15 WATER PROJECTS CRUC1AL--MICKELS0N
5/G5/1987 AG51 KMICKELSON WANTS END TO PICKET LINE
5/G6/1987 AG41 UN10N--M1CKELS0N SIDES WITH MEAT PACKERS
5/G7/1987 AGll ^CONFUSION OVER ACCESS CREATES MORE ANGER
5/G8/1987 AG12 *WHAT DID MICKELSON MEAN'
5/10/1987 AlGl MICKELSON'S VAGUENESS ADDS TO MORRELL TROUBLE (ED)
5/1G/1987 BG12 ^LETTER SPELLS OUT STAND ON HILLS BILL
5/10/1987 BG21 GOVERNOR AWARDS $167,000 FOR BUSINESS LOANS
5/11/1987 AG63 WORKERS SHOULD BE TOP CONCERN (L)
5/12/1987 AG61 WRONG TO SIDE WITH MORRELL (L)
5/12/1987 AG62 MICKELSON CAN'T BE TRUSTED (L)
5/13/1987 A021 MICKELSON OBSERVING MORRELL DEVELOPMENTS
5/14/1987 CGll MICKELSON TOURS ABERDEEN SCHOOL
5/14/1987 CG22 APPEALS COURT HEARS MICKELSON CASE
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5/15/1987 C022 GOVERNOR TRIES TO SPUR INTEREST IN FUND
5/16/1987 C012 STATE TO VIE FOR BELL RESEARCH CENTER
5/17/1987 A131 *GETTING TO THE POINT IS NOT HIS STRENGTH
5/17/1987 A133 GOVERNOR'S CONCERN SHOULD BE FOR LABOR (L)
5/17/1987 C015 MICKELSON WATCHES MORRELL SITUATION
5/23/1987 C012 GROUP WELCOMES PERSONNEL PANEL
5/26/1987 AlOl *SD DESERVES A CHANCE AT SUPER COLLIDER
5/27/1987 B021 MICKELSON TO SPEAK AT M-TRON PLANT OPENING
5/30/1987 C023 MICKELSON APPOINTS BUSINESS COUNCIL
6/1A/1987 C022 MICKELSON PUSHES PROGRAM FOR DOWNTOWN REVIVAL
6/17/1987 B016 ESTATE'S STILL IN BUSINESS
6/20/1987 C021 GOVERNOR ASKS LAWMAKERS' AID FOR WATER PLANS
6/21/1987 C021 MICKELSON TO EXPLAIN RULES FOR STATE LOANS
6/21/1987 EOll HEARING TO DISCUSS MICKELSON'S PLAN
6/23/1987 C022 DIFFERENCES DEVELOP ABOUT LOAN FUND
6/24/1987 A081 NEW PANEL HAS LOT OF POTENTIAL (ED)
6/26/1987 A012 MICKELSON CONSIDERS SPECIAL SESSION
6/27/1987 C015 ^GOVERNOR SEEKS MORE AID FOR EDUCATION
7/01/1987 A012 36SPEC1AL SESSION CALLED
7/01/1987 B012 ^OFFICIALS QUIET ABOUT DISCOVER CARD DETAILS
7/02/1987 C012 MICKELSON GOES TO DC FOR COLLIDER
7/02/1987 C025 MICKELSON DENIES OFFICIAL PRESSURED FOREST SERVICE
7/06/1987 A081 SCHOOL FUNDING GOAL TOUGH (ED)
7/12/1987 A012 ^GOVERNOR TAKES HARD-HITTING APPROACH
7/13/1987 C012 LANDOWNERS A ROAD BLOCK IN COLLIDER CHASE
7/14/1987 C021 MICKELSON TALKS PORK WITH COMPANY LEADER
7/15/1987 B022 MICKELSON'S STYLE HEAVY ON STUDY
7/16/1987 A012 MICKELSON--SUPER COLLIDER CHANCES IMPROVED
7/16/1987 A083 *STATE GAINS FROM COLLIDER RACE
7/17/1987 C021 MICKELSON TO REVEAL STATE WATER PLAN
7/18/1987 C041 M1CKELS0N--YANKT0N MAY GET $75,000
7/19/1987 C012 COLLIDER ACTION OVER, WAITING GAME BEGINS
7/20/1987 C012 MICKELSON SCORED IN COLLIDER EFFORT
7/22/1987 A064 MICKELSON SHOWS LEADERSHIP (L)
7/26/1987 C012 CRITICS ASK, 'WHERE'S THE SHAKEUP'
8/02/1987 A083 GOVERNOR APPLAUDED (L)
8/02/1987 coil MICKELSON TO BOOST ECONOMIC GROWTH
8/03/1987 C021 TO KEEP MINING OUT OF COURT
8/05/1987 B012 *SEES DEREGULATION AS U S WEST KEY
8/07/1987 A081 36MICKELSON DESERVES PRAISE FOR APPOINTMENTS
8/11/1987 A063 SEND A HOG TO MICKELSON (L)
8/13/1987 C015 ^DEMOCRATS DIDN'T RELAY WISHES--MICKELSON
8/18/1987 C041 COUNTY SEEKS CHANGE ON GOLD TAX
8/20/1987 C021 MICKELSON NAMES HONEYWELL ADVISORY GROUP
8/22/1987 C012 GOVERNOR PLANS WATER DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE
8/23/1987 C012 HONEYWELL PANEL BIASED--OPPONENTS
8/25/1987 C023 MICKELSON OPPOSES RESERVATION CHANGE
8/27/1987 coil U S WEST OFFICIALS MAKE VISIT
8/28/1987 C012 PROMOTE EDUCATION, TEACHERS TOLD
8/28/1987 C021 MICKELSON, SINNER TO MEET IN STANDING ROCK
8/29/1987 C021 ECONOMIC BOARD TO CONSIDER 2 APPLICATIONS
8/29/1987 C031 MICKELSON AWARDS GRANTS TO 3 PROJECTS
8/30/1987 A014 MICKELSON PLAN WON'T HOLD WATER
9/02/1987 B021 MICKELSON CHOSEN FOR INDIAN ISSUES ROLE
9/02/1987 B021 MICKELSON NAMES FOUR TO ADVISORY BOARD
9/07/1987 C012 AGENCIES TAKE MICKELSON MOLD
9/10/1987 C012 KAREA GOVERNORS SEEK MUTUAL TOURISM GOALS
9/12/1987 C012 ECONOMIC PLAN BEING PUT TO WORK--GOVERNOR
9/13/1987 C051 XFOUR SD RESEARCH GRANTS AWARDED
9/15/1987 A085 COMMENTS DISTURBING (L)
9/15/1987 C021 MICKELSQN--COUNTY-STATE LIAISON ESSENTIAL
9/15/1987 C022 MICKELSON TO TAKE SHOW ON THE ROAD
9/16/1987 D021 HONEYWELL ISSUE CALLED A MISUNDERSTANDING
9/16/1987 D021 MICKELSON TO MEET WITH FOREST OFFICIALS
9/17/1987 C021 MICKELSON TO TAKE RIDE IN B-I BOMBER
9/19/1987 C023 ^HONEYWELL VITAL TO SD
9/20/1987 C012 MICKELSON TINKERS WITH CABINET PAY
9/22/1987 C041 MICKELSON ASKS GOVERNORS FOR WATER SUPPORT
9/24/1987 coil MICKELSON TO BE 1ST LOTTERY PLAYER
9/24/1987 coil ECONOMICS SEMINAR TO BE HELD TODAY
9/24/1987 C012 MICKELSON SEEKS CENTENNIAL ACTION
9/26/1987 coil GOVERNOR TO SPEAK AT ELECTRIC MEETING
9/27/1987 Alll MADE HIS DECISION TO SUPPORT SENATOR DOLE
9/27/1987 C043 GOVERNOR TO LEAVE ON FAR EAST TRADE MISSION
9/28/1987 C021 *GOVERNOR--RESEARCH PROGRAM WORKING
9/29/1987 A015 ^GOVERNOR GETS FIRST SCRATCH AT LOTTERY
9/29/1987 C021 SEEKS SUPPORT FOR WATER DEVELOPMENT
10/03/1987 coil GOVERNOR TAKES TRIP OVERSEAS
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10/04/1987 Alll GOP LEADERS GIVE MICKELSON BAD MARKS
10/06/1987 con MICKELSON RECEIVES HOG FARM CRITICISM
10/10/1987 C012 GOVERNOR BACKS SD JUDGE FOR POST
10/11/1987 A015 SD T0UR1SM--B00M OR BUST
10/11/1987 A061 ^OFFICIAL ALSO DRAWS FIRE
10/16/1987 con ECONOMIC FUND DETAILS TO COME
10/16/1987 C012 3CBUSH--1'M NOT A WIMP
10/20/1987 C046 SF, 4 OTHER CITIES WILL BE PART OF MAIN STREET
10/23/1987 C041 GOVERNOR STARTS CAMPAIGN TO END ILLITERACY
10/28/1987 B021 GOVERNOR'S PRISON PANEL TO PRESENT REPORT
10/30/1987 con GOVERNOR, DOLE TO TRAVEL STATE
10/30/1987 C023 GOVERNOR WANTS BETTER RURAL HEALTH CARE
10/30/1987 C025 MICKELSON BLASTS ELECTRIC CO-OPS, MUNICIPAL UTIL
10/31/1987 con GOVERNOR TO BACK DOLE, AIDE SAYS
11/01/1987 A012 KIT'S LONELY AT THE TOP
11/01/1987 A081 MICKELSON REFRESHING, BUT CRITICAL YEAR AHEAD (ED)
11/02/1987 B021 PURSUES NEW WATER DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
11/03/1987 C012 KNEIGHBOR DOLE WINS GOVERNOR'S FAVOR~
11/07/1987 C012 KGOVERNOR POLLING SOUTH DAKOTANS
11/11/1987 A015 GOVERNOR UNINJURED AS PLANE BELLY-LANDS
11/11/1987 B016 PLAN WOULD BRING TOURISTS TO RESERVATION
11/11/1987 B021 MICKELSON NEVER USED DRUGS
11/12/1987 A015 GETS §5 MILLION FOR ENDOWMENT FUND
11/15/1987 B012 CO-OPS CHALLENGE HYDROPOWER PLAN
11/20/1987 C015 MICKELSON SURVIVES FISHY COUP IN MOBRIDGE
11/20/1987 C021 GOVERNOR BACKS TAX HIKE, MORE SCHOOL FUNDS
11/20/1987 C021 MICKELSON WANTS SCHINNESS TREATED FAIRLY
11/21/1987 con GOVERNOR PICKS NEW LEGISLATORS
11/21/1987 C023 GOVERNOR MAKES APPOINTMENTS
11/22/1987 A081 MICKELSON POWER PLAN DESERVES CONSIDERATION (ED)
11/22/1987 A083 POLL GIVES MICKELSON 75 PERCENT APPROVAL
11/25/1987 B023 OFFICIALS UPSET WITH MAGAZINE ERROR
11/26/1987 C021 MICKELSON TO NAME KING AN HONORARY CITIZEN
11/27/1987 C012 ELDERLY CARE MUST CHANGE
11/28/1987 con GOVERNOR PROCLAIMS DAY FOR LAW FIRM
11/29/1987 B021 MICKELSON TO SPEAK AT SUPER COLLIDER EVENT
11/29/1987 B031 KSCENIC AREAS NEED PROTECTION FROM MINING
12/02/1987 BOll BERESFORD TO BE CAPITAL FOR DAY
12/06/1987 A081 KON RIGHT TRACK WITH EDUCATION BUDGET (ED)
12/06/1987 C012 NEW LOAN PROGRAM READY FOR REVIEW
12/07/1987 C041 MICKELSON BECOMES A LOTTERY BELIEVER
12/09/1987 A016 HAS SD LOST THE COLLIDER
12/10/1987 A012 kMICKELSON UNVEILS FARM PLAN
12/10/1987 A014 FARM LEADERS APPROVE OF GOVERNOR'S PROPOSAL
12/10/1987 C012 KBERESFORD STEALS PIERRE'S LEADING ROLE
12/13/1987 C012 CRITICS ASSESS IMPACT OF FARM PLAN
12/14/1987 B012 PLAN HURTS POOR DISTRICTS
12/18/1987 C021 MICKELSON UNHAPPY WITH MINING INITIATIVES
12/19/1987 C021 GOVERNOR OPTIMISTIC ABOUT ECONOMY
12/24/1987 con MICKELSONS TO SPEND HOLIDAY IN PIERRE
12/24/1987 con COURT UPHOLDS RULING IN FAVOR OF GOVERNOR
12/26/1987 A071 MICKELSON TOURS BERESFORD CENTER
12/27/1987 C031 GOVERNOR'S INITIATIVE CHANGES STRATEGY
12/29/1987 C015 CONGRESSMEN BACK STATE WATER MOVES
12/31/1987 C051 GOVERNOR CREATES DEVELOPMENT AWARDS
1/04/1988 C016 GOVERNOR TO SHIFT RESOURCES
1/08/1988 C015 KGOVERNOR CHASTISES SENATOR FOR REMARKS
1/08/1988 C015 LOCAL DISTRICTS MUST HELP RAISE TEACHER PAY
1/10/1988 C051 GROUP'S BILL BARRING CORPORATE HOG FARMS
1/12/1988 C033 M1CKELS0N--REC0NS1DER SUPER COLLIDER DECISION
1/16/1988 C012 MICKELSON CRITICIZED FOR GAS TAX STAND
1/16/1988 C012 GOVERNOR BACKS PLAN TO SPLIT BOARD
1/16/1988 C021 MICKELSON ANNOUNCES 3 NEW APPOINTMENTS
1/17/1988 A083 KSTATE SURVIVES 365 DAYS WITHOUT JANKLOW
1/17/1988 B012 KMICKELSON'S PROPOSALS WIN PRAISE
1/17/1988 B032 GOVERNOR--FARM DEBT PROGRAM NEEDED
1/18/1988 B012 PANEL TO LOOK AT LOAN PROGRAMS RESULTS
1/21/1988 C012 STATE LOANS TO GO OUT IN 2 1/2 YEARS, OFFICIAL SAYS
1/22/1988 Alll SEPARATING CHARITIES AND CORRECTIONS (ED)
1/23/1988 C014 FIGHT AGAINST INFANT MORTALITY
1/23/1988 C024 GIVING YOURSELF A RAISE ISN'T EASY
1/24/1988 Alll WOMEN HELPED MICKELSON WIN BUT GET FEW JOBS
1/25/1988 B016 KGOVERNOR WANTS HELP WITH PRISONS
2/02/1988 C016 M1CKELS0N--TEACHER PAY IS PRIORITY
2/03/1988 B023 MICKELSON SEEKS HELP FOR FARM PROGRAM
2/04/1988 C012 FARM DEBT PLAN PASSED
2/05/1988 C012 PANEL APPROVES SPLITTING OF BOARD
2/06/1988 A012 GASOLINE TAX NEEDS A 5-CENT INCREASE
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2/07/1988 coil GOVERNOR--COLLEGES SHOULD KEEP NAMES
2/07/1988 C012 *MED1CAL SCHOOL LOBBIES FOR FUNDS
2/10/1988 B031 NAME CHANGE ISN'T GOVERNOR'S FAVORITE BILL
2/11/1988 A015 M1CKELS0N--TEACHER PAY PLAN FIZZLES
2/13/1988 COIA *NOT GIVING UP ON TEACHER PAY
2/1A/1988 DOll GOVERNOR HOSTS ECONOMIC EVENT
2/19/1988 C031 GOVERNOR PLEASED WITH AGENDA ACTION
2/25/1988 C013 MICKELSON CRITICAL OF NAME-CHANGE BILL
2/26/1988 C012 GOVERNOR ANNOUNCES LIVESTOCK LOAN PLAN
2/27/1988 A085 GOVERNOR DESERVES THANKS (L)
2/27/1988 C012 GOVERNOR ORDERS STUDY OF TAX SYSTEM
2/28/1988 C012 MICKELSON'S AGENDA SURVIVES SESSION
2/28/1988 C063 GOVERNOR SIGNS BILLS INTO LAW
3/02/1988 B015 3€M1CKELS0N TO GIVE CORPORATE FARM DECISION FRIDAY
3/02/1988 B023 SIGNS GAME, LIVESTOCK AUCTION BILLS
3/05/1988 A015 VETOES BILL PROHIBITING CORPORATE HOG FARMS
3/05/1988 A015 DOUBT VETOES WILL BE OVERRIDDEN
3/05/1988 C015 MICKELSON SIGNS BILL GIVING PAY RAISES
3/13/1988 E021 *M1CKELS0N VETOES 10 BILLS
3/1A/1988 AlOl SHOULD BACK HOG, UNIVERSITY VETOES CED)
3/15/1988 C012 VETOES HOLD ON HOG FARM, NAME CHANGE
3/15/1988 C021 DEMOCRAT TO STICK UP FOR GOVERNOR
3/16/1988 AlOl MICKELSON VETO SHOWS ANTI-RURAL BIAS
3/16/1988 B023 MICKELSON NAMES TAX COMMISSION
3/17/1988 C015 VOTERS HAVE CONTROL OF STATE'S FUTURE--M1CKELS0N
3/18/1988 A08A MICKELSON TAKES WRONG SIDE (L)
3/30/1988 A061 *M1CKELS0N SHIFTS SUPPORT TO BUSH
4/03/1988 E023 GOVERNOR SEEKS REAGAN'S ASSISTANCE
4/08/1988 coil GOVERNOR TO ATTEND CENTER DEDICATION
4/08/1988 C012 SCHOOLS ASK COUNTIES FOR EXTRA FUNDS
4/09/1988 C012 *WANTS ENROLLMENTS AT COLLEGES BOOSTED
4/13/1988 BOll DEMOCRAT--GOVERNOR PICKING ON HERSETH
4/14/1988 A012 ^SEXUAL HARASSMENT INVESTIGATION
4/14/1988 B031 M1CKELS0N--MUST UP TEACHER PAY
4/19/1988 C012 MICKELSON SEEKS FEDERAL SUPPORT FOR PLAN
4/19/1988 C024 DON'T HAVE CONTROL OVER LAKES
4/22/1988 C021 GOVERNOR WANTS DOLE, BUSH AT CONVENTION
4/22/1988 C041 GOVERNOR GETS SUPPORT FOR FARM DEBT PROGRAM
4/28/1988 A012 CONGRESS REMOVES INCOME LIMITS
4/29/1988 C012 CAN'T RELY ON FEDERAL DROUGHT HELP
5/02/1988 C016 36GOVERNOR TO VISIT STATE'S TROOPS IN HONDURAS
5/03/1988 D023 FARMERS COME BEFORE TOURISTS
5/04/1988 AlOl COMMENTS UNDERMINE MICKELSON'S CREDIBILITY (ED)
5/04/1988 B012 MICKELSON'S TRIP TO CENTRAL AMERICA CRITICIZED
5/04/1988 B015 GOVERNOR BRIEFED ON PANAMA UNREST
5/07/1988 A012 MICKELSON FIGHTS BALLOT MEASURES
5/07/1988 A016 DROUGHT DISASTER DECLARED
5/08/1988 BOll DEMOCRATIC LEADER SLAMS GOVERNOR
5/10/1988 A061 MICKELSON'S LEADERSHIP WELCOME IN CAMPAIGN (ED)
5/10/1988 D021 MICKELSON IRKS PANEL WITH COLLEGE AID
5/10/1988 D023 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PLAN IS ON TRACK
5/13/1988 C012 KTO CREATE PRISONS WITHOUT WALLS, BARS
5/15/1988 Alll KSD GUARD SHOWS COMMITMENT
5/16/1988 A081 PRODS REGENTS IN WORTHWHILE DIRECTION (ED)
5/17/1988 D021 MICKELSON URGES OFFICIAL TO CANCEL LICENSE PROPOSAL
5/21/1988 A081 MICKELSON HAS CHANCE TO SHAPE OWN TEAM (ED)
5/22/1988 A143 SD NEEDS INWARD GROWTH (L)
5/22/1988 C012 BLACK HILLS BILL CREATES FALSE HOPES
5/24/1988 C041 ANTI-BALLOT-ISSUE GROUP GETS START
5/25/1988 B051 MICKELSON PRAISES TOSHIBA INVESTMENT
5/27/1988 C012 MICKELSON CHASTISES LAWMAKERS
5/29/1988 A091 POLL GIVES MICKELSON LOW APPROVAL
6/07/1988 A1G4 GOVERNOR CRITICISM RIGHT (L)
6/13/1988 CG13 MICKELSON STRIVES FOR INDIAN SURVIVAL
6/18/1988 CGll MICKELSON OFFERS WASTEWATER AID
6/21/1988 AG62 GROUP BACKS MICKELSON PLAN (L)
6/23/1988 CGll GOVERNOR WON'T BAN FIREWORKS
6/23/1988 CG12 MICKELSON WANTS FARMERS REIMBURSED
6/25/1988 CG12 MICKELSON DECLARES FIRE EMERGENCY
6/29/1988 BG25 MICKELSON DROUGHT PLANS WIN APPROVAL
7/G2/1988 AG12 FAIR BOARD ACTION UPSETS MICKELSON
7/G3/1988 BG25 MICKELSON PRAISES WATER PLAN SUPPORT
7/G6/1988 BG31 M1CKELS0N--STATE INSURANCE COVERAGE BEGINS
7/1G/1988 CG21 MICKELSON-BUSH MEETING A HOAX
7/13/1988 BGll GOVERNORS OK MICKELSON PLAN
7/14/1988 AG12 SD BUSINESS RATING DISRUPTED
7/17/1988 Alll PAPER PUSHES ILLEGAL TACTICS
7/3G/1988 AGll MICKELSON ADJUSTS TO BUCKLING UP
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7/30/1988 0014 K8 PERCENT RAISES UNLIKELY
7/31/1988 Alll 'ARGUS' NEEDS POSITIVE OUTLOOK (L)
8/05/1988 C012 MICKELSON--STATE DEFICIT ERASED
8/07/1988 EOll MICKELSON ASKS FOR SMALL BUSINESS LOANS
8/09/1988 C012 GOVERNORS PANEL TO MEET IN SF
8/11/1988 C015 GOVERNOR OFFERS BUDGET FOR NURSING EDUCATION
8/13/1988 A081 MICKELSON SEEKS FULL POTENTIAL FOR STATE (L)
8/16/1988 A065 KSD DELEGATES TOLD
8/26/1988 C012 *HILL TO PROVIDE PRIVACY AT GOVERNOR'S
8/31/1988 A022 GOVERNOR'S BERM GETS BULLDOZED IN POLL
9/05/1988 coil GOVERNOR DEVELOPS FIRE RESTORATION FUND
9/07/1988 BOll GOVERNOR GETS TASTE OF NEW FAIR SECURITY
9/09/1988 coil MICKELSON TO HOST GOVERNORS MEETING
9/15/1988 C015 MENTAL HEALTH CARE NEEDS TO BE REORGANIZED
9/20/1988 A012 GOVERNOR EXPECTS RISE IN HEALTH CARE COSTS
9/20/1988 A0A5 MICKELSON--WATER ISSUES ARE A PRIORITY
9/20/1988 coil MICKELSON JOINS BUSH'S CAMPAIGN
9/20/1988 C013 ^ROBERTS OFFERS TO TAKE POSITION
9/28/1988 C012 MICKELSON NEGOTIATES ETSI SETTLEMENT
9/30/1988 COIA LOBBYING FOR A 2ND CONTRACT
10/02/1988 E012 ^MICKELSON, DASCHLE BACK ON CAMPAIGN TRAIL
10/03/1988 coil GOVERNOR INVITED TO DEFENSE PLANT
10/05/1988 C021 GOVERNORS TO HOLD RURAL ECONOMIC MEETING
10/08/1988 C023 ^GOVERNOR WORRIED ABOUT VOTE ON BOARD
10/09/1988 BOll MICKELSON TO HIRE LITERACY COORDINATOR
10/10/1988 C021 GOVERNOR'S TAX GROUP MEETS IN CITY
10/13/1988 B052 GOVERNOR HOSTS CENTENNIAL GALA
10/18/1988 A085 MICKELSON'S INTEGRITY SLIPS (L)
10/21/1988 C012 ^GOVERNORS DISCUSS RURAL ISSUES
10/29/1988 A015 HOSPITALIZED FOR BLOOD CLOT IN LEG
11/01/1988 B021 GOVERNOR RESPONDING WELL TO TREATMENT FOR BLOOD CLOT
11/02/1988 C026 ^GOVERNOR OUT OF HOSPITAL
11/03/1988 A092 *MICKELSON GOES DANCING AS CENTENNIAL STARTS
II/03/I988 B012 DUKAKIS CAN'T EVEN RUN HIS STATE
11/06/1988 E061 MICKELSON--HUDSON CAN REQUEST FIRE AID
11/08/1988 coil PROGRAM TO DISCUSS TRIBAL-STATE RELATIONS
11/10/1988 A122 GOVERNOR HAS OWN PROBLEMS (L)
11/16/1988 C012 MICKELSON LIKES IDEA OF LIMIT ON TAXES
11/18/1988 A015 WANTS LEGISLATORS TO FREEZE PROPERTY TAXES
11/19/1988 C015 GOVERNOR GIVES LESSON IN GEOGRAPHY
11/25/1988 coil HOLIDAY SEASON IS 'BUCKLE UP' TIME
11/26/1988 B031 BUSH TO INCLUDE MIDWEST IN ADMINISTRATION
11/28/1988 C012 KMICKELSON TO PROPOSE HIGHER TEACHER PAY
11/30/1988 C016 GOVERNOR TOLD INCOME TAX COULD BE NEEDED
12/01/1988 C012 BUDGET TO BE CONSCIOUS OF COSTS
12/03/1988 A015 GOVERNOR UNVEILS TAX-FREEZE PLAN
12/0A/1988 A121 TAX FREEZE ALONE WON'T FIX PROBLEM (ED)
12/0A/1988 E015 KBUDGET APPROVAL HINGES ON UNFINISHED DETAILS
12/05/1988 A081 MICKELSON IS MAKING SAME MISTAKE AS BUSH (ED)
12/05/1988 coil MICKELSON APPOINTS SEVERAL TO PANELS
12/06/1988 C012 MICKELSON TO TAKE BUDGET ON THE ROAD
12/07/1988 C012 COMMISSIONERS SEE FLAW IN TAX FREEZE
12/09/1988 C021 ^GOVERNOR DISPUTES REPORT ON INCOME TAX
12/09/1988 C021 PLAN WOULD BOOST SALARIES 3/
12/11/1988 A081 EXAMPLES OF WASTE EASY TO FIND (ED)
12/13/1988 A061 MICKELSON MUST FACE STATE PRISON PROBLEMS (ED)
12/15/1988 C022 ^SINNER'S MEDICAL SCHOOL COOPERATIVE PLAN
12/16/1988 B031 TIDBITS FROM THE GOVERNOR'S PRESENTATION
12/16/1988 C012 ^LAWMAKER CRITICIZES MICKELSON'S BUDGET
12/17/1988 C016 BUSINESSMEN REBUT BUDGET CRITICISM
12/20/1988 A016 ^INDIANS DEMAND APOLOGY
12/20/1988 coil GOVERNOR HOSTS TALK ON BUDGET IN CITY
12/21/1988 A016 APOLOGY DEMAND SPURNED
12/21/1988 C021 GOVERNOR ACCEPTS TWO CONTRIBUTIONS FOR FOUNDATION
12/22/1988 A016 *VIDEO CLEARS GOVERNOR
12/22/1988 A061 DISPUTE OVER INSULT CALLS FOR DIPLOMACY (ED)
12/25/1988 A016 ^MICKELSON HURT AFTER ACCIDENT ON SNOWMOBILE
12/26/1988 A016 GOVERNOR IMPROVING AFTER FALL
12/27/1988 C016 MICKELSON HAS ANOTHER BROKEN RIB
12/28/1988 coil MICKELSON MAKES BOARD APPOINTMENTS
12/28/1988 CG15 SCANNER NOT LARGE ENOUGH TO HOLD GOVERNOR
12/29/1988 A061 GET WELL SOON, BIG GUY (ED)
12/29/1988 C012 MICKELSON WILL CHECK OUT FRIDAY
12/30/1988 A081 ^CHANGES SHOULD HAVE BEEN CORROBORATED
12/30/1988 C031 KMICKELSON DISCHARGED FROM HOSPITAL
1/04/1989 A012 TO ORDER ETHANOL USED IN STATE VEHICLES
1/04/1989 C021 PREDICTS BANNER YEAR FOR RURAL DEVELOPMENT
1/06/1989 A015 MICKELSON TAPES SNOWMOBILE SAFETY AD
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1/11/1989 A012 XCLEANER SD ENVISIONED
1/11/1989 A012 *FOCUS OF SPEECH SURPRISES MOST
1/11/1989 A014 HIGHLIGHTS OF SPEECH
1/11/1989 AOiil 36PROPERTY OWNERS LIKE TAX FREEZE PROPOSAL
1/11/1989 A081 TAX FREEZE NO CURE-ALL (ED)
1/11/1989 C023 TO DISCUSS STRATEGY FOR WATER PROJECTS
1/12/1989 A083 GOVERNOR IS SKIRTING TAX SYSTEM ISSUE (L)
1/21/1989 C031 MICKELSON CHATS WITH FIRM INTERESTED IN SIOUX FALLS
1/25/1989 C012 TAX-FREEZE PLAN GETS COLD SHOULDER
1/26/1989 C013 MAY CHANGE MIND ON ETHANOL TAX
1/29/1989 A083 RECEIVE FAVORABLE RATINGS IN POLL
1/29/1989 C012 FOCUS SHIFTS TO ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
2/02/1989 A012 GOVERNOR UNVEILS $6 2 MILLION PRISON PLAN
2/03/1989 C012 MICKELSON WANTS TRUCE WITH MINERS
2/0A/1989 A016 GOVERNOR TO LOOK AT DEMOCRATS' TAX FREEZE OPTION
2/05/1989 A012 ^DENIES USING CLOUT TO FILL SDSU JOB
2/05/1989 A081 RIGHT TRACK WITH MINING LIMITATION (ED)
2/05/1989 C012 TAX FREEZE PUTS PRESSURE ON MICKELSON
2/07/1989 A012 SENATE APPROVES TAX FREEZE
2/08/1989 A081 CAN'T PUT OFF ITS PRISON PROBLEM (ED)
2/10/1989 A103 IS GOVERNOR'S VOTE BIASED (L)
2/10/1989 C021 MICKELSON ANNOUNCES APPOINTMENTS
2/13/1989 AOIA GOVERNOR HOPES SENATE PASSES VIDEO LOTTERY
2/13/1989 B02A CRP BONDS TO GO ON SALE
2/15/1989 A081 MICKELSON STABBED PEOPLE IN THE BACK (L)
2/15/1989 coil GOVERNOR TO HOST ECONOMIC GATHERING
2/16/1989 C022 M1CKELS0N--C0NF1DENCE BOOSTS ECONOMY
2/18/1989 C025 MICKELSON CONFIDENT TAX FREEZE WILL PASS
2/20/1989 BOll GOVERNOR TO GET 1ST BISON COIN SET
2/20/1989 B021 56M1CKELSON SPEAKS ON FEDERAL BUDGET
2/21/1989 coil MICKELSON WILL USE 'PROCLAMATION PEN'
2/23/1989 A015 VIEWS SPLIT ON STATE PAY
2/23/1989 C02'f MICKELSON USES HISTORIC PEN ON STATEHOOD
2/2A/1989 A083 ^FREEZE WOULD GIVE TAXPAYERS A BREAK
2/2A/1989 C012 GOVERNOR PLEASED WITH LOTTERY PASSAGE
2/25/1989 C012 MICKELSON EXPECTS TAX LIMIT ON 1990 BALLOT
2/25/1989 C021 GOVERNOR ASKS CHURCHES TO PRAY FOR RAIN
2/26/1989 COIA FINAL ACTION ON FREEZE STALLS
2/26/1989 C015 GOVERNOR'S CONTROL STYMIES DEMOCRATS
2/27/1989 A081 PAY-RAISE BILL OUGHT TO BE APPROVED
2/27/1989 C012 ^GOVERNOR FOUND SNOWMOBILE ACCIDENT HUMBLING
2/28/1989 C012 HOUSE COMMITTEE KILLS TAX STUDY BILL
3/01/1989 A012 SENATE ALTERS ENVIRONMENTAL BILL
3/02/1989 AOIA ENVIRONMENTAL BILL OK'D
3/02/1989 C02A DROUGHT WAS HOT TOPIC FOR GOVERNORS
3/03/1989 A012 TAX FREEZE WINS FINAL APPROVAL
3/03/1989 C012 MICKELSON HANDED $1 16 BILLION BUDGET
3/04/1989 A012 MICKELSON BATS ALMOST 1 000
3/04/1989 C015 MICKELSON ORDERS LONG-TERM TAX STUDY
3/04/1989 C023 PLAN KEEPS FARMERS ON THE LAND
3/05/1989 A081 MICKELSON GETS HIS WAY (ED)
3/05/1989 C016 TAX BATTLE HEADS INTO NEXT STAGE
3/06/1989 AlOl SHOULD CONSIDER CORPORATE INCOME TAX (ED)
3/12/1989 A094 STATE WORKS FOR AGRICULTURE (L)
3/15/1989 C012 MICKELSON SIGNS 50 MORE BILLS
3/16/1989 C023 REJECTS 1 BILL AND SIGNS 104 INTO LAW
3/20/1989 A012 PRAYERS FOR RAIN SHOWER STATE
3/21/1989 C041 MICKELSON PRAISES LEGISLATURE'S STEPS FOR FUTURE
3/23/1989 C021 MICKELSON SIGNS FINAL 2 BILLS INTO LAW
3/25/1989 A012 ^GOVERNOR WANTS SOUTH DAKOTAN TO HEAD SCHOOL
3/25/1989 C021 TO CONTINUE LOOSER HAY REGULATIONS
3/26/1989 coil GOVERNOR APPOINTS LOAN PROGRAM BOARD
3/30/1989 AlOl SD SHOULD HIRE BEST (ED)
4/01/1989 A083 LOCAL GOVERNMENT CAN OVERRIDE TAX FREEZE (L)
4/02/1989 C051 MICKELSON PLANS NY TRIP
4/11/1989 A012 GOVERNOR SEEKS PRISON PROBE
4/11/1989 C021 MICKELSON AWARDS $195,000 IN GRANTS
4/14/1989 coil MICKELSON HONORS 5 FOR PUBLIC SERVICE
4/14/1989 C012 ^GOVERNOR CALLS PRISON STORY POLITICAL
4/15/1989 C012 MUENSTER ACCUSES MICKELSON OF UNDERESTIMATING
4/15/1989 C041 YANKTON STUDENTS QUIZ GOVERNOR
4/16/1989 A131 MICKELSON STUMBLES WITH PRISON APPRAISAL
4/16/1989 E012 *M1CKELS0N TO TRADE MISSION TO FAR EAST
4/22/1989 C012 GOVERNOR FAILS PRISON TEST
4/29/1989 coil SPRINGFIELD BRIDGE GETS GOVERNOR'S HELP
4/29/1989 C031 GOVERNOR ACTIVATES DROUGHT TASK FORCE
4/30/1989 A016 CLOSING THE TEST SCORE GAP
4/30/1989 C041 MICKELSON TO ANSWER QUESTIONS 'ON-LINE'
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A/30/1989 GG15 KlG-MONTH PENNY TAX FUNDS PLAN
5/01/1989 BOll MICKELSON SETS VISITS TO FOUR COMMUNITIES
5/01/1989 BOll MICKELSON PROCLAIMS DRINKING WATER WEEK
5/0A/1989 C012 I'M RESPONSIBLE FOR PRISON
5/06/1989 coil PIERRE MAN TO LEAD NEW STATE BRANCH
5/10/1989 C015 XMICKELSON TELLS PANEL TO REDUCE TAX BURDEN
5/13/1989 0012 GOVERNOR FEARS DRY SUMMER IS AHEAD
5/17/1989 D082 *GROUP PAVING TRADE ROUTE TO FAR EAST
5/20/1989 C016 GOVERNOR UNVEILS RESEARCH PROJECT TO HELP FARMERS
5/22/1989 B012 *TRADE DELEGATION ARRIVES IN JAPAN
5/26/1989 C015 GOVERNOR PLEASED WITH JAPAN VISIT
6/0A/1989 E012 ^GOVERNOR WANTS FOREIGN TRADE ZONE
6/05/1989 A081 MICKELSON ATTENDED WAGON TRAIN FESTIVITIES (L)
6/06/1989 A012 ^GOVERNOR DEFENDS HANDLING OF PRISON INCIDENTS
6/07/1989 A012 KPRISON 'WATCHDOG' PLANNED
6/10/1989 C012 GOVERNOR--FURLOUGH TIMING A COINCIDENCE
6/14/1989 C012 XRACE FOR GOVERNOR COSTLY
6/18/1989 C012 M1CKELS0N--R1VER NEEDS LONG-TERM PLANS
6/19/1989 A105 GOVERNOR IGNORES PEOPLE (L)
6/19/1989 B031 GOVERNOR PAINTS GRIM VIEW OF RURAL HEALTH
6/22/1989 D061 MICKELSON TO TOUR DROUGHT AREAS
6/23/1989 C021 ^GOVERNOR TOURS DROUGHT AREAS
6/24/1989 A015 ^GOVERNOR IRKED BY SLOW CLEANUP
6/27/1989 A043 XMICKELSON RESERVES JUDGEMENT ON LEAVE POLICIES
6/29/1989 C026 MICKELSON GIVES PRAISE TO BUCKLEY
7/07/1989 B071 MICKELSON'S TOP 10
7/15/1989 C031 ESTATE PANEL WILL LOOK FOR BUDGET CUTS
7/16/1989 A012 ^GOVERNOR RUNNING ON, AGAINST RECORD
7/18/1989 C015 PREDICTS PRISON CONSTRUCTION WITHIN 2 TO 4 YEARS
7/18/1989 C021 XTRADE TOPS GOVERNORS' AGENDA
7/20/1989 B013 MICKELSON OFFERS SOUTH DAKOTA'S HELP
7/21/1989 C011 GOP LEADER PREDICTS VICTORY FOR GOVERNOR
7/21/1989 D085 TRADE FOCUS CLOSER TO SD
7/23/1989 E011 MICKELSON TARGETS TRADE WITH CANADA
7/24/1989 B031 SD READY FOR FOREST FIRES
7/25/1989 C011 GOVERNOR TO MEET WITH COMMUNITIES
7/27/1989 A012 ^GOVERNOR--STATE HOSPITAL ERRED
7/27/1989 C012 MICKELSON TELLS CANTON--SET PRIORITIES
7/31/1989 B012 XMCKELLIPS MAY CHALLENGE MICKELSON
8/01/1989 C041 MICKELSON QUESTIONS MOTIVE OF MCKELLIPS MAKING BID
8/02/1989 A083 MICKELSON RECORD IMPRESSES (L)
8/02/1989 C021 KMICKELSON HEADS GOVERNORS' PANEL
8/06/1989 A081 MICKELSON IS CAPABLE, BUT WEAK (ED)
8/10/1989 A012 KMIFFED AS CUOMO AIDE POSES AS HIM
8/15/1989 C021 GOP--GOVERNOR GAINING STRENGTH
8/16/1989 C021 ANDERA--GOVERNOR MISLEADING PEOPLE
8/17/1989 C012 *DAKOTAS MAY SUE OVER RIVER WATER
8/24/1989 A084 GOVERNOR MICKELSON FLIP-FLOPS (L)
8/30/1989 D082 GOVERNOR WILL SEEK MINIMUM PAY BOOST
9/02/1989'A012 ^GOVERNOR'S BACK LAWN IS SD'S 'FIELD OF DREAMS'
9/03/1989 A012 FAIR GAME AT POLITICAL BOOTHS
9/06/1989 A016 ^STRICTER RULES SET FOR LIFERS
9/06/1989 A124 MICKELSON HELPS CITY (L)
9/08/1989 A101 PRISON OFFICIALS RESPOND ADMIRABLY TO CRISIS (ED)
9/08/1989 C021 MICKELSON SUPPORTS MISSOURI RIVER RESORT
9/10/1989 A012 56DEMOCRATS MUST FIGHT TO GET REPUBLICANS
9/10/1989 E016 EDUCATORS TO SET SD PRIORITIES
9/12/1989 C015 STATE EDUCATORS TARGET PROBLEMS
9/14/1989 D081 MICKELSON PROMOTES IRRIGATION PROJECT
9/17/1989 A131 36DEMOCRATS WANT SAMUELSON TO ATTACK MICKELSON
9/24/1989 A101 AUDIENCE LIKED BUSH, LOVED MICKELSON
9/24/1989 C012 ^MICKELSON WANTED DUMP TALKS DELAYED
9/26/1989 C026 MICKELSON NOT NUMBER 1 AT ALL
9/27/1989 C011 GOVERNOR TO HONOR NEW CANTON LIBRARY
9/27/1989 C015 RURAL SCHOOLS TO GET HELP FOR SCIENCE
9/29/1989 C041 *GOVERNOR--SCHOOL COALITION NEEDED
9/30/1989 C024 INPUT OF PARENTS NEEDED FOR EDUCATION REFORM
10/01/1989 A104 GOVERNOR OFFERS DOUBLE TALK (L)
10/01/1989 E012 XBROOKINGS MILLIONAIRE DUCKS SPOTLIGHT
10/06/1989 C041 MICKELSON TO HOLD TOWN MEETINGS
10/06/1989 D061 M1CKELS0N--ASCS SHOULD DO REPORTS
10/07/1989 C023 MICKELSON WANTS HELP FOR INDIAN STUDENTS
10/08/1989 C012 MEETING TO SPOTLIGHT RESERVOIR PROBLEMS
10/10/1989 A015 3CG0VERN0R WANNA-BES CRITICAL OF MICKELSON
10/11/1989 C011 MICKELSON TO SPEAK AT LITERACY MEETING
10/11/1989 C015 POLITICIANS TICKLE US WITH FUNNY TALES
10/14/1989 A012 1 MILLION TAB FOR CORRECTIONS
10/17/1989 B066 BUYER SOUGHT FOR PLANT
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10/22/1989 C055 EXTENDING SCHOOL YEAR IS ALTERNATIVE IN REFORM
10/2A/1989 C021 MICKELSON, OFFICIALS WILL GO 'ON LINE"
10/25/1989 C012 REDUCING DROPOUTS IS PRIORITY
10/27/1989 AlOl STATE MUST PUT TEACHER MONEY (ED)
11/02/1989 C025 *STANDS TALL TO HAND CANDY TO KIDS
11/03/1989 D081 MICKELSON SPEAKS AT FU CONVENTION
11/03/1989 D082 16 COMMUNITIES IN DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
11/08/1989 C065 *SALES TAX COLLECTIONS UP
11/17/1989 C021 MICKELSON VISITS PIERRE FIFTH-GRADE
11/21/1989 C023 MICKELSON HAPPY WITH TAX STUDY
11/21/1989 C024 GOVERNOR TO ANNOUNCE IN MARCH
11/26/1989 AHA LAW AND ORDER CONTINUES TO LOOM
11/28/1989 COIA GRILLS GOVERNOR ON PROPERTY-TAX FREEZE
11/30/1989 C023 STATES NEED FREEDOM ON SPENDING
12/02/1989 C015 MICKELSON HIRES SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO DO RESEARCH
12/03/1989 E012 ^BUDGET PLAN BOOSTS EDUCATION MONEY
12/04/1989 BOH MICKELSON RETHINKS ADDING SCHOOL DAYS
12/05/1989 A015 3€B00ST FOR EDUCATION
12/05/1989 AlOl EDUCATION DESERVES EVEN MORE ATTENTION (ED)
12/10/1989 A081 DASCHLE'S SUPPORT OF MICKELSON
12/12/1989 A012 XSAMUELSON ASSESSING TOLL OF DASCHLE REMARK
12/12/1989 A016 INQUIRY AT GOVERNOR'S MANSION
12/13/1989 A012 OFFICIAL--INQUIRY SUBJECT A STUDENT
12/13/1989 C012 TEACHER PAY PLAN 'DOESN'T ADD UP'
12/13/1989 D082 GOVERNOR NOT BACKING SD FIRMS
12/14/1989 A012 *GOVERNOR--PROBE AGONIZES FAMILY
12/15/1989 A016 CAPITAL BACK TO NORMAL
12/16/1989 C012 PROSECUTOR GETS POLICE REPORT ON CASE
12/17/1989 A043 DEMOCRAT LEADER CRITICIZES CORRECTIONS FAILURE
12/17/1989 E015 INQUIRY TIMETABLE UNKNOWN IN CASE AT STATE MUSEUM
12/21/1989 C021 MICKELSON REVIEWS TRUSTY CASE
12/24/1989 coil MICKELSON WILL TRAVEL TO FLORIDA
12/24/1989 N023 KA SERIES OF CHRISTMASES
12/26/1989 coil MICKELSON DIRECTS FUEL-AID READINESS
12/26/1989 C012 WANTS TO HIRE TWO SOLID-WASTE EXPERTS
12/27/1989 A012 RAPE INQUIRY COMPLETE
12/28/1989 C012 MANSION REPORT IS NO POLITICAL ISSUE
12/29/1989 D082 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT SHAPES FUTURE
12/31/1989 A071 POLITICAL EARTH WON'T MOVE IN 1990
1/01/1990 A141 SOME VOWS LEADERS SHOULD MAKE (ED)
1/03/1990 C024 MICKELSON VOWS DUMP-SITE FIGHT
1/05/1990 A012 MICKELSON PLEDGES MONEY FOR BRANDON
1/05/1990 A016 MANSION INCIDENT REPORT COMPLETED
1/05/1990 D081 GOVERNOR HELPS GARY CELEBRATE NEW FIRM
1/06/1990 C014 NEW JUDGE GETS MANSION CASE
1/07/1990 C041 MICKELSON SEEKS TO SPEED UP TRIBE GRANTS
1/09/1990 A015 PIERRE MAN ARRESTED IN MANSION CASE
1/10/1990 A012 36MICKELSON SETS AGENDA
1/12/1990 C012 GOVERNOR, INDIANS VOW TO BUILD RESPECT
1/13/1990 A012 'THERE ISN'T ANY COVER-UP'
1/14/1990 A012 BY GEORGE'S ACCOUNT, HE'S DONE IT
1/14/1990 C012 RESEARCH PARK IDEA STIRS INTEREST
1/19/1990 C012 EMERGENCY COMMISSION GETS NEW LEASE
1/21/1990 A081 MICKELSON NEEDS HEART-TO-HEART TALK
I/21/I990 A093 MICKELSON RETAINS HIS VOTE (L)
1/21/1990 C015 *SUE OVER YANKTON MURDERS
1/25/1990 D061 GOVERNORS INVITED TO CITY AG MEETING
1/27/1990 C041 MICKELSON MAY CONSIDER TAX PAYMENT CHANGE
1/28/1990 A012 FAILURES MOUNT, BUT TAX PANEL VALID
1/28/1990 BOH MICKELSON NAMES RECONCILIATION PANEL
1/28/1990 EOH MICKELSON MAKES STATE APPOINTMENTS
I/30/I990 coil GOVERNOR TO ANSWER QUESTIONS ON PBS
2/01/1990 A012 YEAR OF HEALING BETWEEN RACES KICKS OFF
2/01/1990 C012 *STATE MOVES TO LIMIT LIABILITY
2/01/1990 C015 ^GOVERNOR CRITICIZES DEM'S PRISON PLAN
2/03/1990 coil MICKELSON TO OPEN CAMPAIGN OFFICE
2/03/1990 C012 LAWYER DISPUTES CHARBONEAU DEAL
2/03/1990 C015 LOW LAND REVENUES CUT FUNDS
2/04/1990 A081 LAWMAKERS MOVE TOWARD RACE HARMONY
2/05/1990 B031 LAWMAKERS UNEASY ON PRISON PLAN
2/06/1990 C015 PRISON PLAN PASSES SENATE COMMITTEE
2/07/1990 C015 ^GOVERNOR TELLS SPRINGFIELD
2/08/1990 C012 SPRINGFIELD OPTION DELAYS PRISON VOTE
2/09/1990 A015 GOVERNOR DEMANDS EXPANSION
2/10/1990 A012 PRISON BILL GUTTED, PASSED
2/10/1990 A081 HAS PUT OFF PRISON ACTION TOO LONG (ED)
2/10/1990 coil GOVERNOR STARTS RE-ELECTION BID
2/10/1990 C012 EDUCATION PLAN GOES TO SENATE
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2/11/1990 DOll MICKELSON'S WEIGHT DROPS BELOW 250
2/15/1990 B031 GOVERNOR RESPONDS TO EDUCATION ISSUES
2/16/1990 A085 MICKELSON'S FACE HEARTACHE (L)
2/16/1990 C012 LAWMAKERS, GOVERNOR DELAY ACTION ON PRISON BILLS
2/18/1990 EOll MICKELSON TO SPEAK AT LINCOLN DAY
2/21/1990 A016 PRISON FUNDING REVISED
2/2A/1990 A081 SESSION PRODUCES ONE VALUABLE EDUCATION TOOL (ED)
2/25/1990 C025 MICKELSON, STAFF TAKE CAPITAL ON THE ROAD
3/03/1990 C012 MICKELSON SIGNS LOTTO, PRISON BILLS
3/03/1990 C041 MICKELSON PLANS CAMPAIGN STOP
3/0A/1990 C012 KGOP PAYS TRIBUTE TO SCHIRMER
3/06/1990 C015 MICKELSON VETOES YOUTH DRIVING BILL
3/10/1990 C012 RECONCLIATION PLANS DEBATED
3/10/1990 C026 CONFERENCE PLANNED ON AT-RISK KIDS
3/11/1990 A081 VETOED BILLS NOT WORTH SAVING (ED)
3/11/1990 C012 LAWMAKERS HOPE TO OVERRIDE TEEN DRIVING VETO
3/12/1990 B012 2 VETOED BILLS UP FOR VOTE TODAY
3/13/1990 C015 MICKELSON WINS VETO BATTLES ON FINAL DAY
3/1A/1990 D082 GOVERNOR BACKS AG PROCESSING PLANT
3/15/1990 A012 ^MANSION RAPE HEARING OPENS
3/15/1990 C012 MICKELSON ORDERS ACTION AGAINST INCINERATORS
3/16/1990 A015 JUDGE--NO RAPE PROVEN
3/18/1990 A095 THE REACTION FROM THE GOVERNOR'S OFFICE
3/25/1990 A081 PEOPLE SHOULD BE TOLD MANSION CASE FACTS (ED)
3/27/1990 A012 KMANY GREET PEACE PLAN WITH QUIET OPTIMISM
3/27/1990 A061 GOVERNOR, LAWMAKERS SHARE GOVERNING DUTY (L)
3/28/1990 coil MICKELSON UNSURE COURT CASE HURTS BID
3/28/1990 C025 GOVERNOR SIDES WITH BUSH ON GUARD ISSUE
3/29/1990 coil GOVERNOR SET TO ANNOUNCE BID
3/30/1990 A012 XMICKELSON SHOOTS FOR 2ND TERM
3/30/1990 A022 FAMILY WILL COMMENT ON MANSION CASE
3/30/1990 A084 SON ENTITLED TO PROTECTION (L)
3/31/1990 A012 ^MICKELSON USED PRIZES GIVEN IN GAME
A/01/1990 A012 GOVERNOR FACES RE-ELECTION STRUGGLE
A/01/1990 AlOl POLLS GIVE SAMUELSON FIGHTING CHANCE
A/02/1990 C022 GOVERNOR NOT REQUIRED TO TAKE CAMPAIGN LEAVE
A/03/1990 coil MICKELSON FILES RE-ELECTION PETITION
A/03/1990 C022 GOVERNOR TO REVEAL NUKE DUMP PROTECTION PLAN
A/OA/1990 A08A GOVERNOR HAS COMPASSION (L)
A/OA/1990 C016 GOVERNOR TRIES HAND AT TEACHING
A/05/1990 A016 DUMP SUIT AN OPTION
A/06/1990 A081 BACKS UP ITS ANTI-DUMP RHETORIC (ED)
A/06/1990 D081 MICKELSON DISPUTED ECONOMIC RATINGS
A/08/1990 A091 FREEZE GIVES TAXPAYERS OPTION (L)
A/09/1990 C021 MICKELSON TO ATTEND WATER PROJECT MEETING
A/09/1990 C051 J6DAK0TA GOVERNORS STRESS COOPERATION
A/10/1990 C021 PLANS TALK TO ATH-GRADERS AT TEA
A/11/1990 C015 MICKESLONS TO DISCUSS INCIDENT
A/13/1990 C022 MICKELSON REQUESTS HELP FOR OAHE RESORTS
A/lA/1990 A012 ^GOVERNOR ADMITS SON INVOLVED
A/15/1990 C012 *STATE NEEDS TO IMPROVE INCOMES
A/17/1990 A061 MICKELSON HELPS BRING END TO MANSION SAGA (ED)
A/19/1990 C021 MICKELSON SAYS STATE CAN SHARE WATER COSTS
A/21/1990 C012 COAST TO COAST NEEDS BUYER
A/21/1990 C012 MICKELSON OFFERS RECYCLING REWARD
A/21/1990 COAl MICKELSON SAYS INDIAN ISSUES COULD BE SETTLED
A/22/1990 C013 MICKELSON DEFENDS SELF AGAINST CRITICISM
A/26/1990 C023 MICKELSON PLANS SD DROUGHT TOUR
A/28/1990 A012 )(WILL SUE CORPS OVER WATER RELEASE
5/01/1990 coil MICKELSON RECEIVES RESPONSE FROM CORPS
5/02/1990 AlOl MISSOURI RIVER WATER IS WORTH FIGHTING ABOUT (ED)
5/02/1990 C012 CANDIDATES DISAGREE ON MINING
5/02/1990 COAl RIVER SUIT CONFIRMED
5/03/1990 C021 WETLANDS DISPUTE DECISION REACHED--MICKELSON
5/05/1990 C012 KUSD'S ASHER STRESSES COOPERATION
5/08/1990 COAl HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS MUST COOPERATE
5/11/1990 COIA COUNCIL READY TO MOVE FORWARD
5/11/1990 DlOl EXECUTIVE ORDER DROPS MOWING FEE
5/12/1990 A012 JUDGES OPEN WAY FOR MORE WATER RELEASES
5/12/1990 C012 ^GOVERNOR DEBUTS SCHOOL-WORK PLAN
5/13/1990 Alll HOSTILITY TOWARD INDIAN RECONCILIATION SURPRISES
5/13/1990 coil MICKELSON TO ATTEND PUBLISHER OPEN HOUSE
5/13/1990 C025 MICKELSON WILL BACK LANDFILL MEASURE
5/1A/1990 coil MICKELSON TO VISIT TURNER COUNTY TOWNS
5/15/1990 BOll GOVERNOR CHANGES CAMPAIGN SCHEDULE
5/16/1990 C012 MICKELSON UPSET MEETING CANCELED
5/18/1990 C033 ^TREATY BETWEEN SD AND NEBRASKA
5/18/1990 C035 MICKELSON INVITES GORBACHEV TO STATE
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5/20/1990 coil GOVERNOR REAPPOINTS MEMBERS TO PANEL
5/20/1990 C016 MICKELSON HOPES CORPS WILL ACT WISELY
5/20/1990 C081 GOVERNOR, CHALLENGER ARGUE OVER RIVER SUIT
5/23/1990 AlOl RIVER FIGHT WORTHY OF FURTHER EFFORT (ED)
5/23/1990 COAl COMMISSION BACKS MICKELSON ON RIVER
5/2A/1990 C04A KMICKELSON CALLS FOR MEETING
5/25/1990 coil GOVERNOR DECLARES 2 DROUGHT COUNTIES
5/25/1990 C041 *LONG TERM HEALTH PLAN NEEDED
5/30/1990 C012 MICKELSON URGES INCREASED CASH RESERVE
5/30/1990 D061 GOVERNORS' GROUP TO TACKLE FARM ISSUES
5/31/1990 C015 MICKELSON--FIGHT FOR OUR WATER
6/01/1990 AlOl ELECTION ADVANTAGE GOES TO MICKELSON (ED)
6/05/1990 A015 BANKRUPT PARENT MAY HAVE BUYER
6/05/1990 coil MICKELSON MEETS WITH NUCLEAR DUMP FOES
6/09/1990 C031 CANDIDATES AGREE ON SOME ISSUES
6/11/1990 A016 OFFERS HELP TO BUY MILBANK, BROOKINGS PLANTS
6/12/1990 D062 BUDGET TALKS HINDER FARM BILL
6/15/1990 coil GOVERNOR ASKS PUBLIC TO SPEAK OUT ON RIVER
6/15/1990 D081 'US FARM REPORT' TO FEATURE MICKELSON
6/17/1990 G031 NEW VO-TECH JOB WON'T BE CONFLICT
6/20/1990 C033 KCAPITAL FOR A DAY
6/21/1990 A016 BARGAIN ON RIVER REFUSED
6/22/1990 coil CANDIDATES AGREE TO TV DEBATE
6/23/1990 C012 HALLEEN--'GEORGE' HAS DISAPPOINTED
6/24/1990 coil MICKELSON WANTS SD USED AS PILOT STATE
6/27/1990 C012 *MICKELSON SHOOTS DOWN OPPONENT'S FUNDING PLAN
6/30/1990 A021 ^MICKELSON SPEAKS AGAINST INCOME TAX
7/01/1990 C012 *MICKELSON SUPPORTERS DEFEND LETTER
7/06/1990 A012 MICKELSON DECLARES PRISON CRISIS
7/07/1990 C015 *SAMUELSON BLAMES GOVERNOR FOR PRISON PROBLEMS
7/08/1990 AlOl TAXES BRING OUT WORST IN POLITICIANS
7/08/1990 coil DEMOCRAT LEADER CRITICIZES MICKELSON
7/10/1990 C012 MICKELSON WANTS IDEAS ON EDUCATION GOALS
7/12/1990 C041 MICKELSON--DELAY GARBAGE DUMP HEARING
7/13/1990 coil MICKELSON--COUNSEL SHOULD BE CONTINUED
7/14/1990 C031 MICKELSON TO CHAIR GOVERNORS' ASSOCIATION
7/15/1990 C016 GOVERNOR SEEKS DUMP LAW CHANGE
7/15/1990 C051 ^GOVERNORS WILL MEET THIS WEEK
7/16/1990 coil MEETING TO TACKLE TRIBAL DISPUTES
7/16/1990 C012 GOVERNOR CANDIDATES PLEAD FOR CASH
7/18/1990 A016 36MICKELSON CALLS FOR WASTE POLICY
7/19/1990 coil MICKELSON DECLARES STATE COFFEE DAY
7/21/1990 BOll MICKELSON APPOINTS ENVIRONMENTAL PANEL
7/21/1990 BOll MICKELSON URGES TARGET PRICE SUPPORT
7/22/1990 A014 ^MICKELSON A QUICK STUDENT AS POLITICIAN
7/22/1990 A073 GOVERNOR SHOULD BE ENVIRONMENTAL LEADER (L)
7/24/1990 C041 STATE PLAN FOR FUTURE GARBAGE DISPOSAL
7/26/1990 C015 MICKELSON ENDORSED BY EDUCATION GROUP
7/27/1990 A012 KCOLONEL GIVEN ENVIRONMENT POST
7/28/1990 C014 seLOW SALARIES MAKE STATE WORKERS LEAVE
7/29/1990 C012 XSAMUELSON BLASTS GOVERNOR'S CHOICE
7/31/1990 B031 MICKELSON SCHEDULED TO PLAY IN HOGAN
8/02/1990 B066 KSD PICKED FOR FEDERAL AG PROJECT
8/05/1990 A112 MICKELSON SHOULD BE HELD ACCOUNTABLE (L)
8/06/1990 C015 KSAMUELSON ON SOLID WASTE ISSUE
8/14/1990 B061 *2 NEW BUSINESSES EXPECTED IN SD
8/17/1990 coil MICKELSON SCHEDULES HEALTH-ISSUE MEETINGS
8/18/1990 coil MICKELSON TO SPEAK AT SCHOOL BOARD GATHERING
8/19/1990 E015 STATE WILL IMPROVE SERVICES FOR AT-RISK YOUTHS
8/20/1990 coil GOVERNOR WANTS LAB REGULATIONS REVISED
8/25/1990 C012 MICKELSON PUSHES WATER LEGISLATION
8/26/1990 C031 GOVERNOR ANNOUNCES ENVIRONMENTAL AWARDS
8/29/1990 C012 GOVERNOR QUIET ABOUT POSSIBLE ENERGY CRISIS
8/31/1990 D082 MICKELSON LAUDS STATE LOAN PROGRAM
9/01/1990 C012 KMICKELSON QUESTIONS NUKE DUMP
9/03/1990 C012 *ARE SOUTH DAKOTANS BETTER OFF NOW
9/07/1990 A015 GOVERNOR CANDIDATES DEBATE WAGES
9/08/1990 A083 VOTE CAN MAKE UP FOR GOVERNOR'S FAILURE
9/08/1990 C036 MICKELSON--ENVIRONMENT NEEDS TO BE PROTECTED
9/11/1990 C012 XSAMUELSON CRITICIZES MICKELSON ON WAGE ISSUE
9/15/1990 C012 3CMICKELS0N ANNOUNCES RECONCILIATION COUNCIL
9/16/1990 A015 MICKELSON'S TALK AT SCHOOL IS QUESTIONED
9/16/1990 C051 3€FARM CRISIS NOT MAIN CONCERN IN ELECTION
9/17/1990 A016 MICKELSON WON'T USE TALK IN AD
9/17/1990 A071 LAKE ANDES CASE PROVES CHANGE DUE
9/17/1990 C012 MICKELSON PUTS PRIORITY ON ELDERLY ISSUES
9/18/1990 C012.3eGOVERNOR~PROMISES COUNTIES MORE AID
9/19/1990 A015 SALES TAX HIKE LIKELY PROPOSAL
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9/19/1990 A016 MICKELSON ORDERS FUEL CONSERVATION
9/2D/199G A012 8 RECEIVE 10 PERCENT-PLUS RAISES
9/20/1990 AlOl MICKELSON APPLIES DOUBLE STANDARD (ED)
9/20/1990 C012 XMICKELSON SETS ECONOMIC GOALS
9/20/1990 C031 HARRISBURG TOWN LEADERS ASK MICKELSON FOR HELP
9/22/1990 COAl MICKELSON TO DISCUSS WASTE ISSUES IN DC
9/23/1990 A012 HALF OF EXECUTIVE-BRANCH PAY RAISES
9/25/1990 C021 MICKELSON PETITIONS FOR NATIONAL MEMORIAL
9/28/1990 C03A MICKELSON CONDUCTS RURAL HEALTH HEARINGS
9/30/1990 AlOl MICKELSON WISE NOT TO USE BROOKINGS STUDENTS
9/30/1990 coil MICKELSON SEEKS AID FOR EIGHT COUNTIES
10/02/1990 A081 MICKELSON'S GET-TOUGH DRUG PLAN IS JOKE (L)
10/02/1990 C015 ^ENVIRONMENTALISTS TOLD TO LEAVE FARMERS ALONE
10/03/1990 C051 *WANTS PANEL TO REJECT APPLICATION
lO/OA/1990 A012 LABOR STATISTICS CONTRADICT MICKELSON'S CLAIMS
lO/OA/1990 coil ^GOVERNOR TAKING UNDUE CREDIT
lO/OA/1990 C013 DEFICIT-REDUCTION PLAN UNACCEPTABLE FOR STATE
lO/OA/1990 C031 TWO-WAV TV TASK FORCE FORMED
10/05/1990 A012 DEBATE WITH PUNCH
10/05/1990 C012 MICKELSON PLEDGES EDUCATION BOOST
10/07/1990 A012 CRITICS PRAISE RECONCILIATION GAINS
10/07/1990 A092 MICKELSON AGAINST BETTER PAYING JOBS (L)
10/08/1990 B012 GOVERNOR CANDIDATES CONFIDENT AS ELECTION NEARS
10/09/1990 C031 3CP0L1T1C1ANS FEUDING OVER MILLING PLANT
10/10/1990 C012 GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDATES DISAGREE OVER TAXES
10/10/1990 COIA DASCHLE QUOTE USED IN GOVERNOR'S CAMPAIGN AD
10/10/1990 C033 MICKELSON, MILLER DISAGREE ON INITIATIVE 1
10/10/1990 D085 MICKELSON OFFERS 22-POlNT FARM PLAN
10/12/1990 D076 M1CKELS0N--C1TY LEADERSHIP KEY TO SUCCESS
10/1^1/1990 A015 ^GOVERNOR RACE GROWS HOTTER
10/l<i/1990 A015 MICKELSON BUSY, ENTHUSED ABOUT KEEPING JOB
10/15/1990 A051 MICKELSON'S BEHAVIOR IS INCONSISTENT
10/16/1990 A012 GOVERNOR CANDIDATES SPAR OVER WORKERS' PAY
10/16/1990 coil NEW POLL SHOWS MICKELSON AHEAD
10/18/1990 C012 ^GOVERNOR HOPEFULS TRADE JABS OVER ADS
10/19/1990 C033 *DOLE STUMPING FOR SD CANDIDATES
10/21/1990 A113 INMATE MAD BECAUSE HE WAS APPREHENDED CD
10/21/1990 D012 XMICKELSON BACKTRACKED ON TAX VOW
10/22/1990 C031 ^GOVERNOR CANDIDATES SPAR OVER JAIL ISSUES
10/23/1990 C031 ^AT ODDS OVER STATE RUN GAMES
10/24/1990 A092 MICKELSON DOESN'T SHOW RECONCILIATION CD
10/24/1990 D085 DEMOCRATS URGE GOVERNOR TO ACT ON MILLING PLANT
10/25/1990 C031 MICKELSON BACKS TECH PRESIDENT
10/28/1990 AlOl XGIVE MICKELSON A SECOND TERM CED)
10/31/1990 A105 MICKELSON RELIED ON BAD ADVICE CD
10/31/1990 A112 VOTERS SHOULD SEND NEW FACES TO PIERRE CD
10/31/1990 coil MICKELSON DECLARES WINTER WEATHER WEEK
10/31/1990 C033 ^COMPUTER HOOKS USD UP WITH WORLD
11/01/1990 A086 VOTE TAX-FREEZE BACKERS OUT OF OFFICE CD
11/01/1990 coil MICKELSON OUTSPENDS SAMUELSON BY 3-TO-l
11/07/1990 A061 FAMILIAR PROBLEMS AWAIT MICKELSON CED)
11/07/1990 D012 XMICKELSON WINS 2ND TERM
11/08/1990 C016 GOVERNOR'S ISSUES DIE AT THE POLLS
11/11/1990 E012 MICKELSON WON'T ADVOCATE TAX HIKE
11/13/1990 coil DECEMBER 2-8 DECLARED WEEK TO SUPPORT RESERVES
11/15/1990 C034 INAUGURATION CEREMONY TO BE HELD JANUARY 5
11/18/1990 EOll MICKELSON TAKES LEAD OF WESTERN GOVERNORS
11/20/1990 C012 KMICKELSON BACKS SALES TAX HIKE
11/21/1990 C041 MICKELSON UNHAPPY WITH CORPS' PLAN
11/21/1990 C045 ADOPTION MONTH SPOTLIGHTS KIDS
11/25/1990 E012 ^GOVERNOR BIDS PERSONAL FAREWELL TO GUARD UNITS
11/27/1990 C015 1992 BUDGET PLAN CAUTIOUS
11/28/1990 C012 TAX REPORT DUE TODAY
11/28/1990 D096 MICKELSON GOING TO JAPAN ON TRADE MISSION
11/29/1990 A012 MORE TAXES NEEDED FOR BEST OPTION
11/29/1990 C012 XBRACE FOR PROPERTY TAX HIKE
11/30/1990 AlOl MICKELSON TAKES THE EASY WAY OUT CED)
11/30/1990 C016 KMICKELSON OPPONENT ANGRY WITH TAX PLAN
12/01/1990 A012 PANEL'S TAX REPORT REALISTIC FOR SOME
12/01/1990 C036 SDEA BACKS MICKELSON'S 2ND PLAN
12/02/1990 D012 EDUCATION PLAN WILL HURT SF
12/03/1990 C033 *SD WELFARE ROLLS INCREASE
12/03/1990 C033 GOOD THINGS MAY BE IN STORE
12/06/1990 D081 MICKELSON SAYS JAPAN MORE OPEN TO TRADE
12/11/1990 C012 GOVERNOR, EDUCATORS MEET
12/14/1990 C012 REGENTS SUPPORT GOVERNOR'S BUDGET PROPOSAL
12/14/1990 D071 MICKELSON PLANS SOVIET UNION TRIP
12/17/1990 coil MICKELSON SAYS ECONOMY DOING FINE
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12/20/1990 D082 *50 JOINS STATES LABELED TAX HAVENS
12/22/1990 COIA ^(MICKELSON AIMS TO MINGLE MORE
12/23/1990 A015 MICKELSON SEES SMOOTH SAILING, BOLD MOVES
12/23/1990 A071 3€M0RE DEMOCRATS HEADACHES FOR MICKELSON
12/23/1990 C012 36M1CKELSON WOULD SIGN LONETREE BILL
12/27/1990 C033 ENVIRONMENTALISTS ANGRY THAT MICKELSON WOULD BACK
12/28/1990 C012 KGOVERNOR--UPDATE EDUCATION SYSTEM
12/29/1990 C012 ^(FORMER GOVERNOR ANDERSON LAID IN WEBSTER
12/30/1990 A015 KMEANS BLOCKS MICKELSON AT CEMETARY
12/30/1990 coil TV SHOW TO FEATURE STATE OF STATE SPEECH
1/01/1991 A012 XA YEAR OF PAIN AND HEALING
1/03/1991 COIA ^LEGISLATIVE LINEUP CHANGES THE TAX GAME
1/05/1991 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
1/05/1991 C012 LOCAL LAWMAKERS SPLIT OVER MICKELSON
1/06/1991 C012 KMICKELSON INAUGURATED
1/07/1991 coil KMICKELSON MAKES VARIOUS APPOINTMENTS
1/09/1991 A015 MICKELSON'S P1TCH--B00ST TEACHER PAY
1/09/1991 A061 GOVERNOR POINTS STATE RIGHT WAY (ED)
1/09/1991 C013 ^DEMOCRATS TAKE CREDIT FOR MICKELSON'S IDEAS
1/10/1991 C012 MICKELSON WANTS TO PROP UP AIRLINE
1/11/1991 A012 EDUCATOR CRITICIZES PAY PROPOSAL
1/12/1991 A012 MICKELSON WILL PUSH FOR TAX PACKAGE
1/12/1991 C012 STATE MAKING PLANS IN PREPARATION FOR WAR
1/12/1991 C012 37 LAWMAKERS VOICE SUPPORT FOR LONETREE
1/15/1991 C012 LONETREE FOES--GOVERNOR AVOIDING US
1/17/1991 C012 GOVERNOR DEFENDS TAX-HIKE PLANS
1/18/1991 C033 *SD LAWMAKERS PAUSE, PONDER WAR
1/19/1991 C016 KNON-VIOLENT INMATES MAY GET BREAK
1/19/1991 C033 WAR WON'T SHIFT STATE'S NEED
1/21/1991 B045 KMICKELSON, STAFF TAKING SALES TAX PLAN ON THE ROAD
1/22/1991 A083 *1 STAND BEHIND TAX-HIKE PLAN
1/22/1991 C012 PRELIMINARY VOTE LOOMS ON TAX-HIKE PACKAGE
1/22/1991 C031 MICKELSON HAD PLANS TO HIKE STATE SALES TAX
1/26/1991 A013 GOVERNOR SOLICITING TAX SUPPORT
1/26/1991 COIA SF TO HOST NASA CONFERENCE
1/27/1991 B012 MICKELSON STUMPS STATE FOR TAX-HIKE PACKAGE
1/27/1991 B015 GOVERNOR SOUNDING LIKE A DEMOCRAT
1/27/1991 B053 MICKELSON, DEMOCRATS CONTINUE TAX BATTLE
1/31/1991 A091 SD ALWAYS HAS TAX FAIRNESS FOR RICH (L)
2/01/1991 AD81 CARLSON INVITES ANOTHER JOB WAR (ED)
2/01/1991 C051 36SURPRISE PARTY STUNS MICKELSON
2/02/1991 C014 KABORTION BILL WOULD PASS COURT TEST
2/07/1991 A012 MICKELSON TAX PLAN BREAKS PROMISE
2/08/1991 C012 COMMITTEE OK'S BUDGET RESERVE PLAN
2/09/1991 A012 RACIAL RECONCILIATION NEEDS TO CONTINUE
2/1A/1991 D082 *CORN-PROCESSING PLANT GETS GO-AHEADS
2/22/1991 C015 ^GOVERNOR SUGGESTS USING IMAGINATION
2/23/1991 C012 *GOVERNOR--DEMOCRATS WILL COME AROUND
2/26/1991 B066 OPINION KEEPS FIRMS OUT OF SD
2/26/1991 C015 ^RECYCLING BILL MOVES TO SENATE
3/01/1991 C012 MICKELSON SIGNS VICTIM PROTECTION BILLS
3/02/1991 C033 KMICKELSON WANTS GRAND HOMECOMING
3/06/1991 C033 *BILL SIGNED CHANGING STATE AID
3/07/1991 C033 PLAN TO IMPROVE EDUCATION GAINS GOVERNOR'S SIGNATURE
3/15/1991 A015 MICKELSON VETOES BILL SAVING PAVING STONES
3/15/1991 C031 MICKELSON REJECTS DRIVING, VACCINE BILLS
3/16/1991 A015 MICKELSON DEALS A LOSS TO $25 BETS
3/16/1991 C012 MICKELSON SIGNS LIVING WILL INTO LAW
3/17/1991 A091 SfRECYCLING BILL NOT IN LEGISLATIVE SCRAP HEAP YET
3/17/1991 A091 SUFFERS CREDIBILITY GAP (L)
3/I7/I991 A094 INVITED BUSH 7 MONTHS AGO (L)
3/I8/I991 A081 VETOED BILLS AREN'T WORTH OVERRIDING (ED)
3/2I/I991 C031 GOVERNOR--GIVE GI'S HEROES' WELCOME
3/23/1991 A012 TAX SPECIAL SESSION POSSIBLE
3/2A/1991 A012 KDENIES HE'S LOST THE POWER OF PERSUASION
3/28/1991 A112 DID NOT SHOW TAX LEADERSHIP (L)
3/28/1991 C033 ^GOVERNOR VIEWS WASTE DISPOSAL SITES
3/29/1991 A016 MICKELSON CALLS ISABEL BUSINESS CLOSING SETBACK
3/29/1991 COIA K3-PART TAX PLAN INTRIGUES MICKELSON
3/29/1991 C03A MICKELSON PLANS MEETINGS ON EDUCATION
3/31/1991 A081 MICKELSON NO LAME DUCK (ED)
3/31/1991 C033 MICKELSON SAYS STATE MAY BACK MINING STUDY
A/01/1991 CG32 MICKELSON DIDN'T WAIVER ON BILL
A/G2/1991 BG31 WATER SPENDING BILL IS ONE OF 2A SIGNED
A/G3/1991 AG81 MICKELSON AND GOP OFFER NO LEADERSHIP (L)
A/G3/1991 CG33 seSET FOR MISSION TO EUROPE
A/GA/1991 CG12 *DAKOTA-DUNES PLANNERS PRAISE SUCCESS
A/G6/1991 CG12 SYMENS--MICKELSON LOST GAME
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4/09/1991 CG61 VISITS BRITISH BUSINESS
4/11/1991 Alll DEMOCRATS GUARANTEE LARGE TAX INCREASE (L)
4/14/1991 E016 KMICKELSON SEEKS HELP IN EUROPE
4/16/1991 C033 MICKELSON TO WORK TRADE AGREEMENT WITH POLAND
4/22/1991 Aia4 MICKELSON'S TAX DOUBLE-TALK ASTOUNDING (L)
4/22/1991 CG12 GOVERNOR'S TRIP LEAVES MILLER AT HELM
4/23/1991 CG16 MICKELSON REQUESTS TRADE CREDITS FOR SOVIETS
4/24/1991 AG15 SD PULLS C GRADE IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT REPORT
4/24/1991 DG76 M1CKELS0N--STATE NOT READY FOR INCOME TAX
4/3G/1991 CG12 XORDNANCE COMPANY ARRIVES HOME
5/G3/1991 CG12 MICKELSON STANDS FIRM AGAINST LAND CLAIMS
5/G7/1991 CG31 MICKELSON STRESSES EDUCATION'S IMPORTANCE
5/G9/1991 AlGl FUNDING BIG ISSUE IN SCHOOL ELECTION (ED)
5/G9/1991 A1G3 GOVERNOR'S LEADERSHIP LACKING ON TAX ISSUE (L)
5/1G/1991 CG33 KMICKELSON PUMPS UP HIS TEAM TO AVENGE
5/12/1991 AG91 DEMOCRATS STILL TRYING TO COVER THEIR ERRORS (L)
5/14/1991 BG31 *M1CKELS0N OPPOSES PROPOSED BOAT FEES
5/14/1991 BG81 9 FIRMS OFFERED $5GG TO ENTER TRADE SHOW
5/16/1991 BG61 TO VISIT CANADA, TALK TRADE
5/16/1991 CG12 GRANT WILL REVAMP SCIENCE, MATH TEACHING
5/18/1991 CG12 WASTE PROGRAMS TOP AGENDA
5/21/1991 CG12 KSTATES FIND SYMPATHY OVER WASTE PROBLEMS
5/21/1991 CG34 MICKELSON TO SEEK FUNDS FOR EXCHANGE PROGRAM
5/24/1991 A1G4 GOVERNOR AGAIN FAILS TO PICK WOMAN JUDGE (L)
5/25/1991 AG16 *M1CKELS0N TO JANKLOW--SD VOTED FOR GAMBLING
5/29/1991 CG31 SD GOVERNOR PAY RANKS 31ST IN US
5/29/1991 DG62 *B10STRESS LAB WELCOMED
6/G3/1991 CG36 USS RUSHMORE COMMISSIONED FOR NAVY FLEET
6/G8/1991 AG85 WRITER'S EMPLOYEE COMPARISONS NOT VALID (L)
6/12/1991 DG71 SIGNS POINT TO EXCELLENT CITY
6/16/1991 C014 3CM1CKELS0N BACKS LIMITS ON GAMING
6/16/1991 CG31 MICKELSON SAYS SOVIET PLAN WILL BENEFIT FARMERS
6/16/1991 CG33 GOVERNOR VOWS TO FIGHT CASINO PLAN
6/18/1991 A103 ESTATE AHEAD IN RURAL HEALTH CARE
6/18/1991 C015 PROPOSED TAX ON NON-INDIANS UNACCEPTABLE
6/19/1991 C031 TAKES FIRST SOLO FLIGHT
6/22/1991 C015 TRIBES UNHAPPY WITH COUNCIL
6/24/1991 A012 SECOND MICKELSON IN-LAW NAMED TO PANEL
6/24/1991 B012 *GROUP ASKS FOR ETHANOL PLEDGE
6/25/1991 A012 MICKELSON AGREES TO LOWER BRULE CASINO
6/26/1991 C014 KMICKELSON DEFENDS WHITEBIRD
6/26/1991 C033 ^SPENDING ON MISSOURI RIVER MARINA OK'D
6/27/1991 C031 *PANEL SLOWS EFFORTS TO RAISE FUNDS
7/02/1991 C032 POLITICIANS EARN NATIONAL RECOGNITION
7/03/1991 C012 MICKELSON NEPHEW HIRED BY STATE
7/08/1991 A012 RIFT OVER RECONCILIATION WIDENS
7/10/1991 C033 56GOVERNOR REJECTS INDIAN LAND PROPOSAL
7/11/1991 AlOl STATE SHOULDN'T LET RECONCILIATION FAIL (ED)
7/11/1991 C023 *18 GRANTS AWARDED TO HELP TROUBLED YOUTH
7/12/1991 coil MICKELSON, GIAGO URGE COUNCIL MEETING
7/13/1991 C012 BEAR BUTTE CAMPERS ALERT GOVERNOR, TRIBAL LEADERS
7/18/1991 C034 SELBY TO DEDICATE MARKER TO MICKELSONS
7/20/1991 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
7/20/1991 C031 GOVERNOR READY TO MEET WITH INDIANS ANY TIME
7/21/1991 C051 ^EMPLOYEES PLEASED WITH GOV MICKELSON
7/22/1991 A072 MICKELSON OUTLINES NEEDS IN EDUCATION
7/22/1991 A073 BOARD TO CONSIDER WASTE DISPOSAL OPTIONS
7/24/1991 A083 HARBOR FACILITY FUNDING JUSTIFIED (L)
7/24/1991 C036 WILLING TO CONSIDER MORE FUNDS FOR EDUCATION
7/26/1991 C012 ^SPECIAL SESSION TO BE CONSIDERED
8/01/1991 C012 *M1CKELS0N OPPOSES SPECIAL SESSION
8/02/1991 AlOl BOAT TAX FUNDS USED ON MARINA BREAKWATER (L)
8/03/1991 C035 MICKELSON, SKYE RUN INTO ANOTHER STUMBLING BLOCK
8/09/1991 coil MICKELSON, TRIBAL LEADERS MAY SET DATE
8/09/1991 C016 FUND-RAISER SMACKS OF COW KISSING
8/12/1991 B032 *M1CKELS0N REQUESTS BOND RATING BOOST
8/18/1991 E015 MICKELSON SAYS LOTTERY 'HERE TO STAY'
8/20/1991 C016 MICKELSON DIDN'T ORDER SON'S RELEASE
8/24/1991 A012 *M1CKELS0N PRODS TEACHERS TO SELL EDUCATION
8/29/1991 A012 *M1CKELS0N PRODS JANKLOW FOR SENATE
8/31/1991 C012 LOAN PLAN LIKENED TO PEBBLE IN WATER
9/01/1991 A091 BLAME MICKELSON FOR GAMBLING WOES (L)
9/09/1991 B032 0FF1C1AL--L0AN RECIPIENTS OFFER GOOD BENEFITS
9/10/1991 AlOl ECONOMY IS A TALE OF 2 STORIES (ED)
9/12/1991 A081 SHOULD LEAVE JANKLOW ALONE (L)
9/13/1991 C012 *1ND1AN EDUCATOR KNOCKS STATE CONTROLS
/9/14/1991 C012 MICKELSON FILLS TWO CABINET POSTS
9/17/1991 A012 *M1CKELS0N SEEKS TAX-HIKE HELP
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9/18/1991 C014 JUDGE DELAYS STATE FUNDING OF MARINA PLAN
9/19/1991 C012 COUNTIES REJECT MICKELSON'S SALES TAX PROPOSAL
9/20/1991 A012 ^GOVERNOR SAYS MARINA WILL BE BUILT
9/20/1991 AlOl ^OFFENSIVE ART IS BEST DISPLAYED DRAPED (ED)
9/20/1991 A103 MICKELSON SHOULDN'T ALWAYS RESCUE SONS (L)
9/20/1991 D071 TO TALK TO COUNTY GROUP
9/21/1991 C016 GOVERNOR PROMISES WASTE BILL
9/22/1991 C012 SALES TAX INCREASE GAINING LITTLE SUPPORT
9/2A/1991 C012 MICKELSON LETTER BLASTS COUNTY BOARDS
9/2'»/1991 C031 RALLY WILL SUPPORT FUNDING FOR RESORT
9/2A/1991 C035 M1CKELS0N--TA1L0R HEALTH-CARE PLANS
9/25/1991 C012 DASCHLE--GOP PLAN 'MICKEY MOUSE'
9/30/1991 C036 MARINA ISN'T INTENDED TO AID FRIENDS
10/01/1991 AlOA MICKELSON'S FRIENDS SEEM TO FLOURISH (L)
10/01/1991 C035 M1CKELS0N--W1LL MEET ITS GOALS IN EDUCATION
10/02/1991 C035 GOVERNOR, TRIBES TO DISCUSS ISSUES
10/05/1991 C016 MICKELSON, TRIBES AGREE TO MORE TALKS
10/06/1991 AlOl MNl-WATERGATE IN PIERRE (ED)
10/06/1991 Alll TIME FOR GOVERNOR TO FOCUS ON HIS JOB (L)
10/08/1991 C035 RECESSION WILL ALTER STATE BUDGET
10/10/1991 coil MICKELSON TO ADDRESS HEALTH-CARE CONFERENCE
10/12/1991 AlOl DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
10/13/1991 A095 SHOULD SEE THE LIGHT ABOUT TAXES (L)
10/13/1991 B031 MICKELSON TO SPEAK AT NATIVE AMERICAN DAY
lO/lA/1991 B014 MICKELSON UNABASHED ABOUT PERKS
10/15/1991 A084 CONDUCTING DIRTY POLITICS (L)
10/15/1991 B015 M1CKELS0N--PERSEVERENCE IS STILL NEEDED
10/21/1991 B012 MICKELSON'S '92 WATCHWORD 'PRUDENT'
10/22/1991 C015 MICKELSON ENDORSES SCHIEFFER NOMINATION
10/23/1991 A015 ^GOVERNOR BACKS OFF SALES TAX INCREASE
10/23/1991 AlOl LIMIT ON FREEBIES IN ORDER FOR STATE (ED)
10/25/1991 A012 KJUDGE PUTS MARINA PROJECT ON HOLD
10/25/1991 C015 HUNTER'S FLOCK TO GOVERNOR'S FEST
10/29/1991 B062 ^BANK TO ADD CREDIT CARD CENTER
10/30/1991 D063 MICKELSON DETAILS SD ASSETS FOR NASA
11/03/1991 A081 STATE NEEDS BETTER FISCAL LEADERSHIP (ED)
11/09/1991 A013 MARINA PLAN REVEALED
11/09/1991 C032 MICKELSON PREPARES BUDGET WITH NO TAX HIKE
11/10/1991 E012 MICKELSON DEFENDS MARINA PLAN
11/10/1991 E021 GOVERNOR MAKES JOKE OF HANDLING OF DRAFT PLAN
11/13/1991 A012 PROPERTY TAX PROPOSALS SIMILAR
11/15/1991 A103 XINCOME TAX STILL UNNEEDED
11/15/1991 C032 MICKELSON TO FORM ETHICS COMMISSION
11/16/1991 B012 MICKELSON BLASTS CREDIT CARD LIMITS
11/16/1991 B03A MICKELSON BLASTS HOSPITAL CUTS
11/17/1991 E032 360FF1C1ALS TRADE WORDS IN CORRECTIONS FLAP
11/18/1991 A012 VIDEO LOTTERY FLAGGED AS BUDGET AID
11/20/1991 C015 GUESSES WRONG ABOUT MICKELSON'S SISTER
11/21/1991 A012 GOVERNOR'S SISTER NAMED IN CONTRACTS
11/21/1991 C022 36GOVERNOR MEETS WITH STUDENTS
11/23/1991 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
11/2A/1991 E012 BUDGET WOES COULD BE WORSE
11/26/1991 A012 KFMHA PICK SPURS DISAGREEMENT
11/27/1991 C032 ^LAWMAKERS FIGHT OVER MENDING OWN MISTAKE
11/28/1991 C031 TO TAKE BUDGET PLAN ON ROAD
12/01/1991 A061 NO STATE IS AN ECONOMIC ISLAND (ED)
12/03/1991 coil MICKELSON TO SPEAK THURSDAY IN SF
12/03/1991 C033 EDUCATION LEADERS HAIL MICKELSON'S PROPOSAL
12/0*4/1991 A085 'ARGUS' CHALLENGED TO PRACTICE EQUALITY (L)
12/05/1991 C012 PRESERVATION LAW ENFORCEMENT UNDER FIRE
12/06/1991 A012 PBLOOD CLOTS HOSPITALIZE MICKELSON
12/06/1991 C012 GOVERNOR'S BUDGET ATTACKED
12/07/1991 C015 PMICKELSON IS MOVED TO PULMONARY UNIT
12/09/1991 coil GOVERNOR REMAINS STABLE AT HOSPITAL
12/10/1991 C012 PMICKELSON GETS PEOPLE OUT OF BED
12/12/1991 C016 GOVERNOR'S CONDITION UPGRADED
12/13/1991 A012 PGOVERNOR LEAVES HOSPITAL
12/14/1991 A104 MICKELSON IS WRONG, OUR TAXES ARE HIGH (L)
12/17/1991 A081 TIME TO DEBATE TAXES HAS ARRIVED (ED)
12/17/1991 B026 MICKELSON'S PAY PROPOSAL MEETS GROUP DISAPPROVAL
12/18/1991 A125 MICKELSON NEEDS REAL, HONEST TAX REFORM (L)
12/23/1991 C032 GOVERNOR POLICIES CENTER OF POLITICAL FIGHT
12/28/1991 coil MICKELSON TO ATTEND PROPERTY TAX MEETING
12/29/1991 A012 PMICKELSON KEPT JOB AND WAGE PROMISES
12/29/1991 A041 PTAXES PERSIST AS MICKELSON'S MAIN MISSION
12/29/1991 A041 PEVALUATING THE PROMISES
12/29/1991 F032 MICKELSON WANTS FUND FOR WATER
12/30/1991 A012 PMICKELSON AS SURPRISING AS JANKLOW
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12/30/1991
12/31/1991
1/01/1992
1/02/1992
1/03/1992
1/05/1992
1/07/1992
1/09/1992
1/09/1992
1/12/1992
1/13/1992
1/13/1992
l/lA/1992
1/15/1992
1/15/1992
1/15/1992
1/16/1992
1/18/1992
1/18/1992
1/20/1992
1/20/1992
1/20/1992
1/22/1992
1/23/1992
1/25/1992
1/30/1992
1/30/1992
1/30/1992
2/01/1992
2/01/1992
2/02/1992
2/06/1992
2/07/1992
2/1A/1992
2/15/1992
2/15/1992
2/22/1992
2/25/1992
2/28/1992
3/03/1992
3/03/1992
3/08/1992
3/08/1992
3/12/1992
3/13/1992
3/13/1992
3/1A/1992
3/17/1992
3/17/1992
3/21/1992
3/22/1992
3/27/1992
3/27/1992
3/29/1992
A/01/1992
A/02/1992
A/06/1992
A/10/1992
A/10/1992
A/10/1992
A/11/1992
A/27/1992
5/06/1992
5/08/1992
5/13/1992
5/1A/1992
5/15/1992
5/19/1992
5/31/1992
6/06/1992
6/09/1992
6/18/1992
6/19/1992
6/20/1992
6/2A/1992
6/30/1992
6/30/1992
7/01/1992
C012
A061
A031
C012
A083
F032
C035
A07A
C012
F012
A081
0012
0012
A013
AOAl
A081
O035
A081
O012
A015
O012
O035
O035
AlOl
O016
AOAA
O035
O05A
A013
O035
GOll
0015
0011
A092
0032
0035
A08A
A081
A083
0031
0033
A091
FOll
0032
A015
A103
A015
A081
0012
O031
F031
0016
0031
A115
O02A
0011
A012
A012
0015
0032
A081
O022
O02A
A012
0016
0025
0036
0022
D021
0022
0012
A0A2
AOIA
O022
0016
0021
O021
A012
SESSION MAY SEAL MIOKELSGN'S FATE
GOVERNOR DESERVES 'B' FOR WORK SO FAR (ED)
*1992 GOALS ARE SIMILAR TO THOSE MET IN 1987
TAX DISPUTE SPURS STATE-RESERVATION FEUD
XPUBLIO OPINION--GEORGE MIOKELSGN'S FIRST FIVE YEARS
MIOKELSON OUTLINES CONDITIONS FOR FERRET RELEASE
PRIMARY PLAN WORTH A LOOK
MIOKELSON, KERREY DRIVES HARD IN SD
BUDGET CHANGE WILL BYPASS GOVERNOR
MIOKELSON HITS TAX REBATE OPPOSITION
TAX COMPLAINTS CAN'T BE IGNORED (ED)
GOVERNOR HOPES SESSION A SUCCESS
TO CENTER ON ECONOMIC VITALITY, TAX REBATE
^GOVERNOR ISSUES CHALLENGE
*TAX REBATE PROPOSAL OPENS DEBATE
DON'T WASTE TIME ON TAX REBATE PLAN (ED)
MIOKELSON KICKS OFF VIDEO NETWORK
DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
FARM LEADER SAYS REBATE NOT ANSWER
MIOKELSON BEGINS YEAR 6
MIOKELSON FINDS THINGS DON'T ALWAYS ADD UP
*MORE EDUCATION FUNDS SOUGHT BY GOVERNOR
MIOKELSON WANTS MORE MONEY FOR SCHOOLS
ELECTION PROMPTING TAX-CREDIT MADNESS (ED)
SD AGENCIES EXPLORE OUTS
SOME IDEAS WOULD HELP SD
GOVERNOR OFFERS HUMAN SERVICES REMODELING PLAN
^FRIENDSHIP, VOTES DON'T MIX
GOVERNOR--MORALITY NOT UP TO SCHOOLS
TAX-CREDIT PLAN WOULD BE WORTH $20 MILLION
*A BIG BOOST IN TAX CREDITS JUST TAKES IMAGINATION
GOVERNOR--TAX TALK CREATING A LOGJAM
MICKELSON RULES OUT '92 SENATE RUN
MICKELSON LAUDED FOR SUPPORT OF MENTALLY ILL (L)
*ARTS AWARD PRESENTED
GOVERNOR VETOES MEASURE TO CHANGE SCHOOL GRADING
GOVERNOR NOT CONCERNED WITH SEXUAL PROMISCUITY (L)
GOVERNOR DESERVES BOOS, IS DECEITFUL (L)
SHOULDN'T RUN BUSH CAMPAIGN (L)
MICKELSON PLANS COMMUNITY MEETINGS
LOBBYIST--MICKELSON IDEA ON TABLE
^LEGISLATURE DESERVES 'B+', NOT DEGRADING 'D'
GOVERNOR, LAWMAKERS TO DISCUSS SESSION
MICKELSON SIGNS TAX-REBATE BILL
NO $95 RAISE IN DEADWOOD
MICKELSON MISLEADING S DAKOTANS (L)
TEACHING ABSTINENCE IS NOW LAW
MICKELSON RIGHT THE FIRST TIME (ED)
VETO HOLDS ON ARTERY TREATMENT BILL
MICKELSON TO HOLD THREE PUBLIC SESSIONS
MICKELSON TO HOLD TOWN HALL MEETINGS
MICKELSON SEEKS HELP IN RIVER FIGHT
*12 TROOPERS JOIN RANKS
GOVERNOR OWES APOLOGY TO HEARING IMPAIRED (L)
*MICKELSON MEETS PUBLIC
MICKELSON BACKS HAAR'S SENATE BID
POLITICAL PERKS ARE MODEST LUXURIES IN SD
FLORISTS IN FRUMP OVER MICKELSON REQUEST
SD DELEGATION CRITICIZES GOVERNOR
MISSOURI RIVER LETTER EXCERPTS
DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
TAX CREDIT PLAN TO BE CONTESTED
*LAWSUIT CHALLENGES FUNDING FOR ETHANOL SUDSIDY
*MORRELL TO CUT 200 JOBS TODAY
MICKELSON OFFERS HELP
SUIT CONFUSES TALKS WITH TRIBE
GOVERNOR ANNOUNCES MARINA DEAL
*AID WOULD HELP WATER LIVESTOCK
MICKELSON APPOINTS 3 TO STATE PANELS
PLEASED WITH PUSH FOR BALANCED BUDGET
MICKELSON WITHHOLDS SUPPORT ON WATER TAX
*GOVERNOR INSPECTS DAMAGE
*GUARD USED TO SEIZE SUE
MICKELSON WANTS CHANGE IN GAME LAW
MICKELSON TAKES WALK ON WILD SIDE
MICKELSON TO MEET WITH TRIBAL OFFICIALS
GOVERNOR ANNOUNCES APPOINTMENTS
NEW LAW GIVES GOVERNOR BIGGER PAYCHECK
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7/03/1992 C021 MICKELSON WANTS WATER FUND TESTIMONY
7/06/1992 C012 MICKELSON PUSHES HEALTH-CARE REFORM
7/13/1992 coil GOVERNOR PRAISES BILLBOARD EXEMPTION
7/1A/1992 C016 STATE WON'T ALLOW BUNGEE JUMPING--MICKELSON
7/1A/1992 C022 GOVERNOR CALLS FOR HEALTH CARE AGENDA
7/15/1992 AlOl MICKELSON WASTING TIME ON WATER ISSUE (ED)
7/15/1992 C022 HEALTH CARE STRAINS BUDGETS FOR GOVERNMENTS
7/18/1992 C026 MISHAPS HIT MICKELSON GOLF OUTING
7/20/1992 B012 ^TRIBES, GOVERNOR AT ODDS OVER ROADS
7/21/1992 BOll MICKELSON ON ROAD TO NORTH-CENTRAL SD
7/21/1992 B021 MICKELSON PROPOSES NEW FAMILY INITIATIVE
7/22/1992 A012 XLIFE LIVED PUBLICLY
7/25/1992 B012 GOVERNOR GETTING TOUGH ON JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
7/25/1992 B021 MICKELSON TO HOLD PUBLIC MEETINGS
7/26/1992 A072 GOVERNOR SAYS MORE INPUT ON WATER NEEDED (L)
7/27/1992 B013 HEALTH EXPERTS DEBATE FUTILE CARE
7/31/1992 BOll EASTER SEALS GETS COFFEE SALE PROCEEDS
7/31/1992 B021 LEGISLATIVE HOPEFULS GET GOVENOR'S SUPPORT
8/01/1992 B031 MICKELSON SURPRISES MOTORCYCLE TOURISTS
8/01/1992 C035 MICKELSON HONORS OLYMPIANS WITH PROCLAMATIONS
8/02/1992 A012 ^GOVERNOR RESHAPES WELFARE
8/02/1992 A041 GOVERNOR RELIES ON TOWNS TO HELP
8/02/1992 A0A3 PLAN EMPHASIZES RESPONSIBILITY
8/03/1992 B031 MICKELSON APPOINTMENTS
8/0A/1992 B022 ^GOVERNORS BATTLE OVER ELECTION
8/05/1992 AlOl FAMILIES CAN'T CURE ALL SOCIETAL WOES (ED)
8/09/1992 FOIA STATE GOP LEADERS OPEN BUSH-QUAYLE HEADQUARTERS
8/11/1992 A063 MICKELSON'S VISION ON FAMILIES IS IN FOCUS (L)
8/13/1992 A083 *MICKELSON DEFENDS 'FAMILIES FIRST'
9/03/1992 B061 MICKELSON PLANS AG CONFERENCE
9/06/1992 F022 *T0 PUSH HEALTH-CARE REFORM BEFORE SENATE
9/10/1992 BOll MICKELSON TAKES PLEA FOR REFORM TO SENATE
9/17/1992 A012 COURT HALTS TAX REBATE PLAN
9/19/1992 C022 MICKELSON PLANS MEETING ON CHILD SUPPORT
9/20/1992 AlOl COURT'S TAX DECISION WAS RIGHT ON TARGET (ED)
9/22/1992 B012 MICKELSON--SDSU LAB COSTS
9/22/1992 B021 MICKELSON PLANS DAY IN HILLS CITY 'CAPITAL'
9/2A/1992 B012 SENTENCE CUTS HARD TO ATTAIN
9/26/1992 AOIA ^CLINTON SITE QUESTIONED
10/0<i/1992 F022 MICKELSON GIVES NOD TO INDIAN ARTS FESTIVAL
10/06/1992 B021 MICKELSON DEDICATES BLACK HILLS TRAIL
10/12/1992 A096 MICKELSON OWES APOLOGY TO SOLBERGS (L)
10/13/1992 B014 RACIAL PROCLAMATION SIGNED
10/22/1992 A012 MICKELSON DROPS TAX REBATE PLAN
10/27/1992 BOll MICKELSON WANTS STUDIES ON PROPOSED HIGHWAYS
11/05/1992 AOll DEMOCRATIC SENATE CAN HELP MICKELSON
11/05/1992 B012 PREVENTION KEY AS STATE BEGINS TO REFORM
11/05/1992 B016 LETTER RENEWS OLD TIES
11/09/1992 B025 36MICKELSON MEETS 'GOVERNOR'S CLUB'
11/11/1992 B025 MICKELSON DEFENDS PRIVATE 'CLUB' MEETINGS
11/11/1992 B042 XPAPER SAYS SCHAFER AIDED
11/13/1992 BOll GOVERNOR TO TAKE BUDGET ON ROAD
11/14/1992 B015 36MICKELSON, SCHAUNAMAN TANGLE OVER ND RACE
11/15/1992 EOll FUNDS GO TO EUREKA, LAKE NORDEN PLANTS
11/15/1992 FOll MICKELSONS TO VISIT SCHOOLS THURSDAY
11/17/1992 B012 MICKELSON SMOKING BAN STARTS THURSDAY
11/19/1992 B066 MICKELSON TO KEEP EYE ON MORRELL JOBS
11/20/1992 BOll GOVERNOR NAMES TWO CIRCUIT JUDGES
11/22/1992 F012 WHERE, AT ROOT OF SMOKING BAN
11/27/1992 BOll MICKELSON TO PRESENT HEALTH-CARE PROPOSAL
11/28/1992 A016 MICKELSON BUDGET WILL FOCUS ON PAST PLANS
11/29/1992 A014 CRITICS QUESTION MICKELSON'S JUDGE SELECTIONS
11/30/1992 B012 XMICKELSON LIKES SINNER FOR AG POST
12/01/1992 BOll MICKELSON POINTS TO HEALTH NEEDS
12/06/1992 F0I2 ^NATIONAL HEALTH CARE PROPOSAL GAINS SUPPORT
12/08/1992 A015 KGOVERNOR--BUDGET HITS BASIC NEEDS
12/08/1992 A015 GOVERNOR'S REMARKS MAY PREJUDICE CASE--LAWYER
12/08/1992 B012 5CJUDICIAL APPOINTMENT SUIT FILED
12/09/1992 A012 ^GOVERNOR TOUTS NO-FRILLS BUDGET
12/09/1992 A021 BUDGET PLAN INADEQUATE, CRITICS SAY
12/09/1992 AlOl SOMETHING ABSENT FROM BUDGET PLAN (ED)
12/12/1992 D012 MICKELSON ALTERS GAMBLING VIEW
12/13/1992 A081 APPOINT JUDGES FOR ABILITY, NOT ADDRESS (ED)
12/19/1992 D012 *MICKELSON CALLS FOR REFORM
12/19/1992 D015 GOVERNOR'S HEALTH-CARE PLAN
12/21/1992 A081 STATE HAS ENOUGH RIDING ON DEADWOOD (ED)
12/21/1992 A091 MICKELSON'S SPEECH WAS RIGHT ON TARGET (L)
12/23/1992 B025 MICKELSON GIVES BET LIMIT INCREASE A 50-50 CHANCE
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12/2A/1992 B022 DASCHLE, MICKELSON BOTH FAVOR CONTROLLING COSTS
12/25/1992 B016 GOVERNOR APPROVES OF PARDON
12/28/1992 A012 ^HOSPITAL PRICE WAR SPURS CHANGE
12/28/1992 B012 KGOVERNOR URGES CITIZEN INPUT
12/30/1992 BG22 KMICKELSON DEFENDS FULL-TIME LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
l/lG/1982 BG61 EX-LEGISLATOR REMAINS OUTSPOKEN
2/15/1987 AG12 *BILL SEEKS GOVERNOR'S MANSION FACELIFT
2/15/1987 DGll ^WELCOME TO THE MANSION
5/17/1987 EGll TRADESHOW FEATURES STATE PRODUCTS, LOGO
5/18/1987 CG21 FIRST LADY UNVEILS MADE-IN-SD LABEL
5/19/1987 DGll GOVERNOR'S WIFE IS HOSPITALIZED
lG/Gl/1987 CG51 FIRST LADY TO BE SPOKESMAN FOR RETARDED
3/27/1988 GG31 *FIRST LADY SEARCHES FOR SD PRODUCTS
5/25/1988 BGll FIRST LADY TO SPEAK AT MEMORIAL EVENT
1G/2A/1988 BG21 FUND-RAISERS APPOINT GOVERNOR'S WIFE
12/3G/1991 CG12 KFIRST LADY MET HUSBAND AT CHURCH IN 8TH GRADE
11/2G/1992 BG22 KREADING SURPRISE
11/16/1986 FGll KMICKELSON'S MOTHER GIVES ADVICE
7/3G/1987 AG12 ^GOVERNOR'S SON CHARGED AFTER BAR INCIDENT
8/GA/1987 A083 INCIDENT OVERPLAYED (L)
8/25/1987 A012 kMICKELSON'S SON ACQUITTED
9/15/1987 AG83 GIVE NEWS SOME THOUGHT CD
8/18/1991 AGll MICKELSON'S SON ARRESTED FOR DWI
8/2G/1991 CG16 MICKELSON DIDN'T ORDER SON'S RELEASE
8/21/1991 CG35 LAWYER SAYS RELEASE WAS NOTHING SPECIAL
8/23/1991 AGIA MICKELSON'S SON SERVES 2 DAYS IN JAIL
5/16/1982 CG31 *RENOWNED PEOPLE LEFT SD, BUT ITS APPEAL IS ENDURING
lG/31/1992 BG22 ^MICROSCOPE BRINGS ATOMS INTO VIEW
ll/Gl/1988 AGll 3CBANKRUPTCY FILING LAYS OFF HUNDREDS
ll/Gl/1988 A015 SHUTDOWN COULD COST CITY $3G MILLION A YEAR
11/02/1988 A012 MICROWAVE PLANT MAY REOPEN
11/02/1988 A013 ^COMPANY OFFER MAY BE TOO LATE
11/03/1988 AG12 LAYOFFS MAY BE FOR 1 1/2 WEEKS
11/05/1988 A012 ^MICROWAVE PLANT ASSETS FREED
11/12/1988 CG12 MICROWAVE WORKERS TO RETURN TO WORK MONDAY
11/15/1988 CG15 LITTON WANTS TRUSTEE APPOINTED FOR PLANT
11/18/1988 AG12 MICROWAVE PLANT TO RECALL REMAINING WORKERS
1/05/1989 BOll MICROWAVE WORKERS RETURN TO JOBS
1/28/1989 C012 MICROWAVE PLANT TO LAY OFF 1A5 WORKERS
2/03/1989 D061 MICROWAVE LAYOFFS EFFECTIVE TODAY
2/05/1989 A012 MICROWAVE LAYOFFS BEAT NEW US LAW
2/2A/1989 D086 MICROWAVE FIRM LOOKS FOR BUYER
3/02/1989 C016 MICROWAVE PLANT VISITED BY POTENTIAL BUYER
3/09/1989 coil MICROWAVE PLANT FILES REORGANIZATION PLAN
A/OA/1989 C015 MICROWAVE PRODUCTS TO LAY OFF ANOTHER 80
5/05/1989 A016 MICROWAVE PLANT'S OWNERS, CREDITORS IN COURT
5/08/1989 A012 MORE DELAY FOR MICROWAVE NEWS
5/18/1989 B086 MICROWAVE FIRM RETURNS TO COURT TO SORT OUT FUTURE
5/19/1989 D066 MICROWAVE FIRM SAYS SALE WOULD END PROBLEMS
5/20/1989 C012 CREDITORS BACK SALE OF MICROWAVE FIRM
5/26/1989 D085 NEW EXECUTIVES INITIATE CHARGES AT PLANT
7/11/1989 A012 KCITY MICROWAVE PLANT SCALES DOWN OPERATIONS
7/26/1989 D082 MICROWAVE FIRM BALKS AT TRUSTEE SETUP
7/28/1989 D06A JUDGE NAMES TRUSTEE FOR MICROWAVE MAKER
8/15/1989 A016 MICROWAVE PLANT FIRES 5 MANAGERS
8/16/1989 B086 TOP MANAGEMENT WILL OPERATE MICROWAVE PLANT
8/26/1989 A012 MICROWAVE PRODUCTS FIRES 95
9/0A/1989 A015 *A MPA, A HOPEFUL HOLIDAY
9/04/1989 AlOl FALL OF MICROWAVE PLANT MARS HOLIDAY (ED)
9/21/1989 B082 PLANT AT LESS THAN TENTH OF '85 SIZE
10/12/1989 D066 AREA DISPLACED WORKERS TARGETED
11/09/1989 D086 LITTON SEES EARLY PROFIT
1/11/1990 D066 MICROWAVE PACT TALKS UNDER WAY
1/26/1990 D061 LAID OFF WORKERS ELIGIBLE FOR AID
2/09/1990 D081 MICROWAVE TALKS HAVE BROKEN OFF
2/15/1990 D065 MCCOMBER QUITS UNION JOB
2/15/1990 D066 MICROWAVE PACT OFFER TO INCLUDE FREEZE ON WAGES
2/22/1990 B062 KPLANT STRUGGLES FOR SURVIVAL
6/21/1990 D065 LITTON BUYBACK OF CITY PLANT REMAINS ON HOLD
8/22/1990 D082 MICROWAVE PRODUCTS TO CUT 50 WORKERS
9/23/1990 D012 KMICROWAVE PRODUCTS PROMISES BIG REVIVAL
10/21/1990 E012 3CMICR0WAVE PRODUCTS STRESSING QUALITY
12/18/1990 A015 MICROWAVE PLANT INSTITUTES INCENTIVES
6/09/1991 E013 XMICORWAVE FIRM TO SEEK IMPORT INQUIRY
7/24/1986 C023 WATER DISTRICT GETS NEW NAME, MANAGER
5/02/1991 C034 HOUSE COMMITTEE OK'S WATER LEGISLATION
5/03/1991 C033 LONG BATTLE AHEAD FOR SD PROJECTS
10/06/1989 BOH ^FETTERS NAMED THEATER SUPERVISOR
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A/25/1990 CG12 FIRMS BRING REAL WORLD TO SCHOOLS
11/10/1990 A012 ^THEATER IN STATE OF FLUX
A/28/1991 N23A ^EXECUTIVE MEANS BUSINESS
7/25/1991 A075 SEX HARASSMENT SUIT FILED AGAINST MIDCO
7/28/1991 D0I3 BUYS PAGER FIRM IN WATERTOWN
8/06/1992 B061 MIDCOM ANNOUNCES HURON PLANT OPENING
ll/lA/1992 B011 MIDCOM PLANT BRINGS 80 MORE JOBS TO HURON
2/12/1990 B021 COUNTY BID PROCESS GETS COURT TEST TODAY
8/11/1987 A015 7-SCREEN MOVIE HOUSE
A/08/1990 A012 ^COMMUNICATIONS PIONEER RETIRES AT 78
12/17/1985 coil MIDDAGH PLANS CITY COMMISSION CANDIDACY
l/lA/1986 A063 3fTHR0W INCUMBENTS OUT OF OFFICE
1/28/1990 F012 ^PREDICAMENT CAN DETOUR PATH OF LIFE
6/16/1982 C021 MIDEAST PEACE IMPERILED (ED)
7/03/1982 B025 READER FINDS MEDIA COVERAGE BIASED (L)
7/11/1982 B021 CAMP DAVID SPIRIT NEEDED FOR MIDEAST (ED)
7/12/1982 A013 *BISHARA AWAD KNOWS THE SUFFERING OF CHILDREN
7/20/1982 B021 MIDEAST CRISES DEMAND NEW, FIRM APPROACH (ED)
7/21/1982 C025 USE AID FOR ISRAEL TO HELP LEBANNON (L)
7/22/1982 C02A AMERICAN LEADERS LACK FORESIGHT IN MIDEAST (L)
7/25/1982 D011 *ABOUREZK IN SPOTLIGHT DURING LATEST ARAB WAR
7/31/1982 C021 WHY HABIB SHOULD RESIGN AS ENVOY (ED)
8/23/1982 B023 ISRAELI CARNAGE CRITICIZED, POLICY REVIEW URGED (L)
8/26/1982 C021 LEBANON STEP TOWARD MIDEAST PEACE (ED)
8/29/1982 B031 3€FUTURE UNRESOLVED BY CONFLICT
9/16/1982 C021 PEACEMAKER ROLE--DIFFICULT IN MIDEAST (ED)
9/19/1982 C03A WHAT ARAB NATIONS MUST DO FOR PEACE (L)
9/2A/1982 C021 US HAS TO RISK MARINES IN LEBANON
9/28/1982 B023 ^RETURNING MARINES TO BERUIT IS US RISK
9/28/1982 B023 MCGOVERN--ISRAEL TOO RIGID-REPLACE BEGIN
12/31/1982 A021 XABOUREZK SAYS PEACE PLANS DOOMED
A/21/1983 C035 PALESTINIAN VIEWPOINT IS TOPIC OF DISCUSSION
2/2A/198A coil *ARAB SPOKESMAN SAYS PEACE ACCORD NEAR
10/11/1987 B031 5€AB0UREZK BOOK TELLS MIDDLE EAST STORY
11/28/1988 A081 BUSH CAN HELP BRING PEACE (ED)
11/30/1988 A081 SCHULTZ'S POOR CALL SETS BACK CREDIBILITY (ED)
12/25/1988 A081 HOPE FOR MIDDLE EAST PEACE (ED)
3/29/1989 C012 MISSIONARY STRUGGLING TO HELP MIDDLE EAST
8/09/1990 A012 KMIDEAST TENSION TAKES TOLL IN SD
8/16/1990 A016 ^ELLSWORTH TANKERS GO TO MIDEAST
8/17/1990 A012 YOUTHS AREN'T RUSHING TO JOIN UP
8/17/1990 A015 SOUTH DAKOTANS--VIETNAM LESSONS WORTH FOLLOWING
8/17/1990 A101 CONSERVATION BEST FUEL OPTION FOR NOW (ED)
8/17/1990 C031 WATCH FOR MIDDLE EAST SCHEMES
8/23/1990 A012 NO SD UNITS GOING - YET
8/24/1990 A012 ^FAMILY TIES SYMBOLIZED BY RIBBONS
8/24/1990 C015 XEX-SENATOR CRITICAL OF GULF ACTION
8/25/1990 coil MIDDLE EAST SUPPORT GROUP MEETS TUESDAY
8/26/1990 A012 17 SD RESERVISTS ACTIVATED
18/26/1990 A121 CRISIS SHOULD NOT FORCE HIGHER SPENDING
8/28/1990 A012 BROOKINGS UNIT GOING TO GULF
8/28/1990 A081 DON'T FORGET ABOUT OTHER KEY ISSUES (ED)
8/29/1990 A103 PULL TROOPS, LET ARABS SOLVE CRISIS (L)
8/30/1990 A012 SD GUARD SAYS GOODBYE IN BROOKINGS
8/30/1990 C012 KALLIES' LACK OF SUPPORT IRKS DASCHLE
9/01/1990 A083 WARS BUILD HATRED, DON'T SOLVE PROBLEMS (L)
9/01/1990 coil RIBBONS TO BE HUNG ALONG MINNESOTA TODAY
9/02/1990 E015 *T00 MUCH OF DEFENSE BURDEN--PRESSLER
9/02/1990 E015 KMUENSTER SUGGESTS RECALLING EUROPE TROOPS
9/03/1990 C011 MOM RELIEVED AFTER PRESSLER TALKS TO SON
9/03/1990 C011 SEND SERVICEMEN'S MAIL TO THIS ADDRESS
9/06/1990 A092 FLY FLAG TO SHOW SUPPORT FOR MILITARY (L)
9/12/1990 A016 SD POLITICIANS SUPPORT BUSH
9/12/1990 AlOl OVERSEAS POLITICS ARE TOO EXPENSIVE (L)
9/13/1990 A081 STOPS BULLY AS OTHERS WATCH (ED)
9/13/1990 A095 GULF ACTION DOESN'T JUSTIFY BIG SPENDING (L)
9/15/1990 A083 BUSH BLUNDERS SENDING TROOPS TO SAUDI ARABIA (L)
9/16/1990 A133 HEADLINE VIOLATED AIRMAN'S PRIVACY (L)
9/17/1990 A011 SD GUARD UNIT LEAVES FOR MIDEAST
9/18/1990 A085 BANKRUPTCY THREATENS AMERICAN FREEDOM (L)
9/19/1990 C016 ABERDEEN RESERVISTS ACTIVATED
9/20/1990 coil PRESSLER'S OFFICE WILL FORWARD LETTERS
9/22/1990 C032 FIRM MARKETS PRODUCTS FOR SOLDIERS
9/22/1990 C036 SERGEANT SENDS LOVE WITH SIGN
9/23/1990 AOll 2ND SD GUARD UNIT SENT TO MIDEAST
9/27/1990 A016 ^DOCTOR SAYS GULF POLICY TOO SELECTIVE
10/02/1990 A015 36SUGGESTS PLAN TO RESOLVE MIDEAST CRISIS
10/06/1990 coil DONATIONS TO TROOPS NOW BEING ACCEPTED
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10/12/1990 A012 3(GULF MESSAGE PROMISES TO BE A REAL WINNER
I0/I2/I990 A013 TRAINING FLIGHTS HALTED--32I RELEASED
10/15/1990 A012 GULF CRISIS HITS HOME
10/17/1990 A081 UN INVESTIGATION OF DEATHS JUSTIFIED CED)
10/22/1990 C033 ^SUPPORT GROUP HELPS FAMILIES COPE WITH GULF CRISIS
10/2A/1990 A083 LETTERS FROM STRANGERS BRIGHTEN SAUDI DUTY (L)
10/28/1990 A115 TALK MUCH BETTER THAN GOING TO WAR CD
10/29/1990 A081 NATION SHOULD INVEST RESOURCES IN PEACE CD
11/02/1990 C031 RADIO STATION TO SEND MESSAGES TO RESERVISTS
11/03/1990 A083 TO CLEAN UP MESS IN WASHINGTON CD
11/06/1990 A06A CENTER OPPOSES US ATTACK AGAINST IRAQ CD
11/08/1990 coil WOMAN STARTS PETITION TO BRING RESERVES HOME
11/08/1990 C033 VOTING ENTERS THE FAX AGE
11/09/1990 C012 ^PACKAGES FOR US TROOPS
11/10/1990 AOIA SD WIFE WANTS HUSBAND BACK
11/11/1990 A015 *SD VETERANS FORESEE WAR IN MIDEAST
11/11/1990 A015 JOHNSON, PRESSLER COOL TO MILITARY BUILDUP IN GULF
11/11/1990 A095 US HAS ALTERNATIVES TO WAR AGAINST IRAQ CD
11/12/1990 AlOl MIDEAST SHOWDOWN DIMS HOLIDAY MOOD CED)
11/13/1990 A012 KMORE SD UNITS ON ALERT
ll/l<t/1990 A015 SD'S LAWMAKERS GIVE VARIED SUPPORT
11/15/1990 AlOl ANKLE-DEEP IN THE 'BIG SANDY' CED)
11/16/1990 A012 XHAYTI NATIONAL GUARD MOM WILLING
11/18/1990 A015 225 MORE SD TROOPS CALLED UP
11/18/1990 E033 STUDENTS BAKE COOKIES FOR GULF TROOPS
11/19/1990 A012 EMPLOYERS SUPPORT GULF CALL-UP
11/19/1990 BOll GENERAL TO SPEAK ON SAUDI OPERATION
11/20/1990 A021 CALL-UP NUMBERS REACH 700 IN SD
11/20/1990 A021 DASCHLE SUPPORTS USE OF GUARD, RESERVES
11/21/1990 A083 LOSS OF FACE MAY BE WISER THAN WAR CD
11/22/1990 A012 KCHEMICAL UNIT MAY GO TO GULF
II/22/I990 A15I *AD DEMONIZING ENEMY INSULTS ARABS
11/2A/1990 A015 ^RESERVISTS PONDER FUTURE
ll/2'i/1990 C013 WORKERS LOST TO CALL-UP
11/25/1990 A012 *A TIME TO CRY, SAY GOODBYE
11/25/1990 A09A SHOULD GET OIL OUTSIDE OF MIDEAST CD
11/26/1990 AOS'! NATION MUST PROBE MOTIVES FOR CONFLICT CD
11/27/1990 A012 PRESERVE UNIT LEAVES FOR DUTY
11/27/1990 B06A GULF CRISIS SEEN AS HINDRANCE TO AGRICULTURE
11/28/1990 A103 HOME SUPPORT HELPS TROOPS FACE CHALLENGES CD
11/28/1990 A103 KUWAITIS WAIT FOR LIBERATION OF COUNTRY CD
11/28/1990 coil PERKINS BAKES COOKIES FOR TROOPS IN GULF
II/29/I990 A066 IT'S NOT TOO LATE FOR PEACE CD
11/29/1990 A066 PERSIAN GULF ACTIONS JUSTIFIED CD
11/30/1990 A013 SF RESERVISTS ON CALL
12/01/1990 A01«i SD LAWMAKERS APPLAUD PEACE EFFORT
12/01/1990 AlOl DISPLAY FLAGS SHOW SUPPORT FOR TROOPS CD
12/01/1990 C03A TRIBE SENDS PRESENTS TO INDIANS IN GULF
12/02/1990 DOll DASCHLE, JOHNSON--DRAFT NOT LIKELY
12/03/1990 A012 ^VETERANS SEE ANOTHER VIETNAM IN SAUDI ARABIA
12/03/1990 coil DASCHLE--USE FORCE AS LAST RESORT
12/0A/1990 AlOl DON'T CLOSE DOOR TO PEACEFUL OPTIONS CED)
12/0A/1990 A103 GULF MILITARY ACTION SHOULD BE LAST RESORT CD
12/0A/1990 C015 RECRUITER BLAMES GULF CRISIS FOR DROP
12/05/1990 coil GROUPS OFFER SUPPORT FOR FRIENDS, RELATIVES
12/06/1990 A064 BUSH USES HIGH SCALE BRIBERY IN THE GULF CD
12/07/1990 A012 ATTACK SURVIVORS SUPPORT POLICY IN GULF
12/08/1990 A084 SEND AMERICANS HOME IF WE CAN'T FLY FLAGS CD
12/08/1990 C035 ^STUDENTS SIGN RESOLUTION ON GULF CONFLICT
12/09/1990 A012 *GULF CRISIS AT HOME
12/09/1990 A091 Gl'S SHOULD MAKE MOST OF OVERSEAS CHRISTMAS CD
12/10/1990 A012 36K1MBALL LOSES CHURCH LEADER TO CALL-UP
12/10/1990 coil HOLIDAY CEREMONY SET FOR MILITARY FAMILIES
12/11/1990 A103 IN THE RIGHT BY STANDING UP TO BULLY CD
12/12/1990 C033 5CSTUDENTS PRAY FOR PEACE IN GULF
12/13/1990 A084 Gl'S DEFENDING FREEDOM, DESERVE OUR SUPPORT CD
12/1A/1990 A105 US BACKS CONTINUED WASTE OF RESOURCES CD
12/1A/1990 C031 SPONSORING FORUM ON GULF CRISIS TODAY
12/14/1990 C032 FOOD WORKERS VOLUNTEER FOR MIDDLE EAST DUTY
12/14/1990 C034 GROUP PROTESTS INVOLVEMENT IN MIDDLE EAST
12/15/1990 A013 DASCHLE--OIL NOT WORTH WAR
12/15/1990 A084 POTENTIAL CASUALTIES MAKE TALKS IMPERATIVE CD
12/15/1990 C012 JfWELFARE OF TROOPS IS CONCERN
12/16/1990 A084 US JUSTIFIED TO END IRAQ'S REIGN OF TERROR CD
12/16/1990 A093 PEACEFUL SOLUTIONS BEAT WAR GLORIES CD
12/17/1990 A051 3€H0W ABOUT RED, WHITE, AND BLUE RIBBON
12/17/1990 A054 IRAQ CRISIS REVIVES ENDTIME STUDIES
12/17/1990 A104 SHOULD MAINTAIN DEFENSIVE GULF POSTURE CD
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12/18/1990 AlOl FULL-TIMERS SERVE IN SAUDI ARABIA, TOO (L)
12/19/1990 A081 TAKE SIMPLE STEPS TO REDUCE OIL USE (ED)
12/19/1990 A08A INVASION HAS BECOME PROFITABLE FOR OPEC (L)
12/20/1990 A015 *A THIRST FOR HOME
12/21/1990 con SAUDI ARABIA SHOULD PAY--PRESSLER
12/25/1990 A012 9€FAR FROM HOME THIS HOLIDAY
12/25/1990 C013 KSD'S FACES IN THE SAND
12/27/1990 AlOl BUSH SHOULD GIVE PEACE MORE TIME CED)
12/29/1990 con TROOPS' FAMILIES CAN GET HEALTH BENEFITS
1/01/1991 C012 GUARD PREPS FOR GULF DUTY
1/01/1991 C015 VETERAN ACCEPTS CALL-UP
1/02/1991 A081 WRITE TO SADDAM ABOUT COMMANDMENT (L)
1/04/1991 A083 IRAQ MUST BE TARGET TO FREE KUWAIT (L)
1/06/1991 A094 BUSH FAVORS FORCE OVER COOPERATION (L)
1/06/1991 con CONFERENCE PROMOTES PERSIAN GULF PEACE
1/08/1991 A081 CONGRESS SHOULD TRY TO PREVENT WAR (ED)
1/08/1991 A081 US REACTION TO IRAQ PROVES MONEY TALKS (L)
1/08/1991 con SUNDAY DESIGNATED DAY OF PRAYER, PEACE
1/10/1991 AlOl KPUBLIC 0P1N10NS--WAR WITH IRAQ
1/10/1991 A103 STOP SADDAM BEFORE HE GETS BIG BOMB (L)
1/10/1991 A103 WAR IN MIDDLE EAST IS NOT JUSTIFIED (L)
1/10/1991 con MILITARY SUPPORT GROUP SETS VIGIL FOR SUNDAY
1/10/1991 C031 PEACE CENTER PLANS VIGIL
1/11/1991 A012 56AS DEADLINE NEARS, FAMILIES RACKED BY FEARS
1/11/1991 A021 LIVES SHOULDN'T BE LOST
1/11/1991 A086 WAR WOULD BE UNNEEDED (L)
1/12/1991 A013 STATE DELEGATION SPLIT ON ATTACKING IRAQ
1/12/1991 A083 56LAWMAKER UNITY NEEDED ON IRAQ
1/12/1991 con PEACE GROUP PLANS MARCH THIS AFTERNOON
1/12/1991 C015 SD BLOOD MAY BE SHOT IN ARM FOR TROOPS
1/12/1991 C016 BANK DIRECTOR MAY HEAD TO GULF
1/13/1991 A012 ^PROTESTERS VENT CONCERNS FOR GULF
1/13/1991 A014 36WA1T1NG FOR WAR--SOUTH DAKOTANS MUST PONDER IMPACTS
1/13/1991 A061 3fMCG0VERN CALLS SITUATION 'CHARADE'
1/13/1991 A061 AXTELL STUDENTS, SOLDIERS SHARE BONDS
1/13/1991 A062 XNO ONE WANTS WAR
1/13/1991 A064 *MAJOR GETS READY FOR MISSION
1/13/1991 A065 ^DISABLED VET ASKS--WHY OUR BLOOD
1/13/1991 A071 *SD LAWMAKERS MIXED ON GULF FORCE ISSUE
1/13/1991 A091 READERS DIVIDED ON WHETHER US SHOULD GO TO WAR (L)
1/13/1991 C031 JUNIOR HIGH STUDENTS PROTEST AGAINST CRISIS
1/13/1991 C033 WALK, TALK FOR PEACE MONDAY IN VERMILLION
1/14/1991 A051 XVOICES ARE SPOKEN WITH SOMBER TONE
1/14/1991 BOll LOCAL PSYCHOLOGIST ON RADIO SHOW
1/14/1991 B012 SPRAYERS SHARED AT SPECIAL SERVICE
1/14/1991 B034 MIDDLE EAST CRISIS PUTS ELLSWORTH ON ALERT
1/15/1991 A013 SCARABS, JEWS TORN ON ISREAL'S ROLE
1/15/1991 A016 ^LAWMAKERS FAIL TO FORMALLY SUPPORT TROOPS
1/15/1991 A081 KEEP LOOKING FOR PEACEFUL SOLUTION (ED)
1/15/1991-A083 TALKS AND SANCTIONS NEED TIME TO WORK (L)
1/15/1991 C012 XEX-ARMY MEN DON'T CONCUR ON US ROLE
1/15/1991 con CITY RESOLUTION OPPOSES GULF WAR
1/16/1991 A091 GIVE PEACE A CHANCE--WAR MAKES NO SENSE (L)
1/16/1991 C012 *BERESFORD COPES WITH WAR FEARS
1/16/1991 C012 SD LAWMAKERS PASS GULF RESOLUTION
1/16/1991 CQ51 3CS0UTH DAKOTANS MARCH, TALK, PRAY BEFORE DEADLINE
1/17/1991 AGll ATTACK SURPRISES, SCARES MANY S DAKOTANS
1/17/1991 AQ15 SF VETS SUPPORT ACTION
1/17/1991 AD31 ESTATE'S OFFICIALS SHOW SUPPORT
1/17/1991 A031 ATTACK SCARES FAMILIES OF SERVICE MEMBERS
1/17/1991 A031 30 DEMONSTRATE ON PHILLIPS AVE
1/17/1991 A041 SF STUDENTS STAGE WALKOUT
1/17/1991 A051 MEDIA TOOK AMERICANS TO BEGINNING OF A WAR
1/17/1991 AlOl VICTORY IN GULF MAY BE PAINFUL (ED)
1/17/1991 AlOl 3€PUBL1C OPINIONS ABOUT THE SITUATION
1/17/1991 A106 WAR CAN REDUCE ALL GAINS TO RUBBLE (L)
1/17/1991 C033 RAPID CITY WOMAN PUTS WAR TO MUSIC
1/17/1991 D062 KMIDDLE EAST MAPS HARD TO COME BY IN AREA
1/18/1991 AOll KIRAQ STRIKES BACK
1/18/1991 con SOCM TO MEET TODAY
1/18/1991 C012 ANTI-WAR GROUPS BEGIN URGENT WORK
1/18/1991 C012 QUIET FALLS OVER LOCAL COFFEE TIME
1/18/1991 C013 ALL OF THIS IS ON TV
1/18/1991 C015 HIGH SCHOOL PUPILS SPLIT OVER WAR
1/18/1991 C031 LEADERS SHOULD TELL TRUTH ABOUT WAR
1/18/1991 C033 5CSD LAWMAKERS PAUSE, PONDER WAR
l/18/199r C034 ABERDEEN MAN GETS CALL FROM GULF
1/18/1991 C052 PROTESTERS MAKE PERSONAL APPEALS
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1/19/1991 A015 FAMILIES OF TROOPS WATCH, WAIT FOR NEWS
1/19/1991 A021 STATE MEDIC CALLS HOME
1/20/1991 A016 323RD LEAVES--BUSH APPROVES DOUBLING OF RESERVISTS
1/20/1991 A071 TIME TO SUPPORT PRESIDENT AND TROOPS (L)
1/20/1991 A07A MORE NATIONS SHOULD BE INVOLVED IN UN (L)
1/20/1991 E035 EX-ARMY PLANNER--GULF LOGISTICS TOUGH
1/21/1991 A051 KGO SAFELY AND RETURN SOON, KELROY
1/21/1991 B011 SUPPORT GROUP MEETS FOR FAMILIES OF 323RD
1/21/1991 B031 PRIEST CALLED TOWN BAR TO SPREAD WORD
1/21/1991 B031 BUSH PLANNED GULF WAR AHEAD OF TIME
1/21/1991 B03A MAYOR ASKS RESIDENTS TO SHOW PATRIOTISM
1/22/1991 A081 LEVEL WITH PEOPLE ABOUT WAR IN GULF (ED)
1/22/1991 A081 STOP SADDAM BEFORE HE GAINS MORE POWER (L)
1/22/1991 C015 GULF WAR WILL TEST KIDS' PSYCHES
1/22/1991 C016 3CM0RE TROOPS COULD GET CALL TO SERVE
1/22/1991 C035 FATHER DOES HIS BEST WHILE WIFE SERVES
1/23/1991 A066 HISTORY SHOWS US MUST STOP SADDAM (L)
1/23/1991 B033 KBROOKINGS STUDENTS SHOW THEIR COLORS
1/23/1991 B035 GUARD CALLED UP 5A FROM SDSU
1/23/1991 B035 TEACHER--GROUND WAR NEEDED
1/24/1991 A015 ^THE CHANGES ARE EVIDENT ACROSS AREA
1/24/1991 A081 WAR DOESN'T NULLIFY RIGHT OF EXPRESSION (ED)
1/24/1991 A081 KPUBLIC OPINIONS--TO REMOVE SADDAM
1/24/1991 A083 WILL ATROCITIES BE AS DESPICABLE AS IRAQ'S (L)
1/24/1991 C011 WAR AWARENESS GROUP IS FORMED
1/24/1991 C035 SUPPORT CENTER OPENS IN RC
1/24/1991 C030 FRIENDS REUNITED IN MIDEAST
1/24/1991 C031 SAUDI DRIVERS SCARY
1/25/1991 A103 WINNING WAR WILL TIDE US OVER 'TIL NEXT (L)
1/25/1991 A104 US ARROGANTLY PLAYS WORLD SAVIOR ROLE (L)
1/25/1991 A105 MANY ACTIONS PARALLEL VIETNAM WAR EVENTS (L)
1/25/1991 Alll PEACE BORN OF LOVE, CARING NOT WAR (L)
1/25/1991 C012 XINMATES ARE BARRED FROM GULF
1/25/1991 C031 PROTEST PUNISHMENT HARSH, PARENTS SAY
1/25/1991 C031 EROS MUM ON ROLE IN DESERT STORM
1/26/1991 A016 TOUR PLANS CANCELED
1/26/1991 A083 DID VIETNAM PROTESTERS GUIDE GROUPS (L)
1/26/1991 C015 DASCHLE NAMED TO TASK FORCE
1/27/1991 A012 *12 FROM SD UNIT CALLED TO ACTIVE DUTY
1/27/1991 A083 PEOPLE DIDN'T PROTEST DURING WWII (L)
1/27/1991 A091 2 WRONGS DON'T MAKE A RIGHT (L)
1/27/1991 B012 *BIBLE SCHOLARS WATCH FOR APOCALYPSE
1/27/1991 B033 *ONE FOR THE TROOPS
1/27/1991 E011 YANKTON TRUCKING FIRM LEASES TRAILERS FOR GULF WAR
1/28/1991 A083 LET'S BE INDIVISIBLE IN SUPPORT FOR TROOPS (L)
1/28/1991 B015 *OLD PROTESTERS REUNITE TO PUSH ANTI-WAR IDEAS
1/29/1991 A085 PRIDE IN AMERICA NEEDED DURING WARTIME (L)
1/30/1991 A062 WAR BEING FOUGHT FOR ISREALI INTERESTS (L)
1/30/1991 C015 FAMILY LEAVES MIDEAST
1/31/1991 A081 *PUBLIC OPINIONS--CHEMICAL WEAPONS
1/31/1991 A091 WAR ABOUT UNCHECKED TYRANNY (L)
1/31/1991 A091 GET PATRIOTISM, PRAYER BACK INTO SCHOOLS (L)
2/01/1991 A016 *MOTHER MOURNS FOR SON
2/01/1991 A083 GULF CRISIS CHILDREN INNOCENT BYSTANDERS (L)
2/01/1991 C031 ABERDEEN PROCLAIMS DAY TO HONOR TROOPS
2/01/1991 C031 COUSINS MEET AGAIN IN SAUDI ARABIA
2/02/1991 A083 BILLIONS SPENT ON WAR COULD FEED THE HUNGRY (L)
2/02/1991 A084 WAR COULD PRODUCE SOME POSITIVE THINGS (L)
2/02/1991 A101 *'ARGUS LEADER' GUIDE TO WAR
2/02/1991 C011 TOLL-FREE CASUALTY LINE ESTABLISHED
2/03/1991 A014 *T0 STOP WAR DURING VISIT WITH SADDAM
2/03/1991 E011 ABERDEEN SHOWS SUPPORT FOR TROOPS
2/04/1991 A016 FREE CALL FILLS LOCAL HOME WITH RELIEF
2/04/1991 A051 *WAR DOESN'T COUNT WINNERS AND LOSERS
2/04/1991 A084 WHERE WERE PROTESTERS WHEN KUWAIT PILLAGED (L)
2/06/1991 A061 ARMAGEDDON INTEREST IS MISDIRECTED (L)
2/06/1991 A071 SOMEONE FOUGHT FOR PROTESTERS' FREEDOM (L)
2/06/1991 B012 *MRE'S FEED TROOPS OVERSEAS
2/06/1991 C033 MITCHELL NATIVE, CHILDREN FLEE ISREAL
2/07/1991 A074 IT'S TIME TO BEAT PLOWSHARES INTO WORDS (L)
2/09/1991 A083 WAR WON'T RESOLVE TURMOIL IN MIDEAST (L)
2/09/1991 C041 RC TO RALLY AROUND TROOPS TODAY
2/09/1991 C042 RADIO STATIONS AVOID ANTI-WAR SONGS
2/10/1991 A015 XMARINE EDGY, BUT CONFIDENT
2/10/1991 B011 PEOPLE HIT STREETS TO SUPPORT TROOPS
2/11/1991 A015 *SD TROOPS HUNGRY AND COLD
2/11/1991 B011 *WE MUST NOT IGNORE WAR'S SAD EMOTIONS
2/11/1991 C033 TRANSPORT UNIT BUSY, BUT WAITING FOR LETTERS
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2/12/1991 AG81 THE RIGHT TO CALL WAR SHOTS (ED)
2/12/1991 coil SOLDIERS' ADDRESSES AVAILABLE OVER PHONE
2/13/1991 AG83 WAR SOUNDS BETTER IN WORDS THAN DEEDS (L)
2/13/1991 AG83 WAR-PROVOKED THREATS REVEAL BIGOTS, RACISTS (L)
2/13/1991 CGll PEACE GROUP TO HELP PERSONNEL, FAMILIES
2/1A/1991 AG12 MILBANK SHOWS ITS HEART
2/1A/1991 AG81 CENSORED REPORTS BETTER THAN NOTHING (ED)
2/1A/1991 AG85 GULF TROOPS DESERVE STRONG HOME SUPPORT (L)
2/15/1991 AG81 SHOULD KEEP WAR PLANS ON TARGET (ED)
2/15/1991 AG85 MEALS READY TO EAT PHOTO MISLEADING (L)
2/16/1991 AG16 MANY AGREE PROPOSAL A PLOY BY IRAQ
2/16/1991 CG31 RADIO STATION TO OFFER FREE FAX MESSAGES
2/17/1991 AG83 US USES SELECTIVE INTERVENTION (L)
2/17/1991 AG85 TROOPS IN GULF NEED SUPPORT OF EVERYONE (L)
2/17/1991 EGll SOLDIERS' ADDRESSES AVAILABLE OVER PHONE
2/18/1991 AG81 US KILLING OFTEN RELUCTANT IRAQIS (L)
2/18/1991 AG81 US IS PLAYING ROLE OF THE SAMARITAN (L)
2/19/1991 AG61 NOT TOO EARLY TO CONSIDER PEACE (ED)
2/2G/1991 AG92 GOES TOO FAR IN ATTACK ON IRAQ (L)
2/2G/1991 AG96 CUT CORNERS TO MAKE OVERSEAS CALLS (L)
2/21/1991 AG15 36COMPANY GETS POPPING AFTER KUWAIT INVASION
2/21/1991 AIGA REBUILDING IRAQ AFTER WAR UNTHINKABLE (L)
2/21/1991 CG31 FREE FLIGHTS TO VISIT WOUNDED TROOPS
2/22/1991 AG35 S DAKOTANS HOPEFUL, WARY ABOUT PROPOSAL
2/22/1991 A086 WORDS OF CHENEY ARE SADLY IRONIC (L)
2/23/1991 AG21 SD LAWMAKERS PESSIMISTIC ABOUT PEACE
2/23/1991 AG31 WOMAN WITH SD TIES LOSES HUSBAND TO WAR
2/2A/1991 AG15 KSD FAMILIES WAIT ANXIOUSLY
2/24/1991 AG31 ^GROUND WAR LEAVES AREA RESIDENTS SPLIT
2/24/1991 AG35 CONGRESSMEN STAND BEHIND BUSH'S MOVE
2/24/1991 AG36 8 SD UNITS TAKING PART IN GULF WAR
2/24/1991 AG91 STAND UP IN STRONG SUPPORT OF TROOPS (L)
2/24/1991 AG95 KILLING CHILDREN IN WARTIME NOT JUSTIFIED (L)
2/25/1991 AG15 LACK OF NEWS DOESN'T BOTHER RELATIVES
2/25/1991 AG84 THOSE WHO REJECT WAR SHOULD STAND TOGETHER (L)
2/26/1991 AG12 OFFER GREETED WITH DISBELIEF
2/26/1991 CG15 GROUND WAR MAY SHORTEN TOUR
2/26/1991 C033 VERMILLION POWWOW TO HONOR GULF SOLDIERS
2/27/1991 A044 ADV1CE--L1VE A NORMAL LIFE
2/28/1991 AOll SD RELATIVES ARE DELIGHTED, APPREHENSIVE
2/28/1991 AOll SOUTH DAKOTANS RELIEVED, SKEPTICAL
2/28/1991 A015 XBILL BROWN IN BAGHDAD
2/28/1991 AG21 PEACE NOT CERTA1N--SD POLITICIANS
2/28/1991 A081 XPUBLIC 0P1N10NS--WAR IN THE PERSIAN GULF
2/28/1991 AG83 *D1D US PLOT KUWAIT INVASION
2/28/1991 CG33 117 FROM PINE RIDGE SERVE
3/G1/1991 AG14 UNCERTAINTY SURROUNDS TROOPS' RETURN
3/G1/1991 AG81 WAR OVER--NOW COMES HARD PART (ED)
3/G1/1991 AG83 AMERICA BASHERS ARE WRONG AGAIN (L)
3/G2/1991 AG14 S DAKOTAN CRITICALLY INJURED IN SCUD ATTACK
3/G2/1991 AG81 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
3/G2/1991 CG15 DASCHLE--OVERTHROW SADDAM
3/G3/1991 AG15 RAPID CITY MAN'S SON INJURED IN SCUD ATTACK
3/G3/1991 C015 ^TERRORISM STILL THREAT AFTER WAR
3/05/1991 AG15 GULF WAR DIDN'T HARM SD ECONOMY
3/06/1991 coil SD SOLDIER HURT DURING CEASE FIRE
3/07/1991 A012 *TOWNS, FAMILIES PREP FOR SONS' RETURN
3/08/1991 A071 POSTWAR ISSUES CAN'T BE IGNORED (ED)
3/08/1991 coil NO AGREEMENT YET ON PARADE ROUTE
3/08/1991 C015 BIBLICAL EXPERTS HELPED SAVE CULTURAL SITES
3/09/1991 A083 SHOULD STOP BEING GUN FOR HIRE (L)
3/09/1991 C014 ABERDEEN RESERVIST GRATEFUL
3/09/1991 C035 XSCUD-INJURED SOLDIER RETURNS TO RC
3/10/1991 A016 ESTELLINE SOLDIER RETURNS EARLY FOR BIRTH
3/10/1991 A092 DISSENTERS COULD HAVE BROUGHT GULF INACTION (L)
3/10/1991 A092 ISREALI OCCUPATION VIOLATES RESOLUTION (L)
3/11/1991 A014 *IRAQI UPRISING NEEDS HELP, KURD SAYS
3/12/1991 A012 aeSOLDIER RETURNS FROM GULF TO SEE NEW SON
3/13/1991 C012 *'SPECIAL GUY' WON BATTLE, THEN DIED
3/13/1991 C015 GULF SOLDIER CALLS MAYOR TO OBJECT TO PARADE PLANS
3/13/1991 C031 PHONE FIRMS URGED NOT TO DISCONNECT FOR CALLS
3/14/1991 A081 NEW RISKS REPLACE VIETNAM DEFEATISM (ED)
3/14/1991 C033 ^CONFERENCE WILL EXAMINE ARAB MIND
3/15/1991 C016 SD GI'S CAPTURE IRAQIS
3/16/1991 C031 GROUP MAKES PLANS TO WELCOME GULF TROOPS
3/17/1991 C015 MIDEAST WOES ARE ECONOMIC
-3/17/1991-C036 PROTESTS^DON'T BUG RETURNING SOLDIERS
3/19/1991 B012 *SOLDIER TELLS OF IRAQI'S SAD STATE
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3/20/1991 A012 ^PERSIAN GULF GOODBYES NOT OVER
3/20/1991 A081 KEEP PRESSURE ON TO FREE HOSTAGES (ED)
3/21/1991 C031 GOVERNOR--GIVE GI'S HEROES' WELCOME
3/22/1991 A081 DEBATE SHOULD NOT BE CASUALTY OF WAR (ED)
3/22/1991 A091 BATTLEFIELD RIBBONS POINT TO FAKE SCENE (L)
3/22/1991 C033 GUARD KEEPS BUSY HAULING SUPPLIES
3/25/1991 A051 *BEST THING YOU CAN DO NOW IS TO LISTEN
3/26/1991 A021 S DAKOTANS BRAVE WAR'S DANGERS FOR SOUVENIRS
3/27/1991 AlOl DIPLOMATIC DOINGS WILL REMAIN MYSTERY (ED)
3/27/1991 AlOl GULF VICTORS HAVEN'T LEARNED FROM HISTORY (L)
3/28/1991 A106 OIL SURCHARGE COULD NET FAIR SHARE FROM JAPAN (L)
3/31/1991 A012 ^LETTERS THAT BRIDGED THE GULF
3/31/1991 A102 KLETTERS THAT BRIDGED THE GULF
A/01/1991 A103 RETREATING IRAQIS COULD HAVE LAID DOWN ARMS (L)
A/OA/1991 A092 HOME SUPPORT MADE GULF TOUR TOLERABLE (L)
A/OA/1991 C012 XGULF EUPHORIA IS PREMATURE
A/05/1991 C015 ABERDEEN, MILBANK UNIT GETS EXTENDED STAY
A/07/1991 E033 MAY EARLIEST DATE FOR LOCAL GUARD RETURN
A/10/1991 coil ABOUREZK TO SPEAK AT SFC SYMPOSIUM
A/11/1991 C021 NOT DOING ENOUGH TO HELP KURDISH REBELS
A/12/1991 AlOl POSTWAR TALKS GIVE BIG OPPORTUNITY (ED)
A/12/1991 C012 KLITTLE DONE TO STOP WAR
A/18/1991 A081 LIMITED KURD PITY STAINS IMAGE (ED)
A/18/1991 A081 JePUBLIC OPINIONS--THE IRAQI REFUGEE PROBLEM
A/19/1991 A105 TREATY GAVE HITLER OPPORTUNITY FOR POWER (L)
A/20/1991 A083 SLAUGHTER TAKES JOY OUT OF GULF VICTORY (L)
A/23/1991 C012 9€PERS0NAL PARADE GREETS CANTON MAN FROM GULF
A/2A/1991 C015 MORE TROOPS HEADED BACK TO SD
A/26/1991 C031 ABERDEEN PLANS TO GREET RETURNING TROOPS SUNDAY
A/27/1991 C033 ABERDEEN RESERVES TO RETURN MONDAY
A/29/1991 A083 AMERICANS WANT SONS, DAUGHTERS TO LIVE (L)
A/30/1991 A083 PRESIDENT KEPT PROMISE ABOUT WAR (L)
A/30/1991 C012 560RDNANCE COMPANY ARRIVES HOME
5/01/1991 coil 323RD CHEMICAL CO EXPECTED HOME SOON
5/07/1991 A083 ANOTHER WAR NEEDED TO KEEP US FEELING GOOD (L)
5/11/1991 C015 MANY FROM 323RD WILL RETURN TODAY
5/12/1991 A012 3e323RD BACK HOME
5/1A/1991 A083 *CAN AMERICANS JUSTIFY TERRIBLE COSTS OF WAR
5/17/1991 A012 XGULF PILOT COMPLETES HOMECOMING MISSION
6/0A/1991 C035 INJURED SOLDIER VISITS RAPID CITY BASE
6/10/1991 A081 CELEBRATION HAS GONE ON TOO LONG (ED)
7/08/1991 A015 XTRIPP NATIVE STILL FIGHTING SCUD ATTACK
7/08/1991 B031 SIMPLE THINGS WERE MISSED IN GULF
7/2A/1991 coil 3CER0S PHOTOGRAPHS GULF WAR ZONE
7/28/1991 Alll IT'S TIME TO PUT DESERT STORM TO REST (L)
8/02/1991 C012 WAR ANNIVERSARY ELICITS PRIDE, FRUSTRATION
8/07/1991 A083 GULF VETERAN WHO DIED IN CRASH WILL BE MISSED (L)
8/13/1991 A085 PROBLEMS IN GULF ARE OUR FAULT TOO (L)
9/01/1991 E031 EX-RAPID CITY MAN AWARDED BRONZE STAR
9/08/1991 A115 PLO ACTIONS BLOCK ANY ROAD TO PEACE (L)
9/17/1991 C034 DIPLOMAT--ISRAELI OBJECTIVE IS PEACE
9/28/1991 A105 ISRAELI REFUGEE AID GETS BAD RAP (L)
9/29/1991 A116 GULF WAR TOOK LIVES OF THOUSANDS OF IRAQIS (L)
10/29/1991 A083 ONLY GULF WAR BACKERS SHOULD BE RE-ELECTED (L)
1/20/1992 A081 TIME MAKES WAR HARDER TO JUSTIFY (ED)
2/25/1992 coil FORUM WILL DISCUSS MIDEAST QUESTIONS
A/17/1992 AlOl OLD DISCREPENCIES IN WAR TOLL TROUBLING (ED)
8/11/1992 A063 REASONS FOR RETURNING TO GULF ARE MYSTERIOUS (L)
8/17/1992 A081 BUSH SHOULD RETURN TO MIDDLE GROUND (ED)
11/28/1989 C013 MOVE UP MIDDLE-SCHOOL SWITCH
12/23/1990 C016 ^CONVERSION IS CATERED TO STUDENTS
3/08/1987 E012 KEX-RACE CAR DRIVER SPRINTS TOWARDS NEW GOAL
9/05/1991 AOll AERIAL FEAT LANDS CITY MAN IN RECORD BOOKS
10/06/1992 B015 KPILOT PUSHES LIMIT IN SKY AND LIFE, FRIENDS SAY
10/22/1985 A012 ^HUNTER TAKES HIS FINAL TRIP
3/27/1982 C031 MIDLAND NATIONAL LIFE TO EXPAND
12/20/1982 coil MIDLAND EYES PARKING LOT
5/01/1983 Nlll *(RETAIL/BUSINESS) MIDLAND CHAIRMAN LIKES SD
10/30/1983 EOIA COMPANIES ARE TURNING TO TEMPORARY SERVICES
12/0A/1983 EOll RIGSBEE NEW CHIEF AT MIDLAND NATIONAL
5/05/1989 D081 MIDLAND PASSES INSURANCE MILESTONE
9/01/1991 D012 ^MIDLAND EARNS 'A' FOR STABILITY
9/0A/1991 AOll KGUNMAN SURRENDERS, MIDLAND OFFICIAL OK
9/0A/1991 A035 EMPLOYEES SHOCKED--THEN RELIEVED
9/05/1991 A012 KHOSTAGE-TAKER FACES 2 CHARGES
9/06/1991 C012 ^OFFICIALS CONSIDER CASTANEIRA CLAIMS
9/09/1991 A051 ^SPENCER ABLE TO JOKE ABOUT STANDOFF
9/11/1991 A081 AS OUR CITY GROWS, SO DO THE THREATS (ED)
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1/28/1992 B065 ^MIDLAND LIFE'S CEO RETIRING AFTER 31 YEARS
8/19/1992 B066 ^MIDLAND NAMES PRESIDENT
9/20/1992 ECU MIDLAND LIFE RATES IN TOP 50 ON LIST
2/21/1991 B062 SF HONORED FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH
8/10/1986 EOll TRADE MAGAZINE GIVES TRANSPORT FIRM TOP RANK
8/21/1988 EOll MIDWEST COAST FLEET RANKED IN TOP 100
3/10/1989 D082 ^OWNERSHIP OK DUE TODAY
3/11/1989 coil JUDGE DELAYS COMPANY'S SALE
3/22/1989 A016 MIDWEST COAST BUYOUT--JUDGE AWARDS BID
3/23/1989 C012 *FIRM MAY APPEAL MIDWEST DECISION
12/02/1984 ClOl *CANTON FURRIER PLAYS THE SKINS GAME
4/11/1990 D102 KLOCAL FIRM HELPS WEST MEET EAST
3/16/1989 D015 ^BASKETBALL DEEDS HELP S DAKOTANS
9/16/1992 B012 36SHADOW WASHING
10/22/1992 B012 3€TINKLES TACKLES A TOUGHY
7/25/1992 A013 MIGRANTS SEEK OLD
8/12/1990 AlOl STRUGGLE INTENSIFIES FOR RURAL AMERICANS (ED)
9/14/1991 C012 POPULATION GROWS DESPITE 50,486 LEAVING
11/22/1992 GOll *SOUTH DAKOTANS FLOCK SOUTH
3/10/1982 C021 O'CONNORS CHANCES--PERHAPS ONE IN 10 (ED)
5/15/1990 C012 WOMEN PUBLISH BOOKS OF POETRY
10/08/1990 B031 POET TELLS TALES OF JOYS OF WOMANHOOD
9/05/1992 A071 36REGIONAL WRITERS TRACK HISTORY OF DAKOTA, FAMILY
11/11/1992 B042 ^REVEALS LOVE, BOND BETWEEN MOM, SON
7/24/1983 B051 WAGONS HIT THE TRAIL FOR OAHE DAYS
10/27/1983 C041 STATE WAGON TRAIN LEADER PLANS 2-MONTH TRIP
9/19/1989 A102 PERFORMANCE STUNNING (L)
10/27/1990 A052 *CELLIST STEPPING INTO THE SPOTLIGHT
3/26/1988 C012 MAKES BEING OLDER WORTHWHILE
8J'17/1992 B012 *DISC JOCKEY LIKES ROLE AS AFTERNOON PICK-ME-UP
5/16/1991 A013 ^TEACHING THE RIGHT WAY
8/04/1991 C012 ^VISITORS IN MINORITY IN SOVIET UNION
7/14/1989 A012 *CZECH REUNION IN YANKTON
1/24/1986 B012 CARRIER, MILANOVICH TAKE SD TIES INTO BATTLE
1/12/1992 BOll STRONG WILL IS AID IN CANCER FIGHT
6/23/1982 coil INTERNATIONAL CO WANTS SD'S MILBANK MUTUAL
11/05/1982 C051 OFFICIAL--MILBANK MERGER FORMALITY
12/01/1982 C035 MILBANK MUTUAL APPROVES MERGER
3/01/1983 B015 POLICYHOLDERS GET $16 6 MILLION
11/12/1984 B023 TOUGH TIMES BEING IGNORED (L)
5/11/1987 B012 3eSMALL-T0WN NEWSWOMAN PRESSES ON
10/20/1988 A012 TOWN BOARD MILKS TOUGH QUESTION
10/29/1988 coil OFFICERS DETONATE PACKAGE IN MILBANK
7/30/1989 F051 TRAIN FAIR ROLLS INTO MILBANK
4/05/1990 D081 MILBANK COULD LOSE 125 INSURANCE JOBS
4/09/1990 C021 MILBANK SCHOOLS FORM CRISIS MANAGEMENT TEAM
8/02/1990 B061 MILBANK HARDWARE DEAL POSSIBLE
10/01/1990 A012 WAREHOUSE PLANS BOOST MILBANK'S FUTURE
2/14/1991 A012 MILBANK SHOWS ITS HEART
2/17/1991 A012 96MILBANK SEEKS TO HEAL THE WOUNDS
3/15/1991 A012 MILBANK LOSES PAPER AFTER CENTURY IN PRINT
9/04/1992 A104 MILBANK RESIDENTS WERE AGAINST COMPLEX (L)
5/08/1982 B033 KMILBAUER TO SEEK RE-ELECTION
6/12/1983 coil MILBRANDT QUITS AS AUDITOR GENERAL
8/03/1982 A075 USD PROF ELECTED SECRETARY OF EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA
2/17/1982 D014 3«HELP FOR WHAT DEAF PEOPLE FEAR MOST
4/26/1992 N091 ^INJURY STARTED BARBER'S CAREER
11/15/1992 F032 FORMER SD STATE LEGISLATOR DIES AT AGE 90
2/20/1989 BOll US WEST OFFICIAL TO HEAD FUND DRIVE
1/01/1992 A031 K1992 GOALS ARE SIMILAR TO THOSE MET IN 1987
5/16/1986 BOll KCOOKIE CHAMP
9/22/1990 C036 SERGEANT SENDS LOVE WITH SIGN
5/25/1992 A012 KBLACK VETERANS RECALL OWN WAR
SEE ALSO NATL GUARD, RESERVE, ROTC
1/05/1982 C022 SIGHTS OF OPPRESSION INSPIRATION TO SERVE (L)
1/14/1982 C021 SAVING DRAFT REGISTRY PRUDENT STEP (ED)
1/31/1982 B034 DISAGREES WITH ARGUS EDITORIAL ON DRAFT
2/05/1982 C033 OFFICER FACES COURT-MARTIAL
2/06/1982 B035 B-52 INSTRUCTOR UNDER HOUSE ARREST
2/08/1982 C021 RICKOVER'S SERVICE 8 ADVICE ON ARMS (ED)
2/25/1982 DOll SD HAS 100 PERCENT DRAFT REGISTRATION
3/08/1982 A082 *ARMY RECRUITING APPOINTMENTS
3/10/1982 C042 COURT MARTIAL RECOMMENDED FOR ELLSWORTH CAPTAIN
3/10/1982 D063 RECIEVES TEAMWORK AWARD
3/11/1982 D031 FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR WON'T FACE COURT-MARTIAL
3/23/1982 A084 SEABEES AWARDS
4/06/1982 A084 ARMY RECRUITER GETS 2 MEDALS
5/21/1982 C023 MILITARY PENSIONS ARE PAYMENT FOR SERVICE (L)
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5/27/1982 C093 SEABEES CELEBRATION IS SF
7/16/1982 C025 SUPPORT URGED FOR RESISTANCE TO DRAFT (L)
7/22/1982 C061 CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTOR NAMED TO DRAFT BOARD
7/27/1982 B023 SAYS SUPPORT NEEDED FOR DRAFT REGISTRATION (L)
7/31/1982 C02A WANTS MILITARY PEOPLE TO SERVE ON DRAFT BOARDS (L)
8/12/1982 coil 56PRESTO, BRIDGE GOES UP IN 2 HOURS
8/13/1982 COAl ARMY RECRUITING ON TARGET, GENERAL SAYS
9/25/1982 B031 JUST A LITTLE REMINDER
10/09/1982 coil THE MARINES SAID HE WAS AWOL
10/20/1982 C031 SD HAS HIGH DRAFT COMPLIANCE RATE
11/23/1982 A07A MILITARY PROMOTIONS
11/26/1982 BOll KAIR FORCE CADET DOOLIE GRATEFUL
12/15/1982 B03A SERVICE ACADEMY NOMINATIONS
1/20/1983 C0A3 AIRMAN SAYS VIEWS QUALIFY HIM AS CONSCIENTIOUS
2/06/1983 C0A3 SD ATH IN DRAFT REGISTRATION
2/22/1983 A09A *STUKEL NAMED BASE COMMANDER
2/22/1983 B012 *GENERAL--PEOPLE MADE IT WORTHWHILE
2/23/1983 C021 *'WELL DONE' FOR CORNING AS SD ADJUTANT GENERAL (ED)
2/25/1983 coil OUT OF AIR FORCE BUT NOT AS CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTOR
3/02/1983 B051 SERVICE AWARDS, PROMOTIONS LISTED
3/13/1983 B0A2 SDSU ASKS DRAFT QUESTIONS
3/16/1983 C02A RULING ABOUT STUDENTS LOANS (L)
3/29/1983 B021 ROLE OF STUDENTS IS TO PROMOTE LIFE (L)
5/01/1983 N021 *(FINANCE/GOVT) TIME FLIES
5/06/1983 BOll J6L0CAL MEN HAVE LOFTY AMBITIONS
5/29/1983 B015 KAFTER 38 YEARS, SQUADRON REUNITES
7/28/1983 C021 TOUGHER DRAFT STAND JUSTIFIED
8/23/1983 A09A LAWSON BECOMES ARMY RECRUITER
9/22/1983 A012 ^FAMILIES OF MARINES IN LEBANON PROUD
lO/OA/1983 BOAl ARMY RECRUITING HEADQUARTERS HAS NEW NAME
10/25/1983 B032 ^MILITARY ANNOUNCES PROMOTIONS
11/03/1983 A015 NAVY FAMILY WAITS FOR WORD
11/08/1983 A091 ^MILITARY PROMOTIONS, AWARDS
11/29/1983 B031 BOMBER TRAINING SITE WILL BE DISCUSSED
12/01/1983 C042 BELLE FOURCHE MAY RECEIVE BOMER RANGE
12/10/1983 C041 MARINE STATIONED IN LEBANON IS COMING HOME
12/II/I983 A016 LOCAL MARINE COMES HOME FROM BEIRUTE
12/13/1983 B03A MILITARY ANNOUNCES AWARDS
12/2A/1983 B015 STATE MAN RESIGNS, SAYS SYSTEM UNFAIR
12/31/1983 BOIA DRAFTLAW ADDS TO STATE'S PAPER WORK
1/12/198'i COIA REAR ADMIRAL GRUBB TO DECORATE SF MAN
1/17/198A A07A ^AWARDS, PROMOTIONS, SCHOLARSHIPS
2/15/1984 C094 5CACADEMY ACCEPTS MITCHELL YOUTH
2/28/1984 A074 MILITARY ANNOUNCES PROMOTIONS
2/29/1984 BOll *18 GOING ON 72
4/03/1984 A092 MILITARY AWARDS, PROMOTIONS
4/10/1984 B034 MILITARY AWARDS PROMOTIONS
4/10/1984 C042 YANKTON CENTER'S ROLE MAY CHANGE
5/03/1984 B054 MILITARY REUNIONS PLANNED
55/06/1984 C061 WATERTOWN WELCOMES HOME TWO MARINES
6/19/1984 A094 ARMY, AIR FORCE PROMOTIONS
7/06/1984 C014 STATE STUDENTS COMPLYING WITH LAW
7/07/1984 B031 RAPID CITY MAN GETS MEDAL
7/27/1984 C031 DRAFT AGE MEN MEETING RESPONSIBILITY
8/14/1984 A091 ^MILITARY ANNOUNCES HONORS
8/18/1984 BOll XGOING DOWN
9/12/1984 DOll GAYVILLE MAN GETS MEDAL AFTER 40 YEARS
9/12/1984 D031 REUNION OF GUARD BATTERY D
9/I8/I984 A131 OLSON WILL GET EARLY PROMOTION
9/18/1984 A132 AIR FORCE ANNOUNCES PROMOTION
9/18/1984 B014 UNCLE SAM WILL BE SEEING TRIPLICATE
10/15/1984 coil KWWII COMRADERY HELPS BROOKINGS MAN
11/28/1984 C094 AIR FORCE ANNOUNCES PROMOTIONS
1/02/1985 BOll KONE CAME HOME
1/02/1985 B013 KNINE HAVE YET TO RETURN TO STATE
1/16/1985 C041 TV PANEL WILL DISCUSS INDIANS IN MILITARY
1/16/1985 C042 TEACHERS CERTAIN ZEPHIER WOULD SUCCEED
2/13/1985 B072 *MICKELSON RECEIVES LEGION OF MERIT
2/14/1985 A081 MILITARY PEOPLE DESERVE TOP PAY (L)
2/16/1985 B015 ^LEGISLATORS HONOR SERVICEMAN KILLED IN BLAST
2/20/1985 B054 KANTACK LEADS SDSU CADETS
2/22/1985 C021 WILLIAMSON WANTS STOCKMAN TO APOLOGIZE
3/02/1985 A08I RANK HAS ITS PRIVILEGES (ED)
3/06/1985 C1I5 ^AWARDED FOR MERITORIOUS SERVICE
3/15/1985 C015 ^HELICOPTER CRASH KILLS LOCAL MAN
4/11/1985 C022 FINDING OF SOLDIER'S BODY SADDENS NIECE
5/22/1985 C013 AIRhFORCE LISTS PROMOTIONS AND HONORS
6/15/1985 A081 SPY CASE MAKES A DISTURBING STATEMENT (ED)
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MILITARY SERVICES 7/06/1985 COll 3fN0 OBSTACLE TO JOINING THE NAVY
7/10/1985 B075 XRITZMAN GETS LEADERSHIP AWARD
7/17/1985 B074 ^MILITARY HONORS AREA NATIVES
8/03/1985 A082 *NEW G I BILL PROVIDES BENEFITS
11/02/1985 A012 36CRASH KILLS CANTON MAN
12/16/1985 A015 SD WOMAN AMONG JET CRASH DEAD
1/03/1986 A071 *TUNNEL RAT
1/12/1986 C031 6 LOCAL YOUTH NOMINATED FOR AIR FORCE SCHOOL
1/23/1986 C013 PRESSLER ANNOUNCES NOMINATIONS TO ACADEMIES
1/26/1986 C015 MILITARY ACADEMIES ANNOUNCE APPOINTMENTS
2/22/1986 A051 ^FAMILY OFFERED EVERYTHING FOR THEIR COUNTRY
2/24/1986 B012 FUNERAL HONORS BUFFALO GAP WOMAN
8/09/1986 C021 DISPLAY SHOWS LIGHT SIDE OF FRONTIER MILITARY
10/27/1986 A061 NEW ARMY STANDARDS WELCOME (ED)
12/10/1986 cm LOCAL SERVICE MAN RECEIVES MEDAL
12/28/1986 C012 *WELL-REPRESENTED IN ACADEMY CLASS OF '90
1/13/1987 C022 MILITARY FLIGHTS ANGER RANCHERS
1/18/1987 EOll YOUTHS NAMED TO ACADEMIES
3/15/1987 A015 *LENNOX MAN DIES IN AIR FORCE CRASH
3/16/1987 A015 *CRASH LEADS TO GROUND CREW TESTS FOR DRUGS
3/25/1987 C091 AIR FORCE PROMOTION, HONORS LISTED
3/31/1987 A052 XWOMAN MAKES TREK TO PROVE SHE'S FIT
4/02/1987 C021 2 MEN IN CUSTODY IN DEATH OF EX-MITCHELL MAN
5/17/1987 C012 *CITY HONORS THOSE WHO SERVE
5/19/1987 A063 AIR FORCE NOT ALL 'TOP GUN' (L)
5/22/1987 C013 KIN MEMORY OF 37 SAILORS
6/24/1987 C091 KOLSON PROMOTED TO COMMANDER
6/29/1987 C012 KDELAY DOESN'T DIMINISH COMBAT MEDAL
7/24/1987 C012 KTESTING, TESTING
8/10/1987 A084 A MATTER OF SEMANTICS (L)
8/28/1987 C021 APPLICATIONS TO SERVICE ACADEMIES TAKEN
9/29/1987 C012 KIT NEVER HURTS TO PLAN AHEAD
10/09/1987 A105 BEWARE OF 2-WEEK WONDERS (L)
10/12/1987 BOll MILITARY ACADEMY DEADLINES NEAR
12/04/1987 COll BOARDS TO INTERVIEW FOR ACADEMIES
12/23/1987 C091 KILLEY DIRECTOR OF SD SELECTIVE SERVICE
1/20/1988 C074 KJELLSEN NAMED STAFF SERGEANT
1/30/1988 COll STUDENTS RECEIVE ACADEMY OFFERS
2/16/1988 C012 CONTRIBUTIONS TO D-DAY REMEMBERED
3/06/1988 D021 MEN NEED TO REGISTER WITH SELECTIVE SERVICE
3/06/1988 Foil LETTERS DESCRIBE LIFE IN WWII
3/16/1988 BOll STUDENTS RECEIVE APPOINTMENTS
4/10/1988 F061 KAIR FORCE CAPTAIN'S LETTER DETAILS
5/14/1988 C012 SERGEANT DIDN'T APPRECIATE COLLEGE BOYS
5/19/1988 COll EVENTS WILL MARK ARMED FORCES DAY
8/27/1988 C012 TO SAVE YOUR SKIN ISN'T DISHONORABLE
9/11/1988 C012 KLOOK OUT BELOW
9/24/1988 C012 WHEN THE ARMY MAKES AN ERROR
12/01/1988 A012 REDFIELD SAILOR DIES IN NAVY MISHAP
l/02/1989«A081 UNNECESSARY BASES SHOULD BE SHUT DOWN (ED)
1/16/1989 C015 RISKED COURT-MARTIAL TO AVOID HYPOCRISY
3/31/1989 C012 OFFICER SALUTES ARMY'S RECRUITING RECORD
4/21/1989 A015 EX-SD MAN DIES IN BLAST ON BATTLESHIP
4/22/1989 A012 KHOWARD SAILOR IN TWO NAVAL CATASTROPHES
4/24/1989 AOll PARACHUTE JUMP KILLS CITY SOLDIER
4/28/1989 COll SAILOR TO BE BURIED IN HILLS
4/30/1989 DD03 KSIOUX FALLS GOES TO WAR
5/12/1989 A012 KFAMILY WORRIES WHENEVER TENSION RISE
5/29/1989 A012 KBREAKING NEWS A GRIM MILITARY DUTY
6/19/1989 AlOl DELIVERING DEATH NEWS NEVER DONE COLDLY (L)
7/09/1989 C012 KCREWMEN TALK ABOUT THE GLORY
7/26/1989 COll WORLD WAR II UNITS TO HOLD REUNION
8/12/1989 C012 KAPPOINTMENT PUTS WEST POINT IN GOOD HANDS
9/04/1989 B033 SELECTIVE SERVICE
9/13/1989 COll SD NATIVE FEARED DEAD IN NAVY CRASH
9/18/1989 B015 KCITY'S NAVAL RESERVE CENTER GETS FIRST WOMAN
10/30/1989 A012 KFRENCH MONUMENT HELD SECRET TO SD GI
11/20/1989 BOll MILITARY ACADEMY PROGRAMS PLANNED
12/29/1989 C015 NAVY CADET EARNS HIGH COMMAND
1/18/1990 A061 KPUBLIC OPINIONS--WOMEN IN COMBAT
1/21/1990 A091 THOMAS WRONG ABOUT WOMEN IN SERVICES (L)
2/03/1990 A052 KARMED SERVICES HONOR WWII CHAPLAINS
2/19/1990 A103 WOMEN FIT FOR COMBAT (L)
2/26/1990 B012 KWINDS ON CHANGE WON'T SWEEP BARKER
3/01/1990 A093 WOMEN WANT EQUALITY (L)
3/18/1990 C014 KTEEN IS DENIED BID
3/24/1990 C023 EGAN STUDENT HEADED FOR WEST POINT
5/07/1990 C024 USS IOWA SAILOR'S DAD--NAVY FAKED STORY
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SUBJECT
MILITARY SERVICES
MILITARY SPENDING
MILK
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/11/1990
6/2A/1990
8/10/1990
8/11/1990
8/15/1990
8/17/1990
8/23/1990
8/2A/1990
8/26/1990
8/27/1990
8/28/1990
8/30/1990
8/30/1990
9/01/1990
9/12/1990
9/20/1990
9/22/1990
9/29/1990
10/12/1990
10/12/1990
10/13/1990
11/08/1990
11/10/1990
11/10/1990
11/2A/1990
11/28/1990
12/02/1990
12/09/1990
12/09/1990
12/09/1990
12/20/1990
12/22/1990
12/25/1990
12/29/1990
12/31/1990
1/21/1991
1/27/1991
1/27/1991
1/28/1991
2/03/1991
2/09/1991
2/11/1991
2/16/1991
2/26/1991
2/28/1991
3/03/1991
3/05/1991
3/08/1991
3/17/1991
A/21/1991
A/21/1991
A/03/1992
A/11/1992
7/03/1992
7/26/1992
8/16/1992
9/25/1992
9/29/1992
ll/lA/1992
11/15/1992
11/18/1992
11/20/1992
11/28/1992
12/21/1992
12/21/1992
12/23/1992
A/03/1982
5/26/1982
9/05/1982
5/09/1983
7/26/1983
8/06/1983
11/09/1983
10/20/198A
1/11/1985
7/18/1985
C015
Foil
A015
A083
A015
A012
A012
A012
A012
A012
A012
A012
A012
C015
AlOl
A012
A083
AOIA
A012
A013
C03A
coil
AOIA
C033
C013
A103
DOll
A012
E031
FOAl
C012
C012
C013
coil
A103
A081
A092
A095
A016
A081
coil
A015
C031
C033
C033
coil
A083
C023
A096
N061
N085
C012
C021
A081
A071
D012
B012
A061
B016
F016
AlOl
AlOl
A012
A091
A091
BOll
COAl
EOll
COAl
B032
C016
BOAl
coil
C033
A015
C012
*MAN GETS MEDAL AFTER A5 YEARS
KIT'S TIME TO BURN OLD DRAFT CARDS
KUNCERTAINTY WORRIES MOM
KWOMEN DESERVE WASHINGTON MEMORIAL
KUNCERTAINTIES STRIKE FEAR IN FAMILIES OF SOLDIERS
YOUTHS AREN'T RUSHING TO JOIN UP
NO SD UNITS GOING - YET
KFAMILY TIES SYMBOLIZED BY RIBBONS
17 SD RESERVISTS ACTIVATED
KRESERVIST MOM READY TO GO
BROOKINGS UNIT GOING TO GULF
KAIRMAN'S LETTER--1 CAN'T GET OVER
SD GUARD SAYS GOODBYE IN BROOKINGS
MAJOR WHO DIED IN GERMANY CRASH HAD TIES
WOMEN CAPABLE OF COMBAT ROLES (ED)
KBACK FROM PERSIAN GULF
DEPLOYED Gl'S, FAMILIES NEED SUPPORT GROUPS (L)
SD GUARD DROPOUT RATE LOW, TOO
KGULF MESSAGE PROMISES TO BE A REAL WINNER
TRAINING FLIGHTS HALTED--321 RELEASED
KMESSAGE FROM HOME
WOMAN STARTS PETITION TO BRING RESERVES HOME
SD WIFE WANTS HUSBAND BACK
KCADETS REMEMBER MISSING SOLDIERS
WORKERS LOST TO CALL-UP
HOME SUPPORT HELPS TROOPS FACE CHALLENGES (L)
DASCHLE, JOHNSON--DRAFT NOT LIKELY
KGULF CRISIS AT HOME
SD MILITARY ENLISTMENTS STAY STEADY
KCURRENT RESERVISTS FOLLOW STATE'S TRADITION
RESERVISTS GET BREAK FROM CREDITORS
KREMEMBER THE TROOPS
KSD'S FACES IN THE SAND
TROOPS' FAMILIES CAN GET HEALTH BENEFITS
MEDIA BLITZ INSULTS ACTIVE DUTY PERSONNEL (L)
NO NEED TO RESUME DRAFT (ED)
WOMEN CAN HAVE IT IN WAR (L)
KRESTAURANTS LINKED TO SOUNDS OF WAR (L)
KLATE-NIGHT POETRY CALMS WAR FEARS
WOMEN SHOULD SHARE WAR RISK (ED)
FORUM TO ANSWER QUESTIONS ABOUT DRAFT
POTENTIAL OBJECTORS HEAR ADVICE ON DRAFT
VETERAN RECALLED TO COMPLETE OBLIGATION
KPOSTER FOR BUSH
117 FROM PINE RIDGE SERVE
PARADE FOR TROOPS SET FOR APRIL 27
SHOULD PICK UP GULF VETS' TAX BURDEN (L)
MILITARY FAMILIES FACE ADJUSTMENTS
PROUD MARINE JUST AS PROUD TO BE A VET (L)
KCONGRESSMAN'S SON PICKS DIFFERENT PATH TO SERVE
KMADISON TEEN-AGER FLYING TO AIR FORCE FOR EDUCATION
SOLDIER'S PARENTS SUE ARMY OFFICERS
MISSIONS OF WOMEN BOMBER PILOTS
MILITARY BEHIND TIMES ON SOCIAL FRONT (ED)
KHURON WOMAN REMEMBERS BUFFALO SOLDIER GATHERING
KSURVIVORS REGALE PAST
CLINTON DRAFT ISSUE RAISES EYEBROWS
CLINTON DODGES TRUTH ABOUT DRAFT (ED)
LOCAL FRONT QUIET ON GAY MILITARY TOPIC
NAVAL RESERVE BOSS LEAVES
MILITARY'S GAY BAN A JOB PERFORMANCE ISSUE (L)
CLINTON SHOULD KEEP WORD TO GAY SOLDIERS (ED)
KA COMMON MAN OF UNCOMMON VALOR
KREASONS TO BAN GAYS FROM MILITARY UNFACTUAL
GENERAL CALLS MORALE A KEY ISSUE
DASCHLE NOMINATES 7 TO MILITARY ACADEMY
SEE DEFENSE
SEE ALSO DAIRY
DAIRY FARMERS UPSET ABOUT IMITATION MILK
PAPER CARTONS PROTECT MILK'S VITAMINS
SD MILK MARKETING RULES SUSPENDED
FARMER BOTTLES SPECIAL MILK FOR DISEASE VICTIMS
ST PETER FIRM WANTS TO BUY LAKE NORDEN MILK PLANT
DASCHLE DOESN'T WANT ANOTHER TAX ON MILK
AREA FARMERS WANT TO BE PAID
STATE HAS REGION'S LOWEST MILK PRICES
MILK PRICES FALL 30-70 CENTS
EXPERT SOUR ON MILK PRODUCTION JUMP
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SUBJECT DATE
MILK 2/04/1986
2/22/1986
10/31/1986
5/31/1987
8/30/1987
10/20/1988
'♦/27/1989
10/13/1989
1/10/1990
1/17/1990
12/23/1990
1/30/1992
3/11/1992
10/01/1992
10/04/1992
MILK CARTON BOAT 8/24/1992
8/26/1992
MILK HARVEY 11/09/1985
MILK'S CAMP 1/22/1983
3/27/1983
MILKMAN 1/23/1989
MILLAGE MARK 2/16/1989
MILLAGE RICHARD 2/05/1992
MILLARD KENT 6/18/1990
2/23/1992
10/17/1992
MILLER ALAN 1/04/1985
MILLER ARNOLD 3/02/1983
6/12/1983
MILLER ARTHUR 3/29/1989
MILLER ASHLEY 3/02/1991
MILLER BETH 2/11/1991
MILLER BOB 2/26/1988
6/30/1991
2/02/1992
MILLER BREWING CO 9/26/1986
1/12/1987
MILLER CHAD 11/27/1990
MILLER DALE 7/10/1986
4/15/1992
MILLER DAVID 6/24/1983
MILLER DEAN 5/05/1992
MILLER DEBRA 2/23/1989
MILLER DIANNA 5/07/1983
8/23/1983
10/24/1984
11/03/1984
8/28/1985
4/03/1986
4/05/1986
1/07/1987
7/19/1990
10/19/1992
MILLER DWIGHT 3/05/1991
MILLER FLOYD 12/09/1990
MILLER GARY 2/22/1984
3/30/1984
8/07/1984
8/20/1984
8/22/1984
9/18/1984
10/25/1984
12/14/1984
12/15/1984
1/22/1985
MILLER GLENN 8/25/1990
8/26/1990
MILLER GREG 9/25/1990
12/07/1990
2/10/1991
2/14/1991
1/18/1992
1/26/1992
MILLER JAY 4/22/1984
MILLER JENNAFER 6/05/1992
MILLER JERRY 7/24/1982
3/27/1990
5/22/1991
AOll SD MOVES IN ON STATE DRINK
C021 COWS TO PROVIDE OFFICIAL STATE DRINK
C021 LOWER MILK OUTPUT MIGHT RISE, SOME SAY
B021 MILK PRODUCTION FALLS FROM 1986
DD12 BUYOUT ENDS, BUT MILK GLUT LOOMS
A012 TOWN BOARD MILKS TOUGH QUESTION
C025 MILK HORMONE PASSES SOUTH DAKOTA TEST
D081 MITCHELL CHEESE PLANT CLOSES TODAY
D082 BCFARM LEADER PUSHES FOR LABELING LAW
A062 AGENCY IS AGRICULTURE'S FOE (L)
EOIl SEND MILK TO GULF TO BOOST PRICES
B062 LAWMAKERS MOVE TOWARD NEW MILK REGULATION
A091 FARMERS GET MEAGER PAY FROM SALE OF MILK (L)
A012 kMILK still DOES A BODY GOOD--FARMERS
GOll ^CONTROVERSY RAISES AN UDDERLY FANTASTIC IDEA
B012 *MAKING WAVES AT COVELL LAKE
BOll MILK CARTON BOAT RACES RAISE $'♦,000
A053 KDRAMA OF HARVEY MILK CONTINUES
B012 ^INDIANS HONOR SMITH FOR OPENING DOOR
coil *BONESTEEL TOO STUBBORN TO LET IT'S BUSINESS DIE
B015 AREA LOSES FLAVOR WITH MILKMAN'S RETIREMENT
coil MILLAGE REPLACES DAVIS AT KELO
B012 36COOK MAKES BATCH, BUT CAN'T SWALLOW IT
B012 3€PAST0R USED TO BREAK HORSES
F012 KMETHODIST REVEREND BEING CONSIDERED FOR BISHOP POST
A091 56AFTERLIFE A COMFORTING THOUGHT
BOll ^BROTHERS PREPARED MILLER FOR PRESSURE
C031 MILLER ANNOUNCES BID FOR CITY POST
C013 3CCITY SHOULD FIND BEST METHOD FOR REPAIRING POTHOLES
AOl'i 36AUTHOR MOURNS THEATER'S DEMISE
A012 K2ND-GRADERS LEARNED HOW TO BE HEROES
C031 HAIRSTYLIST GOES TO ROOT OF ACTOR'S PROBLEM
AO'fl 5CEXPERTS SAY MANY TOWNS ARE IN PERIL
A015 LAWS SHUT CITY DUMPS
E012 LOCAL CELEBRITIES GIVE AD BEST PITCH
A012 BREWER DONATES TO TRIBES
A083 MILLER BREWING CO HELPING TRIBES
B012 *MILLER, DAKOTADOME AID HILLS-BEAVER CREEK
C033 EXPLAINS REMARKS HE MADE ABOUT WIVES
C021 LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR TO LEAD RURAL NETWORK
A012 5CRAILR0AD MAGNATE'S VIEWS WEREN'T ALWAYS ON TRACK
D012 ESTATE GOLF CHAMPIONSHIPS FIT HAMLIN TO A TEE
BD12 3€A FRAME FOR PERFECT ARTISTRY
B032 STATE TEACHERS' UNION RE-ELECTS PRESIDENT
A012 KEDUCATORS--LOW PAY SHOWS POOR SUPPORT
DOll STOPGAP SOLUTIONS WON'T WORK
B012 OPPOSES ENROLLMENT RULE CHANGE
B03'i TAKES POST WITH PARKS DEPARTMENT
coil KSTATE OFFICIAL JOINS JANKLOW'S CAMPAIGN STAFF
C022 MILLER SHRUGS OFF QUESTIONS
DOll JANKLOW AIDE TO WORK FOR FIRM
coil SF WOMAN APPOINTED TO BAR BOARD
A091 JEMINING INITIATIVE IS THE WORK OF EXTREMISTS
A052 LOCAL LITERARY FIELDS RANGE FROM POLITICS
E035 KCHAIRMEN ELECTED TO HALL OF FAME BOARD
D015 ARRESTS STEM FROM FREE FOOD
C051 SHERIFF PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO FRAUD
B033 JURY TRIAL SCHEDULED IN FRAUD CASE
C033 SHERIFF CHARGED WITH CRIME CONTINUES WORKING
D031 SHERIFF ACCUSED OF MISHANDLING OFFICE MONEY
B015 SHERIFF ENTERS NOT GUILTY ON THEFT
CO'il STANLEY COUNTY SHERIFF RESIGNS POST
CO<il STANLEY COUNTY SHERIFF TRIAL BEGINS
B031 JURY FINDS FORMER SHERIFF GUILTY
C035 FORMER SHERIFF GETS 90-DAY JAIL SENTENCE
coil SF MAN DIES IN CAR CRASH
coil MAN KILLED IN CRASH A SDSU STUDENT OFFICIAL
C036 POLICE OFFICER HELD IN BURGLARY
C031 POLICE OFFICER FACES ADDITIONAL CHARGES
B034 HEARING SCHEDULED IN PLACE OF OFFICER'S TRIAL
COS-i EX-OFFICER INTERVIEW TELLS OF OTHER BREAK-INS
coil HEARING SCHEDULED IN OFFICER'S THEFT CASE
F031 POLICEMAN DENIED SENTENCE REDUCTION
B071 YANKTON MAN NAMED HEAD OF BUSINESS GROUP
coil BENEFIT DANCE SATURDAY IN BRANDON
B012 *CAN'T COMPARE KIDS TO PROS
D016 XMILLER QUITS LINCOLN JOB
C035 DEPUTY IS APPOINTED HAND COUNTY SHERIFF
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SUBJECT DATE 1PAPER
MILLER JIM 1/08/1983 B012
2/12/1983 B012
3/06/1991 C012
MILLER JOHN 7/15/1989 A015
7/16/1989 A016
7/19/1989 A012
7/21/1989 A015
8/03/1989 A022
2/17/1990 C021
A/25/1990 AOIA
6/20/1990 C012
12/29/1990 A015
5/26/1991 FOAl
5/22/1992 C021
MILLER KARI 2/27/1990 A013
8/03/1992 D012
MILLER KEITH 11/03/1992 D012
MILLER KEVIN A/29/1990 C032
5/21/1990 C032
MILLER LARRY 8/16/1983 coil
1/05/1986 B012
5/22/1986 A071
9/20/1988 B015
MILLER LOUIE 7/23/1991 COAl
MILLER MARY A/15/1989 C012
A/15/1989 C012
A/16/1989 coil
A/11/1991 B012
MILLER NEIL S PENN 1/13/1986 A053
MILLER NIKKI 9/29/1992 C012
MILLER NINA 8/26/1989 C012
MILLER RENEE 2/27/1990 A013
MILLER RICHARD 8/1A/1989 BOll
MILLER ROBERT 5/16/1983 B012
5/08/1986 C0A3
11/15/1986 C016
11/20/1986 A121
12/13/1986 C012
7/27/1990 C012
MILLER ROD 10/30/1989 B016
10/31/1989 A016
11/01/1989 A081
MILLER RON 3/28/1986 C015
1/05/1991 C033
MILLER RON & CINDY 1/03/1991 A052
MILLER ROY 3/23/1985 A051
MILLER SANFORD 6/07/1985 A012
MILLER SD 2/21/1988 A051
2/2A/1990 C022
1 7/31/1990 C031
MILTER SHANNON 5/07/1991 C016
6/15/1991 coil
6/22/1991 A081
MILLER SPIKE 5/25/1982 B012
MILLER STEVE A/08/1992 C015
MILLER SUE 9/19/1987 B015
MILLER TARREL 3/25/1982 D031
12/03/1982 C016
1/31/1983 A012
10/26/1983 A013
1/23/198A C012
2/21/198A B0A2
2/22/198A D053
3/06/198A B051
3/09/198A C013
3/17/198A C051
5/02/198A D0A2
MILLER TIM 1/02/1986 C031
10/27/1986 C012
MILLER TODD 7/03/1985 coil
7/10/1985 C021
8/08/1985 C035
8/13/1985 C021
9/18/1985 B016
9/25/1985 B033
12/19/1985 C021
6/20/1986 COIA
8/07/1986 coil
JUDGE TO RULE ON MILLER ELIGIBILITY CASE
JUDGE RULES MILLER OF PIS INELIGIBLE
KIN THE SWING OF THINGS
KINMATE IN POT SWAP NABBED
KEX-INMATE RETURN DATE IS UNCERTAIN
EX-INMATE REFUSES TO SHED LIGHT ON POT SWAP
KPOT-SWAP INMATE WILL FACE IOWA CHARGE
KEX-INMATE--NO POT FROM NOTHDURFT
POT-SWAP INMATE CONVICTED OF ROBBERY
KFORMER INMATE IN POT SWAP TRIES TO ESCAPE
KPOT-SWAP INMATE PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO ESCAPE
KPOT-SWAP CHARGES DROPPED
KSERVES AS A MODEL FOR THE REST OF THE STATE
KGROUP AWARDS GRANT TO SDSU PROFESSOR
KSTUDENT'S TRIP A REAL LEARNING EXPERIENCE
KSENIORS--THE FOCUS IS ON YOU
KSD HAS X-RAY DIVISION
COP TO BE CHARGED WITH HUNTING FROM AIRPLANE
POLICE OFFICER FINED FOR ILLEGAL HUNTING
FREEMAN'S MILLER GOES TO PAN AM GAMES IN A YEAR
KFREEMAN'S MILLER BUSY AT YALE
KRADIO HOST SPINS SOUND OF BIG BANDS
FREEMAN'S MILLER SAYS GAMES FRIENDLIER
JET SKIER--WAVE OF FUTURE
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR'S WIFE DIES
DEATH ENDS STORYBOOK ROMANCE
FUNERAL SERVICES SET FOR MARY MILLER
KTHERAPIST HELPS OTHERS BACK ONTO FEET
KWATCHING WILDLIFE GO BY
KSERVE'S UP
PATIENT LEAVES HOSPITAL BEFORE EVICTED
KSTUDENT'S TRIP A REAL LEARNING EXPERIENCE
WORTHING MAN HEADS FOR DRIVING CONTEST
KJUDGE MILLER BREAKS UP STATE LEGAL FIGHTS
ABERDEEN CITY ATTORNEY REPRIMANDED
KJUSTICE APPOINTED FOR SD
COURT WITH GOOD APPOINTMENT (ED)
KNEW JUSTICE TAKES OATH
KYOUNGEST MEMBER ELECTED CHIEF JUSTICE
KCOSTS PILE UP AFTER COUPLE'S CAR IS STOLEN
CAR THEFT VICTIMS ON ROAD AGAIN
STORY HAS UPBEAT ENDING (ED)
JANKLOW NAMES MILLER AS CIRCUIT COURT JUDGE
MILLER NAMED PRESIDING JUDGE
KMILLERS BUILD FAMILY THROUGH FOUR ADOPTIONS
KPOET LARIATS
KA HEART OF GOLD FOR HELPING OUT
KHOME OF TWO GIANT COWS
HOSPITAL WILL DELIVER LAST BABY IN MARCH
MILLER WANTS TAX TO COVER 6 PROJECTS
KMECHANIC RUNNING FOR SCHOOL JOB
KSCHOOL BOARD CANDIDATES OFFER DIFFERENT VISIONS
DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
SPIKE MILLER BACKBONE OF CANOVA BASEBALL
KLAWYER QUITS MUELLER'S CASE TEAM
KDEHAVEN, MILLER RUN TO VICTORY
KMILLER SEEKS RE-ELECTION IN DISTRICT A
SD LEGISLATORS TO ASK FOR NUCLEAR FREEZE
K'THE CONSCIENCE OF THIS LEGISLATURE'
KFREEMAN MAN WATCHED GRENADA GROW
KSPRINGFIELD DEED IS CLEAR
MILLER SAYS HE WON'T RUN AGAIN
KMOVE TO REPEAL DEATH PENALTY FAILS
DEMOCRATS ASK MILLER TO SWITCH PARTIES
MILLER RECONSIDERS DECISION AGAINST RE-ELECTION
FREEMAN LAWMAKER WON'T RUN
CLOSING CAUSES MILLER TO CHANGE PARTIES
TRADE GIVES TEACHERS CHANCE TO LEARN
DEAD MAN'S WORDS WARN OTHER FARMERS
MILLER PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO EXTORTION ATTEMPT
MILLER PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO RANSOM CHARGES
JUDGE REFUSES BOND FOR MILLER
HEARING ON KIDNAPPING SUSPECT CLOSED TO PUBLIC
MILLER PLEADS NOT GUILTY
JUDGE REFUSES TO REDUCE MURDER SUSPECT'S BOND
JUDGE REFUSES TO BAR MEDIA IN MILLER TRIAL
KMILLER APPEALS MURDER CONVICTION
JUDGE DENIES ALL MOTIONS IN MILLER APPEAL
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SUBJECT
MILLER TODD
MILLER WALTER DALE
MILLER WILLIAM
MILLET
MILLETTE LOUIS
MILLETTE ROSEMARY
MILLIKAN BRUCE
MILLIKEN BILL
MILLIKEN BRUCE
MILLMAN MOLLY
MILLS BILLY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/17/1987 C012 SEEKS NEW TRIAL FOR CONVICTED MURDERER MILLER
7/12/1991 C031 COURT SAYS MURDERER MUST STAY IN PRISON
9/05/1991 C015 MURDERER ASKS JUDGE FOR RELEASE FROM PRISON
1/GA/I9a2 AGI2 MILLER & BARNETT--THE ODD COUPLE LEADING HOUSE GOP
lG/Il/1982 CG31 MILLER CHOSEN FOR COMMITTEE
l/GA/198'i DGAl MAYOR OF GARY DIES ON WAY TO HOSPITAL
4/17/1984 BG5I MILLER NAMED CONVENTION CHAIRMAN
5/G9/I985 AG13 *MILLER READY TO ASSUME TOP HOUSE POST
6/GI/I985 CGII XMILLER REPLACES BARNETT
I/Gl/1986 CGll MILLER READY TO LEAD HOUSE IN 1986
5/2G/1986 DG34 KMILLER--MICKELSON'S RUNNING MATE
6/I4/I986 AG12 XMILLER BECOMES MICKELSON RUNNING MATE
6/17/1986 CG14 5€MICKELS0N NAMES MILLER FOR NO 2 SPOT
9/27/1986 CG14 CANDIDATE'S INSURANCE SALE SOURS
9/28/1986 AIGI CANDIDATE BACKS FAILED PLAN (L)
9/3G/I986 CG41 MILLER--RETRACT CHARGES OF MISREPRESENTATION
IG/GI/I986 BG12 ARIZONA CO SUES MILLER FOR $322,244
1/26/1987 BG21 *MILLER ADJUSTS TO JOB
3/G7/1987 CG16 BILL ADDS TO MILLER'S PAY, WORKLOAD
3/G8/1987 CG14 GOP DEFENDS CHANGES IN MILLER'S JOB
3/12/1987 AG61 MAKE SECOND SLOT A MEANINGFUL POSITION (ED)
4/G5/1987 BGI2 36WEST RIVER ROOTS MOLD, HOLD LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
4/G7/1987 CG25 MILLER SUIT DISMISSAL HEARING POSTPONED
4/2G/1987 CG15 ^SENATE ROLE GIVES MILLER NEW VIEW
4/23/1987 CG23 SUIT DISMISEED IN SALE OF MILLER'S COMPANY
4/28/1987 CGII MILLER, PLAINTIFF TO DISCUSS SUIT
5/G9/1987 CGI2 *MILLER SETTLES DISPUTE IN SALE
5/18/1987 CG15 ^PRISON COMM ON KEEPING PEOPLE OUT OF CRIME
11/29/1987 AG12 3fMILLER MAKE NUMBER 2 A FULL-TIME JOB
11/23/1988 CGll MILLER IN HOSPITAL FOR STOMACH PAINS
11/24/1988 CGII LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR DIAGNOSED WITH ULCER
1/26/1989 CG21 MILLER WILL HELP DECIDE PUC CASE
2/27/1989 CG12 KMILLER RULES CHAMBER WITH FURY, FAIRNESS
6/24/1989 AG83 3€C0MMISSI0N STUDYING TAX REFORM
2/2G/199G CGll MILLER TO REPRESENT STATE IN CHINA VISIT
IG/26/199G CGI5 ^LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR RACE IS ONE OF FIRSTS
4/22/1991 CG12 GOVERNOR'S TRIP LEAVES MILLER AT HELM
4/22/1991 CG34 LT GOVERNOR NAMED TO ADVISORY COMMITTEE
IG/24/1991 CGI2 MILLER WANTS HELP TO NAB JANKLOW
11/2G/199I AGI2 MILLER NOMINATED TO DIRECT STATE FMHA
11/21/1991 AG15 PROSPECTS PERCOLATING FOR MILLER'S JOB
11/25/1991 AG81 MILLER SPECULATION SPICED UP DULL YEAR (ED)
11/26/1991 AG12 XFMHA PICK SPURS DISAGREEMENT
11/27/1991 CG13 MILLER RELIEVED TO BE OUT OF RUNNING
12/G7/199I AlGl DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
5/2G/1992 CG12 KGROUP WANTS INMATES OUT OF HOSPITAL
12/29/1992 BG12 *VOLESKY URGES PART-TIME LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR JOB
12/3G/1992 BG22 *MICKELSON DEFENDS FULL-TIME LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
1/23/1983 EGll AURORA INC SHEDS LIGHT ON PROBLEMS
5/14/1989 EGll KPIERRE MAN'S BOOK PROVIDES MILLET DATA
6/29/1989 BG81 EXPERT SUGGESTS PLANTING MILLET
1G/G9/1990 B062 FARMER HOPES GRAIN GAINS PRESTIGE
2/G7/1982 EGll JE30 YEARS IN THE BUSINESS
5/06/1982 DD32 XLOUIS MILLETTE, 54, PRESIDENT OF MODERN PRESS, DIES
5/G8/1982 B021 3€L0U MILLETTE--A MAN WHO CARED FOR OTHERS (ED)
6/03/1982 C041 SF ARTIST WINS STAMP CONTEST
6/07/1982 A061 KSF WOMAN CAPTURES WILDLIFE WITH BRUSH
7/08/1984 B052 MILLETTE'S OUTDOOR ART EARNS STAMP
7/09/1984 B041 WOMAN'S PAINTING OF PHEASANT WINS CONTEST
6/12/1988 B071 KMILLETTE LIVES DREAM IN ART STUDIO
4/16/1985 A051 *HE CLOWNS AROUND IN HOSPITAL CORRIDORS
9/01/1990 C031 MILLIKEN TO HEAD KENTUCKY SCS OFFICE
10/04/1991 C012 56TALK TO YOUNGSTERS ABOUT TRAFFIC SAFETY
4/25/1988 A0I2 *TINY FUND-RAISER RETURNS A FAVOR
4/30/1983 C012 *SD OLYMPIAN TAKES CHASE TO SILVER SCREEN
9/16/1983 DOll BILLY MILLS' '64 GOLD MEDAL
10/21/1983 C041 MILLS' FILM PREMIERS WILL HELP INDIAN ATHLETES
11/13/1983 coil PREMIER OF MILLS FILM EARNS PRAISE
11/18/1983 A012 ^OLYMPIC CHAMPION BILLY MILLS
11/18/1983 BOll ^RUNNING BRAVE
12/27/1983 BG33 RAPID CITY MAN HELPS AUTHENTICATE 'RUNNING BRAVE'
8/14/1986 D012 EDELEN, MILLS RANK AMONG KINGS
5/24/1987 AlOl ^INDIAN RUNNER HELPED BREAK BARRIERS
4/15/1988 coil 36ADS WITH MILLS TO BE SHOT IN STATE
4/19/1989 A142 *1964 OLYMPIC CHAMPION TO BE HONORARY REFEREE
5/07/1989 A012 *OLYMPIAN LAPS UP THE RELAYS
5/14/1989 BOll COMPASSION KEEPS MILLS ON THE RUN
10/01/1989 B012 *MILLS' RUN TO GOLD MEDAL BROUGHT PRIDE
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12/19/1990 C015 XBILLY MILLS SHARES PLAN FOR SUCCESS
2/05/1991 COIA EX-OLYMPIAN GUIDES EDUCATORS AT IN-SERVICE
7/26/1992 D023 *MILLS TO SPEAK AT CONFERENCE
8/13/1990 C033 ^TARGET PRACTICE
2/18/1982 COIA *DREAM OF OWNING RADIO STATION COMING TRUE
7/12/1992 F031 ^FOUNDER OF LONGTIME PHARMACY DIES AT 70
7/1A/1992 C03I KTOM MILLS FOSTERED CITY'S GROWTH
11/28/1985 B012 MILLWORK FIRM TO CLOSE SD PLANT
2/11/1986 A014 MILLWORK HEAD TO RETIRE AFTER A5 YEARS
5/22/1984 C031 RAPID CITY TEEN REPRESENTS STATE IN NATIONAL
3/02/1990 C012 ^TRAFFIC LIGHT STAND-IN
3/04/1982 D021 WILL MILWAUKEE ROAD BE A CANADIAN UNIT (ED)
3/14/1982 A012 MILWAUKEE MIGHT ABANDON NORTH LINE APRIL I
6/26/1986 C035 SWIMMERS WARNED ABOUT BACTERIA LEVELS
II/1I/I992 DOII PICK A SEAT--MINER COUNTY HAS A COUPLE
7/I5/I982 C05I MINER WANTS BILL CONTROLLING FED CREDITS CHENSHAW)
9/08/1982 B055 MINER I OF 5 OUTSTANDING WOMEN
I/01/I983 B052 LOSS OF PANEL SEAT DOESN'T SURPRISE MINER
7/03/1983 BOll ^LAWMAKER WITH MS STRIVES TO PERSEVERE
2/24/1985 C041 ^GRANDMOTHER'S HELPER
11/16/1988 C016 DEMOCRATS CHOOSE LEADERS
9/27/1990 C033 SD NEIGHBORS SHOULD VOTE ON WASTE SITE
11/08/1991 C012 KMINER SEEKS TAX ROLLBACK FUND FOR COUNTIES
11/13/1991 A012 PROPERTY TAX PROPOSALS SIMILAR
11/27/1992 BOll MINER DOESN'T WANT RECOUNT IN DISTRICT 26
4/24/I99I C033 KEVIN MINER NAMED TODD COUNTY SHERIFF
SEE ALSO NAMES OF MINERALS, MINES 8 MINING
1/19/1982 coil HOUSE KILLS EXPLORATION FEE PLAN
1/27/1982 B015 SIOUX ASK $6 BILLION IN HOMESTAKE SUIT
1/28/1982 DOll W RIVER GROUP WANTS MORE RECOURSE
1/29/1982 C041 SCIENTIST PRAISES HILLS ROCK DIVERSITY
2/08/1982 C051 VALUE OF GOLD, SILVER IN SD DROPS
2/II/I982 D073 PANEL PASSES MINERAL EXPLORATION BILL
3/17/1982 A012 GIVE INDIANS MORE CONTROL OVER RESOURCES (HENSHAW)
3/20/1982 B041 ANACONDA CAN EXPLORE FOR GOLD WEST OF LEAD
5/04/1982 B041 LAWRENCE COUNTY OIL, GAS SALE
6/29/1982 B031 HARDING COUNTY SITE OF AIL RESEARCH
7/23/1982 C031 MINERAL RIGHTS TAX PLAN APPROVED
8/04/1982 C051 JUDGE DISMISSES OIL, GAS SUIT
8/06/1982 coil XTRIBAL LEADERS DISAGREE OVER MINERAL WEALTH
8/23/1982 BOll SD WANTS TO DEVELOP ENERGY RESOURCES
8/24/1982 A015 AGENCY WON'T PROCESS CHEAPER DRILLING PERMITS
8/30/1982 BOll OIL OFFICIAL DISPUTES WELL PERMITS
9/07/1982 B061 OIL, GAS DEVELOPMENT MEETING SET
9/10/1982 coil ROBERTS WANTS AIRBORN RADAR TO FIND---UNDER SD SOIL
9/17/1982 coil OIL--GAS PERMIT FEES STAY $100
9/18/1982 C023 ^COMPROMISE OIL DRILLING FEE DISPUTE
9/21/1982 C041 STATE CONTINUES TO ISSUE DRILL PERMITS
10/08/1982 C054 PANEL APPROVES NEW TAX ON MINERAL INTERESTS
II/07/I982 B013 SCHOOL OF MINES RESEARCHERS--MINERAL FORMATION
II/08/I982 B031 SD OIL AND GAS LEASES INCREASE
11/12/1982 C061 MINERAL RIGHTS LEASES TO BE SOLD
11/23/1982 B041 SD MINERAL LEASING SHARES TOP $800,000
12/03/1982 C063 STATE TRIES TO PLUG LOOPHOLES IN TEST SITES
12/15/1982 C091 BILL WOULD GIVE INDIANS CONTROL OF MINERALS(HENSHAW)
1/20/1983 C061 BILL CREATES SEVERENCE TAX ON MINERALS
1/21/1983 B031 BOARD REFUSES TO RAISE PERMIT FEE
1/28/1983 C031 MINERAL TAX CHANGE ACTION DELAYED
1/29/1983 B051 BILL WOULD TAX STATE-PRODUCED OIL, GAS
2/03/1983 C05I SEVERANCE TAX HIKE REJECTED IN HOUSE
2/15/1983 C051 LEGISLATURE WILL EXAMINE SEVERENCE TAXES
2/18/1983 C045 RESEARCHERS DISCOVER 6 NEW MINERALS
4/26/1983 C042 REGULATIONS WON'T END EXPLORATION
5/3I/I983 coil kVOLK URGES AUDITS OF MINERAL LEASES
6/I4/I983 B056 STATE RECEIVES $35,240 IN LEASE OF OIL, GAS RIGHTS
6/23/1983 B025 STATE TO SEE IF IT'S OWED MINERAL LEASING MONEY
I/2I/I984 BOll SENATE VOTES 34-1 TO CUT MINERAL TAX
5/23/1984 CI34 *NEW MINERAL NAMED AFTER TINSLEY
5/28/1984 A094 MINERAL COLLECTORS GIVE TO MUSEUM
6/22/1984 C052 BOARD WANTS ANSWERS TO CYANIDE MINING
6/28/1984 C042 $142,000 EARNED IN OIL, GAS LEASES
7/29/1984 FOll GEM OF A SHOW
9/21/1984 C043 OK TO MINE MORE ORE
10/14/1984 C051 JUDGE RULES IN OIL PLAN DISPUTE
4/19/1985 C021 BOARD CALLS FOR CLEANUP OF CONTAMINATION
6/04/1985 C014 COURT LIMITS TAXES ON RESERVATION MINERALS
6/23/1985 C023 BOARD TO LOOK INTO DRILLING REGULATIONS
7/19/1985 B012 KBEAUTY SURFACES
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A/18/1986 C036 BOARD DELAYS APPROVAL OF MINE PERMIT
6/18/1986 B055 MORE POWER NEEDED TO DECIDE ON MINING PERMITS
12/13/1986 C023 LAWRENCE COUNTY WANTS MINERAL TAX BACK
3/24/1987 coil 2 CITY MEN ASKED TO STAY ON BOARD
4/02/1987 C021 MADISON WOMAN APPOINTED TO MINERALS BOARD
5/23/1987 C041 PANEL OK'S PERMIT TO EXPAND MINE
6/22/1987 C041 GAS, OIL PRODUCTION FALL IN '86
7/26/1987 A121 DISPUTE OVER QUARRY RAISES ANOTHER CONFLICT (ED)
8/03/1987 A081 SWEETMAN'S ROLE DEFENDED
10/28/1987 B033 ^STATE'S SHARE OF MINERAL REVENUES
11/20/1987 C023 BOARD CONSIDERS MINING BAN
12/20/1987 C012 RULE ALLOWS STATE TO RESTRICT MINING
2/21/1988 C012 DENYING QUARRY AN AIR-QUALITY PERMIT
4/22/1988 C012 TO BE FOUND GUILTY OF CONTEMPT
6/15/1988 A012 MERIDIAN DROPS QUARRY PLANS
6/17/1988 A103 MINING FIRMS WOULD FIGHT TOURISM (L)
8/31/1988 C095 TWO JOIN NATIONAL HALL OF FAME
5/14/1989 C012 LEGISLATOR URGES VOTE ON MINERALS BOARD
5/18/1989 A061 SENATE SHOULD HAVE SAY IN BOARD (ED)
5/25/1989 A085 BOARD ACTION IS ILLEGAL (L)
6/11/1989 C012 NO-MINING AREAS DISCUSSED
6/16/1989 C012 KSTUDY OVERLOOKS HILLS' SOUL
6/22/1989 C012 RULE ENFORCEMENT STIFLES DEBATE
8/14/1989 BOll PAPPEL APPOINTED TO STATE BOARD
9/22/1989 C012 COMPANY CAN'T GET STAKE IN MINING
2/18/1990 ED31 BOARD MEMBER TURNS ASH INTO POTS
2/23/1990 C023 JURY FINDS MAN GUILTY OF PERJURY
5/17/1990 C012 SURFACE MINING REPORT FINDS NO PROBLEMS
6/03/1990 B012 ENVIRONMENT BOARD REAPPOINTMENTS QUESTIONED
6/05/1990 A061 STATE BOARD NEEDS ENVIRONMENTALISTS (ED)
6/11/1990 C015 5CPANEL FINISHES WORK ON NEW WASTE RULES
6/25/1990 A103 BOARD SHOULD BE COMPETENT, NOT BIASED (L)
9/24/1990 C033 HEARING PLANNED ON EDGEMONT DUMP
12/25/1990 A083 BOARD SELLS OUT TO BIG BUSINESS(L)
1/19/1991 C036 OPPONENTS CALL BOARD'S GOALS UNREALISTIC
2/01/1991 C036 GOVERNOR WILL DECIDE MINERAL BOARD TERMS
6/30/1991 C011 WIESE APPOINTED TO MINERALS BOARD
7/07/1991 C031 HILDE REAPPOINTED TO ENVIRONMENTAL BOARD
8/15/1991 C031 MINERAL BOARD OK'S BUILDING PERMIT
9/23/1991 B031 BOARD RULES OUT AREA AS SCENIC, UNIQUE
11/02/1991 A103 ^MINERAL BOARD FUELING DISTRUST
12/08/1991 F022 VIKEN HOPES TO CUT OUT MINERAL TAX
12/17/1991 A012 SD'S OIL NOT FULLY TAPPED
3/06/1992 C032 KEARNS RESIGNS FROM MINERAL BOARD
6/02/1992 C022 MINERAL BOARD APPOINTMENTS CRITICIZED
10/16/1992 B025 BOARD REJECTS DEADWOOD AREA PROTECTION IDEA
6/28/1991 C033 HIGH COURT CLEARS WAY FOR MINE TRANSFER
6/30/1991 C021 COMPANY PLANS MINING NEAR SPEARFISH CANYON
7/11/1987 A071 MINERVA'S MARKET OPEN
-7/30/1989 E012 XMORE IN STORE AT MINERVA'S
10/12/1990 D071 MAGAZINE PROFILES CITY RESTAURANT
1/29/1991 B062 NEWEST MINERVA'S TO SERVE EAST SIDE
6/25/1991 B061 MINERVA'S MAKES MAGAZINE'S TOP 500
1/19/1992 A032 ^CLASSICS AND CLASS
SEE ALSO COAL, GOLD, URANIUM
1/04/1982 B051 MINING, TAX-REVISION BILLS PRE-FILED
1/05/1982 C031 MINE OFFICE IN WATERTOWN CLOSES
1/09/1982 B011 BILL WOULD ALLOW MINERAL EXPLORATION WITHOUT PERMITS
1/12/1982 C041 PANEL REJECTS JANKLOW'S PROPOSED EXPLORATION FEE
1/19/1982 C011 HOUSE KILLS EXPLORATION FEE PLAN
1/21/1982 A015 MINING LAWS A FIGHT OVER LOCAL CONTROL
1/23/1982 B045 HOUSE REJECTS BILL FOR COUNTY PERMITS
2/14/1982 B071 SENATE PANEL PASSES 3 MINING BILLS
3/19/1982 C015 CONTEST RENEWAL OF URANIUM EXPLORATION PERMIT
3/20/1982 B041 SD LAWMAKER--INTO THE MINING BUSINESS
4/10/1982 B041 CLASH BUILDING OVER PLACER MINING
5/22/1982 C041 STATE BID TO LIMIT MINING ALONG HILLS FAILS
6/04/1982 B031 MEDIATOR TO JOIN MINE NEGOTIATIONS
6/12/1982 B043 MOST STRIKING MINERS INELIGIBLE FOR JOBLESS PAY
6/18/1982 C052 HOMESTAKE GAINS SURFACE MINE OK
6/20/1982 B061 GOLD PROCESS TEST MIGHT LEAD TO SD MINE
8/08/1982 E021 4 SD MINE FIRMS CUT PRODUCTION
8/16/1982 C021 DYNAMITE STOLEN FROM PEERLESS MINE
9/14/1982 C031 LAWMAKERS INVITED TO HILLS MINE TOUR
9/15/1982 C021 CANDIDATES SHOULD PAY OWN MINE TOUR EXPENSES (ED)
9/18/1982 C051 GOLD MINERS HUNTING THE HILLS, STATE BOARD HEARS
9/21/1982 C031 ARGUS MINE TOUR EDITORIAL BLASTED
10/02/1982 C021 COAL MINING SAFEGUARD (ED)
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11/19/1982 C06I INTERPRETATION VARIES ON MINING LAWS
12/01/1982 C061 MONTANA GOLD FIRM SEEKS PERMIT
12/13/1982 B051 TIAGA GOLD GRANTED MINING PERMIT
12/24/1982 0042 KSD CONTRACTOR TURNS TO COAL MINING
12/24/1982 C042 STATE'S ONLY VENTURE INTO COAL NOT A MONEYMAKER
2/02/1983 DOll HOMESTAKE EXPLORES OPEN-PIT MINING
2/05/1983 B031 HOMESTAKE WORKERS WATCH GOLD PRICE
3/07/1983 B014 COMPANY TO REVIVE OLD GOLD MINES
7/18/1983 C042 COMPANY WANTS TO MINE WHITEWOOD CREEK GOLD
7/21/1983 coil BOARD APPROVES FIRM'S GOLD MINING PERMIT
7/28/1983 C041 EROSION WORRIES RANCHER NEAR OLD STRIP MINES
8/19/1983 coil HOMESTAKE GETS OK TO REOPEN LEAD MINE
10/21/1983 C042 TAX STOPS EXPANSION OF GOLD MINING
12/11/1983 C061 AGENCIES DISAGREE ABOUT MINING RULES
7/08/1984 E015 TANTALITE MINING COULD MAKE A COMEBACK
8/26/1984 C051 STURGIS MINE FALLS VICTIM TO FINANCES
9/16/1984 COBS FOREIGN MINES THREATEN US INDUSTRY
9/21/1984 C043 OK TO MINE MORE ORE
1/20/1985 C061 FIRMS PLAN 2 HILLS STRIP MINES
1/29/1985 B041 STATE WANTS POWER TO CHANGE MINE PERMITS
8/16/1985 C031 ERROR DELAYS GOLD MINE EXPANSION PLAN
11/09/1985 C015 PANEL DELAYS ACTION ON GOLD MINE REZONING
11/24/1985 C021 COMPANY OFFERS LAND INSTEAD OF CASH FOR BOND
12/06/1985 coil 4-CORNER TUSSLE HAS PARTICIPANTS
12/08/1985 A121 ZONING REGULATIONS NEED TO BE ADJUSTED (L)
12/15/1985 C051 BLACK HILLS MINING STUDY POSSIBLE
12/26/1985 C021 LANDOWNERS WANT MINE DEVELOPMENT STOPPED
12/28/1985 C052 RESIDENTS, MINING COMPANIES MEET JAN 13
1/05/1986 C031 JANKLOW CHECKS ON MINERS AFTER COMPLAINTS
1/10/1986 C032 MAIL PROMPTS TO CHECK MINE
1/23/1986 C021 FIRM FILES FOR PERMIT TO MINE WEST OF LEAD
2/18/1986 C021 EPA CANCELS HEARING AFTER REQUEST WITHDRAWN
2/18/1986 C021 MINING FIRM ASKS HOMEOWNERS TO MOVE
3/24/1986 B021 OPEN-PIT BLACK HILLS MINES
4/18/1986 C036 BOARD DELAYS APPROVAL OF MINE PERMIT
5/13/1986 D021 MINING COMPANY, LANDOWNERS SETTLE SUIT
6/18/1986 B035 GROUP FORMS TO CHANGE MINING LAWS
6/18/1986 B055 MORE POWER NEEDED TO DECIDE ON MINING PERMITS
6/20/1986 C023 BOARD REDUCES COMPANY'S RECLAMATION BOND
6/25/1986 B025 BOARD TO VOTE ON MINE PERMIT
8/19/1986 A015 GOLD RUSH MINERS VS ENVIRONMENTALISTS
8/20/1986 B013 ^MINING STRIPS LAND'S VALUE
8/21/1986 coil HOMESTAKE BUILT LEAD ON PROMISE OF GOLD
8/22/1986 C013 KVOTERS MIGHT DETERMINE MINING ISSUE
8/24/1986 AlOl BENEFIT OF THE DOUBT MUST GO (ED)
8/26/1986 B023 PROMOTE CITY AS SITE FOR MINING MUSEUM
8/29/1986 A083 MINING ISSUE DESERVES NEWSPAPER'S ATTENTION (L)
8/31/1986 A012 *NEW MINING PLANS UPROOT MEMORIES
9/05/1986 A012 GROUP TAKES INITIATIVE FOR SURFACE-MINING
9/06/1986 C036 MINERS OBJECT TO VOTE
9/07/1986 C021 LEAD IS POTENTIAL SITE OF MINING HALL OF FAME
9/08/1986 C021 SKI AREAS WON'T BE SURFACE MINED
9/10/1986 B021 SURFACE-MINING FOES OBJECT TO HEARING DELAY
9/18/1986 C023 PANEL VISITS MINES IN HILLS
9/19/1986 C031 HOMESTAKE OFFICIAL--LAWS DETAILED
10/15/1986 A104 MAKE MINING LAWS TOUGHER (L)
10/19/1986 C012 LEACH MINING SAFE, AGENCY SAYS
10/24/1986 C026 JUDGE OK'S PERMITS FOR MINING FIRM
10/24/1986 C035 LAWMAKERS CONSIDER MINING LAW OVERHAUL
10/27/1986 C012 OPPONENTS TO GIVE MINE GUIDELINES
11/04/1986 C023 MINING OPERATION OK'D
11/16/1986 C032 COMMISSIONER DOESN'T DIG MINING RULE
11/23/1986 E022 BLACK HILLS COUPLE FIGHT MINING PLAN
11/30/1986 A091 RUINING BLACK HILLS WITH DESTRUCTIVE MINING (L)
12/01/1986 C012 COUNTY TO LOOK AT MINE GUIDELINES
12/02/1986 C014 PLANNERS OK MINING RULES
12/04/1986 A121 COUNTY MOVES RATIONALLY TOWARD REGULATION (ED)
12/19/1986 C023 COUNTY TO STUDY MINING IMPACTS
12/20/1986 AlOl OPEN PIT MINING A THREAT (L)
1/11/1987 C016 MINE BILL BIG ITEM FOR '87
1/16/1987 C026 PANEL DELAYS HEARING ON MINING LAWS
2/21/1987 C023 IMPACT STUDIES FOR MINE PERMITS
3/01/1987 E031 MINING FIRM MUM ABOUT TERRY PEAK RUMORS
3/06/1987 A081 LAWMAKERS IGNORE MINING PROPOSALS (L)
3/06/1987 C023 MINING FIRM TO BUY HILLS SKI AREA
3/13/1987 C021 FIRM TO APPLY FOR HEAP-LEACH GOLD PERMITS
3/22/1987 A012 ^THERE'S GOLD IN THOSE BLACK HILLS
3/22/1987 C012 *BATTLE OVER GOLD AS OLD AS THE HILLS
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3/27/1987 AlOl ECONOMIC FORCES ALONE SHOULDN'T GOVERN HILLS (ED)
3/29/1987 B021 GROUPS TO FIGHT PERMIT FOR MORE STRIP MINING
A/03/1987 A102 IT'S OK TO MINE THE HILLS (L)
A/G9/1987 A06A OUTSIDERS CAN FIGHT MINING CD
A/17/1987 CG2A MINE REQUEST OPPOSED
5/13/1987 BG21 COMPANY PROPOSES 8G-ACRE MINE NEAR LEAD
5/15/1987 CGAl COUNTY OK'S EXPANSION OF GOLD MINE
5/23/1987 COAl PANEL OK'S PERMIT TO EXPAND MINE
5/27/1987 BG21 ANTI-MINING GROUP COLLECTS 1,GGG SIGNATURES
6/21/1987 CG22 GROUP TO SUGGEST RECLAMATION RULES
7/G2/I987 CG12 MINING FIRM GETS HEAP LEACH PERMIT
7/GA/1987 CG26 FIRM FILES TO BEGIN SD MINE
7/15/1987 BG21 COUNTY OK'S STUDY OF OPEN PIT GOLD MINE
7/25/1987 CG22 MINING TASK FORCE PICKED
8/03/1987 C021 TO KEEP MINING OUT OF COURT
8/G5/1987 AG65 STRIP MINING DESTROYS LAND (L)
8/G7/1987 CG23 MINING TASK FORCE HEARS FROM PUBLIC
8/G8/1987 CG15 MINE REPRESENTATIVES QUESTION PUBLIC ROLE
8/15/1987 CG21 ENVIRONMENTALISTS PROPOSE MINE MORATORIUM
8/16/1987 AG12 *BATTLE FOR THE BLACK HILLS
8/16/1987 AG81 NO REASON TO RUSH GOLD MINING (ED)
8/16/1987 coil XBLACK HILLS--MORE PRECIOUS THAN GOLD
8/16/1987 CG21 *TASK FORCE HAS 6 MONTHS TO STUDY
8/23/1987 C031 COMPANY SEES GOLD POTENTIAL IN MINE TAILINGS
8/24/1987 C012 GROUP MUST RECIRCULATE MINING PETITION
8/26/1987 B013 ESTATE HEARING INTO 3RD DAY OF TESTIMONY
8/28/1987 CG12 COUNTY WANTS RULING ON MINING MORATORIUM
9/02/1987 B021 MINING COMPANY SOLD
9/03/1987 'C012 36CHAMBER LOSES LOBBYIST TO MINING EFFORT
9/03/1987 C041 MINING PROPONENTS PLAN MORATORIUM FIGHT
9/05/1987 coil COMPLAINT SEEKS TO STOP MORATORIUM
9/10/1987 C012 MINING PROPONENTS--FEARS UNFOUNDED
9/13/1987 C031 MINING TASK FORCE TO HAVE MEETING
9/15/1987 coil NO ONE ATTENDS MINING HEARING
9/25/1987 C071 STATE WANTS RULING ON VALIDITY OF MINING BAN
9/25/1987 C071 SIERRA CLUB WANTS STUDY OF SURFACE MINING
9/30/1987 B016 MINING PANEL MISSES DEADLINE
10/03/1987 C021 MINE BAN AD WRONG, OFFICIAL SAYS
10/04/1987 coil FACTIONS DISPUTE MINING RULES PROGRESS
10/07/1987 B062 OPPOSES STATE MINING MORATORIUM
10/11/1987 BOll COMMERCE GROUP TAKES MINING STAND
10/20/1987 C041 OPPONENTS OUTSPEND BACKERS OF MORATORIUM
10/21/1987 BOll MINING BACKERS WIN REFERENDUM
10/24/1987 A081 MINING COMPANIES WIN BIG (ED)
10/29/1987 coil FORUM ON MINING WILL BE IN CITY
11/08/1987 coil MINING FIRM TESTS 3RD HEAP-LEACH PAD
11/19/1987 C021 MINING RULES DRAFT NOT COMPLETE
11/20/1987 C023 BOARD CONSIDERS MINING BAN
11/29/1987 B031 ^SCENIC AREAS NEED PROTECTION FROM MINING
12/05/1987 C021 STATE PUNISHES MINING FIRM
12/11/1987 C041 MINING BOARD TO REVIEW PROPOSED REGULATIONS
12/17/1987 C016 GROUPS ANNOUNCE MINING INITIATIVES
12/18/1987 C021 MICKELSON UNHAPPY WITH MINING INITIATIVES
12/20/1987 C012 RULE ALLOWS STATE TO RESTRICT MINING
12/30/1987 B012 GROUPS DIG INTO FIGHT TO LIMIT MINING
12/31/1987 C025 GROUP--MINING RULES DAMAGING
1/24/1988 A104 ANTI-MINING GROUPS ASSAILED (L)
1/24/1988 B032 DEBATE PROLONGS MINE PERMIT HEARING
1/31/1988 B024 BOARD OK'S OPEN PIT MINE PERMIT
2/25/1988 C023 MINING INITIATIVE PROPOSES PROFIT TAX
2/28/1988 C061 GROUP LINKS BRADLEY BILL BACKERS
3/04/1988 C012 JUDGE REFUSES REQUEST TO STOP INITIATIVES
3/06/1988 D021 SUPREME COURT TO HEAR MINING REQUEST
3/10/1988 C014 COURT ALLOWS VOTE ON MINING LAWS
3/12/1988 C016 MINING GROUP LOSES 3RD ATTEMPT
3/13/1988 A091 FEAR WON'T WORK FOR MINING FIRMS (L)
3/16/1988 AlOl ARE MINERS ACCOUNTABLE (L)
3/16/1988 B021 PROPOSED MINING LAWS PLACED ON BALLOT
3/18/1988 C031 TO GET FUNDS FOR MINE SAFETY PROGRAMS
3/19/1988 C023 BOARD ALLOWS MINING FIRM TO EXPAND
3/20/1988 A124 MINING STATEMENTS MISLEAD (L)
3/21/1988 A081 INDUSTRY GIVES ITS FATE TO THE VOTERS (ED)
3/26/1988 A104 PROPOSALS NOT ANTI-MINING (L)
3/26/1988 A105 SLOGAN MISREPRESENTS ISSUE (L)
3/27/1988 E041 HOMESTAKE--INITIATIVES WOULD HIKE MINING COSTS
3/29/1988 A085 GRAVEYARD NEEDS PROTECTION (L)
3/30/1988 A102 LIMITS CRUCIAL IN MINE ISSUE (L)
3/30/1988 A103 36INITIATIVES WOULD CRIPPLE MINING INDUSTRY
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A/03/1988 AllA VOTERS CAN SEND SIGNAL (L)
A/0A/I988 CG15 WALK-THROUGH MINE DISPLAY
A/2G/I988 BGIA MINING PROPOSALS COULD STYMIE FUTURE GROWTH
A/21/1988 AG6I LEACH MINING WOULD RUIN BEAUTIFUL HILLS CD
A/22/1988 CG21 GROUP WANTS TO BLOCK LAND SALE
A/25/1988 CGll MINING GROUP SEEKS HERSETH'S ASSISTANCE
5/G6/1988 CG25 LAWRENCE COUNTY COMM JOINS MINING PETITION SUIT
5/G7/I988 AG12 MICKELSON FIGHTS BALLOT MEASURES
5/3G/1988 CG12 MINING PROPOSAL CAMPAIGN HEATS UP
6/G2/1988 CG12 RESIDENTS OPPOSE SURFACE MINING AT TERRY PEAK
6/G7/1988 CGll LEAD MAN TO DISCUSS MINING PROPOSALS
6/G8/1988 A08I VOTERS WILL OK MINING INITIATIVES
6/G8/1988 BG51 EXPLORATION COULD LEAD TO NEW MINE
6/G9/1988 AG83 WHY MINE HILLS GOLD JUST TO BURY
6/G9/1988 CGll STATE CANDIDATES TO TOUR HILLS MINES
6/2A/1988 CG15 BOARDS KEEP GROUPS OUT OF MINE HEARINGS
7/G2/1988 AG15 RESIDENTS OPPOSE TERRY PEAK MINING
7/1G/1988 CGIA FIRE AT MINING OPPONENT'S HOME
7/12/1988 AG83 TERRY PEAK MINING SAD DAY FOR STATE CD
7/15/1988 AG85 PITS TO LEAVE GAPING HOLES CD
7/15/1988 CG31 ARSON IN HOME OF WOMAN CRITICAL OF MINING
7/I8/I988 CGI5 GROUPS WON'T UNITE AGAINST A INITIATIVES
7/19/1988 CG12 LOBBYIST--MINING HURTS TOURISM
7/23/1988 AG85 VOTE AGAINST MINING BILL CD
7/2A/I988 Alll INITIATIVES PROTECT 2 LARGEST INDUSTRIES CD
7/28/1988 CGll ARREST LIKELY IN ARSON CASE
8/G3/1988 AG16 DEADWOOD WOMAN CHARGED IN ARSON ATTEMPT
8/G9/1988 AG82 SURFACE MINING IS THE ISSUE CD
8/17/1988 AG81 MINING ACTIVITY WON'T HARM TOURISM (L)
8/19/1988 CGI2 MINING GROUP SELECTS MUENSTER
8/21/1988 A1G3 INITIATIVE NUMBER 1 WOULD FORCE MINES TO CLOSE
8/22/1988 AG8A MINING WILL DESTROY TOURISM (L)
8/25/1988 AI2I VOTE TO PRESERVE HILLS CD
8/27/1988 AG8A PRESERVE HILLS BEAUTY CD
9/GI/I988 CG12 JANKLOW JOINS FIGHT AGAINST MINING ISSUES
9/G2/I988 AG8A INITIATIVES WOULD COST JOBS (L)
9/G6/I988 AGI2 KTAX LIMIT FAILS IN POLL
9/G6/I988 CG12 BACKING HOMESTAKE A NEW BALL GAME
9/G7/1988 BG31 SUPPORTERS OF INIATIVES PLAN SHOW
9/G8/I988 A1G3 VOTE DOESN'T AFFECT UNDERGROUND MINING CD
9/G8/1988 A1G3 FEW WRITE ANTI-MINE LETTERS (L)
9/G8/1988 CG2I INDUSTRY INFLATING JOB GROWTH
9/G9/1988 C0I6 FORUM ALLOWS GROUPS TO DEBATE INITIATIVES
9/1G/1988 AG83 INITIATIVES WON'T KILL INDUSTRY CD
9/1G/1988 CGll CONCERT BENEFITS MINING MEASURES
9/11/1988 Alll JANKLOW CAN'T FOOL VOTERS (L)
9/11/1988 A112 INITIATIVES PROTECT HILLS (D
9/12/1988 AG82 LAND CAN'T BE RESTORED (L)
9/13/1988 AlGl INITIATIVES FORCE CLEANUP (L)
9/13/1988 AlGl MINERS MUST BE RESPONSIBLE (L)
9/17/1988 AG16 BALLOT ADVOCATES SAY AD CLAIM IS SCARE TACTIC
9/18/1988 CG16 RAGGED TOP WAS MINED, FIRM SAYS
9/2G/1988 A123 MINE LAW LOOPHOLES MUST BE CLOSED (L)
9/2G/1988 CGll LEAGUE SPONSORS MINING ISSUES FORUM
9/21/1988 AlGl ANSWERS TO 3 MINING ISSUES (ED)
9/21/1988 AlGl IS VANDALISM PROGRESS
9/21/1988 CG25 ADDITIONAL TAXES WOULD BE TOO MUCH
9/23/1988 AG81 INITIATIVE IS DEMAND THAT CANNOT BE MET (L)
9/25/1988 A112 VOTE TO SWAY FUTURE OF MANY (L)
9/26/1988 AIGA SUPPORT MINING--VOTE NO (L)
9/27/1988 AG81 INITIATIVE WOULD KILL STATE MINING INDUSTRY (L)
9/28/1988 AG8A INITIATIVE TOO LENIENT (L)
9/3G/1988 AG8I MINING IMPORTANT TO SD (L)
1G/G2/1988 A1I2 WYOMING TAXES CHASED INDUSTRY (L)
1G/G3/1988 AG83 TAXES RISE IF MINES FAIL (L)
1G/G3/I988 AG85 DON'T KILL GOLDEN EGG LAYER (L)
1G/GA/I988 A1G2 KEEP MINING JOBS IN SD
IG/G6/1988 AG63 MINE HELPS KEEP LEAD ALIVE (L)
1G/G6/1988 DGIA MINING VOTE PIVOTAL--OFFICIAL
1G/G8/1988 A1G2 DON'T SHORTEN MINE LIVES (L)
1G/G9/I988 AI34 LOOPHOLES HURT MINE LAWS (L)
1G/II/I988 AG8A MINING FIRMS CAN CLEAN UP (L)
1G/I3/I988 AG8A BACK GOLD MINING INDUSTRY (L)
1G/1A/I988 AIGA SD MINING LAWS TOUGH CD
lG/lA/1988 CGI5 VOTE TO KEEP MINING OR RID STATE OF IT
IG/1A/I988 CG15 LAWRENCE COMMISSIONERS URGE TO DEFEAT INITIATIVES
lG/16/1988 A12A MINING JOB LOSS EXAGGERATED (L)
lG/17/1988 AIGA MINING SALES TAX OPPRESSIVE (L)
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10/18/1988 A082 MINING IMPACT MINIMAL (L)
10/18/1988 A08A STORY'S GOLD COSTS INCORRECT (L)
10/19/1988 A085 MINES WORSE THAN FIRES (L)
10/20/1988 A121 3€PUBLIC OPINIONS ON GOLD MINING
10/20/1988 BOIA JOBS AT STAKE--MINING SUPPORTERS
10/20/1988 B015 COMPANY SEEKS EXPANSION AT TERRY PEAK
10/21/1988 AlOl EMOTIONS EXPLOITED IN DEBATE OVER MINING (ED)
10/21/1988 C031 CABIN OWNERS AT TERRY PEAK OPPOSE
10/23/1988 A012 *'80S GOLD RUSH
10/23/1988 A061 OPEN-PIT MINING OPERATIONS
10/23/1988 A151 MINES SHOULD PAY FOR SPILLS (L)
10/2A/1988 AlOA MINES CLOSELY REGULATED (L)
10/25/1988 coil LEAK SHUTS DOWN OPEN-PIT GOLD MINE
10/26/1988 coil AFL-CIO OPPOSES MINING INITIATIVES
10/27/1988 A082 INITIATIVES CLARIFIED
10/28/1988 A083 MAKE MINES PAY FAIR SHARE (L)
10/28/1988 C012 MINING FIRM TO PRESENT REPAIR PLAN
10/29/1988 A08A DON'T JEOPARDIZE MINE GAINS (L)
10/30/1988 AlAl 2 MINING INITIATIVES SHOULD BE APPROVED (ED)
10/30/1988 A151 MINE GOUGES SCAR LAND (L)
11/02/1988 A103 STRIP MINING NOT REASONABLE (L)
11/02/1988 C023 STATE APPROVES TEST TO FIND MINING LEAK
11/03/1988 A125 MINING AD CLAIMS DISPUTED (L)
11/06/1988 A153 MINING DESTROYING HILLS (L)
11/06/1988 A15A DON'T LET VOTE BE BOUGHT (L)
11/06/1988 A155 MINING THREATS ARE EMPTY (L)
11/07/1988 A063 VOTE TO SAVE BLACK HILLS (L)
11/09/1988 C012 MINING RULES FAIL--GAMBLING SAILS
11/10/1988 A121 ELECTION NOT MANDATE TO DESTROY BLACK HILLS
11/18/1988 C016 WHARF GETS OK TO EXPAND OPEN-PIT MINE
11/19/1988 B065 GOLD MINE GETS OK TO PROCESS ORE
11/20/1988 A115 MINING ISSUE IS NOT DEAD (L)
11/20/1988 E012 JANKLOW'S SURFACE-MINING LIMIT IDEAS
11/26/1988 AlOl GOOD START FOR MINING DISCUSSION (ED)
11/30/1988 A083 'ARGUS' BIASED DURING MINING CAMPAIGN
12/05/1988 A08A MONEY TALKED IN MINE VOTE (L)
12/08/1988 C025 TO DECIDE ON PERMIT FOR NEVADA MINING COMPANY
12/09/1988 C021 DECISION ON GOLD MINE'S WATER PERMIT
1/13/1989 C012 GROUP PUSHING FOR MINING RESTRICTIONS
1/15/1989 BOll MINING ASSOCIATION PICKS NEW DIRECTOR
1/18/1989 A083 TO PROTECT HILLS FROM MINING DEVASTATION
2/03/1989 C012 MICKELSON WANTS TRUCE WITH MINERS
2/05/1989 A081 RIGHT TRACK WITH MINING LIMITATION (ED)
2/09/1989 COAl ENVIRONMENTAL PLAN RECEIVES MAJOR CHANGES
2/10/1989 C025 MINING FIRM, COUPLE WORK TO SOLVE DISPUTE
2/11/1989 C021 MINING GROUP CALLS CHANGES 'GUTLESS'
2/18/1989 C021 HOUSE SENDS MINING BILL TO SENATE
2/28/1989 C012 FORT PIERRE MAN FIDDLES WHILE LOBBYISTS BURN
3/I0/I989 C012 BALLOT TEST COST MINING INDUSTRY
3/10/1989 C021 BOARD WAIVES MINING FIRM'S OBLIGATION
3/20/1989 AlOA HILLS MINES LEAK CYANIDE (L)
A/19/1989 A112 MINING FIRM MORTGAGED FOR $10 MILLION
5/03/1989 C0A5 DEADWOOD COUPLE SUES OVER MINING BUFFER ZONE
5/05/1989 A103 OPEN PIT MINE COULD RUIN FORESTS IN HILLS (L)
5/1A/1989 coil MINING COMPANY MAY HELP FIGHT SUIT
5/28/1989 BOAA MINE EXPANSION IS IN PUBLIC'S BEST INTEREST
6/06/1989 A016 GOLD MINE EXPANSION
6/08/1989 C021 DASCHLE--SPEEDUP OF STUDY AFFECTING MINE
6/11/1989 C012 NO-MINING AREAS DISCUSSED
6/16/1989 C012 KSTUDY OVERLOOKS HILLS' SOUL
6/22/1989 C012 RULE ENFORCEMENT STIFLES DEBATE
7/26/1989 AlOA ENVIRONMENT LAWS NEEDED (L)
8/1A/1989 B031 ^SURFACE MINING GROUPS SHOULD EXPAND SLOWLY
9/2A/1989 EOll COLORADO FIRM TO STUDY MINING IMPACT
10/15/1989 A012 OPPOSITION HEATS UP TO BROHM'S PLAN
10/20/1989 C012 HOMESTAKE MAKES $30 MILLION OFFER
11/03/1989 C021 PETITIONS TO LIMIT MINES, GARBAGE DUMPS
11/07/1989 C021 XMUENSTER APPROVES SURFACE MINING LIMITS
11/09/1989 C021 BROHM QUIZZING HILLS RESIDENTS
11/17/1989 C021 MINING IMPACT STUDY IS UNDER WAY
11/19/1989 A095 MINE SUPPORT COSTS VOTE (L)
11/23/1989 C0A5 HEAP LEACHING OK'D NEAR LEAD
11/30/1989 C021 MINING EXPANSION PROPOSAL RAISES CONCERNS
12/15/1989 A102 AD'S LITTLE DOT GROWING (L)
12/18/1989 B022 *GOLD, SILVER TESTING STARTED
12/26/1989 C016 STATE OK'S EXPANDED MINE PLAN
12/29/1989 C031 TO OK DEEPER GOLD DRILLING IN HILLS
1/07/1990 coil MINING OPPONENTS PLAN PUBLIC MEETING
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1/09/1990 C025 DASCHLE CONSIDERS BILL TO SLOW MINING
1/12/1990 C016 MINING FIRM TAKES CREDIT FOR PROPOSAL
1/1^/1990 B081 GROUP DIRECTOR CONCERNED ABOUT MINING THREATS
1/16/1990 A081 ENVIRONMENT TO HAVE BIG IMPACT
1/18/1990 A061 MINING FREEZE IS MODEST MOVE (ED)
1/21/1990 C025 DENVER FIRM SUPPORTS MINING MORATORIUM
1/26/1990 C022 COUNTY MIGHT AMEND ORDINANCE ON MINING
2/01/1990 C015 GOLD MINING BAN PASSES
2/01/1990 C0A3 MINING FIRM SUPPORTS PROPOSED 2-YEAR BAN
2/03/1990 C015 MORATORIUM ON SURFACE GOLD MINE
2/10/1990 C016 LEGISLATION LIMITING MINING AND DUMPS DIES
2/12/1990 BOll MINING COMPANY HALTS EXPLORATION
2/15/1990 COl^ MINING BAN PASSES HOUSE COMMITTEE
2/18/1990 E031 ENVIRONMENTALISTS DRIVE FOR MINING LIMITATIONS
2/21/1990 C012 HOUSE OK'S BAN ON SURFACE MINING
2/28/1990 CO^il OVERTURNS MINING DISPUTE CONVICTION
3/12/1990 BOll BLACK HILLS MINES FACE FEDERAL FINES
'i/08/1990 A092 MINING GROUP RESPECTS EARTH (L)
'f/27/1990 COAl GROUP SEEKS VOTE ON MINING, DUMPS
5/02/1990 AlOA DON'T BELIEVE MINING ADS (L)
5/02/1990 C012 CANDIDATES DISAGREE ON MINING
5/07/1990 A08A MISLEADING ADS SHOULD SWAY NOVEMBER 6 ELECTION
5/16/1990 C012 AOO-GALLON CYANIDE SPILL CALLED MINOR
5/17/1990 C012 SURFACE MINING REPORT FINDS NO PROBLEMS
5/21/1990 A06A MINING ASSOCIATION HAS BECOME EXTREMIST (L)
5/30/1990 A081 MINING IS RESPONSIVE TO ENVIRONMENT NEEDS (L)
6/15/1990 A015 COALITION SAYS MINERS TRYING TO SCARE VOTERS
6/20/1990 C015 HEARS CONCERN ABOUT SURFACE MINING RULES
6/2A/1990 AHA INITIATIVE REGULATES MINING (L)
7/05/1990 A083 BROHM MINE PIT WILL CONTAMINATE AQUIFERS (L)
7/08/1990 C031 SPEARFISH CANYON RESIDENTS PLAN MEETING
7/I0/I990 C033 SPEARFISH RESIDENTS WANT STONE MOVED
7/20/1990 C016 MINING PROPOSAL REJECTED
7/2A/1990 C036 MINING STOCK CASE SPURS CIVIL SUIT
7/28/1990 C012 ^MINING GROUP VOWS TO FIGHT INITIATIVE
8/10/1990 C021 SPEARFISH PROPERTY OWNERS WANT WATERSHED PROTECTED
8/17/1990 Alll INITIATIVE WON'T KILL MINING INDUSTRY (L)
8/17/1990 C012 CABIN OWNERS WANT MINING BAN
8/18/1990 C021 MANY COUNCIL MEMBERS REJECT MINING RESOLUTION
8/18/1990 C021 DASCHLE--MORE MINING THREATENS WATER SUPPLY
8/19/1990 E031 BOARD DELAYS ACTION ON MINING BAN
8/19/1990 E031 MINING INDUSTRY ADS MISLEADING
8/25/1990 coil FORUM SET THURSDAY ON MINING, SOLID WASTE
8/28/1990 A08A MINING FIRMS HAVEN'T SHOWN RESPONSIBILITY (L)
8/31/1990 A10<i HELP SAVE HILLS, VOTE FOR INITIATIVE (L)
8/31/1990 C012 MINING REPRESENTATIVES SAY THEIR SIDE DISTORTED
9/01/1990 A085 TELL MINING FIRMS HILLS NOT FOR SALE (L)
9/02/1990 A115 VOTERS SHOULD PASS BOTH INITIATIVES (L)
9/04/1990 A103 HILLS DESTRUCTION MUST BE PREVENTED (L)
9/05/1990 A091 VOTE WILL HELP PRESERVE SD BEAUTY (L)
9/06/1990 A091 OUT-OF-STATE MINERS DON'T CARE ABOUT HILLS (L)
9/13/1990 A091 MINING FIRMS FORGET PROMISES AFTER ELECTION (L)
9/13/1990 coil MINING LAW IS FOCUS OF SENATE HEARING
9/16/1990 A133 INITIATVE 2 WILL CONTROL MINING PACE (L)
9/16/1990 C061 TASK FORCE MEMBER UNHAPPY WITH DELAY
9/17/1990 A103 CABIN OWNERS' PLIGHT TRIGGERS QUESTIONS (L)
9/18/1990 A084 VOTE TO STOP HILL DEVASTATION (L)
9/19/1990 A106 GOLD MINING CAN DEFILE BLACK HILLS (L)
9/21/1990 A015 SD COULD ADD SIX GOLD MINES
9/26/1990 C016 ENVIRONMENT GROUP BARRED FROM EVENT
9/27/1990 A082 MINING WON'T PAY FOR LOSS OF TOURISM (L)
9/27/1990 A085 MINING COMPANIES ADD TO WORLD'S UGLINESS (L)
9/28/1990 C015 GROUP OPPOSING INITIATIVE STAGING LETTER CAMPAIGN
10/02/1990 A081 MUNICIPAL LEAGUE HAS ONE-SIDED ARGUMENT (L)
10/07/1990 A093 INITIATIVE 2 CLOSES LOOPHOLES IN MINING LAW (L)
10/07/1990 A094 MINING INDUSTRY SPREADS MISCONCEPTIONS (L)
10/07/1990 A096 PICTURE OF MINES MIGHT OPEN SOME EYES (L)
10/07/1990 E012 *MINING ISSUE SPLITS STENSLAND, AUSTAD
10/10/1990 C012 OFFICIALS--INITIATIVE WORDING UNCLEAR
10/11/1990 A085 ADS BELITTLING VOTERS' ABILITIES ARE INSULTING CD
10/13/1990 A083 GOLD MINING HAS BIG DOLLAR IMPACT (L)
10/14/1990 A094 VOTE OK'S RESPONSIBLE MINING 2 YEARS AGO (L)
10/15/1990 B012 TELLINGHUISEN CAUGHT IN MINING DISPUTE
10/17/1990 A084 SD GOLD HAS MANY APPLICATIONS (L)
10/17/1990 A093 MINING FIRMS TRYING TO STEAMROLL VOTERS (L)
10/17/1990 D086 BLACK HILLS BREWING TO CLOSE
10/18/1990 A084 'YES' VOTES WILL HELP SAVE STATE'S BEAUTY (L)
10/19/1990 A081 VOTERS FACE 2 BIG ENVIRONMENT ISSUES (ED)
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I0/2<»/1990 A092 BACKERS CAN'T AGREE ON INITIATIVE MEANING (L)
10/26/1990 A092 RECLAMATION NOT ISSUE BEHIND INITIATIVE 2 (L)
10/27/1990 C032 PINE RIDGE RESIDENTS OPPOSE ZEOLITE MINING
10/28/1990 A113 'YES' VOTES ALLOW LEGISLATIVE ACTION (L)
10/31/1990 A103 INITIATIVE 2 PASSAGE WOULD BE STEP BACK (L)
10/31/1990 A113 INITIATIVE WOULD HAVE BAD EXPLORATION EFFECT (L)
10/31/1990 C012 MINING OFFICIAL--INITIATIVE PREMATURE
11/01/1990 AOBl MINING MEASURE SHOULD BE REJECTED (ED)
11/01/1990 A083 MINING FIRMS DON'T PLAN TO RECLAIM LAND (L)
11/01/1990 coil ENVIRONMENTALISTS WIDELY OUTSPENT
11/02/1990 A085 MINE EXPANDING DESPITE MORATORIUM (L)
11/02/1990 C015 MINING COMPANIES PUT UP $A50,000
11/03/1990 A084 SURFACE MINES ALREADY DISRUPTING HILLS (L)
Il/OA/1990 Alll GROUP WANTS TO STOP ALL MINING IN HILLS (L)
ll/OA/1990 A112 MINING FIRMS REPEAT 'SKY IS FALLING' THEME (L)
ll/OA/1990 A113 INITIATIVE 2 MAKES MINES CLEAN UP MESS (L)
11/04/1990 E035 BLACK HILLS MINING COMPANY TO FIND, FIX CYANIDE LEAK
11/07/1990 A012 VOTERS APPEAR TO SPLIT ON ENVIRONMENTAL INITIATIVES
11/08/1990 A081 VOTERS RALLY SUPPORT FOR THE ENVIRONMENT (ED)
11/12/1990 BOll MINING CLIMATE MAY SCARE OFF NEW FIRMS
11/17/1990 B031 MINING PIONEER DIES IN CUSTER
11/28/1990 C012 REPORT WILL GRADE HILLS MINING IMPACT
11/28/1990 C062 MINING BUFFER CAN'T BE CHANGED BY COUNTY
11/30/1990 C012 ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES CALL FOR LIMITS ON MINING
12/04/1990 C033 MINING CONSULTANT COMES UNDER FIRE
12/09/1990 A081 EVIDENCE GROWS FOR MINING LIMIT (ED)
12/16/1990 E033 MINE WORKERS HAVE NO DESIRE TO JOIN UNION
12/26/1990 C034 SPEARFISH CANYON HEARING POSTPONED
12/29/1990 C033 PROPOSAL ON MINING LIMITS TO LEGISLATURE AGAIN
1/03/1991 A102 CONTACT LAWMAKERS ABOUT MINING, DUMP (L)
1/05/1991 C033 MEETINGS SCHEDULED ON MINING STUDY
1/17/1991 C012 NEITHER SIDE SATISFIED WITH SURFACE-MINING STUDY
1/22/1991 C012 MINING LIMIT MAY RESURFACE AS LEGISLATIVE ISSUE
2/06/1991 C034 MINING FEE INCREASE REJECTED BY COMMITTEE
2/08/1991 A091 MINING DESTROYS VISTAS NEAR TERRY PEAK (L)
2/08/1991 C041 COURT NEEDS 2ND MINING LAWSUIT IMPROPER
2/09/1991 C012 MINING LIMIT DIES IN COMMITTEE
2/14/1991 D085 GOLD MINING GROWS
3/04/1991 C031 MINING GROUP CHANGES NAME, BUT NOT GOALS
3/24/1991 C036 TASK FORCE TO REVIEW SURVEY OF HILLS MINING
3/31/1991 C033 MICKELSON SAYS STATE MAY BACK MINING STUDY
4/16/1991 C034 TASK FORCE TO MEET ON GOLD-MINING STUDY
4/17/1991 AlOl MINING STUDY MAY NEED MORE TIME (ED)
4/18/1991 C012 MINING TASK FORCE TO SUGGEST ACREAGE LIMIT
4/19/1991 C031 PANEL CONSIDERS LIMIT ON MINING
5/05/1991 C015 HOMESTAKE CEO BACKS EXPLORATION
5/11/1991 C033 SPEARFISH CANYON LISTING IS DEBATED
5/12/1991 C031 MINING COMPANY WANTS TO SWAP LAND WITH FEDS
5/15/1991 coil TASK FORCE SEEKS COMPROMISE
5/16/1991 A012 TASK FORCE AGREES TO 6,000-ACRE LIMIT
5/17/1991 C032 HOMESTAKE CITED IN ACCIDENTAL DEATH
5/17/1991 C035 SPEARFISH CANYON WATERSHED ON SCENIC LANDS LIST
6/01/1991 C036 STATE URGES MINE OFFICIALS TO WATCH POND LEVELS
6/08/1991 C032 SENATORS WANT MORE INFORMATION ON DEAL
6/12/1991 C024 STATE STUDIES PLANS FOR CYANIDE HANDLING
6/19/1991 C012 TASK FORCE WILL RECOMMEND MINING LIMITS
6/20/1991 C021 STATE TASK FORCE SUBMITS RECOMMENDATIONS
6/21/1991 A012 MINING FIRM FACES COVER-UP CHARGE
6/23/1991 A081 MINING PROPOSALS FALL A LITTLE SHORT (ED)
6/27/1991 C015 OFFICIALS--MINE LEAK CONTAINED
6/28/1991 C012 NO EVIDENCE BROHM TRIED TO HIDE LEAK
6/29/1991 B015 MINE RULING CALLED BLOW TO CANYON
6/30/1991 C021 COMPANY PLANS MINING NEAR SPEARFISH CANYON
6/30/1991 EOll MINING GROUP BEGINS WEEKLY TV SHOW
7/19/1991 C015 BROHM CITED FOR VIOLATING STATE LAWS
8/05/1991 B032 ^MINING RISKS WORRY ENVIRONMENTALISTS
8/10/1991 A084 GIVE LEGISLATURE CHANCE TO HANDLE MINING ISSUES (L)
8/28/1991 C031 SIOUX INDIANS WANT MINING STOPPED
9/03/1991 C031 CANADIAN MINING FIRM BUYS PART OF OPERATION
9/12/1991 C031 SPOKANE MINE CLEANUP COULD COST §420,000
9/12/1991 D061 MINING COMPANIES PLAN TO MERGE
9/17/1991 C034 SETTING LIMITS FOR SURFACE MINING
9/20/1991 C035 ADDITIONAL RESTRICTIONS TO SURFACE MINING IN HILLS
9/23/1991 B061 COURT ORDERS MINING BOARD TO ACT
9/29/1991 EOll MINING FIRM ASKS TO EXPAND IN HILLS
10/05/1991 A083 ^MINING, FORESTS NO LONGER BUDDIES
12/02/1991 A081 RULING COULD ALLOW ADDITIONAL POLLUTION (L)
12/02/1991 C031 MINING PETITIONS CIRCULATE IN LEAD
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12/09/1991 C016 BOTH SIDES SEEK CHANGE IN GOLD TAX
12/17/1991 C032 ENVIRONMENTAL GROUP TO FIGHT MINING
12/20/1991 C033 1872 MINING LAW AT CENTER OF DEBATE
12/21/1991 A103 STATE'S MINING SOLUTION TRIPLES THE PROBLEM (L)
12/31/1991 A063 KEEP NEW MINING OUT (L)
1/07/1992 C035 ENVIRONMENTAL GROUPS SPLIT ON INITIATIVE
1/20/1992 A082 MOST S DAKOTANS WANT MINING INITIATIVE (L)
1/23/1992 A113 ACT PROPOSAL BETTER THAN LEGISLATURE'S (L)
2/23/1992 F035 GETS NEEDED SIGNATURES ON SURFACE-MINING PETITION
2/29/1992 C012 GROUP WANTS MINING LIMITS
3/01/1992 F031 COLORADO FIRM PLANS TO DRILL TEST HOLES
3/16/1992 C012 DOWNTURN TARNISHES SD MINING INDUSTRY
3/16/1992 C016 MINING TAX
5/02/1992 00^12 TO DEFEAT LATEST MINING INITIATIVE
5/05/1992 A063 ACT'S MINING INITIATIVE IGNORES ENVIRONMENT (L)
5/12/1992 D062 LOW GOLD PRICES TARNISH INDUSTRY
5/22/1992 C015 TOP MINING FIRM WORTH $778 MILLION
6/09/1992 A063 ACT MINING INITIATIVE SHOULD GET A NO VOTE (L)
6/13/1992 A103 KVOTERS SHOULD REJECT INITIATIVE NUMBER 2
6/22/1992 A081 MINING ASSOCIATION INFORMATION DECEITFUL (L)
6/26/1992 A102 INITIATIVE NUMBER 2 FACTS WERE DISTORTED (L)
7/01/1992 A103 MINING GROUP OFFICIAL MISINFORMED ABOUT ACT (LI
7/0A/1992 coil MINE FIRM ORDERED TO STOP DUMPING ROCK
7/05/1992 A073 MINING INITIATIVE SHOULD BE PASSED (L)
7/21/1992 B025 RICHMOND HILL TOLD TO STOP NEW MINING DUE TO RUNOFF
7/26/1992 D022 RESIDENTS ANGRY OVER STATE ACTION ON MINING DUMP
8/01/1992 A083 SUPPORTERS' LETTERS SHOW WEAKNESS OF INITIATIVE (L)
8/28/1992 B022 FIRM ANNOUNCES GOLF FINE
9/10/1S92 B012 3fJ0B BENEFITS OF ZEOLITE MINING AT PINE RIDGE
9/18/1992 B012 STATE TO DECIDE LAND'S FATE
9/25/1992 B021 MINE FACES CLOSING, 45 COULD LOSE JOBS
10/04/1992 A012 ^MINING CONCERNS
10/04/1992 A041 *MINES DIG FOR PROFIT
10/04/1992 A044 COMPANIES DELAY EXPANSION
10/07/1992 A103 MINING INDUSTRY TAKES MORE THAN IT GIVES (L)
10/08/1992 B012 XMINE CYANIDE PUDDLES KILLING MIGRATORY BIRDS
10/10/1992 BOll WHARF TAKES OVER GOLDEN REWARD MINE
10/15/1992 B015 9€V0TE NO ON INITIATIVE 2
10/16/1992 B025 BOARD REJECTS DEADWOOD AREA PROTECTION IDEA
10/17/1992 A081 36DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
10/18/1992 A103 VOTE TO OPPOSE MINING, DUMPS (L)
10/19/1992 A081 MINING INITIATIVE SHOULD BE REJECTED (ED)
10/19/1992 A091 KMINING INITIATIVE IS THE WORK OF EXTREMISTS
10/19/1992 A091 *MINING INDUSTRY NEED LIMITS
10/21/1992 A106 MINING MEASURE WILL ASSURE LAND RESTORATION (L)
10/22/1992 A081 MUCH MINING WASTE GUIDELINE-EXEMPT (L)
10/26/1992 A094 MINING COMPANIES MISREPRESENT FACTS (L)
10/27/1992 A061 KMINING RECLAMATION INITIATIVE INSTITUTES LIMITS
11/09/1992 A012 LAW TO BE TOUGH ON MINES--OFFICIAL
12/29/1992 B015 LEAD MINE DILEMMA--WHICH LAW TO BREAK'
1/21/1986 A012 3CW0MAN FINDS OUT WHO SHE LOOKS LIKE
7/07/1991 E012 ^MOONLIGHTING WITH MINI-GOLF
4/17/1992 C021 MINING ASSOCIATION HIRES LEAD OFFICIAL
10/16/1992 B012 *$80,000 WINNER PLANNING TRIP
8/25/1991 E015 MINN-KOTA RELIEF SALE GATHERS AID FOR NEEDY
10/27/1987 B013 *TWIN CITIES TO CHAMPIONSHIP STATUS
6/25/1989 A123 ^PROGRESS CAN BE SAD
5/19/1983 C021 CENTENNIAL OF GAS SERVICE NOTABLE LANDMARK (ED)
8/27/1983 C013 MINNEGASCO ASKS FOR RATE INCREASE
2/12/1984 E051 ENERGY FIRM DECLARES DIVIDEND
8/12/1984 BOll MINNEGASCO SELLING PIPESTONE, LUVERNE PLANTS
12/16/1984 EOll XMINNEGASCO APPOINTS NEW MANAGER
12/31/1985 C014 HEAT BILLS CLIMB BY 50 PERCENT
11/17/1986 A012 *LOWER GAS RATES WARM HEARTS
4/07/1987 C041 PUBLIC HEARING ON MINNEGASCO SET FOR APRIL 23
4/08/1987 C012 GAS CUSTOMERS TREATED UNFAIRLY
4/24/1987 C012 CUSTOMERS VENT GAS BILL COMPLAINTS
8/05/1987 BOll MINNEGASCO INC TO SERVE BRANDON
11/01/1987 EOll GAS METERS TO BE CONVERTED
5/29/1988 B031 MINNEGASCO AGREES TO CUT NATURAL GAS RATES
6/12/1988 EOll MINNEGASCO OFFERS SLIDE, VIDEO SHOWS
6/20/1989 B061 MINNEGASCO TRUCKS PATROL FOR LEAKS
7/01/1989 A012 MINNEGASCO SEEKS RATE HIKE
11/09/1989 coil PUC CONSIDERS GAS RATE CASE TODAY
11/10/1989 D081 MINNEGASCO CAN HIKE RATES 3 7 PERCENT
2/16/1990 A081 SERVICE CHARGE EXCESSIVE (L)
2/16/1990 C014 MINNEGASCO CUSTOMERS SUFFER RATE SHOCK
2/24/1990 coil MINNEGASCO HOLDING RATE HIKE HEARING
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3/09/1990 A081 CHARGE IS UNFAIR BURDEN ON SMALL HOMEOWNER CD
3/1A/1990 coil GAS RATE INCREASE TOPIC OF MEETING
3/15/1990 C015 GAS RATES UNFAIR, CUSTOMERS CHARGE
3/28/1990 A015 PUC OK'S $8 FEE FOR GAS
A/27/1990 D082 *MINNEGASCO WILL CHECK FOR LEAKS
A/29/1990 coil MINNEGASCO REPLACING COLLEGE GAS LINES
lO/OA/1990 A016 GAS RATES EXAMINED BY PUC
10/10/1990 C012 MINNEGASCO TOLD TO USE OLD METHOD
10/30/1990 A012 GAS SMELL SENDS 260 HOME SICK
3/07/1991 C016 FIRM WANTS NATURAL GAS FEES ALTERED
5/05/1991 EOll VEHICLE TO SEEK OUT LEAKS
12/15/1991 F012 PROGRAM KEEPS THE NEEDY WARM IN WINTER
2/28/1992 A085 MINNEGASCO NEEDS TO ENSURE CITY'S SAFETY CD
3/05/1992 C015 NSP TO BUILD OWN GAS LINE
3/15/1992 A092 MAINTAINS COMMITMENT TO SAFETY CD
7/09/1992 A015 MINNEGASCO RATE PLAN--WINTER CHILL, SMALL BILL
7/22/1992 AlOA RESIDENTS SHOULD ATTEND MINNEGASCO MEETING CD
9/02/1992 B065 TO DISMISS PROPOSED RATE CHANGE
11/17/1992 A012 MINNEGASCO PROPOSES SWAP
6/02/1991 C03A FUND WILL ASSIST HISTORIC PROJECTS
1/03/1990 C012 BORDER SCHOOLS SEEK COOPERATION
9/1A/1990 AlOl PRO-LIFE BACKERS WIN IN MINNESOTA CED)
12/12/1990 AlOl BYE, GOVERNOR GOOFY, AND GOOD RIDDANCE CED)
2/01/1991 A081 CARLSON INVITES ANOTHER JOB WAR CED)
2/06/1991 C012 XOFFICIAL--NO JOB WAR IS BREWING
9/12/1992 A081 36DAKOTA WINDS CED)
8/08/1991 D082 BACKERS OF CORN PLANT FEEL JITTERS
8/10/1991 C012 2 LEGISLATORS WANT APOLOGY
10/23/1987 AOll 3M PLANS TO PROMOTE ECONOMY
1/2A/1991 B082 *3M TAKES PULSE OF ITS PRODUCTS
3/07/1991 B085 TO PLAY ROLE IN REBUILDING KUWAIT
5/08/1991 D081 3M PLANT RECEIVES ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
5/15/1991 D081 HEALTH, WELLNESS TO BE FOCUS OF BROOKINGS FAIR
10/20/1991 E012 *TOWN AND 3M STICK TOGETHER LIKE GLUE
5/05/1992 B031 ^OCCUPATIONAL NURSE LIKES INDEPENDENT ROLE AT 3M
SEE ALSO DISCRIMINATION
7/26/1983 coil CITY SEEKS OPINION ON MINORITY HIRING PLAN
7/26/1983 coil HEARING SET FOR APARTMENT BOND ISSUE
7/27/1983 C036 GROUPS SAY PLAN TO AID MINORITY FIRMS NEEDS STRENGTH
7/29/1983 C03A CONSULTANT REVIEWS CITY MINORITY PLAN
8/09/1983 C015 ^MINORITY LEADERS OPPOSE AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PLAN
8/16/1983 B012 JtMINORITY GROUPS OPPOSE CITY PLAN
8/27/1983 C02A CITY IGNORES MINORITY COMMUNITY VIEWS CD
9/01/1983 C021 CITY MUFFS COMMITMENT TO MINORITY BUSINESS CED)
2/12/198A C081 MINORITIES GET MORE HIGHWAY CONTRACTS
3/07/1984 D014 GUIDELINES COULD BRING WORK TO MINORITY FIRMS
3/08/1984 coil 3CT0 USE WOMAN-OWNED FIRM
3/10/1984 coil MEETING ON MINORITY BUSINESS CONVENES
3/26/1984 C012 CITY HEARING ON MINORITY BUSINESS PLAN
3/27/1984 C033 CITY ADOPTS MINORITY PLAN
3/29/1984 C036 JUDGE--SUIT QUALIFIES FOR CLASS ACTION
5/10/1984 C081 MINORITIES AREN'T BENEFITING FROM CONTRACTING LAW
8/09/1984 coil CITY ISN'T FOLLOWING MINORITY PLAN
6/06/1985 C014 MINORITY PLAN DRAWS COMPLAINTS
9/04/1985 B015 CITY'S MINORITY EFFORTS A FLOP
10/08/1985 C035 CITY PANEL TO STUDY MINORITY CHARGES
12/02/1985 A012 MINORITY PLAN BUILDS TENSION AT CITY HALL
12/02/1985 BOll MINORITY GROUPS QUESTION COMPANY'S LEGITIMACY
12/08/1985 A131 MINORITIES STILL CAN'T GET FAIR SHAKE
12/13/1985 A082 ^IMPARTIAL PANEL NEEDED TO RESOLVE CONTRACTING ISSUE
1/09/1986 C021 MAYOR APPOINTS PANEL TO STUDY MINORITY PLAN
1/17/1986 coil MINORITY GROUP TO CHECK COMPANIES
2/04/1986 BOll CONTRACTOR BLASTS CITY MINORITY PLAN
4/14/1986 C021 GRANT MONEY GIVES MINORITIES A BOOST
4/17/1986 coil MINORITY CONSTRUCTION GOAL RAISED
8/03/1986 E061 CONTRACTOR RECEIVES HONORS FOR HIRING EFFORTS
8/04/1986 B015 CITY POLICY IS FIRM SUCCESS FOR CONTRACTOR
1/10/1987 C023 56MINORITY-OWNED BUSINESSES
2/05/1987 C012 MINORITY CONTRACTORS CALL FOR CHANGE
4/01/1988 C031 CITY RECEIVES AWARD FOR MINORITY CONTRACTS
4/17/1988 AlOl SHOULD WORK WAY OUT OF PROBLEMS (L)
5/24/1988 C012 RACISM DECLINING IN CITY, LEADERS SAY
8/01/1988 A012 *BLACK LEADERS ON THE MOVE
8/21/1988 A104 LETTER REBUFFS MINORITIES (L)
9/18/1988 EOll SEMINAR COVERS INDIAN PRODUCTS
1/24/1989 A012 COURT LIMITS MINORITY CONTRACTS
6/15/1989 D061 FEWER MINORITY BUSINESSES IN STATE
6/26/1989 B015 MINORITY HIRING PROGRAM AT STAKE
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6/27/1989 C015 ACTION PUT OFF ON MINORITY PROGRAM
7/0A/I989 CD12 COMMISSION SUSPENDS MINORITY PREFERENCE PROGRAM
12/18/1989 B012 VOLUNTARY MINORITY HIRING PROPOSED
12/19/1989 A015 ^MINORITY CONTRACTS VOLUNTARY, CITY SAYS
12/20/1989 AlOl ANTI-AFFIRMATIVE ACTION TIDE TRICKLES INTO CITY (ED)
3/GA/I990 AQ83 MINORITY PANEL HELPS 'ARGUS' STAFF
8/02/1990 AOIA STATE LACKS MINORITY WORKERS IN PRISONS
2/02/1991 A012 MINORITIES BOOST STATES POPULATION
2/27/I99I A063 RECONCILIATION SHOULD APPLY TO OTHER MINORITIES (ED)
A/16/1991 con STUDY REVEALS CITY LAGS IN HIRING WOMEN
A/2A/I99I A0I5 ^SCHOOL OFFICIALS REMARK ON MINORITIES CHALLENGED
5/0I/I99I C0I2 COUNTY IS MEETING ITS MINIMUM HIRING GOALS
5/07/I99I C0I2 PROHIBITIVE FEES, LAWS DETERRENT TO ADOPTION
6/I3/I99I C0I2 SDSU GETS $300,000 MINORITY AWARENESS GRANT
1/19/1992 A035 ^HOUSING, JOBS ELUDE GROWING INDIAN NUMBERS
A/07/1992 C035 MINORITY DIABETES NEEDS MORE STUDY
A/17/1992 A0I3 7 COUNTIES LACK RACIAL MIX
5/01/1992 A0I3 BRUTALITY NOT PROBLEM IN CITY, MOST SAY
5/10/1992 EOII WOMEN, MINORITIES TOPIC OF MEETING
9/22/I99I E0I2 PIERRE-AREA MINT USED IN GUM, TOOTHPASTE
10/10/1992 BOIl WHARF TAKES OVER GOLDEN REWARD MINE
2/I7/I992 A051 *FUNERAL WISHES SHOULD BE RESPECTED
A/06/1992 A051 KWILL I EVER BE TAKEN SERIOUSLY
5/25/1992 A071 *SENIOR YEAR OFTEN A TIME OF CHALLENGE
8/23/1990 C032 JOURNALIST DIES AT AGE 79 IN CLEAR LAKE
7/0A/I992 C02A *SD OUTDOORSMEN ON ESPN
I/11/198A D023 *3 WAYS TO HANDLE HIGHER EDUCATION PROBLEM
1/19/198A,C02I EDUCATOR--WHY CHOSE THIS STATE
^ 1/28/I98A B022 SDSU TEACHER TRIES TO SOLVE IT (L)
12/06/1985 AIOI BENEFITS OF TRAINING IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE
7/06/I99I C0I5 MURDER-SUICIDE VICTIM FACED FINANCIAL WOES
1/0I/I982 A0I2 SD CONSIDERED FOR MX BASE
I/0I/1982 A0I3 JANKLOW--SD IS READY FOR MISSILES
1/05/1982 A012 AIR FORCE FAVORS WYOMING BASE FOR MX
1/09/1982 B032 SD STILL BEING CONSIDERED FOR MX MISSILES
1/10/1982 B02I SD CAN HANDLE MX IF STATE IS CHOSEN (ED)
1/16/1982 B02I MX WOULD MAKE SD STRONGER (L)
I/I6/1982 B025 DISAGREE WITH MX MISSILE EDITORIAL (L)
1/23/1982 B026 WALSH OPPOSES MX ANYWHERE IN NATION (L)
3/01/1982 A015 MX MISSILES WON'T BE COMING TO SD
3/03/1982 C041 RAPID CITY CALLED GOOD SITE FOR MX
4/07/1982 BOll GROUP PLANS EASTER SERVICE AT MISSILE SITE
4/10/1982 B015 SERVICE AT SITE EXPECTED TO BE PEACEFUL
4/12/1982 A013 3€4 PROTESTERS ARRESTED AT MISSILE SITE
9/25/1982 B03I MIKE O'CONNOR SAYS STATE SHOWED HOT--MISSILES
10/21/1982 C071 O'CONNOR, JANKLOW DIFFER ON NUKE ISSUES
11/23/1982 A016 KJANKLOW WELCOMES MX TO NEIGHBORHOOD
12/03/1982 C023 MISSILES OVERSHADOW CHRISTMAS (L)
12/03/1982 C024 COUNTER-PROPOSAL FOR CLUSTER PLAN (L)
12/08/1982 A024 SENATOR ABDNOR DISAPPOINTED BY MX VOTE
I2/II/1982 C021 PRESSLER SAYS IT BEST--A SIGNAL FOR PENTAGON (ED)
12/13/1982 B022 REAGAN TWISTS WORDS TO SELL MX (L)
12/14/1982 B023 MX COULD SPUR NEW ROUND (L)
1/06/1983 C021 CONSIDER OCEAN BASING FOR NEW MISSILES (ED)
1/26/1983 D023 MISSILES SHOULD BE SCATTERED (L)
4/02/1983 A022 PRESSLER--PANEL SHOULD PINPOINT MX DEPLOYMENT
4/12/1983 A0I2 KPANEL REVIVES MX MISSLE PLAN
4/I7/I983 B02I REAGAN SHOULD OFFER TO FORGO MX MISSILE (ED)
5/I7/I984 A012 HOUSE PASSES MX PACKAGE
9/I4/I984 con CANDIDATES DIFFER ON MISSILES
3/12/1985 A085 MX MISSILES WASTE MONEY (L)
3/12/1985 B015 DASCHLE WANTS TO BLOCK MX
3/18/1985 A121 SHOULD QUESTION REAGAN'S LOGIC (ED)
3/19/1985 B015 SENATORS DISAGREE ON FUNDING OF MX MISSLE
3/21/1985 A081 ^PUBLIC OPINION ON MX MISSILES
3/24/1985 An3 MX IS A WASTE OF MONEY (L)
3/26/1985 B022 DASCHLE THINKS MX VOTE WILL PASS
3/27/1985 A024 ^PASSAGE OF MX MISSILE BILL BI-PARTISAN STUPIDITY
3/27/1985 A103 MX IS BIG MONEY WASTER (L)
4/06/1985 AI02 MX MISSILES NOT NEEDED (L)
4/06/1985 A104 MX HELPS ASSURE FREEDOM (L)
4/14/1985 AIOI IGNORANCE ISN'T STRENGTH (L)
n/IO/1985 B021 JANKLOW SUPPORTS MISSILES IN SD
5/12/1987 D02I OFFICER-MISSILES BENEFICIAL
5/30/1987 C012 PROTESTERS WANT TO PUT MISSILE SITES ON MAP
9/02/1987 B012 PEACE GROUP TO REVEAL MISSILE SITES
9/05/1987 C012 PEACE GROUP PUTS MINUTE MAN ON THE MAP
9/07/1987 A102 PEOPLE PAID FOR MISSILES (L)
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9/09/1987 AQBl PEACE ACTIVISTS SHOULD LEAVE HAMMERS HOME (ED)
9/13/1987 AG91 WHO WILL VENT RAGE AT SOVIET MISSILES (L)
9/15/1987 AG81 DISTRIBUTING MAPS MAKES ACTIVISTS TRAITORS (L)
9/17/1987 AG61 NEWSPAPER UNPATRIOTIC (L)
9/2G/1987 Alls NAME CALLING WON'T POSTPONE DISASTER (L)
9/2G/1987 Alls MISSILES THERE FOR REASON (L)
9/2G/1987 Alls WHERE ARE SOVIET MISSILES (L)
9/3G/I987 AG83 MISSILES NOT MAPS, THE ISSUE (L)
4/GS/1988 CG2A TRESPASS DEFENDANTS PLEAD NOT GUILTY
S/22/1988 AGll KLIFE AMONG THE MISSILES
S/22/1988 AG82 XAN INTIMIDATING NEIGHBOR
S/22/1988 AG83 *MISSILE SILOS IN SOUTH DAKOTA
S/22/1988 AG91 ^UNDERGROUND CREWS WORK 24 HOURS
S/22/1988 AG91 KOFFER IDEAS ABOUT THE MISSILE SITUATION
S/22/1988 A141 DESERVE MORE THAN A PASSING GLANCE (ED)
S/23/1988 AG12 *LIFE AMONG THE MISSILES
5/23/1988 AG41 *FBI WORRIES ABOUT SECURITY AT MISSILE SITES
S/23/1988 AG4S ANALYZING THE BOMB INSIDE THE MISSILE
5/24/1988 AG12 KMISSILE CREWS ALWAYS PREPARED FOR WORST
S/2S/1988 AG12 *LIFE AMONG THE MISSILES
6/G3/1988 AG13 SD MISSILES UNAFFECTED BY TALKS
6/GS/1988 AG93 NUCLEAR WAR NOT SURVIVABLE (L)
4/3G/1989 DDG3 THESE SILOS STORE DEADLY COMMODITIES
8/1G/1989 CGll PROTESTER ARRESTED AT MISSILE SITE
1G/G3/1989 CG16 MISSILE PROTESTER GUILTY
11/21/1989 CG21 NUCLEAR ARMS PROTESTER GETS 1-YEAR SENTENCE
1/1S/199G AGIS MINUTEMAN CUTS WOULD HURT STATE
1/19/199G AG81, MISSILES ARE FAIR TARGET (ED)
1/28/199G BG64 KEY TO MINUTEMAN II'S FUTURE
2/G7/1991 CG13 ELLSWORTH MISSILES FIRST TO BE DISMANTLED
4/14/1991 CG33 MINUTEMAN MISSILES ON WAY OUT
4/18/1991 CG33 MISSILE PHASEOUT MAY UP ELECTRIC RATES
4/19/1991 CG36 STATE MULLS PLANS FOR EMPTY SILOS
S/G6/1991 CG31 MISSILES ACCEPTED FEATURE IN NEWELL
S/19/1991 AlGl LOSS OF MISSILES NOTHING TO MOURN (ED)
7/14/1991 AG12 ^MINUTEMAN'S TIME IS UP
7/14/1991 AG16 ^CIVILIANS SPLIT ON DEPARTURE OF WARHEADS
9/26/1991 CG2S NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT RALLY SCHEDULED AT MISSILE SITE
11/24/1991 EGll OK GIVEN TO REMOVE ISG BURIED MISSILES
12/G4/1991 CGIS MISSILE DEACTIVATION STARTS WITH MINUTEMAN
3/3G/1992 CG41 ELLSWORTH TO DEACTIVATE LAUNCH CONTROL FACILITY
4/2S/1992 DGll *MISSILE SITE CLOSED
7/G9/1992 CG26 MISSILE BLASTING CONCERNS RANCHERS
1G/G3/1992 BGll CHENEY--I KNOW OF MISSILE WORRIES
lG/19/1992 AG12 *UPSET BY PLANS FOR ABANDONED MISSILE SILOS
1/23/1982 A012 7-YEAR-OLD BOY MISSING IN STORM FOUND SAFE
6/21/1982 AGIS MISSING MAN FOUND DEAD IN JAMES RIVER
6/30/1982 CG31 MISSING BOY PRESUMED DROWNED--LAKE ANDES
j7/G4/1982 CG4S SEARCH CONTINUES FOR MISSING BOY
8/22/1982 BGIS SEARCH GOES ON FOR MAN 8 BOY MISSING
11/22/1982 CG31 AREA OFFICIALS SEARCH FOR MISSING BOY
12/G7/1982 CG41 AUTHORITIES SEEK MISSING SD MAN
12/15/1982 CG41 CORONA FAMILY'S NOT MISSING, JUST LATE
3/16/1983 CG31 OFFICIALS SEEK DEAD MAN'S IDENTITY
3/17/1983 CG12 JeSALEM WOMAN'S SON MISSING ALMOST 3 MONTHS
4/G4/1983 BGll 3€BALTIC WOMAN'S SON STILL MISSING
4/16/1983 BGll DENTAL RECORDS DON'T MATCH BODY
4/17/1983 BG42 ^POLICE HIT DEAD END LOOKING FOR MISSING WOMAN
5/12/1983 AG12 KCHILD OK DESPITE NIGHT IN FIELD
7/18/1983 AG12 SEARCHERS FAIL TO FIND LOST BOYS
7/19/1983 CG13 ^SEARCHERS SAY YOUNG CAMPERS MAY HAVE RUN AWAY
7/2G/1983 AGIS *2 MISSING BOYS OK, BUT HUNGRY AFTER ORDEAL
7/21/1983 CG61 *SEARCHERS--DID BOYS WANT TO BE FOUND
8/27/1983 CG36 MISSING WAKONDA MAN'S BODY FOUND IN RIVER
12/G2/1983 CG14 SHERIFF MAY USE DOGS IN SEARCH
12/G4/1983 CGSl DOGS' SEARCH FOR MITCHELL MAN UNSUCCESSFUL
2/G7/1984 BG32 KCITY MAN MISSING SINCE JAN 29
2/1G/1984 CGSl BONES MAY BE THOSE OF MINNESOTAN
2/11/1984 BG31 SKELETON IDENTIFIED AS MISSING MINNESOTA MAN
2/18/1984 BG3S BODY OF MISSING MITCHELL MAN FOUND
S/G2/1984 CG91 *LOCAL FBI GETS LEADS ON GARRETSON BOY
S/G9/1984 DG42 DIVERS RESUME SEARCH FOR MISSING MAN
S/19/1984 CG43 CHURCH GARDEN YIELDS BONES, FUELS MYSTERY
7/1S/1984 CGSI FBI INVESTIGATING REPORTS OF MISSING GIRL
7/18/1984 DGll ^POLICE LOOKING FOR 7-YEAR-OLD SF GIRL
7/19/1984 BG13 OFFICIALS HAVE NO CLUES TO GIRL'S WHEREABOUTS
8/G7/1984 BG31 POLICE HUNT FOR MISSING GIRL
8/G8/1984 DG13 GIRL MISSING SINCE SUNDAY FOUND IN COLORADO
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8/30/198A A012 *STORES HELPING IN BOYS* SEARCH
10/19/1984 C051 FATHER REFUSES TO GIVE UP HOPE
10/24/1984 D034 WYOMING MAN MAY HAVE INFORMATION
12/23/1984 C041 12-YEAR-OLD GIRL'S DISAPPEARANCE A MYSTERY
12/27/1984 coil MILBANK BOY IS FOUND ON MAIN STREET
3/18/1985 B041 MISSING-GIRL CASE TWISTS
4/13/1985 C033 WOMAN FOUND WALKING NEAR HER HOME
5/17/1985 C024 PARENTS OF MISSING BOY TO SPEAK IN WINNER
5/29/1985 A016 BODY MAY BE MISSING TEEN
5/31/1985 C021 OFFICIAL THINKS SD GIRL IS DEAD
6/13/1985 C043 FIND NO TRACE OF MISSING SD GIRL
6/27/1985 A016 XSLAYINGS TOUCH SD FAMILY
8/05/1985 BOll BODY OF MAN MISSING 10 MONTHS FOUND IN MINE
8/11/1985 C014 4 CHILDREN LOST ON HIKE ARE FOUND
8/21/1985 coil HURON POLICE LOOK FOR MAN REPORTED MISSING
8/24/1985 C015 MAN THOUGHT MISSING IS APPARENTLY SAFE
10/11/1985 C014 XMISSING WOMAN PUZZLES POLICE
10/12/1985 q015 AUTHORITIES UNABLE TO FIND MISSING WOMAN
10/15/1985 coil SHERIFF TO DECIDE TODAY ON SEARCH FOR WOMAN
11/07/1985 C015 MISSING CHILD PROGRAM
6/27/1986 C015 2 SIOUX FALLS GIRLS FOUND ON NEBRASKA FARM
8/07/1986 coil GROUND, AIR SEARCH ORGANIZED TO FIND WOMAN
2/19/1987 coil HELP WANTED IN HUNT FOR MAN
2/20/1987 C016 MADISON MAN STILL MISSING
2/21/1987 A016 BODY FOUND
5/19/1987 DOll MISSING MINNESOTA WOMAN'S BOGY FOUND
9/02/1987 A016 BODY MIGHT BE LOCAL MAN
9/03/1987 C012 ^DETECTIVES SEEK ARIZONA MURDER ANSWERS
10/27/1987 coil LOCAL HUNTERS FIND HUMAN SKULL
10/28/1987 BOll SHERIFF ENDS SEARCH FOR CLUES TO SKULL
10/30/1987 A016 EXPERT-SKULL BELONGED TO YOUNG WOMAN
11/26/1987 A012 *N0 LINK DISCOVERED TO MISSING BAKER
11/28/1987 C015 ^AUTHORITIES ON LOOKOUT FOR MISSING MAN'S VAN
12/02/1987 B012 BAKER MAY HAVE DISAPPEARED BEFORE
12/15/1987 C021 REMAINS LINKED TO MAN MISSING SINCE 1984
12/16/1987 A012 ^MISSING BAKER TURNS UP IN FLORIDA
12/17/1987 coil BAKER REFUSES TO TALK TO SHERIFF
1/02/1988 coil BAKER'S VAN FOUND IN OMAHA
1/31/1988 B031 PANEL OK'S BILL TO HELP FIND MISSING CHILDREN
3/05/1988 coil JOHNSON CONTACTS FAMILY, POLICE SAY
3/27/1988 A015 K'OUR JOHN DOE'
3/27/1988 A022 OTHER BODIES FOUND IN SD
4/09/1988 C016 SHERIFF TO SEEK CHARGES IN DEATH
4/21/1988 C015 SEARCH FOR JOHN DOE IDENTITY SET BACK
6/24/1988 coil MISSING YOUNGSTER LOCATED IN PARK
10/13/1988 A012 *BABY SITTER'S TIP HELPS REUNITE
12/14/1988 C012 KDRAWING OF SKELETON MAY HELP IDENTIFY WOMAN
12/15/1988 coil SKETCH OF WOMAN LEADS TO SEVERAL TIPS
12/21/1988 /A012 3CREMAINS OF SKELETON IDENTIFIED
1/11/1989 coil MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN DEATH
5/13/1989 C012 *MISSING WOMAN SIGHTED IN CITY
6/11/1989 C081 ^PARENTS TRACK 1-90 TRAIL OF DAUGHTER
6/12/1989 C012 MISSING WOMAN REPORTEDLY SEEN AGAIN
10/03/1989 C012 *WOMAN MISSING--NO FOUL PLAY SUSPECTED
10/05/1989 C015 ^FISHERMEN FIND WOMAN'S BODY
10/17/1989 A012 *WOMAN MISSING FROM NURSING HOME
10/19/1989 A012 ^WOMAN'S BODY FOUND IN RIVER
10/24/1989 A014 XCREWS LOOK FOR LOST WOMAN
10/25/1989 A012 WOMAN WALKS OUT OF WIND CAVE
10/26/1989 C021 CAVE EXPLORER NEVER GAVE UP HOPE
10/30/1989 AlOl VOLUNTEERS BRIGHT SPOT IN SAD EVENT CD
12/09/1989 C015 MISSING MONTANAN IS SUBJECT
2/12/1990 A071 *IT'S TIME FOR JACOB TO COME HOME
2/18/1990 A015 ^MINNESOTA CELEBRATES JACOB'S BIRTHDAY
5/27/1990 C012 SEARCHES FOR MISSING CHILDREN BEGIN AT HOME
6/16/1990 coil BODY OF MISSING MAN FOUND IN CITY LAKE
6/16/1990 C035 POLICE WORKING TO IDENTIFY VICTIM
6/22/1990 C036 PATROL IDENTIFIES MAN KILLED ON 1-29
9/07/1990 coil AUTHORITIES LOOKING FOR MISSING WOMAN
9/10/1990 B014 KBODY FOUND ALONG MISSOURI RIVER
9/11/1990 coil OFFICIALS SEEK MISSING RURAL CHESTER WOMAN
9/13/1990 C035 POLICE CALL OFF SEARCH FOR MISSING 22-YEAR-OLD
9/18/1990 C031 MISSING RC MAN FOUND DEAD
9/20/1990 C034 MISSING MAN DIED OF HEAD TRAUMA
10/04/1990 C035 MISSING INTERN SURFACES AFTER 2 MONTHS
10/17/1990 A083 QUICK ACTION IN SEARCH FOR BODY APPRECIATED CD
10/25/1990 C036 BODY BURIED 2 DECADES AFTER WOMAN DISAPPEARED
10/27/1990 A083 REULAND ACTED QUICKLY IN SEARCH FOR BODY (L)
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12/22/1990 coil POLICE END SEARCH FOR MISSING WOMAN
12/26/1990 coil MISSING WOMAN WAS IN MINNESOTA
1/10/1991 C033 BODY IDENTIFIED AS MISSING WOMAN
A/30/1991 C015 A LOST CHILDREN FOUND NEAR BADLANDS
5/01/1991 A015 MISSING MOM FOUND LOOKING FOR DAUGHTER
5/28/1991 coil MISSING BOY FOUND NEAR MOUNT RUSHMORE
6/05/1991 coil MISSING 13-YEAR-OLD SOUGHT AS RUNAWAY
6/20/1991 C023 BOY IS FOUND AFTER WIND CAVE PARK SEARCH
7/03/1991 A015 KHARTFORD MAN MISSING, PICKUP FOUND ON 1-90
7/0A/1991 C012 3€N0 LEADS IN CASE OF MISSING MAN
7/11/1991 coil ^POLICE LOOKING FOR MISSING WOMAN
7/12/1991 coil MISSING WOMAN STILL BEING SOUGHT
7/13/1991 AOll WOMAN'S BODY FOUND IN BIG SIOUX RIVER
7/13/1991 C012 KSEARCH EXPANDS FOR HARTFORD MAN
7/1A/1991 A016 3€MISSIN6 WOMAN DROWNED, FOUL PLAY UNLIKELY
7/17/1991 C035 POLICE SEARCH FOR WOMAN
7/30/1991 A012 3CMISSING MAN LEFT ON HIS OWN
8/05/1991 A016 MISSING MAN FOUND
8/06/1991 C015 TEEN-AGER MISSING AFTER FATHER'S SUICIDE
8/07/1991 C031 SEARCH FOR MISSING TEEN TURNS UP NOTHING
8/08/1991 C032 *SD SEARCH CALLED OFF FOR MISSING YOUTH
8/1A/1991 coil COUNTY TO SUE LEREW IN STAGED DISAPPEARANCE
8/15/1991 coil POLICE ARE LOOKING FOR CLUES IN CASE OF MISSING TEEN
8/15/1991 C012 SEARCH FOR MAN COST $5,200
8/28/1991 C015 HARTFORD MAN, OFFICIALS DISCUSS INVESTIGATION BILL
9/03/1991 C012 BODY IS IDENTIFIED AS MISSING WOMAN
9/05/1991 C015 BODY IN ABERDEEN IDENTIFIED
9/08/1991 C031 FOUL PLAY RULED OUT IN ABERDEEN DEATH
9/22/1991 coil RAPID CITY POLICE ATTEMPT TO IDENTIFY BODY
10/08/1991 coil ^SEARCH FOR WOMAN AT A 'DEAD END'
10/12/1991 BOll HUSBAND WON'T TRY TO CONTACT WIFE
10/30/1991 C032 MAN TO PAY COUNTY FOR STAGED DISAPPEARANCE
4/29/1992 C012 3618-YEAR-OLD MYSTERY RESURFACES WITH PURSE
5/24/1992 AOll AUTHORITIES SEARCHING FOR MISSING ELDERLY MAN
5/25/1992 coil SEARCH CONTINUES FOR WANBLEE MAN
5/26/1992 coil POLICE FIND BODY OF MISSING MAN
5/28/1992 BOll OFFICIALS SEARCH FOR SF MAN
6/05/1992 A012 36FAMILY, FIANCEE WAIT FOR WORD
7/25/1992 BOll SF WOMAN REPORTED MISSING
7/30/1992 BOll FAMILY LOCATES MISSING WOMAN
8/05/1992 B016 ABSENT FIANCEE RETURNS
9/23/1992 BOll YANKTON POLICE SEEK MISSING WOMAN, 19
9/27/1992 A012 3 WOMEN DISAPPEAR IN NEBRASKA
11/10/1992 BOll AIR PATROL BEGINS SEARCH FOR COUPLE
11/11/1992 BOll 'MISSING' GIRLS FOUND IN MOTHER'S HOME
10/12/1990 C023 36MISSION RIDGE SCHOOL MAY BE STATE'S SMALLEST
1/07/1985 B033 MISSION CUTS BACK, WILL LEVY PROPERTY TAX
8/09/1985 C031 MISSION'S MAYOR MAY FACE RECALL ELECTION
J 9/07/1985 C031 SALES TAX TO OFFSET LIQUOR REVENUE LOSS
10/02/1985 B031 RUNOFF ELECTION SET IN MISSION MAYOR RACE
10/16/1985 B031 MISSION MAYOR DEFEATED IN RECALL
12/10/1989 EOll MISSION LIQUOR STORE PROPOSAL REJECTED
3/21/1991 C035 TROOP RALLY TO FEATURE CEREMONIAL WAR DANCE
2/13/1982 A091 3eSF FAMILY ADJUSTS TO LIVING IN NEPAL
12/12/1987 A072 MISSIONARIES PUT BIBLES IN HANDS OF FILIPINOS
11/07/1988 A012 36PLANE FLIES WITH A MISSION
8/20/1989 Foil MY SOUTH DAKOTA
8/02/1990 C012 LIBERIANS ARREST, DETAIN MISSIONARY FAMILY
8/11/1990 A016 SD FAMILY BACK FROM LIBERIA
3/23/1992 C012 36SD MISSIONARY MAKES MARK IN BRAZIL
4/02/1991 B033 36DICE ARE ROLLIN' ON THE RIVER
1/18/1982 B012 BOAT OWNERS MAY GET MISSOURI RIVER FUNDING BREAK
2/09/1982 C021 USE MISSOURI RIVER BOAT FEE FOR PLAN (L)
2/15/1982 C051 RIVER IS GOLD MINE FOR PRIVATE IRRIGATOR
2/17/1982 C021 lOWANS COVET WATER FROM MISSOURI RIVER (ED)
2/20/1982 C031 ABOVE NORMAL RIVER RUNOFF EXPECTED
2/20/1982 C063 CORPS OF ENGINEERS TO REDUCE SERVICES
3/14/1982 B043 RIVERBOAT MIGHT BE THE WESTERN
3/21/1982 BOll MO LAWMAKER--DISCUSS MISSOURI RIVER'S FUTURE
3/21/1982 B041 MISSOURI EROSION WORSE THIS YEAR
3/21/1982 C041 WARY EYE ON MISSOURI RIVER DEVELOPMENT PLANS
3/30/1982 B021 TALK TO CONGRESSMEN ABOUT MISSOURI RIVER (ED)
3/31/1982 DOll JANKLOW SEES REGIONAL WAR OVER WATER
4/05/1982 coil MISSOURI BASIN WATER USE NEARLY DOUBLED
4/06/1982 A012 ETSI WOULDN'T BE 1ST MISSOURI WATER TRANSFER
4/09/1982 C031 MISSOURI RESERVOIRS MEETING TOPIC
4/18/1982 BOll 36CAGING THE MIGHTY MISSOURI
4/18/1982 B015 MISSOURI RIVER--POWER IN 1952
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5/09/1982 A015 MISSOURI PACT BRINGING SO WATER GROUPS TOGETHER
6/03/1982 COAl CORPS BLAMED FOR HEAVY FISH KILL
6/18/1982 C015 PROF QUESTIONS SD RIGHT TO SELL WATER
6/29/1982 BOIA ISLAND IS IN NEB, COURT SAYS
7/05/1982 BOll ^DEVELOPING ON THE MISSOURI
7/26/1982 A012 MISSOURI RIVER TOWNS BAIT PASSING FISHERMEN
7/27/1982 A013 MOBRIDGE AND ITS BIG WALLEYE BOOM
7/28/1982 A012 RIVER'S REPUTATION PUTS STRAIN ON FISH POPULATION
7/29/1982 C051 8 SITES IMPORT, EXPORT WATER ON MISSOURI
8/05/1982 C021 PROCEED WITH CAUTION IN DEVELOPING RIVER (ED)
8/24/1982 C021 WILL VERMILLION TAP MISSOURI RIVER (ED)
9/05/1982 B051 POOR LAND MANAGEMENT MAY BEAR GUILT
9/19/1982 C013 SELLING OF SD--GLACIAL LAKE STYLE
10/13/1982 C051 OFFICIAL--STATES NOT READY FOR RIVER PACT
10/21/1982 C061 SF WOMAN TO ATTEND MISSOURI RIVER MEETING
10/24/1982 C043 STATES DISAGREE ABOUT WATER USE
10/31/1982 C042 3 STATES REBUFF SD IN LAWSUIT
11/09/1982 B041 MISSOURI NORTHERN LIMIT TO BE CUT IN HALF
11/21/1982 coil MISSOURI RIVER COMPACT WITH SD UNLIKELY
11/25/1982 B031 MEETING SET TO DISCUSS RIVER AREA
12/02/1982 C031 RESIDENTS BACK MISSOURI PRESERVATION
12/03/1982 C081 TONNAGE DOWN ON MISSOURI RIVER
12/23/1982 C016 PARTNERS WORK TOWARD PADDLEWHEELER
12/23/1982 C021 TREES TO ENHANCE MISSOURI (ED)
1/07/1983 B031 SD EYED AS WATER SOURCE
1/09/1983 B071 MILD WINTER BOOSTS WORK ON PROJECT
1/13/1983 coil JANKLOW WANTS TO RENAME PART OF RIVER
1/17/1983 BOll KAFTER YEARS OF DROUGHT, RIVERS GO WITH THE FLOW
1/19/1983' D021 LIKES IDEA TO RENAME MISSOURI WYMONDAK (L)
1/23/1983 C013 ENVIRONMENTALISTS FEAR EFFECT OF ELECTRIC
1/28/1983 coil SENATOR TELLS FEDS DROP WATER DIVERSION PLAN
2/05/1983 BOll GOVERNOR DROPS PROPOSAL TO RENAME RIVER
2/08/1983 C021 MISSOURIAN OPPOSES HIGH PLAINS DIVERSION (ED)
2/14/1983 B031 MISSOURI RIVER DEVELOPMENT READY FOR SUMMER
2/18/1983 C033 STATE WON'T GIVE DETAILS ON SUIT
3/03/1983 C013 SD--LIMITING WATER PROJECTS UNFAIR
3/24/1983 C043 MISSOURI BASIN WANTS RIVER TRANSFER REGULATED
3/29/1983 A024 SD CORPS PROJECTS TOTAL $8 3 MILLION
3/29/1983 B051 LAWYER FIGHTING TO KEEP ETSI INFORMATION
4/01/1983 B051 MONEY SOUGHT FOR RIVER PROJECT
4/05/1983 B021 HELPFUL NEBRASKA VIEW OF MISSOURI RIVER PACT (ED)
4/08/1983 C013 MISSOURI RIVER FEUD SPILLING INTO LEGISLATION
4/11/1983 B021 ABDNOR MAKES POINT TO MISSOURI, IOWA (ED)
4/17/1983 A021 ARMY REVIVES PLAN TO SELL 3 MISSOURI RIVER TOWNS
4/17/1983 B032 CONCENTRATING FISHING MONEY ON RIVER CRITICIZED (L)
4/20/1983 C041 WATER DEBATE SLOWS MISSISSIPPI RIVER PROJECT
4/24/1983 C071 ABDNOR URGES NEB TO WITHDRAW FROM SUIT
4/24/1983 C072 STATE HASN'T RECEIVED DAM BENEFITS
5/16/1983 B041 REDUCED FLOW FROM STATE DAM CAUSES PROBLEMS
5/25/1983 C031 STATE SHOULD JOIN IN MISSOURI COMPACT
5/29/1983 E051 MISSOURI BASIN REPORTS NET REVENUE GAIN IN 1982
6/17/1983 coil LAWMAKERS DISCUSS WATER SALE ISSUE
7/10/1983 coil CROW CREEK SIOUX TRIBE WANTS TO BAN GILL NETTING
7/11/1983 C031 OFFICIALS WILL DISCUSS STATE SALE OF RIVER WATER
7/14/1983 coil CASH REGISTERS RING IN STORES ALONG MISSOURI RIVER
7/20/1983 C041 RIVER BANK RESIDENTS SAY THEY WANT STABILIZATION
8/07/1983 B046 HIGH WATER LEVEL TURNS UP SKELETONS
8/11/1983 coil INCREASED FLOW FROM DAM IS RIDDING RIVER OF SANDBARS
8/21/1983 C051 VERMILLION WANTS TO USE MISSOURI RIVER WATER
9/04/1983 C012 FLATLANDER FINDS HAPPINESS ON MISSOURI
10/07/1983 C051 JANKLOW WANTS STATE'S SHARE OF RIVER WATER
10/28/1983 B035 CORPS HAND OVER BIG CHECK
11/03/1983 C043 *ABDNOR DROPS PLAN TO WITHHOLD WATER MONEY
11/10/1983 C041 BASIN STATES BAND TOGETHER
11/11/1983 C035 GROUP HOPES TO FIGHT EROSION ON MISSOURI
12/25/1983 C045 MISSOURI RUNOFF EXPECTED TO BE ABOVE NORMAL
2/16/1984 C061 JANUARY RUNOFF ON RIVER IS RECORD
3/20/1984 C031 RUNOFF RECORD HIGH IN UPSTREAM MISSOURI
3/25/1984 B041 MISSOURI RIVER GETS NEW SUPPLY OF TROUT
4/28/1984 C045 COUSTEAU CREW RESEARCHES RIVER
5/06/1984 C062 STATE MAY DROP OUT OF WATER ORGANIZATION
5/15/1984 C041 MISSOURI RIVER RUNOFF SETS RECORD FOR APRIL
5/18/1984 C042 SOUTH DAKOTA SKIPS MISSOURI WATER MEETING
5/19/1984 C012 STATE WON'T DROP OUT OF MISSOURI RIVER GROUP
5/20/1984 B012 RAGING MISSOURI RIVER CAN TEACH FISHERMEN
5/27/1984 C052 FLOODING DAMAGES SHORELINE
5/28/1984 C036 HIGH WATER DAMAGES SHORE
5/29/1984 C021 SENDING A MESSAGE TO DOWNSTREAM STATES (ED)
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6/17/1984 A021 MISSOURI RIVER BREAKS BANKS
6/22/1984 A041 RESERVOIRS SWELL TO NEAR CAPACITY
7/10/1984 A014 STATE WANTS CORPS TO HELP PAY FOR CLEANUP
7/13/1984 0011 MISSOURI RIVER BEAUTIFUL OR DEADLY
7/15/1984 coil RELEASES WILL INCREASE FROM MISSOURI RIVER DAM
7/23/1984 B035 GAVINS POINT SPILLWAY GATES ORDERED OPEN
9/17/1984 B031 ARMY CORPS SETS MISSOURI RESERVOIR MEETINGS
9/26/1984 DOll OKS ABDNOR'S PLAN TO REPAIR LAKE SITES
10/06/1984 A012 JANKLOW, TRIBE SETTLE FISHING FLAP
10/09/1984 A012 WEST RIVER FISHING DISPUTE FLARES
11/16/1984 C031 JANKLOW TALKS TOUGH ON RIVER WATER
1/12/1985 C031 ARMY CORPS TO INCREASE RECREATIONAL CONTRACT
2/02/1985 C021 MISSOURI CAN SUPPLY WATER FOR ENTIRE STATE CD
3/13/1985 A016 3CLEWIS AND CLARK DROPPED ANCHOR IN SD
3/13/1985 coil *RELIC IS ANCHORED TO LEWIS & CLARK
3/30/1985 A012 $100 MILLION FROM RIVER TOURISM
3/30/1985 A024 TOURISTS FLOCK TO RIVER
4/25/1985 C021 PANEL OK'S EROSION AID
5/09/1985 C021 WATER USERS GROUP PLANS ANNUAL CONFERENCE
5/14/1985 B014 SD WON'T JOIN SETTLEMENT PROCESS
5/22/1985 B035 PROMOTERS--CITY NEEDS WATERFRONT CONSULTANTS
6/04/1985 C041 CORPS EXPECTS BELOW NORMAL RIVER RUNOFF
6/08/1985 C023 US HOUSE OK'S MISSOURI RIVER PLAN
6/30/1985 C021 RIVER BOAT COPY TO PADDLE AT CHAMBERLAIN
7/01/1985 C022 SILT IN MISSOURI RIVER WORRIES EXPERTS
7/03/1985 C021 BOAT RAMP ALONG MISSOURI RIVER PLANNED
7/14/1985 C023 FERRY'S MOVING CREATES 2 DEAD ENDS
8/01/1985 A085 BILL SETS A BAD PRECEDENT (L)
9/29/1985 C021 AREA STATES TO SHARE WATER
10/05/1985 A073 KDOWN THE WIDE MISSOURI
10/15/1985 C041 DROUGHT MAY CAUSE SHORTAGE IN RIVER BASIN
10/19/1985 C033 SD GETS SUPPORT IN WATER SUIT
10/25/1985 coil ND JOINS STATE'S SUIT FOR USE
11/15/1985 C026 CORPS DROPS PROPOSAL ON WATER FEES
2/09/1986 FOll JANKLOW ATTACKS IOWA'S MISSOURI RIVER PLAN
3/30/1986 B071 UNIQUE VIEW OF MISSOURI RIVER
4/01/1986 coil COURT REFUSES TO HEAR WATER SUIT
4/06/1986 EOll TOURISM OFFICIALS EMPHASIZE RIVER'S ROLE
4/07/1986 C021 BILL WOULD STOP SALE OF MISSOURI RIVER DAMS
4/11/1986 C034 COURT RULES IN FAVOR OF SD
4/21/1986 C023 TOURISM LEADER WARNS OF EXPLOITATION
5/16/1986 C023 STATE TO RE-EVALUATE MISSOURI RIVER USE
5/29/1986 C081 OFFICIAL URGES STATE TO REGAIN CONTROL OF WATER
7/15/1986 B021 WATER FLOW TO MISSOURI RIVER SLOWS TO NORMAL
8/03/1986 B061 KSOIL CARRIED BY BAD RIVER CAUSES ALARM
9/14/1986 C021 CORPS OF ENGINEERS TO DISCUSS RIVER RULES
10/06/1986 C021 BIG RAINS MAY MEAN BIG RIVER MEETING TURNOUT
10/10/1986 C012 JANKLOW--BASIN MUST COOPERATE
1/22/1987 C021 RECOMMENDS MISSOURI RIVER DEVELOPMENT
1/30/1987 coil SPRINGFIELD FERRY MAY BE STUDIED
2/17/1987 C012 GREGORY COUNTY PROJECT STUDY SOUGHT
2/17/1987 C021 JAMES RIVER BOARD BUCKS MISSOURI RIVER PLAN
3/05/1987 B031 MISSOURI RIVER LIFE TO BE EXPLORED
3/21/1987 C024 LAWMAKERS PUSH STUDY OF A FERRY
5/05/1987 D012 JUDGE REFUSES TO DROP ANTI TRUST CASE
5/15/1987 C022 DYING SMELT IN OAHE
6/25/1987 D041 ^WALLEYE BRING ANGLERS TO NORTHERN RIVER
9/22/1987 C041 MICKELSON ASKS GOVERNORS FOR WATER SUPPORT
10/24/1987 C021 IRRIGATION SYSTEM COULD COST $86 MILLION
10/26/1987 BOll AMENDMENT TO FIGHT EROSION OF RIVER
10/27/1987 C021 AMENDMENT WOULD HELP STEM BANK EROSION
11/16/1987 coil RIVER RUNOFF DROPS TO 27-YEAR LOW
11/22/1987 B023 INDIANS WANT PAYMENT FOR RELOCATION
1/06/1988 A083 STOP MOVE TO CREATE REFUGE ALONG MISSOURI
1/08/1988 D013 REFUGE COMPROMISE REACHED
2/07/1988 coil YANKTON PROJECT GETS FEDERAL FUNDS
2/24/1988 B012 RULES AGAINST ETSI WATER SALE
4/12/1988 C041 LOOK AT WATER PROJECT FUNDING
4/15/1988 coil HEAD OF GOVERNORS WATER BOARD NAMED
4/28/1988 C012 PIPELINE BACKERS UPBEAT ABOUT APPROVAL
5/01/1988 BOll ^POTENTIAL USE OF CORPS OF ENGINEERS LAND
5/19/1988 C021 PANEL REVIEWS DAM REVENUE OPTIONS
5/26/1988 D013 MISSOURI RIVER OFFERS SHOT FOR ANGLERS
6/29/1988 A103 PUMP MISSOURI WATER TO EASTERN PART (L)
7/14/1988 D033 MISSOURI RIVER WALLEYES STILL ELUSIVE
7/24/1988 E012 INTEREST IN WATER PROJECTS REVIVED
9/03/1988 C012 GETS OK TO BOOST RIVER'S LEVEL
9/10/1988 C012 GOVERNORS FORM GROUP ON MISSOURI BASIN ISSUES
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9/2A/1988 C033 XWATER-GENERATED ENERGY IN JULY
9/26/1988 C021 *DAMS MIGHT NOT MAKE MONEY
9/26/1988 C021 LAKE OAHE COULD HIT ALL-TIME LOW
11/25/1988 A015 RIVER RESORTS WOULD HELP TOURISM
11/29/1988 C012 RIVER HABITAT TAKES PRIORITY OVER RESORTS
12/03/1988 A081 RIVERSIDE AREA SHOULD BE DEVELOPED CED)
12/03/1988 C012 DEVELOPMENT PLANS ARE ROCKING THE BOAT
12/11/1988 A012 DEVELOPER MAKES WAVES WITH MISSOURI RIVER
1/06/1989 C021 PANEL MAKES WATER RECOMMENDATION
2/11/1989 C012 CITY WANTS TO CONSIDER WATER PIPELINE
3/12/1989 COAA TO BRIDGE GAP WITH NEBRASKA
3/16/1989 C021 WATER SYSTEM LEGISLATION BEING DRAFTED
3/21/1989 COAl KOAHE'S LOW WATER WORRIES BOATERS, OFFICIALS
3/26/1989 C012 OFFICIALS FEAR WATER SUPPLY WILL DRY UP
3/27/1989 B023 2 CITIES SUPPORT NEW MISSOURI BRIDGE
A/05/1989 C02A GOVERNORS WANT TO DELAY RESERVOIR RELEASE
A/06/1989 C023 STATE ASKS CORPS TO REVISE RIVER PLANS
A/09/1989 F0A3 MISSOURI RIVER AREAS OFFER SCENIC ROUTES
A/11/1989 C023 OFFICIALS BEGIN RIVER STUDY
A/29/1989 coil SPRINGFIELD BRIDGE GETS GOVERNOR'S HELP
A/30/1989 CCOA EAST MEETS WEST AT THE RIVER
A/30/1989 CC05 GOVERNOR SETS PLAN FOR DAMS IN MOTION
A/30/1989 DDOA PICK MEETS SLOAN--THE REST IS HISTORY
5/07/1989 C02A CORPS HALTS PLANS TO CLOSE PARKS
5/15/1989 A012 TOWNS CALL YANKTON ROUTE TOO FAR
5/21/1989 C015 PRESSLER OFFERS PLAN FOR NIOBRARA BRIDGE
5/23/1989 A015 AN ASSET SD CAN BANK ON--ECONOMIST SAYS
^5/23/1989, coil LAWMAKERS PASS SD BOUNDARY BILL
5/28/1989 B016 HISTORIANS ASK ARMY TO PROTECT ARTIFACTS
6/18/1989 C012 MICKELSON--RIVER NEEDS LONG-TERM PLANS
6/2A/1989 coil HOUSE PANEL SPARES SD RECREATION SITES
8/02/1989 coil FLOTILLA TO TRAVEL RIVER ON SATURDAY
8/0A/1989 C021 BILL READIED TO AUTHORIZE WATER PIPELINE
9/04/1989 B016 VERMILLION, NEBRASKA REVIVE BRIDGE PLAN
9/08/1989 C021 MICKELSON SUPPORTS MISSOURI RIVER RESORT
9/13/1989 C021 PRESSLER, OTHER SENATORS WANT MISSOURI RIVER PLAN
9/22/1989 C014 OACOMA'S WATER SUPPLY SAVED
9/24/1989 AlOl SPRINGFIELD LOGICAL CHOICE FOR BRIDGE
10/08/1989 C012 MEETING TO SPOTLIGHT RESERVOIR PROBLEMS
10/08/1989 C012 XRISE AND FALL OF A GREAT RIVER
10/11/1989 C016 OFFICIALS CALL FOR COOPERATION IN SHARING RIVER
10/31/1989 C015 ADVOCATE--RIVER EMPTY ON PROMISES
11/02/1989 C042 DEBATE ON RIVER
11/14/1989 C021 MISSOURI RIVER LEVELS ON AGENDA
11/16/1989 C021 MNI WICONI REFERENDUM FAILS
11/27/1989 BOll SD TO JOIN MEETING ON MISSOURI RIVER
11/29/1989 C051 LAKE OAHE SETS RECORD LOW THIS MONTH
11/29/1989 C051 SD OFFERS OPTIONS ON NAVIGATION
12/21/1989 coil STATE SAYS CORPS LIKES RESEVOIR IDEAS
1/09/1990 C024 GAMBLING IN RIVER TOWNS TO BE PROPOSED
1/10/1990 C012 BILLS COULD BRING WATER SOURCE
1/14/1990 coil RUNOFF INTO RESERVOIR BELOW NORMAL
1/17/1990 coil PIPELINE BILL GETS COMMITTEE'S OK
1/21/1990 F033 CHALLENGE TO PRESERVE ITS HISTORY
1/28/1990 BOll STATE PROBES SPILL INTO MISSOURI RIVER
2/04/1990 coil PRESSLER CRITICIZES DAM DISCHARGE PLAN
2/11/1990 B072 5CPR0VIDES PROPST WITH FAVORITE HOT SPOTS
3/09/1990 C022 DASCHLE RELIEVED ABOUT MISSOURI RIVER FLOW
3/11/1990 B075 FISHING PROGRAM TO BE ENLARGED BY GF&P
3/18/1990 C023 IRRIGATION PROJECT ON HOLD FOR 5 YEARS
4/01/1990 Foil KLIFE HAS ITS MARK
4/04/1990 C025 GRASS FIRE BURNS ALONG MISSOURI RIVER
4/08/1990 F012 56ART EXHIBIT PLUNGES INTO STATE'S BIGGEST RIVER
4/23/1990 C051 RUNOFF INTO MISSOURI RIVER DOWN
4/28/1990 A012 *WILL SUE CORPS OVER WATER RELEASE
4/29/1990 C016 CCC IMPACT EARNS PRAISE OF EX-CREWS
5/01/1990 coil MICKELSON RECEIVES RESPONSE FROM CORPS
5/02/1990 AlOl MISSOURI RIVER WATER IS WORTH FIGHTING ABOUT (ED)
5/02/1990 C041 RIVER SUIT CONFIRMED
5/05/1990 A014 KSD, 2 STATES SUE FOR WATER
5/05/1990 C041 MISSOURI RIVER LOW DOWNSTREAM
5/06/1990 E012 LAWSUIT MUDDIES RIVER RIGHTS
5/07/1990 C012 MISSOURI RIVER SUIT THREATENS DOWNSTREAM
5/09/1990 C031 RIVER LAWSUIT HARMS BOTH SIDES
5/10/1990 A012 JUDGE HALTS MISSOURI RIVER WATER RELEASES
5/11/1990 C015 EMERGENCY APPEAL FILED IN RIVER SUIT
5/12/1990 A012 JUDGES OPEN WAY FOR MORE WATER RELEASES
5/13/1990 C021 RULING RELIEF FOR SIOUX CITY
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5/16/1990 CG12 MICKELSON UPSET MEETING CANCELED
5/17/1990 C012 JUDGES HEAR ARGUMENTS IN MISSOURI RIVER CASE
5/18/1990 A012 LOSES RIVER RULING, BUT WINS ATTENTION
5/20/1990 C081 GOVERNOR, CHALLENGER ARGUE OVER RIVER SUIT
5/22/1990 BOll FRANKENFELD WANTS MORE CONTROL OF RIVER
5/23/1990 AlOl RIVER FIGHT WORTHY OF FURTHER EFFORT (ED)
5/23/1990 CO-il COMMISSION BACKS MICKELSON ON RIVER
5/2'i/1990 C0^4 RIVER FEUD MAY COOL
5/2^/1990 CO^A XMICKELSON CALLS FOR MEETING
5/26/1990 C033 RIVERBOAT ROLLS AT LEWIS AND CLARK
5/29/1990 A012 ^HISTORICALLY, CORPS' POWER ABSOLUTE
5/29/1990 A021 RIVER QUARRELS GO BACK 50 YEARS
5/30/1990 A012 COURT TO RECONSIDER RIVER SUIT
6/03/1990 BOll MISSOURI RIVER STATES WILL MEET MONDAY
6/03/1990 C061 ^TEMPERS RISE AS MISSOURI LEVELS, LIMIT SINK
6/06/1990 coil RIVER STATES PLANNING MEETING IN ND
6/07/1990 A086 ENLIST FISHERMEN IN MISSOURI FIGHT (L)
6/08/1990 C031 PUBLIC MEETING SET ON STATE'S RIVER SUIT
6/09/1990 C012 DASCHLE--INTERIOR MAY GET RIVER JOB
6/15/1990 coil GOVERNOR ASKS PUBLIC TO SPEAK OUT ON RIVER
6/16/1990 coil MEETINGS SCHEDULED FOR INPUT ON RIVER
6/19/1990 C012 TO HONOR PROMISE MADE ^*0 YEARS AGO
6/20/1990 coil GOVERNORS MEET TO DISCUSS RIVER
6/21/1990 A016 BARGAIN ON RIVER REFUSED
6/22/1990 coil SENATORS TOLD RIVER POLICY WILL CHANGE
6/29/1990 C012 CONCERNS AIRED ABOUT RIVER'S FUTURE
7/01/1990 C015 PRESSLER WANTS A PANEL TO REVIEW ACTIONS
7/08/1990 B081 RAMP ACCESS IS GOOD AFTER RAINS
8/01/1990 coil STAFF HIRED TO HANDLE MISSOURI RIVER CONFLICT
8/1A/1990 B036 BOUNDARIES PROPOSAL REJECTED
8/16/1990 C032 RESORT GROUNDBREAKING SET TO BEGIN SOON
8/22/1990 coil TRIBAL LEADERS, OFFICIALS TO MEET ON RIVER
8/22/1990 coil RUNOFF ANTICIPATED TO BE BELOW NORMAL
8/25/1990 C012 MICKELSON PUSHES WATER LEGISLATION
9/13/1990 A012 COURT WON'T RULE ON RIVER SUIT
9/27/1990 coil DASCHLE AMENDMENT TARGETS RIVER WATER
9/29/1990 C015 CHARGED IN ALLEGED MISSOURI RIVER POT HARVEST
10/01/1990 B033 CORPS OF ENGINEERS HOSTS RIVER MEETINGS
10/15/1990 B032 CORPS ASKS FOR HALT IN ARCHEOLOGICAL WORK
11/11/1990 E036 PIPELINE STUDY NOW TO INCLUDE IOWA, MINNESOTA
11/17/1990 B033 DOWNSTREAM STATES BALK AT RIVER DEAL
11/19/1990 A012 ^MISSOURI RIVER TOWNS HOPE TO BRIDGE GAP
11/20/1990 B031 ND MISSOURI RIVER FISHERIES IN JEOPARDY
11/21/1990 C041 MICKELSON UNHAPPY WITH CORPS' PLAN
11/26/1990 B033 SPRINGFIELD'S BRIDGE SUPPORT GROWS
12/03/1990 A071 *THE RIVER'S WIND HINTS OF LEGENDS
12/10/1990 coil MISSOURI BRIDGE MEETING IS TODAY
12/12/1990 C012 FUNDS NEEDED FOR WATER PROJECTS
12/13/1990 C031 RESERVOIRS GROW BY MODEST AMOUNT
'12/l<i/1990^ C032 BRIDGE BACKERS HOPE FOR FEDERAL MONEY
l/l<i/1991 B035 RIVER STATES PREPARE 2ND LAWSUIT
2/02/1991 C031 BATTLE BACK IN COURT
2/04/1991 coil MEETINGS TO FOCUS ON WATER SYSTEM
3/12/1991 C033 DROP IN MISSOURI RIVER RUNOFF PREDICTED
3/14/1991 C012 UPSTREAM STATES RESUME FIGHT FOR WATER
3/17/1991 coil RUNOFF HIGHLIGHTS AGENDA AT MEETING
3/19/1991 B033 ARCHEOLOGIST--ARTIFACTS DISAPPEARING
3/25/1991 B031 BASIN STATES OK USING EXISTING GROUP
3/29/1991 C032 CORPS OF ENGINEERS PLANS RIVER MEETING
3/30/1991 C033 TRIBE SEEKS TO RECOVER FOR LAND LOST TO DAMS
4/08/1991 C035 ARMY CORPS SAYS WATER RELEASE ON MARK
4/10/1991 C035 RIVER RUNOFF EXPECTED TO BE 76 PERCENT OF NORMAL
4/16/1991 B031 9fSTATE SLOW IN RAMP-BUILDING PROCESS
4/22/1991 C033 $2 MILLION SET TO SAVE RIVER BRIDGE
4/23/1991 C035 ND MAP MISPLACES MISSOURI RIVER
5/03/1991 C015 LAWMAKERS REQUEST FUNDS FOR BRIDGE
5/13/1991 C034 RUNOFF LAGS BEHIND NORMAL
5/14/1991 B031 3CMICKELS0N OPPOSES PROPOSED BOAT FEES
6/09/1991 coil RIVERS MADE PART OF NATIONAL SYSTEM
6/14/1991 C021 MISSOURI FARMERS FACING LOSSES WITHOUT BARGES
6/24/1991 B032 PLANS IN WORKS TO EXTEND PROJECT
6/26/1991 C033 ^SPENDING ON MISSOURI RIVER MARINA OK'D
7/15/1991 BOll MISSOURI RESERVOIRS HAVE RISEN 9-12 FEET
7/15/1991 B032 HOUSE PANEL OK'S $4 MILLION FOR BRIDGE
7/17/1991 A082 DON'T SPEND TAX FUNDS ON MARINA (ED)
7/20/1991 A015 *DOWN BY THE RIVER
7/21/1991 A012 3CMAN CHANGES RIVER'S COURSE
7/21/1991 coil 36BY THE WATERS OF OAHE
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MISSOURI RIVER
MITCHELL DAILY REP
MITCHELL GEORGE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/21/1991 C021 SfCORPS' DECISIONS CREATE STATIC
7/22/1991 A012 KTRIBAL RIGHTS, ECOLOGY ISSUES CLOUD RIVER USE
7/22/1991 A051 23 RESCUED FROM MISSOURI RIVERBOAT
7/22/1991 coil DRIVER'S RIGHTS, RUNOFF, & RISKS
7/22/1991 COAl *SOIL RUNOFF HURTS FISHING, OFFICIALS SAY
7/23/1991 A012 XPAST, PRESENT, FUTURE
7/23/1991 CG13 ^DEVELOPER ENVISIONS RIVERSIDE PLAYGROUND
7/2A/1991 A012 KCAMP CITY
7/2A/1991 BOll ^OFFICIALS CONSIDER PLANS FOR LEWIS 8 CLARK LAKE
7/25/1991 AG12 3fWATER POLICIES ANGER PARTIES ON BOTH SIDES
7/25/1991 A1G3 MARINA GREAT THING FOR SF (L)
7/25/1991 CG14 KEARLY RIVER WAS SLOW-MOVER
7/25/1991 CG32 KABOUT THIS SERIES
7/26/1991 AG81 ISSUES ON A NEW COURSE (ED)
7/26/1991 CGll NO TRIAL DATE YET IN RIVER DISPUTE
7/3G/1991 AG83 *ITS POWER MUST BE RESPECTED
8/G8/1991 CG35 OAHE WON'T CHALLENGE ANOTHER RECORD LOW
8/26/1991 BG32 9€C0NGRESSI0NAL FIGHT THREATENS BRIDGE
8/29/1991 CG51 CORPS RECOMMENDS INCREASE IN RIVER LEVELS
9/G7/1991 CG36 MONTANA VOWS TO FIGHT FOR MISSOURI'S WATER
9/1G/1991 CG32 NEGOTIATIONS ON RIVER USE ARE FLOWING ALONG
1G/3G/1991 AG12 KTRIBES COULD NET MILLIONS FOR LOSSES
11/15/1991 CG3A NEW QUESTIONS FACE TRIBAL SETTLEMENT
11/17/1991 AG9'i GIVING TRIBES MONEY FOR FLOODED LAND UNFAIR (L)
11/26/1991 AG12 ^CAMPAIGNS FOR MISSOURI RIVER CROSSING AT VERMILLION
12/G3/1991 CG13 FIRM HIRED TO REVIEW PIPELINE STUDY
1/16/1992 CG12 FUNDING OUTLINED FOR WATER PROJECTS
2/GA/1992 CG35 CORPS SHORTCHANGES UPPER BASIN STATES
2/G5/1992 CG35 CORPS WILL STAY COURSE ON RIVER PLANS
2/G6/1992 CGIA RIVER REPORT WELCOME NEWS--JANKLOW
2/G6/1992 CG35 CORPS WANTS CHARGES FOR RECREATION AREAS
2/2G/1992 CG31 LITTLE SNOW RUNOFF EXPECTED THIS YEAR
3/G1/1992 FG31 RESIDENTS FEAR SCENIC RIVER DESIGNATION
3/G3/1992 CG31 STUDY FAULTING CORPS' MISSOURI RIVER MANAGEMENT
3/G5/1992 CG35 LAWMAKERS WANT MISSOURI RIVER REPORT RECONSIDERED
3/18/1992 CG31 RELEASES HALVED AT GAVINS POINT
3/19/1992 CG31 MISSOURI RIVER MEETINGS PLANNED
3/21/1992 CG3A MICKELSON, SPAETH SETTLE RIVER SPAT
3/26/1992 CG32 JOHNSON BRINGS GRIPES TO RIVER HEARING
3/27/1992 CG16 MICKELSON SEEKS HELP IN RIVER FIGHT
3/31/1992 CG32 CORPS DENIES CHANGING MANAGEMENT POLICY
A/05/1992 AlOl CORPS SHOULDN'T ENDORSE A FLAWED POLICY (PIERRE)
A/10/1992 C032 MISSOURI RIVER LETTER EXCERPTS
A/16/1992 C031 RUNOFF INTO RIVER LOWER THAN EXPECTED
A/16/1992 C032 CORPS CRITICIZED FOR RIVER MANAGEMENT
A/17/1992 coil LYMAN COMMISSION PICKS DEVELOPER FOR RIVER RESORT
A/21/1992 C012 WATER LEVEL STILL RECEDING AT OAHE RESERVOIR
5/13/1992 C022 KNEW MISSOURI LAWSUIT DOESN'T WORRY JANKLOW
5/19/1992 C022 RIVER DEVELOPMENT PLANS WORRY LANDOWNERS
5/19/1992 D031 GET TRIBAL LICENSES ON RESERVATION WATERS
5/31/1992 D021 LAWMAKERS, CORPS OFFICIAL TO DISCUSS MANAGEMENT
6/0A/1992 C022 CORPS FLOPS ON MISSOURI RIVER PLAN
6/09/1992 C025 GOVERNOR--CORPS' WORDS NEED ACTION
6/10/1992 C025 BIOLOGIST PROPOSES RESTORATION PROJECT FOR FISH
6/1A/1992 A096 SF SHOULD TAP INTO MISSOURI RIVER (L)
7/03/1992 C021 NAVIGATION SEASON LESS THAN 7 MONTHS
7/07/1992 A031 MNI WICONI PIPELINE TO BRING WATER TO SIOUX
7/19/1992 F021 MISSOURI RUNOFF FAR BELOW NORMAL
7/24/1992 B022 STATES WANT SUIT AGAINST CORPS DELAYED
7/27/1992 B026 BASIN STATES HOPE TO END RIVER FIGHT OUT OF COURT
7/31/1992 B021 MITCHELL LOOKING FOR NEW WATER SOURCE
8/01/1992 B033 JUDGE WANTS LONGER RIVER NAVIGATION SEASON
8/04/1992 B021 RIVER EROSION PLAN GETS DRY RESPONSE
8/07/1992 BOll SENATE OK'S FUNDS FOR WATER PROJECTS
8/17/1992 B021 MISSOURI RIVER RUNOFF IMPROVES
9/29/1992 C031 BIG CHINOOKS FIND HOME ON MISSOURI RIVER
10/09/1992 A015 TRIBAL LAND SETTLEMENT OK'D
10/10/1992 B012 TRIBE MAY USE 34-YEAR-OLD PLAN TO DIVIDE PAYMENT
10/18/1992 F021 3 SITES CONSIDERED FOR MISSOURI BRIDGE
10/26/1992 BOll MISSOURI RIVER DAM RELEASES WAY DOWN
11/08/1992 C081 PROJECT WOULD PUT GRASS, LEAVES IN MISSOURI RIVER
11/09/1992 A081 MONEY FOR 2 BRIDGES GOOD NEWS (ED)
11/16/1992 BOll MISSOURI RIVER RUNOFF, STORAGE FALLS FROM '91
12/07/1992 BOll RIVERBOAT CASINO PLANS ARE DELAYED
12/16/1992 B021 TESTS SHOW BRIDGE OVER MISSOURI FEASIBLE
12/30/1992 B022 RESORT MAY OPEN BY THIS SUMMER
7/16/1990 C031 DOHRER NAMED PAPER'S NEW MANAGING EDITOR
12/17/1989 A063 KMITCHELL TO BACK MUENSTER
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SUBJECT DATE 1PAPER
MITCHELL GEORGE 12/17/1989 E012
12/19/1989 C021
5/19/1991 C011
5/30/1991 C012
MITCHELL HELEN 8/21/1983 A012
MITCHELL JANICE 10/30/1983 B031
MITCHELL JIM A/26/1987 FF21
A/22/1991 B066
MITCHELL JOHN 12/17/1991 A012
MITCHELL JON 12/06/1992 A095
MITCHELL KAREN 5/05/1988 C015
MITCHELL ORLAN 1/06/198A B035
MITCHELL SD 1/23/1982 B031
6/11/1982 C011
6/20/1982 B055
8/25/1982 C01A
1/2A/1983 D031
3/2A/1983 C031
6/02/1983 C0A1
1/29/198A C015
A/29/198A NlAl
1/21/1986 A093
A/09/1986 A012
9/17/1986 C01A
12/06/1986 C012
3/05/1987 C0A1
3/29/1987 B021
A/16/1987 C021
5/01/1987 C015
11/08/1987 E012
2/19/1988 coil
3/06/1988 E012
1/13/1989 A061
9/1A/1989 C021
10/13/1989 D081
2/18/1990 S01A
2/25/1990 C012
3/06/1990 C016
3/07/1990 C016
A/16/1990 C022
A/18/1990 C021
5/0A/1990 C023
6/02/1990 C032
6/05/1990 B012
6/10/1990 C031
6/19/1990 C033
6/22/1990 C033
7/01/1990 C031
7/20/1990 C021
7/21/1990 B033
8/09/1990 C031
8/10/1990 C023
10/03/1990 C035
10/16/1990 B066
12/01/1990 C031
1/09/1991 C031
1/29/1991 C033
2/01/1991 C031
3/08/1991 C02A
A/07/1991 E012
A/16/1991 C033
5/02/1991 coil
5/25/1991 C015
6/2A/1991 B015
9/13/1991 C031
10/09/1991 C031
11/05/1991 C015
11/30/1991 C031
12/01/1991 C031
12/08/1991 F021
2/03/1992 C031
3/07/1992 C035
3/10/1992 C032
3/2A/1992 C015
5/1A/1992 C011
6/09/1992 C025
7/17/1992 C022
8/05/1992 B021
3€SENATE LEADER TARGETS SD RACE
MITCHELL STUMPING DRAWS CRITICISM
GEORGE MITCHELL TO VISIT MAY 29
KMITCHELL SAYS HEALTH PLAN IS FORCEFUL
36HALL OF FAME BENEFACTOR GLAD
^THEY'RE NOT LEGALLY CLASSIFIED AS DRUGS
KST FRANCIS TEACHER-COACH
*INSURANCE WOES 'NOT S&L FAILURE REVISITED'
36WAITING FOR A COLD BITE
SUSPENDED TEACHER JUSTIFIES HIS DECISION (L)
*IOWA, SOVIET REPORTERS TO TRADE PLACES
YANKTON COLLEGE PRESIDENT SAYS HE'S RESIGNING
MITCHELL BOND ISSUE SET FOR MARCH 2
MITCHELL IN RUNNING FOR PRINTING PLANT
CORN PALACE NOT INCLUDED IN TOURIST DECLINE
PROPERTY TAX COLLECTIONS LIMIT APPROVED
MITCHELL IMPLEMENT COMPANY CLOSING
MITCHELL WILL GET BACK GRANT MONEY
MITCHELL WATER FOUND UNACCEPTABLE TO EPA
SIDEWALK SPITTERS WON'T BE FINED
BISECTION 5) IN THE BUSINESS OF SELLING MITCHELL
MITCHELL HOLDS SAFETY SUNDAE
MITCHELL ELECTS 1ST BLACK MAYOR
CORN PALACE DAYS CELEBRATING
PHONE FIRM CHECKS ON MITCHELL PLAN
MITCHELL SEEKS GRANT TO DEVELOP INDUSTRIAL PARK
EMPLOYEES AT PORK PLANT TO VOTE ON UNION
PROJECT BEGINS ON MITCHELL GIRLS HOME
GASOLINE LEAK THREATENS IN MITCHELL
^MITCHELL LOSES MAIN STREET MAINSTAY
MITCHELL WINS ECONOMIC HONOR
36MITCHELL RECOVERY EARNS HONORS
CHARM OF SF IS THREAT TO NEARBY TOWNS
VO-TECH BUILDING BEHIND SCHEDULE
MITCHELL CHEESE PLANT CLOSES TODAY
^MITCHELL FIGHTS TO FILL ITS JOBS
PERFORMING ARTS TO UPSTAGE MITCHELL THEATER
MITCHELL TO VOTE ON BOND
MITCHELL DEFEATS BOND
MOTEL CONSTRUCTION TO BEGIN IN MAY
MITCHELL SALOON, CAFE AWARD LICENSES
POP STARS HEADLINE ANNUAL NOSTALGIA DANCE
TRADING POST OFFERS WESTERN ATMOSPHERE
5€CITY BOASTS MORE THAN CORN PALACE
MITCHELL TO BE CAPITAL FOR A DAY JUNE 19
MITCHELL TO VOTE ON SCHOOL BOND AGAIN
KMITCHELL DEPOT ON TRACK AS RESTAURANT
MITCHELL, RESERVATION TO BECOME SISTER CITIES
GRANT TO ASSIST IN DOWNTOWN FACELIFT
*MITCHELL TO HOST STUDENTS FROM JAPAN
PERFORMANCE TONIGHT WILL BRING THEATER BACK TO LIFE
KBUGGY TAKES PEOPLE ON RIDE BACK IN TIME
FEDERAL MONEY TO FUND ARMORY EXPANSION
TOSHIBA TARGETS EUROPE
TWO MORE ARRESTED IN MAJOR DRUG BUST
MITCHELL HOSPITAL PROPOSES MERGER
MITCHELL HOSPITAL CONSOLIDATION TURNED DOWN
WAR COULD THWART ARMORY WORK
MITCHELL JOINS EFFORT TO RE-OPEN RAILROAD
CHURCH MULLS FATE OF MCGOVERN HOUSE
WORK ON NEW CONVENT BEGINS THIS WEEK
RESIDENTS TO GATHER FOR PHOTO
LAWSUIT FILED IN TRUCK WRECK
MITCHELL NEARS GOAL FOR DEVELOPMENT PLAN
GUARD PROJECT BEGINS AFTER DELAY FOR WAR
MITCHELL TAX EXTENDED FOR IMPROVEMENTS
MITCHELL TO STEM BAD-TASTING CITY WATER
TWO NEW EXHIBITS AT INDIAN VILLAGE
MITCHELL MUSEUM WORK TO BE DONE BY MAY
NEW HOME BUYERS FACE SHORTAGES IN MITCHELL
MITCHELL HIRES PROJECT ARCHITECT
STATE OFFICIALS PROBING MITCHELL CHEMICAL SUPPLY
DANGEROUS DUST AT TOXIC PLAYGROUND
TOXIC PAST HAUNTS MITCHELL WAREHOUSE
MITCHELL SOIL TESTS SHOW CONTAMINATION
OUTBREAK OF TERMITES REPORTED IN MITCHELL
36MITCHELL SPRUCES UP DOWNTOWN
MITCHELL NEGOTIATES PUBLIC SAFETY FACILITY
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MITCHELL SD
MITES
MITSUBISHI
MITZEL DARYL
MNI WICONI WATER
MOBIL GIL CORP
MOBILE HOMES
MOBRIDGE SD
MOCCASIN CREEK
MOCCASINS
MODELING
MODERN PRESS INC
iMODICA DON
MODICA KARLA
MODICA MARY
MOE JUDY
MOECKLY KENT
DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/14/1992 B032 MITCHELL WEIGHS SKATEBOARDING OPTIONS
8/23/1992 AD81 ^INDIANS FIND RACISM IN MITCHELL
10/17/1992 B021 MITCHELL POSSIBLE CORRECTIONS SITE
11/22/1992 A012 ^ECONOMIC PLAN IS MITCHELL'S VISION FOR THE FUTURE
11/22/1992 E012 ^MITCHELL CREATES NEW FUTURE
11/22/1992 E012 ^POPULATION RUT LEADS MITCHELL TO ACTION
12/14/1992 B021 MITCHELL ASSOCIATION SELECTS LANDFILL SITE
4/17/1988 D021 SURVEY OF BEE HIVES FOR MITES
4/30/1988 C021 MITES THREATEN STATE'S WINTER WHEAT CROP
3/28/1991 coil REFUNDS AVAILABLE ON TV PURCHASES
12/28/1982 DOll WINNING'S NOT THE ONLY THING FOR LINCOLN'S MITZEL
11/16/1989 C021 MNI WICONI REFERENDUM FAILS
7/07/1992 A031 MNI WICONI PIPELINE TO BRING WATER TO SIOUX
4/24/1986 B021 PLANKINTON FIRM SEEKS DAMAGES FROM MOBIL OIL
1/04/1982 B031 MOBILE HOMES MUST BE REGISTERED
4/19/1982 C023 TRAILER DEFENDENT STILL AWAITS RULING (L)
9/10/1982 C044 ST ONGE MAN AT ODDS WITH STATE OVER HOME TAX
1/06/1983 C031 FEB 1 TRAILER REGISTRATION DEADLINE
5/03/1983 B031 OWNERS PROTEST LICENSE FEE HIKE
8/17/1983 C081 ABERDEEN DISCUSSES MOBILE HOME LAW
12/16/1983 C035 NEW OWNER WILL REOPEN WATERTOWN PLANT
1/05/1984 BOll MOBILE HOMES MUST BE REGISTERED BY FEB 1
8/26/1984 E012 MOBILE HOME POPULARITY UP
9/19/1984 D035 PLAN WOULD REDUCE MOBILE HOME INSPECTIONS
1/02/1985 coil FEB 1 IS DEADLINE FOR MOBILE HOME LISTING
1/03/1986 C031 MOBILE HOME OWNERS WANTED ON LIST
1/31/1986 C012 MOBILE HOME REGISTRATION DEADLINE NEAR
2/28/1987 coil MOBILE HOME DEADLINE NEARS
1/02/1988 coil MOBILE HOME OWNERS NEED TO REGISTER
2/11/1988 C012 KESCAPES INJURY IN MOBILE HOME FIRE
1/08/1989 coil MOBILE HOME OWNERS MUST LIST VEHICLES
3/23/1989 C012 JeWINDBLOWN
4/18/1989 C012 ^TRAILER PARK CLOSES FOR DEVELOPMENT
5/26/1989 C021 RULES FOR COUNTY IN TAX LIEN CASE
8/23/1989 C012 DELL RAPIDS TRAILER COURT FAMILIES HIT ROAD
1/10/1990 coil REGISTRATION SET FOR MOBILE HOMES
1/29/1990 B024 DEADLINE DRAWS NEAR TO LICENSE MOBILE HOMES
2/20/1990 coil ALL MOBILE HOMES MUST BE REGISTERED
2/21/1990 C012 *WOMAN ESCAPES 'WITH NOTHING'
4/27/1990 coil MOBILE HOME TAXES DUE THIS MONDAY
6/03/1990 B014 *STORM LEAVES FAMILY HOMELESS
12/30/1990 coil MOBIL HOME OWNERS MUST REGISTER IN JANUARY
1/27/1991 BOll MUST BE LISTED BY FRIDAY
2/28/1991 coil DEADLINE MARCH 15 FOR MOBILE HOMES
6/05/1991 C036 MOBILE-HOME OWNERS WARNED TO PAY TAXES IN PENNINGTON
1/13/1992 coil FEBRUARY 1 DEADLINE FOR MOBILE HOMES
2/23/1992 FOll DEADLINE MARCH 1 FOR REGISTERING MOBILE HOMES
2/23/1992 F012 MOBILE HOME NUMBERS INCREASING
4/06/1992 B012 CITY TO CONSIDER RAZING MOBILE HOME PARK
4/07/1992 coil MOBILE HOME PARK TO BE DEMOLISHED
4/23/1992 A012 TOP 10 COUNTIES
4/23/1992 A013 MOBILE HOMES MOVE UP IN POPULARITY
5/08/1992 A012 JfWIND POWER
11/08/1992 F012 ^PERCEPTIONS CHANGE AS MANUFACTURED HOMES BOOM
1/06/1986 C021 INSURANCE WOES ARREST CITY POLICE
11/09/1989 C015 TUMBLEWEEDS BURY MOBRIDGE
11/10/1989 C021 36WIND SLOWS TUMBLEWEED CLEANUP
11/16/1989 C015 KTROUBLESOME TUMBLEWEEDS
11/22/1990 coil MOBRIDGE WON'T SUE CORPS OVER CLEANUP
7/24/1987 C041 RESIDENTS TO HELP IN CREEK CLEANUP
8/23/1983 C071 MOCCASIN FACTORY WANTS LOAN REFINANCED TO SAVE JOBS
2/10/1982 D103 XTORN BETWEEN MODELING AND BEING A KID
2/11/1982 C103 STATE TEEN MODEL CONTEST WINNER
12/23/1982 BOll *THIS 3-YEAR-OLD IS A MODEL CHILD
1/26/1984 BOll XA MODEL CAREER
7/24/1985 BOll *THE BEAUTY AND THE BEGINNERS
4/23/1986 B021 CITY STUDENT NAMED FINALIST IN MODEL SEARCH
5/01/1989 A072 5«L0CAL MODELS HELP BUSINESS IN NEW YORK
2/19/1990 A072 ^CONTEST BRINGS MODELING SCOUT TO SIOUX FALLS
2/07/1982 EOll *30 YEARS IN THE BUSINESS
6/29/1982 B014 CANADIAN FIRM WILL BUY MODERN PRESS
6/23/1985 EOll ^PRINTER TOYING WITH SUCCESS
4/24/1983 EOll *NEW FINANCING MAKES HOME AFFORDABLE
4/10/1984 DOll MODICA LOOKS TOWARD FUTURE
9/10/1992 B065 ^COMPANY SEES FUTURE GROWTH IN TV CAPTIONS
10/01/1989 B061 *NEW REC BOWL MANAGER NOT NEW
10/05/1984 C043 SD LAWYER DENIES LINK TO SMUGGLING PLAN
2/27/1987 coil COURT DISBARS BRITTON LAWYER
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MUELLER DONALD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/12/1990 CG12 MTIPS SEND POLICE HUNTING FOR MAN
6/27/1990 coil MAN SOUGHT IN CASE MISSES ASSUALT TRIAL
9/23/1990 A012 XDNA WAIT BECOMES TEST OF TIME
1/25/1991 A015 RAFTER DNA TEST, MUELLER IS SUSPECT
1/26/1991 C012 56INDICTMENT EXPECTED AGAINST MUELLER
2/16/1991 A012 KMURDER SUSPECT MUELLER ARRESTED
2/18/1991 A016 3€0'C0NNELL SUSPECT MAY BE RETURNED
2/19/1991 C015 JfSUSPECT APPEARS IN COURT TODAY IN GIRL'S SLAYING
2/20/1991 A012 3eMURDER SUSPECT WON'T VOLUNTARILY RETURN
2/26/1991 A012 MUELLER TO RETURN IN O'CONNELL CASE
2/27/1991 A012 3fALERT DISPATCHER HELPED UNRAVEL MUELLER MYSTERY
2/28/1991 C012 MUELLER FLYING BACK VIA 'CONAIR'
3/05/1991 BOll O'CONNELL SUSPECT TO ARRIVE THIS WEEK
3/06/1991 A012 *MURDER SUSPECT QUICKLY JAILED
3/14/1991 coil TO STAND TRIAL ON APRIL 23
4/04/1991 C016 CHANGE OF VENUE SOUGHT
4/17/1991 coil MUELLER ASSAULT TRIAL DELAYED UNTIL JUNE
8/01/1991 A012 GRAND JURY HAS BEEN CALLED
8/14/1991 C012 MUELLER ENDS QUEST TO MOVE ASSAULT TRIAL
8/28/1991 A015 ^CIRCUIT JUDGE BARS MURDER REFERENCE IN TRIAL
8/29/1991 C014 *MASTEN'S PRESENCE SPARKS FURY AT JURY SELECTION
8/30/1991 C012 XMOELLER CUT ME, WOMAN TESTIFIES
8/30/1991 C013 BECKY'S MOM EXPECTING CHARGE IN SLAYING
8/31/1991 A014 KMOELLER INDICTED IN O'CONNELL CASE
9/04/1991 A014 36MOELLER PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO KILLING
9/08/1991 C012 36STATE TO SEEK DEATH PENALTY AGAINST MUELLER
9/19/1991 C012 KMOELLER CHALLENGES CHARGES
10/29/1991 C015 JUDGE DELAYS HEARING IN MUELLER CHALLENGE
11/13/1991 C012 ^MUELLER WANTS EYEWITNESS TESTIMONY SUPPRESSED
11/14/1991 C012 MUELLER TRIAL MOVED TO YANKTON
11/26/1991 C015 3fM0ELLER STAYS MUM TO PROTECT HIMSELF
12/07/1991 C016 3€M0ELLER'S INTERVIEW WILL STAND AS EVIDENCE
12/21/1991 C012 KMOELLER'S CONVICTION LIST RULED CONSTITUTIONAL
1/09/1992 C012 KCOURT SAYS MUELLER HABITUAL CRIMINAL
1/25/1992 C012 KMASTEN--MOELLER HABITUAL SEX OFFENDER
3/03/1992 C012 KMOELLER SENTENCED TO LIFE TERM IN ASSAULT
4/02/1992 C031 MUELLER APPEALS SENTENCE IN STABBING
4/08/1992 C015 *LAWYER QUITS MUELLER'S CASE TEAM
6/06/1992 C012 ^MUELLER'S PAST CRIMES TO BE USED IN TRIAL
6/11/1992 A012 3«LAWYER--DNA RULES OUT MUELLER
6/12/1992 C012 DNA TEST POINTS TO MUELLER
7/02/1992 C012 KMOELLER TRIAL INCLUDES GRAPHIC PHOTOS
7/08/1992 C016 ^EVIDENCE MISSING
7/17/1992 C016 3€LAWYER--M0ELLER 'INNOCENT'
7/18/1992 A012 DNA TEST RESULTS ADMISSIBLE IN MUELLER TRIAL
7/26/1992 D012 KMOELLER TRIAL REVIEWS SORDID MURDER
7/28/1992 A0I5 KBREAK IN JURY SELECTION
7/28/1992 B012 3€LAWYERS BICKER AS MUELLER TRIAL OPENS
7/29/1992 A015 *DEATH PENALTY BOTHERS POTENTIAL MUELLER JURORS
7/29/1992 B0I5 VICTIM'S MOM TO FACE MUELLER
8/03/1992 B012 YANKTON 'CURSE' NO THREAT TO MASTEN
8/06/1992 A086 MUELLER JURORS MUST DEAL WITH DEATH PENALTY (L)
8/08/1992 B012 MUELLER JURY BEGINS DUTY MONDAY
8/11/1992 A012 MUELLER TRIAL BECOMES TEST OF TIME
8/12/1992 A012 ^VICTIM'S MOM TESTIFIES
8/13/1992 B012 KWITNESS--BECKY RECOILED FROM MAN
8/14/1992 A012 5fVICTIM'S FRIEND--MOELLER HUGGED HER
8/15/1992 B012 CLERK ALSO LINKS MUELLER, SLAIN GIRL
8/20/1992 B012 3CEXPERTS WON'T RULE OUT MUELLER
8/21/1992 A015 MUELLER LINKED TO SLAYING SITE
8/22/1992 A012 MAN RECALLS ASSAULT BY MUELLER
8/23/1992 D012 YOUNG JURY TO DECIDE MUELLER CASE
8/25/1992 A013 *MOELLER DENIES MURDER
8/26/1992 A012 WITNESSES CONTRADICT TIMING OF GIRL'S DEATH
8/27/1992 A012 O'CONNELL'S TOY CAME FROM MY SALE
8/28/1992 B012 NEW WITNESS PEGS MUELLER TO RUMMAGE SALE
8/29/1992 B016 5CEXPERTS DISAGREE ON TESTS
9/01/1992 A013 56JURY TO CONTINUE DELIBERATIONS TODAY
9/01/1992 B015 MUELLER JURY TO CONTINUE DELIBERATIONS
9/02/1992 AOll *MOELLER FOUND GUILTY
9/02/1992 A021 ^NEIGHBORS AGREE WITH CONVICTION
9/03/1992 A012 ^MUELLER'S LIFE REMAINS IN TROUBLED JURY'S HANDS
9/04/1992 AOll *MOELLER GETS DEATH
9/04/1992 A031 *'79 LAW MUST GET FIRST USE
9/04/1992 A031 ^CASE'S FUTURE FOLLOWS FAMILIAR, YET UNKNOWN PATH
9/04/1992 A031 KCLERGY SPLIT ON DEATH SENTENCE
9/04/1992 A031 MOTHER PLANS TO CELEBRATE SENTENCE
9/04/1992 A036 KDNA TEST NOW MORE POSITIVE LINK TO KILLER
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MUELLER DONALD
MUELLER EUGENE
MUELLER JAMES
MUELLER LESLIE
MOEN MATTHEW
MUENCH JERRY
MUERKE BILL
MOFLE ROGER
MUGCK CLARENCE
MOGCK FERN
MOGEN JANET
MOGEN JOHN
MGHAMA RIYAD
MOHLER CAROL
MOHR HOWARD
MOIR SHARON
MOLDE AL
MOLIN STEVE
MOLLER DENNIS
MOLLER MICHAEL
MOLLISON CRIS
MOLLISON JIM
MOLOHON JIM
MOLOHON STEVE
MOLSON ANN
MOLSTAD RUSTY
MOLTZEN ROBERTA
MOLZEN GARY
MONASTERY
MONDALE WALTER
MONDT ERV
MONEN CARLA
MONEN FUR S HIDE
MONEY
DATE PAPER NUTATION
9/05/1992 A012 JURORS STRIKE BACK
9/05/1992 B061 MUST CALLERS SUPPORT JURY
9/06/1992 A013 ^MUELLER PERCEIVED
9/09/1992 AlOl DON'T BLAME JURY FOR DEATH PENALTY (ED)
9/1A/1992 A015 MOELLER CASE ADDS LEVERAGE FOR EXECUTION
9/18/1992 A015 MOELLER EXECUTION DATE SET
10/13/1992 A015 ^EXECUTION WOULD COST TAXPAYERS $1 MILLION
10/16/1992 B016 ^MOELLER APPEALS SENTENCE
10/21/1992 B02A ^DEBATE WORTH OF PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATION
10/27/1992 B02A JUDGE REFUSES TO TOSS OUT MUELLER'S DEATH SENTENCE
1/08/1992 coil TRIAL FOR MOELLER IS CUT TO AN HOUR
7/28/1989 A083 TOO MANY WARNINGS COULD LEAD TO PUBLIC APATHY
8/16/1991 C015 DAMAGES REINSTATED IN COURT MIXUP SUIT
3/07/1982 B031 KCONGRESS IS STUDIED BY NEW CENTER (L)
A/25/1988 A072 VICTIMS HAVE PAIN BEFORE HEART ATTACKS
3/29/1990 B012 ^RETIREE SUPERVISED 1-90 REST STOP
5/05/1986 BOll ^MECHANIC SPECIALIZES IN SPECIAL CONVERSIONS
A/07/1988 coil *MOGCK ENTERS HOUSE DISTRICT 13 RACE
9/05/1990 B031 *COOK WELCOMES NEW NEIGHBORS WITH CAKES
2/11/1982 C013 3fFR0M A-H TO MOLIERE
10/07/1983 BOll JANET MOGEN HAS DESIGNS ON THE PLAY
6/23/1990 A052 *NEW EXHIBIT IS FASHION STATEMENT
11/20/1988 F012 *LOCAL COMPOSERS MIX INSPIRATION, CRAFT
11/25/1991 A052 *NEW PROCEDURE TREATS RAPID BEATING
5/21/1988 C031 ^CALIFORNIA PEN PAL VISITS TRIPP
8/19/1989 A052 3fEX-'PRAIRIE HOME COMPANION' WRITER ISSUES BOOK
3/16/1983 B05A REAGAN HONORS VOLUNTEER
,1/12/1988 B013 KBIG-TIME COACHES DRAW ON SD TIES
*1/22/1986 A013 ^FULFILLING A FANTASY
12/19/1992 B012 KMOLLER NAMED AUGUSTANA COACH
5/17/1990 C012 KTEACHER IN RUNNING TO BE AMBASSADOR
6/01/1990 C012 36AUGIE PROFESSOR NAMED AMBASSADOR-DESIGNATE
4/21/1991 C012 ^REPORTER BECOMES CLOWN FOR A DAY
9/12/1987 A102 KHOG OPERATION WOULD BOOST ECONOMY
9/25/1983 C061 KELO MANAGER JOINS BROADCAST HALL OF FAME
11/28/1991 B012 *HE LIGHTS UP THE KNIGHTS
4/22/1990 F012 *EVERYONE CAN, MUST MAKE COMMITMENT
6/I1/I990 C031 STURGIS LAWYER TO RUN FOR JAYCEES PRESIDENCY
6/14/1990 coil STURGIS MAN ELECTED US JAYCEES LEADER
5/21/1991 C031 3CJAYCEES PRESIDENT--GREATER RESPECT FOR COUNTRY
11/10/1991 E021 BLACK HILLS SUPERVISOR GETTING TO KNOW AREA
5/03/1992 B015 3€M0LZEN TOPS SALES
11/25/1984 DOll KSOUTH DAKOTA'S 'MONK FACTORY'
9/04/1992 B025 SD MONASTERY TURNS 25 YEARS OLD
1/05/1983 D021 MONDALE'S KINSHIP WITH PLAINS CED)
12/08/1983 coil MONDALE SUPPORTERS OFFER PARTIES
12/11/1983 A081 MONDALE'S ALMOST BAGGED NOMINATION
5/30/1984 D043 HUMPHREY III TO CAMPAIGN IN STATE
5/31/1984 C015 MONDALE IS BYPASSING SOUTH DAKOTA
6/01/1984 coil 3CFRITZ BLITZ HITS STATE
6/01/1984 C021 HART, MONDALE TAKE UNPOPULAR POSITIONS (ED)
6/03/1984 DOll MONDALE WILL ATTEND PARTY FUNCTION, AIDE SAYS
6/07/1984 A012 STATE DEMOCRATS' CHAIRMAN FOR FRITZ
6/13/1984 DOll MONDALE MAY GET STATE DELEGATE EDGE
6/26/1984 B021 MONDALE'S CHOICES FOR VEEP (ED)
7/01/1984 C032 WE NEED MONDALE LEADERSHIP (L)
8/04/1984 B024 AMERICA NEEDS MONDALE (L)
9/10/1984 A015 *LIKE DAD, LIKE SON
10/09/1984 B021 MONDALE WINS DEBATE (ED)
11/04/1984 A013 3€A HEARTBEAT AWAY FROM FRITZ
11/20/1984 B021 MANY FACTORS BEHIND ELECTION LOSS (L)
5/27/1989 C015 ^MONDALE WON'T RUN FOR SENATE
2/16/1992 F015 ^ALLEGATIONS STALL DEMOCRATIC RACE
2/20/1992 A072 VP ROLE WASN'T ALL SMILES FOR MONDALE
1/26/1992 C012 ^STATE'S FINEST LOOK AT XXVI
12/09/1985 C013 5CMEM0RIES OF CHRISTMAS EVE WRECK LINGER
3/07/1985 C071 XFIRE GUTS FUR COMPANY'S MAIN FLOOR
6/05/1982 C041 MITCHELL POSSIBLE SITE FOR CURRENCY PLANT
6/11/1982 coil MITCHELL IN RUNNING FOR PRINTING PLANT
7/22/1982 coil RAPID CITY PYRAMID NEWSLETTER UNDER INVESTIGATION
9/17/1982 coil COUNTERFEIT $10 BILL PASSED AT RESTAURANT
11/30/1983 C021 SPENDING DEFENSE MONEY WELL (ED)
4/28/1984 C041 SPEEDING TICKET MUST BE PAID WITH PAPER BILLS
10/24/1984 D023 RETURN TO THE GOLD STANDARD (L)
3/09/1985 AlOl THE BUCK THAT STOPPED (ED)
2/13/1986 A063 REPEAL FEDERAL RESERVE ACT (L)
4/17/1986 C021 4TH CLAIM FILED TO COIN BUCKETS FOUND IN HILLS
7/31/1986 C025 3 FROM SD ARRESTED IN SCHEME
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1/30/1987 CG21 RAPID CITY MERCHANTS FIND PHONY MONEY
3/18/1987 BG41 RAPID CITY POLICE REPORT COUNTERFEIT $2G BILLS
7/29/1987 BGIl HAWLEYS SENTENCED IN CURRENCY CASE
8/2A/1987 CG21 STATE UNCLAIMED MONEY POT GROWS
lG/lA/1987 BGIA 11 COUNTIES VIOLATE CASH BALANCE LAW
12/15/1987 AGll PHONY MONEY PASSED IN CITY
12/18/1987 CGII ANOTHER COUNTERFEIT BILL FOUND IN CITY
1/17/1988 EGll RANDALL'S OFFER NEW MONEY SYSTEM
7/29/1988 CG16 MAN HELD IN BOGUS BILLS CASE
11/22/1988 AG8A MONEY SYSTEM BIG SCAM (L)
12/G6/1989 CGA2 PHOTOCOPIER PLAN COSTS HURON COUNTERFEITER
2/25/199G A112 ADVICE/OPTIONS TAINTED (L)
6/21/199G AG16 *BAD BILLS FADE FAST
8/22/1991 AG15 SF SCORES 1ST IN ECONOMY
6/G9/1992 BG31 KFAMILY LIFE PAYS MONEY A DIVIDEND
6/11/1992 BG24 KEDDIE MONEY GIVES FANS A TRIP BACK
8/2G/1992 AG12 *WE'RE NUMBER l"
8/21/1992 AGI2 ^UNSEATED PROVO OFFERS INSIGHT
8/21/1992 AlGl CITY GETS BOOST MONEY CAN'T BUY (ED)
8/21/1992 BG15 COUPLE SURPRISED 'MONEY' FEATURED ITS HISTORIC HOME
8/22/1992 AG61 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
8/23/1992 DlGl 'MONEY' LIST SHOWS SHIFT WEST
8/25/1992 BG62 5,88G COPIES OF MONEY GOING FAST
8/3G/I992 EG12 ^CHAMBER QUICK TO CASH IN 'MONEY' RATING
9/G2/1992 A1G3 MAGAZINE RANKING ONLY SUITED FOR RICH (L)
9/G6/1992 AG81 LET JEALOUS CITIES SNIPE AT CITY, STATE (ED)
9/12/1992 AG81 *DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
9/1A/1992 AG65 WISCONSIN RESENTS CITY'S 'MONEY' RANKING (L)
11/2G/1992 BG65 *'MONEY' EDITOR--DON'T BE TOO COCKY
12/3G/1992 BG6A HOMESTAKE GOOD INVESTMENT
2/G9/198'i CGll TO TAX MONEY MARKET INCOME
2/1G/198A CGAl UNANIMOUS VOTE ENDS PLAN TO TAX ACCOUNTS
lG/GA/1987 CG21 HURON RESIDENTS WARNED OF MONEY SCAM
1/28/199G EG16 MONDAY SECTION LAUNCHED
1/29/199G CG61 WILL WOULD SPLIT ASSETS AS DESIRED
2/G5/199G CG51 HOME SALE SPURS TAX QUESTIONS
2/12/199G CG61 *WILLS MAY OFTEN NEED UPDATING
2/19/199G BG51 JOINT TENANCY DOES NOT REPLACE WILL
2/26/199G CG61 '9G WRITE-OFF FOR '89 MOVING COST
3/G5/199G CG61 DISABILITY FUNDS TAXED AS INCOME
3/12/199G CG61 ANY JOINT ASSETS GO TO SURVIVOR
3/19/199G CG81 NEW WAGE MAY AFFECT ALIMONY
3/26/199G DG61 TRUSTOR KEEPS ASSET CONTROL UNTIL DEATH
<4/09/1990 BG81 XIT'S WISE TO CHECK ON ACCOUNT
4/16/1990 D061 KLATE FILERS CAN REQUEST EXTENSION
4/23/1990 B061 IF LAWSUIT FRIVOLOUS, WHO PAYS
4/30/1990 B061 CHARITABLE DONATIONS DO COUNT
5/07/1990 B061 *WHAT VALUE DOES BUY-SELL PLAN HAVE
5/14/1990 D061 FEW THINGS ARE BETTER LEFT UNASKED
5/21/1990 D061'LIVING TRUST GOOD IDEA FOR ELDERLY
5/28/1990 B061 CREDIT DATA ISN'T KEPT PRIVATE
6/04/1990 D061 OWNERSHIP COMPLICATES HEIR'S AFFAIRS
6/11/1990 B081 REINVESTED DIVIDENDS ARE TAXABLE
6/18/1990 C061 DON'T TOSS TAX RECORDS TOO SOON
6/25/1990 B061 GARNISHING CAN SETTLE UNPAID DEBT
7/02/1990 B061 DEFINING 'HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD'
7/09/1990 BOll CONSIDER TITLE OPTIONS WITH CARE
7/23/1990 C061 DUTIES OF TRUSTEE ARE MANY
7/30/1990 D061 LIVING TRUST ISN'T FREE OF TAXES
8/13/1990 B061 SELF-WRITTEN WILLS CAN BE VALID
8/20/1990 B061 DISABILITY COVERAGE IS ESSENTIAL
8/27/1990 B061 ORAL WILLS BY SOLDIERS ARE VALID
9/03/1990 B061 LEGAL WILL IN NY IS VALID HERE
9/10/1990 C081 AFTER LEASE ENDS, RENT CAN GO UP
9/17/1990 B081 JOINT BANK ACCOUNT NOT BEST MOVE
10/01/1990 C081 IRS MISTAKE DIDN'T AFFECT SD RETURNS
10/08/1990 C081 UNDERSTAND THE TERMS IN YOUR WILL
10/15/1990 C081 TELL INSURER TO PASS ON TEST RESULTS
10/22/1990 D081 PULLING PLUG MAY AFFECT INSURANCE
10/29/1990 B081 HOW TO GAIN SMALL-CLAIMS SATISFACTION
11/05/1990 D071 IRS ALLOWS EXTRA TIME TO REPLACE HERD OF '88
11/12/1990 C081 POLICY OWNER CAN CHANGE BENEFICIARY
11/19/1990 C081 FIXUP COSTS CAN REDUCE TAX ON SALE
11/26/1990 C081 EMPLOYER MUST REHIRE RESERVIST
12/03/1990 B081 RESOLVE ASSETS UPON ENTERING NURSING HOME
12/10/1990 B081 TAX DEADLINE FOR RESERVISTS IN THE GULF
12/17/1990 B081 ROTC PAY NOT TAXABLE INCOME
12/24/1990 B061 FILE RETURN ON PROPERTY SALE
•TO PARADISE'
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12/31/1990 GOBI SO REQUIRES RESTRAINING ORDER UNTIL DIVORCE FINAL
1/14/1991 C061 TRUCKERS MAY NEED TO REPORT ALLOWANCE
1/21/1991 GOBI COLLECTING lOU'S AFTER DEBTOR DIES
1/2B/1991 CG61 WHAT TO DO WHEN GIVEN A BAD CHECK
2/04/1991 B061 INHERITANCE TAX VARIES BY RELATIONSHIP
2/11/1991 D051 WHOLE LIFE POLICY OK AS COLLATERAL
2/1B/1991 BOBl PARENT WITH CUSTODY GETS EXEMPTION FOR CHILD
2/25/1991 C061 COMBAT PAY CONSIDERED EXEMPTION
3/04/1991 BOBl INHERITANCE TAX APPLIES TO TRUST
3/11/1991 C061 FEES PAID FOR ADVICE ON IRA ARE DEDUCTIBLE
3/1B/1991 B061 UNDERSTOOD INHERITANCE OBLIGATIONS
3/25/1991 C061 40 QUARTERS OF WORK REQUIRED TO GET BENEFITS
4/01/1991 B061 APPLY OPTIONS IN GIVING GIFTS TO YOUR KIDS
4/0B/1991 B061 NURSING HOME COSTS USUALLY TAX DEDUCTIBLE
4/15/1991 B061 FILE A RETURN EVEN IF YOU CAN'T PAY NOW
4/22/1991 B061 SOME SENIORS GET TAX REFUND ON PROPERTY
4/29/1991 B061 BENEFICIARY CAN SEEK START OF PROBATE
5/06/1991 B061 SELLER'S DEATH WON'T CHANGE TERMS OF DEED
5/13/1991 B061 COLLEGE FUNDS NOT REQUIRED FROM PARENTS
5/20/1991 B061 BASEBALL CARDS REQUIRE RIDER TO BE INSURED
5/27/1991 B061 IRS CAN HELP FIND PROPER JOB STATUS
6/03/1991 B061 WRITER CAN KEEP WILL OR GIVE TO COURT
6/10/1991 ClOl DISABILITIES ACT TO AFFECT SMALL FIRMS
6/17/1991 GOBI 3CSAV1NGS BOND TAXES ON GIFT WORTH STUDY
6/24/1991 B061 JOINT-DEATH DISTRIBUTIONS HAVE FORMULA
7/01/1991 B061 IRS REFUSES REFUND AFTER 3 YEARS
7/0B/1991 C061 NON-PAYING TENANT IS DUE 3-DAY NOTICE
7/15/1991 C061 INHERITANCE TAX ASSESSED ON JOINT CD'S
7/22/1991 B061 INTEREST PAID ON MORTGAGE IS DEDUCTIBLE
" 7/29/1991 B061 CONFUSING WILL TERMS EXPLAINED
B/05/1991 B061 FIRST-TO-DIE POLICY IS OPTION
B/12/1991 B061 INSURANCE CAN BE LEFT TO CHARITY
B/19/1991 B061 LIVING WILL LEGALIZED JULY 1
B/26/1991 BOBl CONSIDER YOUR OPTIONS IF IRS SEEKS AN EXTENSION
9/02/1991 B061 LAWSU1T--WH0 PAYS LAWYER
9/09/1991 BOBl EVICTION PROCEDURE OUTLINED
9/16/1991 B061 JOB REFERENCES HIT GRAY AREA
9/23/1991 BOBl EXECUTOR PAY SET BY STATUTE
9/30/1991 BOBl TAX-SAVING ANNUITIES TAKE CALCULATION FOR MAXIMUM
10/07/1991 BOBl CHECK INTO EMPLOYER'S SEPP PLAN
10/14/1991 BOBl LAWYER-FEE DEDUCTIONS ARE LIMITED TAX HELP
10/21/1991 BOBl THREE WAYS A WILL CAN BE CHALLENGED
11/04/1991 BOBl TESTAMENTARY, LIVING TRUST DIFFERENCES ARE MINIMAL
11/11/1991 BOBl CHILD SUPPORT CAN ADJUST WITH INCOME
ll/lB/1991 BOBl JOB PROMOTION COULD INCREASE CHILD SUPPORT
11/25/1991 B061 HAVING A WILL BEST IN MOST FAMILY CASES
12/02/1991 B061 REPAIRS ARE DEDUCTIBLE IF HOME USED FOR INCOME
12/16/1991 BOBl LAND LEASES A GOOD WAY TO PASS ESTATE
12/23/1991 D061 HOSPITALS MUST ASK ABOUT HEALTH CARE DIRECTIVES
12/30/1991jB061 2ND MARRIAGES REQUIRE CAREFUL ESTATE PLANNING
1/06/1992 B061 REVIEW NEW FIRM BEFORE TRANSFERRING TAX ANNUITY
1/13/1992 B061 JOINT TENANT NEEDS CLEAR TITLE TO SELL
1/20/1992 B061 LIVING WILL A DECLARATION OF WISHES
1/27/1992 B061 ^TENANTS FEAR TIFT MAY LEAD TO EVICTION
2/10/1992 B061 STUDENT-LOAN INTEREST ISN'T DEDUCTIBLE
2/17/1992 B061 MUTUAL FUNDS POOL PEOPLE'S INVESTMENTS
2/24/1992 B061 BEST GUARDIAN SERVES CHILD'S BEST INTERESTS
3/02/1992 B061 DOCTOR'S DICKER RATES WITH LARGE CARRIERS
3/09/1992 B061 W-4 FORM DESERVES ATTENTION
3/16/1992 BOBl PURCHASING IRA ASSETS DISQUALIFIES IT
3/23/1992 B061 BOSSES SHOULD INFORM WORKERS OF DEFICIENCIES
3/30/1992 B061 WHOLE-LIFE POLICY IS LOAN TO BE REPAID (L)
4/06/1992 B061 IRS LABEL DOES NOT SPUR AUDIT
4/13/1992 B061 DEPENDENTS CAN MAKE UP TO $3,400
4/20/1992 B061 WITHOUT WILL, STATE DECIDES ESTATE HEIRS
4/27/1992 B061 IS TRUST OR WILL BETTER
5/04/1992 B061 'WRAP ACCOUNTS' ARE APPEALING
5/11/1992 B061 ANNUITIES' GROWTH IS TAX-DEFERRED
5/25/1992 B061 RETIREMENT PLAN YIELDS CALCULATED
6/01/1992 B061 NEW GUARDIAN NEEDS CODICIL OR NEW WILL
6/0B/1992 B061 *C1V1L RIGHTS ACT CHANGES AFFECT FIRMS
6/15/1992 B061 ^INVESTMENT ADS UP OVER TIME
6/22/1992 B061 SD DOESN'T SET SPECIFIC FEE SCHEDULE FOR PROBATES
6/29/1992 B061 *T1TLE XIX ASSISTANCE DEFRAYS COST
7/06/1992 B061 RESTATE SIZE DETERMINES IF TRUST WISE
7/13/1992 B061 XMAKE YOUR IRS PAYMENT SOON AS POSSIBLE
7/20/1992 B061 MAKE SURE FUNERAL PLAN IS IN WRITING
7/27/1992 B061 XGIFTS MUST BE DELIVERED BEFORE DEATH
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MONGOLIANS
^ MONICIC FRED ^
MONK KATHY
MONKS
MONNENS STUBB
MONOPOLY GAME
MONRAD TRAVIS
MONROE SD
MONROE TODD
MONSEES LYLE
MONSETH FRANCIS
MONSEUR MIKE
MONSON CECILE
MONTANA-DAKOTA UTI
MONTESSORI
MONTOYA MARY
MONTROSE SD
MONUMENTS
MOON SHOES
MOONEY WILLIAM
MOONEYHAN WAYNE
MOOR MARILYN
MOORE BUCK
MOORE C P
MOORE CYNTHIA
MOORE DONALD
MOORE GARRY
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8/03/1992 B061 3CUNIFIED CREDIT WON'T GO DOWN WITHOUT FIGHT
8/10/1992 B041 JEMONEY WITHHELD FROM ACCOUNTS FOR SD TAXES
8/17/1992 B061 ^INHERITANCE TAX VARIES BY STATE LAW
8/2A/I992 B061 36BUY-SELL PACT GIVES HEAD START
8/31/1992 B061 KNEW TAX LAW REQUIRES WITHHOLDING
9/07/1992 B061 KIF MOVING, DON'T LOSE TAX RETURNS
9/1A/1992 B061 KSEEK ADVICE IN PLANNING YOUR ESTATE
9/21/1992 B061 KNON-FILERS SHOULD CALL IRS QUICKLY
9/28/1992 B061 KTERMS IN WILL CAN CONFUSE FAMILY, HEIRS
10/05/1992 B061 KSPOUSE GETS IRA BREAKS IF BENEFICIARY
10/12/1992 B061 KRESOURCE ASSESSMENT PROTECTS
10/19/1992 B061 ^BUSINESSES MUST REPORT $600 WINS
10/26/1992 B061 KLIVING TRUST CAN SAVE YOU PROBATE COST
11/02/1992 B061 ^COLLECTORS MUST LIMIT TACTICS
11/09/1992 B061 ^SCRUTINIZE STOCK GIFTS TO CHILDREN
11/16/1992 B061 KLONG-RANGE INSURANCE LOOKS BEST
11/23/1992 B061 KUNINSURABLE SPREADS PAIN IN BUSINESS
12/07/1992 B061 KAIDING NIECE RAISES TAX, GIFT ISSUE
12/1A/1992 B061 ^INJURED MAN WILL RECEIVE COMPENSATION IN NEW JOB
12/21/1992 B061 LIFE SCARE BRINGS START TO CHECK LIST
12/28/1992 BOAl KPARTY HOSTS OFF THE HOOK FOR LAWSUIT
7/21/1982 A013 KJANKLOW DISAPPOINTS FARM ACTIVIST
9/02/1982 coil KFARM ACTIVIST DELINQUENT ON FMHA LOAN
9/0A/1982 B015 MONFORE CRITICIZES FMHA MOVE
9/16/1982 C052 MONFORE MUM ON FISHING RESORT
9/29/1982 COAl MILLER DOCTOR CLEARS DEBT WITH FMHA
lO/l'f/1982 C033 KMAN'S ARM DAMAGED AT HOSPITAL--DR SAYS
1/05/1992 F015 S DAKOTANS WILL TELL MONGOLIANS ABOUT CHRIST
7/26/r990 D062' KTAKING BATHROOMS TO THE PUBLIC
11/02/1987 B021 TAVERN OWNER DEVISES PLAN TO COPE WITH LAW
9/18/1983 C061 KMONKS WORK LOCALLY TO UNITE WORLD
8/28/1986 A071 KSHORT MAN FILLS TALL ORDERS
10/14/1987 C091 KPORTER PLAYS IN MONOPOLY FINALS
4/24/1988 AOll WINS BIG IN MCDONALD'S GAME
11/01/1989 A042 KCLASS ALTERED SON'S VIEW OF DEATH
12/07/1987 A015 ^MEMORIES OF CANARIES NEVER YELLOW IN MONROE
3/3I/I992 coil DOCTOR SENTENCED ON DRUG CHARGES
6/03/1992 C021 ABERDEEN FOOT DOCTOR GETS LICENSE REVOKED
4/12/1991 C033 KBROOKINGS MAN OVERCOMES INJURY
4/13/1989 coil MINISTER TO PREACH ABOUT EVANGELISM
6/30/1991 C012 KAMBULANCE STORY BEHIND RESIGNATION
7/13/1991 A083 FREEDOM OF THE PRESS SULLIED BY TV DISMISSAL (L)
10/02/1990 A051 SF VOLUNTEER APPEARS IN NATIONAL AD
8/16/1991 D061 COMPANY GAS PRICES TO RISE
5/25/1984 A012 KPRESCHOOL POMP
5/23/1990 C012 KMONTESSORI MUSE
4/15/1992 B024 KCOOKING A TAXING EXPERIENCE FOR CPA
3/16/1987 A012 KMONTROSE KEEPS A BIT 0' THE IRISH
9/14/1987 A012 KTEAM SPIRIT KEEPS MONTROSE WINNER
12/19/1989 C016 MONTROSE CAFE OWNER CLOSES UP
1/25/1990 B012 KARTIST MEMORIALIZES LOVED ONES
9/17/1990 A016 MONUMENT WORRIES LEGISLATORS
11/18/1990 F012 KDO THE MOON DANCE
12/09/1992 B021 ACCUSED ROBBER OUT OF JAIL IN DRUG CHARGE
3/25/1992 C032 KKEEPING AN EYE ON THE EARTH
11/17/1992 A013 KHOSPITAL TO MAKE PRICES PUBLIC
2/20/1983 BOll KGOV TELLS SALESMEN--DON'T BE A PERPICH
2/01/1989 A081 MOORE TRIBUTE FITTING CD
5/02/1982 2101 K(FINANCE) AN EASY EQUATION FOR SUCCESS-HARD WORK
6/22/1982 A074 KMOORE NAMED TO GUTHRIE BOARD
8/20/1982 BOll *BANK PRESIDENT TO HEAD BANCO REGION
1/30/1983 E031 KMOORE NAMED 1983 BUSINESS CITIZEN
4/10/1983 C061 KMOORE CREDITS BALANCE FOR SF PROGRESS
3/20/1984 C014 BANKER HEADS CAMPAIGN TO PASS BOND ISSUE
3/02/1986 E015 *NORWEST REGIONAL PRESIDENT GETS NEW POST
10/07/1986 coil KSIOUX FALLS MAN HEADS MONT FIRM
1/20/1989 D065 CASUAL STYLE LEAVES AN IMPRESSION
4/07/1989 D061 KMOORE PLANS SLOW EXIT FROM NORTHWEST
4/26/1989 coil NEWSPAPER GROUP TO HONOR DAKOTANS
5/20/1989 A083 KNEW TECHNOLOGIES SMARTER FARMERS
1/18/1991 A012 KTO BOMB AND BEING BOMBED
4/24/1991 C033 EX-POLICE OFFICER CHARGED WITH MAKING FALSE THREATS
4/27/1991 C034 FORMER POLICE OFFICER PLEADS GUILTY TO CHARGES
5/28/1989 B044 PROFESSOR LAUNCHES JUPITER PROJECT
3/21/1992 coil KDONALD MOORE WILL RUN FOR HOUSE SEAT
11/12/1990 B031 GARRY MOORE TAKES LEAD IN SD VOTE CANVASS
11/17/1991 E032 KOFFICIALS TRADE WORDS IN CORRECTIONS FLAP
1/12/1992 F031 LAWMAKER WANTS FUNDS FOR EDUCATION
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MOORE HAROLD 6/19/1990 B031
8/25/1990 C031
MOORE J D 5/12/1992 C012
MOORE JAMES 8/10/1985 A103
MOORE JESSE 2/10/1990 AlOl
MOORE JOHN 2/22/1992 C031
3/01/1992 F031
MOORE KEITH 3/15/1986 B012
A/15/1990 B012
MOORE LEWIE 8/06/1989 B073
MOORE PERRY 8/12/1991 B031
MOORE RAY 3/01/1987 BOll
MOORE ROB 3/02/1990 C025
MOORHEAD CARLOS 11/20/1983 coil
MOORLACH ROBERT 8/22/1986 C023
MOOSE 10/10/198A DOll
9/17/1987 AOIA
12/13/1987 C02A
A/10/1988 C086
10/15/1989 B076
MOOSE LODGE 5/05/1987 C032
5/03/1988 C031
9/10/1991 C031
MOOY JOHN 10/01/1988 C012
MOPEDS 2/12/1987 C021
MORALITY 11/17/1986 A085
9/06/1990 A086
1/2A/1992 C015
1/31/1992 C055
2/01/1992 A013
2/0A/1992 C013
2/06/1992 AlOl
2/1A/1992 A091
2/2A/1992 A071
2/25/1992 A081
2/26/1992 A083
6/1A/1992 A09A
7/26/1992 A07A
MORALITY IN MEDIA 9/05/1989 C015
6/13/1992 C025
MORAN CHRIS 5/21/1989 B012
5/20/1990 B033
A/11/1991 D013
MORAN DAN 7/01/1983 C031
8/10/1983 C031
A/29/198A N091
2/01/1989 D012
MORAN MARY 10/03/1992 B021
MORAN PAT 5/26/1987 B012
A/12/1988 B012
5/15/1988 B012
A/08/1989 B012
5/20/1989 B012
MORAN RALPH 10/28/1989 C012
6/1A/1990 C03A
6/16/1990 C031
7/28/1990 C036
12/2A/1990 A103
8/19/1991 BD31
8/2A/1991 C015
MOREAU RIVER 5/10/1986 A022
MOREFIELD SD 7/23/1990 A015
MORENO MARK 5/18/1991 C023
MORGAN DAVE 7/15/1990 EOll
MORGAN DOROTHY 10/29/1989 F012
MORGAN HELEN 8/23/1985 B035
MORGAN JOHN S DIAN 1/29/1990 B021
MORGAN KELLY 11/01/1990 A012
11/02/1990 A012
MORGAN LANETTE 9/28/1992 B021
MORGAN ROBERT 5/08/1983 BOll
10/26/198A C021
12/15/198A B035
12/19/198A D031
9/05/1990 C015
12/1A/1990 C031
MORGAN SCOTT 3/29/1992 B012
MORGAN WALT 6/28/1983 A072
JeREGIONAL ART CENTER DRAWS WORLDWIDE ACCLAIM
MOORE HONORED FOR RECONCILIATION EFFORTS
KTEACHES TOUGH LESSONS TO FLOCK
KFOES' ARGUMENTS DO NOT HOLD UP
aeMINISTER ASKS PARISHIONERS TO EXPAND MISSION
MEADE COUNTY DEPUTY SUSPENDED IN CRUELTY COMPLAINT
SHERIFF'S DEPUTY RESIGNS AFTER BEING CLEARED
KMOORE STARRED IN '85
KTEAM GOALS COME FIRST FOR MOORE
^GUIDE'S DAY NOT FILLED WITH FISHING FUN
CALIFORNIAN PLEADS GUILTY IN ROBBERY
KPROFESSOR'S TRAILBLAZING EFFORTS ENDURE
POLICE OFFICIAL RESIGNS FOR COMMUNICATIONS JOB
^CONGRESSMAN GETS FIRSTHAND LOOK AT THE PROBLEMS
96MISSIONARY SEES DIFFERENT S AFRICA
BULL MOOSE ON THE RUN
36MOOSE ATTRACT CROWD NEAR DELL RAPIDS
MOOSE WANDERS INTO SD
VALUE OF MOOSE MYSTIFIES
MOOSE VISITS AREA
XINGLIS NAMED MOOSE GOVERNOR
MOOSE LODGE NO 503 ELECTS OFFICERS
MOOSE CONFERENCE AT LEAD-DEADWOOD
KARTIST HELPS KIDS BUILD SELF-ESTEEM
SENATE GIVES FINAL OK TO BILL DEFINING MOPEDS
LEGALITY ISN'T ALWAYS MORALITY (L)
ALL OF SOCIETY'S LAWS ARE BASED ON MORALITY CD
LAW ON SCHOOLS' MORAL INSTRUCTION
TEEN CHASTITY MEASURE ADVANCES
GOVERNOR--MORALITY NOT UP TO SCHOOLS
MORALITY BILL FALLS SHORT OF APPROVAL
DRAW LINE BETWEEN MORALITY, CHRISTIANITY CD
MORAL TEACHING, SAFE SEX SHOULD BE TAUGHT CD
*LET'S WORK ON MORALS OF NATION
MORALITY OF SOME LEGISLATORS QUESTIONED CD
GARBAGE IS WORST IN WHAT'S READ, WATCHED CD
PERSONAL CHOICES CAN REAP SOCIAL ILLS CD
SEX MUST BE PART OF ALL ENTERTAINMENT CD
GROUP FORCES PORN COVER-UP
GROUP WANTS COPS TO MONITOR SALES OF PORNOGRAPHY
XO'GORMAN WINS 6TH TENNIS TITLE OF 'BOS
^SMASHING PERFORMANCE
XMORAN'S GOAL IS ATH TITLE
SD BASKETBALL COACH MAY SEEK SENATE SEAT
THOROUGHBRED'S DEATH KEEPS PROSPECT FROM MEETING
BISECTION I) COMMON SENSE PRODUCES WINNING RECORD
5CVIB0RG COACH EARNS AOOTH CAREER WIN
RC WOMAN CHARGED IN DEATHS
XMORAN ENDS HATCH'S 3-YEAR REIGN
^RETURN TO SENDER
36TENNIS TIMING
3CM0RAN, 0'GORMAN STAND PAT
*MORAN WINS TITLE NUMBER 2
XMORAN UNSEATS LUNDERMAN--ROSEBUD TRIBE
PETITION FILED TO RECALL TRIBAL PRESIDENT
XROSEBUD TRIBE PRESIDENT FACES ANOTHER RECALL
RECALL PETITION IN 'LEGAL LIMBO'
ROSEBUD LANDFILL SAFE, PROFITABLE
5 CHALLENGE MORAN FOR ROSEBUD POST
DUMP SUPPORTER LOSES TRIBAL VOTE
FIVE MEN RESCUED FROM RISING RIVER
^THERE'S MORE TO THIS TOWN
STATE'S ATTORNEY JOB COULD BECOME FULL TIME
LABOR DEPARTMENT HONORS SD MEN
36ART FOR A NEW CENTURY
KFABRIC, PAPER ARTWORK ON DISPLAY AT CENTER
CUSTER COUPLE WINS APPEAL AGAINST LAWYER
KWOMAN KILLED IN HOWARD
KCHARGES POSSIBLE IN KILLING
36VISIT HISTORIC HOMES IN CANTON
JUSTICES ON SUPREME COURT ARE COLLECTIVELY POWERFUL
JUSTICES DESERVE TO STAY ON JOB (ED)
JUSTICE MORGAN FACES CHARGE
SUPREME COURT JUSTICE PLEADS GUILTY TO DWI
*MORGAN TO RETIRE FROM HIGH COURT
DINNER SCHEDULED FOR RETIRING JUSTICE
*WHITE, MORGAN IN A CLASS BY THEMSELVES
SDSU POET HEADS STATE SOCIETY
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/20/1990 B061 LOAN GOES TO NEW HOT SPRINGS FIRM
8/02/1991 D051 YANKTON FIRM GETS HONOR FOR EXPORTS
11/01/1992 A012 XHURON HOSPITAL BATTLES RUMORS
11/05/1991 C012 MAN CONVICTED OF RAPING CHILD
3/03/1992 C012 DENIAL IS FACTOR IN 50-YEAR RAPE TERM
4/14/1992 con CONVICTED RAPIST APPEALS DECISION
6/26/1987 A062 3€HE GETS AROUND
6/16/1989 B014 *S10UX FALLS FAMILIAR STOP FOR SINGER
10/08/1989 C012 ^DELIVERING THE CLARK COUNTY COUNTRY NEWS
5/28/1989 F012 ^COMING ATTRACTIONS
8/03/1982 C013 MORLEY NEARING END OF CAREER
6/10/1986 B032 MORNING EXCHANGE PICKS OFFICERS
2/12/1989 B013 3€F1RM HAND GUIDES MORNINGSIDE REVIVAL
10/19/1982 N081 3CGE0RGE MORRELL STARTED THE WHOLE BUSINESS
1/05/1982 C014 MORRELL NEGOTIATIONS CONTINUE
1/09/1982 A015 MORRELL CLERICAL CONTRACT EXP1RES--TALKS CONTINUE
1/10/1982 A014 MORRELL PACT GOOD FOR 9 MONTHS
1/13/1982 A015 MORRELL UNION CONSIDERS WAGE FREEZE
1/17/1982 EOll KROUGH TIMES TO SWAY LABOR TALKS
1/30/1982 A016 MORRELL TO CLOSE TENN PLANT
2/14/1982 BOll LABOR BOARD SAYS MORRELL VIOLATING LAW
2/19/1982 A012 MORRELL CLOSING CINCINNATI OPERATION
3/06/1982 B051 PLANT IN ESTHERVILLE LAYING WORKERS OFF FOR WEEK
4/20/1982 BOll ALL PLANTS TO BE INVOLVED IN MORRELL TALKS
4/29/1982 D031 OPENING LABOR TALKS SHORTENED
5/02/1982 3011 KCAGRICULTURE) FAMILY WORRIES ABOUT MORRELL CONTRACT
5/06/1982 A012 MORRELL'S LIVELIHOOD TIED TO CONTRACT
5/13/1982 DOll UNION, JOHN MORRELL TO BEGIN CONTRACT TALKS TODAY
5/14/1982 C015 MORRELL BEGINS TALKS WITH UNION IN SECRECY
5/15/1982 con MORRELL, UNION STAY QUIET ABOUT CONTRACT TALKS
5/18/1982 BOll MORRELL WANTS PAY, BENEFITS CUT 28 PERCENT
5/20/1982 A012 SF CONSIDERED UNIQUE IN TALKS, MORRELL SAYS
5/21/1982 con MORRELL WORKERS--THANKS BUT NO THANKS
5/23/1982 A012 *ESTERVILLE'S MORRELL WORKERS PREPARE FOR LAYOFF
5/23/1982 A023 IOWA CLOSING COULD AFFECT SF
5/23/1982 E052 MORRELL LISTS RETIREES
5/26/1982 C031 UNION ASKS JANKLOW TO STAY OUT OF TALKS
5/28/1982 C032 COMPANY BLAMES UNION FOR PLANT CLOSING
5/29/1982 BOll MORRELL'S ESTHERVILLE PORK PLANT SHUTS DOWN
6/02/1982 A012 86 ESTHERVILLE WORKERS TAKE MORRELL JOBS HERE
6/15/1982 BOll MORRELL'S ARKANSAS CITY, KANSAS PLANT CLOSES
6/26/1982 C031 ESTHERVILLE PLANT CLOSED AGAIN
6/27/1982 E021 MORRELL WORKERS TO RETIRE
7/24/1982 C012 MORRELL-UNION CONTRACT TALKS WILL RESUME IN CHICAGO
7/25/1982 EOll ^MARKET WOULDN'T COLLAPSE IF MORRELL CLOSED
7/27/1982 A012 KMORRELL WORKERS TO ANTI-UNION LAWYER--TRY IT
7/27/1982 BOll 5CEC0N0M1C FLIGHT LINKS MANAGEMENT OF MORRELL, IBP
8/01/1982 A012 MORRELL, IBP SIMILARITIES STOP AT LABOR NEGOTIATIONS
-8/04/1982 C013(MORRELL, UNION TALKS CONTINUE
8/04/1982 C024 MORRELL IS IMPORTANT TO SIOUX FALLS' WELFARE (L)
8/05/1982 C015 MORRELL TALKS GO INTO 3RD DAY
8/06/1982 A013 MORRELL CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS RECESSED
8/07/1982 AOll XMORRELL CLOSING PART OF SF PLANT
8/08/1982 A014 KNOBE--THE REAL WORLD HAS STRUCK
8/09/1982 A021 MORRELL EMPLOYEES MEET AT SF COLISEUM
8/10/1982 A012 *MORRELL SAYS STRIKE TALK PREMATURE
8/10/1982 BOll SF SHOULD HAVE SEEN MORRELL DECISION COMING
8/11/1982 A015 FIRMS WORRY ABOUT MORRELL SHRINKAGE
8/11/1982 con 3 OPTIONS OPEN TO 600 WORKERS TO BE LAID OFF
8/12/1982 A014 MORRELL-UNION TALKS RESUME AUG 20
8/12/1982 C012 FENCE PUT UP AROUND BUILDING
8/13/1982 con KO'CONNOR, JANKLOW TURN MORRELL INTO POLITICAL ISSUE
8/15/1982 A013 LABOR CONTROVERSIES PART OF MORRELL'S HISTORY
8/17/1982 C025 LAUDS MORRELL WORKERS (L)
8/19/1982 con LAW OFFICERS PLAN STRIKE STRATEGY
8/20/1982 B015 AUTHORITIES PLAN STRIKE STRATEGY
8/21/1982 A015 MORRELL OFFICIAL CALLS MEETING GOOD
8/23/1982 B015 MORRELL, UNION NEGOTIATIONS CONTINUE
8/24/1982 A012 KNOBE SUGGESTS MORRELL FOR HISTORIC LIST
8/25/1982 A015 MORRELL UNION TALKS ON AGAIN
8/26/1982 con MORRELL TALKS ADJOURN EARLY
8/27/1982 AOll MORRELL DEMANDS WAGE CUTS
8/27/1982 A014 TIGHTER SECURITY AT SIOUX FALLS PLANT
8/29/1982 A012 MORRELL PARENT CO VULNERABLE CONGLOMERATE
8/30/1982 A012 FURTHER NEGOTIATIONS UNCERTAIN
8/31/1982 A013 KMORRELL TALKS RESUME TODAY
8/31/1982 C022 HOPES FOR SOLUTION TO MORRELL PROBLEMS (L)
9/01/1982 AOll STRIKE THREAT LOOMS OVER MORRELL
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9/01/1982 coil STOCKYARD PRESIDENT SEES BUSINESS AS USUAL
9/01/1982 C013 STRIKE TALK SHEDS LIGHT ON CITY BUDGET
9/02/1982 A0I2 ^STRIKERS NOT ELIGIBLE FOR UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS
9/03/1982 A0I2 ^STRIKE GOES ON PEACEFULLY
9/0<i/1982 A012 MORRELL-UNION NOT TELLING FULL STORY
9/05/1982 A0I5 MORRELL UNION SAYS WORKERS ARE INFORMED
9/05/1982 E0«i3 MORRELL EMPLOYEES RETIRING
9/07/1982 A021 3 MORRELL SECURITY GUARDS QUIT--I FIRED
9/08/1982 A015 MORRELL TALKS CONTINUE INTO NIGHT
9/08/1982 coil MORE SF GROCERS STOP BUYING MORRELL MEAT
9/09/1982 A015 MORRELL TALKS CONTINUE EARLY THIS MORNING
9/10/1982 AOll *MORRELL-UNION DEAL READY FOR VOTE
9/11/1982 A013 UNION VOTE ON MORRELL PACT DELAYED
9/12/1982 A015 UNION VOTES ON MORRELL PACT TODAY
9/12/1982 D071 UNITY, LEADERSHIP, DISCIPLINE MAKE MORRELL
9/13/1982 AOll KMORRELL WORKERS BACK TO WORK TODAY
9/13/1982 C021 *SHOW MORRELL, WORKERS SF APPRECIATES THEM
9/14/1982 A014 MORRELL BACK IN OPERATION
9/15/1982 coil UNION URGES CITY TO BUY MORRELL MEAT
9/15/1982 C021 ARGUS THANKED FOR EDITORIAL ON MORRELL IMPACT (L)
9/19/1982 C033 AFL-CIO PRESIDENT PRAISES MORRELL SETTLEMENT (L)
9/21/1982 A013 KMORRELL PLANT CLOSING UPROOTS OHIO MAYOR
10/06/1982 C021 SUPPORT URGED FOR MORRELL EVENTS (ED)
10/12/1982 coil UNITED BRAND'S PROFITS DROP
10/14/1982 B055 MORRELL APPRECIATION DAY WEDNESDAY
10/19/1982 C031 THIS IS MORRELL APPRECIATION WEEK
10/19/1982 N021 KA LOOK AT HOW MORRELL 8 CO GOT TO SF
10/19/1982 N081 *GEORGE MORRELL STARTED THE WHOLE BUSINESS
10/21/1982 coil 56THOUNSANDS SALUTE MORRELL EMPLOYEES
10/23/1982 coil MORRELL WORKERS SAY THEY DIDN'T SIGN LETTER
10/23/1982 C023 MORRIS SAYS THANKS (L)
11/28/1982 E021 2 TO RETIRE FROM JOHN MORRELL 8 CO
12/05/1982 F021 2 RETIRE FROM JOHN MORRELL 8 COMPANY
12/22/1982 A013 *GAS LEAK EMPTIES MORRELL, 5 TREATED
1/02/1983 E051 MORRELL ANNOUNCES RETIREMENT
1/05/1983 DOll ^TRANSPLANTED MORRELL WORKER RETURNS HOME
1/07/1983 B031 BOARD RULES AGAINST MORRELL
1/20/1983 C031 7 MORRELL CREDIT POSITIONS ELIMINATED
1/30/1983 E031 MORRELL ANNOUNCES RETIREMENTS
2/03/1983 C016 MORRELL COULD BE FINED FOR AMMONIA LEAK
3/18/1983 D015 MORRELL'S PARENT CORP GETS LOWER CREDIT RATING
4/08/1983 C016 NEGOTIATIONS REOPENING STALL
4/09/1983 B016 MORRELL SAYS UNION DEMANDS UNREALISTIC
4/10/1983 E012 MORRELL WORKERS CONCERNED DESPITE CONTRACT
4/14/1983 C031 UNITED BRANDS REPORTS $21 5 MILLION LOSS
4/27/1983 A012 MORRELL'S OWNERS MOVE TO PRIVATE OWNERSHIP
5/13/1983 coil UNITED BRANDS CUTS BANANA OUTPUT
8/05/1983 A012 MORRELL MUST CHANGE TO SURVIVE, ANALYSTS SAY
8/05/1983 C014 UNITED BRANDS LOSES $167 MILLION
8/06/1983 A012 KMORRELL MEAT PACKERS WORK AROUND RUMORS
8/10/1983 C013 MORRELL RESUMES OPERATIONS AT ESTHERVILLE PLANT
8/18/1983 C014 UNION LEADER, MORRELL OFFICIALS MEAT IN CHICAGO
8/21/1983 C013 MORRELL MEETING TODAY COMES I YEAR AFTER STRIKE
8/22/1983 A012 *MORRELL UNION AGREES TO TALKS
9/02/1983 A024 MORRELL MEETINGS GET UNDER WAY
9/05/1983 A012 KMORRELL NEGOTIATIONS MAR 50TH ANNIVERSARY
9/08/1983 A012 IT'S LOWER WAGES OR LAYOFFS
9/09/1983 A012 WORKERS MAY HAVE TO TAKE PAY CUT
9/09/1983 C014 UNCERTAINTY PROMPTS SOME TO RETIRE
9/09/1983 C014 MORRELL CO SITUATION WORRIES SCHOOL BOARD
9/09/1983 C0I4 SUPPLIER IN SIOUX CITY WILL SELL PLANT
9/11/1983 C016 CLOSING WOULD LEAVE GAPS IN BUSINESSES
9/1I/I983 EOll KTHERE'S MORE TO MORRELL THAN PLANT
9/I2/I983 A012 *UNION TENSION DIDN'T SHOW AT MORRELL FEED
9/I4/I983 A015 UNION 8 MORRELL OFFICIALS TALK
9/15/1983 A013 'NO COMMENT' ONLY WORDS
9/16/1983 AOll 930 FACING LAYOFFS
9/16/1983 A012 EMPLOYEE REACTION--FEAR, ANGER, SILENCE
9/16/1983 A016 COMMUNITY REACTION--'IT'S GOING TO HURT'
9/16/1983 A021 74 YEARS OF FIGHTING TO LIVE
9/17/1983 A012 UNION--MORRELL LIKES WILSON PACT
9/17/1983 A013 ^WORKERS SEE NO REASON FOR LAYOFFS
9/17/1983 B013 KMORRELL WANTS TO GET RICHER
9/I7/I983 B02I MORRELL, UNION SHOULD TRY AGAIN (ED)
9/18/1983 A012 WHO GOES--WHEN--FOR HOW LONG
9/19/1983 A012 *SENIORITY IS RULE FOR MORRELL LAYOFFS
9/20/1983 A016 LAYOFFS BASED ON SENIORITY
9/21/1983 A016 HOG VOLUME OFFERS INDUSTRY HOPE
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9/22/1983 A015 MORRELL & UNION WILL TRY AGAIN
9/23/1983 A012 MORRELL TALKS PUSH DEADLINE
9/2A/1983 A015 *MORRELL WORKERS VOTE SUN ON CONTRACT
9/25/1983 A012 WORKERS' VOTE SEALS FATE OF 930
9/26/1983 A012 ^WORKERS AVOID LAYOFFS WITH PAY CUTS
9/26/1983 BGI5 STAKING RISKS IS PART OF NEGOTIATOR'S JOB
9/27/1983 AGl^ PAY CUT IS BETTER THAN 93G LAYOFFS
9/27/1983 AG21 DASCHLE DIDN'T WORRY ABOUT EFFECTS OF TALK
9/27/1983 CG21 UNION, MORRELL DESERVE PRAISE CED)
11/3G/1983 CGll MORRELL PARENT FIRM REPORTS INCOME
12/29/1983 CGll MORRELL TO PRODUCE WEIGHT WATCHERS MEATS
12/31/1983 BG31 JOHN MORRELL WORKER WINS NEW CAR IN DRAWING
1/G1/198A EG15 UNITED BRANDS BONDS GIVEN HIGHER RATING
1/1A/I98<i BGAl ^MORRELL ANNOUNCES 2 PROMOTIONS
I/2A/1984 AG12 NEW MORRELL UNION LEADERS AGAINST PAY CUTS
2/G8/198A DGll COMPANY'S PROFIT MAKES UNION THINK RAISES
2/16/198A CG15 SHARES OF UNITED BRANDS STOCK SOLD
2/18/198A BG21 CHANGES NEEDED IN LEADERS (L)
2/26/198A EGl<i ^MORRELL PROMOTES 5 IN BEEF DIVISION
3/07/1984 D023 STOLEN LUNCH FROM A DIABETIC (L)
3/08/1984 coil FORTUNE MAGAZINE SAYS QUICK SALE POSSIBLE
4/08/1984 E021 JOHN MORRELL NAMES RETIREES
4/15/1984 E015 ^ANNOUNCES FOUR PROMOTIONS
4/22/1984 E0I5 KMORRELL ANNOUNCES PROMOTIONS FOR 6
4/29/1984 N081 KCSECTION 3) FOSTER SEEKS TO IMPROVE PUBLIC RELATION
5/01/1984 C031 CAUSE OF BOILER EXPLOSION AT MORRELL UNKNOWN
5/13/1984 EOll KMORRELL PROMOTES 2 SOUTH DAKOTA STATE GRADS
5/13/1984 E013 *MORRELL'S LEGACY IN SIOUX FALLS
5/15/1984 A012 *MANY OWE THEIR START TO MORRELL CO
7/25/1984 C015 ESTHERVILLE LAYOFFS WON'T AFFECT PLANT HERE
8/12/1984 BOll NEW TASTES INSPIRE MORRELL PIZZA DOGS
9/02/1984 FOll MORRELL CREDIT UNION ASSETS TOP $41 MILLION
9/03/1984 A015 XCLOCKIN' IN, CLOCKIN' OUT FOR 44 YEARS
9/08/1984 BOll MORRELL MARKS 75 YEARS WITH PICNIC
9/10/1984 A012 ANOTHER PAY CUT LOOMS AT MORRELL
9/11/1984 BOll MORRELL PROFIT PLAN TO HAVE PAYMENT SOON
9/11/1984 BOll FORMER MORRELL MANAGER SEEKS BACK BENEFITS
9/13/1984 C041 MORRELL DROPS LAWSUIT AGAINST SUPPLIERS
10/06/1984 A012 MORRELL SHUTS PLANT IN IOWA
10/14/1984 EOll MORRELL WORKERS MAKING ENDS MEET
11/04/1984 BOll 56MEATPACKERS LOOK TO REGAIN LOSSES
11/06/1984 coil UNITED BRANDS REPORTS $1 MILLION LOSS
11/19/1984 B021 PAYMENT IS A TRIBUTE TO WORKERS (ED)
12/01/1984 A015 MORRELL BONUSES ARE IN THE BAG
12/08/1984 C023 MORRELL EMPLOYEES' PRIVACY INVADED (L)
12/21/1984 C036 FORMER MORRELL WORKER LOSES SUIT
12/22/1984 C035 MORRELL GIVES CAR TO ENERGY-SAVING WORKER
1/09/1985 C012 MORRELL LAYS OFF 168 WORKERS
1/29/1985 B022 ^MORRELL WORKERS SALUTE
2/14/1985 C021 UNITED BRANDS QUARTER PROFITS DIP
2/24/1985 A012 KBLAZE DAMAGES MORRELL
3/12/1985 A012 *UNION--NO PAY CUTS THIS YEAR
4/04/1985 coil MORRELL BIDS $3 MILLION FOR RATH PACKING CO
4/05/1985 AOll MORRELL EXECUTIVE QUITS AFTER 8 YEARS
4/24/1985 A012 IOWA MEATPACKERS TAKE SF JOBS
5/03/1985 C022 MORRELL WILL USE FAMILIAR LOGO
5/17/1985 A012 *250 WALK OFF JOBS AT MORRELL
5/18/1985 A015 MORRELL WORKERS RETURN TO JOBS
5/21/1985 B035 JANKLOW ATTENDS MORRELL CEREMONIES IN TOKYO
5/25/1985 coil JUDGE EXTENDS MORRELL STRIKE PROHIBITION
5/29/1985 BOll ARBITRATOR TO HELP RESOLVE DISPUTE AT MORRELL
6/05/1985 coil MORRELL REPORTS PROFITS
6/22/1985 coil MORRELL WAGES UP MONDAY
6/25/1985 C013 MORRELL REINSTATES WORKERS WHO WALKED OUT
6/27/1985 C012 MORRELL WORKERS--INJURY CAN CRIPPLE
7/03/1985 C041 ^PRODUCT WILL KEEP MORRELL FIT
7/14/1985 C013 MORRELL TALKS TO BEGIN THIS WEEK IN CHICAGO
7/17/1985 coil MORRELL UNION NEGOTIATORS ARRIVE IN CHICAGO
7/19/1985 C013 UNION PRESENTS PROPOSALS
7/20/1985 A012 MORRELL TALKS RECESS
7/21/1985 C015 UNION WANTS TO TAKE A STEP BACK
7/23/1985 BOll ^MINNESOTA MEATPACKERS APPEAL FOR HELP
7/25/1985 A012 UNION--MORRELL WANTS TOO MUCH
7/25/1985 coil TALKS SET TO BEGIN FOR MORRELL OFFICE WORKERS
7/25/1985 C013 MEATPACKER ACCOUNTS FOR CHUNK OF SALES
7/26/1985 C021 MORRELL, UNION DISCUSS OFFICE WORKERS CONTRACT
8/01/1985 C031 MORRELL CONTRACT TALKS RESUME TODAY
8/02/1985 C015 MORRELL TALKS STEER FROM ECONOMIC ISSUES
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8/03/1985 C015 MORRELL, UNION RESUME CONTRACT TALKS AUGUST 20
8/0A/1985 EOll MORRELL'S PARENT CUTS EXECS' PAY
8/10/1985 coil WORKERS TO TAKE STRIKE AUTHORIZATION VOTE
8/1A/1985 A015 LATE TALKS DON'T MEAN A STRIKE
8/16/1985 coil MORRELL, WORKERS TALKS WILL RESUME AUGUST 26
8/18/1985 A012 MORRELL NOW TALK OF MEAT INDUSTRY
8/19/1985 AOIA *MEATPACKERS UNION AUTHORIZES STRIKE
8/20/1985 con INCOME UP FOR MORRELL PARENT FIRM
8/2A/1985 C021 MORRELL, UNION NEGOTIATORS DISCUSS CONTRACT
8/26/1985 COIA MORRELL NEGOTIATORS FORESEE LONG NIGHTS
8/27/1985 A012 MORRELL TALKS RESUME
8/28/1985 A012 MORRELL REJECTS WAGE PLAN
8/28/1985 A015 POLICE PREPARE FOR STRIKE
8/29/1985 A012 KMORRELL 0FFER--75 CENT PAY CUT
8/30/1985 A012 *STR1KE MAY CUT BONUSES
8/31/1985 A012 TOUGH ISSUES DIVIDE NEGOTIATORS
9/01/1985 AOll 36MORRELL WORKERS WALK OFF JOBS
9/01/1985 A081 KWORKER LIVES WITH TENSION
9/02/1985 A012 JCMORRELL PICKETS MARCH
9/02/1985 A061 CITY OBSERVES LABOR DAY WITH FINGERS CROSSED (ED)
9/03/1985 A015 MORRELL WORKERS TO HEAR OFFER
9/03/1985 con STRIKE WILL CHOKE SPENDING
9/0A/1985 A012 *MEATPACKERS REJECT CONTRACT
9/05/1985 A012 MORRELL TO AIR VIEWS ON LOCAL TV
9/06/1985 A012 TAKE CUTS OR LOSE JOBS
9/06/1985 A013 XMAN ENDS 31 YEARS ON LINE
9/06/1985 COIA SfMORRELL WORKER FROM POLAND
9/07/1985 A012 *UN10N RESPONDS TO MORRELL
9/07/1985 A013 STRIKER ATTACKED, RECEIVES 15 STITCHES
9/08/1985 A016 STRIKERS REQUESTING ASSISTANCE
9/09/1985 B013 MORRELL BOYCOTT
9/10/1985 A015 MEATPACKERS TAKE CASE TO TV TODAY
9/11/1985 A016 3fUN10N ASKS FOR LOCAL SUPPORT
9/12/1985 A061 WORKERS AT MORRELL BETTER OFF THAN MOST CD
9/12/1985 A061 XPUBLIC OPINIONS ON JOHN MORRELL 8 CO
9/13/1985 A082 WORK AT MORRELL NOT EASY (L)
9/1A/1985 A103 ^MORRELL EMPLOYEES SEEK FAIRNESS
9/15/1985 A012 STRIKE RELIEF NOT SEEN FOR UNION
9/15/1985 Alll MORRELL WORK TOUGH (L)
9/18/1985 A012 *UN10N TO AUSTIN STR1KERS--STAY AWAY
9/18/1985 BOll STRIKE WEARS ON
9/19/1985 A012 ^STRIKING UNIONS AT ODDS
9/20/1985 AG12 STRIFE DIVIDING UNION SOLIDARITY
9/20/1985 A081 CITY SHOULD ASSIST ITS BIGGEST EMPLOYER (L)
9/21/1985 C016 UNION SEEKS SUPPORT
9/2A/1985 A016 UNION TO TAKE CASE OUT OF STATE
9/24/1985 A083 EMPLOYEE TURNOVER IS HIGH (L)
9/26/1985 con MILWAUKEE WORKERS SUPPORT MORRELL STRIKERS
9/27/1985 A081 UNION SHOULD RESUME TALKS (ED)
9/27/1985 con MORRELL, HORMEL STRIKERS CLASH AGAIN IN TOWN
9/30/1985 A012 JflOWANS BRING FOOD TO MORRELL STRIKERS
9/30/1985 BOll BROWN ASKS MORRELL TO CONSIDER STRIKE'S EFFECT
10/01/1985 C013 OTHER PLANTS HURTING MORRELL
10/03/1985 C013 SOME STRIKERS HUNT FOR WORK
10/04/1985 A012 ^MEDIATOR CALLS FOR MORRELL TALKS
10/04/1985 A084 $8 AN HOUR IS NOT ENOUGH (L)
10/05/1985 A016 MORRELL UNION TO MEET
10/08/1985 A012 STRIKERS HOPE NEW TALKS PAY OFF
10/09/1985 BOll MORRELL, UNION ENTER TALKS
10/10/1985 A016 MORRELL, UNION STILL FAR APART
10/10/1985 A081 STRIKE ISN'T OVER YET (ED)
10/10/1985 con MORRELL STRIKERS TO JOIN PRODUCT BOYCOTT TODAY
10/10/1985 C015 BREAKFAST WHIPS UP $2,240
10/11/1985 A016 MORRELL TALKS MUDDY
10/11/1985 C014 JfBOYCOTT MEANT TO BUDGE MORRELL
10/12/1985 A015 MORRELL OFFERS $8 50 AN HOUR
10/16/1985 A051 MEDIATOR FAILS TO REVIVE MORRELL TALKS
10/17/1985 A014 MORRELL TAKES CASE TO PUBLIC
10/18/1985 A012 56UN10N SENDS MESSAGE TO MORRELL
10/19/1985 A012 M0RRELL--UN10N NOT TRYING
10/20/1985 A012 STRIKERS GET A BOOST
10/20/1985 A102 JANKLOW'S EFFORTS TO END STRIKE
10/20/1985 C015 FOOD PANTRY SEEKS $3,000
10/21/1985 A013 MORRELL TALKS END--AGA1N
10/23/1985 B013 ^SECURITY VAN GRAZES MORRELL STRIKER
10/24/1985 C014 UNION FILES SUIT AGAINST MORRELL
10/24/1985 C015 BUSINESSES HURT BY MORRELL STRIKE
10/25/1985 con STRIKER SETS STRUGGLE TO MUSIC
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MORRELL JOHN S CO 10/25/1985 COll MORRELL WORKERS TO PLAY AT BENEFIT
10/27/1985 AlOl TIME FOR SENSIBLE NEGOTIATIONS (ED)
10/28/1985 B013 ^WORKERS STRIKE UP THE BAND
10/30/1985 AOll MORRELL WORKERS CAN GET BONUS
10/31/1985 C015 LITTON WORKERS SUPPORT MORRELL UNION STRIKE
11/01/1985 COll *A TREAT FOR MORRELL WORKERS
11/03/1985 C013 3€RETIRED UNION LEADER--STRIKE SPIRIT STRONG
II/05/I985 BOII UNION DROPS CHARGES
11/06/1985 B015 UNION MAKES PLANS
11/08/1985 A012 JANKLOW STAY OUT OF TALKS
11/09/1985 C01«i LOCAL, INTERNATIONAL UNION LEADERS MEET
11/10/1985 A012 KEY PLAYERS IN MORRELL STRIKE MEET
11/11/1985 A016 MORRELL TALKS TO RESUME
11/12/1985 A105 MORRELL WORKERS HELP US ALL (L)
11/12/1985 BOll NEGOTIATORS LEAVE FOR CHICAGO MORRELL TALKS
Il/IA/1985 A012 MORRELL TALKS STUMBLE
11/14/1985 A083 MORRELL WAGE CUT WOULD HURT OTHERS (L)
11/15/1985 C031 STRIKERS KEEP CHINS UP
11/16/1985 A016 UNION, MORELL 75 CENTS APART
11/18/1985 A015 MORRELL SOLUTION IS CLOSER
11/19/1985 A021 3€M0RRELL & CO CHRONOLOGY
11/19/1985 AlOl THE WELCOME SCENT OF SETTLEMENT (ED)
11/19/1985 BOll STRIKE REACHES DEEP INTO CITY POCKETBOOKS
11/20/1985 A012 36MORRELL WORKERS VOTE ON CONTRACT TODAY
11/20/1985 B012 UNITED BRANDS DECLARES DIVIDENDS
11/21/1985 AOll 3CM0RRELL BACK TO WORK
11/22/1985 A012 *550 APPLY FOR JOBS VACATED DURING STRIKE
11/22/1985 A081 TO PUT DISPUTE AT MORRELL BEHIND US (ED)
11/22/1985 COll' MORE DEPARTMENTS START WORK TODAY AT MORRELL
• 11/24/1985 A115 HERE'S CHANCE FOR BIG PAY (L)
11/28/1985 BOll MORRELL WORKERS THANKFUL FOR CHECKS
12/01/1985 A142 CITY CAN BE PROUD OF STRIKERS (L)
12/09/1985 COll UNION LEADER PACKS IT IN AFTER YEARS OF SERVICE
12/11/1985 BOll 36MORRELL ELECTIONS COULD SWEEP SLATE CLEAN
12/15/1985 C014 MORRELL DECISION CLOSES PACKING PLANT
1/10/1986 C012 MORRELL WORKERS REPAY FOOD PANTRY
1/16/1986 A025 RESULTS OF MORRELL UNION VOTE
2/11/1986 B016 NEW MORRELL UNION LEADERS TAKE OFFICE
2/15/1986 A012 MORRELL PLANS PLANT EXPANSION
7/06/1986 C013 MORRELL PLANNING $2 1 MILLION ADDITION
7/13/1986 E012 MORRELL POSTS PROFIT DESPITE STRIKE
8/02/1986 C015 MORRELL, UNION DISAGREE OVER STRIKE SUPPORT
8/03/1986 con UNION REPEATS SUPPORT OF KANSAS STRIKERS
8/04/1986 A015 MORRELL EMPLOYEES MIGHT HONOR PICKETS
8/05/1986 AOll *MORRELL, UNION END STANDOFF
8/06/1986 A015 MORRELL, UNION WILL HANG TOUGH NEXT TIME
8/09/1986 A015 RAISES DEMANDS FOR DAMAGES IN LAWSUIT
8/10/1986 EOll UNITED BRANDS CO REPORTS INCOME GAIN
8/15/1986 AOll UNION QUIET ON POSSIBLE STRIKE
8/16/1986 'A012 *JUDGE ORDERS UNION TO WORK
8/17/1986 C016 MORRELL DISPUTE SIMMERS
8/18/1986 BOll MORRELL HEARING TODAY
8/19/1986 A012 MORRELL DISPUTE AWAITS RULING
8/26/1986 BOll RULING IN MORRELL CASE EXPECTED SOON
8/30/1986 A012 JUDGE RULES AGAINST STRIKERS
9/01/1986 A061 AM DEPENDENCE ON WORKERS WILL GROW (ED)
9/10/1986 BOll MORRELL DISPUTE BACK IN COURT
9/19/1986 C013 CONSTRUCTION WORKER LISTED IN STABLE CONDITION
9/20/1986 COll BAN ON MORRELL STRIKES STAYS
9/25/1986 BOll MORRELL WORKERS APPEAL SYMPATHY-STRIKE BAN
10/27/1986 A012 MORRELL STRIKE STILL HITS HOME
11/02/1986 A012 COURT OK'S SYMPATHY STRIKES AT MORRELL
11/04/1986 C015 OFFICIALS TO FORGE AHEAD WITH STRIKE SUIT
11/16/1986 A012 LONG-RUNNING BEEFS NOT SETTLED
11/16/1986 D016 MORRELL EARNINGS IMPROVE
11/19/1986 A012 CITY'S PLANT LOSES MONEY
12/20/1986 A012 *MORRELL LAYS OFF 275
1/01/1987 A012 36FAMILY FACES '87 WITH UNCERTAINTY
1/27/1987 C013 MORRELL, UNION SETTLE ARKANSAS CITY STRIKE
2/08/1987 A083 EMPLOYEE TREATED SHABBILY (L)
2/09/1987 C016 MORRELL LOCAL VOTES TO WORK
2/10/1987 A012 MORRELL TRIMS TOP-LEVEL STAFF
2/16/1987 C023 SABOTAGE CHARGES JUSTIFY LOCKOUT
3/02/1987 A012 MORRELL JOB SHAKE-UP LEAVES QUESTIONS
3/02/1987 A065 WHAT ABOUT MORRELL 'PRIDE' (L)
3/10/1987 COll IOWA MORRELL UNION WALKS OUT
3/13/1987 C012 UNION, MORRELL AREN'T TALKING
3/17/1987 A015 UNITED BRANDS INCOME SOARS 56 PERCENT IN 1986
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3/29/1987 BOll RULING FAVORS MORRELL WORKERS
4/01/1987 BGll MORRELL CITED FOR VIOLATIONS
4/02/1987 A012 MORRELL BEGINS CORRECTING SAFETY VIOLATIONS
4/10/1987 A012 SYMPATHY STRIKE AT MORRELL
4/15/1987 B012 MEETING FUELS MORRELL STRIKE RUMORS
4/21/1987 A012 HIGH COURT REJECTS MORRELL SUIT
4/25/1987 A012 MORRELL FINED $690,000
4/26/1987 EOll UNITED BRANDS CO TO PAY DIVIDENDS
4/27/1987 A012 ^WORKERS PROTEST MORRELL SAFETY
5/02/1987 A012 KMORRELL ON STRIKE
5/02/1987 A022 STRIKE THE THIRD IN NINE MONTHS
5/03/1987 B015 MORRELL WORKERS CONTINUE STRIKE
5/03/1987 E016 MORRELL MESS FAR FROM OVER
5/04/1987 A016 MORRELL PICKETS FACE TEST
5/05/1987 AOll *SHOWDOWN AT MORRELL
5/05/1987 A041 ^POLICE GEAR UP FOR STRIKERS, ARREST SEVERAL
5/05/1987 A051 KMICKELSON WANTS END TO PICKET LINE
5/05/1987 A081 KEEP MORRELL STRIKE PEACEFUL (ED)
5/06/1987 A012 ^VIOLENCE AT MORRELL
5/06/1987 A041 ^REPLACEMENTS STAY AT PLANT TO AVOID PICKETS
5/06/1987 A041 UN10N--M1CKELS0N SIDES WITH MEAT PACKERS
5/06/1987 A043 CITY'S MERCHANTS FEAR LONG STRIKE
5/06/1987 A081 UNION PROVIDES SERVICE TO WORKERS (L)
5/07/1987 AOll ^CONFUSION OVER ACCESS CREATES MORE ANGER
5/07/1987 AOll KMORRELL SAYS STRIKERS IGNORE COURT'S ORDER
5/07/1987 A083 HISTORY SHOWS NEED FOR UNIONS (L)
5/08/1987 A012 *WHAT DID MICKELSON MEAN'
5/08/1987 A015 3€C0URT FINDS MORRELL UNION IN CONTEMPT
5/08/1987 A021 MORRELL WORK GOES ON
5/09/1987 A012 BUNION TO BOYCOTT MORRELL
5/09/1987 A012 MORRELL PARENT'S PROFITS UP 11 6 PERCENT
5/10/1987 A015 ^MORRELL UNION EXPANDS PLAN FOR BOYCOTT
5/10/1987 AlOl MICKELSON'S VAGUENESS ADDS TO MORRELL TROUBLE (ED)
5/10/1987 A113 STRIKERS AT MORRELL DESERVE PAT ON BACK (L)
5/10/1987 E015 HOG PRICES RECOVER AFTER MORRELL STRIKE
5/11/1987 A012 MORRELL UNION TO RALLY AGAINST VIOLENCE
5/11/1987 A064 OFFICIALS SHOULD BACK TALKS (L)
5/11/1987 A065 SHOULD LIVING STANDARD DROP' (L)
5/12/1987 A012 ^LEADERS CALL FOR SOLIDARITY AGAINST MORRELL
5/12/1987 A061 WRONG TO SIDE WITH MORRELL (L)
5/12/1987 A061 MURPHY IS PRO-BIG BUSINESS (L)
5/13/1987 A016 WHERE'S MORRELL BEEF'
5/13/1987 A021 MICKELSON OBSERVING MORRELL DEVELOPMENTS
5/14/1987 A016 *UN10N--REPLACEMENTS MUST BE FIRED
5/15/1987 A015 XTALKS END, HOPES DIM AT MORRELL
5/15/1987 AlOl MORRELL OVERPAYS SCABS (L)
5/15/1987 A104 GOVERNOR'S PRIORITIES WRONG (L)
5/16/1987 A083 NO SYMPATHY FOR MORRELL STRIKERS (L)
5/16/1987 coil MORRELL WORKERS GET STRIKE PAY
<5/16/1987 coil OFFER ACCEPTED ON UNION DEBATE
5/17/1987 A012 ^CANDIDATES URGE STRIKERS TO KEEP FIGHTING
5/17/1987 A131 ^GETTING TO THE POINT IS NOT HIS STRENGTH
5/17/1987 A133 STRIKE FIGHTS EXPLOITATION (L)
5/17/1987 A133 WHAT ABOUT THE CONSUMER' (L)
5/17/1987 A134 WORKERS WANT TO LIVE IN PRIDE (L)
5/17/1987 A135 NEITHER SIDE RIGHT IN STRIKE (L)
5/17/1987 C015 MICKELSON WATCHES MORRELL SITUATION
5/18/1987 A103 MORRELL STRIKE NOT JUST FOR PAY (L)
5/19/1987 A015 MORRELL LISTS WAGES, DRAWS UNION FIRE
5/19/1987 A022 ADVERTISING AGENCY SUES UNION
5/19/1987 A064 DISPUTE TOUCHES EVERYONE (L)
5/19/1987 A065 CITY SHOULD SUPPORT UNION (L)
5/20/1987 AG15 LAWMAKERS AIR SUPPORT FOR MORRELL WORKERS
5/21/1987 AG12 XSTRIKE COST CITY $8G,GGG IN OVERTIME
5/21/1987 AG21 MORRELL MEDIA FIGHT CONTINUES
5/21/1987 AG81 RIGHT OF FREE SPEECH WINS, LOSES (ED)
5/22/1987 AG12 *MORRELL WORKERS RESPOND
5/22/1987 CG15 XJUDGE ISSUES INJUNCTION AGAINST UNION
5/23/1987 AG81 KMORRELL DISPUTE IS A SUBJECT OF DIGNITY
5/23/1987 AG84 TAXPAYING GIVE-AND-TAKE PLAN (L)
5/24/1987 A1G3 MORRELL NOT REALLY LOSING MONEY (L)
5/24/1987 EGll MORRELL CREDIT UNION TO BUILD NEW OFFICES
5/25/1987 AG81 RALLY BY MORRELL UNION MOVED ONE (L)
5/25/1987 AG83 GIVE MORRELL BOSSES PAY CUTS
5/29/1987 AG12 UNION TAKES MORRELL TO COURT
5/29/1987 AG84 MORRELL CREATED PROBLEMS (L)
5/3G/1987 CG15 UNION POSTPONES REQUEST FOR COURT ORDER
6/G2/1987 AG15 MORRELL'S SIOUX CITY NEGOTIATOR OUT
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6/03/1987 BDll MORRELL PLANS SECOND SHIFT
6/0A/1987 AD83 TREATS WORKERS WITH LACK OF RESPECT (L)
6/GA/1987 A08A ACTION NEEDED NOW AT MORRELL
6/0A/1987 C016 *MORRELL UNION REPLACES NEGOTIATOR
6/07/1987 A012 *MORRELL--ONE MONTH LATER
6/07/1987 A012 *CHANGES FORCE MEATPACKING INTO NEW ERA
6/07/1987 AOAl EVERYONE FEEL STRIKE REPERCUSSIONS
6/07/1987 A0A3 ^STRIKE WORRIES, ANGERS LIVESTOCK PRODUCERS
6/07/1987 AlOl HOPE STRIKE WILL BE RESOLVED (ED)
6/07/1987 AlOA MORRELL QUESTIONS ANSWERED (L)
6/08/1987 A012 ^UNCERTAINTY TROUBLES STRIKERS
6/08/1987 A031 ^TYCOON KEEPS REIN ON MORRELL
6/08/1987 A031 UNIONS--WORKERS TIRED OF CONCESSIONS
6/08/1987 A03A REPLACEMENTS--NECESSITY OR ERROR
6/09/1987 A012 STRIKE DECISION IN HANDS OF THE LAW
6/09/1987 A031 PAGING PLANT A FACTOR
6/09/1987 A034 *SAFETY ISSUE PART OF NATIONWIDE PROBE
6/11/1987 A016 UNION PLANS RALLY
6/13/1987 A012 XMORRELL STRIKE SYMPATHIZERS
6/13/1987 coil MORRELL WORKERS HIT BY VANDALS
6/15/1987 A083 MORRELL MEAT BOYCOTT WOULD HELP STRIKERS (L)
6/16/1987 coil MORRELL WORKERS REPORT SICKNESS
6/18/1987 coil MORRELL WORKER'S CAR FIRE-BOMBED
6/19/1987 A081 WORKERS PRIDE HAS PLUNGED AT MORRELL (L)
6/19/1987 A083 CITY SHOULD BACK UNION CD
6/19/1987 coil GUN INCIDENT REPORTED AT PLANT
6/20/1987 AlOl COMPANY COULD TEACH MORRELL LESSON OR TWO (L)
6/20/1987 C012 UNION BACKERS TO UNVEIL MORRELL BOYCOTT
6/21/1987 C012 GROUP PICKETS STORES
6/23/1987 A016 GROUP WANTS MURPHY REPLACED
6/2A/1987 B016 SWIFT DEAL NO HELP TO MORRELL STAND OFF
6/25/1987 C022 36MORRELL DISPUTE DISCUSSED
6/26/1987 A123 RIGHT TO WORK LAW NEEDED (L)
6/27/1987 A012 MORRELL, UNION AGREE TO TALK
6/27/1987 AlOl DO AWAY WITH RIGHT-TO-WORK LAW (L)
6/28/1987 EOll LEGISLATORS DRAFT MORRELL LETTER
6/29/1987 A082 STRIKERS NEED OUR SUPPORT (L)
7/01/1987 B016 MORRELL WORKERS SEEK INJUNCTION
7/02/1987 A061 STRIKE SUPPORT PRAISED (L)
7/03/1987 coil UNION BACKERS TO HAVE PICNIC
7/0A/1987 A016 MORRELL PRAYERS PLANNED
7/06/1987 A012 *SERVICE OFFERS SPIRITUAL LIFT
7/08/1987 A012 MORRELL CONTRACT TALKS RESUME
7/09/1987 A016 XWAGES, JOBS TAKE SHAPE AS KEY ISSUE
7/09/1987 C012 3ePRAYERS OFFERED FOR STRIKE SETTLEMENT
7/10/1987 A012 UNION, MORRELL AGREE TO COOL OFF
7/11/1987 A012 3€MAN CARRYING GUN ARRESTED AT PLANT
7/12/1987 A012 MORRELL TALKS COLLAPSE
7/12/1987 C012 END OF TALKS STIRS FEELINGS OF DISMAY
7/14/1987 A012 WHAT'S NEXT FOR MORRELL
7/14/1987 C015 PETITION ASKS DIOCESE FOR MURPHY'S REMOVAL
7/15/1987 AOll KMORRELL RESUMES BEEF OPERATION
7/15/1987 A084 UNION BEHAVIOR DISGUSTING (L)
7/16/1987 A015 3fAPPLYING AT MORRELL NO EASY TASK
7/16/1987 B012 RISE IN VANDALISM, STRIKE LINKED
7/16/1987 B015 BIG-NAME ROCKERS SET FOR RALLY
7/17/1987 C015 UNION LEADER INCITES VIOLENCE, IOWA OFFICIAL SAYS
7/18/1987 C014 MOLOTOV COCKTAIL DAMAGES CAR
7/19/1987 A012 VETERANS REJECT STRIKERS' VIOLENT IMAGE
7/19/1987 C012 56VANDALISM STRING CONTINUES IN SIOUX FALLS
7/19/1987 C012 MORRELL STRIKERS HOPE TO OUTDO COLLEAGUES
7/20/1987 coil UNION SPOUSES TO BE BRIEFED
7/21/1987 C015 STRIKE RALLY PLANNED
7/22/1987 A015 MORRELL--PENALTY A BUM RAP
7/22/1987 BOll RALLY FOR STRIKERS TO FEATURE 5 BANDS
7/23/1987 C013 MORRELL, UNION REPRESENTATIVES MEET
7/24/1987 C015 seCLERGY, PARTIES KEEP TALKING ABOUT STRIKE
7/24/1987 C015 MORRELL, UNION DISAGREE ON LINK WITH IBP
7/25/1987 A083 TRYING TO SAVE A DECENT LIVING WAGE (L)
7/25/1987 C014 UNION NEGOTIATOR JOINS CHURCH TALKS
7/26/1987 A124 NEW WORKERS LOSE MONEY (L)
7/26/1987 A131 MORRELL OFFICIAL NO POWER OVER 'ARGUS'
7/27/1987 A016 ^STRIKERS BAND TOGETHER FOR MORRELL RALLY
7/27/1987 A081 HURT MORRELL WORKERS HAVE GOTTEN BUM RAP (L)
7/27/1987 A082 STAND BEHIND WORKERS (L)
7/28/1987 coil PICKET ARRESTED AT MORRELL PLANT
7/29/1987 A012 SETTLEMENT DOUBTFUL, MORRELL OFFICIAL SAYS
7/29/1987 B012 MORRELL STRIKERS TO GET MASSACHUSETTS AID
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7/30/1987 AD81 MEDIATOR MIGHT HELP RESOLVE STRIKE (ED)
7/30/1987 C012 RETURNS FAVOR TO MORRELL WORKERS
7/30/1987 C016 UNIONS TO HELP STRIKERS
7/31/1987 coil MORRELL SAYS 1,800 WORKING
8/01/1987 C012 MORRELL REDUCES HIRING FOR SF PLANT
8/03/1987 A015 XUNION WANTS TO EXPAND MEAT BOYCOTT
8/03/1987 C012 MORRELL INJURY RATE UP 18 PERCENT
8/0A/1987 AOIA *SF PRIEST SIDES WITH STRIKERS
8/05/1987 A015 MORRELL PARENT FIRM REPORTS $4 MILLION DROP
8/05/1987 BOll STRIKERS SEEKING JOBLESS BENEFITS
8/07/1987 C012 MORRELL, UNION DISPUTE BENEFIT ELIGIBILITY
8/08/1987 A012 ^STRIKE HITS lOOTH DAY
8/08/1987 C012 FRUSTRATION, UNCERTAINTY FILL DAYS
8/08/1987 C013 OFFICIAL SAYS LAWSUIT POSSIBLE ON PAYMENTS
8/11/1987 coil FIREFIGHTERS CALLED TO MORRELL PLANT
8/12/1987 A012 POLITICIANS WANT MORRELL MEDIATOR
8/15/1987 A081 BRINGING IN A MEDIATOR FOR MORRELL (ED)
8/15/1987 C012 UNION, MORRELL AGREE TO MEET AGAIN MONDAY
8/16/1987 A012 ^STUDENTS REFLECT ON SUMMER AT MORRELL
8/18/1987 C012 MORRELL TALKS BREAK OFF IN OMAHA
8/20/1987 A012 MORRELL UNION PLANS MEETING
8/21/1987 A082 PLEASE, SETTLE THE STRIKE (L)
8/24/1987 A012 ^WORKERS PLEDGE SOLIDARITY ON STRIKE
8/24/1987 A085 REPLACEMENTS LACK PRIDE (L)
8/27/1987 coil BUNION FINALIZES RALLY PLANS
8/27/1987 C013 DONORS GIFTS TO CHILREN OF STRIKERS
8/29/1987 coil MORRELL OK'S $14,000 FINE
8/31/1987 C012 ^NATION'S EYES ON YOU, STRIKERS TOLD
9/01/1987 coil HEARING TO DETERMINE BENEFITS FOR STRIKERS
9/04/1987 A084 MORRELL TREATMENT SPECIAL (L)
9/04/1987 C012 *MORRELL OFFICIALS TALK TOUGH
9/08/1987 A012 DAY NOT AS CHEERFUL OUTSIDE MORRELL
9/09/1987 BOll MORRELL SAYS PICKET CROSSING ON RISE
9/11/1987 C016 STRIKE COSTS MORRELL, UNION SAYS
9/15/1987 A012 MORE VIOLENCE ERUPTS AT MORRELL
9/16/1987 A012 XUNION VIOLATED ORDER, COMPANY SAYS
9/17/1987 C012 ^ANOTHER STRIKER ARRESTED
9/18/1987 A016 UNION FINED $6,000
9/21/1987 A015 ^DOMESTIC DISPUTE CALLS REPORTED UP
9/21/1987 A081 MORRELL'S CRUELTY CANNOT BE TOLERATED (L)
9/22/1987 C012 COURT TO RULE ON LEGALITY OF STRIKE
9/26/1987 C016 MORRELL EMPLOYEE STABBED
9/27/1987 A103 UNION GETS UNFAIR BLAME (L)
9/29/1987 coil JUDGE TO HEAR STRIKERS' APPEAL
9/30/1987 B012 STRIKERS REJECT JOB OFFER AT HEARING
10/01/1987 coil OFFICER NOT INDICTED IN MORRELL ACCIDENT
10/02/1987 A012 ^DOCTOR SAYS MORRELL PRESSURED CLINIC
10/04/1987 A013 ^PERSONALITY CLASH ISN'T HOLDING UP
10/05/1987 A012 ^MORRELL, STRIKERS MEET FOR TALKS
10/06/1987 A012 DOCTOR--MORRELL PRESSURED ME
10/06/1987 A061 NETWORK SHOW DISTORTS MORRELL SITUATION (ED)
10/07/1987 A012 MORRELL TALKS END, NO GAINS REPORTED
10/11/1987 B012 STRIKERS WIN IOWA JOBLESS BENEFITS
10/12/1987 A103 MORRELL NOT DANGEROUS IF CAREFUL (L)
10/13/1987 AlOl INJUSTICE TO ONE IS AN INJUSTICE TO ALL (L)
10/13/1987 A102 HELP MORRELL WORKERS (L)
10/16/1987 coil UNION LEADERS ASSESS STRIKE
10/16/1987 C015 3CT0Y DRIVE FOR STRIKERS' CHILDREN
10/17/1987 coil MORRELL APPEALS BENEFIT RULING
10/18/1987 A112 UNION NEEDS SOLIDARITY (L)
10/19/1987 A122 MORRELL COVERAGE ONE-SIDED (L)
10/20/1987 A124 WAIT UNTIL SPEED UP BEGINS (L)
10/20/1987 C013 seJUDGE SENDS MESSAGE ON GUNS
10/21/1987 A084 UNION PROTECTS WORKERS (L)
10/23/1987 A085 MORRELL WORKERS APPLAUDED (L)
10/28/1987 BOll MEETINGS FOR MORRELL STRIKERS ARE CANCELED
10/30/1987 C012 COURT REFUSES TO DISMISS MORRELL SUIT
10/31/1987 A082 MORRELL HIRES FORMER REJECTS (L)
11/01/1987 AG15 MORRELL, UNION TO RESUME TALKS
11/01/1987 A084 TEMPORARY WORKERS IN LIMBO (L)
11/02/1987 A012 MORRELL CALLS OFF TALKS
11/03/1987 coil MORRELL TO RESUME LAMB KILL OPERATION
11/05/1987 A012 UNION ENDS SYMPATHY STRIKE
11/05/1987 C012 UNITED BRANDS' PROFITS INCREASE
11/06/1987 A012 KMORRELL REPLACES ITS PRESIDENT
11/06/1987 A015 COMPANY WANTS TO DISCUSS RETURN
11/06/1987 A021 JOBLESS BENEFITS NOT GUARANTEED
11/06/1987 A021 STRIKE'S END SHOULD SPUR LOCAL ECONOMY
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11/07/1987 A016 *MORRELL'S PRESIDENT HOPES FOR A REBOUND
11/07/1987 A016 MEATPACKER, UNION TO MEET THIS WEEK
11/08/1987 C016 MORRELL DISPUTE IN NEW STAGE
11/12/1987 A015 *TOP NEGOTIATOR LEAVES MORRELL
11/13/1987 A085 MORRELL FIGHT IS STATEWIDE (L)
11/17/1987 A014 MORRELL, LABOR CHIEFS WILL CONTINUE TALKS
11/17/1987 C012 OSHA CITES MORRELL IN SIOUX CITY
11/18/1987 A081 ATMOSPHERE IS RIGHT FOR SOLUTION (ED)
11/18/1987 BOll MORRELL, UNION TO MEET TODAY
11/20/1987 C012 MORRELL NEGOTIATIONS FOCUS ON CITY PLANT
11/21/1987 C015 UNION HOPES TO NEGOTIATE RETURN TO WORK
ll/2<i/1987 C016 WORK RETURN NOT TOPIC OF MEETINGS
11/25/1987 B012 MORRELL TALKS BREAK FOR HOLIDAY
11/26/1987 C015 UNION DELIVERS HANDBILL MESSAGE TO REPLACEMENTS
11/27/1987 A081 CONCESSIONS MUST STOP (L)
11/29/1987 A015 ^FORMER WORKERS DISCOVER THERE'S LIFE AFTER MORRELL
12/03/1987 C016 MORRELL PROPOSES SENIORITY CHANGES
12/04/1987 C016 *MORRELL OFFICIAL RESIGNS
12/06/1987 coil CHECKS SENT TO WORKERS
12/08/1987 A016 *MORRELL ORDERS SAFETY STUDY
12/09/1987 BOll MORRELL, UNION TO START ROUND 8
12/10/1987 C012 MOOD AT TALKS IMPROVING, UNION SAYS
12/11/1987 A014 XMORRELL TALKS BREAK DOWN
12/11/1987 C012 MORRELL HIRES SAFETY TRAINING DIRECTOR
12/16/1987 BOll MAN IN GUN INCIDENT HAS TERM REDUCED
12/17/1987 coil UNION MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO ASSAULT
12/20/1987 AlOl MORRELL SAFETY ISSUE GETS ATTENTION (ED)
12/21/1987 A012 ^JOBLESS MORRELL FAMILY IS MAKING DO
12/22/1987 A012 OSHA FINES MORRELL $10,400
12/25/1987 BOll MORRELL UPDATE TO BE PART OF CBS SHOW
12/25/1987 B012 MORRELL TRIAL MOVED TO RAPID CITY
12/27/1987 C012 *STR1KE LEADS LIST OF TOP STORIES
12/29/1987 C012 MORRELL JOBLESS GET BENEFIT CHECKS
1/01/1988 A013 ^PROFILES OF A STRIKE
1/01/1988 C012 ^PROFILES OF A STRIKE
1/03/1988 A105 LIFE GOES ON AT MORRELL (L)
1/04/1988 A012 SOME WORKERS TO RETURN TO JOBS
1/05/1988 A016 42 AT MORRELL FILE GRIEVANCES
1/06/1988 B016 MORRELL--CONTRACT DOESN'T ADDRESS ISSUE
1/08/1988 A012 MORRELL TALKS TO RESUME ON JANUARY 20
1/12/1988 C015 MORRELL CALLS BACK 18 UNION MEMBERS
1/19/1988 coil 27 WORKERS GO BACK TO MORRELL
1/21/1988 C012 MORRELL TALKS COLLAPSE IN ONE HOUR
1/24/1988 A016 KMORRELL MAKING IMPROVEMENTS
1/27/1988 B014 MORRELL SUES SIOUX CITY UNION
1/29/1988 A015 *MORRELL INJURIES INCREASED IN '87
1/30/1988 C015 UNION EXPECTS DECISION IN COMPLAINT
2/01/1988 B012 MORRELL-WORKERS WILL STAY
2/02/1988 C012 NATIONAL UNIONS HELP MORRELL WORKERS
2/05/1988 C016 M0RRELL--1NJUR1ES DOWN 25 PERCENT
2/10/1988 B015 SWIFT GROWTH MAY THREATEN MORRELL
2/19/1988 C012 MORRELL WORKER TELLS HEALTH PANEL
2/20/1988 A012 ^JOBLESS WORKERS TAKE PROTEST TO PLANT
2/24/1988 BOll M0RRELL--UN10N FACES COMPLAINT
2/25/1988 C023 MORRELL UNIONS REACH SETTLEMENT ON STRIKE VIOLENCE
2/26/1988 coil JUDGE WON'T DISMISS LAWSUIT
3/01/1988 C015 MORRELL, UNION TAKE SUIT TO COURT
3/02/1988 B015 MORRELL LAWYERS TO ARGUE STRIKE VIOLATED CONTRACT
3/03/1988 A065 NEW WORKERS UNCOMMITTED (L)
3/03/1988 C012 CONTRACT PROHIBITED STRIKES
3/05/1988 A012 RULING FAVORS REPLACEMENT WORKERS
3/05/1988 C012 JUDGE ALLOWS STRIKE VIOLENCE TESTIMONY
3/08/1988 A012 MORRELL OWNER SHOWS RECORD PROFITS
3/10/1988 C016 THREE OF FOUR JURY OPTIONS FAVOR MORRELL
3/11/1988 A012 JURY DECIDES IN MORRELL'S FAVOR
3/11/1988 A083 COURAGE OF MORRELL WORKERS COMMENDED (L)
3/12/1988 A012 UNION, MORRELL DISAGREE ON BENEFITS
3/15/1988 coil MORRELL CALLS BACK MORE EX-STRIKERS
3/16/1988 B015 MORRELL PLANTS' PERFORMANCE PEAKING
3/18/1988 C012 JURY VERDICT WILL BE REVERSED--UN10N
3/21/1988 A083 SEND COMPANIES MESSAGE (L)
3/22/1988 C015 MORRELL UNION FILES COMPLAINT ABOUT RECALL
3/27/1988 GOll ^COMPANIES ARE LEADERS IN THEIR FIELDS
3/29/1988 C015 MORRELL, UNION SETTLE SIOUX CITY COMPLAINTS
4/01/1988 A016 HOUSE PANEL LAMBASTES MEAT PACKERS
4/08/1988 coil CONTRACTOR INJURED IN MORRELL ACCIDENT
4/10/1988 A091 BAD UNION LEADERSHIP HURT WORKERS (L)
4/15/1988 coil AMMONIA LEAK CLOSES MORRELL
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4/19/1988 C014 *A NEW LOOK
4/20/1988 A015 OSHA NOT ENSURING SAFETY
4/20/1988 B012 MORRELL TO RELOCATE OFFICE IN 'PORKOPOLIS'
4/22/1988 A012 3CM0RRELL NEEDS IMPROVEMENT--OFFICIAL SAYS
4/27/1988 B012 MORRELL NEGLECTED REPORT PROCEDURES
4/28/1988 C015 UNION MEMBERS TESTIFY ABOUT WORK INJURIES
4/29/1988 C012 ERRORS WEREN'T DELIBERATE--MORRELL
4/30/1988 A012 36MORRELL TO SEEK WAGE CUTS
4/30/1988 A015 OSHA SERVES WARRANT ON PLANT
5/01/1988 A012 ^ONE YEAR LATER
5/01/1988 A134 MORRELL ABUSES WORKERS (L)
5/04/1988 AOll UNION TO PRESS MORRELL ON SAFETY
5/08/1988 B014 *UNION TAKES SAFETY SURVEY
5/08/1988 B015 *MORRELL'S TOP LOCAL EXECUTIVE RETIRES
5/12/1988 C012 MORRELL-UNION MEETING CALLED OFF
5/13/1988 coil UNION SAYS CANCELED MEETING NOT ITS FAULT
5/17/1988 DOll MORRELL SHUTS DOWN NIGHT HOG KILL
5/20/1988 C016 UNION APPEAL DENIED
5/20/1988 C041 TOP OFFICIAL TAKES OVER AT CITY PLANT
6/01/1988 BOll MORRELL DONATES TO DEVELOPMENT PLAN
6/09/1988 C015 MEATPACKER UNION GUILTY OF MISREPRESENTING WORKERS
6/10/1988 A012 MORRELL LOSES JOBLESS CASE
6/12/1988 C015 UNION MEMBERS RALLY TO IMPROVE WAGES
7/21/1988 A016 MORRELL SALES DROP $50 MILLION
7/25/1988 coil AMMONIA LEAKS AT MORRELL TOWER
7/26/1988 coil 4 MORRELL WORKERS NOT HURT BY GAS LEAK
7/30/1988 C014 COLORADO PITCHES IN
8/04/1988 C015 MORRELL BARGAINING PRACTICES QUESTIONED
8/10/1988 D085 UNITED BRANDS REPORTS PROFITS UP $5 1 MILLION
8/23/1988 C012 UNION SILENT ABOUT OFFER
8/25/1988 A012 KMORRELL, UNION SET NEW TALKS
8/26/1988 C015 UNION ASKS ARBITRATOR FOR OLD JOBS
8/27/1988 C015 SIOUX CITY MORRELL FINED
9/01/1988 A012 KFIRE GUTS MORRELL STORAGE BUILDING
9/02/1988 A012 CUTS 14 SALES JOBS AT MORRELL
9/02/1988 C015 CAUSE OF MORRELL FIRE UNKNOWN
9/07/1988 D071 UNITED BRANDS ASSETS $1 4 BILLION
9/07/1988 D072 SIOUX FALLS PLANT SAFER--MORRELL
9/09/1988 C012 MORRELL INJURY RATE DROPS TO LOWEST LEVEL
9/10/1988 coil MORRELL CLARIFIES ITS TOP RECORD
9/11/1988 C012 WAGE CUTS AT ISSUE IN MORRELL TALKS
9/12/1988 coil MORRELL NEGOTIATIONS BEGIN THIS AFTERNOON
9/13/1988 A012 *MORRELL SEEKS 'RADICAL' CUT
9/14/1988 C012 MORRELL SAYS IT SEEKS COMPETITIVE WAGE
9/15/1988 A015 SEEKS STRICTER NO-STRIKE LANGUAGE, EXTENDED CONTRACT
9/16/1988 C012 MORRELL TALKS TAKE 3-WEEK RECESS
9/21/1988 coil CAUSE OF MORRELL FIRE UNDETERMINED
9/22/1988 A015 MORRELL FINED $3 MILLION, REPORT SAYS
9/22/1988 A016 PLANT CITED FOR SAFETY PROBLEMS
9/24/1988 C021 EX-MORRELL WORKER TESTIFIES AT SAFETY HEARING
9/27/1988 C012 BISHOP PRAYS FOR MORRELL NEGOTIATORS
9/27/1988 C013 COMPANY DEFENDS SAFETY RECORD
9/30/1988 coil MORRELL TO CLOSE ABERDEEN OFFICE
10/04/1988 C016 MORRELL TALKS PICK UP TODAY
10/05/1988 A012 MORRELL UNION ASKING FOR RAISE
10/06/1988 D012 MORRELL TALKS FOCUS ON SENIORITY
10/07/1988 A012 *A NEW TEAM AT THE TABLE
10/11/1988 A015 MONEY ISSUES NEAR ON MORRELL AGENDA
10/12/1988 C016 MORRELL NEGOTIATIONS TO RESUME THURSDAY
10/13/1988 C012 MORRELL SENDS OSHA SAFETY IMPROVEMENT LIST
10/14/1988 A016 UNION LEADER SLAMS MORRELL SAFETY PLAN
10/15/1988 C012 TALKS PRODUCTIVE, UNION SAYS
10/18/1988 C016 SAFETY AT MORRELL SLOWS TALKS
10/19/1988 C026 UNION MAKES COUNTER-OFFER TO MORRELL
10/20/1988 B015 MORRELL, UNION TO RESUME CONTRACT TALKS
10/25/1988 A012 UNION SUES MORRELL FOR $35 MILLION
10/27/1988 A012 *JUDGE DISMISSES MORRELL FIRE
10/28/1988 C012 UNION LEADER DEFENDS LIBERALISM IN SPEECH
10/29/1988 AOIl 5fM0RRELL FINED $4 3 MILLION
10/29/1988 A044 ^INJURED WORKERS NEED MORE TIME
10/29/1988 A045 DIARY OF OSHA INVESTIGATION
10/30/1988 C016 GAG ORDER ISSUED
11/01/1988 A016 KMORRELL--FINE MAY SHUT PLANT
11/02/1988 A015 MORRELL TRIAL OPENS
11/03/1988 A121 BURDEN IS ON MORRELL TO PROVE
11/03/1988 B012 STRIKES COST MORRELL $36 MILLION
11/03/1988 B022 POLICE PREPARE FOR POSSIBLE STRIKE
11/04/1988 A014 LEGISLATORS SEND MORRELL SAFETY LETTER
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ll/OA/1988 AOIA STRIKES AIMED AT CUTTING EARNINGS
ll/OA/1988 A015 PARENT COMPANY'S PROFITS UP
11/05/1988 CG15 EXPERT EXPLAINS FORMULAS TO ESTIMATE LOSS
11/08/1988 AQ12 MORRELL MUST REHIRE EX-STRIKERS
11/08/1988 A015 RULING PLEASES UNION MEMBERS
11/08/1988 C012 UNION GRILLS MORRELL EXPERT ON LOSSES
11/09/1988 C021 NEW WORKERS NOT TO BLAME
11/10/1988 A012 JUDGE HALTS ACTION IN MORRELL RULING
11/10/1988 C012 EXPERT DISPUTES MORRELL'S STRIKE LOSS ESTIMATE
11/11/1988 A012 MORRELL WINS $2A MILLION SUIT
11/11/1988 A015 REPLACEMENT WORKERS PROTEST FINE
11/12/1988 A082 WORKERS SHOULD GET MONEY CD
11/13/1988 A012 *MORRELL THREATENS TO CLOSE PLANT
ll/lA/1988 C016 MORRELL EXPECTS NO STRIKE
11/15/1988 A012 MORRELL STRIKERS LOSE IN RULING
11/17/1988 C015 NEGOTIATIONS RESUME BETWEEN MORRELL, UNION
11/18/1988 C0H MORRELL TALKS DELAYED A DAY
11/19/1988 A016 MORRELL PREPARED FOR STRIKE
11/20/1988 A015 FUTURE MURKY AS DEADLINE PASSES
11/21/1988 A012 MORRELL, UNION BREAK OFF TALKS
11/2A/1988 A015 IBP, UNION SIGN ACCORD
11/24/1988 C0H MORRELL UNION DENIED COURT ORDER
11/29/1988 C012 BAN ON RESIDENTIAL PICKETING CONSIDERED
12/02/1988 C011 MORRELL UNION SEEKS NEW TRIAL
12/06/1988 C015 ^COMMISSION BANS PICKETS AT HOMES
12/08/1988 C016 LETTER NOT OFFERED TO UNION WORKERS
12/17/1988 C012 ORDER TO REHIRE STRIKING WORKERS DISSOLVED
12/18/1988 E016 LAWYER REASSURES REPLACEMENT WORKERS DESPITE CLAIMS
12/20/1988 €012 JUDGE WON'T STOP OSHA FINE
12/29/1988 C012 LABOR, SAFETY PROBLEMS PLAGUE MORRELL
12/30/1988 D063 INSPECTIONS COULD DIP AT SAFE PLANTS
12/31/1988 C014 ^DROUGHT, MORRELL TROUBLES CAPTURE HEADLINES
1/04/1989 C012 MORRELL TOLD TO REINSTATE STRIKING WORKERS
1/07/1989 C011 ANDERSON EXPECTED AT MORRELL TALKS
1/08/1989 E025 MORRELL NAMES SEVERAL CORPORATE EXECUTIVES
1/10/1989 C016 RULING HAS LITTLE EFFECT AT MORRELL
1/12/1989 C015 36MORRELL TALKS RESUME AFTER 53-DAY LAYOFF
1/17/1989 C011 UNION TO MEET POSSIBLE NEGOTIATOR
1/19/1989 A012 UNION NAMES LEADER TO REPLACE ANDERSON
1/22/1989 E012 *MORRELL'S OLD FOE LOSES UNION JOB
1/31/1989 C011 UNION ORDERED TO POST BONDS
2/02/1989 C015 WOMAN FILES $3 MILLION LAWSUIT AGAINST MORRELL
2/08/1989 C012 MORRELL TALKS TO RESUME FEBRUARY 16
2/09/1989 C011 MORRELL SUSTAINS MINOR FIRE DAMAGE
2/16/1989 A012 KMAVERICK ON THE MEAT LINE
2/17/1989 A012 TALKS END--MORRELL TO CUT PAY
2/18/1989 A015 BOTH MORRELL, UNION ALLEGE UNFAIR TALKS
2/20/1989 A014 MORRELL UNION REJECTS PAY OFFER
2/21/1989 A012 WORKERS BEEF ABOUT WAGE CUTS
2/27/1989 A015^MORRELL CUTS QUIETLY ENTER SECOND WEEK
2/28/1989 A082 MORRELL SHOWS NO CONCERN (L)
3/02/1989 A016 FEDERAL BOARD ISSUES COMPLAINT AGAINST COMPANY
3/07/1989 C011 MORRELL ASKS TO HAVE CIVIL SUIT DISMISSED
3/09/1989 C011 FEW MORRELL WORKERS LEAVE JOBS
3/10/1989 C011 LOCAL MORRELL OFFICIAL GETS PROMOTION
3/12/1989 E012 UNITED BRANDS SETS EARNINGS MARK
3/16/1989 A012 MORRELL REHIRE ORDER STALLS
3/20/1989 C012 PROPOSAL WOULD LET WORKERS PICK DOCTOR
3/29/1989 D081 MORRELL TRIES HARDER TO SELL BEEF TO JAPAN
4/01/1989 C012 *F1RE DAMAGES STRAW TRAILERS AT MORRELL
4/04/1989 C012 MORRELL BEGINS ADVERTISING FOR WORKERS
4/05/1989 C011 MORRELL NEGOTIATES CLERICAL CONTRACT
4/07/1989 C016 MORRELL TALKS PRODUCE NO AGREEMENTS
4/13/1989 C015 UNION DELIVERS WORKERS' COMPLAINTS TO MORRELL
4/18/1989 C015 MORRELL RESUMES SHEEP KILL OPERATION
4/19/1989 Alll MORRELL SHEEP KILL TO RESUME MONDAY
4/22/1989 A081 RICH EXPLOIT WORKERS (L)
4/26/1989 D081 MORRELL EMPLOYS 40 IN SHEEP KILL
4/30/1989 BB07 MORRELL HELPS BUILD FUTURE OF SIOUX FALLS
4/30/1989 CC01 ^VIOLENT STRIKE FORGES MORRELL WORK FORCE
5/10/1989 A012 *NEW PLANT DISCUSSED
5/10/1989 D082 INJURY RATE CONTINUES TO FALL
5/11/1989 D012 *PLAN WOULD GIVE MORRELL CHEAPER WATER
5/12/1989 D086 MORRELL PARENT BLAMES SLIP ON BANANA SALES
5/17/1989 A101 NEW MORRELL PLANT WOULD BE WELCOME (ED)
5/18/1989 B081 JAPANESE MANAGERS TOUR MORRELL PLANT
5/21/1989 E012 XUNION STRIFE CLOUDS MORRELL TALKS
5/22/1989 A105 MORRELL TRYING TO IMPROVE (L)
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5/28/1989 A092 MORRELL PROMISES EMPTY (L)
5/28/1989 A09A PAY CUTS CAN FUND PLANT (L)
5/30/1989 con MORRELL TALKS CONTINUE TODAY
5/31/1989 A012 *HORMEL DEAL TOPS MORRELL TALKS
6/01/1989 A015 SENIORITY RESOLVED AT MORRELL
6/02/1989 C015 MORRELL TALKS ARE EXTENDED
6/03/1989 A015 MORRELL TALKS ON AN OPTIMISTIC NOTE
6/0A/1989 A092 HAS MORRELL CHANGED (L)
6/15/1989 coil MORRELL, UNION SHIFT MEETING TO OMAHA
6/16/1989 D085 LET'S SEE NEW PLANT PLANS
6/21/1989 A016 *N0 NEW PLANT AT MORRELL
6/21/1989 A021 *CITY'S NEW HOPE--RENOVATION
6/22/1989 C015 WORKER SENIORITY TOPS MORRELL TALKS
6/23/1989 C012 *MORRELL NEGOTIATORS RECESS FOR RESEARCH
6/26/1989 A012 MORRELL, WORKERS TO PUT DOWN ARMS
7/15/1989 A015 36LOCAL MORRELL BOSS GETS CORPORATE JOB
7/19/1989 A015 *NEW GENERAL MANAGER NAMED AT PLANT
7/30/1989 C016 MORRELL, UNION TO MEET
7/30/1989 E012 MORRELL HOLDS STEADY IN INDUSTRY RANKINGS
8/10/1989 D081 UNITED BRAND SHARES FALL IN 2ND QUARTER
8/20/1989 E012 36SELLING HOUSE FOR PROFIT IS TRICKY
8/22/1989 B062 MORRELL TALKS TO RESUME WITHIN 30 DAYS
8/27/1989 E012 ^MORRELL PAYING MORE FOR LEANER PIGS
9/07/1989 D066 MORRELL PACT TALKS SEPTEMBER 18
9/09/1989 C012 MORRELL MAY OFFSET HIGHER WATER RATES
9/10/1989 AOll 50 JOBS ADDED AT MORRELL PLANT
9/19/1989 A015 UNION MOVE MAY BE BREAKTHROUGH
9/20/1989 D082 MORRELL, UNION STILL COMPARING CONTRACTS
9/21/1989 B081 MORRELL PARENT SELLS PART OF FRUIT INTEREST
9/21/1989 B082 PACT WILL DECIDE MORRELL FUTURE
9/22/1989 D082 MORRELL TALKS RECESS WITHOUT PACT
9/23/1989 A016 *OFFICIAL TIES DRUGS TO MORRELL
9/26/1989 A081 CITY SHOULDN'T BLAME OTHERS (ED)
10/01/1989 A104 NELSON COMMENT OFF BASE (L)
10/05/1989 A016 MORRELL MAKES AN OFFER
10/07/1989 A012 MORRELL VOTE LIKELY NEXT WEEK
10/11/1989 A015 SIOUX FALLS MORRELL VOTES NEXT
10/12/1989 A016 VOTES TALLIED TODAY ON MORRELL'S OFFER
10/12/1989 C041 STATE SUPREME COURT TO HEAR MORRELL CASE
10/13/1989 A015 MORRELL WORKERS VOTE NO
10/14/1989 C014 MORRELL FAILED SETTLEMENT CALLED FOR UNION
10/15/1989 A015 5«C0MM0N GROUND AT MORRELL
11/07/1989 B082 MORRELL, UNION HEAD TO COURT DECEMBER 14
11/08/1989 D084 UNITED BRANDS HAS RECORD PROFITS
11/27/1989 B015 RETIRED MORRELL WORKERS ENJOY OLD TIMES
12/17/1989 DOll MORRELL'S OWNER EXPECTS 15 PERCENT GAIN
1/03/1990 D082 ^PETITIONS BACK 'DOCTOR'S CHOICE'
1/06/1990 C012 MORRELL TO CLOSE KANSAS PORK PLANT
3/09/1990 A012 MORRELL ADDS SHIFT, 250 JOBS
3/19/1990 A084 STOP WORKER EXPLOITATION (L)
3/21/1990 A012 ^AGREEMENT SLICES MORRELL FINE
3/22/1990 A015 KMORRELL'S PLAN TO CUT INJURIES--INDUSTRY LANDMARK
3/22/1990 AlOl MORRELL-UNION ACCORD PROMISING (ED)
3/27/1990 A012 CITY TOLD TO PLAN FOR HISPANICS
3/29/1990 A081 HISPANICS WOULD ADD TO COMMUNITY ASSETS (ED)
4/03/1990 B061 SECOND HOG SHIFT STARTS AT MORRELL
4/07/1990 A015 UNION SOUNDS ALARM AS FARM AID BEGINS
4/12/1990 D061 MORRELL, UNION TALKS CONTINUE
4/25/1990 AOll 2 MORRELL WORKERS HURT IN ACCIDENTS
4/26/1990 coil MORRELL WORKER'S HAND REATTACHED
4/27/1990 D081 MORRELL'S PARENT HAS RECORD EARNINGS
4/29/1990 AOll WELDERS START FIRE AT MORRELL PLANT
5/22/1990 A103 MORRELL SHOULD JOIN CITYWIDE CLEANUP EFFORT (L)
5/23/1990 D091 CHIQUITA TO OFFER COMMON STOCK SHARES
5/24/1990 AOll MORRELL INCREASES OFFER--UNION BALKS
5/24/1990 D062 UNION JILTS MORRELL'S WAGE HIKE OFFER
5/25/1990 D081 OSHA OFFICER PROBES MORRELL
6/28/1990 D066 MORRELL DEPARTMENT LEAVING CITY
6/29/1990 D062 MORRELL PARENT FIRM FACES STRIKE THREAT
7/10/1990 coil MORRELL WORKER HAS HER HAND AMPUTATED
7/13/1990 AOll MORRELL, UNION TALKS WILL RESUME MONDAY
7/13/1990 D061 MORRELL TO CLOSE CITY BACON WORKS
7/27/1990 A014 COURT RULES MORRELL WORKERS DESERVED PAY
8/31/1990 A012 INS FINES MORRELL FOR HIRING ILLEGAL ALIENS
9/05/1990 D016 MEMO SHOWS MORRELL PLAN FOR HISPANICS
9/08/1990 A012 *COURT UPHOLDS MORRELL AWARD
9/18/1990 B065 MORRELL, LOCAL UNION NEAR AGREEMENT
9/21/1990 D061 MORRELL, UNION MAY MEET TODAY
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9/26/1990 D085 UNION TO APPEAL MORRELL DECISION
9/27/1990 AG12 FURLOUGHS THREATEN MORRELL
9/30/1990 A015 UNION CONSIDERS NEW MORRELL OFFER
9/30/1990 C031 PLANT CLOSING UNLIKELY--OFFICIAL
10/0A/1990 D086 MORRELL PURCHASES RIVAL BRAND
10/05/1990 D081 MORRELL UNION PLANS MEETING ABOUT OFFER
10/08/1990 A012 UNION WON'T TELL ITS MEMBERS
11/02/1990 D082 MORRELL IN SIOUX CITY FINED IN SAFETY PROBE
11/21/1990 D071 NO VOTE SCHEDULED ON MORRELL CONTRACT
12/05/1990 D071 MORRELL WORKERS TO VOTE ON CONTRACT
12/07/1990 D091 MORRELL PARENT MAKES STOCK OFFER
12/11/1990 D061 UNION TO VOTE TODAY ON MORRELL CONTRACT
12/12/1990 A012 UNION CANS MORRELL CONTRACT
12/13/1990 D082 BUNION MUST TAKE NEXT STEP ON CONTRACT
1/06/1991 E012 *MORRELL UNION CANDIDATES OFFER CONTRASTS IN STYLE
1/19/1991 A012 MORRELL UNION MAY VOTE ON NEW CONTRACT
1/23/1991 A015 MORRELL WORKERS FLEE AMMONIA GAS
1/29/1991 A012 UNION ACCEPTS MORRELL OFFER
2/03/1991 D012 KMORE CHANGES DUE AT MORRELL PLANT
2/05/1991 AlOl FOCUS ON MORRELL RETURNS TO FUTURE (ED)
3/01/1991 D071 CHIQUITA REPORTS RECORD EARNINGS
3/13/1991 D065 NOT AFFECTED BY PROFIT CUTS
3/1A/1991 A012 NEBRASKA MAN SUES MORRELL OVER INJURY
3/19/1991 A083 SHOWS ITS CONCERN (L)
4/02/1991 B015 BOMB SCARE EMPTIES MORRELL
4/06/1991 C011 OFFERS REWARD FOR BOMB THREAT INFO
4/18/1991 B065 *MORRELL BOSS TO RETIRE MAY 1
4/28/1991 N106 MORRELL STRIFE TIMELINE •87-'91
4/30/1991 A012 UNION STRIKES OUT, MUST PAY
5/07/1991 A012 3€CITY ASKS MORRELL TO CURTAIL STENCH
5/21/1991 A012 MORRELL OFFERS ODOR REBUTTAL
5/23/1991 A081 KPUBLIC OPINIONS--SMELL FROM THE PLANT
6/23/1991 E011 MORRELL EXECUTIVE PROMOTED TO CEO
8/08/1991 A015 TUBERCULOSIS CASE REPORTED AT MORRELL
8/09/1991 C012 WINS ONE AND LOSES ANOTHER
8/10/1991 C016 INJURED MAN SUES MORRELL FOR $11 MILLION
9/08/1991 E012 *ON-THE-JOB WORKOUTS
9/10/1991 B062 TB CASE IS ISOLATED AT MORRELL
10/15/1991 B082 MORRELL FINED $73,000 FOR SAFETY VIOLATIONS
12/18/1991 A012 MORRELL MOVE ADDS 70 JOBS
12/19/1991 C012 MORRELL FILES SUIT TO CUT RETIREE BENEFITS
12/21/1991 AlOl DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
12/22/1991 A012 MORRELL LAWSUIT CRITICIZED
12/24/1991 C011 MORRELL DONATES MEAT FOR CHRISTMAS
1/01/1992 A016 MORRELL'S BENEFITS BID HALTED
1/01/1992 C014 XEX-MORRELL WORKER, WIFE STILL STRUGGLE
1/10/1992 A082 MORRELL RETIREES GET LITTLE THANKS FOR WORK (L)
1/19/1992 A081 MORRELL ISN'T DOING ANY FAVORS WITH MOVE (L)
1/23/1992 A012 MORRELL WORKERS SUE THEIR UNION
1/24/1992 A015 UNION SAYS SUIT A CASE OF SECOND-GUESSING
2/06/1992 B061 SYMPATHY STRIKERS TO MEET SATURDAY
2/28/1992 D071 MORRELL PARENT EARNINGS RISE
2/28/1992 D075 SYMPATHY STRIKERS SUE OWN UNION FOR WAGE LOSS
4/08/1992 D061 JUDGE KILLS UNION ARBITRATION ISSUE
4/21/1992 A016 MORRELL TO CLEAR THE POLLUTION
4/26/1992 EOll CHIQUITA REPORTS DROP IN EARNINGS
4/28/1992 D063 UNIONS TO HONOR WORKERS HURT ON JOB
5/01/1992 C025 HORSEPLAY CAN'T BAR WORKERS' COMP
5/03/1992 A012 AMENDING FROM THE STRIKE
5/03/1992 A031 *UNION RECOUPS FROM '87 WALKOUT
5/03/1992 A031 ^COMPETITION PRESSURES MORRELL TO STAY EFFICIENT
5/04/1992 A012 ^FORMER UNION MAN FINDS HIS GREEN THUMB
5/04/1992 A041 3€STRIKE ALTERED PATHS--FOR BETTER, WORSE
5/07/1992 AOll 3fM0RRELL CHOPS 400 JOBS
5/07/1992 A012 KYOU JUST LEARN TO ACCEPT IT
5/07/1992 A031 CLOSING LIKELY TO HURT THE LITTLE GUY
5/07/1992 A031 DECISION MIRRORS FOOD PROCESSING TREND
5/07/1992 A034 AGENCIES WORRY THAT POOR WILL SUFFER
5/08/1992 A012 36MORRELL TO CUT 200 JOBS TODAY
5/08/1992 AlOl CITY MUST HELP WORKERS (ED)
5/09/1992 A012 *240 GET PINK SLIPS
5/10/1992 F021 CANDIDATE DEMANDS RESPONSE TO LAYOFFS
5/13/1992 A012 MORRELL EMPLOYEES PUTTING IN OVERTIME
5/13/1992 D061 MORRELL'S PARENT COMPANY SUED
5/15/1992 A016 CHIQUITA DEBATES SELLING MORRELL
5/16/1992 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
5/17/1992 E012 LAYOFFS SPREADING IN SF
5/19/1992 D062 STATE INCENTIVE OFFER STILL ON TABLE
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MORRELL PEGGY
MORRIS CHAD
MORRIS HENRY
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MORTENSON CARL
MORTENSON CURT
MORTENSON DEB
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/19/1992 D062 *NOW WHAT'
5/29/1992 A012 MORRELL BRINGS BACK 58 WORKERS
6/11/1992 D061 MORRELL PLANT WILL RECALL 21 WORKERS
6/23/1992 D065 MORRELL RECALLS MORE WORKERS
7/29/1992 B052 MORRELL TO DISCUSS CLOSING TODAY
7/30/1992 B065 MORRELL OFFICIALS MUM ON BEEF PLANT CLOSING
8/01/1992 B012 MORRELL TO CLOSE BEEF OPERATION
8/06/1992 B061 CHIQUITA POSTS $16 7 MILLION LOSS
9/11/1992 B065 JUDGE DISMISSES WORKER LAWSUIT AGAINST UNION
9/12/1992 B061 MORRELL WORKERS WILL APPEAL RULING
10/06/1992 B062 TRIAL STARTS TODAY OVER MORRELL BENEFITS
I0/2A/1992 A012 MORRELL BUY OUT CONSIDERED
10/27/1992 A012 MORRELL UNION DEBATES BUY-OUT
11/07/1992 A012 KMORRELL MANAGERS REPORTEDLY RESIGN
11/15/1992 A012 9€L0SS OF MORRELL WOULD BE BLOW TO STATE'S ECONOMY
11/19/1992 B066 MICKELSON TO KEEP EYE ON MORRELL JOBS
11/20/1992 B062 *MORRELL NAMES NEW MANAGER
11/29/1992 A012 *1-90 MEATPACKERS TAKE SEPARATE ROADS
11/29/1992 coil *PLANT THAT GREW WITH CITY STANDS AT CROSSROADS
11/2A/198A BOIA PAPER CARRIER SAVES MAN'S LIFE
1/27/1992 A012 *WINS ROUND AGAINST LEUKEMIA
3/20/1983 coil XMCKENNAN EX EC-GROWTH SLOW
9/15/1983 A012 *HE'S DOWN BUT NOT OUT
12/02/1983 AOIA *MCKENNAN ADMINISTRATOR QUITS
2/16/1982 C051 IRRIGATION PROJECT TO BE BUILT IN PERU
12/27/1992 DOll ^REPUBLICAN WAS LOOKING FOR A NEW VOICE
6/08/1991 A012 *HIGH-FLYING DATE YIELDS BROKEN LEG
10/19/1982 N051 *VETERAN RALPH MORRIS REMEMBERS ALL PLANT WORKERS
2/11/1983 BOIA DRINKING AND JIVING
10/28/1991 A012 ^ADVOCATE FOR COMMON FOLK DIES
10/28/1991 B021 ^SERVICES SET FOR WEDNESDAY
10/29/1991 C021 ^SERVICES SET FOR EX-UNION LEADER MORRIS
4/26/1987 DD51 *LABOR OF LOVES TO LIFE LONG COMMITMENT
6/14/1991 A012 XWATCHDOG KEEPS EYE ON COMMISSIONERS
12/20/1982 BOll ^WINCHESTER DEAL STARTS AS BUSINESS
3/07/1984 C051 HAGEDORN, MORRISON GET JEFFERSON AWARDS
1/27/1991 BOll COSMOPOLITAN CLUBS HONOR LOCAL DOCTOR
6/25/1991 coil DOCTOR TO BE HONORED FOR COMMUNITY WORK
12/28/1984 BOll *THE MAN WITH A HEART FOR KIDS
10/22/1992 D012 *RURAL ROOTS PROPEL ARTIST
3/02/1982 A014 MILLER FIRMS FEEL PINCH OF SOUR FARM ECONOMY
7/31/1990 coil MORRISON ANNOUNCES SENATE CANDIDACY
1/31/1988 B023 EX-OFFICIAL PLEADS GUILTY TO SEX CRIMES
2/04/1992 A052 *HE'S SERIOUS ABOUT FOLK
9/12/1986 C023 *GET TO KNOW A BILL
11/06/1982 A084 DELL RAPIDS NATIVE TO BE ORDAINED
1/28/1990 B022 STURGIS LAWYER BIDDING FOR JAYCEES PRESIDENCY
1/10/1982 DOll XSOUTH DAKOTA'S INFANT DEATH RATE
3/09/1989 A012 SD NUMBER 2 IN INFANT DEATHS
> 5/26/1989 A013 SOME OF THE REPORT'S GOALS FOR 1994
8/05/1989 C012 EXPERT CALLS SD BABIES VULNERABLE
8/19/1989 C033 LUNG DISEASE DEATHS
8/20/1989 A131 NON-WHITE TOT DEATHS SWAY STATISTICS (L)
8/26/1989 A016 *BREAST CANCER DEATHS
11/12/1989 A092 INFANT DEATH RATES
12/21/1989 C012 DEATH RATES HIGH AT 2 HOSPITALS
4/15/1990 C015 3CMYSTERY SIDS CAUSE ADDS TO PAIN OF LOSS
5/10/1990 A021 *BLAME POOR LIVING CONDITIONS FOR CHILDREN DEATHS
4/09/1991 A015 *NATIVE AMERICAN BABIES FIGHT ODDS
5/02/1991 A015 HOSPITALS SHINE IN MORTALITY SURVEY
5/05/1991 C031 LEADER OF HOSPITAL GROUP SKEPTICAL OF REPORT
8/02/1991 A012 CANCER DEATH RATE LOW IN SD
12/26/1991 C012 OFFICIALS TO COMPILE CANCER DATA
1/29/1992 C015 GROUP TARGETS STATE'S INFANT MORTALITY RATE
2/28/1992 C032 INDIAN INFANT DEATH RATE HIGH IN CITIES
3/25/1992 C012 ACCIDENTS NUMBER I KILLER UNDER AGE 35
4/17/1992 C016 CANCER DEATHS INCREASE
4/17/1992 C022 MORTALITY FACTS
6/09/1992 A066 STATISTICIANS CAN'T ALWAYS BE TRUSTED (L)
7/08/1992 C012 ^PROGRAM AIMS TO LOWER INFANT DEATHS
9/17/1992 B021 MINNEHAHA CANCER DEATHS RANK HIGH
11/29/1992 F012 INFANT MORTALITY RATE DROPS
4/18/1984 C133 GROUP HONORS HELEN MORTEN
11/07/1988 A012 *PLANE FLIES WITH A MISSION
11/25/1992 B016 ELECTION A TOSSUP IN COUNTY CONTEST
2/26/1989 C041 *VIDEO LOTTERY TO THRIVE ON CHANGE
9/15/1990 C033 ^TRAVELING TEACHER KNOWS THE RULES
3/12/1992 coil LOTTERY SPOKESWOMAN WILL LEAVE HER JOB
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A/2A/1989 A012 *CITY MAN TO CARRY TORCH ACROSS SD
6/10/1989 CG15 WHEELCHAIR ATHLETE NEARS HALFWAY POINT
1/29/1982 C051 REALTORS BACK BILL AFFECTING MORTGAGES
2/07/1982 B041 DUE-ON-SALE CLAUSE MIGHT GET 2ND CHANCE
6/18/1982 coil STANDARDS TOUGH TO QUALIFY FOR LOW-INTEREST
6/19/1982 BOll COUPLE MUST PAY OFF DEBT DESPITE FORECLOSURE
6/27/1982 C032 HIGH MORTGAGE RATES DEVASTATE HOME BUYERS (L)
6/29/1982 A012 STATE S8L OFFICIALS WEREN'T SURPRISED
7/12/1982 C035 REALTORS--NEW LOANS RESTRICTIVE
7/24/1982 A014 SD HIGH COURT BACKS DUE-ON-SALE CLAUSES
9/20/1982 B044 SD HAS LOW RATE OF PAST-DUE MORTGAGES
1/23/1983 C081 COURT--NO PENALTY ON EARLY REPAYMENT
2/08/1983 C015 SALE BARNS PUSH BILL ON MORTGAGED GOODS
3/01/1983 B031 BILL CHANGES MORTGAGE PAYMENT LAWS
4/02/1983 B014 9 PERCENT HOME LOANS AVAILABLE MAY 1
5/13/1983 coil SD HOME BUYERS LOANED $500,000
5/26/1983 A012 $8 MILLION AVAILABLE FOR 9 875 PERCENT MORTGAGES
5/26/1983 C012 LOAN MONEY PLEASES REALTORS, BUILDERS
6/26/1983 C015 HOMEBUYERS SNATCH LOW INTEREST LOANS
8/14/1983 E012 ADJUSTABLE LOAN MAKES HOMES MORE AFFORDABLE
9/03/1983 B036 MORTGAGE COSTS LOW
8/26/1986 B033 OWNING VS OWING
1/01/1987 B051 MORTGAGE RATES AT 8-YEAR LOW
2/19/1988 C012 HOME BUYERS COULD SAVE WITH PLAN
2/21/1988 C051 WESTERN BANK OFFERS BI-WEEKLY MORTGAGE PLAN
4/28/1988 A012 CONGRESS REMOVES INCOME LIMITS
3/03/1992 B066 REFINANCING SLOWS
3/06/1992 D065 SD HAS LOWEST RATE OF DELINQUENCIES
' 5/29/1992 C012' BANK OFFERS HOME LOANS TO LOW INCOME
6/27/1992 D025 HOUSING AUTHORITY BOARD BOOSTS MAXIMUM LOAN LIMIT
7/03/1992 A014 HOME LOANS PRIMED BY INTEREST RATE DROP
8/09/1992 EOll FIXED-RATE MORTGAGES UNCHANGED LAST WEEK
12/03/1992 A015 STATE'S HOMEOWNERS ARE NATION'S LEADERS
1/15/1982 A121 'I DIDN'T REALIZE THE MIKE WAS ON '
5/19/1983 C051 MORTIMER HEADS NUCLEAR WASTE COMMITTEE
1/15/1984 C012 3CM0RTIMER SHOOTS STRAIGHT ON OUTDOOR ISSUES
2/12/1984 A041 kKEY PLAYERS IN NUCLEAR WASTE SITE DUMP
2/23/1984 coil KPRAIRIE DOGS TOUTED AS EDGEMONT'S FUTURE
4/29/1984 C092 5€LEGISLATIVE CANDIDATES REPRESENT VARIETY OF FIELDS
1/22/1985 C015 LEGISLATURE'S KING OF ONE-LINERS STRIKES AGAIN
1/27/1985 C071 *MEET REP MORTIMER FROM BELLE FOUCHE
2/12/1986 B021 ^LAWMAKER & HIS CLUNKER
2/26/1986 BOll MORTIMER ANNOUNCES END OF LEGISLATIVE CAREER
2/06/1990 C012 FORMER LEGISLATORS TAKE SEATS
10/04/1991 C012 KSOME ADVICE UNHEEDED IN REDISTRICTING
1/19/1992 coil 3CWITH0UT MORT, HOUSE SHORT OF COLORFUL WIT
10/20/1983 C015 MORTIMER WON'T REVEAL WHY SHE RESIGNED
9/14/1984 B036 MORTIMER HEADS YOUTH SYMPHONY
8/07/1983 coil 36SUCCESS ISN'T DRIVING MORTON TO GREENER PASTURES
1/12/1988 B013 *BIG-TIME COACHES DRAW ON SD TIES
10/11/1984 BOll KATTIC DISCOVERY TURNS INTO CRAFT
12/04/1982 C061 KWHAT MAKES PEOPLE TICK--PSYCHOLOGIST HAS ANSWER
5/29/1990 A015 ^MINNESOTA TOWN ASKS GORVACHEV TO DROP BY
4/09/1992 D016 XSKYFORCE COACH GETS JOB AS GM
5/28/1992 DOll *CAMP WILL GIVE PLAYERS CHANCE TO SHOW STUFF
10/25/1992 Alll XWOULD GIVE MIDDLE CLASS A BREAK
9/14/1983 D012 3€TRAVELING MOSER HOPES TO SETTLE DOWN
8/03/1992 DOll K'KID INSIDE' SHOULD SPARK FUN, FIREWORKS
9/28/1992 DOll *WHEN DAYS COOL, ITS TOUGH TO RISE
11/09/1992 DOll *TEENS NEED MORE OPTIONS FOR FUN NIGHT
12/28/1992 D012 ^APPLYING FOR COLLEGE A DAUNTING TASK
3/14/1991 B013 DAY-CARE AUTHOR TO SPEAK IN SF
3/18/1991 A052 KDAY-CARE PROVIDER WRITES BOOK FOR PEERS
2/26/1989 C061 USD BACKER WINS SERVICE AWARD
12/06/1991 C022 36RETIRED OFFICER SUMS UP LIFE
6/18/1992 C012 *BOOK REVIEW
3/06/1992 A103 ^SPECIAL ED SHOULDN'T BE BURDEN
9/10/1989 DOll MOSESON TO SPEAK AT CO-OP BANQUET
2/14/1984 A071 ^COUPLE'S MARRIAGE IS BASED ON GIVING
12/01/1991 C012 9fRURAL LIBRARY SYSTEM KEEPS RESIDENTS READING
6/10/1982 C071 MOSQUITOES CARRY DISEASE
6/18/1982 C031 STOP MOSQUITO ONSLAUGHT BY SPRAYING
8/28/1983 C064 MINNESOTA WAGES WAR ON MOSQUITOES
5/29/1987 A015 TIGER MOSQUITOES HAVEN'T BUGGED
6/19/1988 EOll MOSQUITOES SURVIVE DESPITE DROUGHT
6/22/1990 A015 KMOSQUITOES BACK STRONG
5/30/1991 A074 SEND 'ARGUS' YOUR BEST MOSQUITO TIPS
6/10/1991 B032 ELIMINATE WATER POOLS TO STOP MOSQUITOES
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6/11/1991 A072 *THE STING OF SUMMER
1/19/1992 F012 KCOLD CRAFT
11/16/1987 C012 ^SOCIAL WORKER AT MENDING FAMILY TROUBLES
5/02/1990 coil MOSTRUM IS GIVEN AWARD FOR CITY WORK
7/16/1990 C012 KYOU'LL ALWAYS FIND CHEESE IN FRIDGE
1/31/1991 C032 MAN CHECKS OUT ON §1,282 ROOM TAB
5/08/1988 A012 *MOTHER, NURSE SHARE TIME WITH FAMILY, PATIENTS
5/08/1988 C061 *ATHLETES SAY--'THANK YOU, MOM'
5/09/1988 C012 MOTHER'S AFFECTION HASN'T CHANGED
5/20/1988 A105 MOTHER'S DAY ALSO VE DAY (L)
4/23/1989 coil BUS RIDES FREE FOR MOTHER'S DAY
5/15/1989 A012 XMOM'S DAY OUT
5/13/1990 A012 3€PI0NEER MOMS
1/19/1982 A071 3fTHE EDUCATION OF A WELFARE MOTHER
3/19/1982 C031 RAPID CITIAN SD MOTHER OF YEAR
5/01/1982 Alll THRESHOLD HAD RECEIVED A GRANT FROM TARGET STORES
7/22/1982 B052 MOTHER'S CHAPTER ORGANIZING
1/18/1983 A095 MOTHERS OF TWINS ELECTS OFFICERS
2/03/1983 BOll *MOMS REALIZE TWINS CAN BE TWICE AS NICE
3/16/1983 B054 SATTLER IS MOTHER OF THE YEAR
5/08/1983 DOll SCGOLD STAR MOTHERS
5/19/1983 C031 MOTHER OF YEAR WILL BE HONORED SATURDAY
6/08/1983 B072 MOTHER OF THE YEAR IS HONORED
9/19/1983 B031 CLUBS CAN NOMINATE YEAR'S MOTHER
10/21/1983 B031 XSTRANSKY IS MOTHER OF THE YEAR
2/29/1984 B115 KSHERER NAMED MOTHER OF THE YEAR
5/11/1984 A013 *SILOH RASMUSSEN DISPLAYS A BOUQUET OF FLOWERS
5/13/1984 DOll KA DAY TO THINK OF MOM
^ 5/14/1984 'B042 MOTHER'S DAY STANDS FOR PEACE
10/25/1984 B054 MOTHER OF THE YEAR APPLICATIONS
2/13/1985 B073 KHURON WOMAN IS MOTHER OF YEAR
3/21/1985 B074 MOTHER OF YEAR AWARD IS SUNDAY
4/18/1985 C014 GIRL CREATES WINNING MOTHER'S DAY CARD
5/12/1985 coil DELIVER MOTHER'S DAY LOVE ACROSS THE NATION
5/12/1985 DOll 56SMILE, IT'S MOTHER'S DAY
6/14/1985 B054 DASCHLE RECOGNIZES GOLD STAR MOTHERS
8/12/1985 BOll ^EXPECTANT MOTHERS GET IN SHAPE
11/01/1985 A071 OPENS DOORS FOR POOR MOTHERS
11/10/1985 B041 3CCHURCH GROUP WORKS ON HOME
11/17/1985 C012 36DESPERATE MOTHERS CALL FOR HELP
3/12/1986 C112 STATE MOTHER OF YEAR IS CHOSEN
3/30/1986 DOll KMOTHER OF 15 IS HAPPY WITH LIFE
5/12/1986 A012 BRINGING IN MOTHER'S DAY
10/16/1986 B051 SEARCH ON FOR MOTHER OF THE YEAR
2/08/1987 C021 HURON MOM PICKED STATE MOTHER OF THE YEAR
2/11/1987 cm MOTHER OF THE YEAR SELECTED
4/14/1987 C021 HOSCHEID NAMED MOTHER OF THE YEAR
4/30/1987 C022 READY TO TAKE MOTHERS FOR A RIDE
5/10/1987 FOll ^CHILDREN RECALL MOTHER'S ADVICE
10/08/1987 Alll GROUP SEEKS NOTEWORTHY MOTHERS
10/17/1987 A083 *A SON'S MORTALITY COMES INTO FOCUS
2/27/1988 C012 MOTHER'S 70TH YEAR BRINGS REFLECTIONS
3/16/1988 C116 XCLAVEL NAMED MOTHER OF THE YEAR
3/20/1988 A131 MEMORY OF MOM'S LOVE MAKES
3/28/1988 A072 GROUP STARTED FOR YOUNG MOTHERS
5/03/1988 C012 SHE LOVES ME'
5/08/1988 FOll *MANY WOMEN FACE PARENTING WITHOUT PARTNER
5/10/1988 C031 NAVY MOTHERS CLUB ELECTS COMMANDER
5/13/1988 A103 SHOULD SKIP IMMORAL LIFE STORIES (L)
12/22/1988 A061 SINGLE MOM' PLIGHT IGNORED BY SOCIETY (L)
3/20/1989 coil XBROOKINGS WOMAN NAMED MOM OF THE YEAR
5/14/1989 A012 KHOME IS WHERE THE HEART IS
5/14/1989 F012 KMOM 8 ME TOGETHER AT WORK
8/09/1989 C012 EX-CITY CANDIDATE SUING MOM
8/16/1989 coil CITY WOMAN REPORTS SON ASSAULTED HER
9/30/1989 coil FORUM WILL FOCUS ON ADC MOTHERS
10/01/1989 C015 MOTHERS SPEAK OUT FOR GRANTS AT FORUM
10/12/1989 A084 NOT ALL MOMS DESERVE AID (L)
10/13/1989 A081 MOMS DON'T NEED GUILT TRIP (L)
10/13/1989 A082 CARTOON HIT NAIL ON HEAD (L)
10/21/1989 A082 WORKING MOMS ENJOY CAREER OR NEED MONEY (L)
10/21/1989 A083 QUALITY TIME VITAL TO CHILD (L)
10/23/1989 AlOl MOM WORKS HARD FOR CHILD (L)
11/08/1989 C045 PLEADS GUILTY TO AIDING RAPE OF HER CHILD
11/09/1989 A012 XDAY-CARE CENTER LETS MOTHERS DROP IN
11/09/1989 BOll KNOW A GOOD MOM
11/09/1989 coil WOMAN ENTERS PLEA IN MANSLAUGHTER
12/07/1989 A016 JfABDUCTED VIBORG BOY FOUND
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12/08/1989 CG16 CHARGES ON WIFE DROPPED
1/05/1990 AOIA KMOTHER OF 2A REMEMBERED IN LOVE
2/17/1990 C023 ^CHESTER WOMAN NAMED MOTHER OF THE YEAR
3/12/1990 A072 *HANDS OF TIME MEASURE 90 WONDERFUL YEARS
3/13/1990 C015 MOTHER GETS 6 MONTHS IN COCAINE CASE
A/02/1990 B012 ^MOTHERS MEET FOR SUPPORT, COMPANY
5/06/1990 DD02 J6R0UT1NE IS LIKE 'BEAT THE CLOCK'
5/13/1990 F012 KMORE WOMEN STARTING FAMILIES AFTER 35
6/10/1990 Alll SINGLE WOMEN WHO HAVE BABIES ARE GUTSY (L)
7/10/1990 C012 WOMAN ASKS FOR TREATMENT AT CENTER
7/12/1990 C012 COCAINE MOM COULD BE FREED
7/16/1990 C012 SUPPORT FOR DRUG-ADDICTED MOMS
8/05/1990 A016 UNMARRIED MOTHERS IN SD INCREASE
8/08/1990 C023 KSD BIRTHS TO UNWED GROWING
8/19/1990 EOll WALKERS RAISE MONEY FOR UNWED MOTHERS
9/12/1990 A012 *MOM FIGHTS CANCER - FOR BABY
10/25/1990 coil NOMINATIONS TAKEN FOR MOTHER OF THE YEAR
2/23/1991 C031 CAROL KOCER NAMED MOTHER OF THE YEAR
3/0A/1991 C031 *WAGNER WOMAN NAMED MOTHER OF THE YEAR
A/18/1991 A056 X'SUPERMOM' SHARES SECRETS
5/12/1991 A012 36MOM KEEPS FARM, FAMILY TOGETHER AFTER MISFORTUNES
5/12/1991 A092 RING A BELL TODAY TO HONOR MOTHERS (L)
5/12/1991 F012 MOM'S ADVICE GOES WITH CHILDREN INTO ADULTHOOD
8/06/1991 A012 WOMAN TO BEAR HER OWN GRANDCHILDREN
8/07/1991 A012 ^SURROGATE M0M--1T SEEMS NATURAL
8/11/1991 Alll XGRANDMA AS SURROGATE MOM IS A STEP TOO FAR
8/2A/1991 C012 *MED1A FUSS SHOCKS SURROGATE GRANDMA
9/01/1991 E032 SD SINGLE-MOTHER FAMILY NUMBERS UP
10/02/1991 coil MOTHER OF YEAR APPLICATIONS TAKEN
10/13/1991 A012 ^GRANDMA GIVES BIRTH
10/17/1991 B032 ^SURROGATE GRANDMA LEAVES HOSPITAL
10/19/1991 C032 XPROUD FAMILY INTRODUCES TWINS TO WORLD
11/19/1991 C012 SMOTHER OF NINE STILL TAKES TIME TO SHARE
1/22/1992 C032 ^SURROGATE GRANDMOTHER TELLS STORY
A/2A/1992 A016 MOM GIVES UP OVERNIGHT DATES TO KEEP GIRL
5/06/1992 BOll 3€ARE YOU '90'S KIND OF MOM
5/10/1992 BOll KLET ME COUNT THE SEASONS
5/10/1992 GOll KMOM TAUGHT FIRST LESSONS IN LIFE, LOVE
5/10/1992 G012 *MOMS
5/31/1992 A072 SINGLE MOTHERS CAN HANDLE RAISING CHILD (L)
7/05/1992 DOll NOMINATIONS TAKEN FOR TOP MOM CONTEST
7/21/1992 B012 SINGLE MOMS PROJECT LOSES FEDERAL AID
8/07/1992 B012 3€L0CAL AGENCIES HELP MOM, 9 KIDS
10/11/1992 F025 ^SCHWEITZER WRITING BOOK ON TWINS' BIRTH
11/01/1992 F022 SD ABOVE AVERAGE ON WORKING MOMS
12/18/1992 A015 KSD TOPS NATION IN WORKING MOMS
12/29/1992 BOll MOTHER OF YEAR DEADLINE EXTENDED
7/25/1986 C021 MOTH POPULATION THREATENS SUNFLOWER CROP
5/27/1991 A052 KVIEW FROM A BROWN PAPER BAG
8/02/1990 C012 LIBERIANS ARREST, DETAIN MISSIONARY FAMILY
8/11/1990 A016 SD FAMILY BACK FROM LIBERIA
5/2A/1983 B013 36HUGHES' FINDS BICYCLE MOTOCROSS FUN
SEE MOTORCYCLES
3€M0T0R HOME IS HOME AWAY FROM HOME FOR STARS
SEE AUTO-SD
MOTOR VEHICLES DEPARTMENT'S COMPUTER
SEE ALSO ACCIDENT CYCLE, CYCLING
1/28/1982 DOAS REINSTATE HELMET LAW, LEGISLATOR SAYS
1/29/1982 C051 MANDATORY HELMET LAW REJECTED
3/31/1982 DOll THAT'S INCREDIBLE NEAR TEA
6/01/1982 BOll KDESPITE FEAR, MOTOCROSS DRIVERS KEEP RACING
6/03/1982 B05A SD SAFETY COUNCIL IS OFFERING CLASSES
6/26/1982 C031 STURGIS CHANGES ORDINANCES FOR MOTORCYLE RALLY
7/29/1982 B05A MOTORCYCLE RIDER COURSES
8/01/1982 B051 PLANS STILL ON FOR 3-DAY CONCERT DURING RALLY
8/1A/1982 C032 PATROL CRACKS DOWN ON SPEEDING BIKERS
8/15/1982 BOll ^MOTORCYCLE CLASSIC IS JOURNEY INTO PAST
8/17/1982 coil STURGIS MAY CONSIDER STOPPING MOTORCYCLE CLASSIC
8/18/1982 C061 STURGIS GROUP TO RECOMMEND BIKE RALLY CHANGES
8/20/1982 BOAl 28 CYCLES SEIZED DURING HILLS EVENT
8/25/1982 C051 PETITION SEEKS END TO CYCLE CLASSIC
9/24/1982 C063 HIGH-WAY PATROL DIR SYMPATHIZES WITH BIKERS
2/04/1983 C033 COMMITTEE REJECTS REQUIRED HELMETS
4/20/1983 C012 ^MOTORCYCLES ARE WAY OF LIFE FOR POLICE
4/20/1983 C015 MOTORCYCLISTS MUST FOLLOW THESE RULES
5/05/1983 C041 HELL'S ANGEL LOSES CASE
6/12/1983 C051 BfMOTORCYCLES FOR MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY
7/01/1983 C041 HELL'S ANGELS RALLY LOCATION REPORTED WRONG
8/04/1983 BOll
9/29/1987 C045
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7/09/1983 C031 SAFETY CLASSES FOR MOTORCYCLES OFFERED
7/13/1983 C013 KCAREFUL RIDERS
7/17/1983 C071 CAMPS SPRING UP FOR BIKERS' RALLY
7/18/1983 C042 LONGTIME CYCLISTS NEED SAFETY TRAINING
7/21/1983 C081 CARNIVAL MOVES BECAUSE OF HELL'S ANGELS
7/22/1983 coil MOTORCYCLIST ARRESTED AFTER 15-MILE CHASE
7/23/1983 BOll AREN'T TOO WORRIED ABOUT HELL'S ANGELS
7/24/1983 B043 HELL'S ANGELS ROLL IN WITHOUT INCIDENT
7/24/1983 B045 MOTEL OWNER DENIES BIKERS' REQUEST
7/25/1983 coil ^MOTORCYCLE CLUB MEMBER--MYTHS DISTORT OUR IMAGE
7/25/1983 C031 FEW BIKERS, FEW PROBLEMS AT USA 11
7/26/1983 C013 SUSPECTED ANGEL HELD IN MURDER CASE
7/27/1983 C041 HELL'S ANGEL CHARGED WITH MURDER
7/28/1983 C013 *ANGELS ACCUSE TROOPERS OF WRITING PETTY TICKETS
7/29/1983 C035 BANDITOS MEMBERS MEET HELL'S ANGELS LEADER
7/30/1983 B041 BIKERS, PROSECUTORS MAKE DEALS
7/31/1983 B071 XRIDING TALL IN THE SADDLE
8/02/1983 BD52 ANGELS LEAVE PARK IN GOOD SHAPE AFTER MEETING
8/04/1983 C034 BIKERS' RALLY COSTS AGENCIES $20,000
8/06/1983 B022 TROOPERS NOT NEEDED FOR HELL'S ANGELS STATE VISIT
8/08/1983 B031 VENDORS DECORATE CYCLE CLASSIC WITH TATOOED PIGS
8/09/1983 C033 40,000 EXPECTED FOR WEEK-LONG RALLY
8/11/1983 C015 MAN ROBBED WHILE TRYING TO HELP OUT
8/14/1983 C061 *BIKER'S LADY LIKES LIFE ON BACK OF A HARLEY
8/15/1983 coil HARLEY-DAVIDSON OFFICIAL TALKS WITH BIKERS
8/16/1983 B051 150 ARRESTED FOR DRUNKEN DRIVING CLASSIC
9/07/1983 C015 KMUST SELL
3/25/1984 EOll 4 MEN ARRESTED FOR PARTS INFRACTION
> 3/29/1984 C041 HEARINGS SET FOR 4 ARRESTED AT SALE
6/14/1984 C014 SAFETY COUNCIL OFFERS MOTORCYCLE COURSES
7/30/1984 C031 STATE'S PROMOTION OF SAFETY FOR MOTORCYCLES
7/31/1984 A012 ^CYCLISTS MOURN A FALLEN BROTHER
7/31/1984 BOll 56FINAL SALUTE
8/10/1984 coil SAFETY COUNCIL OFFERING MOTORCYCLE COURSE
8/13/1984 A012 STURGIS BIKER BASH ENDS
8/13/1984 coil XHONDA-RIDING MINISTER AND WIFE SAVE SOULS
9/11/1984 B042 BANDITO CLUB MEMBER FACES CHARGE
11/13/1984 B031 STURGIS RALLY TO BECOME HARLEY MARKET SITE
2/16/1985 B015 MANDATORY MOTORCYCLE HELMET BILL PASSES
2/23/1985 C021 CYCLE CLUB MEMBER IN COURT ON DRUG CHARGES
3/12/1985 B022 BANDIDOS' FORMER LEADER IMPRISONED
4/10/1985 B015 SAFETY COUNCIL OFFERS MOTORCYCLE COURSE
4/25/1985 coil MOTORCYCLE RIDER COURSE BEGINS MONDAY
6/07/1985 coil MOTORCYCLES TO COVER MILES FOR CHARITY
8/02/1985 coil 5CSTURGIS GEARS UP FOR MOTORCYCLE RALLY
8/07/1985 B023 CHRISTIAN BIKER TO TAKE MESSAGE TO RALLY
8/08/1985 C021 SOUTH AFRICAN RIDES MOTORCYCLE TO STURGIS
8/10/1985 C031 SENIOR CITIZENS TREAT BIKERS TO BREAKFAST
8/13/1985 C041 ARRESTS DOWN AT STURGIS RALLY
8/31/1985 C015 MOTORCYCLE COURSE TO BE OFFERED NEXT WEEK
2/12/1986 A081 MOTORCYCLE RIDERS SHOULD WEAR HELMETS (L)
3/09/1986 BQ22 SHOW GIVES BIKERS A CHANCE TO SHIFT GEARS
5/31/1986 C015 BENEFIT SET TODAY FOR CYCLIST KILLED LAST YEAR
6/01/1986 coil *100 RIDE FOR FALLEN FRIEND
6/17/1986 C033 REJECTS REQUEST FOR MOTORCYLISTS' CAMP
7/04/1986 coil MOTORCYCLE RIDER COURSE PLANNED
7/28/1986 B023 STURGIS EXPECTS UP TO 40,000 MOTORCYCLISTS
8/07/1986 C031 HUNDREDS OF CYCLISTS ROLL INTO RAPID CITY
8/10/1986 C034 POLICE TRY TO KEEP RALLY SAFE
8/13/1986 B024 GANG FEUD MAY HAVE LED TO DEATH
8/14/1986 C023 AUTHORITIES IDENTIFY VICTIM OF SHOOTING
11/07/1986 C042 GREEN LIGHT ON MOTORCYCLE RALLY TAX
12/17/1986 AlOl BIKERS' GOOD DEEDS OVERLOOKED TOO OFTEN (L)
1/27/1987 C012 *UP THE RIVER
3/18/1987 B041 COMMISSION DELAYS ACTION ON MORE PARKING
3/24/1987 C022 CYCLE CLUB MEMBERS' MURDER TRIAL STARTS
4/27/1987 A072 MOTORCYCLE RIDER COURSE AVAILABLE
5/16/1987 C033 ^MOTORCYCLES IN SURROUNDING STATES
7/21/1987 C041 DEADWOOD TAKING THREATS OF ANGRY CYCLISTS SERIOUSLY
7/25/1987 C012 TRAFFIC DRIVES MAN TO TAKE CYCLE
8/06/1987 C021 MOTORCYCLE RALLY REVS UP STURGIS' ECONOMY
8/08/1987 C021 OFFICIALS NOW DOUBT DEATH WAS HOMICIDE
8/08/1987 C023 *HOT-AIR WHEELS
8/09/1987 A012 *CYCLISTS CROWD STURGIS
8/10/1987 C012 *THE PARTY'S OVER
9/20/1987 C031 CYCLE CLUB MEMBERS INNOCENT OF CHARGES
10/09/1987 C012 *FIRE VICTIM BLAMES DEADMEN
5/02/1988 A073 COURSES TEACH MOTORCYCLE SAFETY
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6/16/1988 D05A MOTORCYCLES RIDING COURSES GIVEN
8/11/1988 C02A STURGIS OFFICIAL SEES CHANGE IN BIKERS
8/15/1988 C012 STURGIS QUIET AFTER MOTORCYCLE CLASSIC
8/15/1988 C013 BEER GARDEN TOP STOMPING GROUND
8/17/1988 BD^l MOTORCYCLE RALLY ARRESTS UP 5 PERCENT
8/28/1988 A121 HELMETS DANGEROUS TO CYCLISTS' HEALTH (L)
9/13/1988 C012 *CYCLE PROVIDES THE CURE FOR COUPLE
A/21/1989 COIA 3€REVEREND TO BLESS MOTORCYCLES
A/23/1989 C012 3eBlKERS SEEK SAFE PATH, ATTEND BLESSING
5/19/1989 C012 ^OFFICERS LEARN TO HANDLE NEW TOOL
5/21/1989 BOll CYCLE DRIVER LENDS SKILLS TO NEW TEAM
8/0A/1989 A016 KBIKERS, DRUGS IN SD
8/06/1989 C012 POLICE WATCHFUL FOR DRUGS AT BIKER RALLY
8/08/1989 A012 ^RECORD DRUG HAUL SEIZED
8/10/1989 A016 3fPREACHER WILL SKIP BIKE RALLY
8/10/1989 C015 MILLIONAIRE MAKING TREK TO MOTORCYCLE CLASSIC
8/12/1989 C012 *ONE BIG BASH FOR BIKERS
8/13/1989 A015 REAL BIKERS HAVE 'THE LOOK'
8/27/1989 B075 MOTORCYCLE SAFETY SHOULD START BEFORE
8/28/1989 A015 ^WE'RE NO 'BIG, BAD MAMAS'
1/19/1990 C023 INQUIRIES COMING EARLY FOR MOTORCYCLE RALLY
1/27/1990 C022 AIR RESCUE CONSIDERED FOR MOTORCYCLE RALLY
2/01/1990 C022 'ROSEANNE' GIVES PLUG TO MOTORCYCLE CLASSIC
2/16/1990 C02A TRAFFIC WOES FACING ANNUAL STURGIS RALLY
2/27/1990 C015 STATE OFFERS TO ASSIST WITH STURGIS RALLY
3/0A/1990 C021 CAMPSITE STANDARDS FOR MOTORCYCLE RALLY
3/05/1990 B015 KA STICKY RACE
3/11/1990 C023 GUARD USE UNLIKELY AT STURGIS
' 3/28/1990 C026 STATE GROUP DISCUSSES CYCLE RALLY ASSISTANCE
4/11/1990 C024 OFFICIALS SET RULES FOR FESTIVAL CAMPING
4/12/1990 C022 HOSPITAL WANTS HELP OFFSETTING RALLY LOSSES
4/13/1990 C024 OFFICIALS SET RULES FOR FESTIVAL CAMPING
4/17/1990 C026 HOMEOWNERS IN STURGIS HELP RALLY
5/2I/I990 C033 TOUGH BIKER CONTEST WORRIES MOTOR CLASSIC
5/24/1990 C041 BIKER CONTEST PROTESTED
5/30/1990 A082 HELMETS NOT ALWAYS SOLUTION TO SURVIVAL (L)
6/11/1990 coil GANG MEMBER FACES DRUG, ROBBERY CHARGES
6/12/1990 A072 CYCLISTS SHOULD DRIVE SAFELY WITH A HELMET CD
6/17/1990 G012 *BIKERS RIDE FOR BETTER LIVES
6/18/1990 A083 KHILLS MOTOR CLASSIC GOOD EXAMPLE
7/03/1990 D062 ^CASHING IN ON CYCLE RALLY
7/12/1990 C036 STURGIS DOUBLES CAMP AREA
7/16/1990 C033 250,000 EXPECTED AT HILLS BIKE RALLY
7/17/1990 B032 BMW CYCLE OWNERS WILL GATHER IN RC
7/20/1990 A103 CYCLE BUYERS SHOULD TAKE SAFETY COURSE CD
7/21/1990 BOll FIRE FUNDS INCREASED FOR STURGIS RALLY
7/21/1990 B033 CAMPGROUND CONCERT SCHEDULE COMPLETE
7/25/1990 C012 ^POTENTIAL OUTBREAK OF CRIME AT BIKER RALLY
7/26/1990 C015 BIG PROBLEMS EXPECTED AT STURGIS RALLY
7/28/1990 C034 STURGIS APPROVES LIMITS ON USE OF CITY PARKS
7/29/1990 F051 3fLAW ENFORCEMENT READY FOR BIKE RALLY
7/31/1990 C031 2 OTHER TOWNS SEEK RALLY BENEFITS
8/01/1990 A015 BIKERS BOOST FOR BUSINESS
8/02/1990 A012 ^BONANZA OF BIKES
8/03/1990 C016 KNIFE-BUYING REPORT TRUE
8/03/1990 C034 BORDER OFFICIALS READY FOR BIKE RALLY
8/03/1990 C034 50 PRODUCTS HAVE OFFICIAL RALLY LOGO
8/04/1990 C014 CLEANING UP TATTOO NEEDLES HAZARD
8/05/1990 A012 112 ARRESTS MADE AT STURGIS
8/05/1990 coil MARRIAGE ON MINDS OF STURGIS RALLY-GOERS
8/06/1990 C032 3fBIKERS' FASHION SHOW HAS LEATHER LOOK
8/07/1990 A052 ELVIS LEGEND LIVES IN STURGIS
8/07/1990 C036 241 CITATIONS HANDED OUT IN STURGIS SO FAR
8/08/1990 C015 *A MOUNTAIN OF BIKERS
8/08/1990 C036 MAN WANTS BIKE RALLY MONUMENT
8/09/1990 A014 ^ARRESTS CONCERN STURGIS
8/10/1990 A013 5CRALLY POLICE OFFICERS TAKEN OFF DUTY
8/11/1990 A021 RALLY TENSION COOLS OFF WITH WEATHER
8/11/1990 A081 RALLY--MORE PLUS THAN MINUS
8/12/1990 A012 *50TH BLACK HILLS MOTOR CLASSIC
8/13/1990 A016 STURGIS ASSAULT PROBED
8/I4/I990 C033 STURGIS ORGANIZERS CLOSE UP MEDIA CENTER
8/15/1990 A081 RALLY EARNS STATE PLACE IN HISTORY (ED)
8/16/1990 C035 ORGANIZERS LOOK AHEAD TO NEXT YEAR'S
8/17/1990 AlOl BIKE RALLY'S FULL SCOPE SHOULD BE PUBLICIZED
8/18/1990 C021 INCREASED HOTEL RATES MAY DRIVE AWAY TOURISTS
8/25/1990 C033 STURGIS TO DISCUSS MOTOR CLASSIC'S FUTURE
8/25/1990 C034 RALLY BRINGS RECORD CROWD TO RUSHMORE
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8/26/1990 A133 GREAT BIKE RALLY GOT BAD RAP (L)
8/29/1990 AlOA BIKERS AT STURGIS LEFT LOT OF GOOD WILL (L)
8/30/1990 coil COLORADO BIKER INDICTED IN STURGIS SHOOTING
9/17/1990 C03A MAN SHOT AT STURGIS HAD DRUGS IN BLOOD
9/22/1990 C045 STURGIS GAINS $5A,000 FROM MOTORCYCLE RALLY
9/29/1990 C03A TAXES, FEES CONSIDERED TO FINANCE STURGIS RALLY
10/06/1990 C032 BLACK HILLS CLASSIC IS NETWORK FEATURE
12/02/1990 A083 CITY CYCLE ORDINANCE IS UNREASONABLE (L)
12/10/1990 C031 "SPIN" MAGAZINE LAUDS BLACK HILLS RALLY
I/1I/199I C036 COUNTY SEEKS HELP TO PAY RALLY COSTS
1/I4/I99I B03I 51ST CLASSIC EXPECTED TO DRAW 175,000 TO STURGIS
1/15/1991 A08A HILLS RESIDENTS GLAD TO HAVE BIKERS CD
1/16/1991 A092 CYCLE CLASSIC HAD MORE GOOD THAN BAD CD
2/09/1991 C012 ^MONSTER TRUCKS INVADE SF
2/17/1991 E033 CITY NETS $114,600 FROM BOTH BIKE RALLY
2/28/1991 C033 RALLY AIMS TO CLEAN UP ITS ACT
3/20/1991 C012 XMARSHAL--CYCLE RALLY OVEREMPHASIZED
3/23/1991 coil SHOW IS THIS WEEKEND
3/28/1991 A116 BIKERS GET BAD RAP FROM A FEW ARRESTS CD
5/12/1991 EOll FORMER CYCLE CLASSIC DIRECTOR LEADS CHAMBER
5/17/1991 C033 WAYS TO PAY COSTS FOR STURGIS RALLY
5/18/1991 C023 TRIAL 2 WEEKS BEFORE '91 RALLY
7/01/1991 C012 3CSERI0US RACING FOR THE THRILLS AND SPILLS
7/17/1991 C012 EXPECT 200,000 AT BLACK HILLS MOTOR CLASSIC
7/22/1991 A055 FOOD INSPECTORS TASTE TOUGH JOB
7/30/1991 C036 POLICE PLAN TO BULK UP FOR BIKE RALLY
7/31/1991 C031 STURGIS MAYOR READY FOR ANNUAL BIKE RALLY
8/02/1991 C031 BIKE RALLY TO GET CRIME ELEMENT
8/03/1991 A012 RETAILERS READY FOR RALLY REVELERS
8/03/1991 C032 RALLY VETERAN BARBER HAS SEEN IT ALL
8/05/1991 B012 *IT'S THE RIDE, NOT THE DESTINATION
8/06/1991 A012 XRALLY ENTHUSIAST--EVENT IS FRIENDLY
8/06/1991 C032 BUSINESSMAN BIKER HEADS TO RALLY MINUS SUITS
8/07/1991 A012 3«R0BBERY BREAKS PEACE AT CYCLE RALLY
8/07/1991 C014 RALLY-GOERS TAKE THE PLUNGE
8/08/1991 C012 KCYCLE RALLY PAYS OFF--IN DEADWOOD
8/12/1991 B032 STURGIS RECOVERS FROM RALLY FUROR
8/13/1991 C031 LOW TURNOUT, SALES DISAPPOINT VENDORS
8/14/1991 C031 TICKETS, WARNINGS UP AT RALLY
8/25/1991 Alll 3CMEDIA GO BONKERS OVER BIKERS
10/06/1991 C032 CHARGES DROPPED IN '90 RALLY SHOOTING
5/16/1992 D021 MAY IS MOTORCYCLE AWARENESS MONTH
6/04/1992 C021 STURGIS GROUP SEEKS COMMENTS ON RALLY
6/21/1992 A012 XCHARITY RUN ENDS IN TRAGEDY
6/21/1992 C021 STURGIS POLICE OFFICERS TO USE HARLEYS ON JOB
6/28/1992 C071 'OUTLAWS' ON 2 WHEELS
6/28/1992 D022 RALLY ORGANIZERS WANT MORE WHOLESOME EVENT
7/10/1992 C024 GROUP AIMS TO MATCH STURGIS BIKE RALLY
' 7/12/1992 F016 POLICE POST AT BIKE RALLY TO BECOME PERMANENT
7/19/1992 F022 STATE HELP SOUGHT TO FIX RALLY TRAFFIC PROBLEMS
7/31/1992 B012 ^MOTORCYCLISTS GATHER FOR NATIONAL EVENT
8/02/1992 F021 PREPARES FOR STURGIS RALLY & RACES
8/03/1992 B012 360N THE ROAD TO THE RALLY
8/04/1992 B022 STURGIS READY TO TONE DOWN MOTORCYCLE RALLY
8/05/1992 B025 OPENING OF STURGIS RALLY A LITTLE QUIETER
8/06/1992 B026 COURTS BUSY DURING RALLY
8/09/1992 FOll ARRESTS UP AT RALLY, BUT OFFENSES MINOR
8/11/1992 B022 TAME IMAGE DOESN'T PLEASE ALL BIKERS
8/12/1992 B021 RALLY FIREARM REPORTS A 'DISTURBING TREND'
8/15/1992 B022 RALLY VENDORS PAY $132,643 IN TAXES
8/31/1992 C012 KBAJA RACERS DRIVE TO LIMITS OF BODY, BIKE ENDURANCE
10/11/1992 F022 STURGIS RALLY HAULS $76 MILLION TO STATE
10/19/1992 BOll HARLEY RIDERS SAY HILLS BEST FOR TRAVEL
11/02/1992 B012 ^POLISH BEFORE THE SHOW AND SNOW
11/25/1992 B022 MORE LIMITS CONSIDERED FOR STURGIS RALLY MERCHANTS
12/27/1992 D021 HELMET LAW MAY EXEMPT STURGIS RIDERS
12/06/1989 A133 MOTTA BRUTALLY HONEST (L)
9/29/1992 C012 3eMEM0RIES OF '67 STILL STRONG FOR MOTTICE
12/20/1991 coil NEBRASKA LT GOVERNOR TO SPEAK AT FORUM
6/21/1982 A134 RECEIVED A $3,146 GRANT FROM THE SD HUMANITIES
9/14/1982 A094 MOUNT MARTY ADDS NEW TEACHERS
10/21/1982 B074 MOUNT MARTY HOSTS OKTOBERFEST
12/01/1982 B054 *MOUNT MARTY ROYALTY CHOSEN
1/31/1983 A094 MOUNT MARTY GETS FEDERAL GRANT
3/17/1983 C033 ^COLLEGE FOUNDER AND PRESIDENT DIES
7/20/1983 B052 MOUNT MARTY ALUMNI GET AWARDS
10/10/1983 C041 SISTER ERNSTER BECOMES MOUNT MARTY PRESIDENT
10/19/1983 B055 COLLEGE PLANS ANNUAL OCTOBERFEST
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12/10/1983 C041 MOUNT MARTY COLLEGE APPROVES FEE INCREASE
3/18/1984 C016 XSALEM NATIVE INAUGURATED AT MOUNT MARTY
7/08/1984 C045 MOUNT MARTY'S ADMISSION APPLICATIONS INCREASE
11/11/1984 C041 MOUNT MARTY TUITION GOING UP $270 NEXT YR
12/19/1984 D0I5 CLOSING AFFECTS MOUNT MARTY
2/27/1985 D0I3 SUING MOUNT MARTY
9/25/1985 C09I EILEEN NEVILLE TO RECEIVE AWARD
11/23/1985 B0I2 MOUNT MARTY GOES DUTCH
I/I3/I986 A071 BURLINGTON NORTHERN GIVES $10,000 GIFT TO SCHOOL
I/I7/I986 A09I MOUNT MARTY COLLEGE TO PRESENT 'KISS ME KATE*
3/11/1986 B0I5 GROUND BREAKING FOR MOUNT MARTY CENTER SET
5/16/1986 C02I AUTHOR TO ADDRESS MOUNT MARTY GRADUATION
6/07/1986 C021 COLLEGE LAUNCHES FUND-RAISING CAMPAIGN
7/02/1986 B021 COLLEGE FUND-RAISING CAMPAIGN CONTINUES
II/08/I986 C021 MOUNT MARTY COLLEGE PLANS HOMECOMING
11/19/1986 C095 MOUNT MARTY GIVEN RECRUITING AWARD
11/30/1986 C02I MINN ACTIVIST TO SPEAK AT RURAL SYMPOSIUM
1/01/1987 C095 MOUNT MARTY TO HAVE WINTER BALL
3/01/1987 A063 MOUNT MARTY OVERLOOKED (L)
10/11/1987 B021 MOUNT MARTY TO BE CONFERENCE SITE
2/04/1988 coil COLLEGE TO DEDICATE ACTIVITY CENTER
5/14/1988 coil MOUNT MARTY GRADUATION TODAY
3/24/1989 C012 PRO-LIFERS URGE COLLEGE TO CANCEL SPEAKER
3/12/1990 B024 MOUNT MARTY SCHEDULES INDIAN AWARENESS DAYS
4/04/1990 A015 APRIL FOOL'S PARODY GETS ADVISER FIRED
9/28/1990 A114 MOUNT MARTY GETS HIGH RATING ON 'MONEY' LIST (L)
10/14/1990 A095 MOUNT MARTY SHARES USD BEST-BUY RATING (L)
11/04/1990 E032 NOVELIST TO DISCUSS INFANT VICTIMS OF DRUG ABUSE
*^10/24/1992 B012 DAKOTA WESLEYAN, MOUNT MARTY GAIN ENROLLMENT
SEE RUSHMORE
8/22/1990 C033 XNEW SCHOOL NOT READY FOR STUDENTS
7/17/1990 C015 KLOCAL CLIMBERS REACH MT RANIER'S SPIRITUAL FEELING
4/09/1991 C031 ^MOUNTAIN CLIMBER AT TOP OF HIS PROFESSION
9/06/1990 C031 FIRM SEEKS ORDER FORCING REPORTER TO REVEAL SOURCES
7/27/1989 coil TWO PERSONS BITTEN BY MOUNTAIN LION
7/29/1989 C026 MOUNTAIN LION KILLED AFTER ATTACKING TWO
8/22/1986 D012 ^MOUNTS SECURE AS ANCHOR OF OFFENSE
5/25/1991 C033 TRIBE OFFICIAL ADMITS STEALING RENT MONEY
9/23/1991 B031 HOUSING OFFICIAL PLEADS GUILTY TO THEFT CHARGES
4/18/1983 B051 CHARGED WITH STEALING FROM STOCKYARDS--CORSICA
1/25/1982 B041 BUSINESS GOOD, SAYS X-RATED FILM DEALER
3/07/1982 B013 *MAKING MOVIES--OR SPACED OUT IN HOWARD
5/06/1982 C014 LOCAL THEATERS FIGHTING OVER 2ND RUN MOVIES
5/06/1982 D022 HIGH COST OF MOVIES UPSETTING TO PARENT (L)
5/17/1982 BOll 3€ANIMATI0N DISNEY STYLE--BRINGING LIFE TO ART
6/01/1982 A071 IF THEATER MANAGEMENT WON'T QUIET BOORS
6/06/1982 B033 FIVE STARS FOR FINE (L)
6/09/1982 coil KSEARCH FOR 'ANNIE' LOOK-ALIKE ENDS
11/19/1982 C033 RC FILM COMPANY TOLD TO STOP SELLING PARTNERSHIPS
11/22/1982 C015 FILMMAKER'S BACKGROUND QUESTIONABLE
II/23/I982 BOII RAPID CITY PRODUCER ARRESTED FOR PROMOTION VIOLATION
II/24/I982 C04I RAPID CITY FILMAKER FIGHTS COLO EXTRADITION
11/25/1982 B036 MOVIE MAKER TRYING TO CLEAR SELF
12/03/1982 B016 PORN PROMOTES HARMFUL IMAGE OF WOMEN
12/24/1982 C051 FILMMAKER FACES COLO PROBATION VIOLATION
12/30/1982 D042 FILMMAKER SAYS EXTRADITION IS UNLAWFUL
1/01/1983 B031 FILM PRODUCER ARRAIGNED IN COLORADO
1/23/1983 C041 DIRECTOR SUES FILM COMPANY, OFFICERS
2/15/1983 C031 FILMMAKER TESTIFIES IN HEARING
3/24/1983 C041 THEATER OWNER WILL SUE IF CITY BARS TEENS
7/24/1983 DOll ^SOCIALIZING
11/13/1983 coil PREMIER OF MILLS FILM EARNS PRAISE
11/18/1983 BOll 36RUNNING BRAVE
3/13/1984 AOll ^BROOKE'S NEW FILM FLOPS IN SIOUX FALLS
5/06/1984 A012 'MYSTIC WARRIOR' PREMIRES IN RAPID CITY
4/12/1985 A012 CITY'S LAST DRIVE-IN
5/11/1985 A071 KVIDEO FILMED DOWN ON THE FARM
7/06/1985 A051 36STARLITE CLOSES SUNDAY
9/01/1985 DOll 5CSH00TS PART OF FILM IN OWN BACK YARD
10/30/1985 A012 3€PR0M0TER LOSES BET, BUT GETS LAUGH
4/23/1986 C021 TO TRACK DOWN MONEY FOR FILM
6/24/1986 BOll *TWO EX-SF WOMEN APPEAR IN FILMS
7/04/1986 A085 FOREIGN FILM WAS A TREAT (L)
11/21/1986 B012 *SD SON A SUCCESS
12/07/1986 E023 BLUE MOVIES STIR UP REDFIELD
12/19/1986 A103 COLORIZATION TAMPERS WITH ART AND HISTORY (L)
12/23/1986 AlOl HUE AND CRY ABOUT HUE ON FILM (L)
4/03/1987 B012 WE ALL CAN TAKE ON SPIELBERG'S CHALLENGE
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'i/ie/igO? C025 BOOK FOCUSES ON STATE ROLE IN FILMMAKING
A/17/1987 B016 SEQUEL SHOULD END NOW
5/22/1987 B012 *ELK POINT MAN'S CAR IN MOVIE
6/2A/1987 B012 'GENERAL HOSPITAL' COMES TO RC HILLS
11/05/1987 C022 MOVIE CREW LEAVES BEAR BUTTE
2/21/1988 D016 ^FILMMAKER WAS SD PIONEER
3/31/1988 B033 DIRTY DANCING TOP MOVIE RENTAL
9/23/1988 B012 FILM FESTIVAL WILL SCREEN SD MOVIE
9/3G/1988 BG12 MIDCO PLANS MOVIE SERIES
lG/lG/1988 AG76 'DEADWOOD' HAS DEBUT AT FILM FEST
5/15/1989 AGIA SUMMER LAB PROJECTED FOR NEW THEATERS
6/11/1989 FG71 *COSTNER TO BEGIN FILM JULY 7
7/G9/1989 AG16 RAPID CITY BOY LANDS MOVIE PART
9/1G/1989 FG12 XFILM GIVES PIERRE SOMETHING TO TALK ABOUT
9/2A/1989 CGll COSTNER WILL FILM EAST OF STURGIS
lG/22/1989 FG12 3€FR0M HOLLYWOOD TO DEADWOOD
10/29/1989 A012 *DANCES WITH WOLVES
11/03/1989 B012 ^FRIENDSHIP LANDS ACTOR GUMSHOE ROLE
11/29/1989 BOll 'WOLVES' ACTOR HURT AFTER FALL FROM HORSE
11/30/1989 C021 'DANCES WITH WOLVES' ITEMS UP FOR GRABS
12/20/1989 BOll WAKONDA COMPANY WINS FIRM AWARD
2/17/1990 coil 'WOLVES' MOVIE MAY OPEN IN FALL
2/26/1990 B021 COSTNER FILM DRAWS $3 5 MILLION TO STATE
4/13/1990 BOll PRICES ARE UP AT BOX OFFICE
4/27/1990 C023 ^INDUSTRY FAIR DISCUSSION
6/02/1990 A052 *A FILMAKER AND HIS MERMAID
6/25/1990 A072 *EX-CITY RESIDENT ON SET OF 'FIRE BIRDS'
7/17/1990 A081 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS--MOVIES THIS SUMMER
9/16/1990 C036 CEREMONY HONORING ACTOR PHILLIPS POSTPONED
11/18/1990 E032 MOVIE PRODUCER TO ATTEND SD PREMIERE
11/21/1990 B012 KMOVIE SETS RECORD STRAIGHT--INDIANS
2/14/1991 A013 *12 CHANCES FOR 'DANCES'
2/14/1991 B012 *'DANCES' REUNITES WESTERNS, OSCARS
2/22/1991 BOll DENIRO FIRM SCANS STATE FOR SITE
2/24/1991 A086 *'WOLVES' MAY PROMPT POOR IMITATIONS
2/24/1991 A093 NC-17 RATINGS MAKE PORN FILMS ACCEPTABLE (L)
3/01/1991 BOll HOLLYWOOD COMES CALLING TO SD AGAIN
3/15/1991 C051 SD BOOTH POPULAR AT FILM EXPOSITION
3/16/1991 AOll COSTNER WINS AWARD FOR 'DANCES' DIRECTION
3/22/1991 B012 SD DANCES WITH 'WOLVES' FAME
3/24/1991 F015 NATION'S FOCUS TURNS TO STATE FOR OSCARS
4/02/1991 A055 DIRECTOR FINISHING SHOW ON PELTIER
4/25/1991 A015 *SD IN SPOTLIGHT OF KILMER-GREENE MOVIE
4/26/1991 B061 FILMS ABOUT INDIANS GET 2ND CHANCE
4/28/1991 A091 *'DANCES' WON'T CHANGE THINGS
6/06/1991 A072 *SD TOWN PREPS FOR 'THUNDERHEART'
6/20/1991 C023 WAGON TEAM TO APPEAR IN TOM CRUISE MOVIE
6/29/1991 B016 TRIBE DROPS ITS EFFORTS TO STOP FILMING
6/30/1991 A091 *'THUNDERHEART' PROJECTS NEGATIVE INDIAN IMAGE
7/01/1991 A082 PIERRE CAPITOL JOURNAL (ED)
7/02/1991 coil SIOUX CITY SELECTED FOR FLIGHT 232 FILM
7/07/1991 coil 'THUNDERHEART' FILMS IN WASTA, RAPID CITY
8/05/1991 B032 INFIELDER RECALLS 'FIELD OF DREAMS' GAME
8/18/1991 A012 XHOLLYWOOD, SD--'THUNDERHEART*
8/18/1991 A041 ^OUTSIDER LOOKS IN ON INDIAN WORLD
8/21/1991 C031 MOVIE CAST, CREW PACK UP KADOKA SET
8/24/1991 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
8/31/1991 C035 SD ECONOMY GETS BOOST FROM 'THUNDERHEART'
10/01/1991 A015 KHESTON GLAD TO MAKE FILM IN SIOUX CITY
10/24/1991 C031 'DANCES' SOLIDIFIES FILM CREDENTIALS
11/09/1991 C031 'DANCES' PASSES TEST ON ANIMAL TREATMENT
2/03/1992 A012 *ACTING WITH PRIDE
4/12/1992 D022 NOT MUCH IS HEARD ABOUT PELTIER MOVIE
4/21/1992 C021 OGLALA TRIBE SEES BENEFIT FROM MOVIE
12/20/1992 F022 *AFTER 15 YEARS, LAKOTA ACTRESS IS GETTING WORK
12/26/1992 B021 FILM FEST FEATURES INDIAN THEMES, WORK
1/05/1982 BOll *ONLY 3 OF 10 CHRISTMAS RELEASES WORTH PAYING TO SEE
1/07/1982 BOll XTREAT YOURSELF TO DISNEY'S 'CINDERELLA'
1/19/1982 A071 *'ROLLOVER' A MISSHAPEN MESS (FINE)
1/26/1982 A065 *FILM 8 'RIGHT TO DIE' QUESTION (FINE)
1/28/1982 coil X'GOLDEN POND' TRANSCENDS SAPPINESS (FINE)
2/02/1982 A071 ^'HEARTLAND', 'VICE SQUAD', 8 'VENOM' (FINE)
2/04/1982 BOll *'PRINCE OF THE CITY' SUCCEEDS
2/06/1982 B024 LIKED 'GOLDEN POND' (L)
2/11/1982 coil *DISNEY FILM 'NIGHT CROSSING' COMPELLING
2/12/1982 BOll DISPARITY--COP-OUTS MARK 1982 ACADEMY (M FINE)
2/16/1982 BOll *'CANNERY ROW'-LIGHT AND ENTERTAINING (FINE)
2/18/1982 coil *'RAGTIME' THE FILM IS STILL DAZZLING
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MOV PICT REV 2/20/1982 C023 DISAGREES WITH FINE CD
2/26/1982 BOll KSPRING FILM FESTIVAL
3/02/1982 A061 XNICHOLSON COMES BACK IN 'THE BORDER' (FINE)
3/09/1982 A051 *'CHARIOTS OF FIRE' MIGHT SURPRISE THIS YEARS OSCARS
3/11/1982 coil ^'MAKING LOVE' BEGINS TO OPEN CLOSET DOOR
3/12/1982 BOll 3f'CUTTER'S WAV,' A FILM WITH AN EDGE (FINE)
3/16/1982 BOll KCATCH 'SHOOT THE MOON' WHILE YOU CAN
3/19/1982 BOll *THE WOMAN NEXT DOOR (FINE)
3/23/1982 A071 TWO TO MISS--'THE AMATEUR,' AND 'PORKY'S'
3/25/1982 coil THE OSCARS 'ON GOLDEN POND' SENTIMENT (FINE)
3/30/1982 A072 *'THE LAST METRO' BEST OF SPRING FILM FEST
3/31/1982 E012 *THE OSCAR SURPRISE--'CHARIOTS' A WORTHY WINNER
4/01/1982 coil 3€NEIL SIMON FILM JUST A RETREAD OF SAME
4/06/1982 A071 'VICTOR/VICTORIA'-EDWARDS SCORES AGAIN
4/09/1982 BOll 3€'SILENT RAGE' NORRIS' KARATE--NOT HIS ACTING
4/13/1982 A071 KPRYOR'S ACTING ALMOST SAVES MOVIE
4/16/1982 BOll *RERELEASE OF 'ROBIN HOOD' MISSING DISNEY INGREDIENT
4/20/1982 A071 36MYSTICISM AND VISUAL EFFECTS GREAT 'CAT PEOPLE'
4/22/1982 BOll ^'MISSING' IS POLITICALLY REVEALING (FINE)
4/23/1982 BOll 'PERSONAL BEST'--SPORTS FILM THAT WINS
4/29/1982 coil QUEST FOR FIRE--HARD TO TAKE SERIOUSLY
4/30/1982 BOll 'DEATHTRAP', ONE BIG RIDDLE (FINE)
5/01/1982 C023 FINE'S MOVIE REVIEW OF 'MISSING' DISPUTED (L)
5/02/1982 C022 'MISSING' INSPIRES NEW LOOK AT RIGHTS (L)
5/04/1982 A073 'PARTNERS' A FAILURE (FINE)
5/14/1982 B031 JUST A SPOONFUL OF REALITY (FINE)
5/18/1982 A071 *'CONAN' IS AS EPIC AS ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGER IS BIG
5/20/1982 coil FILM ABOUT MASS MENTAL HOSPITAL STILL CONTROVERSIAL
'5/25/1982 A061 « FILMS WITH AN OFFENSIVE MESSAGE
5/27/1982 coil KSTEVE MARTIN TAKES ANOTHER CHANCE (FINE)
5/28/1982 BOll SWAMP THING--WHO SAYS IT CAN'T BE FUN
6/04/1982 Alll ^ATTEMPT TO MILK 'ROCKY' TAKES A DIVE
6/10/1982 BOll ^SPIELBERG SUMMER (FINE)
6/10/1982 B041 *BAD 'ANNIE' REVIEWS SLOWING SALES
6/17/1982 B012 *'GREASE 2" IS SO GREASY (FINE)
6/18/1982 BOll X'ANNIE' IS FLAT AND COLD (FINE)
6/22/1982 A051 JC'AUTHOR, AUTHOR' IS EASY TO LIKE
6/23/1982 DOll *'ET' S 'ROCKY III' ARE RAKING IT IN
6/24/1982 BOll *AFTER 40 YEARS, DISNEY'S 'BAMBI' STILL ELICITS
6/29/1982 A051 *'THE THING,' THROUGH GRISLY EFFECTS
7/01/1982 B012 *'BLADE RUNNER* DAZZLING VISUALLY
7/06/1982 B014 *DON'T WASTE TIME, MONEY ON 'MEGAFORCE'
7/13/1982 A071 3€'TR0N'--ALL GLITTER, LITTLE SUBSTANCE
7/16/1982 B013 K'SWORD & SORCERER' IS PALE IMITATION
7/20/1982 A051 'SECRET OF NIHM' A CLASSY PIECE OF ARTWORK
8/03/1982 A051 *WOODY ALLEN'S NEW FILM IS IN LOVE
8/10/1982 A051 'YOUNG DOCTORS IN LOVE' (FINE)
8/12/1982 BOll 56'CHEECH 8 CHONG' MOVIE IS SPORADICALLY FUNNY
8/17/1982 A071 OLD-FASHIONED ROMANCE IN 'AN OFFICER & A GENTLEMAN'
8/19/1982 BOll KTHE WORLD ACCORDING TO GARP
8/24/1982 A053 ITS STARS NOW FAMOUS, 'STAR WARS' STILL FRESH
8/27/1982 A071 ^RECYCLED MONTY PYTHON MATERIAL
8/31/1982 A051 *'SIXPACK,' AND STAR KENNY ROGERS' ACTING (FINE)
9/03/1982 BOll *CATCH 'DINER,' THE SLEEPER HIT OF 1982
9/07/1982 A071 *THE SEASON'S OPEN ON SHAKY FILMS (FINE)
9/16/1982 B013 DIRECTOR HITS BOTTOM WITH 'SUMMER LOVERS'
9/21/1982 A071 36'THE CHALLENGE' AN UNEXPECTED PLEASURE
9/24/1982 B014 *AVOID PINK FLOYD (FINE)
9/28/1982 A051 KMAZURSKY'S 'TEMPEST' IS INTELLIGENT 8 FUN
10/05/1982 A071 'YES, GIORGIO,' 'JEKYLL 8 HYDE'
10/12/1982 A066 'MY FAVORITE YEAR' 8 'DAS BOOT'
10/21/1982 B016 K'TEX'-REALISTIC, 'CLASS OF '84'-SICK, SENSELESS
10/26/1982 A096 FALL QUARTET OF MOVIES
11/02/1982 A095 FORMULIZED HUMOR TAKES VITALITY FROM 'CLASS REUNION"
11/04/1982 B016 ^HOLLYWOOD'S WORST IS GUARENTEED
11/09/1982 A075 *THE MISSIONARY IS AMUSING, LIKEABLE COMEDY FILM
11/16/1982 A075 *MORE TO SMILE ABOUT IN 'CREEPSHOW'
11/20/1982 B023 DISAGREES WITH FINE, LIKED 'SAVANNAH SMILES' (L)
11/23/1982 A055 *'JIMMY THE KID' PACKS SOMETHING TO INSULT EVERYONE
11/26/1982 B016 SF NATIVE CREATED OWN VERSION OF VALLEY GIRL IN '77
12/07/1982 A075 NEW ODD COUPLE IS WINNING TEAM IN '48 HRS'
12/10/1982 A095 PRYOR WASTES TIME IN INCOHERENT 'TOY-ROAD WARRIOR'
12/21/1982 A072 X'TOOTSIE' UPROARIOUS HOLIDAY TREAT
12/23/1982 B015 *'BEST FRIENDS' TELLS FUNNY, YET INSIGHTFUL
12/24/1982 BOll 5€SNAPPY SCRIPT,'KISS ME GOODBYE'
12/28/1982 BOll ^BREAKTHROUGH TECHNOLOGY OVERSHADOWS PLOT
12/30/1982 coil 361982--A LOOK BACK (FINE)
12/31/1982 A095 K'THE VERDICT* PACKS COMPELLING COURTROOM
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1/06/1983 B015 KPETER PAN IMAGINATION TAKES FLIGHT
1/13/1983 CG23 K-CINEMA MANAGER DISPUTES FINE (L)
1/20/1983 BOll *'ST1LL OF THE N1GHT'--T0 ATTRACT VIEWERS
1/27/1983 BOll 'TIMERIDER' INTRIGUING BUT MISSES MARK
2/01/1983 A071 'THE MAN FROM SNOWY RIVER' BREAKS MOLD
2/08/1983 B015 K'HONKY TONK MAN' STRONG AS EASTWOOD'S SONGS
2/10/1983 C016 ^'WITHOUT A TRACE' NIGHTMARE INTO DRAMA
2/11/1983 B016 ^GENERIC HORROR LEAVES 'ENTITY' NO THRILL
2/13/1983 C021 'WINDS OF WAR' SPURS MEMORIES (YEAGER)
2/23/1983 C02<i 'GHANDl' FILM INSPIRATION FOR WORLD CD
2/26/1983 B023 'GHANDl' EXCELLENT FILM CD
3/17/1983 C023 INDIANS' TRADITIONS RIDICULED BY FILM CD
3/24/1983 C021 MOVIE INDUSTRY NEEDS MENTAL, MORAL ANTIBIOTIC CD
3/28/1983 A051 X'THE BLACK STALLION RETURNS'
4/04/1983 A075 'OUTSIDERS' LACKS DRAMA OF OTHER COPPOLA MOVIES
4/10/1983 DOll ^COMPETITION STIFF FOR 55TH ACADEMY AWARDS
4/11/1983 A061 36STREEP IS OVERWHELMING IN 'SOPHIE'
4/15/1983 B014 *'ET' SHOULD'VE TAKEN OSCAR HOME
4/18/1983 A065 BEST NEWS ABOUT 'FLASHDANCE' IS IT EVENTUALLY ENDS
4/25/1983 A062 ^ACTING IN 'BAD BOYS' OFFSETS FLAWS
4/29/1983 BOll SNEAK PREVIEWS USE WORD OF MOUTH
4/29/1983 C024 ET DIDN'T DESERVE AN OSCAR (L)
4/29/1983 C025 'FLASHDANCE' REVIEW UNFAIR CD
5/06/1983 BOll 5fM0NTY PYTH0N--TRY1NG TO BE OFFENSIVE
5/09/1983 A061 KDISNEY MOVIE FLOPS WHEN TERRIFYING BECOMES TEDIOUS
5/13/1983 BOll SUMMER OF '83 BRINGS THE REST OF THE STORY
5/14/1983 B023 MOVIE AD DEGRADES WOMEN CD
5/23/1983 A051 X'FRANCIS' TELLS STORY OF STARLET FIGHTING SYSTEM
~ 5/24/1983 A052 ^'RETURN OF THE JEDl'
5/26/1983 BOll K'RETURN OF THE JEDl'
6/03/1983 B015 SURVEY OUTLINES LOCAL MOVIEGOERS
6/10/1983 B014 STEVE MARTIN SCORES WITH 'TWO BRAINS'
6/11/1983 B023 ENJOYING FRIVOLOUS MOVIES CD
6/13/1983 A102 FLIMSY PLOT OF 'TRADING PLACES' WASTES TALENT
6/14/1983 A051 56'PSYCHO 11' HAS GORE FOR SAKE OF GORE
6/17/1983 B015 'OCTOPUSSY' SATISFIES YOUR BOND CRAVING
6/24/1983 B013 REESE SHOULD HAVE QUIT WHILE HE WAS AHEAD
6/27/1983 A071 ^'SURVIVORS' DOESN'T LIVE UP TO POTENTIAL
7/01/1983 A094 'TWILIGHT ZONE' IS OK FOR A GOOD SCARE
7/04/1983 BOll ^REYNOLD'S MOVIES GIVE HIS FRIENDS PAYCHECKS
7/18/1983 A051 TRAVOLTA SHINES IN 'STAYING ALIVE'
7/25/1983 A075 CRITIC DRAWS UP LIST TO SATISFY CRITICIZERS
7/29/1983 A095 3 DIMENSIONAL MOVIES HAVEN'T IMPROVED
8/05/1983 B015 'VACATION' IS GOOD FOR LAUGHS
8/08/1983 A075 MOVIE TR1V1A--MARL0N BRANDO WAS DITCH DIGGER
8/12/1983 B015 MICHAEL DOUGLAS SHOULD TRY LIGHT COMEDY NEXT FILM
8/26/1983 B016 KCOMEDIAN SALVAGES MEDIOCRE FILM
9/16/1983 BOll *NEW FALL RELEASES LIGHTEN UP ON COMEDIES
10/03/1983 A051 *'B1G CHILL' SHOWS LIFE'S DISILLUSIONMENT
10/14/1983 B016 COST, MUSIC CARRY FILM'S WEAK WRITING
10/17/1983 A073 MOORE DOESN'T FIND NICHE IN 'ROMANTIC COMEDY'
10/17/1983 B012 'STAR TREK' STILL LIGHTS DREAMS OF FUTURE
10/31/1983 A051 *PRYOR GETS COMEDY DOWN TO BASICS
11/04/1983 B015 ACTOR CRUISES THROUGH FILM
11/28/1983 A053 ^'CHRISTMAS' IS FULL OF TWISTED WHIMSY
12/05/1983 BOll XWOODY ALLEN'S VERSION OF ELEPHANT MAN
12/09/1983 B016 THE HOLDIAY MOVIE RUSH HAS STARTED
12/12/1983 A091 'TERMS OF ENDEARMENT' TOUCHES HEART
12/16/1983 BOll 'YENTL'S' WORTH SETTING
12/19/1983 BOll 3fMEL BROOKS MAKES A COMEBACK
12/23/1983 BOll 'THE MAN WHO LOVED WOMEN'
12/27/1983 B033 RAPID CITY MAN HELPS AUTHENTICATE 'RUNNING BRAVE'
1/02/1984 BOll BEST SHOWS FATED TO TRICKLE INTO TOWN
1/13/1984 A091 SOME OF THE BEST MOVIES ARE YET TO COME
1/30/1984 A071 'S1LKW00D'--A PORTRAIT OF WORKING CLASS
2/03/1984 BOll 'THE LONELY GUY' FALLS SHORT
2/13/1984 B012 *DUDLEY MOORE'S BACK IN HILARIOUS FORM
2/17/1984 A091 BLAME FOR ROTTEN MOVIE TO THE DIRECTOR
2/27/1984 A053 KWOODY'S LATEST IS WORTH A FEW CHUCKLES
3/30/1984 B043 K'ROMANCING THE STONE' LOADED WITH ACTION
4/06/1984 BOll *'MOSCOW ON THE HUDSON' WORTH GOING TO
4/09/1984 BOll 'WHERE THE BOYS ARE' ISN'T WORTH BARING
4/16/1984 A073 GOLDIE'S LATEST MOVIE DISAPPOINTMENT
4/27/1984 B081 HITCHCOCK FANS MAY BE DISAPPOINTED
5/17/1984 BOll ^STRIKES OUT IN MELODRAMATIC BASEBALL FILM
5/23/1984 C115 XSOME OF THE FUN FROM INDIANA JONES
6/03/1984 D033 GERBOTH MISSED FILM'S POINT (L)
6/08/1984 BOll ANTI-VIOLENCE GROUPS ON 'TEMPLE OF DOOM'
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6/11/1984 BOll 3<'GREML1NS» WILL THRILL FANS
7/13/1984 BOll 'LAST STARFIGHTER' IS PERFECT FANTASY
8/08/1984 AG12 NEW MOVIE RATING TO MAKE DEBUT
10/12/1984 B014 SALLY FIELD SHEDS THE PAST
10/18/1984 BOll ^FARMERS' TROUBLES ON THE BIG SCREEN
11/16/1984 B01I XAMADEUS
12/20/1984 BOll X'MICKI 8 MAUDE' IS STILL A CLUCK
1/25/1985 BOll KSILVER SCREEN TRIED DANCING BEFORE TALKING
2/01/1985 BOll 3€'A PASSAGE TO INDIA'
2/08/1985 BOH WORTHY OSCAR NOMINEES ARE SCARCE
3/25/1985 A071 KOSCAR'S BIG NIGHT
3/25/1985 A101 AN OSCAR FOR TELLING FARM STORY (ED)
6/27/1985 C014 'RAMBO' PROMOTION STIRS VETERANS' WRATH
10/04/1985 BOll 36B1LLY GRAHAM FILM AIMS TO SOOTHE
11/02/1985 A071 ^MOVIE'S GRISLEY HAND GRABS OLD FOGIES
11/08/1985 E011 KMOVIE PROMOTERS IGNORE BIG CITIES
12/11/1985 coil SCJEWEL OF THE NILE IS THE TREASURE
3/27/1986 A121 OSCARS WE'D LIKE TO PRESENT (ED)
12/06/1986 A101 FILM VIEWERS' VERDICT (ED)
12/19/1986 B012 KCOMING LATE TO A THEATER NEAR YOU
1/02/1987 A076 MOVIES PREVIEW THEATER
1/09/1987 A092 ADVENTURE MOVIE A CROCK OF STEREOTYPES
2/07/1987 A052 KFILM BRINGS FEAR OF WAR TO THEATER
2/13/1987 A074 CITY NEEDS ALTERNATIVE THEATER
3/13/1987 B012 *M0V1E IS ABOUT LOVE, NOT BARRIERS
3/24/1987 A061 'PLATOON' TELLS IT LIKE IT WAS (L)
3/27/1987 A046 SEVEN MAY BE CHARM FOR NEWMAN
3/30/1987 A052 DREADERS CHOOSE 'PLATOON' BEST FILM
4/01/1987 A061 ACADEMY AWARDS A HIT (ED)
7/10/1987 B012 ^ROMANCE LOOKED GOOD WITH 'ROXANNE'
10/09/1987 B012 SATIRE ADDS REFRESHING TWIST
10/14/1987 A012 ART CENTER TO SHOW FILM
10/21/1987 A085 'HAIL MARY' INSULTS TAXPAYERS (L)
10/31/1987 A052 56YUPP1E LULLABY
12/04/1987 B012 *THE BIG PICTURES
12/11/1987 B012 'WALL STREET' MAKES VIEWERS TAKE STOCK
12/22/1987 B012 *STRE1SAND FANS CAN GO CRAZY OVER 'NUTS'
1/22/1988 A072 ^LIVING DEAD
2/19/1988 B012 *WEAK CHARACTERS IN 'EMPIRE'
2/19/1988 B016 SIOUX FALLS MISSES OUT ON MOST TOP MOVIES
3/18/1988 B016 K'lRONWEED' A LESSON IN SELF PITY
4/02/1988 A052 ^'BRIGHT LIGHTS' --DIDACTIC DIRECTING
4/08/1988 A011 TELL US YOUR OSCAR PICKS
4/08/1988 B012 *OSCAR WIN DRAWS THEATER CROWDS
4/12/1988 A073 *'ARGUS' READERS PICK DOUGLAS
4/22/1988 B012 KBEST PICTURE GETS MIXED REVIEWS
5/21/1988 A052 3€'W1LL0W' IN MANY SPECIAL EFFECTS
5/27/1988 B012 KRAMBO, CROCODILE DUNDEE RETURN
6/03/1988 B012 K'HOPE AND GLORY' GIVES CHILD'S VIEW
6/17/1988 B012 K'BULL DURHAM' PUTS ROMANCE INTO PASTIME
6/24/1988 B012 ^SPECIAL EFFECTS IN 'ROGER RABBIT'
7/29/1988 B012 K'COCKTAIL' DISAPPOINTING DESPITE CRUISE
7/31/1988 Alll FILM SHOULD BE DESTROYED (L)
8/09/1988 A084 LET STUDIO KNOW FILM IS BAD (L)
8/11/1988 B012 LOCAL CLERGY WON'T LIKE FILM
8/12/1988 B016 'WANDA' IS SEXY, CLEVER COMIC SPOOF
8/14/1988 Alll FILM SHOULD NOT BE SHOWN (L)
8/15/1988 A073 ^DIRECTOR BUILDS TERRIFIC MONUMENT
8/15/1988 A103 FILM BLASPHEMES CHRIST (L)
8/17/1988 A081 MOVIE SHOULDN'T BE CENSURED (ED)
8/19/1988 A101 JESUS WILL JUDGE SINNERS (L)
8/19/1988 B015 'YOUNG GUNS' AN HONOR
8/20/1988 A083 NO ONE FORCED TO SEE FILM (L)
8/20/1988 A084 STOP FILM'S SHOWING (L)
8/26/1988 A081 RECKONING MAY BE AHEAD (L)
8/26/1988 B014 *EXPL01T1VE FILM GLORIFIES WHITE SUPREMACY
8/27/1988 A085 RELIGION THREATENED (L)
8/31/1988 A084 PROTESTERS HAVEN'T SEEN FILM (L)
9/24/1988 A056 'LIGHTNESS' IS FEAST FOR EYES, FOOD FOR BRAIN
10/19/1988 A091 HURRAY FOR TASTE OF QUALITY FILMS (L)
10/22/1988 A072 'ACCUSED' GIVES A DISTURBING PORTRAIT
10/24/1988 A072 *D1SAPP01NT1NG 'PUNCHLINE' HAS FINE ACTING
12/02/1988 B012 'MISCHIEF' SHOWS DECADENCE WITH LIGHT TOUCH
12/05/1988 A052 ^'TEQUILA SUNRISE' DOESN'T DELIVER GOODS
12/13/1988 B012 5C'RUNN1NG ON EMPTY' SHOWS TUG-OF-WAR
12/23/1988 B014 'WORKING GIRL' OFFERS GOOD FEELINGS
1/09/1989 A052 ^'ACCIDENTAL TOURIST' DROPS VISA
1/13/1989 B016 MOM HOPES 'RAIN MAN' AIDS AUTISTIC
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1/20/1989 BG15 MIDCO CANCELS ART FILMS
1/21/1989 A08A GRAUVOGL MISSED FILM THEME (L)
1/28/1989 AD72 ^'MISSISSIPPI' BURNS THE BELLY
2/16/1989 B012 SIOUX FALLS SAW MOST BIG NOMINEES
2/18/1989 A052 *'BURBS' LACKS REASON FOR BEING
2/21/1989 A055 'TRUE BELIEVER' HERO TACKLES A SYSTEM
2/22/1989 CG15 GOOD EVENING, SOUTH DAKOTA
2/28/1989 AG52 *DUO IN A DECEITFUL GAME OF LOVE
3/1G/1989 BG12 *TALE OF STRUGGLE GETS NOMINATED FOR OSCAR
3/29/1989 BG16 'RAIN MAN' SHOULD TAKE TOP HONORS
4/G6/1989 CG12 *'BULL DURHAM' STAR TO FILM IN STATE
A/21/1989 BG12 ^HORROR FILM FEATURES TWINS WITH SD TIES
5/G6/1989 B012 3«G00D ENOUGH TO DREAM ABOUT
5/G8/1989 AIGA MOVIE FATAL ATTRACTION MAKES VIEWERS THINK (L)
5/12/1989 BG12 K'SEE NO EVIL, HEAR NO EVIL'
5/16/1989 AG72 ^FILMMAKER ROBS 'WINTER PEOPLE' OF DRAMA
5/17/1989 BG12 *ALL IS NOT WELL IN GOTHAM CITY
5/19/1989 BG12 KBOX OFFICE BONANZA
5/19/1989 BQ12 SWAYZE'S 'ROAD HOUSE' BRINGS LITTLE PUNCH
5/23/1989 AG52 K'INDIANA JONES' VICTORIOUS
5/3G/1989 AG93 'PRISONERS' OFFERS PEEK AT SOLDIERS' SOULS
6/G2/1989 BG16 'GHOSTBUSTERS' TO BE SEEN ON 2 SCREENS
6/G9/1989 BG12 3CFILM SHOWS EXTENT OF WILLIAMS' TALENT
6/1G/1989 A052 K'STAR TREK V WITH FAMILIAR FORMULA
6/16/1989 B012 ^(GHOSTBUSTER SEQUEL IS POSSESSED WITH BOREDOM
6/23/1989 A012 5€FANS CALL NEW SHOW A WINGDINGER
6/25/1989 FG12 HUNDREDS VIE FOR BIT PARTS IN COSTNER FILM
6/30/1989 BG12 'GREAT BALLS OF FIRE' SIMPLISTIC VIEW
7/G1/1989 AGll 'BATMAN' 7-DAY GROSS IS SIOUX FALLS RECORD
7/G7/1989 BG12 ^VIOLENCE TAKES PUNCH OUT OF 'LETHAL'
7/1^/1989 BG12 'LICENCE TO KILL' MEETS BOND STANDARDS
7/15/1989 AG52 KSPIKE LEE POSES TOUGH QUESTIONS
7/22/1989 AG52 *'WHEN HARRY MET SALLY' ASSUMES
7/28/1989 B012 ^'TURNER AND HOOCH' IS STRICTLY FOR THE DOGS
8/G3/1989 BGI6 'PARENTHOOD' RON HOWARD'S UNRULY CHILD
8/1A/I989 BG15 3€C0STNER FILM REUNITES OLD BUDDIES
8/24/1989 BG16 SUMMER STOCK OF MOVIES IS ALMOST EMPTY
8/25/1989 BG12 X'WIRED' BAD CONNECTION TO BELUSHI
8/25/1989 B016 'DEADWOOD' TO PREMIERE OUT WEST
9/16/1989 AG56 KAL PACINO SPARKLES IN 'SEA OF LOVE'
9/22/1989 BG12 K'BLACK RAIN' LACKS DEPTH
9/29/1989 BG12 *MICKEY ROURKE BATTLES GOOD, EVIL
9/3G/1989 AG52 3€'SEX, LIES' IS LIFE ON FILM
IG/Gl/1989 A103 CATS KILLED MAKING FILM (L)
lG/Gl/1989 CG12 MOVIE TREATED INDIANS FAIRLY
lG/lG/1989 AG52 XHIGH MARKS FOR 'AN INNOCENT MAN'
lO/lG/1989 AG54 *GENE HACKMAN BRINGS LIFE TO 'THE PACKAGE'
lG/13/1989 BG12 'LOOK WHO'S TALKING' BOTTOMS OUT
lG/13/1989 BG16 ART FILMS RETURN TO SIOUX FALLS
1G/2G/1989 BG12 *'IN COUNTRY' TOUCHES HEART OF AMERICA
11/G4/1989 AG52 'BREAKING IN' NEVER BREAKS LOOSE
ll/lG/1989 BG12 K'DAD' EXPLORES RELATIONSHIPS WITHIN A FAMILY
II/14/I989 AG52 *'89 HOLIDAY FILMS SEASON STARTS FRIDAY
11/17/1989 BG12 'STEEL MAGNOLIAS' TO FULL BLOOM
11/21/1989 AG72 DIRECTOR GIVES LATEST COMEDIC EFFORT ETHICAL SPIN
11/23/1989 B012 *'BACK TO THE FUTURE' SEQUEL REGRESSES
12/01/1989 B016 MOVIE THEATERS MAKE LAST-MINUTE CHANGES
12/08/1989 B012 *'SHE-DEVIL' POSSESSED BY INANITY
12/09/1989 A052 *TURNER, DOUGLAS REUNITE FOR FIGHT
12/15/1989 B012 TALENTS WASTED IN 'FAMILY BUSINESS'
12/18/1989 A052 'BLAZE' OFFERS POOR, INACCURATE HISTORY
1/05/1990 B013 ^DIRECTOR TOO LATE WITH 2ND WAR FILM
1/12/1990 B012 *SPRING FILMS LINED UP
1/27/1990 A056 'DRIVING MISS DAISY' DESERVES HONOR
2/01/1990 B015 9CFLASHBACK WASTES SUBJECT MATTER
2/03/1990 A053 *MIDLER MESSES UP REMAKE
2/09/1990 B016 *'MUSIC BOX' DEFENDS RIGHT TO QUESTION
2/10/1990 A052 *DENIRO'S SOLID, FONDA FLOPS
2/16/1990 BOll *OSCAR FILMS WIN PRAISE OF TV GROUP
2/20/1990 A052 REVENGE CASTS ASIDE TALENT, PLOT
3/02/1990 B012 *'RED OCTOBER' DAWNS
3/16/1990 B015 'LORD OF THE FLIES' CUTS HEART OF STORY
3/23/1990 B012 MOORE SHOWS DARK SIDE OF COMMUNTIY SPIRIT
3/23/1990 B033 SPINS OLD TALE IN 'PRETTY WOMAN'
3/25/1990 F015 IT WAS A GOOD YEAR TO GO TO MOVIES
3/26/1990 A064 PROFOUND FILM THEMES GREAT (L)
3/31/1990 A062 *AMUSING MUTANTS
4/06/1990 BOll 'TURTLES' ARE KNOCK OUT AT BOX OFFICE
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A/22/1990
A/2A/1990
A/28/1990
5/11/1990
5/18/1990
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6/15/1990
6/16/1990
6/22/1990
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10/21/1990
10/21/1990
10/26/1990
10/27/1990
10/29/1990
11/03/1990
11/10/1990
11/11/1990
11/11/1990
ll/lA/1990
ll/lA/1990
11/22/1990
11/23/1990
11/27/1990
11/30/1990
12/07/1990
12/1A/1990
12/1A/1990
12/16/1990
12/17/1990
12/18/1990
12/28/1990
1/03/1991
1/11/1991
1/13/1991
1/19/1991
1/21/1991
1/21/1991
1/28/1991
2/01/1991
2/02/1991
B012
A115
A061
A072
B016
BOll
A052
F012
BOll
B012
A052
A05A
F012
A012
B012
A055
A105
B015
A076
B012
B012
BOll
B012
B012
FOIA
BOll
B015
B012
A052
B016
A055
B012
F012
B012
A072
BOll
B012
A052
A056
BOll
A056
A052
BOll
B012
B012
A012
A012
AOAl
A051
BOll
A052
A052
B012
A052
E032
F012
B012
B013
B012
BOll
C032
B012
BOll
BOll
B013
A083
A052
A072
BOll
A052
B012
F012
A072
A052
A056
A08A
BOll
A052
XCLERGY PICK FILMS OF LIFE, RESURRECTION
SATANIC FILM POOR CHOICE (L)
GRAUVOGL MAKES POOR PICK CD
*HERO CAN'T WIN IN COLD REALITY OF 'Q8A'
KMOVIE'S VITAL SIGNS ARE POOR
'FEEL-GOOD' SHOW RETAINS STRONG ALLURE
*'BIRD' FLIES IN TOO MANY DIRECTIONS
3€M0VIE STUDIOS BETTING FAMILIARITY
HYPE HITS NEW LOWS WITH 'TRACY'
*'FUTURE' MEETS FRONTIER
'FIRE BIRDS' INTO EMPTY THUNDER
'TOTAL RECALL' IS MOSTLY FORGETTABLE
*'HENRY V BRINGS SHAKESPEARE
36'TRACY' MOVIE RATES
36'DICK TRACY'--COLORFUL AND UNIQUE
36GREMLINS CARRY ON LOVABLE HIGH JINKS
MOVIE PERPETUATES MYTH ABOUT DISABILITIES CD
'ENEMIES' SPARKLES AS TALE OF HUMANITY
ALDA PULLS THE STRINGS FOR 'BETSY'
*'DAYS OF THUNDER' RUNS ON EMPTY
36NONSENSE DIES HARD IN SEQUEL
2-SCREEN FILM RUNS IS CHILD OF COMPETITION
36DICK TRACY, TOM CRUISE ALREADY ARE HERE
'JETSONS' SPACE-AGE FAMILY LOST
36'GHOST' IS WELCOME SWITCH
VIOLENT HAVE WORN OUT THEIR WELCOME
368-LEGGED STARS ARE SURE-FOOTED THRILLERS
3eSPELLB0UND & FOOLPROOF
36PARENTHOOD GOES AWRY
'DUCKTALES' IS DELIGHTFUL ACTION FARCE
36'FLATLINERS' SITS ON BORDERLINE
36THE DEVIL'S WORK
36WOMEN STAR IN FALL FILM SEASON
36STREEP SEALS 'POSTCARDS' WITH EXCELLENCE
360Z TAKES A JOY RIDE
READY TO 'DANCE'
*'GOODFELLAS' PROBES LURE OF MOB LIFE
*'NARROW' FALLS SHORT ON SUSPENSE
96'HEIGHTS' HAS GOOD SCARES, BUT FALLS FLAT
NC-17 RATING ADDS UP TO FALSE EQUATION
36'FANTASIA' STILL SETS STANDARD IN ANIMATION
36'LEMON SISTERS' IS LOOSE, INCOMPLETE
'PRETTY WOMAN' STILL DRAWS WELL
'MEMPHIS BELLE' TELLS STORY
36IN THE SPOTLIGHT
36SD INDIANS THRILLED BY FILM
36COSTNER'S INSPIRED ROLE WILL REWRITE HISTORY
36PANORAMIC 'WOLVES' STANDS OUT
FILM EXTRA EAGER FOR OPENING
IT'S MONEY THAT MATTERS AT THE MOVIES
36'ROXY' HAS MAGIC TOUCH
36WHEN LOVE COMES CALLING
36'JACOB'S LADDER' IS MISSING SOME
36'REVERSAL OF FORTUNE' CASTS DOUBTS
'DANCES WITH WOLVES' PREMIERE NEAR SELL OUT
36'GHOST' EXPECTED TO OUTLAST HOLIDAYS
HOME RUN IN 'DAMN YANKEES'
'DANCES WITH WOLVES' ADS TO BE IN LAKOTA
'THREE MEN' MAKES A CASE FOR SENTIMENTALITY
BE SURE TO GET YOUR TICKETS EARLY
CREW COMPLETES FILMING OF PELTIER DOCUMENTARY
'MISERY' SPARES GORE
'HOME ALONE' FILLS HOUSE FOR GOOD REASON
NEWS CAMERA AN UNWELCOME SIGHT AT SHOW
'EDWARD' IS TALE ABOUT UNKIND CUTS
36FILM HAS VIEWERS ROOTING FOR THE INDIANS (L)
'HAVANA' UNFOLDS SLOWLY
'MERMAIDS' INTO ROUGH WATERS
SD, COSTNER GRACE 'WOLVES' BOOK
36REVIEW 'GODFATHER' LORE BEFORE SEEING 'PART III'
36'AWAKENINGS' a REMINDER--LIFE IS GOOD
36FILM PUTS BURDEN OF STORY ON FIELD
36MOVJE PALES NEXT TO REAL THING
36'WOLVES' WINS BIG AT GLOBES
36ZEFFIRELLI BRINGS BARD TO MASSES
MOVIES EPITOMIZE DECLINE SINCE "iO'S (L)
COSTNER RARE HIGHLIGHT OF AWARD SHOW
36'GREEN CARD' IS WINNING TICKET
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MOV PICT REV
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/05/1991
2/05/1991
2/08/1991
2/08/1991
2/10/1991
2/12/1991
2/15/1991
3/01/1991
3/15/1991
3/19/1991
3/28/1991
3/29/1991
4/09/1991
4/12/1991
4/16/1991
4/26/1991
4/27/1991
5/03/1991
5/05/1991
5/11/1991
5/19/1991
5/24/1991
6/14/1991
6/15/1991
6/18/1991
6/21/1991
6/21/1991
6/23/1991
7/04/1991
7/26/1991
8/02/1991
8/16/1991
8/22/1991
9/13/1991
9/16/1991
9/20/1991
9/30/1991
10/01/1991
10/06/1991
10/11/1991
10/26/1991
11/01/1991
11/02/1991
11/04/1991
11/12/1991
11/12/1991
11/16/1991
11/24/1991
11/26/1991
11/29/1991
12/09/1991
12/13/1991
12/20/1991
12/20/1991
12/27/1991
12/28/1991
12/28/1991
1/18/1992
1/21/1992
2/01/1992
2/06/1992
2/08/1992
2/11/1992
2/12/1992
2/20/1992
2/23/1992
2/23/1992
2/25/1992
3/03/1992
3/06/1992
3/13/1992
3/21/1992
3/29/1992
3/29/1992
3/29/1992
4/01/1992
4/03/1992
4/04/1992
A072
A072
BOll
B015
F012
A052
BOll
B012
B012
A052
AlOl
B012
A052
BOll
A072
B012
A055
B015
A083
A052
F012
B012
A015
A052
A072
B012
C015
F012
B012
BOll
A015
C032
A102
B012
A052
B012
A052
A072
F021
B012
A072
coil
A073
A056
A052
A055
A091
F012
A052
B012
A052
B012
B012
B012
A081
A052
A054
A054
A052
A072
A076
A054
A052
C035
A072
A013
C012
A052
A092
B012
BOll
A072
A012
A053
G012
BOll
B012
A072
^INDIANS GIVE 'MORNING STAR' MIXED REVIEW
*LGVE TAKES SPIN IN 'ONCE AROUND'
ALTERNATIVE FILMS MAY RETURN TO CITY
^SUSPENSE TALE ADDS EXTRA LAYER OF FEAR
JfMOVlES' MOST ROMANTIC SCENES
56ALLEN AND MARTIN LET US LAUGH
OSCARS MAY HELP FILM SERIES PLANS
*F1LM FRESH VIEW ABOUT '60'S
KDIRTY HARRY PURSUES BIG GAME, LEGEND
X'GUILTY BY SUSPICION' RECALLS MENACE
^PUBLIC 0P1N10NS--ALL-T1ME FAVORITE MOVIE
X'MILLER'S CROSSING' IS IMMENSE
KROMANCE FIZZLES IN 'MARRYING MAN'
NC-17 RATING IS EASY TARGET FOR PARENTS
56DAR1NG TO FOLLOW YOUR DREAMS
^STALLONE WITHOUT A GUN
K'CYRANO' BRINGS TRAGIC LOVE TO SCREEN
K'ONE GOOD COP' FOCUS DISSOLVES
DANCES WITH WOLVES STILL COMES UP SHORT
KFILMS GET SECOND SHOWING IN BRITTON
XMARQUEE MALES
96FLAMES FUEL ACTION, ACTORS PROVIDE DRAMA
XCOSTNER'S 'ROBIN HOOD' DEBUTS ON TWO SCREENS
KKEVIN COSTNER NOT SUITED TO 'ROBIN HOOD' ROLE
^DIRECTOR AGITATES EMOTIONS IN 'JUNGLE FEVER'
^'ROCKETEER' PROMISES TO BE SUMMER HIT
LAWYER OBJECTS TO 'THUNDERHEART' PORTRAYAL
56'TRUTH OR DARE' FILM PAINTS CONFUSING PORTRAIT
^'TERMINATOR 2' RIDDLED WITH VIOLENT MOMENTS
*SF BIDS ADIEU TO 'DANCES'
'DANCES' MARATHON
*NOT ALL SHARE IN 'DANCES' GLOW
SMUT FILMS SHOW NEED FOR CHANGE IN MORALS (L)
*T00 MUCH TALK RUINS A MOVIE
X'THE COMMITMENTS'--GOOD MUSIC, WEAK STORY
KFALL M0V1ES--C0M1NG TO A THEATER NEAR YOU
56'FISHER KING' FALTERS
KNEW MOVIES TO SEE
KJOHNSON, GRIFFITH CONVEY PAIN IN 'PARADISE'
*A LOVE STORY, WITH BITE
*A MODERN FAIRY TALE
KMALE THEMES, STARS GOVERN MOVIE SCREEN
KMOB FILM PAIRS YOUTH WITH SEASONED GANGSTER
KFILM SHOWS SOCIAL ILLS OF CHINESE
K'TRUST' WORTHY OF A CLOSE LOOK
FESTIVAL WILL FEATURE 10 OUTDOOR MOVIES
*AN ANGEL AT MY TABLE
KHOLIDAY FILM FARE
KFAIRY TALE FILM MAGICAL, MAKES BEAUTIFUL MUSIC
KBET ON 'FOR THE BOYS' TO BE OSCAR NOMINEE
KSTAR TREK VI EMBARKS ON ANOTHER SUCCESSFUL VOYAGE
KROBIN HOOKS INTO SPARKLING ROLE
KBEATTY BRINGS CHARM, GRIT TO 'BUGSY'
KMARTIN FUNNY AS FATHER OF THE 'BRIDE'
'JFK' A STRONG FILM (ED)
K'LAST WINTER' TIES YOUNG, OLD
K'TIDES' LACKS REAL EMOTION
'EXTREMITIES' SHOWS US SHOCKING REALITY OF RAPE
K'GRAND' STUDIES WHAT-IFS
KGRIFFITH SHOWS SPUNK AS A SPY
'THUNDERHEART' OPENS IN APRIL, SAYS DIRECTOR
KCONNERY DELIVERS GOOD 'MEDICINE'
KIN THE FINAL ANALYSIS, FILM A DUD
LAKOTA FILM GROUP WILL GUARD ACCURACY OF ROLES
KBEATTY, 'BEAUTY' AND THE BORING
KTHOSE AT FLIGHT 232 CRASH UNIMPRESSED WITH FILM
KHEROES IN SIOUXLAND
K'PRIVATE IDAHO' FAILS IN SHAKESPEAREAN EFFORT
CRITIC SHOULD LIGHTEN UP ON FILM AWARDS (L)
KSPRING FILM SERIES OPENS TODAY
KSNEAK-A-PEEK MOVIE SHUFFLE HAS METHOD
KSTORY FIZZLES IN 'BASIC INSTINCT'
K'THUNDERHEART' STRIKES TWICE
K'THUNDERHEART' IS MODERN TALE OF INDIAN LIFE
K'SILENCE' SHOULD WIN BEST MOVIE
K'LAMBS' GOT EVERYTHING IT DESERVED
K'THUNDERHEART' ECHOES THE LAND
'EUROPA, EUROPA' TAPS HUMOR, HERITAGE IN TALE
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MOV PICT REV
MOV PICT SERIES
MOVIES
MOVING
MOWING
MOWRY STEVE
MOVER CARL
MOVER MELISSA
MOVER RON
MPI
MROZINSKI RON
MT SYSTEMS INC
DATE PAPER NOTATION
4/04/1992 Aid
4/10/1992 B013
4/17/1992 B012
4/22/1992 B012
5/03/1992 GOll
5/08/1992 B012
5/08/1992 B014
5/22/1992 B012
5/25/1992 A072
6/01/1992 A053
6/09/1992 B021
6/09/1992 C016
6/12/1992 A012
6/12/1992 B012
6/12/1992 coil
6/13/1992 A072
6/19/1992 B012
6/22/1992 A052
6/23/1992 B012
6/26/1992 B012
6/27/1992 A072
6/29/1992 A053
7/03/1992 BOll
7/04/1992 A052
7/10/1992 BOll
7/10/1992 B012
7/11/1992 A052
7/20/1992 DOll
7/22/1992 B015
^8/04/1992 D012
8/07/1992 DOll
8/07/1992 D012
8/21/1992 D013
8/27/1992 D012
8/29/1992 A052
9/01/1992 D041
9/04/1992 D012
9/10/1992 AlOl
9/11/1992 D015
9/19/1992 A072
9/29/1992 D012
9/29/1992 D021
10/03/1992 A052
10/10/1992 A052
10/20/1992 A063
11/19/1992 DOll
12/04/1992 DOll
12/07/1992 D015
12/11/1992 D012
10/18/1991 BOll
5/31/1988 A052
10/24/1988 B012
6/15/1989 D061
7/25/1990 D082
5/09/1991 A072
1/22/1992 A012
7/01/1987 B031
9/01/1990 C013
11/03/1983 A012
8/17/1990 D012
6/15/1992 C012
9/30/1982 B013
12/17/1989 DOll
10/24/1987 coil
11/27/1986 C071
1/01/1987 B015
1/04/1987 B012
1/07/1987 D031
1/09/1987 C023
1/10/1987 C012
1/17/1987 coil
3/12/1987 C021
3/17/1987 C041
5/25/1987 C025
7/18/1987 C021
8/13/1987 C022
11/04/1987 B021
DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
56'MAMBO KINGS" SWAYS TO ASSANTE'S MUSIC
K'BABE" A BIG HIT
KSWAYZE SHINES IN DARK, VET HOPEFUL, 'CITY OF JOY"
KOLD MEMORIES OF ROADBLOCKS FEARFULLY FRESH
*END JUSTIFIES "THE PLAYER'
9EF1LM ABOUT PELTIER OPENS TODAY IN NY
KSEQUELS, OLD FILMS TO HEAT SCREENS
'LETHAL' PAIR CHARM IN 3RD ADVENTURE
KWHAT KIDS WANT TO HEAR
*GOLDBERG WHOOPS IT UP IN 'SISTER ACT'
HIGH SCHOOL IS NO PLACE FOR 'LAMBS', PARENTS SAY
XVIEWERS SEE INJUSTICE, INACCURACY IN 'OGLALA'
*F1LM PLEADS FOR PELTIER, SUCCEEDS
HITCHCOCK SCHOOL MAY HAVE VIOLATED LAW
*F1LM WITH MARTIN, HAWN A BIT OF FUN
*'BATMAN' VISITS DARK SIDE
ACTION-THRILLER 'PATRIOT GAMES'
FALLEN'S 'FOG' ROLLS IN HUMOR WITH HEAVYWEIGHT CAST
X'HEAR MY SONG' IS A CHARMING COMEDY
^eCASABLANCA
5CPFE1FFER SIZZLES IN 'BATMAN' SEQUEL
*'SONG' TOUCHING, 'ENTRY' EV1L--GUESS WHICH IS HOT
*A MAJOR LEAGUE HIT
36'CASABLANCA' PLAYS AGA1N--AND AGAIN
'PRELUDE' DRIVES HOME THE POWER OF LOVE
*1T'S A NASTY 'WORLD'
^'BOOMERANG' IS FUNNY AND HEARTWARMING, TOO
NUNS GIVE 'SISTER ACT' THUMBS UP
seDEATH BECOMES MADNESS IN NEW MOVIE
^SUMMER MOVIE MENU FAILS QUALITY TEST
5CCL1NT SHOWS A CONSCIENCE IN 'UNFORGIVEN'
56'CITY OF ANGELS' IS WORTH THE TIME
KDON'T EXPECT TO DISCOVER IN 'COLUMBUS'
3€'HONEYMOON'S' OVER--NO ROMANCE, FEW LAUGHS
*'TW1N PEAKS' FILM HAS LEAKS IN IT
*LOOK AT THE SERIOUS SIDE OF LIFE
'UNFORGIVEN' WAS GARBAGE FOR THE BRAIN (L)
k'sneakers' marks brainy, new breed of action movies
36'HUSBANDS AND WIVES' GRAPPLES WITH FAMILIAR THEME
36LUSH 'MOHICANS' A MUST-SEE
3eMEANS AIMS UP IN FILMS
'HERO' FAILS TO INSPIRE
3€C0NQUEST OF PARADISE
'HERO' WAS UNHEROIC, 'APRIL' WAS ENCHANTING (L)
K'X' HITS THE SPOT
5€0SCAR JUDGES GET SLIM PICKINGS FOR LEAD ACTRESS
*'MALCOM X' SOUL COMES FROM ACTOR
XCRUISE, NICHOLSON POWER ALL-STAR CAST
*F1LM SERIES TICKETS ARE SLOW TO SELL
SEE MOV PICT REV
*K1DS NEED HELP COPING WITH NEW HOME
^MOVER'S LEISURELY LIFE ENDS AT 90
63 PERCENT OF MOVERS LEAVE SD
BUSY MOVING BUSINESS REFLECTS CITY'S GROWTH
XMOVER, BUT NO SHAKER
MORE MOVE TO SF THAN MOVE OUT
ILLEGAL MOWING HARMS PHEASANT POPULATION
3€UPH1LL BATTLE
CACHES, PAINS WORTH IT TO THE BULLFIGHTER
THUNDER VALLEY SET FOR DRAG RACING WEEKEND
*SALT LAKE TRIP PUT SPIN ON RADIO CAREER
3€SAM SHEPARD PLAY A CHALLENGING USD CHOICE
RAPID CITY MPI WILL ADD 100 JOBS
*PR1EST TO WITNESS ARIAS PEACE PLAN
COMPANY NEEDS MORE INFORMATION BEFORE SALE
PANEL DENIES LICENSE TRANSFER
UTILITIES OK'S REHEARING ON LICENSE
JANKLOW APPROVES GRANT FOR PAGER BUSINESS
GRANT WON'T AFFECT HEARING
PUC HEARS MORE ON SALE OF PAGER FIRM
MICKELSON SAYS HE'D PULL GRANT
FUTILITIES PANEL DENIES PAGER FIRM TRANSFER
MICKELSON REVOKES MOBILE TELEPHONE LICENSE
TO KILL APPEAL OF LICENSE RULING
PAGER DISPUTE SENT BACK TO PUC
HEARING ON PAGER SYSTEM LICENSE DELAYED
PAGING SERVICE DROPS REQUEST TO SELL FIRM
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MUCHOW FAYOLA
MUCHOW MARTIN g FA
MUCK DAN
MUD BUTTE SD
MUD HENS
MUECKE ESTHER
MUELLER AL
MUELLER ANDREW
MUELLER GREG g CAR
MUELLER MICHAEL
MUELLER MIKE
MUELLER NORMA
MUELLER PAUL
MUELLER RON
MUELLER WARREN
MUENSTER KAREN
MUENSTER MARY
MUENSTER TED
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/16/1982 D021 MUCHOW PROMOTES INTERNATIONAL UNDERSTANDING
6/08/1985 coil RURAL SF WOMAN RETURNS FROM TOUR
8/01/1982 EOll *SD COUPLE FINDS TODAY'S MARKET FRAGILE
8/17/1989 D062 MITCHELL VO-TECH OFFERS ONE-OF-A-KIND PROGRAM
10/15/1989 C061 ALTAR FROM THE LAND OF BUTTES
8/1A/1990 A102 WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO MUD HENS (L)
2/12/1991 C012 5CCITY HONOR HERIONE'S DOUBLE DUTY
5/01/1983 A012 MERCHANT BUILDS FAMILY STORE INTO PRAIRIE OASIS
1/21/1991 B033 AUTHOR, STURGIS RALLY RECEIVE TOURISM AWARDS
10/05/1989 B016 36ZION LUTHERAN MARKS 100 YEARS IN SIOUX FALLS
8/03/1987 A052 ^BROTHER, SISTER TRAVEL MOTIVATING TEENS
1/14/198A B021 KAUDIENCE WAS DUPED BY SOVIET OFFICIAL
A/12/1985 C013 K6TH-GRADER JUMPS AT CHANCE
7/21/1992 B062 ^SORTING IT OUT
1/27/1986 BOll EARTH ISLAND TO DISPLAY INDIAN CULTURE
7/25/1992 B012 *WORK PILES UP ON RAINY DAYS
10/22/1991 C031 MAN RETURNED TO UNIT FOR MORE TESTING
8/28/1992 B025 ABERDEEN MAN NOT COMPETENT FOR TRIAL
11/20/1992 B021 LAWYER ASKS MURDER CHARGE BE DROPPED
12/16/1992 B022 JUDGE SUSPENDS MURDER CHARGE AGAINST MUELLER
A/06/1982 B031 KMUENSTER SEEKS DIST 12 SENATE SEAT
11/12/198A BOll KMINNEHAHA COUNTY POLITICS
1/09/1985 coil STATE POLITICS MAKES STRANGE NAMEPLATES
1/27/1985 C015 *MUENSTER TO OFFER BILL FOR LITTON WORKERS
2/02/1985 coil SOME RESOLUTIONS ARE TORN UP BIT BY BIT
A/11/1985 CD35 CALLS FOR INVESTIGATION OF REGENTS
5/30/1985 coil MUENSTER APPOINTED TO POLICY COMMISSION
9/13/1985 coil BILL TAKES AIM AT COMMISSION CHAOS
2/03/1986 coil MUENSTER'S STYLE RUFFLES SENATE FEATHERS
2/09/1986 A092 GIVE US MORE MUENSTERS (L)
2/1A/1986 BOll ^LIFETIME VALENTINES
3/2A/1986 B016 MUENSTER TO SEEK SENATE RE-ELECTION
6/28/1987 EOll LEGISLATORS DRAFT MORRELL LETTER
1/08/1988 C015 36GOVERNOR CHASTISES SENATOR FOR REMARKS
10/29/1988 C012 XWANTS VOTERS TO HAVE SAY ON TAXES
11/16/1988 C016 DEMOCRATS CHOOSE LEADERS
1/20/1989 C022 ^WHIPPING THE OPPOSITION
2/22/1989 C015 DENTAL WORK FAILS TEST OF SENATE FLOOR
A/15/1989 C012 MUENSTER ACCUSES MICKELSON OF UNDERESTIMATING
7/08/1989 C012 *MUENSTER WANTS PRISON TRUSTY REVIEW
7/28/1989 A015 KMUENSTER WILL OK ANY CLAIM IN YANKTON DEATHS
8/12/1989 A08A QUOTE TAKEN OUT OF CONTEXT (L)
1/07/1990 A073 HUSBAND'S CAMPAIGN WON'T AFFECT
2/07/1990 AlOA ABSENCE DISAPPOINTING (L)
2/16/1990 A082 HEARING ABSENCE EXCUSED CD
9/1A/1990 coil SENATOR MUENSTER BACKS ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY
1/08/1991 C015 3CCAUGHT AMID HOUSE PAINTING DISPUTE
1/16/1991 A096 NEWSPAPER'S STORY ON MUENSTER'S IMPROPER CD
2/28/1991 C015 *2 CONSIDER MAYORAL BIDS
3/22/1991 C012 KKAREN MUENSTER WON'T RUN FOR MAYOR
3/29/1991 A103 KGOP INABILITY TO COMPROMISE HURTS TAXPAYERS
A/27/1991 C031 ^LEADERS MULL CHANGES IN LAWMAKING SESSION
5/07/1992 coil MUENSTER'S HEALTH IS AN ISSUE
5/09/1992 C021 MCKELLIPS--SEARS' ATTACKS SHAMEFUL
7/31/1992 A012 XMUENSTER QUITS SENATE RACE
8/06/1992 B012 JUDGE TO SAY WHO PICKS MUENSTER SUB
8/11/1992 B012 COMMITTEE ALLOWED TO NAME CANDIDATE
8/15/1992 A081 DAKOTA WINDS CED)
8/2A/1992 A091 MUENSTER WAS FIGHTER FOR 'LITTLE PEOPLE' CD
A/OA/1989 coil REPRESENTATIVE PICKED FOR FESTIVAL
3/25/1982 DOAl *MERRICK WILL BE NEW SECOG CHAIRMAN
A/18/1982 B023 JfSECOG WORTH THE COST
10/2A/1987 coil MUENSTER TO HEAD GEPHARDT CAMPAIGN
1/28/1988 coil MUENSTER TO LEAD UNITED WAY BOARD
A/16/1988 A083 *MORE THAN 25,000 VOLUNTEERS
6/19/1988 AlOl XSTART TO THINK ABOUT MUENSTER FOR GOVERNOR
8/19/1988 C012 MINING GROUP SELECTS MUENSTER
2/09/1989 C021 MUENSTER RE-ELECTED TO LEAD UNITED WAY
3/08/1989 A012 ^LEGISLATURE CLEARS FOR HEAVY LENDING
6/19/1989 A103 MUENSTER A REPUBLICAN (L)
6/20/1989 coil MUENSTER TO DECIDE SENATE BID IN JULY
6/25/1989 C012 KJOHNSON LEANING AGAINST SENATE BID
7/13/1989 A085 SENATOR SHOULD RESPECT LAND CD
7/29/1989 AlOl DEMOCRATS CAN DO BETTER THAN MUENSTER CD
8/13/1989 A103 LETTER WAS DISSERVICE TO MUENSTER CD
8/13/1989 A105 ALLIANCE RAISES QUESTIONS CD
8/13/1989 Alll *HEIDEPRIEM, RENTSCHLER, OTHERS WEIGH BIDS
8/1A/1989 B031 *SURFACE MINING GROUPS SHOULD EXPAND SLOWLY
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8/19/1989 A08A MUENSTER NOT QUALIFIED (L)
8/20/1989 A131 JOHNSON TELLS CONTRIBUTORS HE WON'T OPPOSE PRESSLER
8/20/1989 A132 OFFER INPUT ABOUT MATTHEW (L)
8/25/1989 A083 MUENSTER BACKED WORKERS CD
8/28/1989 A083 MUENSTER WOULD AID MINES (L)
8/29/1989 A081 PUBLIC POLICY NEEDS BALANCE (L)
8/30/1989 AOll *MUENSTER TO DISCLOSE HIS POLITICAL PLANS
8/31/1989 COIA XMUENSTER WILL TEST WATERS BEFORE RUNNING
9/0A/1989 B015 ^MUENSTER CHALLENGES PRESSLER ON PAC FUNDS
9/08/1989 con MUENSTER GIVES UP UNITED WAY POSITION
9/12/1989 AlOl MUENSTER SHORT-SIGHTED (L)
9/17/1989 A132 MUENSTER KISSES OFF VOTES CD
9/26/1989 A082 WOULD PACS AID MUENSTER CD
10/03/1989 A012 *JOHNSON WON'T RUN FOR SENATE
10/03/1989 A021 MUENSTER WILL BE STRONG CANDIDATE
11/07/1989 C021 3CMUENSTER APPROVES SURFACE MINING LIMITS
11/24/1989 A105 WHO'S FINANCING MUENSTER CD
12/01/1989 con SENATE LEADER TO HELP MUENSTER BID
12/08/1989 A125 NO PAY GIVEN FOR MINING ROLE
12/13/1989 A121 NO LIQUOR SALESMAN IN SENATE CD
12/16/1989 con SENATE LEADER HELPS MUENSTER BID TODAY
12/17/1989 A063 *M1TCHELL TO BACK MUENSTER
12/17/1989 E012 *SENATE LEADER TARGETS SD RACE
12/26/1989 A082 LIQUOR BACKING HURTS SOCIETY CD
12/31/1989 A071 POLITICAL EARTH WON'T MOVE IN 1990
1/26/1990 con MUENSTER TO MAKE SENATE BID OFFICIAL
1/27/1990 C016 MUENSTER TO DECLARE BID MONDAY
1/29/1990 A082 MUENSTER WILL HURT PARTY CD
1/30/1990 A016 KMUENSTER JOINS RACE FOR SENATE
2/01/1990 con JIM BURG TO HEAD MUENSTER CAMPAIGN
2/01/1990 C012 9€LAB0R, LIQUOR INTERESTS GAVE TO MUENSTER
2/13/1990 A081 CREDIBLE CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATES
2/18/1990 EOll ERPENBACH JOINS MUENSTER'S STAFF
2/22/1990 con BENTSON TO STUMP HERE FOR MUENSTER
2/25/1990 FOll ^AIDE'S JOB--GOVERNOR'S DOORKEEPER
3/04/1990 A091 SINCLAIR, DEBATE GIVE CAMPAIGN NEW TWISTS
3/08/1990 A082 MUENSTER A MAN OF HIS WORD CD
3/13/1990 C012 SENIORS GROUP SWITCHES TO MUENSTER
3/14/1990 con DEMOCRATS TO STUMP FOR TED MUENSTER
3/14/1990 C012 PRESSLER ENDORSEMENT IN QUESTION
3/16/1990 C012 KGROUP BACKS PRESSLER OPPONENT
3/18/1990 A092 CANDIDATES' STRENGTH GOOD CD
3/22/1990 A104 MEMBERS WEREN'T POLLED CD
3/24/1990 C012 *BENTSEN RALLIES FOR MUENSTER
3/27/1990 C043 POLL CALLS RACE FOR SENATE CLOSE
4/01/1990 Alll CANDIDATES RESPOND TO 'ARGUS' REQUEST
4/04/1990 con SENIOR CITIZEN GROUP ENDORSES MUENSTER
4/05/1990 A085 MUENSTER SHOWS HE CARES CD
4/06/1990 C012 KPRESSLER'S PLEDGE IS ATTACKED
4/08/1990 A083 3€PRESSLER, MUENSTER DEBATE CAMPAIGN PURITY
4/08/1990 C015 96SENATE RACE CAN'T AVOID FARM ISSUES
4/14/1990 C012 MUENSTER FUNDS NEAR $424,000
4/19/1990 C014 *MUENSTER OUTLINES REFORMS
4/20/1990 AlOl REMEMBER CANDIDATES' PLEDGES ABOUT REFORM CED)
4/22/1990 An2 MUENSTER HAS FALSE LABEL CD
4/25/1990 C051 JeMUENSTER RAISES MORE MONEY INSIDE STATE
4/29/1990 A131 PRESSLER HAPPY MUENSTER CRITICAL OF GOP POLL
5/06/1990 C012 ^MUENSTER STUMPS FOR ENVIRONMENT
5/11/1990 con NURSES GROUPS GIVE MUENSTER THEIR BACKING
5/16/1990 con BUILDERS ASSOCIATION ENDORSES MUENSTER
5/18/1990 C015 36CALLS ON CONGRESS TO SET SPENDING CUT EXAMPLE
5/23/1990 con MUENSTER FUNDING REACHES $111,517
5/23/1990 con VERMILLION GROUP OPPOSES MUENSTER
5/24/1990 C014 MUENSTER GAINS TEACHER ENDORSEMENTS
5/25/1990 con PRESSLER RAISES $123,652 IN 6-WEEK PERIOD
6/06/1990 A085 MUENSTER DOESN'T TAKE STAND ON ISSUES CD
6/07/1990 A086 DON'T ELECT LIQUOR DEALER TO SENATE CD
6/07/1990 C015 TV POLL QUESTIONED BY MUENSTER CAMP
6/13/1990 A012 DEBATES CAUSING MORE DEBATES
6/15/1990 D086 MUENSTER--TRADE WOES MUST MEND
6/19/1990 con MUENSTER ENDORSES CLEAN CAMPAIGN PLEDGE
6/21/1990 con GORE TO CAMPAIGN FOR MUENSTER JULY 1
6/24/1990 A012 KMUENSTER FACES DAUNTING TASK
6/27/1990 A103 MUENSTER SHOULD TALK ABOUT ISSUES CD
6/28/1990 C012 MUENSTER TO MINIMIZE CORPS' AUTHORITY
7/01/1990 A104 SDEA BACKS MUENSTER FOR EDUCATION SUPPORT CD
7/02/1990 C015 5CG0RE PRAISES MUENSTER'S ENVIRONMENT COMMITMENT
7/17/1990 B041 *NUKE WASTE REDEFINITION MAY HURT SD
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7/27/1990 C015 MUENSTER TRAILS PRESSLER BY 41 POINTS
7/28/I99G CGII MUENSTER BLASTS BUSH ON WATER PROJECT STAND
8/GI/I99G CGII BUMPERS TO STUMP FOR MUENSTER IN AUGUST
8/G2/I99G CGII PRESSLER--MUENSTER SHOULD CLARIFY STAND
8/G2/I99G CG15 MUENSTER--HE'S GAINING SUPPORT
8/G6/199G CGII MUENSTER FAVORS NEW ENERGY POLICY
8/G7/199G CG16 9CMUENSTER SUGGESTS S&L PLAN
8/G8/199G AlGl CANDIDATES SHOULD TALK FOR THEMSELVES (ED)
8/I2/I99G AI15 MUENSTER PURPOSELY MISLEAD MEDIA CD
8/12/I99G EGI2 DASCHLE BLASTS HOME-STATE COLLEAGUE
8/14/I99G CGII SINCLAIR BLASTS RIVAL ON ENVIRONMENT
8/I5/199G CGI5 PRESSLER PUTS S&L BALL IN MUENSTER'S COURT
8/I9/I99G EGII MUENSTER CHALLENGES PRESSLER TO DEBATE
8/2I/I99G CGII MUENSTER SAYS NO DEBATES PLANNED
8/22/199G CG12 MUENSTER REJECTS DEBATE WITH PRESSLER, SINCLAIR
8/23/199G CG16 K2ND SENATE DEBATE HITS ROADBLOCK
8/24/199G CGII TED MUENSTER'S FATHER-IN-LAW DIES
8/25/I99G CGI2 MUENSTER DECLINES ANOTHER DEBATE
8/26/I99G AI3I REJECTING DEBATE MAKES MUENSTER LOOK LIKE CULPRIT
8/27/I99G AGI2 KMUENSTER RELENTS ON 3-WAY DEBATES
8/27/I99G AG8I LIMIT DEBATES TO MAJOR CANDIDATES (ED)
9/G2/I99G EGI5 *MUENSTER SUGGESTS RECALLING EUROPE TROOPS
9/G2/I99G EG2I SENATE CANDIDATES USE TV ADS TO WOO VOTERS
9/G4/199G AlGl S&L SPAT REFLECTS PROBLEM WITH PAC'S (ED)
9/G4/I99G A1G4 PRESSLER HELPS PEOPLE--FOE USES LIQUOR MONEY (L)
9/G5/199G AG12 XPRESSLER DEBATES CHALLENGERS
9/G6/199G AG91 MUENSTER SHOULD BE SPECIFIC ON ISSUES (L)
9/G6/199G CGI5 SENATOR CHALLENGES MUENSTER--MAKE TAX RETURNS PUBLIC
"9/G6/I99G CGI5 MAJOR CANDIDATES TO SPEAK ON ISSUES
9/G6/199G CGI2 ^PRESSLER CANCELS STATEWIDE DEBATE
9/G9/199G AG8I MARK ONE UP FOR SENATE CHALLENGER (ED)
9/G9/I99G AG9I VOTERS MAY BE GROWING WEARY OF CAMPAIGN
9/IG/I99G AG84 MUENSTER IS LUCKY MOM ISN'T PRO-CHOICE (L)
9/II/I99G CGI2 *PRESSLER'S S&L VOTE CHALLENGED
9/I2/I99G AIG2 MUENSTER BELLIGERENT TOWARD OPPOSITION (L)
9/I2/I99G AII2 PRO-CHOICE MONEY GOES TO MUENSTER (L)
9/I4/I99G AG15 CANDIDATES RELEASE INCOME TAX RETURNS
9/I7/199G CGII MUENSTER TO TOUR SEVERAL SD TOWNS
9/2G/199G CGI2 3(RIVAL--PRESSLER VOTING RECORD POOR
9/2G/199G CGI6 MUENSTER--ADS SHOULD BE VERIFIED
9/25/I99G CGII SENATE CADIDATES BOTH LABELED HEALTHY
9/27/I99G CGI5 *SIERRA CLUB ENDORSES MUENSTER FOR SENATE
9/3G/I99G AIIl SAMUELSON'S CHANCES RISE
IG/GI/I99G AGI2 ^CAMPAIGNS POUR CASH INTO TV ADS
IG/G2/I99G CG12 MUENSTER BLASTS RIVAL ON SOCIAL SECURITY
IG/G3/199G A1G3 MUENSTER INCONSISTENT CONCERNING S&L ISSUE (L)
IG/G5/199G CGI5 KTV CAMPAIGN ADS SPUR CONTROVERSY
1G/G6/I99G AG83 HAS LINKS TO LIQUOR INDUSTRY (L)
1G/G6/I99G CGII REPUBLICAN GROUP TO BACK MUENSTER
1G/G8/I99G AG84 BEWARE OF THOSE WHO BANKROLL MUENSTER (L)
IG/G9/I99G CGII MUENSTER GETS 2ND ENVIRONMENTAL STAMP
IG/I1/1990 AG12 3CETHICS FOCUS OF DEBATE
IG/I2/199G AGI6 MUENSTER FLIP-FLOPS ON DEBATE
I0/I4/199G AG94 INITIATIVE FOES' LETTER ABOUT ABUSE HILARIOUS (L)
1G/14/199G AG94 SPEAKING FEE COMMON PRACTICE FOR WELL KNOWN (L)
1G/I6/199G CG14 ^MUENSTER AHEAD IN CAMPAIGN FUND-RAISING
1G/19/199G AG86 MUENSTER SHOULD CLEAN HIS DIRTY CAMPAIGN (L)
1G/I9/199G CGI5 ^SENATE CANDIDATES SHARE BUDGET IDEAS
IG/2I/I99G AIG3 *BAD STRATEGY PLAGUES MUENSTER
IG/2I/I99G AII6 MUENSTER, NOT PRESSLER, HAS RAISED FAMILY (L)
IG/24/I99G CG12 SENATE HOPEFULS OFFER CONFLICTING AG VISIONS
IG/27/I99G CGII MUENSTER FUNDS RUNNING DRY
IG/28/199G AlII ^WELLSTONE SURGE HURTS MUENSTER FINANCES
IG/28/199G CGI2 *SD SENATE CANDIDATES FACE OFF
1G/3G/199G CGI5 JfMUENSTER SAYS PRESSLER PLAYING POLITICS WITH VOTE
1G/31/199G AIII POLLS SHOW VOTERS SEE THROUGH MUENSTER (L)
IG/31/199G CGI5 ABORTION DIVIDES SENATE CANDIDATES
II/G2/199G CGI2 MUENSTER HOPES FOR HIGH TURNOUT
II/G4/I99G AIGI *TIME FOR CHANGE IN SENATE (ED)
II/G4/I99G AIG3 ^BACKLASH AGAINST INCUMBENTS WON'T BE FELT
II/I3/199G CG12 MUENSTER MAY RUN IN 1994
11/2I/I99G AG85 RACE PROVIDED CHANCE TO MEET KIND PEOPLE (L)
12/18/1990 CG35 ^SENATE RACE COST TOTAL OF $3 4 MILLION
I2/2G/I99G AG9I COLUMN TWISTS FACTS TO HELP MUENSTER (L)
5/I6/I99I CG23 TOO EARLY FOR GOVERNOR'S RUN
7/II/I99I BG65 *MUENSTER JOINING LOCAL RESEARCH FIRM
I2/I5/I99I FG32 *TED MUENSTER, JUDY OLSON RUMORED AS CANDIDATES
2/26/1992 AG31 MUENSTER FORCED OUT OF LIMELIGHT
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MUENSTER TED
MUETZE KENNETH
MUETZEL GLENN
MUHLENKORT JEFF
MULALLY TINA
MULCHING
MULDER JOHN
MULES
MULFORDhTERI
MULHAIR STEPHANY
MULHERAN EMILY
MULKEY ANN
MULKEY TERRY
MULLEN JOHN
MULLEN
MULLER
MULLER
MULLER
MULLER
MULLER
MULLER
MULLER
MULLER
PHILLIP
BERTYL
CAROL
DAN
FLORENCE
KENNETH
RICHARD
T J
WILFRED
MULLIGAN JOHN
MULLIN MICHAEL
MULLNER LYLE
MULLOY TIM
MULTER STEVE
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/27/1992 C032 *MUENSTER FOR GOVERNOR--KERREY THINKS SO
10/08/1992 B021 MUENSTER TO SPEAK AT PLANKINTON EVENT
11/10/1992 BOll RC FRIENDS TO PUSH MUENSTER BID
11/16/1992 B015 BURG, MUENSTER, BILLION EYE •9<i
1/28/1983 A015 ^ARREST MADE IN WATERTOWN MURDER
1/29/1983 A012 ACCUSED KILLER DENIES HE DID IT
1/30/1983 C012 LAWYER WORRIED ABOUT PRE-TRIAL PUBLICITY
2/02/1983 DOll GRAND JURY INDICTS MUETZE FOR MURDER
5/25/1983 C012 *MEUTZE ADMITTED MURDER, GIRLFRIEND TESTIFIES
6/01/1983 coil KMUETZE SENTENCED TO LIFE IN PRISON
2/09/1985 BOIA VOLUNTEERS BUILD PARSONAGE IN HAITI
7/17/1983 EOll KCROP DUSTER KEEPS BUSINESS LOW TO THE GROUND
1/17/1991 C033 RAPID CITY WOMAN PUTS WAR TO MUSIC
6/30/1992 B012 *MULCHING IS A CUT ABOVE
8/23/1989 A012 ^INMATE CAUGHT AFTER TWO HOURS
8/24/1989 A014 KKILLER FATHERED CHILD WHILE AT PEN
8/24/1989 A051 ESCAPE ANGERED WARDEN
8/25/1989 C012 KMULDER MAY GO BACK TO IOWA PRISON
8/29/1989 A012 *IOWA SHERIFF BLASTS SD PRISON
9/08/1989 A012 *INMATE--WORKERS LET ME GO
9/22/1989 C015 36WARDEN ASKS IOWA TO TAKE PRISONER BACK
10/01/1989 A012 ^ESCAPE STIRS MEMORIES OF MURDER
10/01/1989 A091 MULDER--I'M NO 'KILLER'
10/03/1989 A083 SHERIFF OVERZEALQUS IN MULDER'S CASE (L)
10/06/1989 C015 MULDER ARRIVES AT IOWA PRISON
8/27/1982 A072 KHIGH DIVING AQUA MULES
5/27/1989 C025 PHARMACIST AND MULES GAIN NATIONAL ATTENTION
5/30/1989 C012 *TURNED-UP NOSES DON'T STOP MULE RAISER
4/15/1984 EOll ^SPEECH THERAPIST RECEIVES AWARD
4/28/1991 N131 ^COMPANY WANTS TO CLEAN UP
1/13/1989 C012 3CA TIME FOR BLADES, NOT GRADES
7/10/1989 B012 36ACTIVIST NURSE FOR HUNKING
4/13/1991 A052 ^ARTIST BLENDS PAINTING, PASSION FOR KITES
12/28/1985 coil ^BURGER KING'S MYSTERIOUS HERB
4/27/1990 A016 3€SF ACTOR MAKES 'NEWSWEEK'
8/06/1992 B021 MAN GETS 4 YEARS FOR 2-STATE CAR CHASE
5/06/1986 BOll 3€RETIRING TEACHER WANTS STUDENTS TO LIKE LEARNING
8/03/1992 B015 KBROWNIE BLUNDER BUGS LOCAL EXTENSION AGENT
1/12/1989 A012 ^SOMETHING'S FISHY HERE
1/06/1987 B012 *SHELTER FOR WOMEN TO OPEN IN MADISON
5/06/1988 B012 CONTENDERS FOR COMEDY MARKET HOPE
12/21/1989 D065 *SOUTH DAKOTA PUBLIC BROADCASTING
10/02/1987 D013 *SHOELESS JACKRABBIT RUNNER
4/27/1990 A012 TEACHER FACES SEX CHARGES, REASSIGNED
5/03/1990 C016 SCHOOL MAY PAY FEES IN SEX CASE
5/07/1990 C012 SUPPORT FOR TEACHER ON SEX CHARGES
5/09/1990 C016 CITY TEACHER DISAVOWS SEX CHARGES
1/16/1991 coil SEX CHARGES DROPPED AGAINST CITY TEACHER
5/02/1982 6011 *CINDUSTRY) MULLIGAN, SIOUX FALLS' RESIDENT BAG MAN
5/03/1983 A012 PLASTIC TRASH BAG FIRM PLANS MERGER
1/07/1984 C031 MULLIGAN TO HEAD CITY DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION
7/31/1988 E012 56AMERICAN WESTERN WRAPS UP HOT QUARTER
8/30/1988 C012 AMERICAN WESTERN NEARS EXXON BAG DEAL
6/21/1989 D085 56PLASTICS FIRM MAY GO PRIVATE
8/04/1989 A103 ^RECYCLING, INCINERATION, REDUCED TRASH
9/13/1989 A012 AMERICAN WESTERN TO BE SOLD
3/28/1990 A015 ^COMPANY LOSES TOP 2 MEN
7/12/1991 D051 FORWARD SF CHAIRMAN SELECTED
5/07/1992 C012 KLOS ANGELES NATIVE WATCHES RIOTS
4/10/1983 A016 XTAX MEN FIGHTING IMAGE OF BAD GUYS
4/29/1984 Nlll (SECTION 2) PRIVATE EYE'S JOB HAS LITTLE GLAMOUR
10/07/1984 DOll KQUINTET OPENS WITH 2 NEW MUSICIANS
1/20/1982 D062 MS BENEFIT BOWLING CHAMPS
7/18/1982 BOll *SF COUPLE LEARNS TO LIVE WITH MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
11/02/1982 Alll ^MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS BOARD CHOSEN
11/09/1982 B031 MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS LECTURE SCHEDULED
11/11/1982 B052 MS BOWLING CONTEST BEGINS
4/21/1983 B074 JAYCETTES RESCHEDULE FUN RUN
5/09/1983 B032 FARMER BOTTLES SPECIAL MILK FOR DISEASE VICTIMS
7/03/1983 BOll ^LAWMAKER WITH MS STRIVES TO PERSEVERE
10/25/1983 B034 LIVERMORE CHAIRMAN OF MS SOCIETY
1/14/1984 A071 MS SOCIETY THANKS BOWLERS (L)
4/27/1985 A074 READING EVENT RAISED $17,000 CD
8/05/1985 A094 HICKS GETS ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
10/22/1985 A071 MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS SOCIETY ELECTS OFFICERS
1/11/1986 A071 MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS SOCIETY THANKS BOWLERS (L)
1/13/1986 A071 MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS SOCIETY SPONSORS READATHON
3/17/1986 B013 KWOMAN WRITES BOOK ABOUT BATTLE WITH MS
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MUMPS
MUNDEN BOB
MUNDT FOUNDATION
MUNDT KARL
MUNDT MARK
MUNDT MARY
MUNGER STEVEN
MUNICIPAL GOVT
MUNICIPAL LEAGUE
MUNITIONS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/21/1986
A/30/1987
5/G5/I987
7/26/1987
10/22/1987
I/G9/1989
2/G7/I989
6/19/I99G
A/G7/1991
A/G8/1991
5/13/1991
3/22/1992
A/G5/1992
A/G6/1992
8/G3/1992
8/1G/I992
8/1G/1992
IG/2A/1992
A/lI/1987
7/2A/1992
I2/G2/1986
6/1A/I987
6/G7/1989
6/G1/1986
2/G3/1988
5/GI/I988
12/29/1988
2/12/1989
A/3G/1989
7/21/1983
5/26/1985
lG/lG/1985
8/28/1986
lG/lG/1982
lG/26/1982
A/17/198A
1G/G3/1986
1G/G9/1986
lG/lG/1986
lG/13/1988
3/G5/1989
A/2A/199G
9/26/1990
10/02/1990
10/26/1990
12/12/1990
A/12/1991
lO/lA/1991
12/20/1991
1/05/1992
5/17/1987
5/30/1987
6/02/1987
6/12/1987
6/20/1987
7/12/1987
7/20/1987
7/30/1987
8/02/1987
8/07/1987
8/08/1987
8/10/1987
8/16/1987
8/17/1987
8/20/1987
8/23/1987
8/23/1987
8/26/1987
8/28/1987
9/05/1987
9/11/1987
9/12/1987
9/16/1987
9/19/1987
10/03/1987
10/10/1987
10/11/1987
B031 MS READ-A-THON RAISES $17,500
B0I2 ^COUNSELOR CARVES NICHE WITH MS
A016 KWHITE HAS MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
coil BACHELORS SOUGHT FOR MS FUND-RAISER
B073 BIDS ON BACHELORS WILL BENEFIT MS SOCIETY
C0I2 ^PERFECT LIFE STILL INSIGHT FOR TEACHER
A073 MS DAKOTA CHAPTER APPOINTS BOARD MEMBERS
B0I6 BENEFIT BIKE TOUR TO BIG STONE SET
EOll GROUP SPONSORS 9 2-MILE WALK TODAY
COIA *WORTH THE WALK
A032 ^STRAIGHT TALK FROM MAYOR JACK WHITE
FOll MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS WALK EVENT APRIL 5
FOll FUND-RAISING WALK FOR MS IS TODAY
B015 XTHE BENEFITS OF WALKING
B0I2 XA LONG DAY'S RIDE
A012 ^DISEASE SLOWS, FAILS TO STOP WHITE
A021 DOCTOR HOPEFUL FOR MS BREAKTHROUGH
BOll MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS GROUP TO MEET TODAY
C012 STATE URGES MUMP SHOTS
B022 5CQUICK-DRAW EXPERT SAYS JOB'S A BLAST
B031 FOUNDATION CHOOSES NEW LEADER
E06I BANKER TO HEAD FOUNDATION
D081 KHENKIN to head MUNDT FOUNDATION
C025 MUNDT FOUNDATION ELECTS OFFICERS
A06I MUNDT ARCHIVES OFFER NOSTALGIC VIEW
N03I (SEC DD) 5(HE CAME, HE SAVED, CONQUERED
C031 ^BIOGRAPHY OF LATE SENATOR MUNDT
F06I 'FAIR CHANCE' OFFERS INSIGHT TO POLITICIAN
DD05 SENATOR PROPOSES BRINGING TO HILLS
BOll 36PAGERS ARE WORTH IT
D0I5 WOMAN BEHIND THE GREAT MAN
C013 MUNDT ESTATE WORTH $^ MILLION
AlOI BANNING CATTLE FUTURES DOESN'T MAKE SENSE
SEE CITY GOVT
B062 WALL MAN ELECTED HEAD OF MUNICIPAL LEAGUE
AHA SD MUNICIPAL LEAGUE ELECTS OFFICERS
A09A WAGNER ELECTED DISTRICT CHAIRMAN
C021 CANDIDATES WILL SPEAK AT MUNICIPAL MEETING
C022 CANDIDATES TO ADDRESS LEAGUE
C021 MUNICIPAL OFFICERS SEARCH FOR MORE REVENUE
coil SZAMEIT TO LEAD MUNICIPAL LEAGUE
con MUNICIPAL LEAGUE SETS AREA MEETINGS
C025 MARION MAYOR CHOSEN PRESIDENT OF LEAGUE
C016 ENVIRONMENT GROUP BARRED FROM EVENT
coil MUNICIPAL LEAGUE HOLDING CONVENTION
A093 MUNICIPAL LEAGUE URGES 'NO' VOTE (L)
C012 TASK FORCE MEETS TO STUDY 911 EXPANSION
C031 100 CITY OFFICIALS TO MEET IN VERMILLION
BOH LEAGUE GIVES SUPPORT TO SEAT-BELT LAW
D071 LEAGUE CREATES GOVERNMENT TRUST
F031 FEE HIKES OK FOR LIQUOR LICENSES
C023 SACRED SITES TO BE PROTECTED FROM BLASTS
C023 TRIBE PROTESTS TEST SITE PLANNED
C023 FIRM TO BE ASKED TO MOVE STAKE
C022 HONEYWELL HAS BIGGER PLANS
C021 OFFICIALS, HONEYWELL SEEK ENVIRONMENT STUDY
C025 HOT SPRINGS RESIDENTS STAND BEHIND HONEYWELL
C021 VANDALS APPARENTLY DESTROY CEREMONIAL SITE
C023 HONEYWELL REJECTS MORATORIUM ON CONSTRUCTION
C06A HONEYWELL CONSIDERS DEMAND FOR MORATORIUM
C02I HONEYWELL AGREES TO DELAY TESTING
COAl RALLY SUPPORTS HONEYWELL
C012 PROTESTERS FOR FIGHT ON PROPOSED TEST SITE
C0A3 TRIBES ENDORSE CAMP
A012 XBATTLE OVER WEAPONS TEST SITE
C021 MICKELSON NAMES HONEYWELL ADVISORY GROUP
AlOl WEAPONS SITE TESTING ENVIRONMENTAL RESOLVE (ED)
C012 HONEYWELL PANEL BIASED--OPPONENTS
AOH KHONEYWELL OPPONENTS AWAIT WORD
AOH SD DISPUTE INTERESTS SOVIETS
COAI CITIZENS GROUP TO TOUR HONEYWELL TESTING SITE
C0A5 HONEYWELL MIGHT DROP MUNITIONS PROJECT
AlOI MUNITIONS TESTING SHOULD BE STOPPED (L)
D021 HONEYWELL ISSUE CALLED A MISUNDERSTANDING
C023 KHONEYWELL VITAL TO SD
A012 9fH0NEYWELL DROPS TEST SITE PLANS
C023 HONEYWELL PANEL WON'T DISBAND YET
AIOl MUST BE OPEN ABOUT TEST SITE PLANS (ED)
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MUNITIONS
MUNK STEVE
MUNOZ ARMANDO
MUNRO KENNETH
MUNSHN"GARY
MUNSEN SCOTT
MUNSON BEN
MUNSON DAVE
MURALS
MURDER TRIALS
MURDER-AB
MURDER-AL
MURDER-AM
MURDER-AN
MURDER-AZ
MURDER-BA
MURDER-BE
MURDER-BH
MURDER-BR
MURDER-BU
MURDER-CA
MURDER-CC
MURDER-CH
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/29/1987 C026 CONSTRUCTION OF DELA TEK ALMOST DONE
11/29/1987 EOIl EXTENSION AGENT WINS STATE AWARD
5/09/1992 A012 *2A0 GET PINK SLIPS
A/09/1986 BOll MUNRO TO RETIRE AS PARK DEPARTMENT HEAD
2/23/1990 C0I2 MUNRO KNOWN AS PARK BUILDER
2/23/1990 C03I KEX-DIRECTOR OF CITY PARKS DIES
A/11/1985 D03I KMITCHELL'S MUNSEN NAMED BASKETBALL COACH OF YEAR
3/2A/1986 C0I2 QUICK DECISION TO LONG GLORY DAYS
A/27/1986 N02I CHEALTH) *COACH GETS MITCHELL BASKETBALL ROLLING
5/17/1986 B0I2 MUNSEN MAY MOVE IF RIGHT OFFER APPEARS
3/23/1987 B0I2 *A TIME FOR VICTORY, A TIME FOR DEFEAT
I/0I/I992 D0I5 *CHAMPION COACH DEFENDS AGAINST OFF-COURT DEMONS
A/30/1987 D0A2 *MUNSEN RUNS INTO BIKING RECORD BOOK
9/26/1982 B0I3 ACLU'S HUMANITARIAN HONOR GOES TO MUNSON
I/I8/1983 BOll DOCTOR'S PRACTICE TRANQUIL SINCE LEGALIZED ABORTION
I/2A/I983 D023 DR MUNSON TOLD TO PREACH JOY OF GIVING BIRTH (L)
9/03/1986 B021 DOCTOR CLEARED IN '73 PATIENT DEATH RETIRES
A/30/1989 DDIl DOCTOR DEFIES LAW TO PERFORM ABORTIONS
3/2A/1983 coil MUNSON TAKES JOB WITH CITIBANK
3/02/I98A B03I MUNSON WILL SEEK RE-ELECTION
A/12/1988 coil 36MUNSON TO RUN AGAIN FOR STATE HOUSE SEAT
2/20/1989 B012 56LEGISLATOR REMEMBERS NOT HEEDING STORM WARNING
II/I6/199I BOIA MUNSON REAPS WRONG REWARD
I/28/I989 A015 TO VOTE ON WORD 'MEN' IN MURAL
2/17/1989 C012 MURALS RECEIVE FACELIFT AFTER 72 YEARS
9/09/1990 C033 KSIX MURALS TELL FLANDREAU'S STORY
10/13/1990 C0I2 ARTIST BREATHES NEW LIFE INTO MURALS
2/02/1991 C033 ^MOTION MURAL
12/13/1991 C016 WARRIOR MURAL
7/02/1992 C012 *IMAGES OF WAR
SEE TRIALS MURDER
6/30/1985 COAI TO QUASH RUMORS ABOUT KINNEY DEATH
9/25/1985 B033 JUDGE REFUSES TO REDUCE MURDER SUSPECT'S BOND
1/03/1987 C0I2 ABERDEEN WOMAN'S DEATH STILL CLOUDY
6/2A/1987 BOII MEN PLEAD NOT GUILTY IN DEATH OF COUSIN
5/20/1988 con DEATH SUSPECTED TO BE HOMICIDE
5/2I/I988 C033 INJURIES TO HEAD, CHEST KILLED MAN
5/2A/I988 con 3 MEN CHARGED IN ABERDEEN DEATH
10/20/1988 BOll ABERDEEN MAN CHARGED IN MURDER
10/27/1988 con MURDER SUSPECT TO BE ARRAIGNED
I/27/199I BOAA ABERDEEN TEEN FACES MURDER CHARGE
7/13/1991 con ABERDEEN MAN CHARGED IN SLAYING
7/20/I99I C033 HOMICIDE SUSPECT TO HAVE MENTAL EXAM
7/28/1991 E02I SUSPECT TRANSPORTED TO YANKTON CENTER
8/28/1992 B025 ABERDEEN MAN NOT COMPETENT FOR TRIAL
1/09/1986 A0I2 *6 DIE IN MURDER-SUICIDES
I/I0/I986 A0I2 CHILD AND I WATCHED HER FALL
n/01/1986 A012 KMAN HELD IN WIFE'S SHOOTING
n/02/1986 A012 ^MURDERS SHOCK ALCESTER
n/OA/1986 C012 ALCESTER MAN CHARGED IN SHOOTING
I0/I5/I986 B021 AMHERST MAN FACES CHARGES IN GIRLS' DEATHS
3/27/1991 C032 ROSEBUD MAN CHARGED WITH IST-DEGREE MURDER
9/03/1987 C0I2 ^DETECTIVES SEEK ARIZONA MURDER ANSWERS
12/15/1987 con 3 CHARGED IN MURDER OF SIOUX FALLS MAN
A/03/1989 B0I2 LOVER OF NATURE FALLS VICTIM
1/I9/I990 C022 MURDER SUSPECT LINKED TO CLARK COUNTY
I/20/I990 con SD MAN'S BODY IDENTIFIED IN ARIZONA
9/06/1982 B015 CAMP MEMBERS MUST TESTIFY, LEFHOLZ SAYS
6/07/1988 C061 BATESLAND MAN SENTENCED TO 15 MONTHS
A/07/1982 BOAl ELLSWORTH MAN CHARGED IN SHOOTING-BE
9/18/1982 AOIA MAN CHARGED IN SHOOTING DEATH NEAR AIM CAMP
9/23/1982 con WITNESS SAYS ND MAN SHOT TOLLEFSON
10/07/1982 C071 MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO MURDER-YELLOW THUNDER CAMP
3/07/1983 B031 MRS TOLLEFSON WILL TALK
3/09/1983 C031 BLACK HILLS MURDER TRIAL MOVED TO ABERDEEN
3/10/1983 COAI CAMP LAWYER REFUSES TO GIVE STATEMENT
1/07/1988 con SUSPECT IN MURDER GETS SEPARATE TERM
8/27/1988 con MURDER SUSPECT WILL BE EXTRADITED
I/26/I983 D031 BULLHEAD SHOOTING DEATH PROBED
A/30/1987 con BURKE WOMAN PLEADS GUILTY IN DEATH
6/08/1989 con MURDER CHARGE FILED IN RANCHER'S DEATH
7/29/I98A F021 PAIN WILL BE HARD TO EASE (ED)
5/11/1992 C015 CANTON MAN ATTEMPTS MURDER, THEN SUICIDE
A/OA/1989 con CHERRY CREEK MAN CHARGED IN MURDER
9/12/1990 A012 ^CHESTER WOMAN MURDERED
9/13/1990 A015 CHESTER VICTIM'S HUSBAND QUESTIONED
9/22/1990 A012 STATE'S ATTORNEY MUM ON SUSPECT'S NAME
9/23/1990 A012 HUSBAND ARRESTED IN KILLING
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9/25/1990 A012 XJUDGE RAISES COOMES BAIL TO $500,000
10/13/1990 C012 FARMER ORDERED HELD WITHOUT BAIL
1/09/1991 C015 JUDGE WILL NOT RELEASE COOMES* MACHINERY
1/25/1991 C015 CHARGES WILL STAND IN SLAYING
7/29/1986 C021 WOMAN FACES CHARGE IN COLORADO MURDER
11/15/1990 A012 ETHAN NATIVE KILLED--BOYFRIEND CHARGED
12/28/1982 C031 CUSTER MAN HELD ON MURDER CHARGES
1/01/1983 B031 CUSTER MAN, ROWLAND, DENIED BOND
2/19/1983 B051 MAN ADMITS TO CUSTER MAN SLAUGHTER
9/15/198A C031 FATHER, SON PLEAD NOT GUILTY
6/28/1990 C036 FATHER ARRAIGNED IN INFANT'S DEATH
7/21/1990 B032 MAN PLEADS INNOCENT TO MURDER OF HIS SON
4/01/1988 coil WAGNER MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN DEATH
2/04/1982 D031 PROGRESS REPORTED IN SHOOTING-DEADWOOD
4/25/1982 B044 DEADWOOD MURDER SUSPECT COMMITS SUICIDE
8/19/1982 C031 ROCK USED IN KILLING DAVID ROSE--DEADWOOD
1/27/1983 C031 MAN WANTED IN SHOOTING STILL AT LARGE--DEADWOOD
1/29/1983 B031 WARRANT ISSUED IN SHOOTING DEATH
2/04/1983 C031 4TH MAN ARRESTED FOR MURDER OF DEADWOOD MAN
2/08/1983 C031 MAN HELD IN MURDER RETURNING TO SD
2/11/1983 C031 SCOTT WHITESELL PLEADS GUILTY--DEADWOOD
2/21/1983 B053 SUSPECT PLEADS NOT GUILTY, DEADWOOD MAN
6/20/1983 B041 JURY SELECTION FOR RUSSELL KELLER'S MURDER
11/22/1983 C035 POLICE MAKE TWO ARRESTS IN SLAYING
11/26/1983 B041 MAN PLEADS INNOCENT TO FIRST-DEGREE MURDER
2/14/1984 B041 STATE'S ATTORNEY WON'T SEEK DEATH PENALTY
6/23/1985 A012 SfDELMONT MURDER LEAVES TOWN WONDERING
12/05/1985 C021 MURDER SUSPECT WAS VICTIM'S NEIGHBOR
8/14/1986 C021 SUSPECT IN DELMONT SLAYING TO BE ARRAIGNED
8/14/1986 C023 AUTHORITIES IDENTIFY VICTIM OF SHOOTING
8/19/1986 C021 MURDER SUSPECTS POST BOND
9/19/1986 C033 MURDERS STAY UNSOLVED
12/10/1987 coil DEADWOOD MAN HELD IN DEATH
9/12/1990 C012 SERGEANT IS CHARGED WITH CASINO MURDER
10/04/1990 C033 JUDGE DELAYS TRIAL IN CASINO KILLING
10/28/1990 C031 LAWYER SEEKS DEATH PENALTY IN DEADWOOD MURDER
11/08/1990 coil LAWYER WANTS CASINO MURDER TRIAL MOVED
12/06/1990 C031 CASINO WHERE MAN WAS KILLED WILL CLOSE
12/15/1990 C031 SUSPECT WANTS SOME EVIDENCE SUPPRESSED
5/09/1992 C021 BAIL DENIED FOR MAN IN STRANGULATION CASE
11/08/1992 C025 GUILTY PLEA ENTERED IN MURDER ATTEMPT
11/25/1982 B033 NEB INMATE CHARGED WITH 2 DEATHS--DIXON
10/30/1985 B014 KMAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY
2/22/1991 C015 FOUL PLAY POSSIBLE IN DE SMET DEATH
2/23/1991 C015 KDEAD WOMAN KNOWN AS SWEET AND CARING
2/26/1991 coil GRAND JURY CALLED IN DE SMET DEATH
3/09/1991 A012 *HUSBAND CHARGED IN WIFE'S SLAYING
3/12/1991 coil DE SMET WOMAN DIED IN STRANGULATION
3/14/1991 coil MURDER SUSPECT PLEADS INSANITY
2/01/1983 B051 2 MEN HELD IN EAGLE BUTTE SLAYING
3/24/1983 C043 MAN PLEADS GUILTY--EAGLE BUTTE'S DEATH
7/26/1983 C035 EAGLE BUTTE WOMAN CHARGED WITH MURDER
12/29/1990 C031 EAGLE BUTTE MAN HELD ON MURDER CHARGE
2/01/1991 C035 EAGLE BUTTE MAN DENIES MURDER CHARGE
1/12/1986 C013 DEATHS A REMINDER TO REACH OUT--MINISTER
3/27/1986 A012 *TOWN TRIES TO HEAL
1/31/1987 A012 A YEAR AFTER UNION COUNTY TRAGEDIES
2/15/1987 A104 TRAGEDY WAS SENSATIONALIZED (L)
10/17/1989 A012 BANK ROBBERS KILL WOMAN
10/17/1989 A016 ^VICTIM CALLED KIND-HEARTED, SIMPLE WOMAN
10/18/1989 A012 MAN ARRESTED IN FAIRVIEW BANK ROBBERY
10/18/1989 A041 ^SILENT AFTER BANK ROBBERY, MURDER
10/20/1989 A012 36BANK SUSPECTS JAILED
10/21/1989 A012 *400 GRIEVE FOR SLAIN FAIRVIEW WOMAN
10/25/1989 A016 TRIAL COSTS WORRYING LINCOLN CO
10/28/1989 A015 *BANK SUSPECTS CHARGED, BUT LAWYERS QUIT
10/31/1989 coil MEN TO PLEAD TODAY IN FAIRVIEW MURDER
11/01/1989 C012 36FAIRVIEW SUSPECTS PLEAD NOT GUILTY
4/23/1991 C031 FAITH WOMAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO MURDER
5/21/1991 AOll FAIRVIEW BAND KILLER ASKS FOR NEW TRIAL
5/18/1984 A012 FATHER, SON DIE IN FREEMAN SHOOTING
5/19/1984 A012 XNO BAIL FOR SHOOTING SUSPECT
5/31/1984 coil MURDER SUSPECT WILL BE ARRAIGNED NEXT WEEK
6/07/1984 coil KFREEMAN FARMER PLEADS NOT GUILTY
6/28/1984 coil LAWYERS IN HOFER CASE WILL ARGUE MOTIONS
6/29/1984 coil DEFENSE--HOFER CAN'T GET FAIR TRIAL
7/14/1984 BOll HOFER'S LAWYER ASKS FOR POSTPONEMENT OF TRIAL
7/24/1984 BOll HOFER LAWYER SAYS TRIAL MONTHS AWAY
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7/27/1984 C015 HOFER'S TRIAL DATE TENTATIVELY SET FOR SEPT 6
8/08/1984 D015 JUDGE DENIES REQUEST TO MOVE HOFER TRIAL
8/23/1984 CG15 HOFER DEFENSE WAITS ON MOTION TO HIGH COURT
8/25/1984 CG15 JUDGE WON'T MOVE HOFER DOUBLE-MURDER TRIAL
8/28/1984 AG12 HOFER'S LAWYER REQUESTS DELAY
8/29/1984 DGll JUDGE GRANTS 5-WEEK DELAY
9/G7/1984 CGll ^HOFER'S LAWYER WANTS LID ON STATEMENTS
9/25/1984 BG13 STATE WON'T CONTEST HOFER'S REQUEST ON TRIAL
1G/G2/1984 BG41 JUDGE ALLOWS HOFER TRIAL WITHOUT A JURY
lG/14/1984 coil JUDGE TO HEAR IN HOFER MURDER TRIAL
9/27/1983 C051 BROTHERS PLEAD GUILTY TO 2ND DEGREE MURDER
5/19/1987 DG21 FORT THOMPSON MAN CHARGED IN INFANT MURDER
10/15/1987 C023 MAN AWAITS SENTENCE IN DEATH OF TODDLER
7/02/1983 B041 TEST RESULTS AWAITED IN GREGORY COUNTY DEATHS
8/13/1983 B031 HERMOSA FAMILY MEMBERS PLEAD INNOCENT
8/14/1983 C045 FRIENDS SHOCKED BY MURDER CHARGE--HERMOSA
3/28/1991 C033 WANBLEE MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO MANSLAUGHTER
11/16/1983 C014 HOWARD MAN CHARGED WITH MURDER
12/09/1983 C012 LANGENFELD PLEADS NOT GUILTY--HOWARD
12/12/1990 coil MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN MANSLAUGHTER
4/23/1982 C042 HURON MAN'S ARRAIGNMENT SET FOR MAY 4
9/28/1982 B014 JURY SELECTION BEGINS IN BITTNER TRIAL
4/08/1983 A012 KKILLER LEAVES 1 DEAD S 6 HURT--NO TRACKS
4/09/1983 B013 MURDER SUSPECT DROPS OUT OF SIGHT
4/10/1983 coil JfROBERT EDEN STILL AT LARGE
4/11/1983 BOll MANHUNT FAILS TO TURN UP NEW CLUES
4/12/1983 BOll *HURON SHOOTING VICTIMS IMPROVE
4/13/1983 coil MURDER SUSPECT EDEN STILL AT LARGE
4/16/1983 BOll RESIDENTS TO JOIN IN SEARCH
4/17/1983 A012 *BODY OF MURDER SUSPECT FOUND IN FIELD
5/25/1986 A015 MAN^ 74, KILLS WIFE, THEN SELF
5/26/1986 A012 VIOLENT INCIDENTS CAN'T BE LINKED
5/26/1986 A021 LATEST MURDER-SUICIDE IS REGION'S 3RD
4/08/1987 A012 *HURON KEEPS ITS DOORS LOCKED
4/09/1987 A012 KMURDERED CHILD BURIED IN HURON
4/10/1987 C012 RUMORS SWEEP HURON SCHOOLS
4/11/1987 A015 SHERIFF HAS SUSPECT
4/15/1987 B041 HUROM MURDER INVESTIGATION INCLUDES FAMILY
5/01/1987 A012 36MORE TESTS DELAY MURDER ARREST
5/02/1987 AlOl SHOULDN'T ADD TO SUFFERING IN HURON (ED)
5/12/1987 DOll OFFICE TO PROBE HURON STABBING
5/14/1987 coil CHARGES UNSURE IN HURON MURDER
6/02/1987 coil HURON LAB TESTS EXPECTED IN WEEK
6/12/1987 C021 OFFICIALS MAY SPEAK MONDAY ON HURON KILLING
6/13/1987 C012 ANNOUNCEMENT SET IN HURON CASE
6/17/1987 B012 *STATE HAS SUSPECT IN JENNER STABBING
6/25/1987 coil GRAND JURY STARTS IN HURON MURDER
7/07/1987 coil GRAND JURY BEGINS JENNER INVESTIGATION
7/14/1987 coil JENNER GRAND JURY HOLDS 2ND SESSION
7/29/1987 B016 FARM NEEDS SLOW JENNER GRAND JURY
8/06/1987 A061 HURON CASE THREATENS CONFIDENCE (ED)
8/26/1987 BOll JENNER GRAND JURY NEARS END OF PROBE
8/27/1987 coil JENNER GRAND JURY RESUMES WORK
8/29/1987 A012 *HURON MOTHER CHARGED
8/29/1987 C012 MURDER CHARGE BRINGS RELIEF, CRITICISM
9/16/1987 DOll WOMAN ENTERS PLEA IN JENNER CASE
1/08/1988 coil JENNER LAWYERS ASK FOR SUPPRESSION
3/01/1988 A012 OFFICIAL SAW BLOOD STAINS AT JENNER HOME
5/26/1988 coil INVESTIGATION CONTINUES IN MURDER
6/22/1990 C015 2 CHARGED WITH MURDER CONSPIRACY
8/10/1985 A012 IOWA MAN KILLS WIFE, THEN HIMSELF
7/05/1986 A015 MAN SHOOTS WIFE, THEN HIMSELF
7/13/1986 C025 OFFICIALS ARREST lA MURDER SUSPECT IN RC
8/18/1986 BOll CITY MAN'S SLAYING UNPROVOKED
9/30/1986 C041 3 PLEAD NOT GUILTY IN MAN'S DEATH
10/31/1987 C012 FORMER SD YOUTH HELD IN SHOOTING
12/04/1990 C012 AX MURDER-SUICIDE IN TINY IOWA TOWN
10/02/1991 A012 *SHY, POLITE TEEN WAS SLAIN, TOWN ASKS WHY
11/10/1991 A012 SCHOOLMATE CHARGED IN IOWA TEEN'S KILLING
11/13/1991 A012 *SUSPECT WAS HONORARY PALLBEARER FOR VICTIM
11/17/1991 AOll 56IOWA TOWN WONDERS WHY TEEN HAD TO DIE
12/07/1991 A012 IOWA TEEN ADMITS SHOOTING FRIEND IN HEAD
1/24/1986 C021 MAN CHARGED WITH MURDER IN TEEN'S DEATH
1/26/1986 C021 MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY OF KILLING KADOKA TEEN
1/31/1986 C013 TRIAL IN DEATH OF TEEN TO START APRIL 21
3/26/1986 B035 PROSECUTION SEEKS DEATH PENALTY IN TRIAL
10/26/1988 coil WEDDELL'S BROTHER ARRESTED IN DEATH
12/08/1991 Foil LAKE ANDES MAN CHARGED WITH MURDER
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12/06/1989 coil LOWER BRULE MAN ENTERS GUILTY PLEA
7/13/1982 C03I LEAD MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO MANSLAUGHTER
7/29/1986 C021 SUSPECT ARRESTED TWO YEARS AFTER SHOOTING
6/I0/I987 BG21 GURWELL PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN LEAD MURDER
7/07/1987 C021 WOMAN CHARGED IN LITTLE EAGLE STABBING
7/15/1987 B021 LITTLE EAGLE WOMAN ENTERS INNOCENT PLEA
7/20/1987 con LITTLE EAGLE HAS 1 MORE KILLING
7/23/1987 C021 AUTOPSY REPORT WON'T BE RELEASED
7/30/1987 C02I LEAD MAN HELD IN DEATH ASKS COURT FOR BOND
8/09/1987 C021 BROTHER, SISTER PLEAD NOT GUILTY TO MURDER
8/10/1987 C016 MURDER SUSPECT TO APPEAR TODAY
8/11/1987 con MURDER SUSPECT APPEARS IN COURT
8/16/1987 C043 LEAD MAN PLEADS INSANITY
3/10/1989 A012 *LENNOX COUPLE DIES IN MURDER-SUICIDE
1/13/1991 C033 LEMMON MAN, 2 OTHERS INDICTED IN APRIL DEATH
5/25/1991 C031 MAN'S GUILTY PLEA MAY FORCE MORE TESTIMONY
7/06/1991 con SHOW PORTRAYED LEMMON AS HICK TOWN
7/20/1991 C012 ACQUITTED TWIN FIGHTING FOR ESTATE
10/07/1991 B035 TWIN ISN'T ENTITLED TO ESTATE OF SLAIN HUSBAND
4/26/1985 C021 LAPLANT MAN CHARGED WITH MANSLAUGHTER
11/24/1983 D041 LUNA MURDER TRIAL WON'T START UNTIL MAY
3/13/1983 B041 SUSPECT CHARGED IN MARTIN DEATH
3/16/1983 C041 BLUEBIRD FACES MARTIN MURDER HEARING
1/03/1988 C021 SUSPECT HELD IN MARTIN DEATH
6/24/1990 C035 MANDERSON MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO MANSLAUGHTER
7/19/1991 C022 MURDER CHARGE FILED IN MADISON DEATH
9/20/1984 C031 AUTOPSY SHOWS GUNSHOT KILLED MISSION MAN
9/22/1984 C051 INVESTIGATORS HAVE NO CLUES IN MAN'S DEATH
9/27/1984 con MINNESOTA MAN CHARGED IN DEATH AT MISSION
9/28/1984 D015 MAN LINKED TO MURDER WILL STAY IN MINN
12/24/1989 A016 MAN HELD IN DEATH OF BABY
12/27/1989 C012 MAN CHARGED IN 6-MONTH-OLD'S DEATH
12/28/1989 con MOTHER WON'T BE CHARGED IN DEATH
2/15/1990 C022 MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN CHILD'S DEATH
7/04/1990 con MEN PLEAD GUILTY OF MURDER CONSPIRACY
3/24/1992 C032 ELLSWORTH MAN ARRESTED IN FATAL SHOOTING
4/15/1992 C021 ELLSWORTH OFFICER WAIVES EXTRADITION
6/20/1992 A013 MAN ARRESTED IN MITCHELL SLAYING
6/23/1992 con SUSPECT IN MITCHELL DEATH STILL IN WEST VIRGINIA
8/05/1992 BOll EXTRADITION HEARING SET FOR MURDER SUSPECT
8/11/1992 B016 MAN FACES EXTRADITION IN MITCHELL MURDER CASE
8/12/1992 B022 EXTRADITION POSSIBLE BY WEEK'S END
8/20/1992 B021 NC MAN ARRIVES TO FACE CHARGES
8/27/1992 B021 MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN MURDER OF WOMAN
4/25/1986 C023 AUTHORITIES BAFFLED BY MCLAUGHLIN DEATH
5/03/1986 C021 FEDERAL OFFICIALS INVESTIGATE WOMAN'S DEATH
7/21/1982 C031 SD MAN HELD IN MINNESOTA MURDER CASE
3/02/1983 C013 MURDER-SUICIDE SPURS DEBATE ON BONDING
9/30/1983 A012 ^BANKERS MURDERED ON FORECLOSED FARM
10/01/1983 A012 3CSEARCH FOCUSES ON SOUTHERN MINNESOTA
10/02/1983 A016 MANHUNT GOES INTO FOURTH DAY
10/04/1983 A016 FUGITIVES FLED ACROSS S DAKOTA
10/04/1983 BOll MURDERS AREN'T SIGN OF GROWING RUMBLING
10/04/1983 B013 KCOMPLAINT--ANGER BOILED IN JENKINS
10/05/1983 con BANKER'S DEATH WAS MADNESS
10/06/1983 con *VARIED FEELING ABOUT JENKINS RETURN
10/06/1983 C021 RUTHTON SLAYINGS NOT FARM VIOLENCE CED)
10/01/1984 C012 TWO RUTHTON BANKERS' MURDERS
7/24/1985 A015 *2 DEAD, 1 HURT IN LAKE WILSON, MINNESOTA
7/25/1985 A013 ^MURDERS LEAVE LAKE WILSON SHAKEN
7/28/1985 con QUESTIONS REMAIN AS SHOOTING VICTIMS BURIED
7/31/1985 B015 SUSPECT IN SHOOTING DEATHS BACK IN MINNESOTA
8/01/1985 C031 CASE OF MAN ACCUSED IN 2 DEATHS TO CONTINUE
8/13/1985 C014 5fSH00TING SUSPECT IN COURT
4/18/1987 A015 ^MINN KILLING VICTIM FOUND
4/19/1987 A015 ^AUTHORITIES SEEK MAN AFTER SLAYING
4/21/1987 con CITY CAR CHECKED FOR MURDER CASE
5/15/1987 C012 MAN CHARGED IN MINN WOMAN'S MURDER
3/05/1988 A053 ^CONSPIRACY FOR MURDER
2/20/1990 C012 XMAN FACES CHARGES IN BEATING DEATH
10/09/1990 A016 WOMAN KILLS BROTHER, SELF
7/06/1991 C015 MURDER-SUICIDE VICTIM FACED FINANCIAL WOES
11/30/1982 B061 MOBRIDGE YOUTH HELD FOR DEATH OF 3-YEAR-OLD
12/21/1982 C041 BOY CHARGED WITH MOBRIDGE MURDER
10/26/1986 C021 SUSPECT HELD IN SLAYING OF MOBRIDGE MAN, 51
11/07/1986 C041 MAN WILL FACE CHARGES IN DEATH OF HIS UNCLE
1/26/1988 C041 MAN ARRESTED IN MOBRIDGE APPEARS IN COURT
3/25/1992 C031 EXTRADITION PLANNED IN MONTANA SHOOTING
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3/27/1992 C032 VICTIM, DEPENDENT WERE BUDDIES
1/16/1982 B013 MATHIS LAWYERS TO ASK FOR TRIAL DELAY
1/17/1982 BOIA XMATHIS MURDERS TALK OF TOWN-MOUNT VERNON
3/03/1982 C015 EVIDENCE TEST RESULTS BACK ON MATHIS DEATH
5/13/1982 A012 MOUNT VERNON RESIDENTS WANT TO KNOW WHO DID IT
9/22/1982 A013 XMATHIS INCREASES REWARD-MOUNT VERNON
9/09/198A A012 MATHIS CASE STILL HAUNTS THE BOOKS
12/31/1989 N031 ^MATHIS STILL SEEKS ANSWERS IN KILLING
9/01/1991 A012 36A CASE UNSOLVED
9/01/1991 A013 XMEMORY, ANGER WEIGH HEAVY ON PARENTS
9/01/1991 AlOl KWHO'S WHO ON THE CASE, IN COURT
9/02/1991 A012 3<MATHIS CASE LACKS LEAD
10/10/1986 C021 MAN CHARGED IN CONNECTION WITH KILLING
11/08/1986 coil OMAHA OFFICER PLEADS NOT GUILTY
1/31/1982 BOll 5-MONTH INVESTIGATION ENDS--NORFOLK, NEB
2/26/1988 C021 20-YEAR-OLD ARRESTED IN DEATH OF MAN
10/28/1987 B021 HEARING SET FOR SUSPECT IN SD MANS DEATH
11/15/1987 BOll SUSPECT GETS DELAY FOR ARRAIGNMENT
11/25/1987 B021 JUDGE DELAYS ARRAIGNMENT FOR SECOND TIME
12/11/1987 COAl LAWYER ASKS JUDGE TO DISMISS CASE
8/28/1989 A012 *CITY MAN CHARGED WITH MURDER
8/29/1989 A015 OKLAHOMA MURDER SUSPECT MAY FIGHT EXTRADITION
8/30/1989 C015 3€R0WDY MURDER SUSPECT BOOTED FROM COURTROOM
8/31/1989 coil CITY MURDER SUSPECT WILL RETURN TO OKLAHOMA
10/19/1989 C012 SEARCH 'NOT AT DEAD END YET'
12/0A/1985 B035 MAN CHARGED WITH INVOLUNTARY MANSLAUGHTER
1/11/1989 C012 SUSPECT WAS EX-SPOUSE OF VICTIM
1/12/1989 C061 KFORT PIERRE MAN CHARGED IN MURDERS
1/16/1989 coil HEARING TODAY FOR PIERRE MURDER SUSPECT
6/0A/1989 C012 MAN ARRESTED IN PIERRE STABBING DEATH
6/06/1989 coil MURDER CHARGE FILED IN PIERRE
6/1A/1989 C025 GRAND JURY INDICTS MURDER SUSPECT
8/21/1992 B021 PINE RIDGE WOMAN CHARGED IN STABBING
2/1A/1982 BOAl JUVENILE HELD IN STABBING DEATH-PINE RIDGE
2/08/198A D031 SEARCH ON FOR MAN AFTER PINE RIDGE DEATH
2/10/198A C031 MAN ARRESTED IN DEATH OF PINE RIDGE TEEN
3/13/1985 D031 BATESLAND MAN CHARGED IN WOMAN'S DEATH
A/26/1985 C022 3 PEOPLE CHARGED IN BEATING DEATH
11/06/1985 B035 FBI ARRESTS OGLALA MAN AS SLAYING SUSPECT
7/0A/1987 C021 MAN CHARGED IN DEATH OF HALF-BROTHER
7/25/1987 C014 NEIGHBOR ARRESTED IN CHILD'S STABBING
2/16/1988 coil PINE RIDGE DEATH UNDER INVESTIGATION
12/23/1988 C021 MURDER SUSPECTS HELD IN HOUSE ARREST
3/18/1989 C021 PINE RIDGE MAN PLEADS GUILTY
11/06/1991 C031 THREE MEN CHARGED IN BEATING DEATH
8/25/1992 B021 ACCUSED MURDERER TO HAVE MENTAL TESTS
A/10/1982 B015 RC MAN, DAUGHTER SHOT TO DEATH IN HOME
A/10/1982 BOAl RC MAN INDICTED ON MURDER CHARGE
A/13/1982 B015 MAN, AO, ARRESTED IN WOMAN'S DEATH
A/15/1982 D032 MAN KILLED DURING PRANK ABOUT ROCK MUSIC
A/18/1982 BOll 2 HELD IN NEB FOR RAPID CITY MURDERS
A/19/1982 C051 PSYCHIC BACIC IN SD TO HELP DEADWOOD POLICE
A/28/1982 B061 MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN SHOOTING DEATH
5/07/1982 C031 *2 SOUGHT IN SLAYING RETURNED TO RC
5/08/1982 B035 OFFICIALS SEEK THIRD PERSON IN MURDER OF TWO
5/13/1982 D072 2 FACE FIRST-DEGREE MURDER CHARGES
6/30/1982 A023 WOMAN CHARGED IN MURDERS RELEASED ON BOND-RAPID CITY
7/19/1982 B031 MAN ACCUSED OF KILLING DAUGHTER-RAPID CITY
7/20/1982 B032 *RC MAN ARRAIGNED ON MURDER CHARGE
10/08/1982 COAA MESTETH WILL BE RETURNED TO SD FOR TRIAL
10/30/1982 BOAl $2,500 REWARD POSTED IN MURDER CASE
3/13/1983 BOAl ABERDEEN TRIAL TO START WEDNESDAY
3/16/1983 COAl JURY SELECTION BEGINS IN ABERDEEN TRIAL
5/11/1983 DOll SHERIFF WITHHOLDS DETAILS OF MURDERS--RAPID CITY
8/10/1983 C052 RAPID CITY MURDER CHARGE MAY BE DROPPED
8/2A/1983 B051 STATE DROPS CHARGE OF CONSPIRACY ON HOLMES
9/23/1983 C03A MURDER VICTIM'S HUSBAND ARRESTED
9/27/1983 C051 MAN PLEADS INNOCENT TO MURDER OF WIFE
11/26/1983 B031 MAN FACES ARRAIGNMENT ON MURDER CHARGE
3/25/198A E051 MAN ACCUSED OF TWO MURDERS
5/02/198A D016 BEAR PLEADS NOT GUILTY
5/03/198A COAl JUDGE REFUSES TO MOVE LUNA MURDER TRIAL
7/15/198A COAA FAMILY IS IN DARK ABOUT WOMAN'S DEATH
7/16/198A C031 RAPID CITY POLICE PROBE APPARENT HOMICIDE
7/20/198A coil ARREST WARRANT EXPECTED IN NIGHTCLUB SHOOTING
11/20/198A B035 3 ARRAIGNED IN RAPID CITY MURDER
12/01/198A C031 COUPLE HELD FOR TRIAL IN NOV 17 SHOOTING
12/09/198A coil ELLSWORTH MURDER REMAINS A MYSTERY
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5/22/1985 B035 MAN CHARGED WITH IST-DEGREE MANSLAUGHTER
9/09/1985 BGll POLICE ARREST SON IN SHOOTING DEATH OF FATHER
9/10/1985 C021 MAN FACES MANSLAUGHTER COUNT IN DAD'S DEATH
2/15/1986 C021 2ND MAN FACES MURDER CHARGE IN 198A DEATH
3/23/1986 C021 MAN ARRESTED IN RAPID CITY DEATH
3/25/1986 C035 TEXAS MAN CHARGED WITH MURDER
A/03/1986 C021 MAN TESTIFIES THAT HE DIDN'T DO 198A KILLING
A/18/1986 C02A MAN TO STAND TRIAL IN SHOOTING
5/11/1986 F031 MURDER SUSPECT TO RECEIVE PSYCHIATRIC EXAM
7/18/1986 A012 MURDER-SUICIDE SUSPECTED IN DEATHS
7/19/1986 coil RAPID CITY MURDER-SUICIDE VICTIMS IDENTIFIED
8/08/1986 C021 SECOND MURDER CHARGE FILED IN SHOOTING
12/08/1986 coil RAPID CITY MAN CHARGED IN DEATH
1/29/1987 C021 3 ARRESTED ON PINE RIDGE ON MURDER CHARGES
1/30/1987 C021 MAN CHARGED IN BEATING DEATH STILL IN CUSTODY
2/01/1987 C021 1 SUSPECT ARRESTED IN RAPID CITY STABBING
2/02/1987 C021 BROTHERS ARRESTED IN CONNECTION WITH STABBING
2/0A/1987 BOAl BROTHERS HELD WITHOUT BOND IN STABBING DEATH
A/08/1987 C026 MAN ARRESTED ON ATTEMPTED MURDER CHARGE
A/lO/1987 coil BABY'S DEATH RULED HOMICIDE
A/lA/1987 C021 SKULL INJURY RULED CAUSE IN 8-MONTH-OLD'S DEATH
6/17/1987 BOAl SUSPECT GETS 2 JURIES IN MANSLAUGHTER TRIAL
10/07/1987 B061 RAPID CITY MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN DEATH
11/12/1987 C021 BOND DENIED FOR ATTEMPTED MURDER SUSPECT
11/25/1987 B021 JUDGE ACCEPTS NO CONTEST PLEA IN DEATH
1/16/1988 C021 TEEN DIES IN RAPID CITY, 2 MEN CHARGED
1/26/1988 C023 RAPID CITY MAN PLEADS NO CONTEST IN DEATH
1/29/1988 C023 JUDGE ASKS FOR MORE SPECIFIC CHARGES IN DEATH
1/31/1988 BOll DEATH CHECKED AS HOMOCIDE
2/06/1988 C021 WOMAN HELD IN DEATH OF RAPID CITY MAN
2/11/1988 C061 TWO MEN CHARGED IN BEATING DEATH
3/25/1988 C021 RAPID CITY MAN CHARGED IN DEATH OF WIFE
A/02/1988 C015 FATAL GAME BEGAN AS AN ARGUMENT
A/10/1988 B031 SUSPECT PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO MURDER CHARGE
6/01/1988 B031 RAPID CITY MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN WIFE'S DEATH
7/01/1988 coil MAN SENTENCED IN SHOOTING OF WIFE
9/18/1988 coil AUNT GETS TEMPORARY CUSTODY OF INFANT
11/06/1988 EOll MAN ARRAIGNED IN DEATH OF WIFE
12/18/1988 EOll MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN SHOOTING CASE
5/2A/1989 C021 TEEN-AGER CHARGED IN DEATH OF FATHER
6/06/1989 C021 ARRAIGNMENT SET IN RAPID CITY ARROW SLAYING
9/01/1989 C025 PROSECUTION WON'T ACCEPT NEW PLEA
l/2'i/1990 C024 GUILTY PLEA IN MEAT CLEAVER KILLING
9/11/1990 C031 MISSING MAN CASE MAY BE HOMOCIDE
11/28/1990 C032 MAN TO BE RETRIED ON BEATING DEATH
12/02/1990 D031 2 MEN ARE CHARGED IN RC KILLING
12/1A/1990 C032 BEATING DEATH SUSPECT PLEADS NOT GUILTY
2/23/1991 C031 STRIKING SIMILARITES IN 2 KILLINGS
6/20/1991 C025 MAN CHARGED WITH ATTEMPTED MURDER
11/03/1991 coil 3 RAPID CITY MEN HELD FOR MURDER
ll/OA/1991 B031 RC MEN HELD IN MURDER CHARGES
11/05/1991 C041 THREE MEN ARRAIGNED ON MURDER CHARGES
11/15/1991 C031 3 RC MEN CHARGED IN MURDER CASE
3/10/1992 C031 RAPID CITY DEATH PROBED AS HOMICIDE
A/12/1992 D053 DOUGHNUT SALES IN THE HOLE
8/25/1992 B021 MCLAUGHLIN MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN SLAYING
A/07/1982 BOAl 2 SD MEN CHARGED WITH MURDER-RELIANCE
A/10/1982 BOAl 2 CHARGED WITH MOTHER'S MURDER-RELIANCE
A/28/1982 B061 BROTHERS CHARGED IN MAN'S DEATH--RELIANCE
5/06/1982 D031 2 ARRAIGNED IN MOTHER KILLING--RELIANCE
9/15/1989 C012 ^SUSPECT IN DEATH TO CHANGE PLEA
9/16/1989 COIA *RENNER MAN CONFESSES TO KILLING
2/1A/1988 B031 DEATH INVESTIGATED AS HOMICIDE
7/1A/1991 C022 ROSEBUD MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN DEATH
7/27/1982 B031 RED SCAFFOLD MAN CHARGED IN MURDER CASE
2/27/1985 C016 KERKHQVE INDICTED IN EX-WIFE'S DEATH
2/23/1986 A015 XSALEM MAN ARRESTED IN DEATH OF EX-WIFE
2/2A/I986 BOll AUTHORITIES MUM IN SALEM KILLING
2/25/1986 BOIA 3fJUDGE INCREASES MURDER CASE BOND
2/26/1986 B013 KSUSPECT IN SLAYING GETS INQUIRY AID
2/27/1986 C016 KERKHOVE INDICTED IN EX-WIFE'S DEATH
3/0A/1986 C015 SALEM MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN DEATH
3/05/1986 BOll RELATIVES GIVEN CUSTODY OF KERKHOVE CHILDREN
6/08/1991 C032 SHARPS CORNER MAN HELD IN MOM'S DEATH
6/1A/1991 C022 SHARP'S CORNER MAN TO STAND TRIAL IN DEATH
6/30/1983 C035 STATE TRYING TO SUBSTANTIATE KILLER'S CLAIMS
10/17/1985 A012 *COLMAN MAN CHARGED WITH MANSLAUGHTER
2/12/1986 B023 AGENTS TIE REVOLVER TO '67 MURDER CASE
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12/27/1986 A012 HOMICIDES DOUBLE IN STATE IN '86
9/25/1987 A015 ARREST SUSPECT IN TYNDALL-AREA MURDER
9/26/1987 coil MAN ARRAIGNED ON MURDER CHARGE
10/01/1987 C025 HEARING SET FOR TRUCKER ACCUSED IN SHOOTING
10/02/1987 C022 TEXAS TRUCKER HAS HEARING IN MURDER
3/12/1990 A012 $7,000 RAISED TO HELP PETERS KIDS
8/06/1991 C015 MURDER EXCEEDING FORECAST FOR >91
8/15/1991 A015 SERIAL KILLER'S CLAIMS DRAW STATE'S ATTENTION
8/17/1991 C031 PINE RIDGE MAN SAYS EVANS POSSIBLE KILLER
8/28/1991 coil STATE AWAITS LEADS ON KILLING CLAIMS
11/14/1982 A014 XPOLICE PROBING DEATH OF SF WOMAN
11/15/1982 A013 *P0L1CE ARREST SF MAN FOR MURDER
11/16/1982 A012 3(BLA1R ARRAIGNED FOR MURDER OF SF WOMAN
11/17/1982 A013 ^FAMILY GATHERS AGAIN FOR TERESA
11/19/1982 A012 XBLAIR INDICTED ON 2 MURDER COUNTS
11/20/1982 BOll BLAIR PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO KIDNAP, RAPE, MURDER
3/16/1983 C016 BLAIR'S TRIAL IS CHANGED TO VERMILLION
11/21/1983 A012 K'lT'S NOT A BAD DREAM'
12/12/1983 A014 KLOCAL MAN IS MURDER SUSPECT
12/13/1983 A014 SUSPECT WAS AFTER SOMEONE ELSE
12/16/1983 coil MURDER CHARGE BROUGHT IN CITY WOMAN'S DEATH
12/17/1983 con *MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO MURDER
12/24/1983 B012 MURDER SUSPECT'S RELEASE CALLED INSULT
1/17/1984 C041 TRIAL MOVES TO LAKE COUNTY
1/19/1984 C013 3€0FF1CER DIDN'T SUSPECT FOUL PLAY
2/22/1984 D013 LANGENFELD PLEADS GUILTY TO MANSLAUGHTER
2/29/1984 con W1TNESSES--SHE SAID SHE KILLED HER HUSBAND
3/01/1984 C013 3fW0MAN SAYS DETAILS OF HUSBAND'S DEATH FUZZY
'3/02/1984 A014 LAWYER CONSIDERS CHARGING WOMAN
3/02/1984 BOll MAN WAS LYING DOWN WHEN SHOT
4/02/1984 con DELL RAPIDS MAN'S MURDER TRIAL DELAYED
4/03/1984 B031 STANSELL'S MURDER TRIAL DELAYED
4/14/1984 A016 NO SUSPECT IN SHOOTING OF CITY MAN
4/15/1984 B014 EVIDENCE FROM SHOOTING SENT TO STATE LAB
4/19/1984 con ^VICTIM'S FOSTER SON ACCUSED
4/20/1984 C033 ^MURDER INVESTIGATION ENTERS 2ND WEEK
4/22/1984 BOll KDIVERS FIND NOTHING ON CHRISTENSEN'S CASE
4/24/1984 BOll POLICE SEEK INFORMATION ON MURDER VICTIM'S CAR
4/26/1984 C016 XBEAR INDICTED AS ACCESSORY
5/12/1984 A015 1 MONTH LATER, CASE UNSOLVED
6/07/1984 con POLICE HAVE ONE SUSPECT IN CHRISTENSEN CASE
6/10/1984 con CASES REMAIN ON BOOKS--UNSOLVED
6/15/1984 C014 POLICE STILL NOT READY TO MAKE ARREST IN MURDER
6/16/1984 A012 INVESTIGATE GRAVEL-PIT DEATH AS MURDER
7/06/1984 con STANSELL'S LAWYER ASKS FOR DISMISSAL OF CHARGES
7/27/1984 A012 *BAR MURDER MOTIVE MURKY
7/28/1984 Don MORE ARRESTS LIKELY IN WESTPORT SHOOTINGS
7/29/1984 A015 3<'P0L1CE HAVE WRONG MAN'
7/29/1984 F045 BENEFIT FOR BRANDSGAARD'S CHILD SET FOR TODAY
7/30/1984 C016 POLICE TODAY WILL REVIEW FAMILY CLAIM
7/31/1984 A012 ^CYCLISTS MOURN A FALLEN BROTHER
7/31/1984 B012 GRAND JURY WILL INVESTIGATE SHOOTINGS
8/01/1984 A012 GRAND JURY INDICTS 3 IN SHOOTING
8/03/1984 C015 WINTERS PLEADS NOT GUILTY
8/03/1984 C015 DOKKEN WILL LEAVE HOSPITAL FOR JAIL TODAY
8/04/1984 B012 DOKKEN STILL REQUIRES HOSPITALIZATION
8/10/1984 con 3CDAV1S PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO CHARGE IN SHOOTING
8/11/1984 C015 3€D0KKEN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO MURDER CHARGE
8/14/1984 B015 STANSELL FACES SENTENCING IN SHOOTING
8/14/1984 B015 BEAR MURDER TRIAL TO BEGIN IN NOVEMBER
8/15/1984 DOll DOKKEN LEAVES JAIL AFTER POSTING BOND
9/01/1984 con MAN ACCUSED OF MURDERING DEADMAN COMPLAINS
9/05/1984 D015 PR0SECUT10N--SEEKS EVIDENCE FROM WINTERS
4/16/1985 A016 HUSBAND FACES MURDER CHARGE
8/29/1985 con SHERWOOD CHANGES PLEA
10/23/1985 BOll GRAND JURY INDICTS MAN IN NEBRASKAN'S DEATH
6/20/1986 A012 *C1TY MAN FOUND MURDERED
6/21/1986 C016 POLICE CONFIRM STABBING
6/22/1986 con 5,000 REWARD OFFERED IN INVESTIGATION
6/26/1986 C016 MAN DIED OF STAB WOUNDS
6/27/1986 A016 2 JAILED MIGHT BE TIED TO LOCAL SLAYING
7/01/1986 con NO NEW LEADS IN CITY MURDER--AUTH0R1T1ES
7/18/1986 con BOX FOUND IN AREA BODY WAS FOUND
7/19/1986 A012 *2 MEN CHARGED IN LOCAL MURDER
7/22/1986 A012 XJURY INDICTS MEN FOR MURDER
7/23/1986 B015 MURDER SUSPECTS PLEAD NOT GUILTY
8/02/1986 A015 *W1LKA--DEATH PENALTY IS ONLY CHOICE
8/07/1986 A012 KPOLICE INVESTIGATE DEATH
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8/08/1986 AG12 XWOMAN'S DEATH BAFFLES NEIGHBORS
8/09/1986 coil POLICE SEEK HELP IN INVESTIGATION
8/12/1986 A015 EX-TENANT TIED TO CITY MURDER
8/17/1986 AOll *MAN SLAIN IN CITY MOTEL
8/18/1986 A012 *P0L1CE SEEK WOMAN
8/21/1986 C013 MURDER INVESTIGATIONS STRAIN POLICE RESOURCES
8/23/1986 C021 MURDER SUSPECTS INDICTED IN DAVISON COUNTY
8/2'i/1986 A012 MURDER SUSPECT ARRESTED
8/26/1986 B015 ^SUSPECT EXPECTED TO WAIVE EXTRADITION
8/27/1986 BOll MURDER SUSPECT TO APPEAR IN COURT THURSDAY
8/29/1986 A012 JfWOMAN ADMITS SHE SHOT 'MARTY'
9/02/1986 B015 POLICE TRAVEL TO DALLAS TO SEE SUSPECT
9/06/1986 A012 ^POLICE IDENTIFY MURDER VICTIM
9/07/1986 A012 ^POLICE ARREST THREE IN MURDER
9/08/1986 coil RECENT STRING OF CITY MURDERS MOST CONFUSING
9/09/1986 A012 36MURDER SUSPECTS
9/16/1986 coil MURDER SUSPECT TO UNDERGO PSYCHIATRIC EXAM
10/18/1986 C012 0FFIC1ALS--CHARGES CONSIDERED IN MURDER
12/11/1986 A016 KBOYKIN ARRESTED
2/0<i/1987 BOll JUDGE WON'T DROP MURDER CHARGE
8/08/1987 C016 MURDER CASE STILL OPEN 1 YEAR LATER
8/18/1987 A012 ^CHILD'S DEATH H0M1C1DE--C0R0NER
8/19/1987 A012 KGIRL SEEMED HAPPY, NEIGHBOR SAYS
8/21/1987 coil GRAND JURY CALLED IN DEATH OF GIRL, 2 1/2
8/22/1987 B013 AREA MAN CHARGED IN ATTEMPTED MURDER
8/29/1987 coil JURY TO MEET AGAIN ABOUT CHILD'S MURDER
9/0A/1987 A012 *MAN INDICTED IN GIRL'S DEATH
9/05/1987 C012 XPLEADS NOT GUILTY IN GIRL'S DEATH
9/10/1987 coil MAN ENTERS PLEA IN MURDER, RAPE
9/19/1987 C012 KJURY REINDICTS MAN IN CHILD'S DEATH
9/23/1987 B015 LAWYER WANTS CHARGE DISMISSED IN MURDER
10/28/1987 B015 SUES HOSPITAL IN WIFE'S ABDUCTION, DEATH
10/29/1987 AOIA HUSBAND TESTIFIES IN PARKING LOT DEATH
10/30/1987 A015 *K1LLER SAYS PARKING LOT WAS DARK
11/03/1987 C015 SECURITY WAS POOR JURORS TOLD
11/05/1987 A012 LAWYER SAYS MCKENNAN SHOULD PAY FOR DEATH
12/18/1987 C012 ^CONSIDERS TWO TRIALS FOR WILCOX
2/08/1988 A012 *C1TY WOMAN SLAIN
2/09/1988 A016 36MAN HELD IN WOMANS DEATH
2/10/1988 A015 MURDER ARREST RECALLS MYSTERY OF '86 KILLING
2/12/1988 coil KGRAND JURY INDICTS ElVlNS
3/19/1988 C016 MAN CHARGED IN DEATH OF INFANT SON
3/22/1988 coil MAN ARRAIGNED IN DEATH OF SON
6/01/1988 B016 MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN FATAL CRASH
11/22/1988 A012 KMURDER CHARGES FOR BENNIS
12/10/1988 A012 *C1TY MAN FACES MURDER CHARGE
12/13/1988 A012 KGALLAND FACES 2 MURDER COUNTS
12/17/1988 C012 XGALLAND FACES 8 FELONY COUNTS
12/22/1988 C012 ^GALLAND PLEADS NOT GUILTY
12/28/1988 A016 ^SUSPECT ARRAIGNED IN DEATH
4/01/1989 A012 CITY READY TO REGULATE LOCAL ESCORT SERVICES
8/29/1989 A012 3fMAN FOUND MURDERED DOWNTOWN
8/30/1989 A015 KCITY MURDER VICTIM HAD 'HEART OF GOLD'
8/31/1989 A015 aeLOCAL TEEN CHARGED IN DOWNTOWN STABBING
9/01/1989 C016 *TEEN ADMITTED KILLING MAN
9/08/1989 C012 TEEN INDICTED FOR MURDER
9/12/1989 coil HOLLOWAY ENTERS NOT GUILTY PLEA
11/03/1989 A016 POLICE SUSPECT MURDER
11/05/1989 A015 ^POLICE ARREST MAN IN CONNECTION WITH MURDER
11/07/1989 A015 MURDER SUSPECT CHARGED
11/08/1989 coil MURDER SUSPECT'S COURT DATE SET
11/10/1989 A014 MURDER SUSPECT WILL RETURN
11/14/1989 coil MURDER SUSPECT TO RETURN TODAY
11/15/1989 A015 J6SUSPECT RETURNED TO CITY
11/16/1989 coil MURDER SUSPECT PLEADS NOT GUILTY
2/28/1990 C012 WITNESSES WANT REWARD MONEY OFFERED
3/06/1990 A012 ^HUSBAND IS CHARGED IN WIFE'S DEATH
3/06/1990 A014 KCO-WORKERS RECALL QUIET WOMAN
3/07/1990 A012 *WIFE STRANGLED BEFORE SHOOTING
3/07/1990 A021 CLASSMATES--WHY WAS SHE KILLED
3/08/1990 A012 *DEATH TRIGGERS CALLS FROM ABUSED WOMEN
3/10/1990 A012 XSLAIN WOMAN BURIED
3/20/1990 C012 XPETERS PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN WIFE'S DEATH
3/21/1990 A125 TRUCKER STORY DISGUSTING (L)
3/27/1990 coil PETERS TO HAVE PSYCHIATRIC TESTS
3/31/1990 coil JUDGE GIVES OK TO PETERS BLOOD TEST
4/20/1990 C012 BENEFIT FOR PETERS CHILDREN SLATED APRIL 28
5/10/1990 ADll ^MISSING GIRL MURDERED
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5/10/1990 A013 *FAM1LY THOUGHT SF WOULD BE SAFE
5/10/1990 A051 XFAMILY NEIGHBORHOOD GRIPPED BY FEAR
5/11/1990 A012 36POL1CE PROFILE SUSPECT
5/12/1990 A012 ^PARENTS MOVE AFTER FUNERAL
5/13/1990 C012 ^WITNESS SOUGHT IN SLAYING
5/1A/1990 C012 OFFICIAL SUSPECTS LOCAL PERSON KILLED GIRL
5/15/1990 AlOl IT HAPPENS HERE, BUT NOT OFTEN (ED)
5/15/1990 B012 *W1TNESS SOUGHT IN O'CONNELL CASE
5/16/1990 A016 *STEPDAD'S TEST RESULTS DUE TODAY
5/17/1990 A012 MORE TESTS ORDERED ON STEPFATHER'S BLOOD
5/19/1990 A083 RADIO STATION ERRED IN MURDER COVERAGE (L)
6/02/1990 A012 KPOLICE FOCUS ON LOCAL SUSPECTS
6/05/1990 C016 POLICE WAITING FOR TESTS
6/09/1990 A012 KMAN SOUGHT IN O'CONNELL CASE
7/05/1990 A015 KMASTEN--0'C0NNELL CASE PROGRESSING
9/25/1990 coil SUIT SETTLED OUT OF COURT IN REWARD CASE
10/22/1990 A012 XBOUNCER KILLED NEAR BAR
10/23/1990 A016 *PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN KILLING OF BOUNCER
10/2A/1990 A016 VIOLENCE IS RARE, BARS SAY
10/2A/1990 coil GRAND JURY TO GET STABBING CASE
10/26/1990 coil CITY MAN INDICTED IN BOUNCER'S MURDER
10/31/1990 coil MURDER SUSPECT PLEADS NOT GUILTY
11/03/1990 A012 *WOMAN FOUND SLAIN
ll/OA/1990 A015 *AUTOPSY REVEALS WOMAN STRANGLED
11/05/1990 coil NO NEW LEADS TO WOMAN'S KILLER
11/06/1990 A015 STRANGLED CITY WOMAN HAD SOUGHT PROTECTION
11/10/1990 A015 KEX-HUSBAND IS CHARGED WITH MURDER
11/10/1990 COIA ^OFFICIALS WAITING FOR TEST RESULTS
11/1 A/1990 C016 3€DAV1'S BOND IS SET
11/16/1990 C015 KFORMER HUSBAND INDICTED IN DEATH
11/22/1990 C016 DAVl PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN MURDER
11/28/1990 AOIA ^RESTAURANT OWNER SLAIN, MAN CHARGED
11/29/1990 A013 ^MOTIVE UNKNOWN IN KILLING
11/30/1990 C012 KIM MADE THREATS WITH GUN
12/06/1990 coil TRIAL DATE EXPECTED TO BE SET NEXT WEEK
12/06/1990 C012 JfFAMlLY WANTS TO KEEP CHHEN DREAM ALIVE
12/07/1990 C012 JURY--ROBBERY MOTIVE FOR KILLING
12/08/1990 A012 36TWO MEN HELD IN SLAYING
12/09/1990 A016 ROBBERY AMONG SLAYING MOTIVES, OFFICIAL SAYS
12/10/1990 coil CHARGES DUE TODAY IN FATAL SHOOTING
12/11/1990 C012 DAVl'S HANDWRITING TO BE CHECKED
12/11/1990 C015 SLAYING SUSPECT HAD PAST RUN-INS WITH LAW
12/12/1990 C012 *0FF1CERS FIND GUN, LINK IT TO KILLING
12/20/1990 C012 BLACK CAN BE HELD IN SLAYING
12/22/1990 coil SF MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO MURDER
12/22/1990 C012 KIM PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO MURDER
1/25/1991 A015 56AFTER DNA TEST, MUELLER IS SUSPECT
1/26/1991 C012 361ND1CTMENT EXPECTED AGAINST MUELLER
1/26/1991 coil SUSPECT IN SLAYING TO BE TRIED IN MARCH
2/06/1991 coil CRIMESTOPPERS RENEWS REWARD FOR SUSPECT
2/06/1991 C016 MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN SLAYING
2/16/1991 A012 KMURDER SUSPECT MUELLER ARRESTED
2/18/1991 A016 KO'CONNELL SUSPECT MAY BE RETURNED
2/19/1991 C015 KSUSPECT APPEARS IN COURT TODAY IN GIRL'S SLAYING
2/20/1991 A012 *MURDER SUSPECT WON'T VOLUNTARILY RETURN
2/21/1991 C012 *JUDGE CUTS BOND IN HALF FOR DAVl
2/26/1991 A012 MUELLER TO RETURN IN O'CONNELL CASE
2/28/1991 C012 MUELLER FLYING BACK VIA 'CONAIR'
3/05/1991 BOIA JURY SELECTION TO START IN SLAYING
3/06/1991 C012 SLAYING SUSPECT WILL CLAIM SELF-DEFENSE
3/07/1991 C012 ACCOUNTS VARY IN FODNESS SLAYING
5/05/1991 A016 ^O'CONNELL KILLING STILL FRESH IN MINDS
5/05/1991 A016 BECKY'S MOM UPSET AT WAY CASE HANDLED
5/10/1991 AOll GIRL SLAIN, MAN ARRESTED
5/10/1991 A032 ^KILLING RAISES SAFETY CONCERNS AMONG PARENTS
5/11/1991 A012 K$1 MILLION BOND SET IN GIRL'S MURDER
5/12/1991 A012 3CK1LL1NG SPARKS NEW LOOK AT LAW
5/1A/1991 A012 3CM0URNERS RECALL SLAIN GIRL
5/16/1991 coil CLAREY MAY HAVE BEEN SEXUALLY MOLESTED
5/17/1991 C012 *MAN INDICTED IN CARRIER KILLING
5/19/1991 A012 ^ACCUSED'S PAST 'A CRY FOR HELP'
5/19/1991 AlOl CRIME RISE ACCOMPANIES GROWTH OF COMMUNITIES (ED)
5/19/1991 A112 TOUGHER SEX-RELATED CRIME LAWS NEEDED (L)
5/20/1991 A103 FREE SEX OFFENDERS PUT CHILDREN AT RISK (L)
5/22/1991 C012 56MURDER SUSPECT PLEADS NOT GUILTY
7/28/1991 A016 OLSON KILLER KNOWN, BUT WALKS FREE, POLICE SAY
8/1A/1991 C012 MUELLER ENDS QUEST TO MOVE ASSAULT TRIAL
9/0A/1991 AOIA *MOELLER PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO KILLING
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9/17/1991 con POLICE SHOCKED PHOTOS DUMPED
12/03/1991 A012 CITY MAN KILLS WIFE, SELF DAYS LATER
12/0A/1991 A015 *MURDER, SUICIDE SHOCKS COUPLE'S FRIENDS, NEIGHBORS
1/16/1992 con PROBE CONTINUES IN MURDER-SUICIDE CASE
6/20/1992 con MAN ARRESTED FOR DOUGHNUT SHOP MURDER
11/20/1992 A015 3€CLAREY SUES 'ARGUS'
12/15/1992 B015 'ARGUS' DENIES RESPONSIBILITY IN CARRIER DEATH
6/29/1982 B031 A SISSETON AREA WOMAN ADMITS MURDERING INFANT
9/24/1985 C031 SISSETON MAN BOUND OVER IN SHOOTING DEATH
9/15/1986 C015 SUSPECT HELD IN SISSETON SLAYING
9/16/1986 con SISSETON MAN CHARGED IN WIFE'S BEATING DEATH
12/08/1987 C024 TWO WEEKEND DEATHS CONSIDERED HOMICIDES
12/22/1990 C033 BROTHER INDICTED ON MURDER CHARGES
2/16/1991 C034 MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN BROTHER'S DEATH
8/03/1991 C012 SUSPECT HAS FORMER MURDER CONVICTION
8/13/1986 B024 GANG FEUD MAY HAVE LED TO DEATH
10/02/1986 C041 SUSPECT IN SHOOTING DEATH TURNS HIMSELF IN
10/25/1986 C041 2ND MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN SHOOTING DEATH
11/29/1986 C022 GUNS TIED TO SPEARFISH DEATH
4/08/1989 con NEW CHARGE FILED IN SPEARFISH DEATH
10/31/1989 C021 '87 WEEKS DEATH IS STILL OPEN CASE
8/05/1982 C031 STURGIS MAN'S DEATH RULED MURDER
9/04/1982 B031 RANCHERS PLEAD NOT GUILTY IN DEATH-STURGIS
12/10/1987 C021 MAN HELD IN DEATH OF STURGIS WOMAN
6/19/1983 B016 TEA SHOOTING INVESTIGATION CONTINUES
6/23/1983 BOll INTERVIEWS DON'T PRODUCE ARREST IN TEA CASE
7/25/1983 A012 TEA WOMAN ARRESTED IN MURDER CASE
7/26/1983 A013 *FELONY, EMBEZZLEMENT COUNTS ADD TO MYSTERY
7/27/1983 con JfPLUCKER APPEARS IN COURT, HEARS CHARGES FACING HER
8/02/1983 B013 ^POLICE SEARCH TEA SUSPECT'S HOME
8/03/1983 A012 *TEA POLICE CHIEF ACCUSED OF PLOTTING MURDER
8/04/1983 C035 MCDOWELL RELEASED FROM JAIL ON $50,000 BOND
8/07/1983 A012 TEA'S EX-POLICE CHIEF LINKED TO BOOKMAKING
8/16/1983 B014 *FORMER POLICE CHIEF PLEADS NOT GUILTY
8/17/1983 C014 5fLAWYER--M0T10N IS ATTENTION GRABBING
8/23/1983 con XPLUCKER CAN LEAVE COUNTY JAIL IF SHE RAISES $5,000
9/01/1983 con WOMAN ACCUSED OF MURDER RELEASED ON BOND
9/07/1983 C015 2 OFFERED IMMUNITY IF THEY'LL TESTIFY
9/20/1983 C013 MCDOWELL GIVES ALIBI FOR NIGHT OF MURDER
9/26/1983 A012 TEA WON'T FORGET
9/30/1983 A012 JePLUCKER PLEADS GUILTY TO TEA MURDER
10/07/1983 A012 MCDOWELL RECORDED TALKS ABOUT MURDER
10/19/1983 con KNEW JUDGE NAMED IN TEA MURDER CASE
10/21/1983 A012 MCDOWELL ACCUSED OF 1ST DEGREE MURDER
11/23/1983 con MCDOWELL TWICE TRIED TO KILL WIFE
12/09/1983 con MCDOWELL'S LAWYER WANTS TO MOVE TRIAL
12/13/1983 C014 JUDGE GRANTS MOVE OF MCDOWELL TRIAL
12/14/1983 con MCDOWELL ALLOWED SEARCH OF HOME
12/31/1983 A015 MCDOWELL LAWYER FAVORS SIOUX FALLS AS TRIAL SITE
1/10/1984 A012 MCDOWELL TRIAL IN RAPID CITY INCREASES COST
1/22/1984 C061 MOVING TRIAL UPSETS COURT CALENDAR
2/24/1984 C014 KLAWYERS DELETE SOME EVIDENCE
3/04/1984 con INTRICATE CASE AWAITS JURORS IN TRIAL
3/06/1984 B013 JURORS CALLED IN MCDOWELL TRIAL
3/07/1984 D012 ^POSSIBLE DEATH PENALTY SLOWS PROCESS
6/17/1984 A016 TEA RESIDENTS TRY TO FORGET
12/23/1987 B015 KTIMBER LAKE DEATH TREATED AS HOMICIDE
3/27/1985 B015 NO LEADS YET IN MURDER CASE
12/03/1992 B021 TYNDALL WOMAN, 61, ENTERS INNOCENT PLEA
6/24/1983 C013 2 FROM STATE AMONG 100 WOMEN HE KILLED
4/08/1986 A012 KUTICA MAN KILLS SELF AFTER SHOOTING WIFE
10/11/1986 A012 KTWO CHARGED IN SLAYING
10/22/1986 BOll MEN ENTER PLEA OF NOT GUILTY
2/04/1987 A015 MAN KILLS WIFE, SELF OVER DIVORCE
12/06/1988 A015 MURDER CHARGES IN VERMILLION BEATING
12/07/1988 con BEATING VICTIM DIED OF INTERNAL INJURIES
10/22/1987 C022 GRAND JURY CONSIDERS CHARGES IN DEATH
11/06/1987 C021 BROOKINGS JURY INDICTS MAN FOR MURDER
2/21/1982 B016 WOMAN FACES MURDER CHARGE
2/27/1982 C031 WOMAN INDICTED FOR 2ND-DEGREE MURDER
4/30/1982 C051 MURDER CHARGE D1SM1SSED--WATERT0WN
1/28/1983 A015 KARREST MADE IN WATERTOWN MURDER
1/29/1983 A012 ACCUSED KILLER DENIES HE DID IT
1/30/1983 C012 LAWYER WORRIED ABOUT PRE-TRIAL PUBLICITY
2/02/1983 DOll GRAND JURY INDICTS MUETZE FOR MURDER
2/24/1983 C013 MUETZE PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO MURDER
8/16/1983 BOll WALL WOMAN IS SHOT TO DEATH IN HOME
8/17/1983 C035 INVESTIGATION OF DOUBLE SHOOTING CONTINUES
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MURDER-WE
MURDER-WH
MURDER-WK
MURDER-WY
MURDER-YA
MURDO SD
MURPHEY MAURICE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/20/1983 B035 WALL WOMAN SHOT TWICE, AUTOPSY REVEALS
9/02/1983 C055 WALL COUPLE WAS ALONE NIGHT OF SHOOTING
2/1A/198A B015 INTRUDER KILLS WAGNER MAN
2/15/198A DO'il IOWA MAN ACCUSED OF MURDER
2/17/198A C051 IOWA MAN HELD WITHOUT BOND--WAGNER
3/08/1984 C042 SIOUX CITY MAN INDICTED FOR MURDER
8/31/1984 C035 SIOUX CITY MAN WILL BE ARRAIGNED IN DEATH
10/01/1985 coil FOUND DEAD BEFORE DIVORCE HEARING
3/03/1986 coil AUTHORITIES INVESTIGATE KILLING OF WAGNER MAN
3/04/1986 A012 *2 CHARGED IN WAGNER BEATING DEATH
3/05/1986 BOll BOND SET FOR SUSPECTS IN WAGNER DEATH
3/18/1986 C013 3RD PERSON INDICTED IN DEATH OF WAGNER MAN
4/16/1986 B021 WALL MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN WIFE'S DEATH
4/16/1987 C023 HEARING POSTPONED IN DEATH OF INFANT
4/17/1987 coil BOND REDUCED FOR MOTHER, 17
6/10/1987 B021 WOMAN CHARGED IN SON'S DEATH FREE ON BOND
6/27/1987 C021 WATERTOWN HEARING DELAYED
7/16/1987 B012 CLOSED HEARING ARGUED
9/09/1987 BOll HEARING TO DECIDE WOMEN'S TRIAL STATUS
9/10/1987 A016 MOTHER FACES MURDER CHARGES
9/11/1987 C012 MOTHER WAS TOO IMMATURE-WITNESSES
10/31/1987 C021 WARNER MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO MANSLAUGHTER
12/31/1987 C051 ARRAIGNMENT FOR WATERTOWN TEEN POSTPONED
1/08/1988 coil ARRAIGNMENT DELAYED AGAIN
6/29/1988 B021 WAGNER MAN CONVICTED OF STABBING DEATH
7/15/1992 coil AUTHORITIES WANT GIRL TRIED AS ADULT
6/23/1983 B015 LANGFORD MAN FOUND SHOT TO DEATH IN PARK
7/17/1983 A012 WEBSTER MURDER LEAVES RESIDENTS QUEASY
8/03/1983 coil SHERIFF HOPES TRIP WILL SOLVE WEBSTER MURDER
8/04/1986 B021 UNSOLVED MURDER HAUNTS SHERIFF--WEBSTER
2/07/1989 C016 NEW CLUE SURFACES IN KILLING
1/22/1990 B044 6-YEAR-OLD PARK MURDER STILL UNSOLVED
4/07/1991 EOll WIFE IS ARRESTED IN HUSBAND'S DEATH
4/09/1991 B035 WHITEWOOD WIFE APPEARS IN COURT ON CHARGE
4/13/1991 C031 WIFE ACCUSED OF SHOOTING FREE ON BOND
4/17/1991 C034 WIFE PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO INDICTMENT CHARGES
11/28/1985 B031 WOUNDED KNEE MAN CHARGED WITH MURDER
3/10/1985 C061 INDIANS HELP AUTHORITIES FIND
12/15/1987 C021 LEMMON MAN CHARGED IN WYOMING DEATH
10/31/1986 C021 NAVAOCK GETS LIFE SENTENCE IN STABBING
2/21/1988 AOll YANKTON WOMAN APPARENTLY SLAIN
2/22/1988 A012 36POLICE ARREST MAN IN YANKTON SLAYING
2/23/1988 coil YANKTON SUSPECT HELD WITHOUT BOND
3/15/1988 coil JUDGE DENIES BOND FOR YANKTON SUSPECT
6/25/1989 A014 XPATIENT HELD IN YANKTON SLAYINGS
6/25/1989 A022 ^FRIENDS, FAMILY REMEMBER
6/26/1989 A012 KPATIENT LABELED A THREAT
6/27/1989 A052 HUSBAND SAYS FAMILY FELT 'SECURE' IN SD
6/28/1989 A012 *700 REMEMBER VICTIMS OF SHOOTINGS
6/29/1989 C012 TELLINGHUISEN WON'T INVESTIGATE HOSPITAL
7/02/1989 AlOl GET TO ROOT OF TRAGEDY IN YANKTON CED)
7/19/1989 C015 LAWYERS TO DISPUTE HOMICIDE FINDINGS
8/19/1989 A012 *WOLLMANN--HOSPITAL 'MISTREATED' ME
8/30/1989 C012 XLAWYER WANTS WOLLMANN TRIAL MOVED
10/12/1989 A012 *OFFICER--WOLLMANN CONFESSED
10/17/1989 coil WOLLMANN PLEA CLAIMS INSANITY
11/22/1989 A012 *WOLLMANN PLEADS GUILTY
11/23/1989 C012 *KILLER MOVED TO PRISON FOR TESTS
11/23/1989 C022 YANKTON MAN SUES IN WOLLMANN KILLINGS
1/13/1990 C015 CHARBONEAU SETTLEMENT NOT RUSHED
1/21/1990 C015 *SUE OVER YANKTON MURDERS
2/01/1990 C012 *STATE MOVES TO LIMIT LIABILITY
2/13/1990 A012 *CHARBONEAU SETTLES FOR $950,000
6/28/1991 coil MURDER SUSPECT FIGHTS EXTRADITION TO SD
7/13/1991 C032 MAN TO BE EXTRADITED FOR WIFE'S 1965 DEATH
7/27/1991 C033 CALIFORNIA MAN DETAINED IN 26-YEAR-OLD MURDER
8/11/1991 A016 '65 DEATH NOW CASE OF MURDER
8/22/1991 coil CALIFORNIAN BOUND OVER ON MURDER CHARGES
9/24/1992 A012 *MISSING YANKTON WOMAN KILLED
9/25/1992 A012 *SECOND AUTOPSY BEING PERFORMED IN YANKTON SLAYING
9/26/1992 A012 *YANKTON WOMAN'S NECK WAS BROKEN
9/29/1992 B012 *CAR SEIZED IN YANKTON CASE
10/22/1992 B014 THEORY EMERGES IN YANKTON DEATH
11/26/1992 coil MAN HELD FOR TRIAL IN STABBING DEATH
3/06/1985 B015 TOWN CARED FOR MOTORISTS STRANDED BY BLIZZARD
10/24/1988 A012 DON'T CALL IT HOSPITALITY ROW FOR NOTHING
7/05/1989 C012 *GIANT SIGH FLASHES 65-FOOT MESSAGE
5/23/1982 EOll ^PRESIDENT OF FIRM FOUGHT HARD TIMES BEFORE
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/22/1983 B033 KMURPHEY IS NEW CHAMBER OF COMMERCE LEADER
10/23/1983 C023 KSF HAS 'GOOD THING GOING' (YEAGER)
1/25/198'i C051 MURPHEY RECEIVES DISTINGUISHED SERVICE HONOR
6/02/1985 EOll ^EMPLOYEES FIGURE IN ACQUISITION
2/11/1986 A014 MILLWORK HEAD TO RETIRE AFTER ^5 YEARS
<1/28/1991 N181 JfRETIRED CEO IS ON GO, IN KNOW
7/20/1991 con MURPHEY NAMED ZOO INTERIM DIRECTOR
<i/l<i/1991 F012 MURPHEY REVIVES COWBOY TUNES
<i/19/1991 C015 SANDERSON ASSISTANT, DISPATCHER SEEK JOB
6/17/1991 A052 KTHREE OFFER VARIETY OF BACKGROUNDS, ISSUES
10/18/1992 F012 3fASK THE CANDIDATES
A/28/1990 C025 ELK POINT WOMAN RUNNING FOR LEGISLATURE
8/13/1990 con ALICE MURPHY PULLS OUT OF HOUSE RACE
A/15/1988 A102 56POWERFUL FORCE AGAINST HUNGER
8/13/1991 con JUDGE DENIES BOND REDUCTION
1/28/1983 C0A2 UNION OFFICIAL TO RUN FOR DEMOCRATIC CHAIR
5/2A/198A A012 ^NATIONAL OUTSTANDING DISABLED VETERAN
6/n/198A C021 XMURPHY MAKES A DIFFERENCE (ED)
2/06/1986 D013 *MURPHY, WHEELERS ON ROLL
A/25/1986 A081 5CM0RE CONCERN FOR BANKERS THAN VETS
8/20/1987 C012 KMURPHY LIKELY TO BE LEADER OF NATL DISABLED VETS
12/18/1987 A081 *VETS DESERVE SAME GOVERNMENT AD
3/10/1988 con MURPHY TO SERVE AS PARADE MARSHAL
5/11/1988 A083 PUSHING VA CLAIMS INTO COURTS BAD
7/12/1983 C03A EX-SUPERINTENDENT WANTS STATE JOB
9/11/1983 con KAPPOINTEES BRING NEW STYLE TO COMMISSION
2/25/198A B013 CONFIRMATION
1/26/1985 A012 ^PRIVATE SCHOOL AID
8/22/1986 AlOl 3eALL OF YOU BIG AND LITTLE BABIES (ED)
5/12/1987 A061 MURPHY IS PRO-BIG BUSINESS (L)
6/02/1987 A08A LAWYER SHOULD BE DISMISSED (L)
6/23/1987 A016 GROUP WANTS MURPHY REPLACED
7/1A/1987 C015 PETITION ASKS DIOCESE FOR MURPHY'S REMOVAL
9/07/1988 BOll CITY LAWYER MURPHY REMAINS IN HOSPITAL
8/20/1989 F012 5CPE0PLE FIND WAYS TO DO PAPER SHUFFLE
7/01/1990 G012 *SF LAWYER BUILDS ON 3 DECADES OF CLOUT
2/25/1992 B062 KSENATE EYES MAIL-ORDER SALES TAX
3/19/1990 B012 *FOOD SERVICE CENTER GIVES STUDENTS VARIETY
11/22/1991 A015 ^BALTIC PREPARES FOR POLITICKIN'
7/17/1982 B032 LONG-TIME SF RETAILER DIES AT 80
7/20/1982 B021 'L G ' LIKED SIOUX FALLS (ED)
7/30/1989 C01<i XOUT ON BALE
11/17/1992 B012 XTURKEY TREAT
3/17/1992 A012 KIN THE SPIRIT
11/08/1987 A04I THREE MEN WHO NEVER CAME HOME
1/19/1986 A063 READERS UPSET BY COVERAGE
5/09/1987 B012 MURPHY HARVESTS GOLD IN SDIC
4/08/1982 D032 HOG, CATTLE PRICES PLODDING ALONG
1/09/1990 B065 OVERREACTION POSSIBLE ON HOG REPORT
9/16/1990 C014 KEXPECTS FEWER, BUT LARGER FARMS IN FUTURE
4/18/1989 A051 SINGER MURRAY TOPS FAIR ENTERTAINMENT
2/22/1990 A014 KSINGER MURRAY TO PERFORM HERE
4/17/1990 B012 KSPORTS, NEW ALBUM OCCUPY SINGERS TIME
4/20/1990 B016 KMURRAY SERENADES AUDIENCE
4/29/1990 A134 MURRAY PURE PLEASURE (L)
10/11/1984 BOll FISHING FOR BUSINESS IN HIS BACK YARD
8/06/1986 A012 FEW INVESTORS MAKE LAND THEIR LIFE
4/24/1989 C016 CITY MAN'S LAWSUIT OVER SNOW REMOVAL
2/03/1990 A012 KBIRD LOVER REPORTS PETS MAIMED, KILLED
9/13/1992 A012 STREET NAMES QUITE A RACKET FOR DEVELOPERS
5/24/1991 C012 SF COMPANY HAS TO REMOVE DIRT, SOD
8/21/1990 C031 MURREN NAMED HEAD OF STATE VETERANS HOME
8/17/1990 C032 TRIAL ORDERED IN 1985 INJURY CASE
6/06/1982 B061 KBIKERS FOR MD
9/05/1982 con MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY EVENTS PLANNED IN SD
9/06/1982 BOll KBIKERS RIDE FOR MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY
9/07/1982 A012 KFIREFIGHTERS RAISE $20,000 FOR MD
9/07/1982 BOll KSD FIREFIGHTERS' RUN RAISES MONEY FOR MD
9/07/1982 BOll FAMILY REPAYS DEBT BY WORKING AT CARNIVAL
11/29/1982 A075 3-D FILM PART OF FUND RAISING EVENT
4/29/1983 C035 MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY DANCE
6/12/1983 C051 KMOTORCYCLES FOR MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY
9/05/1983 B014 TUG 0' WAR AT HAWARDEN, IOWA
9/06/1983 con KSOUTH DAKOTANS PLEDGE $111,701
3/12/1984 B014 POSTER CHILD'S MIND ISN'T CONFINED
4/02/1984 B014 DANCERS RAISE $15,019 FOR CAUSE
9/04/1984 C015 SF CHILDREN CONTRIBUTE TO TELETHON
9/30/1984 A013 KA DIFFERENT KIND OF TOUGH
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1/30/1985 C091 *VOLGA GIRL IS STATE POSTER CHILD
6/09/1985 C031 KBIKING FOR CHARITY
9/02/1985 C021 KRIDE FOR MD
9/03/1985 coil ^CREATIVE KIDS COLLECT TELETHON CASH
3/19/1986 C091 HOVEN WOMAN RAISES $925 AT DYSTROPHY DANCE
4/14/1986 B034 DANCE FOR DYSTROPHY RAISES $25,069
6/09/1986 B032 MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY RIDE PLANNED
8/14/1986 B055 ATHLETES CAN HELP FIGHT DISEASE
8/17/1986 C013 TRIATHLETES TRY HARD FOR CHARITY
8/31/1986 C043 seMUSCULAR DYSTROPHY PLEDGES
9/01/1986 B032 SPORTSMAN'S TO HAVE BENEFIT PARTY
9/02/1986 BOll 36VOLUNTEERS KICK IN FOR JERRY'S KIDS
3/07/1987 A072 BUD BOWL SUPPORTERS SALUTED (L)
5/04/1987 B035 AEROB-A-THON SET FOR MAY 16
5/22/1987 coil GROUP PLANS CHARITY FUND RAISER
7/11/1987 A091 GREAT SKATE RAISED $1600
7/19/1987 C012 ^BROKEN BOARDS BOOST YOUNG HOPES
7/21/1987 coil MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY EVENT NETS $4,200
9/02/1987 BOll RADIO PROMOTION TO FIGHT DISEASE
9/08/1987 C012 KMUSCULAR DYSTROPHY EFFORTS TAKE MANY FORMS
9/19/1987 A073 BACKYARD CARNIVAL HELPED TELETHON (L)
9/26/1987 A075 LOCAL BUSINESSES AID TELETHON (L)
4/30/1988 B031 YOUNG JUMPERS RAISE $1,200 IN HOP-A-THON (L)
9/06/1988 A012 KBATMAN BAGS PENGUIN IN TELETHON SKIRMISH
9/24/1988 A091 STORES, PEOPLE HELP FUND-RAISER
1/30/1989 BOll MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY GROUP OK'S BUDGET
3/25/1989 A104 MDA BENEFIT PLEDGES TOTAL $9,100 CD
4/22/1989 B021 HOP-A-THON ORGANIZERS SAY THANKS (L)
9/05/1989 coil XFACE-FUL VOLUNTEER
6/15/1990 coil BIKERS TO ATTEND SATURDAY FUND-RAISER
5/05/1991 coil CARNIVAL TO BENEFIT MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY
6/12/1992 coil MOTORCYCLISTS RIDE FOR CHARITY
9/03/1992 B021 GARY WOMAN TO GET AWARD AT TELETHON
11/11/1992 A012 5€A DUTY OF VIGILANCE AND HOPE
12/27/1990 C033 ABERDEEN MUSEUM UNVEILS EXHIBIT
6/16/1986 A091 KAUTO MUSEUM INTO THE PAST
9/18/1989 A014 ^ARLINGTON MUSEUM KEEPS KNEIP MEMORY ALIVE
6/27/1983 C045 GOLD IN BLACK HILLS MUSEUM
4/04/1988 C015 WALK-THROUGH MINE DISPLAY
1/09/1992 C032 BLACK HILLS MUSEUM WOULD PAD ECONOMY
7/10/1992 C021 MUSEUM DEDICATION SATURDAY AT HILL CITY
11/07/1982 B012 BR MUSEUM RESTORES STEAM-POWERED TRACTOR
3/07/1983 BOll RESTORATION OF 1915 TRACTOR FINISHED
11/09/1986 FOll 3€ART OF THE SIOUX
9/06/1988 coil MARGHAB LINEN SETS UP FOR SALE AT SDSU
9/17/1988 A052 ART MUSEUM TO AUCTION MARGHAB LINENS
2/21/1990 C022 BROOKINGS COMMISSION OK'S GRANT APPLICATION
9/06/1990 C034 HARVEY DUNN PAINTING DONATED TO MUSEUM
4/06/1991 A053 PHOTO EXHIBIT OPENS AT BROOKINGS MUSEUM
5/09/1991 C033 MUSEUM TO DISPLAY BECKMAN ARCHIVE
6/21/1992 C012 KCANTON PROJECT DEDICATED TO IMMIGRANTS
2/17/1990 A052 ^SCHOOL TO BUILD MUSEUM
5/12/1991 C014 AKTA LAKOTA MUSEUM TO OPEN IN CHAMBERLAIN
6/08/1992 C016 OLD STATION TO RE-OPEN AS MUSEUM
7/14/1990 C035 HISTORICAL SOCIETY SPRUCES UP MUSEUM
9/25/1990 C033 BUNION COUNTY MUSEUM FINDS HOME
5/22/1992 C021 GRAND OPENING SET AT MOODY MUSEUM
8/17/1992 B021 BUFFALO COLLECTION MAY BE EXPANDED
5/18/1989 D013 HEIRLOOMS SOUGHT FOR GARRETSON MUSEUM
3/19/1992 C035 DINOSAUR AT NEW HILL CITY MUSEUM
4/16/1989 C054 MUSEUM TO GET STEALTH REPLICA
12/11/1992 B022 3eHURLEY MUSEUM RESULT OF COOPERATION
3/09/1987 A031 *SD MUSEUM OFFERS TO RESTORE NJ STATUE
3/12/1989 C044 KEYSTONE PREPARING FOR WAX SUMMIT
5/20/1983 C031 LEAD MUSEUM DISPLAY WILL DEPICT GOLD MINING
5/19/1990 C033 36MAD1SON DEPOT BACK ON LINE
12/12/1992 D021 MADISON MUSEUM OPENS EXHIBIT
7/27/1986 FOll 3€MUSEUM HAS 5,000 COLLECTABLE DOLLS
12/26/1986 C022 DECISION FAVORS BUYERS OF DOLL MUSEUM
11/12/1987 B012 KCENTER PUTS HOWE'S PRINTS UP FOR SALE TO RAISE FUND
4/24/1988 D015 SMELLY GUEST RUINS MUSEUM'S PLANS
8/26/1991 B033 MUSEUM BOASTS VOLUME OF SHAKESPEARE'S WORKS
6/21/1992 C021 BALLOON MUSEUM MAY OPEN IN MID-JULY
7/18/1992 C021 BALLOON 8 AIRSHIP MUSEUM IS OPEN
7/25/1992 A012 *BALLOON MUSEUM READY TO LIFT OFF
7/25/1992 B025 *BALLOON MUSEUM OPENS IN MITCHELL
9/26/1985 B051 TOUR TO PIPESTONE SCHEDULED FOR OCT 6
3/14/1987 A081 TRUMAN MUSEUM TRIBUTE TO MAN WHO LOVED, MADE HISTORY
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12/26/1992 B022 *MUSEUM CARES ABOUT BEARS
10/07/1987 B021 ARMY MUSEUM WANTS DONATIONS
12/10/1988 C012 ASBESTOS DELAYS MUSEUM COLLECTION MOVE
9/05/1989 A083 CENTER DOESN'T DEPEND ON MEDALLION ROYALTIES (L)
7/27/1992 B022 MUSEUM BILLED AS SHOWCASE OF STATE'S PAST
8/29/1992 B026 HERITAGE CENTER OPENING ON TRACK
2/09/1986 F031 WOMAN TO PRESERVE SIOUX HISTORY
<i/26/1987 FF41 ^SEEING THE PAST HELPS US
7/05/1991 C023 COMBINING MUSEUMS TO COST $12-14 MILLION
8/21/1992 BOll MUSEUM WON'T RECEIVE B-36 BOMBER
5/31/1982 B051 WORK ON GUARD MUSEUM CONTINUES
1/24/1985 C042 RAPID CITY ENTERS BIDDING TO HOST MUSEUM
8/25/1985 C024 SD TOWNS SORE OVER SADDLE
2/14/1986 A081 ^CENTENNIAL MONEY TO STATE, LOCAL MUSEUMS
6/21/1989 C061 MUSEUM DEDICATED TO COWBOYS IN SPEARFISH
5/24/1990 C031 6 MUSEUMS AWARDED GRANTS OF $144,584
6/08/1991 C031 MUSEUM SPONSORS TOUR TO BROOKINGS, WATERTOWN
2/22/1992 A052 *FLY AWAY FOR A VISIT
6/19/1982 B023 PETTIGREW MUSEUM SHOULD SHOW THE PAST CD
7/09/1982 C012 MUSEUM OFFICIALS PUSH FOR RESTORATION
7/26/1982 B021 MUSEUMS SHOULD TURN TO HISTORICAL EMPHASIS (ED)
8/08/1982 B031 SIOUXLAND MUESUMS WORTHWHILE, NEED SUPPORT CD
8/15/1982 B031 KPRIDE IN ACHIEVEMENTS SHARED BY SIOUXLAND HERITAGE
8/22/1982 B042 *A NEW EXHIBIT AT THE OOLD COURTHOUSE MUSEUM
8/24/1982 A051 PRIZED POSSESSIONS
10/28/1982 A012 *TIME FOR REPAIRS
12/14/1982 A091 XPETTIGREW MUSEUM
3/30/1983 C013 ^MUSEUM MAGAZINE TOO RICH FOR COMMISSIONER
4/03/1983 C041 KIDS GET IN TOUCH WITH THEIR SENSES
4/05/1983 B031 MUSEUM DIRECTOR GETS $500 GRANT
4/05/1983 B031 COMMISSION TO DISCUSS MAGAZINE
4/06/1983 C012 COUNTY COMMISSION PICKS PRINTER
4/12/1983 B022 'PRAIRIE PEOPLES' QUALITY REFUTED CD
4/18/1983 B024 AREA POOR NEED MONEY MORE THAN MAGAZINE (L)
4/23/1983 C023 GALLERY STORY APPRECIATED CD
6/28/1983 C012 *STAR BUBBLE
10/10/1983 C013 KGUIDE KNOWS SECRETS OF PETTIGREW MUSEUM
11/09/1983 B031 MUSEUM WILL HOST PROGRAM FOR KIDS
12/08/1983 B055 MUSEUM OPEN HOUSE IS SATURDAY
2/06/1984 BOll WHEN IT COMES TO CHAIRS
2/23/1984 B054 FASHION EXHIBIT OPENS SUNDAY
2/29/1984 B041 KMUSEUM EXHIBIT REFLECTS SOCIAL CHANGE
3/22/1984 B055 HUMAN BRAIN IS MUSEUM TOPIC
5/03/1984 B054 PROGRAM TOPIC--VICTORIAN FASHIONS
8/30/1984 DOll CITY CUTS MUSEUM CURATOR POST
11/03/1984 BOll GRAND OPENING OF DELBRIDGE MUSEUM
11/26/1984 coil MUSEUM OFFERS PROGRAM ON SIOUX CULTURE
12/01/1984 coil PETTIGREW MUSEUM ANNUAL OPEN HOUSE
1/10/1985 C012 CITY LOBBIES FOR CENTENNIAL MUSEUM
1/11/1985 C012 HAM OFFERS ALTERNATIVES FOR STATE MUSEUM
2/11/1985 B034 JANKLOW PROPOSES CENTENNIAL AID
2/12/1985 A091 5€MUSEUM PUMPS LIFE INTO MEDICAL HISTORY
2/24/1985 C061 SPEARFISH ALSO WANTS CULTURAL HERITAGE CENTER
5/25/1985 A094 MUSEUM THANKFUL FOR EXHIBIT HELP CD
12/15/1985 coil KMUSEUM COMES ALIVE
12/26/1985 B051 MUSEUMS PLAN WINTER NATURE HIKE
1/28/1986 A074 SIOUXLAND MUSEUM ELECTS OFFICERS
1/30/1986 A091 INDIAN VILLAGE IS PROGRAM FOCUS
2/10/1986 A051 ^DIRECTOR HELPS CONNECT PAST TO FUTURE
2/17/1986 BOll 'MADE IN DAKOTA' EXHIBIT AT MUSEUM
6/06/1986 C012 MUSEUM TO RECEIVE FEDERAL GRANT OF $38,491
6/09/1986 B031 MUSEUM WANTS VOLUNTEERS
8/02/1986 A072 PETTIGREW CELEBRATION A SUCCESS CD
8/20/1986 B016 COUNTY DELAYS BID DISCUSSION
8/26/1986 B025 BOARD TO CONSIDER MUSEUM RENOVATION BIDS
8/27/1986 B013 COUNTY REOPENS BIDS FOR COURTHOUSE RENOVATION
9/14/1986 Alll FAWICK FLYER REMARKABLE (L)
9/23/1986 C013 BUILDING ON COUNTY RENOVATION
10/02/1986 A094 MUSEUM OFFERS CHILDREN'S SERIES
11/01/1986 A112 MUSEUM THANKS BALLOONING GROUP CD
12/04/1986 Alll MUSEUM PLANS OLD-FASHIONED FUN
12/20/1986 C012 CITY FOR RENOVATION OF HISTORIC HOME
12/22/1986 B024 CITY TO LOOK AT BID FOR RENOVATION
12/23/1986 C021 CITY APPROVES RENOVATION
12/25/1986 C092 MUSEUM LEADS WINTER NATURE HIKE
1/05/1987 C016 MUSEUM WORK ON AGENDA FOR MEETING
1/06/1987 C012 PETTIGREW PLANS GET GO-AHEAD
1/09/1987 A121 MUSEUM WORTH THE MONEY CED)
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SUBJECT
MUSHROOMS
MUSIC
MUSIC ARCHIVES
MUSIC AWARDS
MUSIC BAND
MUSIC BLUEGRASS
MUSIC BLUES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/20/1985 CD2'i LOOKING FOR A FEW GOOD MUSHROOM GROWERS
3/11/1985 AG12 KSD HUNGERS FOR MUSHROOM TRADE
7/07/1985 C021 *MUSHROOM GROWERS MOVE INTO SD
12/02/1985 B015 PRODUCERS EXPECT BUSINESS TO MUSHROOM
<i/14/1987 C021 ELKTON MUSHROOM FIRM FILES FOR BANKRUPTCY
10/25/1987 EOll MUSHROOM PLANT GETS STATE GRANT
5/01/1991 B012 *BIG BUSINESS AT ELKTON PLANT
8/17/1992 B012 MUSHROOMS SPUR CALLS TO POISON CENTER
6/21/1983 A072 XBROOKINGS WOMAN ON MUSIC BOARD
1/10/198A A07A BRANDON NATIVE HEADS GROUP
3/16/198^ BOll KIRISH MUSIC NIGHT IS BACK BY DEMAND
5/03/198A B013 *MUSIC HAS BEEN PART OF MAN'S LIFE
5/06/198<i coil MUSIC LICENSING FIRM IS PICKING ON TAVERN
12/18/1991 BOll KIT WAS YEAR OF THE WEIRD MUSIC
1/15/1992 BOll KBLAND BANDS--'ALTERNATIVE' MUSIC BLEAK
8/23/1992 GOll KRAP ON MUSIC--DAD HITS END OF TOLERANCE
1/08/1988 B012 MUSIC ARCHIVES HAS NEW HOME THAT NEEDS HELP
2/20/1992 A071 KONCE AGAIN, FOLK MUSIC THE IN SOUND
1/10/1982 BOAl SF BAND TO PERFORM AT WORLD'S OF FUN
3/11/1982 C08A KEX-STREET MUSICIANS TOUR CAMPUSES
3/18/1982 coil KREDWILLOW QUITS AFTER 8 YEARS
A/23/1982 C032 CLUB FEATURING NEW WAVE MUSIC OPENS
7/05/1982 C021 WHY NO SUPPORT FOR THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN OYSTERS (ED)
7/15/1982 B012 KTHE SUBURBS/BOYS FROM THE MINNEAPOLIS
7/30/1982 Alll KX DOESN'T MIND CRITICAL ACCLAIM
8/05/1982 BOll KLA PUNKERS DELIVER ROCK SHOW SO GOOD (FINE)
8/12/1982 BOll KOYSTERS STILL HOME-TOWN BOYS
1/21/1983 A091 KARLIE'S ALL-STARS PERFORM ONCE A YEAR
1/28/1983 BOll KLIFE ON THE ROAD'S LIKE PERPETUAL SLUMBER PARTY
A/lA/1983 B012 KTHE TOKENS--A TRIED-AND-TRUE PRODUCT
7/20/1983 B015 KLOCAL MUSICIAN JOINS ROY CLARK
2/05/1984 D015 KBEATLES TOOK STATE BY SURPRISE
5/18/1984 B013 KNITRO BROTHERS BAND IS LOCAL HIT
9/30/1984 BOll KTRI-STATE BAND FESTIVAL
1/18/1985 A091 ^ENTERPRISE'S COMMERCIAL SUCCESS
3/08/1985 B082 K8-YEAR-0LD IN FAMILY MUSICAL GROUP
10/17/1985 A062 NOT ALL BANDS OUT OF WORK (L)
12/10/1985 BOll KFORMER STEPPENWOLF MEMBER HITS LOCAL STAGE
1/11/1986 A052 KROCKY MOUNTAIN OYSTERS BAND TUNES OUT
1/27/1986 B013 DRUMMER BEATS DISEASE WITH MUSIC
2/18/1986 BOll KLOCAL BAND RECORDS ORIGINAL ROCK
5/02/1986 BOll KARLIE'S ALL-STARS
8/04/1986 A091 KSIOUX RIVER FOLK FESTIVAL
10/15/1986 C012 KBON JOVI GUNS UP CROWD FOR 38 SPECIAL
11/04/1986 B012 KWATERTOWN ROCK GROUP PERSEVERES FOR CONTRACT
12/20/1986 A072 KTORPEDOES SHOOT FOR A COMEBACK
12/22/1986 A072 K2 OF BLUEGRASS' BEST VISIT, PLAY IN CITY
1/16/1987 B012 KALLEY HITS THE ROAD
6/28/1990 B012 BLUE OYSTER CULT TO PLAY AT PIPESTONE
12/15/1990 A052 BLUE GROUP TO PLAY AT LOCAL CLUB
1/25/1991 B014 RED WILLOW GUITARIST IN BAND
3/12/1991 A052 KIRISH BAND TO PERFORM AT O'GORMAN
5/07/1991 A052 KBAND OF DEAD HEADS TO PLAY TONIGHT
5/28/1991 A052 KGOO GOO DOLLS GET A LITTLE MORE SERIOUS
5/28/1991 A055 JUNK MONKEYS PLAY POP FAST, SIMPLE, CATCHY
7/02/1991 A052 KFORBIDDEN PIGS GLAD TO BE BACK
9/20/1991 B014 KFLAG WITH HANK SAYS GOODBYE
10/18/1991 B012 KGHOST DANCE ROCKS
10/18/1991 B012 ACCLAIMED CHICAGO BAND PLAYING AT POMP
11/14/1991 B012 KDANGER DANGER BRINGS 'CRAZY' MUSIC TO BLITZ
11/15/1991 B012 KSTONEY SINGS OLD-FASHIONED
11/23/1991 A052 KTEENS STAY IN SCHOOL, PLAY IN BANDS
1/03/1992 A052 KSLAINTE MAKES SOUND INVESTMENT
1/09/1992 A072 KPICADORS BAND WILL STICK AROUND
1/24/1992 B012 KDRUMMER READY TO BRING HOME
2/14/1992 BOll KJUST LIKE THE GOOD, OLD DAYS
6/19/1992 B051 *SF ROCK BAND FINDS NICHE IN OREGON
7/03/1992 B021 IPSO FACTO, KILIMANJARO PLAY TONIGHT
8/07/1992 D012 KJANITOR BOB CLEANS UP
8/11/1992 D021 KRELAXED APPROACH DRIVES SQUEEZE FRONTMAN TILBROOK
8/12/1992 DOll KWAKEFIELD SET TO MAKE NEW MEMORIES
8/18/1992 D013 KCHENIER BRINGS ZYDECO SOUND TO CITY
9/11/1992 D021 KRED WILLOW BAND REUNITES IN HILLS
9/24/1992 D054 KBLUES GIG OPENS TONIGHT
9/29/1992 A062 SONG MISINTERPRETED AS ATTACK ON ELDERS (L)
10/19/1992 D012 KTEENS PACK 2-CAR GARAGE TO ROCK
6/26/1992 B015 BLUEGRASS HAS NEW TRADITION
7/26/1991 B012 XBLUE TUNE
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SUBJECT
MUSIC BLUES
MUSIC CARDS
MUSIC CHAMBER
MUSIC CHOIR
MUSIC CHORUS
MUSIC CHRISTIAN
MUSIC CHURCH
MUSIC CLUBS
MUSIC COLLECTION
MUSIC COMPOSTION
MUSIC CONCERTS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/19/1992 D016 ^GUITARIST TRAVERS TO PLAY POMP ROOM THIS THURSDAY
8/25/1992 DOIA KTRY ROGERS FOR SWEET TASTE OF BLUES
8/28/1992 D012 ROGERS CHRISTENS STILTSKINS WITH OLD-STYLE BLUES
10/21/1992 DDIl 3fBLUES ARTISTS CAN'T BE BEAT AS CLASS ACTS
5/12/1991 F0I2 KMUSIC CARDS ARE NEW KIDS ON BLOCK
11/09/1989 B0I2 3fCHAMBER TRIO BRINGS PLAYER BACK TO TOWN
9/02/I99I B032 *CHAMBER MUSIC
3/01/1982 C0I3 *CHILDRENS VOICES LIFTED IN SONG
9/23/1982 BOll *CHORAL SINGING SHOULD GET MORE RESPECT (FINE)
2/26/1983 B032 SIOUX FALLS COLLEGE CHOIR EXCEEDS EXPECTATIONS
3/07/1983 A071 KYOUTH CHOIR FESTIVAL
8/23/1983 coil CITY CHOIR TAKES TOP HONORS AT CONVENTION
8/31/1983 B075 LOCAL CHOIRS SELECTED TO PERFORM
3/23/1985 A092 CITY SHOULD BE PROUD OF CHOIR
A/28/1985 N02I K(RELIGION) CHURCH CHOIR DIRECTOR LEAVING
A/29/1985 BOll *800 VOICES
5/02/1985 BOll *CHORAL GALA
9/17/1985 C012 *COUNTY OFFICIALS SING UP A STORM
11/21/1985 B05A CHOIR TO GIVE PROGRAM
12/25/1985 C135 *STUDENTS ACCEPTED TO HONORS CHOIR
8/01/1986 B016 *TOP SINGERS WILL PERFORM
9/16/1986 A051 *GROUP SPREADS WORD OF OLD TIME MUSIC
10/2A/1986 A08A CADET CHORALE DESERVED MORE (L)
12/12/1986 C012 *IN TUNE WITH THE TIMES
1/02/1987 A072 PRACTICE KEEPS MEMBERS ON THE BALL
2/28/1987 A07A STUDENTS REPRESENTED CITY WELL (L)
6/2A/1987 E02I *CHOIR UNITES 3,000 AREA VOICES
12/15/1987 A012 *CHOIR PERFORMANCE AT CHURCH
12/11/1988 ^E012 *CHOIR TO HANDLE 'MESSIAH' WITH CARE
3/07/1989 coil 2 STUDENTS CHOSEN FOR HONORS CHOIR
7/21/1989 B081 SD NATIVE LEADS OLYMPIC CHOIR
11/19/1989 F012 *FESTIVITIES BRING SIX WEEKS OF CELEBRATION
8/09/1991 C012 *HONORS CHOIR IN CHORUS FOR FREE CONCERT
12/05/1991 B012 *HANDEL'S MASTERPIECE A FIXTURE FOR FASZER
8/06/1992 D012 *VOICES OF HIGH HONOR
11/17/1992 BOll COMMUNITY CHOIR TO PERFORM 'MESSIAH'
A/27/1983 C031 SIOUX EMPERIANS CHORUS WINS 2ND PLACE
11/26/1985 A091 ALL STATE MEMBERS CHOSEN
1/28/1986 A07A BARBERSHOP CHORUS INSTALLS OFFICERS (L)
3/20/1986 A071 LOCAL CHORUS TO PERFORM 'REQUIEM'
5/06/1989 B012 CENTENNIAL CHORUS SOUNDS HISTORICAL NOTES
10/2A/1989 A052 *MICHAEL W SMITH KEEPS THE FAITH
A/15/1991 A052 *CHRISTIAN MUSICIAN WANTS MASS APPEAL
6/06/1982 D051 *SINGING THE PRAISES OF CHURCH MUSIC
10/01/1982 COAl CHURCH MUSICIAN WORKSHOP BEGINS
11/11/1989 A052 *CHURCH'S FOLK GROUP CUTS ALBUM
lO/lA/1982 B055 MUSIC CLUB ORGANIZES LOCALLY
11/02/1982 AHA MUSIC CLUB OFFICERS ELECTED
11/23/1983 B05A *GROUP HONORS AGNES WHITCOMB
10/07/1992 D013 *STILTSKINS OFFERS CLASS ACTS, DESERVES SUPPORT
12/08/1991 GOIA KBOXED SETS ARE BOOMING
2/28/1992 B012 *COMPOSER PUTS THE WORDS OF POETRY INTO MUSIC
2/0A/1982 B06A SPECIAL EVENTS OF AUGUSTANA
2/19/1982 BOll *RICHIE FURAY LEAVES COUNTRY, ROCK BEHIND
3/02/1982 BOll *BOTTLE HURLERS, DRUNKS DISRUPT ROCK CONCERT
3/12/1982 D023 MAKE CONCERT SPOILERS PICK UP MESS AT ARENA (L)
3/12/1982 D023 ADVICE FOR KKRC ON CONCERT BEHAVIOR (L)
3/1A/1982 BOll MAN ARRESTED FOR DISTURBANCE AT CONCERT
3/16/1982 C021 ARGUS EDITORIAL ON CONCERT DISPUTED (L)
3/21/1982 D031 *COMMUNITY CONCERT TICKETS--ON SALE MONDAY
3/27/1982 C023 OLDER ROCK FANS MORE RESPONSIBLE CD
A/02/1982 B021 SHANGOYA'S SPARKLING REGGAE CAME THROUGH
A/09/1982 C02A TIGHT SECURITY URGED FOR FUTURE CONCERTS (L)
A/17/1982 B032 OBOE'S STRENGTH AS SOLO INSTRUMENT PROVEN AT RECITAL
6/11/1982 C013 HILLS CONCERT PROMOTERS SUE COUNTY
6/18/1982 C052 RAPID CITY CANCELS LEWIS CONCERT
7/17/1982 A055 AUG 2A GOSPEL CONCERT TICKETS ON SALE
7/21/1982 B05A ALL-STATE HONORS CHOIR
8/05/1982 BOAl BANDS TO HEADLINE SF CONCERTS
8/26/1982 BOll *STATLER BROTHERS GIVE SF CROWD WHAT THEY WANT
8/29/1982 B031 DISAGREES WITH FINE ABOUT CONCERT (L)
9/0A/1982 BOAl *SECOND CHAPTER OF ACTS--MESSAGE LOUD AND CLEAR
9/12/1982 B03A LIKED RUSH CONCERT (L)
9/25/1982 B021 RETORT FOR FINE RUSH CONCERT WAS SUCCESS (L)
11/22/1982 B031 JUICE NEWTON SINGS MANY STYLES OF MUSIC-NOT ONE WELL
2/17/1983 BOll KISS PUTS THEIR MESSAGE BACK ON STAGE
2/18/1983 B013 *PLASMATICS--BONE CRUNCHING EQUALS ROCK
3/06/1983 BOAl BENEFIT CONCERT SET FOR COLISEUM
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3/09/1983 BOll ^CONCERT MEMBERSHIP DRIVE THIS WEEK
3/11/1983 BOll 36MUSICIAN 83 BRINGS SHOW TO CITY
3/11/1983 BOll *N0 TRUTH TO ANIMAL TORTURE STORy--OZZlE OSBOURNE
3/11/1983 BOll AREA FOLK MUSIC HAS IRELAND CONNECTIONS
3/12/1983 A091 CONCERT TO BE OF THE GREEN VARIETY
3/13/1983 B033 SF DESERVES BETTER CONCERT GROUPS CD
3/1A/1983 C031 BUTCH THOMPSON TRIO AT AUGUSTANA
A/28/1983 BOll ^MUSICIAN STEVE WARINER BEGINS CLIMB
5/11/1983 D033 MASTERS FIVE TREAT CITY TO HALLELUJAHS
5/16/1983 B02A CONCERT REVIEW CRITICIZED (L)
5/16/1983 B033 3CSUNDAY MUSIC AT TERRACE PARK
6/16/1983 BOll 5CR1CK SPRINGFIELD CONCERT IS SCREAMING SUCCESS
7/13/1983 BOll XGREG KIHN HASN'T GONE MELLOW ON ROCK
7/1A/1983 B015 ^SOUTHERN FRIED ROCK--ZZ TOP ROCKS
8/15/1983 A071 *SOUTH DAKOTA LOVES ALABAMA
9/03/1983 B013 *PART OF ROCK 'N' ROLL IDOL LIVES
10/15/1983 C02A KNWC CONCERT WAS GREAT CD
12/04/1983 D063 *MAYNARD FERGUSON STARTED CAREER EARLY
12/13/1983 B03A *GUNDERSON HEADS CONCERTS
1/04/1984 C071 IOWA NATIVE WILL PERFORM IN CONCERT
1/09/1984 C054 *BIG BANDS DEMAND ROAR OF A CROWD
1/23/1984 A071 MUSIC OF STARS AND WIND
2/10/1984 A121 THE VELVET FOG HITS COLISEUM
2/18/1984 Alll CUBAN PIANIST TO PERFORM IN SF
3/18/1984 D021 ^MEMBERSHIP DRIVE IS ON FOR '84-'85
3/25/1984 D024 CONCERT PROFITS WILL BENEFIT PROJECT
5/18/1984 B013 ^CONCERT PAYS TRIBUTE TO MIDWESTERN COMPOSERS
6/05/1984 coil ^WEATHER DOESN'T CHASE AWAY MUSIC LOVERS
6/15/1984 coil CLAWSON WILL PERFORM IN SF CONCERT
6/21/1984 BOll BEACH BOYS WILL BRING GOOD VIBRATIONS TO SF
6/23/1984 BOll KENNY ROGERS CONCERT IS SELLOUT FOR 2ND YEAR
6/27/1984 coil KKENNY ROGERS ASKS FANS TO BRING FOOD
7/01/1984 C041 KENNY ROGERS WINS OVER CAPACITY CROWD
7/07/1984 A085 OPENING ACT FOR BEACH BOYS
7/11/1984 coil KTHE BEACH BOYS
7/12/1984 BOll THEY EARNED, LEARNED FROM HUSET'S CONCERT
8/03/1984 A071 THE LOUDER THEY SCREAM
8/20/1984 BOll *BUDDY R1CH--A LEGEND ON THE DRUMS
8/25/1984 C031 *PR1DE, SHEPPARD WARM COUNTRY HEARTS
9/19/1984 C015 JAZZ MUSICIANS GIVE CONCERT
10/05/1984 BOll 36SHOW GOES ON
10/08/1984 B034 KBILL STAINES TO BRING HIS MUSIC TO SF
10/10/1984 C021 MUSICIAN KEEPS FOLK MUSIC ALIVE
10/17/1984 coil *UP WITH PEOPLE
12/02/1984 C031 CONCERT CROWD EMBARRASSING (D
12/03/1984 B023 GENERAL ADMISSION SEATING HURT CONCERT CD
12/05/1984 D024 CONCERT HELD AT BAD TIME CD
12/12/1984 D021 COVERAGE OF HALL AND DATES OUT OF TOUCH
1/25/1985 B031 5CDU0-P1AN0 TEAM TO PERFORM
3/07/1985 B021 ^SOPRANO'S VISIT WILL CONCLUDE SEASON
3/13/1985 C051 ^COMMUNITY CONCERTS OUTLINES UPCOMING SEASON
3/22/1985 BOll *BLUES KING
3/29/1985 BOll KBLEND OF CLASS AND BLUEGRASS
4/26/1985 B031 SF CHRISTIAN WILL HOST FREE CONCERT TONIGHT
5/10/1985 BOll KPETRAFIED
5/14/1985 A103 LORD GUIDES PETRA FANS CD
5/31/1985 A012 RANCHER, MUSICIANS, FANS READY FOR STAMPEDE
6/01/1985 A071 *DAKOTA COUNTRY FEST
6/04/1985 AQ12 PROMOTER SAYS WEATHER COST HIM $200,000
6/15/1985 AlOl XHIGH TICKET PRICE DOESN'T STOP FANS
6/22/1985 A121 RAIN HEATS THINGS UP FOR ARENA MANAGER
6/25/1985 AlOl CONCERT GOERS TREATED WORSE THAN LIVESTOCK CD
6/26/1985 C021 BEACH BOYS CONCERT DATES CHANGE
7/07/1985 coil 3fTHE HEAT GOES ON AT BASEBALL STADIUM
7/18/1985 A072 9fR0CK 'N' ROLL REUNION
7/20/1985 A012 3('50S ROCKERS INVADE
7/20/1985 A051 XROCK 'N' ROLL HEAVEN
8/15/1985 BOll K'WEIRD AL' SPINS TOP 40 ON ITS EAR
8/20/1985 B012 JfOAK RIDGE BOYS HEADLINE FAIR ENTERTAINMENT
8/21/1985 DOll MILSAP'S PERFORMANCE IS ENTERTAINING
8/23/1985 B031 OAK RIDGE BOYS SERVE UP MUSIC TREATS
8/24/1985 B012 BOOKING ENTERTAINMENT ALWAYS A GAMBLE
8/25/1985 AlOl REVIEW MISSES THE BEAT (D
8/25/1985 coil 5e'60S BANDS, FAIR CROWD HAPPY TOGETHER
8/30/1985 BOll *BEACH BOYS' SURFING SONGS SHAKE CROWD
9/07/1985 A051 ^ALABAMA SHOW DYNAMITE
9/09/1985 B031 ALABAMA FANS TRAVEL FAR
9/16/1985 BOll *VINTON BRINGS MEMORIES TO LIFE
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/03/1988 B012 CITY'S ROCK CONCERT PROSPECTS GLOOMIER
6/06/1988 coil COUNTRY MUSIC STARS TO SING NEAR BRITTON
6/23/1988 A072 KBLUEGRASS COUNTRY AND ROCK IN SD
6/26/1988 B016 SLUGGISH SALES FOR CONCERT
6/30/1988 B012 *CHEAP TRICK SETS STAGE FOR MORE BANDS
7/09/1988 A052 *TOP ROCKERS PLAY MIDWEST
7/12/1988 C016 REO SPEEDWAGON MAY HAVE TO DELAY CONCERT
7/13/1988 B012 ROCK BAND POSTPONES CITY CONCERT
7/16/1988 A081 ROCK SUFFERS SETBACK (ED)
7/18/1988 A095 *MOLLY HATCHETT WILL PLAY CONCERT IN SF
7/21/1988 B016 VOICE RANGES ACROSS THREE OCTAVES
7/21/1988 B016 FEST WRAPUP STILL TANGLED
7/26/1988 A112 BRING TOP-NOTCH ACTS HERE (L)
8/21/1988 Foil XAN EXPLOSION OF COUNTRY
8/27/1988 A015 STRYPER IN AS CITY'S NEXT CONCERT
9/06/1988 A106 ASK READERS WHAT THEY WANT (L)
9/08/1988 A052 *'88 FESTIVAL SPOTLIGHTS MUSIC
10/06/1988 B013 *BISHOP GETS A LITTLE FUN OUT OF LIFE
10/07/1988 B016 CONCERTS RALLY ROCK 'N' ROLL IN SF
10/15/1988 A056 *CAMPUS HOSTS CHAMBER MUSIC
10/16/1988 A126 MOST FANS ENJOYED CONCERT (L)
10/29/1988 A052 *REGGAE ROCKERS WILL OFFER THEIR FACTS
11/10/1988 B015 ^MAINSTREAM MUSIC DOMINATES SF PERFORMING SCENE
11/19/1988 A052 *MUSEUM WILL HOST BLUEGRASS CONCERT
11/26/1988 A052 SLAVE RAIDER PLANS ASSAULT
12/09/1988 B015 *CONCERT CONFLICT CAUSES EXODUS FROM SIOUX FALLS
12/16/1988 B012 AMY GRANT PLANS CONCERT IN SIOUX FALLS
1/21/1989 A052 *LOCAL RAGTIME COMPOSER GETS A HEARING
2/03/1989 B012 *SINGER OSBORN RETURNS FOR BENEFIT CONCERT
2/10/1989 B016 SHOWS FEATURE ARENA SELLOUTS
2/12/1989 A012 XBRITNY FOX SIGN AT MUSICLAND
2/16/1989 A052 *OFFER SAMPLE OF A DIFFERENT AMY GRANT
2/16/1989 A015 *SHOWS CROWD SHE'S KEPT HER FAITH
2/17/1989 B012 *MCDANIEL BRINGS 'FEEL GOOD' MUSIC
2/26/1989 B012 *WHITE HEART, AGELESS ROCKERS APPEAR IN CITY
3/17/1989 B016 LIMITED TICKETS CREATE INTIMACY FOR APRIL CONCERT
3/26/1989 B016 CITY WILL HOST THREE CONCERTS WITH TOP BANDS
6/11/1989 A052 *BANGLES WANT TO SPREAD IMAGE OF SELF-MADE
6/13/1989 A086 SOUSA EVENT THRILLING (L)
6/15/1989 A052 MARSALIS BRINGS BAND TO TOWN
6/19/1989 A056 *SINGER RABBITT TO GIVE CONCERT IN SF
6/29/1989 B012 *MUSEUM HOSTS CONCERT, CLINIC
5/07/1989 F016 ^'SHADOWS' SEES EXUBERANCE, PAIN OF PEOPLE
5/08/1989 A072 *ROCK 'N' ROLL WITH POISON, TESLA
5/10/1989 coil TICKETS STILL AVAILABLE FOR POISON CONCERT
5/11/1989 C012 YEARNING FOR LONGER DOSE OF POISON
5/12/1989 C012 CONCERTED EFFORT TO FIGHT THEFT
5/21/1989 A151 CONCERT PUTDOWN UNFAIR (L)
6/03/1989 coil RAPID CITY MAYOR WARY OF METALLICA
6/13/1989 A052 *METALLICA DENIES MUSIC IS SATANIC
6/16/1989 A012 *TI6HT SECURITY PUTS LID ON METALLICA CROWD
6/16/1989 B012 METALLICA DELIVERS HEAVY METAL PUNCH
6/17/1989 coil LAWYER FOR METALLICA OBSERVES CONCERT
6/22/1989 B021 CITY WILL SOUND LIKE LOUISIANA BAYOU
6/23/1989 B016 FULL HOUSE EXPECTED AT CONCERT
6/29/1989 A012 *A NEW CURVE FOR JAN AND DEAN
6/29/1989 A072 KPERFORMER HOPES CONCERT BUILDS GOODWILL
6/29/1989 A076 *NEW GRASS ROOTS BRING THEIR FAVORITE OLDIES
7/13/1989 BOll PAHA SAPA CONCERT RAISES $15,000 SO FAR
7/18/1989 A052 ^TRADITIONAL BLUESMAN TO PLAY IN TOWN
8/02/1989 BOll STONES TICKETS ON SALE SATURDAY
8/03/1989 B016 LEWIS READY FOR STONES TICKET SALES
8/05/1989 A015 READY TO ROLL
8/05/1989 A052 *JUDDS BRING 'RIVER OF TIME' TOUR
8/06/1989 coil STONES TICKETS SELL IN A HURRY
8/06/1989 F015 JUDDS ROLL OUT HITS AT ARENA
8/08/1989 A012 BON JOVI RETURNS TO ARENA
8/11/1989 A106 JUDDS WERE SENSATIONAL (L)
8/11/1989 BOll BON JOVI TICKETS ON SALE SATURDAY
8/12/1989 A052 *GROUP HOPES TO ESCAPE CLUB OF ONE HIT
8/16/1989 A072 ESCAPE CLUB BRINGS LIFE TO FAIR BILL
8/20/1989 A131 JUDD REVIEW DISAPPOINTS (L)
8/26/1989 A016 *BALLADEER BARRY MANILOW BOOKED AT ARENA "
8/26/1989 BOll STONES TICKETS AVAILABLE SATURDAY
9/01/1989 B012 *SIOUX FALLS DEAR TO BON JOVI
9/01/1989 C015 CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY UPSET WITH LOSS OF SALES
9/06/1989 A012 *BON JOVI VISIT LIKE GOOD MEDICINE
9/06/1989 A052 *BON JOVI DAZZLES ARENA CROWD
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9/11/1989 A052 XTILLIS' ENERGY LOST ON CROWD
9/12/1989 A102 TWO DON'T REPRESENT CITY CD
9/15/1989 BOll 3CBILLY SQUIER BOOKS CONCERT AT ARENA
9/20/1989 A12A TILLIS SHOW TOO LOUD (L)
9/26/1989 A052 *BARRY'S BACK IN STYLE
9/28/1989 A056 *MANILOW THRILLS FANS AT ARENA
9/28/1989 C012 *MANILOW MAGIC
10/05/1989 A061 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS ON THE SIOUX FALLS ARENA
10/06/1989 B012 TROLLING STONES PASS ROAD TEST AGAIN
10/08/1989 A012 STONES FANS--'THIS COULD BE IT'
10/09/1989 A052 *STONES ROLL ALONG
10/16/1989 A052 aeHURRICANE ALICE PLAYS TONIGHT AT POMP ROOM
10/21/1989 A052 K'MUTANT BLUES MAN' UNLEASHES HIS FURY
10/21/1989 A056 KSQUIER RUSTY AT ARENA
10/22/1989 FOIA 5fFRENCH REVOLUTION COMES TO VERMILLION
11/18/1989 B012 BLUEGRASS ENSEMBLE TO TAKE FINAL BOW
11/25/1989 A08A KEYES' REVIEW OFF TARGET CD
11/28/1989 A105 KEYES WRONG ABOUT CONCERT CD
11/30/1989 A083 COLUMN DISGRACEFUL CD
12/06/1989 A02A KEYES NOT INTO COUNTRY CD
12/16/1989 B015 *ILL BILL AND SPINAL CHILLS SET FOR SHOW
1/23/1990 A055 PINK FLOYD ROCK SHOW SET
1/27/1990 A052 ^SONGWRITER GIVES VOICE TO STRUGGLE
2/18/1990 E013 CONCERTS ON SAME DAY
2/24/1990 A083 CONCERT CONFLICT BAD CD
3/03/1990 C041 SEARCH POLICY AT CONCERTS A VIOLATION
3/09/1990 AOll SUNDAY CULT CONCERT AT ARENA IS CANCELED
3/12/1990 A072 *RUSS TAFF SEEKS POP AUDIENCE
3/17/1990 A052 XBRITNY FOX TOUGHENS UP IMAGE, SOUND
3/18/1990 F014 ^NEWTON TO SERENADE ARENA CROWD
3/19/1990 A012 KLOCAL FANS CHEER NEWTON, JETT
3/24/1990 A052 KDUO TO PERFORM FOR SAKE OF PEACE
3/26/1990 B015 ECLECTIC LINEUP HIGHLIGHTS SEASON
3/28/1990 C025 CROWD CONDUCT MAY AFFECT FUTURE CONCERTS
4/17/1990 B012 *SPORTS, NEW ALBUM OCCUPY SINGERS TIME
4/20/1990 A015 XTRAVIS SIGNED FOR MAY SHOW
4/20/1990 B012 KBLUESMAN'S TOUR IS JOURNEY OF REDISCOVERY
4/20/1990 B016 ^MURRAY SERENADES AUDIENCE
5/10/1990 A016 ROCKER DYLAN TO PERFORM IN CITY JUNE 13
5/12/1990 A052 *SOUND OF SUCCESS
5/14/1990 A012 *0N THE ROAD WITH RANDY
5/14/1990 B012 TRAVIS DELIVERS THE HITS
6/04/1990 B012 FORMER MEMBER OF TOTO IN TOWN
6/09/1990 A056 MAUTOHARPIST TO PERFORM AT WORTHING
6/14/1990 A012 3€THIRTYS0METHING CROWD FLOCKS TO DYLAN
6/14/1990 B012 DYLAN FILLS ARENA WITH CONVICTION, PASSION
6/19/1990 BOll WAYLON JENNINGS CONCERT PLANNED--RAPID CITY
6/20/1990 A105 STAGE AREA CROWDING SHOULD BE STOPPED (L)
6/28/1990 B021 XMUSIC FESTIVAL PLANNED
7/05/1990 A052 *LITA FORD HAS STOOD DEFIANT
7/08/1990 A112 HEADLINE ERROR SHOWS INEPTITUDE (L)
7/14/1990 C034 LITA FORD HEADLINES BLACK HILLS CONCERT
7/17/1990 A052 XPAUL MCCARTNEY BRINGS WORLD TOUR TO IOWA
7/18/1990 B012 KREO SPEEDWAGON CELEBRATES REBIRTH
7/19/1990 C012 3CWASHES OUT REO SPEEDWAGON CONCERT
7/20/1990 B012 MCCARTNEY SHOULD LET SOME BEATLES TUNES BE
7/20/1990 C012 REO FANS ANXIOUS FOR TICKET REFUNDS
7/21/1990 B033 CAMPGROUND CONCERT SCHEDULE COMPLETE
8/04/1990 A012 HUMPERDINCK 2ND TO CANCEL CONCERT
8/08/1990 C012 KHIT MACHINE CHICAGO PACKS 'EM IN
8/09/1990 B012 CHICAGO FUSES PAST, PRESENT AT FAIR
8/11/1990 A052 DAMIEN THRILLS CROWD WITH SPIRITED PERFORMANCE
8/13/1990 A083 CITY LEADERS, KINFOLK GET BEST ARENA SEATS (L)
8/23/1990 A072 J6DAVID CROSBY'S MID-LIFE CRISIS FULL OF SUCCESSES
8/24/1990 B012 ^AMERICAN MADE PLAYS FOR COMMON FOLK
8/28/1990 A052 XGUITARIST PRAISED
8/28/1990 A055 ATLANTA ROCKERS STAY TRUE TO BLUE TRADITION
8/30/1990 A086 AMERICAN MADE BAND KEEPS GETTING BETTER (L)
8/30/1990 B016 *JONES THRILLS CROWD
9/01/1990 A052 3€C0UNTRY, GOSPEL TAKE CENTER STAGE
9/03/1990 A052 XBEACH BOYS' LEGACY LIVES ON
9/03/1990 A052 DENVER GIVES SOLID PERFORMANCE
9/04/1990 A012 ^fFANS IDENTIFY WITH BEACH BOYS
9/04/1990 A072 BEACH BOYS CLOSE OUT SUMMER
9/07/1990 BOll BEACH BOYS DELAY BLAMED ON GENERATOR
9/07/1990 B012 XCORN PALACE FESTIVAL BEGINS IN MITCHELL
9/11/1990 A072 *GOSPEL GREATS SING IN MITCHELL
9/18/1990 A012 U-KREW CANCELS BECAUSE OF LACK OF INTEREST
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9/25/1990 A052 ^DOUBLE DOSE OF HEAVY METAL
9/27/1990 B012 POISON PLAYS IT AGAIN FOR FANS
10/04/1990 A082 RAP CANCELLATION A BLOW TO SF (L)
10/05/1990 B012 SCHEDULE INCLUDES 4 PERFORMANCES IN TOWN
10/06/1990 A052 *MUSIC FOR THE MATURE
10/18/1990 A052 3€SAWYER BROWN MIXES TRADITION, ENERGY
10/21/1990 FOll 3€A LONG AND STRANGE TRIP, INDEED
10/22/1990 B016 PSYCHEDELIA REIGNS AT COLISEUM
11/03/1990 B012 *LEGEND SOARS SWEET AND CLEAR
11/06/1990 C012 *ALIAS RIDING HIGH ON CHART WITH HIT SINGLE
11/06/1990 C013 3CRE0 HOPES THIRD TIME IS CHARM
11/08/1990 B012 FOR REO SPEEDWAGON, IT'S TIME TO FLY
11/09/1990 B015 KARTS EVENTS PLANNED AT CHURCHES, COLLEGE
11/15/1990 B016 *PLANT FINDS NIRVANA ON BACK ROADS
11/16/1990 B016 ^PLANT'S GOT THE TOUCH
11/17/1990 B042 *AN EVENING OF MUSIC
11/19/1990 A076 KKEAGGY PROVES HE'S A MASTER
11/27/1990 A052 JCHOOPSNAKES JUST WANNA HAVE FUN
11/30/1990 B015 *OAK RIDGE BOYS CONCERT TONIGHT
12/01/1990 A076 OAKS OFFER FULL FARE OF HOLIDAY FILL
12/04/1990 A072 *CONNELLS UPGRADE TOURING VEHICLE
12/06/1990 B015 TICKET SALES LAGGING FOR BENEFIT CONCERT
12/11/1990 A012 KCONCERT TICKET SALES LAGGING
12/12/1990 A114 REVIEW NOT NEEDED FOR ONE-TIME SHOW (L)
12/14/1990 C015 CONCERT DRAWS ENDORSEMENT FROM COUNCIL
12/16/1990 A085 KEYES' NEXT REVIEW CAN USE NICE TALK (L)
12/16/1990 F012 ^CONCERT FOR RECONCILIATION STAGED TO HEAL WOUNDS
12/17/1990 A054 *BROWNE, RAITT LEAVE GOOD VIBES
12/19/1990 A086 HOLIDAY CONCERT WORTH THE MONEY (L)
12/20/1990 AOll CHEAP TRICK CANCELS CONCERT ON DECEMBER 31
12/22/1990 A052 56FRIENDS WHO PLAY TOGETHER
12/28/1990 B012 MUSIC COMES ALIVE IN NORMALLY QUIET SF
1/10/1991 A106 MIDWESTERNERS CAN'T AFFORD $20 TICKETS (L)
1/17/1991 B016 *KEEN SINGS SATURDAY IN TOWN
2/08/1991 B012 *WINGER STRIKES FAMILIAR POSE
2/12/1991 A052 ARENA ROCKS WITH TRIO OF METAL BANDS
2/27/1991 B012 CONCERT BUSINESS QUIET--ARENA MANAGER
3/13/1991 A103 2 LIVE CREW BAN STEP TOWARDS DECENCY (L)
3/17/1991 FOll 36VAN SHELTON, LOVELESS, TIPPIN AT ARENA TONIGHT
3/31/1991 F012 XLOCAL TALENT FILLS CONCERT HALLS IN APRIL
4/06/1991 A052 TRIO OF COUNTRY LEGENDS TONIGHT
4/08/1991 A052 COUNTRY LEGENDS IN GOOD FORM, STRONG VOICE
4/14/1991 F012 MURPHEY REVIVES COWBOY TUNES
4/15/1991 A052 ^CHRISTIAN MUSICIAN WANTS MASS APPEAL
4/18/1991 A056 'PROPHETESS' TO SING AT KJIA BENEFIT
5/01/1991 BOll 5CHIGHER PRICES FOR CONCERTS SIGN OF TIMES
5/18/1991 A052 KJUDDS, GARTH BROOKS, PIRATES OF MISSISSIPPI
5/19/1991 C012 *A COUNTRY NIGHT
5/19/1991 F012 GARTH BROOKS UPSTAGES JUDDS AT ARENA
5/19/1991 F014 PIRATES OF THE MISSISSIPPI CASH IN ON LUCK
5/31/1991 B012 RAP CONCERT TONIGHT
6/02/1991 A113 KEYES' CONCERT REVIEW UNFAIR TO JUDDS (L)
6/07/1991 B051 KGLENN MILLER ORCHESTRA PERFORMS HERE SUNDAY
6/15/1991 A012 KCONCERT CONNOISSEURS
7/05/1991 A072 *LIVE MUSIC
7/09/1991 A052 GREAT WHITE GIVES ROCK A MELODIC TWIST AT ARENA
7/10/1991 BOll KLOTS OF GOOD MUSIC GRACES CITY STAGE
7/29/1991 A052 POP ROCKERS NELSON PLAY ALL THE HITS AT ARENA
8/03/1991 A052 *TOP 0' THE HEAP
8/05/1991 B012 *BLUE-COLLAR CROWD RALLIES TO SOUND OF ZZ TOP
8/13/1991 A052 *A SUPREME BEING
8/13/1991 A084 CONCERT LOUDMOUTHS WOULDN'T SHUT UP (L)
8/14/1991 A012 KLADY SINGS THE BLUES
8/14/1991 BOll KMUSICAL ACTS WASHED OUT BY RAINFALL
8/14/1991 B016 ROSS GIVES FIRST-CLASS ARENA ACT
8/26/1991 A052 *HONKY TALK TRADITIONALISTS
8/29/1991 A075 *TRAVIS AND BROOKS ARE BETTER
9/03/1991 A052 ^BOSTON BAND TAKES CUE FROM AEROSMITH
9/03/1991 A055 XGRANT TO SING IN SIOUX CITY ON THURSDAY
9/06/1991 B015 KCORN PALACE LURES TOP COUNTRY STARS
9/08/1991 A114 REVIEWER MISSED GREAT BLACK CONCERT (L)
9/10/1991 A072 KCHOOSE THE BLUES
9/20/1991 B071 MCDANIEL PERFORMS SUNDAY AT ARENA
9/23/1991 A082 FAN SQUEALED, SHOOK AT BLACK PERFORMANCE (L)
10/27/1991 B014 ^COUNTRY FUN
10/27/1991 F012 JCGOSPEL SINGER TURNED POP SENSATION HERE TONIGHT
10/28/1991 A014 XGRANT SETS ARENA HEARTS IN MOTION
11/05/1991 A052 *PETRA-FIED ROCK
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11/08/1991 BQ12 *PETRA GIVE PROFESSIONAL PIZAZZ TO MUSIC
12/06/1991 B013 XWARLAND WILL SING IN THE OLD WITH THE NEW
12/27/1991 B015 ^ACOUSTIC BANDS TOPS IN SOUND
1/01/1992 BOll XAREA MUSIC LIVENING UP--FINALLY
1/26/1992 G012 ^CHRISTIAN ROCKER RELISHES FREEDOM
1/31/1992 A052 KLARKIN'S TALENTS PLACE HER UP WITH FAMOUS FOLKS
3/03/1992 A082 3fSAN FRANCISCO SAX GROUP WILL BRING ACT TO AUGUSTANA
3/27/1992 B012 KSIX WILL PLAY 'JUST LIKE THE OLD DAYS'
A/03/1992 B031 KGREAT PLAINS, NITTY GRITTY BANDS AT SDSU
A/07/1992 A052 56CONCERT SEASON OFFERS BALANCE
A/10/1992 BOll 3€REBA TICKETS SELL QUICKLY
A/21/1992 B012 DADDIES GROUP GEARING UP FOR FINAL SHOWS
5/01/1992 E012 KREBA'S STAR IS RED HOT
5/11/1992 A012 KGARTH BROOKS TO PLAY IN SF
5/12/1992 B012 ^TRAVELING TREND SETTER HAS HEAVY FOLLOWING
5/15/1992 A015 *METALLICA ROCKS SF
5/15/1992 B012 XGARTH'S POPULARITY FORCES TICKET LOTTERY
5/16/1992 A012 *TICKET LOTTERY BRINGS FANS TO ARENA
6/03/1992 BOll *GARTH LOTTERY SIGN OF TIMES
6/09/1992 B031 ^FAMILY LIFE PAYS MONEY A DIVIDEND
6/11/1992 B02A KEDDIE MONEY GIVES FANS A TRIP BACK 'TO PARADISE'
6/12/1992 A016 ^HAMMER TO SING AT ARENA
6/1A/1992 G021 ^CONCERT SERIES STARTS MONDAY AT USD
6/16/1992 A012 3€T0P BROOKS TICKETS AVAILABLE FOR $500
6/23/1992 BOIA KLOVELESS, JONES JOIN JULY A SODRAC EVENT
6/26/1992 B021 LOTTERY SET UP FOR U2 TICKETS
7/03/1992 B012 KGOING GAGA OVER GARTH
7/0A/1992 A012 XGARTH BROOKS--ONE HOT TICKET
7/0A/1992 A052 BROOKS WORKS CROWD WITH HIS CRAFTY SHOWMANSHIP
7/20/1992 D012 *HAMMER BEATS THE RAP
7/21/1992 D012 XGET USED TO THE BLUES
7/28/1992 D012 ^TALKING TOURS WITH TRITT
7/31/1992 D024 *TRITT ROCKS ARENA AUDIENCE
8/21/1992 DOll *BEACH BOYS, FANS SHOWING THEIR AGE--IT ISN'T PRETTY
8/25/1992 A062 THRASH METAL CONCERT COVERAGE APPRECIATED (L)
9/03/1992 A015 SOLUTIONS TO 'BLACK-ED' OUT SHOW ANGER HOLDERS
9/03/1992 A081 DISABLED DESERVE GOOD CONCERT SEATS, TOO (L)
9/03/1992 D012 *1-90 IS DRIVEN TO SUCCEED
9/03/1992 D014 *HOT LEPPARD ADRENALIZES FRIDAY
9/0A/1992 D032 *DEF LEPPARD ROCKS TONIGHT
9/05/1992 A052 SET AND LIGHTING ALMOST UPSTAGE DEF LEPPARD
9/08/1992 B012 STATE FAIR TO REFUND CONCERT TICKETS
9/08/1992 D012 U2'S MASSIVE, MUSICAL ZOO ROARS FRIDAY IN IOWA
9/09/1992 DOll *YOUNG FANS FLOCK TO HEAR DYLAN REVIVAL
9/13/1992 D012 *U2 ROCKS AMES WITH MUSIC, MESSAGE
9/2A/1992 DOIA *GORKA OPENS FRIENDS OF MUSIC SERIES
10/01/1992 D012 *SINGER LOVES LIVE SHOWS, HATES VIDEOS
10/01/1992 D05A FRICKE CAN'T WAIT FOR CONCERT
10/15/1992 D012 *DEAN, ROGERS MAKE ARENA STOP
10/23/1992 D032 PIANO MAN EATON TO PERFORM 2 SHOWS
11/13/1992 D012 *AUGUSTANA TO HOST 'MONSTER' PIANO CONCERT SATURDAY
12/05/1992 B015 *KISS PERFORMS
1/11/198A C09A LOCAL STUDENTS ARE STATE WINNERS
1/11/198A C095 BROOKINGS BOY IN NATIONAL BAND
A/15/1987 C09A OSBORNE WINS BRASS COMPETITION
6/2A/1991 A102 'ARGUS' SHOULD COVER PIANO, VIOLIN EVENTS (L)
6/08/198A BOll *IT'S NOT JUST FOR COWBOYS ANYMORE
6/08/198A BOll ^COUNTRY MUSIC DOMINATES LOCAL STATIONS
8/24/1984 BOll XSINGER IS MOVING UP THE COUNTRY LADDER
1/17/1988 A083 COUNTRY MUSIC FANS IRKED (L)
7/04/1988 A052 ^COUNTRY FEST SWINGS WITH NO ORBISON
8/09/1991 B012 ^COUNTRY MUSIC ENJOYS NEW WAVE OF POPULARITY
10/01/1991 A072 3CGARTH BROOKS A SHOO-IN FOR COUNTRY AWARD
12/27/1991 B015 COUNTRY WAS KING IN SHOWS, CROWDS
4/13/1992 A072 ^COUNTRY FINDS NEW FANS
5/01/1992 EOll *MUSIC LOVER PUTS WORD IN FOR COUNTRY
7/05/1992 G014 *CYRUS SONG LOVED AND LOATHED
9/30/1992 D016 TOP CMA NOMINEES FAMILIAR HERE
3/04/1982 D031 SCHOOL MUSIC SPOTLIGHTED THIS WEEK
5/27/1982 C033 SD MUSIC WORKSHOP TO OFFER 8 CLASSES
6/15/1982 A071 XPLAYING MUSIC SUZUKI STYLE--START YOUNG
12/15/1982 B034 ^STUDENTS WIN PIANO AUDITIONS
1/19/1983 C114 O'GORMAN CHOIR TO APPEAR IN CLINIC
2/07/1983 A092 MUSIC SCHOLARSHIP AUDITIONS SET
2/09/1983 B054 KRIER WINS MUSIC CONTEST
3/06/1983 B041 SCHOOLS HAVE MUSIC WEEK CONCERTS
3/11/1983 BOll ^MUSICIAN HAS NEIGHBOR TO THANK
3/18/1983 Alll *'SESAME STREET' REGULAR URGES CHILDREN
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5/02/1983 BOAI *BLIND, AUTISTIC BOY IS MUSICAL GENIUS
11/05/1983 BG31 1,000 STUDENTS PREPARE FOR ALL-STATE
11/12/1983 B031 COMPUTER TEACHES HOW TO READ MUSIC
3/07/198A C051 KSIOUX FALLS STUDENTS CELEBRATE MUSIC
3/08/I98A B01A ^COMPUTERS DO MORE THAN ADD AND SUBTRACT
1/28/1985 B0II ^WASHINGTON CHOIR HITS A HIGH
10/01/1985 A071 HARCHANKO NOMINATED FOR CONFERENCE POST
A/15/1987 C09A 3 STATE MUSIC EDUCATORS HONORED
8/0A/1987 A075 KMUSIC EDUCATORS ELECT PRESIDENT
2/07/1988 F011 KSTUDENTS URGED TO TRY DIFFERENT INSTRUMENTS
A/20/1988 C091 CHRISTENSEN CHOSEN FOR NATIONAL MUSIC CAMP
1/28/1989 C012 ^ORCHESTRATING ENTHUSIASM
3/17/1989 A012 KMAESTRO IN THE MAKING
2/03/1990 C012 ^HISTORY LESSON SWEETER WITH SONG, STORIES
1/15/1991 A052 ^SCALING THE NOTES
2/26/1991 C01A GRANT IS MUSIC TO TEACHER'S EARS
7/12/1991 C031 MUSIC STUDENTS' TRIP ENDS ON HIGH NOTE
7/23/1991 A052 MUSIC POLICY QUESTIONED BY STUDENTS
8/1A/1991 C012 ^INSTRUMENTAL GIFTS
5/25/1989 D011 NEIL YOUNG ADDED TO MUSIC FESTIVAL
7/03/1989 A012 INDIAN BENEFIT CONCERT DRAWS 6,000
7/0A/1989 B0A2 YOUNG, NELSON SHINE AT PAHA SAPA FEST
3/07/1991 A053 BEGINS MONDAY IN BROOKINGS
6/1A/1991 B071 XVERMILLION SUMMER MUSIC FESTIVAL STARTS MONDAY
12/25/1985 C13A *FLUTIST TO PERFORM AT ORCHESTRA HALL
10/0A/1986 A052 KDUO BRINGS OLD-TIME FOLK TO SCHOOL
2/21/1989 A055 FOLK FESTIVAL TO SPOTLIGHT CAJUN MUSIC
10/26/1990 B012 *MUSIC OF, BY & FOR THE PEOPLE
5/08/1992 B012 REID COMMITTED TO AMERICAN FOLK, GUITAR CLASSICS
6/16/1992 B012 BEST MUSICIANS, BIGGEST FANS FLOCK TO FOLK FESTIVAL
10/03/1992 B022 BROOKINGS STUDENTS LEARN ABOUT FOLK MUSIC
10/24/1986 B012 GOSPEL SINGERS RETURN TO CONTEMPORARY ROOTS
10/25/1986 A072 GOSPEL SINGING MESSAGE DOESN'T MISS A BEAT
5/01/1988 F013 *GOSPEL SINGER HAS A MESSAGE TO SHARE
3/21/1991 B012 XSINGER PERFORMS TO AID WORK WITH MISSIONARIES
4/11/1991 B012 KBLENDS MUSIC OF GUITAR WITH MUSIC OF OCEAN
10/07/1991 A052 5€N0 LONGER JUST A GUITARIST
10/16/1992 D012 ^GUITARIST BRINGS BLUES TO WORTHING
10/23/1992 D032 5CT0P SLIDE GUITAR PLAYER SET FOR LIMELITE SHOW
12/18/1992 B012 KSOUNDS OF BRAZIL
12/22/1985 C011 *PLUCKERS HARP ON HOLIDAYS
2/20/1986 A071 ^CLASSICAL HARPIST STRUMS UP
1/13/1985 D011 *CLASS PICKS GUITARS APART
9/08/1986 B012 *SHRINE TO MUSIC
3/11/1992 C031 COSTA RICAN STUDENT TAKES BACK INSTRUMENTS
9/15/1992 B011 DISTRICT COLLECTING INSTRUMENTS
3/11/1982 C083 IRISH FOLK MUSIC PERFORMANCE
2/06/1988 A052 ^POSTER A LITTLE HELP FOR FRIENDS
3/09/1990 B014 36FAMILIES TURN OUT FOR IRISH NIGHT
3/13/1992 B021 *OLD TIME CONCERT OFFERS IRISH MUSIC
3/14/1992 A052 *IRISH MUSICIAN MAKES PAT MOVE ON AMERICA
2/16/1982 BOll JfHEATH BROTHERS JAZZ QUINTET
3/13/1985 DOll 3fALL THAT JAZZ
1/29/1986 B013 JeJAZZ SAXOPHONIST--GOD HEALED HIS LIFE
2/12/1986 C092 AREA SCHOOLS WIN IN JAZZ CONTEST
10/17/1986 B012 3CC0NCERT WILL OFFER TRIP THROUGH JAZZ HISTORY
1/23/1987 A056 LOUNGE JAZZES UP WEEKEND
2/11/1987 cm SCHOOLS TAKE HONORS AT JAZZ FEST
3/01/1987 F011 36JAZZ PORTRAITS PAINT FOR MUSIC LOVERS
4/29/1988 B062 XPROS, STUDENTS JOIN FOR JAM
5/02/1988 A052 ^COMPUTER COMPLETES JAZZ TRIO
10/22/1988 A072 ^WISCONSIN QUINTET HIGHLIGHTS NIGHT OF JAZZ
11/18/1988 B016 JAZZ RETURNS AT BACKSTAGE
1/05/1989 A081 STYLISH JAZZ RETURNS TO SIOUX FALLS
1/20/1989 B012 KA TRULY AMERICAN MUSIC
3/14/1989 A051 JAZZ TROMBONIST RETURNS FOR FESTIVAL
3/14/1990 C012 KELECTRIC CONDUCTOR
4/07/1990 A051 FREE FLIGHT JAZZ QUARTET TRAVELS
4/28/1990 A075 KLOCAL GROUP CLOSES CONCERT SERIES
2/04/1991 A052 KSIOUX CITY JAZZ PHENOM TO PLAY
2/04/1991 A054 *DOC, ERIC AND SKIP--A JAZZ BAND
6/28/1991 BOll *SIOUX CITY TEEN AT CARNEGIE HALL
8/15/1991 A072 5CJAZZING THINGS UP
8/19/1991 B015 5fJUST JAZZY
8/23/1991 BOll *ATTENDANCE PLEASES JAZZ GROUP, FANS
3/11/1992 C032 ^STUDENTS COMPETE IN JAZZ CONTEST
6/26/1992 B012 *JAZZ GROUP GOES FREE WITH ALBUM--AND CONCERT
7/01/1992 B014 RHOADES BAND TO PLAY AT JAZZ FESTIVAL IN HILLS
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7/IG/I992 B02I *LOCAL ACTS DOMINATE JAZZ FESTIVAL
8/1A/1992 D012 *JAZZ JAM AT THE ZOO
8/17/1992 B012 KFEW TUNE IN TO LOCAL JAZZ FEST
12/05/1984 C115 LAMONT HEADS MUSEUM BOARD
4/28/1985 N021 K(CULTURE) CRAFTSMAN FINE TUNES ANTIQUES
10/04/1988 A095 SHRINE TO MUSIC ELECTS BOARD OF TRUSTEES
10/17/1989 A071 SHRINE TO MUSIC TRUSTEES
2/I8/I982 con 3€SI0UX FALLS READY FOR NEW WAVE
4/27/I99I A052 SEASON ENDS WITH SALUTE TO GENERATIONS
6/17/1982 BOll OPERAHOUSE PLAYERS HAVE A PROBLEM
4/I9/I985 A07I 36AUGUSTANA PERFORMS OPERAS
5/29/1986 BOll *LAST OPERA
II/25/I986 B012 *AUGUSTANA PRESENTS OPERA IN ENGLISH
11/27/1986 D112 OPERA AUDITIONS TO BE IN ABERDEEN
1/08/1988 B016 ^OPERA'S HIGH NOTES
10/27/1989 B012 *MINN PRESENTS "MADAME BUTTERFLY' AT COLISEUM
10/29/1989 E024 POLISHED, WELL-SUNG 'MADAME BUTTERFLY'
7/I4/I990 A056 BRITISH OPERA IS WELCOME, STARK DRAMA
10/23/1992 D03I OPERA SET FOR SATURDAY
10/22/1983 AIOI ^GETTING INTO THE RHYTHM
11/08/1986 C012 ^(SHAKING A BOW
II/09/199I C012 3CA MUSICAL STATEMENT
3/I2/I988 A052 ^CATHEDRAL TO REPLACE 53-YEAR-OLD ORGAN
12/03/1990 A072 ORGANIST KEEPS FRANCK'S MASTERWORKS ALIVE
1/21/1989 A052 *WOMAN PLAYS DESPITE AGE
6/17/1990 G033 ^LIFE'S IN HARMONY FOR POLKA LOVER
5/13/1982 B013 KON THE ROAD WITH THE DAKOTA STRING QUARTET
5/17/1982 A141 DAKOTA STRING QUARTET'S LAST CONCERT SPARKLES
11/15/1982 A122 DAKOTA STRING QUARTET RECITAL EXCITING
4/04/1983 A094 STRING QUARTET INCLUDED IN GUIDE
4/21/1983 B074 DAKOTA QUARTET TO PERFORM AT USD
5/12/1983 C031 DAKOTA STRING QUARTET FEATURED ON RADIO
6/09/1983 B012 QUARTET BLENDS BARBERSHOP TO GOSPEL
7/31/1983 D095 DAKOTA STRING QUARTET RECEIVES $5,100 GRANT
10/17/1983 A071 QUARTET PERFORMS 'CONTRASTS'
12/26/1985 BOll *LOCAL COMPOSER ATTEMPTS TO COMPLETE MOZART WORK
9/24/1988 A052 ^DAKOTA STRING QUARTET READY FOR OPENING
8/08/1989 A052 *STATLERS KEEP IN TUNE WITH OWN MUSICAL STYLE
10/14/1991 B031 HURON, SF QUARTET PLACES 3RD
9/17/1992 D012 ^MUSICIANS BAND TOGETHER TO BENEFIT VICTIMS
10/07/1982 BOll KDAKOTA WIND QUINTET, SD'S NEWEST CHAMBER GROUP
11/03/1982 Don WIND QUINTET DISPLAY FEELING FOR MUSIC
4/2I/I983 B072 BRASS QUINTET PERFORMS TONIGHT
11/14/1986 B021 XDAKOTA QUINTET BEGINS SEASON
6/24/1982 BOll * 38 SPECIAL--'AN AMERICAN ROCK'N'ROLL BAND'
6/25/1982 BOII WAITRESSES LEADER BUILT GROUP CFINE)
6/28/1982 A071 ^WAITRESSES BLEND SNIDE HUMOR WITH SOLID ROCK
8/17/1982 A07I *MADMAN NUGENT STANDS FOR ALL THAT'S LOUD
8/18/1982 B013 ^NOTHING SUBTLE ABOUT NUGENT CONCERT
8/I9/I982 C072 ^CHRISTIAN ROCK GROUP PERFORMS IN SF
9/05/1982 D03I ^SPRINGFIELD KNOWS HOW TO ROCK
3/19/1983 B023 PROBLEMS WILL RESULT FROM BAN CD
3/20/1983 C031 ROCK MUSIC SATANISM OUT OF PROPORTION CD
3/20/1983 C034 KISS ISN'T OUTDATED CD
3/22/1983 C025 ROCK'N'ROLL SUBVERSION LETTER DRAWS CRITICISM CD
3/26/1983 B024 PARENTS SHOULDN'T BOW DOWN CD
4/04/1983 B023 MANY MUSIC FORMS HAVE CARRIED BAD REPUTATIONS CD
7/27/1983 C022 WRITER DISAGREES WITH CRITIC CD
12/25/1983 C034 MORE ROCK CONCERTS NEEDED CD
1/19/1984 BOll MYRON LEE AND THE CADDIES
10/26/1984 BOll 3€R0CK 'N' ROLL MUSICIAN
11/23/1984 BOll KNITTING A SOUR NOTE IN SIOUX FALLS
10/23/1985 A083 MUSIC CAN HURT YOUNG PEOPLE CD
2/03/1986 BOll KTENN BAND SHINES WITH CHRISTIAN ROCK
3/12/1986 A105 LOCAL STATIONS OFFER VARIETY CD
8/28/1986 AlOl ROCK BAND'S LYRICS BAD INFLUENCE CD
9/02/1986 A051 KCOLLECTORS GROOVE ON MIDWEST
10/13/1986 A052 K38 SPECIAL KEEPS SOUTHERN ROCK ALIVE
5/05/1987 A081 ROCK'N'ROLL PROMOTES DRUG, ALCOHOL CD
4/04/1988 A052 KBOYS IN THE BAND
5/27/1988 B016 DJ TRIES TO LURE ROCK ACT
1/14/1989 AOll ROCK GROUP RATT SETS CITY CONCERT
5/15/1989 A083 ROCK LYRICS THREAT TO KIDS CD
5/24/1989 A102 ASK KIDS WHAT SONG MEANS CD
5/26/1989 A105 SONGS DON'T SWAY TEENS CD
6/23/1989 A102 HARD ROCK MUSIC IS EVIL CD
7/05/1989 A084 MUSIC STEREOTYPE IS WRONG CD
7/10/1989 A085 DON'T BLAME MUSIC CD
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7/2I/I989 B052 *TRIPLE DOSE OF HEAVY METAL
7/21/1989 B052 *THE CRICKETS HELP KEEP HOLLY'S LEGACY ALIVE
8/07/1989 A081 FEW BAD APPLES HURT ROCK MUSIC INDUSTRY (L)
8/12/1989 A052 KFLAG WITH HANK ADDS PUNCH TO CITY SCENE
9/09/1989 A052 'ORIGINAL' COASTERS TO PLAY AT POMP ROOM
9/12/1989 AlOI TURNS INTO NOSTALGIC ACT (ED)
9/15/1989 B012 ROCK FEST SET AT COLISEUM TONIGHT
11/07/1989 A052 ^MUSICIANS ON VANGUARD RETURN ROCK TO FOLK ROOTS
2/2A/1990 A052 KBAND GIVES CHRISTIANITY POP SOUND
3/08/1990 A055 TO HOST LOCAL ROCK SHOW ON FRIDAY
A/07/1990 A05I XROCK MUSIC NO STRANGER TO ACTIVISM
5/11/1990 B012 XKISS SHOW IS BIGGEST--SINGER
6/20/1990 A103 CITY NEEDS STATION THAT PLAYS HARD ROCK (L)
1/31/1991 B012 KCASTAWAYS STINT WAS JUST BEGINNING
1/31/1991 B012 3€R0CK 'N' ROLL SPIRIT KEEPS HEAD EAST
2/01/1991 B015 JfARENA-SIZED ROCK 'N' ROLL
3/08/1991 BOll BAND'S SUCCESS IS GOOD NEWS
3/12/1991 A052 *LYNYRD SKYNYRD BANDMATE RISES FROM TRAGEDIES
A/OA/1991 B013 *ROCK SINGER REBUILDING CAREER WITH NEW BAND
A/12/1991 B081 MINNEAPOLIS TRIO TO PLAY AT SDSU
A/20/1991 A052 3fR0CK 'N' ROLL BRINGS SPRING TO CAMPUSES
A/20/1991 A052 *AIRKRAFT MAKES SLOW AND STEADY ASCENT
A/26/1991 B015 THE SWOON MAINTAINS STANDARD OF ORIGINALITY
5/10/1991 B012 *CLUB OWNER IS AMBITIOUS HARD-ROCK FAN
5/29/1991 BOll KROCK 'N' ROLL ALIVE AND WELL
6/1A/1991 B061 5CCELL0PHANE CEILING PLAYS AT MAD HATTER PUB
6/25/1991 A052 *IT'S TIME TO DANCE
6/28/1991 B012 ORIGINAL MUSIC ON STAGE AT MAD HATTER
^7/lA/1991 C023 'SPIN' SEARCHES RAPID CITY FOR SOUL OF ROCK
7/16/1991 A052 ^NUGENT, DAMN YANKEES MAKE IMPRESSIVE APPEARANCE
8/02/1991 B012 KIS HARD ROCK GETTING SOFT
11/05/1991 A052 *PETRA-FIED ROCK
11/19/1991 A05A KGUMBO ROCK A MIX OF INFLUENCE
11/21/1991 B012 KQUEENSRYCHE PUTS METTLE IN ITS METAL
12/05/1991 B012 5fH00KS INTO NEW VERSION OF BAND
2/25/1992 A052 KELLIS BRINGS ACCLAIMED MUSIC HERE WEDNESDAY
6/02/1992 B012 XREAL BUMS BRING SUCCESS TO TOWN ON WEDNESDAY
6/05/1992 B021 ATLANTIC REP TO CHECK OUT CRASH ALLEY
6/09/1992 B034 ^FAMILY ORIENTED SPANIC BOYS PLAY ROCK MUSIC
6/16/1992 B041 *A ROCK 'N' ROLL ANIMAL
6/20/1992 A052 3€MUSICAL TO RETURN TO ORDWAY
6/24/1992 C014 X'COP KILLER' RAP SONG ON POLICE HIT LIST
6/26/1992 B013 KFOGHAT READY TO RIDE AGAIN
6/26/1992 B024 9CK0RY MODELS MUSIC FOR LEVI'S
6/30/1992 B031 *SEXTANTS PLAY TODAY
7/11/1992 A052 ^KANSAS BAND CARRIES ON WITH OLD AND NEW SOUNDS
8/07/1992 A012 DEF LEPPARD TO ROCK 'N' ROLL SEPTEMBER 4 IN SF
8/15/1992 A052 *STILL ROCKING
8/24/1992 A093 CHRISTIAN ROCK GROUP GIVES TEEN MESSAGE (L)
9/17/1992 A012 *INDIAN ROCKERS OUT TO CHANGE OLD TUNE
9/28/1992 D021 5CNEW FRONTMAN ENERGIZES 'DREAD'
10/02/1992 D012 KSF BAR IS SPECIAL PLACE FOR CHICAGO BAND
10/23/1992 D021 ^SEATTLE BAND HITS LIMELITE
12/20/1992 A094 ROCK GROUP KISS IS LOW-CLASS ACT (L)
10/18/1991 B031 PRUSSIAN TRIO TO PLAY SUNDAY AT AIRPORT HOLIDAY INN
SEE ALSO SINGERS
4/28/1986 B031 CONCERT PLANNED FOR PROJECT CAR
4/17/1987 B012 ^LETTERS INSPIRE GOSPEL SINGER
4/30/1988 B016 3CSINGER TO SPEAK ON FAMILY
12/24/1989 B031 RAPID CITY SINGER FINDS FAME FLEETING
10/24/1992 A052 ^ADELINES WILL SING TODAY
10/24/1992 A054 KOPERA SINGER AT HOME IN SF
SEE SYMPHONY
2/17/1986 BOll ^ORCHESTRATE TROUBLED PATIENTS' LIVES
1/25/1987 C012 *COWBOY TUNES CROONED FOR KIDS
SEE ALSO NAMES OF MUSICIANS
3/17/1982 D012 ^SWITCH IN INSTRUMENTS CURRED VIOLINIST
7/23/1982 BOll *A RAMBLING GUY FINDS HAPPINESS ON THE ROAD
8/05/1982 BOll *COMPOSING FOR FUN AND PROFIT
10/28/1982 BOll KPIANIST ADOPTS MUSIC TO SILENT FILM
1/20/1983 BOll THE COASTERS--THE FIRST BLACK GROUP TO SING COUNTRY
8/16/1983 A013 ^PLENTY OF HORN
8/25/1983 A013 KLOCAL TALENTS PICK S GRIN WITH CLARK
9/30/1983 BOll ^THEY'RE ORDINARY WORKING SOULS BY DAY
9/05/1986 B063 ^AUDIENCE INSPIRES MUSICIAN
4/26/1987 FFll *A DIFFERENT DRUMMER
6/26/1987 A062 KHE GETS AROUND
9/18/1987 A084 ARTS PLAGUED WITH WHINERS (L)
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9/25/1987 A122 UP WITH MUSIC, NOT ANGST (L)
10/02/1987 B012 *WAKEFIELD PLAYS ITS LAST SONG
10/23/1987 B012 *EX-'PRAIRIE HOME' BAND LEADER
10/23/1987 B016 WEEKEND'S BEST FOUND IN UNLIKELY PLACES
11/10/1987 A095 STATE COMPOSERS ASSOCIATION ELECTS PRESIDENT
2/05/1988 B062 KMADISON'S GOT THE BLUES
3/04/1988 A092 KPIANIST LAMENTS DAY THE MUSIC DIED
4/I7/I988 D012 ^RETIRED FARMER PURSUES SINGING DREAM
4/27/1988 C092 MUSICIANS COMPETE IN CONTEST
11/08/1988 A072 MUSICIAN BLENDS ROCK, COUNTRY
11/20/1988 F012 *LOCAL COMPOSERS MIX INSPIRATION, CRAFT
7/02/1989 A112 LET MUSICIANS PLAY AT MALL (L)
10/19/1989 C014 3CJUELL OF THE MILES
10/25/1989 C015 QUARTET TO PLAY TRIBUTE TO MUSIC LEADER
1/20/1990 A081 MUSICIANS NOT UTILIZED (L)
1/28/1990 F014 *VERMILLION NATIVE--POSSIBLITY OF FAME, SUCCESS
2/17/1990 A012 36GUNS FOR HYRE WANTS A CHANCE
2/18/1990 E015 *GUNS FOR HYRE WINS BATTLE OF THE BANDS
2/25/1990 F015 5CSETS ASIDE CAREER TO RETURN TO FIRST LOVE
5/01/1990 B012 ^CLASSICAL MUSICIAN AIMS HIGH
12/07/1990 coil TROUBADOURS TO HIT CITY STREETS
12/22/1990 A052 ^FRIENDS WHO PLAY TOGETHER
5/09/1991 A072 3€C0MP0SER GOES NONCOMMERCIAL
7/03/1991 C016 ^SONGWRITER, BROADCASTER GERMAN DIES
8/29/1991 A072 ^KEEPER OF THE KEYS
9/01/1991 F012 36GOOD MUSIC PLAYING STATEWIDE
9/05/1991 B012 KMUSIC MAKER
9/18/1991 A013 ^MUSICIANS JUMP ON VOTING BANDWAGON
10/13/1991 B032 ^MUSICIANS COMPETE IN STRING EVENT
I2/I2/I991 B0I2 ^CARRYING ON WITH KARAOKE
I2/I9/I99I B012 36AT 14, PEDERSON A PREMIER MUSICIAN
12/19/1991 B014 3CMUSICIANS READY FOR CHRISTMAS BLAST
12/24/1991 C032 MAN FINDS MUSIC, FARMING COMPATIBLE WORK
1/03/1992 A054 3eL0CAL MUSIC HEATS UP STUDIOS
1/10/1992 B012 SERVE UP BLENDS IN 'BEST OF' COLLECTIONS
1/20/1992 C031 MUSICIANS EYE OLD CUSTER MOVIE THEATER
2/02/1992 F012 3fMUSIC OUTLIVES COLD WAR
2/04/1992 A052 *HE'S SERIOUS ABOUT FOLK
2/04/1992 A052 ^AGELESS CLEARWATER ON MOVE WITH BLUES
3/23/1992 C032 HALL OF FAME TO ENSHRINE 6 MUSICIANS
4/05/1992 G012 *THE SKY'S THE LIMIT
7/21/1992 A012 KANTI-GAMBLING SONGS FACE SOME RESISTENCE
9/08/1992 B013 K'DEAN OF MUSIC DIES
9/18/1992 D021 *ALCESTER MUSICIAN RELEASES TAPE
9/24/1992 D05I *FOLKSINGER FELL UNDER SPELL OF DYLAN GUITAR
10/13/1992 D012 ^POWERFUL LYRICS DEFINE DASHBOARD SAVIORS' MUSIC
12/24/1992 B012 *BLUNT MAN BELIEVES HE'LL BE NEXT NASHVILLE STAR
8/22/1991 D064 VENDING COMPANY TAKES CONTROL OF MAD HATTER
SEE MELONS
•^4/04/1992 C012 ^GATHERED IN PRAYER
11/22/1992 F012 KISLAMIC CENTER OPEN TO FOLLOWERS, PUBLIC
1/20/1983 coil CHUNKING, MUNSON EYE COMMISSION JOB
7/12/1989 D012 ^MUSSELMAN HOPES HIS EXPERIENCE HELPS
10/23/1984 A09I SEVERE MENSTRUAL CRAMPS MAY BE WARNING
9/29/1988 C014 XGROUP HONORS CITY DOCTOR
4/27/1986 N061 (HEALTH) KSD IS WHERE HEALTH OFFICIALS'S HEART IS
9/14/1988 A012 KLOCAL BARBER MAKES THE FINAL CUT
6/I0/I992 A0I2 *NUDITY VOTE CLOSED CAFE
10/21/1987 B023 GROUP WORKS TO STOP DEPORTATION
11/07/1987 coil IMMIGRATION RELEASES KENYA WOMAN
11/08/1987 C015 JfREUNION INCOMPLETE FOR CITY MAN, FIANCEE
11/14/1987 C012 KMOTHER, DAUGHTERS REUNITED
12/22/1983 C041 ROBUST INVITED TO WINTER CAMP NEAR BROOKINGS
I/0I/I984 BOll *MUZZLELOADERS TURN BACK CLOCK, CELEBRATE NEW YEAR
8/10/1987 A012 5fA SIGHT FROM THE PAST
12/24/1989 C032 MUZZLELOADERS EVENT SET
8/06/1990 C034 MUZZLELOADERS PLAN ANNUAL RENDEZVOUS
8/12/1990 E033 *MUZZLE LOADERS AT OAKWOOD LAKE STATE PARK
11/29/1992 F022 MOLDY CORN THREATENS LIVESTOCK HEALTH
6/29/1982 C021 *MONARCHS' MYDLAND GOES ON HOME-RUN BINGE
6/16/1984 BOll ^MYDLAND REMEMBERS MINOR LEAGUES
7/03/1988 C013 ^STATE'S TOP OVER-30 BASEBALL PLAYERS
8/03/1983 BOll KWHERE HAVE ALL THE POLITICIANS GONE
11/07/1990 C021 XTWIN SISTERS TEAM UP FOR MARATHON SESSIONS
3/23/1984 C043 KPAISLEY RUNNING FOR STATE SENATE
7/16/1984 coil 5€T0 HIRE NEW COORDINATOR OF SPECIAL EDUCATION
7/I9/I987 C0I6 *MYERS TO HEAD SD SPECIAL EDUCATION
1/12/1982 C024 CRITICIZES COMMENTS BY PERSONNEL MANAGER (L)
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10/15/1983 A07A 56REFLECT CHRIST'S IMAGE BY SERVING OTHERS
3/1A/1982 BOAS MYERS--3 RAIL SUBTERMINALS CAN MAKE IT
6/0A/1982 B023 MYERS SAYS BURLINGTON INVESTING IN SD (L)
12/12/1982 coil XMYERS HAS FINGERS CROSSED OVER CSNW LINE
12/15/1982 coil KSD TRANSPORTATION SECRETARY TOLD TO GIVE UP JOB
2/11/1983 coil KMYERS--RR WANTS TO FILE FOR ABANDONMENT
3/13/1983 BOll 36JANKLOW CABINET--NEW MEMBERS OF TEAM
5/12/1983 C031 lA SHOPS CLOSING IN TRANSPORTATION REORGANIZATION
7/0A/1983 C061 ^REORGANIZATION MAY SAVE STATE MILLIONS
9/25/1983 C053 MYERS SAYS HE DID RAIL BACKERS FAVOR
12/05/1983 C013 WESTERN RAIL LINE IS DOOMED TO DIE
3/25/198A E031 KWHAT'S YOUR CHOICE FOR MINNESOTA AVENUE
6/20/198A D033 MYERS WILL COORDINATE STATE OPERATIONS
7/15/198A A012 *MYERS SEES CHALLENGE IN NEW POSITION
8/0A/198A B031 MYERS IN HOSPITAL BRIEFLY WITH FLU, RELEASED
10/12/198A C013 MYERS SAYS HE MAY STAY IN TRANSPORTATION
11/20/198A B013 *MYERS DEFENDS EXPENDITURES
1/20/1985 coil ILLEGAL BILLBOARDS MUST BE TAKEN DOWN
A/16/1985 B031 BOARD MEMBERS MEET MYERS HEAD ON
10/22/1989 A061 KBIAS, SELF-DOUBT BLOCK
10/12/1992 B012 KS DAKOTANS DRAW NATIVE BACK FROM NY, CHICAGO
10/28/198A EOIA KMYERS TO MAKE PUBLICITY TOUR
I2/02/I98A EOll BANKER FOLLOWS PATH OF UNDERSTANDING
A/28/1985 N071 ^(FINANCE) BANKER PLACES HIGH VALUE ON RIGHTS
12/28/1992 A012 ^HOSPITAL PRICE WAR SPURS CHANGE
10/0A/198A C032 JUDGE DISMISSES DISCRIMINATION SUIT
6/2A/1982 coil CELEBRATES 8 YEARS OF COKES, COFFEE, CONGENIALITY
5/1A/1992 A012 KMANY PUPPY MILLS FACE PROBE
5/17/1992 FOll PUPPY FARM FACES LICENSE, TAX TROUBLE
5/20/1992 C012 ^JUDGE'S ORDER RESTRICTS DOG BREEDER
5/28/1992 BOII PUPPY FARM OWNER TOLD TO REDUCE NUMBER OF DOGS
6/03/1990 C063 *BEAT GOES ON FOR FISHING HERITAGE
3/1A/1982 EOll 3CMYERS ONE OF SD COUNCIL'S ASSETS
11/19/1987 COAl STATE INVESTMENT OFFICER GETS 25 PERCENT BONUS
11/17/1988 C012 STATE INVESTMENT OFFICER GETS BONUS
12/20/1988 C012 INVESTMENT OFFICER TOO RISKY, CRITIC SAYS
12/26/1988 A081 INVESTMENT OFFICER EARNS HIS KEEP
12/29/1988 A063 INVESTMENT COUNCIL, MYERS SHINE FOR SD (L)
1/02/1989 A081 INVESTMENT OFFICE DOES A GREAT JOB (L)
1/17/1989 C012 WANTS THE STATE TO GET INTO THE INTERNATIONAL MARKET
11/17/1989 A015 ^INVESTOR NETS $26,694 BONUS
6/16/1990 C015 ^INVESTMENT DIRECTOR PAY HITS $103,087
11/16/1990 C015 MAN INVESTING STATE FUNDS WON'T GET BONUS THIS YEAR
6/27/1991 C016 INVESTMENT OFFICER GETS 10 PERCENT RAISE
11/20/1991 C012 HIGH RETURN NOT GOOD ENOUGH FOR BONUSES
6/24/1992 C025 STATE INVESTMENTS HEADED FOR RECORD YEAR
11/20/1992 B012 RECORD STATE INVESTMENTS DOESN'T NET BONUS
4/15/1982 D031 KMYERS SEEKS RE-ELECTION TO HOUSE
4/05/1984 C045 KMYERS WANTS SIOUX FALLS HOUSE SEAT
5/12/1991 EOll FORMER CYCLE CLASSIC DIRECTOR LEADS CHAMBER
5/03/1988 D016 3€GRAD GIVES AUGUSTANA $1 3 MILLION
7/14/1990 C015 *1933 AUGIE GRAB'S VISIT TO JAPAN
1/31/1982 C055 MYOTT TAKES AIM AT PRO BOWLING CWOODDEN)
I/26/I982 A061 *BAKER STREET IRREGULARS
11/12/1988 C012 TIME CATCHES UP WITH HARDY BOYS
4/08/1983 C081 REGIONAL NAACP SETS CONFERENCE
4/10/1983 C051 *LOCAL NAACP CHAPTER MONITORS JOB INTEGRATION
4/12/1983 A015 RIGHTS OFFICE SHOW BIAS, NAACP SAYS
4/13/1983 C034 KNOBE DISPUTES CHARGES AGAINST RIGHTS COMMISSION
11/10/1983 B051 NAACP PLANS FUND-RAISING SOCIAL
2/12/1984 A013 *NAACP'S STRUGGLES FAR FROM OVER
2/18/1990 EOll NAACP ORGANIZATION WILL MEET MONDAY
2/21/1990 A081 TIME FOR BLACKS TO STEP UP PRESENCE (ED)
2/21/1990 coil NAACP CHAPTER ELECTION PLANNED
3/01/1990 C015 36BLACKS PLANNING FOR KING'S DAY
3/07/1990 coil OFFICERS INTRODUCED TO NAACP CHAPTER
4/11/1990 coil NAACP CHAPTER MEETS THURSDAY
4/23/1990 con NAACP CHAPTER AIMS FOR MAY 1 DEADLINE
5/01/1990 con NAACP RECOGNIZES SF CHAPTER
5/28/1990 con NAACP BRANCH TO MEET TUESDAY
6/28/1990 con *SF NAACP ELECTS NEW OFFICERS
7/14/1990 con NAACP CHAPTER WILL MEET TODAY
8/24/1990 C012 *NAACP PRESIDENT RESIGNS
n/06/1990 Don NAACP CO-SPONSORS MUSEUM PROMOTION
2/10/1991 BOll CHAPTER SETS MEETING
4/08/1991 con *NAACP OFFICIAL TO SPEAK AT EVENT
10/15/1991 BOll LOCAL CHAPTER TO MEET SATURDAY
10/19/1991 con LOCAL CHAPTER PLANS MEETING TONIGHT
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1/11/1992 coil NAACP CHAPTER PLANS MEETING ABOUT KING
2/1A/1992 A012 JAMZ PROBLEMS PROMPT NAACP LETTER
2/21/1992 coil POTLUCK WILL MARK BLACK HISTORY MONTH
2/23/1992 F031 NAACP REPRESENTATIVE SET TO SPEAK AT USD
3/09/1992 coil NAACP MEETING SCHEDULED FOR TONIGHT
8/09/1992 Foil NAACP TO DISCUSS CONVENTION HIGHLIGHTS
11/01/1992 FOll NAACP CHAPTER SPONSORS BANQUET
11/08/1992 coil LOCAL NAACP CHAPTER TO MEET ON MONDAY
11/13/1992 BOll NAACP BANQUET SET FOR SATURDAY
5/26/1982 DOll NAASZ, GREENO, SALEM TO ENTER HALL OF FAME
3/17/1992 B012 *3 NAMED TO SD SPORTS HALL OF FAME
11/07/1983 B012 *JANKLOWS" HOUSEKEEPER IS PART OF FAMILY
A/09/1983 B031 *AWARDS SPOTLIGHT 6
3/12/1990 A015 KCHURCH, MEMORIES LEFT FROM PRAIRIE ACADEMY
A/15/1982 D021 JfSD PRESS ASSOCIATION--SENSE OF HISTORY CED)
2/12/198A C02A WE NEED MORE VALENTINE'S DAYS (YEAGER)
11/08/198A COIA 9€NADER--REAGAN IS PROTOTYPE
A/25/1985 coil ^CORPORATIONS HAVE REAGAN UNDER THUMB
3/11/1986 BOll *NADER STUMPS FOR STOFFERAHN
A/10/1990 coil NADER PLANS SPEECH AT FORUM ON AGING
5/13/1990 coil NADER TO SPEAK AT GERONTOLOGY FORUM
5/16/1990 coil BAD WEATHER KEEPS NADER FROM FORUM
3/28/1991 coil NADER TO SPEAK AT FORUM
5/16/1991 C015 KNADER TELLS ELDERLY TO USE THEIR CLOUT
3/19/1983 C03A NAGEL IS WASHINGTON'S SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
9/23/198A GOAl STORE NAILS FINER POINTS OF GROOMING
12/2A/1990 C033 NATIONAL COLLEGE WON'T RESTART ATHLETIC PROGRAM
1/16/1983 DOll ^CHILDREN'S NAMES FOLLOW THE TRENDS
1/23/1983 C071 SENATE SENT BILL ON NAME CHANGE
2/17/1983 A012 TOWN HAS NO FAITH IN STREET NAMES
9/29/1983 AOIA WHAT'S IN A NAME
7/07/198A B031 SAME NICKNAME CAUSES CONFUSION
6/04/1985 C035 CHANGE CORRECTS NAME 40 YEARS AFTER ARMY ERROR
1/01/1986 C013 XLOCAL MAN HOPES CHANGE MEANS NEW LIFE
4/01/1986 AlOl BOOK IS INTERESTING, BUT USE IT WITH CAUTION
11/29/1986 C022 THERE'S A LOT IN A NAME
1/13/1987 A072 ^WHAT'S IN A NAME
2/17/1987 C022 DAKOTA A NAME WORTH SELLING
9/27/1987 AlOl INDIAN NAMES DOMINATE MAP
1/20/1988 A061 TEAMS SHOULD CHANGE NICKNAMES
2/2I/I988 A093 3fH0W ABOUT BLACK SKINS
4/24/1988 D015 DAKOTA MIX-UP COMMON IN SURVEY
9/13/1988 C021 REGENTS TO DISCUSS CAMPUS NAME CHANGE
9/16/1988 A083 BOARD COULD CREATE STAR (L)
9/16/1988 C012 COLLEGES PLEAD CASE FOR UNIVERSITY STATUS
9/17/1988 A012 NAME CHANGE PLAN GETS REGENTS' OK
9/22/1988 coil NEW NAME PROPOSED FOR STATE HOSPITALS
9/24/1988 A081 QUALITY MUST PRECEDE NAME CHANGE (ED)
12/18/1988 BOll WHAT'S IN A NAME
12/24/1988 C012 COLLEGE NAME CHANGE STILL UNDECIDED
1/17/1989 A012 APPROVES BILL TO CHANGE COLLEGE NAMES
1/18/1989 A015 *KOLBE POKES FUN AT COLLEGES' CRUSADE
1/18/1989 C012 PLAN TO RENAME COLLEGES PASSES HOUSE
1/18/1989 C016 COLLEGES WELCOME NAME CHANGE
1/26/1989 A081 RENAMING COLLEGES SILLY (ED)
1/26/1989 C023 PANEL OK'S COLLEGE NAME CHANGE BILL
1/27/1989 C013 ACTION ON COLLEGE NAME CHANGE DELAYED
1/31/1989 A012 COLLEGE NAME CHANGE FAILS
2/01/1989 A012 COLLEGE NAME CHANGE PASSES
2/19/1989 C021 PETITION ORGANIZER FACES RUN-OFF VOTE
3/06/1989 C012 STATUS OF NAME-CHANGE PETITIONS UNCLEAR
4/30/1989 A151 *IF LETTER WRITER'S NAME SAME AS YOURS
4/30/1989 GG18 TOWNS BEAR NAMES OF LEADERS
6/02/1989 C012 STUDENT OPTIMISTIC ABOUT NAME CHANGE
6/05/1989 A083 TO STOP THE RENAMING OF COLLEGES
6/20/1989 C012 KNAME-CHANGE PETITION DRIVE FALLS SHORT
7/01/1989 A014 REGENTS LABOR OVER NAMES
8/29/1989 A052 NAME GAME SCORE--MICHAEL 24, SARA 38
12/15/1989 AlOl NEW SCHOOL DESERVES MORE CREATIVE NAME (ED)
1/23/1990 C015 'ROYAL' WEDDING NO JOKE
2/26/1990 A015 NEWEST PROPOSAL--SWITCH HIGH SCHOOL NAMES
3/07/1990 A103 11 PAPERS HAVE 'ARGUS' BANNER
5/13/1990 BOll WHAT BECAME OF GOOD OLD TEAM NAMES
9/06/1990 A081 DESERVING NAMES OMITTED FROM LIST (ED)
11/15/1991 A112 CHALLENGING STATE NAME TRIVIAL AND UNFOUNDED (L)
1/31/1992 A013 5€39 PEOPLE CHANGED THEIR NAMES LAST YEAR
3/28/1992 A012 *PIRTLE KEEPS NAME BURIED
3/28/1992 A021 KREADERS EXPLAIN HISTORY OF UNUSUAL NAMES
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NAMES
NAMIBIA
NAMIN STAS
NANNEN JEFF
NANNIES
NAPOLI BILL
NARCOLEPSY
NASH DOROTHY
NASSER DEAN
NATHANSON BERNARD
NATIONAL
NATIVE AM DAY
NATIVE AMERICANS
NATL ANTHEM
NATL COLLEGE
8/15/1992
9/I3/I992
8/30/I98A
1/02/1990
2/26/1991
9/20/1982
12/23/1983
12/05/1989
8/07/1990
7/0A/1991
1/2A/1992
6/04/1992
11/05/1986
4/23/1990
5/02/1990
4/01/1992
2/24/1984
11/01/1985
3/27/1988
11/01/1990
A012
G012
D031
A055
A072
coil
D032
C023
A081
C035
A103
B014
B094
C012
AlOl
C014
C021
AlOl
E015
coil
2/08/1990 C012
10/15/1991 B015
10/11/1992 Alll
10/11/1992 GOll
9/09/1984
9/18/1984
9/23/1984
7/18/1982
10/08/1982
10/26/1982
6/01/1983
6/02/1983
11/08/1983
11/20/1983
3/04/1984
3/06/1984
3/09/1984
3/14/1984
3/20/1984
3/21/1984
3/31/1984
4/03/1984
5/13/1984
6/23/1984
2/19/1985
3/03/1985
6/29/1985
10/04/1985
12/14/1986
10/30/1987
11/19/1987
1/22/1988
2/02/1988
2/21/1988
3/07/1988
3/12/1988
3/16/1988
12/22/1988
4/18/1989
11/13/1989
11/26/1989
6/07/1990
9/27/1990
10/01/1990
12/20/1990
4/07/1991
5/23/1991
6/05/1991
11/15/1991
1/26/1992
2/11/1992
11/06/1992
C023
B024
B021
B041
C051
A114
BOll
coil
A091
B013
C015
B053
coil
A014
C041
D031
C042
A012
C081
BOll
A081
C041
C014
C021
E021
C021
C016
coil
coil
coil
BOll
C023
A102
D013
coil
BOll
C064
coil
C034
B031
C031
E016
D065
C033
C031
F012
B065
BOll
NATL EDUC ASSOC
NATL ENDOWMENT
NATL EXCHANGE CLUB
NATL FARMERS ORGAN
4/23/1992 A081
2/05/1988 A085
4/10/1982 B025
PAIR BREAKS MARITAL TRADITION
XWHAT'S IN A STREET NAME'
SPEAKERS TO DISCUSS NAMIBIAN INDEPENDENCE
^EXCHANGE STUDENT PROVES TEACHER WRONG
KSOVIET SURVIVOR
WORLD-TRAVELER NANNEN HEADS TO ENGLAND
^fNANNEN LOOKING FOR PRO JOB WITH PARTNER GLANZER
KWOMAN SAYS MIDWEST NANNIES IN DEMAND
SAFEGUARDS NEEDED IN NANNY EMPLOYMENT (L)
NANNY ARRESTED, CHARGED WITH GRAND LARCENY
3€N0 PROOF SEATBELT LAWS SAVE LIVES
^DISORDER CAN MAKE SUFFERER INHIBITED AND FRUSTRATED
NASH WINS HONOR FOR HISTORY BOOK
JfPOST 15 GETS 1ST WOMAN LEADER
STORY SENT MESSAGE THAT WOMEN CAN LEAD (L)
KNASH COMES FULL CIRCLE THROUGH WELFARE OFFICE
*GIVING APPELLATE DEFENDER APPEAL VETO
LEGAL PROFESSION WRONGLY BLAMED
^fKILLING OF UNBORN TOO COMMONPLACE
^FORMER ABORTIONIST TO SPEAK SATURDAY
SEE NATL
HOUSE OK'S HOLIDAYS FOR KING, INDIANS
MICKELSON--PERSEVERENCE IS STILL NEEDED
*NATIVE AMERICAN DAY SHOWS HOW FAR SD HAS COME
ESPECIAL DAY HOLDS PROMISE
SEE INDIANS, INDIAN CULTURE, ETC
SHOULD CHANGE ITS NATIONAL ANTHEM (L)
ANTHEM MEMORIALIZES SACRIFICE (L)
OUR NATIONAL ANTHEM (L)
COLLEGE TO ADD SURVEYING MAJOR
GRANTS APPROVED FOR SD NATIONAL COLLEGE STUDENTS
NATIONAL COLLEGE ELIGIBLE FOR SUBSIDIES
KKIDS TACKLE COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
CORPORATION BUYS NATIONAL COLLEGE
SEVERAL NAMED TO ADVISORY BOARD
*NATIONAL COLLEGE BEGINS A NEW TRADITION
BID ON SPRINGFIELD EXPECTED MONDAY
JANKLOW--COLLEGE FACES CHALLENGE
NATIONAL COLLEGE FACES MARCH 25 DEADLINE
5eDEAL KEEPS USD-SPRINGFIELD OPEN
STATE PACT ON THE SALE OF SPRINGFIELD
NATIONAL COLLEGE HAS SPRINGFIELD COLLEGE
NATIONAL COLLEGE REAFFIRMS INTEREST
NATIONAL COLLEGE WITHDRAWS BID
TALKS STALL BETWEEN FACULTY, NATIONAL COLLEGE
CONVICTION ISN'T AN ISSUE
NATIONAL COLLEGE DESERVES SUPPORT (L)
NATIONAL COLLEGE GETS REGIONAL ACCREDITATION
ENROLLMENT AT NATIONAL COLLEGE UP 28 PERCENT
CITY NATIONAL COLLEGE ENROLLMENT UP 33 PERCENT
GRAMMAR HOT LINE LATEST WORD IN USAGE ADVICE
NATIONAL COLLEGE TRUSTEE HEARING POSTPONED
CREDITORS, COLLEGE COME TO TERMS
AGREEMENT REACHED ON NATIONAL COLLEGE
NATIONAL COLLEGE TO REMAIN OPEN
COLLEGE RETURNED TO FORMER OWNER
NATIONAL COLLEGE FACULTY DEFENDED
BUSINESS ON UPSWING FOR COLLEGE
COLLEGE OFFICIAL OPTIMISTIC (L)
XMARTIN HELPS MAVERICKS TO YEAR-END HONOR
ENROLLMENT JUMPS AT NATIONAL COLLEGE
NATIONAL COLLEGE RANKS AMONG TOP 25
JAPANESE TO STUDY IN RAPID CITY
RAPID CITY MAN BUYS NATIONAL COLLEGE
PRESIDENT, 71 OTHERS LOSE JOBS
NATIONAL COLLEGE STUDENTS FOR CHANGE
NEW OWNER LETTING OWNERSHIP REVERT
DEGREE PLAN PUTS STUDENTS ON FAST TRACK
NATIONAL COLLEGE READY TO REHIRE NINE WORKERS
FORMER MAYOR NAMED TO NATIONAL COLLEGE POST
ECONOMY FORCES LAYOFF OF PLACEMENT DIRECTOR
KTEACHER DIES BEFORE RECEIVING TRIBUTE
DEGREE COMBINES COMPUTER, MANAGEMENT STUDIES
NATIONAL COLLEGE HAS ACCREDITATION WOES
SEE EDUC ASSOC-US
CHRISTMAS DENIED RIGHTS WHILE NEA GETS FUNDING (L)
FOURTH OF CLUB ARE WOMEN (L)
SAYS ONLY NFO HAS FARM PRICE ANSWER (L)
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/10/1985 CG13 ^PRESIDENT PUSHES FOR COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
9/15/1991 DGll NFO STATE, DISTRICT CONVENTION PLANNED
8/12/1992 BG51 STATE NFO TO HOLD MEETING IN WATERTOWN
8/26/1992 BG2I NFO LEADER PROPOSES GROUP CHANGE NAME
11/23/1992 AG16 FARMERS GROUP REDEFINES ROLE
9/29/1989 DG61 FARM GROUP NIXES CAPITAL GAINS CUT
12/G2/1991 CGll NATIVE TO HEAD NATIONAL GRASSLAND
1/18/1982 CG32 BILL WOULD CUT PAID LEAVE FOR NATIONAL GUARD
1/29/1982 CG21 OPPOSES BILL TO ELIMINATE PAY OPTION (L)
A/G8/1982 DG51 NATIONAL GUARD HEAD FOR GERMANY
A/17/1982 AGIA BUSH COMMENDS SD AIR NATIONAL GUARD
5/31/1982 BG51 WORK ON GUARD MUSEUM CONTINUES
6/G7/1982 BGAl ^OUTSTANDING UNIT AWARD PRESENTED TO llATH
7/13/1982 AG9A NATIONAL GUARD APPOINTS SURGEON
7/25/1982 BG31 JfVETERAN GUARD OFFICER ENDS AG-YEAR CAREER (YEAGER)
7/27/1982 AG7A *BALL NAMED GUARD COMMANDER
8/18/1982 BG55 SD GUARD WINS GUNNERY EVENT
9/G2/1982 AG9A AIR GUARD GOING TO PORTUGAL
1/12/1983 DG31 NATIONAL GUARD OFFICIAL RETIRING
2/GA/1983 CG13 ALASKAN WAR GAMES END FOR SD GUARDSMEN
2/19/1983 A012 SD ARMY NATIONAL GUARD MEMBERS MOVING OUT
2/19/1983 BG13 NATIONAL GUARD PLANS WEEKEND BLAST
3/18/1983 DGAl PENNINGTON ARMORY PLEDGE SOUGHT
3/22/1983 AG7A ^WILLIAMSON NEW ADJUTANT GENERAL
5/01/1983 NG51 KCAGRICULTURE) THE SD AIR NATIONAL GUARD
5/G3/1983 BG61 JET NO EASY CARGO FOR HELICOPTER
5/GA/1983 BG5A JORDAN AIRMAN OF THE YEAR
5/25/1983 BG55 STATE NATIONAL GUARD UNIT CITED
7/29/1983 CG35 NATIONAL GUARD CREATES OFFICE FOR BONUSES
8/G3/1983 BG55 PISTOL, RIFLE TEAMS TAKE TOP HONORS
8/23/1983 A093 JCKILLEY COMMANDS TACTICAL FIGHTERS
9/29/1983 CGll AIR GUARD MAY RECEIVE $7 MILLION FOR PROJECTS
11/G9/1983 CG73 OLD FORT MAY BE SITE FOR EXERCISES
11/12/1983 AGl^ NATIONAL GUARD MUSEUM OPENS IN PIERRE
12/26/1983 CGll SENATE CONFIRMS OLSON'S STATE AIR GUARD POST
4/13/198A CG35 NATL GUARD SENT TO HONDURAS FOR 2 WEEKS
4/22/1984 BG71 GUARD SAYS IT'S HELPING HONDURAN ORPHANS
4/27/1984 CG42 ^BALLOONS FROM SOUTH DAKOTA
5/G1/1984 CG31 NATIONAL GUARD UNIT RETURNS FROM HONDURAS
5/G8/1984 BG52 EWERT LEADS NATIONAL GUARD GROUP
5/26/1984 BG42 NATIONAL GUARD PLANS BRIDGE BUILDING
9/25/1984 AG91 GUARD ANNOUNCES PROMOTIONS
3/2G/1985 CG91 GUARD PROMOTES AREA RESIDENTS
4/1G/1985 CG91 WILLIAMSON LEADS NATIONAL AVIATION COMMITTEE
5/G9/1985 CG13 TRIP SCARES, SOBERS GUARDSMEN
5/29/1985 CG72 ^NATIONAL GUARD HONORS KOENDERS
6/13/1985 CGll CRIPPLED FIGHTER JET LANDS SAFELY AT AIRPORT
6/24/1985 CG13 *SD AIR GUARD SOARS ABOVE OTHER UNITS
7/15/1985 BGll ^GENERAL HONORS AIR GUARD
7/17/1985 BG75 GUARD GIVES ACHIEVEMENT MEDALS
7/25/1985 CG31 NATIONAL GUARD TO GET $15,GGG FOR FIGHTING FIRES
7/27/1985 CG31 21 RECEIVE ARMY NATIONAL GUARD COMMISSIONS
lG/16/1985 BG33 COUNTY TO PUT IN GOOD WORD FOR ARMORY
10/22/1985 AG84 GET GUARD FACTS STRAIGHT (L)
12/17/1985 CG21 NATIONAL GUARD FLAGS FLY AT HALF-STAFF
2/13/1986 CG14 NATIONAL GUARDSMAN RECEIVES NATIONAL HONOR
3/G7/1986 CG21 MITCHELL MAN NAMED SOLDIER OF THE YEAR
4/17/1986 CG31 AIR NATIONAL GUARD TO HAVE AIR SHOW
5/12/1986 BGll KAIR GUARD RESTORES PLANE
5/17/1986 A102 GUARD TRAINING IN CENTRAL AMERICA (YEAGER)
6/03/1986 BGll KCOP IS HIGH ON FLYING
6/04/1986 C133 NATIONAL GUARD PRESENTS AWARDS
6/10/1986 CGll 5€IN TOWN FOR THE AIR SHOW
6/22/1986 CG12 *SPANS MISSOURI RIVER IN MOCK WAR GAME
8/G7/1986 CGll AIR SHOW TO SOAR SATURDAY
8/G8/1986 AlGl FREE AIR SHOW TO SAY THANKS (ED)
8/G8/1986 CGll XPILOT MAKES LIVING IN THE CLOUDS
8/1G/1986 A012 3fAIR SHOW LANDS A CROWD OF 125,000
8/10/1986 CGll 3fUPLIFTS SD'S FIRST WOMAN FLIER
8/10/1986 CG21 SENATE OK'S RITTERHAUS FOR AIR GUARD POST
8/13/1986 BG21 BROOKINGS MAN GETS NAT'L GUARD PROMOTION
8/15/1986 C021 MOBRIDGE NATIONAL GUARD NAMED IN SUIT
8/16/1986 A1G5 THANKS FOR IMPRESSIVE SHOW (L)
8/18/1986 AG81 GUARD PUT ON GREAT SHOW (L)
8/18/1986 AG82 THANKS FOR ATTENDING SHOW (L)
8/19/1986 AG65 MAKE BETTER PLANS NEXT TIME (L)
8/23/1986 AG91 NATIONAL GUARD AIRSHOW THRILLING (L)
8/23/1986 A1G2 GUARD SHOW REPEAT DESIRED (L)
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8/23/1986 AI03 *SD LOSES ANOTHER GOOD ONE
9/21/1986 coil SF GUARD UNIT WINS AIR FORCE AWARD
10/22/1986 C095 WEBSTER GUARD UNIT TO BE HONORED
12/03/1986 C012 BARTEL NAMED NCO OF THE YEAR
l/OA/1987 B021 NATIONAL GUARDSMEN TO TRAIN IN BLACK HILLS
1/08/1987 C012 GUARD HAS NEW PLAN FOR NEW SITE
1/11/1987 C021 LEMMON MAD ABOUT LOSS OF GUARD POSITIONS
1/20/1987 A092 SD GUARD FORM CENTENNIAL PANEL
1/20/1987 C012 GUARD BOSS QUITS TO TAKE CITIBANK POST
3/06/1987 C016 CITY MAN FILLS TOP GUARD POST
3/08/1987 C012 36COLONEL SET TO LEAD GUARDSMEN
3/25/1987 B021 GUARD APPOINTS PUBLIC RELATIONS SPOKESMAN
3/25/1987 C091 BADE NAMED FIGHTER GROUP LEADER
A/27/1987 C012 KRUN FOR THE MONEY
A/29/1987 B031 NATIONAL GUARD OFFICERS PLAN CONVENTION
5/02/1987 A091 PROCEEDS FROM AIRSHOW HELP CITY (L)
5/27/1987 C071 36GUARD HONORS SDSU'S CORBETT
6/29/1987 C035 GUARD DOUBLES AS BUILDING CREW
7/15/1987 BOll BILL TARGETS FUNDS FOR GUARD PROGRAMS
8/08/1987 C012 SOIL TESTS SHOW FUEL
11/06/1987 C021 NATIONAL GUARD STATE OFFICIALS VISIT PENTAGON
12/23/1987 C091 BUSINESSES HONOR GUARD MEMBERS
12/23/1987 C091 GUARD ANNOUNCES AWARDS, PROMOTIONS
1/09/1988 C016 AIR GUARD WINS AWARDS IN MAINTENANCE
1/22/1988 Alll GUARD NEEDS INCENTIVES (L)
2/25/1988 COIA *GUARD UNIT TO EXERCISE IN S KOREA
3/1A/1988 coil PSYCHIATRIST HONORED FOR GUARD SUPPORT
3/25/1988 C021 SD GUARD JOINS SOUTH KOREA EXERCISE
3/28/1988 A071 RESERVE MARKS AOTH ANNIVERSARY
3/31/1988 B016 GUARD UNIT TO EXERCISE IN HONDURAS
A/2A/1988 A014 5C0UT ON A WING
A/2A/1988 D012 *UNIT LEAVES FOR TRAINING IN HONDURAS
A/27/1988 C091 NATIONAL GUARD MAKES PROMOTIONS
5/02/1988 C016 9€G0VERN0R TO VISIT STATE'S TROOPS IN HONDURAS
5/0A/1988 B012 MICKELSON'S TRIP TO CENTRAL AMERICA CRITICIZED
5/10/1988 C031 NATIONAL GUARD ASSOCIATION ELECTS OFFICERS
5/11/1988 C09A GUARD HONORS CHRISTOPHERSON
5/15/1988 Alll *SD GUARD SHOWS COMMITMENT
6/12/1988 C021 NATIONAL GUARD MEMBERS TRAIN IN BLACK HILLS
7/2A/1988 E0A3 NATIONAL GUARD STRENGTH IN REGION
8/09/1988 A071 STATE RESERVIST ASSOCIATION PICKS OFFICERS
8/2A/1988 B023 GUARD SEEKS FUNDS FOR CONSTRUCTION
8/26/1988 B071 THE BIG DISASTER STORY WAS A PRACTICE RUN
8/28/1988 FOIA GUARDIANS IN UNIFORM FOR SD
8/30/1988 A016 GUARD FLIERS AVOID ACROBATICS
9/0<i/l98Q A063 GUARD HAS SERVED WELL FOR 350 YEARS (L)
9/0'i/1988 A065 FEW WOULD PASS SCRUTINY (L)
9/16/1988 C015 GUARDSMAN TO PILOT NATIONAL AIR PROGRAM
9/17/1988 coil ^GOVERNOR NAMES NEW GUARD LEADER
10/15/1988 A012 XFLAT LANDING
10/19/1988 C021 GUARD RECEIVES PROFICIENCY AWARDS
11/08/1988 coil RANDOM DRUG TESTS SURPRISE GUARDSMEN
3/05/1989 C081 SD GUARDSMEN READY FOR KOREA TRIP
3/09/1989 C021 DELAYS FORCE TO SPEND A NIGHT IN ALASKA
3/11/1989 C012 KOREAN PROTESTERS GREET SD GUARDSMEN
3/13/1989 C021 GUARD LEAVES KOREAN CITY FOR TRAINING
3/21/1989 C041 MANEUVERS HELP PROTECT SOUTH KOREA
3/23/1989 C023 TEAM UP FOR KOREAN MILITARY EXERCISES
3/26/1989 coil YELLOW RIBBONS SHOW SUPPORT FOR GUARD
3/27/1989 BOll GUARD'S TRIP BACK TO SD DELAYED
3/29/1989 C021 SD GUARD TOOK PRECAUTIONS IN KOREA
5/02/1989 A015 SWAT COMMANDER FALLS 5 STORIES
8/15/1989 coil AIR NATIONAL GUARD PROMOTES COL ROBAR
8/19/1989 A081 EARLY MILITARY FLYOVERS DON'T IMPRESS EVERYONE (ED)
9/09/1989 A012 *GUARD MAY FLY 'CORVETTE OF THE AIR'
11/16/1989 C015 2 MILLION ARMORY TO BE BUILT IN 1991
12/13/1989 C012 PETROLEUM SPILL NO THREAT, CITY SAYS
12/14/1989 C012 AIR GUARD BASE SPILL NOT PURE DIESEL FUEL
12/17/1989 E051 NEW AIR GUARD BUILDING FUNDS ARE DEDICATED
12/20/1989 A014 AIR GUARD BEGINS MISSION SATURDAY
12/24/1989 A012 AIR GUARD TAKES OFF FOR PANAMA
12/29/1989 coil JET, DIESEL FUELS FOUND IN BASE SPILL
1/06/1990 A012 ^ADVANCES ON EXERCISE DESPITE COLD
1/06/1990 coil AIR GUARD RETURNS FROM PANAMA TODAY
1/07/1990 A012 SD GUARD SQUAD BACK FROM PANAMA
1/20/1990 coil GUARD MEMBERS TO RETURN TODAY
1/22/1990 BOll SD AIR GUARD GROUP WINS UNIT AWARD
1/30/1990 A046 GUARD UNIT GETS F-16S, MORE JOBS
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2/0A/1990 COXA *GEESE GET IN JET'S WAY
2/09/1990 coil TRIP TO PANAMA WAS GUARD'S LAST
2/17/1990 coil AIR GUARD REPORTS JET FUEL ACCIDENT
2/18/1990 E025 FUEL FOUND IN CITY SEWER
3/02/1990 coil SYMPOSIUM SLATED ON NATIONAL GUARD
3/03/1990 coil STATE WANTS FURTHER SPILL INVESTIGATION
3/0A/1990 C046 ARMY OFFICIAL SAYS SD FREE OF CUTS
3/11/1990 C023 GUARD USE UNLIKELY AT STURGIS
3/28/1990 C025 GOVERNOR SIDES WITH BUSH ON GUARD ISSUE
3/29/1990 coil AIR GUARD MAY DUMP TAINTED GROUNDWATER
5/31/1990 A012 *FIRE IN THE IOWA SKY
6/01/1990 A012 VIDEOTAPE DOESN'T SHOW CRASH
6/01/1990 A021 COMMANDER SAYS PILOTS MUST TEST LIMITS
6/02/1990 C015 TRAINING RUNS UPSET lOWAN
6/05/1990 C016 AIR FORCE PROBES JET COLLISION
6/08/1990 C033 NATIONAL GUARD TO BE ON ROAD THIS SUMMER
6/11/1990 C012 XSCOUTS TRAINING HELPED GUARD OFFICER
6/12/1990 A063 'TOP GUN' JET FIGHTS SHEER RECKLESSNESS (L)
6/13/1990 C033 MITCHELL GUARDSMAN WILL RECEIVE NATIONAL AWARD
6/2A/1990 C035 *KINSTAD EARNS NATIONAL GUARD HONOR
7/12/1990 C012 A-7 COLLISION PROBE NEARLY FINISHED
7/19/1990 A084 WHY ARE AIRLINE PILOTS FLYING WITH THE GUARD (L)
7/27/1990 coil NO ONE INJURED IN EMERGENCIES
8/01/1990 C012 A-7 PILOT SLIGHTLY INJURED
8/18/1990 A012 ^eAIR GUARD COUPLE AWAITS WORD
8/21/1990 C032 ARMY NATIONAL GUARD EARNS SHOOTING HONORS
8/23/1990 A012 NO SD UNITS GOING - YET
8/25/1990 A012 *SD GUARD PUT ON ALERT
8/26/1990 A012 17 SD RESERVISTS ACTIVATED
8/27/1990 A012 ^RESERVIST MOM READY TO GO
8/28/1990 A012 BROOKINGS UNIT GOING TO GULF
8/30/1990 A012 SD GUARD SAYS GOODBYE IN BROOKINGS
8/31/1990 A103 RESERVISTS SHOULDN'T WHINE ABOUT CALL-UP (L)
9/01/1990 coil BANK ESTABLISHES SOLDIER SUPPORT LINE
9/11/1990 A012 36RC UNIT ACTIVATED
9/13/1990 C031 22 GUARD MEMBERS INVOLVED IN ACCIDENT
9/17/1990 AOll SD GUARD UNIT LEAVES FOR MIDEAST
9/19/1990 C016 ABERDEEN RESERVISTS ACTIVATED
9/21/1990 A015 PILOT ERROR BLAMED IN JET COLLISION
9/22/1990 C031 SEND-OFF PLANNED FOR ARMY RESERVISTS
9/23/1990 AOll 2ND SD GUARD UNIT SENT TO MIDEAST
9/23/1990 AOll 2 MORE CITY RESERVISTS RECALLED TO ACTIVE DUTY
9/23/1990 E012 KAIR GUARD ATTACKS CITY BASE
9/27/1990 A071 SKY ISN'T THE PLACE FOR HORSEPLAY (ED)
9/29/1990 AOIA SD GUARD DROPOUT RATE LOW, TOO
10/03/1990 coil FUNDS FOR AIR GUARD PROGRAM APPROVED
10/03/1990 C01<i A AIR GUARD MEMBERS ACTIVATED
10/08/1990 A083 KAIR-CRASH EDITORIAL WAS BASED
10/09/1990 C035 NATIONAL GUARD WINS ENERGY AWARD
10/12/1990 coil AIR GUARD TO RECEIVE F-16 JET
10/13/1990 C036 NATIONAL GUARD AIDS CANTON CLEANUP
lO/lA/1990 A092 EDITORIAL ABOUT GUARD CRASH INSENSITIVE CD
10/15/1990 A08A GUARD DESERVES PRAISE FOR TIME, DEVOTION (L)
10/16/1990 C036 STUDENTS WRITE TO TROOPS IN SAUDI ARABIA
10/30/1990 C033 SD UNIT PROBABLY HEADED FOR MIDEAST
11/13/1990 A012 5CM0RE SD UNITS ON ALERT
11/13/1990 coil DECEMBER 2-8 DECLARED WEEK TO SUPPORT RESERVES
11/15/1990 C036 FATHER, DAUGHTER PUT ON SAUDI ALERT
11/16/1990 A012 XHAYTI NATIONAL GUARD MOM WILLING
11/17/1990 BOll GUARD MEMBER GETS PREGNANCY TRANSFER
11/18/1990 A015 225 MORE SD TROOPS CALLED UP
11/18/1990 E016 KJOHNSON AGAINST USE OF RESERVES
11/19/1990 A012 EMPLOYERS SUPPORT GULF CALL-UP
11/20/1990 A021 CALL-UP NUMBERS REACH 700 IN SD
11/21/1990 C012 KGUARD PILOTS TOPS, GENERAL SAYS
11/23/1990 C033 XCALL TO DUTY SCARY, EXCITING FOR MOM
11/24/1990 C031 WEDDING BELLS RINGING EARLY FOR SOME TROOPS
11/25/1990 E012 ^GOVERNOR BIDS PERSONAL FAREWELL TO GUARD UNITS
11/27/1990 coil SOLDIER SWAPS UNITS TO BE WITH HIS WIFE
12/02/1990 D031 NATIONAL GUARD UNIT TO TRAIN IN BOLIVIA
12/03/1990 coil MAN VOLUNTEERS FOR GULF DUTY
12/08/1990 coil AIR GUARD MEMBERS VOLUNTEER FOR DUTY
12/20/1990 C035 GUARD UNIT HOMEBOUND TO VERMILLION, WINNER
12/28/1990 coil GUARD PILOT LANDS SAFELY AFTER TROUBLE
1/01/1991 C012 GUARD PREPS FOR GULF DUTY
1/05/1991 AOll 3RD SD UNIT HEADS FOR MIDDLE EAST
1/12/1991 AOll 2 MORE GUARD UNITS DEPLOYED
1/13/1991 coil MORE GUARD TRAINING NOT GULF RELATED
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1/15/1991 C033 UNIT WOULD SEE COMBAT DUTY, LEADER SAYS
1/16/1991 A012 36BU1LD1NGS, GUARD BASE BRACE FOR WAR
1/18/1991 AlOA GUARD AS WELL TRAINED AS ACTIVE DUTY PEOPLE (L)
1/19/1991 con CHEMICAL GROUP GOING TO THE GULF
1/20/1991 A072 GUARD INTEGRAL PART OF DEFENSE SYSTEM (L)
1/25/1991 con AIR NATIONAL GUARD LEAVING FOR EXERCISE
1/25/1991 C031 HEALTH SERVICES GROUP PUT ON ALERT
1/27/1991 A012 K12 FROM SD UNIT CALLED TO ACTIVE DUTY
2/01/1991 C031 WAR COULD THWART ARMORY WORK
2/02/1991 C035 214TH READINESS EXERCISES WERE PLANNED
2/08/1991 con BUSINESSMEN HONORED FOR GUARD SUPPORT
2/08/1991 COIA 17 STATE GUARD MEMBERS CALLED UP
2/13/1991 A015 EMPLOYER CANCELED GUARD MEMBER'S INSURANCE
2/19/1991 C031 SD UNITS MEET IN SAUDI ARABIA
2/22/1991 A021 5 GUARD MEMBERS VOLUNTEER FOR DUTY
3/01/1991 con A-7 JET MAKES EMERGENCY LANDING
3/02/1991 A012 COMPANY REINSTATES RESERVIST'S BENEFITS
3/02/1991 C033 *M1CKELS0N WANTS GRAND HOMECOMING
3/09/1991 con LIEUTENANT IMPROVES MEDICAL DATA SYSTEM
3/12/1991 C032 GULF GUARD UNIT MAKES DEDICATION
3/22/1991 C033 GUARD KEEPS BUSY HAULING SUPPLIES
3/30/1991 C03A OFFICERS TO HEAD ACADEMY, FACILITIES
A/05/1991 C015 ABERDEEN, MILBANK UNIT GETS EXTENDED STAY
A/07/1991 E033 MAY EARLIEST DATE FOR LOCAL GUARD RETURN
A/17/1991 C035 GUARD UNIT SET TO RETURN FROM GULF
A/19/1991 C031 ABERDEEN UNIT TO HEAD BACK SATURDAY
A/19/1991 C031 AIRMAN AND SOLDIER OF YEAR TO BE CHOSEN
A/20/1991 C032 GUARD UNIT TO RETURN TO RAPID CITY TODAY
A/21/1991 AOll SD GUARD UNIT MAY BE HOME SOON
A/21/1991 N025 KGULF'S LESSONS OF REALITY STILL COMING HOME
A/22/1991 C031 FIRST DEFENSE CUTS WON'T AFFECT GUARD
A/2A/1991 C015 MORE TROOPS HEADED BACK TO SD
A/26/1991 C023 SERVICES HELD FOR 20-YEAR GUARD LEADER
A/28/1991 DOll NATIONAL GUARD UNIT RETURNS FROM JAMAICA
A/28/1991 Foil *C0RN1NG WAS STATE'S COMMANDING OFFICER
A/29/1991 con 70 GUARD MEMBERS RETURN THIS WEEK
5/01/1991 con SCHAEFER TO HEAD NATIONAL GUARD GROUP
5/02/1991 C031 GUARD UNIT SHOULD RETURN NEXT MONTH
5/02/1991 C036 ^MEMBERS OF THE 730TH MEDICAL CO ARRIVED
5/0A/1991 C012 69 FROM MEDICAL COMPANY TO RETURN TODAY
5/06/1991 C033 NATIONAL GUARD DRILLS SET FOR BLACK HILLS
5/07/1991 C036 GUARD MEMBERS EXPECTED HOME TODAY
5/09/1991 C036 ASKS TO TRAIN IN BLACK HILLS
5/10/1991 C032 GUARD UNIT MAY RETURN BY SUNDAY
5/13/1991 C035 3 GUARDSMEN SELECTED FOR MARKSMANSHIP EVENT
5/15/1991 B051 STATE GUARD MEMBERS
5/16/1991 con BRANDON PILOT FLYING FIGHTER HOME TODAY
5/16/1991 C023 UNIT SET TO RETURN NEXT WEEK
5/22/1991 C033 GUARD UNIT BACK IN THE UNITED STATES
5/23/1991 C033 BROOKINGS GUARD UNIT HEADING HOME
5/23/1991 C03A WELCOME PROGRAM SET FOR FLANDREAU SOLDIERS
5/29/1991 con BROOKINGS GUARD UNIT TO ARRIVE BACK TONIGHT
5/30/1991 A012 *F1GHTER PILOT FINDS MEMORIES DIFFICULT AFTER FALL
5/30/1991 A023 GUARD UNIT DOESN'T DWELL ON CRASH
5/30/1991 C022 MILBANK, ABERDEEN UNITS MAY RETURN IN JULY
5/31/1991 con GAUGE PROBLEM FORCES A-7 TO LAND
5/31/1991 C033 seWELCOME HOME
6/03/1991 con SD TROOPS TRAIN IN WYOMING CAMP
6/04/1991 A014 ^EDITOR SUES OVER AIR CRASH
6/07/1991 C021 YELLOW RIBBONS SHOULD REMAIN AS REMINDER
6/08/1991 con ARTIST TO UNVEIL GULF WAR PAINTING
6/10/1991 A083 BUSHEE ASSUMED RISKS WHEN HE TOOK JET RIDE (L)
6/10/1991 B032 109TH ENGINEERING GROUP MAY RETURN BY SUNDAY
6/11/1991 C031 LAST STATE GUARD UNIT EXPECTED BACK IN JULY
6/14/1991 C021 109TH ENGINEER GROUP TO ARRIVE BACK TODAY
6/15/1991 C031 UNIT COMING HOME
6/16/1991 con LAST SOLDIER DEPLOYED TO GULF RETURNS TO SD
6/17/1991 B032 2,000 GUARDSMEN TAKE PART IN EXERCISES
6/21/1991 C032 ABERDEEN, MILBANK UNITS MAY BE HOME JULY 4
6/22/1991 C034 TRANSPORTATION UNIT LEAVING GULF NEXT WEEK
6/23/1991 C033 FOREIGN MILITARY OFFICIALS SPEND WEEK IN HILLS
6/27/1991 C032 GUARD OK'S CHANGES IN EDUCATIONAL PLAN
6/28/1991 con LAST GUARD UNIT RETURNS WEDNESDAY
7/02/1991 C031 LAST SD GUARD UNIT RETURNS HOME
7/05/1991 con LAST GUARD UNIT RETURNS TO STATE
7/16/1991 C015 BUSHEE WAIVED HIS RIGHT TO SUE
8/14/1991 C012 AIR GUARD MAKES ROOM FOR F-16'S
8/15/1991 C012 KAIR UNIT PRESENTS NEW F-16 FIGHTERS
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8/16/1991 coil SENATORS PROTEST RESERVE UNIT MOVE
8/27/1991 AGIZ KCOPTERS HELP SMOKE OUT POT
8/28/1991 CG15 GUARD SEEKS COUNTY FUNDS FOR RENOVATION OF ARMORY
8/31/1991 CG12 GUARD NOW ON FIREFIGHTING DUTY AT SF AIRPORT
9/13/1991 CG31 GUARD PROJECT BEGINS AFTER DELAY FOR WAR
9/19/1991 CGll NATIONAL GUARD VEHICLES RETURNING
1G/G3/1991 CG12 ^RETIRING JET WILL LAND IN MUSEUM
1G/G7/1991 BGll AIR GUARD TEAM WINS MARKSMANSIP AWARD
lG/15/1991 BG15 BUDGET CUTS MAY REDUCE SIZES
lG/22/1991 CG31 YANKTON DOCTOR GIVEN GULF WAR MEDAL
11/G4/1991 AG12 PENTAGON PLAN STRIKES AT SD GUARD
11/G5/1991 CGll TIM JOHNSON BLASTS PROPOSED GUARD CUTS
11/G8/1991 AlGl PLAN TO CUT GUARD IS DIFFICULT (ED)
11/25/1991 CG31 AIRCRAFT SAFE AFTER EMERGENCY LANDING
12/G6/1991 CG22 DE SMET ARMORY PLANS STALL
12/11/1991 C021 18 GUARD MEMBERS EARN BRONZE STARS
l/Gl/1992 CG43 GUARD PROGRAM $31,GOO SHORT
1/G8/1992 CG31 GUARD SHORTFALL SHOULD BE COVERED
l/lA/1992 CG31 IRAQI TANK BROUGHT TO SD
1/17/1992 A015 FATAL ACCIDENTS ELICIT SAFETY CHECKS
1/19/1992 FG31 ARMY NATIONAL GUARD TO CUT TROOP STRENGTH
1/28/1992 CG31 STATE NATIONAL GUARD NEARS 1,000 MEMBERS
1/30/1992 coil GUARD'S SWITCH TO F-16'S TO BE COMPLETED TODAY
1/31/1992 C012 *LAST A-7D'S LEAVE JOE FOSS FIELD
2/07/1992 coil VALENTINE DANCE TO BENEFIT CHARITY
2/08/1992 C032 XIRAQI TANK HEADING FOR PIERRE
3/11/1992 C031 BROOKINGS 139TH UNIT GETS RECKORD AWARD
3/27/1992 A012 SD GUARD MIGHT LOSE 24A JOBS
3/29/1992 AlOl CUTTING RESERVISTS PAINFUL, NECESSARY (ED)
4/08/1992 coil GUARD'S CONVERSION TO F-16C'S HALF DONE
6/10/1992 coil 323RD CHEMICAL UNIT WINS NATIONAL AWARD
6/15/1992 coil GUARD TRUCKS TO PACK ROADS TO REACH EXERCISE
6/19/1992 A014 XGUARD USED TO SEIZE SUE
6/23/1992 A015 MORE STAFF CUTS TO TRIM GUARD
7/24/1992 B021 NATIONAL COLLEGE GETS NEW PRESIDENT
7/31/1992 B012 SD GUARD TO HELP REBUILD PANAMA
8/02/1992 F015 'SUE' TEACHES A LESSON IN SENSITIVITY
8/11/1992 A016 9 GUARD ARMORIES TO CLOSE
8/16/1992 D021 SD GUARD PLANS WELCOME CENTER
8/23/1992 DOll AIR GUARD PILOT CUTS MISSION SHORT
9/06/1992 F016 GUARD'S MOVE ANGERS WEBSTER
9/08/1992 A061 DON'T FAULT GUARD FOR ARMORY CHANGES (ED)
10/02/1992 B012 ARMORY PLANS ON TRACK IN DE SMET
10/10/1992 BOll SF MAN GETS GUARD POSITION
10/25/1992 EOll SERGEANT TO GIVE BUSINESSES ADVICE
11/08/1992 EOll OFFICER TO DISCUSS AIR GUARD CONTRACTS
12/30/1992 B022 TROOPS TO HELP BUILD PANAMA ROADS, BRIDGES
2/10/1982 C031 BEAR BUTTE NAMED HISTORIC LANDMARK
2/23/1991 A072 5«LIFE ON THE ROAD
2/24/1991 E041 'ELEPHANT MAN' A RIVETING SUCCESS
7/05/1992 A015 CITY CONSIDERS HISTORIC DESIGNATION
7/05/1992 B012 ^HISTORIC DOWNTOWN CONSIDERED GEM
10/15/1988 A012 RIFLE GROUP TARGETS FRIENDLY LEGISLATION
10/17/1988 A104 NRA UNFAIR TO DUKAKIS (L)
11/24/1988 C014 KFOSS BARRELS AHEAD WITH NRA JOB
6/12/1990 A061 NRA OUGHT TO BE ON THE HOT SEAT (ED)
6/13/1990 A084 NRA LEADER INSULTS MEMBERS' INTELLIGENCE (L)
7/01/1990 A105 DASCHLE'S AUTOMATIC WEAPONS VOTE RIGHT (L)
5/09/1989 C012 AWARDED $1 8 MILLION RESEARCH GRANT
7/17/1992 C025 RESEARCH PROGRAM SEEN AS METHOD TO BOOST ECONOMY
10/13/1991 F012 ^CONFERENCE SETS AGENDA FOR WOMEN'S PLATFORM
10/19/1991 C015 ^SPEAKER--WOMEN STILL ROLE VICTIMS
10/20/1991 C015 ^BOYCOTTS MIGHT HELP WOMEN
11/22/1987 A093 *TRIP REVEALS NATO ISN'T UNITED
5/29/1989 A081 AT LEAST NATO TALKING ABOUT PEACE (ED)
1/02/1985 C033 NATURAL AREAS REGISTRY HAS 1ST SITE RECOGNIZED
1/04/1982 B031 CITY TO DISCUSS NATURAL GAS FRANCHISE
1/05/1982 C032 COMMISSION APPROVES GAS FRANCHISE
1/16/1982 B013 AGREEMENT REDUCES NATURAL GAS RATES
1/30/1982 C015 DEFECTIVE PIPE WILL BE REPLACED
2/06/1982 B041 CENGAS LOWERS NATURAL GAS RATES
2/07/1982 B014 VOTERS TO ANSWER 2 QUESTIONS TUESDAY
2/07/1982 B021 FRANCHISE WARRANTED
2/07/1982 B021 ^SHOULD VOTERS APPROVE FRANCHISE FOR MINNEGASCO
2/09/1982 C015 SZAMEIT WORRIED ABOUT TODAY'S VOTE
2/28/1982 B041 LEADER WARNS OF GAS PRICE DECONTROL
3/06/1982 B041 MDU TO REDUCE NATURAL GAS RATES
4/12/1982 C031 DECONTROL POSTPONEMENT FARMER'S VICTORY
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^/13/1982 B031 GAS COMPANY WANTS RATE HIKE
^1/17/1982 B031 70,000 TO SHARE NORTHERN GAS REFUND
5/09/1982 CO'il AGENCY TO INSPECT NATURAL GAS WELL
6/10/1982 C081 SD DROPS OIL IN FAVOR OF NATURAL GAS
6/28/1982 B021 NATURAL GAS OUTLOOK FOR SD ENCOURAGING (ED)
7/28/1982 C031 FIRMS WANT TO PUMP UNMARKETABLE GAS BACK
9/20/1982 BOAA NATURAL GAS RATE INCREASE BEGINS TODAY
9/29/1982 coil MINNEGASCO RAISES GAS RATES 20 PERCENT
10/19/1982 C053 NEW PIPELINE--CANADIAN NATURAL GAS TO SD
12/16/1982 A032 SENATE FAILS TO BLOCK NATURAL GAS PRICE (HENSHAW)
A/27/1983 coil MINNEGASCO WILL CUT GAS RATES
5/18/1983 C051 *SUPPLY, DEMAND SHOULD RULE GAS INDUSTRY
5/19/1983 C021 CENTENNIAL OF GAS SERVICE NOTABLE LANDMARK (ED)
7/2A/1983 B031 PRICES TO FOLLOW LAW OF SUPPLY AND DEMAND
8/17/1983 coil IOWA PUBLIC SERVICE CUSTOMERS WILL GET REFUND
8/20/1983 B0A2 RULING MAY LOWER NATURAL GAS PRICE
8/27/1983 C013 MINNEGASCO ASKS FOR RATE INCREASE
9/02/1983 COAl WATERTOWN WON'T RAISE NATURAL GAS PRICES
9/12/1983 BOll 96GAS OFFICIALS FORESEE STABLE PRICES
9/25/1983 C062 PROTESTORS WANT NATURAL GAS AT '82 PRICE
10/23/1983 CO'jS GROUP ADVOCATES DEREGULATING NATURAL GAS
10/29/1983 BOll GAS CUSTOMERS WILL GET A BREAK IN DECEMBER
11/03/1983 C021 SfDECONTROL WOULD ASSURE ADEQUATE SUPPLIES
11/06/1983 C031 ^DEREGULATION MAY MEAN HIGHER PRICES
12/25/1983 C045 SUPPORT FOR NATURAL GAS PRICE CONTROLS SOUGHT
12/30/1983 A021 PRESSLER--GAS RATE INCREASE MISLEADING
1/12/198A C031 PRESSLER WILL HOLD HEARING ON PRICES
1/15/198'i B056 WEST RIVER RATES FOR NATURAL GAS
1/21/198A B035 MINNEGASCO AGREES TO SMALLER RATE
2/19/198<i coil STAKING HEAT ABOUT NATURAL GAS STANCE
2/26/198'i C061 3 MILLION NATURAL GAS CUSTOMERS SIGN
3/28/1984 D041 SENATE MEETING ON NATURAL GAS RESCHEDULED
4/21/1984 C041 NATURAL GAS WELL FACES TOUGHER POLLUTION RULES
6/07/1984 C035 AURORA RESIDENTS WILL VOTE ON GAS FRANCHISE
12/09/1984 E035 TO PRESS FOR CHANGE IN SALES BAN LAW
1/04/1985 coil NATURAL GAS BILLS EXPECTED TO DROP $23 A YEAR
1/12/1985 C031 FIRM ANNOUNCES NATURAL GAS RATE REDUCTION
2/17/1985 C031 UTILITY TO REDUCE NATURAL GAS RATES
4/12/1985 coil FIREFIGHTERS SEARCH FOR GAS THAT WASN'T THERE
6/05/1985 B073 XRAMONA STUDENT WINS CONTEST
6/09/1985 E014 MISSOURI COMPANY BUYS PARKER PROPANE OUTLET
4/23/1986 B021 NAUTRAL GAS SUPPLIER ASKS FOR PRICE REDUCTION
4/24/1986 B015 NATURAL GAS LINE REPAIRED AFTER ACCIDENT
7/04/1986 C021 WOMAN SAYS UTILITY COMPANY WAS NEGLIGENT
8/26/1986 A014 KSOUTH DAKOTANS SAFE IN CAMEROON
10/02/1986 coil PUC CHIEF--GAS COSTS WILL DROP
10/17/1986 C012 3CGAS LEAK
10/19/1986 C031 HEARING SET ON LAWRENCE COUNTY PIPELINE
11/17/1986 A012 XLOWER GAS RATES WARM HEARTS
11/28/1986 C016 GAS BILLS TO RISE IN AREA
12/28/1986 C021 UTILITIES PANEL OK'S PIPELINE NEAR SPEARFISH
4/23/1987 coil HEARING TODAY ABOUT GAS BILLS
4/24/1987 C012 CUSTOMERS VENT GAS BILL COMPLAINTS
5/24/1987 A104 METER ESTIMATES UNFAIR (L)
6/11/1987 coil PIPELINE WORKERS STRIKE WATER LINE
6/22/1987 C041 GAS, OIL PRODUCTION FALL IN '86
8/28/1987 coil GAS CUSTOMERS TO GET REFUND
9/10/1987 C015 MISHAP FILLS HOME WITH NATURAL GAS
9/12/1987 coil CREWS RUPTURE GAS LINE AGAIN
5/29/1988 B031 MINNEGASCO AGREES TO CUT NATURAL GAS RATES
1/18/1989 D081 CITY IS FIRST ON METER LINE
6/27/1989 A063 NATURAL GAS IS CLEAN FUEL (L)
7/01/1989 A012 MINNEGASCO SEEKS RATE HIKE
7/28/1989 C033 COMPANY OWES NATURAL GAS REFUNDS
11/09/1989 coil PUC CONSIDERS GAS RATE CASE TODAY
11/10/1989 D081 MINNEGASCO CAN HIKE RATES 3 7 PERCENT
3/28/1990 A015 PUC OK'S $8 FEE FOR GAS
4/17/1990 coil BROKEN GAS LINE CAUSES HOUSE FIRE
7/16/1990 C032 GASLINE RUPTURE FORCES EVACUATION OF HOMES
10/04/1990 A016 GAS RATES EXAMINED BY PUC
10/07/1990 E033 NATURAL GAS MAY BE NEW CAR FUEL
10/25/1990 coil WINTER GRACE PERIOD OFFERED ON UTILITY BILLS
11/21/1990 coil CONSTRUCTION WORKER BREAKS ODORANT LINE
1/16/1991 A092 PRICE OF NATURAL GAS CHEAPER THAN IN 1984 (L)
3/07/1991 C016 FIRM WANTS NATURAL GAS FEES ALTERED
2/25/1992 coil COURT WON'T HEAR NATURAL GAS APPEAL
4/05/1992 EOll APPLICATION RECEIVED FOR NATURAL GAS PIPELINE
7/09/1992 A015 MINNEGASCO RATE PLAN--WINTER CHILL, SMALL BILL
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9/29/1992 B025 COMMISSION OK'S NATURAL GAS PIPELINE
11/09/1992 A051 ^PROGRAM LINKS TROUBLED TEENS WITH 'HELPERS*
8/06/1992 B012 TWO RUN ON NATURAL LAW TICKET
8/20/1992 BOll NATURAL LAW PARTY TO PRESENT PLATFORM
8/21/1992 B016 3€NATURAL LAW SEEKS BALANCED BUDGET, LOW TAXES
10/01/1992 B012 ^CANDIDATE'S FOCUS POSITIVE--NATURALLY
3/09/1984 C044 STATE MAY SUE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
10/25/1992 B043 NATURAL RESOURCES TEACHING GUIDE AVAILABLE
9/15/1992 C031 LENGTH OF DAY KEY TO NATURE'S EVENTS
SEE TRAILS
4/29/1984 N081 *(SECTION 1) TO PREPARE HOSPITAL'S DAILY MENU
7/02/1989 B071 GETTING INTO FIELD CAN BE HARDEST
11/26/1992 A012 ^LEARNING THE LANGUAGE
12/19/1987 A056 ^FLOATING PAPERS LED MISSIONARY TO THE US
2/02/1984 B012 *STUDENTS LEARN ART OF FILM MAKING
2/19/1984 B061 *KEEPS AN EYE ON SPORTSMEN'S BILLS
4/09/1983 B041 HISTORIANS REVIVE STORIES OF DAKOTA
11/29/1989 C051 SD OFFERS OPTIONS ON NAVIGATION
11/20/1990 C033 KTINY BIRD EARNS MAN GREAT PHOTO
10/21/1982 C015 DASCHLE HONORED TO BE ON NCPAC ENEMY LIST
6/24/1984 B021 NOBODY NEEDS NCPAC IN SD (ED)
12/17/1991 C012 TEXAS MAN CONVICTED IN COKE TRIAL
9/06/1989 C012 IOWA MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO SUPPLYING DRUGS
10/31/1989 C012 COCAINE SUPPLIER SENTENCED
2/01/1990 A083 ^NEBRASKA NUKE DUMP COULD AFFECT SD
2/04/1990 A015 DUMP PROPOSAL SCARES BOTH SIDES OF BORDER
2/04/1990 A041 seSITE'S FINANCIAL BENEFITS ALLURING
2/04/1990 A041 *FOES POINT TO DRAINAGE, WETLANDS
2/04/1990 A044 *SD FINDS OPTIONS ARE LIMITED
2/06/1990 C012 PANEL OK'S BOYD COUNTY DUMP BILL
2/08/1990 C021 NEBRASKA DUMP PROTESTERS PLAN RALLY
2/09/1990 C012 HOUSE PASSES NUKE DUMP RESTRAINT BILL
2/16/1990 C023 RALLY AGAINST DUMP SITE TO BONESTEEL
2/18/1990 E012 KDUMP SITE OFFICIAL RAPS DASCHLE
2/22/1990 AlOl NO APOLOGIES FOR CONCERN ABOUT DUMP (ED)
3/02/1990 A081 DASCHLE'S DUMP QUESTION DESERVES ANSWER (ED)
3/02/1990 C023 *CITY OF WAGNER OPPOSES BUTTE DUMP
3/06/1990 coil PROFESSOR APPOINTED TO WASTE COMPACT
3/06/1990 C025 BOYD COUNTY GROUP GETS CO-CHAIRMAN
3/15/1990 C023 PARKSTON IS NEWEST WASTE-DUMP OPPONENT
3/23/1990 C026 YANKTON MAYOR SETS NUKE DUMP MEETINGS
3/24/1990 C012 BONESTEEL TO HOST NUCLEAR DUMP SESSION
4/03/1990 coil SHOTS FIRED AT HOME OF DUMP SUPPORTER
4/05/1990 A016 DUMP SUIT AN OPTION
4/06/1990 A081 BACKS UP ITS ANTI-DUMP RHETORIC (ED)
4/23/1990 C042 ^WORRIED ABOUT WORTH OF NUKE WASTE DUMP
4/25/1990 C021 BOYD CO WASTE MONITORING COMMITTEE FAILS
5/12/1990 C012 WHY BOYD COUNTY--FIRM TO EXPLAIN
5/13/1990 A113 HAS RESPONSIBILITY TO FIGHT NEBRASKA DUMP (L)
5/15/1990 BOll YANKTON OPPOSES BOYD COUNTY SITE
6/02/1990 C043 WASTE-SITE STUDY NOT APPROPRIATE
6/05/1990 coil MICKELSON MEETS WITH NUCLEAR DUMP FOES
6/09/1990 C016 DASCHLE BATTLES DUMP SITE
7/11/1990 C012 SD MAY FACE ANOTHER WASTE FIGHT
7/17/1990 B041 *ORR WANTS VOW NEBRASKA WON'T BE PENALIZED
7/18/1990 C012 NEBRASKA CANDIDATE WANTS DUMP WORK HALTED
7/19/1990 C012 5CKERREY WON'T TAKE BLAME FOR DUMP SITE
7/21/1990 B012 KORR, NEBRASKA POWER COMPANY DISCUSS
7/22/1990 DOll ORR WRONG ABOUT DUMP ACTION
7/28/1990 C041 APPLIES FOR PERMIT TO USE BOYD COUNTY SITE
7/31/1990 C012 2 ARRESTED AT WASTE SITE HEARING
8/02/1990 A012 *NUKE DUMP MEETINGS CANCELED
8/04/1990 C014 OPPONENT--ORR IGNORING WASTE ISSUE
9/01/1990 C012 *MICKELSON QUESTIONS NUKE DUMP
9/06/1990 C012 GROUP CRITICIZES HIRING BY WASTE DUMP FOES
9/18/1990 C041 KFOE OF WASTE DUMP BEGINS HUNGER STRIKE
9/23/1990 A112 NEBRASKA DUMP SITE PICKERS MISCALCULATED (L)
10/06/1990 C033 SfFASTING JEOPARDIZES HIS LIFE
10/10/1990 C031 GOVERNOR ORR WON'T CAMPAIGN IN BOYD COUNTY
10/13/1990 A085 NUCLEAR DUMP NEAR MISSOURI DANGEROUS (L)
10/18/1990 C031 NUCLEAR DUMP FOE QUITS HUNGER STRIKE
10/20/1990 A083 TOWNS SHOULD RESPOND TO NUKE DUMP RECORD (L)
10/21/1990 D031 JUDGE DISMISSES SUIT AGAINST DEVELOPERS
10/24/1990 C033 *NUKE MONITORING PANEL CLOSES OFFICE
11/09/1990 C014 SfGOVERNOR FAVORS BOYD COUNTY DELAY
12/03/1990 C031 ^SENATORS' URGING GAO STUDY OF NUCLEAR ISSUES
1/07/1991 C031 NELSON STUDYING DUMP PLANS CAREFULLY
1/10/1991 C036 NUCLEAR WASTE PANEL GETS NEW MEMBERS
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l/lA/1991 B035 BOYD COUNTY GROUP UPSET WITH GOVERNOR
A/01/1991 C036 MEETING TO DISCUSS WASTE DUMP
A/10/1991 C031 COULD MISS DEADLINE TO BUILD PLANT
5/17/1991 C035 NUCLEAR WASTE PANEL'S LIABILITY BEING STUDIED
6/18/1991 C035 LET PUBLIC SEE DUMP STUDY
7/03/1991 C012 FIRM LOOKING TO BUILD INCINERATOR
10/10/1991 C032 NEBRASKA TOWNSHIP ANTI-DUMP ORDINANCE RULED LEGAL
10/15/1991 BOll BOYD COUNTY PLANS TO CONFIRM STAND
10/21/1991 B032 NEBRASKA WASTE DUMP DISPUTE UNRELENTING
11/27/1991 C035 BOYD COUNTY COMMITTEE OK'S SITE STUDY
12/28/1991 C032 RADIOACTIVE WASTE CONTROVERSY
2/06/1992 C035 DUMP SHOULD BE QUESTIONED
A/12/1992 DOAA NUKE DUMP PROPONENT QUITS PANEL
A/21/1992 C022 BOYD COUNTY GROUP REQUESTS MORE INFORMATION ON DUMP
A/22/1992 C022 JUDGE CLEARS WAY FOR DUMP PAYMENT
6/05/1992 C012 BOYD COUNTY PROCEDURES SPUR COMPLAINTS
6/06/1992 A0I2 ^TOWN'S FUTURE IN NUCLEAR TUG OF WAR
6/06/1992 A031 9€T0 LIVE IN A TOWN THAT'S DIVIDED
6/20/1992 C022 RULING EFFECT UNCERTAIN FOR DUMP SITE
9/05/1992 B015 SD CASINO SUPPORTS GAMING PLAN
11/08/1992 F071 ^NEBRASKA CAPITOL, LEGISLATURE ARE SHOWCASES
12/10/1992 B012 XBOYD COUNTY RESIDENTS DON'T WANT WASTE SITE
I2/I6/I992 B022 COMPACT MUST LOOK ELSEWHERE FOR DUMP SITE--OFFICIALS
1/26/1982 A016 *SF MAN DOESN'T LOSE HOPE FOR TRANSPLANT
2/22/1983 A012 ERIC NEBY WAITS FOR KIDNEY TO WORK
A/13/1983 coil 5CKIDNEY RECIPIENT BATTLES VIRUS
5/05/1983 A012 ^INFECTION ENDS 7-YEAR BATTLE WITH KIDNEY DISEASE
11/22/1985 BOll ^NECKLACES WITH TRINKETS ARE 'IN'
6/21/1992 FOll *IT'S A TIE
6/10/1990 A012 *RECYCLERS EXPANDING TO NEW LINES
12/11/1987 B012 NEEDLEWORK EXHIBIT IS COLORFUL EXAMPLE OF TRADITION
7/22/1990 C012 *JOY OF HANDWORK IS COMMON THREAD
9/18/1992 D012 ^MITCHELL GROUP TO SHOW OFF OF TWO ERAS
1/23/1982 A016 ^KIDNAPPED GIRL FOUND IN WATERTOWN
5/25/1982 C053 NEF PICKED TO HEAD REGIONAL COMMITTEE
6/17/1982 C061 MILBANK MAN HEADS ROBERTS' CAMPAIGN
SEE AFRICAN-AMERICANS, NAACP
1/26/1991 C015 *BILL TO LIMIT LOTTERY ADVERTISING KILLED
4/06/1991 A082 ^INCOME TAX CAN AID EDUCATION
8/03/1991 C012 seCHARITABLE GAMBLING REGULATION PROPOSED
12/28/1988 D013 *NEIBER MOLDS JACKRABBIT BASKETBALL INTO WINNER
2/07/1991 D012 *FOR THE LOVE OF COMPETITION
12/18/1988 A015 SD PRIEST SUFFERED HOLOCAUST HORRORS
2/20/1983 DOll NEIGHBORHOOD MORE THAN HOUSES-HOME
1/07/1991 A012 *OLD-TIME ELEGANCE RETURNS TO CATHEDRAL DISTRICT
1/I4/I991 A0I2 ^HOLIDAY ESTATES HOPPING AGAIN
1/14/1991 A081 CONDO MAY BE PLUS FOR NEIGHBORHOOD (ED)
1/21/1991 A012 *TUTHILL'S 'RICH' IMAGE HAS STUCK
1/28/1991 A012 ^CENTRAL LOCALE APPEALS TO CAMPUS NEIGHBORS
2/0I/I991 A095 NEIGHBORS SPLIT ON HOW TO DEAL WITH BULLY (L)
2/04/1991 A012 *DOWN BY THE RIVERSIDE
2/11/1991 A012 *ALL SAINTS HAS HISTORY OF SURPRISES
2/15/1991 A081 STORY ABOUT RIVERSIDE CUT PROPERTY VALUES (L)
2/17/1991 A084 STORY HAD NOTHING GOOD ABOUT RIVERSIDE (L)
2/I8/199I A012 *EASTSIDE NEIGHBORHOOD BOUND BY LOYALTY
2/24/1991 A092 RIVERSIDE NEEDN'T TAKE BACK SEAT TO ANY AREA (L)
2/25/1991 A012 ^SILVER VALLEY SOUTH IS A MIDDLE-CLASS MODEL
3/04/1991 A012 3€HAS NO NAME, BUT LOTS OF CHARM
3/10/1991 A094 RIVERSIDE STORY MADE FOOL OF 'ARGUS' (L)
3/11/1991 A012 XFROEHLICH ADDITION--LURE OF OPEN SPACES
3/18/1991 A012 *THE WEST SIOUX STORY
3/25/1991 A012 XGALESBURG NEIGHBORHOOD IS RICH IN SUCCESS
4/0I/I991 A0I2 5fA GRAND SHOT OF RIVERVIEW HEIGHTS
4/08/1991 A013 XCACTUS HEIGHTS IN GOLF-COURSE NEIGHBORHOOD
4/15/1991 C012 ^IRVING NEIGHBORHOOD OFFERS 'REAL WORLD'
4/19/1991 A104 ARTICLE BRINGS BACK FAWICK MEMORIES (L)
4/22/1991 A012 ^RICHMOND ESTATES RESIDENTS DISCOVER NATURE
4/29/1991 A013 ^THRIVES ON SERVING ITS PUBLIC WELL
4/29/1991 A081 RIVERSIDE RESIDENTS OWE NO APOLOGY (L)
5/06/1991 A012 KCOUNTRY CLUB NEIGHBORS ARE HOOKED
5/13/1991 C012 ^GROCER CALLS SIOUX VALLEY NEIGHBORHOOD MIXED BAG
5/13/1991 C015 DECORATED FENCE RINGS IN SEASON
5/20/1991 A015 KABOUT 4,000 PEOPLE CALL DOWNTOWN HOME
5/27/1991 C014 *CHERRY ROCK NEIGHBORHOOD HAS NOTABLE ESSENTIALS
6/03/1991 A012 ^PRESERVATION HAS KEPT MCKENNAN PARK POPULAR
6/10/1991 A012 KMALL AREA ALWAYS ON THE MOVE
6/17/1991 A012 KBUILDING A WAY OF LIFE IN SOUTHEAST
6/24/I99I A0I2 ^VISIONS OF YOUTH AROUND TERRACE PARK
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7/01/1991 AGIA *PRISON NEIGHBORS FEEL SAFE, HAPPY IN NORTH DRIVE
7/08/1991 B012 XTHE PRICE IS RIGHT IN HILLTOP HEIGHTS
7/15/1991 A013 3CNEIGHB0RS ENJOY ACRES OF QUIET
7/22/1991 A015 seOLSON AREA FILLED WITH THE SOUNDS
7/29/1991 AOIA KOLD HAYWARD TAKES FLIGHT
8/05/1991 AOIA *TOMAR HILLS IS ADDRESS OF UPWARDLY MOBILE
8/12/1991 A012 3€MANY RETURN TO LIVE NEAR ST MARY CHURCH
8/19/1991 A012 *PRAIRIE TREE STANDS TALL ON SF SKYLINE
8/26/1991 A012 ^NEIGHBORS OLD, NEW FIND PEACE NEAR ZOO
9/02/1991 B012 ^VALLEY PARK IS FOR THE RESIDENTS
9/09/1991 A012 *0'G0RMAN AREA OFFERS HOMEY MIX
9/16/1991 A012 ^SOUTHEAST AREAS ARE NEIGHBORHOODS-IN-THE-MAKING
9/23/1991 A012 KSTORE OWNER HAS SEEN LIFETIME OF AXTELL HISTORY
9/30/1991 C012 ^NEIGHBORS TAMED SF'S OLD WEST
10/07/1991 B012 KLAKE WILL BE LATEST OF MANY NEIGHBORHOOD CHANGES
lO/lA/1991 B012 XVALLEY VIEW AREA HAPPY TO STAY HUSHED
10/21/1991 B012 *RIVERDALE AREA SPORTS GREAT CURVES
10/28/1991 B012 ^ORCHARD HEIGHTS AREA ENJOYS FRUIT OF LABOR
11/04/1991 A012 KIN THE NEIGHBORHOOD
11/04/1991 B012 KCOLUMBIA HEIGHTS IS WOODED HAVEN OF REST
11/11/1991 B012 KWEST MESA LIKE COUNTRY LIVING
11/18/1991 C012 KNAME DOESN'T FIT NEIGHBORHOOD
11/25/1991 C012 kKINGSWOOD DEVELOPER FILLS ADDITIONS WITH CASTLES
12/02/1991 C012 KYOUTH MOVEMENT HITS SYCAMORE EAST
12/16/1991 A012 ^LEADERS' LURE IS SANTA CLAUS LANE
12/30/1991 C012 KKLONDIKE, MOCKINGBIRD
5/01/1990 C012 KCALLER TIPS POLICE ABOUT BREAK-IN
7/08/1982 coil kLAKE COUNTY FOLKS PITCH IN TO HELP SIOUX FALLS
11/03/1985 coil NEIGHBORS GIVE LAID-UP MAN GOOD MEDICINE
4/09/1990 A051 K'NEIGHBOR' LOSES ITS MEANING
12/27/1990 A072 KDOWNRIGHT NEIGHBORLY
9/20/1983 coil KNEILES RESIGNS FROM COUNTY DEFENDER'S OFFICE
1/07/1986 C015 KNEILES TAKES OATH TO BECOME MAGISTRATE JUDGE
10/23/1991 B032 MAN SUES WAL-MART FOR $1 16 MILLION
7/16/1991 coil KNEW YMCA LEADER IS EX-AUGIE ATHLETE
1/03/1992 coil OLDHAM COUPLE SUES BATTERY MANUFACTURER
1/16/1991 A083 LANDFILL WOULD PRODUCE INCOME
3/05/1992 C031 WOMAN IS SENTENCED IN DEATH OF INFANT
5/24/1986 A051 KCOMPOSER CREATES TRIBUTE FOR GRADUATION
12/03/1982 B061 KENGINEER PUTS IN 60 YEARS OF CREATIVITY
7/13/1982 A071 KPEDIATRIC DENTISTRY TAKES THE FEAR OUT OF TRIPS
6/05/1992 B022 KNELSEN PROFILES STORYTELLERS
2/22/1986 A081 CARE ABOUT CIVIL RIGHTS
8/21/1983 E051 KPUTTING SHIRTS ON PEOPLE'S BACKS HELPS PAY TUITION
3/08/1982 B041 BOOK BY AUGIE HEAD TO BE PUBLISHED
3/28/1982 B043 KAUGUSTANA PRESIDENT GETS LESSON ON TAIWAN
10/05/1982 BOll KIT'S VIKING DAYS ALL WEEK AT AUGUSTANA
5/01/1983 N021 K(HEALTH/ED) AUGUSTANA PRESIDENT SEES JOB AS MISSION
3/12/1984 A071 KSETBACKS PLAGUE BACKERS OF STATION
3/17/1984 C044 KCOLLEGES SHOULD LEARN FROM BUSINESSES
8/18/1985 Alll KSTATE'S PUBLIC AND PRIVATE COLLEGES
2/14/1986 BOll KLIFETIME VALENTINES
10/09/1986 C012 KAUGUSTANA EX-PRESIDENT TAKES POST
10/10/1986 A081 SO LONG, PRESIDENT NELSEN (ED)
5/08/1988 B041 KLUTHERAN PASTOR DIES AT 89
4/19/1992 B012 KALL EARS AND READY TO HOP TO IT
4/28/1985 N091 K(RELIGION) HIS WINNING SOLUTION IS SIMPLE
3/13/1991 B023 KFAMILY LIFE TEACHES COOK TO THINK LARGE
6/24/1988 C012 EX-SHERIFF CHARGED WITH RAPE OF 7-YEAR OLD
7/14/1988 C035 EX-SHERIFF ARRAIGNED ON RAPE CHARGES
10/18/1988 coil FORMER SHERIFF PLEADS GUILTY TO RAPE
1/10/1989 coil FORMER SHERIFF GETS 6 YEARS IN RAPE
7/18/1990 C012 NEBRASKA CANDIDATE WANTS DUMP WORK HALTED
11/09/1990 C014 KGOVERNOR FAVORS BOYD COUNTY DELAY
7/27/1990 C033 KCERAMIC BOBBING-HEAD BASEBALL GREATS
2/23/1990 D082 HISTORIC STORE IN NEW HANDS
8/28/1992 B041 KGAS AND GO
8/12/1992 D013 KHARD-WORKING SINGER WON'T GIVE UP STRUGGLE
2/12/1992 C031 CO-WORKERS, FRIENDS HONOR AIR CRASH VICTIMS
11/09/1987 B012 IRENE FARMER RECALLS WAR ROLE
9/19/1984 BOll KFORMER PACKER STAR AT AUGUSTANA
10/04/1986 A052 SD DREAM GUY VIES FOR TITLE
8/06/1992 B015 PAMPHLETS TO EXPLAIN FIVE SD BALLOT ISSUES
10/30/1988 B061 KNELSON ENDS HUNT FOR OLYMPIC SKIING GOLD
7/20/1983 C012 FAIR CONCESSIONAIRE OF 14 YEARS LOSES BID
8/19/1989 C012 KCONCESSIONAIRES LEAVE ARENA
11/26/1987 B012 KNELSON TOPS ARGUS TEAM
10/18/1984 DOll KNELSON FAMILY IS PREPARED FOR RECRUITERS
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/1A/1987 C012 KWAUBAY'S NELSON GREETS TALL GOALS
12/31/1989 N071 NEW LIFE, JOBS IN CALIFORNIA EASE PAIN
10/30/1989 B012 ^CENTER BUILDS HEALTHY HEARTS IN DELL RAPIDS
7/26/1986 A053 3fART HISTORY PROFESSOR DESIGNS CHURCH
3/11/1988 A083 NELSON LACKS LOYALTY (L)
3/16/1988 B015 WILKA AIDE RESIGNS TO AVOID CONTROVERSY
3/21/1988 A085 NELSON MOVE IS SENSIBLE (L)
3/26/1988 coil *NELSON JOINS STATE'S ATTORNEY RACE
A/09/1988 A015 ESTATE'S ATTORNEY, EX-AIDE EXONERATED
6/0A/1988 A105 NELSON IS BEST CANDIDATE (L)
6/05/1988 A081 5CNELS0N, FROEHLICH ARE TOP ATTORNEY HOPEFULS CED)
6/08/1988 AOll *IT'S NELSON VS FROEHLICH
10/06/1988 A065 NELSON GOOD ADMINISTRATOR (L)
10/19/1988 C012 NELSON--HE'S A BETTER PROSECUTOR
10/26/1988 AlOl EDGE GOES TO FROEHLICH (ED)
11/03/1988 A12A NELSON TOP TRIAL LAWYER (L)
ll/OA/1988 C014 CANDIDATES EMPHASIZE BACKGROUND
11/06/1988 A155 NELSON IS BETTER QUALIFIED (L)
11/09/1988 C015 KNELSON HEADS FOR VICTORY OVER FROEHLICH
A/13/1989 C012 5fNELS0N WON'T INVESTIGATE PRISON
8/26/1989 COIA STATE'S ATTORNEY LIKELY TO ASK FOR HELP
9/09/1989 A052 ^TECHNIQUE IS KEY TO ARTISTS' FINAL PRODUCT
9/23/1989 A016 *OFFICIAL TIES DRUGS TO MORRELL
9/26/1989 A081 CITY SHOULDN'T BLAME OTHERS (ED)
10/01/1989 AlOA NELSON COMMENT OFF BASE (L)
10/21/1989 C015 STATE'S ATTORNEY HIRES ASSISTANT
A/02/1990 C012 ^PROSECUTOR DREAMS OF 'PERRY MASON'
11/19/1990 B012 KCLOAK OF SECRECY VEILS GRAND JURIES
6/28/1991 A015 NELSON REGARDS MURDER AS SOLVED
2/13/1992 A072 RECENT SNOWFALL BRINGS ANTICS
3/10/1992 C013 KNELSON TO RUN FOR RE-ELECTION
2/22/1988 A012 FAMILY LIVES BY LOVE OF THE LAND
10/03/1992 A072 *PAIN CAN BE USED BY CHRISTIANS AS MOTIVATION
10/28/198A coil HE CLIMBS FOR THE TIME
A/05/1982 C015 SF LIVESTOCK DEALER SETTLES FED CHARGES
12/07/1992 C012 *UP FOR AIR
11/21/1987 A05A ^RETIRED PASTOR RECALLS SERVICE
8/07/1990 C012 *HOPEFULS FILE ON EVE OF DEADLINE
9/19/1983 C051 ^EXHIBIT MAKES PATIENT APPRECIATE PROGRESS
A/26/1987 CC61 ^DENTIST TRIES TO TAKE THE FEAR OUT
12/0A/1987 C012 CHARGES DENTIST WITH SUBMITTING FALSE CLAIMS
12/15/1987 coil SIOUX FALLS DENTIST PLEADS NOT GUILTY
6/29/1988 BOll JUDGE THROWS OUT CHARGES ON DENTIST
7/18/1988 A012 *CITY DENTIST IN AFTERMATH OF LEGAL DISPUTE
7/19/1988 AlOl BE CAREFUL WITH REPUTATION ON LINE (ED)
7/22/1989 C012 36JUDGE CLEARS DENTIST OF NEGLIGENCE
l/OA/1991 C012 HIGH COURT REINSTATES DENTIST'S SUSPENSION
10/31/1991 BOIA KPRANK MAKES FOR GOOD FRIGHT NIGHT
1/27/198A C031 REALTOR ENTERS SCHOOL BOARD RACE
3/26/198A COIA BOARD CANDIDATES HAVE TEACHING EXPERIENCE
3/30/198A C015 2 DISAGREE ON HOW TO PAY FOR SCHOOLS
3/31/198A C031 EDUCATION ASSOCIATION ENDORSES JEFF NELSON
A/02/198A C021 ^CANDIDATES GIVE PERCEPTIONS OF ROLE
A/12/198A C021 CONGRATULATIONS TO NELSON (ED)
11/0A/198A BOAA REGRETS GIVING NUKE WASTE TESTIMONIAL
A/29/1987 BOll BOARD MEMBER WON'T RUN AGAIN
11/11/1991 A083 ^PROTECTING RURAL COOPERATIVES IS VITAL TO ECONOMY
11/25/1991 A052 *NEW PROCEDURE TREATS RAPID BEATING
5/06/1990 CC02 XPAIR WRITE THE PAPER ON COMMUNITY
5/31/1983 B031 NELSON SAYS SPECIAL OLYMPIANS WORTH ALL OF WORK
9/29/1987 A121 56HELP MAKE SD TOBACCO-FREE BY THE YEAR 2000
8/2A/1991 AG83 ^CHIROPRACTOR RECOGNITION COULD HELP RELIEVE
8/18/1992 B062 ^TURNING PLASTIC INTO CREDIT
11/03/1985 B012 )«RAPID CITY SWEEPS 'AA'
A/02/1988 coil KVERMILLION LEGISLATOR SEEKS SECOND TERM
3/19/1989 C015 JePRISONS NEED VIDEO LOTTERY AID
7/27/1991 C012 LOCAL CONTROL OVER TAXES BEHIND INEQUITY
12/09/1992 B012 LOTTERY MIX-UP KILLED MAN--LAWSUIT
3/20/1986 B015 NELSON SEEKS SEAT ON COUNTY COMMISSION
7/03/1990 D062 ^CASHING IN ON CYCLE RALLY
A/27/1991 A083 ^PARADE TO BE TRIBUTE TO PAST, PRESENT, FUTURE VETS
6/16/1983 DOll PILOT-AMATEUR BALLPLAYER NELSON GETS HIGH
A/01/1983 AOll 56PRACTICAL JOKER GETS SERIOUS
6/20/1991 A012 30-YEAR CONCESSIONAIRE CRIES FOUL
5/1A/1985 BOll 9€MEM0RIES OF HORSE LIVE ON IN CURLY PARKA
A/03/1982 BOAl XPAM NELSON HOUSE CANDIDATE
5/10/1982 coil *2 SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS GIVE THEIR PARTING OPINIONS
6/15/1983 C031 KNELSON--MUST COMMUNICATE WITH TAXPAYERS
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/12/1983 A012 KJOINS THE SIOUX FALLS SCHOOL BOARD
8/01/198A DOIl KNELSON SUGGESTS THAT SCHOOLS LOOK AT PLAN
8/16/198A COAl NELSON ELECTED TO STATE SCHOOL BOARDS GROUP
3/25/1986 coil NELSON ANNOUNCES DISTRICT II CANDIDACY
A/G3/1986 COIA KNELSON WON'T SEEK RE-ELECTION TO SCHOOL BOARD
2/28/1987 A083 KBELL BILL NOT BEST FOR THE PEOPLE
12/23/1987 BOll XNELSON WANTS SENATE SEAT
1/22/1988 C012 *CITY SALES TAX BILL KILLED
2/2A/1988 A083 SALT-FREE DE-ICER MAY BE ANSWER
11/09/1988 C015 KPAM NELSON HOLDS DISTRICT 11 LEAD
1/05/1989 B012 HIGHER WAGES ARE NECESSARY
1/05/1989 B015 AMENDING SPECIAL EDUCATION LAW A PRIORITY
1/11/1989 A0A5 ^GOVERNOR'S PLANS NEED REVIEW--LAWMAKERS
3/06/1989 A102 PAM NELSON STRONG LEADER (L)
3/21/1989 A08A NELSON ACCESSIBLE TO VOTERS (L)
8/05/1989 A085 NELSON HAS DONE JOB WELL (L)
8/13/1989 Alll XHEIDEPRIEM, RENTSCHLER, OTHERS WEIGH BIDS
9/16/1989 A081 REDI LOAN RECIPIENTS SHOULD BE FORCED TO PAY WAGE
2/05/1990 B012 ^FAVORITE BOOK SIGNED BY HOUSE HERO
3/20/1990 coil SEN PAM NELSON RUNS FOR 2ND TERM
9/1A/1990 coil NELSON DEVELOPING BILL IMPROVING WAGES
9/17/1990 AOAl ^GAMBLING EXPOSES MANY QUESTIONS AND ATTITUDES
10/19/1990 C012 NELSON, PANKRATZ SPLIT ON AMENDMENT
1/27/1991 A016 PROPOSAL LINKS SALARY STRUCTURE TO REDI
2/28/1991 C015 *2 CONSIDER MAYORAL BIDS
A/23/1991 C012 XNELSON TO ANNOUNCE BID FOR MAYOR
5/22/1991 C012 KNELSON--CITY WANTS RECYCLING
^ 5/27/1991 A103 NELSON INCONSISTENT WITH RECYCLING STAND (L)
5/30/1991 COIA XWHITE CALLS NELSON'S PLAN IMPRACTICAL
6/03/1991 A103 *LAWMAKER-MAYOR ROLE COULD ENSURE HEARING FOR NEEDS
6/05/1991 A106 NELSON AS MAYOR COULD HELP CITY IN PIERRE (L)
6/07/1991 A105 NELSON CAN MOVE CITY AGENDA AHEAD IN PIERRE (L)
6/07/1991 C012 *NELSON--FILLING 2 POSTS ADVANTAGEOUS
6/08/1991 COIA KCANDIDATES--ELECTION HAS TURNED PARTISAN
6/10/1991 A08A CAN HANDLE LAWMAKER-MAYOR ROLES (L)
6/12/1991 A103 DUAL ROLE WOULD BE PLUS FOR CITY (L)
6/12/1991 AlOA SHOULD SEE BOTH SIDES OF RIGHTS COIN (L)
6/I2/I991 A105 BLAME NELSON FOR SLOW MARION ROAD TRAFFIC (L)
6/12/1991 A105 KNOWS CITY AND SD WELL (L)
6/16/1991 A012 5CCITY ELECTION WILL TELL WHOM VOTERS BELIEVE
6/16/1991 A081 KWHITE DESERVES TO BE RE-ELECTED (ED)
6/16/1991 AlOl KIMAGES TROUBLE FRONT-RUNNERS IN MAYORAL RACE
6/19/I99I AOIA KHARD-EDGED CANDIDATES RUBBED CITY'S VOTERS
6/19/1991 A034 *LOOKING FOR A CHANGE
6/19/1991 A081 PERSONALITY PREVAILS IN TWO CITY RACES (ED)
6/20/1991 C065 MASTEN TO INVESTIGATE ELECTION CONFUSION
6/22/1991 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
6/25/1991 A083 FAULTY VOTING LEVERS COST NELSON VOTES (L)
7/13/1991 A085 DEVOTED TO MOVING CITY FORWARD (L)
10/2A/1992 B016 ^NELSON, OPPONENT BATTLE FOR SENATE
9/17/1991 B036 COMMISSION OK'S PRESERVE
A/29/1988 B012 MEET READERS AT BOOK-SIGNING PARTY
9/1A/1992 B012 ^RECYCLING FIRM FINDS PROFIT IN PAPER
11/25/1982 A012 5€DR TRADITIONALLY SKIPS STORE
11/27/1992 N031 XPLATTE WOMAN MOLDS MATERIALS INTO JOLLY DOLLS
A/23/1989 B07I BICYCLISTS HAVE DIFFERENT OPINIONS
6/05/1983 BG51 US FOOTBALL LEAGUE HAS ITS GOOD POINTS
12/08/1985 C031 HUNTING, FISHING ON THE STATE PAYROLL
7/2A/1987 A062 SYMPHONY NAMES EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
12/05/1987 A103 ^SYMPHONY THRIVES ON SUPPORT
I/lA/1992 A053 *NELSON LEADS YWCA
5/09/1992 AlOl ^MOTHER'S DAY OFFERS SPECIAL TIME TO REFLECT
3/26/1989 A07A *ABOUT THE REPORTER
5/06/1990 EEOl KTHE NEXT SD LIFESTYLE
7/2A/1982 A075 HE SERVED ON THE PRAIRIE (L)
7/25/1982 B06A BUS DRIVER PILOTS SD ROADS 31 YEARS
A/20/1983 D012 ^OLYMPIAN NELSON INDUCTEE INTO RELAYS
12/19/1990 A012 KOLD BEER SPOT MAKING WAY FOR NEW
5/28/1990 AOll 3€A DAY TO REMEMBER
7/11/1982 B051 WHEAT GROWERS LOBBY FOR LONG-TERM DEAL WITH RUSSIA
7/1A/1982 C031 HEAD OF WHEAT GROUP POSTPONES TRIP TO DC
7/12/1982 C032 LUTEFISK EATING CONTEST AT THE NORDLAND FEST
2/07/I98A A072 ELECTED TO BOARD
5/01/1986 A012 KRESIGNS TO ASSUME FUND-RAISING ROLE
7/23/1985 B015 WILLIE NELSON PAYS SURPRISE PINE RIDGE VISIT
6/1A/1986 A012 KWILLIE'S ON THE ROAD TO SIOUX FALLS
6/19/1986 coil 36UPCOMING CONCERT HAS FANS IN LINE
7/17/1986 AOIA *NELSON TO RAISE CASH CROP FOR FARMAID
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/I9/I986 A012 *WILLIE WOOS THEM
7/20/1986 EOll FANS LEAVE REMINDER OF NELSON VISIT
7/20/1986 E045 *SEA OF DEBRIS
9/07/1987 C015 KALL KINDS TURN OUT FOR NELSON CONCERT
8/01/1988 C012 SCHEDULES CONCERT TO BENEFIT INDIANS, POLICE
3/31/1989 AOll NELSON, BROWNE SET FOR SD EVENT
9/16/1989 coil SD, IOWA FARMERS TO TALK WITH NELSON
8/21/1991 BOll XWILLIE BANKS ON LOYALTY OF HIS FANS
1/19/1990 C022 WEB MANAGER FIRED
8/10/1990 C021 FORMER WEB MANAGER FILES SUIT OVER FIRING
9/25/1991 A012 WATERTOWN MAN DIES AFTER LOTTO MIX-UP
8/28/1982 B021 KWWII TAUGHT HOW PRECIOUS PEACE CAN BE
9/06/1989 C08A JOB CORPS EFFORT MARKS 25 YEARS IN SD TOWN
5/18/1982 BOll *MANY CONTINUE FARM FIGHT DESPITE TOUGH ODDS
5/19/1982 coil 36FARMERS ROLL WITH FINANCIAL PUNCH
12/14/1986 FOll XEONS OF NEON
9/06/1992 A012 NEARLY START ISN'T ALWAYS BEST
2/13/1982 A091 XSF FAMILY ADJUSTS TO LIVING IN NEPAL
9/20/1991 C012 *PEACE CORPS DUTY LANDS ARMOUR FARMER IN NEPAL
8/21/1988 A103 HANSON PROTEST CORRECT (L)
10/21/1982 BOll PETER NERO STRIVES FOR AUTHENTICITY
10/22/1982 A091 NERO SHOWS EXPERTISE AS PIANIST 8 CONDUCTOR
9/25/1983 D066 ^PASTOR LEARNS ABOUT LIFE THROUGH DEATH
9/25/1990 C015 BUSH LAWYER IS SOUTH DAKOTAN
6/25/1989 B012 KWORD 'TOMBOY' IS IN DANGER
9/25/1989 B012 *VOLLEYBALL PRACTICE MUST GO ON
11/26/1989 C012 BRANDON MAN TRAINS SEARCH DOGS
4/17/1983 B014 REALTORS PAY PRICE OF HIGH RATES
2/21/1983 B012 CHALLENGE ATTRACTS HUNTER TO ANTIQUES
5/01/1984 A012 ^OUTLOOK DIM FOR SPRINGFIELD
5/03/1984 C014 "DON'T BLAME JANKLOW FOR FAILURE TO SELL"
1/08/1988 A083 BANKING ACT HURTS CONSUMERS
5/18/1988 A012 ^BANKERS SAY WORST DAYS ARE OVER
4/24/1992 B032 KWILL SHOW HOW THINGS MADE LONG AGO
4/25/1992 A052 *SKILLS OF OLD S NEW
8/24/1983 coil BfNETHERTON DELIGHTS AUDIENCE AT FAIR
8/12/1992 B012 NETTLETON DIDN'T PAY, FORMER RECRUITERS SAY
8/19/1992 B012 NETTLETON OWNER SCOLDED
5/28/1983 B031 5fPRESSLER--W0RK ETHIC MUST BE REVIVED
8/05/1988 C012 NETTLETON COLLEGE SOLD TO MISS CORPORATION
10/09/1988 BOll TOWNSEND NAMED NETTLETON PRESIDENT
11/02/1988 C015 TO OFFER NIGHT CLASSES NEXT YEAR
8/31/1989 coil USD STUDENT DIES IN ONE-CAR CRASH
11/30/1989 DOll CITY SHOULDN'T FORGET VALUE OF STUDENTS
4/04/1990 coil NETTLETON TEACHER SEEKS HOUSE SEAT
10/31/1990 coil NETTLETON COLLEGE TO CHANGE ITS NAME
10/31/1990 coil NETTLETON COLLEGE TO CHANGE ITS NAME
10/25/1991 C012 NETTLETON'S OWNER'S QUESTIONED
2/25/1992 B065 NETWORK WILL LINK BUSINESSES, SCHOOLS AND GOVERNMENT
2/02/1987 C013 MARCH OF DIMES AMBASSADOR
8/28/1985 BOll CHEESE FIRM TO TRANSFER OPERATION TO YANKTON
11/27/1985 B046 SOUR CHANCE FOR COMPANY MOVE
6/12/1983 D031 9€CANIST0TA WOMAN WINS LAMB COOK-OFF
6/28/1989 B012 *CANISTOTA FARM TAKES WING
10/16/1989 A012 ^EVERYTHING'S DUCKY AT HUMBOLDT PLANT
12/12/1984 A014 KRUFFLED PRODUCERS WANT RESIDENTS TO EAT UP
9/17/1982 coil OIL--GAS PERMIT FEES STAY §100
2/20/1983 BOll ^ENVIRONMENTALISTS WORRY SD BECOMING NUKE DUMP
3/13/1983 BOll XJANKLOW CABINET--NEW MEMBERS OF TEAM
12/12/1983 C013 STATE CONSIDERS PLAN TO GAIN MORE AID
1/14/1984 BOll *REPORT URGES CONGRESSIONAL APPROVAL
1/19/1984 C013 KNUCLEAR WASTE SITE COULD BE CONTROLLED
2/12/1984 A041 KKEY PLAYERS IN NUCLEAR WASTE SITE DUMP
2/19/1984 coil 56LOVE FOR ENVIRONMENT STILL IS STRONG
5/12/1984 C035 STATE SUPPORTS FULL DEVELOPMENT OF CENDAK
5/26/1986 B013 TOP RESOURSES OFFICIAL TAKES NEW JOB
6/02/1986 A061 LEAVES IMPRINT ON STATE GOVERNMENT (ED)
6/17/1986 A063 OTHERS OBSERVE RECOGNITION (L)
9/16/1982 coil 5CFR0M SD SPORTS & DEBT--TO THE USA
2/12/1983 C041 NEUHARTH TO SPEAK AT HURON COL CENTENIAL
7/23/1983 B0I3 KNEUHARTH--PUBLIC CRAVES INFORMATION
1/01/1984 B031 ^JOURNALISTS SHOULD PROJECT HOPE--NEUHARTH
1/22/1984 C032 NEUHARTH PHILOSOPHY PRAISED (L)
4/29/1986 C033 *T0 SPEAK TO STATE PRESS ASSOCIATION
5/03/1986 C013 *NEUHARTH LIKES MIDWEST STYLE
5/21/1986 D091 *NEUHARTH STEPS DOWN AS CHIEF OF GANETT
8/29/1986 C021 XNEUHARTH TO BE DAKOTA DAY PARADE MARSHAL
9/14/1986 E012 NEUHARTH TO COME TO SD
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10/02/1986 A095 NEUHARTH TO BE HONORED AT USD
10/02/1986 C012 CHAMBER TO DRAW CROWD
10/03/1986 COIA 3CNEUHARTH WAXES NOSTALGIC
10/03/1986 C023 ^PRACTICAL JOKE BY NEUHARTH GREETS FRIEND
lO/OA/1986 C012 CREDITS LUCK, TIMING FOR SUCCESS
6/1A/1987 C015 'USA TODAY' CREW INTO SF
6/19/1987 A021 ^NEUHARTH VISITS BOYHOOD HOME
6/22/1987 C012 *YOU CAN GO HOME AGAIN
5/01/1988 N071 (SEC GG) *MED1A MOGUL HAD DUBIOUS DEBUT IN SD
10/08/1988 C012 K'USA TODAY' FOUNDER RETURNS TO ROOTS
10/08/1988 C012 KUSD DEDICATES NEW JOURNALISM CENTER
2/12/1989 DOll NEUHARTH TO SPEAK AT PIERRE BANQUET
2/17/1989 C012 ^NEUHARTH LAUDS PARTY PLANNED FOR RUSHMORE
3/05/1989 A091 CORPORATE REPORT ON INDIAN JOURNALISTS
3/25/1989 A081 TIME TO RIDE INTO THE SUNRISE
3/26/1989 A112 M1D-60S PEOPLE NOT OVER HILL (L)
6/23/1989 COIA *FAMOUS S DAKOTANS TO RETURN FOR CELEBRATION
8/06/1989 A091 ATTENDANTS CHANGE IS POSITIVE DEVELOPMENT (L)
8/07/1989 A081 NEUHARTH COLUMN OFFENSIVE CD
9/09/1989 AlOl JOY OUTWEIGHS TEARS
10/15/1989 F012 *NEUHARTH'S BEWILDERING SELF-PORTRAIT
10/27/1989 B012 *NEUHARTH RETURNS HOME TO PLUG BOOK
1/12/1990 A081 ROBBIE FACED LIFE'S CHALLENGES
8/09/1990 COIA ^PRESIDENTS INVITED TO MOUNT RUSHMORE
10/13/1990 A08A WRITERS NEED QUICK POST-GAME INTERVIEWS (D
7/29/1991 A083 'ARGUS' DESERVES BETTER THAN NEUHARTH (L)
10/21/1991 A086 *NUEHARTH TOOK 'TIMES' SERIOUSLY
5/19/1992 A012 NEUHARTH OFFERS AID TO ALMA MATER GRADS
9/19/1992 AlOl *SF ISN'T NUMBER 1 CITY
9/27/1992 AlOl NEUHARTH WRONG ABOUT SD (MADISON DAILY)
8/11/1990 C033 ^ENVIRONMENTAL CENTER GETS RECOGNITION, FUNDS
8/26/198A A012 KDOC CHEERFULLY PARTS WITH THE PAST
9/03/1989 A014 36CH1LDREN OF THIRD REICH REMEMBER
2/26/1991 A072 SQUILL ARTIST USES SHARP WIT
FOR LATER SEE EMPIRE EAST MALL
10/30/1982 B015 COURT PLAN ALLOWS NEW MANAGER AT NEW TOWN MALL
11/07/1982 EOll 3fNEW MANAGEMENT BRINGS OPTIMISM TO BANKRUPT NEW TOWN
12/10/1982 coil SUIT AGAINST NEW TOWN SETS STAGE FOR CLOSURE SALE
1/29/1983 A012 NEW TOWN WILL LOSE SHRIVER'S
1/29/1983 BOll LOAN FIRM MUST PAY DEBT COLLECTION FEE
7/23/1983 B031 JUDGE SAYS NEW TOWN MUST BE SOLD
8/10/1983 C013 NEW TOWN MALL OWNER PLANS TO REHABILITATE CENTER
9/15/1983 A012 3 NEW THEATERS TO OPEN IN SIOUX FALLS
2/26/198A E012 OWNERS INTEND TO SELL NEW TOWN
2/29/198A C012 MALL CONSIDERS NEW MANAGEMENT
9/07/1984 C031 RETAILER SIGNS LEASE AT NEW TOWN MALL
8/11/1985 EOll KNEW TOWN'S MOST VOCAL BACKER LEAVES
3/09/1986 EOll KCOMB GIVES NEW LIFE TO NEW TOWN
3/10/1988 A012 OWNER MIGHT BUY NEW TOWN
5/11/1988 A015 NEW STORE COMING TO NEW TOWN MALL
5/27/1988 C016 MALL OWNER PURCHASES NEW TOWN
10/01/1988 C012 NEW TOWN MALL ALTERS IMAGE
7/04/1982 C062 TOWN BLAMES BLACKMAIL FOR FLOOD PLAIN ACCEPTANCE
12/12/1982 C015 VOTE ON BOND ISSUE TO BE HELD
12/18/1982 C021 NEW UNDERWOOD'S VOTE AND WATER TOWERS (ED)
2/16/1983 C031 NEW UNDERWOOD RECALL SIDELINED
1/01/1982 EOll K1981--THE YEAR IN REVIEW
1/01/1982 Foil NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTIONS
1/02/1982 B031 NEW YEAR'S AVERAGE FOR SIOUX FALLS POLICE
1/03/1982 C021 KARGUS LEADER'S 1982 PLATFORM
1/03/1982 C041 1ST '82 BABY FROM WESSINGTON SPRINGS
12/31/1982 A014 KNEW YEAR'S EVE FEWER DWl'S EXPECTED
1/01/1983 BOll KABOUT THAT RESOLUTION YOU MADE LAST YEAR
1/01/1983 B021 PEACE, LOVE, ARMS CONTROL, ECONOMY AMONG WISH
1/04/1983 A052 NEW YEAR HOLIDAYS NO BIG DEAL
12/30/1983 A091 KBRINGING IN THE NEW YEAR
12/31/1983 B012 DRINKING IN MODERATION MAY BE BEST RESOLUTION
1/01/1984 BOll SOUTH DAKOTANS' PRESCRIPTION FOR 1984
1/01/1984 B021 ARGUS LEADER OFFERS AREA, NATIONAL PLATFORM (ED)
1/01/1984 DOll KLOCAL REACTION ON GEORGE ORWELL'S FUTURE
1/02/1984 C012 PEACE, UNDERSTANDING TOP LISTS
12/30/1984 C021 THE SPIRIT OF 1984 INTO NEW YEAR (ED)
12/30/1984 C052 BAR SPECIALS WON'T RING IN
1/02/1985 A013 ROWDY REVELERS KEEP POLICE HUSTLING
12/26/1985 A061 KPUBLIC OPINIONS ON GOALS FOR 1986
12/30/1985 coil SOBER APPROACH TO NEW YEAR'S EVE
1/01/1986 A014 AMERICANS SEE HAPPY YEAR
1/01/1986 A081 HAPPY NEW YEAR (ED)
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1/0I/I986 BOII KWE FIRMLY RESOLVE TO
1/02/1986 AOIA NEW YEAR IS OFF TO A STEAMY START
1/02/1986 coil KNEW YEAR WITH BABY DAUGHTER
I/0I/I987 A031 KA TIME OF OPPORTUNITY 8 GROWTH
I/01/I987 A08I BRINGS BRIGHT NEWS ABOUT AGRICULTURE (ED)
I/02/I987 A0I2 KNEWBORNS ARRIVE ON OPPOSITE SIDES
I/0A/I987 A083 HERE'S OUR PLATFORM FOR 1987 (ED)
I/I0/I987 A083 SIGNS OF CHANGE FOR SOUTH DAKOTA
I/25/I987 A08A LIVE NEW YEAR DAY BY DAY (L)
1/25/1987 A093 DEVELOPMENT HAS SCARRED THE LAND
12/28/1987 B0I2 CAREFUL DRINKERS RESOLVE TO HAVE SAFE FUN
I2/3I/I987 AIOI PUBLIC OPINIONS FOR THE NATION IN 1988
I/0I/I988 A0I2 OPTIMISTIC PREDICTIONS RING IN THE NEW YEAR
I/0I/I988 AIOI READERS OFFER SEVERAL IDEAS WORTH CONSIDERING
I/0I/I988 D03I GAZING AT '88
1/02/1988 A0I2 KNEW YEAR ALREADY A GOOD ONE
II/23/I988 A0I2 WHAT'S AHEAD IN 1989
I2/I6/I988 C0I2 KWANT BELLS TO RING IN NEW YEAR
12/27/1988 C012 TEENS ORGANIZE NEW YEAR'S PARTY
12/28/1988 B0I2 KA WORLDWIDE CELEBRATION
12/29/1988 coil SEVERAL OFFICES WILL CLOSE MONDAY
I/0I/I989 A0I2 KNEW YEAR BRINGS FIGHT TO SAVE PAST
I/0I/I989 A08I KI989 ARGUS LEADER PLATFORM (ED)
II/25/I989 A0I5 CITY MIGHT TOAST NEW YEAR WITH LIQUOR
II/27/I989 B0I2 CLERGY WANT SUNDAY LIQUOR BOTTLED UP
II/28/I989 C013 NEW YEAR'S EVE PROPOSAL PUT OFF A WEEK
I2/0A/I989 BOII LIQUOR SALE PLAN ON AGENDA TODAY
12/31/1989 coil OFFICES WILL CLOSE NEW YEAR'S DAY
12/31/1989 C0I5 IT'S TIME TO PARTY
12/27/1990 AIOI KPUBLIC OPINIONS--TO SEE PRESIDENT BUSH MAKE
12/29/1990 C0I2 TEEN-AGERS VOLUNTEER FOR PARTY 'LOCKUP'
I2/3I/I990 AIOI 1990 HAS BEEN A PRETTY GOOD YEAR (ED)
I/0I/I991 A061 LET'S TRY TO PULL TOGETHER (ED)
1/01/1991 B012 KIF ONLY WISHES WERE HORSES
2/I5/I991 B0I2 KCHINESE CELEBRATE BEGINNING OF YEAR OF THE SHEEP
12/26/1991 AI03 KPUBLIC OPINIONS--SD IN 1992
I/0I/I992 A03I K1992 GOALS ARE SIMILAR TO THOSE MET IN 1987
1/01/1992 B031 KMEETING THE CHALLENGES OF THE FUTURE
1/01/1992 C031 KCHALLENGES MET, SET IN SCHOOLS, POLITICS
I/01/I992 D03I KNEW GOALS SURFACE TO REPLACE THOSE MET
I/05/I992 GOll KRESOLUTION RECIPE FAILS EARLY IN '92
I2/3I/I992 BOII MANY PLACES CLOSED FOR NEW YEAR'S DAY
I0/II/I989 A012 SIOUX FALLS IS WILD FLOWER IN BLOOM
10/15/1989 A131 KSIOUX FALLS' IMAGE HAS CHANGED
2/27/1992 A072 'NY TIMES' GETS LOST IN THE FALLS, KERREY GETS LOUD
12/27/1983 B013 EXCHANGE TEACHER CAPS YEAR WITH SNOWY HOLIDAY
8/I5/I982 B03I KTOUR GUIDE COMMENTS ON MUSEUM SYSTEM (L)
6/05/1984 con LACK OF INVOLVEMENT IN GOP PLATFORM
5/27/I99I A0I2 KNEWCOMERS TELL WHY THEY CAME TO SF
5/05/1990 C021 OFFICIAL PUTS PRISON PLAN ON BACK BURNER
5/06/1991 C03I MISSILES ACCEPTED FEATURE IN NEWELL
10/19/1992 B022 FORMER RESEARCH FARM FOR SALE
3/24/1982 DOII LIFE WITH THE NEWFIES
2/07/I99I C033 KAIR CONTROLLER'S NEW JOB MUST WAIT
8/06/1989 C0I5 BELLE FOURCHE PUBLISHER FACES CHARGES
8/2I/I989 BOII OBSCENITY CASE IS MOVED BACK
8/24/1992 B0I2 KCANDIDATE WOULD CURB GOVERNMENT
4/17/1991 A012 K7-TIME OFFENDER KNOWS DESPAIR OF SYSTEM
1/25/1991 D015 KTWINS' NEWMAN VISITS SF
5/06/1990 AA04 KTHINGS ARE JUMPIN' AT THE SPINK CAFE
I/23/I992 C032 KSMALL-TOWN TRADITION ALIVE AT SPINK CAFE
9/I2/I990 A0I2 KMOM FIGHTS CANCER - FOR BABY
8/03/1983 C035 CONSERVATION OFFICIAL WILL BE SENTENCED
8/28/1983 C09I CONVICTED EMBEZZLER GETS 2 MONTHS IN JAIL
8/08/1990 C033 KCEMETERY EASES LOSS OF PETS
12/30/1984 A083 HERE ARE AP'S TOP 10 STORIES
12/30/1984 con SPRINGFIELD CLOSING, WEATHER HIGHLIGHT '84
12/30/1984 C061 K1984 IN REVIEW--SIOUX EMPIRE
1/0I/I985 BOII KSIOUX EMPIRE TRIVIA TOUR
12/29/1985 con KA YEAR OF CRISIS
I/0I/I987 B0I5 DEMOCRATS, FLOODS, KILLINGS MADE HEADLINES
1/0I/I987 B016 HERE IS SD TOP 10
11/16/1987 BOII PREDICTING IS A SNAP, ISN'T IT
12/27/1987 A0I2 CHILD ABUSE, NEGLECT CASES IN SD
12/27/1987 C0I2 kSTRIKE LEADS LIST OF TOP STORIES
12/27/1987 Foil KWHAT'S HOT, WHAT'S NOT
12/31/1987 A072 K1987 DAKOTA TRIVIA
2/09/1988 A105 NEWS CAN SOUR SOME DAYS (L)
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2/24/1988 A064 KELO COVERAGE WINS BY LANDSLIDE
12/25/1988 A012 ON THE RECORD
12/28/1988 C012 TWO MOTHERS, MAN CONVICTED
12/29/1988 C012 LABOR, SAFETY PROBLEMS PLAGUE MORRELL
12/30/1988 B012 *YEAR WAS A GOOD ONE FOR THIS CITY
12/31/1988 C014 ^DROUGHT, MORRELL TROUBLES CAPTURE HEADLINES
1/01/1989 E015 SD TO GIVE ECONOMY A SECOND LOOK
12/24/1989 C012 PLANE CRASH VOTED AREA'S TOP STORY
12/28/1989 A061 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS--HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENTS OF 1989
12/30/1989 A014 *NEWSMAKERS OF '80'S
12/30/1989 A055 ENGLISH COMES TO TERMS WITH 'GO'S
12/31/1989 A012 *60 STORIES IN THE 'GO'S REVISITED
12/31/1989 A061 1980'S--SOME BIG STARS, BIG LOSERS (ED)
12/31/1989 C012 DECADE WAS 'PARADE OF CRISES, SOLUTIONS'
12/31/1989 F012 *THE '80S CHANGES
1/08/1990 A081 READERS TAKE ISSUE WITH LIST (ED)
8/18/1990 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
8/25/1990 A083 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
9/01/1990 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
9/08/1990 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
9/15/1990 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
9/22/1990 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
9/29/1990 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
10/02/1990 A052 *KELO-TV RETAINS MAJORITY OF NEWS VIEWERS
10/06/1990 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
10/13/1990 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
10/20/1990 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
10/27/1990 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
11/03/1990 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
11/10/1990 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
11/17/1990 A061 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
11/24/1990 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
12/01/1990 AlOl DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
12/08/1990 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
12/15/1990 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
12/22/1990 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
12/30/1990 C012 *1990 YEAR IN REVIEW
10/08/1991 A083 POLITICIANS' ACTIONS DRAW READER'S ATTENTION (L)
12/27/1991 BOll *WINDS BLEW STRONG FOR '91 PERFORMANCES
12/29/1991 GOll *YEAR IN PICTURES
12/30/1991 A081 HEADLINES WE'D RATHER NOT SEE (ED)
12/31/1991 C031 KLEIN IS MAIN '91 READ
12/31/1991 C031 SD'S TOP STORIES OF THE DECADE
1/08/1992 A105 RERUN OF MISS GAY PHOTO WAS INSULT (L)
12/27/1992 A012 *RESIDENTS RECALL EVENTS THAT TOUCHED THEIR LIVES
12/31/1992 A012 *MOELLER'S DEATH SENTENCE TOP 'ARGUS' STORY OF 1992
12/31/1992 A081 1992 NOT ENTIRELY MEMORABLE FOR US (ED)
12/31/1992 B012 '92 QUOTES DISPLAY HUMOR, PAIN
5/10/1991 A032 *KILLING RAISES SAFETY CONCERNS AMONG PARENTS
5/11/1991 A014 *CARRIERS ADMIT FEARS OF EARLY-MORNING JOB
5/24/1991 A103 BEEPERS MIGHT PROTECT NEWSPAPER CARRIERS (L)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF NEWSPAPERS
3/28/1982 DOll THE MINNEAPOLIS STAR (FULLER)
4/13/1982 A071 *THE HUTCHINSON HERALD
4/15/1982 D041 *HE KNOWS WHAT FREE PRESS MEANS
4/17/1982 B041 ARGUS WINNER OF EIGHT FIRST-PLACE PRESS AWARDS
4/18/1982 B031 *NOSTALGIC GLIMPSE OF SD NEWSPAPER HISTORY
4/18/1982 EOll *MERGE OR DIE
4/19/1982 C044 WRITERS RECEIVE AWARDS FROM SD PRESS WOMEN
5/02/1982 3091 *(AGRICULTURE) THIS COUNTRY EDITOR IS BIG BOOSTER
5/16/1982 E021 THE BOTTOM LINE IS TO CONVINCE THE EDITOR
6/28/1982 B031 LEGAL NEWSPAPER--SCHOOL BOARD TOPIC
8/08/1982 DOll *AWARDS DON'T SELL PAPERS--VERMILLION
9/14/1982 C021 *USA TODAY--THE VERDICT IN THE HANDS OF READERS
9/16/1982 coil *FROM SD SPORTS 8 DEBT--TO THE USA
9/28/1982 B051 USA TODAY DISTRIBUTED IN SF, MINN
11/20/1982 A015 MIRACLES DO HAPPEN
2/21/1983 A071 *TEENS CRANK OUT PAPER IN CHIKCEN COOP
4/30/1983 B033 NEWSPAPERS SHOULDN'T LABEL
5/07/1983 A012 JANKLOW SPENDS $740 TO DEFEND STATE'S HONOR
7/23/1983 B013 *NEUHARTH--PUBLIC CRAVES INFORMATION
9/11/1983 A021 RAPID CITY JOURNAL, ARGUS LEADER WIN AWARDS
9/12/1983 B041 PRESS ASSOCIATION HONORS PIERRE PUBLISHER
9/18/1983 C041 *FORMER EDITOR NAMED TO HALL OF FAME
9/25/1983 C012 *PROVIDING WORK FOR RESERVATION
9/26/1983 B013 *COLMAN PAPER IS 1-WOMAN OPERATION
10/18/1983 C013 *LAKOTA TIMES TO COVER RESERVATION AREAS
11/26/1983 BOll SECOND NEWSPAPER TO BEGIN IN RAPID CITY
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NEWSPAPERS 1/06/1984 B041 NEW RAPID CITY PAPER MAY PUBLISH IN MAY
1/22/1984 EG21 JENSEN WILL ORGANIZE NEWSPAPER OBSERVANCE
1/24/1984 CG31 REFUSE TO INCLUDE CHEM-NUCLEAR INSERT
2/G1/1984 CG62 PANEL REJECTS TAX ON NEWSPRINT
2/07/1984 B032 LAKOTA TIMES EXPANDS CIRCULATION
5/05/1984 A021 ARGUS LEADER TAKES AWARD FOR 6TH YEAR
5/06/1984 C051 SIOUX FALLS WEEKLY PAPER WINS TOP HONOR
5/25/1984 C041 ABERDEEN PAPER TO SWITCH TO MORNING DELIVERY
6/17/1984 EOll GARDENING NEWS WINS 4 SD PRESS AWARDS
7/17/1984 B042 BISON COURIER IS BACK IN BUSINESS
8/16/1984 coil XLAKE PRESTON TIMES
9/06/1984 C021 LAKE PRESTON TIME HAD HIGH STANDARDS (L)
10/02/1984 B043 RC MEN RUN COPIES OF NEW DAILY PAPER
10/19/1984 C051 RAPID CITY WEEKLY DEBUTS
10/29/1984 BOll OWNERS OF WINNER NEWSPAPER SELL STOCK
11/24/1984 B014 PAPER CARRIER SAVES MAN'S LIFE
11/25/1984 C012 NEWSPAPERS IN MILBANK
12/04/1984 BG35 CARRIER EXERCISES CAUTION
1/03/1985 C014 NEW PUBLISHER NAMED AT WATERTOWN PAPER
1/06/1985 EOll NEWSPAPER, PRINTING COMPANY CHANGE HANDS
1/08/1985 C015 WEEKLY NEWSPAPER WILL END PUBLICATION FRIDAY
1/24/1985 C031 INTRODUCE BILL CONCERNING WEEKLY SHOPPERS
1/30/1985 D045 LEGISLATORS TO INTRODUCE BILL ON SHOPPERS
2/02/1985 coil HOUSE COMMITTEE REJECTS BILL ON SHOPPERS
2/19/1985 B034 PINE RIDGE STARTS 2ND PAPER
3/05/1985 B013 ONE DAY THE NEWS GOT SNOWED IN
5/05/1985 C041 SF, LEAD AND PIERRE WIN NEWS AWARDS
8/11/1985 D012 CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING IS GETTING PERSONAL
9/08/1985 C041 ARGUS LEADER WINS AP NEWS AWARDS
10/03/1985 C035 TO MERGE LEAD 8 DEADWOOD NEWSPAPERS
10/22/1985 B023 TOWN CAN'T SUPPORT 2 PAPERS
10/27/1985 EOll KTHE REBIRTH OF A SMALL TOWN
10/30/1985 B033 STATE NEWSPAPERS, RADIO STATIONS WIN AWARDS
11/05/1985 B015 JOURNAL NAMES NEW PUBLISHER
11/18/1985 B022 MERGER ENDS SPEARFISH NEWSPAPER WAR
12/12/1985 C021 NEWSPAPER SUES ABERDEEN
1/31/1986 C035 11-YEAR EDITOR OF ABERDEEN NEWSPAPER RESIGNS
3/05/1986 A012 *'PRAVADA' COMES TO SIOUX FALLS
4/08/1986 C022 SHELDON NEWSPAPER WINS TOP IOWA HONORS
4/27/1986 coil CHAMBERLAIN PUBLISHER TO RECEIVE AWARD
4/30/1986 B031 PRESS CONVENTION BEGINS THURSDAY
5/04/1986 A112 MEDIA MANAGEMENT A WHITE WORLD
5/04/1986 C031 SINGLES PAPER PUBLISHER SUES DEADWOOD
, 7/03/1986 C012 PUBLISHER SUES OVER NEWSSTAND
7/09/1986 BOll DELL RAPIDS WEEKLY GETS NEW COMPETITION
8/05/1986 A063 SD DIGEST DEBUTS TO BETTER INFORM COMMUNITY
8/22/1986 A104 USE PRESS FREEDOM WISELY (L)
8/31/1986 A113 INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPERS SERVE IMPORTANT ROLE
9/01/1986 coil GOOD NEWS IS NOT NECESSARILY NO NEWS
9/03/1986 B021 RAPID CITY JOURNAL EDITOR TO STEP DOWN
9/07/1986 A012 TWO SD PLAYERS IN NATIONAL LEGEND
9/07/1986 C031 PRESS & DAKOTAN, ARGUS LEADER LEAD AWARDS
10/26/1986 coil LENNOX NEWSMAN IN SD HALL OF FAME
11/03/1986 B012 ^PICKETS BLAST COVERAGE OF NEWS CONFERENCE
11/20/1986 C021 RAPID CITY PAPER TO BECOME MORNING DAILY
1/10/1987 A014 XGIAGO PLANS INDIAN NEWSPAPER CHAIN
1/10/1987 coil YANKTON PAPER HAS NEW EXECUTIVE
1/20/1987 C021 THOMSON NEWSPAPER EXECUTIVE DIES IN TAMPA
3/22/1987 A116 GROUP OWES START TO MAN WHO BELIEVED
4/15/1987 C091 PAPER CONTEST WINNERS ANNOUNCED
4/15/1987 C092 PRESS CONTEST WINNERS NAMED
4/26/1987 A083 MINORITY WRITERS DESERVE SAME LATITUDE AS WHITES
5/01/1987 C021 'RAPID CITY JOURNAL' BECOMES MORNING PAPER
5/10/1987 B022 PRESS GROUP GIVES NEWSPAPER AWARDS
5/11/1987 B012 3CSMALL-T0WN NEWSWOMAN PRESSES ON
5/12/1987 A064 'GAZETTE' GIVES OTHER VIEW (L)
6/07/1987 C014 INDIAN JOURNALIST PLANS NEWS NETWORK
6/21/1987 A083 'TIMES' ARE CHANGING FOR NAVAJO PAPER
9/06/1987 A091 atGIVING READERS WHAT THEY WANT
9/13/1987 C041 AP CONTEST WINNERS ANNOUNCED
9/16/1987 A085 OPINIONS BEING MUFFLED (L)
9/18/1987 A082 NEWSPAPERS SILENCE DEBATE (L)
10/18/1987 Alll LOCAL INDIAN PAPERS PREVENT MISINFORMATION
11/07/1987 C041 FORMER EDITOR OF CORSICA PAPER HONORED
11/18/1987 C095 EX-PUBLISHER JOINS HALL OF FAME
12/13/1987 A083 SPECIALIZED REPORTING CAN BE BIASED
12/25/1987 BOll MARION FIRE DESTROYS NEWSPAPER OFFICE
1/03/1988 A105 MEDIA SHOW INSENSITIVITY ABOUT RACE
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1/04/1988 C012 KCOLMAN MAN FIGHTS CITY HALL WITH HIS PEN
1/19/1988 A081 BLOW TO FREE EXPRESSION (ED)
2/22/1988 BG12 KFIRE DOESN'T STOP MARION PRESS
4/19/1988 A063 PAPERS INCREASE RATES (L)
4/29/1988 C044 NEWSPAPER WINS PART OF TAX CASE
5/02/1988 A015 ^ANTIQUE TYPESETTER KEEPS TINY CANOVA
5/21/1988 coil G1A60 SUSPENDS PUBLISHING OF PAPER
5/27/1988 C031 ^INDIAN PAPER FILLS VOID LEFT
6/05/1988 D013 K'ARGUS' PLANS TO TEST NEW INK
6/08/1988 D092 *PAPER CHAIN GAINS 3 LINKS
8/05/1988 A081 FREEDOM OF THE PRESS A RARITY
8/26/1988 C031 STURGIS PUBLISHER BUYS BELLE FOURCHE PAPERS
9/08/1988 con MITCHELL PUBLISHER TAKES JOB IN TEXAS
10/10/1988 C023 NEW PUBLISHER NAMED FOR MITCHELL PAPER
10/24/1988 B021 HALL OF FAME INDUCTS TWO NEW MEMBERS
2/22/1989 A081 GAME COVERAGE DISAPPOINTS (L)
4/05/1989 C021 INDIANS THREATEN TO BOYCOTT ADVERTISERS
4/22/1989 C023 WEB OFFICIAL FILES LAWSUIT OVER LETTER
4/23/1989 AlOl CONSTITUTION PROTECTS UNPOPULAR IDEAS (ED)
4/26/1989 con NEWSPAPER GROUP TO HONOR DAKOTANS
4/28/1989 C016 LAWMAKER THREATENS TO SUE PAPER
4/30/1989 con NEWS GROUP HONORS 'RAPID CITY JOURNAL'
4/30/1989 C051 SOUTH DAKOTA NEWSPAPERS WIN AWARDS
5/22/1989 A012 36F1RED EDITOR IGNITES NEWSPAPER DUEL
5/31/1989 con 3€P1ERRE PUBLISHER TO RETIRE THURSDAY
6/01/1989 con RIVAL PAPER DELAYED IN LAKE PRESTON
6/13/1989 con PAPER BATTLE BREWS IN LAKE PRESTON
KPIERRE PUBLISHER'S LIFE DOCUMENTS 9 DECADES
7/23/1989 FOll HOMESTEADERS LANDED MARKET FOR PUBLISHER
8/02/1989 C012 ESTATE'S LARGEST WEEKLY TO MOVE
8/24/1989 C021 OMAHA GROUP BUYS HURON NEWSPAPER
9/10/1989 EOll 'ARGUS' DOMINATES NEWSPAPER AWARDS
9/24/1989 Alll BlG-ClTY WRITERS DEPICT PLAINS INDIANS
10/08/1989 C012 ^DELIVERING THE CLARK COUNTY COUNTRY NEWS
*PAPER REMINDS US OF HISTORY'S SIGNIFICANCE
12/19/1989 C015 SINGLES' PAPER WINS LAWSUIT
1/21/1990 C012 COMPETING NEWSPAPERS RIP LAKE PRESTON
2/15/1990 B014 KMARION COLUMNIST FILES FULL REPORT
2/19/1990 A012 *FOR 62 YEARS, 'INDEPENDENT' HAS SPOKEN
2/27/1990 C012 IOWA FIRM BUYS RAPID CITY JOURNAL
3/06/1990 C012 PRESTON OWNER--SUPPORT ONE NEWSPAPER
3/09/1990 C012 *GLUT FORCES END TO GROUP'S PAPER DRIVE
4/12/1990 C025 NEWSPAPER PUBLISHER PURCHASES HIS PRODUCT
4/18/1990 C021 'LAKE PRESTON JOURNAL' PUBLISHES LAST ISSUE
5/06/1990 con CHAMBERLAIN MAN TO LEAD NEWSPAPER GROUP
^®23 PUBLISHER TO SUE CITY FOR REMOVING MACHINE
5/27/1990 con SCHOOL PAPER OMITS CONTROVERSIAL STORY
6/23/1990 con OMAHA FIRM BUYS BROOKINGS REGISTER
7/09/1990 C016 ^LONGTIME PUBLISHER HUNTER DIES
7/16/1990 C031 DOHRER NAMED PAPER'S NEW MANAGING EDITOR
8/01/1990 C033 ^NEIGHBOR NEWS KEEPS CORRESPONDENT BUSY
*BERN1E, BRIAN HUNHOFF--PAPER INTO TOP PUBLICATION
8/05/1990 C016 EX-HURON PUBLISHER DIES AT 72
8/08/1990 C034 SHIELDS NAMED MITCHELL PUBLISHER
8/31/1990 C036 GIAGO PLANS TRAINING FOR NETWORK
9/08/1990 C031 NEWSPAPER DAY PLANS RURAL NEWSPAPER FOCUS
9/09/1990 con YANKTON EDITOR PICKED TO HEAD PAPER GROUP
9/26/1990 C035 KMCDERMOTT INDUCTED INTO HALL OF FAME
BERESFORD, CENTERVILLE NEWSPAPERS ARE SOLD
11/20/1990 con PAPERS, TV STATION SUBPOENAED IN RIOT
'BROOKINGS REGISTER' NAMES MANAGING EDITOR
COMMITTEE KILLS NEWSPAPER LEGISLATION
MILBANK LOSES PAPER AFTER CENTURY IN PRINT
4/28/1991 N193 56NEWSPAPERS OFFER A BUNDLE OF FUN
WIN EXCELLENCE AWARDS
5/14/1991 C036 CLAIM COMPETITION HONORS
RESEARCH RECOMMENDS NEWSPRINT AS BEDDING FOR COWS
^FATHER, SON-IN-LAW PUBLISH CANTON'S WEEKLY
8/23/1991 C031 ND NATIVE NAMED MITCHELL EDITOR
9/07/1991 C031 HURON PUBLISHER QUITS, BUYS 3 WEEKLY PAPERS
9/08/1991 con 'ARGUS', 'AMERICAN NEWS' CLAIM AWARDS
9/30/1991 A012 KNEWSMAN KEEPS CANOVA IN THE KNOW
10/06/1991 C031 NEWSPAPER STARTS UP ON RESERVATION
11/08/1991 C036 JfNEWSPAPER CHAIN SELLS 5 WEEKLIES
11/12/1991 con BROOKINGS REGISTER WITHHOLDS 'DOONESBURY'
11/17/1991 DOll NEW NEWSPAPER TO AID TEEN CENTER
DAI LEY NEW MANAGING EDITOR AT YANKTON PAPER
12/29/1991 F012 LOCAL NEWS THRIVES IN WEEKLIES
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2/10/1992 CG32 YOUNGEST PUBLISHER ROCKIES-BOUND
2/20/1992 B062 NEWSPAPERS TO BE TURNED INTO COMPOST
3/24/1992 A083 KINDIAN NEWSPAPERS STRUGGLING
4/10/1992 C0I5 DEMOCRATS BLAST OFFER TO HELP LETTER WRITERS
4/17/1992 con *NEWS OF 1933 FOUND IN A WALL
UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT, EDITOR TO BE HONORED
5/03/1992 D022 NEWSPAPER AWARDS ANNOUNCED
7/14/1992 C02I ABERDEEN NEWSPAPER HAS NEW PUBLISHER
7/23/1992 B022 KFIRE DOESN'T STOP CANTON PAPER
8/18/1992 B065 KSTATE NEWSPAPER HEAD EARNS POST
8/31/1992 B064 'TEMPEST* EXPANDS TO SIOUX CITY
22iJ !J0URNal', 'register* win news awards10/08/1992 B021 INDIAN NEWSPAPER CHANGES ITS NAME
10/20/1992 B015 'ALPENA JOURNAL' STOPS PUBLISHING AFTER 109 YEARS
10/29/1992 B023 PUBLISHER WILL PAY FOR PEEP HOLE
11/08/1992 C081 ABERDEEN EDITOR TAKES JOB IN ND
1I/I8/I992 BOll OFFERS BEING MADE FOR NEWSPAPER GROUP
JANKLOW SUES NEWSWEEK MAGAZINE FOR $10 MILLION
2/26/1983 A015 XJANKLOW'S CONFIDENT HE CAN WIN LIBEL SUIT
4/02/1983 A0I5 9€NEWSWEEK ASKS COURT TO THROW OUT LIBEL SUIT
4/03/1983 A0I2 JANKLOW MUST PROVE MALICE TO WIN
4/22/1983 con STATEMENTS WILL BE TAKEN IN JANKLOW SUIT
6/30/1983 A0I2 JANKLOW VS NEWSWEEK
NEWSWEEK REPORTERS SAY THEY STAND BEHIND STORY
A012 JANKLOW ALMOST QUIT OVER NEWSWEEK STORY
10/27/1983 C012 NEWSWEEK--JANKLOW WASN'T DEFAMED
12/02/1983 con LAWYERS WANT CASE TO GO TO COURT
1/10/1984 A012 *JUDGE CONSIDERS NEWSWEEK'S PLEA
1/17/1984 C03I NEWSWEEK FILES SUPPORTING LEGAL DOCUMENTS
1/29/1984 A0I2 JANKLOW VS NEWSWEEK
3/31/1984 A0I2 *JUDGE DISMISSES JANKLOW SUIT
4/03/1984 BOII KJANKLOW WILL CONSIDER LIBEL APPEAL
9/22/1984 con SALESMANSHIP, PENMANSHIP EARN FUN IN SUN
9/27/1984 C013 JANKLOW CONTINUES TO APPEAL LAWSUITS
IO/n/1984 C042 JANKLOW PORTRAYED AS ANTI-INDIAN
4/11/1985 A012 JANKLOW MAY GET HIS DAY IN COURT
5/23/1985 C015 NEWSWEEK GETS NEW SHOT AT SUIT DISMISSAL
9/12/1985 con *LAWYER-REVIVE JANKLOW LIBEL SUIT
4/11/1986 A012 COURT DROPS JANKLOW LIBEL SUIT
4/I3/I986 A08I COURT MADE RIGHT RULING IN LIBEL CASE (ED)
9/02/1986 A012 JANKLOW TO APPEAL 'NEWSWEEK' LIBEL
10/15/1986 A012 KCOURT REFUSES LIBEL SUIT
10/04/1989 A015 *'LITTLE TO CELEBRATE'
10/18/1989 AI03 PROUD TO BE 'OUTBACK' (L)
10/20/1989 A08I SO THERE, 'NEWSWEEK' (L)
10/20/1989 A083 SD JUSTICE OUT OF STEP (L)
10/25/1989 A081 SD CAN KEEP ITS BEST STUDENTS (ED)
4/27/1990 A016 KSF ACTOR MAKES 'NEWSWEEK'
8/23/I99I C012 SOUTH DAKOTAN BLASTS BIG CITY WRITER IN 'NEWSWEEK'5/08/1983 B035 NEWTON HILLS DON'T HAVE CLIFFS NtwswttK
NEWTON HILLS TRIES TO GAIN LASTING ATTRACTION
7/26/1991 D0I2 *NEWTON HILLS USES SCENIC FEATURES
8/11/1991 C032 3CNEWT0N HILLS GAINS ACCLAIM FOR TREES
7/31/1992 D0I2 HILLS COME ALIVE WITH FOLK
F022 XCROWDS HAVE CLEARED VIEW OF STATE PARK
3/18/1990 F014 *NEWTON TO SERENADE ARENA CROWD
3/19/1990 A012 36LOCAL FANS CHEER NEWTON, JETT
3/19/1990 A052 *NEWTON LIGHTS UP LOCAL STAGE
3/25/1990 A093 NEWTON HUMOR LEWD, BAWDY (L)
3/30/1990 A083 BAWDY JOKES DON'T SURPRISE (L)
6/26/1992 A012 KWOMAN SURVIVES BATTLE TO GIVE BIRTH
NICARAGUA CHANGES CHURCH LEADER
NICARAGUANS happy with new government (L)
REAGAN SHOULD BACK NICARAGUA DEMOCRACY (L)
22w D'^ SCHLE calls mining of harbor illegaln/02/1984 C0I4 *NICARAGUAN IN SOUTH DAKOTA
NICARAGUAN SOLIDARITY REPRESENTATIVE HERE
*NICARAGUANS EXPECT ATTACK, DIPLOMAT SAYS
12/29/1984 C021 CONCERN FOR SITUATION JUSTIFIED (ED)
3/30/1985 A125 US SUPPORTING TERRORISTS (L)
3/3I/I985 A105 US SHOULDN'T HELP CONTRAS (L)
4/02/1985 A102 *DOMINO THEORY AT WORK
4/21/1985 C0I5 EXPERTS CLASH ON NICARAGUA
4/26/1985 A104 DON'T LET NICARAGUA FALL (L)
4/29/1985 AlOl CONGRESS SHOULD REJECT REBEL AID (ED)
5/08/1985 B013 JCNICARAGUANS MUST WORK FOR PEACE
5/10/1985 A084 SORRY, CENTRAL AMERICA (L)
5/11/1985 AI04 CONTRAS DESERVE OUR HELP (L)
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5/29/1985 B013 CONTRAS TERRORIZE, TORTURE CIVILIANS
6/15/1985 A08A CONTRAS ARE NOT HEROES (L)
6/22/1985 A103 AID PACKAGE FUELS VIOLENCE IN NICARAGUA (L)
7/03/1985 AG82 FREEDOM FIGHTERS MISNAMED (L)
7/13/1985 A081 AMERICA SUPPORTING TERRORISM IN NICARAGUA (L)
8/08/1985 A013 ^CIVILIANS SUFFER, SD MAN SAYS
8/13/1985 A061 ^SUPPORTING WRONG SIDE IN WAR IN NICARAGUA
9/11/1985 C034 GROUP BEFRIENDS NICARAGUA TOWN
10/22/1985 B034 CRY OF HELP FROM NICARAGUANS
10/23/1985 A085 SENATORS' PRIORITIES MIXED UP CD
1/29/1986 B015 MEANS SLIGHTLY INJURED IN NICARAGUA
2/01/1986 C0<i3 MEANS ASKS FOR HALT IN NICARAGUA BOMBING
2/2^^/1986 B021 *PEACE RIBBON
3/12/1986 BOIA POLICE ARREST 2 FOR SIT-IN
3/13/1986 A121 DON'T ABANDON THE CONTRAS CD
3/13/1986 BOll ^ANOTHER PROTESTER ARRESTED
3/1A/1986 A081 CHURCHES HAVING A SAY IN FUNDING ISSUE CD
3/16/1986 A122 LET'S KEEP AID IN THE US CD
3/16/1986 A122 SUPPORT PEACE, NOT VIOLENCE CD
3/16/1986 E013 KFLOWER CHILDREN FIND NEW WAR TO PROTEST
3/20/1986 A103 WHY IS ADMINISTRATION ROMANCING TERRORISTS CD
3/20/1986 AlOA LIBERTY IS JUST A SYMBOL CD
3/20/1986 B021 BISHOPS SEND PRESSLER ANTI-CONTRA LETTER
3/22/1986 coil NATIVE BLASTS REAGAN POSITION ON NICARAGUA
3/23/1986 AlOl CONTRA VOTE REFLECTS LESSON OF PHILIPPINES CED)
3/23/1986 AlOA US SHOULDN'T FUND REVOLT CD
3/26/1986 AlOA LET'S HELP FREEDOM FIGHTERS CD
A/02/1986 A083 SAVE INNOCENT NICARAGUANS CD
A/OA/1986 A081 SEND TOUGH TALKERS DOWN TO DO FIGHTING
A/06/1986 A08A GIVE NICARAGUANS PEACE CD
A/lA/1986 A061 NICARAGUAN FIGHTERS SHOULD GET AID CD
A/15/1986 A061 NO TO NICARAGUAN REBELS CED)
A/19/1986 A083 NICARAGUA IS RUSSIAN VIETNAM CD
5/0A/1986 A102 NEWS JUDGMENT PERPLEXING CD
6/08/1986 A091 STOP FUNDING CONTRAS CD
6/25/1986 AlOl SHOULD END THE WAR OVER CONTRAS CED)
7/07/1986 A081 HELPING CONTRAS ONLY ENCOURAGES COMMUNISM CD
7/07/1986 A082 SHOW RESPECT FOR RIGHTS CD
7/07/1986 A082 XCONTRAS ARE EQUIVALENT OF AMERICA'S FOUNDERS
7/13/1986 A081 DON'T START HOPELESS WARS CD
7/16/1986 A081 ^CONTRIBUTING TO PAIN AND SUFFERING
8/1A/1986 A012 SENATE OK'S $100 MILLION FOR CONTRAS
8/19/1986 A021 36ABDNOR SWITCHED VOTE ON AID
10/09/1986 A061 CRASH IN NICARAGUA SHOULD BE INVESTIGATED CED)
10/11/1986 C023 XSPEARFISH WOMAN LINKS PILOT TO CIA
10/18/1986 C012 PRIEST, NICARAGUANS TO TALK ABOUT CONFLICT
11/03/1986 A103 US SHOULD STOP CONTRA AID CD
12/19/1986 AlOl HASENFUS' RELEASE ADDS TO HEADACHES CED)
12/20/1986 C016 DASCHLE--DEAL HURTS CONTRA AID
12/28/1986 A012 SD FOURSOME TO DELIVER CARE PACKAGES
1/20/1987 C012 TEACHER TELLS OF HOPE IN NICARAGUA
1/27/1987 AlOl CENTRAL WAR IS ROOT OF CYNICISM CD
2/05/1987 C012 NICARAGUAN PRIEST'S VISIT MAY STIR CONTROVERSY
2/22/1987 A091 CONTRAS ARE NOT TERRORISTS CD
2/26/1987 C016 NICARAGUAN BISHOP TO VISIT SIOUX FALLS
2/28/1987 C015 *NICARAGUAN BISHOP TELLS OF COUNTRY'S REPRESSION
3/01/1987 E012 ^RIGHTS ISSUES KEEP BISHOP FROM HOME
3/08/1987 AlOl VEGA OUSTED FOR HIS WAR AGAINST NICARAGUA CD
3/29/1987 A07A BISHOP HAS NO CONTRA TIES CD
A/01/1987 A062 OPPOSE CONTRA ASSISTANCE CD
A/05/1987 A083 WRITER NOT QUALIFIED TO JUDGE CD
A/30/1987 COIA *OFFERS TO GUIDE EMISSARY INTO NICARAGUA
5/10/1987 A113 WRONG TO BACK TOTALITARIAN CAUSES
6/09/1987 coil USD PROFESSOR TO VISIT NICARAGUA
7/13/1987 A081 ^NICARAGUA POLICY MAKES NO SENSE
8/07/1987 A081 PEACE PLAN CURIOUS CED)
8/31/1987 A103 USE CONTRA MONEY TO REDUCE DEFICIT CD
9/13/1987 A091 END AID TO CONTRAS CD
9/16/1987 D025 ^FLORIDA MAN OPPOSES CONTRA AID IN SD
9/21/1987 A08A STOP HELPING CONTRAS CD
9/26/1987 A083 PRESSLER SHOULD BACK PEACE CD
9/26/1987 C023 GROUP WANTS PRESSLER TO ABANDON CONTRAS
10/17/1987 A081 HALTING CONTRA AID NOT ROAD TO PEACE CD
10/17/1987 A082 PEACE PLAN NEEDS SUPPORT CD
11/27/1987 C025 PRESSLER SEEKS NICARAGUA FACTS
1/11/1988 A083 US BACKED TERROR IN NICARAGUA CD
2/02/1988 C012 ^PICKETS URGE JOHNSON TO AID CONTRAS
2/03/1988 A061 SAY NO TO CONTRA AID REQUEST CED)
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NICARAGUA
NICHOL FRED
NICHOLAS GEORGE
NICHOLAUS BRET
NICHOLS CATHY
NICHOLS DALE
NICHOLS EVA
NICHOLS LISA
NICHOLSON BRUCE
NICHOLSON THOMAS
NICKEL ESTHER
NICKELSON MARIAN
NICKNAMES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/20/1988 AlGl *BACK NICARAGUA PEACE EFFORT
2/29/1988 AG85 CONGRESS IGNORES THREAT (L)
A/Gl/1988 AG81 SANDINISTAS CAN'T BE TRUSTED ON PACT CD
A/GA/1988 AG81 SHOULD RESPECT SANDINISTA GOVERNMENT (L)
A/16/1988 AG81 PRO-LIFERS ARE PRO-CONTRAS CD
8/17/1988 AG81 BALANCE NICARAGUA NEWS (L)
3/28/1989 AG81 BUSH STAFFER ONLY LOSER IN NEW DEAL
6/28/1989 A1G2 CHINA, NICARAGUA ARE SIMILAR CD
7/G7/1989 AG8A CONTRAS ARE TERRORISTS (L)
8/18/1989 AlGl SHOULD ALLOW NICARAGUA WAR TO END (ED)
1/17/199G A061 SHOULD NORMALIZE TIES WITH NICARAGUA CD
2/23/199G AG81 ELECTION SHOULD END FIGHTING IN NICARAGUA (ED)
2/2A/199G AG12 *PRESSLER TO OVERSEE NICARAGUAN VOTE
2/27/199G AG13 PRESSLER SHARES FIRST-HAND IMPRESSIONS
2/28/199G AlGl BURDEN HEAVY TO HELP NEW NICARAGUA (ED)
7/I5/199G A114 TAX DOLLARS USED TO TOPPLE GOVERNMENT (L)
5/12/1983 CG12 LAWYERS--BOOK ISN'T ALL WRONG
9/G6/1983 CGll ^JUDGES GET HONORABLE REVIEW BY MAGAZINE
6/23/1986 AG12 *JUDGE LOVES SERVING TIME
12/29/1992 B015 IRRECONCILABLE DIFFERENCES FORCE DOCTOR TO QUIT
11/17/1992 D023 JeYANKTON NATIVE, STANGLAND PUBLISH BOOKS
5/07/1991 CG12 3eA MOTHERLY NUDGE
1G/2A/1988 CG13 DIRECTOR PLANS CENTENNIAL GAMES
7/11/199G DG12 ^SUMMER GAMES COMPETE FOR ACCEPTANCE
5/13/1985 CG21 WOMAN HOPES TO PROMOTE POSITIVE VIEW
9/G6/1991 A012 5CB0ARDERS FIND DIRECTION AT FLANDREAU SCHOOL
5/21/1989 C012 FORMER PINE RIDGE PHYSICIAN DEPLORES
3/G6/1988 EGll CITY LAWYER NAMED TO EXAMINER BOARD
lG/23/1989 B012 ^TENDING TO FARM, HOSPITAL
2/07/1982 BG51 3fVISIT TO NICARAGUA CHANGES CHURCH LEADER
2/23/1982 CG23 CLARIFIES STATEMENTS ABOUT SYSTEM (L)
2/26/1989 CGll PIPESTONE SCHOOL CAN KEEP MASCOT
3/GA/1989 AG83 SCHOOLS NICKNAMES ORIGIN SURPRISES GRAD (L)
11/19/1989 AG83 INDIANS PROTEST RACIST ILLINI MASCOT
5/13/199G BGll WHAT BECAME OF GOOD OLD TEAM NAMES
5/27/199G AG91 SCHOOL NICKNAMES HAVE HISTORICAL ORIGINS (L)
5/31/199G AG86 STUDENTS OUTRAGED AT MASCOT 'CHOICE' (L)
6/G8/199G AG12 MASCOT ROUGH PICK FOR ROOSEVELT
6/G8/199G AlGl WHAT'S WRONG WITH ROOSEVELT REBELS (ED)
6/1G/199G A113 IGNORING MASCOT VOTE A VIOLATION OF RIGHTS (L)
6/12/199G AG71 *PUBLIC OPINIONS ON MASCOT NAMES
6/13/199G AG15 DAUGHTERS SWAY DADS TO SUPPORT NICKNAME
6/16/199G AG83 MASCOT FIASCO GIVES STUDENTS BAD LESSON (L)
6/17/199G A113 CHOICE OF MASCOT FRUSTRATES STUDENTS (L)
6/18/199G AG83 PANEL LOSES RESPECT WITH MASCOT DECISION (L)
6/19/199G AG61 LISTEN TO STUDENTS ON SCHOOL MASCOT (L)
6/2G/199G AIGA REBELS WOULD BE GOOD ROOSEVELT NICKNAME (L)
6/29/199G CG31 HURON UNIVERSITY RETAINS TRIBE MONIKER
7/02/199G AG83 PANEL SHOULD RETHINK MASCOT NAME PROCESS (L)
7/G9/199G AG83 'SEXUALLY EXPLICIT' STRIP WILL CORRUPT READERS (L)
9/11/199G AGIA STUDENTS GET PICK, ROUGH RIDERS, FOR MASCOT
9/1A/199G CG3A THE REBELS IS TEAM'S NEW NICKNAME
lG/29/1991 CG35 INDIAN NICKNAMES CAUSE FEW PROBLEMS FOR SCHOOLS
11/G3/1991 A091 *AGAINST USING INDIAN NAMES, LOGOS
11/G3/1991 A091 FUSS OVER BRAVES' NAME, FANS' ANTICS
ll/GA/1991 A085 TEAMS PICK NICKNAMES AS HONOR, NOT SLAM (L)
1/01/1992 AG83 ^AWARENESS REQUIRES MUTUAL RESPECT
1/23/1992 A1G3 aePUBLIC OPINIONS ABOUT TEAMS' NICKNAMES
1/26/1992 FG3A LAWMAKER PROPOSES NEW STATE NICKNAME
1/29/1992 A086 PICK IMPORTANT ISSUES TO GET CONCERNED ABOUT (L)
2/01/1992 C015 BILL ADVANCES TO CHANGE STATE NICKNAME
2/02/1992 AG91 ^MASCOT HINTS OF LARGER BIGOTRY ISSUE
2/G2/1992 AG94 CRITICS OF TEAM NAMES SHOULD LIGHTEN UP (L)
2/G6/1992 A1G2 BE PROUD THAT TEAMS REFLECT YOUR HERITAGE (L)
2/08/1992 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
2/13/1992 C035 PANEL OK'S 'RUSHMORE STATE' BILL
2/15/1992 A012 SUN SETTING ON SD'S NICKNAME
2/21/1992 A096 NOT ALL SD RESIDENTS LIKE 'RUSHMORE' NICKNAME (L)
3/08/1992 A086 ^NEWSPAPER EDITOR RISES TO CHALLENGE
A/01/1992 C022 STATE FLAG'S NICKNAME TO BE CHANGED BY JULY
A/06/1992 A083 KSPORTS CAN'T SUGAR-COAT BIGOTRY
A/20/1992 AlOA TEAM NICKNAME FUSS NOT THE REAL PROBLEM (L)
A/23/1992 C012 *CRAZY HORSE LIQUOR CALLED INSULTING
A/23/1992 C013 CONGRESSMEN URGE NAME CHANGE
A/25/1992 A012 BUREAU TO REVIEW MALT LIQUOR
A/30/1992 A012 CRAZY HORSE BREW WON'T CHANGE NAME
A/30/1992 C022 DAKOTA BEER RESURFACES IN RAPID CITY
5/17/1992 A103 KBREWER SHOWS POOR TASTE WITH CRAZY HORSE BEER
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NICOLA BRYCE
NICOLAUS JOYCE
NICOLAY JAN
NICOLLET TOWER
NIEBAHR LARRY
NIEDRINGHAUS KIM
NIEHBUHR LARRY
NIELSEN CO
NIELSEN DANA
NIELSEN DAVID
NIELSEN ED
NIELSEN LARRY
NIELSON CHRISTOPHE
NIELSON DEAN
NIELSON MARGARET
NIELSON TINA
NIELSON WADE
NIEMAN CLYDE
NIEMEYER JOEL
NIEZWAAG HANK
NIGERIANS
NIGHTCLUBS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/27/1992 D015 HOUSE PANEL TAKES ACTION IN CRAZY HORSE CASE
6/28/1992 A071 *REDSKINS OWNER LIVES IN THE PAST
6/30/1992 AG81 NICKNAME CHANGE MARKS REGRETTABLE LOSS OF SYMBOL
7/15/1992 CG22 CRAZY HORSE BREWER--POLITICIANS SPOILED DEAL
7/2G/1992 AG91 KNAME DEBATE ISN'T MOST IMPORTANT INDIAN ISSUE
7/28/1992 AG6I ^INDIANS SHOULD HAVE HAD SAY IN STATE'S NICKNAME
7/3G/1992 DG12 MAYBE WE SHOULD SWITCH BACK TO SUNSHINE STATE
9/G8/1992 BG32 CRAZY HORSE LIQUOR SELLING FOR TOP DOLLAR
9/12/1992 BG12 SENATE OK'S CRAZY HORSE MALT LIQUOR AMENDMENT
9/21/1992 AG63 KFIGHT AGAINST INDIAN MASCOTS GAINS MOMENTUM
9/27/1992 FGAl PANEL OK'S CRAZY HORSE LIQUOR BAN
lG/GA/1992 AlGl SHOULDN'T BAN CRAZY HORSE LIQUOR LABEL (RC JOURNAL)
12/G2/1992 AlGl TEAMS SHOULD DROP INDIAN LOGOS, NAMES CED)
12/GA/1992 A1G3 CALLERS DIVIDED ON INDIAN NICKNAME ISSUE (L)
3/1G/199I AG16 ESTELLINE SOLDIER RETURNS EARLY FOR BIRTH
11/15/199G AG12 *SOUTH DAKOTAN SET FOR FLIGHT
A/16/1982 CG31 KNICOLAY SEEKING DISTRICT 11 SEAT
A/2A/1983 CG71 5CLEGISLAT0RS--W0MEN JOIN FORCES
8/G9/1983 CGll KBOARD APPOINTS JAN NICOLAY AS ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL
5/1G/198A CG51 3CA MORE RESIDENTS WILL RUN FOR LEGISLATURE
A/19/1986 CGll NICOLAY WANTS ANOTHER TERM IN STATE HOUSE
12/23/1986 CG15 NICOLAY WINS TOP HOUSE POSITION
A/Gl/1987 BG31 KNICOLAY ADJUSTS TO POSITION OF LEGISLATIVE POWER
9/27/1987 Alll KNICOLAY CONSIDERING BID FOR SEAT
lG/29/1987 BG52 NICOLAY ADDRESSES ZETA CHAPTER
2/22/1988 AGIA LEGISLATOR KEEPS HOUSE ON ITS TOES
3/26/1988 CG12 KNICOLAY WILL SEEK RE-ELECTION
5/1G/1988 AG12 *NICOLAY NEW WASHINGTON PRINCIPAL
5/11/1988 BG12 560FFICIALS CONFIDENT NICOLAY CAN JUGGLE JOBS
5/12/1988 AlGl NICOLAY IS GOOD PICK (ED)
5/22/1988 CG16 NICOLAY, RANDALL ON TAX-LIMIT MEASURE
9/G7/1988 AGIA *FAMILIAR FACE HAS NEW JOB
lG/16/1988 FGll XWOMEN STALK SOUTH DAKOTA GAME
lG/19/1988 CG23 3«NIC0LAY'S TWO JOBS CONFLICT
11/29/1989 CG12 3fAID SOUGHT FROM STATE SCHOOLS
2/25/1990 AG81 DEMOCRATS ANGERED BY CANCER VOTE
5/11/199G CGll NICOLAY TO SEEK RE-ELECTION TO HOUSE
5/21/199G CG31 DSU NAMES NICOLAY AS OUTSTANDING EDUCATOR
6/G6/199G AG12 ^INCUMBENTS WIN PRIMARY
6/22/199G CG23 ORGANIZATION CONSOLIDATES HELP FOR YOUTH
IG/25/199G DG61 WOMEN'S GROUP HONORS SCHOOL OFFICIALS
A/Gl/1991 CG12 *GAINS INSPIRATION FROM SOARING SEA GULL
A/G3/1991 CGIA KNICOLAY SEES LEGISLATIVE SUCCESSES
6/3G/1991 CG12 LAW WILL GET KIDS OVER HUMP
7/17/1991 CG12 3€S DAKOTANS SPEND AVERAGE $16G ON LOTTERY
7/27/1991 CGIA KPANEL DISCUSSES EFFECTS OF VIDEO LOTTERY
8/GA/1991 AG81 ^LAWMAKERS TAKING AIM AT OWNERSHIP LOOPHOLE
1/23/1992 AG15 KBLACKS, WHITES TRADE CHARGES
A/G3/1992 CGll *NICOLAY WILL SEEK DISTRICT lA RE-ELECTION
5/27/1992 AG16 ^SHORTFALL WILL SWELL CLASS SIZES
lG/15/1992 AG21 ^LEGISLATURE'S BATTLE WITH PBS STARTED IN RADIO
lG/31/1992 BGAl ^CHALLENGER QUESTIONS NICOLAY'S TWO ROLES
1G/G5/1991 CG31 OBSERVATION TOWER IS DEDICATED TODAY
A/25/199G CG12 KPILOT GROUNDED FOR NEW POST
2/G9/199G DG82 DIAPER BUSINESSES SNIFF SWEET SMELL
A/23/1991 CG12 ^PERSONAL PARADE GREETS CANTON MAN FROM GULF
9/2G/198A CGll NIELSEN SELECTS PANELISTS FOR RESEARCH
3/12/1992 DG31 JeAUGUSTANA'S NIELSEN HEADS ALL-NCC TEAM
3/27/1992 DG12 5CNIELSEN EPITOMIZES AUGUSTANA'S SUCCESS
9/1A/1987 CG12 MAN PLANS FOR PRESERVATION OF PAST
1G/02/1983 CGAl NIELSEN MAKES COMPUTER DRAW WORK FOR STATE
12/31/1992 BG61 INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT PROPOSED
A/19/1991 DG12 9€A TASTE OF VICTORY
5/19/1991 BGIA KNIELSON, LINCOLN DETHRONE KNIGHTS
2/25/1987 BG23 CITY HIRES PLANNING OFFICIAL
lG/12/1982 AG61 3C'I LIKE EVERYTHING ABOUT CHILDREN'
3/26/1992 CG15 ^BIRTHDAY NUMBER 1G3
7/23/1991 AG15 MAN GETS 6G DAYS FOR RAPES
7/2A/1991 AG81 NURSING-HOME RAPIST GETS LIGHT SENTENCE (ED)
7/23/1992 BGll MAN AWARDED $5G,GGG AFTER WAL-MART MISHAP
6/11/1989 BG12 FEET-FIRST JUMP COULD SAVE SWIMMER
7/26/1992 AG12 *LAW HELPS BREAK BARRIERS
2/15/1990 BOIA KMARION COLUMNIST FILES FULL REPORT
A/18/1982 BG72 ANONYMOUS DONOR AIDS STRANDED NIGERIANS
A/2G/1982 BG21 RAPID CITY HELPING HAND (ED)
9/G9/198A CG23 36UMARU DIKKO VS HIS FATHERLAND
A/22/1988 CG21 NIGERIANS TO BE DEPORTED FOR BANK FRAUD
SEE ALSO NAMES OF NIGHCLUBS, LIQUOR TRAFFIC
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NIGHTCLUBS
NIGHTCRAWLERS
NIGHTHORSE CAMPBEL
NIGHTSHIFT
NIGRELLI DAVID
NIGRO LOUIS
NILES MAHYLEN
NILES MICK
NINTENDO
NITRATES
NITROGEN
NITTEBERG JOHN
NITZ SARAH
NIX JOHN
NIXON CHARLES
NIXON MOJO
NIXON RICHARD
NOAH'S ARK
NOBEL PRIZE
NOBIS ED
NOEBEL DAVID
NOEL JON
NOEM ROLLIE
NOFZIGER LYN
NOGEL THEODORE
NOGGLE ANNE
NOISE
NOLT I M
NOLTE EVAN
NON-PROFIT GROUPS
NOODLES
NOONAN JERRY
NOONAN KAREN
NORA SD
NORBECK EUGENIA
NORBECK PETER
DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/2A/1986 E012 KNITE CITY OWNER POLISHES IMAGE
1/03/1987 AG52 SfWORKERS STILL HOPPING AT OPIE'S
1/07/1989 C012 CONTROVERSIAL SAHARA NIGHTCLUB CLOSES
1/09/1989 C012 TEEN DANCE AMENDMENT TO BE REVIEWED
1/10/1989 C012 SAHARA CLUB IS CLOSED PERMANENTLY
1/11/1989 coil NIGHTCLUB OWNER DENIES CHARGES
1/14/1989 A081 NITE CITY IS CAREFUL ABOUT ID CHECKS CD
2/15/1989 C015 NIGHTCLUB UNLIKELY TENANT OF SAHARA CLUB
1/21/1991 B015 ADULT NIGHTCLUB REPLACES DEFUNCT TEEN HIDEAWAY
7/07/1983 C012 *SLIMY BUSINESS IS PROFITABLE FOR BROTHERS
3/18/1991 C033 INDIAN C0N6RESSMAN--RETURN HILLS LAND
11/20/1988 F015 PICKINGS ARE SLIM FOR THE NIGHTSHIFT
4/02/1989 A012 ^UNPROTECTED WITNESS
4/09/1989 AlOl PROGRAM FALLING SHORT IN PROTECTING WITNESSES (ED)
7/12/1984 C034 OFFICIAL--SOVIET RELATIONS WILL IMPROVE
5/04/1986 coil CHAMBERLAIN PRINCIPAL WINS STATE AWARD
5/17/1990 C014 PRINCIPAL SPENDS DAY ON SCHOOL ROOF
4/11/1991 A012 DIDN'T PLAY BY RULES
4/13/1991 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
SEE ALSO CHEMICALS
7/25/1986 C012 BABY DIES FROM NITRATE-HIGH WATER
7/26/1986 coil POLLUTION, BABY'S DEATH BAFFLE OFFICIALS
7/27/1986 C041 PARENTS OF NITRATE VICTIM WARN OTHERS
9/18/1988 A015 ^WHAT'S WRONG WITH OUR WATER
1/22/1989 B041 LAKE PRESTON WATER TESTED FOR NITRATES
3/21/1989 coil STUDY FINDS TRACE OF NITRATES IN WATER
10/05/1990 C034 ESTELLINE WRESTLES WITH NITRATE PROBLEM
3/27/1991 A014 CITY'S PUMPING MAY STIR NITRATES
5/03/1991 C015 GROUNDWATER LEVELS OF NITRATES, PESTICIDES
6/17/1991 BOll PRIVATE WELL OWNERS TOLD TO TEST WATER
6/17/1991 B012 PIPELINE TO SUPPLY SAFE WATER TO AURORA
6/04/1987 C015 FAMILY FORCED TO LEAVE HOME
6/09/1991 EOll NITROGEN DEFICIENCY FOUND IN STATE CROPS
3/20/1983 DOll KLAKE POINSETT'S HAYDAY IS GONE
1/23/1992 B012 KWRONG TURN AT RIGHT TIME HAS NITZ FLIPPING OUT
6/25/1990 A012 ^COMPANY BANKS ON GAMBLING SUPPLIES
6/24/1983 C023 *FELONS' COURT ACTION RIP-OFF FOR TAXPAYERS
6/05/1986 A016 *MAYORAL CANDIDATE DIES
10/21/1989 A052 *'MUTANT BLUES MAN' UNLEASHES HIS FURY
8/08/1984 D021 TIMES HAVE NOT CHANGED SINCE NIXON (ED)
7/08/1991 A081 SLEAZE ABOUT NIXON IS STILL COMING OUT (ED)
3/18/1992 A081 N1X0N--REPUBLIC'S AID INADEQUATE (ED)
9/05/1985 A082 SEARCH FOR ARK A LOST CAUSE (L)
11/09/1992 A091 *MENCHU'S NOBEL PRIZE GIVES HOPE TO SUPPRESSED
8/19/1990 E033 XBARBER KNOWN FOR HAIRCUTS, BIRDS
10/07/1990 E012 KMAKE ABORTION A RELIGIOUS ISSUE
10/10/1988 C023 NEW PUBLISHER NAMED FOR MITCHELL PAPER
8/05/1988 A016 *PARK DIRECTOR FEARS PINE LOSS OF $4 5 MILLION
2/15/1988 AlOl NOFZIGER CONVICTION TAINTS ADMINISTRATION (ED)
9/21/1984 C012 THE USE OF IN VITRO FERTILIZATION
4/11/1992 C021 MISSIONS OF WOMEN BOMBER PILOTS
6/09/1983 C041 RAPID CITY NOISE ORDINANCE SELDOM USED
9/12/1991 C032 NOISE ORDINANCE ANGERS STUDENTS
9/28/1991 AlOl DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
9/29/1991 C035 STUDENTS, OFFICIALS FACE OFF OVER ORDINANCE
10/02/1991 C031 COMMISSION PASSES NOISE ORDINANCE
4/26/1988 A014 ^PANCAKE PATRIARCH IS UNFLAPPABLE
1/30/1990 B065 3CCHAMBER CONSIDERS SITES
4/12/1989 C012 ^OFFICIAL WANTS TO TAX NON-PROFIT GROUPS
4/13/1989 C012 NON-PROFIT GROUPS--TAX WOULD HURT SERVICES
12/18/1989 B022 36GROWING HOSMER BUSINESS WITH NOODLES
1/30/1983 C031 9eLEADERSHIP NEEDED FOR COMPLEX ISSUES
4/15/1992 coil *CPA ANNOUNCES BID FOR COMMISSION SEAT
5/30/1992 D012 36MEET THE CANDIDATES
6/03/1992 A045 KNOONAN, KOLBE WIN IN COUNTY
10/18/1992 AlOl COMMISSION NEEDS NEW PERSPECTIVES (ED)
12/04/1992 B016 HE WON'T LET FIRM CONFLICT WITH DUTIES
4/26/1992 F012 KMOTHER TRIUMPHS OVER TRAGEDY
12/25/1989 A012 KNORA'S SOLE RESIDENT SEES
6/03/1991 C012 *1927 VISIT WAS MADE FOR MOVIES
1/16/1983 C023 *JANKLOW'S LOAN PROPOSALS RECALL NORBECK'S PROGRAM
1/19/1983 D021 DENTIST ABLE TO PRACTICE-NORBECK CARED
5/01/1988 N021 (SEC BB) *POPULIST GOVERNOR LET NOTHING OBSTRUCT
12/30/1988 B051 PBS TO FEATURE EX-GOVERNOR
4/30/1989 BB09 NORBECK'S CONTRIBUTIONS HELP STATE MOVE
4/30/1989 BB09 ESTABLISHING RURAL CREDIT HURTS ECONOMY
6/04/1989 C026 NORBECK LEGACY DIM IN REDFIELD
6/12/1989 coil GEDDES SEEKS FUNDS FOR NORBECK PROJECT
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8/19/1992 B02I SENATOR'S BOYHOOD HOME IS DEDICATED
A/09/1989 B07I ^DECISIONS FACE NORBECK PRESERVE
9/2A/1989 CGA5 SIERRA CLUB APPEAL HAS LOGGING ON HOLD
5/02/1982 AGAl XCRETAIL) PAINTING A SF SUCCESS STORY
6/G7/1986 AG51 ^HAIRDRESSER RECALLS GOLDEN YEARS
11/G3/1991 EG12 KNEW GENERATION FOR NORBERG'S
8/31/1985 CG21 RIVER PARK HONORS KELO PRESIDENT NORD
IG/G5/I986 CG2I KELO-LAND PRESIDENT NAMED TO HALL OF FAME
2/27/1988 CG12 KCHAMBER HONORS NORD FOR CONTRIBUTIONS
8/G6/I988 AGIA KKELO PIONEER TAKES STATION BREAK
8/II/I988 AG81 COMMUNITY HANGS ON TO LEADER CED)
IG/G7/1991 AGI6 KBROADCAST VANGUARD NORD DIES
IG/G8/I991 AG8I COMMUNITY LOSES TV AND CIVIC STAR (ED)
1/3G/I992 BG12 KNORD ENCOURAGES TEENS TO LISTEN TO HEART
8/23/1983 BG12 KTRIATHLONS REQUIRE EXTRA TRAINING BY ATHLETES
5/21/1989 BGll CYCLE DRIVER LENDS SKILLS TO NEW TEAM
3/12/1991 CG12 KSOARING ABOVE THE PLAINS
12/17/199G CG33 KSANTA SPREADS JOY TO NEEDY KIDS
2/25/1983 CG16 NORDICA PLANS OFFICE ADDITION
10/17/1983 BOll NORDICA EXECUTIVE HELPS DEVELOPING COUNTRY
2/22/1987 D012 ^BUSINESS GROUPS HONOR SCHOCK
11/08/1987 EOll NORDICA ENDOWS DAIRY CENTER
7/20/1988 D081 NORDICA ACQUIRES SAN FRANCISCO FIRM
1/19/1989 AOIA KNORDICA SOLD TO FRENCH FIRM
7/01/1982 D051 NORDLAND FEST GOERS WILL FIND SOME DIFFERENCES
7/07/1982 C021 THE '82 NORDLAND FEST
7/09/1982 BOll KYES, IT'S NORDLAND FEST
7/10/1982 A012 FEST ACQUIRING MULTINATIONAL FLAVOR
7/10/1982 A013 STUDENT WINS NORDLAND FEST
7/11/1982 BOll KJOKING ASIDE, FESTIVAL REVELS IN ETHNIC PRIDE
12/26/1982 C013 NORDLAND FEST ASSOC FILES FOR INCORPORATION
5/03/1983 B031 JUNE NORDLAND FEST CITYWIDE EVENT
6/21/1983 B021 NORDLAND FEST OFFERS ENJOYABLE CELEBRATION (ED)
6/22/1983 N03I NORDLAND FEST INVOLVES THE ENTIRE COMMUNITY
6/22/1983 N061 MEET THE 1983 NORDLAND FEST KING S QUEEN
6/23/1983 A012 KEVERYONE'S NORWEGIAN DURING FEST
6/25/1983 C013 ILLINOIS GIRL, NORWEGIAN EXCHANGE FAMILY REUNITED
6/25/1983 C0I3 ^NORWEGIAN BAND'S FOLK MUSIC IS HAND-CLAPPING
6/25/1983 C033 KMAGICIAN CHARMS NORDLAND FEST CROWD
6/25/1983 C033 SENIORS HAVE THEIR OWN DAY AT FEST
6/26/1983 A012 KIT WAS A MORNING FOR A PARADE
6/26/1983 C0I2 KAUNT LENA 8 HER A HUSBANDS
6/26/1983 COIA KCRAFTS SHOW NOT JUST LEFSE, ROSEMALING
6/29/1983 C021 SUCCESSFUL FESTIVAL BEING ANALYZED FOR I98A (ED)
7/03/1983 D031 CROOKS MAN WINS TRIP TO NORWAY
7/I0/I983 C031 MAYOR APPRECIATES NORDLAND FEST SUPPORT (L)
3/20/198A C014 KPLANS SET FOR ANNUAL NORDLAND FEST
6/12/198A B041 NORDLAND FEST SETS YOUTH REGISTRATION DATES
6/13/1984 D035 KING, QUEEN ARE CHOSEN
6/17/1984 G021 NORDLAND FEST GOAL TO BE CITYWIDE
6/17/1984 G063 KDIGNITARIES TO MEET ON MAYORS' DAY
6/22/1984 C013 KMELLER-DRAMMER IS LOOKING FOR BOOS, HISSES
6/23/1984 B021 TRY IT, YOU'LL LIKE IT (ED)
6/24/1984 A012 KNORWEGIAN KEEPS WOODWORKING TRADITION ALIVE
7/06/1984 C024 NORDLAND FEST EFFORT PRAISED (L)
7/21/1984 A071 NORDLAND FEST 1984 A SUCCESS (L)
6/20/1985 EOll KNORDLAND FEST 1985--JUNE 21-23
6/20/1985 E041 KHUSEBOES TO REIGN AS FEST ROYALTY
6/21/1985 A012 KFESTIVAL BRINGS FLAVOR OF EUROPE
6/22/1985 A013 KALL THE WAY FROM NORWAY
6/22/1985 coil KTHEY'VE GOT HAPPY FEET
6/23/1985 coil KANNUAL NORDLAND FEST PARADE
7/01/1985 A081 OUTDOORS WOULD MAKE A FESTIVAL BETTER (ED)
6/17/1986 BOll KTROUPE TAKES TRIP THROUGH HISTORY
6/19/1986 BOll KETHNIC GROUPS JOIN SCANDINAVIANS FOR NORDLAND FEST
6/20/1986 AlOl JOIN IN FUN OF NORDLAND FEST (ED)
6/21/1986 A051 KCAPTURING THE NORDLAND FEST SPIRIT
7/05/1986 B031 THANKS TO NORDLAND VOLUNTEERS (L)
7/11/1986 AlOl ARTS 8 CRAFTS SHOW NEEDS SOME CHANGES (L)
7/14/1986 A061 NORDLAND FEST LET DOWN VISITORS 8 EXHIBITORS (L)
8/14/1986 A084 CITY NEEDS NEW FESTIVAL (L)
6/05/1987 B012 KNORDLAND FEXT HAS FLAVOR OF EUROPE
6/05/1987 B031 ACTIVITIES FOR THE WEEKLONG FEST
6/13/1987 coil KCITY COUPLE REIGN OVER FEST
6/19/1987 B012 NATION'S EYES ON NORDLAND FEST
3/23/1988 A015 NORDLAND FEST WON'T BE CANCELED
6/23/1988 A072 SF HONORS ITS ROOTS AT NORDLAND FEST
5/03/1987 D014 KORGAN MAKERS UPDATE A GOTHIC ART
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1/11/1990 A012 ^STREET LIFE BRINGS HAPPINESS TO MAN
3/23/1991 A0I2 *EXOTIC BIRDS, ANIMALS FOR THE BIDDING TODAY
I2/2A/1992 B022 *MAN PUT INTO COMA THROUGH BITE
2/1G/199G AG15 *RAPE SUSPECT FOUND IN IOWA
5/G2/199G CG15 TESTS DELAY RAPE TRIAL
6/1A/199G CG16 OFFICIALS FEAR ALLEGED RAPIST MAY ESCAPE
6/19/199G CGll TEST SITE CHANGED FOR RAPE SUSPECT
9/25/I99G AGIA MEN SENTENCED TO PRISON FOR RAPES
11/G2/1991 AlGl DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
IG/G8/1992 AG16 WATERTOWN NATIVE DIES IN PHOENIX EXPLOSION
1G/G9/199G AG52 LUMPECTOMIES OFFER HOPE FOR WOMEN
7/II/199G DG82 KTEA FIRM MARKETS TIRES FILLED WITH RUBBER
3/2A/I988 AG72 COLLECTORS MAKE COMIC BOOKS THEIR HERO
9/27/1987 FGII RESTORATION GIVES HOMES WITH A PAST BRIGHT FUTURE
11/16/1988 BG12 KPEOPLE ARE A DINNER'S ESSENTIAL ELEMENT
6/16/1982 AG12 ^VOTERS OK BROCKHOUSE MUSEUM
A/G5/1992 FG12 ^HOMEWORK PROGRAM HELPS SOLVE PROBLEMS WITH MATH
9/G3/198A CG15 KCITY'S NEWEST FIRE STATION HAS A LOOK
7/2G/198A CGll KCHIEF'S DEMOTION HAS FIREFIGHTERS PUZZLED
7/25/I98A CG21 COOPER SHOULD EXPLAIN DEMOTION OF FIRE CHIEF (ED)
5/2G/1989 AG8I TOLERATING NORIEGA MAY BE ONLY OPTION (ED)
IG/G5/1989 AG61 NORIEGA SHOULD FALL (ED)
12/22/1989 AG15 MOST AGREE--GET NORIEGA
12/25/1989 AG71 LOCAL RESIDENTS UNSURE OF EFFECT
12/27/1989 AGAl SD BISHOPS UNSURE OF VATICAN MOVE
1/G3/199G AG62 CHANGE IN FOCUS NEEDED (L)
1/GA/199G AG15 BISHOP AND OTHERS RELIEVED WAIT OVER
1/1G/I99G AG62 LET WORLD COURT TRY NORIEGA (L)
1I/21/199G AG8I BUST OF NORIEGA MIGHT BE A BUST (ED)
A/26/1987 CG22 STATE SUFFRAGETTES MADE HISTORY
12/G3/I983 BGI3 KSPIRIT KEEPS WAR-TORN COUNTRIES ALIVE
I2/2A/1986 BG12 5CDEAF PAIR BRAVE COLD FOR CHARITY
A/13/1982 BG5I SEMINARY KICKS OFF FUND-RAISING EFFORT
A/22/1982 DG2I HELP BAPTIST SEMINARY WITH LIBRARY FUND DRIVE (ED)
A/28/1982 BGAl PLEDGES FOR SF SEMINARY REACH $1G3,GG0
8/G1/1982 DG71 3fENGBRECHT PROMOTED TO AD VICE PRESIDENT
lG/lG/1982 DGAI *PRAYER, ORGANIZATION KEYS TO SEMINARY PRESIDENT
1G/I3/I982 CG31 SEMINARY CELEBRATES I25TH YEAR
3/18/1983 DGAI SEMINARY WILL INAUGURATE HIATT
3/19/1983 BG12 SEMINARY PRESIDENT OPTIMISTIC ABOUT SCHOOL'S FUTURE
7/11/1983 CGIA KSIOUX FALLS COLLEGE, BAPTIST SEMINARY CHANGE STAFFS
5/17/198A CG31 SEMINARY WILL BREAK GROUND FOR LIBRARY ADDITION
5/22/198A CGAI 5G STUDENTS GRADUATE FROM BAPTIST SEMINARY
8/2A/198A CG5I SEMINARY SALVAGES BOOKS AFTER RAIN
5/IG/I986 CG21 SEMINAR COMMENCEMENT SET FOR MAY 25
3/G7/1989 AG52 ^SEMINARY DRAMATIZES FAMILIAR CHRISTIAN MESSAGE
5/G7/I989 CGll SEMINARY ENROLLMENT HITS 273 THIS TERM
1I/3G/1989 DGIl CITY SHOULDN'T FORGET VALUE OF STUDENTS
3/G8/199G AG52 5CSEMINARY TRIES HAND AT HUMOR
I2/29/199G AG52 ^PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES JOINS HANDS WITH SEMINARY
3/G8/1992 FGI2 ^LEARNING TO PREACH 8 COUNSEL
9/25/1992 BG12 COUNSELING INTEREST GROWS AT SEMINARY
9/29/1992 BGll ZIMBELMAN CENTER OPEN HOUSE PLANNED
11/29/1992 FGII SEMINARY RECEIVES $11G,GGG IN GRANTS
II/3G/1992 BGII SEMINARY RECEIVES §11G,GGG IN GRANTS
12/1A/1992 AGI2 ^COLLEGES ENJOY CENTRAL SF LOCATION
SEE ALSO SUBJECTS OF CONFERENCE
9/17/1988 BGll N COLORADO SHOULD LEAVE NORTH CENTRAL
8/G7/1992 AG12 HEART INSTITUTE SURVIVES BILLING PROBE
3/1G/1982 DG62 *NAMED PRESIDENT OF NCUC
2/22/1982 CG23 LOOK OUT NORTH DAKOTA, HERE WE COME
2/28/1982 BG33 ADVICE FROM ND--AVOID GAMBLING (L)
3/GA/I982 DG23 SHREINER DISPUTED--ND MERITS COPYING (L)
6/G2/I982 DGll NORTH DAKOTA HAS THIS IMAGE PROBLEM
9/29/1983 AGIA WHAT'S IN A NAME
9/3G/I983 CGll JANKLOW WON'T DEBATE DAKOTA NAME CHANGE
lG/lA/1983 CG25 HOW ABOUT YANKEE DAKOTA (L)
IG/21/1983 CG33 *FARM WIFE SEEKS ND GOVERNOR POST
1I/G8/1983 BG15 RADIO HOSTS WONDER ABOUT ND
11/17/1983 CG21 NORTH DAKOTA MAY HAVE TO FIB A BIT (WILL)
lG/28/1985 BG15 TURN SD INTO PARKING LOT
11/G3/1986 AG12 *DAKOTA DIVERSITY ESCAPES EAST
2/I9/I989 CG41 *DAKOTAS NEAR IGGTH YEAR
3/2I/I989 AG8I STATE MERGER BACKERS SHOULD LOWER SIGHTS (ED)
3/22/1989 CG12 ND LAWMAKERS KILL NAME CHANGE
3/28/1989 AG82 IT'S TIME TO UNITE DAKOTAS (L)
7/G7/1992 CG22 TIME ZONE TAKES DIFFERENT LINE IN ND
3/26/199G CG2I HURON MAN SENTENCED IN COUNTERFEIT CRIME
NORTH CENTRAL CONF
NORTH CENTRAL HEAR
NORTH CENTRAL UNIV
NORTH DAKOTA
NORTH JOHN
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3/17/1987 A081 NORTH A DISGRACE, NOT A HERO (LI
7/08/1987 A016 SOME FIND TESTIMONY PATRIOTIC
7/09/1987 A061 NORTH'S PATRIOTISM CANNOT BE TOLERATED (ED)
7/11/1987 AlOl NORTH IS IMPRESSIVE, BUT NO HERO (ED)
7/15/1987 A081 PEOPLE LIKE LT COL OLLIE NORTH (L)
7/15/1987 A082 NORTH IS A HERO (L)
7/16/1987 A081 HEARINGS ARE RESULT OF POOR LEADERSHIP (L)
7/19/1987 AlOl CONGRESS DOESN'T HAVE ALL OF THE ANSWERS YET (ED)
7/19/1987 Alll *WHAT READERS THINK ABOUT NORTH
7/21/1987 A083 CONGRESS OWES ANSWERS (L)
7/22/1987 A061 CONSTITUTION IS ON NORTH'S SIDE (L)
7/24/1987 A123 PATRIOTS DON'T BREAK LAWS (L)
7/27/1987 A083 DEMOCRACY'S BEEN DISTORTED (L)
7/27/1987 A083 PATRIOTS SUCH AS NORTH
7/29/1987 A061 REAGAN S NORTH ARE TRUE PATRIOTS (L)
8/10/1987 A083 READERS SUPPORT COLUMN PRAISING NORTH
8/11/1987 A064 GIAGO WRONG ABOUT NORTH (L)
8/15/1987 A081 NORTH WAS FOLLOWING ORDERS (ED)
9/17/1987 B053 OLLIE NORTH'S SLIDE SHOW PRESENTED TONIGHT
3/22/1988 AQ81 COURT--WHETHER NORTH IS GUILTY (ED)
3/31/1988 A121 PUBLIC OPINIONS ON PRESIDENT REAGAN'S PARDON
4/11/1988 A084 WHY PICK ON NORTH (L)
2/02/1989 A081 FINALLY GETTING KIND OF ATTENTION HE DESERVES (ED)
4/14/1989 AlOl JUSTICE WON'T BE SERVED IN NORTH'S TRIAL (ED)
5/05/1989 A015 )CRESIDENTS--WHO WAS IN CHARGE
5/05/1989 A021 PRESSLER HOPES NO PARDON GIVEN
5/06/1989 A051 DELEGATION--TRIAL SHOWS SYSTEM WORKS
5/09/1989 AlOl NORTH IS NOT ABOVE THE LAW (ED)
7/06/1989 A021 JfSENTENCE FOR NORTH PLEASES FEW IN AREA
7/08/1989 A081 NORTH SHOULD BE IMPRISONED (ED)
7/31/1989 A081 WHAT IF NROTH SAID 'NO' (L)
4/06/1990 A082 CHARGE AGAINST NORTH COSTLY (L)
7/26/1990 A081 NORTH GETS THE BEST OF SYSTEM (ED)
11/26/1986 C022 EXPLORERS TELL STORY OF NORTH POLE EXPEDITION
1/13/1990 A052 KMINNESOTAN NAMED DEAN OF CALVARY EPISCOPAL
8/01/1988 A012 *CITY SHEDS ITS 'DIRTY TOWN' IMAGE
10/02/1989 A012 *A BOOM TOWN ON THE BORDER
2/19/1990 C023 FIREFIGHTERS SET SIGHTS ON BUILDING BIGGER HALL
6/26/1990 C036 HEARING WILL ADDRESS WASTEWATER PLANT SITE
10/02/1990 C034 TOWN'S CURFEW HORN TO BE SILENCED
10/05/1990 C036 NORTH SIOUX CITY OK'S HIKE IN SALES TAX
2/10/1991 A012 56BETS ON DEVELOPMENT DIVERSITY
9/01/1991 DOll GATEWAY INDUSTRIAL PARK TO EXPAND
8/30/1992 A012 XDAKOTA DUNES, GAMBLING PART OF SUCCESS
8/30/1992 A041 ^CASINO GAMBLING BREATHES LIFE INTO SLEEPY TOWN
10/01/1989 coil GROUP EARNS GRANT TO BEGIN LOAN FUND
4/11/1991 D065 URGES NORMAL AID FOR CROP INSTITUTE
7/14/1988 B012 ^ULSTER GIRL VISITS AREA
3/17/1992 C012 *IRISH EYES SMILING ON SISTER CITY
' 2/04/1982 B064 NORTHERN STATE BAND CONCERT
2/19/1982 C055 NSC ATHLETIC FACILITY GETS HOUSE APPROVAL
2/24/1982 C021 NORTHERN, ABERDEEN PROJECT WARRENTED (ED)
2/27/1982 A015 PHYSICAL ED BUILDING LOSES IN FIERY DEBATE
2/28/1982 BOll PROPONENTS OF SPORTS COMPLEX THROW IN THE TOWEL
3/12/1982 D031 NSC POST MAY BE VACANT IN 6 MONTHS
4/06/1982 B033 ABERDEEN ADVISED TO OK NSC BUILDING BONDS
4/19/1982 coil 5CNSC SUPPORTERS NOT GIVING UP IDEA OF ARENA
6/02/1982 C031 NORTHERN STATE APPOINTS PRESIDENT
6/26/1982 C041 NORTHERN STATE REMOVED FROM AAUP CENSURE LIST
7/30/1982 C051 CANDIDATES FOR NORTHERN POST CUT TO 6
8/20/1982 B033 STATE CAN'T AFFORD $9 5 MILLION ATHLETIC FACILITY
8/21/1982 C014 REGENTS TO NARROW NSC CANDIDATES TO 3
9/03/1982 C031 THREE IN RUNNING FOR NSC PRESIDENCY
9/30/1982 C012 ARKANSAS EDUCATOR APPOINTED AT NSC
10/06/1982 A021 ABERDEEN SPLITS VOTE ON TWO BOND ISSUES
10/23/1982 coil NEW NORTHERN STATE COLLEGE CHIEF OK'D
12/07/1982 A094 BROWN NEW COLLEGE PRESIDENT
12/07/1982 C063 ABERDEEN TO VOTE ON SPORTS COMPLEX
12/08/1982 A024 ABERDEEN PASSES BOND ISSUE SECOND TIME
12/11/1982 C031 BROWN SAYS HE WON'T BE YES MAN
2/01/1983 B042 LAWMAKERS TO DISCUSS ATHLETIC ARENA
2/10/1983 D053 PANEL BACKS PLAN FOR BUILDING
2/15/1983 C041 ACTION DELAYED FOR STATE SUPPORT FOR ATHLETIC ARENA
2/19/1983 B043 LAWMAKERS REJECT NORTHERN
3/03/1983 C041 COLLEGE BUILDING PLAN PASSES SENATE
10/19/1983 C061 OFFICIALS PROCEED WITH ATHLETIC PROJECT
12/14/1983 B054 *SCOTT IS NAMED SNOSHO QUEEN
12/15/1983 C062 COLLEGE HALTS STUDENT PAPER
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NORTHERN STATE COL 12/21/1983 C031
1/12/1984 C012
1/14/1984 coil
2/14/1984 B042
10/10/1984 cm
5/31/1985 C021
8/18/1985 C021
9/15/1985 C021
9/15/1985 C021
10/12/1985 C035
10/13/1985 coil
12/22/1985 C021
1/28/1986 C035
8/24/1986 B023
10/05/1986 C021
10/14/1986 C033
10/26/1986 C021
11/12/1986 B021
11/14/1986 C022
3/04/1987 B041
8/05/1987 B021
9/19/1987 C021
9/27/1987 C043
10/30/1987 C023
10/31/1987 C021
11/16/1987 coil
7/28/1988 C012
9/24/1988 A081
10/30/1988 C012
11/15/1988 C021
11/21/1988 BOll
11/22/1988 coil
NORTHERN STATE UNI 12/31/1989 C021
1/05/1990 C015
1/07/1990 coil
1/10/1990 A061
1/16/1990 C021
1/19/1990 coil
2/06/1990 C041
8/09/1990 C031
8/10/1990 C016
8/11/1990 C015
9/21/1990 AlOl
10/21/1990 D031
11/04/1990 E033
1/16/1991 C031
2/11/1991 C035
4/16/1991 B065
6/09/1991 C023
8/17/1991 C031
11/16/1991 B031
11/23/1991 C031
6/28/1992 D021
10/01/1992 B021
12/31/1992 B021
1/12/1982 C012
2/17/1982 D084
5/01/1982 A012
7/07/1982 BOll
7/28/1982 C031
9/08/1982 C044
11/02/1982 BOll
11/18/1982 A012
1/08/1983 coil
2/27/1983 EOll
4/17/1983 0014
7/15/1983 A013
7/26/1983 C042
10/26/1983 E051
12/15/1983 C062
12/20/1983 C013
1/29/1984 EOll
2/12/1984 EOll
2/29/1984 B114
6/10/1984 EOll
8/15/1984 C114
7/14/1985 E014
5/14/1986 B021
NORTHERN STATES PG
COMPROMISE REACHED ON PUBLICATION OF PAPER
NORTHERN STATE COLLEGE MAY BENEFIT
NORTHERN STATE'S WACHS MARCHES ON
INTEREST RATES STALL COLLEGE'S BUILDING PROJECT
NSC LISTS WINNING BANDS
JANKLOW TO DISCUSS NSC BUILDING PLAN
NORTHERN STATE TO OFFER NEW MASTERS DEGREE
2,000 TO GET TREES AS LIVING TRIBUTE TO BARNETT
2,000 TO GET TREES AS LIVING TRIBUTE TO BARNETT
SON PROUD OF COLLEGE BUILDING
400 ATTEND GROUNDBREAKING HONORING BARNETT
COUNCIL FILES 20 GRIEVANCES AGAINST COLLEGE
BARNETT CENTER WORK TO BEGIN SOON
SURVEY STUDIES DATE VIOLENCE
JANKLOW PRAISES EFFORT FOR COLLEGE COMPLEX
NORTHERN STATE COLLEGE PLANS POLITICAL FORUM
NSC GROUP SORRY ABDNOR, BELL TO^MISS FORUM
LAW FORCES ABERDEEN INTO TAXING SITUATION
MOST SUPPORT LIMITING POLITICAL ADS
BUDGET COMMITTEE REJECTS REQUEST FOR JANITOR
RECLASSIFICATION MAY BENEFIT NORTHERN STATE
CONGRESSMEN WORK TO KEEP TEACHER IN US
GRAND OPENING HELD FOR BARNETT SPORTS CENTER
PROFESSOR SHOULD BE DEPORTED--OFFICIAL
PROFESSOR WINS DEPORTATION HEARING
COLLEGE CONFERENCE LOOKS AT STOCK CRASH
STUDENT PRODUCES CALENDAR TO HELP FELLOW SCHOLARS
QUALITY MUST PRECEDE NAME CHANGE CED)
CANCELS 'ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW'
LAWMAKERS PUSH NAME CHANGE
STUDENTS AT NORTHERN PLAN WATT PROTEST
MISSING COLLEGE STUDENT FOUND DEAD
NORTHERN STATE FAILING TO MONITER BOOZE
PARENTS TO CLEAR DEAD SON'S NAME
'GAG ORDER' PUT ON RAPE CASE
CITY SHIFTING BACK TOWARD SEXIST VIEWS (L)
RAPE SUSPECTS FAMILY PONDERS LAWSUIT
PLEA TO HOLD TRIAL FOR DEAD DENIED
NORTHERN STUDENTS PROMOTE SAFER SEX WEEK
JURY SELECTION BEGINS IN STUDENT RAPE TRIAL
CAMPUS RAPE TRIAL CONTINUES
JURY FINDS HURON MAN NOT GUILTY IN RAPE
NORTHERN STATE FIGURES ERRONEOUS (L)
POLISH PROFESSORS FEATURED AT CONFERENCE
REGENTS REJECT EXPANSION OF NORTHERN'S PROGRAMS
NSU PRESIDENT TAKING RADIATION TREATMENT
GULF WAR CAUSES NSU ENROLLMENT DECLINE
3CEUR0PE IS HOT SPOT FOR TRADE
ABC CORRESPONDENT TO SPEAK AT CONFERENCE
PLANS $8 5 MILLION EXPANSION
POLISH UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT VISITS SD
NORTHERN STATE RELATIONS DIRECTOR QUITS
REGENTS APPROVE LEAVE FOR NORTHERN PRESIDENT
FOLK ART PROGRAM SET AT NORTHERN STATE
ABERDEEN COLLEGE SEEKS NEW LEADER
NSP HAS LOWEST ELECTRICITY RATES IN SD
KMELFRED ERICKSON, CITIZEN OF THE YEAR
NORTHERN STATES POWER CAN'T EXPLAIN POWER LOSE
^COMMAND CENTERS CRANK UP FOR CRISIS
NSP WANTS TO CHARGE SD CUSTOMERS FOR WIS LOSSES
PUC ATTEMPTS TO HALT NSP'S BILLING
JUDGE--NSP MAY RECOUP LOSSES BY CHARGING CUSTOMERS
NSP FILES RATE HIKE REQUEST
PUC TO RULE ON NSP PLANT LOSS CHARGE
NSP BUDGET PLAN ENDS UTILITY BILL SURPRISE
^NORTHERN STATES POWER CO PUSHES HEALTH PROGRAM
NUCLEAR PLANT AMONG 2 OPERATIONS CLOSED HERE
PCBS DIDN'T LEAK, LOCAL UTILITY SAYS
^DIVERSIFICATION HELPS LIMIT RATE INCREASE
GENERATOR FAILS-POWER COSTS MAY INCREASE
FOLKS RECALL DAY LIGHTS WENT ON
UTILITY'S EARNINGS RISE ABOVE 1982
NORTHERN STATES TO SHARE ENERGY-SAVING TIPS
DENNY GARRY IS CITIZEN OF THE YEAR
NORTHERN STATES TO CELEBRATE 75TH BIRTHDAY
KGIRL AMONG WINNERS OF NSP CONTEST
NORTHERN STATES POWER OFFERS REBATE PROGRAM
POWER FIRM TO HELP POLICE
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/28/1986 C015 ANNEX OF NSP SUBSTATION
6/07/1986 C021 NORTHERN STATES POWER BUYS MINN FIRM
6/10/1986 coil UTILITIES BOARD CONTINUES NSP REBATE PROGRAM
7/23/1986 B031 NSP TO FORCE OUT TOP OFFICIALS
11/2A/1986 C021 UTILITY USES COMPUTER POWER TO READ METERS
12/06/1986 C012 *NEW LINE UP
6/02/1987 A083 LETTER'S FACTS MISLEADING (L)
8/20/1987 C025 NSP AGREES TO EIGHT-MONTH RATE MORATORIUM
11/15/1987 EOll NSP EARNINGS CLIMB FROM LAST YEAR
1/02/1988 C015 A BREAK ON LATE HEAT BILL
1/12/1988 coil 2,300 IN AREA LOSE ELECTRICITY
2/07/1988 EOll NSP EARNINGS FALL FROM PREVIOUS YEAR
5/15/1988 EOll NSP ANNOUNCES 95 CENTS EARNING PER SHARE
6/07/1988 A012 NSP TO GET RID OF NUCLEAR WASTE
6/2A/1988 A015 POWER PRICES COULD SURGE
6/29/1988 D091 NORTHERN STATES INCREASES DIVIDEND
9/01/1988 C012 NSP BIDS TO BRING $100 MILLION PROJECT
ll/OA/1988 D081 NORTHERN STATES EARNINGS ARE UP
12/03/1988 AOIA NSP TO RAISE RATES ^ 6 PERCENT
2/26/1989 A012 *A NUCLEAR VISION GONE BUST
2/26/1989 A081 OLD DANGERS LINGER IN NEW ERA (ED)
3/10/1989 AlOl PATHFINDER WAS NEVER THREAT TO CITY, WORKERS (L)
5/05/1989 D081 NSP POSTS EARNINGS OF $1 05 PER SHARE
8/30/1989 C023 NSP PLEDGES TO HELP ENVIRONMENT
9/15/1989 D062 XNSP APPLIES TO REMOVE REACTOR
12/22/1989 AOIA NSP DECLARES ENERGY ALERT
2/02/1990 D061 NORTHERN STATES SAYS EARNING UP
2/19/1990 A016 NSP WANTS RATES ON INCENTIVE BASE
A/18/1990 coil GR0UP--EXAM1NE PATHFINDER PLANT
A/18/1990 C012 NSP ASKS AGENCY FOR INCENTIVE
A/2A/1990 C012 NSP PROPOSES YEARLY RATE INCREASES
5/18/1990 coil AREA BLACKED OUT FOR 20 MINUTES
6/27/1990 D082 NSP ASKS STATE FOR ELECTRIC RATE INCREASE
6/29/1990 D062 *NSP PROMOTES SCHULTE
6/30/1990 C016 DISMANTLING OF PATHFINDER CAN BEGIN
7/17/1990 C062 *ANSON GAINS NSP APPOINTMENT
7/18/1990 C031 NSP CLIENTS HAVE WEEKS TO PROTEST
7/31/1990 B061 NSP EARNINGS, SALES RISE IN 2ND QUARTER
11/18/1990 E012 NSP ELECTRIC RATES MAY GO UP
11/2A/1990 coil PUBLIC INPUT SOUGHT ON PROPOSED INCREASE
12/13/1990 D081 NSP ANNOUNCES INTERNAL ORGANIZATION
12/20/1990 coil RATES GO UP JAN 1
1/25/1991 coil SHORT POWER OUTAGE AFFECTS 900 CUSTOMERS
2/07/1991 D082 56REACTOR REMOVAL SCHEDULED
2/12/1991 A012 NSP MAY BUILD POWER PLANT NEAR PATHFINDER
3/27/1991 C016 IMPACT OF A GENERATORS WILL BE STUDIED
3/31/1991 coil 1,200 NSP CUSTOMERS AFFECTED BY OUTAGE
4/01/1991 coil NSP GENERATOR PLAN TOPIC OF MEETING
5/06/1991 coil NSP REVIEW GROUP TOURS PLANT NEXT WEEK
5/09/1991 C016 PROPOSED POWER PLANT FUELS TALK ABOUT TAXES
5/11/1991 C012 NSP DEFENDS PATHFINDER TRAVEL PATH
5/14/1991 C012 REACTOR TO BE REMOVED TODAY
5/15/1991 A012 ^REACTOR'S HEART REMOVED FROM PLANT
6/11/1991 B061 EDUCATION PROGRAMS BRING HONOR TO NSP
8/08/1991 coil POWER PLANT PANEL WILL DISCUSS ROUTES
8/08/1991 C012 36NUCLEAR VESSEL CHUGS AWAY FROM SD
8/28/1991 D061 STATE'S NSP LINEMEN PLACE 1ST IN CONTEST
11/09/1991 C015 FIRM MAY BE HIRED TO CHECK BILLS
11/21/1991 A083 ^'WELFARE FOR WEALTHY' SEGMENT OFF BASE
12/15/1991 F012 PROGRAM KEEPS THE NEEDY WARM IN WINTER
1/08/1992 D062 *NEW NSP POWER PLANT WILL BURN OIL, GAS
2/16/1992 FOll NSP WORKERS CONTAIN 12-GALLON OIL SPILL
2/19/1992 D061 ENVIRONMENTALISTS SLAM NSP POLICIES
3/05/1992 C015 NSP TO BUILD OWN GAS LINE
6/16/1992 coil POWER OUTAGE HITS 4,600 NSP CUSTOMERS
6/30/1992 A013 NSP REQUESTS RATE INCREASE
7/31/1992 B021 HIGH COURT SETTLES UTILITY BATTLE
8/04/1992 BOll CONSTRUCTION CREW BLAMED FOR OUTAGE
8/20/1992 B061 NSP DELAYS PLANS TO BUILD TURBINE
11/14/1992 B085 UTILITIES BOARD APPROVES RATE HIKE FOR NSP
11/17/1992 B012 *NSP PLANT TOUTED FOR TAX BENEFIT
1/27/1985 EOll NORTHLANDER LTD REALIGNS INTO FIVE DIVISIONS
8/21/1986 A014 NORTHLANDER PARTNER ARRESTED ON FELONY CHARGES
12/21/1986 A012 NORTHLANDER DREAM WAS TOPPLED
9/20/1989 C016 FBI CLEARS HOME FED IN SCHEME
12/09/1990 D013 KNORTHLANDER OWNERS EXPECT TO BUILD IN NEW HOTEL
7/13/1991 C015 NORTHLANDER FINED FOR CODE VIOLATIONS
9/13/1991 C012 LATE-NIGHT FIRE BADLY DAMAGES NORTHLANDER
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12/14/1991 A014 KNORTHLANDER LIKELY TO GO CONDO
7/19/1987 ECU NORTHWEST CORP DISCLOSES LOSSES
1/31/1982 E025 MODEST GROWTH 1N'81 FOR NORTHWESTERN BANK
4/13/1983 C041 NORTHWESTERN BANK CHANGED TO NORWEST
1/21/1982 DOll BELL WILL GET LESS THAN REQUESTED RATE
1/22/1982 A012 PUC SLASHES BELL REQUEST
2/05/1982 C023 MONOPOLY RIGHT MISUSED CD
2/20/1982 C031 LOCAL PHONE COMPANIES MAY BE LINKED
2/23/1982 C013 AT&T, BELL SPLIT WON'T DRIVE UP PRICES
2/25/1982 D015 PHONE RATE INCREASE DENIED
2/26/1982 C031 PHONE COMPANY TO APPEAL RATE RULING
3/06/1982 BOll BELL RATE INCREASE TO SHOW UP ON NEXT PHONE BILL
3/11/1982 D053 FARM ECONOMY AFFECTS BELL'S GROWTH
3/18/1982 D013 LET YOUR FINGERS DO THE WALKING-AND SAVE
4/09/1982 con NORTHWESTERN BELL RAISES RATES
5/13/1982 D071 NORTHWESTERN BELL, PUC IN COURT TODAY
5/14/1982 C015 MA BELL ASKS JUDGE TO ORDER HIKE
5/29/1982 BOll BELL FILES FOR $15 3 MILLION RATE INCREASE
6/10/1982 C013 BELL CAN COLLECT WIRING EXPENSES SOONER
6/26/1982 A012 NORTHWESTERN BELL TO INCREASE INSTALLATION FEE
7/07/1982 C031 PUC CANDIDATE ATTACKS BELL HIKE
7/30/1982 C016 BELL WORKERS NOW ALLOWED UNPAID LEAVES
8/25/1982 C016 PUC OVERRULED--BELL MIGHT RAISE RATES
8/27/1982 A094 THESE JUDGES ARE GETTING TOO PUSHY
8/28/1982 A012 BELL GETS RATE H1KE--PH0NE BILLS GO UP
9/03/1982 A021 MA BELL FILES 4 RATE INCREASE
9/05/1982 E043 MA BELL TO CHANGE HOME INSTALLATION FEE
9/26/1982 B042 BELL RATE INCREASE REQUEST UNJUSTIFIED
10/12/1982 C015 PUC BEGINS HEARINGS ON BELL RATE INCREASE
10/14/1982 C051 PUC TO VOTE MONDAY ON BELL REQUEST
12/04/1982 C032 NORTHWESTERN BELL WINS DISCRIMINATION SUIT
12/21/1982 C041 BELL TO STOP EXTENSION LINE CHARGES
1/23/1983 C041 BELL TO CHANGE BILLING POLICY
3/08/1983 C032 KBELL BREAKUP CREATES READY-MADE FIRM
3/11/1983 con CONSUMERS FIND TELEPHONE SERVICE CHANGING
3/31/1983 C042 ABERDEEN WOULD LOSE 18 JOBS
4/13/1983 con 5CC0MPUTER GIVES OUT PHONE NUMBERS
4/17/1983 Don KBELL HOPES TO OFFER PROGRAM PATTERNED AFTER JAPAN
4/30/1983 B031 BELL LOWERS INSTALLATION FEE--RA1SES RATES
5/14/1983 BOll BELL FILES FOR 12 7 PERCENT INCREASE
5/21/1983 B022 NORTHWESTERN BELL FAR ABOVE ON HOOK-UP CHARGES (L)
5/25/1983 C051 LONG-DISTANCE RATES RISE FOR CALLS
5/26/1983 C051 BELL BILLS OFFSET INSTALLATION COSTS
6/12/1983 C051 TELEPHONE EXECUTIVE NAMED TO OMAHA POST
6/14/1983 B054 HEARINGS ON BELL'S RATE HIKE REQUEST START
7/14/1983 BOll XBETTY SNEDEN HAS CONNECTIONS
8/02/1983 BOll BELL WARNS CUSTOMERS OF CREDIT NUMBER FRAUD
8/08/1983 A012 ^WORKERS DO THE WALKING
8/13/1983 A013 ^STRIKERS FACE USING SAVINGS
8/16/1983 A012 AT&T STRIKERS 'DETERMINED' AS TALKS OPEN
8/26/1983 A013 LOCAL PHONE WORKERS WAIT FOR SETTLEMENT
8/30/1983 BOll *BELL RETURNS TO FULL FORCE
9/01/1983 C013 CONSULTANT'S RATE FINDINGS ARE INCORRECT
9/03/1983 B033 UTILITY COMMISSION SCHEDULES BELL HEARINGS
9/12/1983 BOll PUBLIC HEARING ON BELL RATE INCREASE BEGIN
9/20/1983 C015 XBELL LOWERS REQUEST FOR RATE INCREASE
10/07/1983 con BELL RATES SHOULD GO DOWN, NOT UP
10/18/1983 C041 PROGRAM ALLOWS WORKERS TO TAKE TIME OFF
10/26/1983 C031 NORTHWESTERN BELL BEGINS CHANGES IN BILLING
10/27/1983 C014 NEW BELL REQUEST $3 MILLION HIGHER
11/02/1983 con BELL WANTS ADDITIONAL $3 MILLION RATE INCREASE
11/06/1983 C061 3€BELL NAMES MANAGER FOR PUBLIC AFFAIRS
11/09/1983 A012 COMMISSION REJECTS MOST OF BELL'S PLANS
11/10/1983 con RULING WILL BRING REDUCED PHONE BILLS
11/12/1983 BOll SERVICE LETS CALLERS REQUEST ADDRESSES
11/17/1983 A015 3CRATE CUT THREATENS BELL
11/17/1983 C031 NORTHWESTERN BELL TO APPEAL RATE CUT RULING
11/18/1983 C023 BELL SHOULD CUT ITS SPENDING (L)
11/20/1983 C051 KBELL HASN'T BEEN HARMED
11/23/1983 C024 BELL AGAIN PLEADS POVERTY (L)
11/29/1983 B033 HEARING A BELL BID TO REVERSE RATE CUT
12/06/1983 B013 WILL RULE SOON ON FREEZING OF BELL RATES
12/28/1983 D012 STATE BOARD TO CONSIDER BELL REQUEST
1/01/1984 E012 NORTHWESTERN BELL WILL OFFER CONSERVER'S SERVICE
1/18/1984 D041 BELL CLOSING OFFICES AROUND STATE
1/25/1984 C015 BELL ASKS JUDGE FOR NEW RULING
3/24/1984 CQ41 CONSIDERS USE OF BANKS AS BILL COLLECTION
4/06/1984 C052 BELL CAN CHARGE FOR REPAIR CALL
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A/20/198A C013 BELL NEEDS TO MAKE MORE MONEY
5/06/1984 0052 NORTHWESTERN BELL ADVERTISEMENT
6/02/1984 C015 BELL RAISES BUSINESS ACCESS CHARGE
6/09/1984 A012 BELL RATE INCREASE HANGING
6/13/1984 DOll TELEPHONE RATES COULD TAKE ANOTHER INCREASE
6/19/1984 B013 JUDGE TURNS DOWN RATE HIKE APPEAL
7/01/1984 E013 BUSINESS TO OFFER TIME-OF-DAV SERVICE
7/04/1984 D015 BELL DROPS RATES FOR LONG DISTANCE
7/08/1984 A015 BELL EXECUT1VE--PH0NE COSTS TO RISE
7/08/1984 EOll *LOW RATES RIDE ON BUSINESS SUBSIDIES
7/10/1984 A012 OFFICIAL DISPUTES BELL POSITION
7/12/1984 A015 *PUC CANDIDATES SCRAP ABOUT BELL
7/14/1984 B012 DEBATE ABOUT ISSUES IS GOOD
7/14/1984 B033 SERVICE CENTER CLOSES IN RAPID CITY
7/20/1984 A012 SETTLEMENT BOOSTS PHONE BILLS 65 CENTS "
8/31/1984 A012 LATE PAYMENTS MAY CARRY PENALTY CHARGE
9/15/1984 C014 PUC ORDERS BELL COOPERATION
9/26/1984 DOll NORTHWESTERN BELL ASKS PUC TO END PROBE
9/27/1984 C064 BELL GIVEN TIME TO PREPARE FOR HEARING
10/04/1984 coil UTILITIES COMMISSION APPEALS RULING
10/06/1984 C015 BELL ASKS COURT TO STOP HEARING
10/13/1984 coil JUDGE TEMPORARILY BLOCKS PUC HEARINGS
10/17/1984 D042 BELL EXPLAINS ACCESS CHARGES TO CITIZENS
10/18/1984 C015 PUC HAS JURISDICTION IN CASE
11/25/1984 C051 NW BELL TO LAY OFF EMPLOYEES JAN 1
11/25/1984 C061 BELL OFFERS NEW BUSINESS DIRECTORY SERVICE
12/18/1984 B031 BELL TO RAISE RESIDENTIAL BILLS BY $2 20
1/12/1985 C035 *BELL PROTEST
1/15/1985 A014 PUC REJECTS BELL REQUEST
1/22/1985 C035 LAWYER ASKS OVERTURN OF BELL COURT VERDICT
1/30/1985 DOll WOODEN PHONE BOOTHS HAVE THE RIGHT RING
1/31/1985 C035 PICKETS PROTEST FIRING OF WORKERS
2/02/1985 C033 NORTHWESTERN BELL REQUESTS RATE HIKE
2/10/1985 EOll NORTHWESTERN BELL MEETS INCOME PROJECTIONS
5/18/1985 B021 PUC LETTERS WILL EXPLAIN BELL RULING
5/21/1985 B041 LAWYERS SAY BAR BELL RATE HIKE
5/21/1985 B042 OFFICIALS DISCUSS NEW RATE HIKE REQUEST
5/29/1985 B022 PHONE-RATE HEARINGS CONTINUE
5/30/1985 C031 COMMISSION ENDS HEARINGS ON PHONE RATES
6/07/1985 C023 LAWYER SAYS MOST CUSTOMERS ACCEPT PHONE SETTLEMENT
6/13/1985 coil WORKER SUES BELL FOR HEALTH TREATMENT
7/12/1985 C015 PHONE SERVICE SWITCH TO FOLLOW CONSTRUCTION
10/21/1985 A075 TELEPHONE EMPLOYEES SPONSOR BENEFIT DANCE
12/27/1985 C021 TELEPHONE COMPANY SUES NORTHWESTERN BELL
1/26/1986 C031 PHONE AMERICA QUESTIONS BELL BILLING
2/09/1986 F034 PHONE AMERICA WINS DISPUTE WITH BELL
2/16/1986 EOll SF TO RING IN NEW PHONE SYSTEM
2/22/1986 C051 BELL CAN COLLECT MORE, COURT RULES
3/13/1986 BOll BELL RECONNECTS PHONE AMERICA SERVICE
3/20/1986iB021 GROUP WANTS TO STUDY PHONE DEREGULATION
3/23/1986 C021 BELL EMPLOYEES RETIRE UNDER INCENTIVE PLAN
4/24/1986 BOll PHONE CUSTOMERS TO GET NEW NUMBERS
5/01/1986 C015 BUSINESSES WOULD PAY MORE UNDER BELL REQUEST
5/25/1986 C025 NORTHWESTERN BELL TO BAN SMOKING
6/06/1986 A015 XBELL WORKERS JOIN STRIKERS
6/13/1986 A012 KSHOWING SOLIDARITY IN SD
7/09/1986 B036 PUC NORTHWESTERN BELL PROBE REQUEST DROPPED
8/08/1986 C015 TELEPHONE UNION READY FOR STRIKE
8/11/1986 A016 XBELL STRIKE ENDS
8/21/1986 C021 PANEL OK'S DIRECTORY PLAN FOR BELL CUSTOMERS
9/02/1986 A012 *C0MPET1T10N CUTS WORKFORCE
10/15/1986 B021 TOP NORTHWESTERN BELL EXECUTIVE TO LEAVE
10/22/1986 B043 BELL CUSTOMERS RESIST RATE CHANGE
11/02/1986 coil UTILITY PANEL OK'S PHONE SERVICES
11/15/1986 C012 NORTHWESTERN BELL NAMES CHIEF EXECUTIVE
11/28/1986 C025 NORTHWESTERN BELL TO DELAY BILL PLAN
12/06/1986 C012 PHONE FIRM CHECKS ON MITCHELL PLAN
1/21/1987 BOll PHONE COMPANY TO OPEN WALKWAY
1/21/1987 B022 SHANARD TO BACK PHONE DEREGULATION
1/26/1987 A014 KBELL GIVES TO LAWMAKERS
1/27/1987 C016 BELL DEFENDS GIVING
1/29/1987 A012 PROPOSAL LIMITS BELL RATE RAISES
1/30/1987 coil PROBLEM CUTS CALLS TO PIERRE
2/01/1987 E016 BELL BILL TAKES SPOTLIGHT
2/03/1987 C013 FOES CHALLENGE BELL DEREGULATION
2/05/1987 C012 ECONOMIST WARNS OF DEREGULATION DISASTER
2/07/1987 A015 *BELL BACKS OFF DEREGULATION
2/08/1987 A012 *MAY BEST PHONE BILL WIN
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2/08/1987 AG81 TELEPHONE REGULATION SHOULD BE PHASED OUT (ED)
2/08/1987 E012 ^DEREGULATION BATTLE PITS BELL VS PUC
2/10/1987 A0I5 BELL PROGRESSES
2/12/1987 A061 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS ON NORTHWESTERN BELL DEREGULATION
2/12/1987 C012 BELL BILL SPONSOR MAKES PLEA
2/13/1987 C016 PETITIONS OPPOSE BELL BILL
2/1A/1987 C012 DEREGULATION BILL STALLS AGAIN
2/15/1987 Alll DEFEND RESPECTIVE DEREGULATION BILLS
2/19/1987 AOIA 5CBELL BILL PASSES 1ST TEST
2/20/1987 A012 KVOTERS MAY DECIDE PHONE DEREGULATION
2/25/1987 B012 CHANGE IS IN THE AIR FOR BELL BILL
2/26/1987 C015 UNION OFFICIALS JOIN TO TAKE ON TAX HIKE, BELL BILL
2/27/1987 coil UNION NEUTRAL ON DEREGULATION
2/28/1987 A083 *BELL BILL NOT BEST FOR THE PEOPLE
2/28/1987 C012 AMENDED BELL DEREGULATION BILL GOES TO HOUSE
3/02/1987 A012 5 STATES FACE CALL FOR PHONE DEREGULATION
3/03/1987 A016 KMICKELSON, BELL DEAL HUNG UP
3/04/1987 A012 BELL LEGISLATION PUT ON HOLD
3/27/1987 A012 PHONE BILLS MAY DROP WITH TAXES
3/27/1987 C022 PHONE COMPANY WARNS OF CALLING CARD SCAM
3/29/1987 EOll BELL BUILDING WALKWAY UNDER CONSTRUCTION
4/17/1987 C015 AT8T SEEKS OK TO TAKE ON BELL
5/14/1987 C012 BELL WON'T OPPOSE AT8T PLAN
5/16/1987 C012 STATE TO VIE FOR BELL RESEARCH CENTER
6/04/1987 C012 COMPANY MAY OFFER NEWELL A NEW DEAL
6/09/1987 coil BELL PRESIDENT GETS MINN POST
6/30/1987 C016 BELL SUIT MAY CITE ASBESTOS VIOLATIONS
7/15/1987 B015 BREAK COMING TO BELL CUSTOMERS
8/14/1987 C025 PANEL TO HAVE BELL RATE HEARING
8/21/1987 coil BELL SAYS IT WILL LOSE MONEY
9/01/1987 C021 COMPROMISE IN WORKS FOR DEREGULATION
9/29/1987 A014 REPAIRS FOR BELL RELOCATION
10/10/1987 C041 BELL FILES PETITION OVER COMPETITION CHARGE
10/21/1987 B043 BOARD TELLS BELL TO REVISE PLAN
10/25/1987 B031 BELL REVISES MITCHELL SERVICE
10/29/1987 C023 UTILITIES PANEL OK'S PHONE SERVICE PLAN
11/06/1987 C021 BROOKINGS ORDERED TO ANSWER BELL COMPLAINT
11/10/1987 C021 TELEPHONE BILL SURCHARGE PROPOSAL
12/01/1987 coil BELL WILL MOVE SOME EMPLOYEES
12/12/1987 coil PLAN WOULD LOWER LONG-DISTANCE RATES
1/05/1988 C012 MORE RESISTANCE GREETS PHONE DEREGULATION PLAN
1/22/1988 C023 CUSTOMERS SPLIT ON BELL DEREGULATION
1/28/1988 C023 PANEL OK'S PHONE DEREGULATION BILL
2/02/1988 A012 TELEPHONE DEREGULATION MEASURE CLEARS SENATE
2/14/1988 B031 ELDERLY TO RECEIVE LOWER PHONE BILLS
2/26/1988 C051 TELEPHONE DEREGULATION BILL SIGNED
3/08/1988 coil BELL'S TRANKLE TAKES POSITION IN ARIZONA
3/11/1988 C031 NORTHWESTERN BELL DENIED RATE REDUCTIONS
4/10/1988 B021 MOVING PLANS BEHIND SCHEDULE
4/26/1988 C025 NORTHWESTERN BELL CHANGED TO US WEST
5/15/1988 A102 LETTER QUESTION INACCURATE (L)
5/20/1988 coil FREE CASH OFFER TIES UP PHONE LINES
6/08/1988 B023 PHONE ISSUE WILL BE ON BALLOT--BACKERS
6/22/1988 D071 SCHWELLA GETS NW BELL POST
6/24/1988 A081 LAW LETS BELL KEEP SERVICE AFFORDABLE (L)
7/20/1988 B012 PHONE COMPANIES TRY TO BLOCK VOTE ON LAW
8/12/1988 A014 HIGH COURT GIVES PHONE VOTE OK
8/13/1988 con BELL LAWSUIT CAN CONTINUE
8/14/1988 B021 WANT INVESTIGATION OF NORTHWESTERN BELL
9/03/1988 A014 BELL REQUEST ON DEREGULATION REJECTED
7/01/1982 B075 WILL CELEBRATE ITS CENTENNIAL JULY 4 AND 5
11/17/1982 B061 NWPS SEEKS RATE HIKE
4/07/1985 EOll PUBLIC CORPORATIONS HAD PROSPEROUS 1984
4/22/1986 C021 FARMERS DESERVE COMPENSATION FOR LINE, COURT TOLD
11/13/1986 C021 PUC APPROVES NORTHWESTERN GAS INCREASE
7/24/1990 C031 HEALTH CONCERNS STOP PLANS FOR POWER LINE
11/09/1990 D071 NORTHWESTERN HAS INCREASED DIVIDENDS
12/02/1990 EOll NORTHWESTERN CEO STEPS DOWN FROM UTILITY
2/10/1991 DOll NWPS DECLARES 38-CENT DIVIDEND
5/16/1991 C023 NSP WORKER BURNED IN GAS-LINE ACCIDENT
2/20/1988 A072 3CENDS CAREER TO TAKE VOWS IN CONVENT
7/21/1982 C021 HJEMKOST DIDN'T NEED ITS MODERN GADGETS (ED)
5/12/1983 C051 CLUBS CELEBRATE NORWEGIAN INDEPENDENCE DAY
10/13/1987 B025 VISITOR DESCRIBES NORWEGIAN VIEW OF SOVIET THREAT
11/26/1987 C021 MICKELSON TO NAME KING AN HONORARY CITIZEN
11/28/1987 C012 9tSD MAKES KING HONORARY CITIZEN
5/18/1989 D012 KAUGUSTANA CELEBRATES NORWEGIAN ROOTS
5/10/1990 B012 TO CELEBRATE NORWAY'S INDEPENDENCE DAY
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5/17/1991 coil NORWEGIAN CEREMONY TODAY AT AUGUSTANA
11/05/1990 A012 KNORWAY CENTER WOMAN VOTES FOR TRADITION
A/21/1983 B07A NORWEGIANS PLAN CELEBRATION
5/20/1983 B012 NORWEGIAN CHORUSES PERFORM IN JUNE
6/08/1983 B011 JeNORWEGIAN HERITAGE PRESERVED IN SONG
6/10/1983 C011 NORWEGIAN MUSIC FEST IS SATURDAY
6/22/1983 C011 ^NORWEGIANS ARRIVE JUST IN TIME FOR NORDLAND FEST
10/26/1983 B05A PAULSON APPOINTED NEW CONSUL
12/20/1983 C0A1 POSTPONED NORWEGIAN SERVICE TO BE THURSDAY
2/07/198A A072 SONS OF NORWAY ELECTS OFFICERS
5/17/198A B07A FEST CELEBRATES NORWEGIAN DAY
6/19/1984 A071 5CUNCLE TORVALD--TWO FACES, ONE HEART
8/07/1984 A072 ^NORWEGIAN YOUTHS STUDY SD FROM THE AIR
12/23/1984 C051 BALTIC CHRUCH RINGS WITH ACCENTS OF OLD
5/16/1985 B094 NORWEGIAN INDEPENDENCE DAY
5/17/1986 C012 NORWEGIANS CELEBRATE NATION'S INDEPENDENCE
6/01/1986 A014 ^TRADITIONAL CEREMONY
2/22/1988 A083 WILL NORWEGIANS WANT AUGUSTANA CHANGE (L)
10/18/1988 C012 36NORWEGIAN STUDENTS BRING HERITAGE TO LIFE
12/14/1990 A103 'ARGUS' SHOWS BIAS AGAINST NORWEGIANS (L)
7/09/1992 B012 XSINGING WITH GLEE, HISTORY
FOR EARLIER SEE NORTHWEST BANK
4/13/1983 C041 NORTHWESTERN BANK CHANGED TO NORWEST
5/26/1983 C051 COMPTROLLER PASSES NORWEST ACQUISITION
7/30/1983 B011 LOCAL NORWEST BANK BRANCHES OUT TO MITCHELL
1/22/1984 E031 *NORWEST'S BOARD APPOINTS GRIFFIN
2/12/1984 E051 NORWEST INCOME UP 40 5 PERCENT
3/04/1984 E014 NORWEST SEEKING BUSINESS
5/31/1984 C011 NORWEST WILL CLOSE DRIVE-IN BANK'S LOBBY
6/02/1984 A012 STATE'S NORWEST BANKS PLAN MERGER
6/10/1984 E012 XNORWEST NAMES RETAIL MANAGERS IN FIVE DISTRICTS
10/04/1984 C041 CONSOLIDATION OF 4 NORWEST BANKS
10/26/1984 C011 $24 MILLION LOSS BLAMED ON LOANS
8/22/1986 C011 TOP NORWEST OFFICER LEAVES CITY FOR FARGO
2/01/1987 E031 NON-INTEREST INCOME BOOSTS NORWEST REPORT
6/06/1987 C011 GROUP CALLS BANK BOYCOTT
6/25/1987 D064 NORWEST TO HANDLE LOANS FOR LAW STUDENTS
8/04/1987 C011 NORWEST OFFICIAL TAKES REGIONAL POST
1/24/1988 E012 NORWEST SD PROMOTES PRESIDENT
2/07/1988 E011 NORWEST CHALKS UP RECORD '87 EARNINGS
6/17/1988 C011 NORWEST TO SPONSOR PAINT-A-THON
6/22/1988 D076 ^NORWEST BANK TABS OLIVER
6/25/1988 C011 PAINT-A-THON SCHEDULED TODAY
6/26/1988 E012 HOMEOWNER THANKS NORWEST EMPLOYEES FOR HELPING
9/11/1988 E011 NORWEST RANKS 13TH FOR FARM LENDING
12/16/1988 C041 HIGH COURT REINSTATES BANKS LAWSUIT
2/24/1989 D081 NORWEST DONATES MONEY FOR CENTER
4/09/1989 E011 OUTSTANDING LOANS UP 6 9 PERCENT AT NORWEST
4/28/1989 D062 NORWEST PLANS NEW BUILDING
6/25/1989 C014 ^VOLUNTEER SPIRIT COVERS HOME
10/11/1989 D082 3€N0RWEST OPENS LEWIS BRANCH
12/08/1989 D081 NORWEST BOOSTS LAW SCHOOL LOANS
3/07/1990 D082 NORWEST MOVES OPERATIONS CENTER
7/26/1990 D061 CASH-CARD NETWORKS INTEGRATE SYSTEM
8/19/1990 D011 TO HELP NORWEST PROCESS STUDENT LOANS
1/25/1991 D072 YANKTON S&L SOLD TO NORWEST
4/11/1991 A016 WATER LEAK SINKS BANK DEPOSITS
7/14/1991 E011 NORWEST BANK GETS OK FOR PIERRE BANK
10/01/1991 C031 BANK DONATES $1,000 TO WALL LAKE GROUP
10/04/1991 C011 JURY AWARDS $200,000 TO WATERTOWN COUPLE
2/04/1992 B061 BANK OFFERS LOANS FOR HOME IMPROVEMENT AT LOW RATES
4/26/1992 N182 ^TELLER OFFERS PERSONAL TOUCH
6/17/1984 E051 KNORWEST CORP NAMES TOP MANAGERS
1/30/1985 D041 NORWEST'S NET INCOME DROPS 55 5 PERCENT
3/03/1985 E011 NEW NORWEST CORP PRESIDENT HAS LOCAL TIES
7/20/1986 C011 NORWEST ADDS ATM'S TO REGIONAL STORES
11/05/1986 C023 9fSTATE NORWEST LEADER NAMED
11/07/1986 C041 KNORWEST NAMES NEW AGRICULTURAL CREDIT HEAD
1/13/1987 C015 NORWEST CORP, BANK ONE JOIN FOR NEW SERVICE
1/23/1987 C011 NORWEST REPORTS INCOME UP 13 PERCENT
11/01/1987 E011 NORWEST DECLARES QUARTERLY DIVIDEND
11/01/1987 E012 *EX-GOVERNOR TURNS BANK BARON
5/01/1988 E011 NORWEST MERGERS FOUR SITES IN MINNESOTA
7/29/1988 D061 NORWEST NETS 51 3 MILLION
1/22/1989 E011 1988 WAS NORWEST'S MOST PROFITABLE YEAR
1/29/1989 E011 NORWEST OFFERS 37-CENT DIVIDEND
2/01/1989 D081 NORWEST NETS $211 2 MILLION
8/03/1989 D061 NORWEST STARTS NEW INVESTMENT FUND
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NORWEST CORP
NORWEST FINANCIAL
NORWEST MORTGAGE
NORWICK MILO
NOTEBOOM DOUG
NOTEBOOM MARV
NOTECARDS
NOTHDURFT DENNIS ^
NOTHDURFT MELVIN
NOUD ROGER
NOUVELLE CUISINE
NOVAK CANDACE S JO
NOVAK DOUG
NOVAK JOSEPH
NOVAK JOSEPH & CAN
NOVAK RAY
NOVAK ROBERT
NOVAK SANITARY
NOVAK SCOTT
NOVELLO ANTONIA
NOVEMBER ERNIE
NOVOTNY TOM
NOVOTNY TOM & MARI
NUCLEAR ARMS
NUCLEAR WASTES
NUCLEAR WEAPONS
NUDE DANCE
NUGTEREN J & M
NUGTEREN PERRY
NUISANCE ORDINANCE
NUNDA SD
NUNI ZINTKALA
NUNS
NURSERY SCHOOLS
NURSERYMEN
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/21/1989
12/31/1989
3/28/1990
A/05/1990
7/19/1990
7/29/1990
9/1A/1990
11/18/1990
7/31/1991
A/OA/1992
5/22/1992
7/16/1992
10/22/1992
8/06/1986
3/0A/1990
8/13/1982
8/1A/1982
8/18/1982
8/19/1982
2/06/1983
A/05/1983
7/16/1987
2/16/1982
10/17/1982
10/20/1982
10/23/1982
11/09/1982
11/06/1991
3/13/1991
"8/02/1989
8/03/1989
A/16/1982
A/02/1991
3/22/198A
1/22/198A
2/06/1992
A/27/1986
9/25/1991
10/01/1991
9/07/1991
9/13/1991
3/20/1992
7/27/1983
9/1A/1991
12/2A/1991
3/07/1992
8/03/1992
7/21/1986
A/23/1992
5/20/1992
1/06/1985
5/22/1992
7/25/1989
3/12/1991
8/19/1992
8/19/1992
2/1A/1988
3/17/1982
7/12/1989
5/08/1983
5/16/1988
5/31/1988
7/12/1991
7/15/1991
7/29/198A
8/23/198A
A/02/1985
1/28/1989
10/23/1989
12/01/1991
12/02/1991
2/05/1982
3/18/198A
3/11/1990
2/27/1991
D066
EOll
D082
D081
D061
EOll
D065
DOll
D052
coil
D075
D061
B061
B015
EOll
A012
C013
A013
C051
C03A
A012
DOAl
C031
C031
coil
C013
B025
D023
D061
A012
A016
C031
C061
BOll
EOIA
C012
B012
coil
coil
C012
A012
C012
C013
coil
C012
C012
A012
coil
C012
C02A
DOll
C022
A052
C036
A012
A033
F015
B031
C022
EOIA
A012
AOIA
A012
A071
coil
C021
A09A
A072
B012
AOll
A012
Alll
F016
C02A
D082
OLDEST S 8 L MAY BECOME NORWEST BANK
NORWEST AGREES TO ACQUIRE S&L
NORWEST WILL ACQUIRE FIRST INTERSTATE
NORWEST SEES PURCHASE MERIT
NORWEST EARNINGS INCREASE 12 PERCENT
BANK MERGER MAY LEAD TO LAYOFFS, OFFICIALS SAY
LABOR UNION BLASTS NORWEST
J6N0RWEST PRESIDENT TO SPEAK AT MEETING
NORWEST WILL MERGE BANKS IN WISCONSIN
FED BLOCKS TAKEOVER OF SD BANK
NORWEST OFFERS REDUCED RATES
NORWEST REPORTS RECORD NET PROFITS
NORWEST REPORTS RECORD EARNINGS
APPROVES NORWEST BANK CARD OPERATION
NORWEST TO WORK WITH FANNIE MAE
XBERGELAND EX-DIRECTOR INDICTED
EX-BERGELAND DIRECTOR TO BE ARRAIGNED
KEX-BERGELAND DIRECTOR PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO THEFT
KSENIORS SHAKEN BY INDICTMENT
NORWICK CONTRIBUTIONS SHOULD BE PUB (L)
XNORWICK SENTENCED TO SERVICE
MAY HAVE CAUGHT RECORD MUSKIE
5CC0UNTY OFFICIAL SEEKS COMMISSION SEAT
56MINNEHAHA COMMISSIONER CAMPAIGN STANDS
*NOTEBOOM ALWAYS KNEW HE WOULD RUN FOR COUNTY POST
*NOTEBOOM BACKS UNION FOR SF EMPLOYEES
NOTEBOOM ANSWERS CRITICAL LETTER (L)
*NOTEBOOM MEALS NOTEWORTHY
SD-MADE NOTECARDS HONORED
CHARGES DROPPED AGAINST 1 OF DEFENDANTS
^PRISON CHARGES CRITICIZED
3CN0THDURFT ANNOUNCES CANDIDACY
SD MAN RE-ELECTED TO LIVESTOCK BOARD
KBERGELAND CENTER'S ARTIST-IN-RESIDENCE
NOUVELLE OPENS LINE HERE
BERESFORD COUPLE PLEAD GUILTY TO KIDNAP, STABBING
aeNOVAK WINS SINGLES TITLE
BABY SNATCHING HEARING POSTPONED
PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO ASSAULT, BABY SNATCHING
BERESFORD COUPLE FACES MORE CHARGES
3CW0MAN TESTIFIES IN SNATCHING
XCOUPLE GETS 75 YEARS FOR KIDNAPPING
aeOFFICIAL SAYS FARMER PLOWED OVER OLD CEMETERY
MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO NOT REPORTING FELONY
MAN CAN'T CHANGE PLEA IN STABBING
^ILLEGIBLE NOTES SHORTEN SENTENCE
afTRASH HAULERS LAMENT COMPETITOR
NOVAK NETS CROWN IN TENNIS MEET
acCRAZY HORSE LIQUOR CALLED INSULTING
acSURGEON GENERAL BLASTS BREWER
afSTEPS OUT OF THE MAINSTREAM
GOVERNMENT WON'T PAY BURN DAMAGE
aeSTUDENT SWAP BECOMES FAMILY AFFAIR
SEE DEFENSE, ANTI-NUCLEAR MOVE
SEE RADIOACTIVE WASTES
SOVIETS TO TRACK NUKE TESTS FROM HILLS
afSD NUCLEAR FORCE TO BE GONE BY 2000
afELIMINATING A DEADLY FORCE
SEE DANCE NUDE
acCOUPLE TOGETHER 70 YEARS
acWASHINGTON'S NUGTEREN ADAPTING TO NEW ROLE
INITIAL OK TO NUISANCE CONTROL PROPOSAL
afELEVATOR STRUGGLES TO STAY OPEN
acRESIDENTS TEAM UP TO KEEP NUNDA GOING
aeCAN'T TAKE THE COUNTRY OUT OF KOHLMEYER'S
aeLOST BIRD COMES HOME TO REST
afLITTLE BABY MADE A BIG IMPRESSION
acCONVENT IS HOME TO 2A5 SISTERS
PHOTOS, TEXT DISTORTED VIEW OF SACRED HEART (L)
a€BOURKE RE-ELECTED AS PRIORESS
acNEW GROUND WITH LIVING ARRANGEMENT
aeTENDING TO FARM, HOSPITAL
aeNUNS STILL SHARING AFTER LIFE OF GIVING
atCOMMITMENT CALL TO FEWER WOMEN
afNURSERY SCHOOL--THE FIRST DAY
acLOCAL MAN TO HEAD STATE NURSERYMEN
FLANDREAU MAN TO HEAD NURSERYMEN'S GROUPS
a^NURSERY SHOW
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1/06/1982 D062 *LEOLA PAA, MCKENNAN RETIREE, HONORED
2/15/1982 B023 KATHY HANNA APPOINTED TO NEONATAL PROGRAM
3/16/1982 B023 VISITING NURSES BOARD MEMBERS
3/16/1982 C053 FIGHT BAD MEDIA IMAGE, NURSES TOLD
A/07/1982 D06A RECEIVED CERTIFICATION
A/13/1982 A08A NURSES GROUP TO BE CHARTERED
A/lA/1982 D06A NURSING GROUP CITES KONST
5/03/1982 A13A JANKLOW PROCLAIMED A SD'S NURSES' WEEK
5/06/1982 D021 URGES RECOGNITION OF NURSING PROFESSION CD
5/25/1982 A095 LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSES ELECT OFFICERS
5/27/1982 D033 *EVEN THE RAIN CAN'T DAMPEN PICNIC
6/02/1982 D051 HURLEY WOMAN GETS NURSING AWARD
6/02/1982 D053 XROHR SIOUX VALLEY NURSE OF YEAR
8/31/1982 A075 NURSES GROUP ELECTS OFFICERS
9/07/1982 A09A NURSING CARE GROUP FORMED
9/2A/1982 C061 COUNTY ASKS JUDGE TO BAR STATE COLLECTION OF FEES
9/30/1982 B051 NURSES' CONVENTION IN YANKTON
10/10/1982 D091 XSHE REALLY DOES DEAL WITH MORE THAN HEAD LICE
10/23/1982 C022 'WHAT ABOUT US?' NURSE HAS HAD ENOUGH CD
11/08/1982 A07A NURSES SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM OFFERED
1/11/1983 A07A *NURSES ELECT OFFICERS
2/08/1983 coil *JOB MARKET FOR NURSES IS TIGHTER
2/16/1983 B051 NURSES RECEIVE CERTIFICATION
2/26/1983 A09A NURSING CONVENTION A SUCCESS CD
3/12/1983 A094 COUNTY HEALTH NURSE THANKED CD
4/1A/1983 C031 NURSES MORE THAN DOCTORS' HELPERS
5/11/1983 cm KMURPHY NAMED NURSE OF THE YEAR
5/18/1983 B053 AUGIE NURSING STUDENT WINS GRANT
5/2A/1983 A072 *MOSS HEADS STATE ANESTHETISTS
6/22/1983 B054 JfBORDEWYK IS NURSE OF THE YEAR
7/11/1983 C012 STUDENTS ARE CARRYING OUT HER DREAMS
7/13/1983 coil 36FORMER NURSE PLEADS GUILTY TO DRUG CHARGE
7/19/1983 A074 NURSE ASSOCIATION ELECTS PRESIDENT
10/26/1983 B055 AUSHAM IS 1ST RECIPIENT OF AWARD
12/07/1983 B054 COUNCIL NAMES FULLER CHAIRWOMAN
12/20/1983 A135 PORTER IS NAMED GROUP'S PRESIDENT
1/10/1984 A075 THIMJON ELECTED BOARD PRESIDENT
1/22/1984 C051 NURSES LEARN ABOUT HOSPICES
2/22/1984 D013 NURSING CARE PROPOSAL PRESENTED
5/26/1984 B012 PLANS RESEARCH SHOWING EFFECT OF CALCIUM
6/27/1984 C154 CHRISTOPHERSON IS NURSE OF YEAR
7/18/1984 A012 80 SIOUX VALLEY NURSES LOSE JOBS
7/28/1984 D014 JOB POSTING ANGERS LAID-OFF NURSES
8/28/1984 BOll NURSES EXPRESS CONCERN FOR FUTURE
10/06/1984 C021 NURSES DESERVE THANKS, TOO CD
10/15/1984 C013 SOUTHEAST VO-TECH NURSING PROGRAM
10/24/1984 C114 NURSES PASS CRITICAL CARE EXAM
11/28/1984 C095 XDEVANEY IS NURSE OF THE MONTH
12/07/1984 A012 NURSES AREN'T IMMUNE TO SUITS
12/07/1984 coil NURSES TOLD TO GET INVOLVED
1/23/1985 B051 *STEVENS IS NURSE OF THE MONTH
1/29/1985 B013 CLASS OF '87 WILL BE LAST
2/26/1985 C031 NURSING PROGRAM ENDS DUE TO COST, LACK OF JOBS
3/25/1985 BOll MORE NURSES SEEK RN STATUS
4/10/1985 C091 MARCUS NAMED STUDENT NURSE OF THE YEAR
5/19/1985 C021 NURSING PROGRAM TO COME TO SF
6/03/1985 A083 THERE'S A PLACE FOR LPN'S CD
6/24/1985 C021 JOB SECURITY BEHIND GRADUATE WORK
7/08/1985 A012 ^ECONOMY PUTS SCHOOLS IN STATE OF FLUX
7/08/1985 BOll LPN DEGREES ARE NO LONGER PRACTICAL
7/08/1985 B015 NURSES HAVE ALWAYS WORN MANY HATS
7/14/1985 AlOl BETTER PLANNING TO REDUCE NURSING ILLS CED)
7/23/1985 A094 VANROEKEL LEADS NURSES' GROUP
7/30/1985 A061 NURSES ADDRESSING PROBLEMS CD
8/16/1985 A081 XNURSING FIELD WILL EMERGE STRONGER AFTER CHANGES
10/04/1985 C022 TASK FORCE EYES 2-LEVEL NURSING PLAN
11/05/1985 A093 STATE NURSES' ASSOCIATION ELECTS OFFICERS
2/04/1986 BOll JANKLOW SURPRISES NURSING PROGRAM OFFICIALS
3/16/1986 EOll LAWMAKERS SEEK TO REVIVE NURSING PROGRAM
4/29/1986 A061 NURSES IN FUTURE OF HEALTH CARE
5/11/1986 FOll SIOUX VALLEY GRADUATES ITS FINAL CLASS
10/16/1986 A061 LPN'S MUST FACE FACTS CD
11/25/1986 B031 NURSE'S ASSOCIATION ELECTS NEW OFFICERS
12/02/1986 B032 NURSE'S ASSOCIATION ELECTS OFFICERS
1/27/1987 A095 VISITING NURSES CHOOSE BOARD
5/01/1987 A083 NURSING SHOWS LPN'S CARE CD
5/05/1987 C012 ^CELEBRATING 100 YEARS OF CARING
5/06/1987 A081 3€NURSES HAVE COME A LONG WAY
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5/12/1987 C031 ANESTHETISTS HAVE SPRING MEETING
5/25/1987 C012 CANCER IS A MATTER OF LIFE g DEATH
6/29/1987 C022 SMALL TOWNS NEED NURSES
7/14/1987 A075 NURSING GROUP ELECTS OFFICERS
7/24/1987 C041 COURT AFFIRMS FIRING IN BIRTH CONTROL CASE
8/04/1987 AG52 ^STUDENT NURSES LEARN WHAT THE BOOKS DON'T
8/G8/I987 CG23 NEBRASKA PANEL OK'S NURSE PROGRAM
8/G9/I987 AG91 NURSES ASSOCIATION PLAN WOULD WORSEN SHORTAGE
8/12/1987 BG16 NURSES FIND CHANGES IN JOBS, IMAGE
9/15/1987 CGll YANKTON NURSE GETS PIONEER AWARD
1G/G4/1987 CG34 NURSING LEADERS KEEP EVE ON SUPPLY
1G/G6/1987 CG25 STATE NURSING GROUP SAYS CHANGES NEEDED
1G/G8/1987 BG21 NURSES ASSOCIATION GATHERS IN MITCHELL
lG/22/1987 CGIl HURON NURSING STUDENTS RANK AT TOP
11/11/1987 C114 MOFLE NAMED NURSE OF THE YEAR
12/G2/1987 BGll COLLEGE GETS OK FOR NURSING MAJOR
12/G4/1987 AG85 LPN'S ARE NURSES TOO
12/12/1987 CG16 HOSPITAL DONATES BUILDING TO REGENTS
12/16/1987 BG21 NURSE TO HELP HOMELESS IN RAPID CITY
12/31/1987 A1G3 ELIMINATING LPN'S WOULD BOOST COSTS (L)
1/G3/I988 CG24 PROPOSE PANEL TO STUDY NURSING TRAINING
1/G4/I988 CG2I GROUP TO LOOK AT NURSING PROPOSAL
I/G5/1988 AG4I NEED FOR STAFFING BY LPN'S (L)
1/11/1988 CGll REGENTS TO DISCUSS BUDGET, NURSING
2/G3/1988 BGI3 NURSING CHANGES WITHOUT LOSING JOBS
2/G8/1988 BGI2 5fNURSE WORKS TO EASE FARM WOMEN'S STRESS
2/28/1988 A1G5 SOUTH DAKOTA NEEDS LPN'S (L)
3/29/1988 AG71 NURSE ELECTED NAACOG OFFICER
4/G7/I988 AG63 STAFF CUTS HURT SERVICE CD
4/27/1988 AG8I ^CRITICAL CARE NURSES CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE
4/27/1988 CG91 CRITICAL CARE NURSES HONORED
5/17/1988 C031 STUDENT NURSES GIVEN RECOGNITION
6/12/1988 CG21 SUMMER STUDY OF NURSING EDUCATION TO BEGIN
6/17/1988 CG15 EXPANDING PROGRAMS COULD EASE NURSING SHORTAGE
7/19/1988 CG12 IOWA NATIVE TAKES NURSING DEANSHIP
7/29/1988 AG81 NURSING PROS OUTWEIGH CONS (L)
8/1G/I988 BG31 PRIVATE COLLEGES WANT ROLE IN EDUCATION
8/11/1988 CG15 GOVERNOR OFFERS BUDGET FOR NURSING EDUCATION
8/23/1988 AG91 SIOUXLAND NURSES' GROUP ELECTS NEW OFFICERS
9/17/1988 AG71 NURSES RECEIVE AUDIOMETER FROM SERTOMANS
lG/12/1988 CG15 NURSING SHORTAGE PUTS PATIENT CARE AT RISK
lG/15/1988 AG71 NURSES' FASHION SHOW A SUCCESS CD
lG/16/1988 A121 QUICK FIX WON'T SOLVE CD
Il/Gl/1988 BG21 NURSES WORK TO STOP DRUNKEN DRIVING
11/26/1988 AG71 LOCAL NURSES THANKED FOR SERVICE (L)
12/07/1988 CG12 WON'T RESTART MITCHELL LPN PROGRAM
12/1G/1988 CG16 NURSING SHORTAGE
12/13/1988 CG12 NURSE SENTENCED IN DRUG THEFT
12/14/1988 A1G2 NURSING REPORT MISLEADS CD
1/G6/1989 CG12 5 NURSES SUE DOCTOR IN WAGNER
1/24/1989 CG21 DELAYS DECISION ON NURSING EDUCATION PLANS
2/01/1989 CG21 SENATE APPROVES NURSING EDUCATION
2/12/1989 EG41 HOUSE OKS NURSING STUDENT LOAN PLAN
2/13/1989 BGll NURSING PROGRAM IN HURON GETS REPRIEVE
3/G3/1989 CG21 REQUEST FOR NURSING STUDY PASSES
3/G4/1989 CG21 2 NEW LAWS EXPAND NURSING PROGRAMS
3/24/1989 CG15 NURSES HOPE TO PULL PLUG ON NBC SERIES
4/27/1989 CG14 FOR CHANGING UNREALISTIC TV SHOW
4/3G/1989 AG12 NURSES SEEK CURE FOR IMAGE
4/3G/1989 FG12 XNURSE TAKES ROLE OF HELPER
5/G3/1989 AlGl ^ENRICHED BY SHARING PATIENTS' JOY, PAIN
5/G7/1989 A131 NURSES NEVER STOP CARING (L)
5/21/1989 CGll WEST RIVER NURSING PROGRAM ON TAP
5/29/1989 AG52 ^COMPUTER IS VISITING NURSE'S BEST FRIEND
7/G7/1989 AG14 ^SHORTAGE OF NURSES FORCES 3 PATIENTS OUT
8/12/1989 CG34 BOARD OKS PIERRE, RAPID CITY PROGRAMS
IG/11/1989 BG35 NURSE OF THE YEAR
IG/23/I989 BGI2 ^TENDING TO FARM, HOSPITAL
lG/23/1989 BG25 HOSPITAL TO APPEAL NURSING PROGRAM'S LOSS OF FUNDING
12/18/1989 BG15 *NURSES TAUGHT MANY LESSONS IN UNSELFISHNESS
12/3G/1989 AG15 LPN'S LOSING JOB
1/I2/199G AG83 TERMINATING LPN'S DOESN'T MAKE SENSE CD
3/G6/199G BG61 NURSING POOL OFFICE OPENED IN HARTFORD
3/1G/199G CG24 NURSE GETS FOUR YEARS FOR STEALING DRUGS
5/G1/199G BG14 NURSES SEMINAR SET FOR FRIDAY
6/15/199G CG12 RESERVATION NURSING SHORTAGE CRITICAL
7/26/199G CGll NURSING ASSISTANTS WILL GRADUATE TONIGHT
8/27/1990 A052 KMCKENNAN BEGINS PHONE-IN PROGRAM
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NURSING HOMES-AB
NURSING HOMES-AL
NURSING HOMES-BE
NURSING HOMES-DE
NURSING HOMES-DR
NURSING HOMES-EU
NURSING HOMES-HU
NURSING HOMES-LE
NURSING HOMES-LU
NURSING HOMES-MA
NURSING HOMES-MN
NURSING HOMES-RC
NURSING HOMES-SA
NURSING HOMES-SD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/11/1990 A085 KEEP •ASK-A-NURSE' PHONE NUMBER HANDY (L)
10/15/1990 B031 NURSES COULD MEET HEALTH NEEDS
10/19/1990 C031 LEGISLATION WOULD HELP HURON NURSING PROGRAM
11/19/1990 B036 PROGRAM HELPS NURSES OBTAIN A-YEAR DEGREES
12/13/1990 B015 *CANCER NURSE LEARNS TO LIVE FOR THE MOMENT
2/03/1991 E033 USD NURSING PROGRAM RECEIVES ACCREDITATION
2/07/1991 COS'i CONFERENCE TO DRAW 200 STUDENT NURSES
A/17/1991 A103 NURSING SPECIALISTS DESERVE RECOGNITION (L)
A/21/1991 NlAl KBIRTH ROOM ADDS LOVE TO LABOR
A/28/1991 N031 9fOBSTETRIC NURSE SEES MANY CHANGES
5/13/1991 C036 LAST NURSING CLASS LEAVES STATE PROGRAM
5/15/1991 B015 KNURSING STAFF PUTS TOGETHER COOKBOOK
11/13/1991 A015 KNURSING PIONEER DIES AT lOA
11/26/1991 C012 PROGRAM MAY EASE RURAL HEALTH-CARE CRUNCH
12/08/1991 FOll MAN INJURED BY NURSE WINS JUDGEMENT
12/15/1991 A012 *NURSING SPIRITUAL NEEDS
12/18/1991 C016 EX-NURSE FILES SUIT
3/20/1992 C035 NURSE SHORTAGE LESSENING
5/05/1992 A012 ^DEMAND CLIMBS FOR LPN'S
5/05/1992 B012 NURSES ON THE GO
5/05/1992 B012 *NURSE DELIVERS SPECIAL CARE DOOR TO DOOR
5/05/1992 B015 ^SCHOOLS TAKING 1-ON-l APPROACH TO HEALTH HELP
5/05/1992 B031 ^OCCUPATIONAL NURSE LIKES INDEPENDENT ROLE AT 3M
5/21/1992 coil NURSES ASSOCIATION ENDORSES DASCHLE
6/30/1992 C025 NURSING PROGRAM STRETCHES INTO RURAL AREAS
8/09/1992 G061 NURSING AWARD
10/09/1992 B021 NURSING GROUP PROPOSES REFORMS
2/10/1988 B031 PANEL REJECTS BILL TO CHANGE NURSING BOARD
12/10/1987 CO,41 SUSPECT HELD IN NURSING HOME BOMB THREATS
5/21/1982 C045 NINE QUADRIPLEGICS FIND NURSING HOME
11/21/1992 B022 KALCESTER NURSING HOME ADDS ALZHEIMER'S WING
6/19/1986 C013 KBERESFORD NEW BUILDING FOR ELDERLY AT HOME
7/14/1983 coil NURSING HOME CLOSING FORCES 28 TO LEAVE
9/20/1986 A093 NURSING HOME THANKFUL FOR HELP CD
2/09/1991 coil ABUSE ALLEGATIONS UNDER INVESTIGATION
2/15/1991 coil TRENT MAN CHARGED IN NURSING HOME RAPE
7/24/1991 A081 NURSING-HOME RAPIST GETS LIGHT SENTENCE (ED)
7/28/1988 coil FMHA OK'S LOAN FOR NURSING HOME
9/18/1988 coil EUREKA TO BUILD NEW NURSING HOME
9/24/1988 C021 LOAN HELPS EUREKA REPLACE NURSING HOME
6/05/1983 C051 HURON NURSING HOME RESIDENTS GROW GARDEN
5/09/1986 C021 WORK TO BEGIN ON HURON RETIREMENT HOME
12/21/1991 A012 'FAMILY' BIDS FRIEND FAREWELL
3/02/1992 C032 XBUSEMANS WORK FOR CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
7/08/1992 C022 *NEW LUVERNE NURSING HOME TO SERVE MINN VETERANS
1/21/1984 B051 DOESN'T NEED APPROVAL TO CHANGE
1/29/1989 C014 MINNESOTA TO REDUCE CONTENDERS
2/02/1989 C012 LUVERNE REACHES FINAL FOUR FOR SITE
5/02/1992 C012 GROUP AIMS TO BUY MINNESOTA NURSING HOMES
4/12/1991 coil MAN INDICTED IN NURSING HOME RAPES
5/17/1987 C015'NURSING HOME DISPUTE GOES TO LABOR BOARD
6/02/1987 C021 SALEM WORKERS TO HAVE 2ND UNION VOTE
1/22/1982 C031 NURSING HOME BUILDING BILL DEFERRED
6/08/1982 A094 BARBARA THOMPSON ON NURSING HOME BOARD
6/29/1982 B031 NURSING HOME RATES DISCREPANT
6/30/1982 C031 LEGISLATORS TO TOUR NURSING HOMES
9/29/1982 C043 STATE CONSIDERS A PUC OF NURSING HOMES
2/07/1983 A092 NURSING HOME PLANS FUND-RAISER
2/18/1983 C061 COMMITTEE KILLS NURSING-HOME PLAN
8/23/1983 coil HEARINGS SET ON SMALL-TOWN NURSING HOMES
9/13/1983 B043 NEED FOR NURSING HOMES IS REAL
5/13/1984 C081 NURSING HOMES SEEN DIFFERENTLY
5/14/1985 B042 NATIONAL NURSING HOME WEEK ACTIVITIES SET
6/03/1986 A063 NURSING HOMES OFFER TOP-NOTCH CARE (L)
6/03/1986 A063 BAD PUBLICITY UNWARRANTED (L)
7/28/1986 A012 NURSING HOMES EARN HEALTHY RATINGS
8/02/1986 C021 JANKLOW APPOINTS NURSING HOMES TASK FORCE
8/27/1986 A104 RIGHT NURSING HOME WRONGS (L)
9/16/1986 A083 NURSING HOME CARE IMPROVED (L)
2/24/1987 A073 CLARK CHAIRS NURSING HOME GROUP
3/01/1987 A042 INSURANCE GETS POPULAR BUT EXPENSIVE
3/01/1987 A061 HEALTH PLAN SHOULD PAY FOR CARE (ED)
3/10/1987 A083 ASK ABOUT FACILITY RATES (L)
2/23/1988 C051 LID ON NURSING HOME BUILDING
4/21/1988 C012 PROGRAM OFFERS OPTIONS TO NURSING HOMES
12/02/1988 A015 SD OFFICIALS QUESTION METHODS
12/04/1988 A012 NURSING HOMES UNDER FIRE
12/06/1988 AlOl NURSING HOME STUDY SHOULDN'T BE IGNORED (ED)
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12/11/1988 EOll HEALTH CARE 0FF1C1AL--GU1DE NOT RELIABLE
12/12/1988 A061 BEST GUIDE IS VISIT TO NURSING HOMES CD
12/15/1988 A083 REPORT GIVES GOOD HOMES BAD NAMES CD
12/17/1988 A103 NURSING HOME REPORT SHORT ON SENSITIVITY CD
12/18/1988 A091 NURSING HOMES REPORT LIMITED CD
12/20/1988 A064 HOME STAFFS CAN BE PROUD CD
12/27/1988 A081 REPORT HURTS GOOD NURSING HOMES CD
3/19/1989 FOIA CARE COSTS COULD BE REACHING CRISIS
6/03/1989 C031 BEGINS STUDY OF NURSING-HOME CRUNCH
9/08/1989 COAl MORE BEDS NEEDED FOR AGED
1/25/1990 D062 GROUP SEEKS NURSING HOME HELP
3/27/1990 C021 22 NURSING HOMES PART OF REIMBURSEMENT PLAN
4/25/1990 C023 SETTLEMENT REACHED IN NURSING PAY LAWSUIT
5/24/1990 A012 SD NURSING HOMES FALL SHORT
5/27/1990 A081 NURSING HOMES NEED TO IMPROVE CEDJ
12/16/1990 A012 STRUGGLE TO PLACE NEEDY SENIORS IN NURSING HOMES
1/05/1992 FOll NURSING HOME ADDS NO-SMOKING POLICY
5/13/1992 C016 MICKELSON OFFERS HELP
2/04/1982 B065 BENEFIT ROCK'N ROLL
2/06/1982 A012 ^HANDICAPPED LOSING HOME--MONEY CUT CITED
2/13/1982 B021 PRAISES CARE PROVIDED AT MOM'S AND DAD'S CD
2/16/1982 coil SOCIAL SERVICE WORKERS TO MEET HANDICAPPED
2/23/1982 coil QUADRIPLEGICS MAY HAVE TO BE SPLIT UP
3/06/1982 B023 GATEWAY PLAN BACKED CD
4/08/1982 D013 GATEWAY GROUP OFFERED HOME
8/13/1982 A012 *BERGELAND EX-DIRECTOR INDICTED
8/14/1982 C013 EX-BERGELAND DIRECTOR TO BE ARRAIGNED
8/18/1982 A013 KEX-BERGELAND DIRECTOR PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO THEFT
8/28/1982 B021 IOWA ROOTS, SF HOME BRINGS WARM FEELING CD
10/06/1982 C042 MANOR UNFAIR TO UNIONIZED EMPLOYEES
5/01/1983 N081 KCHEALTH/ED) NURSING HOME STAFF
7/26/1983 C013 CITY GIVES PRELIMINARY OK TO NURSING HOME BONDS
8/10/1983 A016 NURSING HOME PROJECTS WOULD ADD 301 BEDS
8/11/1983 C014 3CRET1REMENT HOME PROPOSALS OUTLINED
8/22/1983 B014 ^SUPERVISOR EVALUATES LIFE AT NURSING HOME
11/19/1983 BOll PLAN TO ADD NURSING HOME BEDS
11/29/1983 B024 SF HAS THE PEOPLE TO FILL MORE HOMES CD
12/14/1983 C071 BAPTIST GROUP WANTS TO BUILD NURSING HOME
12/28/1983 DOll GET CITY BONDS TO BUY NURSING HOME
1/24/1984 A013 STATE APPROVES 90-BED NURSING HOME
1/24/1984 C012 CITY CUTS NURSING HOME REQUEST
3/24/1984 A075 HELP MADE JAMBOREE A SUCCESS
4/15/1984 EOll NURSING HOME SALES COMPLETED
6/08/1984 C015 TOLD TO STOP UNFAIR LABOR PRACTICES
6/18/1984 B012 ^EXECUTIVE FINDS HIS AGE NO BARRIER
7/31/1984 B031 COMMISSION APPROVES BONDS FOR NURSING HOME
8/01/1984 A012 RESIDENTS DOGGONE GLAD TO SEE PET
8/05/1984 F041 GOOD SAMARITAN VILLAGE'S ANNIVERSARY AUG 12
8/09/1984 C015 PANEL HEARING TODAY ON NURSING HOME CARE
12/23/1984 DOll *GOLDEN CHORDS
1/09/1985 BOll ABRIDGING THE GAP
3/20/1985 B021 OFFICIAL DENIES SF NEW NURSING HOME
9/19/1985 BOll *PET PERKS UP SENIORS' HOME
1/05/1986 C015 NURSING HOME TO APPEAL LABOR BOARD'S RULING
1/23/1986 A061 ROMANCE DESERVES LIFE IN NURSING HOME CED)
2/13/1986 A015 ^HEART-TO-HEART TALK
2/13/1986 coil *R0LL1NG FOR DOLLARS
2/24/1986 A051 ^SENIORS AT THE BERGELAND CENTER
2/28/1986 BOll KA LITTLE FELLOWSHIP AND LOTS OF CARING
6/02/1986 coil NURSING HOME TURNS 50
7/23/1986 A012 XWEDDING HAS MOM S DAD'S BLESSING
9/07/1986 C015 RESIDENT WALKS AWAY FROM NURSING HOME
9/08/1986 coil MISSING MAN FOUND IN DELL RAPIDS HOME
9/21/1986 coil NURSING HOME EMPLOYEES RATIFY CONTRACT
1/10/1987 A012 3fT0E-TAPPlNG
3/01/1987 A012 XTHE NEW POOR
3/01/1987 A044 KSIOUX FALLS NURSING HOMES
3/06/1987 coil NURSING HOME TO GET NEW OWNER
5/17/1987 EOll LUTHER MANOR INC CHANGES OWNERSHIP
6/14/1987 EOll NURSING CENTER TO ADD 30 ROOMS
4/24/1988 EOll OFFICIALS LOOKING FOR EX-EMPLOYEES
11/13/1988 E012 WOMAN RETIRES FROM AREA NURSING HOME
12/18/1988 A092 PRAISE FOR GOOD SAMARITAN CD
12/20/1988 A063 NURSING HOMES DO WELL DESPITE OBSTACLES CD
1/15/1989 A131 HOME OFFERS LOVING CARE CD
3/19/1989 F012 *THE NURSING HOME CHOICE
7/04/1989 C012 BERGELAND BOARD TO HEAR CONCERNS
7/06/1989 C012 LETTER DETAILS PRISONER PROBLEMS AT BERGELAND
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7/20/1989 coil BERGELAND BOARD HEARS COMPLAINTS
9/12/1989 BG62 *GOOD SAMARITAN NAMES NEW LEADER
10/17/1989 A012 *WOMAN MISSING FROM NURSING HOME
5/21/1990 B012 *THE REST HOME CIRCUIT
5/27/1990 EOll KRISTING APPOINTED DOW-RUMMEL DIRECTOR
6/22/1990 A103 GOOD SAMARITAN STAFF ACTION AVERTS TRAGEDY (L)
8/05/1990 A116 NURSING HOME ELDERLY NEED FAMILY SUPPORT (L)
9/27/1990 C031 VERMILLION COMMITTEE TO BUILD HOSPITAL, NURSING HOME
3/16/1991 A052 3CNURSING HOME CELEBRATES GOLDEN YEARS
9/07/1992 A095 NEW LAW TAKES DOLLARS FROM SENIOR CITIZENS (L)
8/09/1987 A016 NURSING HOME DISPUTE FLARES
11/26/1988 B016 YANKTON NURSING HOME LOSES APPEAL
6/07/1990 A012 CENTER TO RAISE WAGES TO ALLEVIATE CRISIS
3/31/1990 coil MARY NUSTAD TO RUN FOR DISTRICT 15 SPOT
7/31/1991 D051 RECEIVES $2 MILLION LOAN
11/29/1991 C012 NUTRI-SYSTEM DIET PLAN CRITICIZED
12/1A/1991 C012 LOCAL NUTRI-SYSTEM HIT WITH 2ND LAWSUIT
3/25/1992 C012 WEIGHT-LOSS PLAN DOES NOT TRIGGER AILMENT
3/03/1982 EOll 5€A STUDY IN NUTRITION-BY-ACCIDENT
3/03/1982 EOIA NUTRITION MONTH SPOTLIGHTS HIGH INTEREST
6/16/1982 EOll AMERICANS TAKING A CLOSER LOOK AT THEIR NUTRITION
6/30/1982 C021 COMMON-SENSE BEST GUIDE FOR GOOD NUTRITION CD
7/01/1982 D051 CONSUMER AGENCY PROBES DENTIST'S NUTRITION PRACTICE
11/03/1982 GOll CARBOHYDRATES HELP ATHLETES PERFORM BETTER
1/18/1983 B061 FAD DIET PROMISES EMPTY
1/19/1983 coil KEASIER TO COUNT CALORIES AT SUPERMARKET
3/02/1983 E013 MARCH IS NATIONAL NUTRITION MONTH
3/09/1983 E021 NATL NUTRITION MONTH--TEST YOUR PHYSICAL FITNESS
9/20/1983 C021 ^PARALYZING, ANALYZING THE ELDERLY'S DIET
10/01/1983 coil *COSTILL OFFERS INSIGHT INTO EATING
11/13/1983 C031 SUPPLEMENTS TO REPLACE A HEALTHY DIET
2/21/198"^ A094 BERGMAN HEADS NUTRITION COUNCIL
2/21/1984 B055 NUTRITION POSTERS FOR CONTEST DUE
6/03/1984 D034 GOOD DIET MEANS EATING CARE (L)
6/11/1984 C024 HIGH ON HOSPITAL PRIORITY LIST (L)
4/18/1985 BOll ALTHOUGH DIET NO GUARANTEE, BETTER PLAY IT SAFE
6/04/1985 coil HERBALIFE DISTRIBUTORS DEFEND PRODUCTS
7/22/1985 A103 NUTRITION PROGRAM AIMED AT MOMS, KIDS
3/05/1986 C015 THE TRUTH ABOUT GOOD NUTRITION
3/05/1986 C031 BOOKS ON DIET, FITNESS AVAILABLE
3/21/1986 A102 KEEP YOUR DIET BALANCED CD
4/08/1986 A016 BACKERS TRY TO BEEF UP MEAT'S IMAGE
4/26/1986 A091 NUTRITION PROGRAM THANKS SERTOMA
4/26/1986 A091 KNIGHTS DONATE TO MEALS PROGRAM
8/26/1986 A081 SHOULDN'T TOUT RECIPES HEAVY IN FAT CD
4/08/1987 C023 PROFESSOR RECOMMENDS HIGHER CALCIUM INTAKE
4/14/1987 B012 ^VITAMIN SUPPLEMENTS CAN KILL
5/19/1987 C012 5€G00D NUTRITION CAN CHANGE BEHAVIOR
6/15/1987 A083 ARTICLE HAD MISINFORMATION (D
11/15/1987 A103 DIET MENU COULD SAVE MANY INDIAN LIVES
12/01/1987 A083 DON'T BLAME COMMODITIES (L)
1/30/1988 coil STUDENTS ENTER NUTRITION QUIZ BOWL
2/06/1989 A052 3€C0NSUMERS TAKE TO OAT BRAN
9/10/1989 A115 MEAT ADDS TO HEALTHY DIET (L)
10/15/1989 A133 ISSUES POSSIBLY DANGEROUS (L)
12/13/1989 B012 SET LIMITS TO HOLIDAY EATING
2/06/1990 A052 ^LIFE'S TOO GOOD FOR SOME YOUTH
2/07/1990 B012 ^RESEARCH BREAKS SUGAR'S LINK TO DISORDER
3/14/1990 C021 NUTRITIONIST SAYS FUNDS FALL SHORT FOR SENIORS
3/28/1990 B012 KDIET EXPERTS DEBATE VALUE OF VITAMINS
4/18/1990 B012 *DAY-CARE PROVIDER TEACHES KIDS ABOUT NUTRITION
4/25/1990 B012 ^BEHAVIOR IS KEY TO GOOD NUTRITION
5/23/1990 B012 HEALTH-CONSCIOUS AMERICANS MAY BE FOOLING
7/18/1990 B012 ^TRIMMING FAT FROM DIET TALK
9/12/1990 B012 5€G0ING HUNGRY
10/24/1990 B012 KEATING HABITS WORK AGAINST ELDERLY DIETS
11/28/1990 B012 *SUGAR IS OK IN MODERATION
4/09/1991 A015 KIDS DON'T EAT RIGHT, STUDY SAYS
4/10/1991 B012 KNEW MULTIGRAIN CEREAL FAILS TASTE TEST
7/03/1991 B012 KFAST FOOD HAS PLACE IN HEALTHY DIET
9/26/1991 A052 LOCAL EVENTS EMPHASIZE HEART-HEALTHY EATING
3/25/1992 B012 KVEGGING OUT COULD PREVENT CANCER
5/06/1992 B012 KDAILY RITUAL CAN BE HEALTHY, FUN
8/11/1992 B022 ELDERLY MEALS PROGRAM 'EFFICIENT'
8/19/1992 DOll KFEEDING FAMILY CORRECTLY CAN BE CONFUSING CHORE
4/22/1984 C051 KSD MEANS FAMILY, FRIENDS, FUN, COMPETITION
6/12/1982 C051 RAPID CITY WOMAN PUC CANDIDATE
10/06/1982 coil PUC CANDIDATES UNOPPOSED TO NUCLEAR POWER
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O'BOYLE TOM
O'BRIEN CHARLES
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10/10/1982 B051 XNUTTBROCK IS USED TO A LIFE OF POLITICAL WORK
A/01/1990 E016 *ACE ADDS STORE ON 12TH STREET
1/27/1983 COIA ^BUSINESSMEN RESIGNED TO JOBLESS INSURANCE
A/29/198A N031 3€(SECTI0N 5) NYBERG'S ACE WAS THE FIRST ON AIST
9/27/198A A012 ^PEDESTRIAN ANGERED BY DRIVERS' HABITS
8/30/1987 D012 KACE OWNER KNOWS NUTS 8 BOLTS
12/08/1988 C015 CITY MAN HEARS SHUTTLE CONVERSATION ON PHONE
2/19/1990 C012 *SOUTH AFRICANS OF 2 RACES HAVE ONE HOPE
5/20/1992 D015 ^SPRINTING TOWARD SUCCESS
2/27/1991 A012 KALERT DISPATCHER HELPED UNRAVEL MUELLER MYSTERY
5/22/1991 B021 ^PASTOR INCLUDES COOKING IN MINISTRY
3/18/1990 C033 INDIAN RESEARCHER, AUTHOR DIES AT 91
9/12/1991 D013 *AN EYE FOR DETAIL
8/18/1992 A012 *WALWORTH DUMP WOULD START SMALL
5/07/1989 A133 'ARGUS' IGNORES CITY PIANIST (L)
8/07/1984 A094 O'BRIEN TO GOVERN CARDIOLOGY GROUP
12/20/1987 DOll ^PUBLISHED FROM THE PRAIRIE
4/01/1988 B012 *STURGIS AUTHOR TELLS STORY
4/29/1988 B012 MEET READERS AT BOOK-SIGNING PARTY
5/21/1991 A052 ^NOVELIST SHOWS SPLENDOR, STRIFE ON FRONTIER PLAINS
5/14/1992 C021 CITY COMMISSIONERS PICK A NEW MAYOR
12/26/1985 coil YELLOW THUNDER CAMP JUDGE KNOWN AS HARD WORKER
2/23/1985 C031 O'BRIEN VISITS CITY TO GET SEMINAR SUPPORT
4/02/1983 C014 ^WASHINGTON HIGH GRAD MAKES IT TO NBA
12/10/1984 coil KO'BRIEN ON WAY TO TOP OF TV BUSINESS
12/29/1985 B012 BACK HOME TO WATCH SOME BASKETBALL
7/31/1986 BOll JCO'BRIEN CRUISES DOWN MEMORY LANE
6/20/1988 BOll O'BRIEN HUSTLES FOR ISIAH-MAGIC MOMENT
7/11/1988 C014 SPORTSCASTER LOOKS TO NEXT QUARTER
10/26/1989 A014 *2 SOUTH DAKOTANS RUN THE SHOW
7/06/1990 A012 ^O'BRIEN'S ROLE SCHEDULED TO GROW
11/06/1990 DOll PAT O'BRIEN TO SPEAK AT US MARSHAL EVENT
12/28/1990 D012 KSF NATIVE A PERFECT HOST TO CBS VIEWERS
3/21/1991 C032 O'BRIEN TO DELIVER ADDRESS AT USD
5/06/1991 C033 CBS SPORTSCASTER SPEAKING TO GRADS
10/25/1991 D016 *NATIVE'S OF STATE REPORT STORIES OF WORLD SERIES
2/14/1992 D016 ^OLYMPICS BUSY TIME FOR O'BRIEN
12/29/1984 C013 3«SP0RTCASTER PAT O'BRIEN AND WIFE LINDA
5/22/1990 C012 3eMEDICINE GETS LESS INCISIVE
9/14/1991 coil MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO NOT REPORTING FELONY
12/07/1985 A012 *MAN SAW THE FACE OF JAPAN'S ATTACK
5/10/1990 AOll XMISSING GIRL MURDERED
5/10/1990 A013 ^FAMILY THOUGHT SF WOULD BE SAFE
5/11/1990 A012 5CP0LICE PROFILE SUSPECT
5/12/1990 A012 5CPARENTS MOVE AFTER FUNERAL
5/13/1990 C012 *WITNESS SOUGHT IN SLAYING
5/14/1990 C012 OFFICIAL SUSPECTS LOCAL PERSON KILLED GIRL
5/15/1990 AlOl IT HAPPENS HERE, BUT NOT OFTEN (ED)
5/15/1990 B012 ^WITNESS SOUGHT IN O'CONNELL CASE
5/16/1990 A016 KSTEPDAD'S TEST RESULTS DUE TODAY
5/17/1990 A012 MORE TESTS ORDERED ON STEPFATHER'S BLOOD
5/18/1990 coil BLOOD TEST RESULTS LIKELY BACK NEXT WEEK
5/23/1990 A012 XO'CONNELL'S STEPFATHER CLEARED AS SUSPECT
5/31/1990 coil LAB RESULTS DUE TODAY IN O'CONNELL CASE
6/02/1990 A012 5fP0LICE FOCUS ON LOCAL SUSPECTS
6/05/1990 C016 POLICE WAITING FOR TESTS
6/09/1990 AG12 XMAN SOUGHT IN O'CONNELL CASE
6/09/1990 A083 BECKY O'CONNELL FUND CONTRIBUTORS THANKED (L)
6/10/1990 coil MOM OF MAN WANTED FOR QUESTIONING DIES
6/12/1990 C012 3€TIPS SEND POLICE HUNTING FOR MAN
7/17/1990 B012 NEW BLOOD SAMPLES MAY YIELD ANSWERS
8/19/1990 EOll TV SHOW FEATURES SF MURDER
9/23/1990 A012 KDNA WAIT BECOMES TEST OF TIME
11/10/1990 C014 3«0FFICIALS WAITING FOR TEST RESULTS
1/25/1991 A015 XAFTER DNA TEST, MUELLER IS SUSPECT
1/26/1991 C012 3fINDICTMENT EXPECTED AGAINST MUELLER
2/16/1991 A012 3CMURDER SUSPECT MUELLER ARRESTED
2/18/1991 A016 ^O'CONNELL SUSPECT MAY BE RETURNED
2/19/1991 C015 XSUSPECT APPEARS IN COURT TODAY IN GIRL'S SLAYING
2/26/1991 A012 MUELLER TO RETURN IN O'CONNELL CASE
5/05/1991 A016 *0'C0NNELL KILLING STILL FRESH IN MINDS
5/05/1991 A016 BECKY'S MOM UPSET AT WAY CASE HANDLED
8/01/1991 A012 GRAND JURY HAS BEEN CALLED
8/28/1991 A015 5«CIRCUIT JUDGE BARS MURDER REFERENCE IN TRIAL
8/30/1991 C013 BECKY'S MOM EXPECTING CHARGE IN SLAYING
9/04/1991 A014 ^MUELLER PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO KILLING
9/08/1991 C012 KSTATE TO SEEK DEATH PENALTY AGAINST MUELLER
9/19/1991 C012 KMOELLER CHALLENGES CHARGES
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6/11/1992 A012 3CLAWYER--DNA RULES OUT MUELLER
6/12/1992 C012 DNA TEST POINTS TO MUELLER
6/13/1992 A012 DEATH PENALTY OK'D IN MUELLER TRIAL
7/29/1992 B015 VICTIM'S MOM TO FACE MUELLER
8/13/1992 B012 *WITNESS--BECKY RECOILED FROM MAN
8/1A/1992 A012 *VICTIM'S FRIEND--MOELLER HUGGED HER
8/15/1992 B012 CLERK ALSO LINKS MUELLER, SLAIN GIRL
8/16/1992 A012 *PARENT LOOKS BACK IN ANGER
8/21/1992 A015 MUELLER LINKED TO SLAYING SITE
8/22/1992 A012 MAN RECALLS ASSAULT BY MUELLER
8/25/1992 A013 KMOELLER DENIES MURDER
8/26/1992 A012 WITNESSES CONTRADICT TIMING OF GIRL'S DEATH
8/27/1992 A012 O'CONNELL'S TOY CAME FROM MY SALE
8/28/1992 B012 NEW WITNESS PEGS MUELLER TO RUMMAGE SALE
8/29/1992 B016 ^EXPERTS DISAGREE ON TESTS
9/02/1992 AOll KMOELLER FOUND GUILTY
12/27/1992 DOll KSLAYING STILL A NIGHTMARE FOR FAMILY
2/27/1982 CG15 O'CONNOR FAMILIAR FACE IN SD POLITICAL SCENE
3/05/1982 coil KNEIP, KRULL SUPPORT O'CONNOR FOR GOVERNOR
3/07/1982 A012 5«0'C0NN0R RUNS FOR GOVERNOR ON AG PLATFORM
3/17/1982 COIA O'CONNOR JANKLOW TOO SLOW TO HELP FARMERS
3/28/1982 B021 VARILEK, O'CONNOR IN POPULARITY RACE (ED)
3/28/1982 B023 O'CONNOR, VARILEK BATTLE STIFF ODDS
3/28/1982 B051 O'CONNOR LISTS POSSIBLE RUNNING MATES
A/OA/1982 coil CAN A GOVERNOR BE ELECTED ON FARM POLICY
A/07/1982 B031 O'CONNOR HAS NO PICK FOR RUNNING MATE
A/12/1982 C021 O'CONNOR'S SPECIAL INTEREST IN LOBBYISTS
A/16/1982 C023 O'CONNOR ANSWERS SCHREINER ON LOBBYISTS (L)
A/25/1982 BOll KSTATE CORPORATE INCOME TAX
A/27/1982 AOIA TROOPER SLOWS O'CONNOR'S CAMPAIGN
A/27/1982 BOIA O'CONNOR DETAILS BUSINESS TAX PLAN
A/28/1982 B016 VARILEK CALLS O'CONNOR FOOD TAX PLAN JOKE
A/29/1982 D015 O'CONNOR, VARILEK SPLIT ON TAX CHARGES
5/09/1982 coil XTHEIR ISSUES THE SAME, BUT SOLUTIONS DIFFERENT
5/09/1982 C023 O'CONNOR SUPPORTED ON FOOD TAX REPEAL (L)
5/10/1982 COIA DEMOS DIFFER ON OPERATION OF HIGHER EDUCATION
5/2I/I982 C012 KO'CONNOR, VARILEK ARGUE HOW TO HELP FARMERS
5/23/1982 A015 HECTIC RACE FOR VARILEK, O'CONNOR
5/26/1982 C015 O'CONNOR SPENDING MORE THAN VARILEK
5/29/1982 BOll O'CONNOR REVEALS 5-POINT PLAN
5/30/1982 A012 KTHE DEMOCRATS IN GUBERNATORIAL PRIMARY
5/30/1982 B021 USEFUL CAMPAIGNS BY O'CONNOR 8 VARILEK (ED)
6/02/1982 A012 KIT'S O'CONNOR VS JANKLOW
6/02/1982 C051 KJANKLOW--CHOICE CLEAR-CUT FOR VOTERS
6/03/1982 coil KO'CONNOR SET FOR JANKLOW BARBS
6/03/1982 C021 WILL O'CONNOR PERSUADE SD
6/05/1982 coil KSTATE FARM BUREAU CHIEF CRITICIZES
6/09/1982 COIA O'CONNOR NARROWS LIST OF RUNNING MATE
6/13/1982 C015 O'CONNOR ANNOUNCING RUNNING MATE TODAY
6/1A/1982 A012 KO'CONNOR'S CHOICE IS DANEKAS
6/15/1982 B015 O'CONNOR EARLY IN CHOOSING RUNNING MATE
6/18/1982 B03A 'AW SHUCKS, FOR ME'--0'C0NN0R WAS FLATTERED
6/18/1982 C013 STATE HAS WARNED BOTH CANDIDATES ABOUT DRIVING
6/20/1982 DOll KTHE RACE FOR GOVERNOR
6/26/1982 coil *SELL YOUR TENNIS SHOES FOR THE PARTY COFFERS
7/10/1982 C014 O'CONNOR, JANKLOW TO DEBATE SEPT 10
7/12/1982 C031 O'CONNOR PICKS CAMPAIGN MANAGER
7/23/1982 coil IRS PUTS LIEN ON PROPERTY OF O'CONNOR'S SON
7/23/1982 COIA 0'CONNOR--JANKLOW IGNORING GRAIN CONSORTIUM
7/26/1982 A013 KCHOICE CLEAR-CUT, CANDIDATES SAY
7/28/1982 C051 O'CONNOR CRITICIZES BN CONTRIBUTION
7/30/1982 coil O'CONNOR HOPES TO RAISE $125,000 FOR CAMPAIGN
7/31/1982 A021 JANKL0W--0'CONNOR OPPOSED SD WORKER PAY HIKES
7/31/1982 C031 GOVERNOR CANDIDATES TO DEBATE
8/03/1982 B012 KRECORDING SHOWS O'CONNOR DIDN'T SUPPORT PAY RAISES
8/0A/1982 C052 O'CONNOR NAMES 2 TO AG ADVISORY COMMITTEE
8/05/1982 coil O'CONNOR SAYS HIS STATEMENTS WERE CONFLICTING
8/05/1982 C031 O'CONNOR BLAMES REAGAN FOR ECONOMY
8/07/1982 coil JANKLOW SAYS MONEY WOES 0VER--0'C0NN0R DISAGREES
8/10/1982 BOll O'CONNOR WANTS GRAIN FOR CAMPAIGN
8/11/1982 C023 O'CONNOR CONTRADICTS HIMSELF ON TAX QUESTION (L)
8/13/1982 coil KO'CONNOR, JANKLOW TURN MORRELL INTO POLITICAL ISSUE
8/16/1982 A015 O'CONNOR TAKES FARM PLAN TO AG CONFERENCE
8/18/1982 CG23 JANKLOW CRITICIZED--0'C0NN0R PRAISED (L)
8/20/1982 B025 ADVICE FOR O'CONNOR ABOUT MORRELL PROBLEM (L)
8/22/1982 A012 GOP MAY ABANDON O'CONNOR'S GRAIN PLAN
8/22/1982 B013 O'CONNOR'S GRAIN CONSORTIUM PLAN NEEDS HELP
8/2A/1982 CG13 DEMOCRATIC PARTY LIKES CARTEL IDEA
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8/2'i/1982 0013 O'CONNOR GETS 25-BUSHEL GRAIN DONATION
8/27/1982 C013 O'CONNOR-JANKLOW HEDGES ON DUMP
8/27/1982 CG31 WOLF NAMED O'CONNOR AG ADVISER
9/02/1982 CQAl GOP WON'T RETALIATE ON HEADLINES
9/GA/1982 BG31 O'CONNOR, MANAGER DIFFER ON BUGGING
9/GA/1982 BG31 O'CONNOR TELLS PERPICH OF GRAIN PLAN
9/G5/1982 CGAl O'CONNOR AIDE ORDERED BUG CHECKS
9/1G/1982 CGAl MAYER TO COORDINATE STATEWIDE COMMITTEE
9/11/1982 CG13 XO'CONNOR, JANKLOW CLASH OVER ETSI SALE
9/19/1982 CGll O'CONNOR, JANKLOW WRONG ABOUT PROGRAM
9/22/1982 CG31 ^ETSI TIFF MAY HURT RELATIONS
9/23/1982 CG31 JANKLOW DISPUTES O'CONNOR CLAIM
9/2A/1982 CG61 AG NEWSPAPER BACKS O'CONNOR GRAIN PLAN
9/25/1982 BGll O'CONNOR GAVE CAMPAIN $25,000
9/25/1982 B031 MIKE O'CONNOR SAYS STATE SHOWED-HOT--MISSILES
9/25/1982 B051 0'C0NN0R--KEEP COLLEGES OPEN
9/28/1982 BOll 0'CONNOR--JANKLOW NEGLECTS WOMEN'S ISSUES
9/30/1982 coil ABDNOR SUSPICIOUS OF COMMITTEE'S REQUEST
9/30/1982 C031 CAUCUS ENDORSES O'CONNOR, DASCHLE
9/30/1982 COAl EMPLOYEES' UNION BACK DEMOCRATS
10/03/1982 B053 ^O'CONNOR, JANKLOW NOT ALWAYS AT ODDS
10/07/1982 coil ^O'CONNOR BLAMES REAGAN, JANKLOW FOR JOBLESSNESS
10/07/1982 C012 JANKLOW, O'CONNOR SWAP VERBAL BLOWS
10/08/1982 A012 JANKLOW, O'CONNOR DEFEND THEIR RECORDS
10/08/1982 A014 CANDIDATES INVITED TO DO SOME SERIOUS--HURON
10/09/1982 coil A PROMISE THAT MIGHT BE HARD TO KEEP
10/10/1982 A012 *0'C0NN0R HAS 3 WEEKS LEFT TO TEACH VOTERS HIS SONG
10/10/1982 B031 ^CANDIDATES ANSWER TWO QUESTIONS
10/10/1982 B053 *DANEKAS--THE ISSUE IS FARM PRICES
10/13/1982 A024 JANKLOW, O'CONNOR TELL SCHOOL PLANS
10/14/1982 C012 0'C0NN0R--GRAIN STATES NEED GRAIN RESERVES
10/15/1982 A016 O'CONNOR DEFENDS HIS STANDS
10/15/1982 B015 CANDIDATES REJECT MUD WRESTLING INVITATION
10/16/1982 coil 0'C0NN0R--A LOOK AT THE CANDIDATE'S POSITION
10/17/1982 C041 0'C0NN0R--I'D RESEND MX INVITATION
10/20/1982 coil KSTATE OWNED RAILS, WATER SALE, SELF DEFEATING
10/20/1982 C053 *VARILEK WOULD RUN CAMPAIGN DIFFERENTLY
10/21/1982 C071 CANDIDATES TO SIGN GRAIN DEAL
10/21/1982 C071 O'CONNOR, JANKLOW DIFFER ON NUKE ISSUES
10/23/1982 coil *0'C0NN0R GETS GRAIN SUPPORT
10/23/1982 C014 O'CONNOR CONSIDERS NUKE DUMP FOR SD
10/24/1982 coil FOR JANKLOW, IT'S A MATTER OF STYLE
10/26/1982 B024 O'CONNOR, WIN OR LOSE, WILL AID AGRICULTURE (L)
10/27/1982 A012 JANKLOW--GRAIN BILL LIKE TYLENOL
10/27/1982 D016 CANDIDATES AGREE ON STATE TAX INCREASE
10/27/1982 D031 JANKLOW'S TREASURY TWICE O'CONNOR'S
10/31/1982 coil *IT'S DOWN TO THE LAST 60 HOURS FOR CANDIDATES
11/03/1982 A021 ^WAITING FOR RESULTS
11/05/1982 coil O'CONNOR TO MEET AGAIN WITH PERPICH
11/11/1982 coil ^O'CONNOR FINDS SOLACE IN SINGLE-MEMBER DIST VICTORY
11/19/1982 C023 I'M STRONGER BECAUSE OF CAMPAIGN (L)
1/06/1983 C014 O'CONNOR KNEW HE WOULDN'T WIN
2/11/1983 C041 JANKLOW OUTSPENDS O'CONNOR
4/28/1983 C016 *0'CONNOR TO TRY FOR POST
5/26/1983 C023 *US SHOULD TAKE LEAD IN NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT
8/06/1983 BDll *0'CONNOR MIGHT RUN AGAIN
5/11/1984 coil ^O'CONNOR'S VOICE IN POLITICS IS FADING
6/12/1985 C014 ^O'CONNOR MAY RUN FOR MAYOR
3/05/1986 BOll O'CONNOR ANNOUNCES CANDIDACY FOR MAYOR
3/11/1986 B014 XO'CONNOR OPENS CAMPAIGN
5/10/1986 C021 TRADE-LABOR GROUP BACKS O'CONNOR, HUNKING
6/08/1986 coil WOMEN'S POLITICAL CAUCUS BACK O'CONNOR
6/11/1986 AlOl LET O'CONNOR FINISH JOB (L)
6/12/1986 A012 ^O'CONNOR OUTSPENDS OPPONENTS
6/15/1986 C013 TEEN-AGERS ENDORSE O'CONNOR FOR MAYOR
6/17/1986 A061 FALSE CHARGE ABOUT TAX (L)
6/18/1986 AOll ^O'CONNOR VS WHITE
6/20/1986 C031 ^CANDIDATES FIND CHARITY BEGINS IN JAIL
6/21/1986 coil CONFLICT PREVENTS WHITE FROM DEBATING
6/27/1986 A103 CLAIM IS QUESTIONABLE (L)
10/24/1986 C012 GROUPS DISAGREE ABOUT HARKIN FARM MEASURE
4/02/1988 coil 360'C0NN0R SEEKS COMMISSION SEAT
4/21/1988 coil KO'CONNOR SEEKS SECOND HOUSE TERM
10/23/1988 coil COMMISSION UNITY A MUST
11/04/1988 A081 O'CONNOR, KOLBE TOP COMMISSION CANDIDATES (ED)
4/12/1989 C012 ^OFFICIAL WANTS TO TAX NON-PROFIT GROUPS
4/27/1989 A103 SOME EXEMPT PROPERTY SHOULD BE TAXED
8/27/1989 G031 KCOUNTY COMMISSION
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SUBJECT DATE 1PAPER
O'CONNER MIKE 3/22/1990 coil
10/09/1990 C031
7/31/1991 A012
10/03/1991 C012
10/19/1991 C015
1/03/1992 coil
3/05/1992 B012
3/29/1992 Alll
A/07/1992 coil
9/03/1992 B015
10/07/1992 B012
O'CONNOR BARB 12/01/1985 E013
O'CONNOR DEBRA 7/20/1982 A051
O'CONNOR HAZEL 6/11/1982 BOll
12/17/1982 C031
A/19/1985 A012
5/10/1985 A081
O'CONNOR JACK A/06/1983 C012
O'CONNOR JILL A/23/1989 E012
O'CONNOR JOHN 5/0A/1991 A076
O'CONNOR MIKE 8/25/1991 Alll
O'CONNOR PAT 11/08/1982 B015
2/13/198A COAl
2/2A/198A C031
2/25/198A BOIA
3/23/198A C012
3/29/198A C051
A/07/198A B013
A/21/198A cai3
O'CONNOR RORY 10/30/1987 'B012
O'DANIEL ROCKY 12/31/1989 N036
O'DEA DONNA 11/26/1986 A061
O'DELL CHARLOTTE 1/30/1992 C031
O'DELL DIRK 3/25/198A B081
O'GORMAN HIGH
7/11/1991 C012
O'GORMAN JUANITA 3/19/198A BOll
O'GORMAN THOMAS 12/23/1985 coil
O'HARA BOB 12/19/1983 coil
O'HARA DAVE A/09/1990 B082
5/06/1990 FF05
2/2A/1991 DOll
O'HARA JOHN 8 EVEL 6/18/1989 C012
O'HARA MIKE 2/19/1987 D012
7/13/1988 A083
7/15/1988 A081
O'HARA NICHOLAS 9/1A/1989 coil
7/05/1992 A061
11/19/1992 B012
O'KEEFFE GEORGIA A/15/1988 B012
O'MALLEY ELDORA 6/09/1990 C023
O'MALLEY PATRICK 9/13/1985 C013
O'NEIL MATT 10/06/1992 A061
O'NEILL THOMAS 2/11/1985 A081
O'REILLY PATRICK A/27/1986 N081
O'TOOLE PAUL & COL A/29/198A N081
O'TOOLE TODD 2/23/1983 D012
OACOMA SD 9/22/1989 COIA
8/16/1990 C032
3/17/1992 C032
11/15/1992 F02A
12/30/1992 B022
OAHE CONS SUB BD
3/16/1982 coil
A/12/1982 C023
7/22/1982 C071
9/29/1982 C03A
11/07/1982 BOll
11/13/1982 C031
11/19/1982 C0A5
11/2A/1982 C061
11/30/1982 B061
11/30/1982 B061
12/18/1982 C012
1/05/1983 D032
1/07/1983 B012
2/07/1983 B031
5/25/1983 coil
O'CONNER SEEKS 3RD HOUSE TERM
^POLITICIANS FEUDING OVER MILLING PLANT
COMMISSIONER WANTS TAX-EXEMPT CHANGE
XO'CONNER CALLS FOR SHANARD TO RESIGN
O'CONNER--STATE NOW NEEDS INCOME TAX
SUPREME COURT UPHOLDS DECISION IN O'CONNER CASE
MIKE PROCLAIMS 0' TOUCH OF THE IRISH
*WASHINGTON HIGH WON'T SERVE COUNTY CONSTITUENTS
JUDGE MAKES O'CONNER PAY HOUSE BUYERS
*WALL LAKE ADVOCATE QUITS OVER DISPUTE
*BUSH'S POLICIES HAVEN'T HELPED MARKET
KTO OPEN STORE DOWNTOWN
KA CHANCE TO DRIVE DRUNK TOLD HER SHE SHOULDN'T
*SHE'LL RISE (RIVER IMPROVEMENT SOCIETY)
HAZEL O'CONNOR'S PLAQUE DEDICATED
3(HAZEL O'CONNOR DIES
2 WOMEN WON'T BE FORGOTTEN (ED)
O'CONNOR SENTENCED TO LIFE IN JAIL
5€BE LOYAL BUT STAY HONEST
B(FOLK SINGER LEADS CLASSES IN SONG
NO FORMAL FUND EXISTS FOR MARINA PAYOFF (L)
O'CONNOR TO CALL FOR RECOUNT OF SENATE RESULTS
PAT O'CONNOR CONSIDERS RUNNING FOR MAYOR
O'CONNOR EXPECTED TO ANNOUNCE CANDIDACY
HE'D OPPOSE NEW PROPERTY TAXES
0'C0NN0R--BLACKT0P PLAN IS ALBATROSS
O'CONNOR SUPPORTS STATE PLAN TO REBUILD
*SAYS HE CAN TAKE TOUGH STANDS
ENDORSES JACK WHITE FOR MAYOR
XHOUSE ON THE HILL
DAD CAN NEVER FORGET SAVING SON
*BE CAUTIOUS ABOUT PSYCHIC COUNSELOR
WOMAN PLEADS GUILTY TO KIDNAPPING TRY
O'DELL BOWLS 300 FOR HIS MOM
SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-SF
O'GORMAN EXPECTS LEAP IN ENROLLMENT
KSMALL-TOWN LIFE IN CENTERVILLE, SD
O'GORMAN HOLDS CLOSE ITS TRADITIONS
*THE BOYS CLUB BULGES WITH LOVE, LEADERSHIP
^AUTOMAKERS READY TO ROLE OUT CONVERTIBLES
^HEARTLAND MAY BE HUB FOR FIRMS
O'HARA NAMED TO SD POSITION
*A MONTROSE FAMILY AFFAIR
KO'HARA HONORED BY B'NAI B'RITH
BANTAM COACH PUTS WELFARE OF KIDS FIRST (L)
A BIG ASSET FOR BASEBALL PROGRAM (L)
MONTROSE NATIVE GETS FBI PROMOTION
*'INCIDENT AT OGLALA' MAKES A MATYR OUT OF MURDERER
^(CASINOS CAN BRING CRIME
*0'KEEFFE EXHIBIT EXPLODES WITH COLOR
HAPPY JACK RESTAURANT FOUNDER DIES AT 8A
^COUNSELOR EXAMINES PARENTS' GRIEF
DEMOCRATS PLAY SANTA TO UNWARY VOTERS (L)
TIP, RON SHOW FUN FOR A WHILE (ED)
(AG) 5fSET FOR DAY OF RECKONING ON THE FARM
9e(SECTI0N A) GOOD TIMES IN THE CARDS AT O'TOOLE'S
^LENNOX'S O'TOOLE MEETS HIS WRESTLING MATCH
OACOMA'S WATER SUPPLY SAVED
RESORT GROUNDBREAKING SET TO BEGIN SOON
HISTORIC HOME MAY BE RESTORED TO 1876 FORM
OACOMA PREPARES FOR BUILDING BOOM
RESORT MAY OPEN BY THIS SUMMER
SEE ALSO WATER PROJECTS-SD
BOARD COMPROMISES ON WEB-OAHE BILL
OAHE UNIT UNFAIRLY BLAMED FOR WEB DELAY (L)
OAHE BOARD OK'S REDUCED BUDGET
OAHE ELECTION PROBES SOUGHT
IRRIGATION SUPPORTERS TAKE 6-5 EDGE ON OAHE BOARD
RECOUNT SOUGHT IN OAHE BOARD RACE
GLOVER--BOOT HOHN FROM SUBDISTRICT POST
OAHE SUBDISTRICT BOARD RECOUNT DELAYED
PATRICK SIEH REMAINS OAHE BOARD WINNER
OAHE STOPPER TO TAKE CLARK POST
OAHE BOARD CANCELS CONTRACT ON PROJECT
FRANKENSTEIN FRONTRUNNER ON OAHE BOARD
*SPINK COUNTY FARMER ELECTED HEAD OF OAHE
OAHE BOARD--GARRISON IS ALL RIGHT
OAHE BOARD TO ADOPT 198A BUDGET
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SUBJECT
OAHE CONS SUB BD
OAHE DAM
GAME DAYS
GAME IRRIGATION
GAME LAKE
GAME RESERVOIR
OAK LAKE
OAKS BARBARA
OAKS JOANNE
OAKWOOD LAKES
GATES JAN
GATS
GBENAUER MARCIA
GBER CULLEN
GBERLANDER BRUCE
GBERLANDER MIKE
GBERLEE STEPHANIE
GBERLIN JAN
GBERT TIM « KAREN
OBESITY
GBESLG JACKIE
OBITUARIES
OBSCENITY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/01/1983 A012 OAHE BOARD REVIVES CONTROVERSIAL WATER PLAN
6/08/1983 C021 BOARD SHOULD REVERSE CANAL VOTE (ED)
6/28/1983 A012 OAHE PLAN SCRAPPED
6/28/1983 COAl OAHE BOARD WANTS JAMES RIVER CHANNEL RESTORED
9/10/1983 B023 LET FARMERS RULE OAHE BOARD (L)
9/13/1983 B03<i OAHE BOARD SUES FORMER BOARD
10/25/1983 C052 DAY, MARSHALL, CLARK MAY LEAVE
11/02/1983 C053 MEMBER WAMTS MORE DIRECTORS FROM CITIES
12/16/1983 C036 VOTE SCRAMBLES OAHE'S BOARD
12/20/1983 COAl OAHE REAPPORTIONMENT TESTIMONY TO BE HEARD
1/10/1984 B041 POSSIBLE REAPPORTIONMENT HANGS OVER ELECTION
1/13/1984 C041 OAHE BOARD WANTS NEW JAMES RIVER AUTHORITY
2/08/1984 D031 BOARD CONSIDERS CHANGES IN OAHE SUBDISTRICT
2/14/1984 B052 OPPOSES PLAN TO DISSOLVE SUBDISTRICTS
2/25/1984 B031 SUBDISTRICT MANAGER TELLS REASON
3/04/1984 C061 OAHE BOARD FAVORS NEW DISTRICT PLAN
3/10/1984 C031 OAHE GROUP ELECTS SUBDISTRICT OFFICERS
3/24/1984 C012 STATE WANTS DIRECTORS ELECTED AT LARGE
4/24/1984 B041 4 MEN FILE APPEAL OF OAHE REAPPORTIONMENT
7/20/1984 C042 WATER BOARD OAHE CONTRACT CHANGES
8/19/1989 C012 GOOD BEACHES OF PAST TO SAND DUNES
9/09/1991 BOll SHUTDOWN CONCERNS BOAT OWNERS
9/10/1991 C031 SIMULATED DISASTER TO TEST REACTION
9/23/1991 B036 LESS THAN ESTIMATE
10/06/1991 C032 POWER PLANT CLOSED UNTIL OCTOBER 28
10/25/1991 C042 ^WORKERS FINISH OAHE REPAIRS
7/24/1983 B051 WAGONS HIT THE TRAIL FOR OAHE DAYS
7/22/1986 B025 NATIONAL BAND TO PLAY AT OAHE DAYS
^9/25/1982 B016 OAHE HAGGLING TO END, WATER OFFICIALS SAY
10/14/1982 C033 OAHE AGENCY WORKERS DEFENDED
4/30/1989 EE15 *CHILD OF PICK-SLOAN PROJECT
3/21/1989 C041 *OAHE'S LOW WATER WORRIES BOATERS, OFFICIALS
11/22/1990 coil MOBRIDGE WON'T SUE CORPS OVER CLEANUP
7/13/1990 C012 AUDITOR, AMDAHL BATTLE OVER LAND TRADE
11/26/1983 B023 ^NEWSMEN MUST SHOW RESTRAINT
7/10/1986 BOll XWOMAN MODELS FIRST NOVEL AFTER PIONEER AUNT
4/29/1988 B012 MEET READERS AT BOOK-SIGNING PARTY
2/15/1989 A081 TEENS CAN FIND PLENTY TO DO AT HOME
10/29/1986 B012 GROUP CAUGHT UP IN POLITICS LOSES GRANT
3/13/1982 coil A CAMPSITE IS A CAMP SITE
9/06/1989 BOll ^SCHOOL KIDS PACK HEALTHY TASTY TREATS
4/15/1984 B045 NEW VARIETY OF OATS DEVELOPED BY SDSU
10/10/1987 C044 HURT BY TOXIC CHEMICAL FROM OATS
3/20/1988 C051 STATE RANKS FIRST IN HONEY, OATS PRODUCTION
2/05/1989 E014 9fFARMERS JUMP ON OATS BAND WAGON
2/06/1989 A052 ^CONSUMERS TAKE TO OAT BRAN
3/08/1989 D081 HIGHER OAT TARGET PRICES PROPOSED
3/17/1989 DlOl DASCHLE BILL TRIES TO BOOST OAT CROP
3/31/1989 D062 OATS DON'T ENTICE FARMERS IN SD
4/14/1989 B051 SEMINAR TO DISCUSS OAT FAD
4/20/1989 C012 *STATE LOAN WILL HELP REOPEN OAT MILL
5/21/1989 E012 ESTATE SHELLS OUT TO AID ARLINGTON OATS FACILITY
7/18/1989 B062 *OAT HARVEST LEAN, ADEQUATE
9/07/1989 D061 SD MAY LOSE OATS LEADERSHIP
11/16/1989 D061 FARMERS CAN'T KEEP UP WITH OATMANIA
4/29/1990 E012 XVERMILLION PRODUCTS SELL
1/14/1990 BOll ^FALLEN CENTER WON'T ALLOW ANY SELF-PITY
11/08/1990 C035 DEADWOOD MAYOR HAS ADVICE FOR COLORADO TOWNS
11/21/1990 C036 DEADWOOD MAYOR WANTS NUDITY BAN
12/01/1990 C033 DEADWOOD MAYOR CONCERNED BY CUTS
3/24/1983 D041 KOBERLANDER WANTS TO SPEED UP GOLF
3/18/1984 FOll *SHOP RESTORES LOST LUSTER
12/03/1989 D012 *HOAGIE MAKERS ON A ROLL
12/18/1982 C021 STUDENT PAYS TRIBUTE TO TEACHER (L)
7/19/1987 E012 FAMILY'S NEW WORK A TREAT
7/14/1992 B012 TO HELP PATIENTS MANAGE OBESITY
3/18/1992 C032 ^PLANNING DEPARTMENT WORKER LIVENS UP HOLIDAYS
2/25/1990 A103 OBITUARIES PROVIDE BOX SCORE OF LIFE
12/13/1983 C012 CONNECTION BETWEEN DIAL-A-PORN, CHILDREN
12/21/1983 C031 LAW WOULD LIMIT PORNOGRAPHIC MATERIAL SALES
4/13/1984 C035 EXPOSE NOTHING BUT THE TITLES
10/13/1985 C015 OBSCENITY LEGAL IN SD--SPEAKER SAYS
2/05/1987 C022 ANTI-OBSCENITY VOTE MAY START REFERENDUM
4/11/1987 C014 OBSCENITY RULE MAY DRAW SUIT
4/19/1987 E021 COUNCIL WRESTLES WITH VOTE ON OBSCENITY RULE
4/23/1987 C023 OBSCENITY ISSUE SET FOR VOTE IN WATERTOWN
5/06/1987 B016 OBSCENITY RULING WON'T AFFECT CITY
6/17/1987 B023 WATERTOWN VOTERS BACK OBSCENITY ORDINANCE
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SUBJECT
OBSCENITY
OCCULT
OCCUPATIONAL SAFET
OCCUPATIONS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/25/1987 C025 GROUP DECIDES NOT TO SUE ABOUT OBSCENITY LAW
2/10/1988 AG15 *PANEL CLEARS TOUGHER LAW ON OBSCENITY
2/11/1988 A081 OPPONENTS OVERREACT TO THREAT OF OBSCENITY (EDl
2/11/1988 C016 OBSCENITY BILL WORRIES LIBRARIANS
2/12/1988 A015 SENATE TO DEFEAT OBSCENITY BILL
2/21/1988 AG81 OBSCENITY ISN'T PROTECTED (L)
2/25/1988 A121 BILL 181 WOULD DEAL WITH ILLEGAL MATERIAL (L)
3/G2/1988 AG63 PORN ANALYSIS MISLEADING (L)
8/G6/1989 CG15 BELLE FOURCHE PUBLISHER FACES CHARGES
8/21/1989 BGll OBSCENITY CASE IS MOVED BACK
8/31/1989 CG21 WOMAN COMPLAINS ABOUT POSTER AT FAIR
1G/2G/1989 CG14 RALLY WILL PUSH AGAINST PORNO
1/G3/199G AG61 STUDENTS SHOULDN'T BE SHIELDED FROM WORDS (ED)
11/12/199G A1G2 LAWMAKERS SHOULD OK ANTI-OBSCENITY LAW (L)
3/G7/1991 CGAl RESIDENTS ASK BOARD TO OUTLAW OBSCENITY AT RALLY
5/G1/1989 AG12 TIPS ON STEERING KIDS FROM SATAN
3/27/199G CGll WORKSHOP ON OCCULT ENDS THIS AFTERNOON
SEE SAFETY, US OSHA
A/G2/1982 BG4A WHAT DO YOU WANT TO BE WHEN YOU GROW UP'
5/16/1982 C052 JOBS ARE OUT THERE FOR GRADS, SDSU OFFICIAL SAYS
5/23/1982 EGIA SF MAN'S JOB IS TEACHING OTHERS HOW
12/G5/1982 FG16 JOB MARKET IMPROVES FOR SDSU AG GRADS
1/G3/1983 AG51 *LIFE OF SNOWPLOW DRIVER FULL OF CHILLS
1/3G/1983 EG12 5CWINNING BAKER RISES TO CHALLENGE OF MAKING BREAD
2/G7/1983 AG71 KAL HOUG CUTS A SHARP FIGURE ON ICE
2/G7/1983 AG71 KJOB IS FOR THE DOGS, CATS, AND SKUNKS TOO
2/G8/1983 CGll 5eJ0B MARKET FOR NURSES IS TIGHTER
2/13/1983 EGll ^COMPUTER SMARTS KEY TO LANDING JOB
2/15/1983 CG51 WILDLIFE GRADS KEEP UP HUNT FOR DREAM JOB
2/15/1983 CG54 WILDLIFE STUDENTS KNOW THEIR FIELD IS FULL ONE
3/28/1983 A051 KJOB PLACEMENT CENTERS HELP COLLEGE STUDENTS
7/25/1983 C015 GRADS LOOKING FOR JOBS FINDING BETTER MARKET
8/G7/1983 BG12 JOB HUNTING REQUIRES WILLINGNESS TO CHANGE
8/23/1983 AG71 *JOB STRESS--WHEN WORK IS ENDURED
lG/25/1983 BG31 THERAPY ASSOCIATION ELECTS OFFICERS
11/22/1983 CG24 MANY JOBS IN ANIMAL AND RANGE SCIENCES (L)
1/23/1984 CG13 ^SCHOOL PROGRAM ON A CAREER
2/G9/1984 CG35 OGLALA TRIBE TO REFUND OCCUPATION TAX
2/21/1984 BG41 FEMALE BUSINESS GRADS EARN LESS THAN MALES
12/3G/1984 CG43 AGRICULTURE TOP LEGISLATIVE OCCUPATION
2/2G/1985 CGll *2G YEARS LATER
8/15/1985 BG53 CAREER ADVISOR--DO WHAT YOU LIKE
lG/24/1985 CG12 STUDENTS TRY OUT CAREER PROGRAM
1/15/1986 BG13 INSTITUTE OFFERS JOB TRAINING IN REAL-LIFE SETTING
3/25/1986 CG13 COLLEGE COUNSELORS--JOB MARKET BETTER
4/G8/1986 CGll LEAGUE OFFERS CAREER CONFERENCE FOR GIRLS
4/27/1986 CG13 XDON'T LIMIT YOURSELF--SPEAKERS TO GIRLS
5/G9/1986 EG71 3€R0AD TO CAREER HOLDS MANY CHOICES
9/G1/1986 AG12 *FOCUS OF STATE'S LABOR FORCE SHIFTS
9/G9/1986 CG33 JOB OUTLOOK--YEAR 2G15
1G/G2/1986 CG53 TV TIME LANDS FARMERS NO JOBS
6/G4/1987 AG12 KPAINTER BRUSHES OFF RISKS
6/18/1987 AG12 MOST PEOPLE ENJOY THEIR JOBS
7/G9/1987 BG12 *LATE NIGHT LIFE
7/12/1987 EG12 56WHEN THE SUN GOES DOWN, THEIR DAY STARTS
7/12/1987 FGll KMAKING A CAREER OF IT
8/15/1987 C012 ^TRAINING PROGRAM HELPS CLIENTS CHANGE COURSE
11/12/1987 BG51 CAREER CENTER HOLDS OPEN HOUSE
4/23/1988 CG12 TO FILL AGRICULTURE-RELATED JOBS
5/28/1988 AG12 WHOLESOME IMAGE LURES GRADUATE BACK TO MIDWEST
6/G6/1988 CG14 SD GRADUATES DESERVE A CHANCE
9/22/1988 AG21 KVARIED OCCUPATIONS AFFLICTED BY DISORDER
1/15/1989 EG12 XWHERE THE SD JOBS ARE
1/16/1989 AG52 *A HEALING FAMILY TRADITION
5/16/1989 BG65 SD GRADUATES WEIGH VARIETY OF FACTORS
lG/26/1989 BG31 FRESHMEN SHOULD NOT RUSH CAREER CHOICES
1/15/1990 A012 KHALF OF WORKERS AREN'T HAPPY
2/04/1990 C112 XPUPPET TEACHES KIDS ABOUT CAREERS
5/G3/199G CG12 JANKLOW SHARES TALES OF DELINQUENCY
8/24/1990 CG23 *BEST OCCUPATIONS IN SD
2/20/1991 DG82 ^QUALIFIED CANDIDATES EXCITE BUSINESS REPS AT FAIR
4/04/1991 D065 CAREER WORKSHOP AIMS TO HELP YOUNG WOMEN
5/05/1991 C012 JOB MARKET TOUGH FOR NEW GRADS
8/25/1991 D015 KWOMAN ELECTRICIAN GETS LITTLE STATIC ON JOB
12/25/1991 coil KCHRISTMAS BELLS CALL SOME TO WORK
1/03/1992 B083 JOB HUNTERS GET NEW SHOT WITH SERVICE
5/14/1992 A012 KJOB MARKET TOUGH, NEW GRADS FIND
10/11/1992 E012 ^CHILDREN MAY SEE DIFFERENT JOB MARKET
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SUBJECT
ODD FELLOWS
ODDEN BRIAN
ODDEN MAYLAND
ODDFELLOWS HOME
ODE BRUCE
ODE DAVID
ODE GREG S DOUG
ODE JOANN
ODE KIM
ODEGAARD SANDY
ODENBRETT GENE
ODLAND CHARISSE
ODLAND LARS
ODNEY JOHN
ODNEY OLE
ODOR
ODYSSEY
OEHLKE TRAVIS
OFFERDAHL BOB
OFFICE
OFFICE ALTERNATIVE
OFFICE FURNITURE
OFFICEMAX INC
OFSTEIN CHARLES
OGDEN ALLIED
OGDEN ENTERTAINMEN
OGGEL DEB
OGLALA COLLEGE
OGLALA LAKOTA COL
OGLALA SIOUX
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/26/1985
5/12/1987
1/01/1992
3/24/1988
7/09/1990
7/22/1990
9/09/1989
1/28/1990
7/14/1991
5/12/1983
4/25/1986
10/16/1983
10/16/1987
11/06/1987
4/29/1988
10/06/1990
1/24/1990
12/04/1991
4/03/1989
7/25/1988
5/02/1982
12/08/1988
3/10/1989
3/18/1989
3/22/1989
3/27/1989
4/09/1989
5/15/1989
1/01/1988
4/09/1989
10/31/1988
10/31/1988
11/07/1988
11/18/1988
11/19/1988
5/06/1989
3/16/1990
4/01/1990
4/08/1990
4/09/1990
6/15/1990
1/18/1992
6/11/1984
11/01/1988
8/04/1989
1/03/1992
7/31/1989
7/25/1991
5/17/1992
4/25/1990
5/18/1990
11/18/1990
11/18/1990
11/18/1990
12/14/1990
2/21/1991
3/09/1991
3/12/1991
3/15/1991
3/30/1991
4/13/1991
4/26/1991
2/29/1992
12/14/1988
1/19/1988
6/26/1988
6/22/1986
6/23/1987
9/13/1988
5/18/1989
9/21/1989
11/13/1989
11/14/1989
11/16/1989
6/25/1990
11/19/1990
BOll
C031
A031
A012
A012
A074
B013
C071
E012
D012
D012
C031
B016
B012
B012
A054
B012
C012
B012
C012
5011
D013
D016
A083
DOll
B012
A112
A083
C036
BOll
A012
B012
A063
coil
C016
B021
C025
coil
C023
C022
C033
C012
coil
D082
D062
B083
A052
B082
EOll
coil
A012
A012
A081
A091
C012
A012
A014
A081
BOll
C015
C012
BOll
C012
B012
C033
EOll
C021
C021
C021
D024
A012
A012
A015
A081
C031
B036
2/16/1990 C026
^MEMORIES OUTLIVE ODD FELLOWS TEMPLE
3C0DD FELLOWS NUNBER 9 INSTALLS OFFICERS
*1992 GOALS ARE SIMILAR TO THOSE MET IN 1987
STATE'S OLDEST FARMERS HAVE PLOWED
^ORPHANS REMAIN A FAMILY OF FRIENDS
lOOF HOME CHILDREN CLOSE-KNIT GROUP (L)
^ADDICTION SHAPES BODYBUILDER'S LIFE FOR BETTER
PLANTS HAVE UNLIMITED USES FOR MAN
*CORN'S STORY IS TALL TALE
*DIMINUTIVE ODE IS HIT WITH AUGUSTANA
ODE ANCHORS AUGUSTANA SOFTBALL SQUAD
*IT'S LIKE EXPLAINING A BLIND DATE
REGIONAL AUTHORS HAVE FALL BOOKED UP
*EX-'ARGUS LEADER' REPORTER
MEET READERS AT BOOK-SIGNING PARTY
AREA WRITERS TO SPEAK AT YANKTON CONFERENCE
*DREADED CHORE FOR WOMAN
*OLD THEATER GETS NEW LIFE
LEAP FROM PLANE 'AWESOME'
*COURTING HAS CHANGED IN 100 YEARS
*(HEALTH) DRIBBLING THROUGH LIFE WITH COACH ODNEY
*WARRIORS ANTICIPATE BIG BASKETBALL SEASON
WASHINGTON'S ODNEY RETIRES
ODNEY WILL BE MISSED (L)
ODNEY WAS A SUCCESS AS COACH
*VETERAN COACH--STUDENTS KEEP HIM YOUNG
ODNEY'S TEAM LIKE FAMILY (L)
COACH ODNEY MADE MANY CONTRIBUTIONS (L)
*FORMER AUGUSTANA COACH DIES
TRUE COACHES FIND HONOR IN GIVING
*ODOR COMPLAINTS SURPRISED SISTERS
SMELLY HOUSE NOTHING NEW TO LANDLORDS
SMELLY HOUSE REPORT UNFAIR TO NEIGHBORS (L)
INSPECTORS TO CHECK CLEANED-UP HOUSE
XSISTERS GET TIME TO FIX THEIR HOME
'ODYSSEY' TEAMS INSPIRE PRIDE (L)
TRI-VALLEY STUDENTS ADVANCE IN COMPETITION
13 TEAMS REACH PROBLEM CONTEST FINALS
WEST CENTRAL STUDENTS ADVANCE IN CONTEST
FLANDREAU STUDENTS SET FOR INTERNATIONAL CONTEST
*HARTFORD FOSTERS TEEN-AGE THINKERS
^GETTING SOME KICKS
*OLD TESTAMENT SEEN THROUGH SIGN LANGUAGE
*OFFICE REFLECTS BOSS' DEMEANOR
*FIRM SPARES OTHERS OF TINY TASKS
JOB HUNTERS GET NEW SHOT WITH SERVICE
3CPR0PER OFFICE FURNITURE CAN CURE AILMENTS
OFFICE DISCOUNT STORE COMING TO CITY
OFFICEMAX OPENS DOORS ON FRIDAY
SF TEEN TO LOBBY FOR US YOUTH
ARENA MANAGER SEEKS USD CONTRACT
CAN OGDEN ALLIED DELIVER A PLAN
DON'T HIRE A FOX TO GUARD CHICKENS (ED)
INDEPENDENT FIRM SHOULD STUDY CENTER (L)
OGDEN DENIES SITE BIAS STUDY
OGDEN WILL ADVISE DOWNTOWN ARTS SITE
*DOWNTOWN CENTER PROPOSED
STUDY IS SKIMPY ON CENTER FUNDING (ED)
^STUDY'S NEGLECT HAS BRED MORE SKEPTICS OF PLAN
OGDEN ASKED TO RECONSIDER USE OF SCHOOL
360FFICIAL--C0NVENTI0N CENTER NEEDED
*OGDEN STUDY DID ITS WORK, NOTHING MORE
CITY TO SEND OGDEN $14,000 BILL
*DUO TURNS ITS EXPERIMENT INTO BUDDING BUSINESS
OGLALA LAKOTA COLLEGE GETS GRANT FOR LIBRARY
OGLALA COLLEGE GETS $60,000 GRANT
NJ SENATOR TO SPEAK AT COLLEGE GRADUATION
INDIAN OLYMPIAN ADDRESSES OGLALA GRADUATES
OGLALA LAKOTA COLLEGE TO GET FIRST BUILDING
COLLEGE TO INCREASE TUITION BY 80 PERCENT
*FROM NEW YORK TO PINE RIDGE
STUDY--TRIBAL COLLEGES LACK CASH
SD TRIBAL SCHOOLS GET AID BOOST
TRIBAL COLLEGES RECIEVE WELCOME ATTENTION (ED)
TRIBAL COLLEGE PLANS MANAGEMENT COURSE
PROGRAM HELPS NURSES OBTAIN 4-YEAR DEGREES
SEE ALSO INDIAN RESERVATION, INDIANS-SD
OGLALA SIOUX LEADER DEFEATED IN PRIMARY
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OGLALA SIOUX
OHNSTAD GARY
OIEN FRED
OXEN FRED 8 MARY
OIEN HEMMING
OIEN 0 T
OIL SPILL
OILSEEDS
OINES ORVIS
OKERLUND JEFF
OKOBOJI lA
OLAND CHARISSE
OLD AGE
OLD COURTHOUSE
OLD TOWNE THEATRE
OLD WEST TRAIL
OLDERR FRITHJOF
OLDFATHER PENNY
OLDHAM SD
OLDRE KIRK
OLERICH PAM
OLESEN GEORGE
OLESEN LERAE
OLESON AURILLA
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/18/1990 EOll TRIBAL ELECTION RESULTS CERTIFIED
3/15/1990 C02A NEW OGLALA SIOUX PRESIDENT ELECTED
A/12/1990 C021 NEW OGLALA SIOUX PRESIDENT SWORN IN
5/09/1990 C022 OGLALA SIOUX BUFFALO AUCTION RAISES $256,100
7/29/1990 C021 TRIBE MAY RECONSIDER WASTE DUMP AT RESERVATION
7/31/1990 C036 OGLALA LOOKS AT WASTE DUMP ISSUE
8/2A/1990 C033 TRIBAL POLICE OFFICER SENTENCED IN SHOOTING
11/22/1990 C033 EXCHANGE OPENED EYES, LEADERS SAY
1/20/1991 E033 OGLALA SIOUX APPLY FOR SPECIAL PARK PERMIT
2/01/1991 C03A TRIBE SEEKS REPORTS ON FUND-RAISING EFFORTS
2/08/1991 C033 TRIBE SAYS INACCURATE CENSUS COSTLY
3/29/1991 C034 PARENTS CHALLENGE SCHOOL BOARD ELECTION
A/01/1991 C033 TRIBE MAY RECLAIM REMAINS
A/OA/1991 C032 TRIAL OPENS FOR JUDGE NAMED IN FRAUD
A/2A/1991 C031 END TO HEPATITIS PROGRAM SOUGHT
A/28/1991 D031 TRIBE TO RECONSIDER IMMUNIZATION PROGRAM
A/29/1991 C033 TRIBE PLANS ELECTION HEARING
5/0A/1991 C02A CHAIRMANSHIP DISPUTE SETTLED IN PINE RIDGE "
5/0A/1991 C025 CONSTRUCTION FIRM ORDERED TO SHUT DOWN
5/25/1991 C033 TRIBE OFFICIAL ADMITS STEALING RENT MONEY
7/07/1991 C033 FORMER OGLALA TRIBAL JUDGE SENTENCED IN LOAN FRAUD
9/28/1991 C032 OGLALA TRIBE REJECTS 'LAST CHANCE' AT MNI-WICONI
10/23/1991 B015 OGLALA TRIBE CALLS FOR HOGEN TO RETAIN
11/12/1991 C032 CHAIRMAN HAS PLAN FOR RETURNING HILLS LAND
11/15/1991 C031 OGLALA SIOUX TRIBE FILLS TWO POSITIONS
1/11/1992 C035 SALWAY TO DEPART FROM TRIBAL POLITICS
1/25/1992 C031 2 ON TRIBAL COUNCIL SAY REMARK OFF BASE
2/13/1992 C031 STEELE TOP VOTE-GETTER IN TRIBAL ELECTION
3/12/1992 C031 STEELE WINS ELECTION AS TRIBAL CHAIRMAN
4/12/1992 D041 GAMBLING PACT SPURNED BY NEW TRIBAL PRESIDENT
4/21/1992 C021 OGLALA TRIBE SEES BENEFIT FROM MOVIE
5/10/1992 FOll KILI MANAGER ORDERED TO NOT GO TO WORK
7/05/1992 D021 TRIBAL GROUP FILES EVICTION NOTICES
7/19/1992 FOll OGLALA SIOUX TRIBE ENDORSES MEMORIAL
9/15/1992 B012 MISTAKES FORCE TRIBAL COURTS TO DROP CASES
9/17/1992 B021 OGLALA TRIBAL COUNCIL FIRES HOUSING OFFICIALS
6/17/1989 A072 ^ANTIQUE AUTOMOBILE ADMIRATION
6/23/1990 B015 KSDSU TAPS ITS OWN RESOURCES
11/19/1990 C015 *T0 NAME FOOTBALL COACH BY DECEMBER 1
10/05/1982 A071 3€BR00KINGS COUPLE LIVES IN A BARN
4/02/1982 C031 KOIEN TO SEEK THIRD TERM IN HOUSE
4/19/1986 coil OIEN WILL SEEK FIFTH TERM IN STATE HOUSE
4/27/1991 C016 kKOLB, OIEN CONSIDER MAYOR RACE
5/15/1991 coil KOLBE, OIEN AREN'T RUNNING FOR MAYOR
7/31/1992 A012 *MUENSTER QUITS SENATE RACE
4/15/1982 D031 *OIEN CANDIDATE FOR COMMISSIONER
10/17/1982 C031 XMINNEHAHA COMMISSIONER CAMPAIGN STANDS
10/21/1982 coil KBEING A LIFELONG RESIDENT QUALIFIES ME--OIEN
8/09/1983 C031 5CFARMER KNOWN FOR PUBLIC SERVICE
8/11/1983 C021 3€0IEN PERSONIFIED BEST IN SD (ED)
SEE SPILL
3/23/1989 C021 STATE OILSEEDS COUNCIL TO BE FORMED THIS YEAR
3/07/1987 A015 *TWO FISHERMEN DROWN IN LAKE SINAI
7/01/1984 E013 *RED BARON IS FLYING HIGH
9/04/1988 A012 SOME IN SD AT ODDS WITH BILL
10/22/1989 AD61 KBIAS, SELF-DOUBT BLOCK
10/22/1989 A075 FAMILY DUTIES TANGLE CAREERS
SEE AGED
4/14/1991 F012 XWEATHERBALL WITHSTANDS ELEMENTS OF NATURE, MAN
8/14/1989 A012 ^THEATER USHERS IN SUCCESS FOR TOWN
7/13/1990 BOll OLD TOWNE THEATRE READY FOR THE '90S
11/02/1982 A112 OLD WEST TRAIL FOUNDATION OFFICERS
11/15/1984 C045 AGE GROUPS TO BE TARGET IN PROMOTION
9/28/1986 C046 STATES NEED RIGHT IMAGE
9/17/1989 F053 OLD WEST TRAIL STATES UNITE FOR TOURISM
1/29/1990 A051 LONELY LAND OFFERS STARK BEAUTY
12/24/1991 C031 MICKELSON APPOINTS OLD WEST MEMBER
6/18/1992 C021 OLD WEST TRAIL MAPS AVAILABLE
10/05/1992 B021 OLD WEST TRAIL FOUNDATION HONORS
10/10/1992 A083 ^HATRED SHOULD BE REJECTED
9/16/1986 A051 *GROUP SPREADS WORD OF OLD TIME MUSIC
11/20/1989 A012 KOLDHAM FEARS FOR ITS SCHOOL
12/06/1989 A023 SEVERAL ENTERPRISES MAKE OLDHAM
5/08/1982 coil *OLDRE QUIETS BUTTERFLIES AND SOARS IN POLE VAULT
12/18/1987 D013 DWU'S OLERICH NAMED COACH OF YEAR
2/27/1990 C032 LONGTIME BROOKINGS COUNTY, CITY OFFICIAL DIES
5/30/1985 BOll *A SONG FOR THE SOUL
2/23/1988 C014 *LED LIFE 'BUSY ALL THE TIME'
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OLESON LYN
OLIVER JIM
OLIVER ROBERT
OLIVET SD
OLIVO CESAR
OLLENBUG ELMER
OLLILA GENE
OLSEN AARON
OLSEN ARTHUR
OLSEN CHESTER
OLSEN DENNIS
OLSEN DUKE
OLSEN JAMES
OLSEN JIM
OLSEN KRISTA
OLSEN LAURIS
OLSEN LENNA
OLSEN TOM
OLSEN
OLSETH
OLSON
OLSON
OLSON
OLSON
OLSON
TRUDI
HELEN
BARRY
BILL
CLARA
CLAYTON
CORRINE
OLSON DANNY
OLSON DAVE
OLSON DENNIS
OLSON DIXIE
OLSON DOUGLAS
OLSON ED
OLSON EDITH
OLSON EMELLA
OLSON ERIK
OLSON ERNEST
OLSON EVELYN
OLSON GARY
OLSON GORDON
OLSON GORDON & PHY
OLSON HULDA
OLSON JAY
OLSON JENNIFER
OLSON JOHN
OLSON JUDY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/21/1992 A0A3 KEROS PLANS NEW PROJECTS, EXPANSION
12/23/1989 A052 KLOCAL MEN PREPARE PUPPET SHOW
6/22/1988 D076 5CN0RWEST BANK TABS OLIVER
5/06/1990 CC06 KYOUNG BANK PRESIDENT HAS OPTIMISM
3/21/1988 A012 ^MIRACLES KEEP TINY OLIVET THRIVING
8/02/1992 F012 LOW-INCOME HOME SHORTAGE 'SEVERE'
5/23/1991 C013 KGOOD CATCH
11/02/1992 BOll STURGIS MAN ACCUSED OF TAKING CHILD
8/28/1989 A012 *CITY MAN CHARGED WITH MURDER
8/29/1989 A015 OKLAHOMA MURDER SUSPECT MAY FIGHT EXTRADITION
8/30/1989 C015 *ROWDY MURDER SUSPECT BOOTED FROM COURTROOM
12/01/1982 B05A OLSEN APPOINTED TO HISTORY COMMITTEE
2/27/1988 A052 *TV PREACHERS OFTEN PRONE TO CORRUPTION
6/23/1982 D031 XJACK-OF-ALL-TRADES FIDDLES AROUND
5/03/1989 coil BUSINESS OWNER CONSIDERS SCHOOL BID
5/18/1989 D013 *STORE MANAGER ENTERS BOARD RACE
1/17/1983 C013 HE'S TRAVELED OVER AIR WAVES FOR 58 YEARS
7/21/1982 C021 NICARAGUANS HAPPY WITH NEW GOVERNMENT (L)
7/29/1983 C023 ^CENTRAL AMERICAN AID SHOULD LINK TO HUMAN RIGHTS
1/07/1991 A071 *A SIGN OF LOVE STANDS ON 57TH STREET
1/15/198A DOll *TEEN-AGER LIVES 1 DAY AT A TIME
9/12/1984 coil 36SCHOOL PLANS SERVICE FOR VIBORG TEEN
7/03/1982 B041 MINIATURE ENGINE 6 YEARS IN MAKING
10/12/1990 A012 KGULF MESSAGE PROMISES TO BE A REAL WINNER
10/25/1989 C012 KTWO NAMED AS NEW REGENTS
1/03/1992 C012 5€T0 PUT FBI TRAINING TO GOOD USE
3/20/1991 B023 *COOK PRAISES CONVENIENCE OF MICROWAVE
8/04/1983 coil *STORY TIME
8/08/1988 C014 BICYCLISTS RAISE $34,000 FOR MS
'5/06/1990 EEIO ^DEPLETED RESOURCES OF GREAT OUTDOORS
7/28/1991 A016 OLSON KILLER KNOWN, BUT WALKS FREE, POLICE SAY
3/13/1992 C032 KTHE BLACK SHEEP OF THE FAMILY
11/07/1989 C015 JtBODYGUARD CARRIES CAMERA FOR PEACE
5/06/1990 DDOl 3€THE NEXT SD FAMILY
10/20/1991 A055 *ABOUT THIS REPORT--SCHOOLS
12/17/1983 C024 READER HOPES OLSON RETURNS (L)
12/21/1983 C021 OLSON THANKS PUBLIC FOR JOB LOSS RESPONSE (L)
1/15/1984 B034 OLSON'S ENTHUSIASM MISSED (L)
4/08/1986 B013 *OLSON HEADS ALL-STATE COLLEGE TEAM
2/05/1989 B071 *OLSON DOES 10,000 OUTDOOR SHOWS
3/01/1987 FOll *JAZZ PORTRAITS PAINT FOR MUSIC LOVERS
1/13/1985 DOll *CLASS PICKS GUITARS APART
7/13/1988 D072 XOLSON'S STORE BEGAN AS NURSERY
9/20/1986 A121 KPASTOR ORGANIZES NEW CONGREGATION
2/05/1992 C012 PROPOSALS REVIVE TAX CREDIT DEBATE
12/16/1992 B012 KSCHOOL AID DEBATE TAKES SHAPE
7/31/1991 A014 SWEETHEARTS MAKE UP 60 YEARS AFTER SPAT
4/25/1990 C016 BUSH HONORS WOMAN
4/29/1988 B012 MEET READERS AT BOOK-SIGNING PARTY
10/18/1991 C015 SEEKS $7 5 MILLION IN AGE DISCRIMINATION CASE
5/12/1985 coil DELIVER MOTHER'S DAY LOVE ACROSS THE NATION
6/17/1985 C036 FATHER, SON DUST OFF OLD PHOTOS
11/05/1986 C023 ESTATE NORWEST LEADER NAMED
1/24/1988 E012 NORWEST SD PROMOTES PRESIDENT
4/29/1988 B012 MEET READERS AT BOOK-SIGNING PARTY
7/23/1990 B012 36BRIGHT FUTURE FOR FUND-RAISING
9/15/1992 D033 *BOOK OFFERS VAGUE LOOK AT '30S CRISIS
9/30/1992 B082 ^CHAMBER OF COMMERCE PLOTS STRATEGY TO STAY NUMBER 1
10/04/1992 E012 ^CHAMBER PRESIDENT A RISK-TAKER
2/19/1984 C103 OLSON, FAIR MANAGER, TO RETIRE APRIL I
3/18/1984 C031 KOLSON VIEWS RETIREMENT POSITIVELY (YEAGER)
10/26/1988 B012 3fA SURVIVOR'S BARBECUE
4/10/1984 C023 OLSONS WELL DESERVING OF COMMUNITY SALUTE
11/02/1989 B012 ^FOLLOWED STATE'S HISTORY FROM BIRTH TO PRESENT
10/21/1988 B012 *TRIPLE OPENING OFFERS VIEWERS A FREE RIDE
12/29/1990 A012 KHEROIC TEEN-AGER STRUGGLES TO LIVE
12/30/1990 AOll KHERO TEEN IS BRAIN DEAD
12/31/1990 B014 KHERIOC TEEN DIES AFTER FIRE RESCUE
1/01/1991 coil MEMORIAL ESTABLISHED FOR TEEN FIRE VICTIM
12/10/1991 A012 *FAMILY MAKES ROOM FOR HAITIAN CHILDREN
3/19/1989 E012 ^HOSPITAL ON THE HORIZON
7/30/1990 C012 ^HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATOR'S COLLEGE JOKE WENT AWRY
5/11/1992 A012 ^ADMINISTRATOR FIGHTS UNFLATTERING IMAGE OF CHARTER
5/28/1991 C034 SCHOOL OFFICIAL WINS STATE ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
8/03/1991 C012 36CHARITABLE GAMBLING REGULATION PROPOSED
12/15/1991 F032 KTED MUENSTER, JUDY OLSON RUMORED AS CANDIDATES
1/05/1992 A082 PIERRE CAPITAL JOURNAL (ED)
2/06/1992 C032 KBILL PASSES TO EXTEND SCHOOL YEAR
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OLSON KAREN
OLSON LEONARD
OLSON LEONARD 8 KA
OLSON LEROY
OLSON -LES
OLSON MARK
OLSON MARSHALL
OLSON MARV
OLSON MAX
OLSON MEL
OLSON MELISSA
OLSON MIMI
OLSON MYRON
OLSON PAINTING
OLSON RAY
OLSON ROBERT
OLSON SCOTT
OLSON SHIRLEY
OLSON SUSAN
OLSON TOM
OLSON VI
OLSON WADE
OLSON WAYNE 8 ANNE
OLTMANNS BRIAN
OLTMANNS EMMO
OLTMANNS JOEL
OLTMANNS MIKE
OLYMPIANS
OLYMPICS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/25/1983 C021 *ADVICE TO PHONE SOLICITORS
9/20/1992 FG12 3CJ0INT-EFF0RT CENTER A HIT IN FLANDREAU
10/27/1990 A012 KTOP AUGUSTANA COLLEGE COACH DIES
10/27/1990 C021 XLONG-TIME AUGUSTANA COACH DIES
9/21/1989 A072 *STORE FINDS NICHE IN NEIGHBORHOOD
8/27/1989 G031 *TOP 10 EMPLOYERS
2/03/1991 DOll MITCHELL MAN BANKER OF YEAR
3/1A/1991 A012 JCUNWELCOME COVERING
11/15/1991 C015 ^ESCAPED RAPIST IS CAPTURED
11/16/1991 BOll STATE PRISON ESCAPEE STAYED LOW, CUT WIRES
11/26/1991 coil PRISONER PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO ESCAPE
12/27/1991 coil TEN YEARS ADDED TO ESCAPEE'S TERM
10/08/1986 D012 JOY IN LAUNCHING CAREERS FOR OTHERS
7/05/1990 C016 *CANTON'S FAVORITE SON DEAD
10/13/1989 B072 I'D GIVE MY HAIR FOR A GOOD READ
A/18/1992 C013 MITCHELL DEMOCRAT SUES TO GET NAME ON PRIMARY BALLOT
A/2A/1992 C012 JUDGE--PUT MITCHELL MAN ON BALLOT
5/03/1992 D021 ELECTION OFFICIAL WON'T APPEAL COURT ORDER
1/16/1987 DOAl 56WINS ON OLSON'S MIND
5/26/1992 coil NEW DIRECTOR NAMED TO VICTIMS PROGRAM
8/1A/1983 B06A XOLSON'S SOFTBALL SUCCESS SPANS THE CONTINENT TODAY
5/21/1989 EOll LOCAL PAINTING FIRM WINS NATIONAL AWARD
10/17/1982 C015 *SEX OFFENDER ESCAPES--RECAPTURED
10/18/1982 C031 TRUSTY'S ESCAPE WAS SECOND ATTEMPT THIS YEAR
10/19/1982 C031 TRUSTY TO BE CHARGED WITH ESCAPE
10/21/1982 C015 OLSON'S DATE IN COURT SET
11/19/1982 coil GRAND JURY INDICTS OLSON FOR INDECENT EXPOSURE
A/06/1983 coil 5CMAN ADMITS ESCAPE, SEX OFFENSE
A/22/1983 C035 JUDGE RULES THAT OLSON IS HABITUAL OFFENDER
'6/21/1983 B012 *OLSON GETS 10 YEARS FOR ESCAPE
12/08/1987 C012 KINMATE INDICTED IN YEAR-OLD CRIMES
5/26/1988 A081 RAPIST HAS RECEIVED TOO MANY CHANCES CED)
6/0A/1988 C022 HABITUAL CRIMINAL HEARING AGAINST OLSON DELAYED
10/13/1988 A015 *SEX OFFENDER OLSON GETS 90-YEAR TERM
8/18/1989 coil HIGH COURT TO HEAR SEX CONVICT'S APPEAL
12/08/1989 C013 KRAPE, ROBBERY, BURGLARY VERDICTS WILL STAND
1/25/198A C031 ABDNOR SUBMITS STATE MAN AS NOMINEE
8/11/1984 C033 HURON NATIVE REVEALS BILLION-DOLLAR BUDGET
10/23/1990 C034 DENTIST PLEADS GUILTY TO INCOME TAX EVASION
1/24/1991 coil DENTIST SENTENCED FOR TAX EVASION
1/25/1991 C036 TAX-EVADING DENTIST IS SENATOR'S HUSBAND
12/24/1991 C032 MAN FINDS MUSIC, FARMING COMPATIBLE WORK
9/03/1989 coil CORSICA POSTMASTER ELECTED TO OFFICE
10/03/1986 B061 KBOOK PROFILES SUCCESSFUL DIETERS, GIVES TIPS
11/02/1982 A091 3CBY NIGHT THEY'RE RESERVE OFFICERS
6/06/1983 B012 *CITY OFFICIAL RAISES SETTERS IN SPARE TIME
8/21/1989 A012 KFROM DIRTY DISHES TO CLOSED DOORS
12/09/1989 C013 HEALTH DIRECTOR LOOKS FORWARD TO MOVING OFFICE
6/01/1990 D061 5e41ST STREET BECOMING OUTBACK AREA
4/26/1985 C013 36RETIRING COOK MAKES SCHOOL MEALS A TREAT
3/27/1986 B035 *CHURCH PRESENTS A DIFFERENT VIEW OF EASTER STORY
6/02/1982 DOll ^FORMER SF COUPLE FOUNDED RICE DEPOT
12/25/1992 A016 KMAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN DEATHS, HERITAGE FIRE
4/19/1992 N152 ^SPEECH CHANGED PASTOR'S LIFE
3/05/1991 C015 KOLTMANNS' SURPRISE
12/19/1990 D012 KLENNOX PROGRAM REAPS HONORS
6/18/1988 B013 WRESTLING BROTHERS MAKE DOLAND RESIDENTS PROUD
6/14/1983 B041 FORMS FOR OLYMPIC TICKETS AVAILABLE AT SEARS
2/04/1984 A012 3CWINTER SPECIAL OLYMPICS
2/04/1984 B013 3€SPECIAL SLALOM
2/13/1984 C021 LOS ANGELES SET TO MEET OLYMPIC (ED)
2/15/1984 D021 GREAT WIN AT AGE 20 (ED)
2/20/1984 DOll IT'S TIME TO REVAMP OLYMPICS
2/26/1984 B012 56MARATHONERS FACE TOUGH OLYMPIC
2/28/1984 coil OLYMPIC SPIRIT BY NOT USING PROFESSIONALS
5/09/1984 B014 LOCAL OBSERVERS VOICE MIXED REACTIONS
5/11/1984 DOll NO ONE WANTS TO PLAY BY OLYMPIC RULES ANYMORE
5/12/1984 C021 MIXING WITH POLITICS AN UNFORTUNATE TRADITION (ED)
5/23/1984 D024 CARTER TOOK FIRST STEP TO DESTROY OLYMPICS (L)
5/26/1984 B025 POLITICIZING OLYMPICS WRONG (L)
6/13/1984 BOll 3fAIMS HER DISCUS FOR OLYMPICS BY TENNESSEE WAY
7/19/1984 B021 TO SAVE OLYMPIC SPIRIT (ED)
8/04/1984 coil EVERY SPORT IMAGINABLE--BUT WHY NO GOLF
8/06/1984 C021 36JEFF BLATNICK LETS US SHARE THE GLORY (ED)
8/10/1984 A013 ESTATE NATIVE WRESTLES GOLD
8/10/1984 A074 GROUP CREATES UNNECESSARY CONTROVERSY
8/10/1984 B012 LEWIS, THOMPSON ANSWER CALL TO GLORY
8/10/1984 B042 LEWIS, RAPID CITY SHARE A GOLDEN BEGINNING
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OLYMPICS
OLYMPICS MIND
OLYMPICS SENIOR
OLYMPICS SPECIAL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/11/198A C021 HARD WORK TURNS INTO OLYMPIC GOLD (ED)
10/29/198A B021 SEEING GAMES ADDS EXTRA DIMENSION
11/26/1985 BOll FIRM SCORES BIG ON OLYMPICS
6/15/1986 C015 3CDREAM LEADS TO SPOT ON OLYMPIC TEAM
7/16/1986 A081 GIVE TURNER CREDIT (ED)
8/16/1986 A075 KAGELESS ATHLETES COMPETE IN OLYMPICS
7/08/1987 DG15 SCHERR HOPES SITUATION CLEARS UP SOON
2/09/1988 B012 *SF WOMAN CHEERS SPEED-SKATING NEPHEW
2/10/1988 DOIA CALGARY GAMES LURE LOCAL OLYMPICS FANS
2/13/1988 AlOl PROFESSIONALS THREATEN FUTURE OF OLYMPICS (ED)
2/1A/1988 EOII CALGARY IS CITY WITH SD FLAVOR
2/1A/1988 EOIA ^NETWORK TURNS ON KSFY TO GAMES
2/18/1988 C015 *SKARO AWAITS SEOUL TREAT
2/21/1988 B061 FAIL TO SPUR LOCAL ENTHUSIASTS
2/2A/1988 A081 CALGARY SHOWS ITS PRIDE, FRIENDSHIP
2/25/1988 B013 *SOUTH DAKOTA SCORES IN OLYMPICS
2/29/1988 A083 CALGARY FULL OF OLYMPIC SURPRISES
2/29/1988 C0I4 KHEART-BREAKING LOSSES BRING WISDOM
5/09/1988 B012 ^WRESTLERS ON VERGE OF OLYMPIC BERTHS
6/15/1988 D071 *LEWIS SETS SIGHTS ON 2ND MEDAL
6/18/1988 A012 SD BROTHERS WIN OLYMPIC BERTH
6/19/1988 A016 MOBRIDGE'S SCHERRS WIN OLYMPIC SPOTS
6/19/1988 BOIA *SCHERRS MAKE OLYMPIC TEAM
6/23/1988 AlOl *WRESTLERS' SUCCESS CREATING NEW FANS (ED)
7/01/1988 D072 GRAVEN CLOTHES OLYMPIANS
7/09/1988 B012 *SCHERR OLYMPIC DREAM COMES TRUE
7/10/1988 A105 OLYMPIC SUPPORT PRAISED (L)
7/10/1988 BOll STATE HAS TREASURED ITS OLYMPIANS
7/18/1988 C012 CROSS-COUNTRY RUNNERS DRUM UP SPIRIT
9/12/1988 A081 SOUTH KOREA BIG WINNER (ED)
9/16/1988 A012 KCITY BOXER GETS SECOND CHANCE AT GAMES
9/20/1988 B015 FREEMAN'S MILLER SAYS GAMES FRIENDLIER
9/21/1988 D032 *IN THE GRASP
9/22/1988 D012 GREINER TO OLYMPIC HEPTATHLON
9/22/1988 D015 *BRONZE PLEASES DOLAND WRESTLER
10/01/1988 A012 ^OLYMPIC MEMORY CHERISHED
10/01/1988 A081 DRUG CRACKDOWN WILL HELP GAMES (ED)
10/02/1988 Alll NBC DOES POOR JOB COVERING OLYMPICS (L)
10/03/1988 C012 OLYMPICS OFFER LESSON FOR ALL
10/05/1988 AlOl XSEOUL DESERVES MEDAL FOR ITS PERFORMANCE (ED)
10/07/1988 A081 KOREANS SHOW THE ART OF KINDNESS
10/22/1988 B013 ^STEROIDS THREATEN OLYMPIC GAMES INTEGRITY
12/09/1988 D012 SD OLYMPIAN RELIED ON WORK
6/19/1990 D036 STALZER IS AIMING FOR US TEAM
1/31/1991 D012 *ORDEAL TEACHES LESSON IN JUSTICE
2/1A/1992 D016 3C0LYMPICS BUSY TIME FOR O'BRIEN
2/21/1992 BOll 5CGAMES OFFER A TV ESCAPE TO PARADISE
2/28/1992 BOll ^OLYMPIC EFFORT BOOSTS VISIONS OF US WOMEN
7/03/1992 A081 FAMILY NEEDS CASH FOR OLYMPIC TRIP (L)
7/06/1992 A081 CLAP, DON'T WRING HANDS OVER TEAM (ED)
7/08/1992 AlOl FOR SALE, KIND OF--US OLYMPIC TEAM (ED)
7/1I/I992 B012 KMCCONNELL MAKES OLYMPIC TEAM
7/2A/I992 C012 XA HITTER FROM WAY BACK
7/26/1992 C013 KKOSLOWSKI FACES CHAMP IN 1ST BOUT
7/28/1992 A012 SfDOLAND NATIVE TO WRESTLE FOR GOLD TODAY
7/28/1992 C015 XMCCONNELL HOMER HELPS US TRIUMPH
7/28/1992 D051 MCCONNELL GROUP GETS UP-CLOSE LOOK AT TORCH
7/29/1992 C012 KOT LOSS HAS SILVER LINING
8/01/1992 A012 ^SISTERS WATCH JOYNER-KERSEE RUN FOR GOLD
8/01/1992 C035 MICKELSON HONORS OLYMPIANS WITH PROCLAMATIONS
8/02/1992 GOll *THIS OLYMPIC TEAM IS LIKE A BAD DREAM
A/11/1985 C021 HIGH SCHOOL TO HOST OLYMPICS OF THE MIND
7/09/1987 B05A SENIOR OLYMPICS REGISTRATION OPEN
7/11/1987 B013 KSENIOR OLYMPIAN MAKES UP FOR LOST TIME
5/12/1988 B03A SENIOR OLYMPICS PLANNED FOR JUNE
6/0A/1988 A012 ^OLYMPIAN'S DESIRE STILL BURNS
ll/lA/1985 B012 SPECIAL OLYMPICS PLANS UNDER WAY
2/06/1986 A012 ^COMPETITION HELPS KIDS EXCEL
2/07/1986 A015 *A GOLD-MEDAL SMILE
2/07/1986 BOll *OLYMPIANS GLIDE THROUGH FIRST DAY
2/22/1986 A072 SPECIAL OLYMPICS SALUTES THE CITY (L)
3/20/1986 B021 POLICE CHIEF GETS SPECIAL OLYMPICS POSITION
A/21/1986 B031 SPECIAL OLYMPICS RAISING FUNDS
2/05/1987 coil CEREMONY BEGINS SPECIAL OLYMPICS
2/06/1987 A012 *SMILES WIN AT SPECIAL OLYMPICS
2/21/1987 A07A SUPPORT MADE OLYMPICS SPECIAL
3/07/1987 A071 DAV, AUXILIARY HELP APPRECIATED (L)
7/23/1987 C012 KTEACHER, TEEN MAKE SPECIAL TEAM
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/09/1987 CG16 SD TEAM RETURNS TRIUMPHANT
8/11/1987 C012 SPECIAL CHAMP RETURNS A HERO
9/12/1987 A091 LOCAL BUSINESSES HELP SPECIAL OLYMPICS
9/12/1987 AD91 SPONSORS SEND SPECIAL ATHLETES TO GAMES
12/10/1987 D013 SQUAD MAKES WINNING SPECIAL
12/12/1987 A091 VFW SUPPORTS SPECIAL OLYMPICS
2/05/1988 A012 36GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY
2/05/1988 D015 SPECIAL OLYMPICS TAKE TO THE SLOPES
2/27/1988 SKI DAY HELPED SPECIAL OLYMPICS (L)
^i/30/1988 B031 COMMUNITY SUPPORTS SPECIAL OLYMPICS SHOW (L)
5/09/1988 C011 AIR GUARD PLANS RUN FOR SPECIAL OLYMPICS
5/14/1988 Alll STUDENTS HELP WITH SPECIAL OLYMPICS DANCE
5/15/1988 C011 FACTOR TO PROMOTE SPECIAL OLYMPICS
5/21/1988 B012 *GAMES SPECIAL TO SPECIAL OLYMPIANS
5/21/1988 C012 KACTORS CHARITY PROVES
5/22/1988 B033 KSMILES REIGN AT GAMES
6/29/1988 cm WINNERS IN OLYMPICS ART CONTEST ANNOUNCED
1/14/1989 A071 LAW OFFICERS RAISE FUNDS FOR SPECIAL OLYMPICS (L)
1/21/1989 A103 COMPANY SPONSORS SPECIAL OLYMPICS AGAIN
2/05/1989 B012 ^PARTICIPATION UNLOCKS POTENTIAL IN SPECIAL OLYMPICS
2/10/1989 D012 ^SHARING MAKES DAY FOR THESE OLYMPIANS
2/11/1989 C015 5CV0LUNTEERS' CHEERS FIRE UP OLYMPIANS
3/25/1989 A105 WINTER GAMES SPONSORS SPECIAL (L)
4/15/1989 A071 OLYMPICS PROMOTION WINS GOLD (L)
5/06/1989 B022 SPECIAL OLYMPICS EXTENDS THANKS (L)
7/17/1989 A083 DIAL AMERICA HELPING SPECIAL OLYMPICS (L)
10/01/1989 C021 SUPERINTENDENT HEADS GROUP
2/23/1990 A012 KSPECIAL THRILLS ON THE HILLS
2/24/1990 C015 ENERGY IS CONTAGIOUS AT SPECIAL OLYMPICS
5/14/1990 C012 3€T0ILET PAPER PRANK STILL TICKLES DIRECTOR
5/19/1990 C031 SPECIAL OLYMPICS MAKES WINNERS
6/06/1990 A085 SPECIAL OLYMPIC COVERAGE LACKING (L)
2/22/1991 C012 56SPECIAL OLYMPIANS SET SIGHTS HIGH
7/20/1991 C034 XGOING TO THE OLYMPICS
6/29/1983 B011 KOMAHA CENTRAL PARK MALL BRINGS NEW ACTIVITY
10/15/1988 A052 3€CITY'S OLD MARKET OFFERS A GETAWAY
1/02/1988 A071 STORE DONATES TO OMEGA HOUSE CD
9/12/1988 C012 XLOCAL MERCHANT REMEMBERED
9/08/1988 C011 MITCHELL PUBLISHER TAKES JOB IN TEXAS
11/08/1991 C031 MAN PLEADS INSANITY TO KIDNAPPING, RAPE
7/08/1992 A012 XPOX PESTERS POSTER CHILD KICKOFF
5/21/1985 B041 LACK OF MOISTURE THREATENS ONIDA WHEAT CROP
6/05/1988 A051 ^HOMETOWN KEEPS TRACK OF THE BOYS
6/25/1992 B012 ^VOLUNTEERS OFFER FIRST AIDE
2/13/1991 C032 MAN GETS 50 YEARS FOR MOLESTING GIRL
2/29/1992 C015 HUDSON MAN RESTORING NAME
12/02/1988 C012 TO STUDY IN ROME, HOLY LAND
3/30/1992 A012 *PRIEST JUGGLES PERSONAL LIKES, PARISH NEEDS
SEE MUSIC OPERA
11/11/1984 C043 VOTERS TO DECIDE FATE OF OPERA HOUSE
5/06/1988 C011 INDIAN YOUTHS BIKE FOR FUND-RAISER
4/30/1983 B032 DAKOTA STATE PRESIDENT RESIGNING
3/10/1986 B021 EYE PROJECT SETS SIGHTS ON SD
SEE ALSO SUBJECTS OF POLLS
5/09/1982 D011 ARGUS READERS SUPPORT ANN LANDERS
5/27/1982 C011 TV SURVEY--WHAT'S YOUR OPINION
6/06/1982 B031 *75 PERCENT IN SURVEY FAVOR BONDS
6/13/1982 D011 XARGUS LEADER TV SURVEY RESULTS
6/24/1982 B013 HOW DO YOU RATE SF MOVIE THEATERS
6/29/1982 B014 *86 PERCENT LIKE PRESSLER, POLL SAYS
10/29/1982 C023 BE CAUTIOUS ABOUT POLL CD
11/25/1983 C012 BIAS AGAINST STATE'S INDIANS INDICATED
11/27/1983 C023 READER POLL BACKS SALARY EDITORIAL
12/11/1983 A081 MONDALE'S ALMOST BAGGED NOMINATION
12/11/1983 C014 DOMESTIC ABUSE A TOP WORRY
4/22/1984 B013 POLL PERSPECTIVES ON ELECTION, SCHOOL BOND
6/08/1984 A012 MOST FARMERS FED UP WITH POLICIES
7/01/1984 C045 POLLSTER SAYS AMERICAN VALUES TURNING
9/12/1984 A014 NIELSEN SURVEY GOES HI-TECH
9/12/1984 D011 *MARKET RESEARCH ENTERS HIGH-TECH AREA
9/12/1984 D011 NIELSEN SURVEY HELPS AUGUSTANA
9/12/1984 D031 PRESSLER, DASCHLE HAVE BIG LEADS
9/13/1984 BOll *DARK SIDE OF FAMILY LIFE
9/13/1984 C061 PRESSLER, BELL LEAD IN GROUP'S SURVEY
9/20/1984 C011 NIELSEN SELECTS PANELISTS FOR RESEARCH
10/23/1984 B031 TWO BALLOT ISSUES ARE CLOSE CONTESTS
11/12/1984 B031 TO BAN ELECTION EXIT POLLING
2/16/1985 B031 TO FIND PREFERENCE FOR 1986 SENATE RACE
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2/28/1985 C031 REAGAN'S DEFENSE POLICIES ON TARGET
5/30/1985 AlGl *PUBLIC OPINIONS ON JANKLOW RUNNING FOR US SENATE
2/22/1986 coil ABDNOR TOPS JANKLOW IN POLL OF COUNTY GOP
1/21/1986 con EXPERTS HAVE LOW OPINION OF CAMPAIGN POLLS
5/17/1986 C021 COLLEGE STUDENTS CONDUCT SENATE RACE POLL
5/20/1986 D013 ABDNOR TAKES 10 POINT LEAD
5/21/1986 B021 *STOFFERAHN, HERSETH CAMPAIGNS KNOCK POLL
6/01/1986 C031 SOUTH DAKOTANS OPTIMISTIC--POLL
7/23/1986 B021 POLL--STATE RESIDENTS FEEL SAFE
9/28/1986 AlOl TOP ISSUES FACING STATE TIED CLOSELY (ED)
9/28/1986 A101 *SOUTH DAKOTA'S TOP ISSUES
10/09/1986 A061 ^PRESIDENT REAGAN MEETS SOVIET LEADER GORBACHEV
10/17/1986 con POLL--ABDNOR LEADS DASCHLE
10/23/1986 A021 19 PERCENT SUPPORT MICKELSON
10/30/1986 con AUGUSTANA VOTE MIRRORS STATE POLL
11/11/1986 C022 MOST SUPPORT LIMITING POLITICAL ADS
n/29/1986 AlOl POLL TILTS ELECTION OUTCOME (L)
1/13/1987 A011 INTERSECTIONS THAT DRIVE READERS CRAZY
5/21/1987 A012 SURVEY REVEALS FACES BEHIND THE TASSLES
5/21/1987 A103 ^SURVEY FINDS CLASS OF '87 IN FULL BLOOM
5/21/1987 D021 RESPONSES TO THE CLASS OF '87 SURVEY
5/31/1987 FOll KRATE COMICS IN OUR STUDY
6/18/1987 A012 MOST PEOPLE ENJOY THEIR JOBS
6/19/1987 A015 REMARRIAGES WORK POLL FINDS
7/26/1987 FOll *ARGUS LEADER POLL OVERALL RESULTS
9/03/1987 A061 36PUBLIC OPINIONS--SCHOOLS BEFORE LABOR DAY
10/11/1987 A061 ESTATE MUST BUILD NEW IMAGE
11/18/1987 A012 MILBANK DIVIDED HEALTH, SEX SURVEY
12/02/1987 B021 FIRM TO TEST CITY'S TASTES
12/25/1987 B012 POLL FUELS HOPE FOR GAS TAX HIKE
1/02/1988 A012 5fNEW YEAR ALREADY A GOOD ONE
1/25/1988 A012 ELDERLY ARE MAKING VOICES HEARD
1/31/1988 A012 XSURVEY SHOWS MANY FARMERS OPTIMISTIC
2/26/1988 C023 STUDENT POLLSTERS MISTREATED--TEACHER
3/13/1988 A011 MOST INFORMED ON DISEASE
3/22/1988 A012 CITY SUPPORTS COMMUNITY CENTER--SURVEY
7/01/1988 A012 MEASURE WOULD PASS IF VOTED ON TODAY
8/31/1988 A022 GOVERNOR'S BERM GETS BULLDOZED IN POLL
9/06/1988 A012 KTAX LIMIT FAILS IN POLL
9/21/1988 A012 SURVEY FINDS RURAL GLOOM
1/02/1989 C012 LEGISLATORS BACK TAX FREEZE PLAN
1/03/1989 C012 FEW LEGISLATORS FAVOR INCOME TAX
1/17/1989 coil SD BUSINESSES SAY NO TO NEW TAXES
5/28/1989 A012 3eSURVEY--M0ST AGAINST IT
7/19/1989 C012 AGENCY HIRED FOR SURVEY ON WASHINGTON
9/03/1989 A092 EAST SIDE WILL MISS POOL (L)
9/12/1989 A012 SURVEY--BUILD NEW WASHINGTON
9/16/1989 C012 SURVEY FINDS CHANGE IN FARM BILL OPINIONS
9/21/1989 B071 SURVEY EXAMINES STATE'S ATTITUDE TOWARD HUNTING
2/21/1990 A015 KIDS PREDICT LIFE IN 2100
3/06/1990 A081 KELO TELEVISION POLL IS LOUSY JOURNALISM (L)
5/23/1990 A012 RURAL CHILDREN MORE LIKELY TO FAIL
6/07/1990 C015 TV POLL QUESTIONED BY MUENSTER CAMP
6/08/1990 con PRESSLER SAYS HE DIDN'T QUASH RESULTS
6/28/1990 C013 SURVEY PAINTS PICTURE OF SEX OFFENDERS
7/27/1990 C015 MUENSTER TRAILS PRESSLER BY 11 POINTS
8/02/1990 C015 MUENSTER--HE'S GAINING SUPPORT
9/16/1990 C051 KFARM CRISIS NOT MAIN CONCERN IN ELECTION
10/16/1990 con NEW POLL SHOWS MICKELSON AHEAD
10/20/1990 con JOHNSON HAS BIG LEAD IN CAMPAIGN
10/28/1990 A012 ^POLLED VOTERS SPLIT ON ISSUES
11/07/1990 A015 EXIT POLL PROVES A BIT RISKY BUT ON THE MARK
12/13/1990 A015 YOUNG PEOPLE MORE CONSERVATIVE
6/01/1991 con POLL--PLACE SEAT-BELT RULE
2/23/1992 A015 FACTS ABOUT THE SD POLL
2/27/1992 C012 1 IN 3 PREFER JOBS TO ENVIRONMENT
2/27/1992 C015 KTHE HOT ISSUES--ENVIRONMENT
5/29/1992 A011 CALLERS OFFER IDEAS ON CUTTING SCHOOL BUDGET
6/10/1992 A012 MOST SAY ABORTION SHOULD BE LEGAL
10/01/1992 A012 ^INCUMBENTS TAKE COMMAND
10/01/1992 A053 HAAR, DASCHLE SEE VINDICATION IN POLL
10/02/1992 A012 VOTERS FAVOR VIDEO LOTTERY OVER TAX TO FUND STATE
10/03/1992 A012 POLL--MOST FAVOR DEATH PENALTY
10/03/1992 A021 POLL SHOWS RELUCTANCE TO USE DEATH PENALTY
10/01/1992 F012 MOST BACK §5 BET LIMIT
10/07/1992 AlOl VOTERS SPEAK WITH REFRESHING CLARITY (ED)
10/20/1992 B023 HEALTH CARE NUMBER 1 SD WORRY
10/25/1992 A015 *FACTS ABOUT THE SD POLL
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OPIUM
OPLAND ANNA
OPOSSUM
"OPP GAVE
OPP SANDI
OPPENHEIMER MARK
OPPOLD MARY
OPSAHL PAUL
OPTIMIST CLUB
OPTOMETRIC SOCIETY
OPTOMETRISTS
ORAL HISTORY
ORANGE CITY lA
ORAVA NORMAN
ORCHID
ORDAL ELLEND
ORDER OF DEMOLAY
ORDINANCES
ORELUP JASON -
OREM MARK
OREN DALE
ORGAN DONATIONS
ORGAN TRANSPLANT
ORGANIC FARMING
ORGANIC FOOD
ORGANISTS
ORGANIZATIONS
ORGANS (MUSIC)
ORMSETH ROBERT
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/27/1992 A061 POLLS CONFUSING PRESIDENTIAL RACE (ED)
10/28/1992 A021 FACTS ABOUT THE SD POLL
9/22/1992 B016 THAI PAIR ACCUSED OF SHIPPING OPIUM
5/13/1991 A072 *LUPUS SUPPORT GROUP BEGINS IN CITY
9/13/1988 coil CITY OPOSSUM BITES THE BULLET
3/27/1992 A083 RECIPE FOR OPOSSUM SURE TO CHASE PESTS (L)
A/19/1992 C012 ^MARATHON WINNERS LEARN TO LOVE FEEL OF THE ROAD
2/0A/1990 C015 CAMPAIGN DEBATE CENTERS ON FUND
9/12/1989 A072 ^DOCTOR HAS GAME DOWN TO THE LETTER
7/19/1990 B015 LOCAL DOCTOR TO BE AT SCRABBLE TOURNEY
8/13/1990 A055 DOCTOR BACK FROM SCRABBLE TOURNAMENT
3/11/1992 C021 OPPOLD CHARGED FOR SNOW COMMENTS
5/23/1986 C031 SERVICES FOR LONGTIME LEADER OPSAHL
3/0A/1982 C083 HIGH NOON OPTIMISTS EVENTS
11/09/1982 A09A PORINK NAMED OPTIMIST OF THE YEAR
3/09/1983 B052 OPTISMISTS HONOR YOUTHS
5/06/1983 coil OPTIMIST CLUB HONORS SD'S MARSHAL
2/12/1985 A115 KSHEELEY ELECTED
10/20/1985 Alll SIOUX VALLEY OPTIMIST CLUB INSTALLS OFFICERS
A/lA/1986 B03A OPTIMIST CLUB GIVES $500 TO AGENCY
2/1A/1987 A094 THANKS TO MORNING OPTIMIST CLUB (L)
A/13/1987 A07A OPTIMIST CLUB SEEKS MERCHANDISE
11/03/1987 A07A ^MORNING OPTIMISTS CHOOSE OFFICERS
ll/lA/1987 A095 OPTIMIST CLUB THANKED FOR GIFT (L)
12/05/1987 A081 CHILDREN'S INN THANKS OPTIMISTS (L)
5/03/1989 C021 OPTIMIST CLUB TO HONOR FOUR OFFICERS
10/10/1989 A071 OPTIMIST CLUB OFFICERS
11/29/1992 FOll OPTIMIST CLUB COLLECTS KIDS GIFTS
11/30/1992 BOll CLUB IS SEEKING GIFTS FOR CHILDREN
"^6/11/1985 A09A PARAOPTOMETRIC GROUP FORMED
3/08/1989 coil FREE EYE EXAMS OFFERED TO NEEDY
3/09/1989 C016 AOO NEEDY GET EYES CHECKED
2/22/1991 C031 SENATE OK'S EXPANDING OPTOMETRISTS' RIGHTS
3/27/1991 C012 DOCTORS--BILL ENDANGERS PATIENTS
A/05/1991 A083 BILL ISN'T ANY DANGER TO PATIENTS (L)
7/15/1986 B035 THEIR STORIES OF THE VIETNAM WAR
7/11/1989 C021 STUDENTS PRESERVE ORAL HISTORY IN BOOK
10/23/1989 A103 ORAL HISTORIANS CARRY TRIBAL BELIEFS
5/16/1986 AOll 36FESTIVAL BLOSSOMS DESPITE RAIN
5/15/1987 A012 *DUTCH HERITAGE BLOOMS AT FESTIVAL
5/15/1988 FOll *ORANGE CITY, IOWA GOES DUTCH
10/31/1988 A012 KORANGE CITY HAS LOTS OF APPEAL
5/19/1989 C012 IOWA TULIP FESTIVAL BLOSSOMS
5/18/1990 C012 KCITY BLOOMS DURING ANNUAL TULIP FESTIVAL
12/22/1985 C022 SD DEAN IS FINALIST FOR PRESIDENCY
5/31/1988 C012 RARE ORCHID AFFECTS FATE OF RAILROAD TRACK
12/17/1989 A012 KDYING MAN FINDS COMFORT
6/1I/I985 A09A MARRS LEADS ORDER OF DEMOLAY
SEE CITY ORDINANCE, COUNTY ORDINANCE
10/30/1992 B021 NEW TRIAL IN CHILD ABUSE CASE
9/17/1991 C031 CIRCUIT JUDGE DENIES PLEA TO CUT SENTENCE
2/19/198A B081 *BOWLER OREN WON'T MISS GRABBING THE RING
6/30/1985 COAl BECOMING AN ORGAN DONOR MADE EASIER
12/29/1989 A06A GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE (L)
1/02/1990 C012 ^FAMILY'S HOPE--ORGAN DONATORS
2/09/1990 C021 COMMUNITIES TO HELP FUND HEART SRUGERY
A/21/1991 A012 KGIRLS SHARE HEART, HEAVEN
1/18/1992 C032 HOSPITALS FAIL TO ASK ABOUT ORGAN USE
1/23/1992 C032 ILLEGAL TO SELL BODILY ORGANS
2/18/1992 C032 ORGAN DONATIONS A SOURCE OF CONSOLATION TO WIDOW
A/22/1992 A103 MORGAN DONATION OFFERS HOPE
A/2A/1992 A123 MANY DESERVE RECOGNITION DURING ORGAN DONOR WEEK (L)
A/27/1992 A081 PARENTS HAVE THOUGHTS ABOUT ORGAN DONATIONS (L)
11/07/1992 A012 *A LAST AND LASTING GIFT
11/27/1992 BOll 825 AWAITING ORGAN DONATIONS IN REGION
SEE ALSO NAMES OF ORGAN TRANSPLANTS
7/16/1991 A012 KTOWN AIDS TRANSPLANT TANDEM
3/13/1990 B062 KDASCHLE SPONSERS ORGANIC FARMING BILL
A/29/1990 E012 ORGANICALLY GROWN FOOD GAINS GROUND
12/13/1990 A085 FARMERS PROVE THAT ORGANIC FOOD IS BETTER (L)
5/22/1985 C013 ^ORGANISTS COMPETE IN REGIONAL FESTIVAL
3/21/1991 B012 560RGANIST SETS TONE FOR WORSHIP
6/13/1991 A092 NATIONAL ORGANIST EVENT BEGINS HERE THIS WEEKEND
11/09/1992 B022 *ORGANIST REACHES 6A-YEAR MARK
7/31/1991 A012 COMMISSIONER WANTS TAX-EXEMPT CHANGE
5/03/1987 DOIA MORGAN MAKERS UPDATE A GOTHIC ART
A/06/1991 A052 ^FORMER PHYSICS TEACHER NOW INSTALLS CHURCH ORGANS
10/29/1990 C023 3€L0NG-TIME COLTON PRINCIPAL, EDUCATOR DIES AT 81
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ORPHANAGE
ORPHANS
ORR JOHN
ORR KAY
ORR LESLYE
ORTEGA CHRISTINE
ORTMAN AMON
ORTMAN CHARLES
ORTMAN CLINIC
ORTMAN DON
ORTMAN LESTER
ORTMAN MAXINE
ORTMANN WALTER
ORTON JIM
OSBORN JAN
OSBORN JOHN
OSBORN SUSAN
OSBORNE CHARLES
OSBORNE ED
OSBORNE KENT 8 CIN
OSBORNE RANDALL
OSBORNE ROBERT
OSBORNE TOM
OSBOURNE OZZIE
OSCAR HOWE
OSGOOD CHAD
OSHA
OSKAR JOHN
OSLAND AVID
OSMAN SAMIRA
OSMER TIM
OSMOND MARIE
OSMOND RANDY
OSMUNDSON GREG
OSPREYS
OSTEOPOROSIS
OSTER MIKE
OSTERBERG ERTIS
OSTERGAARD SOREN
OSTHUS ROD
OSTRANDER DIANE
OSTRICHES
OSVOG CINDY
OTEY BEDFORD
OTEY LOUIS
OTIS MIKE
^OTT MARTIN
OTTEMAN DAN
OTTEN ERNIE
OTTER TAIL POWER
OTTO PETER
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/21/1989
10/12/1990
5/27/1988
7/09/1990
7/22/1990
7/I1/I99I
5/23/1992
5/11/1988
6/30/1989
7/22/1990
10/10/1990
3/25/198A
4/19/1991
10/24/1992
5/01/1988
7/09/1990
9/07/1987
9/17/1987
12/09/1991
10/14/1989
1/22/1991
7/17/1984
10/13/1992
8/26/1991
10/08/1988
2/03/1989
10/23/1984
4/01/1988
5/21/1988
3/25/1991
10/15/1992
4/16/1988
12/14/1989
12/19/1989
2/10/1983
5/16/1984
5/17/1984
3/01/1991
3/11/1983
10/03/1986
5/16/1991
5/12/1987
5/11/1983
9/30/1984
3/11/1992
3/12/1992
8/31/1986
8/31/1986
12/06/1990
5/29/1989
8/26/1989
9/17/1991
8/13/1990
11/13/1990
4/21/1991
4/24/1991
6/20/1991
9/15/1991
1/19/1992
11/01/1984
10/14/1982
1/04/1991
12/09/1992
4/01/1991
2/09/1992
12/26/1984
5/22/1991
5/26/1982
4/06/1987
12/30/1991
7/24/1990
5/15/1990
11/03/1987
8/03/1990
8/05/1990
8/26/1991
4/25/1986
C011 ORPHANAGE FOUNDER TO VISIT CITY SUNDAY
C012 *WOMAN'S WORK WITH KIDS
C011 SOCIETY TO HONOR ORPHANS WHO DIED
A012 360RPHANS REMAIN A FAMILY OF FRIENDS
A074 lOOF HOME CHILDREN CLOSE-KNIT GROUP (L)
A012 KWOUNDED KNEE ORPHAN COMES HOME
D012 CEREMONY REMEMBERS ORPHANS WHO DIED
B012 *BOARD ANNOUNCES NEW AIRPORT MANAGER
A012 36END OF AN AIRPORT 'EYESORE'
D011 ORR WRONG ABOUT DUMP ACTION
C031 GOVERNOR ORR WON'T CAMPAIGN IN BOYD COUNTY
D011 KWANTS AUDIENCE TO SEE WITH ITS EYES CLOSED
B012 BfLESLYE ORR COMES HOME
B011 HARRISBURG WOMAN CLAIMS $100,000
N053 (SEC BB) ^CHIROPRACTOR TOUCHED OFF A FAMILY LEGACY
A012 XCANISTOTA'S SPORTING SPIRIT ON DISPLAY
A015 X'CANISTOTA CURE' GIVES HEALTHY SHOT
A062 CLINIC DOESN'T CLAIM CURE (L)
A012 ^TEACHING ABC'S AT JFK
A012 KCANISTOTA MAN TOSSES BACK BALL FROM '65 HOMER
C012 36ERA OF DISCOVERY COMING TO AN END
B011 XFRIENDS REMEMBER PASTOR OF FREEMAN CHURCH
B011 CORPS OFFICIAL GIVEN ARMY SERVICE AWARD
B033 J6THE OLD-FASHIONED WAY
A012 KYANKTON TEEN'S WISH COMES TRUE
B012 *SINGER OSBORN RETURNS FOR BENEFIT CONCERT
A091 EWORLD RECORD-HOLDER SURVIVES BY PATIENCE
D013 KOSBORNE TACKLES ANOTHER LEVEL
A052 KCOLLEGE STAR TO WITNESS WITH FOOTBALL
B012 KBABY GAVE PARENTS QUIZ ON CLASSES
B011 9€ESCAPED INMATE SEEN IN CITY
C041 *BANK PRESIDENT NAMED STATE FAIR MANAGER
C045 STATE FAIR MANAGER QUITS
C025 FAIR MANAGER QUIT OVER 'DIFFERENCE'
B011 KTOM OSBORNE COACHING AT AUGUSTANA
B012 ^PREACHES FOR CAREERS IN S OUT OF SPORTS
D012 *HONOR ATHLETES HAVE FOLLOWED INSTRUCTIONS
D012 *THERE'S MORE TO LIFE THAN WINNING
B011 *N0 TRUTH TO ANIMAL TORTURE STORY--OZZIE OSBOURNE
A082 OSCAR HOWE DESERVES CREDIT (L)
B0I2 ^ATHLETES HONORED FOR EXEMPLIFYING INTEGRITY
SEE SAFETY, US OSHA
D012 XDOG TRAINER JOINS COMMISSION RACE
D023 36PASTORS WIFE TREASURES BADGER CLARK LETTER
D011 ^STRUGGLING TO MAKE A NEW LIFE
D063 5CBUSER CLOSES IN ON IDITAROD WIN
D015 KSD TEAM'S MUSHER EDGED OUT FOR 2ND
A012 *A DIFFERENT KIND OF TOUR
C015 OSMOND SINGS PRAISES OF HOSPITAL TELETHON
A065 WE CAN USE MORE OSMONDS, FEWER CRITICS (L)
A012 5CBREAKING NEWS A GRIM MILITARY DUTY
B012 KOSMUNDSON, SDSU HOPE TO PROVE
B036 BLACK HILLS OSPREYS ATTRACT ATTENTION
A091 OSTEOPOROSIS CAN BE FOUGHT IN SEVERAL WAYS
A012 *MORE SD UNITS ON ALERT
N135 9CC0LLEGE MAN PLANS TO KEEP FAMILY IN SD
C011 SDSU STUDENT ELECTED TO CITY COMMISSION
C021 COMMISSIONER CASTS VOTES LONG DISTANCE
E012 AUDITOR FINDS PROBLEMS WITH BOOKS
F011 NO CHARGES PLANNED IN BROOKINGS BAR BRAWL
C031 CITY OFFICIAL GETS NATIONAL AWARD
D0I2 KHARRISBURG'S OSTERGAARD CAN GO DISTANCE
A052 *SD NATIVES MAKE CHILDREN'S VIDEOS
B021 SDSU FAMILY STUDY PUBLISHED IN MAGAZINE
C012 KRAISING OSTRICHES FEATHERS NEST OF CANTON MAN
F035 OSTRICH BILL FLIES THROUGH COMMITTEE
C114 OSVOG RECEIVES STATE HONOR
C011 KBERGELAND DIRECTOR TO TAKE CHINA TRIP
B054 DOCTORS RECEIVE AWARDS
A052 ^REPERTOIRE GALORE
C031 STAR OF BETHLEHEM TRACKED BY COMPUTER
C033 OTT TO DIRECT WIND CAVE PARK
B024 YANKTON JAILER HONORED FOR THWARTING ESCAPE
A052 KDOING IT YOURSELF
D061 MINE THAT SERVES SD PLANT MAY CLOSE
C042 OWNERS SAY POWER PLANT WON'T CLOSE
A012 ^FLORIDA DUMPS TIRES--SD PLANT THRILLED
C033 SOFTWARE CAN MAKE BEAUTIFUL MUSIC
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OTTO RANDY
OUR HOME INC
OUTDOOR LIFE
OUTDOOR SHOW
OUTHOUSE
OUTKA LYNN
OUTREACH ALLIANCE
OUTREACH FOR CHRIS
OUTSTANDING TEENS
OVENDEN MARK
OVENDON DEBORAH
0VERBAU6H MARK
OVERBY KIM
OVERCOMERS
OVEREATING
OVERGAARD CAL
OVERGARD ZETA
OVERHOLTZER HARRY
OVERLAND ADAM
OVERLAND BARBARA
OVERLAND JACK
OVERNIGHT TRANSPOR
OVERTURE KEN
OVERTURE ROBERT
OVERWEIGHT
OVIATT ROSS
WEN JIM
OWEN LARRY
OWEN MIKE
OWEN PAULINE
OWEN ROB
OWENS LEYCESTER
OWENS MARK
OWENS MATTHEW
OXANDABURUR CADET
OXEN
OXENDINE JOSEPH
OYAN JOSEPH
OYOS LYNWOOD
OZONE
PAAVOLA ROGER
PAAZ ANITA
PACER CORP
PACHOUD JULIA
PACK KEVIN
PACKAGES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/03/1991 B021 KCOOK LIKES TO BE CREATIVE
A/D6/1992 B035 PROGRAM TO TREAT INHALANT ABUSERS
9/05/1992 B012 ^INHALANT USERS YOUNG, DON'T KNOW RISKS--EXPERT
2/28/1982 B031 ITS TIME TO THINK ABOUT OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES (YEAGER)
7/08/1982 A012 MAGAZINE'S MISTAKE KEEPS MADISON PHONE RINGING
11/28/1982 C061 FINS TO FEATHERS LATEST WORD IN SD OUTDOOR
5/22/1983 B012 OUTDOOR ENTHUSIASTS HOLD OUT IN TOUGHEST CONDITIONS
7/10/1983 BOll CHEMICALS AREN'T TAINTING THE HEALTHY TASTE OF SD
11/06/1983 B012 HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS' LOVE OF OUTDOORS
1/15/198A C012 KMORTIMER SHOOTS STRAIGHT ON OUTDOOR ISSUES
8/26/198A BOll MAGAZINE ON INDIANS' RIGHTS
12/10/198A B031 OFFICIAL STRESSES EXTRA CAUTION IN WATER
1/06/1985 B012 GET BACK TO SIMPLICITY OF OUTDOOR WALK
5/19/1985 Alll OUTDOOR OPPORTUNITIES AWAIT SOUTH DAKOTANS (L)
11/2*4/1985 B06<4 CLUB EXPLORES OUTDOOR TOPICS
12/08/1985 B081 OUTDOOR ITEMS POPULAR ON GIFT LISTS
12/08/1985 C031 HUNTING, FISHING ON THE STATE PAYROLL
1/06/1986 B012 *HIKERS UNCOVER WINTER
<4/23/1986 D012 GRANT SAYS PIERRE BEST PLACE
7/11/1986 101 WIDE VARIETY OF OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES
2/03/1991 B031 TOP ANGLERS TO SHARE EXPERTISE
6/17/1985 C023 *THIS OUTHOUSE IS WAY, WAY OUT
7/02/1992 C032 *OUTKA KEPT TRUCKIN' FOR MORE THAN 50 YEARS
6/25/1992 C021 RESERVATIONS BEGIN OUTREACH PROJECT
4/17/1982 A073 STUDENTS TO TAKE MUSICAL PROGRAM TO EUROPE
3/22/1984 B031 APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE FOR CONTEST
11/02/1984 B014 SfLOCAL SPORTSCASTER WILL TACKLE SOAP
6/26/1987 B012 XOVENDEN STEPS FROM KSFY SPORTS POST
4/21/1982 B041 56SF WOMAN CANDIDATE FOR HOUSE
10/07/1988 A081 KOREANS SHOW THE ART OF KINDNESS
2/06/1983 DOll KWORK NO PLAY DOESN'T MAKE PED THERAPIST
1/26/1987 A072 SUPPORT GROUP MEETS THURSDAY
1/09/1991 B012 ^OVEREATING FEEDS FOOD ADDICT'S HABIT
3/06/1983 A013 SMALL-TOWN SERVICE
3/06/1983 D015 KTINY POST OFFICE HAS PERSONAL SERVICE
6/19/1991 B012 XCOOKING MADE QUICK AND EASY
6/03/1982 BOll *LOCAL 1-MAN RECORD COMPANY FOR BIG-TIME BREAK
9/23/1983 BOll 3€SF MAN IN BUSINESS OF MAKING MUSIC
12/26/1985 BOll 36LOCAL COMPOSER ATTEMPTS TO COMPLETE MOZART WORK
12/14/1992 A013 KTRIES TO MAKE IT UP A SNOWY HILL
4/13/1990 coil NURSE ANNOUNCES BID FOR DISTRICT 15 SEAT
12/25/1982 BOll *THESE FOLKS HELP OUT WHEN OTHERS ARE IN NEED
7/05/1991 B081 SD IS ON ROUTE OF DELIVERY SERVICE
11/21/1987 A056 56PREACHER PLANTING CHURCH IN BRANDON
7/20/1983 C051 OVERTURE NAMED SUPERVISOR OF DRUG UNIT
6/23/1989 A012 *SOUTH DAKOTANS NEAR TOP OF SCALE-TIPPERS
2/06/1990 A052 *LIFE'S TOO GOOD FOR SOME YOUTH
6/30/1984 C035 OVIATT RECEIVES TRIAL LAWYER OF YEAR HONORS
11/14/1989 C021 LAWYER WRITES CENTENNIAL LAW BOOK
4/12/1989 A012 KNEW OWNERS WORKING TO REVIVE MALL
9/08/1990 C032 BLACK HILLS CORPORATION HEAD TO RETIRE
4/27/1991 A016 JURY AWARDS WOMAN WHO SHOT ANIMAL
7/07/1982 C015 JURY SEATED IN MANSLAUGHTER TRIAL
7/09/1982 C031 DEFENDANT BREAKS DOWN AT MANSLAUGHTER TRIAL
7/10/1982 C014 KOWEN MANSLAUGHTER TRIAL GOES TO JURY
7/11/1982 B015 MISSING WITNESS KEY TO OWEN VERDICT
9/25/1988 coil CENTRAL AMERICA EXPERT TO SPEAK
9/28/1988 coil FREEDOM COALITION SPONSORS SPEAKER
4/22/1986 A051 KFATHER GAVE SURGEON MEDICAL MOTIVATION
5/15/1992 C015 MITCHELL MAN WINS SUIT AFTER SF DOCTOR TAKES OUT RIB
10/24/1991 B012 KREADY, AIM--SNAP
5/19/1991 C014 DOCTOR SEARCH IS LONG-TERM TASK
2/28/1985 A075 KSIGNS OF UNITY
8/05/1990 C033 KOXEN GIVE HISTORY LESSON
4/05/1988 C015 PROFESSOR--BOOK BOOSTS INDIAN ATHLETICS
9/16/1991 C021 KEDUCATOR OYAN, 86, DIES
4/29/1988 B012 MEET READERS AT BOOK-SIGNING PARTY
1/23/1990 C025 SD FIRMS RANK LOW IN OZONE DAMAGE
4/17/1983 D014 KA MOVEMENT FOR HEALTH'S SAKE
2/23/1984 coil PAAVOLA NAMED EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF MCKENNAN
4/10/1989 A015 MCKENNAN DIRECTOR TAKES WISCONSIN JOB
10/01/1991 coil RECONCILIATION HONORS GIVEN BY COMMITTEE
6/26/1983 C043 DISEASE LINKED TO KEYSTONE PLANT
8/24/1986 B021 PACER CLOSES KEYSTONE, CUSTER SITES FOR NOW
2/01/1991 B012 KPACHOUD, HURST CREATE ODD ACTING COUPLE
8/15/1990 C012 DISTRIBUTOR ENTERS HABITUAL OFFENDER PLEA
8/21/1990 C012 CONVICTED DRUG OFFENDER WANTS NEW TRIAL
12/12/1989 B062 ^HOLIDAYS BOOST PACKAGE BUSINESS
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PACKER JAMES
PACKWOOD BOB
PACTOLA DAM
PACTOLA LAKE
PACTOLA RESERVOIR
PADDLEBOATING
PADDLEFISH
PADILLA ENSELMO
PAETOW MARILYN
PAGANINI GARY
PAGANINI LORETTA
PAGERS
PAGONES CAROL
PAHA SAPA MUSIC
PAINE CHRIS
PAINE WEBBER INC
PAINTBALL
PAINTER JOE 8 JUDY
PAINTING
PAISLEY KEITH
PAKISTAN
PALAU ISLAND
PALEONTOLOGY
PALESTINIANS
PALISADES PARK
PALM DAREL
PALMER ARNOLD
PALMER ARVELLA
PALMER DAVID
PALMER JIM
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/06/1983 C012 ^LIBERALISM LOSING GROUND
12/1A/1992 A081 PACKWOOD BECOMES BIG EMBARRASSMENT CED)
1/20/1985 COAl PACTOLA DAM PROJECT SHOULD BEGIN THIS SPRING
3/22/1985 C031 MINNESOTA FIRM GETS CONTRACT TO RAISE DAM
3/26/1985 B015 REPAIR WORK TO BEGIN AT PACTOLA DAM
8/27/198A B03A STATE OFFICIALS KEEP BUSY ON PACTOLA LAKE
5/31/1990 coil TIMELY RAINS RAISE PACTOLA LAKE LEVELS
6/26/1988 B0A5 PROJECTS DEDICATED
11/28/1988 coil LOW RESERVOIR LEVEL WORRIES RAPID CITY
11/14/1989 C021 PACTOLA RESERVOIR IS 45 5 FEET LOW
7/23/1990 B032 PACTOLA LEVEL DROP THREATENS WATER SUPPLY
10/11/1990 C034 MORE WATER RELEASES FROM PACTOLA PLANNED
5/03/1991 C033 RAPID CITY MULLS WATER RIGHTS DEAL
7/07/1991 C031 PACTOLA RESERVOIR RISING 2-3 INCHES A DAY
8/03/1989 C012 XON THE HIGH SEAS
7/22/1991 C041 DEVELOPMENT THREATENS PADDLEFISH
5/30/1990 C033 JOCKEY FACES 25-YEAR BAN FROM RACING
8/05/1990 C031 JOCKEY GIVEN 25-YEAR RACING SUSPENSION
8/31/1990 A016 *TRAVEL AGENT HAS YEAR TO FLY - ANYWHERE
11/08/1982 B032 XPAGANINI FINDS STAYING ALIVE ALOT OF LAUGHS
3/22/1987 Alll ^DRIVING 55 REALLY DOES SAVE LIVES
9/30/1992 D024 5CITALIAN COOKING IS SPECIALTY
7/21/1983 BOll KPAGERS ARE WORTH IT
2/05/1990 A052 XPAGERS BECOME BIG BUSINESS
12/10/1990 B082 5CTURNING NEW PAGE ON PAGERS
12/08/1991 E012 MAIN STREET PROJECT GETS NEW LEADER
6/11/1989 F071 3CDENVER JOINS FESTIVAL
8/27/1989 C015 PAHA SAPA TALLY COULD HIT $31,000
7/11/19S2 A012 KMETHANE EXPLOSION SETS HOME ON FIRE
2/09/1990 D084 3 BROKERS UNDER RESTRAINING ORDER
10/02/1990 B061 LOCAL BROKERAGE FIRM SAYS LAWSUIT SETTLED
8/19/1991 C014 5fSTAYING COLOR-FREE BRINGS SUCCESS
1/31/1982 B061 RODEO A FAMILY AFFAIR FOR PAINTERS
6/04/1987 A012 *PAINTER BRUSHES OFF RISKS
4/01/1982 D051 *PAISLEY SEEKS SECOND HOUSE TERM
12/04/1983 C012 ^NUCLEAR WASTE AT TOP OF AGENDA
2/12/1984 A041 XKEY PLAYERS IN NUCLEAR WASTE SITE DUMP
2/17/1984 C031 I'D SPONSOR BILL ALLOWING TAX CHANGES
3/23/1984 C043 ^PAISLEY RUNNING FOR STATE SENATE
4/29/1984 C102 KPAISLEY CONTINUES FIGHT FOR NUKE STUDY
5/26/1984 B021 LEGISLATURE NEEDS MANY ANSWERS
6/05/1984 coil CAMPAIGN LETTER ANGERS LEGISLATIVE CANDIDATE
11/13/1985 A042 *SOUTH DAKOTA SPEAKS
3/25/1986 C021 PAISLEY TO SEEK RE-ELECTION IN DISTRICT 12
3/09/1988 BOll ^PAISLEY TO SEEK THIRD SENATE TERM
1/11/1989 A045 ^GOVERNOR'S PLANS NEED REVIEW--LAWMAKERS
3/20/1990 coil PAISLEY STARTS EFFORT FOR 4TH SENATE TERM
11/18/1990 A091 *PAISLEY COULD HAVE PIVOTAL VOTES IN '91
3/21/1991 C012 KPAISLEY'S SWING VOTE FRUSTRATES GOP
4/02/1991 BOll PAISLEY TO DISCUSS LEGISLATIVE TAX DEBATE
12/15/1991 A012 KTAX SYSTEM RIPE FOR REVIEW
1/06/1992 C012 ^SENATOR DREAMS OF SPENDING RETIREMENT IN PARIS
2/13/1992 C016 KPAISLEY DOES NOT CHERISH REPUTATION
2/18/1992 A081 BED-AND-BOARD TAX SHOULD BE REJECTED (ED)
3/11/1992 coil SEN PAISLEY SEEKS 5TH LEGISLATIVE TERM
3/31/1992 A083 ESTATE INITIATIVE CAN MAKE RECYCLING WORK
4/26/1992 N192 360LD-FASHI0NED LOOK MAKES STORE UNIQUE
10/21/1992 B012 KCLAUSSEN ATTACKS PAISLEY'S LEGISLATIVE RECORD
1/13/1992 C032 *PRESSLER WARNS OF NUCLEAR ALLIANCE
1/16/1992 C032 PRESSLER REMARKS ANGER PAKISTANIS
5/29/1983 B042 36US IS PRESSURING ISLAND, KELDERMAN SAYS
1/29/1984 C046 MAN DISCOVERS PREHISTORIC SKULL IN CANTON
6/12/1988 A121 PALESTINIANS OWED SOLUTION (L)
8/13/1988 A056 *SOUTH DAKOTAN DISCOVERS STORY OF PALESTINIANS
8/23/1988 A103 STORY USES HEARSAY, HALF-TRUTHS, INNUENDO (L)
12/05/1988 A083 PEACE HINGES ON CHANGES WITHIN PLO (L)
12/16/1988 A121 REAGAN MERITS PRAISE FOR OPENING TALKS (ED)
10/26/1989 A083 3CWHEN RALLY APPLAUDS PALESTINIAN VIEWS
4/22/1991 C016 DOCTOR SAYS PALESTINIANS MERIT RIGHTS
2/09/1990 C022 CEREMONY SET FOR APRIL TO SHOW PARK CHANGES
3/04/1990 B081 ^CLIMBERS URGED TO PROTECT THE ROCKS
8/09/1991 D012 *PALISADES STATE PARK HAS CLIFFS FOR THE AGES
1/22/1991 C036 SHORTWAVE OPERATORS DIAL MIDDLE EAST
3/28/1989 B016 SD COURSE WILL BE EXCEPTIONAL
1/03/1992 C032 GRANDMA PALMER FEEDS THE LONELY, HOMELESS
4/24/1983 C031 SHOULD SF CHANGE FORM OF GOVERNMENT
5/18/1984 DOll JIM PALMER ISN'T FADING AWAY YET
10/20/1987 B016 KPALMER HASN'T FORGOTTEN SOUTH DAKOTA
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PALMER ROBERT
PALMQUIST JEFF
PALMQUIST JENNIFER
PALSMA JOHN
PAM OIL
PAN-AMERICAN DAY
PANAMA
PANAMA CANAL
PANASONIC
PANCAKES
PANCOAST ANN
PANCREAS
PANDA
PANHANDLING
PANIC DISORDER
PANKRATZ JEROMY
PANKRATZ LORIN
PANTHER GRAPHICS
PANTYHOSE
PAPAS TOM
PAPATHEOFANIS MARI
PAPENDICK LEWIS
PAPKE GARRY
PAPPAS ANGELO
PAPPAS IKE
PAPPEL VIVIAN
PAPPEN LEE
PAPPENDICK DOUGLAS
PARABLES
PARACHUTING
PARADEIS WILLIAM
PARADES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/07/1991 BG12 PALMER WARMS FAIR CROWD
3/02/1982 A082 HOWARD STUDENT SAVES MAN'S LIFE
6/25/1990 coil WILMOT WOMAN NAMED MISS SD
1/19/1986 A012 *SPRINGFIELD LEARNS TO LIVE WITHOUT A COLLEGE
9/09/198A EOll *PAM OIL EXPANDING INTO WAREHOUSE
6/02/1985 E012 *PAM OIL MOVES TO $2 5 MILLION HEADQUARTERS
9/17/1987 coil COMPANY SPILLS 100 GALLONS OF OIL
A/14/1991 coil STUDENTS TO OBSERVE PAN-AMERICAN DAY
3/03/1988 A061 TAKE IT SLOW IN PANAMA FIGHT (ED)
5/04/1988 B015 GOVERNOR BRIEFED ON PANAMA UNREST
5/14/1988 A124 PRESIDENTS HELPED CREATE NORIEGA DILEMMA
6/10/1988 A084 US USING SOVIET TACTICS (L)
5/12/1989 A012 36FAMILY WORRIES WHENEVER TENSION RISE
5/12/1989 A041 *SD LEADERS BACK DECISION
5/12/1989 A041 DO YOU SUPPORT PRESIDENT BUSH'S DECISION
5/12/1989 A046 RESIDENTS HAIL TROOP DEPLOYMENT
5/13/1989 A081 SHOULD AVOID MILITARY INTERVENTION (ED)
5/14/1989 AG71 READERS FAVOR TROOP BUILDUP
5/20/1989 A081 TOLERATING NORIEGA MAY BE ONLY OPTION (ED)
10/05/1989 A061 NORIEGA SHOULD FALL (ED)
12/20/1989 A014 AIR GUARD BEGINS MISSION SATURDAY
12/21/1989 A013 ^PANAMANIANS IN SIOUX FALLS CHEER
12/21/1989 A071 KSD CONGRESSMEN BACK BUSH ACTION
12/21/1989 A073 *CITY MARINE BACKS MOVE
12/21/1989 A081 INVASION JUSTIFIED, BUT DEBATABLE (ED)
12/22/1989 A015 MOST AGREE--GET NORIEGA
12/22/1989 B016 US ACTION OUTRAGEOUS, ARTIST SAYS
12/24/1989 A012 AIR GUARD TAKES OFF FOR PANAMA
12/25/1989 A071 LOCAL RESIDENTS UNSURE OF EFFECT
12/25/1989 coil PRESSLER--INVASION CAME AS SURPRISE
12/27/1989 A041 SD BISHOPS UNSURE OF VATICAN MOVE
1/03/1990 A061 INVASION TOOK JOYS OUT OF CHRISTMAS (L)
1/04/1990 A015 BISHOP AND OTHERS RELIEVED WAIT OVER
1/06/1990 coil AIR GUARD RETURNS FROM PANAMA TODAY
1/07/1990 A012 SD GUARD SQUAD BACK FROM PANAMA
11/21/1990 A081 BUST OF NORIEGA MIGHT BE A BUST (ED)
7/31/1992 B012 SD GUARD TO HELP REBUILD PANAMA
12/30/1992 B022 TROOPS TO HELP BUILD PANAMA ROADS, BRIDGES
10/27/1986 A062 CANAL NOW FREE OF TROUBLE (L)
3/28/1988 A056 CIVIL UNREST DIDN'T MAR CANAL TRIP
1/28/1989 C016 PANASONIC REFUNDS
12/08/1987 C012 ^CROWDS FLIP OVER FLAP JACKS
12/29/1992 A061 PANCAKES SHOULD BE UNIVERSAL IN SIZE (L)
1/02/1983 B021 *PANCOAST HITS BOOKS WHILE HITTING POINTS
9/04/1992 B012 *$30,000 NEEDED FOR KIDNEY, PANCREAS TRANSPLANT
6/16/1985 A016 *CROWD COOS FOR PANDA
6/16/1992 A063 HAVE CITY POLICE ARREST PANHANDLERS (L)
6/20/1988 A072 *FEAR CLUTCHES SUFFERERS OF PANIC DISORDER
2/10/1992 A052 *TEENS DON'T STOP AFTER SCHOOL
3/28/1990 coil PANKRATZ TO RUN FOR NELSON'S SEAT
10/19/1990 C012 NELSON, PANKRATZ SPLIT ON AMENDMENT
10/28/1990 E012 *SHOP OWNER A PORTRAIT OF PERSISTANCE
5/02/1987 A072 *NEW PANTY HOSE AREN'T BORN TO RUN
1/19/1989 A012 PALACE OF SWEETS FOUNDER PAPAS DIES
2/13/1990 coil CITY PASTOR'S WIFE STABLE AFTER STABBING
2/17/1990 coil PASTOR'S WIFE STABLE AFTER OPERATION
2/19/1990 coil STABBING VICTIM UPGRADED TO STABLE
2/25/1990 coil WIFE OF LOCAL PASTOR OUT OF HOSPITAL
3/09/1990 coil VICTIM OF STABBING RETURNS TO CITY
2/21/1982 C071 XEUREKA'S PAPENDICK SITTING ON SIDELINES
6/23/1982 B041 *EX-COACH KILLED IN ACCIDENT
6/09/1989 coil SCHOOL ADMINISTRATOR RETURNS TO FULL TIME
11/16/1992 B012 *GREEK PRIEST PROVIDES REFUGE
4/17/1984 BOll MEETING WITH KILLER PART OF THE JOB
8/14/1989 BOll PAPPEL APPOINTED TO STATE BOARD
5/14/1983 B012 *TEACHES MATH, DRIVER'S ED--AND IS SUPERINTENDENT
8/11/1990 C032 COUNTY REFUSES TO ADD DEPUTY STATES ATTORNEY
3/08/1990 A052 ^SEMINARY TRIES HAND AT HUMOR
7/26/1986 A012 ^LOWERING THE FLAG
7/26/1986 coil ^INTEREST RUNS SKY-HIGH FOR ARMY SHOW
5/09/1989 coil ARMY TEAM MAKES SUCCESSFUL JUMP
12/21/1989 B0I2 *ALL INMATES FACE DEPUTY'S SCRUTINY
11/05/1989 C024 THOUSANDS PACK PIERRE STREETS
3/05/1991 A012 POLICE 'RESIST' PARADE ROUTE
3/07/1991 C031 WATERTOWN PLANS PARADE FOR SOLDIERS
3/08/1991 coil NO AGREEMENT YET ON PARADE ROUTE
3/08/1991 coil SHAMROCK PAINTING KICKS OFF ST PAT'S
3/10/1991 A012 *PARADE FACTIONS WEIGH SAFETY AGAINST PATRIOTISM
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PARADES
PARALEGALS
PARAMEDICS
PARATRANSIT
PARDONS S PAROLES
PARDY DANIEL
PARENT a CHILD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/11/1991 BOll MEETING TO DECIDE FATE OF GULF PARADE
3/12/1991 A012 DESERT STORM PARADE WILL BE HELD DOWNTOWN
3/13/1991 C015 GULF SOLDIER CALLS MAYOR TO OBJECT TO PARADE PLANS
3/l'i/1991 A081 ^PUBLIC 0P1N10NS--PARADE HONORING DESERT STORM
3/15/1991 C015 *WEATHER WON'T DAMPEN PARADE, SPIRITS
3/17/1991 C012 *ST PAT'S REVELERS TAKE TO STREETS
3/18/1991 A085 GULF VETS DESERVE PARADE ON MINNESOTA (L)
3/21/1991 A113 PARADE IS FOR TROOPS, NOT RIBBON COUNCIL CD
3/28/1991 A114 TAKE PART TO SHOW Gl'S SUPPORTS CD
4/10/1991 coil PARTICIPANTS SOUGHT FOR SOLDIER PARADE
4/21/1991 A091 BRANDON SEEKS PARADE PARTICIPANTS MAY 5 CD
4/23/1991 C012 ^PERSONAL PARADE GREETS CANTON MAN FROM GULF
4/27/1991 A012 ^VETERANS GO ON PARADE SUNDAY
4/27/1991 A083 XPARADE TO BE TRIBUTE TO PAST, PRESENT, FUTURE VETS
4/27/1991 coil DC DELEGATION IN STATE THIS WEEKEND
4/28/1991 DOll KPARADE WILL START AT 2 PM TODAY
4/29/1991 A012 *25,000 HONOR VETERANS AT PARADE
4/30/1991 C031 BRANDON LOYALTY DAY PARADE SET FOR SUNDAY
6/07/1991 A015 *DESERT ROSE READY FOR A CELEBRATION
6/17/1991 AlOl PROTESTERS WERE WRONG TO DISRUPT CELEBRATIONS CED)
5/01/1992 coil LOCAL PARADE PLANS TO BE ANNOUNCED
5/02/1992 coil GROUP UNVEILS PARADE PLANS, FLAG
5/13/1992 coil PARADE TO HONOR VETS SET FOR SATURDAY
5/16/1992 DOll ARMED FORCES DAY CELEBRATION TODAY
5/17/1992 F015 ^FLIPPING FOR A PARADE
9/24/1992 BOll PARADE OF LIGHTS NOW TAKING ENTRIES
11/27/1992 D012 *PARADE TO SPARKLE WITH HOLIDAY CHEER
11/28/1992 AlOl DAKOTA WINDS CED)
11/28/1992 B012 *AWARD-W1NN1NG ANGEL
12/05/1992 A103 PARADE WORK PAYS IN CHILDREN'S SMILES CD
12/09/1992 A102 PARADE OF LIGHTS BRIGHTENS SEASON CD
6/07/1987 A103 ALLEGATION HURTS PARALEGALS CD
6/07/1987 A103 PARAMEDICS DESERVE RECOGNITION IN PHOTOS CD
5/18/1992 C012 PARATRANSIT CONSIDERS USING TAXIS FOR SOME RIDERS
7/09/1992 C012 DRIVER ACQUITTED IN RAPE
SEE ALSO CRIMINAL JUSTICE, CORRECTIONS
2/06/1983 coil DIFFICULT DECISIONS PART PAROLE BD'S JOB
9/22/1983 C013 ^DIRECTOR'S PHILOSOPHY BUILT FREEDOM
9/13/1984 C032 INDIANS FACE PROBLEMS WITH PAROLE
12/29/1984 coil DESMET MAN NAMED TO PAROLE BOARD
4/14/1985 E021 ERICKSON IS ELECTED PAROLE BOARD CHAIRMAN
1/08/1987 C021 PARDON OFFICIALS' MOVE BRINGS MERGER OF POSTS
5/13/1987 A083 PAROLE BOARD'S ACTION SHOWS DISCRIMINATION CD
6/05/1987 C021 LAWYER IS 1ST WOMAN NAMED TO PAROLE PANEL
6/24/1987 B021 PAROLE SUPPORT SOUGHT
10/24/1987 C012 *PAROLE BOARD HEARS MURDERER'S PLEA
11/22/1987 B021 PAROLE BOARD RIGHTFULLY DENIED HEARING
1/25/1988 B016 *GOVERNOR WANTS HELP WITH PRISONS
10/02/1988 A012 *PAROLE GRANTED, PAROLE DENIED
10/03/1988 AOll XPAROLE GRANTED, PAROLE DENIED
11/23/1988 C012 STABBING STEPS UP REVIEW OF PAROLE
12/08/1988 A061 HEARST DESERVES PARDON CED)
12/09/1988 C012 PAROLE SYSTEM PRAISED DESPITE SLAYING IN CITY
12/14/1988 coil PAROLE AGENT FIRED EARLIER THIS MONTH
2/12/1989 EOll LAWYER RESIGNS FROM PAROLE BOARD
3/05/1989 A013 KILLING RAISES QUESTIONS ABOUT INTENSIVE PAROLE
3/21/1989 C041 PAROLE BOARD APPOINTMENT APPROVED
2/23/1990 C024 PAROLE HEARINGS BEING HELD AT COUNTY JAIL
2/23/1990 C026 PAROLE MEETING SITES SWITCHED FOR SAVINGS
3/23/1990 coil PLUCKER PETITIONS BOARD FOR PAROLE
3/24/1990 C012 BOARD DENIES PLUCKER'S EARLY PAROLE REQUEST
8/15/1990 A084 GOOD RECORD DOESN'T SWAY PAROLE BOARD CD
10/21/1990 A116 PAROLE BOARD SEES COMPASSIONATE JUDGE CD
11/17/1990 A015 XPLUCKER READY FOR WORK RELEASE
6/22/1991 coil PARDON BOARD GIVES PAROLE FOR PLUCKER
12/13/1991 C021 RAPID CITY LAWYER NAMED TO PAROLE BOARD
12/15/1991 A092 STATE PAROLE BOARD DEFIES ALL KNOWN LOGIC CD
10/07/1992 BOll BANK ROBBER GETS 25 YEARS IN PRISON
9/17/1986 B021 BUSINESS ABOVE REPROACH
10/30/1986 coil OFFERS TO DUMP WENTWORTH WASTE SITE
8/15/1989 A083 MADISON OVEN DOES NOT NEED A PERMIT
3/02/1982 A031 *CH1LD REARING MADE EASY
3/26/1982 A021 *DON'T BE A SOCIAL WORKER-BE A PARENT
6/17/1982 C061 COURSE ON COUNSELING SINGLE PARENTS OFFERED
6/30/1982 C041 STATE USES TAX REFUNDS TO RECOVER CHILD SUPPORT
8/12/1982 C025 THANKS ARGUS, GANNETT FOR KARE-4 PROGRAM CD
8/21/1982 coil FATHER GAINS CUSTODY OF CHILDREN
10/05/1982 A095 *SOLO PARENTS ELECT OFFICERS
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PARENT 8 CHILD
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ll/lA/1982 COiiS THEY'LL MOVE WHERE BABY CAN GET MOST HELP
12/11/1982 C023 GOOD HOME DOESN'T GUARANTEE GOOD KIDS (L)
12/11/1982 C031 COURT UPHOLDS SD CUSTODY RULING
12/31/1982 C041 WORK NEEDED TO STOP JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
1/05/1983 D032 STUDY--PARENTS, TEACHERS BIGGER INFLUENCE
3/01/1983 A071 *SOLO PARENTS PROGRAM TEACHES SELF-SUFFICIENCY
3/13/1983 A014 K70 FOSTER CHILDREN KEEP COUPLE YOUNG
^/13/1983 BOII HAVING A BABY DOESN'T PAMPER THE POCKETBOOK
5/1A/1983 B0A2 FATHER MUST PAY SUPPORT OF CHILD
5/2A/1983 C012 PARENTS SHOULD GET SECOND CHANCE WITH BABY
5/29/1983 BOll COLLECTING DELINQUENT CHILD SUPPORT IS BIG BUSINESS
5/29/1983 BOIA GRAPEVINE IS STILL BEST TOOL FOR FINDING RUNAWAYS
7/05/1983 B032 KSOLO PARENTS ELECT BEST MOTHER
7/1A/1983 C012 MAN SUES 50 FOR VIOLATING HIS CIVIL RIGHTS
7/19/1983 A075 SOLO PARENTS ELECT MILLER PRESIDENT
8/17/1983 A012 FATHER SAYS LEGALITY MAY COST HIM HIS CHILD
8/20/1983 AOl'i LAWYER SAYS ADOPTION LAW IS JUST
8/20/1983 B042 OFFICIALS' LAWYERS WANT CUSTODY SUIT DISMISSED
8/21/1983 C023 THE WAIT FOR THE YOUNGEST CHILD TO LEAVE (YEAGER)
10/31/1983 A055 KSOLO PARENTS OFFERS SUPPORT, FRIENDSHIP
11/04/1983 BOll KCAPTAIN COOKIE SWEET ON POSITIVE THINKING
11/10/1983 C035 PARENTS URGED TO SET CONTROLS FOR CHILDREN
11/22/1983 coil JUDGE DISMISSES MAN'S $160 MILLION LAWSUIT
2/19/1984 DOll ^PARENTS MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
4/05/1984 B054 SOLO PARENTS CONVENTION IS MAY
6/29/1984 B015 NO LONGER JUST MOM, DAD & THE KIDS
7/18/1984 D012 KCHILD CAUGHT IN CUSTODY FIGHT BACK WITH FATHER
8/28/1984 B015 TOMMY LEE'S PARENTS AGREE TO JOINT CUSTODY
9/12/1984 C091 *SOLO PARENTS HONORS 2 MEMBERS
9/19/1984 coil WHEN DREAMS TURN TO NIGHTMARES
9/27/1984 C031 MORE ARRESTS MADE IN CHILD-SUPPORT CASES
1/22/1985 coil PROPOSED LAW WOULD LASSO CHILD SUPPORT
1/25/1985 C015 LAWYER URGES CHANGES IN CHILD-SUPPORT LAW
2/05/1985 C031 HOUSE DEFEATS BILL DENYING CONSENT
3/03/1985 C013 ^SEMINAR OFFERS TIPS ABOUT PARENTING
3/28/1985 D034 4-WEEK PARENTING CLASS SCHEDULED
4/04/1985 coil 36DARE TO HALT KIDS' DRUG, ALCOHOL USE
5/27/1985 A012 TAKE TIME TO TELL THEM YOU CARE
7/20/1985 C044 MURDERER LOSES FIGHT OVER CHILD
7/23/1985 B031 PANEL WANTS CHANGES IN CHILD SUPPORT LAWS
7/25/1985 A081 TOUGHER CHILD SUPPORT COLLECTION IS GOOD IDEA (ED)
8/15/1985 B013 KHOME LEARNING PASSES THE TEST
9/18/1985 BOll *PARENTS' PROBLEMS RIPPLE OUT TO CHILDREN
11/21/1985 B054 PARENTING CLASS OFFERED
12/25/1985 BOll 56NEW BUNDLE OF JOY WARMS AREA HOME
2/04/1986 B025 MORE MEN WINNING CHILD CUSTODY
2/19/1986 coil 5eCHlLDREN OF INVOLVED PARENTS REAP REWARDS
3/21/1986 BOll XNEED TO BELONG CAN ABSORB CHILDREN
4/18/1986 C016 PARENTS CONVICTED OF NOT TAKING CARE OF CHILDREN
6/15/1986 A012 CHILDREN'S LOVE IS PROOF OF SUCCESS
7/21/1986 BOll RESTFUL IN THE PEEWEE PEW
7/22/1986 B031 WOMAN WHO LOST CUSTODY SUES STATE WORKER
8/09/1986 A051 ^PARENTS KEY TO FIRST-DAY SUCCESS
8/29/1986 B012 MADONNA OPENS DOOR FOR PARENT-CHILD SEX TALK
9/12/1986 A081 STUDENTS THE WINNERS WHEN PARENTS LEARN (ED)
10/08/1986 C074 'PARENTING* FOR THE WELL-HEELED
11/19/1986 A016 STATE FIGHTS DEAL
12/09/1986 Alll PUBLICATIONS OFFER HINTS FOR FIGHTING GREED
12/10/1986 AlOl A CURE FOR THE GIMMIES (ED)
12/15/1986 B012 KCOUPLE DEVOTE LIVES TO CHILD
1/01/1987 C012 3CBIG CHANGES COME IN SMALL BUNDLE
3/02/1987 B035 PARENTS HELPING PARENTS TO MEET '
3/18/1987 A061 PARENTS MUST WIN WAR OVER VALUES (L)
4/03/1987 AlOl RIGHT CALL IN BABY M CASE (ED)
4/29/1987 BOll MAN GUILTY OF CHILD SNATCHING
5/08/1987 C021 COURT OVERTURNS ORDER ABOUT CHILD SUPPORT
6/08/1987 A072 3€KEEP YOUR KIDS LEARNING IN SUMMER
6/15/1987 A075 CHILD CUSTODY CRISIS GROUP FORMING
6/25/1987 C021 PAIR QUESTION CHILD ABUSE INQUIRY RIGHTS
8/11/1987 B012 ^EDUCATION SHOULD BEGIN BEFORE KINDERGARTEN
9/01/1987 B012 PARENTS LEARN TO LET GO
9/24/1987 B051 ACTIVE PARENTING FOUNDER HOLDS WORKSHOP
9/30/1987 A012 KTO KEEP RETARDED DAUGHTER FROM HUSBAND
10/06/1987 C012 CHILD SUPPORT COLLECTIONS RISE SHARPLY
10/06/1987 C016 PARENTING EXPERT OFFERS TIPS
10/17/1987 C012 PURSUIT OF DREAM BIKE BECOMES LESSON
10/19/1987 B041 MORE CHILDREN TAKEN FROM PARENTS
12/07/1987 A072 56PARENTS QUESTION NEED FOR CIRCUMCISION
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12/10/1987 B012 5€DUAL-1NC0ME COUPLES BETWEEN WORK, HOME
1/11/1988 C012 CONVERSATION WON'T SCARE BOGEYMAN AWAY
2/0A/1988 B051 FREE PARENT EDUCATION WORKSHOPS OFFERED
2/2A/1988 BG21 MAN ARRESTED IN HOLDING OF BABY SITTER
2/25/1988 coil ABERDEEN MAN SENT TO HUMAN SERVICES
3/15/1988 A032 KADULTS OF THE '903
3/21/1988 C014 SUPPORT HELPS PARENTS FACE DEAFNESS
^/O'i/1988 C012 SLEEPY VOICES MAKE KIDS' MESSES WORTHWHILE
A/26/1988 A012 36CH1LD-SUPPORT LAW PUTS DADS IN TIGHT SQUEEZE
A/29/1988 C0A5 COURT AFFIRMS DECISION ENDING PARENTAL RIGHTS
5/01/1988 A131 ARTICLE DEGRADES WOMEN (L)
5/08/1988 FOll KMANY WOMEN FACE PARENTING WITHOUT PARTNER
5/16/1988 A081 PARENTS FORCED TO GO ALONG (L)
5/21/1988 C012 KDEAR GRADUATE, YOU ARE LOVED
6/07/1988 A022 CHILD-SUPPORT 18-YEAR DEADLINE WORKS
7/13/1988 B015 FAMILY SUES STATE FOR MISTAKEN PATERNITY ACTION
9/05/1988 C012 TOT TURNS TO KINDERGARTNER TOO QUICKLY
10/13/1988 A012 KBABY SITTER'S TIP HELPS REUNITE
11/23/1988 C012 WOMAN WANTS CHILDREN KEPT FROM FATHER
12/13/1988 A063 TALK ABOUT SON HELPS BEREAVED PARENTS (L)
1/01/1989 C021 KIDNAPPING SUSPECT ARRESTED IN SISSETON
1/15/1989 B014 KQUESTIONS IN FATHER'S STABBING OF MOTHER
1/20/1989 A081 CHILDREN SHOULD HAVE DICIPLINE WITH LOVE (L)
1/28/1989 C012 SON'S RANGE OF INTEREST KEEPS PARENTS GUESSING
2/19/1989 C095 PARENTAL LEAVE PLAN PASSES COMMITTEE
2/22/1989 C023 CHILD-SUPPORT CHANGE GAINS HOUSE APPROVAL
3/18/1989 A052 TEACHING JOHNNY TO STUDY
3/19/1989 F012 *THE NURSING HOME CHOICE
3/27/1989 B016 SON'S PLEA BRINGS BACK MEMORIES
A/11/1989 A016 FAITH HEALING EXAMINED IN DEATH OF BABY FROM SD
A/12/1989 A016 PARENTS WON'T FACE FELONY CHARGE IN INFANT'S DEATH
A/19/1989 A103 PARENTS SHOULD SHOW KIDS LOVE, GUIDANCE (L)
5/1A/1989 C015 SUPPORT TO FAMILY-LEAVE BILLS
5/29/1989 A08A ADULTS MUST SET EXAMPLE (L)
8/03/1989 C012 MOM WHO SAVED KIDS FROM 'CULT' GETS CUSTODY
8/11/1989 C012 *A HELPING HAND
8/21/1989 B012 THEATER ISN'T ONLY PLACE
8/2A/1989 B021 *A PARENT IS CHILD'S MOST IMPORTANT TEACHER
9/09/1989 AlOl JOY OUTWEIGHS TEARS
9/10/1989 E012 ^PARENTS MUST BE GOOD LISTENERS
9/11/1989 B015 FAMILY KEY TO STOP DRUG USE
9/12/1989 coil BLECHINGER, MOTHER IN LEGAL DISPUTE
9/13/1989 coil MOM DENIES CHARGE BY EX-CITY CANDIDATE
9/1A/1989 C015 ^BLECHINGER ORDERED TO LEAVE MOM ALONE
9/15/1989 C015 PARENTS NEED SAVINGS PROGRAM FOR COLLEGE COSTS
10/10/1989 COAl 3-YEAR SENTENCE FOR STARVING HER 8-MONTH-OLD
10/21/1989 A082 WORKING MOMS ENJOY CAREER OR NEED MONEY (L)
ll/OA/1989 C015 AUTHORITIES SAY MOTHER ABDUCTED VIBORG BOY
11/09/1989 B021 ^PARENT IMPORTANT PART OF SCHOOLS
12/07/1989 A016 KABDUCTED VIBORG BOY FOUND
12/13/1989 coil EXTRADITION WAIVED IN ABDUCTION CASE
1/22/1990 A052 3eS0ME ILLNESSES WORTH MAKING NIGHT CALLS
1/28/1990 F013 GUILT, OBLIGATION LEAD TO TRAP
2/04/1990 FOll IN MEMORIES, CHILD STILL DANCES
2/08/1990 C016 HEALING MEASURE PASSES
2/18/1990 FOll *BEST ADVICE GIVEN WHEN IT'S TOO LATE
2/22/1990 A103 DAY CARE AVAILABLE FOR AGING PARENTS (L)
2/27/1990 A013 ^STUDENT'S TRIP A REAL LEARNING EXPERIENCE
3/01/1990 A081 PARENTS KEEP KIDS OFF DRUGS, ALCOHOL (L)
3/11/1990 FOll K17-YEAR HABIT HARD TO BREAK
3/25/1990 FOll KDON'T GIVE IN TO YOUNG PLEAS
4/02/1990 A085 PARENT REFERENCE CONFUSES CD
4/23/1990 A083 SCHOOLS DON'T TRUST PARENTS IN ABSENCES CD
5/06/1990 DD02 XMORE WILL BEAR THE BURDEN ALONE
5/20/1990 FOll *1T'S HARD TO LOVE AND LET GO
6/11/1990 A052 *H1-TECH GADGETS BECOME BABY SITTERS
6/13/1990 C016 PARENTS CLAIM ONLY JESUS CAN HELP THE SICK
6/28/1990 C014 FATHER CHARGED WITH KIDNAPPING
7/11/1990 A012 EDUCATION G0AL--1NV0LVE PARENTS
7/11/1990 A016 KAFTER 19 YEARS, PARENTS REUNITE WITH CHILDREN
7/16/1990 A051 ^PARENTHOOD IS TESTED AT OFFERING PLATE
7/23/1990 A083 *PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT WILL BUILD PERFORMANCE
8/09/1990 B031 BE INTERESTED, BUT NOT OVERDEMANDING
8/25/1990 A083 ^LEGISLATURE SHOULD SET GUIDELINES
9/01/1990 A016 GROUP PROTESTS CUSTODY
9/07/1990 A085 CUSTODY CASE GIRLS SHOULD VOICE WISHES CD
9/09/1990 A093 GIRLS NEED MOM'S NURTURING, ADVICE, LOVE CD
9/09/1990 FOll 3tF0UR WINDS SCATTER KIDS FAR AND WIDE
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9/12/1990 A113 COURT SHOULDN'T TAKE CHILDREN FROM PARENTS (L)
9/12/1990 coil FORUM SET THURSDAY ON SINGLE PARENTING
9/l<t/1990 C015 GROUP QUESTIONING CUSTODY DECISION SEES SUPPORT SOAR
9/16/1990 A132 MOTHERS GIVE MORE GUIDANCE THAN DADS CD
9/16/1990 A133 WISHES OF CHILDREN SHOULD COME FIRST CD
9/20/1990 A103 COURTS CONSIDER WHAT'S BEST FOR CHILDREN (L)
9/20/1990 B023 PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT AT SCHOOL
9/25/1990 A082 DON'T UPROOT KIDS BECAUSE OF BITTERNESS (L)
9/30/1990 AlOl CUSTODY CASE WEAK ONE TO RALLY AROUND (ED)
2/22/1991 C012 GIVE CUSTODY TO GIRLS' MOM
2/23/1991 C015 JUDGE, GIRLS MEET IN DISPUTE
2/25/1991 A052 *GROWING UP, GROWING APART
3/18/1991 C015 PHONE TAPS PARENTS INTO SCHOOL LIFE
3/25/1991 BOll GROUP RECEIVES GRANT FOR PARENT TRAINING
3/26/1991 C012 GROUP HURTS TRY TO RECONCILE FAMILY
5/17/1991 D062 LOCAL FIRMS HAVE PARENTAL-LEAVE OPTIONS
5/20/1991 A071 ^DISCIPLINE IS CHALLENGE OF PARENTING
5/22/1991 A104 HONOR PARENTS ON 3 OCCASIONS CD
5/31/1991 A106 SD NEEDS PARENTAL LEAVE BILL (L)
6/13/1991 NOll SINGLE PARENTHOOD IS ISSUE OF '90'S
6/19/1991 BOll *GET-IT PARENTS SHOULD STOP 'GIMME' GAME
8/01/1991 A012 NO-SPANK RULE RANKLES WOULD-BE ADOPTIVE PARENTS
8/16/1991 AlOl SPANKING DOES HAVE A PLACE IN THE HOME (ED)
8/19/1991 A051 ^NOTHING IS SIMPLE FOR A 5-YEAR-OLD
8/27/1991 A04A PROGRAM HELPS PARENTS LEARN CHILD-REARING SKILLS
9/15/1991 EOll WORKSHOP TO FOCUS ON YOUTH AT RISK
9/17/1991 A072 KTEACHING OUR CHILDREN
9/18/1991 COIA MITCHELL PARENTS CIRCULATE TAX PETITION
lO/lA/1991 A051 KRIDICULE FAR WORSE THAN PUNISHMENT
11/02/1991 C031 SD PTA MEMBERSHIP RISING
11/06/1991 A085 HEAD START, KINDERGARTEN ROB KIDS OF CHILDHOOD (L)
12/25/1991 BOll ^THREATENING KIDS WITH SANTA'S IRE
1/01/1992 B012 XCOUPLE MEETS PARENTING CHALLENGE
1/06/1992 A051 KTHE WONDERS OF CHILDHOOD APPEAR LOST
1/10/1992 B012 JfTEACH MORE RISK-TAKING TO DAUGHTERS
2/06/1992 A012 3<DIV0RCED PARENTS, KIDS KEEP TRYING
2/07/1992 C012 A CRIME IN FAVORED 'HOME ALONE' BILL
2/17/1992 C032 BRANDON PARENTS GROUP HOPES TO HELP YOUTHS
2/20/1992 Alll ^PARENTAL SUPPORT CRUCIAL TO SCHOOLS (PROF)
2/25/1992 A082 SCHOOL CHOICE NOT SAME AS PARENT INVOLVEMENT (L)
3/11/1992 BOll XWHO'S GOT THE CUTEST BABY--UH, ALL OF US
A/05/1992 F012 ^HOMEWORK PROGRAM HELPS SOLVE PROBLEMS WITH MATH
A/2A/1992 A016 MOM GIVES UP OVERNIGHT DATES TO KEEP GIRL
A/25/1992 A051 *JUST SAY YES TO HELPING KIDS BUILD A MESS
A/27/1992 C015 MAY 8 IS PARENTS NIGHT OUT ON RUSHMORE ROAD
5/23/1992 A051 ^PARENTS DRIVEN TO THE LIMITS BY BUSY KIDS
5/28/1992 AOAl PARENTS BEWARE OF GRADUATION PARTIES (L)
6/06/1992 A051 3CYMCA FORCES DADS TO MIX WITH KIDS
6/18/1992 B012 XNO TIME TO BE BORED
8/25/1992 DOll 5fG0 ASK DAD--THAT COPOUT CAN TURN BAD
9/02/1992 DOll ^PARENTS CAN'T, SHOULDN'T HIDE THE BAD NEWS
9/07/1992 A092 GUIDEBOOKS HELP PARENTS COMMUNICATE WITH KIDS (L)
9/19/1992 A071 KEARLY BEDTIME A WAY OF LIFE FOR MOST KIDS
9/21/1992 B015 ^FATHER REUNITES WITH DAUGHTER
10/20/1992 A066 CHILDREN SHOULD BE 1ST ON CANDIDATES' AGENDAS (L)
12/18/1992 A015 *SD TOPS NATION IN WORKING MOMS
12/19/1992 A051 SKID'S SECURITY IS NIGHTMARE FOR PARENTS
9/08/1984 B035 ABERDEEN WILL HOST STATE PTA CONVENTION
2/17/1987 A052 ^PARENTS, TEACHERS LEARN TO COOPERATE
10/18/1989 coil LOCAL PARENT NAMED STATE PTA PRESIDENT
10/27/1990 coil STATE PTA MEETINGS SET FOR THIS WEEKEND
4/18/1991 A121 PTA PRESIDENT PRAISES 'PROFESSORS'
11/19/1991 C012 3€M0THER OF NINE STILL TAKES TIME TO SHARE
11/28/1991 E021 KPARENTS, SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL PTA (PROF)
11/07/1992 A083 JOHN HARRIS PTA IS MODEL OF ADVOCACY (L)
3/25/1991 B012 *PIZZA DROP TAKES CONCENTRATION
5/08/1988 BOll PARENTS ANONYMOUS ELECTS SD WOMAN
1/19/1988 C012 ^PROFESSOR CALLS KING A PROPHET
3/16/1989 BOll CONCERT MOVED TO THE COLISEUM
1/05/1982 C023 PARISH DEFENDS HIS CRITICISM OF DASCHLE (L)
12/24/1982 C031 GOP PARTY CHAIRMAN TO SEEK RE-ELECTION
2/27/1983 B041 PARISH RE-ELECTED AS PARTY HEAD
4/27/1984 C041 PARISH WANTS TO BE NATIONAL COMMITTEEMAN
6/29/1984 C013 ^PARISH ADVOCATES REPUBLICAN POLICY
7/25/1984 A012 PARISH RESIGNS GOP STATE POST
7/26/1984 C021 ELECTION WITHOUT 2 KEY LEADERS (ED)
7/06/1982 coil KFROM THE HOOF OF THE HOG TO THE DOG
11/21/1991 D061 PARK PURCHASES RADIO STATION IN YANKTON
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10/11/1990 D062 PARK RIDGE CELEBRATES 35TH ANNIVERSARY
11/15/1990 D062 PARK RIDGE'S J'ANTZES WILL CLOSE
1/01/1989 E012 ^NEIGHBORHOOD DRUGSTORE RELIES ON LOYAL CLIENTELE
5/03/1992 N051 KRON PARK DRUG PRESCRIBES FIRST NAMES
11/21/1991 B012 *ACE OF THE MEAT PLACE
7/30/1992 B022 PARK-IT MARKET OWNER WANTS TO MOVE BUSINESS
12/10/198A C012 KPARKER CATCHING UP
3/21/1984 BOll PARKER HAS TO DIVIDE HIS TIME
5/06/1984 C071 VOLGA COUPLE TOY WITH TRACTORS
6/06/1982 B03I HISTORIAN'S PAPERS OFFER CHRONICLE OF SD (YEAGER)
3/01/1984 BOll *HER WORDS MAKE COUNTRY LIVING COME TO LIFE
5/04/1985 C013 ^HANNAH'S SCRAPBAG DIES AT 90
5/I0/I985 A08I 2 WOMEN WON'T BE FORGOTTEN (ED)
6/25/1992 D065 BUSINESS TO BRING 100 JOBS TO PARKER
9/05/1982 C031 KSD TO PAY HIGHER PRICE FOR DEREGULATION
6/06/1989 A052 REBIRTHING NEEDS PROPER SUPERVISION
6/25/1990 A0I2 36COMPANY BANKS ON GAMBLING SUPPLIES
9/17/1985 BOII 3€0LD THEATER TURNED INTO TEEN HANGOUT--PARKER
11/23/1987 A012 KPARKER MAN PUTS PAST ON DISPLAY
2/23/1988 A041 ^SATURDAYS QUIET NOW IN PARKER
5/28/1989 C071 *AREA ANGLERS TO FRIENDLY FUDD'S
2/11/1990 D024 PARKER GROUP STUDIES NEED FOR SPEC BUILDING
3/07/1990 C026 PARKER STATE RADIO WON'T DISPATCH 911
4/17/1990 coil STODDARD WINS DRAW FOR PARKER MAYOR
8/03/1990 C031 PARKER WILL HAVE ITS OWN CLINIC
6/24/1991 B012 ^(PARKER PATCHES WATER PIPE LEAKS
7/31/1991 C032 XPARKER IN THE MARKET FOR POLICE CHIEF
8/03/1991 C031 MAYOR OF PARKER RESIGNS FROM OFFICE
8/I4/199I C032 PARKER CITY COUNCIL NAMES NEW POLICE CHIEF
9/I8/I991 C032 PARKER SURVEYS SUPPORT FOR NEW COMPANY
9/27/I99I C032 PARKER TURTLE DAY PLANS ARE COMING TO A CRAWL
I0/I6/199I C03I PARKER ENDS 3-MONTH STINT WITHOUT MAYOR
6/25/1992 D065 BUSINESS TO BRING 100 JOBS TO PARKER
6/29/1992 C021 PARKER IS LOCATION OF NEW BUSINESS
8/26/1992 AOll ^PARKER HOUSE FIRE KILLS 3
10/25/1982 D031 EX-WASHINGTON HIGH, MICHIGAN STAR--HOME TURF
2/05/1984 B051 CIRCUIT JUDGE PARKER TO RETIRE AT MONTH'S END
4/08/1984 B051 PARKER NAMED RC FEDERAL MAGISTRATE
6/23/1992 A012 *IT'S NO FISH TALE
SEE AUTO PARKING
1/31/1992 coil MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN FOOTBALL TICKET SCAM
8/22/I99I B0I2 ^HELPING GARDENS GROW
3/31/1991 A016 DRUG RAID UNCOVERS 30 GUNS
4/02/I99I B013 RURAL RENNER SUSPECT RELEASED ON BOND
4/05/1991 coil RENNER MAN INDICTED ON DRUG, OTHER CHARGES
8/07/1991 C032 TRENT MAN GETS 5 YEARS
4/01/1989 A081 ^CITIZENS ALSO USE 'ASSAULT-TYPE' FIREARMS
7/23/1992 B025 XON THE ROAD FOR A GOOD CAUSE
10/16/1992 B021 PARKINSON'S DISEASE FIGHTER TO BE HONORED
SEE ALSO RECREATION CENTER
2/12/1982 D021 PRAISES PARK BOARD FOR ACTON AT ELMWOOD (L)
3/10/1982 C031 SF GETS $31,320 TO BUY PARK LAND
3/14/1982 E025 EXPANSION SET AT KARTS WEST PARK
4/18/1982 B072 FEE AT CUSTER PARK MIGHT BE RAISED
5/22/1982 C032 INDIANS' SUIT SEEKS UNRESTRICTED USE OF PARK
5/31/1982 B015 SD CAMPING FEES SET FOR SUMMER SEASON
6/06/1982 B051 CUSTER CABIN OWNERS WANT LEASE RENEWAL
6/07/1982 B054 CABIN OWNERS MUST LEAVE CUSTER STATE PARK
6/08/1982 B02I PUBLIC INTEREST UPHELD IN CABIN REMOVAL (ED)
6/I0/I982 C07I HURON BANS GLASS BOTTLES FROM PARKS
9/07/1982 con THANKS PARK DEPT FOR QUICK ACTION
9/08/1982 C053 BEAR BUTTE CENTER REPAIR WORK WILL CONTINUE
9/20/1982 A094 AUXILIARY PARK DEDICATION
12/08/1982 con PARK FEE HIKE DOESN'T BOTHER SPORTSMAN
12/17/1982 DOll FRIESEN HOPES SF ATHLETES ARE READY
1/06/1983 C012 BILL PROVIDES STATE $600,000 FOR DEVELOPMENT
1/10/1983 BOII KNEW TRAIL FOR SNOWMOBILERS
I/24/I983 D031 PARKS SUPERINTENDENTS APPOINTED
I/27/I983 C031 PARK ATTENDANCE DROPS IN '82
2/06/1983 B041 KNEWTON HILLS ABOUND WITH DEER HUNTERS
2/18/1983 C013 SD CHARGED WITH EXPLOITING BEAR BUTTE
2/19/1983 B033 FROELICH MAY GO FROM ZAP 8 POW TO PARK
2/19/1983 B041 PANEL OK'S BILL BOOSTING PARK FEES
2/22/1983 B031 RECREATION FEES TO STAY THE SAME
3/08/1983 C012 *LAKE TUTHILL
3/11/1983 C032 STATE PARKS WILL SPLIT $635,000
3/30/1983 C014 FREEZING FEES MAY CLOSE SOME PARKS
4/21/1983 C054 HILL CITY SELLING LAND TO BUY PARK
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4/2A/1983 coil STATE GETS PARK IMPROVEMENT GRANT
A/27/1983 CG31 PARKS DEPT TO DEVELOP JAMES RIVER AREA
5/20/1983 B012 REGISTER CHILD NOW FOR HERITAGE DAYS
5/27/1983 BOll 36GET AWAY FROM IT ALL
5/27/1983 BOll A SUMMARY OF STATE REGULATIONS 8 FEES AT PARKS
6/21/1983 B031 COMMITTEE TO CONSIDER ENTRANCE FEES AT PARKS
6/22/1983 COAX OFFICIAL--PARK USERS SHOULD PAY MORE
6/27/1983 COAl BIDS ARE LET TO IMPROVE 3 RECREATION AREAS
7/02/1983 B021 PARK FEE INCREASE JUSTIFIED (ED)
7/02/1983 B025 NEWTON HILLS IS A GREAT SPOT FOR WEEKEND (L)
7/03/1983 B062 ^MOTORIZED INNER TUBES BUMP THEIR WAY
7/05/1983 BOll *MOBILE UNIT SCHEDULE
7/05/1983 BOIA *MOBILE PLAYGROUND COMES TO THE KIDS
7/09/1983 COAl BEAR BUTTE VISITORS' CENTER NEARS OPENING
7/27/1983 C051 STATE PARK OFFICIAL--FEES COULD GO UP
7/28/1983 BOll ^CARNIVAL SIGNALS END OF SEASON
8/07/1983 B031 ^INTERPRETERS HELP INCREASE ENJOYMENT OF STATE PARKS
9/01/1983 C061 STATE PARK USER FEES MAY BE INCREASED
9/11/1983 C015 VISITORS TO PARKS EASE MONEY SQUEEZE
9/1A/1983 C0A2 ^WORKING TOWARD A GREENER GREEN
9/2A/1983 B033 FALL CELEBRATION BEGINS IN NEWTON HILLS
10/02/1983 B031 COLORFUL LEAVES ADDED BONUS ON PIPESTONE TRIP
11/03/1983 COAl IMPROVEMENT PLANS HOWARD MEETING AGENDA
11/12/1983 B031 DEPARTMENT ACCEPTS REQUESTS FOR PARK MONEY
12/05/1983 coil MORE TOURISTS VISITING STATE PARKS
12/1A/1983 C031 PARKS COMMISSION RAISES CAMPING FEES
12/26/1983 C021 PARK FEE INCREASE JUSTIFIED (ED)
I/10/198A B015 CITY SEEKS MONEY FOR PARK PROJECTS
1/20/198A C031 CUT-RATE PARKS STICKER FOR 2ND CAR
1/2A/198A COAl BILL WILL REDUCE PARK RATE FOR TWO VEHICLE
1/25/198A D015 BILL WOULD RAISE FEES
1/26/198A C051 CORPORATE RECREATION ISN'T NEW IN SD
2/02/198A A012 ANNUAL PARK ENTRANCE FEES FROM $6 TO $12
2/07/198A BOll BOAT LICENSE, STATE PARK FEES HIKE
2/1A/198A BOll PANEL OK'S BOAT, PARK FEE INCREASES
3/01/198A COAl BADLANDS NATIONAL PARK NEEDS VOLUNTEERS
3/07/198A D035 RAISES FEES FOR GOLF COURSES, SWIMMING
3/27/198A COAl THEATERGOERS WILL BE ABLE TO AVOID PARK FEE
3/31/198A C0A2 YANKTON THEATER TO HAVE OWN ROAD
A/09/198A coil DETERMINE FATE OF 33 ACRES OF PARK LAND
A/11/198A A016 VOTERS APPROVE PARK LAND SALE
A/11/198A DOll COMMISSION HIKES FEES FOR BOATS, PARKS
A/15/198A C012 PROTESTS ABOUT RAISING PARK, BOAT FEES
A/30/198A C023 SIOUX FALLS COULD USE RECREATIONAL COMPLEX (L)
5/15/198A C031 PARK USER FEE WAIVED UNTIL STICKERS ARRIVE
5/17/198A C031 SWEETMAN ELECTED CHAIRMAN OF PARKS BOARD
5/17/198A COAl PARK SERVICE SEEKS COMMENTS ON WIND CAVE
5/17/198A D033 AGAINST SUSPENDING BOAT, PARK FEES
5/21/198A coil KPLAYING AROUND
5/27/198A C012 VOCAL FEW SHOULDN'T PULL PURSE STRINGS
6/01/198A C036 PARK SERVICE LOOKING FOR COMMENTS ON BADLANDS
6/21/198A C022 STATE GAME LODGE'S FUTURE (L)
7/03/198A C035 DASCHLE WILL DISCUSS SHERIDAN LAKE USER FEE
7/07/198A B035 DASCHLE, BELL OPPOSE SHERIDAN LAKE FEE
7/13/198A BOll 36ARNOLDS PARK--A RIDE TO ANOTHER ERA
7/23/1984 B012 REAFFIRMS DECISION THAT BEGAN USER FEES
7/24/1984 A012 3€N0 PLAN FOR BASKETBALL COURTS
7/29/1984 N121 HERE'S SOME OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES
8/02/1984 coil FOREST SERVICE ELIMINATES USER FEES AT LAKE
8/09/1984 C031 PARKS BOARD WANTS ASSISTANT PARKS DIRECTOR
8/15/1984 B041 ARTICLE MISLEADING ON MCKENNAN PARK USAGE (L)
8/21/1984 C013 COMMISSION CUTS PARKS SPENDING
9/07/1984 C013 PARKS PANEL TO RAISE YEARLY FEE
9/15/1984 C021 FEE FOR PARKS SHOULD NOT BE RAISED (ED)
9/15/1984 C035 VISITORS AT CUSTER STATE PARK DOWN
9/23/1984 B015 $12 PARK FEE UNFAIR
9/26/1984 coil ^JAPANESE GARDENS
9/28/1984 D023 HIGHER FEES MAY HURT PARKS (L)
10/01/1984 C023 LAWMAKERS AGAINST INCREASE (L)
10/07/1984 A012 3C0CT0BER BRINGS HUSH TO STATE PARK
10/10/1984 DOll COMMISSION HEARS CRITICISM OF FEE INCREASE
10/11/1984 A012 IT'LL COST MORE TO ENTER STATE PARKS
10/11/1984 C035 PLAN FAILS IN TAXATION COMMITTEE
11/04/1984 B044 STATE PARKS DOWN BUT NOT OUT FOR WINTER
11/18/1984 C041 ENERGY RULES, HIGH PARK FEES REVIEWED
11/20/1984 B013 56MYERS DEFENDS EXPENDITURES
11/22/1984 DOll LAWMAKERS UPSET ABOUT FEE INCREASES
11/22/1984 D022 NATURE SHOWS PASSAGE OF TIME
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER NOTATION
PARKS S RECREATION 11/25/1984 B012
11/25/1984 C061
12/23/1984 C041
12/26/1984 B013
1/22/1985 C015
3/12/1985 B021
3/22/1985 A084
4/07/1985 BG61
5/16/1985 B095
6/03/1985 coil
6/05/1985 coil
6/06/1985 BOll
6/07/1985 AlOl
6/07/1985 C013
6/08/1985 C031
6/09/1985 coil
6/10/1985 B021
6/15/1985 A051
7/02/1985 C031
7/03/1985 C013
7/08/1985 B013
7/09/1985 B051
7/22/1985 BOll
9/09/1985 BOll
10/13/1985 C021
12/08/1985 C031
1/03/1986 C034
1/08/1986 C015
2/15/1986 C021
2/23/1986 C021
3/12/1986 A102
4/07/1986 C021
5/07/1986 B033
5/08/1986 C032
6/01/1986 coil
6/15/1986 B051
6/16/1986 C023
6/18/1986 BOll
6/21/1986 coil
6/23/1986 BOll
6/25/1986 coil
6/26/1986 C031
6/27/1986 C015
7/02/1986 B025
7/07/1986 A053
7/11/1986 061
8/09/1986 C015
8/09/1986 C023
8/15/1986 AlOl
8/16/1986 coil
8/17/1986 B074
8/20/1986 B033
9/01/1986 C014
9/12/1986 C023
9/29/1986 A061
9/29/1986 BOll
10/02/1986 AlOl
10/03/1986 A081
10/05/1986 Alll
10/17/1986 C021
10/18/1986 AlOl
10/18/1986 AlOl
10/18/1986 coil
10/18/1986 C021
11/01/1986 Alll
11/04/1986 AlOl
11/04/1986 A103
11/07/1986 C042
11/16/1986 A061
11/18/1986 A103
11/24/1986 C021
12/05/1986 C012
12/11/1986 C051
1/08/1987 coil
1/20/1987 A091
1/21/1987 A061
1/24/1987 C021
3/05/1987 C041
TRIES TO BUILD AWARENESS OF STATE PARK
STATE SELLS 133 MORE PARK STICKERS IN '84
STATE TO GET MONEY FOR PARK IMPROVEMENTS
GROUP PLANS MORE RECREATION ALONG RIVER
BILL SEEKS TOUGHER CARNIVAL RIDE STANDARDS
DASCHLE SAYS USER FEES AT PARKS POSSIBLE
DEPARTMENT CUTTING ACCESS (L)
KADULT RECREATION IN SIOUX FALLS
BLUE MOUND BEGINS PROGRAMS
^BUFFALO BURGERS A BIG HIT AT BLUE MOUND PARK
*A TIME TO PLANT
XROAM FREE IN SOUTH DAKOTA
ENJOY SOUTH DAKOTA THIS WEEKEND CED)
PARKS PLAN SPECIAL EVENTS
PARK & RECREATION BOARD HAS NEW OFFICERS
XSURF'S UP
CONGRESS DEBATES NATIONAL PARK USER FEE
*STREET BASKETBALL
COMMISSION VOTE ON WALL LAKE PARK EXPECTED
^OFFICIALS SAY FAWICK PARK IS NOT UNSAFE
*AIMS TO RESTORE JAPANESE GARDENS IN TERRACE PARK
RENOVATIONS SLATED FOR CUSTER STATE PARK
XPARK VISITORS TAKE PATH OF KNOWLEDGE
J6HIST0RY COMES TO LIFE
PARK WEEKEND SO APPRECIATED, REPEAT SOUGHT
TOWN SCRATCHES FOR MONEY FOR ONLY PARK
MANY PLAY SANTA, HELP WITH PARK
GROUP--OPEN PARKS TO THE HANDICAPPED
PARK SERVICE BUDGET PLAN RAISES BADLANDS FEE
COMMITTEE CRITICIZES PARK DEPARTMENT
PARK WORKERS DESERVE THANKS CD
WARM WEATHER LURES VISITORS TO STATE PARKS
NO TO MONEY FOR JAPANESE GARDENS
BOARD CUT GARDEN MONEY
STATE PARKS TO OFFER 2ND FREE WEEKEND
STATE PARKS PLAN SPECIAL EVENTS
VOTA AGAINST PARK SPARKS PROTEST
NEW PARKS AND RECREATION DIRECTOR NAMED
COUNTY COMMISSION PLANS PARK DEDICATION
^BECAUSE IT'S THERE
*PRAIRIE DAYS
HILL CITY CONSIDERS CONTROVERSIAL PARK PROJECT
COMMISSION TO BUILD RECREATIONAL FACILITY
TO TICKET AGAINST FIREWORKS USE
36CHILDREN HANG OUT IN PARKS
AREA OFFERS LONG LIST OF THINGS TO DO
COLISEUM MIGHT SPORT NEW FUNCTION
TERRACE PARK'S GARDEN SPOT SET FOR FACELIFT
RECREATION IDEA MERITS A FRIENDLY RECEPTION (ED)
CITY PROPOSES CHANGE FOR SOUTHSIDE PARK
FEWER VISITORS MAKE STOPS IN PARKS
CITY DECIDES AGAINST TRANSFERRING MONEY
^DIRECTOR WANTS PUBLIC INPUT FOR PARK PLANS
COURT--SD CITIES NOT IMMUNE
CITY SHOULD CONTINUE DEVELOPING FALLS PARK
5CHERE FALLS A LEGEND
*PARK RESTORATION WORK TO PAY OFF (ED)
FALLS PICTURES IMPRESSIVE (L)
PARKS STAFF DESERVES THANKS (L)
GROUNDBREAKING TODAY AT JAPANESE GARDENS
BUSINESS MAN OFFERS IDEA WORTH CONSIDERING (ED)
PROPOSALS AIM TO PRESERVE NATURAL RESOURCES (YEAGER)
CUSTER PARK TO GO GLOBAL
GARDENS' RENOVATION SIGNIFICANT FOR SON
GARDEN RESTORATION APPRECIATED (L)
CITY TAKES BITE FOR PARK SYSTEM (ED)
CITY DOESN'T NEED GARDENS (L)
RAIL TO TRAILS GROUP TO TURN TO STATE
RECREATION TRAIL PLAN DESERVES SUPPORT (ED)
ISSUE BEST SETTLED IN COURT (L)
STATE WARNS SPORTSMEN ABOUT ICE GUIDELINES
CITY, CLUB FOR CHILDREN'S THEME PARK
RISE IN PARK FEES DISCUSSED
WEEKDAY PARK FEE TO BE CUT IN HALF
GROUP FORMED TO RESTORE GARDEN
KJUNE 7 PICNIC TO CELEBRATE CITY'S PARKS
PARKS DEPARTMENT PLANS BUDGET CUTS
MITCHELL SEEKS GRANT TO DEVELOP INDUSTRIAL PARK
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SUBJECT
PARKS S RECREATION
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/27/1987 C012 ^JAPANESE GARDENS RENOVATION CONTINUES
3/31/1987 C024 GROUNDS COMMITTEE PROPOSES HISTORIC PARK
4/13/1987 A074 JAPANESE GARDEN IS MEETING TOPIC
4/22/1987 B031 CITY MAPS OUT FUTURE OF RECREATION TRAILS
4/22/1987 B031 BILL PROPOSES ENTRANCE FEES FOR NATIONAL PARKS
4/24/1987 E091 *SUMMER PROGRAMS OFFERED
4/25/1987 A104 PARKS OFFICER OVERREACTED (L)
4/25/1987 C012 ^DONATED FOR PARK IN NORTH OF CITY
4/26/1987 B083 ^RECREATION AREA HAS NEW LOOK
4/26/1987 FF21 *MADISON GOLFER HOPES
4/27/1987 coil RECREATION AREAS TO OPEN FRIDAY
5/03/1987 C091 STATE PARKS OFFER FREE WEEKEND
5/04/1987 A061 TRAIL PLAN LOOKS GOOD (ED)
5/04/1987 A061 LACEY PARK A NICE ADDITION
5/13/1987 A081 PARK BOARD RESISTANCE CED)
5/17/1987 coil SETTLEMENT MADE IN BOY'S DEATH
5/19/1987 D021 140,000 TAKE ADVANTAGE OF FREE PARK ADMISSION
5/25/1987 C016 RESIDENTS OPPOSE TRAIL PLAN
6/22/1987 coil GROUNDBREAKING SLATED FOR PARK
6/28/1987 E012 JCSATURDAY IN THE PARK
7/02/1987 A061 TAKE TIME TO ENJOY JAPANESE GARDENS (L)
7/07/1987 A052 SLIP SLIDIN' AWAY
7/12/1987 coil PARK ATTENDANCE UP SHARPLY IN SD
7/22/1987 B015 GROUND BROKEN AT NEW PARK
7/27/1987 A052 ^BRANDON PROVIDES SUMMER FUN AT SCHOOL
8/04/1987 A085 LET'S MAKE PARK SAFE (L)
8/05/1987 B012 TO RESHAPE JAPANESE GARDENS
8/06/1987 A012 TO BAN ON SWIMMING NEAR FALLS
"8/17/1987 C016 COMMISSIONERS TO CONSIDER BID FOR PAPER WORK
8/30/1987 C012 3CAMUSEMENT PARK'S FACELIFT THREATENS
9/02/1987 B012 PARKS DEPT TO KEEP TREES IN TRIM
9/21/1987 A081 NEXT SUMMER IN ARNOLDS PARK (ED)
10/09/1987 C0I5 PARKS COMM BANS FALLS PARK SWIMMING
1/02/1988 C021 RECREATION AREA TOPS 1-MILLION-VISITOR MARK
1/03/1988 B013 TO ENJOY NEWTON HILLS STATE PARK
1/24/1988 C071 1987 WAS RECORD YEAR FOR VISITORS
1/29/1988 A084 MAKE HILL SAFE OR CLOSE IT (L)
3/03/1988 C033 PARK VISITS INCREASE BY 7 PERCENT
4/04/1988 C012 *SUNDAY IN THE PARK
4/10/1988 C081 PLANS CALL FOR RESORT AT YANKTON
4/18/1988 coil OUTDOORS ISSUES TOPIC OF MEETING
5/07/1988 AlOl PARK HOSTING MAYOR'S FAMILY PICNIC
5/27/1988 EOll KA PLACE IN THE SUN
6/03/1988 C033 ^TAKING A SWING THROUGH THE PARK
6/11/1988 A012 KRISING TO THE CHALLENGE
6/12/1988 Foil *PLANS BLOOM FOR JAPANESE GARDENS
6/14/1988 A082 PARK IS NICE TRIBUTE (L)
7/04/1988 A073 STATE PARK NEEDS NATURE HIKE VOLUNTEERS
8/28/1988 Gill XVISIT A MUSEUM, PARK OR ZOO
9/23/1988 C012 TOSHIBA GIVES $100,000 TO GARDEN RESTORATION
9/29/1988 B051 TRAIL RIDE AT STATE PARK SCHEDULED FOR SUNDAY
11/14/1988 coil SCHUETT NAMED TO STATE PARKS POSITION
12/13/1988 C015 CITY TO CREATE TWO PARKS IN SOUTHEAST
1/16/1989 coil VOLUNTEER POSITIONS OPEN IN STATE PARKS
1/29/1989 B085 STATE PARKS TO OPEN EARLY THIS YEAR
2/03/1989 A085 SAVE THE CAMPGROUNDS (L)
4/26/1989 C015 *CITY, SERTOMA CLUB TO BUILD NEW PARK
5/04/1989 coil CLUB BREAKS GROUND ON NEW PARK TODAY
6/02/1989 A014 TERRACE PARK OVERHAUL
6/06/1989 C012 PARK PLAN PROTESTERS BRING COMPLAINTS
6/08/1989 C012 DEDICATION OF TOMAR PARK BRINGS PRAISE
6/10/1989 AlOl LEAVE TERRACE PARK BAND SHELL (ED)
6/15/1989 B012 ^MINGLING WITH NATURE
6/16/1989 A012 )fPARK PRIDE FLOWERS IN GARRETSON
8/30/1989 C012 KPOOL DEMOLISHED
9/15/1989 AlOl CITY DEPRIVED MANY OF HAPPY MEMORIES (L)
10/18/1989 C012 ZOO'S EXPANSION WILL CLAIM PARK
10/21/1989 A081 FALLS PARK GETS SOME WELCOME ATTENTION (ED)
11/08/1989 C015 PANEL OK'S SKATEBOARD RAMPS
11/09/1989 A081 DON'T ALLOW BIKE PATH TO BECOME (ED)
11/21/1989 A104 PARK WILL BE MISSED (L)
11/22/1989 D082 WATER PARK TO BE BUILT WEST OF CITY
12/06/1989 A012 ZOO EXPANSION LOSES DENNIS THE MENACE
12/06/1989 C012 BOARD PLANS PARK AT NEW SCHOOL SITE
12/07/1989 A012 3€NEW LOOK FOR PARK
12/07/1989 C012 KMAYOR SAYS KIDS' PARK WILL MOVE
12/12/1989 A105 DON'T MOVE PARK (L)
12/13/1989 coil TERRACE PARK PLANS PRESENTED TONIGHT
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER NOTATION
PARKS & RECREATION lZ/l(i/1989 C012
12/23/1989 coil
1/11/1990 COIA
1/14/1990 coil
1/17/1990 0082
1/18/1990 C023
1/29/1990 B012
1/30/1990 C016
2/08/1990 coil
2/23/1990 coil
3/16/1990 A081
3/25/1990 C012
4/01/1990 B071
4/01/1990 C012
5/06/1990 B081
5/06/1990 EEIO
5/12/1990 coil
5/22/1990 0012
5/25/1990 C012
5/29/1990 B012
6/02/1990 A012
6/05/1990 O031
6/26/1990 A065
7/10/1990 coil
8/27/1990 A083
9/02/1990 N061
10/04/1990 C031
12/04/1990 B031
12/07/1990 C012
12/10/1990 C014
12/13/1990 A083
12/20/1990 C015
12/31/1990 A105
1/17/1991 coil
2/02/1991 C012
2/11/1991 C033
2/20/1991 C015
3/05/1991 BOll
3/12/1991 coil
3/16/1991 A012
3/20/1991 C015
4/17/1991 C012
4/29/1991 C031
4/30/1991 B031
5/01/1991 A103
5/19/1991 C033
5/23/1991 C012
5/24/1991 0012
5/28/1991 C012
5/29/1991 C012
5/30/1991 coil
6/04/1991 A012
6/13/1991 coil
7/13/1991 C012
7/16/1991 C013
7/17/1991 C012
7/20/1991 A012
8/02/1991 O012
8/09/1991 0012
8/11/1991 C032
8/21/1991 C016
8/26/1991 B012
8/29/1991 AlOl
9/19/1991 A015
9/20/1991 A012
9/24/1991 C012
9/27/1991 AlOl
9/30/1991 C031
10/02/1991 C014
10/16/1991 C012
10/26/1991 C015
11/04/1991 B031
11/30/1991 C013
12/27/1991 A086
1/13/1992 coil
2/23/1992 A083
3/31/1992 B035
4/26/1992 F026
SOME PARK IDEAS GET COLO SHOULDER
SNOW TO BE CLEANED OFF CITY BIKE TRAIL
DEPARTMENT CONSIDERS OFFICE SWAP
VOLUNTEERS SOUGHT FOR STATE PARK WORK
KPARK ADDS 3 WATER SLIDES
*DELL RAPIDS PLANS NEW PARK
FEDERAL PARKS REQUIRE SEAT BELTS
BIKE TRAIL RANGER TO BE HIRED
CITY RECREATION FEES COULD BE INCREASED
CITY PARK FEES WILL GO UP THIS SUMMER
PALISADES SHOULD HAVE PROPER CLIMBING BOOTS CD
CITY PLANS SUMMER FUN
RECREATION FUND REACHES ALL-TIME LOW
^WHETHER CITY SHOULD SELL PARK LAND
SPECIAL WEEKEND OPENS PATH TO OUTDOORS
^DEPLETED RESOURCES OF GREAT OUTDOORS
MAYOR'S PICNIC SET FOR TERRACE PARK
*MCKENNAN PARK IS HOT SPOT FOR GAMES
*1N FULL BLOOM
CITY TO CONSIDER PARK EXPANSION
GRANGER HOT ON THE TRAIL FOR A SAFER PATH
^FACILITIES SLOW TO CATCH UP
DON'T MOVE BANTAM LEAGUE DIAMONDS CD
CHILDREN'S ACTIVITIES FOCUS OF NIGHT AT PARK
SF GREAT PLACE FOR KIDS CD
XCITY AIMS TO SERVE AS MECCA FOR REGION
PARK STICKER FEE TO GO UP IN 1991
AREA STATE PARKS OFFER WINTER FUN
CITY CALLS FOR SPORTS COOPERATIVE
CITY PARKS TO GET $8 MILLION FACELIFT
15TH S WESTERN LAND SHOULD BECOME PARK (D
BASEBALL GROUP WANTS PUBLIC VOTE ON PARK CHANGES
PARK BETTER CHOICE THAN A CONDOMINIUM CD
FROSTY FROLICS SCHEDULED SATURDAY
XGOLF COURSE MOVING TOO FAST
SOUTHEASTERN PARKS GET RECORD VISITOR NUMBERS
CITY TO OFFER BONDS FOR IMPROVING PARKS
PARKS DEPT POSITIONS AVAILABLE
COMMISSION DELAYS ISSUING PARK BONDS
*SF MAN RIDES OFF WITH PRIZE
STUDY ON FEASIBILITY OF GOLF COURSE
$500,00 FALLS PARK FACE LIFT
PARK DEPARTMENT SPONSORS PHOTO CONTEST
NEWTON HILLS TRIES TO GAIN LASTING ATTRACTION
MORE PARKS NEEDED FOR RECREATION IN CITY (L)
DASCHLE--PARK FEES WILL DISCOURAGE VISITORS
COURTESY COPS TO NAB DISCOURTEOUS USERS
*B1G SIOUX SURPRISE
CONSIDERS BOND SALES TO IMPROVE PARKS
HAZARDOUS ENTRANCE TO SERTOMA PARK TO BE MOVED
70,000 PEOPLE VISIT STATE PARK, AREAS
BONDS TO BOOST CITY'S PARKS
NATURE NIGHTS SET IN JUNE AND JULY
FALLS PARK IMPROVEMENTS TOP CITY COMMISSION AGENDA
COMMISSION APPROVES $1 MILLION FALLS PARK PLAN
KKIDS NITE IN THE PARK
STUDY SAYS CITY GREEN IS NEEDED
XA MYSTERIOUS AND RARE SLICE OF SD
^PALISADES STATE PARK HAS CLIFFS FOR THE AGES
*NEWTON HILLS GAINS ACCLAIM FOR TREES
COMPANIES INTERESTED IN BUILDING GOLF COURSE
GARDENS' RESTORATION REACHES FRUITION
DO PARK JOB RIGHT 1ST TIME AROUND (ED)
CITY MAY SHORTEN RIDE FOR SLEDDERS
TO ADD GREAT BEAR TO PARK SYSTEM
MEMBERS SAY STAAB OUT TO SILENCE THEM
DON'T LET SKI SPOT GO DOWNHILL (ED)
STATE PARK STICKERS FOR SALE TUESDAY
PARK BOARD OK'S LOOK AT SKI SLOPE
GOLFERS ENRAGED BY PARK BOARD PLAN
*SF MAY TAKE BIG PLUNGE INTO SKI BUSINESS
SPECIAL PARK WEEKENDS PLANNED NEXT YEAR
ARENA, PARK, SUNKEN GARDEN ON 5-YEAR AGENDA
FALLS PARK PROJECT IS A GOOD MOVE (L)
PARKS HOST 6 MILLION VISITORS IN 1991
PARK SUPERINTENDENT'S ACTIONS LACK INTEGRITY (L)
PARK ENTRANCE PERMIT IS NEEDED YEAR-ROUND
STATE PARK FEES WAIVED MAY 16-17
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SUBJECT
PARKS S RECREATION
PARKS DEB
PARKS TODD
PARKSIDE RIVER PAR
PARKSTON SD
PARLIMAN ED
PARMLEY ELLIS
PAROLE BOARD
PAROLE SERVICES
PARRY LES
PARRY LESTER
PARRY RANDY
PARRY RODNEY
PARRY RUTH
PARSONS NANCY
PARSONS ROBIN
PARSONS RON
PART TIME
PARTRIDGE ROBERT
PARVO VIRUS
PASCALE CARL
PASCHOUD JULIA
PASCO JOAN ^
PASCO-MILLER LORI
PASEK DWIGHT
PASHBY GARY
PASLEY MAX
PASQUE PETALS
PASQUEFLOWERS
PASSICK DONNA
PASSION PLAY
PASSPORTS
PATALANO KEITH
PATCH MARION
PATENTS
PATERNITY
PATHFINDER
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/30/1992
5/11/1992
5/17/1992
6/02/1992
6/13/1992
6/13/1992
6/13/1992
7/08/1992
7/22/1992
8/23/1992
8/2A/1992
9/08/1992
11/25/1992
12/2A/1992
12/29/1992
2/15/1989
6/13/1988
A/23/1992
7/0A/1988
1/13/1990
5/07/1990
7/30/1990
10/08/1987
3/01/198A
8/13/1986
12/12/1989
8/31/1989
6/0A/1992
A/20/1982
3/09/1991
6/30/1989
5/02/1991
6/12/1991
6/13/1991
6/15/1991
6/19/1991
7/05/1991
6/2A/1991
A/30/1991
A/OA/1992
6/11/1991
5/06/1990
12/15/1983
8/21/1992
8/18/1983
2/22/198A
7/G8/198A
8/25/1989
9/18/1982
8/27/1990
5/16/1982
7/07/1989
9/11/1983
5/10/1986
A/10/1991
12/13/1988
A/30/1989
A/07/1991
5/18/1991
10/20/1983
9/11/1991
2/0A/1992
5/16/1982
1/07/1990
11/16/1985
2/26/1989
2/26/1989
2/26/1989
3/10/1989
9/15/1989
A/18/1990
5/05/1990
6/30/1990
8/28/1990
9/15/1990
9/20/1990
2/07/1991
A121 TEENS ALREADY SHORT A FEW BALL DIAMONDS (L)
C02A DEADWOOD PLANS TRAIL PROJECT
B065 CITY RUNNING OUT OF PARKS
C023 KRAINY DAY WORK
A012 XSCHUETT SAYS HE PLAYS FAIR
BOIA KTO KEEP FIELDS APACE OF POPULATION
BOAl 36C1TY SUMMER SPORTS GROUPS VOICE CONCERNS
C021 STATE PARK REVENUES UP OVER LAST YEAR
BOll 'DlVE-lN' MOVIE MOVED TO THURSDAY NIGHT
H061 *ATHLET1C FACILITIES DOT CITY
A092 PARK SPORTS EQUIPMENT ABUSED (L)
C013 36FALL IS FULL OF OUTDOOR POSSIBILITIES
A012 36C1TY BOARD HEARS PROPOSAL TO RE-DESIGN PARK
B021 FIRESTONE MONUMENT FEE TO INCREASE
BOll COMMISSION OK'S MONEY FOR STADIUM
B012 KCO-OP'S BAKER USES A VARIETY OF INGREDIENTS
B012 BfPARKS TAKES STATE TITLE BY SIX STROKES
A015 'BOTTOM LINE' FORCES RIVER PARK TO CLOSE
AOIA KEVERY DAY IS INDEPENDENCE DAY
A012 PARKSTON, FREEMAN TURN OFF MTV
C021 METAL RECYCLING CENTER PLANNED FOR PARKSTON
C031 TO SOLICIT VIEWS ON REBUILDING DIMOCK DAM
A092 5CUNR1SKY BUSINESS
C012 ^ALUMINUM APPETITE
SEE PARDONS S PAROLES
A071 5CLAWYER--PAR0LE SYSTEM HURTS INDIANS
A103 CHANGE PAROLE AGENTS (L)
coil OFFICER FACES FIRING DESPITE ACQUITTAL
BOIA ^DISORDER CAN MAKE SUFFERER INHIBITED AND FRUSTRATED
BOAl 56PARRY SEEKS SENATE SEAT
B031 FATHERS, SONS WORK TOGETHER
C012 MED SCHOOL GOOD 1NVESTMENT--DEAN
C012 5CPET1T10NS FILED FOR SCHOOL BOARD RACE
A013 LAWYER FOR SCHOOL DISTRICT WORKS FOR BOARD CANDIDATE
A121 PARRY, BLISS BEST SCHOOL CANDIDATES CEDJ
coil *SCHOOL BOARD CANDIDATES OFFER DIFFERENT VISIONS
C012 3CBL1SS, PARRY CARRY SCHOOL VOTES
A012 3CV0TERS WILLING TO GIVE WOMEN JOBS
C012 56DOG DAY AFTERNOONS
A016 CLERK--1T'S MY ERROR, MY TICKET
C012 STORE CLERK STILL VYING FOR YEAR-OLD JACKPOT
A012 *SU1T SEEKS TO RETURN LOTTO POT INTO GAME
FF07 KFOR PART-TIME TEACHERS
C013 ^'REAGAN'S PEOPLE ARE OUT TO GET US'
B025 PARVO VIRUS DETECTED IN SD
DOll DOC PASCALE'S DEDICATION TO CENTERVILLE ATHLETES
A062 SERVING SMALL COMMUNITIES MEANS LONG HOURS
DOll KDOC HAS 50 YEARS OF MEDICINE
B012 KPAIR IN DIRECTOR'S CHAIR AT COLLEGE
C023 '^COMPROMISE OIL DRILLING FEE DISPUTE
A012 36RESERV1ST MOM READY TO GO
C031 JeRENOWNED PEOPLE LEFT SD, BUT ITS APPEAL IS ENDURING
coil SIOUX FALLS LAWYER TO HEAD STATE BAR
C031 KDOWN-HOME PHILOSOPHY OF HOME FOLK (YEAGER)
C031 BALLOON LAUNCH TO MARK MAGAZINE'S ANNIVERSARY
A012 XPASQUING TIME AWAY
C012 NURSE SENTENCED IN DRUG THEFT
CC06 K'PASSION PLAY' TO HILLS
F031 kBLACK hills PASSION PLAY STAGED WELL IN FLORIDA
AOll KPASSION PLAY JESUS QUITS AFTER 50 YEARS
COAl MORE STATE POST OFFICES HANDLING PASSPORTS
C031 MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN FAIR INCIDENT
A012 X'SMOKEY' PATCH WILL BE MISSED
C051 STATE TO GET MONEY IN ANTITRUST SUIT
E012 ^PATENTS TAKE IDEAS AND PATIENCE
C022 COURT REVERSES PATERNITY SUIT RULING
A012 XA NUCLEAR VISION GONE BUST
A052 KABOUT THIS REPORT
A081 OLD DANGERS LINGER IN NEW ERA (ED)
AlOl PATHFINDER WAS NEVER THREAT TO CITY, WORKERS (L)
D062 JENSP APPLIES TO REMOVE REACTOR
coil GR0UP--EXAM1NE PATHFINDER PLANT
A104 ROGERS ALARMIST ACTIVIST (L)
C016 DISMANTLING OF PATHFINDER CAN BEGIN
C012 MONITOR PATHFINDER DISMANTLING CLOSELY
C015 PATHFINDER EXCAVATION STARTS WEDNESDAY
coil NO HAZARDOUS MATERIAL FOUND AT PATHFINDER
D082 KREACTOR REMOVAL SCHEDULED
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SUBJECT
PATHFINDER
PATHOLOGISTS
PATIENTS
PATIOS
PATNOE RANDY
PATRASCU RUSET
PATRIOTISM
PATTERSON DAN
PATTERSON NANCY
PATTERSON PERRY
PATTERSON ROBERT
PATTERSON TRACY
PATTI SANDI
PATZWALD BOB
PAUL JIM
PAUL KAYE
PAULIN SCOTT
PAULSEN BILL
PAULSEN FRED
PAULSEN GLEN
PAULSEN MAURICE
PAULSEN PAT
PAULSEN THANE
PAULSON BEN
PAULSON HOWARD
PAULSON JOHN
PAULSON JUDY
PAULSON PENNY
PAULSON WAYNE
PAULUKONIS JAY
PAWLOWSKI SALLY
PAWN SHOPS
PAY 'N PAK HOME
PAY DON
PAY THOMAS
PAYNE FREDERICK
PAYTON CHARLIE
PCB
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/I2/I991 A012 NSP MAY BUILD POWER PLANT NEAR PATHFINDER
3/26/1991 C033 TRAIN PROCESSION TO TRANSPORT REACTOR
5/11/1991 C012 NSP DEFENDS PATHFINDER TRAVEL PATH
5/1A/1991 C012 REACTOR TO BE REMOVED TODAY
5/15/1991 A012 ^REACTOR'S HEART REMOVED FROM PLANT
5/18/1991 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
8/08/1991 C012 KNUCLEAR VESSEL CHUGS AWAY FROM SD
8/12/1991 BOII SD NUCLEAR REACTOR REACHES WATERTOWN
8/13/1991 CQ31 VESSEL COMPLETES 5-DAY TRIP
1/08/1992 D062 KNEW NSP POWER PLANT WILL BURN OIL, GAS
SEE ALSO CORONERS
9/29/1983 CG12 MEIERHENRY LOBBIES FOR PATHOLOGIST
12/13/1983 coil COMMISSION WILL DISCUSS STATE POSITION
12/19/1983 C015 KURGES CHANGES IN DEATH INVESTIGATIONS
6/15/1990 A012 LEGAL ACTION CONSIDERED IN HOSPITAL DEATH
6/19/1989 A072 KALL DECKED OUT
6/16/1988 B015 SD BOASTS STRONG TIES TO PGA TOUR
12/08/1983 B011 ^ROMANIAN WOULDN'T GIVE UP ON A DREAM
6/30/1990 C011 PATRIOTISM PARADE SCHEDULED TUESDAY
8/I9/I990 A122 YOUNG SHOULD LEARN MEANING OF PATRIOTISM (L)
3/08/1991 A079 SUPPRESSED PATRIOTISM HAS EMERGED FROM WAR (L)
3/22/1991 A091 LEADERS SHOULDN'T MESS WITH PATRIOTISM (L)
9/27/1991 C012 KVOWS TO REDEFINE PATRIOTISM IF HE RUNS
12/09/1982 D021 KPATTERSON BACK IN HOME POOL--SNOWFOX SWIMMERS
1/19/1991 C012 KWIFE HOLDS SURPRISE FOR GULF SOLDIER
3/09/1989 B019 *PLAY DIRECTOR LEAVES 31 YEARS OF COSTUMES
11/15/1985 C031 JUDGE PICKED FOR POST
1/22/1987 C019 KJUDGE PATTERSON TO RETIRE
9/17/1987 C011 KJUDGE LEAVES 'BEST JOB' IN CITY
6/08/1991 C019 KJUDGE PATTERSON DIES AT AGE 70
11/30/1992 A012 KFAMILIES FOLLOW GOOD ECONOMY TO SF
11/30/1992 A021 LA NATIVE FINDS HOME FOR FAMILY AFTER MOTEL STAY
5/10/1986 A071 NIGHT LIKE THIS BRINGS GOSPEL MUSIC
5/13/1986 B011 KCROWD ENJOYS LOVE, SPOTLIGHT FROM PATTI
12/06/1990 B012 K9,000 POINTS OF LIGHT
6/29/1989 B091 KSOO NEWSMAN IS HONORED AS BEST REPORTER
10/28/1983 B012 PAUL GETS CITY PERSONNEL JOB
11/03/1989 B012 KFRIENDSHIP LANDS ACTOR GUMSHOE ROLE
5/09/1983 B011 KCOLLEGE STUDENT HAS EXCELLED IN MATHEMATICS
12/15/1989 D013 HURON COACH HELPED STEER TEAM OUT OF SLUMP
11/17/1991 B051 *SF BOWLER WORKS FOR HIS SHOT
3/22/1992 B075 KCITY BOWLER GEARS UP FOR US OPEN
3/13/1983 D011 *'IMPROMPTU' PLAYWRIGHT IS ADVERTISING WRITER
11/03/1987 A081 *GREAT CONTRIBUTOR TO AD AGENCY BUSINESS
2/25/1992 A052 KPAULSEN HAS FUN IN PERENNIAL PRESIDENTIAL RUN
12/21/1990 A083 ^'IMPRESSIONS' LOOKS FROM A NEGATIVE VIEWPOINT
5/09/1982 C063 KRETIRED FARMER CREATES ART FROM WOOD STRIPS
11/18/1989 A083 KREMODELING CHEAPER, SCHOOL ACADEMICALLY
8/13/1989 Alll KWASHINGTON HIGH--REMODEL OR REBUILD
11/18/1989 A083 KNEW SCHOOL WOULD PROVIDE BEST USE OF TAX DOLLARS
11/25/1992 D021 KETHNIC DISHES CHALLENGE BRANDON COOK
8/02/1987 C012 KFAMILY HAS BRUSH WITH BETTER LUCK
5/25/1990 C012 KIN FULL BLOOM
A/26/1987 CCll KSHARE TEACHINGS OF LIFE OF FAITH
5/22/1982 A012 KDEVOTION TO CHURCH KEEPS RUNNER IDLE
8/23/1992 B012 KSF PAWN SHOPS' TRADING HOT
10/03/1991 D062 JUDGE OK'S LOAN FOR PAY 'N PAK
2/27/1992 B062 KPAY 'N PAK CLOSING, 16 TO LOSE JOBS
3/03/1992 B061 PAY 'N PAK CLOSES FOR CLEARANCE SOON
3/17/1992 B061 PAY 'N PAK TO OPEN FOR FIVE-DAY SALE
3/19/1992 D062 KLINING UP FOR A BARGAIN
3/13/1989 A083 NEBRASKA-SD BORDER SITE BAD PLACE
11/02/1991 A103 KMINERAL BOARD FUELING DISTRUST
A/02/1992 C031 VERMILLION POLICE OFFICER RESIGNS OVER VIOLATIONS
12/12/1983 A091 KLONGEVITY IS PAYNE FAMILY TRADEMARK
12/11/198A B0A1 KAT 101, OFF MORTALITY CHARTS
5/26/1991 A063 KELEVATOR OPERATORS 'FIRED BY A FIRE'
7/10/1986 C033 HEARING ON PCB STORAGE TO BE IN CITY
8/27/1986 A015 KWENTWORTH WANTS PCB WASTE SITE
8/30/1986 C013 CITY FINED $2,000 FOR WASTE VIOLATION
9/09/1986 C015 LAKE COUNTY RESIDENTS CALL FOR WASTE REGULATIONS
9/11/1986 A015 PCB FINES--3 9 MILLION
9/12/1986 C011 PCB INCINERATOR WELCOME IN WENTWORTH
9/17/1986 B021 BUSINESS ABOVE REPROACH
9/21/1986 C021 PCB CLEANUP ON CAMPUS ALMOST COMPLETE
9/28/1986 C021 TOUGHER WASTE LAWS MAY BE NEEDED
9/29/1986 C021 WATER DISTRICT TO URGE CARE WITH WASTE DISPOSAL
8/06/1989 A016 PCB FLAP HEATS UP IN MADISON
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/11/1989 AlOl RULES PROTECTING ENVIRONMENT NEED TUNING (ED)
8/15/1989 A083 MADISON OVEN DOES NOT NEED A PERMIT
3/14/1990 C021 PCB SPILL WORRIES PICKSTOWN RESIDENTS
3/15/1990 coil GOVERNOR DEMANDS REPORT ON PCB SPILL
3/17/1990 C021 CORPS REPORTS NO PCBS FOUND IN PICKSTOWN WATER
3/23/1990 C013 STATE TO OVERSEE HANDLING OF PCB SPILL
4/07/1990 C021 MISSOURI RIVER PCB SPILL REPORT RELEASED
4/08/1990 C022 WINDS BLAST SCATTERED PCB-LADEN OIL
12/02/1991 coil PCB-LOADED BALLASTS TO BE TAKEN FROM MALL
4/17/1992 C015 STUDY--PCB LEVELS DOWN
4/29/1992 A015 XPCB PLANT TURNED AWAY
4/09/1992 A083 EBUSINESS CONDUCTED ON GLOBAL SCALE
1/30/1982 C024 'PRAYING FOR PEACE BUT PAYING FOR WAR' (L)
3/28/1982 B033 CONNECTION PERCEIVED IN ARMS RACE, ABORTION (L)
4/22/1982 D021 EASTER LILY BACKERS ANSWER ARGUS EDITORIAL (L)
4/25/1982 B031 EASTER LILY GROUP APPLAUDED FOR EFFORT (L)
5/06/1982 D014 JANKLOW PARDONS MEN ARRESTED AT NUKE PROTEST
5/07/1982 C023 EASTER LILY PROJECT MEMBER EXPLAINS GOALS (L)
5/07/1982 C024 GOVERNOR, ARGUS MISSED SYMBOLISM OF LILY (L)
5/09/1982 C021 LODGE NUCLEAR PROTESTS WITHOUT BREAKING THE LAW (ED)
5/15/1982 C021 GOVERNOR DOESN'T SPEAK FOR PEACE PROJECT (L)
5/29/1982 B024 ARGUS 'THUNDERATIONS,' 'PHONY PARDONS' HIT (L)
5/31/1982 B052 *BALLOONS CONTAINING PEACE MESSAGES RELEASED
7/05/1982 C021 READER FEELS PEACE DEPT IS NEEDED (L)
7/11/1982 B041 *PEACE PEDALLERS FATTEN UP IN SF
8/28/1982 B021 XWWII TAUGHT HOW PRECIOUS PEACE CAN BE
10/13/1982 C021 CITIZENS URGED TO FOLLOW THROUGH (L)
10/14/1982 C051 NUCLEAR FREEZE ACTIVISTS TO SPEAK
10/16/1982 C034 US MUST GET TO KNOW RUSSIANS TO STOP RACE
10/19/1982 C023 WORLD IN A NEW ERA OF HUMAN SENSITIVITY (L)
12/10/1982 C012 WESTERN RANCHERS TAKE PEACE MOVEMENT TO RUSSIA
12/12/1982 C032 ADVANCED TECH ONLY HOPE FOR PEACE (L)
12/16/1982 C041 SD RANCHER ON SOVIET PEACE TRIP
12/17/1982 C021 NO HARM IN RANCHERS' MISSION TO MOSCOW (ED)
12/25/1982 B021 PEACE ON EARTH, A POEM BY FRED MAROON (L)
12/25/1982 B032 RANCHER--REAGAN WORRIES SOVIETS
1/25/1983 B023 NATION MUST BE STRONG TO MAINTAIN PEACE (L)
2/16/1983 C024 'PARENTING FOR PEACE' SHOULD BE REPEATED (L)
3/05/1983 B021 MUTUAL NUCLEAR FREEZE FIRST STEP TOWARD PEACE (L)
4/01/1983 B013 PEACE GROUP PLANS EASTER VIGIL
4/03/1983 A021 ^ELLSWORTH PROTESTORS WANT NUKE FREEZE ON BALLOT
4/05/1983 B022 SUCCESSFUL PEACE COMES ONLY THROUGH STRENGTH (L)
5/07/1983 B021 WORLD SHOULD BAN WARS (L)
5/26/1983 B051 ISLAND RESIDENT TO SPEAK FOR PEACE
5/27/1983 C024 CHILDREN NEED ENVIRONMENT OF PEACE (L)
7/24/1983 B041 GROUP NEEDS HELP SPONSORING PEACE MARCH
8/05/1983 C035 GROUP SUPPORTING PEACE MARCH PLANS PICNIC
9/14/1983 B016 MONKS VISIT CITY TO PROMOTE PEACE
10/02/1983 B033 HE DOUBTS RUSSIANS MARCHED (L)
11/14/1983 B023 PROGRAM SHOWS WHY WORLD NEEDS PEACE (L)
12/21/1983 C022 TWO MISCONCEPTIONS ON WORLD PEACE (L)
1/04/1984 D031 PEACE GROUP HOPES TRIP WILL EASE BORDER TENSIONS
1/09/1984 coil ^CHILDREN SHOW CONCERN FOR NUCLEAR WAR
2/02/1984 C025 LAWMAKERS SHOULD ENDORSE ACADEMY OF PEACE (L)
3/15/1984 B055 JERRY FOLK TALKS ABOUT PEACE
3/25/1984 E034 SEE FILM, THEN DROP SUPPORT FOR PEACE (L)
4/05/1984 C024 CENTER'S PEACE ROLE PRAISED (L)
4/10/1984 C024 CATHOLIC DIOCESE CONDUCTED WORKSHOPS (L)
4/22/1984 B041 *2ND EASTER SERVICE TO PROTEST MISSILES
4/23/1984 C043 ^PEACEFUL PROTEST
7/19/1984 B041 PEACE PILGRIMMAGE MAKES STOP IN RAPID CITY
8/04/1984 B031 PIERRE GROUP WILL MARK HIROSHIMA BOMBING
8/10/1984 C031 PEACE GROUP WILL CONDUCT MEETING SATURDAY
9/02/1984 C021 TO SEEK WORLD PEACE (L)
11/30/1984 coil BUDDHIST NUN FASTING FOR WORLD PEACE
4/03/1985 B021 ELLSWORTH MAY USE CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE
4/06/1985 AlOl BUILDING THE MILITARY WILL NOT BRING PEACE (L)
4/08/1985 A012 *PEACE PROTESTERS ARRESTED AT AIR BASE
4/09/1985 B031 INNOCENT PLEAS GIVEN AFTER PROTEST
4/26/1985 A102 SEW IN SUPPORT OF PEACE (L)
6/13/1985 B072 PARTICIPANTS SEW PEACE RIBBON
8/05/1985 A013 9f'PEACE IS WORTH WORKING FOR'
8/20/1985 A063 PEACE GROUP IS PRO-SOVIET (L)
8/24/1985 B041 ^PEOPLE MUST WORK FOR PEACE
3/31/1986 C013 WAR PROTESTERS CONDUCT SERVICE
4/18/1986 coil ACTIVIST--WOMEN ARE KEY TO WORLD PEACE
6/25/1986 A012 ^SOVIET UNION SHOW LOCAL BOY'S DRAWING
10/26/1986 A015 LOCAL GATHERING TO PRAY FOR PEACE
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/27/1986 AQI2 POPE CALLS FOR TRUCE
10/28/1986 AOIA XCITY SERVICE HONORS PAPAL PEACE APPEAL
12/20/1986 AlOA TURN SWORDS INTO SICKLES CD
1/11/1987 COIA KBRINGS MESSAGE FROM CENTRAL AMERICA
A/10/1987 AlOA LISTEN TO BISHOP'S PLEA (L)
A/19/1987 E023 PEACE GROUP TO GATHER AT BASE
5/01/1987 B012 ^STUDENTS HOPE PLAY PROMOTES PEACE
5/11/1987 C012 FACTIONS SPEAK TO HIM ON WORLD TREK
7/17/1987 C021 WOMEN ATTEND MEETING IN MOSCOW
7/29/1987 B012 *L1NDER PEACE MESSAGE COMING TO CITY
8/20/1987 A061 TOOL OF NUCLEAR WAR CD
9/02/1987 B012 PEACE GROUP TO REVEAL MISSILE SITES
9/05/1987 C012 PEACE GROUP PUTS MINUTE MAN ON THE MAP
9/09/1987 A081 PEACE ACTIVISTS SHOULD LEAVE HAMMERS HOME (ED)
9/09/1987 A085 DON'T IGNORE HISTORY (L)
10/09/1987 C021 PEACE ACTIVIST PLANS VIGIL NEAR KADOKA
10/2'i/1987 con XPRIEST TO WITNESS ARIAS PEACE PLAN
10/28/1987 B021 VETERANS GROUP PLANS 20-MlLE PEACE WALK
11/08/1987 C012 5(PEACE WALK DRAWS HOPEFUL
11/28/1987 C023 GREENPEACE SAW CHANCE FOR PUBLICITY
12/01/1987 A085 ARMISTICE SPIRIT NEEDED CD
12/1A/1987 BOll GREENPEACE TRIAL GETS POSTPONEMENT
12/25/1987 B012 ^ACTIVISTS PLANT SEEDS OF PEACE IN SD
2/05/1988 A085 IT'S TIME TO HELP REAGAN CD
5/0A/1988 B012 MICKELSON'S TRIP TO CENTRAL AMERICA CRITICIZED
12/25/1988 A081 HOPE FOR MIDDLE EAST PEACE (ED)
12/06/1989 A133 PEACE IS RIGHT SIDE (L)
3/29/1990 A083 USE RESOURCES FOR PEACE (L)
3/29/1990 A095 HELP PRESERVE PEACE BY SPEAKING PEACE (L)
A/2A/1990 A053 XPEACE HARVEST RESOLUTION FIGHTS HUNGER
5/26/1990 A083 BREAD FOR THE WORLD GRATEFUL TO DELEGATION (L)
6/10/1990 A113 PACIFIST TYPES CAN BE COURAGEOUS (L)
7/23/1990 BOll ANTI-APARTHEID OFFICIAL TO ATTEND PEACE CAMP
10/04/1990 A012 IRAQ INVITES SIOUX ELDERS TO MIDEAST TO PRAY
11/03/1990 C034 SD MAN APPEARS ON PEACE CALENDAR
11/14/1990 A015 GULF ISSUE RE-IGNITES SD EFFORTS
12/06/1990 A065 SHOULD COMMIT RESOURCES TO PEACE (L)
1/24/1991 A056 PACIFISM TAKES ACTIVIST SP1R1T--PR0DUCER
2/13/1991 con PEACE GROUP TO HELP PERSONNEL, FAMILIES
3/09/1991 con WORKSHOP OFFERED MARCH 16
3/31/1991 F012 ^PACIFISTS WAGE WAR ON WAR, NOT PATRIOTISM
10/06/1991 Alls 'PEACEMAKERS' THRIVE ON RHETORIC, NOT PEACE (L)
10/15/1991 B031 PEACE CENTER TO HOLD ITS ANNUAL MEETING
6/28/1992 D012 SfRUNNING FOR PEACE AND DIGNITY
3/31/1991 F016 ^CENTER IS FOUNDER'S RESPONSE TO CHALLENGE
8/25/1986 BOll PEACE CORPS WORKER HOPES JOB OUTGROWS HIM
9/20/1991 C012 56PEACE CORPS DUTY LANDS ARMOUR FARMER IN NEPAL
9/20/1991 C013 RECRUITER IN CITY TO FIELD QUESTIONS ABOUT SERVICE
12/04/1992 AlOl PEACE CORPS' 'NEW ERA' AN INSULT (L)
9/19/1991 con ABDALLAH TO LEAD PEACE OFFICERS
6/14/1986 C035 TO SEE HISTORIC PEACE PIPE
10/23/1991 B032 XPEACE PRIZE FORUM SET AT AUGUSTANA
2/13/1992 C061 ^PARTICIPANTS IN PEACE PRIZE FORUM
2/13/1992 C071 PEACE FORUM'S GOAL IS EDUCATION
2/14/1992 B012 ^PEACEMAKERS' VOICES WILL BE HEARD AGAIN
2/15/1992 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
2/16/1992 A012 XPEACE HAS BEEN THEIR LIFE'S WORK
2/24/1992 A104 PEACE PRIZE FORUM COVERAGE IS 'SUPERFICIAL' (L)
3/03/1992 A091 WIESEL'S TALK TOUCHED STUDENT AT FORUM (L)
6/21/1991 C033 PEACOCKS MISBEHAVE AT STORYBOOK ISLAND
6/04/1990 con AUTHOR TO DISCUSS POSITIVE THINKING
6/23/1990 A015 XPEALE PLEASES CROWD WITH AGELESS ADVICE
2/06/1990 B062 KGET YOUR HOT ROASTED PEANUTS HERE
12/17/1984 C024 PAPER IGNORES ANNIVERSARY (L)
11/01/1986 C041 LICENSE PLATE TO HONOR PEARL HARBOR SURVIVORS
12/06/1986 A103 45 YEARS AGO--GOES TO WAR
12/07/1986 FOll ^REMEMBERING PEARL HARBOR
12/08/1988 A015 KPEARL HARBOR SURVIVORS OBSERVE 47TH ANNIVERSARY
8/25/1986 B021 EX-PHONE AUTHORITY MANAGER INDICTED IN THEFT
4/27/1986 EOll *V01CE OF THE STOCK YARDS HAS A FULL DAY
7/07/1990 C022 FORMER SDSU VICE PRESIDENT DIES
3/24/1985 C013 ^EMPIRE BOWL WANTS TO FORGET THE PAST
12/04/1984 B021 PUBLIC INPUT TO CHANGE SCHOOL SYSTEM
4/27/1986 N061 (RELIGION) 3€KEEPS KIDS AT SCHOOL BOARD'S HEART
11/02/1987 A016 *HARMONY TYPIFIES SCHOOL BOARD
4/16/1988 con KPEARSON SEEKS THIRD SCHOOL BOARD TERM
5/03/1988 D012 *4 FILE FOR SCHOOL BOARD SEATS
6/18/1988 C015 BOARD INCUMBENTS STRESS VOTING RECORDS
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PEARSON KAREN
PEARSON KERMIT
PEARSON LYLE
PEARSON,MARLYS
PEARSON RODGER
PEARSON TIMOTHY
PEASE QUINTIN
PEASLEE CHERI
PECAR RICHARD
PECHOTA GARY
PECHOTA TERRY
PECK ANN
PECKHAM DON
PECKHAM JOHN
PECKHAM THOMAS
PECKHAM TRUDY
PEDAL PULL
PEDDLERS
PEDERSEN M D
PEDERSEN MIKE
PEDERSON BRAD
PEDERSON DALE
PEDERSON DWAYNE
PEDERSON JAMES
PEDERSON JAN
PEDERSON JASON
PEDERSON JENS
PEDERSON JULIE
PEDERSON KATHRINE
PEDERSON MARILEE
PEDERSON MATT
PEDERSON OLAF
PEDERSON ROCHELL
PEDERSON ROGER
PEDESTRIANS -
DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/21/1988 A082 PEARSON, RANDALL PRAISED (L)
5/31/1985 A0I2 RANCHER, MUSICIANS, FANS READY FOR STAMPEDE
6/0A/1985 A012 PROMOTER SAYS WEATHER COST HIM $200,000
6/30/1986 C053 KRANCHER TAKES 2ND SWING AT FESTIVAL
8/06/1986 D016 ^PEARSON REACHES HIS DREAM
5/20/1990 C012 ^ABORTION, CHILD CARE TOP LIST OF CONCERNS
A/03/1982 B033 FARMERS SHOULD BE SELF-RELIANT
10/01/1982 C031 PEARSON SAYS IT'S UP TO FARMERS
11/28/1982 BOAl PEARSON AT FARM BUREAU MEETING
1/11/1983 C015 XJANKLOW REPLACING PEARSON
1/12/1983 DOll XPEARSON--I WANTED TO LEAVE CABINET
7/18/1983 A015 ^FARM LEADERS WANT MORE EXPORT SALES
5/31/1988 C021 DRUG STORE OWNER GETS 18-MONTH SENTENCE
7/17/1991 C031 *CITY MAN LIKES SMALL-TOWN PACE
6/1A/1992 A0I2 XWOMEN CLERGY SAY THEY STRUGGLE WITH BARRIERS
4/16/1992 A021 BUSINESSMAN PITCHES COMPOSTING PROPOSAL
1/23/1983 C021 PERIL AHEAD FOR PECHOTA (ED)
2/04/1982 D031 PECHOTA MAY RUN IF MEIERHENRY LEAVES
3/20/1982 B015 MAY PERSUE NOMINATION FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
6/05/1982 C014 PECHOTA BACK IN STATE
6/18/1982 C051 PECHOTA ANNOUNCING TODAY
12/05/1991 C012 SERVICE FINDS FUNDS FOR STUDENTS
3/10/1991 E036 MILLION-MILE MAIL CARRIER DRIVES AWAY WITH RECORD
7/04/1982 B042 ^SCOTLAND'S PECKHAM WANTS TO GO OUT AS A WINNER
5/20/1984 C064 ^PRESIDENTIAL SCHOLAR
4/29/1987 A082 ^AWARENESS, SUPPORT KEYS IN FIGHTING DIABETES
10/06/1992 B022 ^SNICKERS AND A DEW POWER PEDAL CHAMP
3/02/1987 C015 SALES RULES ON AGENDA
3/03/1987 C022 ESTABLISHES LICENSE FEES FOR PEDDLERS
8/18/1989 C012 ^VENDORS MAKE PEDDLING THEIR BUSINESS
10/07/1990 E031 UNAUTHORIZED PEDDLERS NABBED IN VERMILLION
4/26/1987 EEll 3€PRESIDENT OF TIRE COMPANY
12/25/1989 A012 KNORA'S SOLE RESIDENT SEES
4/07/1992 B043 5€TENNIS ELBOW
7/31/1988 B012 BERESFORD SENIOR WINS TITLE
2/08/1986 C015 WORTHING MAN ANNOUNCES FOR STATE HOUSE
11/26/1992 C021 OFFICIAL PAYS FINE FOR SPEEDING, RACING
11/07/1989 A016 CITY WOMAN WINS A MILLION
11/08/1989 C012 KLOTTO WINNER TO KEEP ON PLAYING
2/13/1989 C012 *SOCCER PLAYER GETS KICK OUT OF TOUR
11/24/1983 A012 JENS PEDERSON GIVES THANKS FOR FOOTBALL
5/29/1982 C015 SMILE, YOU'RE A STAR ON ESPN
1/04/1983 B012 KO'GORMAN'S JULIE PEDERSON RUNS TO WIN STATE TITLES
10/02/1991 C032 STATE HIRES DIRECTOR FOR MATH, SCIENCE PROGRAM
10/15/1991 A012 36AFTER COMA, EVERY DAY A BLESSING
12/19/1991 B012 KAT 14, PEDERSON A PREMIER MUSICIAN
5/25/1988 B014 SfGANNETT AWARD HONORS 3 LOCAL VOLUNTEERS
6/05/1989 C012 THANKS, TEACHER FOR INSPIRING BOY
12/24/1983 B015 STATE MAN RESIGNS, SAYS SYSTEM UNFAIR
7/15/1982 C031 SIOUX FALLS WINS PEDESTRIAN AWARD
8/20/1982 B031 HIT-AND-RUN DRIVER KILLS CUSTER MAN
8/22/1982 B015 MAN ARRESTED AFTER WOMAN KILLED BY CAR
11/14/1982 C021 THANKS POLICE CHIEF FOR CLEAN SIDEWALK (L)
1/11/1983 C041 36WOMAN HIT BY TRUCK WHEN CROSSING SF STREET
1/25/1983 B023 BOY NEARLY HIT BY CAR BECAUSE MOM ERRED CD
2/18/1983 C031 7-YEAR-OLD IN HOSPITAL AFTER CAR HIT HER
3/06/1983 B041 MAN KILLED WHILE WALKING ON HIGHWAY
1/31/1984 A021 CROSSWALK IS DANGEROUS, CITY TOLD
5/14/1984 BOll PEDESTRIAN DIES AFTER BEING HIT BY A CAR
5/16/1984 DOll VICTIM IDENTIFIED AS CHRISTENSEN'S FOSTER SON
9/14/1984 C031 SF GIRL HURT WHEN STRUCK BY CAR
9/15/1984 C031 GIRL STABLE AFTER BEING HIT BY CAR
9/19/1984 DOll CAR HITS MAN, 78, ON DOWNTOWN STREET
9/27/1984 A012 ^PEDESTRIAN ANGERED BY DRIVERS' HABITS
1/13/1986 coil WINNER MAN DIES IN CAR-PEDESTRIAN ACCIDENT
1/30/1986 B021 ROLLER SKATERS ARE PEDESTRIANS
3/09/1986 A015 WOMAN STRUCK BY CAR DIES
7/15/1986 BOll WOMAN PLEADS GUILTY IN PEDESTRIAN DEATH
8/16/1986 coil WOMAN CRITICAL AFTER BEING HIT BY BEER TRUCK
12/19/1986 A105 CITY SHOULD HELP PEDESTRIANS (L)
2/04/1987 B041 WINNER MAN DIES AFTER CAR-PEDESTRIAN ACCIDENT
5/29/1987 A012 ^ACCIDENT KILLS WORKER
10/13/1987 B022 PEDESTRIAN SAFETY MANUAL STIRS
10/14/1987 BOll PEDESTRIAN STRUCK BY VAN IN PARKING LOT
3/02/1988 A064 BEWARE OF PEDESTRIANS (L)
8/05/1988 C015 WOMAN HIT BY TRUCK WHILE CROSSING STREET
8/22/1988 A012 *MAN DIES IN HIT-AND-RUN
8/23/1988 coil SEARCH ON FOR HIT-AND-RUN DRIVER
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9/2<i/1988 C012 ^PEDESTRIAN INJURED IN ACCIDENT
10/2A/1988 A015 KCITY MAN KILLED BY CAR ALWAYS HELPED OTHERS
12/13/1988 coil CITY GETS AWARD FOR PEDESTRIAN SAFETY
I/25/I989 C0I2 SCHOOLS RECRUIT ADULTS FOR GUARD DUTY
1/27/1989 AG12 ^JAYWALKERS DEFY RISKS, STAY OUT OF LINE
1/31/1989 AG81 ORDINANCES NEED TUNING (ED)
2/19/1989 AG12 ^PEDESTRIANS GET CROSS WHEN THEY CAN'T
3/G2/1989 CG12 *WALK LIGHTS RETIMED AS EXPERIMENT
3/G5/1989 CGll BOY, <i, CRITICAL AFTER ACCIDENT
3/14/1989 CGll BOY HIT BY CAR REMAINS CRITICAL
3/24/1989 CGll SIOUX FALLS YOUTH STRUCK BY VEHICLE
5/G3/1989 AG15 TRAIN HITS, INJURES MAN AT TRACK
5/G4/1989 CG15 VICTIM COULD HAVE AVOIDED TRAIN
5/26/1989 AG15 36SEMI-TRUCK KILLS RURAL LENNOX MAN
6/29/1989 CG12 KBOY INJURED CROSSING STREET
7/11/1989 CG12 VICTIM SEEKS DAMAGES FROM DRIVER
12/14/1989 CG21 CHILD DIES IN CAR-PEDESTRIAN ACCIDENT
1/G4/199G CGll PEDESTRIAN HIT AFTER TWO VEHICLES COLLIDE
7/28/199G AG12 ^CAREFUL ON THE STREETS
7/28/199G CG15 CITY PEDESTRIANS PROGRAM RECEIVES NATIONAL HONOR
7/29/199G CGll WOMAN DIES AFTER BEING HIT BY CAR
12/14/199G CG12 3€P0LICE GET CROSS WITH JAYWALKERS
12/11/1991 A125 CALIFORNIA PEDESTRIANS RESPECTED BY MOTORISTS (L)
1/29/1992 AG83 PEDESTRIAN IRKED BY DRIVERS ON CROSSWALKS (L)
IG/G3/1992 AG51 ^MOTORISTS NEED CHANGE IN ATTITUDE
3/25/1986 CG22 JUDGE THROWS OUT VERDICT
12/G1/1989 CG21 PEEVER SCHOOL CLOSED AFTER SAFETY QUESTIONS
6/G8/1992 AG53 *YAC PROFILE, SF
8/19/1992 BG62 ^FARMERS BUY CORSON TERMINAL
3/27/1991 DG72 *BALTIC CAFE COOKS UP A CROWD
12/19/1986 DG34 *PEIPER CITED FOR COACHING EXPERTISE
1I/G8/1992 AG12 *T0 GRIEVE WITH HONOR
7/11/1991 BG62 *TOUR TO PROMOTE REMOTE RURAL AREAS
3/29/1984 AG14 KCLARA BEEFS UP CATTLE CAMPAIGN
4/14/199G CG14 CANTON MAN AIMS TO RAISE CITY TAX
1/G7/199G FG33 STORM TAXES RESOURCES OF UTILITY LINEMAN
7/15/1982 CGll PINE RIDGE IN SD--NEWS TO NEWSWEEK
12/28/1982 AG12 *JUDGE--I ACTED PROPERLY IN PELTIER CASE
12/28/1982 CG21 FBI WANTED BOGUE IN PELTIER CASE (ANDERSON)
12/31/1982 CG15 JUDGE WON'T QUIT WORK ON PELTIER CASE
l/Gl/1983 BGll LAWYER NOT SURPRISED BY DENIAL OF NEW TRIAL
1/G7/I983 BG31 PELTIER SHOULD HAVE NEW TRIAL
1/14/1983 BG41 PELTIER'S LAWYER APPEALS TRIAL RULING
5/22/1983 AG14 JAILED PELTIER HOPES FOR NEW TRIAL
8/27/1983 CGll CONGRESSMEN WANT PELTIER TO GET NEW TRIAL
ll/lG/1983 CG41 GUARDS THREATEN PELTIER, OTHER INMATES
12/G9/1983 C031 PELTIER ENDS MONTH-LONG FAST IN ILLINOIS PRISON
4/05/1984 CG13 PELTIER SUPPORTERS PREDICT NEW TRIAL
4/24/1984 BG42 SENT TO HOSPITAL AFTER 2-WEEK FAST
4/25/1984 DG33 INDIAN LEADER FEARED BEING FORCE-FED
6/G5/1984 AG21 LAWYER SCOFFS AT SOVIET CHARGE
6/G6/1984 DG32 'SPIRIT OF CRAZY HORSE' WILL BE MOVIE
9/3G/1984 AG12 PELTIER STILL FIGHTING TO BEAT CHARGES
lG/01/1984 CG31 *PELTIER DEMONSTRATION
1G/G2/1984 AG12 BULLETS WERE FIRED FROM DIFFERENT GUN
1G/G2/1984 BG44 'CRAZY HORSE' AUTHOR OBSERVES PELTIER
1G/G3/1984 DG14 3CWEAP0NS EXPERT IS INCOMPETENT
1G/G4/1984 AG12 WITNESS FLIP-FLOPS IN PELTIER TRIAL
1G/G4/1984 CG15 PROSECUTION MANUFACTURED EVIDENCE
11/G3/1984 BG32 TECHNICIAN IDENTIFIED IN PELTIER CASE
1/2I/I985 BG5I PELTIER BEING DENIED RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
5/24/1985 AG15 *JUDGE DENIES NEW PELTIER TRIAL
6/12/1985 CG31 SUPPORTERS OF PELTIER TO BE HONORED
6/2G/1985 CG22 ^ACTIVIST PELTIER IN KANSAS PRISON
7/27/1985 CG31 PELTIER SAYS HE STILL WANTS A NEW TRIAL
8/G9/I985 CG2I GROUPS FILE BRIEF FOR PELTIER TRIAL
8/2G/1985 CG25 KUNSTLER--LAWMAKERS BACK PELTIER'S REQUEST
9/G5/1985 CG22 PELTIER SUPPORTERS GET RALLY GO-AHEAD
9/13/1985 CG21 PELTIER LOSES ON TRANSFER
1G/15/I985 CG41 APPEALS COURT CONSIDERS PELTIER RETRIAL TODAY
1/G8/I986 CG35 PELTIER FRIENDS HEAD TO MOSCOW AFTER INVITATION
ll/Gl/1986 CGll PELTIER TO SEEK NEW TRIAL AGAIN
4/G9/1987 CG25 LAWYER--RETURN PELTIER TO CANADA
7/G4/1987 CG41 PLIGHT OF INDIANS CONTINUES
8/21/1987 AG12 ^SOVIETS CONSIDER PELTIER ASYLUM
1G/G6/1987 AG12 COURT REJECTS INDIAN ACTIVIST'S APPEAL
lG/11/1987 Alll 'I DON'T WANT TO SPEND
lG/11/1987 BG12 ^PELTIER CONTINUES QUEST FOR FREEDOM
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PELTIER LEONARD
PELTON CHARLES
PEN PALS
PENALTIES
PENEAUX JAMES
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PENITENTIARY
PENMARCH PLACE
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PENNEY DAVID
PENNEY'S
PENNINGTON
PENNOCK LAURA
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/29/1987 C023 PERFORMERS TURN OUT FOR PELTIER
A/a3/1988 E016 LAWYER TAKES PELTIER CASE TO SOVIETS
1/20/1989 AOll PELTIER LAWYER SEEKS REVIEW OF EXTRADITION
2/08/1989 C015 KGROUP FORMS TO FREE JAILED INDIAN ACTIVIST
4/18/1989 C021 ELDERS BEGIN PRAYER VIGIL FOR PELTIER
7/01/1989 C023 PELTIER BACKERS SAY RIGHTS VIOLATED
12/06/1989 C041 ^PELTIER RALLIES PLANNED
2/23/1990 con FILMS INCLUDE LOOK AT PELTIER'S LIFE
6/28/1990 con PELTIER SUPPORTERS RALLY ON ANNIVERSARY
11/27/1990 C032 CREW COMPLETES FILMING OF PELTIER DOCUMENTARY
12/04/1990 C033 PROTESTERS HOLD RALLY FOR PELTIER
3/01/1991 con PELTIER LAWYER--JUDGE WAS BIASED
3/28/1991 C031 *LAWYER PONDERS NEXT STEP
4/02/1991 A055 DIRECTOR FINISHING SHOW ON PELTIER
6/05/1991 C033 LAWYERS WANT PELTIER AT FARGO HEARING
7/20/1991 A012 ^SEEKING JUSTICE FOR PELTIER
7/20/1991 C015 KPELTIER BACKERS HIT SF ON WAY TO ND
7/25/1991 A096 HEARING POSTPONED AT FARGO
8/29/1991 C015 JUDGE DISMISSES MISCONDUCT CLAIMS IN 1977 TRIAL
9/09/1991 B031 PROSECUTOR PUZZLED BY TALK IN CASE
9/15/1991 E031 IMPRISONED ACTIVIST WON'T ATTEND HEARING
9/23/1991 AOll 'SIXTY MINUTES' RUNS SEGMENT ON PELTIER
9/25/1991 AlOl TIME TO SET PELTIER FREE (ED)
9/29/1991 Alll ^FREEING PELTIER NOT STEP TOWARD RECONCILIATION
9/29/1991 C016 PELTIER'S LAWYERS READY MORE ATTACKS
10/03/1991 C012 KLAWYERS ARGUE FOR NEW TRIAL
11/28/1991 C032 CHANCES DIM FOR NEW TRIAL FOR PELTIER
12/06/1991 C016 XPELTIER HELPS BRIGHTEN HOLIDAY ON RESERVATION
12/10/1991 C032 ^PELTIER'S 'DONATION' UPSETS LAWMAN
1/01/1992 AOll WON'T GET NEW TRIAL, JUDGE DECIDES
4/12/1992 D022 NOT MUCH IS HEARD ABOUT PELTIER MOVIE
5/08/1992 B014 5(FILM ABOUT PELTIER OPENS TODAY IN NY
5/14/1992 C015 FACTOR URGES RETRIAL FOR LEONARD PELTIER
5/26/1992 C041 200 GATHER TO DEMAND PELTIER'S RELEASE
6/03/1992 C025 ^AUTHOR SUES PELTIER OVER BOOK DEAL FLAP
6/05/1992 C031 PELTIER DOCUMENTARY SHOWS IN RAPID CITY
6/12/1992 A012 ^VIEWERS SEE INJUSTICE, INACCURACY IN 'OGLALA'
6/12/1992 B012 *FILM PLEADS FOR PELTIER, SUCCEEDS
7/05/1992 A061 *'INCIDENT AT OGLALA' MAKES A MATYR OUT OF MURDERER
7/16/1992 con SUPPORTERS--PELTIER TO BE TRANSFERRED
7/18/1992 C012 PRISON RIOT QUIETS, PELTIER STAYS PUT
7/27/1992 A091 PELTIER SUFFERS FROM GOVERNMENT'S INJUSTICES
8/02/1992 Alls KELO REPORT WAS EXCELLENT (L)
8/23/1992 A093 PROOF THAT PELTIER FRAMED IS COMING SOON (L)
11/10/1992 A091 PELTIER TRIES AGAIN TO OVERTURN CONVICTION (L)
12/21/1992 B043 KGROUP HALTS EFFORT FOR PELTIER TRIAL
9/25/1985 A081 3€S0CIETY MUST TEACH FUNCTIONAL LITERACY
5/21/1988 C031 ^CALIFORNIA PEN PAL VISITS TRIPP
7/14/1989 C012 *LETTER OFFERS LOOK INTO LIFE IN HUNGARY
12/21/1990 C012 *A FEW GOOD PEN PALS WANTED
6/20/1991 con PEN PALS SOUGHT BY POTTSDAM WRITERS
9/05/1991 C012 K6TH-GRADER WILL MEET NAVY PEN PAL IN SEATTLE
10/13/1991 B012 KLETTERS KEPT FRIENDSHIP GOING--40 YEARS
1/14/1986 C016 BILL WOULD BOOST FEE FOR TICKETS
3/28/1991 C033 WANBLEE MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO MANSLAUGHTER
4/26/1991 C031 MAN GETS 50 YEARS IN MANSLAUGHTER
6/16/1988 A012 XTHE PENGUINS ARE HERE
6/25/1988 A012 ^PENGUINS GET WARM RECEPTION AT ZOO
6/30/1988 A081 *NEW PENGUINS MAKING A BIG SPLASH
7/23/1988 A012 16 CENTS OF WISHES KILLED PENGUIN
8/27/1988 A012 XPENGUINS TO RECEIVE WINTER VACATION IN FLORIDA
8/30/1988 A015 BATMAN STUNS CITY COMMISSION
12/13/1988 A015 8 ZOO PENGUINS FLY TO FLORIDA TODAY
SEE STATE PENITENTIARY
5/26/1992 B012 3€HIST0RIC HOME IS UP FOR SALE
5/26/1992 B024 FASCINATING STORY BEHIND PENMARCH PLACE
6/03/1992 A104 PENMARCH ASSESSMENT TILTS TAX SYSTEM (L)
9/28/1990 B013 *ART INTERVENES IN PENN'S TROUBLED LIFE
5/02/1982 1061 3((CULTURE) INDIAN COUNSELOR WORK WITHIN SYSTEM
1/31/1982 E026 JC PENNEY EXPANDING ITS SALES AREA
2/11/1982 C103 BROOKINGS WOMAN GAME WINNER
6/13/1982 C052 JC PENNEY REMODELING COMPLETE
12/22/1985 E012 JC PENNEY STORES IN SD SAFE FOR NOW
5/11/1986 F014 STORES TO CLOSE IN WEST RIVER TOWNS
4/26/1990 D062 36PENNEY'S MANAGER CALLS IT QUITS
3/04/1990 C021 CAMPSITE STANDARDS FOR MOTORCYCLE RALLY
10/20/1983 BOll KDANCER'S CAREER FALLS INTO STEP
9/13/1985 B012 KSIOUX FALLS NATIVE DANCES BACK HOME
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PEPPER CLAUDE
PEPPERS WES
PEPSI-COLA
PERDAEMS BOB
PERETS STANISLAV
PERETTI FRANK
PERFORMANCE CENTER
PERFUME
PERIODICALS
2/13/1992 coil PENNY TO CAMPAIGN FOR KERREY TODAY
10/29/1987 C0I2 CITY PENSION PLAN LOSES $3 MILLION
12/25/1989 B0I2 KCHRISTMAS IN AMERICA
3/I2/I986 BOIl COLLEGE OFFICIAL SEEKS CITY COMMISSION SEAT
3/I5/I986 COIA TWO CANDIDATES JOIN CITY RACE
A/17/198A A095 CAHILL IS ELECTED CHAPTER PRESIDENT
5/11/1985 C02I PEO SISTERHOOD CHOOSES STATE OFFICERS
6/10/1986 B032 STATE PEO ELECTS OFFICERS
5/01/1983 C021 EDITION OFFERS GLIMPSE AT SD PEOPLE (ED)
5/01/1983 DOll XGONE, BUT NOT FORGOTTEN
1/01/198A DOll JCCATCHING UP WITH LOCAL NEWSMAKERS
I/02/198A BOII 36BETTER HEALTH IS JUST A RESOLUTION AWAY
1/03/198A coil PRESIDENTS CITE THEIR PEOPLE OF THE YEAR
A/06/1985 A071 PBRUSH WITH THE FAMOUS
6/13/1985 BOll PSTAYING IN STATE A SPLIT DECISION FOR LEADERS
10/03/1986 A082 WHO ARE "EASTERNERS' (L)
2/25/1988 A0A5 PSOME FAMOUS NATIVES OF SMALL TOWN
5/01/1988 AOll PPEOPLE WHO SHAPED THE STATE
7/02/1989 F031 CELEBRATION FEATURES FAMOUS SOUTH DAKOTANS
7/IA/I989 A083 SOUTH DAKOTANS MAKE UP PATCHWORK QUILT
7/23/1989 C0I2 PSOUTH DAKOTANS COME HOME TO CELEBRATE
10/22/1989 C012 PFOLKS CONTENT WITH LIFE HERE
12/29/1989 B012 PTHE '80"S-DECADE IN REVIEW
I2/3I/I989 A061 1980'S--S0ME BIG STARS, BIG LOSERS (ED)
5/06/1990 AlOl FUTURE IS IN PEOPLE'S HANDS (ED)
9/06/1990 A081 DESERVING NAMES OMITTED FROM LIST (ED)
12/27/1990 A072 PDOWNRIGHT NEIGHBORLY
A/1A/1991 C015 PWOMAN'S NAVEL ANTICS TO AIR ON COMEDY SHOW
A/21/1991 A012 PCHANGING LIVES FACE UP
A72I/I99I 'A081 'FACES *91' MIRRORS A CHANGING SD (ED)
10/29/1991 C031 'PEOPLE' FEATURES RANCHER, PARK WORKER
12/31/1991 C012 A COLLECTION OF MEMORABLE QUOTES FROM 1991
A/19/1992 A012 PREADERS REVEAL PRIDE OF SD
A/19/1992 NOll PUNSUNG HEROES
5/31/1989 A022 PSD LAWMAKER, SENIOR LEADER HAIL 'HERO'
A/05/1991 C031 STORE OWNER FINED FOR LOANING TAPES
I/26/I992 E0I2 PBUSINESS BUBBLES AT PEPSI
A/2A/1990 C012 PERDAEMS NAMED ROOSEVELT PRINCIPLE
3/09/1992 C016 PEDUCATOR ENJOYING QUIET LIFE
7/28/1992 B012 POUTNUMBERED
A/28/1990 A072 PBEST-SELLING AUTHOR TO SIGN BOOKS TODAY
1/17/1986 C015 PLAN FOR CENTER UNFOLDS IN CITY
I2/0A/1989 A052 PPERFUME FILLS LIST TO SANTA
SEE ALSO NAMES OF PERIODICALS
5/09/1982 C071 PSF BROTHERS WEAVE INTEREST INTO MAGAZINE
11/17/1982 C07A EDITORS WIN AGRICULTURAL AWARDS
1/22/1983 B023 READER'S DIGEST USES SELECTIVE REPORTING
3/30/1983 C013 PMUSEUM MAGAZINE TOO RICH FOR COMMISSIONER
A/02/1983 B012 TEEN MAGAZINE CALLS LINCOLN GREAT SCHOOL
A/06/1983 C012 COUNTY COMMISSION PICKS PRINTER
A/15/1983 COAA PBUDGET CUTS MAY STOP PEN MAGAZINE
7/10/1983 C052 FEATURES ARTICLES OF INTEREST TO AREA WOMEN
9/18/1983 C03A EDITOR GAVE OF TIME & TALENTS (L)
5/20/198A EOll PDAKOTA NEWS GIVES ITS READERS WHAT THEY WANT
11/07/198A cm MAGAZINE AWARDED FOR EXCELLENCE
3/03/1985 E012 PPRAIRIE PUBLICATION
5/25/1985 A073 PYOU ARE WHAT YOU READ
7/13/1985 BOll TOSSING COINS TO GUCCIONE, HEFNER
1/26/1986 coil PRIZE-WINNING PRISON MAGAZINE
5/I0/I986 C03I BALLOON LAUNCH TO MARK MAGAZINE'S ANNIVERSARY
8/11/1986 C023 MAGAZINE--THE ARTS CAN BE A BREEZE
12/19/1986 coil PRISON MAGAZINE TAKES HONORS
9/10/1987 A072 PMAGAZINES BASED ON PUBLISHERS' INTUITION
I2/2A/1987 con PRISON MAGAZINE WINS PRESS AWARDS
2/0A/I988 con INDEX CONTAINS INFORMATION ON SD
3/25/1988 C033 PREADERS DIGEST TOPS IN COUNTY
9/05/1989 C015 GROUP FORCES PORN COVER-UP
1/11/1990 con INMATE MAGAZINE GIVEN PRESS HONOR
7/28/1990 A0I2 2 STORES PULL 'TEMPEST'--ADS CRITICIZED
2/11/1991 B012 PCITY'S ALTERNATIVE MAGAZINE GOES
4/0A/1991 B02I PMAGAZINES YIELD SPACE FOR WORKS BY STUDENTS
4/13/1992 A073 'SASSY' NOT TYPICAL TEEN MAG
2/20/1990 C022 JURY SELECTION BEGINS IN PERJURY TRIAL
9/I0/199I A072 PCHOOSE THE BLUES
3/30/1991 A012 PMOVING UP
3/10/1991 DOll PDEALERSHIP OWNER TO SPEAK AT BREAKFAST
3/30/1991 A054 PCAR SALESMAN PITCHES FAITH
11/20/1991 A082 YANKTON DAILY PRESS & DAKOTAN (ED)
PERJURY
PERKINS PINETOP
PERKINS SCOTT
PERKINS WILL
PERKS GOVERNMENT
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4/21/1991 F012 PERLMAN TO PLAY WITH SIOUX CITY SYMPHONY
4/26/1991 B015 5CPERLMAN DISPLAYS 'IMPECCABLE' TALENT
4/30/1991 A052 seVIOLINMAKER'S DREAM COMES TRUE
5/12/1991 A091 VIOLINST'S HANDICAP DIDN'T DESERVE MENTION (L)
3/27/1992 A071 WATERTOWN MAN BEHIND PEROT EFFORT IN SD
4/05/1992 F032 PEROT SUPPORTER TO START PETITION DRIVE
4/20/1992 BOll PEROT SUPPORTERS PLAN PETITION DRIVE MEETING
4/24/1992 A012 XPEROT INSPIRES COUPLE TO ORGANIZE STATE DRIVE
4/24/1992 A121 PEROT CAN EXPECT MORE SCRUTINY SOON (ED)
5/05/1992 A066 PEROT DOUBTERS MAY BE PROVEN WRONG (L)
5/06/1992 A103 PEROT EDITORIAL ROUGH ON PRESIDENTIAL HOPEFUL (L)
5/11/1992 C022 KPEROT SUPPORTERS SAY EFFORT GAINING STEAM
5/14/1992 coil PEROT SUPPORTERS PLAN MEETING TONIGHT
5/15/1992 coil PEROT SUPPORTERS PLAN SATURDAY EVENTS
5/23/1992 D041 PEROT MAY BE PRESENT FOR PETITION FILING
6/06/1992 A083 TEXAS' PEROT TRIES TO BUY PRESIDENCY (L)
6/08/1992 coil MADISON FIRM MAKES PRO-PEROT MERCHANDISE
6/10/1992 C012 KSOUTH DAKOTANS PREFER PEROT
6/11/1992 coil PEROT SUPPORTERS READY FOR BALLOT
6/12/1992 A086 USE VOTE AS SHOVEL TO OUST INCUMBENTS (L)
6/14/1992 A094 BILLIONAIRE CAN'T RELATE TO COMMON PERSON (L)
6/25/1992 A081 IT'S ABOUT TIME WE GET TO KNOW PEROT (ED)
6/25/1992 A083 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS ABOUT H ROSS PEROT
6/27/1992 A061 PEROT--FILL IN BLANKS ON ISSUES (WATERTOWN PUBLIC)
6/30/1992 A085 LACK OF EXPERIENCE IS TO PEROT'S CREDIT (L)
7/09/1992 A083 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS--ROSS PEROT'S RUNNING MATE
7/09/1992 C012 KPEROT APPEAL FADING--OFFICIALS
7/12/1992 AlOl SPOONFUL OF SUGAR MIGHT HELP (PIERRE CAPITAL)
7/14/1992 coil PEROT PETITIONS TO BE SUBMITTED FRIDAY
7/17/1992 A013 KS DAKOTANS REACT WITH ANGER
7/17/1992 AlOl DISCIPLES OF CHANGE LET DOWN BY PEROT (ED)
7/22/1992 A046 BILLIONAIRE TO BE ON SD BALLOT ANYWAY
7/30/1992 A105 RANTING MINORITIES CHASED PEROT FROM RACE (L)
9/05/1992 B022 PEROT SUPPORTERS STILL ACTIVE
9/22/1992 A061 WEIGHING THE PEROT FACTOR (ED)
9/26/1992 B016 SUPPORTERS AWAIT PEROT STATEMENT
9/30/1992 B012 ^SUPPORTERS WAITING FOR PEROT
10/01/1992 A081 PEROT NO HERO (ED)
10/02/1992 A021 PEROT SUPPORTERS READY TO CAMPAIGN
10/10/1992 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
10/13/1992 A061 PEROT WINS DEBATE, BUT IDEAS FLAWED (ED)
10/18/1992 AlOl MAKE SURE A VOTE FOR PEROT (RC JOURNAL)
10/25/1992 AlOl PEROT'S STRAIGHT TALK REFRESHING FOR VOTERS (L)
10/25/1992 AlOl PEROT ONLY CANDIDATE WHO CAN BRING CHANGE (L)
10/29/1992 A081 PEROT CAMPAIGN TAKES WEIRD TURN (ED)
11/05/1992 B012 PEROT SHAKES UP SD VOTE FIGURES
2/13/1991 A015 EMPLOYER CANCELED GUARD MEMBER'S INSURANCE
3/02/1991 A012 COMPANY REINSTATES RESERVIST'S BENEFITS
3/25/1991 A082 *T0 SHOW APPRECIATION TO VIETNAM VETS
11/07/1982 A102 THIS PERPICH LIKES SD JUST FINE, THANK YOU
10/30/1982 A012 XJANKLOW TO PERPICH--NO ONE'S LISTENING TO YOU
11/05/1982 coil O'CONNOR TO MEET AGAIN WITH PERPICH
11/06/1982 A012 JANKLOW CHALLENGES PERPICH TO FACE-TO-FACE DEBATE
11/08/1982 A012 LOTS OF YAK, BUT NO DEBATE FOR JANKLOW AND PERPICH
11/09/1982 A013 THERE'S HOW SD STACKS UP AGAINST MINNESOTA
11/12/1982 C022 NATIVE MINNESOTAN DISPUTES PERPICH (L)
11/12/1982 C023 *RUDY PERPICH OFFERED MORE ADVICE (L)
11/14/1982 C021 A LETTER FOR RUDY--EASE UP ON SD (L)
11/19/1982 A012 JANKLOW AWAITS REPLY FROM PERPICH
11/20/1982 B014 PERPICH SAYS HE'LL BE TOO BUSY TO DEBATE JANKLOW
11/21/1982 C021 PERPICH SHOULD FORGET DEBATE AND COMPETIVE
11/21/1982 C023 LAND OF COLD WINDS, HOPPERS, FEW TREES
11/24/1982 C013 DEMOS PLAN PRETEND DEBATE
11/25/1982 B023 FRIENDLY TALK BETTER THAN DEBATE (L)
12/07/1982 C021 PERPICH, JANKLOW SHOULD MEET IN CITIES ON BORDER
12/16/1982 C015 MEET THE AYATOLLAH PERPICH
12/20/1982 C023 PICKS WRONG PLACE FOR INAUGURATION (L)
1/06/1983 A014 PERPICH EXTENDS A PEACE OFFERING
1/08/1983 A012 JANKLOW ACCEPTS TV DEBATE
1/11/1983 A012 ^BUSINESSMEN READY TO SEND PERPICH TO NY
1/12/1983 A014 3€RUDY SAYS THE BILL SAYS THAT RUDY SAYS
1/14/1983 A012 JANKLOW SORE BUT HE PITIES GOV PERPICH
1/25/1983 BOll X2 SOUTH DAKOTANS OFFER DELOREANS FOR MINN PROJECT
1/26/1983 D033 RUDY RETURNS PLANE TICKET TO NEW YORK
1/29/1983 A013 ^SOMETHING'S FISHY
2/06/1983 C031 EARLY MN'S RECOGNIZED SD'S CLASS (YEAGER)
3/19/1983 A012 36PBS AIRS JANKLOW-PERPICH SHOWDOWN
3/27/1983 C031 ^COLUMNISTS THINK JANKLOW WON TV SHOWDOWN
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PERRY JIM
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PEST CONTROL
PESTICIDES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/20/1983 COZl PERPICH BANKING IDEAS BORROWED FROM SD
A/22/1983 COXA PERPICH WANTS RECIPROCITY PACT CHANGED
5/16/1983 A012 GOVERNORS' BATTLE BECOMES 'BALLAD OF RUDY AND BILL'
9/15/1983 DG12 PERPICH COMES TO SF TO DISCUSS TRIP
9/16/1983 coil KPERPICH VISITS SD TO PROMOTE BUSINESS EFFORTS
9/17/1983 BGIA PERPICH WANTS TO JUNK 'BUY MINNESOTA' LAW
12/22/1983 CG71 PERPICH PREDICTS COOPERATION WITH SD
2/G9/198A CG61 JANKLOW AND PERPICH TO TALK
2/1G/198A CG21 PERPICH, JANKLOW TALKS WELCOME (ED)
A/13/198A CGAl KPERPICH SAYS MONEY WOES ARE OVER
5/2A/198A CG31 ^VISITS SF TO LEARN ABOUT BANKING LAWS
9/G6/198A CG21 INTERSTATE COMPETITION--FREE ENTERPRISE (ED)
12/22/198A CGIA *PERPICH MAY OFFER MORATORIUM
1G/G2/1985 BG31 GOVS JANKLOW, PERPICH DISCUSS TECHNOLOGY
2/12/1986 AG83 *IT'S BEEN A COLD WINTER FOR PERPICH
11/G5/1987 AG12 *PERPICH MAY HIRE JANKLOW
11/19/1987 A121 JANKLOW-PERPICH FLIP-FLOP SHOWS (ED)
12/G6/1987 CG12 FORMER RIVALS TRADE FEUD FOR FRIENDSHIP
12/2A/1989 CG16 *JANKLOW STICKS UP FOR PERPICH
12/12/199G AlGl BYE, GOVERNOR GOOFY, AND GOOD RIDDANCE (ED)
8/22/1991 AlGl PERPICH TALKING NONSENSE AGAIN (ED)
3/18/199G BG71 *SHOW FEATURES TOP SPEAKERS
A/lG/1983 BG71 FREEMAN BALLPARK FULL OF MEMORIES FOR PERRY
6/18/1986 DG12 *PERRY USES LONG-DISTANCE TO ARRANGE EVENT
12/G6/1986 CGAl SD NATIVE COMES HOME TO HEAD STATE FBI
1G/2A/1988 BG12 *FORMER PITCHER ISN'T ALL BUSINESS
ll/lG/1988 DG12 PERRY RECALLS AWARD
12/26/1989 BG15 PERRY--LOSS IS PERSONAL
1/G9/1991 DG15 PROUD OF LITTLE BROTHER
1/18/1991 AG12 *SF PITCHES FOR CLASS A BALL
8/G3/1991 CG32 MOLESTER TOLD TO PAY VICTIM $189,GGG
1/16/198A CG13 BfPERMS, TRADITION BECOME BEAUTICIAN'S STYLE
lG/15/1987 A121 RECONSIDER ITS PERSIAN GULF POLICY (ED)
1G/2G/1987 AG51 RESIDENTS REACT IN DIVERSE WAYS TO SITUATION
lG/21/1987 AG81 WADES DEEPER INTO DANGEROUS WAR (ED)
lG/25/1987 A112 US CAN'T LEAVE GULF NOW (L)
ll/Gl/1987 BG16 SD NATIVE VIEWS WAR FROM GULF
ll/lG/1987 AlGl CONGRESS MUST STOP MOVE TOWARD WAR (L)
11/28/1987 AG81 IT'S TIME FOR UN SHIPS (ED)
8/23/1988 AlGl MISTAKES STRENGTHEN CASE FOR COMPENSATION (ED)
4/28/1992 AG12 ^BRINGING IN MAIL FROM MOSCOW
11/15/1990 BG12 KKNOWS A THING OR TWO ABOUT FRENCH FRIES
4/3G/1989 EE14 IT WAS KNOWN AS THE LIAR'S TAX
lG/29/1991 AG12 ^MULTITUDE OF FACES WITHIN
1/20/1985 EGll PERSONNEL GROUP TO INSTALL NEW OFFICERS
5/23/1987 CG12 GROUP WELCOMES PERSONNEL PANEL
9/G2/1987 BG21 MICKELSON NAMES FOUR TO ADVISORY BOARD
11/12/1987 CGll PERSONNEL SEMINAR TO BE HELD IN CITY
3/12/1991 BG13 *PERSSON'S LATE SPURT SENDS STICKNEY TO STATE
2/16/1982 CG51 IRRIGATION PROJECT TO BE BUILT IN PERU
8/G4/1992 DG12 *BABY, THAT FEELS BETTER
6/28/1987 D012 MIDWEST ACCENT DRAWS FIRM
4/G6/1990 coil PRESSLER URGES ALZHEIMER'S FUNDS
1/17/1990 D081 PEST CONTROL FUNDING MEASURE IS STALLED
SEE ALSO INSECTICIDES, CHEMICALS
1/10/1982 BG41 MEETINGS SET FOR PESTICIDE APPLICATORS
4/04/1983 B012 WILDLIFE AGENT WARNS FARMERS ABOUT PESTICIDES
11/27/1983 E015 NEW PESTICIDE TECHNOLOGY OFFERED
6/16/1984 C051 REQUIRING RENTERS TO CONTROL PESTS ON LAND
9/24/1984 B031 PESTICIDE DRIFT PROGRAM SET FOR RAMADA INN
8/16/1985 C021 PESTICIDES FOR CORN MAY BE RESTRICTED
8/28/1985 B024 CBS SHOW FEATURES SD MAN AND HIS BUGS
11/21/1985 C012 PESTICIDE RECERTIFICATION POSTPONED
4/19/1987 E021 AGRICULTURE OFFICIAL WARNS OF PESTICIDE SALES
8/27/1987 C051 TO SEEK STRICTER LAWS PESTICIDE USE
11/01/1987 B051 EPA PESTICIDE PLAN NEEDS WORK, OFFICIAL SAYS
11/22/1987 B021 EPA DELAYS PLAN LIMITING PESTICIDE USE
11/29/1987 EOll EPA DELAYS LIMITS ON PESTICIDE USE
1/27/1988 B021 BILL WOULD CHARGE FIRMS FOR CHEMICAL SPILLS
3/07/1988 BOll PESTICIDE CLAIM WARNING ISSUED
9/19/1988 A042 TO TIGHTEN CONTROL OF PESTICIDE CONSUMPTION
9/29/1988 A036 SENATE OK'S PESTICIDE LAW CHANGE
12/15/1988 A033 SOUTH DAKOTA AMONG THOSE WITH PESTICIDE PROBLEMS
2/08/1989 D081 PESTICIDE CLASSES TO BE HELD MONDAY
2/12/1989 DOll DEADLINE NEARS FOR PESTICIDE APPLICATORS
5/14/1989 B071 KPESTICIDE KILLED BIRDS NEAR PIERRE
4/10/1990 C022 STATE EXTENDS USE OF TWO PESTICIDES
5/01/1990 D062 ^CUSTOM APPLICATORS ARE GROWING TREND
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SUBJECT
PESTICIDES
PET PEEVES
PETERKA DARCY
PETERS CAROL
PETERS DARLENE
.PETERS ED
PETERS JEAN
PETERS LEO
PETERS MALINDA
PETERS MARK
PETERS MARY
PETERS PATRICIA
PETERS RICHARD
PETERS ROBERT
PETERS RON
PETERS SHERRY
PETERS SUSAN
PETERS TRAVIS
PETERSEN A RICHARD
PETERSEN AMBER
PETERSEN ED
PETERSEN JUDITH
PETERSEN
PETERSEN
PETERSEN
PETERSEN
PETERSEN
PETERSON
PETERSON
PETERSON
PETERSON
PETERSON
PETERSON
LYNDELL
PETE
RICHARD
ROBBIE
TIM
ADAM
ALAN
ALMEDA
ART
ARVID
BILL
PETERSON BOB
PETERSON C H
PETERSONv. CAROL
PETERSON CHERYL
PETERSON CLARA
PETERSON DALE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/02/1990 D081 CUTWORM PESTICIDE USERS GET WARNING
8/22/1990 D081 PESTICIDES IN WATER NOT DANGEROUS
8/26/1990 A135 LET NATURE DESTROY PESTS ON FARMS (L)
9/30/1990 coil ROSEBUD TRIBE GETS $25,602 EPA AWARD
12/05/1990 D071 STATE DISTRIBUTES PESTICIDE SURVEYS
1/09/1991 D081 PESTICIDE COURSES SCHEDULED THIS MONTH
3/06/1991 D061 PROPOSED RULES WILL BE AIRED
A/11/1991 D061 PESTICIDE WATER NOT A PROBLEM
5/03/1991 C015 GROUNDWATER LEVELS OF NITRATES, PESTICIDES
6/22/1991 C03A LAW REQUIRES TRAINING TO APPLY
9/15/1991 D03A ENTOMOLGIST--PARATHION BAN UNNEEDED
5/26/1992 C031 PESTICIDE CONTAINERS TO BE RECYCLED
6/27/1992 D021 PESTICIDES USED TO KILL GRASSHOPPERS
7/30/1992 B063 STATE PROPOSES HIKE IN PESTICIDE FEES
11/20/1992 B022 FARMER, CORPORATION AGREE TO COURT TERMS
3/24/1985 DOll PET PEEVES ARE DRIVING READERS CRAZY
9/18/1992 D012 *SSU RECEIVER COACH TACKLING GENDER BARRIERS
3/06/1990 A014 *CO-WORKERS RECALL QUIET WOMAN
3/07/1990 A021 CLASSMATES--WHY WAS SHE KILLED
3/08/1990 A012 KDEATH TRIGGERS CALLS FROM ABUSED WOMEN
3/09/1990 AOll AUCTION WILL HELP SLAIN WOMAN'S KIDS
3/10/1990 A012 XSLAIN WOMAN BURIED
3/12/1990 A012 $7,000 RAISED TO HELP PETERS KIDS
3/21/1990 A125 TRUCKER STORY DISGUSTING (L)
4/20/1990 C012 BENEFIT FOR PETERS CHILDREN SLATED APRIL 28
1/20/1990 C021 EX-BRITTON BANKER INDICTED FOR FRAUD
7/25/1990 C033 FORMER BANK OFFICIAL ENTERS GUILTY PLEA
10/04/1990 C034 FORMER BRITTON BANKER SENTENCED FOR FRAUD
^ 2/18/1982 B041 PETERS SHOOTS AT 'B' MAT TITLE
^ 4/28/1990 coil BENEFIT TONIGHT FOR PETERS CHILDREN
5/01/1983 B012 FARMER FIGURES WIN IN COURT HELPS ALL STATE HUNTERS
10/06/1991 C016 MITCHELL GRAD FEATURED IN 'PLAYBOY'
3/06/1990 A012 *HUSBAND IS CHARGED IN WIFE'S DEATH
3/07/1990 A012 36WIFE STRANGLED BEFORE SHOOTING
3/16/1990 coil PETERS INDICTED IN WIFE'S DEATH
3/20/1990 C012 KPETERS PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN WIFE'S DEATH
3/27/1990 coil PETERS TO HAVE PSYCHIATRIC TESTS
3/31/1990 coil JUDGE GIVES OK TO PETERS BLOOD TEST
5/11/1990 C012 KPETERS ASKS TO HAVE MURDER TRIAL MOVED
5/25/1990 A014 KWIFE-KILLER GIVEN LIFE SENTENCE
11/21/1982 DOll KWHEN SF WOMEN VOLUNTEERS TO SHUT-INS, SHE SMILES
7/27/1988 C012 SCANNER LOVES FRESH VEGGIES
5/10/1992 G012 *MOMS
2/12/1987 D013 ^ANOTHER BEGINS FOR PETERS
4/05/1991 A012 ABUSE CASE PROBED AT BRANDON SCHOOL
4/23/1991 A084 TEACHER INSTILLED YEARNING TO LEARN (L)
2/13/1983 EOll ^COMPUTER SMARTS KEY TO LANDING JOB
9/17/1991 C031 TEACHERS WIN AWARDS FOR MATH, SCIENCE
9/20/1986 A072 *LOCAL GOURMET CAN DISH IT OUT
8/19/1984 A012 *FRIENDS WAIT BY WINDOW FOR TRAVIS TO WAKE UP
9/07/1984 coil MITCHELL TEEN INJURED TO GET THERAPY
12/10/1984 A014 36TRAVIS WINS BRUSH WITH DEATH
1/22/1987 D012 KPASTOR PETE MIXES FOOTBALL, AD AT AUGUSTANA
10/18/1989 DOll KPASTOR PETE'S RETIREMENT IS FOOTBALL'S LOSS
11/09/1992 D012 KTHEY HOLD KEYS TO WORK AND FREEDOM
8/23/1982 BOll *13 PETERSEN SIBLINGS REUNITED AFTER 27 YEARS
10/01/1989 C012 *A HUNGER FOR FLAT LANDS
7/07/1990 C031 *PETERSEN SEEKS SECOND TERM AS TRIBE CHAIRWOMAN
11/25/1986 A082 SENATOR SHOWS IGNORANCE (L)
7/18/1989 coil FORMER PENNINGTON COUNTY OFFICIAL WILL DO TIME
7/03/1990 coil PHARMACIST CHANGES PLEA IN DRUG CASE
9/30/1984 A013 *A DIFFERENT KIND OF TOUGH
11/19/1989 A012 *EACH DEFEAT MAKES LIVES HARDER TO SAVE
12/21/1991 A013 STAKING TO THE ICE
7/28/1990 A012 NOBLES COUNTY IS INVESTIGATING OFFICIAL
3/06/1992 C021 *COLTON ORGANIST TAUGHT LOVE OF MUSIC
12/12/1990 A012 *SOUTH DAKOTAN HELPED PIONEER SUPER JETS
11/25/1991 A051 *FARMER HAS THIS TO SAY--'THANK YOU'
8/07/1987 A081 *MICKELSON DESERVES PRAISE FOR APPOINTMENTS
3/14/1992 coil *PETERSON ANNOUNCES BID IN DISTRICT 13
8/30/1992 A041 XDAKOTA DUNES A RIVERSIDE OASIS
3/25/1990 C031 CH PETERSON FORMER HURON MAYOR DIES AT 82
12/30/1986 coil NURSING DEAN GETS NEW JOB
7/24/1989 B012 *OFFICIAL WANTS SDSU TO TOUCH EVERYONE
10/22/1989 A061 *BIAS, SELF-DOUBT BLOCK
11/24/1990 A051 *SPRINGFIELD ARTIST FIGHTS ART ILLITERACY
5/12/1982 C031 *PETERSON SEEKS TREASURER SEAT
9/29/1991 EOll *PETERSON GIVEN HONOR FOR RV WORK
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SUBJECT
PETERSON
PETERSON
PETERSON
PETERSON
PETERSON
DATE 1PAPER
DARLENE 5/08/1982 B033
11/01/1990 D072
DAVE 9/05/1991 B012
DEB & DOU 8/07/1987 B016
DENNIS A/17/1986 C022
3/03/1988 C012
DICK 3/30/1982 BOll
9/30/1983 C013
11/15/1983 BOll
11/17/1983 C013
2/26/198A C015
2/28/198A BOll
12/08/198A C013
7/09/1985 BOll
7/10/1985 C015
7/11/1985 coil
7/12/1985 C015
7/13/1985 C031
7/16/1985 coil
7/16/1985 C035
7/17/1985 C016
8/08/1985 COIA
8/09/1985 A012
8/10/1985 C015
8/31/1985 C015
9/07/1985 coil
9/10/1985 A012
9/1A/1985 coil
10/20/1985 AlOl
10/27/1985 A103
10/30/1985 A081
1/01/1986 BOll
1/01/1986 C013
A/08/1986 C013
5/09/1986 COIA
5/10/1986 coil
6/17/1986 C013
6/26/1986 C013
8/06/1986 BOll
9/17/1986 A012
9/25/1986 BOll
9/30/1986 C0A3
10/03/1986 A016
lO/OA/1986 A012
10/07/1986 C021
10/09/1986 coil
10/11/1986 AlOA
10/21/1986 A103
12/02/1986 C016
12/0A/1986 coil
1/08/1987 C015
1/21/1987 B021
3/05/1987 C015
3/28/1987 C012
3/31/1987 A012
3/31/1987 A081
3/31/1987 coil
A/02/1987 A016
A/03/1987 A015
A/OA/1987 A012
A/OA/1987 A081
A/07/1987 C013
A/08/1987 A012
A/09/1987 A012
A/10/1987 AlOl
A/10/1987 AlOl
A/10/1987 A102
A/10/1987 C012
A/lA/1987 A061
A/17/1987 A081
A/17/1987 A083
A/23/1987 AlOA
9/09/1987 B012
9/12/1987 C016
9/15/1987 C012
10/03/1987 A012
2/03/1988 B012
2/10/1988 A081
seTURNER AUDITOR TO RUN AGAIN
5CGREEN THUMB FINDS JOBS FOR ELDERLY
s^MUSIC MAKER
COUPLE SPONSORS DANCE TO SAY THANKS
MITCHELL SUPERINTENDENT THREATENS LEGAL ACTION
^FORMER MITCHELL OFFICIAL SURVIVES BOMBING
^PETERSON AGAINST MINORITY, FEMALE GOAL
KPETERSON SAYS HE CAN'T ACCEPT BUDGET
SURGERY DELAYS PETERSON'S RETURN
^PETERSON'S ILLNESS DELAYS POLICY DECISIONS
PETERSON'S STORE CLOSES
9(RURAL LANDOWNERS MAY GET BREAK
PETERSON INTERVENES IN BUSINESS DISPUTE
seHOSPITAL LISTS PETERSON SERIOUS BUT STABLE
PETERSON REMAINS SERIOUS BUT STABLE
PETERSON SERIOUS BUT STABLE AFTER HEART ATTACK
PETERSON IMPROVES TO STABLE CONDITION
^PETERSON'S CONDITION UPGRADED TO FAIR
PETERSON IMPROVES TO SATISFACTORY CONDITION
PETERSON ILLNESS DELAYS CITY VOTES
36PETERSON GOES HOME
PETERSON GIVES THUMBS UP
3CC00PER TAKES OVER FOR PETERSON
COOPER GETS OK TO TAKE ON PETERSON'S WORK
PETERSON MAY BE BACK AT CITY HALL SEPTEMBER 9
PETERSON RETURNS TO CITY COMMISSION JOB
3CBACK ON THE JOB
PETERSON RAISES QUESTIONS ABOUT 1986 CITY BUDGET
KCITY'S LEADING NAYSAYER
READERS BLAST PETERSON EDITORIAL
EDITORIAL ON PETERSON HURTS CD
KWE FIRMLY RESOLVE TO
PETERSON DEFENDS WATER RATE INCREASE
COOPER BLAMES PETERSON FOR MALL DELAYS
PETERSON TO ANNOUNCE POLITICAL PLANS TODAY
PETERSON, HAVEL ENTER CITY CONTEST
PETERSON OVERRULED--CITY OK'S BUY
PETERSON WANTS WATER WORKS, SEWAGE POST
PETERSON DISCOUNTS CITY'S RAMP NUMBERS
9fDCI PROBES PETERSON WORK ORDER
PETERSON PROBE COMPLETED
PETERSON QUESTIONS STORAGE TANKS PROPOSAL
PETERSON RULING DUE
96PETERSON FACES THEFT CHARGE
NO ARRAIGNMENT DATE SET IN PETERSON CASE
PETERSON PLEADS NOT GUILTY, TRIAL SET
PETERSON DESERVES APOLOGY CD
COMMISSIONERS ABUSE JOB (L)
XPETERSON TRIAL NEARS
PETERSON TRIAL RESET FOR JAN lA
PETERSON TRIAL DELAYED AGAIN
CITY COMMISSIONER'S TRIAL TO BEGIN IN APRIL
CITY BANK WANTS PETERSON REPLACED
PETERSON PROMPTS NEW BIDS FOR PAINT
3(PAINT BIDS STAND, BOARD RULES
TURNS ROUTINE PAINTING INTO MESSY JOB (ED)
PETERSON TRIAL BEGINS THIS WEEK
WITNESS--PETERSON ORDERED LINE WORK
JURY STILL OUT IN PETERSON CASE
KPETERSON GUILTY IN PETTY THEFT
*CITY COMMISSIONER OWES CITY AN APOLOGY CED)
KMAYOR TAKES OVER IN PETERSON'S ABSENCE
56'VACATIONING' PETERSON ASKS TO MEET OFFICIAL
56PETERSON WON'T RESIGN OFFICE
PETERSON SHOULD ADMIT (ED)
PETERSON TREATED UNFAIRLY (L)
PETERSON SHOULD RESIGN (L)
36PETERSON FINED, TOLD TO REPAY
PAPER SHOULD ISSUE APOLOGY (L)
COMMISSIONER PETERSON VICTIM OF A CONSPIRACY (L)
WORKERS SHOULD BE PUNISHED (L)
PETERSON TREATED BADLY (L)
PETERSON LONE FOE OF SALES TAX PLAN
PETERSON UNDECIDED ON TAX
PETERSON CHANGES VOTE ON SALES TAX
56PETERSON MISSED BUDGET MEETINGS
56PETERSON DRAWS IRE FOR TAX COMMENTS
PETERSON HAS POINT ABOUT FINANCES (ED)
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SUBJECT
PETERSON DICK
PETERSON DIONE
PETERSON DON
PETERSON DOROTHY
PETERSON EDITH
PETERSON FRED
PETERSON GARY
PETERSON-GRACE '
PETERSON GREGORY
PETERSON HANS
PETERSON HELEN
PETERSON HOWARD
PETERSON JASON
PETERSON JEAN
PETERSON JIM
PETERSON JOHN
PETERSON JUDITH
PETERSON
PETERSON
PETERSON
PETERSON
PETERSON
PETERSON
PETERSON
PETERSON
PETERSON
KAREN
LARRY
LARRY 8 I
LORRIE
LYNN
M J
MARLYCE
MARY
MARY ANN
PETERSON MATT
PETERSON OMAR
PETERSON PAT
PETERSON PHIL
PETERSON RAY
PETERSON RAYMOND
PETERSON REUBEN
PETERSON RICHARD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/23/1988 C012 *STUDY BRINGS ATTACKS ON PETERSON
2/27/1988 A012 XPETERSON RESIGNS
2/27/1988 A08I PETERSON GOES OUT IN HIS FASHION (ED)
3/02/1988 A065 CRITICS DESERVE CRITICISM (L)
3/03/1988 A012 KPETERSON FINDS RELIEF IN RESIGNATION
3/03/1988 A061 KPUBLIC OPINIONS COMISSIONER DICK PETERSON
3/12/1988 C012 ^PETERSON'S DECISION COULD AFFECT ELECTION
3/13/1988 A092 PETERSON WISE TO QUIT (L)
3/15/1988 COIA KPETERSON WILL STEP DOWN IN TIME
3/19/1988 C012 36COMMISSIONER WILL RESIGN EARLY
3/21/1988 A08'i PETERSON HELPED TENNIS (L)
3/29/1988 A083 ^PETERSON'S ACTIONS COSTLY (L)
A/23/1988 C012 ^COMMISSIONERS UPSET WITH ABSENT PETERSON
A/26/1988 COIA KPETERSON--ABSENCES JUSTIFIED
A/27/1988 A081 DON'T EXPECT PETERSON TO CHANGE (ED)
7/06/1988 AlOl FEWER BATHS SAVE WATER (L)
7/11/1988 A012 9CPETERS0N EXITS TO LOUD GRUMBLINGS
5/23/1991 A015 DISTRICT TO PAY MORE ON SCHOOL PIANOS
8/1A/1991 C012 ^INSTRUMENTAL GIFTS
11/21/1982 COAl PETERSON WANTS BILL TO REPEAL LAW ALLOWING HOME ED
2/1A/1991 coil WILL SEEK REPUBLICAN LEADERSHIP
2/2A/1991 E012 ^ELECTED STATE GOP CHAIRMAN
A/28/1991 A092 MASTEN KEEPS FACTS FROM SD TAXPAYERS (L)
12/03/1991 A06A READERS SHOULD KNOW DASCHLE CONTRIBUTORS TOO (L)
12/11/1990 C033 EX-CLERK CLAIMS DISCRIMINATION
2/29/1988 C025 SUFFRAGETTE'S LIFE MARKED BY TRIPS TO LOCAL PRECINT
A/05/1983 A095 COLLEGE ASSOCIATION ELECTS OFFICER
9/21/1992 DOIA ^MARCHING FERVOR GROWS IN SD
^ 5/01/1983 NlOl K(FINANCE/GOVT) MAYOR OF STATE CAPITOL
12/06/1986 COAl PIERRE MAYOR ELECTED TO CITY LEAGUE BOARD
10/22/1989 A075 FAMILY DUTIES TANGLE CAREERS
1/06/1982 COAl SF MAN NEW COMMISSION CHAIRMAN
A/05/1982 C03A PETERSON ANNOUNCES CANDIDACY
8/29/1982 DOll KSALE OF HIS '53 MERCURY MARKS RURAL TIME
2/2A/1986 BOIA LEAVING THE FARM
11/08/198A BOll KLOCAL DENTIST EXTRACTS NATIONAL HONOR
5/2A/1991 C012 *TOYS 'R' ME
11/05/1983 BOll PETERSON NAMED '8A TEACHER OF THE YEAR
ll/lA/1983 BOll XSHE'S ONE OF THE BEST-BRANDON
2/08/1986 A103 KEEP FOREIGN LANGUAGE REQUIREMENT
8/07/1983 C063 *UMPIRE JIM PETERSON REMEMBERS WHEN
5/29/1988 C061 *T0 GUIDE YOUNG CARD COLLECTORS
8/18/1989 D062 MVIDEO PITCHES TIPS FOR COLLECTING CARDS
10/25/1989 C012 INDIAN GROUP FIGHTS TO RECALL TRIBAL LEADER
6/30/1990 C025 KTRIBE, STATE SIGN GAMING COMPACT
5/01/1991 A012 3fTRIBE SUES EX-PRESIDENT
2/04/1988 C043 BOARD MEMBERS UNDECIDED ABOUT SEEKING RE-ELECTION
12/09/1991 C035 ^INDIAN AFFAIRS GROUP IGNORED THEM
9/13/1988 C012 XCYCLE PROVIDES THE CURE FOR COUPLE
5/12/1991 C032 WOMAN TO BE SENTENCED IN BANK FRAUD CASE
10/19/1992 B022 JfWELDER'S CAREER TAKES ARTISTIC TURN
7/16/1982 C012 ^HERE'S LOOKING AT YOU, KID
3/14/1984 C071 ^FATHER'S LOVE INSPIRES TO WRITE BOOK
12/02/1991 coil NATIVE TO HEAD NATIONAL GRASSLAND
8/11/1984 coil COMMISSIONER'S WIFE CHARGED WITH NUISANCE CALLS
8/15/1984 D013 ^COMMISSIONER'S WIFE FOUND GUILTY
8/17/1984 C031 LISTENERS AREN'T LAUGHING ABOUT SONG
7/11/1991 B012 *UP AND OVER
2/09/1990 C025 ^CANTON LANDMARK AT END OF ITS LIFE
5/25/1992 C021 3CF0UR VIE FOR POSTS ON COUNTY BOARD
4/08/1991 A013 3€CACTUS HEIGHTS IN GOLF-COURSE NEIGHBORHOOD
6/11/1982 C041 ANNOUNCES CANDIDACY FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
6/20/1982 B061 JeBRINGS CONSERVATIVE VIEWS TO ATTORNEY GEN RACE
5/08/1984 C014 *UNION COUNTY STATE'S ATTORNEY FACES CHARGES
5/13/1984 C031 READERS QUESTION STATE'S ATTORNEY STORY
8/30/1984 D013 STATE'S ATTORNEY WILL STAND TRIAL
10/03/1984 D015 PETERSON'S TRIAL BEGINS TODAY IN ELK POINT
10/04/1984 C031 ELK POINT JURY IS SEATED IN TRIAL
10/05/1984 C033 GIRL TESTIFIES ABOUT SEXUAL CONTACT
10/06/1984 coil JURY FINDS STATE'S ATTORNEY NOT GUILTY
10/13/1984 C021 ARGUS DID NOT TREAT PETERSON FAIRLY (L)
10/17/1984 D021 COVERAGE OF PETERSON NOT RESPONSIBLE (L)
10/26/1984 C012 PETERSON, SLATTERY BATTLE IN UNION COUNTY
5/28/1983 A074 KRAY PETERSON HEADS PASTORS' GROUP
8/18/1984 A091 ^CONFIDE IN THE LORD THROUGH PRAYER
10/14/1982 BOll 36ACTOR TAKES ON SET DESIGN
2/08/1984 D021 ^IGNORING FOREIGN LANGUAGE DANGEROUS
3/18/1982 C013 *AUGIE DEAN URGED TO STAGE FOR 'TWO BY TWO'
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SUBJECT
PETERSON RICHARD
PETERSON RICK 8 MA
PETERSON ROBBIE
PETERSON RON
PETERSON SANDI
PETERSON STAN
PETERSON STANLEY
PETERSON SUSAN
PETERSON TODD
PETERSON VANCE
PETERSON WAYNE
PETIT PAUL
PETRES ANTHONY
PETROLEUM IND-ND
PETROLEUM IND-RC
PETROLEUM IND-SD
PETROLEUM IND-SF
PETROLEUM IND-US
PETS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/01/1990
6/22/1991
A/18/1987
A/23/1982
6/20/1983
6/25/1983
12/17/1990
7/07/1989
7/08/1988
12/10/1990
12/11/1990
12/16/1990
11/22/1992
1/16/1982
6/09/1983
3/22/198A
5/28/1986
7/28/1986
2/16/1988
2/17/1990
5/06/1990
1/05/1992
10/10/1986
8/16/1990
9/2A/1990
1/28/1982
2/01/1982
2/19/1982
2/25/1982
11/25/1982
A/21/1983
A/26/1983
7/0A/1983
12/16/1983
1/02/198A
8/16/198A
9/09/198A
9/23/198A
10/28/198A
7/01/1986
8/26/1986
6/22/1987
6/25/1987
9/01/1987
12/20/1990
1/02/1991
6/27/1991
8/28/1991
12/17/1991
8/05/1985
9/13/1986
A/22/1983
6/18/198A
12/15/198A
7/11/1985
1/08/1988
A/30/1989
6/28/1989
8/01/1989
1/15/1982
A/26/1982
A/27/1982
10/07/1982
10/18/1982
12/18/1982
12/19/1982
2/11/1983
3/21/1983
3/28/1983
A/23/1983
5/12/1983
6/02/1983
6/02/1983
7/25/1983
8/01/1983
8/09/1983
8/15/1983
C015 EX-PHARMACIST'S DRUG SENTENCE SUSPENDED
A012 36FAMILY BACK IN SD AFTER PHILLIPINE ORDEAL
A012 XLUVERNE MOURNS SPECIAL FRIEND
BOll KWHY RESEARCHERS WANT TO GROW A SQUARE TOMATO
B012 SANDI"S POETRY GIVES A NEW DEFINITION OF DISABLED
C02A STORY ABOUT SANDI PETERSON APPRECIATED CD
C031 BOARD MAKES DONATION TO HONOR LATE MEMBER
C012 WORKER CAN'T SUE OVER DISCHARGE
C012 XPLAYING PIANO AFTER BRAIN SURGERY
A031 SOUTH DAKOTAN AMONG RHODES SCHOLARS
C016 SD MAN IS RHODES SCHOLAR
Foil *THERE'S JOY AT RIGG HIGH THESE DAYS
BG72 ^AGREEMENT BRINGS UNITY, CHANGES IN SD TRACKS
BD42 AG ACTIVIST PROMOTING GRAIN PRICE BILL
C031 *HE MAY CHALLENGE PRESSLER
C0A2 KPETERSON CONSIDERS ANOTHER SENATOR BID
CG2A K198G SENATE CANDIDATE TO TRY AGAIN
BG2A PETERSON WON'T RUN FOR SENATE
A083 *HEALTHY RURAL ECONOMY WOULD PRODUCE
A052 5fSCH00L TO BUILD MUSEUM
Alll XPETIT'S ART, NEW LOOK ADD SPARKLE
F023 LONGTIME RURAL DOCTOR DIES AT 84
C023 SD COMPANY STRIKES RICH OIL VEIN IN ND
D062 RC TO GET GASOHOL PLANT
CG31 OIL COMPANIES LOOKING FOR ADDITIONAL DRILLING
DGll W RIVER GROUP WANTS MORE RECOURSE
AG12 *DESPITE OIL, WESTERN SD STILL RANCH LAND
C031 SLOPPINESS COSTLY TO STATE, TRIBES
DG41 OIL, GAS CONFERENCE TOPIC
BG41 FIRMS TOLD TO STOP OPERATING IN SD
CG13 OIL EXPLORER--RED TAPE CAPS EFFORT
CG42 REGULATIONS WON'T END EXPLORATION
CG41 MONTANA FIRM PLANS DRILLING FOR SAND DEPOSITS
C035 MAN SAYS COMPANIES DRAINED OIL FROM HIS LAND
CG51 PROFESSOR SEARCHES FOR OIL SUBSTITUTES
CG14 LANDOWNERS ACCUSE OIL FIRM OF DECEPTION
CG15 36PROVIDE PROFIT FOR HARDING CO RESIDENTS
EGll PETROLEUM MARKETERS' CONVENTION
EGll SD PARTNERSHIP SUCCESSFUL ON TWO OIL WELLS
CG23 PANEL TO DELAY SPENDING OIL MONEY
BG14 SOIL, WATER NEAR OIL LEAK TESTED
CG41 GAS, OIL PRODUCTION FALL IN '86
DG62 OIL, GAS LEASE SALES SOAR
AG14 HASTILY PROPOSED STORAGE REGULATIONS
CG33 WYOMING FIRM DRILLING FOR OIL NEAR FRUITDALE
AG12 *OIL DRILLING IN FRUITDALE PROVES FRUITLESS
CG15 OIL LEASES LAND NEAR BLACK HILLS
CG36 PETROLEUM CLEANUP PROGRAM STRUGGLING
AG12 SD'S OIL NOT FULLY TAPPED
BOll ^PROPOSAL UPSETS PETROLEUM OFFICIALS
CGll CONTAMINATED-SOIL REMOVAL STARTS MONDAY
CGll OIL INDUSTRY ANALYST PREDICTS CRUNCH
BG23 *OFFSHORE FUEL LEASING
BG21 FREE OFFSHORE AREAS FOR DEVELOPMENT (ED)
AG81 NATION SHOULD TAP POTENTIAL OIL SUPPLY (L)
CGll SPILL MAY HELP BILL, DASCHLE SAYS
A153 NEEDS ALASKAN OIL (L)
AlGl INDUSTRY SHOULD BE HELD ACCOUNTABLE (ED)
A081 OIL SPILLS MUST NOT BECOME ACCEPTABLE (ED)
SEE ALSO CATS, DOGS
A122 RABBIT SURVIVED BOTH THE BLAZE & THE COLD
BG51 3fFERRETS ARE PETS AND PRAIRIE DOG HUNTERS
B023 RESPONSIBILITY URGED IN CARING FOR PETS (L)
C024 PETS NEED AND DESERVE RESPONSIBLE OWNERS (L)
CG12 JfCOUPLE WHO RAISE QUAIL SUSPICIOUS OF BIRDS' DEATH
CG21 OWNERS SHOULD CARE FOR PETS OR GET RID OF THEM (L)
DG23 GIVING PETS AS CHRISTMAS GIFTS NOT A GOOD IDEA
BOll KTHIS PIG LIVES THE LIFE OF RILEY
B013 JfFlREFlGHTERS TAKE SAVING FAMILY PETS SERIOUSLY
B033 CLARK COUPLE'S BASEMENT IS WILD KINGDOM
CG52 PARROT OWNER TO TAKE TV LIE DETECTOR
CG24 CANTON PET PROBLEM CORRECTED (L)
BOll LITTLE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CAT AND DOG OWNERS
B012 3€WHAT MAKES A BETTER PET
C035 *PET OF THE WEEK
B035 *PET OF THE WEEK
C033 KPET OF THE WEEK
C034 KPET OF THE WEEK
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PETS
PETTIGREW RICHARD
PETTY RICHARD
PFAFF JOHN
PFAU MICHAEL
PFEIFER BOB
PFEIFER JIM & BOB
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8/22/1983 B035 3€PET OF THE WEEK
8/29/1983 B032 3€PET OF THE WK--2-yR-0LD SPRINGER SPANIEL
9/05/1983 BQ5I 3fPET OF THE WEEK
9/10/1983 B025 THANKS FOR PET OF THE WEEK (L)
9/I2/I983 B031 KPET OF THE WEEK, CAMEO PERSIAN
9/19/1983 C03A XMUFFY IS A PUREBRED PEKINGESE
10/03/1983 B03A KANIMAL LOVERS SWAMP CITY'S HUMANE SOCIETY
10/15/1983 C02A 'PET OF THE WEEK' FEATURE PRAISED (L)
10/31/1983 C031 3CPET OF THE WEEK
12/19/1983 BOll 3CTHESE ANIMAL LOVERS WANT MORE THAN CATS AND DOGS
I2/2A/1983 B015 PETS NEED SHELTER
A/06/I98A C02I HANDICAPPED, ELDERLY OUT OF HOUSING (L)
7/06/198A C025 SLAIN GOAT WAS WONDERFUL PET (L)
8/IA/I98A A0I2 STRAINERS USE KITTENS TO MAKE DOGS MEAN
II/19/198A B022 TAKE CARE OF YOUR PETS (L)
3/0I/I985 DOIl PET SKUNK SPRAYS FAMILY WITH LOVE
3/06/1985 AI02 SKUNKS DANGEROUS TO HEALTH (L)
3/II/I985 A063 SKUNKS MAKE DANGEROUS PETS (L)
6/I6/I985 C02I 35 PEOPLE FEEL BITE OF RABIES' INCREASE
2/07/1986 C013 3fANIMAL ADOPTION
2/07/1986 C0A2 SNAKE SLIPS PAST SEARCHERS
A/27/1986 A08I DON'T ABANDON PETS
A/28/1986 BOII 3fPETS FOR SALE
5/27/1986 B015 *DOG DAYS DIFFICULT FOR HOUSEHOLD PETS
7/03/1986 COIA KNEW DRIVE-UP CATERS TO DIFFERENT CROWD
9/18/1986 C021 PETS CONFINED AFTER YOUTHS EXPOSED TO RABIES
I0/2A/1986 A08I DRIVER SHOULD TELL PET OWNER OF ACCIDENT (L)
5/25/1987 A082 VOLUNTEER OFFERS PET-CARE TIPS (L)
A/25/1988 A09I PURINA PROMOTES PET ADOPTION
10/30/1988 A153 WHY WAS PET KILLED (L)
11/08/1988 AIOA CRUELTY TO PETS COMMON (L)
5/05/1989 AIOA THIS ACT NEEDS CLEANUP CD
5/IA/1989 COAA ADS IN FIGHT AGAINST OVERPOPULATION
6/27/1989 B016 PETS SHOULD BE KEPT AWAY FROM FIREWORKS
7/11/1989 AOIA STORE REFUSES BLAME IN FERRET ATTACK
7/29/1989 C026 MOUNTAIN LION KILLED AFTER ATTACKING TWO
8/2A/1989 B012 KHUMANE SOCIETY RUNS SHELTER, PET MOTEL
12/06/1989 B012 FESTIVITIES, PETS DON'T ALWAYS MIX
2/0A/1990 F012 KOWNING EXOTIC BIRDS TAKES WING
2/13/1990 A052 KADVOCATES STAND UP FOR PETS' RIGHTS
2/22/1990 C023 HARTFORD TO ENFORCE DOG, CAT ORDINANCE
A/29/1990 C033 PET DISAPPEARANCES PUZZLING
A/30/1990 A052 KSTUFFED PETS MAKE GREAT HOUSEMATES
5/I5/I990 C012 PETS CAN HELP YOUNGSTERS GROW
6/09/1990 C03A HARRISBURG BEARS DOWN ON RUNAWAY, LOOSE PETS
8/02/1990 C012 KGROWING BEAR WILL SOON NEED NEW HOME
8/08/1990 C033 KCEMETERY EASES LOSS OF PETS
10/29/1990 coil A2 ADOPTIONS MADE THROUGH PETS PROGRAM
11/12/1990 AlOl PETS HELP SENIORS COPE WITH LONLINESS (L)
2/18/1991 C033 STATE DENIES PERMIT TO SELL PET FOOD
2/22/I99I D072 KRABBIT READY FOR RETAIL
2/23/1991 AOIA KFISH OF DIFFERENT COLOR
A/19/1991 C033 KMAN WANTS TO BREAK MYTH THAT PET SNAKES ARE BAD
6/07/1991 AIOA SPAY, NEUTER PETS TO REDUCE UNWANTEDS CD
9/18/1991 C033 CITY ADDS $25 DEPOSIT TO PET VIOLATORS
12/17/1991 C012 KFULL HOUSE OF HOMELESS
12/18/1991 C031 RAPID CITY STORE PUTS STRAYS ON DISPLAY
1/02/1992 A08A PET DUMPERS SHOULD MAKE USE OF SHELTER CD
1/16/1992 C012 KTHEIR DRINKS ARE FOR THE DOGS--AND CATS
2/02/1992 A012 *SHELTER FROM THE STORM
2/02/1992 AOAl EDUCATING OWNERS ALSO PART OF SHELTER'S DUTY
2/28/1992 A083 CRUEL PERSON SHOT PET, SCARED DAUGHTER CD
3/05/1992 C032 KTONGUE ON CHEEK
3/21/1992 C031 WOMAN'S PET GEESE FOUND SHOT IN HEAD
5/06/1992 AIOA REPRODUCTIVE CONTROL ALTERNATIVE TO TRADEGY CD
5/19/1992 B012 PREVENTATIVE CARE GOOD FOR PETS, TOO
9/03/1992 B021 ANIMAL WELFARE LEAGUE PLANS PET ADOPTIONS
12/1A/I982 A091 KPETTIGREW MUSEUM
5/01/1988 NOAl CSEC BB) KTURMOIL STALKED MAVERICK SENATOR
II/05/199I A0I2 KPETTIGREW PIECES BACK HOME
11/II/I992 C0I2 KSF NATIVE SHARES PETTY'S FAREWELL SEASON
2/09/1986 F021 ^CARTOONIST TO EASE FARM STRESS
3/29/198A C031 KPROFESSOR RENEWS QUEST FOR PHD
10/07/1992 A021 KPEERS ENCOURAGE TEENS TO SMOKE, RESEARCHERS SAY
1/21/1992 B062 KFARM FIRM GROWS WITH CITY
5/02/1982 3I0I KCAGRICULTUREIFARMER'S WORD STILL IS AS GOOD AS GOLD
12/10/1989 EOAl MISTRIAL DECLARED IN QUADRAPLEGIC'S SUIT
6/23/1985 EOll FRUSTRATION OF SEEING BUSINESSES FAIL
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9/09/1991 AG52 KCITY NATIVE WINS EMMY FOR WORK ON 'DINOSAURS'
10/02/1990 C033 EMBROIDERY FIRM OWNER EARNS BUSINESS AWARD
2/08/1983 A012 ^CHAMBERLAIN WANTS TO KEEP ONLY SURGEON
11/03/1983 coil KWAIVER MAY ALLOW INDIAN DOCTOR TO STAY
12/05/1989 B062 KPHAR-MOR TO OPEN AT WESTERN MALL
8/19/1992 B062 PHAR-MOR TO STAY OPEN
9/19/1992 B062 LOCAL PHAR-MOR ESCAPES CUT
lO/OA/1992 EOII PHAR-MOR TO SAVE STORE FROM CLOSING
6/16/1982 DOSS *BAILEY WINS PHARMACEUTICAL AWARD
6/29/1982 A07A ^PHARMACEUTICAL GROUP PICKS HEADS
7/18/1982 B031 XLEBLANC DIDN'T TAKE PHARMACY FOR GRANTED
11/22/1982 BOSA PHARMACY AWARDS HONOR ALUMNI
6/07/1983 B031 KMITCHELL PHARMACIST WINS AWARD
6/07/1983 B03I *PHARMACISTS ELECT STEPHENS
6/I3/198A CllS 9ePHARMACIST HONORED FOR WORK
S/2S/198S A09A ASSOCIATION THANKS PHARMACISTS (L)
6/0A/I98S A09S XGREGG LEADS PHARMACEUTICAL GROUP
6/0S/198S B07A ^PHARMACISTS HONOR STROSCHEIN, HOPPONEN
2/0S/1990 A081 PHARMACIST'S BILL IS WORTH THE COST (L)
3/01/1990 COIS PHARMACIST CHARGED IN DRUG DISTRIBUTION
3/16/1990 coil PHARMACIST PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN CASE
9/01/1990 COIS EX-PHARMACIST'S DRUG SENTENCE SUSPENDED
12/13/1990 C0I2 AIMS TO REDUCE PRESCRIPTION DRUG FRAUD
9/01/1991 EOll PHARMACIST INDICTED IN EMBEZZLING CASE
3/21/1992 AOIS MAIL ORDER A BITTER PILL FOR DRUGGISTS
S/03/1992 NOSl *RON PARK DRUG PRESCRIBES FIRST NAMES
A/17/198A BOSl JUDGE REVOKES PHARMACY LICENSE
6/26/198S COIS PHARMACY GUILTY OF DRUG CHARGES
6/10/1986 BOII ^INVESTS IN THE DREAMS OF YOUNG PEOPLE
r/30/1988 Alll PHARMACIST MAKES HOME DELIVERY (L)
3/09/1988 B012 *FAMILY DRUG TO JOIN PHARMACY CHAIN
A/06/1988 C06I COMPUTER HELPS PHARMACISTS INFORM CUSTOMERS
1/01/1989 E0I2 ^NEIGHBORHOOD DRUGSTORE RELIES ON LOYAL CLIENTELE
7/26/1989 D082 *SONS OPERATE MAIL-ORDER DRUG STORE
1/28/1990 A091 BLAME PHARMACISTS FOR SOME HIGH COSTS (L)
2/11/1990 A113 PHARMACY CRITICISM UNFAIR (L)
2/12/1990 AlOA LETTER DOES DISERVICE (L)
6/11/1990 C033 PHARMACY GROUP HONORS CENTERVILLE STORE OWNER
12/10/1991 A081 LOCAL PHARMACIES ARE PATIENT'S BEST VALUE (L)
12/20/1991 C013 EMPLOYERS OFFER MAIL-ORDER DRUGS
I/01/I992 A083 MAIL-ORDER PHARMACIES DESIGNED TO SAVE (L)
2/07/1992 C012 SCHOOL DISTRICT, DRUGGISTS AT ODDS
A/IA/1992 COIS PLAN REJECTED FOR SINGLE PRESCRIPTION VENDOR
A/30/1992 A121 OPENNESS MAY HAVE PREVENTED DRUG SPAT (ED)
8/09/1992 G061 ICENOGLE HONORED
10/07/1992 B016 SCHOOL INSURANCE LETS EMPLOYEES FILL PRESCRIPTIONS
11/11/1992 B016 SDSU'S PHARMACY PROGRAM UNDER FIRE
12/27/1992 A08A MAIL-ORDER PHARMACIES COULD ENDANGER PATIENT (L)
1/10/1982 COAl ^PHEASANTS FACE WINTER SURVIVAL TEST
1/17/1982 B021 GOOD PHEASANT NEWS (ED)
2/21/1982 COAl WINTER--NO PICNIC FOR PHEASANTS (WOSTER)
2/2S/1982 BOAl WARM WEATHER GIVES PHEASANTS BREAK
2/28/1982 C0A2 PHEASANT STAMP CONTEST DEADLINE SET FOR JUNE I
A/29/1982 B061 SD PHEASANTS MAKE 1982 DEBUT
6/02/1982 C012 ROOSTER PHEASANTS AREN'T CROWING
7/22/1982 D0A2 SUMMER PHEASANT COUNT WILL LAST LONGER
10/IA/I982 A012 HEAVY COVER HELPS HIDE PHEASANTS
10/16/1982 A012 *HUNTERS FLOCK IN FOR PHEASANT SEASON
10/17/1982 B083 ^PHEASANTS GET SMARTER AS SEASONS GO BY
10/20/1982 DOAl SD PHEASANT SEASON OFF TO A SOGGY START
10/2S/1982 BOll ^GOVERNOR'S HUNT PROVES SD STILL PHEASANT CAPITAL
10/27/1982 EOll YOUNG PHEASANTS IN SD INDICATE BIG HATCH
12/08/1982 D021 TOO MANY MALE RINGNECK PHEASANTS LEFT FROM FALL HUNT
1/26/1983 D02S PHEASANTS NEED HELP AGAINST SNOW (L)
3/09/1983 D022 WINTER MILD ENOUGH TO SUIT PHEASANTS
A/OA/1983 B012 CHANGE PHEASANT RESTOCKING POLICY
A/12/1983 B031 PIK MAY MEAN MORE PHEASANTS
6/26/1983 BOAl KEEPING PACE WITH PHEASANTS
8/17/1983 D012 PHEASANT FLOCKS PROSPER ON SD PLAINS
10/02/1983 COAl XRINGNECK SHOOTOUT IS 2 WEEKS AWAY
10/12/1983 AOIS FEAR PESTICIDE SPRAYING KILLS PHEASANTS
11/08/1983 B012 STATE REJECTS WINTER PHEASANT SEASON
11/20/1983 coil BIRD SQUABBLE COSTS YOUTH A JOB
12/08/1983 AOIS SPORTSMEN SHOOT AT JANKLOW'S DEAL
12/17/1983 COAl EXTENDED SEASON WILL HELP INCREASE PHEASANTS IN '8A
1/01/198A COAl 36LATEST WARM TREND HELPS BIRDS
1/0S/198A B023 PHEASANTS NEED HELP NOW TO SURVIVE WINTER (L)
1/19/198A D012 PHEASANT FEEDING PROGRAM IN SOUTHCENTRAL
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2/08/198'i D031 PHEASANT WINTER KILL HIGHER THAN USUAL
2/1A/198A B0A2 NEW PHEASANT-SAVING PROGRAM PROPOSED
2/16/198A C021 HELP SOUGHT TO PLANT 750 THICKETS CED)
A/G9/198A C0'i2 PHEASANTS OUT-FOX OLD MAN WINTER
<4/22/198^ CGAl ^PHEASANT RESTORATION PROGRAM NEEDS HELP
5/G9/198A BG52 COMMISSION APPROVES 51-DAY PHEASANT SEASON
7/G8/198A BG52 MILLETTE'S OUTDOOR ART EARNS STAMP
7/31/198A BG41 PHEASANT POPULATION SHOWING BIG DECREASE
8/G5/1984 BG61 FEWER BIRDS COULD MEAN LESS HUNTERS, REVENUE
10/29/1984 BG23 PHEASANT NUMBERS DOWN (L)
11/12/1984 BG22 PHEASANTS NEED OUR HELP (L)
11/18/1984 BG51 CLOSING PHEASANT SEASON ISN'T ANSWER
4/09/1985 A013 PROPOSES 51-DAY PHEASANT SEASON
5/07/1985 A012 PHEASANTS FAIR GAME FOR 51 DAYS
6/02/1985 B051 PERFECT SPRING FOR EXCELLENT PHEASANT HATCH
6/30/1985 C031 BUSINESSMEN STOCK UP ON PHEASANTS
9/02/1985 coil KPHEASANT SEASON BEGINS WITH BANG
10/06/1985 B051 MADISON GROUP TO PROMOTE PHEASANTS
10/31/1985 C021 AUTHORITIES SEIZE FEATHERED BURGLAR IN HURON
11/05/1985 A104 PHEASANTS NEED MORE COVER (L)
11/07/1985 D012 PHEASANTS IN THE CORN
11/12/1985 A104 PHEASANT COUNT OUT OF LINE (L)
12/15/1985 B081 KTO DISCUSS SD PHEASANT SITUATION
12/19/1985 A081 GIVE LOCAL HUNTERS FIRST SHOT (L)
1/05/1986 B081 *PRO PHEASANT GROUP EXPANDS INTO SD
3/02/1986 B071 PHEASANTS FOREVER TICKETS ARE ON SALE
3/02/1986 B073 3CD0C ATTACKS PHEASANT PROBLEMS
4/23/1986 D012 GRANT SAYS PIERRE BEST PLACE
7/02/1986 D051 RAIN FAVORABLE TO PHEASANT POPULATION
8/31/1986 B071 ^COUPLE TURNS FROM CROPS TO PHEASANTS
9/21/1986 B051 ^PHEASANT BUSINESS ADDS JOBS TO TOWN
9/23/1986 B012 PHEASANTS GET BOOST FROM PRIVATE GROUPS
10/18/1986 A012 WINTER'S FOUL PLAY CUTS PHEASANT COUNT
10/19/1986 A012 3(RINGNECK RENDEZVOUS
12/03/1986 D012 DRY AND CLEAN BEFORE STUFFED
2/03/1987 A082 PREDATORS KILLING PHEASANTS (L)
2/10/1987 BOll PHEASANT RESTOCKING UNWISE
2/15/1987 B061 FEWER PHEASANTS-MORE PREDATOR DEBATE
2/21/1987 A081 LOW NUMBERS RESULT OF POOR HABITAT (L)
3/01/1987 A061 HERBICIDES, PREDATORS ENDANGER PHEASANTS (L)
3/17/1987 A083 PHEASANT HUNTING IN DANGER (L)
5/03/1987 E012 ^HATCHING AN IDEA
5/24/1987 B081 *BATTLES BROME TO HELP PHEASANTS
7/01/1987 B031 ILLEGAL MOWING HARMS PHEASANT POPULATION
8/09/1987 B081 *BIRD FARM WORKS TO HELP KEEP
8/21/1987 A015 SD PHEASANT NUMBERS SOAR
8/28/1987 AlOl PHEASANT POPULATION NOT ONLY POSITIVE SIGN (ED)
8/30/1987 B071 WINE SALE TO HELP PHEASANTS
9/19/1987 coil IPSWICH HOLDS PHEASANT RACE
9/23/1987 D061 TOO BAD SEASON DOESN'T START SOON
10/14/1987 C012 CUSTOMERS AREN'T WILD ABOUT GAME
10/16/1987 A016 PHEASANT SEASON OPENS SATURDAY
10/17/1987 A014 *PHEASANT HAS COLORFUL HISTORY
10/18/1987 A012 ^PHEASANT SEASON IS GOING GREAT GUNS
10/21/1987 C012 TIPS HELP YOU WIN THE COOKING GAME
10/23/1987 D013 MICKELSON TO RAISE PHEASANT NUMBERS
10/25/1987 B012 ^ANNUAL GOVERNOR'S HUNT
10/25/1987 C051 ^FRIENDS OF PHEASANTS GIVE BIRDS A HAND
1/21/1988 B013 KBURINGSON SEEKS PHEASANT FUNDS
1/24/1988 C071 ^PRESERVE PROVIDES GOOD WINTER SHOOTING
2/20/1988 A012 PROGRAM TO PRODUCE TOUGHER PHEASANTS
3/06/1988 B073 ^DOLLARS FOR HABITAT
3/13/1988 B051 GOAL OF NEW PHEASANT PROJECT
3/20/1988 B072 BANQUET TICKETS AVAILABLE
4/03/1988 B075 SD CONGRESS APPROVES SPENDING PLAN
4/10/1988 C081 KPLOTS BRING FOOD TO PHEASANTS
4/10/1988 C081 NEW PROGRAM NEEDS VOLUNTEERS
5/01/1988 N075 (SEC DD) *TOOK BIRDS UNDER HIS WING
5/08/1988 C073 ^GROUPS AIM TO RAISE PHEASANT NUMBERS
6/05/1988 B071 MAN WANTS WAR AGAINST SKUNKS
6/26/1988 B044 *LOCKWOOD EYES PHEASANTS
8/07/1988 B041 NOT BROODING OVER PHEASANT COUNT
9/11/1988 B031 DROUGHT CASTS UNCERTAINTY ON FALL SEASONS
10/02/1988 B061 ^PHEASANTS DISTRIBUTED, WILDLIFE DIRECTOR SAYS
10/13/1988 A015 BIRDS ABOUND DESPITE DROUGHT
10/13/1988 B012 *THE NOBLE BIRD
10/16/1988 A015 KFAIR DAY FOR FOWL
10/23/1988 B071 ^GROUPS WORK TO BUILD HABITAT
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11/13/1988 B071 5CPHEASANT COIN RICH IN MEMORIES
12/01/1988 AG12 KBREWSTER ROOSTER
1/08/1989 B07A MOISTURE IS KEY FOR OUTDOORS
^/G2/1989 BG75 MITCHELL GROUP RELEASES PHEASANTS
A/3G/1989 BBGA KRINGNECKS FIND NICHE
A/3G/1989 BG71 *FLYING FREE
5/21/1989 BG71 RESTOCKING SUCCESS IS AT MERCY OF HABITAT
5/21/1989 BG72 PHEASANTS HAVE IMPACT ON SD RECREATION, ECONOMY
8/2G/1989 BG72 PHEASANT NUMBERS DOWN IN NORTHERN COUNTIES
9/17/1989 BG72 *AN OVERALL DECLINE IN PHEASANTS
1G/G6/1989 AlGl REPORTS FALSE--PHEASANTS ARE GONE (L)
lG/lA/1989 AG83 PHEASANTS WILL BE ELIMINATED
lG/15/1989 BG72 PHEASANT LOSSES PUZZLE OFFICIALS
10/17/1989 BG62 KGUNNING FOR HUNTERS' BUSINESS
10/21/1989 A015 ^PHEASANT SEASON STARTS TODAY
10/21/1989 A083 FARM PRACTICES REDUCE BIRDS CD
10/22/1989 A012 ^PHEASANT HUNTING HEATS UP
10/26/1989 A081 PHEASANT HUNTING RESTRICTIONS NEEDED (L)
10/29/1989 A113 PHEASANTS NEED HABITAT CD
12/10/1989 E012 PHEASANT SEASON SUCCESS IS SCATTERED
2/09/1990 A083 PREDATOR POLICY MUST END CD
2/18/1990 B061 MITCHELL PHEASANT GROUP GIVES $2A,000
3/04/1990 C023 DRY WINTER COULD HURT PHEASANT HABITATS
3/11/1990 B071 3fPR0GRAM TARGETS PREDATORS OF GAME BIRDS
8/21/1990 B033 *PHEASANT FEVER ON THE RISE
9/03/1990 C031 PHEASANT POPULATION MAY HIT 10-YEAR HIGH
9/25/1990 B031 3CPHEASANT HYSTERIA MAY CAUSE PROBLEMS
10/16/1990 B012 HOT SPOTS ARE READY FOR HEAVY ACTION
10/16/1990 B034 KPHEASANT OUTLOOK
10/20/1990 B012 *HUNT MEANS MORE THAN PHEASANTS
10/21/1990 A012 KPHEASANT HUNTING RUNS HOT AND COLD
2/03/1991 B031 PROMOTES HABITAT WITH AID OF LANDOWNERS
4/07/1991 B031 *GF&P TO EXTEND PHEASANT SEASON
5/05/1991 B071 PHEASANT HUNTERS GET 2 EXTRA WEEKS IN '91
6/11/1991 B031 RAINS COULD BENEFIT SD PHEASANTS
6/25/1991 B012 CRITICS BLAST PHEASANT SEASON EXTENSION
9/03/1991 B035 BIRD COUNT SHOWS PHEASANT NUMBERS WAY UP
9/26/1991 DOll FALL PUTS FOCUS ON PHEASANTS
10/08/1991 A083 PREDATORS DRASTICALLY CUT PHEASANT NUMBERS CD
10/18/1991 D012 STATE'S PHEASANT POPULATION ON THE RISE
10/20/1991 A012 36PHEASANTS ARE WAITING TO BE SEEN
4/04/1992 AOll PHEASANT SEASON WILL RUN AN EXTRA TWO WEEKS AGAIN
6/30/1992 D031 ^'ANOTHER GOOD YEAR' FOR PHEASANT HATCH
7/08/1992 D043 PHEASANT NUMBERS RISE IN SD
8/09/1992 B012 WARM WINTER GOOD SIGN FOR STATE HUNTERS
9/02/1992 C012 PHEASANT ESTIMATES LOOK GOOD
10/11/1992 B071 GAME DEPARTMENT'S PHEASANT COUNT IS NO 'GUESSTIMATE'
10/15/1992 C061 PHEASANT FORECAST IS GOOD
10/17/1992 D012 SOUTH CENTRAL IS WHERE THE BIRDS ARE
1/25/1992 C033 KUSD SENIOR'S DRUM ROLE A TOUGH BREAK IN THE CIRCUS
12/05/1991 coil BILL WOULD HELP KIDS WITH DISEASE
5/16/1985 AlOl TRAGIC BLUNDER RETEACHES OLD LESSON (ED)
5/13/1986 A051 TO HEAL CITY'S WOUNDS (ED)
11/10/1986 A061 ^PHILANTHROPISTS' PROFILE--MOST NOT RICH
10/26/1988 B051 STEWART GETS PHILANTHROPIST HONOR
11/18/1989 coil CITY COUPLE HONORED FOR PHILANTHROPY
11/21/1989 coil CITY COUPLE HONORED FOR PHILANTHROPY
11/13/1990 coil PHILANTHROPISTS TO GET AWARDS AT CONFERENCE
11/14/1990 A051 PEOPLE, CITY WHO HELP OTHERS HONORED (L)
11/23/1991 AG81 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
11/23/1991 coil LOCAL COUPLES MERIT PHILANTHROPY AWARDS
12/24/1985 A081 IT'S THE SEASON TO GIVE (ED)
10/24/1988 B021 FUND-RAISERS APPOINT GOVERNOR'S WIFE
8/02/1982 BOll NEW SF INDIAN ED SPECIALIST WANTS MORE COURSES
7/30/1990 A046 KLAWSUIT CHARGES DISCRIMINATION IN LOAN PRACTICE
5/01/1988 N073 (SEC BB) JfRANCHER BECAME STATE'S 'BUFFALO KING'
11/19/1989 A073 ^OFFERING CARE A STRUGGLE ACROSS THE STATE
11/26/1989 C015 PHILIP OFFERS INTEREST-FREE MONEY
2/02/1986 A083 MARCOS IS NOT PERFECT, BUT HE'S DOING A GOOD JOB
2/05/1986 A081 LET THEM MONITOR OWN ELECTION (ED)
2/10/1986 A012 LOCAL MAN EXPECTS VIOLENCE
2/14/1986 A081 MARCOS SHOULD STEP DOWN (ED)
3/01/1986 AlOl CHALLENGES AWAIT NEW PHILIPPINES LEADER (ED)
4/01/1986 AlOl LAWS ARE ANCHOR OF DEMOCRACY (ED)
7/08/1986 AlOl MARCOS SHOULD STAY OUT OF REBELLION (ED)
9/15/1986 A081 2 LEADERS TO ENHANCE FRIENDSHIP (ED)
12/31/1986 A061 ^AQUINO THE YEAR'S BRIGHEST STAR (ED)
2/02/1987 A081 PHILIPPINES TAKING STEP TOWARD STABILITY (ED)
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9/01/1987 A061 STABILITY IS WAY OFF IN THE PHILIPPINES (ED)
12/12/1987 A072 MISSIONARIES PUT BIBLES IN HANDS OF FILIPINOS
12/08/1989 A121 BETTER START PACKING IN PHILIPPINES (ED)
3/01/1990 A09A MOVE BASES TO US SOIL (L)
3/02/1990 A081 SHOULD CLOSE BASES IN PHILIPPINES (ED)
7/26/1990 A012 XSEWING SEEDS OF KINDNESS
6/22/1991 A012 ^FAMILY BACK IN SD AFTER PHILLIPINE ORDEAL
3/27/1988 A012 KNEW SPECIAL SIOUX CHIEF VOWS TO FIGHT
A/03/1988 BOAl SD PITCHER WAS RENOWN PIRATE
8/19/1992 B012 NETTLETON OWNER SCOLDED
6/07/1991 C012 KTWINS CASE MAY GO TO JURY TODAY
6/08/1991 C012 1 TWIN CONVICTED, OTHER GOES FREE
6/08/1991 C033 KA TALE OF 2 SISTERS
7/20/1991 C012 ACQUITTED TWIN FIGHTING FOR ESTATE
10/07/1991 B035 TWIN ISN'T ENTITLED TO ESTATE OF SLAIN HUSBAND
8/1A/1992 B013 CONVICTION UPHELD IN TWINS CASE
A/22/1990 FOll KTEACHER'S LAST WORD STILL HEARD
7/12/1990 B012 KBRANDON MAN WATCHES WORK TAKE FLIGHT
9/16/1992 B012 KGRAPHIC ABORTION ADS 'PAST RHETORIC
7/03/1991 C03A TWIN'S HUSBAND GIVEN 50 YEARS
A/21/1992 A013 KWINTER STORMS THROUGH APRIL
9/2A/1991 coil MINISTRIES AUTHORITY SPEAKING AT SFC
9/16/1990 C036 CEREMONY HONORING ACTOR PHILLIPS POSTPONED
9/0A/1991 C035 KPHILLIPS ADOPTED BY SIOUX FAMILY
10/25/1989 C012 KTWO NAMED AS NEW REGENTS
5/13/198A DOIA KLETTER RECALLS MEMORIES OF MOTHER
6/27/1991 C015 OIL LEASES LAND NEAR BLACK HILLS
7/0A/1992 A0A3 KARTS, SCIENCE CENTER PERFECT FOR WASHINGTON
5/12/1991 C012 KARTIST'S PAINTINGS GIVE VIEWERS BRUSH WITH WEST
9/1A/1991 A05A ^TRAVELING MAN TELLS HIS TALES
9/25/1991 BOll KSTORYTELLER RAISES MANY QUESTIONS
5/12/198A coil KMEDICAL OATH FOR MOTHER, DAUGHTER
6/06/1983 C012 KBLOOD BANK WORKER HAS HEARD ALL THE VAMPIRE JOKES
6/15/1986 A113 CITY HOLDS MANY CONTRASTING IMAGES
5/20/198A E031 PHOENIX SYSTEMS OFFERS NEW GRAPHICS DEVICE
9/23/1984 DOll KPROMOTES VALUE OF ELDERLY AS CONSUMERS
10/18/1990 B081 SF FIRM GETS RESEARCH GRANT
12/05/1987 A066 LATCH-KEY PROGRAM NEEDS MORE VOLUNTEERS
11/12/1982 A071 KSAY CHEESE--PHOTOGRAPHER TAKES PICTURES
5/08/1985 C091 BIEKER GETS KODAK GALLERY AWARD
6/01/1986 DOll KAMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHERS CAN DEVELOP TALENT
8/18/1986 B013 SF COLLECTORS FOCUS ON MEN BEHIND THE CAMERA
12/02/1988 B012 PHOTOGRAPHER MIXES MEDIA TO EXPRESS MESSAGES
2/17/1990 A085 HIRE PRO FOR WEDDING PHOTOS (L)
11/16/1990 BOll BAD MANNERS CANNOT BE EXCUSED
9/19/1982 DOll K2 WOMEN'S PHOTOS EXPLORE ALTERNATIVES
11/25/1982 BOll KOH, WHAT A BEAUTIFUL AFTERNOON
1/23/1983 C041 SD SPONSORS PHOTOGRAPHY CONTEST
8/30/1983 B043 KSTURGIS MAN WINS 3 PRIZES IN CONTEST
10/25/1983 C051 DEC 1 IS DEADLINE FOR PHOTO CONTEST ENTRIES
12/18/1983 E012 PICKING A PHOTO PROCESSOR ISN'T A SNAP
1/15/1984 B051 RAPID CITY MAN WINS PHOTOGRAPHY CONTEST
1/16/1984 C042 KSNOW COATED
12/16/1984 DOll KPRAIRIE PORTRAITS
1/27/1985 DOll KWHERE HIS HEART IS
4/24/1985 C093 LOCAL WINNERS LISTED IN PHOTOGRAPHY CONTEST
9/10/1985 AlOl RADID CITY PHOTOGRAPHER WINS SD PHOTO CONTEST
9/24/1985 C041 GROUP SPONSORS FAMILY-LIFE PHOTO CONTEST
11/14/1985 C031 BROOKINGS PHOTOGRAPHER TO BE IN NATIONAL EXHIBIT
12/08/1985 C021 GRIGG TO SHOW PHOTOS AT OSCAR HOWE CENTER
12/22/1985 DOll PHOTOGRAPHERS SHOW GLORIES OF THE STATE
2/02/1986 C044 USD PHOTO CONTEST STARTS
2/26/1986 BOll KPRETTY AS A PICTURE
3/02/1986 DOll KSOUTH DAKOTA SPLENDOR
8/29/1986 C021 SD NATIVE WINS WHITE HOUSE PHOTO AWARD
12/27/1986 A052 KCAPTURES THE FACE OF HUMANITY
11/30/1988 C012 KA BEAR HUG
12/02/1988 C012 KWEARING THEIR FINEST WINTER COATS
12/10/1988 C012 KCENTENNIAL PEEK
2/03/1989 C014 KSUNDOGS SURROUND CATHEDRAL
3/10/1989 B012 NEW PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBIT TAKES TIME
3/11/1989 A012 KROMANCING THE STONES
3/23/1989 C021 GROUP NAMES PHOTOGRAPHER OF YEAR
5/28/1989 C071 GOOD PHOTOGRAPHS OF WILDLIFE
10/12/1989 C012 KFRAMING THE FALLS
1/01/1990 Alll DEADLINE IS JANUARY 29 FOR PHOTO CONTEST
3/22/1990 B012 KMAN WORKS FACE TO FACE WITH THE PAST
6/18/1990 A052 ^EXPERTS OFFER TIPS FOR BETTER PHOTOGRAPHY
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PHOTOGRAPHY 7/13/1990
7/13/1990
11/20/1990
2/16/1991
10/24/1991
10/28/1991
12/04/1991
4/25/1992
11/12/1992
11/12/1988
12/19/1988
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 12/12/1992
PHYSICAL FITNESS 1/10/1982
1/17/1982
2/02/1982
2/26/1982
4/28/1982
11/12/1982
12/08/1982
12/17/1982
3/09/1983
5/02/1983
6/21/1983
7/20/1983
7/24/1983
10/02/1983
12/20/1983
3/07/1984
3/26/1984
5/01/1984
5/07/1984
8/05/1984
1/21/1985
3/28/1985
4/12/1985
8/10/1985
8/11/1985
8/12/1985
1/16/1986
4/01/1986
4/25/1986
5/06/1986
6/06/1986
6/29/1986
10/05/1986
11/02/1986
11/08/1986
2/28/1987
3/30/1987
6/04/1987
6/22/1987
6/28/1987
6/30/1987
7/11/1987
9/01/1987
9/01/1987
9/10/1987
10/07/1987
10/12/1987
12/14/1987
12/18/1987
12/23/1987
12/25/1987
1/03/1988
1/11/1988
2/01/1988
4/07/1988
6/09/1988
6/12/1988
6/12/1988
6/24/1988
7/18/1988
9/12/1988
11/12/1988
11/14/1988
12/06/1988
2/20/1989
3/27/1989
PHOTOS BASIL
A015 KCLARA HALE HELPS OPEN ART EXHIBIT
B012 KPHOTG EXHIBIT--STRUGGLE OF BLACK WOMAN
C033 XTINY BIRD EARNS MAN GREAT PHOTO
A052 ^PHOTOGRAPHER JOINS IMAGES OF EVERYDAY
B012 KREADY, AIM--SNAP
A052 KHO-HO HAPPY SNAPPING
C034 KSUNNY-DAY SURPRISE
D012 ^PHOTOGRAPHER STILL FOCUSES WITH BEST
B022 BfWINS CAMERA IN NATIONAL PHOTO CONTEST
C031 IPSWICH WELCOMES NEW DOCTOR SUNDAY
C016 IPSWICH LIFE APPEALS TO NEW DOCTOR
DOll PE REQUIREMENTS CHANGE FOR SCHOOL
C071 XRACEWALKING WAVE OF FITNESS FUTURE
C061 BOWLERS' BACK PAIN CAN BE CORRECTED
A071 ^AEROBIC DANCE
BOll A GUIDE TO SIOUX FALLS HEALTH SPOTS
EOll DON'T BELIEVE EVERYTHING YOU HEAR
coil *SPACE PROGRAM HAS SIOUX FALLS CONNECTION
C032 SFC, SIOUX VALLEY PLAN JOINT CENTER
BOll *THESE STUDENTS TAKE THEIR SITUPS SERIOUSLY
E021 NATL NUTRITION MONTH--TEST YOUR PHYSICAL FITNESS
C041 ktaekwondo form, technique
A052 KKIDS STRETCH, SQUEAL WITH DELIGHT TO MOUSERCISING
B051 STRAINERS HONOR KEITH FITZPATRICK
D021 EXERCISE STATIONS OPENED SATURDAY AT METHODIST HOSP
C012 ^YOUNGSTERS LESS FIT TODAY
Alll ^ELECTRODES REPLACE TRADITIONAL BODY BRACE
coil 36SHAPE UP YOUR DIET ALONG WITH YOUR BODY
BOll *JAZZ EXERCISE
A071 *AMERICA'S DRAGGING ITS FEET
Alll *US FITNESS TESTING WEEK MAY 6-14
F013 *BODY-BUILDERS FLEX, PRESS
B031 TOE-TAPPING KEEPING ELDERLY IN TIP TOP SHAPE
D034 MCKENNAN, YMCA OFFER 'SHAPE UP'
C013 X6TH-GRADER JUMPS AT CHANCE
A071 *THIS CAMP'S FOR FUN, FITNESS
C013 *ALL PUMPED UP
BOll 56EXPECTANT MOTHERS GET IN SHAPE
A051 5CFRANKLIN STUDENTS OUTDISTANCE PEERS
A071 KPRESCHOOL CHILDREN PEP UP AND WORK OUT
BOll PROVIDE OUTDOOR EXERCISE CENTERS
BOll CITY SETS ASIDE MONEY FOR RAMP
D012 *NEVER TOO OLD TO EXERCISE
EOll STEWART SUBSIDIARY WINS MAGAZINE AWARD
coil BRANDON MAN HURT IN EXHIBITION
C016 CITY SCHOOLS TAKE FITNESS PRIZE IN STRIDE
AlOl FITNESS AWARD WINNERS (ED)
A052 ^BANDAGES MUD ARE NEW TREND
A052 BfMITCHELL'S EXERCISE GURU
B012 *TAEKWONDO BUILDS STRONG BODIES, SELF-CONFIDENCE
A012 DISPUTE ON PLANNED FITNESS CENTER
AlOl SAY YES TO FITNESS CENTER PLAN (ED)
B012 ^SUMMERTIME ATHLETES
C012 KJUST PADDLING THROUGH
B012 KEXERCISE IN EQUALITY
B013 WHERE TO GO
AlOl LEARN CPR
B061 FRANKLIN, IRVING WIN AWARDS
A072 KFIRM UP YOUR FORM
A052 3fS0 YOU WANT TO BE FIT
C012 UNIVERSAL SWIM AND FITNESS CLOSES
A016 STATE GETS COMPLAINTS CONCERNING HEALTH CLUBS
B016 FITNESS FIRM COMPLAINTS ON THE RISE
C012 FORMER EMPLOYEES, MEMBERS WORKED UP
A052 36EXERCISING CAUTION
C013 WEIGHTS LIFT PRISON INMATE'S SPIRIT
A015 *ETHAN TEACHER DIES AFTER WORKOUT
D015 KLOCAL MAN COMPLETES 5,000TH MILE
B015 CLUBS COMPETE FOR SF HEALTH BUSINESS
B061 56GYM OPERATES WITH OPEN-DOOR POLICY
D013 36AEROBIC EXERCISE OFFERS BENEFITS
A052 *STUDY QUESTIONS WORKOUT BENEFITS
A012 JfAGILITY EXAM SHOWS WHO HAS 'THE RIGHT STUFF'
CD14 70-YEAR-OLD AUTHOR PROMOTES SENSIBLE EXERCISE
BG12 36STRETCHING KEEPS ATHLETES AFOOT
coil MITCHELL FITNESS GURU TO APPEAR ON 'TODAY'
A052 5fTHE FITNESS WAR HEATS UP
C041 AQUA AEROBICS CLASS OFFERED IN BROOKINGS
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PHYSICAL FITNESS
PHYSICAL PLANT
PHYSICAL THERAPY
PHYSICIAN'S ASSIST
PHYSICIANS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/30/1989 AG72 ^BASKETBALL AT LUNCH
^1/03/1989 AQ52 KMORE CITY FOLKS OPT TO EXERCISE AT HOME
5/28/1989 GGll LEASING INTO SUMMER
6/19/1989 A121 3 WORKOUTS EACH WEEK IS BEST
6/29/1989 BG82 YMCA, MCKENNAN START FITNESS SERVICE
8/G2/1989 DG82 KFITNESS CENTER TO OPEN MONDAY
8/G6/1989 AG93 OXYGEN STORY INACCURATE (L)
1G/3G/1989 BG12 KCENTER BUILDS HEALTHY HEARTS IN DELL RAPIDS
11/G6/1989 AG52 KHEALTH CLUBS GEAR PROGRAMS FOR AGING POPULATION
11/11/1989 AG15 HEALTH CLUB CLOSES AFTER GOLD'S GYM FLEXES
11/21/1989 AG72 BIRTHDAY WOMAN GOES THE DISTANCE
12/03/1989 BG71 EFFECTS OF COLD-WEATHER EXERCISE
12/30/1989 A052 *MORE PEOPLE ARE FLEXING CONCERN FOR HEALTH
1/29/1990 A052 EXPERTS OFFER ADVICE FOR PICKING TAPES
2/18/1990 F015 3CD0UG, GLORIA EVANS BLAZE FITNESS TRAIL
3/06/1990 A052 KHEART DISEASE STRIKES MEN, WOMEN ALIKE
7/16/1990 A052 5CFATIGUE SIGN OF SOFT LIFE--DOCTORS
7/23/1990 AD5A XSEE HOW THEY GROW
8/0A/1990 A052 ^BODYBUILDERS MIX FEATS, GOSPEL MESSAGE
9/02/1990 Nlll FACILITIES FOR FUN, FANS AND FITNESS
9/08/1990 C031 STATE WORKERS BEGIN EXERCISE CONTEST
10/11/1990 D062 KNEW TIE BETWEEN YMCA, MCKENNAN
10/17/1990 B012 KSPORTS DRINKS PACK A HEAVY PROMISE
10/22/1990 B012 *BODY SHAPES DETERMINE RISK FACTORS
10/31/1990 B012 KMAGAZINE PICKS ITS TOP 25 LIST
1/06/1991 F012 KDRESSING UP
1/15/1991 B012 HOW HUNTERS STAY FIT
1/27/1991 F015 KBENCH AEROBICS GIVES WORKOUT ROUTINE A LIFT
1/27/1991 F016 EXERCISERS GET FIT THROUGH YOGA
1/27/1991 F03A KTRAGER METHOD IS MASSAGE ALTERNATIVE
3/07/1991 B083 KJAZZERCISE RELOCATES
6/10/1991 A052 KAGE NO OBSTACLE FOR GOOD HEALTH
6/16/1991 FOll KFRAGILE HEART STILL NEEDS WORKOUT
7/08/1991 C012 KCIRCUIT TRAINING SORT OF APPEALS
7/20/1991 C012 KFIREFIGHTERS LEARN HARD WAY
8/2A/1991 coil SCHWARZENEGGER PLANS FITNESS VISIT
9/05/1991 D061 PROGRAM TO ADDRESS FITNESS ON THE JOB
9/08/1991 E012 KON-THE-JOB WORKOUTS
10/09/1991 C012 STUDENTS TO GET TASTE OF 'TERMINATOR' FITNESS
10/10/1991 AOIA KARNOLD DELIVERS MUSCLES, MESSAGE
10/10/1991 C012 NEED TO PULL UP FITNESS SCORES TO HIT AVERAGE
10/17/1991 NOll KMIND, BODY, AND SPIRIT
10/29/1991 A052 KA LEAP OF FITNESS
5/18/1992 A072 KTEACHES TEEN SELF-RESPECT
6/02/1992 B012 KWATCH THE KNEE, PLEASE
7/10/1992 D012 KWEIGHT TRAINING BECOMING MORE POPULAR WITH WOMEN
7/11/1992 A052 TAKE A HIKE, AND PRECAUTIONS, FOR FITNESS
10/15/1992 D012 KFITNESS WITH AN ATTITUDE--FUN
12/10/1992 D012 KFIT AND FUN TEACHING
11/02/1982 A113 PHYSICAL PLANT GROUP ELECTS PRESIDENT
5/07/1985 A081 SOUTH DAKOTANS DO WELL IN THERAPY SCHOOL (L)
3/07/1988 A052 KPATIENTS HEAD FOR EASY STREET
12/07/1989 B012 KTHERAPY HELPS PEOPLE GET BACK
11/13/1990 A07A PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSOCIATION
4/11/1991 B012 KTHERAPIST HELPS OTHERS BACK ONTO FEET
5/09/1991 C015 REGENTS MULL PROPOSALS FOR PHYSICAL THERAPY CLASS
8/05/1992 B061 MCKENNAN OPENS POOL FOR THERAPY
9/13/1992 D021 PHYSICAL THERAPY MEETING SET AT USD
10/07/1992 B021 USD OFFICIAL NAMED THERAPIST OF THE YEAR
2/24/1992 C012 HANDY HEALTH CARE
7/14/1992 CD22 USD CRAFTING PA EDUCATION STUDIES
SEE ALSO NAMES OF PHYSICIANS
1/07/1982 A012 SMALL TOWNS NOT TOO INTERESTED IN 'BUYING' A DOCTOR
1/24/1982 B021 DR PRAISED FOR AIDING INDIAN MOTHERS (L)
1/31/1982 B012 KTOWNS, MEDICAL STUDENTS EXCHANGE FACTS
3/28/1982 B041 MAJORITY OF DOCTORS GO INTO PRIMARY CARE
4/07/1982 D063 STEVENS ELECTED TO FELLOWSHIP
4/08/1982 D051 SD HAD FEWEST DOCTORS IN 1979
4/27/1982 A073 OBSTETRICIANS, GYNECOLOGISTS HEAD
5/02/1982 5081 *(HEALTH) HOMETOWN DOCTOR SINCE 1949
5/11/1982 BOll JURY SAYS DOCTOR NEGLIGENT, AWARDS $200000 TO COUPLE
5/26/1982 B054 DOCTORS RECEIVE AWARDS
5/31/1982 B041 MITCHELL DOCTOR SUED $800,000 FOR MALPRACTICE
6/04/1982 Alll KIT'S BACK TO THE SOUTH PACIFIC
7/18/1982 B061 SEARCH STILL ON FOR SMALL-TOWN SD DOCTORS
8/24/1982 A075 OPHTHAMOLOGIST MOVES TO MITCHELL
8/27/1982 C031 BROOKINGS DOCTOR'S TRIAL OPENS
8/28/1982 A021 MALPRACTICE SUIT DISMISSED AGAINST BROOKINGS DOCTOR
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9/12/1982 B061 KIMBALL WILL HAVE DOCTOR THIS WINTER
9/26/1982 B013 ACLU'S HUMANITARIAN HONOR GOES TO MUNSON
10/12/1982 AG93 DOCTORS RECERTIFIED AS DIPLOMATS
11/02/1982 AI13 SF DOCTORS RECEIVE HONORS
12/15/1982 CG71 WEBSTER DOCTOR FILES SUIT AGAINST DAY COMMISSION
12/26/1982 CGll RECRUITMENT COMMITTEE DRAWS A DOCTORS TO HURON
1/G6/1983 CG31 INJUNCTION TO PREVENT FROM EVICTING DR BELL
1/12/1983 cm ROSSING ON COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS
1/18/1983 BGll DOCTOR'S PRACTICE TRANQUIL SINCE LEGALIZED ABORTION
1/25/1983 AG95 2 JOIN PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL SOCIETY
2/GA/1983 CG31 COUNTY APPEALS RULING ON EVICTION
2/G8/1983 AG12 ^CHAMBERLAIN WANTS TO KEEP ONLY SURGEON
2/2G/1983 BG14 JfBROOKINGS DOUBLES DOCTOR POPULATION
3/G9/1983 BG52 RODMAN INDUCTED INTO GROUP
3/G9/I983 BG52 LANG ELECTED TO GROUP
3/23/1983 CGAl AILING INTEREST KILLS TOWN DOCTOR FAIR
3/31/1983 CG31 INTERNAL MEDICINE GRAD'S TOP CHOICE
5/G1/1983 NG51 *(HEALTH/ED) DOCTOR FOR AG YEARS
5/G1/1983 N121 *CHEALTH/ED) 3-MAN PARTNERSHIP
5/G9/1983 BG12 3eC0R0NER ENJOYS ROLE AS DETECTIVE
5/13/1983 AG12 KPUMP PLUGS DRUG IN PAIN'S PATH
5/18/1983 CGll WEBSTER CLINIC SUIT GOES TO ST PAUL
5/22/1983 CGAl DOCTOR ELECTED TO FAMILY PRACTICE GROUP BOARD
6/22/1983 BG51 MEDICAL GROUP HONORS DOCTORS
7/1G/1983 CGIA *SALARY IS KEY IN FINDING DOCTORS
7/26/1983 DGll DOCTOR'S DELIVERY DAY OF TWINS WILL BE REMEMBERED
8/18/1983 DGll DOC PASCALE'S DEDICATION TO CENTERVILLE ATHLETES
8/23/1983 AG91 NELSON HEADS SURGEONS CHAPTER
8/23/1983 AG91 SATTLER BECOMES HOSPITAL DELEGATE
8/23/1983 AG93 ORR GETS TERM AS VICE CHAIRMAN
9/21/1983 BGAl JURY RULES IN FAVOR OF DOCTOR IN SUIT
1G/2G/1983 AG12 *98 PERCENT LIVE NEAR DOCTORS
1G/2G/1983 BG5A GUTNIK HONORED AS PHYSICIAN
lG/26/1983 B05A 2 DOCTORS ARE ELECTED TO GROUP
11/G3/1983 CGll 36WAIVER MAY ALLOW INDIAN DOCTOR TO STAY
11/G8/1983 AG92 SEIDEL IS ADMITTED TO ORGANIZATION
11/22/1983 BG34 *WAGNER IS ELECTED TO 3-YEAR TERM
11/23/1983 CG13 *SURGEON TO STAY IN CHAMBERLAIN
11/2A/1983 DG71 DOCTOR DOESN'T SEE PATIENTS HE HELPS
11/30/1983 BG5A CHARLES MCDONALD GETS CITATION
12/15/1983 BG55 OPEN HOUSE HONORS FROST
12/25/1983 CGll *SD MEDICAL TEAM BRINGS BETTER VISION
1/05/198*4 BG35 DOCTOR'S RECORDS ARE INADEQUATE ON DRUGS
1/2G/198A CG31 LAWMAKERS WANT STAMP OF 1ST WOMAN DOCTOR
2/2G/1984 AG13 *SMALL-TOWN DOCTOR VANISHING BREED
2/2G/1984 AG21 ^HOSPITAL, $60,GOG PAY FOR RURAL DOCTOR
2/23/198A AG61 BUILD A DREAM IN HETTINGER ND
2/25/198A BGAl HOUSE REFUSES TO RETURN BILL TO SENATE
3/27/198A CGAl NO DOCTORS HERE HAVE BOGUS CREDENTIALS
5/12/198A CGll 5CMEDICAL OATH FOR MOTHER, DAUGHTER
5/22/1984 CG42 DEFENSE BEGINS CASE IN MALPRACTICE SUIT
6/11/1984 CG35 SAYLOR ASSUMES MEDICAL GROUP PRESIDENCY
6/27/1984 C154 MEDICAL GROUP LAUDS FOR DAKOTANS
7/G8/1984 DGll *DOC HAS 50 YEARS OF MEDICINE
7/17/1984 AG92 SAYLOR INSTALLED AS MED PRESIDENT
8/G5/1984 FG13 *ENJOYS FAMILY PART OF FAMILY DOCTORING
8/13/1984 BGll *SURGEONS MAKE THE BROKEN WHOLE AGAIN
9/25/1984 BG13 DOCTOR STILL FINDS TIME FOR HOUSE CALLS
1G/G2/1984 AG91 CHESLEY NAMED TO NATIONAL PANEL
1G/G2/1984 AG92 SOLBERG NOW IN CARDIOLOGY SOCIETY
10/16/1984 Alll OWENS ELECTED TO FELLOWSHIP
11/18/1984 CG41 LOCAL DOCTOR REPORTS SUCCESS WITH NEW DRUG
12/04/1984 Alll ^IDENTIFYING CANCER HOT SPOTS
2/07/1985 CG21 DOCTORS SEEK TO KEEP MEDICAL COST DOWN
2/19/1985 BG12 *MENNO DOCTOR IS MAKING LAST ROUNDS
2/20/1985 CG23 DOCTORS AT PINE RIDGE
2/24/1985 C121 RESERVATIONS LACK SEASONED DOCTORS
4/17/1985 BG21 JURY AWARDS COUPLE $250,000 FROM DOCTOR
4/28/1985 N051 *(HEALTH) NICARAGUAN DOCTOR FINDS PEACE
4/28/1985 N061 *(HEALTH) KEEPING FIT BY GETTING IN ON ACTION
4/28/1985 N081 *(HEALTH) GENERAL PRACTITIONER OF LIFE
4/30/1985 A051 ^FREEMAN'S KAUFMAN TREATS PEOPLE, NOT DISEASE
5/29/1985 C071 EITRHEIM GETS PHYSICIANS' AWARD
6/09/1985 C021 MEDICAL ASSOCIATION HONORS FIVE SD DOCTORS
6/09/1985 C032 BALANCE BETWEEN MONEY AND MEDICINE
6/17/1985 C013 *FAMILY DOCTOR ENDS TRADITION
9/13/1985 C035 COURT CLEARS DOCTOR IN DEATH OF FETUS
9/18/1985 C091 SF DOCTOR WINS ANNUAL MEDICAL AWARD
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9/20/1985 coil DOCTOR CAMPAIGNS FOR HEALTHY BABIES
9/27/1985 AG12 MALPRACTICE EPIDEMIC OF LEGAL WORRIES
9/27/1985 AG21 DOCTORS, LAWYERS ARGUE LIMITS OF LAW
9/28/1985 CG32 DOCTORS WANT MALPRACTICE CAP
IG/Gl/1985 AG51 9eD0CT0R PRESCRIBES COMMUNITY WORK
1G/G2/I985 AlGl DOCTORS NOT ENTITLED TO SPECIAL PROTECTION (ED)
1G/G9/1985 CG91 3 DOCTORS HONORED BY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
lG/09/1985 CG93 EITRHEIM RECEIVES NATIONAL AWARD FOR PHYSICIANS
11/G5/1985 A071 ^DOCTOR PLAYS TRIBUTE TO BACH
12/26/1985 AG12 *ELDERLY FIND GETTING OLDER IS WORKING OUT
1/17/1986 AG12 RANKS LOWEST IN DOCTOR COUNT
1/2A/1986 CGll DOCTOR'S HOPES SINK AS INSURANCE COSTS SOAR
2/G5/1986 AG15 ^DEVELOPS METHOD TO COUNTERACT CATARACT
3/G9/I986 BG31 MALPRACTICE COSTS END UP WITH PATIENTS
A/22/1986 AG51 ^FATHER GAVE SURGEON MEDICAL MOTIVATION
A/27/1986 NG61 (RELIGION) 3CD0CT0R USES HIS TIME TO SERVE HUMANITY
6/08/1986 CG31 RC DOCTORS HONORED BY STATE MEDICAL GROUP
7/G3/1986 CG3A DOCTOR MUST PAY $350,GGG FOR MALPRACTICE
8/08/1986 C021 DE SMET MAN HONORED AS DOCTOR OF THE YEAR
8/13/1986 D0I3 KSPORTS, MEDICINE MEAN CAREER TO RODMAN
9/03/1986 B021 DOCTOR CLEARED IN "73 PATIENT DEATH RETIRES
9/06/1986 C0A3 DOCTOR-RESIDENT RATIO GETS BETTER
10/22/1986 C095 PEDIATRICIAN RECEIVES USD AWARD
10/27/1986 C012 ^FRIENDS AND PATIENTS HONOR RETIRING DOCTOR
11/13/1986 C012 PARENTS SUE DOCTOR OVER SON'S DISABILITY
12/07/1986 A012 DOCTORS RETURN TO PRACTICE IN STATE
12/30/1986 C021 RELATIVES GIVE YANKTON DOCTOR STELLAR GIFT
12/31/1986 A012 AGENCY QUESTIONS DOCTORS
3/19/1987 C0I2 KNEW DOCTORS TAKE UP RESIDENCY
4/15/1987 BOll KCITY DOCTOR GETS NATIONAL POSITION
4/30/1987 C0I2 SD LOW FOR DISCIPLINING DOCTORS
5/03/1987 B043 KNUMBER OF MEDICAL DOCTORS
5/08/1987 C02I WOMAN GETS RETRIAL IN MALPRACTICE CASE
5/30/1987 C041 TOWNS HOPE TO CURE DOCTOR SHORTAGE
6/15/1987 C02I RAPID CITY DOCTOR TO LEAD STATE MEDICAL GROUP
6/21/1987 A0I2 KROSEBUD DOCTORS WRESTLE DISEASE, POVERTY
7/08/1987 B053 DOCTOR AWARDED RESEARCH GRANT
7/13/1987 C016 LAWSUITS CHANGING MEDICAL PRACTICES
7/27/1987 A081 MORE INDIANS ARE DOCTORS (ED)
7/28/1987 coil NUMBER OF DOCTORS ON THE RISE IN SD
8/07/1987 C023 HOSPITAL STILL FEELING LOSS OF DOCTORS
8/08/1987 C021 WATERTOWN MAN NAMED FAMILY DOCTOR OF THE YEAR
8/29/1987 A012 EXAMINATION OF HANDICAPPED MAN WHO DIED
11/25/1987 B021 WOMAN FILES MALPRACTICE SUIT AGAINST DOCTOR
11/25/1987 B023 IPSWICH FIGHTS TO KEEP ITS DOCTOR
11/26/1987 C021 BOARD'S COMPLAINT CITES ABERDEEN DOCTOR
12/06/1987 coil DOCTORS HOPE SURVEY WILL HELP TOWNS
1/06/1988 BOll RAPID CITY DOCTORS DO 1ST HEART SURGERY
1/20/1988 B021 SUBSTANCE ABUSE BILL MAY VIOLATE FEDERAL LAW
1/26/1988 A082 SMALL TOWNS NEED DOCTORS
1/26/1988 C043 MALPRACTICE CHANGE EXPENSIVE
2/09/1988 C012 KFOUR SOVIET DOCTORS TO VISIT STATE
3/24/1988 A121 CITY CAN NOT AFFORD TO LOSE DR HANNA (L)
3/24/1988 C012 KPROSPECT OF LOSING DOCTOR UPSETS PARENTS
3/28/1988 B021 KPATIENTS FOLLOW DOCTOR TO BOWDLE
4/03/1988 A113 CITY NEEDS ONCOLOGIST (L)
4/21/1988 A061 CITY DESERVES ONCOLOGIST (L)
4/24/1988 D024 DOCTOR UNDER REVIEW DOESN'T RENEW LICENSE
4/30/1988 C041 KWALL DOCTOR TAKES CARE OF SOUTH DAKOTA
5/01/1988 Nlll (SEC GG) KDOCTOR LENDS SKILLFUL HANDS
5/02/1988 A056 SOME DOUBT BAD DOCTOR DATA BANK
5/15/1988 C033 DOCTOR CAN REFUSE PATIENTS, GROUP RULES
5/26/1988 coil SOVIET DOCTORS DELAY VISIT TO STATE
6/25/1988 C012 KDOCTOR ANSWERS CALL TO PRIESTHOOD
7/14/1988 C031 OFFERS MONEY FOR PERSON FINDING A DOCTOR
7/17/1988 A112 USD NOT HELPING RURAL NEED (L)
7/26/1988 A012 DOCTORS INTERFERED AT USD
7/31/1988 AlOl LET MED SCHOOL GET ON WITH ITS MISSION
8/01/1988 A012 ACCREDITATION WORRIES AT MED SCHOOL
8/04/1988 coil KDESIRE TO RESEARCH LURES SURGEON AWAY
8/05/1988 A084 DOCTORS NARROW-MINDED (L)
8/05/1988 C0I4 KFAMILY DOCTOR OF THE YEAR
8/07/1988 A131 TWELVE DOCTORS DEFENDED (L)
8/21/1988 A045 INDIAN DOCTOR TO LEND A HAND TO URBAN INDIANS
8/24/1988 BOll SOVIET PHYSICIANS TO TOUR HOSPITALS
8/29/1988 coil TOWN'S SEARCH FOR DOCTOR PROGRESSING
9/23/1988 C012 KSOVIET DOCTORS EXAMINE RURAL HEALTH CARE
9/24/1988 C021 SOVIET DOCTORS TOUR RESERVATION HOSPITAL
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9/29/1988 COIA *GROUP HONORS CITY DOCTOR
10/09/1988 B013 IPSWICH HOSTS CHICAGO DOCTOR FOR WEEKEND
10/17/1988 BOll CHICAGO DOCTOR SET TO MOVE TO IPSWICH
10/29/1988 C031 IPSWICH CLOSER TO HAVING ITS OWN DOCTOR
11/12/1988 C031 IPSWICH WELCOMES NEW DOCTOR SUNDAY
11/20/1988 A181 KCITY DOCTOR RECALLS CHAOS AT DALLAS HOSPITAL
12/1A/1988 A012 SF DOCTOR HEADED FOR ARMENIA
12/15/1988 C016 CHECKING CHARGES OF SEXUAL CONTACT BY PHYSICIAN
12/16/1988 coil UNIVERSITY DOCTORS GET APPOINTMENTS
12/16/1988 C026 3 SF DOCTORS FEATURED ON TV PROGRAM
12/19/1988 C016 IPSWICH LIFE APPEALS TO NEW DOCTOR
12/28/1988 A012 KQUAKE SURVIVORS LEFT LASTING IMPRESSION
12/28/1988 C012 DOCTOR CLOSES BLACK BAG AFTER 37 YEARS
l/OA/1989 C015 DOCTOR HONORED FOR PUBLIC DUTY
1/08/1989 AOIA RURAL SD RECRUITING MEDICAL WORKERS
1/16/1989 A012 WORK, MEDICARE DRIVE DOCTORS AWAY
1/20/1989 C012 MEDICAL SCHOOL MUST HELP SOLVE CRISIS
1/22/1989 A121 RURAL SD MUST ACCEPT REALITIES (ED)
1/24/1989 A083 RURAL AREAS NEED MEDICAL SCHOOL GRADS (L)
1/25/1989 C012 MORALE LOW AMONG DOCTORS--SURVEY
1/30/1989 A012 COSTS THREATEN TRAINING OF DOCTORS
2/05/1989 A091 TOWNS NEEDING DOCTORS SHOULD COURT STUDENTS (L)
3/29/1989 C012 ^PODIATRIST ON THE MOVE AFTER 32 YEARS
3/30/1989 A103 STATE'S PHYSICIANS RECOGNIZED FRIDAY (L)
4/13/1989 coil POWWOW TO HONOR INDIAN DOCTORS
5/21/1989 E015 MCGREEVY CLINIC PLANS EXPANSION
6/19/1989 BOll COLLEAGUES HONOR 3 SD PHYSICIANS
7/02/1989 F012 ^DOCTORS DECIDE THEY CAN'T STANDBY, WATCH
7/03/1989 B033 MEDICAL GRADUATES
7/04/1989 B042 XSIOUX FALLS NEUROSURGEONS SEEK MORE HELP
7/24/1989 B031 DIRECTOR WANTS MORE DOCTOR PAY FOR INDIAN HEALTH
7/28/1989 C023 *PHYS1C1AN RATIOS
8/03/1989 C021 DISPUTE LEADS TO LOSS OF PHYSICIANS
8/10/1989 C012 *STATE GROUP HONORS SIOUX FALLS DOCTOR
8/28/1989 B016 KEX-COLTON DOCTOR DIES
10/12/1989 B012 KFRIEND OF THE FAMILY
10/12/1989 B013 FAMILY PRACTICE FIELD CHANGES WITH TIMES
10/17/1989 C043 CLINIC'S ONLY DOCTOR LEAVES LAKE PRESTON
10/25/1989 B016 LAKE PRESTON DOCTOR TO QUIT NEXT WEEK
10/31/1989 C026 TROUBLED TOWN CLINIC STILL OPEN
12/10/1989 E016 KDOCTORS MIGHT BE BILLED
12/14/1989 C012 PORTUGUESE SPECIALIST FEELS AT HOME
2/28/1990 D082 PETITIONS SWAY LAWMAKERS ON DOCTOR BILL
5/06/1990 EE09 *NEXT TREK TO DOCTOR
5/10/1990 C012 364 COUPLES RECEIVE MD DEGREES
5/22/1990 C012 36MED1C1NE GETS LESS INCISIVE
6/30/1990 A055 36FAM1LY PRACTICE RESIDENTS HONOR INSTRUCTOR
7/02/1990 C012 VA TRIES TO BRING SURGERY CHIEF INTO US
7/28/1990 coil 36SF MAN NAMED DOCTOR OF YEAR
9/03/1990 A015 36PED1ATR1C CARDIOLOGIST MOVES FROM MIDEAST
9/07/1990 A012 36DOCTORS EXPLORE TOWNS ON BIKES
9/22/1990 coil DOCTOR WINS HONORS AS EDUCATOR OF YEAR
9/26/1990 A012 SfDOCTOR'S VISION HELPS HEAL ROSEBUD PATIENTS
9/27/1990 C012 36MORE THAN A 'DOCTOR, DOCTOR'
9/28/1990 C035 4 WAGNER DOCTORS, 17 GROUPS HONORED
10/25/1990 B012 36DOCTOR SAW SCIENCE USHER IN NEW ERAS
10/25/1990 coil FUNDING APPROVED FOR DOCTOR PROJECT
10/27/1990 C012 ACT1V1STS--NEW DOCTOR IS ABORTIONIST
1/18/1991 D072 36FR1ESS IS BUSINESS CITIZEN OF THE YEAR
3/10/1991 E012 36DOCTOR, 82, COMMITTED TO HELP
3/26/1991 C031 COUPLE SUES DOCTOR, INSTITUTE FOR $1 MILLION
4/10/1991 C012 SUIT CLAIMS DOCTORS BOTCHED BIRTH
4/18/1991 C031 DOCTOR STAYS IN HILLS FOR LOVE
4/21/1991 A095 TREAT CUSTOMERS, PATIENTS WITH KINDNESS (L)
4/21/1991 N053 36SF A GOOD FIT FOR NEW DOCTOR
4/28/1991 N214 36CARD10L0GIST UPBEAT ABOUT CARE PROGRESS
5/12/1991 C012 DOCTORS--DOLLARS NOT DRAW TO STATE
5/13/1991 C021 36ALLERGY DOCTOR DURWARD LANG DIES AT 57
5/17/1991 A015 SD DOCTOR DISCIPLINE CRITICIZED
5/17/1991 A021 DISCIPLINED SD DOCTORS
5/19/1991 Alll STORY DOESN'T REFLECT MEDICAL SCENE (L)
5/19/1991 C014 DOCTOR SEARCH IS LONG-TERM TASK
5/23/1991 coil PRESSLER SEEKS DOCTOR FOR PHILIP
6/28/1991 A015 AIDS ISSUE FORCES LOOK AT TESTING
7/12/1991 A015 NURSE CLAIMS DOCTOR ABUSE
7/26/1991 A015 RURAL DOCTORS PINCHED BY MEDICARE CHANGES
9/02/1991 A054 36PACE QUICK AT DOCTOR'S OFFICE
9/06/1991 C012 3fD0CT0RS TO TOUR RURAL SD ON BIKES
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PHYSICIANS
PHYSICS
PIAGET GERALD
PIANISTS
PIANOS
PIATOWSKI ERIC
PICK-SLOAN PLAN
PICKARD JIM
PICKARD LEROY
PICKENS CANDY
PICKENS SLIM
PICKENS T BOONE
PICKERAL LAKE
PICKERING CHAD
PICKETING
PICKLER JOHN
PICKLER JOHN S ALI
PICKLER MANSION
PICKNER ELMER
PICKNER MARVIN
PICKREL JEFF
PICKSTOWN SD
PICNICS
PICOTTE HAROLD
PIE BIRDS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/18/1991 A012 ^WILLIAMS WINS NATIONAL HONOR FOR HEALTH CARE
9/2A/1991 C032 PIERRE RESIDENTS WILL BE PAID TO FIND DOCTORS
1/03/1992 A081 'DR DEATH' CROSSES MORAL, ETHICAL LINE (ED)
2/08/1992 C032 DOCTOR DISCIPLINE BILL PASSED
2/09/1992 F012 SUNNY SOUTHEAST PURSUES SD DOCTORS
A/06/1992 A012 ^FAIRFAX CURES ITS DOCTOR ILLS
5/03/1992 A071 CARING DOCTORS LOST TO REVENUE, POLITICS (L)
6/17/1992 C021 WATERTOWN DOCTOR TO HEAD ASSOCIATION
6/30/1992 C012 RESIDENTS UPSET DISPUTE FORCES DOCTOR TO RESIGN
7/15/1992 A016 DOCTORS FLOOD TO SF
7/20/1992 A012 HURON DOCTOR QUITS OVER HOSPITAL POLICY
8/03/1992 A012 STATE'S DOCTOR DISCIPLINE RATE LOWEST IN US
8/03/1992 A085 DOCTORS SHOULD POST WHAT THEY CHARGE (L)
8/06/1992 A081 INCOMPETENT DOCTORS SHOULD NOT REST EASY (ED)
8/07/1992 BOIA *JANKLOW INTERVENES IN DISPUTE IN HURON
8/18/1992 A065 POSTING PHYSICIAN FEES BACKED BY DELEGATES (L)_
8/29/1992 BOll DR LAWRENCE FINNEY GETS PHYSICIAN AWARD
10/18/1992 NOll *D0 OWN CHECKUP TO PICK DOCTORS
10/20/1992 B022 DOCTORS ENJOY WORK IN RESIDENCY PROGRAM
12/01/1992 A012 *MEDICAL RESIDENT SUSPENDED
12/01/1992 B012 ^HOSPITAL WINS BYPASS RECOGNITION
12/06/1992 A012 *1981 MEDICAL SCANDAL WAS A TALE OF THE BIZARRE
12/07/1992 A012 'I'M A GOOD DOCTOR'
12/08/1992 AOll *SWANGO'S FUTURE ON HOLD
12/09/1992 A015 OHIO REPORT ON SWANGO QUESTIONED
12/29/1992 D012 *DOCTOR SCOPES NEW LIFE
6/29/1982 A051 *3 MEMBERS OF SF FAMILY CORNERING THE SDSU PHYSICS
A/01/1991 C031 PHYSICS CONTEST PLANNED AT SDSU
11/27/1991 C012 *TEACHER MAKES PHYSICS FUN
A/16/1983 BOll AMERICANS BECOMING MORE ASSERTIVE ABOUT HEALTH CARE
SEE ALSO NAMES OF PIANISTS
11/22/1982 C071 *200 PLAY IN PIANO FESTIVAL AT AUGUSTANA
A/09/1989 F012 PIANIST JARRETT MIXES EAST, WEST
11/05/1982 BOH PIANO TUNER IS MAN BEHIND SCENES AT CONCERTS
5/23/1991 A015 DISTRICT TO PAY MORE ON SCHOOL PIANOS
12/20/1990 D012 *PIATOWSKI DOING EVERYTHING WELL
A/30/1989 DDOA PICK MEETS SLOAN--THE REST IS HISTORY
7/29/1988 C012 FARMER URGES USE OF DEBT PROGRAM
5/29/1983 DOll *'THE NEXT GREAT EVENT WILL BE THE RETURN OF CHRIST'
A/20/1987 C012 *CANCER VICTIM LEAVES LEGACY OF FULL LIFE
12/16/1983 C021 *SLIM PICKENS MADE US LAUGH
3/03/1988 C012 *PICKENS PROPOSES TO BUY HOMESTAKE
5/30/198A BOAl CAN PICKEREL LAKE PERFORM AGAIN
6/16/1991 C033 PLANS MOVE AHEAD WITH GRANT
9/19/1991 C031 FISH KILL BLAMED ON LAKE TURNOVER
5/31/1991 C033 *WELCOME HOME
12/10/1988 A015 PRO-LIFERS ACQUITTED OF TRESPASS CHARGE
12/12/1988 A061 GOES OVERBOARD WITH BAN ON PICKETING
8/21/1986 BOll HISTORY LIVES IN DYING RELIC ON THE PRAIRIE
' 8/13/1989 FOAl PICKLER HOUSE IS FAULKTON'S FINEST
9/10/1990 B012 *RESTORATION PRESERVES TOWN'S PAST
8/28/1990 C031 MEN WANT SEPARATE TRIALS IN 1-90 SHOOTING
A/29/198A C092 NAMED STATE'S OUTSTANDING PRINCIPAL
6/02/1991 EOll STATE SUSPENDS INSURANCE AGENT
3/10/1982 A015 PICKSTOWN GOING TO HIGHEST BIDDER
6/16/1982 DOll *SALE OF GOVERNMENT TOWN TO RESIDENTS
A/17/1983 A021 ARMY REVIVES PLAN TO SELL 3 MISSOURI RIVER TOWNS
A/25/1983 B012 PICKSTOWN QUIETLY HOPES FOR SALE
8/11/1983 C051 ARMY CORPS REOPENS ROAD TO PICKSTOWN
6/02/1985 A015 *TOWN HOLDS ITS BREATH
7/28/1985 A016 *PICKSTOWN RESIDENTS GET BOOST
7/30/1985 coil INDIAN AGENCY OFFICIAL DOESN'T LIKE PICKSTOWN BILL
7/31/1985 BOIA PICKSTOWN BILL BOTHERS TRIBE
8/21/1985 coil TRIBE RALLIES AT PICKSTOWN
A/16/1987 C021 80 PERCENT TURNS OUT FOR PICKSTOWN ELECTION
3/1A/1990 C021 PCB SPILL WORRIES PICKSTOWN RESIDENTS
9/17/1990 C015 *PICKSTOWN GROWING UP SINCE 1986
6/06/1987 A052 *MAYOR REVIVES PICNIC
6/06/1987 A081 PACK LUNCH AND TAKE IN PICNIC (ED)
6/26/1987 A071 ALL-CITY PICNIC PLANNED
6/28/1987 E012 *SATURDAY IN THE PARK
8/19/1987 C012 *FRESH IDEAS PICK UP A PICNIC
6/03/1989 A052 MAYOR'S PICNIC PROMOTES PARKS
6/05/1989 C012 *MAYOR'S FAMILY PICNIC TIES
6/12/1991 B012 *PICNICS CAN SUIT YOUR TASTE
6/13/1991 coil HOMECOMING PICNIC PLANNED FOR SOLDIERS
5/2A/198A coil LAKE ANDES MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO MANSLAUGHTER
9/19/1991 B012 *HOBBY IS FOR THE BIRDS
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5/27/1989 C021 CHLORINE PLANT PLAN WORRIES RESIDENTS
9/2A/1989 E041 CATTLE 'BODYBUILDERS' ATTRACT ATTENTION
10/22/1991 A012 *TWO FRIENDS FIND THEY ARE SISTERS
12/09/1987 B014 ^FORMER COUNTY BAR PRESIDENT DIES
9/14/1982 A071 GOD'S PATIENCE IS WEARING THIN
5/23/1991 C031 HIGH COURT IS ASKED TO DISBAR LAWYER
7/12/1991 C032 LAWYER DISBARRED
10/20/1992 B012 *ASK THE CANDIDATES
12/02/1988 C012 TO STUDY IN ROME, HOLY LAND
2/27/1982 A071 56CHRISTIAN DRAMATISTS REACH TO PUNK ROCKERS
4/19/1983 A071 KHE'S NOT MY TWIN, HE'S MY BROTHER
3/15/1992 EOll PIERRE MALL PROJECT SCHEDULED TO START
3/06/1982 BOll TO PLASTER PIERRE WITH PETUNIA PETALS
4/11/1982 DOll KTHE NATIONS SMALLEST CAPITAL
4/30/1982 C021 PIERRE'S IMAGINATIVE COLLEGE COURSE (ED)
2/21/1983 B031 ARTISTIC CAPITOL ATTRACTS VISITORS
8/05/1983 A012 *HALLOWED HALLS OF STATE BUGGED
8/13/1983 B031 CONTEST BRINGS IN BEER, BRAWN, 8 CHIP FLIPPERS
5/06/1984 C061 PIERRE WILL RECEIVE $1 MILLION FOR EXPO
7/17/1984 B042 PROMOTERS PUSHING FOR PIERRE TRADE CENTER
7/31/1984 B033 PIERRE WILL VOTE ON BONDS FOR EXPO CENTER
8/01/1984 D035 PIERRE VOTERS DEFEAT TRADE CENTER BOND ISSUE
9/20/1984 C016 ACCIDENT CUTS POWER AT CAPITOL
11/20/1984 A091 XCRUISIN ON CAPITOL LAKE
1/06/1985 C061 LAW SESSION IS SHOT IN ARM FOR PIERRE
3/03/1985 C051 PETITIONS CALL FOR VOTE ABOUT PIERRE CENTER
4/21/1985 C071 PIERRE WILL RECOUNT VOTES ON CIVIC CENTER
8/01/1985 C014 PLANS UNVEILED FOR PIERRE CENTER
10/19/1985 C021 PIERRE VOTERS FACE 2 SPECIAL ELECTIONS THIS FALL
10/20/1985 DOll *GLAMOUR SPOT RESURRECTED IN PIERRE
11/07/1985 C015 LOCAL COMPANY MAY BUILD PIERRE HOTEL
11/20/1985 BOll PIERRE APPROVES CONVENTION CENTER
12/10/1985 C021 PIERRE VOTES TODAY ON SCHOOL BOND ISSUE
1/09/1986 B013 PIERRE WITH PETUNIA PANORAMA
3/10/1986 B014 SALOON SETTLES DOWN AS SOLONS LEAVE
5/31/1986 C021 PIERRE CONVENTION CENTER BIDS BELOW ESTIMATES
7/24/1986 C014 WITHHOLD GRANT FOR PIERRE CENTER
7/31/1986 C033 JANKLOW GIVES PIERRE $750,000
6/19/1987 C021 PIERRE CONVENTION CENTER MIGHT OPEN SOON
8/31/1987 coil PIERRE IN PURSUIT OF BLOCK GRANT FUNDS
9/17/1987 C012 EXTRA SALES TAX MAY BE DROPPED EARLY
10/20/1987 C043 BATTLE FOR CONVENTIONEERS HEATS UP
11/20/1988 EOll PIERRE TO VOTE ON CITY'S LIQUOR LICENSE
4/30/1989 AA07 ^PIERRE WINS ROUND 3 IN CAPITAL FIGHT
6/04/1989 F061 PIERRE ATTRACTIONS INCLUDE CAPITOL
8/03/1989 A015 *GIVES PIERRE A CHANCE TO PLAY HOLLYWOOD
9/10/1989 F012 36FILM GIVES PIERRE SOMETHING TO TALK ABOUT
10/08/1989 FOll PIERRE FOUGHT TWICE TO KEEP CAPITAL HONOR
11/05/1989 C024 THOUSANDS PACK PIERRE STREETS
11/06/1989 B021 *END OF A CENTURY, START OF A NEW
12/19/1989 C015 SINGLES' PAPER WINS LAWSUIT
7/17/1990 A052 KA CAPITOL ATTRACTION
2/17/1991 E036 CAPITOL CAFE HOT SPOT FOR LAWMAKERS
6/03/1991 C015 PIERRE RESIDENTS REAP BENEFITS OF COMPOST PLAN
6/08/1991 C031 COMMISSIONER URGES VIDEO LOTTERY LIMITS
7/13/1991 C031 CONSULTANTS SAY PIERRE TAKES PRIDE IN ITS HISTORY
7/14/1991 FOll seEND OF EARTH SOMEWHERE PAST PIERRE
9/24/1991 C032 PIERRE RESIDENTS WILL BE PAID TO FIND DOCTORS
10/03/1991 C031 CITY OF PIERRE BEING SUED BY EPA
10/24/1991 D061 OFFICIAL--PIERRE MUST PURSUE DEVELOPMENT
11/06/1991 C031 PIERRE WILL ATTEMPT PAPER RECYCLING
4/07/1992 C032 DRIVER TOWNS RECALL '52 FLOOD
7/21/1992 B023 PIERRE'S PASTURE POOL EXPANDS
8/28/1992 B041 PIERRE GETS EXTENSION ON LANDFILL REQUIREMENT
5/06/1991 B012 JfSKYDIVERS FIND BREATHTAKING BEAUTY
1/24/1984 C021 JANKLOW'S SPRINGFIELD PLAN IS A FLIP-FLOP
4/29/1984 N091 KCSECTION 2) A NEW LIFE IN LAW SCHOOL
10/22/1989 A075 FAMILY DUTIES TANGLE CAREERS
9/17/1991 C016 PIERSOL--CALL FOR WHS RENOVATION
4/05/1992 FOll *SF LAWYER DECLARES STATEHOUSE CANDIDACY
7/12/1992 F012 *MORE WOMEN AIM FOR STATEHOUSE
7/17/1992 A036 CLINTON WILL SELL WELL IN SD, PIERSOL SAYS
6/22/1982 B012 PIERSOL TO PRESIDE OVER CONVENTION SATURDAY
7/10/1987 B012 36THE ART OF COLLECTING
10/07/1991 B012 3CTHRIVES ON BOOKS, BLUES AND BREAKFAST
8/27/1992 A021 KLOCAL LAWYERS IN CENTER OF HOSTAGE DRAMA
6/05/1982 C046 STATE REP PIERSON DROPS OUT OF RACE
2/27/1988 coil JfPIERSON ENTERS STATE SENATE RACE
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1/02/1990 A083 KHEALTHY LEADERSHIP NEEDS TURNOVER
3/3I/I990 coil PIERSON TO ANNOUNCE BID FOR STATE SENATE
A/03/1990 coil BUSINESSMAN SEEKS DISTRICT 13 SENATE SEAT
9/19/1990 coil CANDIDATE--GIVE STATE BIGGER TAKE
10/17/1990 C012 XRIVALS DISAGREE ON ABORTION
11/09/1990 COIA *ROLLS AT POLLS NOT SO SWEET
3/2A/1992 coil PIERSON ANNOUNCES STATEHOUSE CANDIDACY
10/28/1992 BOIA *TAX TIFF TESTS SENATE RACE
ll/OA/1992 BOll KON A ROLL
lO/OA/1990 coil 5CSTATE WON'T BECOME NEIGHBORHOOD PUB
5/17/1992 E012 36PIES, ICE CREAM SWEETEN BUSINESS
5/27/198A DOll *A PIONEER FARM WIFE
2/11/1986 A012 KFAMILY REUNITES IN SIOUX FALLS
9/03/1988 C012 ^REFUGEES SHARE NEW TASTE
1/18/1989 B012 *SERVED UP ON A POLISH PLATTER
8/1A/1990 A012 ^POLISH PLATE DAMAGED
SEE SWINE
2/06/1985 C015 PEST CONTROL FIRM IS KILLING PIGEONS
1/2A/1986 AOIA CITY TO ELIMINATE PESKY PIGEONS
2/09/1986 A091 CITY SHOULD ENJOY PIGEONS (L)
11/25/1987 B013 PRESIDENTS WANT PIGEONS TO FLY THE COOP
5/11/1986 E013 PPROFITABLE WAYS TO TAP THE TELEPHONE
A/07/198A B031 P2 HOUSE CANDIDATES ANNOUNCE IN DISTRICT II
7/21/198A A012 FERRARO SPEAKS FOR WOMEN
A/23/1986 B021 PILCHER TO RUN FOR DISTRICT II SENATE SEAT
3/25/1988 coil PPILCHER TO SEEK DISTRICT 11 SEAT
2/19/1989 C012 PSIOUX FALLS' FRESHMEN LAWMAKERS LEARN
1/06/1990 A012 CUT UNIVERSITIES, LEGISLATOR SAYS
^A/28/1990 coil PILCHER ANNOUNCES HER RE-ELECTION BID
"1/06/1990 A052 PCENTER TRIES TO BRING OUT BEST IN BOY
11/02/1986 C012 PUSED CARS AND HORSE STARS
6/19/1987 C021 PSD HORSEMAN HONORED WITH HIS OWN DAY
7/06/1987 C012 COMMUNITY PILLAR WILL BE MISSED
3/18/1983 DOAl PILOT'S REFRESHER COURSE SCHEDULED
11/17/1986 A052 PHELICOPTER PILOT LIVES HIS DREAM
1/20/1987 A015 PFLIGHT PIONEER SEARCHES FOR MEMORIES
1/2A/1987 C013 PBAG FULL OF MEMORIES RETURNED TO WOMAN
8/2A/I987 A083 PROFESSIONAL PILOTS ARE HIGHLY QUALIFIED (L)
12/05/1988 C012 A PILOT SHARES HER WAR STORIES
6/20/1989 A052 PHIGH IN THE SKY
7/09/1989 A012 PAVIATION TRAILBLAZER RECALLS 100 YEARS
A/25/1990 C012 PPILOT GROUNDED FOR NEW POST
6/30/1990 C022 PILOT CHARGED FOR WITHHOLDING ARRESTS
10/03/1991 D061 CABIN MANUFACTURER TO BEGIN EXPORTING
SEE ALSO INDIAN RESERVATION, INDIANS-SD
8/16/1989 A015 PINE RIDGE'S FIRST STOPLIGHT
11/05/1989 C016 100 MARCH AGAINST DRUG, ALCOHOL ABUSE
11/21/1989 C012 SIOUX LEADERS WELCOME SERIES
12/17/1989 A062 UNDERSTANDABLE ANGER TO A RECENT NBC REPORT
7/10/1990 C03A FIRE CHIEF FILES APPEAL IN CASE OVER REMOVAL
2/23/1991 C033 FUNDING FIGHT COULD FORCE RESIGNATION
3/12/1991 C033 RESERVATION GETS TOURISM OFFICE
3/15/1991 C033 WORK ON CAST OF MAMMOTH SKULL
A/lA/1991 C03A BOARD WANTS SUIT HEARD IN FEDERAL COURT
A/lA/1991 C036 FAMILY FILES SUIT IN SON'S DEATH
A/20/1991 C033 TRIBE DEBATES COST OF INDIGENT BURIALS
5/13/1991 COIA VETERANS' GROUP BEGINS A50-MILE TREK
5/1A/1991 C012 PWALKING TO FIGHT FOR VETERANS RIGHTS
9/0A/I991 C035 PPHILLIPS ADOPTED BY SIOUX FAMILY
9/19/1991 coil SURPLUS WAR FOOD HEADED FOR PINE RIDGE
10/06/1991 C031 NEWSPAPER STARTS UP ON RESERVATION
10/20/1991 C035 AMBULANCE DONATED FOR USE ON RESERVATION
10/21/1991 B035 DIABETES PREVENTION PLAN SET TO START AT RESERVATION
12/06/1991 C016 PPELTIER HELPS BRIGHTEN HOLIDAY ON RESERVATION
2/16/1992 E012 PROOM(S) TO GROW AT PINE RIDGE
3/22/1992 FOAl LONEMAN ELEMENTARY CHANGES CAUSE CONCERN
3/23/1992 C032 PINE RIDGE GETS THREE-YEAR GRANT
A/12/1992 DOAl 'CRAZY HORSE' MALT LIQUOR ANGER LEADERS
7/07/1992 C012 RADIO STATION TAKEOVER APPARENTLY GROUNDED
8/01/1992 A052 PHISTORIC PINE RIDGE INDIAN RESERVATION
8/02/1992 F012 TRIBE OPENS NON-PROFIT CLINIC
9/10/1992 B012 PJOB BENEFITS OF ZEOLITE MINING AT PINE RIDGE
10/05/1992 A091 XFOCUSED ON THE NEGATIVE IN PINE RIDGE STORY
A/21/1987 C022 TRIBE WANTS INVESTIGATION OF BUILDING
9/05/1987 C0A2 PINE RIDGE FIRE TO BE UNDER CONTROL
9/06/1987 C061 SUPPORTERS PUSH PAVING OF PINE RIDGE ROAD
7/18/1988 C021 PINE RIDGE SCHOOL WINS NATIONAL AWARD
9/27/1991 C036 HEALTH PROGRAM TO DRAW DOCTORS TO PINE RIDGE
PIG
PIGEONS
PIKAS MARY
PILCHER PAT
PILLAR BRIAN
PILLAR ED
PILOTS
PINE MOUNTAIN HOME
PINE RIDGE INDIAN
PINE RIDGE SD
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4/26/1992 F051 TESTS SHOW PINE RIDGE WATER SAFE
11/11/1992 B023 FOUNDATION TO HELP FORM CLUB
8/28/1991 C012 ^EXERCISE TABLED FOR A NAP
7/04/1984 con J6Y0UNG PIONEERS TAKE TO THE WOODS
10/31/1984 BOll KPIONEER LIFE--A STRUGGLE TO SURVIVE
6/26/1985 coil ^PIONEER HERITAGE DAYS
6/29/1987 A052 ^CHILDREN LEARN OF LIFE WAY BACK WHEN
8/10/1988 B031 PIONEERS HONORED WITH CENTENNIAL CABIN
5/06/1989 C015 PIONEER DAY BRINGS STUDENTS BACK IN TIME
11/05/1989 FOll STATE PIONEERS NOT IMMUNE TO WILY QUACKS
SEE ALSO WATER PROJECTS-SD, NAMES OF PIPELINES
1/15/1982 C031 OFFICIALS WANT WEB BEGUN IN '82
1/30/1982 C015 DEFECTIVE PIPE WILL BE REPLACED
2/13/1982 BOll SD AGREE ON WEB PIPELINE OIL
2/20/1982 C051 LAWMAKERS OK BILL TO LOAN $300,000 TO WEB
3/05/1982 C03I TALKS WITH NORTHERN BORDER CONTINUE
3/20/1982 B041 NORTHERN BORDER PIPELINE--EXAMINING PIPE WELDS
3/26/1982 C043 SOME CAN'T WAIT FOR WEB PIPELINE
4/12/1982 C021 PRINCIPLES AT STAKE IN WEB PIPELINE BILL (ED)
4/18/1982 B021 NORTHERN TIER PIPELINE STILL A DEFENSE NEED (ED)
4/21/1982 B015 WEB--MAY 15 PANEL DEADLINE
4/23/1982 C042 PIPELINE TO HURON AREA COULD COST $65 MILLION
4/30/1982 A012 HOUSE AG COMMITTEE OK'S WEB PIPELINE BILL
5/12/1982 coil LAWYER SAYS ETSI PLANNING SECOND PIPELINE
5/15/1982 C053 PART OF COAL PIPELINE TO BE BUILT BY FALL
6/20/1982 A012 ETSI'S PIECES HAVE TO FIT TOGETHER RIGHT
6/28/1982 B021 US NEEDS MANDATE ALASKA PIPELINE LINK (ED)
7/05/1982 C061 GUIDELINES SET FOR WEST RIVER AQUEDUCT
7/08/1982 C041 SD PIPELINE SEEN AS AID TO SLURRY INDUSTRY
7/15/1982 C072 ^NORTHERN BORDER PIPELINE READY TO GO
10/09/1982 C02I SD SHARES PRIDE IN PIPELINE COMPLETION (ED)
10/19/1982 C053 NEW PIPELINE--CANADIAN NATURAL GAS TO SD
1/21/1983 B051 BILL ON EASEMENTS CALLED UNWORKABLE
1/27/1983 C05I COMMITTEE REJECTS REASSESS EASEMENT PLAN
2/01/1983 A012 BUDGET NOTHING FOR WEB PIPELINE
2/01/1983 BOll MONEY FOR WEB CUT-$5 MIL PROPOSED FOR OTHER PROJECTS
2/08/1983 coil ROUTE FOR COAL SLURRY PIPELINE WOULD CROSS SD
2/14/1983 C032 PIPELINES ATTRACTIVE TO UTIL, THREAT UNION
2/18/1983 C034 WYOMING SENATE TO DEBATE PIPELINES
2/19/1983 B041 WYOMING PANEL OK'S COAL SLURRY BILL
3/06/1983 B062 DASCHLE--WEB WILL GET MONEY
3/27/1983 C034 RAILROADS WILL NOT BE ABLE TO COMPETE WITH SLURRY
5/01/1983 C021 OIL FROM ALASKA JEOPARDIZED (ED)
5/10/1983 C041 YANKTON CONSIDERING BONDS
5/24/1983 coil PIPELINE BACKERS FIND RESERVOIR SITES
7/23/1983 B021 SLURRY PIPELINE BILL ENDANGERS LANDOWNERS (L)
7/29/1983 C081 RANCHERS SAY THEY GAIN NOTHING FROM PIPELINE
8/24/1983 A012 DELAY LIKELY IN START OF COAL PIPELINE
9/08/1983 C041 PIPELINE FIRM READY TO BUY
1/15/1984 B031 3CPIPELINES MAY BE ANSWER TO WATER PROBLEMS
1/26/1984 C052 WATER PIPELINE FOR STATE BEING STUDIED
3/13/1984 B051 CONTRACT WILL BE AWARDED FOR WEB PIPELINE
3/14/1984 D021 LET'S HELP WEB RAISE APPROPRIATION (ED)
7/31/1984 B041 ARMY CORP OF ENGINEERS PLAN SLURRY MEETINGS
9/23/1984 B071 MINN FIRM HAS LOW BID FOR WATER PIPELINE
6/15/1985 C021 INTERIOR DEPARTMENT APPROVES WEB MONEY
6/24/1985 C021 EXXON PIPELINE WOULD CROSS NEAR SD
4/11/1986 C034 COURT RULES IN FAVOR OF SD
4/18/1986 coil NO COLLUSION AGAINST ETSI
7/09/1986 A016 XFIRM LOOKS AT SAFETY
7/11/1986 C031 FEDERAL PROBE OF PIPELINE BEGINS
11/20/1986 coil STATE TO CHECK PIPELINE LEAK
11/21/1986 C012 CLEANUP OF WILLIAMS LEAK BEGINS
11/22/1986 A016 HAYWARD GAS LEAK
11/30/1986 C012 PIPELINE FIRM AWAITS HAYWARD TESTS
12/05/1986 C015 ^HAYWARD SCHOOL TESTS
12/09/1986 C016 WILLIAMS STYMIED ON TESTS
12/12/1986 A016 VICTIM ATTACKS SAFETY RECORD
12/28/1986 C021 UTILITIES PANEL OK'S PIPELINE NEAR SPEARFISH
12/31/1986 B022 WILLIAMS PIPELINE ASKS FOR HEARING
1/14/1987 B041 WEB MANAGER--CUTS UNFAIR
1/31/1987 A081 PRESSLER SAVED WEB FUNDING (L)
3/26/1987 B023 WEB PROPOSAL DRAWS NO FLAK
4/01/1987 B021 PRESSLER JOINS PUSH FOR PIPELINE SAFETY ACT
4/02/1987 C016 OFFICIALS ANTSY ON GAS SPILL
4/26/1987 A012 *ETSI LIVES ON IN LAWSUIT
4/26/1987 A062 LAWSUIT COSTS SD $1 MILLION
5/01/1987 C023 CONGRESS DEBATES SAFETY OF PIPELINES
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5/03/1987 A083 MAIN FACTORS IN PIPELINE SAFETY
5/06/1987 B012 WILLIAMS EXAMPLE OF LAX SAFETY
5/07/1987 C012 ^PIPELINES SAFE, WILLIAMS BOSS SAYS
6/10/1987 B022 BOARD CRACKS DOWN ON SAFETY
6/11/1987 coil PIPELINE WORKERS STRIKE WATER LINE
10/2A/1987 C021 JUDGE TO HEAR PRETRIAL MOTIONS IN ETSI CASE
10/31/1987 C021 PIPE-LAYING FIRM CITED FOR SAFETY VIOLATIONS
11/12/1987 C023 SAFETY AGENCY FINES WATER PROJECT FIRMS
1/27/1988 A0I2 ^LAWYERS DELIVER OPENING REMARKS IN PIPELINE LAWSUIT
2/05/1988 C012 SENATORS CALL FOR IMPROVED PIPELINE SAFETY
2/06/1988 C023 BILL PROVIDES MONEY FOR ETSI LAWSUIT
3/30/1988 B012 ETSI CASE GOES TO JURY THURSDAY
A/09/1988 A012 STATE WINS ETSI SUIT
A/12/1988 AlOl STATE SCORES BIG, BUT (ED)
A/17/1988 D016 JANKLOW CALLS ETSI DECISION BULLETPROOF
A/21/1988 C012 HOUSE APPROVES BILL INCREASING INSPECTIONS
A/25/1988 C035 TRIBES SHOULD GET PART OF ETSI MONEY
A/27/1988 BOll LAWYERS FOR RAILROAD ASK FOR NEW TRIAL
A/28/1988 C012 PIPELINE BACKERS UPBEAT ABOUT APPROVAL
5/18/1988 A015 SIOUX DESERVE ETSI MONEY
9/28/1988 C012 MICKELSON NEGOTIATES ETSI SETTLEMENT
10/05/1988 coil HOUSE OK'S WATER PLANS--JOHNSON
12/1A/1988 C02A PIPELINE APPEAL BEFORE PANEL
3/08/1989 C021 RAILROADS CONSPIRED TO DELAY PIPELINE
A/lA/1989 C012 WEB PROPERLY GAVE CONTRACT TO FIRM
A/30/1989 GGOA ^PIPELINE STRETCHES OVER NORTHEAST
A/30/1989 GG09 *THE COAL-SLURRY PIPELINE THAT COULDN'T
6/29/1989 A015 KJUDGES REJECT $8AA MILLION AWARD
6/30/1989 AlOl STATE'S WATER DREAM EVAPORATES IN RULING (ED)
6/30/1989 C012 SD LIKELY TO APPEAL ETSI RULING
7/13/1989 C036 STATE ASKS TO RECONSIDER ETSI RULING
8/0A/1989 C021 BILL READIED TO AUTHORIZE WATER PIPELINE
8/11/1989 C012 SD TO ASK TO REINSTATE ETSI VERDICT
8/22/1989 C021 ENGINEER SAYS WEB PIPELINE ADEQUATE
11/05/1989 COIA ASKED TO TAKE KANSAS CITY SOUTHERN CASE
11/19/1989 EOll OGLALA SIOUX TRIBE VOTES DOWN PIPELINE
1/09/1990 C016 $600 MILLION ETSI LOSS 'DISAPPOINTING'
1/10/1990 C012 BILLS COULD BRING WATER SOURCE
1/17/1990 coil PIPELINE BILL GETS COMMITTEE'S OK
10/16/1990 C03A SECOND WYOMING-SD PIPELINE MAY BE ADDED
11/11/1990 E036 PIPELINE STUDY NOW TO INCLUDE IOWA, MINNESOTA
3/30/1991 C033 PIPELINE SUGGESTED TO CONTROL JAMES RIVER
A/18/1991 C015 KWATER PIPELINE FROM RIVER COULD COST $625 MILLION
5/29/1991 C012 PIPELINE SPILLS 3,A00 GALLONS OF OIL
12/03/1991 C013 FIRM HIRED TO REVIEW PIPELINE STUDY
2/08/1992 C016 POLICING PIPELINE
2/09/1992 A012 AGING PIPES RAISE FEARS OF MORE LEAKS
2/09/1992 A021 ^PIPELINE SAFETY--A LEAKY HISTORY
2/11/1992 A081 PUT MORE PRESSURE ON PIPELINE FIRM (ED)
2/13/1992 A012 STATE TO FILE SUIT AGAINST WILLIAMS
2/1A/1992 A012 CHOOSES CIVIL ACTION AGAINST WILLIAMS
2/15/1992 A016 PIPELINE CONTROLS DESIRED
2/23/1992 FOAl PIPELINE SHOULD TAKE SAFETY MEASURES
3/05/1992 C015 NSP TO BUILD OWN GAS LINE
A/05/1992 EOll APPLICATION RECEIVED FOR NATURAL GAS PIPELINE
A/11/1992 A083 ^PIPELINE REGULATION WELCOMED
A/16/1992 A015 PIPELINE SAFETY GROUP OUTLINES PROPOSAL
A/16/1992 A015 COMMITTEE'S 7-POINT PLAN
7/31/1992 B016 SENATE OK'S PIPELINE AMENDMENT
9/25/1992 B025 PUC DEBATES PIPELINE PROJECT
A/10/1982 BOll XBROKER WARNS ABOUT SEEKING WORLDLY RICHES
7/27/1990 D061 PIPER JAFFRAY REPORTS AN EARNINGS RAISE
10/02/1990 B061 LOCAL BROKERAGE FIRM SAYS LAWSUIT SETTLED
5/06/1990 CC07 KCOUNTY JOBS COULD BLOSSOM INTO STATE ROLE
2/01/1991 A083 9€UPHILL FIGHT IN CONTROLLING HIGH SUICIDE RATE
3/13/1991 C03A COMMISSIONER TAKES PART IN LEADERS EVENT
12/10/1992 BOAS SD WOMAN TO ATTEND SUMMIT
12/15/1992 B065 SD FLORIST HOLDS OWN AT SUMMIT
12/20/1992 F025 CLINTON WELL-PREPARED, SUMMIT DELEGATE SAYS
lO/OA/1989 C012 INMATES USE SPIRITUAL TEACHINGS TO DEFEAT ABUSE
10/09/1989 Aa81 PIPES AIDS INMATES DRUG, ALCOHOL FIGHT (L)
5/13/1982 D02A ADVICE FOR ARGUS FROM PIPESTONE (L)
9/09/1983 C035 PIPESTONE WILL GAIN PLANT--30 JOBS
10/02/1983 B031 COLORFUL LEAVES ADDED BONUS ON PIPESTONE TRIP
10/1A/198A COIA XPIPESTONE ON PARADE
8/02/1985 B012 ^PAGEANT AWAKENS MINNESOTA TOWN
1/30/1986 A092 PIPESTONE HOSTS WINTER FESTIVAL
5/11/1986 FOll HOTEL CLOSING IN PIPESTONE
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1/13/1987 AlOI TOWN SHOULD WEIGH DUMP RISKS CAREFULLY (ED)
1/23/1987 C012 WASTE SITE GENERATES TALK IN PIPESTONE
1/29/1987 B052 PIPESTONE FESTIVAL BEGINS MONDAY
6/07/1987 FOIA KCALUMET REOPENS lOO-YEAR-OLD DOORS
6/01/1988 AOIA YANKTON SIOUX TO PRESS PIPESTONE CLAIMS
6/13/1988 C016 SIOUX SEEK RETURN OF SACRED QUARRY SITE
7/16/1988 C021 SIOUX OFFICIALS MEET CONGRESSIONAL AIDES
7/17/1988 C012 SIOUX COMPLETE PIPESTONE JOURNEY
7/18/1988 COIA ^INDIANS VISIT SACRED QUARRY
9/05/1988 AOIA KPAST AND FUTURE CARVED IN STONE
7/13/1989 D082 PIPESTONE BOAT MANUFACTURER LAYS OFF 150
7/19/1991 D012 LOTS TO DO AT BLUE MOUNDS
7/23/1991 A083 RUNNERS DECRY USE OF RED ROCK
8/26/1992 B062 DEARTH MOVER UNMOVED BY AGE
9/21/1983 DOll *PIRNER PLAYS DEFENSE AT WAGNER, SDSU
10/23/1986 A092 KCARD PLAYING BRIDGES LONG-DISTANCE FRIENDSHIP
3/28/1992 A012 XPIRTLE KEEPS NAME BURIED
5/21/1989 coil CITY HONORS MEMBER OF ADVISORY BOARD
3/29/1991 B012 ^PISCOPO TO BRING ACT TO SDSU
A/03/1991 AOIA 3fPISC0P0 TURNS MISTAKES INTO LAUGHTER
5/12/1992 A016 KLOST LETTER STALLS WORK AT PITTS SITE
9/1A/1987 A103 KFREE COUNSELING THROUGH SCORE PROGRAM
5/16/1982 C031 36RENOWNED PEOPLE LEFT SD, BUT ITS APPEAL IS ENDURING
7/1A/1983 BOll KFORMER SF RESIDENT REMEMBERS SMALLER, WILDER TOWN
12/12/198A coil *AN OFFER JUDGES COULDN'T REFUSE
10/23/1985 BOll *RED BARONS FLY TO PROMOTE PIZZA
8/03/1990 D065 PIZZA CHAIN TO OPEN RESTAURANT IN CITY
6/18/1991 B062 XREADY TO DELIVER
1/20/1985 EOll PIZZA PATROL AIMS AT WATERTOWN, BROOKINGS
'A/2A/1990 A012 PIZZA PATROL FINED FOR LABOR VIOLATIONS
3/08/1991 D073 36CHICKEN OUT
7/19/1991 D052 CHICKENS WEIGH IN WITH CPA
10/29/1989 D012 XPIZZA RANCH GROWING FRANCHISE
1/08/1991 BD65 PIZZA RANCH MAKES LIST OF TOP FRANCHISES
1/29/198A C023 MANY STATE NAMES REFLECT EVENTS (YEAGER)
A/01/1985 BOll KSURVEY DEALS A LOW BLOW
8/31/198A A012 NUDE ART REMOVED FROM SHOW
5/2A/1992 E012 *SOLAR CROSSES HELP LIGHT CEMETERIES
A/10/1986 C033 PLANKINTON'S ELECTION IN A DEAD HEAT
7/11/1988 AOIA *FUTURE IS SUNNY-SIDE UP
10/2A/1989 B061 PLANKINTON UTILITY GETS FEDERAL LOAN
10/26/1990 C012 5CSMALL TREMBLOR RATTLES PLANKINTON AREA
1/13/1991 C033 FEDERAL LOANS OK'D FOR NEW FIRE TRUCKS
6/07/1992 C021 PLANKINTON PLANS GROUNDBREAKING FOR NEW CLINIC
11/03/1989 A012 PLANNED PARENTHOOD COMING TO CITY
11/16/1989 A09A BUSINESS UNWELCOME (L)
11/18/1989 A091 PLANNED PARENTHOOD OPENING A SAD DAY (L)
12/01/1989 COAl PLANNED PARENTHOOD PLANS RAPID CITY SITE
12/03/1989 AlOA ABSTINENCE, PRAYER NEEDED (L)
12/06/1989 A023 PLANNED PARENTHOOD ATTACK UNREASONABLE (L)
12/10/1989 A095 GROUP NOT PRO-FAMILY (L)
12/17/1989 A071 PLANNED PARENTHOOD PLAYS IMPORTANT ROLE (L)
12/2A/1989 A095 TEACH ABSTINENCE (L)
1/20/1990 C012 PLANNED PARENTHOOD--NO ABORTION PLANS
2/05/1990 A082 NEW CLINIC IS BAD NEWS (L)
2/11/1990 D012 XAUTHOR--TEACH STUDENTS CHASTITY
2/12/1990 A103 REASONING TWIST (L)
2/16/1990 A085 SCARE TACTICS USED (L)
2/25/1990 C016 WE WILL PERFORM ABORTIONS IN RAPID CITY IF NEEDED
3/05/1990 B012 *PLANNED PARENTHOOD LEADER PROUD
3/30/1990 A08A KIDS NEED SEX EDUCATION (L)
A/OA/1990 C012 ^PLANNED PARENTHOOD CLINIC OPENS
A/15/1990 A112 CRUSADERS REMOVE MASK (L)
A/21/1990 A08A PEOPLE REACT TO 'INVASION' (L)
5/25/1990 AlOl LACK OF KNOWLEDGE IS PREGNANCY PROBLEM (L)
6/12/1990 A07A CITY DOESN'T NEED PLANNED PARENTHOOD CD
6/29/1990 A103 PLANNED PARENTHOOD WELCOME APPRECIATED (L)
7/08/1990 A113 PLANNED PARENTHOOD CLAIM HARD TO BELIEVE (L)
10/27/1990 C012 ACTIVISTS--NEW DOCTOR IS ABORTIONIST
11/05/1990 A06A COMMUNICATION STARTS BEFORE CHILD IS BORN (L)
11/2A/1990 C013 XPROTESTERS TAKE TO STREETS
11/29/1990 A072 DAYTON-HUDSON GRANT IS DISAPPOINTING (L)
2/05/1991 A105 ANTI-CHOICE BACKERS OPPOSE FAMILY PLANNING (L)
2/25/1991 A083 PLANNED PARENTHOOD HAS MONEY MOTIVE (L)
3/0A/1991 A083 DON'T INFRINGE RIGHT OF PRIVACY (L)
3/08/1991 A07A DIDN'T PAY FOR AD (L)
3/18/1991 A09A ROLE MISREPRESENTED (L)
A/22/1991 AlOA PLANNED PARENTHOOD SEX EDUCATION FAILS (L)
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3/26/1992 C032 PLANNED PARENTHOOD FUNDING CUT
6/30/1992 A0A2 KSD FACTIONS URGE ACTION FROM CITIZENS
2/15/1983 C013 DISTRICTS SEEK SMALL BOND BUYERS
4/25/1985 CG23 COMMERCIAL WITH PLANT-CUTTING HORMONE
11/15/1990 B016 KPLANT FINDS NIRVANA ON BACK ROADS
8/11/1982 C051 POISONOUS PLANT FOUND IN WET AREAS
12/21/1983 C072 MANY CHRISTMAS PLANTS ARE POISONOUS
8/23/1986 C041 SD EXPERTS ISSUE HEMLOCK WARNING
1/28/1990 C071 PLANTS HAVE UNLIMITED USES FOR MAN
6/21/1983 A052 *KIDS STRETCH, SQUEAL WITH DELIGHT TO MOUSERCISING
4/24/1992 D065 ^PLASTIC WOOD COMES TO SD
8/20/1990 A012 ^TEACHER PAY ON DISPLAY
3/09/1990 B015 5CL0CAL SKATERS PLAN RECITAL TO SHOW SKILLS
4/24/1983 B035 KPLATT WINS POSITION IN GOLF HALL OF FAME
7/29/1990 B012 KPLATT OUTDUELS OREM FOR TITLE IN 2-HOLE PLAYOFF
6/26/1983 C041 TO FIND SOURCE OF GASOLINE FUMES--PLATTE
7/21/1985 coil *PLATTE LEARNS SOMEONE IS WATCHING
9/29/1989 coil PLATTE HOPES TO LURE NEW GARMENT PLANT
1/31/1990 C021 PLATTE VOTERS ACCEPT $120,000 BOND ISSUE
3/19/1990 A012 KNEW PLATTE FACTORY HELPS WOMEN SEW
7/24/1990 C031 CITY FINALIZES PLANS FOR NEW LANDFILL
1/05/1991 C031 $5 5 MILLION CONTRACT HELPS PLATTE EXPANSION
10/05/1987 A072 KENDING THE PAIN
3/26/1992 C012 *12 MONTHS* WORK
12/19/1982 A013 POLICE GET COMPLAINTS, GIRLS GET THE CUSTOMERS
12/19/1982 DOll K'WHY DON'T WE GO DOWN TO THE LOUNGE *
7/12/1983 C014 *OWNER SELLS ESCORT BUSINESS
10/29/1988 C035 EXCHANGE STUDENT TO STATE FEATURED
10/26/1991 C035 FORMER RAPID CITY MAN POSES NUDE
11/01/1987 B012 KCHILDREN LOSE BATTLE TO SAVE PLAYGROUND
5/16/1989 A012 CITY SCHOOLS GET TOUGH WITH BULLIES
7/17/1989 A052 *SAFE EQUIPMENT HELPS KEEP INJURIES OFF
7/I7/I989 B012 NEW RULES TO BRING ORDER TO PLAY GROUNDS
6/16/1991 F012 *PLAY AREAS SPUR KIDS* IMAGINATION
9/11/1988 C021 PLAYHOUSE TO BE REIMBURSED FOR REPAIRS
7/12/1991 B012 KBRAND-NEW PLAYHOUSE
7/15/1991 A072 NEW THEATER TAKES ITS BOWS
SEE ALSO DRAMA
1/07/1982 B015 SF PLAYHOUSE'S 'SCAPIN* PRODUCTIONS
1/20/1982 A014 *SF PLAYHOUSE INVITED TO INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL
2/01/1982 C033 *NOT EXACTLY A FACIAL MASK
2/14/1982 DOll KDOUBLE CASTING ENLIVENS A MOLIERE PLAY
2/21/1982 DOll KJOURNAL OF NOVICE ACTOR--TRIES OTHER SIDE
3/25/1982 coil KNEW PLAYS AND FUND RAISING KEEP SWANK BUSY
3/26/1982 C021 HELP PLAYHOUSE WITH TRIP TO IRELAND (ED)
4/15/1982 B042 K'THE UNIFORM UNICORN*
4/30/1982 B013 KIRELAND TRIP FINANCIALLY SET
4/30/1982 B021 KSF PLAY WEDS HUMOR WITH BITE
5/01/1982 C012 PLAYHOUSE PRODUCTION CREDIT TO SF, DIRECTOR
5/13/1982 B021 SF PLAYHOUSE WILL SEEK 1,000 NEW MEMBERS
5/21/1982 A015 PLAYHOUSE TROUPE LEAVES FOR IRELAND
5/27/1982 coil KOKLAHOMA OPENS HERE (FINE)
5/29/1982 B041 KPLAYHOUSE INJECTS LIFE INTO 'OKLAHOMA*
6/01/1982 A012 PLAYHOUSE WINS AWARDS IN IRELAND
6/03/1982 A013 KHOMECOMING--JILL SWANK HOLDS UP THE TROPHY
6/03/1982 coil PRIZE-WINNING SF PLAYHOUSE TROUPE HOME
6/04/1982 B021 INTERNATIONAL AWARDS WELL DESERVED (ED)
6/06/1982 DOll KIRELAND VICTORY--PLAYHOUSE TROUPE
6/10/1982 BOll *PRIZEWINNER--*THE DIVINERS*
6/17/1982 C022 PLAYHOUSE PRAISED (L)
6/26/1982 C022 PROUD OF PLAYHOUSE (L)
8/19/1982 BOll KROCK MUSICAL ONE OF PLAYHOUSE'S MOST ELABORATE
8/21/1982 C031 COMMUNITY PLAYHOUSE PRODUCTION A 'SUPERSTAR* (L)
8/24/1982 C025 LIKED 'SUPERSTAR* (L)
10/07/1982 B051 PLAYHOUSE SEASON MEMBERSHIPS
10/14/1982 BOll KINCREASED ATTENDANCE TO PLAYHOUSE
10/15/1982 A081 K'CHARLEY'S AUNT* GETTING STALE
10/28/1982 BOll KHALLOWEEN PLAY DONE BY YOUNG PEOPLE'S
11/18/1982 BOll KDIRECTOR LEADS BY EXAMPLE
1/22/1983 AlOl PLAYHOUSE WILL SPONSOR THEATER COMPANY
2/03/1983 BOll KPAIR DIDN'T LIKE SCRIPT--WROTE THEIR OWN
3/03/1983 B051 AUCTION TO BENEFIT PLAYHOUSE
3/29/1983 A071 KSWANK IS PROVING SHAKESPEARE IS ENJOYABLE
4/02/1983 B031 CLEVER 'COMEDY OF ERRORS' BEAUTIFULLY PERFORMED
4/19/1983 A071 KHE'S NOT MY TWIN, HE'S MY BROTHER
5/28/1983 B012 'FIDDLER' ACHIEVES RARE MIX OF LAUGHTER S TEARS
6/20/1983 A051 KTHEATER IS IN FINAL PHASE OF FACELIFT
6/25/1983 C031 ORPHEUM ENTERED IN NATIONAL HISTORIC REGISTER
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8/10/1983 BG21 RENOVATIONS ALMOST COMPLETE
9/03/1983 B014 'DEATHTRAP' OPENS THEATER SEASON
10/07/1983 BOll JANET MOGEN HAS DESIGNS ON THE PLAY
10/09/1983 D121 DIRECTOR, CAST SHINE IN SEASON OPENER
2/02/198A B012 9ePLAYH0USE TRIES NON-TRADITIONAL PRODUCTIONS
2/03/198A BOll 'TRUE WEST' TAKES AUDIENCE BEYOND LIMITS
3/28/198A C071 *'DEATH OF A SALESMAN'
A/01/198A D081 ACTOR CAPTURES ESSENCE IN MILLER'S PLAY
A/20/198A B021 'WELCOME HOME'--SMALL-TOWN NATIVES
7/05/1984 BOll ^EXTRAS CLUB LINES UP ARMY OF VOLUNTEERS
8/02/1984 Alll x'PETER PAN' IS SURE TO FLY
8/30/1984 coil ^COMMUNITY PREPARES FOR FIRST SESSION
10/02/1984 A012 ^PLAYHOUSE DIRECTOR QUITS AMID RIFT
10/03/1984 DOll CONTROVERSY CONTINUES ABOUT PLAY
10/03/1984 D021 PLAYHOUSE BOARD FOLDS UNDER WEIGHT (ED)
10/03/1984 D021 DEPARTING DIRECTOR RESPECTS PLAY BOARD (L)
10/05/1984 BOll ^PLAYHOUSE OPENS SEASON
10/06/1984 A081 'HMS PINAFORE'
10/10/1984 D021 EDITORIAL'S LOGIC NOT SOUND (L)
10/12/1984 C021 CATHOLICS ARE TARGETS OF BAD PRESS (L)
10/15/1984 C022 SWANK TOOK THE RIGHT STAND CD
10/18/1984 C021 LET'S NOT QUIT WITH JUST STOPPING (ED)
11/06/1984 C035 PLAYHOUSE SEARCHES FOR MANAGING DIRECTOR
11/22/1984 coil 'THE PHILADELPHIA STORY'
11/24/1984 A094 KPLAY'S WIT DEMANDS RAPT ATTENTION
1/06/1985 D041 ^PLAYHOUSE COURSES ARE FOR CREDIT
2/07/1985 B061 'CRIMES OF HEART', 'WAITING FOR GODOT'
2/11/1985 BOll *60 DECIDE NOT TO WAIT FOR 'GODOT'
2/11/1985 B015 CHARACTERS IN 'CRIMES'
2/15/1985 BOll SWANK--'WAITING FOR GODOT'
3/09/1985 AlOl CONTROVERSIAL PLAY WAS A BIG SUCCESS (L)
4/11/1985 BOll XTIME'S RIGHT TO DO SHAKESPEARE
5/09/1985 BOll ^NOTHING TYPICAL ABOUT SEASON FINALE
5/11/1985 A121 PLAY DOES WELL ON SMALL STAGE
5/23/1985 BOll *SOME WALLS ARE MEANT TO TUMBLE
5/23/1985 B021 PLAYHOUSE STARTS MEMBERSHIP DRIVE
7/18/1985 A075 THEATER LOOKS AT FUTURE
7/25/1985 BOll *THEATER CAMP SETS STAGE FOR FRIENDSHIP
7/26/1985 B013 X'FEIFFER'S PEOPLE'
7/27/1985 A094 PAST PRODUCTIONS REVUE WINS PRAISE (L)
8/05/1985 A095 PLAYHOUSE GETS NEW OFFICERS
8/16/1985 B012 VAUDEVILLE COMES ALIVE ON SIOUX FALLS STAGE
8/23/1985 A084 HURRAH FOR THE PLAYHOUSE (L)
8/24/1985 B035 PLAYHOUSE GRATEFUL FOR GIFT FROM BUSINESS (L)
9/09/1985 A121 YOUTH THEATRE PROGRAM CLASSES BEGIN SEPTEMBER 21
9/13/1985 B031 PLAYHOUSE BEGINS MEMBERSHIP DRIVE
9/16/1985 C013 PLAYHOUSE OFFICIAL TO TALK ABOUT NEW SEASON
9/21/1985 A051 NO EXIT FROM THEATER GROUP'S SARTRE PRODUCTION
10/04/1985 BOll COMMUNITY PLAYHOUSE'S 'GREASE'
10/05/1985 A073 'GREASE' A SLICK TALE OF '50S
11/16/1985 A073 *'ARSEN1C' MAKES HUMOR EASY TO SWALLOW
1/02/1986 A075 GUTHRIE TOURING COMPANY COMING
1/25/1986 A072 'A CHRISTMAS CAROL' BROUGHT JOY (L)
2/13/1986 BOll *'AMADEUS' TO BE POWERFUL, NOT FLASHY
3/07/1986 BOll *JAZZED-UP VERSION OF FAIRY TALES
4/04/1986 BOll *'CAT' STALKS LOCAL STAGE AGAIN
4/26/1986 A091 FOUNDATION GIVES PLAYHOUSE GRANT
5/03/1986 A095 PLAYERS' PERFORMANCE APPRECIATED (L)
5/17/1986 A074 PLAY DEALS GENTLY WITH TABOO SUBJECT
5/30/1986 B031 *'KATE' ENDS PLAYHOUSE SEASON
5/31/1986 A091 PLAYHOUSE KISSES OFF 'KATE'
5/31/1986 Alll MOLIERE PROFITS PLAYHOUSE FUND (L)
6/06/1986 A104 QUALITY OF TALENT IMPRESSIVE (L)
6/27/1986 B021 *'ANN1E'
7/29/1986 B035 COMMUNITY PLAYHOUSE BOARD ELECTS OFFICERS
8/04/1986 Alll PLAYHOUSE GETS DAYTON'S GRANT
8/12/1986 A051 *PLAYH0USE--STUD10 PRODUCTION TO MAIN STAGE
8/16/1986 A073 ACTORS IN LONG NIGHT OF EXCELLENT COMEDY
9/05/1986 B012 *STAGE SET FOR VARIETY OF SHOWS
9/19/1986 B012 *PLAYHOUSE ACTORS HAVE ROUGH RIDE
10/10/1986 B012 ^PLAYHOUSE BEGINS WITH MUSICAL
11/20/1986 A091 ^AUDIENCES TAKE PLAY'S MESSAGE
12/11/1986 B055 PLAYHOUSE AUDITIONS BEGIN MONDAY
12/13/1986 A072 'SCROOGE' ISN'T STINGY WITH THE PLEASURE IT GIVES
12/13/1986 A092 JAYCEES THANK PLAYHOUSE
12/25/1986 C092 PLAYHOUSE HAS AUDITIONS FOR DRAMA
1/22/1987 B051 PLAYHOUSE ANNOUNCES AUDITIONS
1/30/1987 A052 *PLAY LOOKS AT FRIENDS
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1/31/1987
2/13/1987
2/16/1987
2/18/1987
2/19/1987
2/26/1987
2/27/1987
3/07/1987
3/1A/1987
3/27/1987
3/29/1987
A/12/1987
5/01/1987
5/13/1987
5/15/1987
5/29/1987
7/31/1987
8/08/1987
8/09/1987
9/21/1987
10/09/1987
10/10/1987
11/07/1987
12/13/1987
2/12/1988
3/26/1988
5/16/1988
5/20/1988
j 6/10/1988
6/2A/1988
6/25/1988
9/06/1988
9/09/1988
9/22/1988
9/30/1988
10/13/1988
lO/lA/1988
10/23/1988
11/18/1988
11/20/1988
12/09/1988
1/27/1989
1/28/1989
2/10/1989
2/2A/1989
2/25/1989
3/10/1989
3/18/1989
3/31/1989
A/03/1989
A/07/1989
A/10/1989
5/13/1989
5/25/1989
5/27/1989
7/28/1989
9/07/1989
9/09/1989
9/12/1989
9/28/1989
10/06/1989
12/15/1989
12/23/1989
1/13/1990
1/19/1990
2/09/1990
7/12/1990
9/08/1990
9/28/1990
9/29/1990
11/02/1990
11/15/1990
11/15/1990
12/1A/1990
1/19/1991
2/01/1991
2/02/1991
2/23/1991
A055
A062
B035
B016
B052
Alll
B012
A052
A071
A0A3
coil
A103
B012
C012
B022
B012
A062
A08A
A08A
A052
B012
A056
A07A
D015
B013
A091
A07A
B012
B016
B031
A052
A091
B02A
B012
B012
A083
A102
C016
B012
E02A
B012
B012
A072
B012
B012
A072
B081
A071
B012
A052
B012
B012
A071
C013
A072
B012
BOIA
A056
A072
A052
B015
B012
A052
A056
B016
BOll
B016
A052
B012
A052
BOll
B012
B051
B013
A072
B012
A052
A072
•GREY MUSIC FALLS FLAT
J6PLAYH0USE ADDS DRAMA TO SEASON
WASHINGTON TROUPE AT PLAYHOUSE
DIRECTOR MOVES TO NEW STAGE
WASHINGTON TROUPE AT PLAYHOUSE
CITY WILL HOST THEATER COMPETITION
*•ROMEO AND JULIET' HAS MESSAGE TODAY
^IMAGINATIVE CHILDREN'S PLAY BEGINS TODAY
COMMUNITY MADE PLAY A SUCCESS (L)
KPLAY MIXES COMEDY WITH SERIOUS SITUATIONS
*SWANK, PLAYHOUSE GREW TOGETHER
PLAYHOUSE CAN USE ZIEGLER (L)
SHOWCASE TALENT FOR '87-'88 SEASON
^EDUCATION DIRECTOR TAKES LEAD AT PLAYHOUSE
^PLAYHOUSE EXPANDS PROGRAMS FOR GROWTH
^PLAYHOUSE SOFTENS 'LITTLE SHOP' MONSTER
5CSAY1NG '1 DO, 1 DO' EASY
'1 DO, 1 DO' OUTSTANDING (L)
'1 DO, 1 DO' SUPERB (L)
CHARACTERS LACK CONSISTENCY
XSIGHT AND SOUND
GLITTERY 'DREAMCOAT' FITS WELL
DIRECTOR THANKS 'PEGORA' HELPERS
PLAYHOUSE NEEDS MATURE TALENT IN 'MR SCROOGE'
KLAWYER TAKES HIS TRADE TO THE STAGE
PLAYHOUSE FUND-RAISING EVENT SUCCESSFUL (L)
PLAYHOUSE RECEIVES $20,000 GRANT
^DIRECTOR SETS THE STAGE FOR MUSICAL
PLAYHOUSE FILLS EDUCATION SLOT
^ALICE'S ADVENTURES
JC'KINGDOM COME' LACKS PREPARATION
CITY PLAYHOUSE SELECTS BOARD OF DIRECTORS
KPLAYHOUSE PLANS PANEL AFTER 'NUTS'
THEATER RESTRUCTURES SEASON
KTHEATER BALANCES SEASON
PLAYHOUSE OFFERS GOOD TIME (L)
'SOUND OF MUSIC GREAT (L)
MAN WANTS PLAYHOUSE INVESTIGATED
KMAGIC OF THE THEATER
'BLITHE' RAISES AUDIENCE'S SPIRITS
5fA COSTUMER'S CAROL
^PLAYHOUSE ACTOR DOUBLES UP
'CORPSE' COMES TO LIFE AT PLAYHOUSE
PLAYWRIGHT SENDS MESSAGES VIA COMEDIES
XPLAYERS PRESENT 'MUCH ADO'
'MUCH ADO' GIVES LIVELY EVENING
aepAlLS TO LIFT 'THERAPY' TO POTENTIAL
PLAYHOUSE FUND-RAISER HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL (L)
X'GLASS MENAGERIE' EXUDES AURA OF SENTIMENTALITY
CAST DELIVERS FRAGILE READING OF 'MENAGERIE'
5CW0RKERS OFFER PEEK AT SKILLS FOR PLAYS
3€CR1T1CS WHO ARE WRONG ANNOY DIRECTOR
PLAYHOUSE FUND-RAISER SUCCESSFUL
X'PUMPBOYS' BRING BAND LIFE TO STAGE
'PUMP BOYS AND DINETTES' A GAS
PLAYHOUSE OFFERS RARE REVIVAL
KPLAYHOUSE PRESENTS LOCAL SCRIPT
PLAYS DIG INTO 2 TABOO SOCIAL ISSUES
3CWAREH0USE CAST AS CLASSROOM FOR PLAYHOUSE
KTHE PLAY'S THE THING
JfDRAMA TEACHERS TEST THEIR TALENTS
'SCROOGE' RETURNS WITH SPIRIT, SOUL
KLOCAL MEN PREPARE PUPPET SHOW
SOLID SCRIPT PULLS PLAY PAST LIMITS
PLAYHOUSE STRENGTHENS ITS STRIDES
LEACHMAN'S PLANS GIVE CITY BREAK
*LONDON TROUPE IN PERFORMANCE AT PLAYHOUSE
^NEWCOMER HELPS MAKE PLAY A SMASH
*'DOLLY' SAYS 'HELLO' TONIGHT
SCHRAG PUTS HER HEART INTO 'DOLLY'
ARTS SHOWING UP IN NOT-SO FAMILIAR PLACES
FACTOR IN 'BROADWAY BOUND'
PLAYHOUSE AUDITIONS
JeSERlOUSLY, 'SCROOGE' IS A SUCCESS
'PLOW' NOT MEANT AS ONE-MAN SHOW
36PACHOUD, HURST CREATE ODD ACTING COUPLE
'TEMPEST' PRODUCTION DEVOID OF EMOTION
*L1FE ON THE ROAD
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SUBJECT
PLAYHOUSE-SF
PLAVHOUSE-WI
PLAVHOUSE-VA
PLAYMATES DATING
PLAYS
PLEA BARGAIN
PLEDGE ALLEGIANCE
PLETAN BURNETTE
PLIHAL VIRGINIA
PLIMPTON JIM
PLO
PLOOF DAVE
PLUCKER DARLENE
PLUMBING
PLUME DAVID
PLUMMER HENRY
PLUT DAN
PLUTONIUM
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/I6/I99I
A/19/1991
A/20/1991
5/17/1991
5/18/1991
6/01/1991
6/29/1991
7/08/1991
9/07/1991
10/05/1991
10/11/1991
11/1A/1991
11/16/1991
12/12/1991
1/17/1992
1/31/1992
2/01/1992
2/07/1992
2/08/1992
2/15/1992
2/20/1992
3/13/1992
3/1A/1992
5/22/1992
5/29/1992
7/25/1992
9/12/1992
9/2A/1992
9/26/1992
12/11/1992
5/03/1989
3/31/198A
12/10/198A
3/15/1989
11/21/1988
11/22/1988
11/27/1988
12/01/1988
9/08/1988
9/08/1988
9/29/1988
10/08/1988
10/13/1988
10/25/1988
2/15/1990
7/16/1990
3/1A/1990
3/20/1991
11/21/1988
7/2A/1983
8/12/1986
8/23/1983
9/30/1983
11/19/1983
A/12/198A
9/19/198A
3/23/1990
3/2A/1990
11/09/1990
11/16/1990
11/17/1990
6/22/1991
7/08/1991
7/16/1991
5/26/1982
5/28/1982
7/1A/1982
7/20/1982
1/16/1983
A/10/1983
A/27/1983
5/01/1983
2/23/1991
7/20/1992
3/2A/1991
1/25/1989
A052
B012
A056
B015
A052
A083
A012
B012
A056
A056
BOll
A012
A07A
B012
BOll
A052
A075
B031
A052
A052
A091
B012
A052
B013
B031
A052
A052
D012
A052
D053
B012
C0A2
B031
B071
A016
A012
AOIA
AlOl
A012
A015
C015
AlOA
B012
A105
C021
A012
D012
A012
BOIA
COIA
C012
coil
A012
B035
coil
DOll
coil
C012
coil
A016
A015
coil
A086
A08A
AOIA
coil
coil
B023
E013
E012
A012
A012
C03A
B012
B06A
A083
3€BELLY LAUGHS ARE ON IN 'NOISES OFF'
*LESLYE ORR COMES HOME
1 ACTRESS, 15 VISIONS OF WOMEN
*MUS1CAL SURVEYS LIFE OF ARGENTINE HEROINE
PRODUCTION CAPTURES EMOTION, LIFE OF 'EVITA'
ARTICLE MISLEADING ABOUT RIGHTS TO 'ANNIE' (L)
*LEAD PLAYERS TO PERFORM VOWS
KARTISTIC DIRECTOR PEEVED BY TALKING MOVIE-GOERS
'FOOTSTEPS' PUTS SEASON ON TRACK TO SUCCESS
NEWCOMERS OFFER BOOST TO 'CAROUSEL'
KHENKIN AND HARTIG BACK ON STAGE
*'STEEL MAGNOLIAS' OPENS FRIDAY
*PLAY IS TESTAMENT TO FRIENDSHIP
*'SCROOGE' FAILS TO COME FORTH WITH FOCUS
*NEXT SEASON TO STAY FRESH AT PLAYHOUSE
*'M1SS DAISY' READY TO OPEN TONIGHT
DYSART GIVES STRONG 'DAISY' PERFORMANCE
*'M1SS DAISY' CARRIES WEIGHT
KSPECIAL VALENTINE'S MUSIC IS SCHEDULED
K'LEND ME A TENOR' FALLS FLAT
^NATIONAL PLAYERS BRING 'MIRACLE' TO THE PLAYHOUSE
*ACTOR LIGHTENS UP IN MILLER'S PLAY
PLAYERS EXPLORE THE FACES OF TRAGEDY IN 'BRIDGE'
*FA1RY TALES COLLIDE IN THE 'WOODS'
*FA1RY TALES TAKE STAGE AT PLAYHOUSE
'PUMP BOYS AND DINETTES' SERVE UP A GOOD TIME
EVERY WOMAN'S SECRETS IN 'VITAL SIGNS'
56B1RCH BACK FOR 'GUN' AND FUN
STENSETH, HUFFMAN CAN'T COVER FOR STEREOTYPING
INEXPERIENCED CAST HURTS 'PAGEANT'
JfWINNER PLAYHOUSE PUBLISHES COOKBOOK
YANKTON THEATER TO HAVE OWN ROAD
LEWIS S CLARK PLAYHOUSE $7,000 IN DEBT
PLAYHOUSE WILL REPRESENT STATE
5CWARDEN--STABB1NG WASN'T SYSTEM FAILURE
3(MURDER CHARGES FOR BENNIS
ESCORT SERVICES OPERATE ON THE EDGE OF THE LAW
ORGANIZED PROSTITUTION SHOULDN'T BE TOLERATED (ED)
SEE DRAMA, PLAYHOUSE
SEE CRIMINAL JUSTICE
*MOST FAVOR VOLUNTARY RECITATION
PATRIOTISM REQU1RED--PLEDGE ISN'T
VOTE TO SAY PLEDGE GETS YELLOW FLAG
STUDENTS SHOULD SAY PLEDGE (L)
PLEDGE IS COMMON BUT NOT MANDATORY
SOCIALIST WROTE PLEDGE (L)
SDSU SENATORS LEAVE 'UNDER GOD' IN PLEDGE
*ART1ST MAKES CLAIM AS WORLD'S FASTEST
36HALL OF FAME OPENS TO NEW MEMBERS
«W1NG INTO SPRING
^SPEAKER ADVOCATES PLO RECOGNITION
PLOOF PROOF DYNASTIES AREN'T ANCIENT HISTORY
*KEYS TO PLOOF'S SUCCESS
*PLUCKER CAN LEAVE COUNTY JAIL IF SHE RAISES $5,000
*PLUCKER PLEADS GUILTY TO TEA MURDER
FINANCE FIRM SUES MCDOWELL, PLUCKER
3CPLUCKER--DEBTS LED TO MURDER
JUDGE DENIES PLUCKER'S PLEA
PLUCKER PETITIONS BOARD FOR PAROLE
BOARD DENIES PLUCKER'S EARLY PAROLE REQUEST
3CPLUCKER SEEKS PAROLE FOR SECOND TIME
KPLUCKER REQUESTS FREEDOM
*PLUCKER READY FOR WORK RELEASE
PARDON BOARD GIVES PAROLE FOR PLUCKER
SHOULD STILL BE IN PRISON (L)
PAROLE IS MISCARRIAGE OF JUSTICE (L)
200 SF PLUMBERS, PIPEFITTERS ON STRIKE
STRIKING PLUMBERS LOSING JOBS
POLICE ASSUME PLUMBERS' STRIKE, VANDALISM LINKED
PLUMBER'S WIFE UPSET--VANDAL1SM IRRESPONSIBLE (L)
*STR1KE STARTS PLUMBERS' EXODUS FROM SD
LOW WAGES FORCING PLUMBERS OUT
STRIKING PLUMBERS VOTE ON RATE-CUTTING CONTRACT
PLUMBERS RATIFY CONTRACT WITH CONTRACTORS
SCHOOL OFFICIAL ARRESTED ON GRAND THEFT CHARGES
^OUTLAW'S WIFE BURIED NEAR WAKONDA
WILDLIFE OFFICER PLUT HONORED FOR SERVICE
SHOULD PROPOSE PLUTONIUM MORATORIUM (L)
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SUBJECT
PMS
PNEUMONIA
POACHING
POCHOP JOE 8-PHYLL
POCHOP MERLE
PODHRADSKY BILL
PODIATRISTS
POE JACK
POETRY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/02/1987 A052 ^COPING WITH PMS
2/15/1992 C012 RESPIRATORY VIRUS STRIKING YOUNGSTERS
1/01/1982 F031 MORE HILLS POACHING ARRESTS SEEN
1/03/1982 B044 POACHING REMAINS PR0BLEM--3 MORE PLEAD GUILTY
1/23/1982 C012 DEER POACHING STILL GOES ON DESPITE BUST
2/07/1982 C051 POACHING HASN'T GONE AWAY YET
5/0A/I982 B051 FOUR MEN JAILED, FINED FOR POACHING
5/17/1982 B016 CUSTER STING HAS SPURRED POACHING CALLS
9/19/1982 B05A SPOTLIGHTS AND GUNS DON'T MIX UNDER SD LAW
3/15/1983 coil MISTAKE SHAKES ONE MAN'S FAITH IN JURIES
3/16/1983 C021 CONFESSION PREVENTS JUSTICE MISCARRIAGE (ED)
3/20/1983 C041 SUPREME COURT RULES ON SENTENCE
A/01/1983 BOIA POACHING RANGER FACES INVESTIGATION
A/10/1983 C033 SEARCH FOR JUSTICE INCLUDES RIGHTS OF CONSTITUTION
A/17/1983 BOAl POACHING INVESTIGATION CONTINUES
A/22/1983 coil STATE PARK RANGER FIRED FOR POACHING
7/0A/1983 C061 FOR POACHERS, MONEY IS THE GAME
8/23/1983 C071 OFFICERS DISCOVER ILLEGAL POACHING OPERATION
11/13/1983 coil *REWARD BUILDS WITH ANGER FOR POACHERS
11/15/1983 B015 KILLED BIG HORN SHEEP IN BADLANDS
11/23/1983 D015 TIPS ON POACHERS MEAN MONEY FOR INFORMANTS
12/15/1983 A015 2 RAPID CITY MEN CHARGED WITH POACHING
12/18/1983 C016 POACHED MEAT WON'T GO TO WASTE
1/18/198A DOAl BLACK HILLS POACHING HOTLINE
2/17/198A coil HOUSE COMMITTEE AIMS AT STIFF FINES
3/17/198A C051 WITNESSES QUESTIONED IN ELK POACHING
A/01/198A BOAl POACHED DEER OPEN UGLY WOUND
5/15/198A COAl CALIFORNIA MEN FACE GAME VIOLATIONS TRIAL
10/23/198A B0A2 POACHER PROGRAM MAY RUN OUT OF MONEY
ll/05/l'98A COIA WHITETAIL TROPHY CONTEST
11/25/198A C062 TIPS RESULT IN 13 ARRESTS
11/30/198A C033 2 SHARE $3,000 FOR POACHING TIPS
2/03/1985 C051 POACHING CRACKDOWN PASSES IN SENATE
A/06/1985 C013 COORS GIVES TO POACHER PROGRAM
6/03/1985 C021 SPORTSMEN CAN AID TURN IN POACHERS PROGRAM
7/01/1985 C021 ANTI-POACHER PROGRAM GOES STATEWIDE TODAY
9/30/1985 B021 STATE OFFICIALS SEEK ELK POACHER
10/22/1985 B021 POACHER ILLEGALLY SNAGS FISH, OFFICIAL SAYS
11/11/1987 B021 OFFICIALS LOOK FOR BIGHORN SHEEP POACHERS
10/07/1988 D013 POACHING TAKES TOLL ON WATERFOWL RANKS
5/20/1989 coil MILBANK MAN FOUND GUILTY OF POACHING
3/13/1990 C022 OFFICIAL--POACHING PROGRAM PAYS OFF
12/11/1990 D031 PROBLEM GETTING WORSE IN SD
9/26/1991 D015 POACHERS ROB FROM LEGACY OF OUTDOORS
11/05/1991 B031 RAPID CITY MAN HONORED BY TIPS PROGRAM
11/05/1991 B031 RAPID CITY MAN HONORED BY TIPS PROGRAM
6/16/1992 D035 EGO BEHIND POACHING PROBLEM
11/25/1992 C033 HOTLINE HELPS GF8P BAG POACHERS
12/15/1992 coil STAKING A HARDER LINE ON POACHING
6/10/1991- A012 XMALL AREA ALWAYS ON THE MOVE
12/08/1989 A123 PROTECTING ENVIRONMENT, BROADENING AGRICULTURE
6/27/1989 A0A3 HUMAN SERVICES CHIEF VOWS TO SEARCH FOR ANSWERS
6/28/1989 A015 ^KILLINGS LEAD TO CHANGES AT HOSPITAL
7/08/1989 A016 KYANKTON PATIENTS STILL LEAVE
7/13/1989 C015 CENTER STAFF'S ROLE IN WALK AWAY SPURS
7/19/1989 C013 *HUMAN SERVICES TO STUDY SECURITY IDEAS
7/23/1989 Alll ^CONFUSION IN DEMOCRATS' RANKS
8/17/1989 C012 MURDER SPEEDS WORK TO IMPROVE INSTITUTIONS' TIES
8/22/1989 A016 KWOLLMANN CLAIMS DISPUTED
8/24/1989 A012 REMARKS ON WOLLMANN IRK ADVOCATES
8/25/1989 C015 PODHRADSKY APOLOGIZES
8/25/1989 C021 YANKTON DRUG PROGRAM FACES CUT
9/15/1989 C015 TO REVIEW POLICIES AT HUMAN SERVICES CENTER
12/04/1989 B012 KHUMAN SERVICES CHIEF THRIVES ON HECTIC PACE
6/21/1990 C012 JfHSC STAFF PLEADS FOR HIGHER SALARIES
7/10/1990 C012 DIRECTOR FORCED TO RESIGN--OFFICIALS
9/20/1990 A022 *PODHRASKY'S INCREASE MATCHES SOME WORKERS'
5/12/1991 coil SPEAKER TO ADDRESS HEALTH-CARE ISSUE
4/26/1992 F025 PODIATRIST ALLOWED TO PRACTICE AGAIN
4/16/1984 BOll LOCAL MAN PLANS BUSY RETIREMENT
6/07/1985 A012 KA HEART OF GOLD FOR HELPING OUT
1/12/1982 A082 STUDENT POETRY SOUGHT
1/28/1982 C014 *ROBERT BLY--A PASSION FOR POETRY (FINE)
6/03/1982 B053 ANNUAL POETRY MEETING
10/14/1982 B055 SD POETRY SOCIETY HOSTS BOOK FAIR
10/21/1982 B074 CLIFFORD POETRY CONTEST ANNOUNCED
12/19/1982 C031 XMANY MEMORIES OF ADELINE JENNY (DEMPSEY)
1/03/1983 A013 1983 PROCLAMATION HONORS COWBOY POET CLARK
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SUBJECT
POETRY
POETS
POHL IRMA
POHL RUSS
PGHLAD CARL
POINDEXTER JOHN
POINSETTIAS
POISONING
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/13/1983 B031 EVENTS WILL HONOR STATE'S FIRST POET LAUREATE
A/06/1983 B031 STUDENTS WRITE POETRY FOR BOOK
A/21/1983 BOll MIDWEST POET TINKERS WITH TRUTH TO CREATE
5/02/1983 BOll BADGER CLARK CELEBRATION MAY lA
5/11/1983 D023 5CPAST0RS WIFE TREASURES BADGER CLARK LETTER
6/28/1983 A072 SDSU POET HEADS STATE SOCIETY
7/2A/1983 DOAA POETRY CONTEST ENTRIES ACCEPTED UNTIL AUG 30
8/02/1983 A075 KPOETRY SOCIETY PROMOTES STEVENS
2/23/I98A B061 ENTRIES FOR POETRY CONTEST SOUGHT
9/20/198A B07A POETRY SOCIETY SPONSORS BOOK FAIR
10/11/198A B07A HOCUS POCUS IS TOPIC OF CONTEST
3/20/1985 C092 STUDENT'S POEM WILL BE PUBLISHED
3/23/1985 A051 3€P0ET LARIATS
9/28/1985 coil sePOET WAGES WAR OF WORDS
10/2A/1985 A095 POETRY CONTEST DEADLINE SET
12/16/1985 C012 ALL THE WORLD'S A POEM TO STATE ARTIST
1/31/1986 A121 SD COWBOY POETS ATTEND EVENT
2/01/1986 C013 ROLLICKING POET DELIGHTS YOUNGSTERS
6/01/1986 C013 ^LONGTIME POET ENTERS COMPUTER AGE
6/06/1986 B012 XSWEET MEMORIES FOR EVANS
6/22/1986 C021 AWARD-WINNING POET TO SPEAK AT CONFERENCE
10/16/1986 B051 POETRY READING WILL BE SATURDAY
10/18/1986 A075 POETS GATHER FOR 1-DAY READ-A-THON
10/22/1986 C095 LOCAL POET'S WORK TO BE PUBLISHED
11/05/1986 B095 ^GETTYSBURG POET RECEIVES HONOR
11/06/1986 B012 *SOCIETY NEEDS CREATIVE VERSE
12/11/1986 B05A POETRY SOCIETY ANNOUNCES CONTEST
1/01/1987 C09A NATIONAL POETRY CONTEST BEGINS
2/05/1987 A092 *AWARD-WINNING WRITER
^^2/19/1987 B053 CENTER ANNOUNCES POETRY CONTEST
2/26/1987 A112 ARTS IS SUBJECT OF POETRY CONTEST
3/25/1987 C092 POETRY CONTEST WINNERS ANNOUNCED
10/23/1987 coil POETRY GROUP TO GIVE INDEX TO LIBRARY
2/13/1988 A072 3€MAN'S POETRY HAS RHYME S REASON
5/05/1988 B055 POETRY CONTEST SEEKS ENTRIES
10/05/1989 BOll POETRY READ-A-THON SCHEDULED IN PIERRE
10/08/1990 B031 POET TELLS TALES OF JOYS OF WOMANHOOD
1/30/1991 B013 STATE POETRY SOCIETY TO HOST ANNUAL CONTEST
2/28/1991 B012 ^VERSES WITH A VIEW
5/03/1991 B015 WRITER FILLS BOOK OF POETRY WITH COSMIC JOKES
5/28/1991 C036 POET LAUREATE PUBLISHES BOOK OF HER POEMS
10/21/1991 B032 KWALL LAKE MAN CAN'T STOP WRITING
10/26/1992 B021 KPOET AWARD WINNER, 82, IS REALLY A LATE BLOOMER
2/05/1988 B012 KPOETS FIND INSPIRATION IN THE COLD
3/21/1989 A052 *LIVING IN A 'FIRE WATER WORLD'
A/09/1989 FOll POET LAUREATE EVADED PUBLIC IN LATER YEARS
A/15/1985 BOIA *CITY AUTHORS--TURN RUMMAGE INTO CASH
A/15/1985 BOIA XCITY AUTHORS--TURN RUMMAGE INTO CASH
10/12/1987 A012 XMEN BEHIND THE TWINS
8/03/1988 A012 5CTWINS OWNER BUYS LOCAL BANKS
12/06/1988 C012 *TWINS OWNER FINISHES BUYING VALLEY BANK
9/02/1989 A015 KTWINS OWNER POHLAD BUYS WESTERN BANK
7/17/1987 A081 BUCK DOESN'T STOP WITH POINDEXTER (ED)
3/11/1990 A093 LEADERS SHOULD BACK MEN (L)
A/13/1990 AlOl *POINDEXTER DESERVES SOME TIME IN PRISON (ED)
12/16/1986 A012 *PETAL PUSHER
12/05/1990 A012 3CWHETTING A CHRISTMAS APPETITE
1/05/1991 A052 XPLANT FOR ALL SEASONS
12/10/1991 C012 XWALL-TO-WALL POINSETTIAS
12/15/1992 B012 ^PRIMING THE POINSETTIAS
1/31/1982 DOll XTHE STRANGE SAGA OF DEER CREED DR
2/05/1982 A015 ^FORMALDEHYDE A DANGER ONLY FOR SOME
3/11/1982 D015 AIRTIGHT HOMES BRING POLLUTION PROBLEMS
3/21/1982 BOIA SAFEWAY MIGHT HAVE SOLD CANS OF TOXIC SALMON
3/23/1982 coil CHILD POISONING LIKELIEST AWAY FROM HOME
8/1I/I982 C051 POISONOUS PLANT FOUND IN WET AREAS
10/01/1982 A012 KPLAY IT SAFE ON TYLENOL CAPSULES
10/11/1982 A012 FORMALDEHYDE MAKING OFFICE WORKERS SICK, STUDY SAYS
7/17/1983 COAl POISON CENTER WARNS AGAINST THE THREE B'S
8/15/198A D035 KIMBALL MAN DIDN'T HAVE TOXAPHENE POISONING
10/15/1985 COAl 1930S ARSENIC BAIT CAUSING HEALTH RISK ON FARMS
3/06/1986 coil 9fP0IS0N CENTER GETS NEW WEAPON
3/28/1986 coil COUPLE SUES CITY RESTAURANT FOR POISONING
A/23/1986 B021 FOOD POISONING SUIT SETTLED OUT OF COURT
6/07/1986 A08I POISON CENTER HELPFUL (L)
8/08/1986 A012 KSNAKEBITE RATTLES FAMILY
8/I0/I986 coil TOT BIT BY RATTLESNAKE TO LEAVE HOSPITAL
8/15/1986 C016 OFFICIALS SUSPECT TAINTED FOOD
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POISONING
POLAND
POLETES PAULINE
POLICE
POLICE RADIO
POLICE-AB
POLICE-BE
POLICE-BF
POLICE-BR
DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/01/1989 coil *100,000 AWARDED IN CHILD'S DEATH
3/10/1990 A083 EDUCATE KIDS ABOUT DANGERS OF CHEMICALS (L)
3/22/1990 C012 CENTER WANTS SCHOOL AREAS PROTECTED
1/02/1982 B022 US GETS TOUGH OVER POLES, IGNORES OTHERS (L)
1/07/1982 DOll FRUSTRATION MARKS MAN'S WAIT FOR NEWS
2/02/1982 C021 PRESSURE FOR POLAND CED)
A/07/1982 B021 HAPPY ENDING FOR POLISH ARMY FAMILIES (ED)
7/01/1983 C021 STALIN WOULDN'T HAVE OK'D POPE'S POLISH TRIP (ED)
8/08/198A D022 LEADERS OF POLAND ELIMINATED (L)
2/11/1986 A012 *FAMILY REUNITES IN SIOUX FALLS
3/26/1988 A072 *CATHOLIC PRIEST LEAVES HOMELAND FOR SIOUX FALLS
8/21/1989 AlOl TOUGHEST JOB STILL AHEAD FOR NEW LEADERS (ED)
3/25/1990 E016 SD FARMER HAS PLANS FOR POLAND
A/2A/1990 D066 TO AID POLES IN INSURANCE
10/23/1990 B061 POLAND SEEKS DEAL WITH GRAIN FARMERS
A/16/1991 C033 MICKELSON TO WORK TRADE AGREEMENT WITH POLAND
5/21/1991 C03A MICKELSON TO SEEK FUNDS FOR EXCHANGE PROGRAM
9/05/1991 C012 PROVIDES EXCHANGE OF TEACHERS, PUPILS WITH POLAND
5/28/1991 A083 *VOTER REGISTRATION ACT IS NEEDED REFORM
A/11/1992 coil *POLETES SEEKS SEAT ON COUNTY COMMISSION
10/18/1992 AlOl COMMISSION NEEDS NEW PERSPECTIVES (ED)
SEE ALSO LAW ENFORCEMENT, TRAFFIC POLICE
12/13/1982 B012 *STATE POLICE RADIO MONITORS EMERGENCY
2/25/1982 DOAl ABERDEEN ASKS JUDGE TO DISMISS SUIT
2/27/1982 C031 ABERDEEN POLICE OFFICERS SUIT TO CONTINUE
3/13/1982 COAl FIRED ABERDEEN OFFICER FILES BOND
3/17/1982 COAl POLICE BACK ON PAYROLL
5/13/1982 D072 JUDGE TO RULE NEXT WEEK ON OFFICER'S DECERTIFICATION
.5/19/1982 C016 JUDGE OVERTURNS DECERTIFICATION OF 3 POLICEMEN
5/20/1982 D036 STATE COMMISSION APPEALS DECISION--ABERDEEN OFFICERS
6/11/1982 C051 JANKLOW TO HEAR POLICE OFFICER CASE
6/16/1982 C031 POLICE ASK JUDGE TO STOP HEARING
6/23/1982 COAl JUDGE MULLS VENUE CHANGE FOR FIRED POLICEMAN
7/29/1982 C05A HEARING ON FIRING OF 3 ABERDEEN POLICE
8/15/1982 BOAl ABERDEEN POLICE PROBE ON HOLD
8/27/1982 C031 ARRESTS COULD SOLVE 60 CRIMES IN ABERDEEN
9/01/1982 C031 LAWYERS DISAGREE ON STATE LAW ABOUT AB POLICEMEN
9/18/1982 C031 FIRED OFFICERS STILL BEING PAID
ll/OA/1982 C071 JUDGE SAYS JANKLOW CAN'T CALL HEARING
11/2A/1982 C03A 3 ABERDEEN POLICEMEN GO BACK TO WORK
6/25/1983 COAl PANEL WRONG IN KEEPING OFFICERS FROM JOBS
9/07/1985 coil FORMER ABERDEEN OFFICER PLEADS NO CONTEST
12/10/1985 C021 ABERDEEN POLICE BECOME COMPUTER-ASSISTED
8/0A/1987 C022 ABERDEEN POLICE TRADE NIGHTSTICKS FOR MACE
10/13/1988 C025 ABERDEEN POLICE CAPTAIN SUSPENDED
5/07/1989 COAl ABERDEEN ADDS NIGHT STICK TO ARSENAL
1/07/1991 C036 ABERDEEN POLICE LEAVE AT HIGH RATE
5/25/1991 C051 ABERDEEN POLICE TO TAKE TO THE TRAINS
6/21/1991 C035 MAN SUES OFFICERS WHO USED TEAR GAS
7/06/1991 C033 DRUG BUSTS PAY OFF FOR LOCAL OFFICERS
9/05/1985 C031 EX-POLICE OFFICER IS NAMED NEW CHIEF
A/03/1986 C021 EX-POLICEMAN SUING BOX ELDER FOR $150,000
8/28/1992 BOll NO CHARGES FILED AGAINST BOX ELDER COP
9/19/1992 C021 BOX ELDER POLICEMAN SETTLES OUT OF COURT
10/23/1982 COAl BUTTE CO PROBING BELLE FOURCHE SHOOTING
7/22/1982 A015 BRANDON POLICE UNDER INVESTIGATION
7/23/1982 COIA PROBE OF BRANDON CHIEF WAS FINANCIAL
7/27/1982 B031 DECISION ON BRANDON POLICE PROBE TO BE SOON
7/30/1982 A012 BRANDON POLICE CHIEF INDICTED FOR GRAND THEFT
7/31/1982 C015 BRANDON POLICE CHIEF PLEADS NOT GUILTY
8/07/1982 C032 BRANDON POLICE CHIEF FIRED
8/25/1982 COIA EX-BRANDON POLICEMAN PLEADS GUILTY TO THEFT
9/2A/1982 C061 BRANDON APPOINTS NEW CHIEF
11/09/1982 BOll EX-BRANDON CHIEF GETS 60 DAYS IN JAIL
1/05/1983 DOll BROOKINGS POLICE CHIEF QUITS FORCE
9/13/1983 B031 BRANDON OFFICER SUSPENDED AFTER ARREST
5/30/198A DOll BRANDON POLICE OFFICER RECEIVES COURT AWARD
3/2A/1985 E065 STATE INVESTIGATES POLICE DEPARTMENT THEFT
10/27/1985 C021 BROOKINGS POLICE TO VOTE ON FORMING A UNION
11/10/1985 B021 BROOKINGS POLICE JOINS TEAMSTERS AFFILIATE
A/10/1986 COIA FORMER BRANDON POLICE OFFICER INDICTED
A/12/1986 coil EX-BRANDON POLICE OFFICER PLEADS NOT GUILTY
7/10/1986 C015 BROOKINGS POLICE DEPARTMENT CHARGED
7/0A/1987 coil DISCRIMINATION TRIAL TO BEGIN MONDAY
7/10/1987 A012 DISCRIMINATION SUIT PAYS OFF FOR WOMEN
7/17/1987 coil CITY TO PAY $15,750 IN SUIT
10/21/1990 A012 WILD IN THE BROOKINGS STREETS
10/22/1990 A012 *MORE THAN 50 ARRESTED, TWO HURT
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11/19/1990 A071 *WILL JUSTICE PREVAIL IN OUR STATE
8/18/1991 E032 CITIZEN'S CREDITED FOR LOW CRIME RATE
9/17/1991 A012 WOMAN GRABS BIKE FROM ROCK-THROWER
11/17/1987 A012 56CANTON REINSTATES POLICE OFFICER
4/07/1990 C022 CASTLEWOOD APPEALS COP COMPENSATION CASE
7/10/1987 C036 HIGH COURT BLOCKS INSURER LAWSUIT
10/29/1991 C012 KEFFORT FAILS TO REINSTATE OFFICER
12/11/1984 C035 MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO BRIBING POLICEMAN
6/07/1990 C034 DEADWOOD POLICE CHIEF WANTS MORE OFFICERS
5/17/1991 C032 MAYOR REFUSES TO REAPPOINT POLICE CHIEF
5/28/1991 C031 DRIVE RAISES 56 PINTS OF BLOOD
7/18/1991 C034 EX-LOUISIANA TROOPER HIRED AS POLICE CHIEF
9/28/1991 C031 GAMBLING DOUBLES DEADWOOD POLICE
6/11/1992 C021 DEADWOOD POLICE BEGIN USING HORSE PATROLS
7/26/1988 C012 OFFICER SENTENCED ON SEX CHARGES
11/19/1986 BOll DE SMET WINS AGE DISCRIMINATION SUIT
4/09/1984 C044 CHIEF SAYS DRUG PROBE LED TO FIRING
4/02/1982 C041 EDGEMONT POLICEMAN SUES OVER LOSS OF JOB
5/02/1983 BOll *ARNOLD KEEPS LAW, ORDER IN ELKTON
11/25/1991 A022 *ELKTON OFFICER JUGGLES DUTIES AND FRIENDSHIP
5/24/1990 C014 POLICE CHIEF FIRED BECAUSE OF THREATENED SUIT
5/25/1990 C021 EX-POLICE CHIEF PLANS SUITS AGAINST ELK POINT
6/07/1990 C012 FORMER ELK POINT POLICE CHIEF SUES
9/14/1988 C021 FAITH SUSPENDS POLICE CHIEF DURING INQUIRY
3/17/1989 C021 LAWSUIT SETTLED IN POLICE BEATING CASE
1/07/1988 C015 POLICE CHIEF CHARGED IN BAD CHECK CASE
5/13/1988 A012 EX-POLICE CHIEF FACES THEFT CHARGE
8/17/1988 BOll GARRETSON REJECTS COUNTY POLICE PLAN
2/20/1991 C012 GARRETSON SAYS NO TO POLICE SWITCH
3/16/1991 A012 KGARRETSON OFFICER WALKS TALL
5/15/1992 C031 POLICE CHIEF'S FATE BY GARRETSON LEADERS
5/17/1992 FOll GARRETSON TO DISCUSS FIRED POLICE CHIEF
5/29/1992 coil GARRETSON COUNCIL PUTS OFF DECISION
12/14/1992 B021 GETTYSBURG FARMER SUES POLICE CHIEF
9/05/1991 C031 SUSPENDED ALCESTER POLICE CHIEF RESIGNS
5/14/1982 coil HILL CITY MAN FINDS PARALLELS AS PRIEST AND COP
3/01/1984 C035 HILL CITY BAR MANAGER FIRED
2/06/1985 C035 HILL CITY PETITIONS CALL FOR PROBE OF CHIEF
2/19/1985 B021 HILL CITY CLEARS POLICE CHIEF OF WRONGDOING
3/26/1983 B041 MAN LEADS HOT SPRINGS POLICE ON CHASE
4/13/1983 C031 POLICE CAPTAIN ASKED TO RESIGN IN HOT SPRINGS
4/16/1983 B042 OFFICERS' DEMOTION FAVORED BY COUNCIL IN HOT SPRINGS
4/18/1983 BOll POLICE DELAY DEMOTION DECISION--HOT SPRINGS
4/21/1983 C051 POLICEMEN SUE HOT SPRINGS
4/22/1983 coil HOT SPRINGS POLICE CHIEF 8 CAPTAIN FIRED
4/23/1983 coil ACCT OPENED TO AID FIRED PAIR--HOT SPRINGS
5/12/1983 C051 HOT SPRINGS OFFICIALS COUNTERSUE FORMER POLICEMEN
6/05/1983 C051 HOT SPRINGS HIRES NEW POLICE CHIEF
7/18/1992 C021 GUN SHOT MISSES HOT SPRINGS OFFICER
3/31/1982 A015 *MAN HELD IN KNIFE DEATH OF HURON OFFICER
4/01/1982 D031 FUNERAL FOR HURON POLICEMAN FRIDAY
4/03/1982 A012 OFFICERS BID FAREWELL TO SLAIN HURON POLICEMAN
4/03/1982 B031 BITTNER FACING HEARING IN STABBING
4/09/1982 C031 INJURED HURON POLICEMAN GOES HOME
4/23/1982 C042 HURON MAN'S ARRAIGNMENT SET FOR MAY 4
6/08/1982 BOll MAN IN CUSTODY FOR BORROWING TRACTOR--HURON
2/06/1990 C021 HURON HIRES OFFICER AS NEW POLICE CHIEF
4/27/1991 C033 CIVILIANS TO TAKE OVER POLICE DISPATCHING DUTIES
7/04/1992 C021 POLICE--JUVENILE CRIME RATE MISLEADING
1/23/1983 C041 FORMER ISABEL POLICE CHIEF ARRESTED
5/23/1983 coil KEYSTONE EX-POLICE SUES FOR BACK PAY
9/26/1986 C021 KEYSTONE SCRAPS 1-MAN POLICE DEPARTMENT
9/27/1986 C025 BOARD CHANGES MIND, FIRES ITS POLICE CHIEF
11/22/1986 C021 KEYSTONE'S CHIEF COP STILL ON JOB AFTER FIRING
2/20/1987 C021 KEYSTONE POLICE CHIEF WON'T BE REAPPOINTED
2/22/1987 E021 KEYSTONE POLICE CHIEF FIRED AGAIN
9/08/1990 C033 POLICE CHIEF'S LAWSUIT SETTLED OUT OF COURT
12/01/1984 C031 LEAD POLICEMAN SUSPENDED FOLLOWING FIGHT
12/14/1984 A015 LENNOX CHIEF CHARGED WITH EMBEZZLING
1/07/1985 B031 POLICE CHIEF WAIVES HEARING
5/13/1985 coil ^OFFICER'S PARTNER HAD A NOSE FOR CRIME
3/07/1991 C015 POLICE CHIEF WHO LIVES IN LENNOX
3/15/1991 C031 VOLUNTEER POLICE SUSPENDED OVER WAGES
11/25/1991 A022 KEEPING LAW AND ORDER IN LEOLA
12/18/1991 C012 EX-POLICE CHIEF SUES LENNOX
9/17/1988 C021 FORMER MADISON POLICE CHIEF SEEKS DAMAGES
12/02/1989 C012 MADISON WOMAN SAYS CITY SHORT OF POLICE
11/10/1990 C012 LAWSUIT AGAINST MADISON OFFICIALS TO START TUESDAY
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11/17/1990 B031 FIRING VIOLATED RIGHTS OF MADISON POLICE OFFICER
5/10/1991 coil MADISON POLICE BEGIN NEW FITNESS PROGRAM
5/07/1992 C022 POLICE OFFICER SUES MADISON OVER DEMOTION
9/27/1987 C0A3 MITCHELL CHIEF OF POLICE SUBMITS RESIGNATION
11/28/1987 C021 MITCHELL POLICE VETERANS RETIRE AFTER CHANGES
8/12/1988 C012 OFFICER CAN RETURN TO POSITION
9/17/1989 C012 *DRUG BATTLE IS GETTING TOUGHER
3/30/1990 C021 MITCHELL POLICE ASK FOR HELP FINDING GUNS
5/2A/1990 C012 POLICE FOCUS ON SOLO TRIGGER MAN
A/2A/1991 C033 EX-POLICE OFFICER CHARGED WITH MAKING FALSE THREATS
A/27/1991 C03A FORMER POLICE OFFICER PLEADS GUILTY TO CHARGES
1/13/1986 A081 HOW ABOUT COP CALLING CARDS (ED)
1/04/1990 A015 LUVERNE POLICE INCIDENT PROBED
7/17/1991 coil POLICE CHIEF JAILED IN PROTEST IS FIRED
1/06/1986 C021 INSURANCE WOES ARREST CITY POLICE
11/27/1986 C016 OFFICER PLEADS NOT GUILTY
9/02/1989 C015 *FARGO JOB INTERESTS FORMER POLICE CHIEF
4/14/1987 C012 EX-POLICE OFFICER NOT GUILTY IN KILLING
8/14/1987 coil CITY WOMAN SUES IN OMAHA KILLING
8/24/1990 C033 TRIBAL POLICE OFFICER SENTENCED IN SHOOTING
6/03/1985 A083 BOMBING SHOWS POLICE-STATE MENTALITY (L)
7/31/1991 CG32 KPARKER IN THE MARKET FOR POLICE CHIEF
8/14/1991 C032 PARKER CITY COUNCIL NAMES NEW POLICE CHIEF
11/25/1991 A024 ^BERTRAM CHIEF WON RESPECT BY BEING TOUGH
10/17/1984 D041 FORMER PHILIP POLICEMAN FILES LAWSUIT
1/24/1992 AOll PIERRE POLICE STATION MISTAKEN FOR TAVERN
10/05/1985 C021 PROSECUTOR DROPS CHARGE IN PINE RIDGE CASE
1/06/1989 coil POLICE OFFICER DIES IN RUSSIAN ROULETTE
1/04/1982 B032 RAPID CITY POLICE TAKE A BYTE OUT OF CRIME
2/23/1982 C041 TEAMSTERS, RC POLICE REACH ACCORD
3/04/1982 D041 POLICEMAN JAILED FOR FIREARM THEFTS
3/11/1982 D061 ITALIAN LETTER STUMPS RC POLICE
3/12/1982 D031 POLICE GET OFFERS TO TRANSLATE LETTER
3/20/1982 B031 TOURNAMENT INCREASES WORKLOAD--RAPID CITY
10/29/1982 C051 RAPID CITY POLICE MAY BE PART OF STUDY
12/11/1982 C031 RC POLICE VOTE ON LABOR CONTRACT
2/06/1983 C071 RAPID CITY POLICEMAN DEMOTED
3/12/1983 C041 100 APPLY FOR 2 JOBS WITH POLICE
10/29/1983 B023 HE RAPS RAPID CITY POLICE (L)
1/21/1984 B035 POLICE STOP MOTORIST AFTER HIGH-SPEED CHASE
3/25/1984 E051 RC POLICE TRADING IN VOLVOS FOR FORDS
4/08/1984 B051 COUPLE SUES POLICE OVER SHOOTING RANGE
4/09/1984 C051 POLICE CAR TIMING POSES PROBLEM FOR RC
5/18/1984 C041 RAPID POLICE CHIEF RESIGNS FOR MISUSING MONEY
5/20/1984 C071 ASSISTANT CHIEF MAY MOVE UP AT RAPID CITY
5/21/1984 C044 OFFICIALS TO INVESTIGATE MISUSE OF CITY MONEY
5/23/1984 D031 HENNIES IS NEW RAPID CITY POLICE CHIEF
12/03/1984 B041 VICTIM'S FAMILY SAY POLICE NEGLIGENT
12/04/1984 B013 NO ALCOHOL, DRUGS FOUND IN VICTIM
6/29/1985 C021 JUDGE RULES OFFICER CAN'T SUE CHIEF, EX-CHIEF
9/17/1985 C042 RAPID CITY OFFICER STRUCK BY CAR DIES
8/06/1986 BOll CHARGED WITH STEALING SHERIFF'S SQUAD CAR
10/14/1986 C033 HUNT FOR PERSON BEHIND FAKE BOMB
10/18/1986 C021 RAPID CITY POLICE OUST 4 OFFICERS
11/30/1986 C022 POLICE DEPT SEEKS SEAL OF ACCREDITATION
12/07/1986 A073 POLICE CHIEF DOES DISSERVICE (L)
3/18/1987 B043 RC POLICE EVALUATED UNDER TESTIMONY SYSTEM
4/19/1987 E026 EVIDENCE GETS LOST IN THE MAIL
7/18/1987 C041 MAN THREATENS SUICIDE IN POLICE STANDOFF
8/07/1987 C021 ANNOUNCEMENT EXPECTED ABOUT POLICE CHIEF
10/14/1987 B021 RAPID CITY POLICE PROBE SHOOTING SPREE
1/27/1989 coil OFFICER SUSPENDED IN SHOOTING OF MAN
6/25/1990 C036 RC POLICE SETTLE COVER-UP SUIT
7/13/1990 C033 WOMAN ARRESTED AFTER RAMMING POLICE CAR
7/30/1990 coil RC POLICE RECEIVE ACCREDITATION
4/16/1991 C031 REPORTS 13 COMPLAINTS AGAINST OFFICERS LAST YEAR
4/26/1991 C032 FBI ASKED TO PROBE ALLEGED POLICE BRUTALITY
5/09/1991 C031 FBI ENDS PROBE OF EXCESSIVE FORCE
9/13/1991 A015 POLICE HELD FIRE DURING SCHOOL CRISIS
9/22/1991 coil RAPID CITY POLICE ATTEMPT TO IDENTIFY BODY
10/12/1991 B015 NEW GANGS 'YOUNG AND SCARED'
11/22/1991 C031 BROTHERS CONVICTED IN POLICE ASSAULT
12/02/1991 C031 RAPID CITY DETECTIVE SEES GANG ACTIVITY
12/12/1991 C021 BOY ARRESTED AFTER HIGH-SPEED CHASE
1/05/1992 F032 GROUP--TEEN RACIALLY HARASSED
2/01/1992 C032 MAN HOLDS RAPID CITY POLICE AT BAY
4/04/1992 C031 RAPID CITY POLICE NAB 11 IN ALCOHOL STING
5/23/1992 DOll LAWSUIT FILED AGAINST RAPID CITY OFFICERS
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7/05/1992 0021 RAPID CITY NEEDS 11 MORE COPS
8/21/1992 BOll BURGLAR NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR POLICE OVERTIME
12/27/1992 D021 RC POLICE NAB HOLIDAY STREAKER
2/17/198A C051 REVILLO LACKS MONEY FOR POLICE
12/11/1983 DOll *ROCK RAPIDS OFFICER WON'T BEND RULES
8/20/198A coil POLICE DIFFER ON JAILING DRUNKEN DRIVERS
8/06/1987 C012 TYPICAL RESIDENT PAID $57 FOR POLICE
ll/2'i/1987 C033 SIOUX FALLS POLICE HIGHEST PAID
12/07/1989 coil MADISON ADDS OFFICER TO CITY POLICE FORCE
2/05/1990 A015 ^SUSPECT LINEUPS HELP SD POLICE
ll/lA/1991 C022 2 WESTERN SD INCIDENTS BUSY POLICE
11/25/1991 A012 XLONE COPS FILL VOID IN SMALL TOWNS
3/15/1992 AOll KSTATE CASE PENDING IN COURT
8/13/1992 BOll CHIEF OF POLICE DIES IN DE SMET
10/18/1992 F012 ACCIDENT REPORTS USUALLY COST
9/08/1987 C025 SELBY HOPES THIS CHIEF STICKS AROUND
1/02/1982 B031 NEW YEAR'S AVERAGE FOR SIOUX FALLS POLICE
1/03/1982 coil *P0L1CE RECORD KEEPING STUDIED TO AID EFFICIENCY
1/16/1982 B015 MAN CHARGED WITH INJURING COP
1/19/1982 C012 POLICE DEPARTMENT NEEDS MORE WOMEN
2/02/1982 C033 SF MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN AUG ASSAULT
2/0A/1982 A012 SF POLICE NAB THEFT SUSPECT WITH BOX
2/l'i/1982 BOll POLICE ABANDON UNCLAIMED CAR BUSINESS
2/20/1982 C063 MAN GETS 5-YEARS IN POLICEMAN ASSAULT
2/27/1982 C033 *YOUTH FACES CHARGES AFTER LONG CHASE
3/10/1982 D062 OFFICER OF THE YEAR
3/20/1982 A083 THANKS TO OFFICER BYLLESBY (L)
3/23/1982 A071 9fBIG-ClTY COPS, SMALL-TIME TOWN
3/23/1982 A08A FOP AUXILIARY SISTER OF THE YEAR
3/26/1982 C023 KVIEWS OF 'BIG CITY' SF COPS BLASTED
3/28/1982 B031 VIEWS OF 'BIG CITY' COPS ARE CRITICIZED (L)
<4/02/1982 C022 LISTEN TO BOTH SIDES IN POLICE CONTROVERSY (L)
A/03/1982 B023 AGREES 'BADGE-HAPPY' COPS NOT NEEDED (L)
5/17/1982 A012 SOME POLICE ASK WHAT'S THE POINT OF EVALUATIONS
5/2A/1982 C031 SF WOMAN'S ARREST RULED ILLEGAL
5/26/1982 B05A *MARV1N THORSTENSON HONORED
6/27/1982 C03A MINNESOTAN ST0PPED--P0L1CE CARS DIDN'T (L)
7/15/1982 C022 POLICE POINT SYSTEM HINDERS HELPING HAND (L)
7/18/1982 B033 EFFORT TO START CAR DRAWS TRAFFIC TICKET (L)
7/21/1982 C032 POLICE BAND EAVESDROPPPERS GET SURPRISE
8/10/1982 A072 SF POLICE PROMOTES OFFICERS
8/13/1982 A012 KSF POLICE CHIEF SORENSEN TO RETIRE IN SEPT
8/17/1982 A012 KKNOBE NAMES GREEN INTERIM POLICE CHIEF
8/18/1982 C021 SORENSEN'S SERVICE AS CHIEF NOTEWORTHY (ED)
8/20/1982 BOll ^CHALLENGE IS LURE OF POLICE WORK, GREEN SAYS
8/27/1982 coil SF WOMAN'S PARKING TICKET TOTALED $2,527
9/07/1982 B033 MAN CLAIMS SF POLICEMAN VIOLATED HIS RIGHTS
9/08/1982 C012 RIGHTS SUIT AGAINST OFFICER RESOLVED
9/09/1982 coil KSF LAWSUIT MIGHT SET PRECEDENT
9/16/1982 C015 ANNEXATION WOULD REQUIRE MORE SF POLICE
9/16/1982 C041 POLICE DEPT CONSIDERS HANDWRITTEN REPORTS
9/16/1982 C061 MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO RESISTING ARREST
9/29/1982 C043 KNOBE READY TO BEGIN POLICE CHIEF SEARCH
10/07/1982 C061 JUDGE SAYS POLICE HAD A GOOD REASON TO STOP SF MAN
10/21/1982 C033 KPOLICE NOT GOING BACK TO HANDWRITTEN REPORTS
10/21/1982 C033 JURY AWARDS SF MAN $7,000 FOR INJURY
10/22/1982 C034 POLICE INVOLVED IN SUIT CONTINUE DUTIES
10/29/1982 coil TEACHING KIDS SAFETY BEST JOB IN DEPARTMENT
10/30/1982 B031 MAN CHARGED WITH ASSAULTING OFFICER
11/03/1982 C024 UPSET BY INTRUDERS (L)
11/06/1982 C021 5CGREEN EXCELLENT CHOICE
11/10/1982 coil XMAJOR PART OF NEW POLICE CHIEF'S JOB
11/12/1982 C044 TV DETECTIVES FAR CRY FROM REAL THING
11/15/1982 A013 KPOLICE ARREST SF MAN FOR MURDER
11/19/1982 C022 BLASTS POLICE TACTICS IN MURDER INVESTIGATION (L)
11/26/1982 coil THANKSGIVING DAY '82 IS TURKEY, FAMILY, FB 8 WORKING
12/04/1982 A094 KRSS COMPLIMENTS POLICE FORCE
12/08/1982 C031 POLICEMAN GETS SUSPENDED SENTENCE
1/04/1983 C013 NO DECISION ON HIRING MORE POLICE RECRUITS
1/09/1983 BOll KSF POLICE OFFICERS FIND MOONLIGHTING PAYS
1/13/1983 C014 ^CITIZEN'S HELP LEADS TO ARREST
1/21/1983 B031 OFFICERS 8 KNOBE DISAGREE ABOUT PAY
2/06/1983 C015 2 SF POLICE SUSPENDED WITHOUT PAY
2/09/1983 C015 POLICE DEPARTMENT PATROLS ITS OWN, TOO
3/06/1983 B013 KAFTER 35 YEARS ON POLICE FORCE, HE'S HEARD IT ALL
3/11/1983 C032 POLICE OFFICER TESTIFIES ALMOST SHOT ATTACKER
4/20/1983 coil KPOLICE THANK 9TH GRADER FOR TIP
4/20/1983 C012 ^MOTORCYCLES ARE WAY OF LIFE FOR POLICE
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A/23/1983 coil TALKS BETWEEN CITY S POLICE STALL
A/25/1983 A012 CITY POLICE RECRUITS HIT STREETS FOR FIELD TRAINING
5/01/1983 C012 MOBILE HOME RESIDENT SURRENDERS TO POLICE
5/17/1983 B012 *POLICE UNABLE TO FIND MAN WITH GUN
5/29/1983 B012 TRIPS TO CANTON RAISE PROBLEM FOR CITY POLICE
6/12/1983 COIA KSOME OFFICERS TAKE SQUAD CAR HOME
7/2A/1983 BOAl MAN ARRESTED FOR INJURING POLICE OFFICERS
7/26/1983 C035 $30,000 BOND SET FOR SUSPECT IN POLICE ASSAULT
8/16/1983 B032 CITY NEEDS 2 MORE POLICE OFFICERS FOR HAYWARD AREA
8/22/1983 B012 ^ROUTINE HIDES BEHIND GLAMOUR OF POLICECHIEF
9/21/1983 BOll 3CWHISTLING WHILE HE WORKS
9/22/1983 coil CITY OFFICERS NAMED TOP PISTOL SHOOTERS
9/29/1983 coil CITY IS IMMUNE FROM BEING SUED
10/11/1983 C035 MAN ARRESTED AFTER CHASE WITH POLICE
lO/lA/1983 C02A OFFICER SHOULD SHOW HUMILITY (L)
11/06/1983 C03A CITY POLICE REWARD WOMAN FOR WRONG (L)
12/13/1983 C021 OFFICER ASKS WHY PERMISSION NEEDED (L)
12/1A/1983 BOll TREASONS FOR JOINING SF POLICE FORCE
12/23/1983 C013 ^CALLAHAN, WILLARD LEAVING POLICE FORCE
12/31/1983 A012 ^POLICE READY FOR REVELERS, HOPING FOR SLOW NIGHT
1/13/198A C031 RECENT COLD SNAP KEPT POLICE BUSY
1/1A/198A A071 CITIZEN APPRECIATES HELPFUL OFFICER (L)
2/13/198A C014 ^POLICE PROMOTIONS TEST PATIENCE
2/17/1984 C031 POLICE DEPARTMENT WILL HIRE 11 OFFICERS
2/23/1984 C051 SENATE OK'S PLAN MAKING CITY ARRESTS EASIER
3/16/1984 C041 CITY WILL GET NEW OFFICERS
4/15/1984 B035 POINTS NOT A BASIS FOR PROMOTION (L)
4/16/1984 A071 KREADY, AIM, FIRE
4/28/1984 coil ^FRIDAY IT WAS NELVA'S TURN TO SAY GOODBYE
45^28/1984 C024 EXPERIENCED GUNMAN GIVES OFFICERS ADVICE (L)
5/19/1984 C024 POLICE DON'T UNDERSTAND RIGHTS (LJ
6/05/1984 C016 OFFICER RETIRES AFTER 31 YEARS
6/10/1984 coil CASES REMAIN ON BOOKS--UNSOLVED
6/23/1984 B034 POLICE GROUP WILL HONOR 2 SF RESIDENTS
7/24/1984 B015 CHARGES OF ASSAULTING OFFICER FACE LOCAL MAN
8/20/1984 A012 FALSE ALARMS COST TAXPAYERS
8/24/1984 C024 FALSE ALARMS POSE RISK (ED)
9/13/1984 BOll kDARK SIDE OF FAMILY LIFE
9/13/1984 BOll KEY TO ENDING VIOLENCE, EDUCATOR SAYS
11/24/1984 B022 POLICE TOO HASTY IN HANDING OUT TICKET (L)
1/05/1985 BOll MAN SUES CITY FOR $4,000 FOR DAMAGES TO CAR
1/20/1985 C041 JERRY MILLER NAMED TOP POLICE RESERVE OFFICER
2/26/1985 C013 POLICE--WE WEREN'T AT FAULT
2/28/1985 C031 MEIERHENRY WANTS NEWSPAPER CASE DROPPED
3/26/1985 B015 POLICE DEPARTMENT ANSWERS ARGUS LAWSUIT
3/30/1985 coil 36POLICE ARREST 6 IN LOCAL DRUG RAID
4/18/1985 A081 POLICE OFFICERS SHOW QUICKNESS, EFFICIENCY (L)
6/10/1985 BOll POLICE CARS TODAY PACK LESS PUNCH
6/26/1985 C013 ARGUS, POLICE ARGUE ABOUT ARREST RECORDS
6/30/1985 A012 2 CHARGED WITH ASSAULTING POLICE OFFICERS
6/30/1985 C015 HOME FIGHTS CAN BE DOWNRIGHT DEADLY
7/12/1985 C012 POLICE WITHHOLDING OF RECORDS UNCONSTITUTIONAL
7/17/1985 C041 ^POLICE PUT TO THE TEST
7/25/1985 C023 PROGRAM WOULD STUNT CRIME
8/19/1985 coil ^POLICE OFFICER KEEPS BUSY WHILE MOST SLEEP
9/22/1985 C021 600 GATHER TO MOURN RAPID CITY POLICE OFFICER
9/28/1985 A012 5€ARREST ENDS 5-HOUR SIEGE
10/04/1985 C013 36TO KEEP TRIGGER FINGERS NIMBLE
11/19/1985 B014 POLICE GUN FIRES ACCIDENTALLY, WOUNDS WORKER
1/21/1986 A085 POLICE MUST BE GOOD PEOPLE (L)
2/11/1986 A012 ^MOBILE COMPUTERS GIVE INSTANT INFORMATION
4/04/1986 C021 POLICE DETECTIVE GRADUATES FROM FBI ACADEMY
6/02/1986 A063 POLICE UNFAIRLY CRITICIZED (L)
6/27/1986 A104 OFFICERS SHOULD BE POLITE (L)
6/28/1986 A012 ^OFFICERS LEND DIRECTION TO POWER FAILURE
7/10/1986 A012 KVANDERLOO FORCES POLICE CHIEF OUT
7/11/1986 AOll 56FEW SUPPORT POLICE CHIEF'S REMOVAL
7/11/1986 A013 XMAYOR SAYS HE'S SURPRISED, DISAPPOINTED
7/16/1986 B013 POLICE OFFICER ACCUSED OF BRUTALITY
7/17/1986 coil AGENCY TO INVESTIGATE POLICE OFFICER
7/19/1986 coil POLICE DEPARTMENT HAS NEW SHIFT POLICY
7/28/1986 BOll *PATROL CARS TAXI ON IN RETIREMENT
7/29/1986 C013 OFFICER CLEARED OF CRIMINAL CHARGES
8/13/1986 BOll LAWSUIT AGAINST MATAYA NOW INCLUDES CITY
8/14/1986 coil POLICE RECOVER GETAWAY CAR
8/16/1986 C013 POLICE LAY CARDS ON TABLE TO BATTLE CRIME
8/21/1986 C013 MURDER INVESTIGATIONS STRAIN POLICE RESOURCES
9/08/1986 A015 XVANDERLOO STAYS CLOSE TO POLICE WORK
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9/09/1986 C021 CITY DENIES FAULT IN SUIT AGAINST POLICE OFFICER
9/10/1986 B015 CAR THEFTS LEAD POLICE TO TWO CITIES
10/22/1986 B021 POLICE OFFICER INDICTED ON GRAND THEFT
10/25/1986 CO^l POLICE OFFICER PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO GRAND THEFT
10/27/1986 B012 ^POLICE GROUP HEARS SELLOUT
11/21/1986 C021 CHILDREN IN PROGRAM INVITED TO OPEN HOUSE
2/09/1987 A014 KPOLICE MAY ADD CIVILIANS
2/13/1987 AOl'j OFFICERS WIN POINTS FOR WORK
2/I3/I987 A015 KSIOUX FALLS POLICE POINT SYSTEM
3/28/1987 C015 ^RETIRING DETECTIVE REFLECTS ON CAREER
<1/17/1987 C01<i 36NEW FLEET HITS STREETS
<4/25/1987 C012 KGREEN GETS CITY AWARD
<4/29/1987 A081 NEW POLICE CARS APPLAUDED (L)
5/08/1987 con OFFICERS HONORED FOR POLICE WORK
5/21/1987 A012 *STRIKE COST CITY $80,000 IN OVERTIME
6/10/1987 B012 ^CIVILIANS FOR POLICE WORK PRAISED
6/12/1987 C012 CANDIDATES DEBATE POLICE MANAGEMENT
6/16/1987 con HURON GETTING FEMALE LAW OFFICER
8/28/1987 C012 *FIRE, POLICE ASK FOR MORE EMPLOYEES
9/21/1987 A015 ^DOMESTIC DISPUTE CALLS REPORTED UP
10/23/1987 A016 *MAN HELD FOR FIRING AT OFFICER
11/21/1987 con POLICE END PROGRAM WITH OPEN HOUSE
12/01/1987 A012 KCITY POLICE CHIEF GREEN RESIGNS
12/01/1987 A081 SF IS LOSING A GOOD POLICE CHIEF (ED)
12/07/1987 C012 BROAD-BASED EXPERIENCE BENEFITS
12/12/1987 A092 PROGRAM ACQUAINTS KIDS AND COPS (L)
12/31/1987 C012 5fP0LICE DEPARTMENT LOSES EXPERIENCE
1/01/1988 C031 CAMPBELL INSTALLED AS POLICE CHIEF
1/18/1988 A081 POLICE ARE RUDE, UNCARING (L)
1/21/1988 A122 LAWS APPLY TO POLICE TOO (L)
2/18/1988 A105 CITY SUSPENDS POLICE OFFICER
<4/01/1988 con OFFICER INDICTED ON FIVE SEX CHARGES
<4/08/1988 C012 TO BEGIN FOOT PATROLS DOWNTOWN
<4/12/1988 A10<4 POINT SYSTEM UNFAIR (L)
<4/23/1988 AOll ^STANDOFF ENDS AFTER 5 HOURS
<4/26/1988 A081 LOCAL POLICE HANDLED STANDOFF PROPERLY (ED)
4/29/1988 A012 *MAN WITH KNIFE HOLDS OFF POLICE
5/01/1988 A134 FOOT PATROL ADDS SECURITY (L)
6/28/1988 C012 POLICE SEEK GRANT FOR SAFETY PROGRAM
7/26/1988 C016 OFFICER'S RESCUE PRAISED
8/04/1988 con JUDGE--MAN DANGEROUS TO OFFICERS
8/11/1988 C012 CAR LOOTING ON RISE
8/13/1988 C012 XDEATH HOAX SHAKES UP RESIDENTS
8/14/1988 A012 *LODERMEIER HAS LONG HISTORY
8/31/1988 A014 TRANSFER UNFAIR--OFFICER
9/12/1988 A012 3fP0LICE NUMBERS DOWN
9/12/1988 A012 ^AGILITY EXAM SHOWS WHO HAS 'THE RIGHT STUFF'
9/13/1988 AlOl ESCORTS ARE SERVICE WORTH SAVING (ED)
9/22/1988 C012 ^AGENCIES KEEP WATCH OVER GROWING CITY
10/29/1988 A071 AGENCIES HELP POLICE TRAINING (L)
10/30/1988 A012 CITY POLICE WORK OVERTIME TO PROTECT VISITORS
n/05/1988 con SIOUX FALLS POLICE GET $140,000 GRANT
11/22/1988 A054 RECEIVE BOOST FROM RESERVE OFFICERS
12/13/1988 con JUDGE DISMISSES SUIT AGAINST OFFICER
12/27/1988 C012 SF POLICE SOLVE VIOLENT CRIMES OF 1988
12/29/1988 C015 CITY OFFICERS REACH END OF THEIR BEATS
1/25/1989 C012 SCHOOLS RECRUIT ADULTS FOR GUARD DUTY
2/01/1989 C012 POLICE PROBE MORE DRUG CASES IN 1988
3/07/1989 C016 LETTERS BRING NOTICE TO TRAFFIC OFFENDERS
3/09/1989 B012 *LAW AND ORDER IN THE MORNING
3/18/1989 A071 POLICE ORDER DONATES CPR MANNIKINS
3/19/1989 A105 FAMILY FUEDS LEAVE SCARS ON CITY POLICE
3/23/1989 A012 CENTENNIAL IS GROWING EXPERIENCE FOR POLICE
3/26/1989 Alll POLICE SERVICE IMPRESSIVE (L)
3/28/1989 A012 *TIME IN THE HEAT BRINGS CRIME
4/28/1989 A021 PROTEST JEOPARDIZED PUBLIC
5/18/1989 DOll LOCAL GROUP HONORS SIOUX FALLS OFFICER
6/05/1989 C015 POLICE--TERMINALS HELP ACCESS CRIMINALS
7/12/1989 con TWO CHARGED AS 30 GATHER FOR CITY FIGHT
7/12/1989 C012 POLICE LOOK INTO RECENT CRIME WAVE
7/13/1989 C015 MAN FACES CHARGES IN GUN INCIDENT
7/18/1989 con CITY MAN DENIES HE THREATENED OFFICER
8/24/1989 C021 TAX FREEZE PUTS CHILL ON BUDGETS
8/28/1989 B012 *POLICE CAPTAIN A WILD 'JIMMY DEAN' IN YOUTH
9/08/1989 con SIOUX FALLS POLICE GET $64,662 GRANT
9/08/1989 C012 ^RECRUITING BEARS TO EASE CHILDREN'S FEARS
9/13/1989 A015 POLICE STEP UP EFFORT TO KEEP SCHOOL ZONE
11/04/1989 AOll FAKE CRIME REPORTS INVESTIGATED IN CITY
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ll/0<i/19B9 A08<i POLICE DESERVE SALUTE (L)
11/04/1989 C012 *P0L1CE OFFICERS' CENTENNIAL BEARDS MUST GO
11/28/1989 C012 seOFFlCER TO STUDY SOVIET POLICE
12/01/1989 coil CITY MAN CHARGED WITH ATTACKING POLICE
12/01/1989 C016 HOUR WITH POLICE OFFERS SLICE OF LIFE
12/03/1989 A015 ARMED MAN ARRESTED AFTER STANDOFF WITH COPS
12/15/1989 A102 CITATION WAS TOO SEVERE (L)
12/27/1989 C013 4 SF POLICE 'OLD-TIMERS' RETIRE
12/31/1989 A071 POLICE SET POOR EXAMPLE (L)
1/01/1990 BOll 2 MEN ARRESTED FOR FIGHTING POLICE
1/02/1990 A012 POLICE NAB 10 FOR DWl ON HOLIDAY
1/27/1990 A012 KSTILL STUNG BY TEAR-GAS INCIDENT
1/28/1990 B012 KDARE TO SHOW KIDS THEY CARE
2/01/1990 coil TEEN PLEADS GUILTY TO ASSAULTING OFFICER
3/23/1990 A104 POLICE CAR VIOLATED LAW (L)
3/28/1990 C012 CITY MAN SUES HIS ARRESTING OFFICERS
4/05/1990 C012 ^UNCLAIMED LOOT UP FOR SALE
4/18/1990 A015 CHIEF WANTS PROTESTERS TO BE BILLED
4/19/1990 C013 5fEND OF ROPE
5/01/1990 C012 ^CALLER TIPS POLICE ABOUT BREAK-IN
5/18/1990 A012 XCHIEF CAMPBELL WILL RETIRE
5/26/1990 coil MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO ELUDING OFFICER
7/27/1990 coil HIGH-VISIBILITY PATROL MAKES LOOP SAFER
8/28/1990 A012 *C1TY NAMES POLICE CHIEF
9/03/1990 C012 KACCIDENTLY SHOT HOLE IN POLICE CAR ROOF
9/07/1990 C012 POLICE SEE DECLINE IN LOTTERY MACHINE BREAK-INS
9/30/1990 Alll MINOR VIOLATION BRINGS HUMILIATING TREATMENT (L)
10/14/1990 EOll OFFICERS HURT WHILE TRYING TO MAKE ARREST
12/14/1990 AlOl SMALL-TOWN ATTITUDE HELPS FIGHT CRIME (ED)
12/25/1990 A021 KSATTERLEE OFFICIALLY APPOINTED CHIEF
12/27/1990 C014 56VETERANS LEAVE POLICE FORCE
12/28/1990 coil TEMPORARY OFFICERS HIRED FOR CRACKDOWN
1/14/1991 B012 POLICE ANSWER RECORD CALLS IN '90
2/27/1991 coil SF OFFICER FIRED FROM FORCE
3/05/1991 A012 POLICE 'RESIST' PARADE ROUTE
3/22/1991 coil MAN ARRESTED, CHARGED WITH HITTING OFFICER
3/26/1991 coil BIKES, TAPES INCLUDED IN APRIL 13 AUCTION
3/31/1991 coil DEPT RECEIVES $10,500 FROM BUSTS
4/11/1991 C012 DEFENDENTS SAY POLICE ASSAULTED THEM
4/14/1991 C012 ^BIDDERS BUY ALL AT ANNUAL POLICE AUCTION
4/17/1991 coil INVESTIGATION NOT RELEVANT TO CASE
5/01/1991 C015 VOLUNTEERS MAY GET BODY ARMOR
5/08/1991 C012 JURY TOLD VERSIONS OF BATTLE AT ARREST
5/09/1991 C012 HITTING POLICE WAS ACT OF SELF-DEFENSE
5/11/1991 A014 ARNOTTS NOT GUILTY OF ASSAULT
5/16/1991 coil OFFICER WINS REINSTATEMENT TO JOB
5/25/1991 coil ARNOTTS PLAN SUIT AGAINST SF
7/08/1991 A086 POLICE HARASSING KIDS ON THE LOOP (L)
7/17/1991 C012 MAN SUES CITY, POLICE FOR BRUTALITY
8/11/1991 A113 'PROBABLE CAUSE' OPENS DOOR FOR FALSE ARRESTS (L)
8/13/1991 coil POLICE ARREST MAN AFTER GUN INCIDENT
8/19/1991 A015 BOYS LEAD POLICE ON WILD CHASE
8/24/1991 A014 CITY READY FOR LAMBS OF CHRIST PROTEST
8/24/1991 coil POLICE TO HAND OUT VIKINGS CARDS AGAIN
9/08/1991 AG13 XPOLICE UNIT USES CALM PERSUASION TO DEFUSE TENSION
9/17/1991 coil POLICE SHOCKED PHOTOS DUMPED
9/29/1991 coil 24-YEAR-OLD DIES WHILE TESTING FOR FORCE
9/30/1991 coil POLICE RELEASE NAME OF APPLICANT WHO DIED
10/04/1991 C012 XTALK TO YOUNGSTERS ABOUT TRAFFIC SAFETY
10/26/1991 A013 DRIVERS GET CREATIVE TO AVOID TICKETS
11/05/1991 coil SNOWSTORM INCREASES LOCAL POLICE WORKLOAD
11/09/1991 A086 NEW RESIDENT UPSET BY POLICE ACTIONS (L)
12/04/1991 coil POLICE DEPARTMENT GETS SEAT-BELT HONOR
12/17/1991 A013 POLICE CAN ACCEPT FREE MEALS
12/17/1991 A015 CASUAL GUN-TOTING OFFICIAL TRIGGERS POLICE ALERT
12/23/1991 A012 ^OFFICERS MOVE UP, OUT
12/23/1991 A021 *P0L1CE DETECTIVES END LONG CAREERS
1/03/1992 C012 XTO PUT FBI TRAINING TO GOOD USE
3/24/1992 coil JUDGE BANISHES DRIVER FOR THREATENING OFFICER
4/10/1992 coil POLICE DEPARTMENT TO AUCTION BICYCLES
4/19/1992 N072 KOFFICER KNOWN AS GOOD SPORT
4/30/1992 A015 KCITY POLICEMAN 'REALLY, REALLY SAD'
5/01/1992 A013 BRUTALITY NOT PROBLEM IN CITY, MOST SAY
5/01/1992 A041 VIDEOTAPES INCREASINGLY USED AS EVIDENCE
5/03/1992 D012 POLICE MEET CITY'S CHANGING NEEDS
5/16/1992 DOll *NEW POLICE LOGO
5/22/1992 coil POLICE GAIN $7,200 IN AREA DRUG BUST
6/24/1992 A081 SF POLICE NO HELP IN TIME OF DEATH (L)
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POLICE-SF 7/16/1992 A016
7/22/1992 A103
7/2A/1992 BOIA
7/27/1992 A012
8/08/1992 A012
8/15/1992 BOll
8/21/1992 A103
9/02/1992 BOll
9/29/1992 B012
10/09/1992 B016
11/25/1992 BOll
POLICE-SP 2/27/1982 C031
8/03/1990 coil
POLICE-ST 3/23/1989 C021
8/06/1990 C031
8/09/1990 A015
8/11/1990 A012
8/07/1991 coil
8/05/1992 B025
POLICE-TE 8/03/1983 A012
6/23/1990 C016
POLICE-US 8/02/1988 coil
A/03/1991 C033
8/02/1991 A091
POLICE-VE A/OA/1990 C021
8/10/1991 C015
A/02/1992 C031
POLICE-WA 3/02/1982 BOll
3/20/198A C031
9/25/1990 C036
9/27/1990 COAl
11/01/1990 C031
12/07/1990 C031
12/20/1990 C03A
1/03/1991 C031
1/09/1991 C036
2/1A/1991 C03A
1/18/1992 coil
1/26/1992 F031
7/02/1992 C012
POLICE-WI 10/05/1982 B031
10/06/1982 C061
11/25/1982 B031
10/13/1989 C031
POLICE-WO 5/10/1983 COAl
POLICE-YA 1/27/1982 B031
9/08/1982 COAl
9/08/1982 C0A3
12/2A/1982 C031
8/02/1983 B031
7/13/198A C031
8/20/198A coil
11/26/1991 C031
POLIO SURVIVORS 5/05/1988 B055
POLISH PLATE 8/1A/1990 A012
POLITICS S GOVT-IA 2/21/198A A012
12/13/1985 A081
POLITICS S GOVT-MI 12/06/1992 A093
POLITICS & GOVT-MN 2/11/1982 D021
9/1A/198A A012
POLITICS & GOVT-SD 1/08/1982 C0A3
1/19/1982 coil
1/25/1982 B023
1/28/1982 DOll
1/28/1982 DOll
1/29/1982 C051
1/31/1982 B063
2/01/1982 coil
2/10/1982 C063
2/11/1982 D061
2/11/1982 D061
2/1A/1982 B012
2/1A/1982 B051
2/15/1982 C023
3/06/1982 AOIA
3/21/1982 BOll
6/02/1982 C051
6/06/1982 B021
NUISANCE CALLS UP, POLICE SAY
POLICE CHIEF THANKED FOR CHECKING COMPLAINT (L)
^POLICE DISTRIBUTE BIKES FOR KIDS
^RESPONSE TIMES STAY LOW
GROUPS SAY SMALL CUT MISLEADING
POLICE BEGIN CARD GIVEAWAY SUNDAY
POLICE NEED TO HEAR ALL SIDES TO A PROBLEM CD
US'S TOP PROSECUTOR COMMENDS SF POLICE
5CTIGHT FIT
POLICE BRUTALITY SUIT STALLS
POLICE DELIVER BIKES TO AREA CHILDREN
SPEARFISH WANTS PAYMENT FOR POLICE PROTECTION
DISPATCHER CREDITED WITH SAVING CHILD'S LIFE
EX-POLICE CHIEF SENTENCED IN ASSAULT
STURGIS POLICE--WORKLOAD OK SO FAR
MAN KILLED BY POLICE
*AUSTRALIAN ATTACKER 'SPOKE OF HATE'
KICKING OFFICER LANDS CITY MAN IN JAIL
OPENING OF STURGIS RALLY A LITTLE QUIETER
*TEA POLICE CHIEF ACCUSED OF PLOTTING MURDER
FORMER TEA POLICE CHIEF LOSES CASE
POLICE WON'T PROTEST AT NELSON CONCERT
POLICE SOFTEN STANCE--USD PROFESSOR
SCRUTINY OF POLICE WILL BENEFIT PUBLIC (ED)
CITY POLICE SQUAD ADDS ONE DETECTIVE
GIVE OFFICERS ABILITY TO MAKE ARRESTS
VERMILLION POLICE OFFICER RESIGNS OVER VIOLATIONS
2 POLICE CARS CRASH WHILE ANSWERING CALL
WAGNER OFFICIALS SEEK ANSWERS ON CRITICISM
POLICE OFFICER HELD IN BURGLARY
WATERTOWN POLICE OFFICER IS CHARGED WITH BURGLARY
POLICE OFFICER PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO BURGLARY
POLICE OFFICER FACES ADDITIONAL CHARGES
OFFICER DENIED GUILT IN NEW BURGLARY COUNTS.
JUDGE CONSIDERS MOVING OFFICER'S TRIAL
OFFICER'S REQUEST TO MOVE TRIAL DENIED
EX-OFFICER INTERVIEW TELLS OF OTHER BREAK-INS
HEARING SCHEDULED IN OFFICER'S THEFT CASE
POLICEMAN DENIED SENTENCE REDUCTION
POLICE, HUMANE SOCIETY SQUABBLE OVER CAT KILLING
WINNER POLICE CHIEF ASSAULTED
3RD MAN CHARGED IN ASSAULT
AGGRAVATED ASSAULT CHARGES DROPPED-WI
COURT--POLICE DEATH NOT ON DUTY
WOONSOCKET COP NOT CERTIFIED, FIRED FROM POST
YANKTON POLICE WON'T UNLOCK CARS
YANKTON POLICE INVESTIGATE ALLEGED ABDUCTION
YANKTON POLICEMAN'S TRIAL SET FOR NOV 30
YANKTON POLICE SUSPENDED FOR DRINKING
MAN SUES YANKTON OFFICERS FOR FALSE ARREST
YANKTON CASE CONTINUES
HEARING IS SCHEDULED IN WRONGFUL ARREST SUIT
POLICE CHIEFS GROUP PICKS NEW LEADERS
POLIO SURVIVORS GROUP MEETS
^POLISH PLATE DAMAGED
MOST IOWA DEMS SKIP THE ACTION
TO JUMP OFF 'LOVE BOAT* HOUPLA (ED)
COMBING GOVERNMENTS WOULD HURT ACCESS (L)
WHATS IN PROSPECT FOR MINNESOTA AFTER QUIE' (ED)
KDEMS CRY FOUL OVER TURKEY DAYS
HALF OF PARTY CAUCUSES CLOSED TO PRESS
DEMOCRATS' BILLS TRY TO RESTRAIN POWER OF GOVERNOR
POLITICAL CLIMATE GETS STORMY (SCHREINER)
POLITICS SEEP INTO ENDORSEMENT (HENSHAW)
JOB SECURITY OF STATE EMPLOYEES THREATENED
BILL LIMITING GOVERNOR'S POWER KILLED
PANEL REJECTS BILLS LIMITING GOV'S POWER
JANKLOW, DEMOCRATS DIFFER ON BILL
LOCAL GOVT AID PROGRAM WINS APPROVAL
VACANCIES IN AG DEPARTMENT ANGER SOME
REORGANIZATION BILL GETS HOUSE OK
REAGANOMICS WILL BE GOP DOWNFALL
JANKLOW-PERSONNEL EXECUTIVE MATTER
WANTS HUNKING TO OFFER SOLUTIONS (L)
GOP COULD LOSE FARM VOTE, RADCLIFFE SAYS
RACE FOR SD'S LONE CONGRESSIONAL SEAT
OFFICIALS TOLD NOT TO MIX TRAVEL S CAMPAIGNING
INTERIM LEGISLATIVE STUDIES AID PROCESS (ED)
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6/1A/1982 B023 THINGS ARE PICKING UP IN SD POLITICS
7/12/1982 A012 SD'S WAY NOT ALWAYS GOOD-NEIGHBOR POLICY
7/12/1982 C021 CANDIDATES OFTEN MISLED BY CHEERS (ED)
7/18/1982 A061 ^LIBERAL PAC LAGGING BEHIND THE NEW RIGHT
7/26/1982 B015 PAC COULD SPEND $100,000 IN ELECTIONS
9/05/1982 coil KFARM PROBLEMS ON POLITICIANS' MIND
9/06/1982 B032 FAIRGOERS NOT SWAYED BY HANDSHAKING
10/03/1982 A013 THE CAMPAIGN--IT*S LIKE WATCHING IRON RUST
10/12/1982 C012 SD'S NEW BUREAU PLOWS AHEAD
10/29/1982 C031 CANDIDATES ON YOUR MARK--HERES RUNPAC CD
10/30/1982 B013 ^POLITICAL CAUCUS WORKING TO ELECT SD WOMEN
10/30/1982 B015 BALLOT PROBE ETHICS, LEGALITY QUESTIONED
10/30/1982 B021 REPRESSION, TERRORISM FOREIGN TO US SYSTEM
10/30/1982 B02A BLAMES REPUBLICANS (L)
11/19/1982 C021 198A POLITICAL CASTING IS EARLY, BUT EXPECTED (ED)
11/21/1982 C031 ONLY 5 OF 23 SD SENATORS FROM WEST RIVER
1/13/1983 A012 JANKLOW PLANS NOMINATIONS OF NEW CABINET
1/19/1983 D012 AGENCIES PROMOTING STATE UNDER ONE ROOF
1/2^/1983 D023 POWER TO RECALL OFFICIALS NEEDED (L)
2/18/1983 A016 CHAMBER CHUCKLES OVER PIERRE POLITICS
3/04/1983 C021 GOVERNING--PIERRE AND POTOMAC (ED)
3/13/1983 BOll 36JANKLOW CABINET--NEW MEMBERS OF TEAM
3/15/1983 coil JUDITH MEIERHENRY NAMED TO JOB
3/15/1983 C014 SEVERAL STATE AGENCIES MAY BE REORGANIZED
3/15/1983 C023 CHANGING COURSE OF NATION (L)
3/27/1983 A012 KHANSEN LIKELY TO RUN FOR GOVERNOR
4/22/1983 C035 WOMEN'S POLITICAL CAUCUS TO HAVE LUNCHEON
4/26/1983 C023 GOVT PAYS ATTENTION WHEN ACT AS A GROUP (L)
6/10/1983 C021 WHAT POLITICIANS REALLY MEAN (ED)
6/25/1983 AOll KHANSEN--A VALLEY BETWEEN JANKLOW S ME
6/30/1983 C035 LEGISLATORS OBJECT TO LAW ENFORCEMENT RULE
7/03/1983 B021 POLITICAL SPECULATION LEAPFROGS 1984 TO 1986 (ED)
7/06/1983 C021 ^STATE'S TOP LEADERS SHOULD WORK TOGETHER (ED)
7/17/1983 C021 SD POLITICIANS JOCKEY FOR 1984, 1986 POSITIONS (ED)
7/17/1983 C031 ^DEBATES PLAY IMPORTANT ROLE IN VOTE PROCESS
8/03/1983 BOll KWHERE HAVE ALL THE POLITICIANS GONE
8/18/1983 coil PLAN BARRING LAW OFFICERS FROM POLITICS WITHDRAWN
9/14/1983 C023 *THE DEMOCRATS' CHALLENGE
9/26/1983 B051 LOCAL WORKERS PLAN TO USE POLITICAL CLOUT
10/02/1983 BOll ^CANDIDATE LINE UP FOR GOVERNOR'S RACE
11/06/1983 C044 CAMPAIGNS ARE ROLLING
11/13/1983 C034 NEGATIVE POLITICS NOT NEEDED (L)
11/17/1983 C013 RANCHER WANTS PRESSLER'S JOB
12/01/1983 C035 DEMOCRATS CALL FOR INCREASE IN AID
1/16/1984 C041 STUDENT INTERNSHIPS ARE AVAILABLE
1/17/1984 C033 JANKLOW WANTS REORGANIZATION
1/17/1984 C041 IF MERGED, VOTERS WON'T ELECT OFFICER
4/29/1984 coil GROUP WANTS TO SEE MORE WOMEN
5/12/1984 C051 *CONSERVATIVE--PRESSLER IS IGNORANT
6/24/1984 B021 NOBODY NEEDS NCPAC IN SD (ED)
6/26/1984 BOll DEMOCRATS, REPUBLICANS BATTLE OVER OFFICE
7/01/1984 coil HOSPITALITY ROOMS HAVE POLITICAL STRINGS
7/03/1984 C024 JANKLOW CARRIES DUTIES TOO FAR (L)
7/27/1984 C021 POLITICAL SEASON BRINGS JEERING (ED)
8/05/1984 A012 2 MAVERICKS WHO BEAT WATERGATE
8/07/1984 BOll FREEZE AID TO LOCAL GOVERNMENT
8/10/1984 coil PANEL RECOMMENDS NO SUPPORT FOR PRESSLER
8/12/1984 A012 ^STRIVE TO BECOME HOUSEHOLD NAMES
8/19/1984 C021 TIME TO SPARE READERS FROM POLITICIANS (ED)
8/27/1984 B021 POLITICAL CONCERNS IGNORED
9/02/1984 A012 HURON IS FAIR GAME FOR CANDIDATES
11/02/1984 C021 PRESS CREDIBILITY THREATENED (L)
11/12/1984 BOll 5CMINNEHAHA COUNTY POLITICS
12/17/1984 C024 FEES JUST KEEP COMING (L)
1/14/1985 coil kKNEIP ENVIOUS OF REPUBLICAN MAJORITY
1/21/1985 BOll NEWSROOM SNAFUS LEAVE LITTLE TIME
2/05/1985 coil LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR STATUS BILL ADVANCES
3/28/1985 coil COMMERCE SECRETARY WILL RESIGN IN JUNE
4/13/1985 coil LAW-CHOKED DEMOCRACY IS SICK
4/21/1985 Alll POLITICIANS FALL IN STEP FOR '86 ELECTION
4/22/1985 coil NO WASHINGTON LOBBYING OFFICE
10/27/1985 C021 GROUP TO LOOK AT GOVERNMENT CONSOLIDATION
12/05/1985 coil OFFICIALS ON PLAN TO MERGE SERVICES
12/06/1985 A103 STATE BUREAUCRATS NOT WORTH THE COST (L)
1/22/1986 A081 JANKLOW CRITICS MISFIRE IN ATTACKING DUAL ROLE (ED)
2/16/1986 A131 JANKLOW RUNS AGAINST HISTORY
3/04/1986 A064 TIME FOR LEADERSHIP CHANGE (L)
4/07/1986 C021 POLITICS SHAKES UP PIERRE REAL ESTATE
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POLITICS 8 GOVT-SD 6/09/1986 AG61 TO LIMIT CLOUT OF PACS (ED)
6/09/1986 C023 PRIMARY HINTS VOTERS WANT CHANGE
6/16/1986 C0^3 NO 2 LEADER TO GET NEW DUTIES
7/06/1986 A091 DEMOCRATS HAVE WINNING FEELING ABOUT TICKET
7/17/1986 C023 ROLE OF GOVERNOR REMAINS UNDEFINED
9/03/1986 A012 ^PROMINENT SOUTH DAKOTANS FRUGAL AND FICKLE
10/19/1986 A131 REPUBLICANS SHOULD HOLD ONTO MAJORITY
10/21/1986 A102 WE SHOULD HAVE SEEN IT CD
11/09/1986 C0A3 SMALL TOWN GOVERNMENT
11/10/1986 C023 VOTERS--STATE OF THE STATE OK
11/14/1986 C022 MOST SUPPORT LIMITING POLITICAL ADS
11/16/1986 A063 PITCHFORKS 8 ARROWS SHOT DOWN POLITICIANS
12/17/1986 A012 *ABDNOR WON'T SAY GOODBYE TO POLITICS
12/20/1986 A102 BEWARE OF GOVERNMENT (L)
12/29/1986 B012 DEMOCRATS SEE '86 AS SPRINGBOARD
1/11/1987 Alll DASCHLE REAPS REWARDS OF ELECTION
1/19/1987 C015 XBROST TO BECOME STRONG RIGHT-HAND MAN
1/19/1987 C022 XGOVT ACCOUNTS FOR ONE-FIFTH OF STATE'S INCOME
1/20/1987 C016 ORDERS REVAMP AGENCIES
2/01/1987 A091 EARLY PRIMARY AS BUREAUCRATIC BLUNDER
2/22/1987 A093 WHAT PRICE INTEGRITY CD
3/29/1987 A071 SILENCE IN THE HOUSE NOT GOLDEN
4/18/1987 A012 *MICKELSON SHUFFLES CABINET
4/21/1987 A016 MICKELSON SAYS LURING WORKERS WASN'T EASY
4/21/1987 C012 LAWMAKERS LIKE MICKELSON PICKS
4/22/1987 A061 MICKELSON IS KEEPING TALENTED TEAM TOGETHER CED)
5/09/1987 C012 HEAD OF CULTURAL OFFICE RESIGNS
5/10/1987 B022 MICKELSON FILLS POSTS
6/06/1987 A014 KMYSTERY MISSIVE MIFFS ABDNOR
7/13/1987 C022 KJANKLOW CALLS FOR GOVERNMENTAL REFORM
7/15/1987 B022 MICKELSON'S STYLE HEAVY ON STUDY
7/18/1987 A081 BURDEN FOR REFORM FALLS ON CITIZENS CED)
7/26/1987 C012 CRITICS ASK, 'WHERE'S THE SHAKEUP'
8/02/1987 C012 *STATE REORGANIZATION PLAN LAUDED
8/04/1987 C021 MARION MAYOR APPOINTED TO STUDY PANEL
8/07/1987 A081 *MICKELSON DESERVES PRAISE FOR APPOINTMENTS
8/12/1987 A081 COUNTY CONSOLIDATION WORTH CONSIDERING CED)
9/06/1987 C012 FAIR A HAVEN FOR POLITICAL JUNKIES
9/07/1987 C012 AGENCIES TAKE MICKELSON MOLD
9/11/1987 C021 GOVERNMENT WATCHDOG ORGANIZATION FORMED
11/22/1987 A083 POLL GIVES MICKELSON 75 PERCENT APPROVAL
12/13/1987 A083 MCCARTHY CAMPAIGN EYE-OPENER
12/27/1987 Alll WHAT TO EXPECT IN '88 POLITICAL RACE
1/03/1988 A103 HERE IS OUR PLATFORM FOR 1988 CED)
1/09/1988 C012 MADE SENATE HOT BED OF POLITICKING
1/25/1988 A012 ELDERLY ARE MAKING VOICES HEARD
1/26/1988 C023 DEBATE TAKEN TOO LIGHTLY
1/31/1988 A081 KNOT SATISFIED VOLK IS THE ANSWER
2/14/1988 A082 DEMO UNDECIDEDS, UNKNOWN ROBERTSON STRENGTH
3/20/1988 A124 RICH AND POWERFUL RULE CD
4/10/1988 A081 DEMOCRAT CANDIDATES THREATEN GOP GRIP
4/13/1988 B023 GOVERNMENT FOR SOUTH DAKOTA
5/21/1988 A081 MICKELSON HAS CHANCE TO SHAPE OWN TEAM CED)
5/29/1988 A091 POLL GIVES MICKELSON LOW APPROVAL
6/28/1988 AlOl GREED AGAIN EMERGING IN DEFENSE CED)
7/03/1988 A061 KPRESSLER POPULARITY HIGH
8/21/1988 C012 KSTATE LEGISLATURE TO ONE HOUSE
8/23/1988 A105 MINOR PARTIES NEED ACCESS CD
8/28/1988 A125 BUSINESS AS USUAL AHEAD CD
12/18/1988 A091 KIT'S EASY TO BE HUMBLE
12/29/1988 A061 PROGRESS IS PAINFULLY SLOW FOR WOMEN CED)
1/08/1989 A012 KPRESSLER VS THE REPUBLICANS
1/15/1989 A012 DEMOCRATS--GOP SWIPES THEIR IDEAS
2/21/1989 A014 VILLAGES SEARCH FOR LEADERS
3/04/1989 A085 STATE IS LIKE A KINGDOM CD
4/30/1989 A151 DISCARD PLAN TO RAISE PARTY FUNDS WITH BINGO
5/12/1989 C012 KCABINET TURNOVER FOLLOWS KNEIP PLAN
5/14/1989 A151 KSOME THINK SHANARD CAN UNSEAT JOHNSON
5/28/1989 A091 KFRANKENFELD TO BE FORMIDABLE GOP FOE
6/22/1989 C033 Kl,762 GOVERNMENTS IN SOUTH DAKOTA
7/03/1989 B015 KGOP HAS DOMINATED STATE POLITICS
10/22/1989 A071 KPOLITICAL PROGRESS CENTERED IN STATE
10/28/1989 A083 TO REDEFINE AUTHORITY, AVOID STALEMATE
11/02/1989 C022 CHANGING GOVERNMENT
11/10/1989 A103 PEOPLE PLACE TRUST IN UNSTABLE GOVERNMENT CD
11/10/1989 C012 DEMOCRATS TAKE OUT-OF-STATE MONEY
11/26/1989 C023 TELLINGHUISEN CALLS PURCHASING LAW AMBIGUOUS
12/31/1989 A071 POLITICAL EARTH WON'T MOVE IN 1990
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6/02/1990
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7/08/1990
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9/16/1990
9/18/1990
10/17/1990
11/07/1990
12/23/1990
12/24/1990
12/30/1990
1/10/1991
1/13/1991
4/09/1991
4/14/1991
7/20/1991
7/23/1991
9/14/1991
12/30/1991
3/15/1992
4/06/1992
4/26/1992
5/10/1992
6/16/1992
6/26/1992
7/02/1992
8/14/1992
9/09/1992
9/24/1992
10/11/1992
10/18/1992
10/18/1992
11/04/1992
11/08/1992
12/05/1992
12/20/1992
1/28/1983
2/02/1983
4/02/1985
10/12/1986
10/22/1986
11/10/1986
4/01/1989
6/04/1990
3/21/1992
5/25/1992
7/06/1992
1/06/1982
2/06/1982
2/06/1982
5/25/1982
5/28/1982
6/13/1982
6/29/1982
6/29/1982
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11/08/1982
1/13/1983
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11/04/1983
11/15/1983
2/25/1984
POLITICS 8 GOVT-SF
POLITICS a GOVT-US
C053 *P0L1T1CS GREAT--CHANGE IN 10 YEARS
A061 GOVERNMENTS FACE COMMON CHALLENGES (ED)
A012 BY GEORGE'S ACCOUNT, HE'S DONE IT
A083 COUNTIES FACING MANY KEY ISSUES (L)
A083 BEST GOVERNMENT IS LEAST GOVERNMENT (L)
AlOl ROOM TO CUT SCHOOLS, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
A091 KPRESSLER QUEST10NS--HE'S OUT OF TOUCH
C041 RATED AMONG WORST-RUN STATES
A091 KROLLIE SAMP'S GRASS-ROOTS EFFORT
A083 LACK OF INTEREST IN PUBLIC OFFICE IS TRAGIC
A016 ^(AMDAHL OPPOSERS RESIGN
Alll ^INTERESTING CANDIDATES COULD FILL 'OZ' ROLES
A103 FRANKENFELD GETS 'BIG GUN' SUPPORT
A123 *SAMUELSON HAS CHANCE TO WIN
C012 ^GOVERNOR PROMISES COUNTIES MORE AID
A084 PEOPLE LIKE LAWMAKERS WHO GIVE THEM MOST (L)
D053 PARTIES PLAN BEYOND ELECTION
A071 KMORE DEMOCRATS HEADACHES FOR MICKELSON
C012 ^POLITICAL WARS AT TURNING POINT
A091 9(C0LUMN COMES TO AN END
A104 OFFICIALS MUST LISTEN TO INSPIRE CONFIDENCE (L)
A081 DON'T WAIT FOR ANY REMARKS (ED)
A081 SMALL-TOWN OFFICIALS DESERVE PAT ON BACK (ED)
A114 CASH FOR RAISES BUT NOT FOR EDUCATION (L)
A012 YOUR OFFICIALS WERE ON THE JOB
A052 ^DEMOCRATS HAVE PLAN FOR SURPLUS CASH
C012 MICKELSON FILLS TWO CABINET POSTS
A012 *MICKELSON AS SURPRISING AS JANKLOW
A081 GOP DOMINANCE THREATENED IN SD (ED)
A012 POLITICAL PERKS ARE MODEST LUXURIES IN SD
Foil MAGAZINE RATES SD 18TH IN GOVERNMENT
A012 MANY IN SD ARE FED UP
C022 3 WOMEN CAMPAIGN FOR INDIAN VOICE
CG12 STATE POLITICAL CONVENTIONS UNDER WAY
A052 *OUR PICKS FOR POLITICAL'S WORSTS, BESTS
B012 CLINTON WOULD SPUR GOP RESIGNATIONS
B022 VOTERS CONCERNED ABOUT HEALTH, DEFICIT
AlOl OFFICIALS HAVE INTEGRITY DEFICIENCY (L)
A012 POLITICS IS TALK OF SD TOWNS
AQ15 SENATE CONTROL AT STAKE
GG12 *BUTTONS RECORD HISTORY OF POLITICAL SHOWDOWNS
AG31 SD FEDERAL OFFICES WILL TAKE A DIFFERENT LOOK
CG12 DEMOCRAT SENATE NOT NEW TO SD
BG16 JANKLOW EVASIVE ABOUT HIS CANDIDACY
FG12 SD DEMOCRATS HOPE FOR PIECE OF VICTORY PIE
CG42 CITY EMPLOYEES GET INVOLVED IN CITY POLITICS
DG23 UNION REP URGES FIGHT FOR GOOD GOVERNMENT (L)
BG21 5 RENOUNCE GOVERNMENT AFFILIATION IN LAWSUIT
AG93 GETTING EVEN DOESN'T BELONG IN CITY
BG12 OFFICIALS ADVOCATE COOPERATION ON PROGRAMS
AG12 ACORN'S GROWTH SOWS SEEDS
AG84 ESTABLISHMENT WRONG AGAIN (L)
AG64 POLITICAL PARTICIPATION IS A DISAPPOINTMENT (L)
AlGl DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
CG12 CITIZENS FIND ACTION SPEAKS TO LEADERS
AG83 COUNCIL-MANAGER PLAN UNJUSTLY CRITICIZED (L)
CG21 CROOKS IN GOVERNMENT 8 MATTER OF CONTEXT (ED)
BG24 PRESIDENT GETS BLAME FOR EVERYTHING WRONG (L)
BG25 INDEPENDENT AUDITING TEAMS URGED (L)
CG12 4-POINT PLAN URGED TO SAVE GOVT (L)
CG21 POLITICIANS SHOULD FACE, SOLVE PROBLEMS (L)
AG12 THE DOUBT, CYNICISM THAT WATERGATE PRODUCED LINGER
BG21 REAGAN SHOULD STOP IN-HOUSE SQUABBLING (ED)
BG24 NIXON BETTER LEADER THAN HIS SUCCESSORS (L)
BG71 POLITICAL CAUCUS WORKS TO INCREASE WOMEN
BG24 TELL REAGAN, O'NEIL TO FORGET DIFFERENCES (L)
A022 SEN ABDNOR ON CABINET RESIGNATIONS
A014 *LOCAL RESIDENTS GIVE MIXED GRADE
B021 WRITE YOUR OWN LETTERS (ED)
B033 MANY ARE AFRAID TO EXPRESS THEIR CONCERNS (L)
B021 REAGAN, BUSH HARD TO BEAT IN 1984 (ED)
B031 36REPORT WHAT GOVERNMENT'S DOING, STARS ADVISE PAPERS
B043 STUDENTS WILL SEE HOW CAPITAL WORKS
C025 GOVERNMENT BY PEOPLE GONE (L)
C021 PRESIDENT'S NO STATESMAN (L)
C051 JOB LOSS SUIT SETTLED OUT OF COURT
B024 WHY HAVE OUR VALUES CHANGED
B023 NEEDS STATESMEN WITH POSITIVE FEELINGS (L)
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3/29/1984 C021 CUT LIMOUSINE PERKS (ED)
7/01/1984 CD21 INCUMBENTS SHOULD NOT HIDE FROM OPEN DEBATES (ED)
8/09/1984 C022 SUGGESTIONS TO CONSIDER (L)
8/16/1984 C022 RESTORE PROPER GOVERNMENT (L)
9/30/1984 B051 DEBATE KEY TO REAGAN-MONDALE RACE IN SD
10/05/1984 A013 WORKERS KEEP PUNCHING AS CLOCK RUNS OUT
10/06/1984 C023 CONCERN OVER ISSUES LACKING (L)
10/09/1984 B015 EVALUATES POLITICS, FAITH
12/16/1984 C021 KEEP THE BUREAUCRACY IN HIGH GEAR (ED)
4/22/1985 A082 SECRECY BEGETS COVER-UPS (L)
5/09/1985 A084 BE THANKFUL FOR PRIVILEGES (L)
2/01/1986 A104 WATCH OUT FOR EXTREMISTS (L)
5/19/1986 A061 KTHEY GOBBLE, GOBBLE
6/08/1986 A083 BUREAUCRACY EATS AWAY COMPETENCE
8/01/1986 A021 JAYCEES COLLECTING SIGNATURES FOR VETO POWER
8/30/1986 A083 CONGRESS NEEDS TO STUDY (YEAGER)
11/13/1986 A081 DEMOCRATS CAN CONTINUE RUIN (L)
11/16/1986 A074 REPLACE POLITICAL ADS WITH PUBLIC DEBATES (ED)
11/16/1986 AlOl ^DEMOCRATIC WINS, NOT LIBERAL REVIVAL
1/04/1987 A084 GET ON WITH RUNNING COUNTRY (L)
7/12/1987 C012 *MCGOVERN'S VISION PARTIALLY PROPHETIC
9/05/1987 A083 WE NEED HONEST PRESIDENT (L)
1/31/1988 A081 OFFICIALS OUGHT TO STOP GRIPING (ED)
2/15/1988 AlOl NOFZIGER CONVICTION TAINTS ADMINISTRATION (ED)
2/15/1988 AlOl BUSH-REAGAN A DREAM TEAM (L)
3/18/1988 A081 REAPERS OF HARVEST SHOULD REPLACE SEEDS (L)
4/15/1988 AlOl SPEAKES DISGRACES MORE THAN HIMSELF (ED)
9/01/1988 A061 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS ON THE PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
12/03/1988 A084 US SYSTEM PROMOTES LIES (L)
12/24/1988 A081 A LOW B FOR KEY APPOINTMENTS
12/27/1988 A081 ETHICAL TONE IS MORE IMPORTANT (ED)
1/26/1989 A084 PARTY FUNDS COULD HELP POOR (L)
1/29/1989 A091 BUREAUCRACY OUT OF CONTROL (L)
2/24/1989 C012 KCALL FOR INDIAN PRESENCE AT WHITE HOUSE
3/19/1989 AlOl BUSH'S FRESH START FADING INTO INACTION (ED)
3/01/1990 A082 OFFICIALS REPRESENT PEOPLE (L)
6/22/1990 A012 COURT STRIKES DOWN PATRONAGE
9/28/1990 A103 ^OUSTING INCUMBENTS ONLY WAY
10/20/1990 A084 CAREER POLITICIANS ARE RUINING COUNTRY (L)
1/31/1991 A081 BUSH MUST TAKE REALISTIC STANCE (ED)
6/02/1991 C033 CONSULTANT CALLS FOR END TO NEGATIVE CAMPAIGNS
8/10/1991 A083 MIND YOUR OWN BUSINESS TO IMPROVE THE WORLD (L)
9/04/1991 C015 XMCGOVERN--BUSH REACTING, NOT LEADING
9/15/1991 A083 3«WE*D BETTER WORRY ABOUT THE MIDDLE CLASS
10/17/1991 B062 RURAL LEADERS URGE GOVERNMENT TO CHANGE WAYS
11/04/1991 A081 DUKE-STYLE POLITICS CAST WIDE THREAT (ED)
11/06/1991 A083 CHANGES ARE NEEDED, SO VOTE IN ELECTIONS (L)
11/18/1991 A081 OUR POLITICAL SYSTEM NEEDS TO BE REPAIRED (L)
12/05/1991 A081 SUNUNU'S GONE, BUT PROBLEMS REMAIN (ED)
1/26/1992 A091 36AMERICA NEEDS TO RETURN TO FOUNDING IDEAS
2/16/1992 A092 VOTERS SHOULD SEE POLITICAL CORRUPTION (L)
3/06/1992 A113 GOVERNMENT DOESN'T CARE ABOUT THE PEOPLE (L)
3/18/1992 A082 DON'T BLAME POLITICIANS FOR ALL THAT'S WRONG (L)
4/17/1992 A103 UNITED STATES NEEDS THIRD POLITICAL PARTY (L)
4/21/1992 A061 PERK FIGHT AMUSING IN FRUSTRATING WAY (ED)
6/26/1992 C016 SOUTH DAKOTANS HOLD TOP SPOTS
6/30/1992,A084 WATERGATE HAS LEFT US IN THROES OF DISTRUST (L)
7/12/1992 A112 HEADLINE PERPETUATES MACHO-LEADER MYTH (L)
7/14/1992 A061 CONVENTIONS OUTLIVE THEIR USEFULNESS (ED)
7/17/1992 A035 BOTH PARTIES SAY PEROT EXIT WILL HELP THEM
8/10/1992 B012 BALLOT HAS INDEPENDENT STREAK
9/07/1992 B022 PRESSLER--LAWMAKERS, MEDIA BATTLE TO SET AGENDA
9/27/1992 AlOl ^GOVERNMENT CORRUPTION CAN BE A LOCAL PROBLEM, TOO
11/11/1992 AlOl FOREIGN POLICY STILL IN CAPABLE HANDS (ED)
11/30/1992 A061 PASSPORT INCIDENT SERVES AS WARNING (ED)
12/03/1992 A082 WE MAY HAVE ELECTED 2 PRESIDENTS, NOT ONE (L)
12/15/1992 A061 CLINTON'S CABINET MIXED BAG SO FAR (ED)
9/15/1990 A052 KA CURE FOR OLD AGE
9/19/1992 C012 *POLKA MORE CULTURE THAN DANCE
9/27/1982 B032 SF MAN TO RELIVE WAR DAYS
1/26/1983 D013 XPOLLARD TO RUN FOR COMMISSIONER
6/08/1983 C013 KPOLLARD WOULD DEVELOP WORKABLE STREET MAINTENANCE
5/17/1992 B062 ^POLLOCK FARM NOW PRODUCES NORTHERNS, WALLEYES
4/18/1982 BOll XCAGING THE MIGHTY MISSOURI
4/05/1987 C041 XPOLLOCK HAS BIG PLANS TO HOOK ANGLERS
8/31/1990 D082 3CSD CHEESE PLANT MAKING WHEY TO TOP
2/15/1982 C041 TESTS SHOW NO EFFECTS OF CHEMICAL SPILL
3/09/1982 B051 SAWMILL HAS 60 DAYS TO CLEAN EMISSIONS
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3/11/1982 0015 AIRTIGHT HOMES BRING POLLUTION PROBLEMS
^/18/1982 BG51 RC AIR QUALITY NEEDS IMPROVING
5/12/1982 CD31 PLANT COMPLETING ANTI-POLLUTION PLANS
7/05/1982 C031 SILT RUNOFF KILLING TROUT
10/13/1982 C031 SD TOLD TO REDUCE LEAD LEVEL IN AIR
12/28/1982 C031 PENNINGTON COUNTY ON AIR POLLUTION LIST
2/03/1983 C031 EPA OK'S PENNINGTON POLLUTION WORK
2/22/1983 BOll *FALLS TURNS INTO MOUNTAIN OF FOAM
2/22/1983 B031 OFFICIALS SAY VAPORS AREN'T UNHEALTHY
2/23/1983 C0A2 PLAN TO RECLASSIFY HILLS CREEK OPPOSED
3/05/1983 B031 RAPID CITY'S AIR MAY BE LEGALLY CLEAN
A/01/1983 B051 CEMENT PLANT GIVEN AIR QUALITY REPRIEVE
A/23/1983 COAA BRITE X MILL TO CLEAN UP ROCK DUST
5/01/1983 C062 RAPID CITY'S AIR GETS CLEANER
5/16/1983 BOll STATE, FED OFFICIALS LEARN FROM SPILLS
5/20/1983 C012 *S1GNS WARN OF SEWAGE DANGER
5/20/1983 C031 CUSTER MILL CAN KEEP OPERATING IF DUST CUT
5/2A/1983 COAl OWNERS AWARDED §A9,000 FOR POLLUTED LAND
7/1A/1983 C072 SUIT CHARGES HOMESTAKE WITH POLLUTING WATER
8/01/1983 BOll POLLUTION CONTROLS NOW OPERATE AT CEMENT PLANT
8/02/1983 BOll STATE WATER POLLUTION ISN'T THREATENING HUMAN LIFE
8/06/1983 BOll THOUSANDS OF TROUT DIE FROM CHLORINE IN CREEK
8/07/1983 B021 MUST PRESS AHEAD AGAINST POLLUTION THREAT (ED)
8/26/1983 C013 CITY WELLS WERE NOT POLLUTED BY FIREFIGHTERS
8/27/1983 A013 *COUNTY TESTS WATER FOR TOXIC CHEMICALS
9/20/1983 C036 BOARD GIVES OK TO RUN WITHOUT KILN
9/25/1983 C051 OIL PRODUCT POLLUTED RAPID VALLEY WATER
12/18/1983 B051 SETTLEMENT ON RAPID CREEK POISONING
2/27/1984 B032 WATER POLLUTION CONTINUES
3/23/1984 coil DIESEL FUEL SPILLS, CONTAMINATES LAKE COVELL
4/21/1984 C041 NATURAL GAS WELL FACES TOUGHER POLLUTION RULES
6/14/1984 C041 TO STOP GOLD, SILVER PROCESSING OPERATION
2/27/1985 C021 COALITION TO PRESENT ANTI-POLLUTION PETITIONS
3/11/1985 C014 THE FAMILY FARM BREEDS POLLUTANT
3/28/1985 C016 AGENCY GOES AFTER PLANT BY RAPID CITY
4/19/1985 C021 BOARD CALLS FOR CLEANUP OF CONTAMINATION
4/21/1985 C071 PLANT GIVEN MORE TIME TO ANSWER FEDERAL SUIT
7/06/1985 C021 DAIRY-WASTE COMPLAINTS MAY PROMPT HEARING
8/25/1985 C023 CONTAMINATED LAND NOT CLEANED
12/09/1985 C021 SELENIUM POLLUTION FOUND IN SD
12/19/1985 C021 SDSU PLANT VIOLATES POLLUTION STANDARDS
1/05/1986 C031 COMPANY WILL STOP DISCHARGING CONTAMINANT
1/08/1986 C031 EPA WILL DECIDE IF SEEPING CHEMICAL IS RISKY
2/27/1986 C021 COALITION TO PRESENT ANTI-POLLUTION PETITIONS
3/01/1986 C021 ENVIRONMENTAL GROUP SEEKS SUPPORT FROM CITY
3/03/1986 C022 STATE REVISES CLEAN AIR RULES
3/06/1986 C034 RAPID CITY RESIDENTS TO CLEAR THE AIR
3/27/1986 B022 REPORTED VIOLATIONS MAY SHUT DOWN PLANT
4/11/1986 C022 CITY WANTS STATE CEMENT PLANT CHECKED
4/13/1986 D025 OFFICIAL DENIES POLLUTION CLAIMS
4/27/1986 C022 RESIDENTS WANT COMPENSATION FOR DUST
5/09/1986 C021 DIESEL FUEL LEAK UNDER CONTROL OFFICIALS SAY
5/10/1986 AlOl LET'S NOT RISK FOULING ENVIRONMENT
5/13/1986 D021 MINING COMPANY, LANDOWNERS SETTLE SUIT
5/21/1986 B015 ACID MIXTURE LEAKS FROM BUSINESS
5/21/1986 B034 150 HEAR ABOUT PCB HAZARDS
5/25/1986 C051 TWO FIRMS WANT CONTRACT TO CLEAN UP TAILINGS
5/31/1986 C032 PANEL AGREES TO CLEAN AIR
7/31/1986 C013 WALL LAKE ALGAE SURVEY ANALYZED
8/06/1986 B034 RUNOFF TO ALGAE GROWTH AT WALL LAKE
8/26/1986 B014 SOIL, WATER NEAR OIL LEAK TESTED
12/15/1986 C043 CITY CONSIDERS SMOKE WARNING PROGRAM
12/19/1986 coil STATE TO DEAL WITH DUMP SITE
2/28/1987 A012 XRADIUM POLLUTES ETHAN WELLS
3/10/1987 C012 9€C1TY WRESTLES WITH PCB SPILL
4/24/1987 C021 MINE, WASTE PLANS WORRY OGLALA OFFICIAL
5/06/1987 B021 COURT REVERSES DECISION ON SOOT DAMAGE
9/09/1987 A083 PAYBACK VERMONT BY SUPPORTING AIR BILL CD
10/04/1987 A103 PRESSLER CAN SWAY AIR BILL (L)
10/16/1987 C042 BOARD REJECTS AIR POLLUTION REGULATIONS
10/26/1987 BOll PRESSLER CHANGES PART OF CLEAN AIR ACT
10/27/1987 C021 9€BALT1C FUEL SPILL
4/14/1988 C015 ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES FORCE HIRING OF ANALYST
5/27/1988 Alll SD NOT INCLUDED IN BAD AIR LIST (L)
7/29/1988 C012 XCLEAN-UP PROPOSALS MADE FOR WALL LAKE
7/31/1988 B071 ANGLERS QUESTION WISDOM IN KILLING LAKE
4/21/1989 C025 NEW LAW MAY REDUCE POLLUTION
7/27/1989 D081 NEW FARM PRACTICES ARE LESS POLLUTING
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3/25/1990 coil EPA GIVE $109,000 BONUS TO STATE
3/26/1990 C022 JAMES RIVER GROUP TO DISCUSS POLLUTION
A/18/1990 AlOl TOWN PEOPLE SHARE BLAME FOR POLLUTION (L)
A/20/1990 A016 REP0RT--3M TOP POLLUTER
A/26/1990 C023 FAULTY MINING FILTER COLORS ANNIE CREEK
6/13/1990 C031 FUNDING FOR POLLUTION PROJECTS IS OFFERED
6/23/1990 A083 CHARGES MADE AGAINST COWS ARE RIDICULOUS (L)
8/03/1990 D061 MINE THAT SERVES SD PLANT MAY CLOSE
9/27/1990 C03A FIRM PENALIZED FOR AIR QUALITY VIOLATIONS
11/02/1990 C032 BATH ASPHALT PLANT FINED FOR PERMIT VIOLATION
11/23/1990 C031 FIRM VIOLATES AIR QUALITY REGULATIONS
1/03/1991 C031 ORDINANCE WOULD CONTROL EMISSIONS FROM WOOD STOVES
2/05/1991 C033 SENATE MOVES TO REDUCE SDSU AIR POLLUTION
A/22/1991 C033 SD TO GET FUNDS FOR POLLUTION PLAN
A/27/1991 A083 SUBSIDIES COULD HELP CUT WATER POLLUTION
A/30/1991 B06A FEDS, HURON MEATPACKER SETTLE DISPUTE
5/17/1991 C012 SOUTH DAKOTA'S TOXIC POLLUTION GROWS
5/21/1991 A012 MORRELL OFFERS ODOR REBUTTAL
5/25/1991 C015 HARMLESS DUST MAKES RIVER TURN RED
6/21/1991 C031 CITY CONCERNED ABOUT FOUL AIR AT CELEBRATION
7/21/1991 C031 BROHM AGREES TO PAY FINE FOR VIOLATING LAWS
8/08/1991 A012 *PIG MANURE IN RIVER RAISES BIG STINK
8/22/1991 C032 EPA INVESTIGATING IOWA HOG FARM
8/25/1991 E016 WALL LAKE DUMPING
9/02/1991 B031 EXTENT OF DAMAGE FROM LEAK UNKNOWN
9/12/1991 C031 SPOKANE MINE CLEANUP COULD COST $A20,000
9/19/1991 C031 FISH KILL BLAMED ON LAKE TURNOVER
9/26/1991 B062 PANEL TO STUDY SD FEEDLOT REGULATIONS
10/16/1991 C032 OFFICIALS THINK FARMERS, RANCHERS WILL BE EXEMPT
10/17/1991 BOll MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN FUEL DUMPING
10/17/1991 B035 FARM FACES FINE IN MANURE DUMPING
11/26/1991 coil JUDGE TO RULE LATER ON SECRET EVIDENCE
12/0A/1991 coil GRANT GOES TOWARD POLLUTION EDUCATION
12/0A/1991 C015 GROUP SAYS WATER PLAN MIRRORS LEGAL POLLUTION
12/18/1991 C015 DIESEL FUEL DUMPED NEAR LAKE
12/19/1991 coil FUEL-DUMPING TRIAL CONTINUES TODAY
12/21/1991 C031 TWO lOWANS CHARGED IN POLLUTION CASE
1/10/1992 C016 *MAN FINED FOR DUMPING FUEL IN LAKE
1/29/1992 C012 *PIPE LINE SPILL AT A00,000 GALLONS
1/30/1992 B062 ELECTRONICS FIRM REFUTES ACCUSATIONS
1/30/1992 C032 RAPID CITY VIOLATES AIR STANDARDS
2/10/1992 C032 AIR QUALITY FEES MAY HIT $350,00 AT BIG STONE
3/18/1992 A081 CITY BUSES POLLUTING AIR IN SF (L)
3/19/1992 coil MAN MUST PAY FOR FUEL CLEANUP
3/25/1992 COl-i RIVER'S LEAD LEVELS NORMAL
A/09/1992 D062 FERTILIZERS WORST WATER POLLUTANT
A/21/1992 A016 MORRELL TO CLEAR THE POLLUTION
A/22/1992 C012 HOG FARM FINED $50,000 FOR DUMPING
11/16/1992 A012 ESTATE INDUSTRIES LOWER POLLUTION
11/16/1992 AOAl 5fFIRMS REPORT TOXIC RELEASES
11/27/1992 A012 POLLUTION BILL TO REWARD INFORMANTS
12/22/1992 A061 BARNETT'S POLLUTER PLAN FLATTERS REP VIKEN (L)
12/22/1992 B012 SF DOUBLES POLLUTION FINE
12/29/1992 B015 LEAD MINE DILEMMA--WHICH LAW TO BREAK'
8/26/1991 A012 ^NEIGHBORS OLD, NEW FIND PEACE NEAR ZOO
10/31/1988 C012 KPOLO PROVIDES FUN, EXCITEMENT IN NY
5/13/1991 B012 XPOLO HITS THE PRAIRIE
1/20/1985 coil XFIGHTING HARD FOR THE FARMERS' SURVIVAL
11/2A/1985 C015 KPOLZINE PUSHES MINIMUM PRICE
A/17/1988 E012 *FARM CRUSADER RETURNS TO THE FIELDS
9/19/1992 A012 9fTRASH LITTERS DITCHES OUTSIDE CITY
A/13/1992 B021 BILL OF RIGHTS, INDIANS TO BE FOCUS OF TALK
5/09/1992 C025 1989 RULING COULD THREATEN INDIAN HOLY LANDS
3/30/1991 A052 *POMP ROOM CIRCUMSTANCES
6/06/1986 A071 *DEADWOOD MAN PAINTS OPINIONS
7/0A/1990 C035 PONY EXPRESS RIDERS MAKE STOPS IN SD
1/30/1989 C012 KA PASSION FOR POOL
3/13/1989 C012 *POOLING THEIR RESOURCES
3/18/1990 C012 XPOOL TOURNAMENT GROWING IN POPULARITY
3/31/1991 B031 5CP0CKETS FULL OF DREAMS
A/06/1992 C012 ^TEAM POOL TOURNEY DRAWS 1,300 PLAYERS
7/12/1992 B051 POOL PLAY A MORE LOGICAL, EXCITING FORMAT
6/06/1988 COIA SD GRADUATES DESERVE A CHANCE
SEE ALSO POVERTY
11/08/1986 A091 THREE LOCAL STORES CARE FOR POOR CD
11/11/1986 A012 FAMILY FACES FRIGID CATCH-22 WITHOUT HEAT
11/12/1986 B012 FAMILY FEELS COMMUNITY'S WARMTH
11/2A/1986 A113 LEWIS STORES COLLECT FOR THE NEEDY
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/07/1986 E021 COAT COLLECTION COVERS NEED, WILL BE EXPANDED
12/10/1986 A105 ARTICLE SHOWS CITY CARES (L)
12/13/1986 AIOl SOME DON'T DESERVE HELP CD
3/28/1989 A082 CREDIT AIDS POOR PEOPLE CD
A/20/1989 C015 ^MOVEMENT TO BUILD HOMES FOR POOR
7/27/1989 C012 COMPLAINTS ABOUT INDIGENT CARE BILLS
10/21/1989 C021 COMMUNITY ACTION GRANTS AWARDED
11/22/1989 COIA DINERS PART OF CITY OUTREACH
11/23/1989 B012 XTHE BANQUET FEEDS HUNGRY IN BODY, SOUL
12/12/1989 AI03 USE VACANT BUILDINGS AS HOUSING FOR POOR CD
12/2A/1989 C015 CHRISTMAS DINNERS WILL BE SERVED FOR NEEDY
1/1I/I990 A0I2 XSTREET LIFE BRINGS HAPPINESS TO MAN
2/01/1990 A08A CHURCH DONATES CLOTHING CD
2/09/1990 C015 HOUSING COMMISSIONER SAYS SF IN CRISIS
2/18/1990 E012 BUSH WANTS TO KILL INDIAN PROGRAM
5/06/1990 BBOA ^JONESES STILL TRYING TO KEEP UP
5/17/1990 coil REDUCED-RATE SWIM PASSES AVAILABLE
7/1A/I990 C03I COMMISSIONERS MIGHT PUMP UP RELIEF BUDGET
7/26/1990 C032 LINCOLN COUNTY BOOSTS POOR RELIEF
10/11/1990 C031 FAMILY TO FOOT BILLS FOR POOR RELATIVES
10/16/1990 C032 COUNTY GUIDELINES MAY SPARK DEBATE
10/2A/1990 A083 MANY PEOPLE CARE ABOUT POOR IN AREA CD
12/27/1990 A012 *VADA WATCHES OUT FOR NEEDY
A/19/1992 BOll GARDEN PROJECT GEARED FOR LOW-INCOME FAMILIES
A/28/1992 A075 MEDIA NEED TO LOOK AT REAL WORKING POOR CD
5/07/1992 A03A AGENCIES WORRY THAT POOR WILL SUFFER
5/13/1992 A015 COUNTY RAISES WELFARE FUNDS
5/13/1992 coil REDUCED SWIM PASSES AVAILABLE TO NEEDY
>6/17/1992 C015 COUNTY TO PROVIDE TEMPORARY HOUSING FOR FAMILIES
1/31/1992 coil FORMER TRIBAL CHAIRMAN POOR BEAR DIES AT 79
3/01/1985 C031 TIES INDIAN WAYS TO CHRISTIANITY
12/18/1983 E013 ^POPCORN FARMER'S EMPIRE GROWING
10/12/1989 D061 SD FARM TOP POPCORN PRODUCER
1/11/1990 D062 KGOURMET POPCORN POPPIN' KEEPS RETIRED
A/27/1991 A015 POPCORN EATERS FIND PRODUCT NOT SO JOLLY
10/21/1992 D012 3€P0PC0RN A HOT TOPIC
10/21/1992 D031 POPCORN GOOD TO EAT BUT WATCH YOUR TEETH
1/28/1992 C031 SAWMILL EXPANDS INTO WOOD-PELLET PLANT
12/09/1982 BOll ^WORKING WITH YOUNG PEOPLE RECHARGED MY BATTERIES
A/17/1986 BOll 36DRAMA COACH WITH RICH ACTING EXPERIENCES
3/09/1987 A052 ^LINCOLN TEACHER PRACTICES WHAT HE TEACHES
10/06/1989 B015 KDRAMA TEACHERS TEST THEIR TALENTS
11/06/1982 C021 GOOD WILL ON THE PLAIN IN SPAIN (ED)
3/05/1983 B021 POPE'S PERSONAL MAGNETISM (ED)
12/28/1983 D021 POPE'S EXTRAORDINARY VISIT (ED)
1/22/198A C031 3CP0PE PLEASED BY CRAZY HORSE MODEL (YEAGER)
9/10/1987 A015 XCITY PRIESTS WILL SEE SPIRITUAL LEADER IN SC
9/10/1987 AlOl SfPUBLIC OPINIONS ON PIPE JOHN PAUL II
9/17/1987 A061 POPE JOHN PAUL'S VISIT INSPIRING
2/13/1990 B062 3CP0PING0 PLANS EXPANSION
2/26/1991 B062 KPOPINGO MOVIE
8/13/1991 B062 POPINGO FOUNDER RESIGNS
8/31/1990 coil MAN FOUND GUILTY IN RAPE OF CHILD
2/28/1982 COAl RESPECTED OUTDOORSMAN BERT POPOWSKI DEAD
lO/OA/1992 G012 *MORRELL MANAGER SPENDS QUALITY TIME WITH SCOUTS
5/05/1992 A012 KDEMAND CLIMBS FOR LPN'S
9/08/1991 F012 KNEW KIDS ON THE DIAL
2/17/1985 coil PASTORS KEEP THE FAITH WITH FARMERS
9/22/1985 coil KGROUP OFFERS FARMERS AN OPTION
6/30/1986 C021 DE SMET PASTOR RECEIVES CONSERVATION AWARD
8/10/1986 FOll KMINISTER HAS PERSONAL VIEW OF RURAL PROBLEMS
1/17/1982 BOll K2 EVERYDAY S DAKOTANS HEAD LEGISLATIVE PANEL
3/25/1982 D031 KPOPPEN WILL RUN FOR RE-ELECTION
6/17/1982 C151 O'CONNOR'S CHOICE MAKES POPPEN'S ELECTION EASIER
3/22/I98A COAI DESMET SENATOR WILL SEEK RE-ELECTION
2/15/1987 coil SENATOR HURT IN ACCIDENT
2/2<i/1990 C015 Kl 2 BILLION MEASURE APPROVED IN SENATE
2/16/1992 GOll KAT CAPITOL, SOME THINGS NEVER CHANGE
3/13/1992 C012 KPOPPEN TO RETIRE AFTER '92 SESSION
3/1A/1992 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
3/16/1992 C012 KHOG-FARM DEBATE HIGH POINT FOR LEGISLATOR
12/16/1992 B015 KTO SHUT DOWN VIDEO LOTTERY GAMBLING
10/12/1990 B012 KVIDEO SALES ARE UP AS PRICES DROP
12/09/1989 A012 KBUFFALO WILL HAVE ROOM TO ROAM AGAIN
12/13/1989 A121 SD WON'T RETURN TO 1870'S (ED)
2/1A/1990 A081 DOESN'T NEED OUTSIDERS TO SET VALUES
9/16/1991 B062 CONTROVERSIAL PROF WILL TALK AT STATE CONFERENCE
10/09/1991 A014 GROUP NOT BUFFALOED BY PROFESSOR'S PLAN
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10/13/1991 FGll KREJECT EASTERNER'S VIEW OF FUTURE
DEB 8/26/1991 B032 SCIENTIST FAULTS THEORY OF BUFFALO PRESERVE
11/25/1992 BG22 'BUFFALO COMMONS' EXPERTS TO HOLD MEETINGS IN SD
1/29/1992 DGA5 *SOCCER TALENT TAKES POPPINGA TO BRAZIL
5/G4/1989 CGIA ^GROWING WORLD POPULATION HARMING PLANET
5/G8/1989 AlGl POPULATION THREATENS FUTURE GENERATIONS CED)
A/22/199G Alll WORLD MUST ADDRESS POPULATION PROBLEM (L)
5/18/1992 AlGl PLANET SHOULD ADDRESS POPULATION GROWTH (L)
A/2A/1982 AOIA COLMAN DOESN'T WANT GROWTH
5/G7/1989 AG15 OLD-FASHIONED HEAD-COUNTING
12/G1/1992 BG12 MINNEHAHA GROWTH JUST NATURAL, REPORT SAYS
9/12/1983 BG33 PREDICT POPULATION INCREASE IN ND BY YEAR 2GGG
12/3G/1991 CG32 RAPID CITY BIRTH RATE 5TH NATIONALLY
2/26/1982 CG32 CLAY COUNTY HAS YOUNGEST POPULATION
4/21/1982 BGll 198G CENSUS TELLS MORE THAN POPULATION
5/G2/1982 1G91 ^(CULTURE) SD GROWING ON EAST 8 WEST BORDERS
6/G5/1982 AG12 SOUTH DAKOTA IS LEAKING PEOPLE
4/20/1983 AG15 BIRTHS INCREASE BUT MORE PEOPLE LEAVE
9/G7/1983 AG12 KSOUTH DAKOTANS ARE GROWING OLD
9/G7/1983 BG13 STATE'S POPULATION OF OLDER CITIZENS
3/25/1984 EGll SD HAS GROWN BY 6,232 SINCE 198G
4/18/1984 DG21 7GG,GGG SOUTH DAKOTANS (ED)
4/19/1984 BGll *MOBILE SOUTH DAKOTANS DON'T STRAY FAR
5/15/1985 AG15 SD HEADED FOR TROUBLE WITH ELDERLY
7/3G/1986 AG12 COUNTY POPULATION RISES 11 / IN 5 YEARS
8/G8/1986 CG33 ^PROJECTED POPULATIONS
9/G8/1986 CG33 MIGRATION
9/12/1986 CG33 *POPULATION TURNAROUND
9/26/1986 CG33 SOUTH DAKOTA POPULATION CHANGES
ll/Gl/1986 CG33 ^TRADING PEOPLE
1/13/1987 CG33 SD POPULATION HOLDS STEADY
2/21/1987 CG33 POPULATION BY SOUTH DAKOTA COUNTIES
2/25/1987 BG33 POPULATION DENSITY IN STATE COUNTIES
4/26/1987 CG43 KSD POPULATION GROWING
5/G6/1987 BG33 KCHANGING COUNTY YOUTH, POPULATION
7/21/1987 CG21 CENSUS SHOWS BIG GETTING BIGGER IN SD
8/G1/1987 AG83 CENSUS GOOD NEWS FOR CITY, STATE
8/G5/1987 B043 A VICTIM OF POPULATION EXODUS
8/G8/1987 CG33 KSOUTH DAKOTA POPULATION ESTIMATES
8/13/1987 CG33 KSOUTH DAKOTA HOUSEHOLDS INCREASE
lG/31/1987 CG33 COUNTIES LOSE POPULATION
2/21/1988 AG41 TINY TREASURES ARE NEARING EXTINCTION
2/26/1988 A043 XSOUTH DAKOTA'S MOST ENDANGERED TOWNS
3/24/1988 CG33 LEAST DENSELY POPULATED STATES
3/28/1988 BG33 SOUTH DAKOTA SLOW GROWING
4/G1/1988 AG12 ^POPULATION SHIFT TO PASS BY SD
4/21/1988 AG15 EXPECTED TO CLIMB IN NEXT 2G YEARS
7/28/1988 CG12 K199G CENSUS WILL FORCE REDESIGN
8/21/1988 C023 BIRTH RATE HIGHER THAN AVERAGE
9/G4/1988 C015 RURAL SD FLOCKING TO SIOUX FALLS
9/18/1988 CGll REPORT--POPULATION GREW 2 7 PERCENT
9/21/1988 AG12 XCENSUS SHOWS SHIFT TOWARD BORDERS
9/23/1988 AG81 CENSUS SHOWS NEED TO PREPARE FOR CHANGE (ED)
9/28/1988 CG33 PTA TO LOBBY AGAINST PROPOSITION II
11/2G/1988 AG12 CENSUS SLIGHTS ON SD TOWN
2/03/1989 C033 CENSUS
2/23/1989 CG12 ^PROFESSOR WORKS TO SAVE RURAL SD
3/17/1989 CGll CENSUS WORKER HIRED TO GET TRIBAL COUNT
3/3G/1989 AGll S DAKOTA GREW BY 6,GGG IN '88
4/16/1989 AG16 POPULATION GROWING DESPITE OUT-MIGRATION
7/29/1989 A015 SD GROWS, MOSTLY IN MINNESOTA
8/G7/1989 AG81 CHALLENGES OF FUTURE REMAIN CLEAR FOR STATE (ED)
8/G7/1989 BG33 COUNTY POPULATION GROWTH
8/29/1989 AG81 POPULATION TRENDS PUT PREMIUM ON LEADERSHIP (ED)
9/G8/1989 CG21 SOUTH DAKOTA POPULATION GROWS 3 2 PERCENT
9/G9/1989 CG23 THE AVERAGE IN SD IS SLOWLY INCREASING
9/24/1989 CG12 COOPERATION CRUCIAL TO CENSUS BUREAU
9/29/1989 AlGl AGING NATION REWRITING DEFINITION OF ELDERLY (ED)
11/G9/1989 AG15 *JOBS LURE MANY TO URBAN SD
11/G9/1989 AG71 FIGURES FOR ALL SD COUNTIES
3/23/199G AG12 ^(CENSUS TO PROVE EROSION OF RURAL POPULATION
7/G7/199G CG12 STATE POPULATION GREW 24,GGG IN 9 YEARS
7/G9/199G CGll SD POPULATION GREW BY 24,GGG
7/15/199G CG23 ^POPULATION GROWTH
8/12/199G AlGl STRUGGLE INTENSIFIES FOR RURAL AMERICANS (ED)
8/17/1990 C016 CENSUS COUNT DUE MONDAY
8/3G/199G AG12 SPRINGFIELD SUFFERS 39 PERCENT DROP
8/31/199G AlGl POPULATION CHANGE POSES CHALLENGES (ED)
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9/12/1990 Alll SD SHOULD FOLLOW ND ON EXPATRIATES (L)
12/27/1990 A012 POPULATION MISSES 700,000
12/28/1990 AOIA *'N0 ONE COUNTED ME,' SAYS POTENTIAL 700,000
1/13/1991 C016 SPECIAL SESSION LIKELY TO REDISTRICT
1/24/1991 C033 ONLY 14 COUNTIES GAIN IN 'BO'S
2/01/1991 C015 50,486 PEOPLE LEFT STATE IN 'BO'S
2/02/1991 A012 MINORITIES BOOST STATES POPULATION
4/20/1991 C033 REPORT--PEOPLE LEAVING RURAL COUNTIES
5/08/1991 C012 *BABY BOOMERS RISE 20 8 PERCENT
5/19/1991 C012 MORE CLAIM TO BE INDIANS ON CENSUS
9/14/1991 C012 POPULATION GROWS DESPITE 50,486 LEAVING
11/20/1991 C032 STATE GROWING UP, MEDIAN AGE IS 32 5
12/18/1991 A012 SD MORE URBAN THAN RURAL
1/19/1992 A012 3CCENSUS PROJECTIONS GOOD FOR SF, COUNTY
4/17/1992 A013 7 COUNTIES LACK RACIAL MIX
5/12/1992 A021 CITY GREW, BIRTH RATE DID NOT
3/18/1984 coil SIOUX FALL'S POPULATION MAY REACH 100,000
3/10/1986 B014 CITY'S POPULATION TOPS 94,000
5/15/1987 C012 125,219 POPULATION STUDY SAYS
7/24/1987 C032 ^POPULATION BREAKDOWN BY YEAR 1990
1/02/1988 C033 3fAGE DISTRIBUTION IN SIOUX FALLS
1/22/1988 A012 3eCITY TO BREAK 100,000 SOON
1/25/1988 A081 SF NEARING POPULATION MILESTONE (ED)
2/02/1988 A082 BIGGER NOT ALWAYS BETTER CD
4/26/1988 C015 1990 CENSUS LIKELY TO GIVE SEATS
12/24/1988 A012 SF POPULATION EXCEEDS 100,000
5/24/1989 A012 READY FOR THE YEAR 2000
5/24/1989 AlOl TWO MAJOR CHALLENGES CONFRONT (ED)
11/09/1989 1A071 102,500 EXPECTED NEXT YEAR
2/21/1991 AOll SF AREA 224 IN POPULATION
3/03/1991 A012 ^SURPRISES IN LOCAL HOUSING PATTERNS
5/12/1992 A012 CITY FACES SCHOOL SHORTAGE
8/24/1983 B051 INDIAN POPULATION SOARS 72 PERCENT
4/10/1984 C021 SUN BELT VS NORTHERN TIER (ED)
3/23/1985 AlOl AMERICANS ARE KEEPING THE TURNSTILES SPINNING (ED)
12/26/1987 C012 RURAL OUT-MIGRATION STUNS EXPERTS
9/04/1988 C012 MIDWEST AGAIN IN POPULATION DECLINE
12/31/1989 C014 TO CORRECT RESERVATION UNDERCOUNTING
1/02/1990 A081 TRYING TO COUNT NATION'S UNCOUNTED (ED)
10/20/1984 C021 NEW POLITICAL PARTY FORMED (L)
6/11/1985 C035 POPULISTS PLAN MEETINGS TO DRUM UP SUPPORT
7/08/1985 B022 POPULISTS WORK TO GET CANDIDATES ON BALLOT
7/23/1985 BOll TEACHER TRAVELS STATE SEEKING BACKERS
1/23/1992 C041 KA DAY AT THE CAPITOL
SEE SWINE
7/02/1991 B061 HURLEY FARMER ON PORK BOARD
5/09/1991 B081 SDSU STUDENT GIVEN PORK PRODUCERS HONOR
1/05/1992 EOll PORK PRODUCERS CONSIDER MERGER
8/25/1992,B021 PORK PRODUCERS SET MEETING ON ELECTION
2/11/1984 B023 PLAYBOY PORNOGRAPHY IS IN BEHOLDER (L)
7/17/1984 B021 ANTI-PORN GROUP HAS GOOD GOAL, BAD PLAN (ED)
8/01/1984 D022 LEGISLATING MORALITY NOT NEW (L)
8/03/1984 C015 PROTESTERS TO PICKET 7-ELEVEN STORES SUNDAY
8/07/1984 BOll *40 PICKETERS PROTEST PORN AT 7-ELEVENS
8/14/1984 B022 PORNOGRAPHY BAD EXAMPLE (L)
10/03/1984 D041 CHURCHES TO PROTEST PORN SALE
10/26/1984 C031 CHURCH MEMBERS TO PICKET 7-ELEVEN STORE
1/13/1985 A012 *CITY TARGETS BOOKSTORE--ACTIVISTS APPLAUD
4/28/1985 C013 *PICKETS MARCH IN PROTEST OF PORNOGRAPHY
5/11/1985 coil MAN WAIVES HEARING ON PORNOGRAPHY CHARGES
7/17/1985 C021 GROUP GETS PERMISSION TO PICKET NINE STORES
7/28/1985 coil ANTI-PORNOGRAPHY PROTEST STRIKES ABERDEEN
10/08/1985 C014 NEW GROUP AIMS TO SMITE SMUT
10/24/1985 C031 ANTI-PORNOGRAPHY GROUP FORMS IN RAPID CITY
12/18/1985 B024 3,574 SIGN ANTI-PORN PETITION IN RC
4/11/1986 A012 7-ELEVEN BANS SALE OF ADULT MAGAZINES
4/28/1986 A061 7-ELEVEN MAGAZINE STAND (L)
5/24/1986 coil STATE KEEPS REVEALING RESOURCES UNDER WRAPS
7/13/1986 C041 LOCAL GROUPS PLEASED WITH PORNO REPORT
8/08/1986 AlOl *LAWS TO STOP PRONOGRAPHY BEAST
1/28/1987 B021 PORNOGRAPHY POSSESSION BILL OK'D IN SENATE
2/11/1987 B021 SENATE PANEL OK'S BILL ON OBSCENE MATERIAL
3/16/1987 A063 *MIND POLLUTION TOUGH TO CLEAN UP
3/29/1987 A072 SAY NO TO PORNOGRAPHY (L)
4/09/1987 A065 PORNOGRAPHY MUST BE FOUGHT (L)
5/05/1987 DOll MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO MAIL CHARGE
10/12/1987 BOll PROFESSOR HONORED BY MORALITY GROUP
3/24/1988 A122 PORN PROTECTION NEEDED (L)
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3/29/1988 coil MAN ARRAIGNED IN PORNOGRAPHY CASE
10/27/1988 C021 WHITE BOWS TO FIGHT PORNOGRAPHY
1/31/1989 C015 AUSTAD PROPOSES ANTI-PORNOGRAPHY BILL
2/12/1989 E012 AUSTAD--FOR BAN ON PORNOGRAPHY
2/1A/1989 AOl^ 5€'PENTH0USE' AD UPSETS AUSTAD'S
2/1A/1989 A081 ANTI-PORNOGRAPHY BILL BELONGS IN SCRAP HEAP (ED)
2/17/1989 C012 HOUSE PANEL REJECTS PORNOGRAPHY BAN BILL
2/21/1989 A08'i ANTI-OBSCENITY LAW NEEDED (L)
3/13/1989 C016 7-ELEVEN RESUMES ADULT MAGAZINE SALE
3/20/1989 A103 7-ELEVEN WRONG TO SELL PORN (L)
3/26/1989 A115 7-ELEVEN MOVE A MISTAKE (L)
5/27/1989 AlOA GIVE PORN BILL 2ND CHANCE (L)
6/2A/1989 A015 COURT OK'S DIAL-A-PORN
7/04/1989 A063 KIDS' RIGHTS COME FIRST (L)
9/05/1989 C015 GROUP FORCES PORN COVER-UP
10/20/1989 C014 RALLY WILL PUSH AGAINST PORNO
10/22/1989 C016 BROOKINGS ANTl-PORN RALLY DRAWS 100
11/24/1989 C021 BATTLES PORN WITH 'POWER OF GOD'
11/27/1989 A081 *STATE NEEDS STRONG LAW AGAINST OBSCENE MATERIAL
12/16/1989 A083 PORN ARGUMENT VAGUE (L)
12/26/1989 A082 REPEAL OBSCENITY EXCEPTION (L)
12/31/1989 C041 PORN STORE OWNERS WELCOME PROTEST
1/25/1990 C012 PORNOGRAPHY LIMITS PROPOSED
2/05/1990 A081 BILL IS ATTACK ON FREEDOM (ED)
2/07/1990 C016 ANTl-PORN BILL OK'D
2/09/1990 A015 ANTl-PORN BILL PASSES
2/09/1990 A081 ANTl-PORNOGRAPHY PLAN IS BLATANT CENSORSHIP (L)
2/09/1990 A082 SUPPORT PORNOGRAPHY BILL (L)
2/10/1990 A084'0BSCEN1TY NOT PROTECTED (L)
2/11/1990 A114 SUPPORT ANTl-PORN BILL (L)
2/12/1990 A104 PORN RISK TO SOCIETY (L)
2/13/1990 A084 PORN POLLUTES MIND (L)
2/14/1990 A084 PORN, FREEDOM NOT LINKED (L)
2/15/1990 A061 ANTl-PORN BILL IS A BAD LAW
2/15/1990 A063 ADULTS SHOULDN'T VIEW PORN (L)
2/15/1990 A065 PORN IS SOCIAL PROBLEM (L)
2/15/1990 A071 EDITORIAL SHOULD HAVE DISCUSSED BOTH SIDES (L)
2/15/1990 A071 ANTl-PORN LEGISLATION HELPS MAJORITY'S RIGHTS (L)
2/16/1990 A012 PORN BILL HALTED IN HOUSE
2/17/1990 C015 PORNOGRAPHY BILL REVIVAL ATTEMPT FAILS
2/18/1990 A113 WHAT IS PORN'S BENEFIT (L)
2/23/1990 A081 EXPRESSION FREEDOM VALUABLE ASSET (L)
2/23/1990 A081 PORNOGRAPHY DEMEANING (L)
4/03/1990 A084 PORN FIGHT NOT ENDED (L)
4/19/1990 A015 COURT OK'S WIDER BAN ON CHILD PORN
10/22/1990 C033 ANTl-PORN MOTORCADE, RALLY SET FOR SATURDAY
10/28/1990 C035 36GROUP AIMS TO DRIVE HOME ITS ANTl-PORN MESSAGE
11/18/1990 A095 CENSORSHIP RIGHT WHEN FILTH INVOLVED (L)
2/14/1991 C013 ^COMMITTEE TURNS ATTENTION TO PORNOGRAPHY
2/25/1991 A081 SOME PORN FOES WOULD GO TOO FAR (ED)
9/27/1991 A015 PRISON INMATE CAN'T KEEP PORNO MATERIAL
10/02/1991 C012 BOOKSTORE MANAGER QUITS OVER 'OFFENSIVE' MATERIAL
10/28/1991 B031 PORNOGRAPHY AWARENESS FOCUS OF CAMPAIGN
11/09/1991 A085 CENSORSHIP PROPER FOR EVIL PORNOGRAPHY (L)
12/10/1991 A082 PRISONERS DO NOT HAVE RIGHT TO PORNOGRAPHY (L)
6/03/1992 C022 ABERDEEN PASTOR REGRETS TALK OF BOMBING
6/13/1992 C025 GROUP WANTS COPS TO MONITOR SALES OF PORNOGRAPHY
8/06/1992 A086 PORN ISN'T PROTECTED BY FIRST AMENDMENT (L)
10/27/1992 B021 BROOKINGS RALLY TO PROTEST PORN
11/26/1992 A124 PORNOGRAPHY INDUSTRY SEEN IN HORSE PARADES (L)
7/21/1985 E015 *STUDY TRADE ZONE FOR SIOUX FALLS
2/27/1992 B061 YANKTON BUSINESS IN NATIONAL VIDEO
7/03/1985 D012 KPORTER FINDS HANDBALL BIT SAFER THAN FOOTBALL
11/09/1982 BOll MONOPOLY CHAMP LOW ON CASH, TAKES THIRD PLACE
7/04/1985 coil KPORTER CHIEF JUDGE FOR STATE'S FEDERAL COURTS
7/29/1989 C021 36REJECTS REQUEST BY ROSEBUD TO SUSPEND RULING
11/28/1991 C012 JUDGE PORTER TO WORK PART TIME
3/29/1988 AOll ^FLORIDA MAN AS NEW DIRECTOR
8/27/1988 A012 ^PENGUINS TO RECEIVE WINTER VACATION IN FLORIDA
9/12/1988 coil KZOO DIRECTOR TO HEAD EAST AFRICAN SAFARI
4/09/1989 F012 96SOUTH DAKOTANS SAMPLE KENYA'S EXPANSE, ANIMALS
7/09/1989 A012 KGREAT PLAINS JUST PLAIN GREAT
9/02/1989 C012 SCDON'T FEED THE ZOOKEEPER
7/10/1991 C012 *Z00 DIRECTOR TO RESIGN IN AUGUST
7/28/1991 E012 *Z00 DIRECTOR TAKES FAREWELL STROLL
6/25/1988 A052 *PORTER ANSWERS DESTINY
9/07/1991 A052 KTHE BIRTH OF A CHURCH
1/12/1987 A052 KARTISTS OF PARIS POPULATE BOOK
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7/06/1987 BG13 3fENTWISLE WILL TRY TO EQUAL PORTER
10/22/1991 C031 YANKTON DOCTOR GIVEN GULF WAR MEDAL
6/16/1983 C03I KPORTICE WANTS PRACTICAL MATH, ENGLISH PROGRAMS
9/13/1991 C012 LATE-NIGHT FIRE BADLY DAMAGES NORTHLANDER
2/28/1987 C032 CLERGYMAN TOLD ABOUT FARM WOES
1/22/1988 DOll *THE RIGHT AND PROPER THING TO DO
A/20/1991 C031 PIERRE MAN ARRAIGNED IN TAX FRAUD CASE
9/29/1987 A121 *HELP MAKE SD TOBACCO-FREE BY THE YEAR 2000
l/OA/1982 BOIA KCRAZY HORSE STAMP TO BE ISSUED JAN 15
2/28/1982 B013 REVIVED MAIL ISSUE UPSETS BORDER RESIDENTS
3/06/1982 B021 BORDER MAIL REVIEW ARROGANT, UNNEEDED (ED)
3/09/1982 BOAl POSTAL SERVICE TO DELAY STAMP HONORING WILDER
A/01/1982 A021 BORDER FOLKS GET TO KEEP ADDRESSES
A/06/1982 B021 A CHANGE OF MIND (ED)
A/07/1982 BOAl LETTER CARRIERS PLAN RC CONVENTION
A/21/1982 B023 OUT-OF-STATE ADDRESS A MAJOR INCONVENIENCE (L)
5/01/1982 C031 UNITED PARCEL SERVICE STRIKE LOOMS
5/05/1982 C031 RATES TO HOLD STEADY
5/08/1982 B031 EMPIRE HAS NEW MAIL BOX SECTION
5/09/1982 C023 PRAISES DASCHLE FOR BORDER MAIL FIGHT (L)
5/09/1982 COAl POSTAL WORKS UNHAPPY WITH REAGAN
5/11/1982 B051 3€2A9 POST OFFICE BOXES
5/13/1982 D023 BORDER MAIL SOLUTION FAVORED BY MAJORITY (L)
5/15/1982 C051 3 EXPRESS MAIL BOXES TO OPEN
5/17/1982 B021 BORDER RESIDENTS LIKE OUT-OF-STATE ADDRESS (L)
5/2A/1982 C023 HOW BORDER MAIL COULD BE HANDLED (L)
6/08/1982 B0A2 PLAINVIEW, SD POST OFFICE CLOSES
6/18/1982 coil 36ROWENA POST OFFICE PROVIDES SERVICE TO A6
7/23/1982 C021 RURAL CARRIERS OPPOSE POSTAL CUTS FOR 1983 (L)
8/06/1982 coil FUTURE OF RURAL MAIL DELIVERY
8/11/1982 C021 US CANNOT PUT ALL POSTAL COSTS ON USER (ED)
12/11/1982 C021 HAVE YOU HUGGED YOUR MAILMAN (ED)
2/11/1983 C031 NO MAIL DELIVERY FEBRUARY 21
2/2A/1983 coil POSTAL COUNCIL FORMED TO HELP AREA COMPANIES
3/06/1983 A013 SMALL-TOWN SERVICE
3/06/1983 D015 KTINY POST OFFICE HAS PERSONAL SERVICE
3/07/1983 B025 POST OFFICE RAPPED FOR LETTER (L)
5/0A/1983 B054 OLSON IS POSTMASTER OF THE YEAR
5/22/1983 COAl MOST MAIL WON'T BE DELIVERED MEMORIAL DAY
6/03/1983 C035 3 AREA MAILMEN WILL COMPETE IN DRIVING CONTEST
7/18/1983 C031 POST OFFICE FINDS THE UNEXPECTED IN MAIL TRUCK
8/29/1983 B022 CITY POSTAL SERVICE DESERVES PRAISE (L)
lO/OA/1983 B0A2 STATE MAN DESIGNS STAMP
10/05/1983 B07A KSTAMP DESIGNED BY SDSU GRADUATE
10/13/1983 C051 9eP0STAL WORKERS WIN 4-STATE AWARD
11/03/1983 C031 CARRIERS OFFER TO CHECK ON ELDERLY, SHUT-INS
11/28/1983 C013 CARRIER TURNED MAIL DELIVERY INTO AN ART
12/2A/1983 A073 POST OFFICE DISPLAY JOYFUL ADDITION (L)
12/31/1983 B025 CARRIER ALERT PROGRAM PRAISED (L)
3/07/198'i D0't2 POST OFFICE CREATES NEW TWIST FOR OLD LINE
3/10/198A C041 BROOKINGS USES PEOPLE FOR FASTER MAIL
3/17/1984 CD21 20-CENT STAMP TO STAY AWHILE (ED)
4/17/1984 B024 POSTAL WORKERS SHOULD THANK TAXPAYERS
4/17/1984 B041 POST OFFICE OFFERS FREE CATALOG OF STAMPS
4/25/1984 D023 POSTAL WORKERS PROVIDE GOOD SERVICE (L)
5/18/1984 C041 STRATFORD POSTMASTER PLEADS GUILTY TO MAIL THEFT
6/02/1984 CD35 HERE'S WHAT TO DO WITH MAIL DURING VACATION
7/26/1984 C015 ABDNOR BILL ON POSTAL RATES PASSES
7/27/1984 C031 UNION OFFICIAL DOESN'T RULE OUT STRIKE
8/10/1984 C031 SMOKEY THE BEAR TO MAKE POST OFFICE VISIT
9/15/1984 C014 *BATTERED BRIEFCASE GIVES A SCARE
10/05/1984 C034 DEMS SHOULD PAY MAIL DEBT NOW
10/21/1984 C062 SF POSTMASTER GIVEN NATIONAL HONOR
11/17/1984 A012 ^MAILMAN'S MEMORIES WALK THE ROUTE
11/22/1984 D041 URGES CUSTOMERS TO MAIL EARLY
11/28/1984 D041 THEFT OF MAIL FROM POSTAL BOXES
11/30/1984 C012 STAMP HONORING REA TO DEBUT IN SD
11/30/1984 C015 POST OFFICE REMINDING TO MAIL EARLY
12/02/1984 C043 CITY POSTMASTER ASSIGNED TO WEST VIRGINIA
12/13/1984 A013 IT'LL COST YOU 22 CENTS BY MAIL
12/13/1984 coil PACKAGES CAN GET FASTER POSTAL DELIVERY
12/22/1984 C035 POST OFFICE CHRISTMAS SCHEDULE SET
2/02/1985 C042 KNEW SIOUX FALLS POSTMASTER
2/03/1985 E012 KQUALIFIED PRESORT
2/03/1985 E014 POSTAL SERVICE LOOKS KINDLY ON PRESORT
2/06/1985 C021 POST OFFICE TO ELIMINATE FORWARDING CHARGE
2/09/1985 B036 STATE MAY CHALLENGE POSTAL SERVICE RULING
2/10/1985 C081 NONPROFIT FISHING CONTESTS CAN USE MAILS
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2/13/1985 A082 IT'S TIME TO CUT DONATIONS (L)
2/16/1985 B021 PRESSLER WANTS CLARIFICATION ABOUT MAIL BAN
2/26/1985 C035 POST OFFICE TO START SEARCH FOR NEW POSITIONS
3/30/1985 A121 LAWMAKERS WASTE MONEY BY THE MAILBAG (ED)
4/26/1985 AI02 INFORMATION MISLEADING (L)
5/02/1985 C021 POSTMASTER GENERAL HEADS FOR SIOUX FALLS
5/12/1985 C012 ^SATURDAY MAIL STAYS
5/25/1985 A013 ^POSTAL EMPLOYEE WINS NATIONAL AWARD
6/02/1985 A091 WORKERS GET BAD RAP (L)
7/02/1985 A074 VERMILLION WOMAN LEADS AUXILIARY
7/02/1985 A074 LIST IS PRESIDENT OF LETTER CARRIERS
7/03/1985 coil POST OFFICE TO RUN ON HOLIDAY SCHEDULE
7/26/1985 A0I2 *POST CARD EMERGES FROM lO-YEAR TIME WARP
9/16/1985 C0I5 MEETINGS TO EXPLAIN POSTAL SERVICE PROCEDURES
9/24/1985 A075 CORSICA WOMAN NAMED REGIONAL COORDINATOR
10/02/1985 A012 ^STAMPING OUT THE MAIL
11/09/1985 A012 EXPANDS OFFICE TO WESTERN MALL
11/19/1985 B021 KNEW POSTAL OFFICE
11/23/1985 A081 CONGRESS MUST LEARN TO CONTROL COSTS (ED)
12/08/1985 D091 CAMPAIGN TO ISSUE 'STAR TREK' STAMP BEGINS
12/10/1985 A014 ^SENATORS SPEND $200,000 ON STAMPS
12/11/1985 AlOl KSHOULD PUT MAILING COSTS ON ICE
12/15/1985 EOll KAUTOMATION ENABLES SF POST OFFICE TO KEEP UP
12/17/1985 A014 $55,000 ON MAIL EVERY 3 MONTHS
12/18/1985 AlOl CONGRESS DELEGATION FALLS SHORT IN MAIL DUTY (ED)
12/22/1985 C021 WRITERS AROUND WORLD WANT CENTENNIAL STAMPS
1/07/1986 C021 RULE FORBIDS CERTAIN OBJECTS IN 3 MAIL CLASSES
1/10/1986 A105 CONGRESSIONAL MAIL FILLS NEED (L)
1/30/1986 B015 VALENTINES GIFTS SHOULD BE PADDED FOR MAILING
2/0I/I986 AlOl POST OFFICE INEFFICIENCY (ED)
2/II/1986 A081 PRIVATE DELIVERY WOULD HURT POSTAL SERVICE
2/II/1986 BOll POST OFFICE CONSIDERS SWITCH TO FLEXIBLE HOURS
2/25/1986 B041 DELIVERS VARIETY OF SERVICES TO CUSTOMERS
3/17/1986 BOll POSTAL SERVICE OFFERS TO SET UP ZIP + 4 CODES
3/29/1986 C015 POSTAL CUSTOMERS GROUP TO MEET APRIL 8-9
4/21/1986 coil 150 POSTMASTERS TO MEET IN WATERTOWN
6/05/1986 A016 KLIZARDS INVADE CITY POST OFFICE
6/07/1986 C031 CITY POSTAL OFFICIALS BANK ON EXPANSION
6/21/1986 coil POSTAL SERVICE PLANS OPEN HOUSE MONDAY
6/25/1986 B03I POSTMASTERS GROUP TO MEET IN SIOUX FALLS
7/13/1986 E031 *ADDS MACHINE TO SPEED UP SYSTEM
9/10/1986 B022 POSTAL WORKER PLEADS GUILTY TO THEFT
10/08/1986 A081 KPOSTAL SERVICE PLANS TO IMPROVE ON I PERCENT ERROR
11/13/1986 coil POSTAL SERVICE BUYS LAND OPTION
11/24/1986 coil HOLIDAY TO ALTER POSTAL SERVICE
12/04/1986 C012 TO CURB PARKING NEAR RESIDENTIAL MAILBOXES
12/09/1986 C013 COMMISSION OPPOSES POSTAL PLAN
12/19/1986 C012 KAUTOMATION KEY TO HANDLING HOLIDAY MAIL
1/11/1987 DOll KDEAF WOMAN CARRIES ON
1/17/1987 coil KING HOLIDAY CUTS POSTAL DELIVERIES
2/01/1987 FOll KMAIL NEEDS TENDER LOVING CARE
2/09/1987 coil 40-YEAR-OLD LETTER FOUND IN HURON
4/19/1987 E026 EVIDENCE GETS LOST IN THE MAIL
5/01/1987 C021 BRANDON POST OFFICE EXTENDS BUSINESS HOURS
5/24/1987 E012 KPOSTAL SERVICE PLANS OFFICE NEAR CITIBANK
7/19/1987 C064 9-DIGIT ZIPS TO EARN DISCOUNT
7/29/1987 A012 KNO FAN MAIL FROM POST OFFICE
8/05/1987 B025 CLAREMONT CLASS LETTERS TURN UP 74 YEARS LATER
8/16/1987 C031 NEW STAMP HONORS OGLALA SIOUX CHIEF
9/08/1987 coil CONFERENCE TO FOCUS ON POSTAL CAREERS
10/15/1987 coil POST OFFICE MOVES COLLECTION BOXES
10/19/1987 BOll OVERSEAS PACKAGES REQUIRE EARLY MAILING
11/28/1987 coil POST OFFICE TO VISIT NURSING HOMES
12/19/1987 A091 POST OFFICE DECORATED FOR SEASON (L)
12/20/1987 coil POST OFFICE OFFERS PRIORITY MAIL
12/24/1987 A015 POSTAL SERVICE PLANS TO REDUCE ITS SERVICES
12/24/1987 A016 POST OFFICE CONSTRUCTION IN PIEDMONT CANCELLED
1/03/1988 coil NO DECISION MADE ON SATURDAY MAIL
1/09/1988 coil NORTH PHILLIPS POST OFFICE TO CLOSE
I/I0/I988 A081 KHUMPHREY WORTHY FOR STAMP HONOR
1/17/1988 E045 EXPRESS MAIL DROPS INTERNATIONAL RATES
1/22/1988 C021 BILL ALLOWS MAIL CARRIERS TO USE BEACON LAMPS
2/09/1988 coil POST OFFICE CUTS TAKE EFFECT SATURDAY
2/17/1988 B014 ADULT MOVIE MAILING DRAWS COMPLAINTS
3/08/1988 A012 KSTOCK UP ON 25-CENT STAMPS
3/10/1988 A121 RATE HIKE INCREASES (ED)
3/14/1988 C021 POSTAL REROUTING PLAN UPSETS RESIDENTS
3/19/1988 C021 DASCHLE WORKS TO KEEP BUFFALO MAIL DELIVERY
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3/23/1988 A012 *POST OFFICE DELIVERS 25 CENT STAMP APRIL 3
3/29/1988 AOIl SHARE YOUR VIEWS ON POSTAL SERVICE
'j/01/1988 A083 ^HIGHER POSTAGE COSTS ARE CHEAPER
A/01/1988 C031 SENATOR FIGHTS TO KEEP RURAL MAIL DELIVERY
A/02/1988 A0I6 * A LOOK AT POSTAL SERVICE
A/03/1988 A0I2 *NOT QUITE LETTER PERFECT
A/03/1988 A012 25 CENTS SMALL PRICE TO PAY
A/03/1988 A061 3«READERS SHARE VIEWS
A/03/1988 AlOl TO DELIVER BETTER MAIL SERVICE (ED)
A/08/1988 A081 POSTAL RATE A BARGAIN FOR DELIVERING PAPERS (L)
A/11/1988 A083 CITY MAIL WORKERS GREAT (L)
A/13/1988 AOIl SPECIAL STAND TO AID IITH HOUR TAX FILERS
A/16/1988 A081 PRIVATIZATION COULD RUIN POSTAL SERVICE (L)
A/19/1988 A063 PAPERS INCREASE RATES (L)
A/2A/I988 AIIl KMAIL RATE HIKE NEEDED
5/0I/I988 C0I2 SHOULDN'T BE IN FEDERAL BUDGET
5/09/1988 coil POSTAL CARRIER WINS REGIONAL RECOGNITION
5/10/1988 C031 POSTAL WORKERS UNION ELECTS OFFICERS
5/15/1988 C031 RESIDENTS ASKED TO CHECK MAILBOXES
5/17/1988 C031 POSTMASTERS GROUP ELECTS LEADERS
5/19/1988 COAI POST OFFICE WILL HOLD VACATIONERS' MAIL
9/10/1988 AOIl HOURS RESTORED AT POST OFFICES
10/29/1988 COU OFFICERS DETONATE PACKAGE IN MILBANK
I1/2A/1988 con POST OFFICE BRINGS SUPPLIES TO ELDERLY
12/09/1988 con POSTAL SERVICE WILL DRIVE WITH CARE
12/26/1988 C016 BEWARE OF MOVING MAIL
1/IA/I989 con BRANDON APPOINTS NEW POSTMASTER
2/09/1989 C021 BILL WOULD PROTECT RURAL MAIL DELIVERY
3/01/1989 A065 POSTAL SERVICE DISAPPOINTING CD
3/11/1989 A084 BRANDON MAIL SERVICE GOOD (L)
3/12/1989 CO^l ELK POINT POST OFFICE ADDS SERVICE
3/1A/1989 C015 DESIGN MISUNDERSTANDING CLOUDS DEBUT OF STAMP
3/31/1989 AlOl NEW POSTAL SERVICE HAS SLOWER DELIVERY (L)
5/07/1989 con POST OFFICE WARNS OF MEDICAL MAILINGS
6/22/1989 con 'HAZARDOUS MATERIAL' WAS BULL SEMEN
6/26/1989 AlOl MEMBERS OF CONGRESS ABUSE MAIL PRIVILEGE CED)
7/10/1989 BOAl WORLDLY ENVELOPE TO MAKE STOP IN CITY
7/20/1989 con GIANT ENVELOPE VISITS CITY TODAY
8/1A/1989 BOll 30 CITIES GET SPECIAL POSTAL CANCELLATIONS
8/23/1989 A033 SF SPARED IN COST-SAVING MOVE
9/03/1989 con CORSICA POSTMASTER ELECTED TO OFFICE
9/0A/1989 BOll SIX WILL RECREATE SD PONY EXPRESS
9/25/1989 BOII POSTAL COUNCIL OFFERS OCTOBER CONFERENCE
10/0A/I989 con POSTAL COUNCIL OFFERS MAILER'S CONFERENCE
10/20/1989 con POSTAL SERVICE, ZOO WILL HOST DISPLAY
11/28/1989 A052 56POST OFFICE TO MORE PASSELS OF PARCELS
12/02/1989 A012 POSTAL PLAN TO STAMP OUT LATE DELIVERIES
I2/0A/1989 A08I BRACE YOURSELF NOW FOR CUT IN SERVICE (ED)
12/IA/I989 A08I PRESSLER, OTHERS SEND TOO MUCH MAIL (ED)
12/1A/1989 C023 MUENSTER--PRESSLER MOTIVES POLITICAL
12/18/1989 BOll SELECT MAIL CARRIERS TO HAVE HOLIDAY FLAIR
12/21/1989 con HOLIDAY MAIL CAN STILL BE DELIVERED
12/22/1989 A083 CITY POSTAL SERVICE SEEKS BEST PRODUCT (L)
12/23/1989 C015 ^CARRIERS ATTITUDE CONQUERS WEATHER
12/27/1989 A061 PRESSLER VOTED FOR FRANKED MAIL REFORM (L)
I/13/I990 C0I2 JOHNSON MAILING CRITICIZED
1/18/1990 C022 GARRETSON POST OFFICE HITS CENTURY MARK
2/24/1990 A081 PRESSLER ABUSES FRANKING PRIVELAGE (ED)
2/26/1990 A082 POSTAL CLERK CARES (L)
3/08/1990 A012 POSTAL RATE HIKES WORRY LOCAL FIRMS
3/08/1990 A081 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS--RAISE THE COST
3/10/1990 A081 COMPETITION WOULD DO POSTAL SERVICE GOOD (ED)
3/17/1990 A085 PROTEST WITH 1 CENT STAMPS (L)
3/30/1990 C023 MISSION COUPLE PLEADS GUILTY TO MAIL FRAUD
4/08/1990 con POST OFFICE OFFERS TAX-MAILING ADVICE
4/12/1990 D061 POSTAL AUTOMATION SEMINAR APRIL 24
4/16/1990 con SD LETTER CARRIERS TO MEET THIS WEEK
4/21/1990 C043 3eLETTER CARRIER RESCUES WOMAN
4/22/1990 4112 MAIL SERVICE COULD BE WORSE (L)
4/28/1990 C013 3CF0RMER CARRIER PROTESTS POSTAL MISMANAGEMENT
5/09/1990 C026 POSTMASTER DENIES GUILT FOR CONVERSION
5/21/1990 con POSTAL SERVICE WANTS PATRONS TO CHECK BOXES
5/24/1990 C012 JfFRANKENFELD RENEWS CALL FOR MAIL CUTBACK
6/05/1990 D061 CREDIT CARDS CAN BE USED TO BUY STAMPS
6/06/1990 A012 *CITY'S FIRST WOMAN POSTMASTER
6/20/1990 A105 JOHNSON CHAMPION USER OF FRANK MAIL (L)
6/25/1990 C033 *MAIL CARRIER MARKS CENTENNIAL WITH COLLECTION
6/29/1990 C031 POSTAL SERVICE DELAYS MAIL SERVICE PROPOSAL
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6/30/1990 C012 FRANKENFELD BLASTS JOHNSON'S MAILINGS
7/25/1990 D081 UPS STRIKE COULD FORCE MAIL CHANGES
9/14/1990 coil PRESSLER IS SATISFIED WITH MAIL-DELIVERY BILL
9/21/1990 coil FREE MAIL PRIVILEGES OK'D FOR SERVICEMEN
9/21/1990 C012 KJOHNSON'S MAILINGS COST $93,000
9/23/1990 EOll JOHNSON--MAILING STUDY INACCURATE
9/30/1990 C033 KADOKA EX-POSTMASTER GIVEN PROBATION
11/26/1990 B012 TAX OFFICIAL TARGETS POSTAL SERVICE
12/06/1990 A061 FIGHT OVER TRINKETS RAISES OTHER ISSUES CED)
12/14/1990 A012 ^CHRISTMAS COUNTDOWN UNRELENTING
12/15/1990 C036 GLASFORD NAMED CROOKS POSTMASTER
12/21/1990 A012 KBELOW-ZERO CHILL THREATENS HOLIDAY TRAVEL
12/28/1990 C012 KCOMING YOUR WAY
1/11/1991 A081 KEEP THE PRESSURE ON POSTAL SERVICE CED)
1/18/1991 A104 POSTAL SERVICE SHOWS HOW TO SAVE MONEY (L)
1/24/1991 C012 *STAMP SUBSTITUTES
1/25/1991 D072 MAIL PRICES WILL HURT CATALOG COMPANIES
2/03/1991 AOll MAIL SUBSCRIPTION PRICES INCREASE
2/03/1991 A083 ISN'T FREE ENTERPRISE LESSON (L)
2/16/1991 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
2/18/1991 C035 DASCHLE ASKS FOR PROMPT MAIL SERVICE
3/10/1991 E036 MILLION-MILE MAIL CARRIER DRIVES AWAY WITH RECORD
4/04/1991 coil MINNESOTA WORKERS HELD ON DRUG CHARGES
4/28/1991 A091 12 DAYS TOO LONG TO DELIVER A CHECK (L)
5/05/1991 EOll BUSINESS MAILERS LUNCHEON SCHEDULED
6/11/1991 C033 WHITE'S USE OF BULK-MAIL PERMIT IS LEGAL
6/26/1991 coil WAR LETTERS WANTED FOR PUBLICATION
7/01/1991 BOll RUSHMORE STAMP TO BE UNVEILED
7/03/1991 coil POST OFFICE CLOSED ON INDEPENDENCE DAY
8/23/1991 A121 CARRIERS' ERROR COSTS WORKER PAYROLL CHECK (L)
8/25/1991 E012 CONSIDERS HURON FOR REGIONAL PROCESSING SITE
9/13/1991 C032 PICKS HURON AS CENTRAL SORTING SITE
10/01/1991 C032 SD TO TRIM POSTAL SERVICE JOBS
10/30/1991 C012 GROUP PUTS DASCHLE AT TOP IN FREE MAIL USE
11/13/1991 C031 OLD MAIL SENT ON TO INTENDED DESTINATION
11/25/1991 C032 SORTING OUT PLANS TO AUTOMATE MAIL
11/30/1991 coil STUDENTS TO DECORATE POST OFFICE WINDOWS
12/17/1991 C013 5CBLIZZARD OF MAIL HITS POST OFFICE
12/20/1991 coil POST OFFICE TO HALT DELIVERY ON HOLIDAYS
12/24/1991 coil POST OFFICE TO HALT DELIVERY ON HOLIDAYS
1/01/1992 D072 *TAX MAIL COMETH
2/01/1992 coil POSTAL SERVICE WANTS TO EXPAND
2/11/1992 coil NO MAIL DELIVERY OR SCHOOL ON MONDAY
2/15/1992 coil NO MAIL MONDAY BECAUSE OF HOLIDAY
2/22/1992 coil ABERDEEN POSTAL SERVICE RECONSIDERED
3/10/1992 C031 DASCHLE, CONRAD TOP MASS MAILINGS
3/20/1992 D082 ABERDEEN, HURON OFFICIALS DENY FEUD
3/29/1992 F031 ACTING POSTMASTER PLANS SD VISIT
4/02/1992 C035 CONSIDERING FACILITY FOR MAIL SORTING IN ABERDEEN
4/09/1992 AOll 'FOR A GOOD TIME' MESSAGE ON LETTERS
4/13/1992 B021 REGIONAL CENTER ON HOLD
4/19/1992 N122 ^LETTER CARRIER LIVES BY THE CLOCK
4/20/1992 BOll ELVIS BALLOTING STRONG BUT NOT FANATIC IN SD
4/24/1992 coil POST OFFICE WON'T SAY IF WORKER WAS FIRED
5/15/1992 D055 *HURON IS SELECTED FOR POSTAL CENTER
5/17/1992 F021 WORK ON POST OFFICE COULD BEGIN IN 2 WEEKS
5/24/1992 F021 ABERDEEN OFFICIALS KEEP BATTLING FOR SITE
6/16/1992 A063 POSTAL SERVICE INEFFICIENT, NEEDS WORK (L)
7/03/1992 C021 POSTMASTER NAMED FOR NORTH SIOUX CITY
7/04/1992 A015 AIRLINE TRAVEL STALLS SOME BENEFIT CHECKS
7/05/1992 DOll POSTAL WORKERS PLAN HURON EVENT
7/11/1992 C021 QUESTIONS SURROUND POSTAL CENTER CHANGE
7/11/1992 C022 MILLER SCHOOL PLAN FACES CHANGES
7/12/1992 F024 NAME FOR POST OFFICE PROTESTED
7/14/1992 C026 POST OFFICE NAME OK, MAYOR SAYS
7/17/1992 C021 HURON MAIL CENTER NOT AFFECTED BY FREEZE
7/20/1992 B021 TWO DEMOCRATS BALK AT POST OFFICE NAME
7/23/1992 B022 FIND PROBLEMS WITH PROPOSED MAIL CENTER
8/03/1992 A081 PROPOSED RURAL ADDRESS SYSTEM (MITCHELL DAILY)
8/03/1992 BOll CHANGE REQUIRES GAO POSTAL INSPECTION
8/18/1992 B016 3CLAWMAKER MAILINGS DEFENDED
9/17/1992 BOll POSTAL SERVICE ALTERS SOCIAL SECURITY ROUTE
10/13/1992 B022 CONSTRUCTION ON SCHEDULE AT HURON MAIL SITE
10/20/1992 A064 POSTAL SERVICE SHOULD HONOR VETERANS LAW (L)
11/08/1992 coil NO MAIL DELIVERY ON VETERANS DAY
11/11/1992 A012 KDESERT STORM VETERAN FIGHTING TO RECLAIM JOB
11/14/1992 BOll HURON MAIL FACILITY SHOULD OPEN SOON
12/18/1992 A012 afPOST OFFICE CHANGE BRINGS JOBS
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12/18/1992 A02A SUNDAY DELIVERY HELPS IN CRUNCH
12/23/1992 B021 HOLIDAY LETTER TAKES SEVEN YEARS IN MAIL
12/25/1992 B0I2 *RETIREE WON'T MIND MISSING ELVIS HOOPLA
12/30/1992 AG16 COUNTY MAY GET RURAL ADDRESSES
5/01/1982 C031 KTHATS A NO-NO
3/13/1985 C092 WINNERS NAMED IN POSTER CONTEST
6/19/1985 B095 RAMONA STUDENT IS NATIONAL WINNER
A/02/1986 C09A HERE ARE POSTER CONTEST WINNERS
11/25/1987 C071 36TWO STUDENTS WIN POSTER CONTEST PRIZES
6/08/1988 C09I EIGHTH-GRADER GETS HONOR FOR SAFETY POSTER
6/15/1988 C093 ANTI-DRUG, ALCOHOL POSTER WINNERS ANNOUNCED
8/31/1989 C021 WOMAN COMPLAINS ABOUT POSTER AT FAIR
7/17/1990 B032 STUDENTS WIN PRIZES IN DRUG POSTER CONSTEST
7/03/1985 B07A TWO PLACE IN NATIONAL POSTER CONTEST
II/IA/I98A BOH 56POTAS EYES BIG-TIME FOOTBALL
12/05/1989 AlOA POTAS RESTORED DAMAGED ART (L)
11/29/1992 F022 ^PORTABLE PA DEVELOPER NOW TINKERS WITH TIME
5/30/1982 EOIl *CHIPS ARE UP FOR SF PROCESSOR
1/02/1991 B015 *WHAT BEGAN AS A STUNT NOW A FAVORITE SNACK
A/26/1992 N152 36CHIPS MAKE FAMILY BUSINESS A HUGE SUCCESS
I0/I5/198A A0I2 ^POTATO HARVEST IS RACE AGAINST NATURE
3/05/1989 C081 WOMAN, 73, FAMILIAR WITH POTATOE APPEAL
10/09/1989 A0I2 ^POTATOES PUT TOWN OF CLARK IN THE CHIPS
2/12/1991 B081 CROP VIRUS SPURS BAN
2/0A/1992 C031 EXCESS POTATOES GO TO CHARITY
10/16/198A BOH POTOK WILL NOT APPEAR AT AUGIE LECTURE
8/0A/1989 coil *CITY NATIVE FILLS DIRECTOR'S POST
8/28/1989 B012 3(RETURNING HOME TO A CHALLENGE
-^2/21/1990 1\012 XKIDS RESCUED FROM BURNING CAR
7/07/1990 C033 36BUSHNELL POTTER THRIVES ON FRONTIER LIFE
1/19/1992 F032 KVOLIN MAN PRACTICES JAPANESE TECHNIQUE
8/22/1992 D012 KFIRED UP FOR POTTERY
10/07/1992 D022 KCOOK HAS TASTE FOR MIXING, MATCHING RECIPES
11/17/1982 C075 KBOOTH NAMED POULTRYMAN OF YEAR
12/21/1982 COAl INVESTORS SOUGHT FOR PARKSTON PLANT
2/25/1983 C031 PROPOSED PLANT SELLING MEMBERSHIPS
6/09/1983 C051 OPENING OF PROCESSING PLANT DELAYED
12/03/1986 C093 XSANKEY NAMED TOP POULTRYMAN
4/21/1987 A012 POULTRY INDUSTRY WANTS WEAKER INSPECTION LAW
4/26/1987 C015 STATE HEALTH OFFICIAL DEFENDS PRACTICES
6/01/1988 B031 AMMONIA LEAK FORCES EVACUATION OF PLANT
4/28/1985 N09I ^(FINANCE) A DAY'S WORK FOR CITY POUNDMASTER
SEE ALSO INCOME, ECONOMIC COND, SOCIAL SERVICES
1/19/1982 A071 3€THE EDUCATION OF A WELFARE MOTHER
1/02/1983 A014 NO ONE CHOOSES TO BE IN POVERTY
1/04/1983 A015 KMAC'S INN A SHELTER FOR JOBLESS, DRIFTERS
1/05/1983 A012 *ODD JOBS LAST CHANCE FOR UNEMPLOYED
1/06/1983 BOH *LIVING IN POVERTY, PEOPLE TURN TO THIS WOMAN
1/06/1983 BOH LITERATURE PAINTS AN UNREALISTIC PICTURE
1/06/1983 coil COURT SEES INCREASE IN POVERTY-RELATED CRIMES
2/07/1983 A015 MORE POVERTY SINCE 1970 IN 34 SD COUNTIES
4/23/1983 C041 PRIVATE AGENCIES GET ANTI-POVERTY MONEY
4/30/1983 BOH STATE WILL APPEAL FUNDING RULING
5/24/1983 C041 STATE APPEALS JUDGE'S ORDER TO PAY AGENCIES
8/03/1983 A016 POVERTY LEVEL GROWS SLOWER IN RURAL AREAS
8/18/1983 coil THOMAS--POOR WOMEN LACK LOBBYISTS
12/11/1983 A012 ^POVERTY DULLS HOLIDAY SPIRIT ON RESERVATION
12/25/1983 C041 A MEAL A DAY ALL MANY POOR PEOPLE GET
1/06/1984 B041 STATE GROUPS WILL GET FEDERAL MONEY FOR NEEDY
1/07/1984 C014 5CCHARITIES WILL DIVIDE $100,000
1/13/1984 C041 LETTER SET GUIDELINES, NOT AMOUNTS
1/22/1984 A012 KIN THE MIDST OF PLENTY
1/22/1984 DOH KHELP FOR THE HUNGRY
1/22/1984 D015 WHERE TO GO IN SIOUX FALLS FOR HELP
1/23/1984 A012 KREADERS RESPOND WITH OFFERS OF FOOD
1/24/1984 C012 WEALTH OF ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE
3/25/1984 A012 KIN SEARCH OF A HOME
3/25/1984 A013 FAMILIES SQUEEZED INTO CRAMPED QUARTERS
3/16/1985 coil KTAKE REINS IN CARING FOR THE POOR
4/17/1985 BOH KHOBOS GET BY ON WHAT AMERICA THROWS OUT
4/21/1985 ClOl KCOUNTIES HAVEN'T TOUCHED RELIEF FUND
5/03/1985 BOH K'WE HAVE TO DO BETTER FOR THE POOR'
6/17/1985 A072 KSOUP KITCHEN WILL NOURISH MORE THAN THE POOR
10/07/1985 A015 INDIANS SAY POOR FAMILIES FORCED OUT
12/23/1985 A012 KLIFE IN THE STREETS OF WINTER
1/14/1986 A012 KFOOD STAMPS FAIL TO REACH SD NEEDY
1/15/1986 A081 ISN'T ANYTHING TO BE ASHAMED ABOUT (ED)
3/04/1986 C031 RESEARCHERS TO VISIT HUNGER COUNTIES
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3/28/1986 0016 HUNGER STUDY CRITICIZED
9/18/1986 A063 ^BANQUET ALWAYS WILL HAVE AUDIENCE
12/19/1986 C033 KHOUSEHOLDS--LIVING WITHOUT THE BASICS
12/21/1986 C0A3 MAJORITY OF INDIANS LIVE BELOW POVERTY LEVEL
1/03/1987 C033 OLDEST RESIDENTS RANK BELOW NATION FINANCIALLY
3/01/1987 A012 KTHE NEW POOR
5/11/1987 C012 CITY, STATE TANGLE IN HOUSING ISSUE
7/27/1987 C016 5 COUNTIES GET MOST OF FUND FOR POOR
8/19/1987 BOIA INDIGENTS SAP COUNTY BUDGET
9/07/19,87 A072 ^FIGHTING RURAL POVERTY ENRICHING FOR TEENS
2/02/1988 A012 ^NATION'S POOREST COUNTIES IN SD
5/19/1988 coil POVERTY PROGRAMS DON'T COVER ALL POOR PEOPLE
6/15/1988 B071 FCC OK'S PLANS TO CUT PHONE BILLS FOR POOR
9/22/1988 C012 STATE SHOULD PROVIDE INDIGENT CARE
1/13/1989 A012 4,000 HOMELESS IN SD
10/01/1989 AlOl RACE WAR MAY ERUPT IF DRUGS
10/01/1989 C015 MOTHERS SPEAK OUT FOR GRANTS AT FORUM
12/15/1989 C012 COUNTIES UPSET ABOUT INDIGENT BILL
1/23/1990 C012 HABITAT GROUP GETS SANCTIONED
2/08/1990 A012 *STATE'S POVERTY LEVEL DROPS
3/04/1990 A012 'POVERTY TRIANGLE' A SURPRISE
3/08/1990 C012 TARGET--CHILDREN IN POVERTY
3/11/1990 A012 KLIVING IN THE SHADOW OF PROSPERITY
3/19/1990 A083 PEOPLE ARE WELL AWARE OF POVERTY CONDITIONS (L)
8/11/1990 C036 POVERTY PUTS LIMITS ON PROSPECTS
5/23/1991 A012 TAXPAYERS SHARE COST OF INDIGENT HEALTH CARE
6/01/1991 C033 RULING TARGETS HOSPITAL CARE OF POOR
7/27/1991 A015 36SD COUNTIES DEAL WITH POVERTY
7/27/1991 C012 POOR COUNTY TRIES TO IMPROVE LOT
9/27/1991 A015 5695,000 IN SD LIVE IN POVERTY
11/06/1991 C014 ENERGY AID KEEPS NEEDY WARM
3/11/1992 A012 COUNTRY'S FOOD STAMP CASELOAD RISES 20 PERCENT
3/21/1992 C012 RANKS 20TH IN AFDC PAYMENTS
4/15/1992 A106 POVERTY GUIDELINES NOT IN TOUCH WITH REALITY (L)
4/21/1992 A012 INDIAN AID GOES TO WHITES, PROBE FINDS
7/15/1992 C012 TASK FORCE REFINES LOW-INCOME STATUS
8/31/1992 A012 5eM0RE SD CHILDREN FACING POVERTY
8/31/1992 A021 MOST OF SD POOR KIDS LIVE IN CITIES, ON RESERVATIONS
9/12/1992 B012 WELFARE RECIPIENTS LOSING GROUND
9/24/1992 BOll POVERTY OF WOMEN, KIDS MEETING FOCUS
9/27/1992 F012 GROUP GETS TASTE OF POVERTY
11/14/1992 A071 5CEVEN AMERICA'S NUMBER 1 CITY HAS
11/21/1992 A052 56GIVES NEEDY SOAP, SOUP, SALVATION
11/26/1992 C021 STATE GETS FUNDS FOR FOOD, SHELTER
11/30/1992 A012 56FAMILIES FOLLOW GOOD ECONOMY TO SF
12/29/1992 B012 HOLIDAY GIVING MEETS NEED
3/07/1986 BOll 56MUSIC IS IN THE AIR AT AUGUSTANA
4/08/1991 C033 STEER CLEAR OF HYDROELECTRIC POWER PLAN
8/26/1989 A052 5(SI0UX FALLS PAIR OWNS RARE CAR
11/07/1985 coil POWELL TO LECTURE TUESDAY AT AUGUSTANA
11/13/1985 D013 POWELL UNFURLS MEDIA SHORT COMINGS
11/17/1985 Alll POWELL SEES STATE AS KEY FOR SENATE
5/07/1984 coil POWELL MISSES BASEBALL
10/17/1989 A052 96BAPTIST SEMINARY MARKS 40 YEARS IN SF
3/17/1983 BOll 5CS0UTH DAKOTANS CELEBRATE THE HOLIDAY
5/02/1991 C032 FORT RANDALL PLANT TO HOST OPEN HOUSE
8/10/1990 C012 POWER TEAM DAZZLES WITH FEATS
SEE ALSO LOTTERY
4/23/1992 C012 GLITCH BOUNCES POWERBALL TO BRIEF HALT
3/29/1987 D052 9€0'G0RMAN WINS SIXTH STRAIGHT LIFTING TITLE
10/14/1990 B031 56POWERLIFTERS SEEK STRENGTH IN BODY, SPIRIT
3/24/1991 B031 MILLER MUSCLES ITS WAY TO STATE POWERLIFTING CROWN
8/26/1991 C012 5eUPLIFTING WEIGHTS
1/03/1982 C042 PUC STAFF SAYS MANDAN ISN'T NEEDED
1/06/1982 C043 MANDAN LAW MIGHT NOT BE CONSTITUTIONAL
1/14/1982 C012 PUC TO MAKE MANDAN DECISION TODAY
1/15/1982 A014 5fPUC SAYS NO TO MANDAN
1/23/1982 B031 MANDAN DECISION TO BE APPEALED
1/28/1982 D021 LET COURT DECIDE MANDAN QUESTIONS (ED)
1/28/1982 D043 PANEL OK'S BILL AFFECTING MANDAN LINE
1/30/1982 C031 APPROVED BILL SETS POWER LINE TAXES
2/06/1982 B031 BILL THAT WOULD AID MANDAN OK'D
2/19/1982 C052 REPRESENTATIVES OK POWER LINE BILL
2/20/1982 C041 BILL STREAMLINES PERMIT PROCEDURE
4/10/1982 B041 FIRM SEEKS RETURN OF FILING FEES
5/06/1982 D031 SD POWER LINE CORRIDOR SELECTED
5/21/1982 C031 MANDAN APPEAL SET FOR JUNE 3
6/02/1982 C031 MANDAN HEARING TO BE JUNE 15
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6/16/1982 COAl LAWYERS ARGUE FOR REPEAL OF MANDAN DECISION
7/27/1982 B012 NEBRASKA POWER--MANDAN FORECASTS UNREALISTIC
8/13/1982 C015 JANKLOW--NO MANDAN-ETSI SWAP
8/23/1982 B015 MANDAN SPONSORS TO STOP INFORMATIONAL TOUR TO PLANTS
10/02/1982 A012 MANDAN GET OK FOR PERMIT
10/05/1982 B041 ENERGY GROUPS MIGHT APPEAL MANDAN RULING
10/10/1982 B033 DISAPPOINTED BY ORDERING MANDAN PERMIT (L)
10/15/1982 B036 NO MANDAN RULING EXPECTED FOR A MONTH
11/19/1982 C061 PUC MAY APPEAL CIRCUIT COURT DECISION
11/23/1982 B013 PUC TO APPEAL COURT DECISION APPROVING MANDAN
1/11/1983 COAl MANDAN'S NEED MAIN APPEAL ISSUE
1/21/1983 B051 BILL ON EASEMENTS CALLED UNWORKABLE
1/27/1983 C051 COMMITTEE REJECTS REASSESS EASEMENT PLAN
2/27/1983 BOAl RIGHT-OF-WAY BILL GOES TO SENATE
A/02/1983 B012 LANDOWNERS ASKED TO APPROVE SURVEY TO MANDAN WORKERS
A/28/1983 COAl MANDAN SURVEY WORK COST §3 5 MILLION
A/29/1983 C016 UTILITIES JOIN FIGHT FOR MANDAN LINE
5/26/1983 COAl RANCHER TESTIFIES AGAINST POWER LINE
5/28/1983 BOAl RULING PERMITTING MANDAN SURVEYING WILL BE APPEALED
5/30/1983 coil RANCHER WINS POWER LINE DISPUTE
6/27/1983 C052 YANKTON FARMER SAYS MANDAN JUMPED THE GUN
7/19/1983 coil SPOKESMAN--SURVEY WILL HELP LANDOWNERS
8/01/1983 B035 IT'S NO SURPRISE THAT NEBRASKA OK'D MANDAN
8/07/1983 B053 ANTI-MANDAN LEADER--BUILDER SNUBS DAKOTANS
8/12/1983 coil LAWMAKERS GO ON MANDAN-SPONSORED TOUR
8/28/1983 C091 HEARING SCHEDULED IN MANDAN CASE
9/1A/1983 COAl COMMISSION, UTILITY SPAR ABOUT MANDAN
11/05/1983 B0A5 TOWNSHIPS CAN'T DISRUPT MANDAN
11/10/1983, C0A3 ANTI-MANDAN GROUP APPEALS DECISION
2/11/198A BOll BILL WOULD PRECLUDE POPULAR VOTE
2/11/198A BOll HOUSE WILL DEBATE BARRING MANDAN
2/16/1984 coil KMANDAN POWERLINE GETS HOUSE APPROVAL
2/17/1984 coil UTILITY MAKES PLANS FOR PROPOSED MANDAN LINE
2/18/1984 B041 HOUSE SACRIFICES INTEGRITY
2/21/1984 B041 ABERDEEN WOULD BE BASE FOR MANDAN
2/22/1984 DOll LEGISLATORS DEBATE MANDAN
2/23/1984 coil SENATE KILLS MANDAN BILL
5/22/1984 C044 WATERTOWN MAY RECEIVE POWERLINE FROM CANADA
6/10/1984 C035 POWER LINE PROJECT STILL ALIVE (L)
8/09/1984 C014 COURT--BLOCKING MANDAN IS UNCONSTITUTIONAL
8/10/1984 C013 WENSTRAND, STOFFERAHN SPAR ABOUT POWER LINE
8/13/1984 C035 MANDAN LINE OPPONENTS SAY FIGHT TO GO ON
8/23/1984 C035 UTILITIES GROUP WAITS FOR MANDAN INSTRUCTIONS
8/28/1984 B031 COURT GETS REQUEST FOR MANDAN REVIEW
9/13/1984 C031 FIELD WORK COMPLETE ON SURVEY FOR MANDAN
9/16/1984 C061 LET MANDAN RULING REST
10/04/1984 C042 JANKLOW WON'T OPPOSE POWER LINE
12/29/1984 C033 MANDAN DEADLINE
3/30/1985 coil NEBRASKA UTILITY BOARD PULLS PLUG ON MANDAN
3/30/1985 C0I5 STOFFERAHN APPLAUDS DECISION
3/31/1985 A012 MANDAN IS DEAD, POWER FIRM SAYS
4/02/1985 AlOl DEATH OF MANDAN LINE IS A LESSON (ED)
4/03/1985 B021 SHE'S GLAD MANDAN HAS FALLEN
4/16/1985 B021 MANDAN MIGHT BE REVIVED
5/15/1985 B021 HEARING ON MANDAN SCHEDULED IN NEBRASKA
9/04/1987 C021 TO GROUND FEAR OVER POWER LINES
7/24/1990 C031 HEALTH CONCERNS STOP PLANS FOR POWER LINE
12/13/1990 A013 3fP0LE FOREST
2/22/1990 A0I2 ^CHAMPION OVER CANCER
2/22/1990 C012 CHEMOTHERAPY ENDS--BOY GETS NEW START
12/03/1991 A012 ^APARTMENT BLAZE SENDS FIREFIGHTERS TO HOSPITAL
12/04/1991 A012 ^FIREFIGHTER PULLED FROM FIERY DEATH
7/02/1992 coil SDSU VICE PRESIDENT TAKES JOB IN OHIO
12/17/1989 A02I ND WARDEN HIGHLIGHTS REHABILITATION
7/14/1989 B012 5eGATHER TO DANCE IN STEPS OF ANCESTORS
11/18/1989 coil SCHOOL DISTRICT HOSTS ITS FINAL POW WOW
5/15/1990 coil POWWOW SET FOR WEEKEND
5/20/1990 A012 *RECONCILIATION POWWOW
7/22/1990 D013 *FATHER-AND-SON TRADITION
8/24/1990 BOll POWWOW INTENDED FOR EVERYONE
2/22/1991 C033 CLUB TO PUT ON POWWOW SATURDAY
2/24/1991 E035 *400 SDSU STUDENTS WOWED BY POWWOW
2/26/1991 C033 VERMILLION POWWOW TO HONOR GULF SOLDIERS
3/12/1991 C032 VICTORY RALLY, POWWOW PLANNED IN MISSION
4/15/1991 A051 ^EVERYONE IS WELCOME AT WACIPI
4/17/1991 C033 MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO POWWOW THEFT
5/17/1991 coil POWWOW TO HONOR GULF WAR VETERANS
6/09/1991 F012 *WACIPI SEASON
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6/21/1991 C032 WAKTEGLI CEREMONY IS SCHEDULED JULY 5-6
7/08/1991 BG36 MED STUDENTS USE POWWOW FOR HEALTH TESTS
10/12/1991 BOll POWWOW WILL HIGHLIGHT NATIVE AMERICAN DAY
lO/lA/1991 A012 3eDRESSED FOR THE OCCASION
10/24/1991 A081 GREAT PLAINS POW WOW A RICH EXPERIENCE (L)
1/14/1992 coil NEW YEAR'S POWWOW SATURDAY IN VERMILLION
3/01/1992 F032 ^HUNDREDS CELEBRATE AT POW-WOW
3/14/1992 C031 POWWOW RESCHEDULED DUE TO SPRING BREAK
4/07/1992 C031 CULTURAL PROGRAM TO FEATURE POWWOW
6/08/1992 C021 POWWOW TO FEATURE SINGER WHITE EAGLE
7/20/1992 B022 *CLOUDY POWWOW
8/01/1992 A055 OGLALA POWWOW BEGINS THURSDAY
8/01/1992 A075 PINE RIDGE POWWOW HELPS CELEBRATE INDIAN TRADITIONS
10/04/1992 F021 POWWOW IS HIGHLIGHT OF WEEKLONG FESTIVAL
10/11/1992 Foil POWWOW SET AT COLISEUM
4/18/1984 D015 JANKLOW MUST MEET WITH COLLEGE BIDDERS
4/20/1984 A012 MONEY TROUBLE POSSIBLE
4/25/1984 D051 POYZER SEEKS INVESTORS FOR COLLEGE BID
4/26/1984 A016 SAVING SCHOOL NOW A MISSION FOR POYZERS
3/19/1991 A052 *LIVING WITH DIABETES
6/29/1982 B041 NEW POISON WILL HELP CONTROL SD PRAIRIE DOGS
7/25/1982 B051 CALLING ALL PRAIRIE DOGS
8/07/1982 C031 NEW CHEMICAL CONTROLS PRAIRIE DOGS
8/27/1982 C053 PRAIRIE DOGS DIG UP CONTROVERSY IN SD
9/30/1982 C054 PRAIRIE DOG IMAGE IMPEDES CONTROL PROGRAM
1/18/1983 A014 A WORLD CHAMPION PRAIRIE DOG SHOOT
6/01/1983 C031 PRAIRIE DOGS MAY BE CUTE, BUT NO LAUGHING MATTER
10/19/1983 C031 PRAIRIE DOG POPULATION DOWN
11/02/1983 C043 *HOGAN WANTS POISON OK'D FOR PRAIRIE DOGS
12/13/1983 C045 STATE WANTS STRYCHNINE DECISION REVERSED
4/29/1984 B055 PRAIRIE DOG HUNTING UP IN STATE
10/26/1984 C035 PRAIRIE DOG POISON STOLEN
10/31/1984 D061 DISCUSS CONTROL OF PRAIRIE DOGS
5/12/1985 C091 BIA POISON THIEF GETS FIVE-YEAR PRISON TERM
7/29/1985 BOll STATE SEEKS TO USE BANNED POISON ON PRAIRIE DOGS
9/03/1985 C033 STATE ASKS TO USE PRAIRIE DOG POISON
11/21/1986 B012 PRAIRIE DOGS DIG SPECIAL SOUND OF BLUEGRASS
8/02/1987 B074 OKLAHOMA WORKS TO SAVE PRAIRIE DOGS
11/22/1991 C031 PRAIRIE DOG VITAL TO FOOD CHAIN
5/20/1992 C012 KON THE LOOKOUT
7/14/1992 D031 PRAIRIE DOG TOWNS GROWING, SPREADING EAST
9/23/1992 B022 PRAIRIE DOGS CATCH ON AS PETS
3/19/1984 A115 PRAIRIE FREEDOM CENTER GETS GRANT
4/20/1988 B012 REHABILITATION CENTER'S ATTEMPT
3/07/1987 A054 ^WEEKEND TRIP TO SHOW PLANNED
7/14/1985 E012 56WORKERS PUT COMPANY PRIDE ON DISPLAY
6/20/1992 A012 PRAIRIE MARKET TO CLOSE AUGUST 1
8/25/1992 A061 PEOPLE SHOULD HAVE SAY IN CLOSING (L)
9/04/1989 A071 PLAYHOUSE DONATIONS
10/15/1989 C021 MADISON PLAYHOUSE EXCAVATION BEGINS
11/11/1988 C012 PRAIRIE REP, STATE ART COUNCIL TO REMAIN
11/20/1988 EOll REPERTORY THEATER TO BUILD NEW HOME
4/28/1989 B012 PRAIRIE REP WANTS SUMMER HOME AT MADISON SCHOOL
7/14/1989 BOll 'CINDERELLA' IS PRAIRIE REPS 1ST KIDS SHOW
7/27/1989 B016 CINDERELLA IN SONG
7/28/1989 B012 DIDN'T QUITE GET A NEW THEATER
1/26/1990 BOll WHERE THERE'S SMOKE
6/22/1990 B012 XCOMING HOME TO THE PRAIRIE
6/22/1990 B013 CAST STUMBLES IN 'OKLAHOMA'
7/07/1990 A052 UNEVEN MAGIC IN 'WIZARD OF OZ'
7/19/1990 B012 FARCE IS PRAIRIE REP'S BEST EFFORT
7/20/1990 B021 K'RUN FOR YOUR WIFE' CLOSES TONIGHT
6/20/1991 A073 XPRAIRIE REP TELLS 'STEEL MAGNOLIAS'
7/12/1991 B012 *BRAND-NEW PLAYHOUSE
7/15/1991 A072 NEW THEATER TAKES ITS BOWS
7/03/1992 B061 LEAD ACTOR, PRAIRIE REP PUT ENERGY INTO 'STUDS'
6/10/1983 BOll XPRAIRIE VILLAGE--A PEEK INTO THE PAST
8/19/1983 B065 PRAIRIE VILLAGE PLANS THRESHING EVENT
5/22/1986 coil PRAIRIE VILLAGE TO OPEN SATURDAY MORNING
8/28/1988 A012 9€ENGINE COLLECTOR LOVES GETTING STEAMED
5/10/1990 C043 XPRAIRIE VILLAGE BRINGS PAST TO LIFE
7/26/1990 C031 PRAIRIE VILLAGE HOME TO FIDDLERS MUSEUM
6/03/1992 C021 PRAIRIE VILLAGE GETS DEADWOOD LOCOMOTIVE
6/21/1992 C042 STEAM TRAIN FROM DEADWOOD NOW IN MADISON
8/30/1992 F012 36FORKING IT OVER
3/09/1991 A012 *HUSBAND CHARGED IN WIFE'S SLAYING
3/12/1991 coil DE SMET WOMAN DIED IN STRANGULATION
3/14/1991 coil MURDER SUSPECT PLEADS INSANITY
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6/25/1991 C031 JUDGE STEPS DOWN FROM PRATT TRIAL
2/15/1992 CD15 DE SMET MURDER SUSPECT NOT COMPETENT
10/23/1992 B012 DE SMET MAN GETS 100 YEARS
3/05/1986 A012 X'PRAVADA' COMES TO SIOUX FALLS
6/25/1992 A033 SF PASTOR NOT SHOCKED BY RULING
7/26/1992 D015 PRAYER BAN QUESTIONED
8/29/1992 A083 *SERENITY PRAYER CUTS STRESS
2/19/1986 B021 STORE FOUNDER, EX-SENATOR DIES AT AGE 90
2/03/1983 C05A GIVE COUNTIES HALF OF PREDATOR COSTS
2/20/1987 COAl BILL WOULD TRANSFER PREDATOR CONTROL PROGRAM
12/19/1989 A082 PREDATORS COSTLY FOR FARMERS (L)
3/13/1990 A083 PREDATOR CONTROL STUDIES ARE GOOFY (L)
6/2^/1991 B031 80-ACRE REFUGE ENCLOSED IN ELECTRICAL FENCE
11/17/1992 C031 5€INCREASE IN PREDATORS CONCERN FOR MANY
3/22/1983 A053 5€0NE-THIRD OF PREGNANT WOMEN SMOKE
8/06/1983 B013 LILLY 8 CO REMAINS IN PREGNANCY-DRUG CASE
8/10/1983 coil JUDGE WILL RULE TODAY ON MOTIONS IN LAWSUIT
8/11/1983 COAA LEGAL MOTIONS DELAY WOMAN'S DES LAWSUIT
9/11/1983 AOIA RIGHTS OF THE UNBORN
1/16/198'!! BOll *THE ODDS AREN'T WORTH THE HIGHS
1/22/1984 C032 FETAL ALCOHOL SYNDROME, A SERIOUS PROBLEM (L)
4/26/1985 C021 COUNTY HAS STEEP TEEN PREGNANCY RATE
5/19/1985 DOll 3eTEEN PREGNANCY--FIRST IN A SERIES
5/20/1985 A071 XTEEN PREGNANCY--SECOND IN A SERIES
5/21/1985 A051 KTEEN PREGNANCY--LAST IN A SERIES
5/22/1985 AlOl TEEN PREGNANCY RATE TOO HIGH FOR COMFORT (ED)
5/23/1985 coil LITTON WORKERS--POLICY HURTS PREGNANT WOMAN
1/16/1986 B021 WEEK--PREVENTABLE BIRTH DEFECT
1/28/1986 A012 BOY'OR GIRL--YOUR CHOICE
5/09/1986 C022 RIGHT TO SUE IN UNBORN CHILD'S DEATH
8/24/1986 FOll COUNSELORS, TEENS DISAGREE ON MESSAGE
9/26/1986 AlOl SONG LYRICS DESERVE BROADER INTERPRETATION (L)
11/15/1986 C021 SDSU GETS MONEY FOR PREGNANCY PAMPHLET
12/30/1986 A084 DRINKING HURTS THE UNBORN (L)
1/14/1987 A014 UPHOLDS LAW SECURING MATERNITY LEAVES
1/15/1987 B014 SD FIRMS SET TERMS FOR PREGNANCY
4/22/1987 B013 WELFARE DIRECTOR ADVISES AGAINST PREGNANCY AID
6/22/1987 C012 TEEN MOTHERS' PROGRAM TO GET 2ND LOOK
7/07/1987 A012 EDUCATION OVER DISTRIBUTION OF BIRTH CONTROL
7/13/1987 A083 EDUCATOR OPPOSES CONTRACEPTIVE STAND (L)
11/22/1987 A091 TEEN-AGERS NEED TOOLS TO PREVENT PREGNANCY (L)
4/04/1988 A074 PREGNANT WOMEN'S GROUP BEGINS
7/21/1988 B012 ^BEARING THE SUMMER HEAT
1/05/1989 A052 KSIGHT THROUGH SOUND WAVES
5/09/1989 A012 ^TECHNOLOGY DELIVERS TWINS TO SF COUPLE
5/16/1989 A072 CLINIC FIGHTS TO PREVENT BIRTH DEFECT
5/16/1989 A075 STATE LAW TO STEM BIRTH DEFECT
5/22/1989 Alll 1 OF 5 ENDS IN MISCARRIAGE
4/16/1990 A081 BEHAVIOR, ATTITUDES INFLUENCE PREGNAGCIES (L)
7/16/1990 C012 SUPPORT FOR DRUG-ADDICTED MOMS
10/08/1990 A091 CALL DOCTOR IF BLEEDING STARTS
3/16/1991 coil TOLL-FREE NUMBER AIDS PREGNANT WOMEN
4/13/1991 C031 RESEARCHER URGES EDUCATION ON FETAL ALCOHOL SYNDROME
8/06/1991 A012 WOMAN TO BEAR HER OWN GRANDCHILDREN
8/07/1991 A012 ^SURROGATE MOM--IT SEEMS NATURAL
9/11/1991 C015 MARRIED INMATES CONCEIVE CHILD
10/31/1991 C012 SURVEY TARGETS FEMALE SMOKERS
11/10/1992 D013 CRAVINGS USUALLY HARMLESS, DOCTORS CAN'T EXPLAIN
12/18/1989 B012 TURNER COUNTY AUDITOR 'ON HOLD'
12/20/1989 C021 TURNER COUNTY AUDITOR HIRES LAWYER
2/08/1990 A012 TURNER COMMISSIONERS WANT AUDITOR OUT
8/20/1990 C033 KMECKLING PAINTER LEAVES MARK ACROSS STATE
11/23/1987 A012 ^PARKER MAN PUTS PAST ON DISPLAY
7/01/1990 C033 KPARKER MUSEUM BRINGS BACK THE OL' TIMES
4/22/1988 D013 *DENIES CONTRACT TO WINNING WILMOT COACH
12/12/1992 A051 *WOMAN HAS THING FOR ROADRUNNERS
6/24/1982 C041 *PROF BEGINS RESEARCH WITH $20,000 FED GRANT
4/30/1982 C012 KPRAIRIE PYROTECHNICS
10/20/1983 B054 KWILKINSON CROWNED AT HOMECOMING
3/13/1985 D021 WORK, FAITH PUTS SCHOOL IN THE BLACK
5/19/1985 C021 NURSING PROGRAM TO COME TO SF
11/26/1986 C021 SCHOOL RECEIVES GRANT TO START NURSING DEGREE
12/02/1987 BOll COLLEGE GETS OK FOR NURSING MAJOR
4/02/1988 C021 PRESENTATION'S PRESIDENT TO RESIGN
8/19/1988 coil BROTHER TO LEAD PRESENTATION COLLEGE
2/01/1989 coil ^PRESENTATION COLLEGE HEAD TO BE SWORN IN
2/04/1989 C026 NEW PRESIDENT DRAWS PRAISE
4/16/1989 C044 TO OFFER FOUR-YEAR NURSING DEGREES
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7/12/1990 C031 PRESENTATION COLLEGE PRESIDENT LEAVING
5/19/1991 C031 SCHOOL PLANS EXPANDED SATELLITE PROGRAM
7/2<i/1991 coil BODINE NAMED CEO
11/1<»/1991 C021 PRESENTATION COLLEGE INAUGURATES PRESIDENT
5/10/1992 F021 UNION PETITION FILED AT ABERDEEN COLLEGE
5/29/1992 C031 UNION DROPS PLAN TO ORGANIZE FACULTY
12/0<i/1992 BOll PRESENTATION COLLEGE PRESIDENT RESIGNS
12/15/1991 A012 *NURSING SPIRITUAL NEEDS
12/15/1991 A031 *CATHOLIC HOSPITALS OFFER PASTORAL CARE
5/01/1988 N053 (SEC BB) *NUN'S GOOD DEEDS MADE STATE SMARTER
7/16/1988 A091 SISTERS ADOPT NEW MISSION STATEMENT
<t/30/1989 BB06 PRESENTATION SISTERS HELP STATE
5/17/1989 A012 GROUP OFFERS HOPE FOR RURAL CLINICS
5/2<i/1989 C023 PRESENTATION SISTERS FACE $2 MILLION LOSS
7/15/1989 A071 ^PRESENTATION ORDER HONORS 8 NUNS
4/29/1990 C031 CALIFORNIANS SENTENCED TO PRISON FOR SCAM
9/01/1990 C035 ABERDEEN NUNS RENEW THEIR $2 1 MILLION CLAIM
2/20/1991 coil NUNS LOSE APPEAL TO RECOVER MONEY
3/20/1991 C033 NUNS WANT REVIEW OF CREDIT UNION LOSS
12/02/1991 A012 ^COMMITMENT CALL TO FEWER WOMEN
12/18/1991 A123 PORTRAYAL OF SISTERS ACCURATE, CHALLENGING (L)
12/31/1991 A064 PRESENTATION SISTERS ACTIVE IN SF (L)
4/09/1992 C022 NUNS' CLAIM FOR $21 MILLION REJECTED
2/08/1982 C041 PRESERVATION PROGRAM'S FACE MONEY WOES
11/09/1986 coil PRESERVATION BOARD GETS GRANT
1/12/1987 A071 '87 GRANT APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
7/13/1987 A074 PRESERVATION BOARD NEEDS PHOTOS
1/25/1988 A074 GROUP PRESERVES PARKS' HISTORY
10/24/1988 BOll WORKSHOP EXAMINES HISTORIC RESTORATION
9/19/1990 coil PRESERVATION BOARD PLANS MEETING TODAY
10/23/1991 B016 TRUE PUBLICATION SITE IS DOWN STREET
10/24/1991 C035 GROUPS WANT CONDITIONS PLACED ON CITY'S GIFT
11/25/1991 coil DEADWOOD COMMISSION OK'S RESTORATION FUNDS
6/05/1992 C031 LEAD GROUP URGES TOWN PRESERVATION
10/04/1992 F021 PRESHO WINS PIECE OF THE BLARNEY STONE
2/15/1982 coil MOST SF OFFICES, BANKS CLOSED TODAY
2/19/1984 C103 POST OFFICE WILL BE CLOSED PRESIDENT'S DAY
2/15/1987 coil OFFICES TO CLOSE ON MONDAY HOLIDAY
2/13/1988 AOll OFFICES WILL CLOSE MONDAY FOR HOLIDAY
2/16/1989 coil MANY OFFICES CLOSED FOR PRESIDENTS DAY
2/19/1989 A091 LINCOLN WORDS STILL APPLY (L)
2/20/1989 AOll HOLIDAY CLOSES OFFICES, BANKS
2/16/1991 coil CITY OFFICES, SCHOOLS TO CLOSE MONDAY
2/18/1991 coil GOVERNMENT OFFICES CLOSED FOR HOLIDAY
9/14/1985 C013 YANKTON MAN TO RECEIVE PRESIDENTIAL MEDAL
9/15/1985 C015 ^TRUCKER GETS MEDAL OF HONOR
9/13/1990 C034 JfHARRISBURG TEEN CHOSEN PRESIDENTIAL SCHOLAR
3/05/1991 C012 PRESLER REPLACES KENDLE AS AUGUSTANA WRESTLING COACH
1/08/1985 A012 XAREA FAN STILL LOVES HIM TENDER
1/08/1985 BOll ^STAGEHANDS RECALL LAST STAND IN ARENA
11/27/1986 coil MAN WANTS TO NAME ARENA FOR PRESLEY
8/10/1987 A081 ELVIS' LASTING POPULARITY (ED)
8/27/1988 A081 ^MEMORIES SURE ARE ALIVE
8/17/1989 B012 ^THOUSANDS STILL STUCK ON PRESLEY
8/17/1989 B014 SIOUX FALLS CONCERT 55 DAYS BEFORE DEATH
8/07/1990 A052 ELVIS LEGEND LIVES IN STURGIS
3/07/1992 A081 ^DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
12/19/1992 A041 ^DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
4/15/1982 D021 KSD PRESS ASSOCIATION--SENSE OF HISTORY (ED)
4/30/1982 C051 SD PRESS ASSN TO MEET IN PIERRE
2/01/1987 A081 OPEN MEETINGS LAW NEEDS TO BE PATCHED UP (ED)
7/22/1990 D013 *PRESSLER'S FATHER, 74, DIES
7/24/1984 A012 PRESSLERS MAY LOSE FAMILY FARM
11/14/1984 D031 COURT OK'S DAN PRESSLER'S REORGANIZATION
3/19/1985 A012 ^SQUEEZE ON FAMILY FARM COMES TO DOORSTEP
8/20/1982 A015 WASHINGTON MEETS HARRIET PRESSLER
1/02/1982 B025 SAYS PRESSLER ATTENTIVE TO NEEDS OF VETERANS (L)
1/06/1982 C013 PRESSLER WANTS S DAKOTAN CONSIDERED FOR JUDGESHIP
1/08/1982 C012 PRESSLER THREATENS FILIBUSTER OVER COURT NOMINEE
1/10/1982 B031 9fSD LAWMAKERS REBUKE FARM BILL
1/12/1982 C061 PRESSLER--FEDS COMMITTED TO IMPACT AID
1/13/1982 B043 PRESSLER AIDE--AID CUTS EXAGGERATED
1/15/1982 C031 AIDE EXPLAINS PRESSLER'S TRIP SHIFT
1/16/1982 A015 5CPRESSLER DETAINED IN POLAND
1/18/1982 A012 XPRESSLER MISTAKEN FOR TV INTERVIEWER
1/20/1982 C021 PRESSLER AND POLAND (ED)
1/26/1982 BOll *PRESSLER--RESOLVE SOVIET-AMERICAN RACE
1/27/1982 B051 SD DELEGATION ASKS, 'WHAT ABOUT FARMERS'
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1/29/1982 0031 PRESSLER BILL WIPES OUT TAX DEDUCTIONS
2/11/1982 D031 PRESSLER AGAINST POLAND LOAN PLAN
2/I3/I982 A013 ^PRESSLER LABELED BLABBERMOUTH
2/17/1982 A033 PRESSLER OPPOSES WEAPON SALE TO JORDON
2/19/1982 A075 FLAWS FORCED OPPOSITION TO USED-CAR RULE
2/21/1982 BOAl PRESSLER RATED 91 PERCENT FROM FARMERS
2/25/1982 DGAl PRESSLER TELLS REAGAN FARMERS ANGRY
3/06/1982 BOAl PRESSLER ASKS REAGAN FOR MEETING
3/09/1982 B021 PRESSLER'S SURVEY DEPICTS SD MOOD CED)
3/10/1982 coil PRESSLER, DASCHLE STILL WAITING TO MEET WITH REAGAN
3/12/1982 A021 PRESSLER WOULD HAVE VOTED FOR EXPULSION
3/14/1982 B031 PRESSLER WORKS FOR WEB COMPROMISE BILL (L)
3/19/1982 A012 KPRESSLER--REAGAN'S OUT OF TOUCH
3/22/1982 C023 WHAT GOOD IS A 'SEXY SENATOR' CSHREINER)
3/23/1982 C041 PRESSLER OPPOSES CUT IN IMPACT AID
3/25/1982 D051 PRESSLER CO-SPONSORS HOUSING BILL
3/28/1982 B031 KSCRIBNER DISPUTES SCHREINER'S COLUMN
3/29/1982 A015 GAINING SENORITY, SEN PRESSLER
3/29/1982 B021 PRESSLER CRITICISM OF REAGAN 'HAREBRAINED' (L)
4/03/1982 B021 PRESSLER CRITICIZED FOR VIEWS ON TAX CUT (L)
4/04/1982 C041 XPRESSLER SPONSORS INTEREST-REDUCTION BILL
4/07/1982 B013 XPICKETERS QUIT WITHOUT SEEING WATT
4/09/1982 coil KPRESSLER URGES TOUGHER EXPORT TRADE POLICY
4/09/1982 C023 PRESSLER SAYS HIS VIEWS HELP REAGAN (L)
4/10/1982 BOll FARMTRADE BILL DRAWS REACTION (HENSHAW)
4/23/1982 C031 PRESSLER TO BE IN 2 AREA ROAD RACES
5/02/1982 C021 FAVORABLE PRESSLER ARTICLE NOT NOTICED (L)
5/16/1982 A013 9ePRESSLER HAS RUNNING IN HIS BLOOD
- 5/17/1982 B023 1ST PRIZE--NO POLITICIANS, 2ND PRIZE--2 OF 'EM
5/21/1982 coil SPEECHES AND ARTICLES PAY OFF BIG
5/21/1982 C015 PRESSLER MIGHT TAKE GROUP TO SOVIET UNION
5/22/1982 C023 PRESSLER BLASTED FOR SIDING WITH BRITIAN (L)
5/27/1982 A012 PRESSLER TAKES 5TH MAJOR TRIP
5/29/1982 B024 PRESSLER SUPPORTED ON FALKLANDS STAND (L)
6/01/1982 coil SF ARMS CONTROL APPEAL MAY GO TO BREZHNEV
6/03/1982 A015 PRESSLER--SOVIETS WANT NEW GRAIN PACT
6/09/1982 A013 ^PRESSLER SAYS SOVIETS WANT MORE GRAIN
6/13/1982 C023 CRITICISM OF PRESSLER ON FALKLANDS DISPUTED (L)
6/17/1982 A015 PRESSLER FINDS SITUATION A LITTLE TOO TAXING
6/18/1982 C023 PRESSLER ANSWERS FALKLANDS CRITICISM (L)
6/22/1982 B051 HINCKLEY CASE COULD CHANGE INSANITY PLEA
6/25/1982 A015 PRESSLER ACTS OVER HINCKLEY
6/29/1982 B014 *86 PERCENT LIKE PRESSLER, POLL SAYS
7/01/1982 D021 PRESSLER'S INSANITY BILL MUST GET BY CONGRESS (ED)
7/09/1982 A014 PRESSLER URGES CAUTION IN SENDING SOLDIERS
7/09/1982 C012 *PRESSLER'S DAD BELIEVED TO BE VICTIM OF SENILITY
7/11/1982 EOll *BN HAS STRANGLEHOLD ON SD, PRESSLER SAYS
7/12/1982 C023 PRESSLER'S VIEWPOINT ON HINCKLEY DISPUTED (L)
7/14/1982 C031 PRESSLER TO ASK SHULTZ ABOUT ETSI
7/15/1982 A013 *SET-ASIDE A FLOP IN SD
7/15/1982 C051 *PRESSLER--MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS' EFFECTS
7/16/1982 coil PRESSLER, ROBERTS URGE REAGAN TO SUPPORT GRAIN
7/16/1982 C023 PRESSLER ANSWERS CRITICS OF INSANITY PLEA (L)
7/18/1982 B021 *SHULTZ SUCCESSFUL IN TURNING PRESSLER'S QUERIES
7/23/1982 A013 FBI CHASTISED FOR OFFERING BRIBE TO PRESSLER
7/24/1982 A012 *PRESSLER MARRIES MARYLAND WOMAN
7/24/1982 C023 WHY PRESSLER BACKED DISABLED VET'S BILL (L)
7/26/1982 A015 PRESSLER URGES HABIB TO RESIGN
7/30/1982 A134 SILENCE IS GOLDEN
8/12/1982 C031 PRESSLER CRITICAL OF GRAIN STORAGE PLAN
8/26/1982 C025 PRESSLER PRAISES DELL RAPIDS SHOW (L)
8/31/1982 A013 *SVETLANA SEES ALL INCLUDING PRESSLER WEDDING
9/09/1982 C041 PRESSLER TO ATTEND HEARINGS ON WATER RIGHTS
9/15/1982 A012 *SEN PRESSLER WRANGLES WITH JEAN-MAKER
9/15/1982 C041 PRESSLER ENDORSES FOOD GIVEAWAY PLAN
9/18/1982 A024 PRESSLER OUTSDIDE INCOME §26,150 DURING '81
9/24/1982 C021 PRESSLER TELLS WHY HE VOTED FOR TAX BILL (L)
9/28/1982 B023 ^RETURNING MARINES TO BERUIT IS US RISK
10/11/1982 C031 PRESSLER PRAISES THE FEDERAL RESERVE DECISION
10/14/1982 C031 PRESSLER REQUESTS MORE WEB MONEY
10/19/1982 C025 PRESSLER PRAISED
10/22/1982 A012 REAGAN MAY CHANGE MIND ON EMINENT DOMAIN
11/01/1982 C081 PRESSLER BACKS WEATHER STATIONS
11/02/1982 B024 PRESSLER PRAISES ARGUS FOR ARTICLE ON DISEASE (L)
11/03/1982 C042 SEN 8 MRS LARRY PRESSLER VISIT HEADQUARTERS
11/10/1982 C031 PRESSLER RECEIVES TOURISM AWARD
11/11/1982 C061 PRESSLER--QUICK GRAIN ACTION NEEDED
11/19/1982 C021 1984 POLITICAL CASTING IS EARLY, BUT EXPECTED (ED)
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11/21/1982 C031 ONLY 5 OF 23 SD SENATORS FROM WEST RIVER
11/28/1982 BOAl PRESSLER WANTS LOOPHOLE CLOSED
11/29/1982 coil PRESSLER--WE CAN END MOVE TO CLOSE HATCHERY
12/04/1982 C071 PRESSLER SEES NO 84 SENATE THREATS
12/09/1982 C012 MONEY FOR MX COULD BE BETTER SPENT
12/11/1982 C021 PRESSLER SAYS IT BEST--A SIGNAL FOR PENTAGON (ED)
12/17/1982 C061 KSAYS REPORT CLEARS HIM OF ABSCAM
12/21/1982 A016 IT'S ALL IN A DAY'S AND NIGHT'S WORK
12/24/1982 C014 IT'S A PLUS FOR SD, ABDNOR, PRESSLER SAY
1/05/1983 D023 PRESSLER--HIGHWAY TAX BILL WILL BENEFIT (L)
1/07/1983 B041 PRESSLER TO TEACH SOCIAL STUDIES CLASS
1/09/1983 B041 SOVIET SATELLITE UNDERSCORES NEED FOR BAN
1/09/1983 B043 RAPID CITY 6TH GRADERS GRILL PRESSLER
1/25/1983 B023 PRESSLER BACKS NUCLEAR FREEZE (L)
1/31/1983 B031 PRESSLER WANTS GASOHOL TAX EXEMPTION
2/06/1983 C033 PRESSLER TO MCENEANEY (YEAGER)
2/09/1983 C031 PRESSLER TO SEEK RE-ELECTION IN '84
2/10/1983 A013 PRESSLER FAULTS WHITE HOUSE STAFF
2/16/1983 B051 CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY CITES PRESSLER
2/18/1983 C031 PRESSLER WANTS HONEY TARIFF RAISED
2/19/1983 A013 KPRESSLER--PARTY NOT RELATED TO ADELMAN
2/24/1983 C051 PRESSLER-EROS TRANSFER MAY COST TAXPAYERS
3/03/1983 C031 BILL CREATES ELDERLY HOUSING OFFICE
3/05/1983 B033 PRESSLER WANTS TO PROTECT LAND
3/07/1983 B031 PRESSLER'S TOURISM BILL SUPPORTED
3/09/1983 A033 COST-SAVING PLAN COULD COST SD
3/10/1983 C041 LAWMAKER SATELLITE SALE OK SOUGHT
3/13/1983 B021 ^SATELLITE COMMERCIALIZATION QUESTION CRUCIAL
3/18/1983 D036 WHY ARE INTEREST RATES HIGH'
3/18/1983 D041 PRESSLER WILL BE LINCOLN DAY SPEAKER
3/24/1983 A015 KPRESSLER--NO BLANK CHECK FOR PENTAGON
3/29/1983 BOll ^SENATORS AGREE ON BUDGET CUTS
3/30/1983 coil KPRESSLER LEARNS FROM SCHOOL TALK
4/02/1983 A022 PRESSLER--PANEL SHOULD PINPOINT MX DEPLOYMENT
4/03/1983 coil 3CFARMERS CAN USE GRAIN FOR DEBTS
4/04/1983 BOll PRESSLER WANTS MORE TREES PLANTED
4/08/1983 C036 PRESSLER NAMES INTERN FOR SENIOR CITIZEN
4/10/1983 A032 KPRESSLER--WE'RE GOING IN CIRCLES WITH MX PLAN
4/10/1983 C031 ^EXCELLENT, LOW-COST SD SKI RESORTS
4/15/1983 A012 ADELMAN GETS ABDNOR'S BUT NOT PRESSLER'S
4/18/1983 B021 JANKLOW, PRESSLER HAVE OWN MISSIONS TO PURSUE (ED)
4/18/1983 B031 PRESSLER BILL HELPS RURAL FIREFIGHTERS
4/18/1983 B031 SENATOR PLANS MEETING WITH FARMERS
4/24/1983 C051 SOVIET GRAIN DEAL ENCOURAGES PRESSLER
4/27/1983 C045 PRESSLER, DEM LEADER CLASH ON WITHHOLDING PLAN
4/28/1983 C032 DEM LEADER--PRESSLER MISSED VOTES
5/06/1983 A016 PRESSLER HAS 8 GRADUATION TALKS
5/15/1983 B071 PRESSLER PLANS HEARINGS ON INCREASING TOURISM
5/18/1983 A012 ESTATE LAWMAKERS LIKE SOVIET GRAIN DEAL
5/20/1983 A071 GUIDELINES FOR CONSUMERS UNDER ATTACK (HENSHAW)
5/20/1983 C032 SD SENATORS DISCLOSE INCOMES (HENSHAW)
5/21/1983 BOll KBAKER VISITS STATE TO HELP PRESSLER'S RE-ELECTION
5/26/1983 A014 SOVIETS WILL SEE WE'RE SERIOUS ABOUT MX
5/28/1983 B031 5fPRESSLER--W0RK ETHIC MUST BE REVIVED
5/30/1983 coil KPRESSLER SPEAKS AT PROGRAM TODAY
5/30/1983 C021 DASCHLE, PRESSLER HAVE YEAR TO SEEK RESULTS (ED)
5/31/1983 C012 *PRESSLER--KEEP STRONG NATIONAL DEFENSE
6/09/1983 C031 36HE MAY CHALLENGE PRESSLER
6/10/1983 C012 PRESSLER--PIK A SHORT-TERM SOLUTION
6/20/1983 BOll PRESSLER--VIETNAM VETS ARE GETTING RESPECT
6/27/1983 C041 PRESSLER BILL CONSOLIDATES 2 FEDERAL AGENCIES
6/30/1983 A016 PRESSLER, ABDNOR SUPPORT AG BUDGET
6/30/1983 C023 KUS WRONG TO REJECT FRENCH TECHNOLOGY
7/03/1983 B061 PRESSLER--GRAIN TALKS NEED HIGH LEVEL OFFICIALS
7/05/1983 C041 *PRESSLER--GOP MUST BE OPEN ABOUT BOOK
7/06/1983 C041 PRESSLER WANTS REGULATIONS FOR PRESCRIPTION USE
7/15/1983 C023 EWORLD FACES ANOTHER DARK AGE THREAT
7/22/1983 C032 AIDE GIVES PRESSLER CREDIT FOR ABDNOR BILL
7/23/1983 B041 WILLIAMS--ABDNOR, PRESSLER SHOULDN'T BICKER
7/31/1983 C032 DISSENT BETWEEN PRESSLER, ABDNOR CRITICIZED (L)
8/14/1983 coil 3€SWITCH TO GREEN MAY BE SIGN OF SPRUCED UP IMAGE
8/14/1983 C041 PRESSLER WILL SPEAK AT CEREMONY IN SIOUX FALLS
8/20/1983 B021 REACH OUT AND TOUCH SOMEONE IN A HOME (L)
8/23/1983 coil HEARINGS SET ON SMALL-TOWN NURSING HOMES
8/26/1983 coil PRESSLER, DASCHLE RAISING BIG BUCKS
8/28/1983 C081 PRESSLER PREPARES FOR START OF CAMPAIGN
8/30/1983 B013 KPRESSLER HEARS ELDERLY'S PROBLEMS
9/02/1983 coil ATTACK SHOWS SOVIETS CAN'T BE TRUSTED
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9/02/1983 coil PRESSLER WINS TRACTOR PULL AT STATE FAIR
9/13/1983 B023 KCABINET MEMBER'S VISIT IMPORTANT TO EDUC
9/17/1983 B022 VOTERS DESERVE PRESSLER'S ANSWER ON FREEZE (L)
9/18/1983 C032 PRESSLER AGAINST FCC POLICY (L)
9/21/1983 BOll COMMITTEE OKS PRESSLER PLAN ON SATELLITES
9/21/1983 B051 XPLAN TO HELP SUPPLIERS HURT BY PIK
9/23/1983 C023 3€THE1R FUTURE'S ON THE LINE TODAY
9/25/1983 C03A PRESSLER RAPS PHONE RATES (L)
9/27/1983 A015 SOVIETS MUST MATCH REAGAN'S INITIATIVE
9/28/1983 A016 PRESSLER WOULD SUPPORT WATT IN SENATE VOTE
9/28/1983 coil ^POLITICAL BOOK THROWS BRICKBATS, BOUQUETS
9/29/1983 C031 SATELLITES NEED TO BE MODERNIZED
10/03/1983 BOAl INTEREST RATE HEARING RESCHEDULED
lO/OA/1983 B022 3fBlLL SAVES MONEY FOR PHONE CUSTOMERS
10/10/1983 COAl KPRESSLER HAS FALL PLANS IN SOUTH DAKOTA
10/15/1983 COIA PRESSLER INVITES INTERIOR NOMINEE TO STATE
10/15/1983 C035 PRESSLER BILL HELPS RURAL TELEPHONE USERS
10/16/1983 C051 PRESSLER FIGHTS PRIVATE OWNERSHIP
10/18/1983 coil *HEAR1NG EXPLORES HIGH INTEREST RATE
10/18/1983 C0A5 PRESSLER HAS RECORD OF INCONSISTENCY
10/22/1983 B035 PRESSLER PLAN BLOCKING SALE OF SATELLITES
10/26/1983 C033 XSOUTH DAKOTANS FAVOR DEFENSE
11/06/1983 C031 ^DEREGULATION MAY MEAN HIGHER PRICES
11/07/1983 C031 PRESSLER ADDS NAME TO SOCIAL SEC BILL
11/09/1983 C02A ASKED TO SUPPORT TEST MORATORIUM PROPOSAL (L)
11/12/1983 B031 PRESSLER GETS DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD
11/12/1983 B031 PRESSLER PROTESTS 2-MONTH BREAK
11/25/1983 COAl PRESSLER WILL SPEAK AT USD
11/25/1983 COAl PRESSLER URGES PASSAGE OF BILL
11/26/1983 coil AVERAGE ATHLETES NECESSARY
11/30/1983 C051 PRESSLER DOESN'T EXPECT PIK PROGRAM IN '8A
12/05/1983 C031 PRESSLER'S DECEMBER VISITS INCLUDE SF
12/07/1983 AOIA KPRESSLER CALLS FOR INQUIRY
12/08/1983 coil KSHOULD PULL OUT OF LEBANON GRADUALLY
12/16/1983 coil *H1S NEXT SENATE RACE TO BE A TOUGH ONE
12/16/1983 C012 TRUCKING RULES HAVE PUSHED UP COSTS
12/23/1983 coil *LOSS OF LANDSATS COULD MEAN CUT
12/25/1983 C0A5 PRESSLER REQUESTS FUNDING FOR WEB PROJECT
12/28/1983 DOll PRESSLER GEARING TO RUN
12/30/1983 A021 PRESSLER--GAS RATE INCREASE MISLEADING
1/15/198A B031 ^PIPELINES MAY BE ANSWER TO WATER PROBLEMS
1/16/1984 A016 PRESSLER RETURNS EARLY
1/18/1984 D041 ELECTION PROMPTS PRESSLER CRITICISM
1/24/1984 C014 KPRESSLER GUEST OF REDSKINS
1/25/1984 C082 KWATER, DEREGULATION HIGH ON AGENDA
1/29/1984 C031 KACTION NEEDED OR CASH SYSTEM WILL BE RUINED
2/11/1984 B031 PRESSLER WILL ANNOUNCE POLITICAL INTENTIONS
2/16/1984 C061 FARM PROGRAM CHANGES ARE BENEFICIAL
2/17/1984 C051 PRESSLER, SOVIET DIPLOMAT ARGUE
2/18/1984 B015 PRESSLER PLAN FOR WATER PIPELINE
2/19/1984 coil STAKING HEAT ABOUT NATURAL GAS STANCE
2/25/1984 B025 SHOULD HAVE GONE TO SOVIET SYMPOSIUM
2/28/1984 B031 PRESSLER $450,000 FOR SENATE RACE
2/28/1984 B041 PRESSLER GIVES LETTER TO US MARSHAL
2/29/1984 C015 REAGAN'S REMARKS ON INTEREST RATES ANGER
2/29/1984 C071 PRESSLER PROPOSES FARM BARTER AGREEMENTS
3/02/1984 B033 CUNNINGHAM SOUNDS LIKE CANDIDATE
3/04/1984 C051 PRESSLER ASKS CONGRESS TO ASSIST ELDERLY
3/04/1984 C081 GOLDWATER WILL CAMPAIGN FOR PRESSLER
3/09/1984 C023 THOMPSON OFF BASE IN CRITICIZING PRESSLER (L)
3/11/1984 C031 GLAD TO REFUTE ENVOY'S FALSE CHARGES (L)
3/15/1984 C024 AGAINST BILL TO ROLL BACK GAS RATE (L)
3/19/1984 BOll PRESSLER--NATURAL GAS PRICES HURT FARMERS
3/20/1984 C012 3fPRESSLER, DEMOCRATS DISCUSS SPENDING LIMIT
3/22/1984 C032 PRESSLER WANTS RELIGIOUS ACCESS TO SCHOOLS
3/23/1984 coil A BIG JUMP ON PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
3/24/1984 C015 XOPENS CAMPAIGN WITH ATTACK ON PRESSLER
3/25/1984 E031 GOLDWATER COMPLIMENT OF PRESSLER (L)
4/02/1984 C042 ACT TO REMOVE US FROM ARGENTINA BAILOUT
4/03/1984 B051 NATION NEEDS SMALL-BUSINESS MEETING
4/06/1984 C051 PRESSLER PROPOSES CHANGE IN TRUCKING TAXES
4/07/1984 B031 CUNNINGHAM CRITICIZES PRESSLER ATTENDANCE
4/12/1984 C051 PRESSLER TO HOLD FIELD HEARING
4/12/1984 C051 PRESSLER CRITICAL OF HARBOR-MINING
4/15/1984 B014 3fDAYTlME AM RADIO SEEKING LONGER HOURS
4/21/1984 C041 WANTS INVESTIGATION INTO INTEREST RATES
4/25/1984 D021 KEROS WILL BE PERMANENT STATE FIXTURE
5/04/1984 C031 PRESSLER MEETS WITH OFFICIALS ABOUT EROS
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5/04/198A COAX ALLOW CUTTING OF GRASSES ON IDLE ACRES
5/06/198A C061 PRESSLER WILL HOLD MEETING ABOUT DISASTER
5/08/198A C031 PRESSLER COLLECTS MOST CONTRIBUTIONS
5/09/198A C113 ^BUSINESSES HONOR PRESSLER
5/11/198A COAl PRESSLER SAYS INDIAN SCHOOL WILL STAY OPEN
5/12/198A coil XPRESSLER HIT HARDEST DURING DEBATE
5/12/198A CG51 a6C0NSERVATIVE--PRESSLER IS IGNORANT
5/13/198A C023 NO SOLUTIONS BUG SD DELEGATION (YEAGER)
5/15/198A coil PRESSLER SEEKING AID FOR STATE TORNADO VICTIMS
5/19/198A A014 *WHEN PRESSLER TALKS, PEOPLE PAY
5/20/198A COAl PRESSLER WANTS STUDY OF RISING INTEREST RATES
5/23/198A DOll PRESSLER VOTES FOR VETS' BILL
6/11/198A COAl PRESSLER WANTS SODBUSTER PROVISIONS ALTERED
6/13/1984 D013 XPRESSLER TRYS TO TELL REAGAN OF FARM PLIGHT
6/14/1984 C036 PRESSLER WANTS LIMITS ON CANADIAN HOG EXPORTS
6/23/1984 B035 PRESSLER WILL MEET WITH REAGAN ON FLOODING
6/29/1984 coil KPRESSLER, WHITE HOUSE DISAGREE ABOUT VISIT
6/29/1984 C034 PRESSLER DISCUSSES EROS
7/01/1984 C043 ^CUNNINGHAM QUESTIONS PRESSLER MOTIVE
7/03/1984 C015 PRESSLER CALLS FOR RISE IN CREDIT GUARANTEES
7/04/1984 D021 *TALKING ABOUT WEATHER AT THE WHITE HOUSE
7/08/1984 C031 PRESSLER SPONSORSHIP OF ANIMAL BILL PRAISED (L)
7/08/1984 C041 CUNNINGHAM ACCUSES PRESSLER OF AVOIDING DEBATES
7/10/1984 B035 PRESSLER CLAIMS HE IS NOT AVOIDING CUNNINGHAM
7/11/1984 D015 KDEFENDS INTENT OF MEETINGS WITH STATE'S ELDERLY
7/11/1984 D021 FEWER WORDS, MORE ACTION WELCOME (ED)
7/12/1984 C021 PRESSLER SHOULD ANSWER CUNNINGHAM CHARGES (L)
7/21/1984 B022 ARGUS IS UNFAIR TO PRESSLER (L)
7/25/1984 C031 PRESSLER ANNOUNCES FLOOD RELIEF
7/26/1984 C035 SEN PRESSLER TO CHAIR FAMILY FARM HEARINGS
7/28/1984 DOll PRESSLER SEEKS MORE DISASTER ASSISTANCE
7/28/1984 D021 BANKRUPTCY PROBLEM HITS PRESSLER IN HEART (ED)
7/28/1984 D021 STATE LUCKY TO HAVE PRESSLER (L)
7/29/1984 F032 PRESSLER HEADLINE INACCURATE (L)
7/29/1984 F045 CUNNINGHAM BLASTS PRESSLER AS DEBATE DODGER
8/01/1984 D035 PRESSLER PICKS SCRIBNER TO HEAD RE-ELECTION BID
8/02/1984 coil *FARM PARTNERSHIP MISLEADING
8/03/1984 C024 PRESSLER REVELATIONS LAUDED (L)
8/05/1984 A012 2 MAVERICKS WHO BEAT WATERGATE
8/08/1984 A012 3fCUNNINGHAM--PRESSLER IS AVOIDING DEBATE
8/10/1984 coil PANEL RECOMMENDS NO SUPPORT FOR PRESSLER
8/13/1984 C031 CAMPAIGN DONATIONS FROM OUT OF STATE
8/17/1984 C013 XPRESSLER'S FOREIGN TRADE POLICIES PRAISED
8/21/1984 A012 PRESSLER REFUSES OFFERS TO DEBATE CUNNINGHAM
8/23/1984 C014 PRESSLER NOT IN AGREEMENT WITH PLATFORM
8/23/1984 C035 PRESSLER, DASCHLE TO ADDRESS FARM MEETING
8/26/1984 coil PRESSLER, CUNNINGHAM WILL DEBATE 3 TIMES
8/26/1984 C021 REAL DEBATES IN THE SENATE RACE (ED)
8/29/1984 D014 CUNNINGHAM MAY FILE ETHICS COMPLAINT
8/29/1984 D031 PRESSLER, DASCHLE LEAD IN FARMERS UNION
9/01/1984 C015 CUNNINGHAM--PRESSLER IS LYING
9/01/1984 C024 WHY FUSS ABOUT PRESSLER (L)
9/04/1984 C035 HE HAS NATIONAL VFW BACKING
9/05/1984 DOll ^CUNNINGHAM NIPS DEBATE, GOES FOR ISSUES
9/05/1984 D015 KPRESSLER STRESSES SUPPORT FOR REAGAN
9/06/1984 A012 CUNNINGHAM TIRES INSULTS
9/08/1984 A012 PRESSLER, CUNNINGHAM SQUARE OFF TODAY
9/08/1984 B013 PRESSLER WARY OF RELIGION IN CAMPAIGNS
9/08/1984 B034 *PRESSLER OUTSPENDS CUNNINGHAM
9/09/1984 A012 ^LIGHTS, CAMERA--BUT NO REAL ACTION
9/12/1984 DOll KGRAIN SALE PLEASES PRESSLER, ABDNOR
9/12/1984 D015 PRESSLER RULES OUT RUNNING FOR PRESIDENT
9/12/1984 D031 PRESSLER, DASCHLE HAVE BIG LEADS
9/13/1984 coil CANDIDATES EXCHANGE CHARGES IN CAMPAIGN
9/13/1984 C021 VOTERS SHOULD HEAR MORE CANDIDATES (ED)
9/13/1984 C061 PRESSLER, BELL LEAD IN GROUP'S SURVEY
9/14/1984 coil CANDIDATES DIFFER ON MISSILES
9/14/1984 C031 PRESSLER URGES REAGAN TO HELP FARMERS
9/16/1984 C031 ^SENATE RACE MISSING TRIMMING
9/16/1984 C061 INCUMBENTS DESTINED TO WIN
9/16/1984 EOll PRESSLER RECEIVES SMALL BUSINESS AWARD
9/19/1984 D012 CUNNINGHAM CRITICIZES PRESSLER FOR VOTE
9/19/1984 D024 ADS ABOUT PRESSLER UNTRUE (L)
9/20/1984 coil PRESSLER WILL APPEAR ON TV SHOW
9/21/1984 C041 PRESSLER--SHOULDN'T HELP POLISH FARMERS
9/29/1984 C041 OFFICE WILL NOT MOVE FROM ABERDEEN
10/04/1984 coil CANDIDATES REVEAL ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
10/05/1984 C02I CORRECT OPPOSING BANK BILL (L)
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10/06/198A coil PRESSLER WILL MISS VIKING DAYS PARADE
10/07/1984 C032 *REFLECTS POLITICAL MARKETING AT ITS BEST
10/11/1984 C033 TO TALK WITH FARMERS AT CONVENTION
10/13/1984 coil CUNNINGHAM, PRESSLER TRADE REA BARBS
10/14/1984 C012 56RACE FOR THE SENATE
10/17/1984 D015 PRESSLER AVOIDED ISSUES
10/18/1984 C015 CANDIDATES WILL DISCUSS ISSUES ON TV
10/18/1984 C022 PRESSLER CRITICISM OVERSTATED CD
10/19/1984 A012 CANDIDATES FLING MORE RAZZLE-DAZZLE
10/19/1984 coil PRESSLER RAISES $1 MILLION FOR CAMPAIGN
10/19/1984 C024 PRESSLER IS A GOOD SENATOR CD
10/19/1984 C032 WORLD MARKET KEY TO HIGHER PRICES
10/20/1984 C025 PRESSLER ADDRESSED ISSUES CD
10/23/1984 B015 DEFICIT CURE AREA OF DISAGREEMENT
10/24/1984 D042 SEN DOLE CAMPAIGNS FOR PRESSLER
10/25/1984 coil KBANKS WANTS TO SERVE AT SPRINGFIELD
10/26/1984 A012 96BANKERS ENTER PRESSLER-JANKLOW SCRAP
10/26/1984 C024 PRESSLER HELPED HOSPITAL (L)
10/26/1984 C041 FAMILY FARM BECOMES ISSUE IN RACE
10/29/1984 BOll MEDICAL GROUP ENDORSE PRESSLER
10/29/1984 B021 DO NOT JUSTIFY CRITICISM OF PRESSLER (L)
10/29/1984 B021 PRESSLER NOT BANK'S SENATOR CD
10/31/1984 D023 PRESSLER VOTED CORRECTLY CD
10/31/1984 D063 CAMPAIGN RECEIPTS REACH $575,000
11/04/1984 B062 CUNNINGHAM--PRESSLER PLAN WON'T WORK
11/07/1984 A071 XPRESSLER WALKS BY CUNNINGHAM
11/10/1984 C025 EDITORIAL NOT SUPRISING CD
11/10/1984 C031 FARM BILL, ELDERLY TOP PRESSLER'S AGENDA
11/18/1984 C045 PRESSLER SURVEY SAYS DEFICIT TOP JOB
11/19/1984 B022 PRESSLER VOTE HURTS BANKS CD
11/21/1984 D032 PRESSLER BACKS DOLE FOR MAJORITY LEADER
11/21/1984 D032 US IS HELPING ETHIOPIA
12/06/1984 C061 PRESSLER SELECTS NOMINEES FOR ACADEMIES
12/09/1984 C032 HE NOW HAS A BEARD
12/14/1984 C031 PRESSLER TO TAKE OATH OF OFFICE
12/16/1984 C032 PRESSLER'S IOWA ADS
12/18/1984 B034 *WITH AND WITHOUT
12/19/1984 A013 *TAKES THE OATH OF OFFICE
12/19/1984 D013 sePRESSLER SWORN IN FOR SECOND TERM
12/20/1984 coil PRESSLER NOMINATES REDFIELD LAWYER
12/24/1984 B021 PRESSLER TREATED UNFAIRLY (L)
12/24/1984 B022 PRESSLER ARTICLE NEGATIVE (L)
12/29/1984 coil JANKLOW SENATE TERM REMARK WRONG
1/05/1985 BOll HUMBOLDT WANTS PRESSLER BILLBOARD REBUILT
1/16/1985 C043 PRESSLER LEAVES NEPAL FOR CALCUTTA
1/20/1985 C061 PRESSLER WANTS POLICY SHIFT TO SOUTHERN ASIA
1/24/1985 C041 PRESSLER TO HAVE TAX REFORM HEARINGS IN STATE
1/24/1985 C051 PRESSLER WANTS GRADUATED SYSTEM OF TARGET PRICES
1/31/1985 C051 PRESSLER SAYS TRADE DEFICITS ARE AT CRISIS STAGE
2/13/1985 C015 PRESSLER-JANKLOW DISPUTE RESUMES
2/14/1985 A012 3CBILLB0ARD BRUHAHA DISPLAYS DIFFERENCES
2/14/1985 A021 JANKLOW-PRESSLER RIFT VIEWED AS HARMLESS
2/14/1985 C021 PRESSLER OPPOSES TAX PROPOSALS
2/15/1985 C025 HUMBOLDT KNEW ABOUT PAYMENT
2/16/1985 B021 PRESSLER WANTS CLARIFICATION ABOUT MAIL BAN
2/27/1985 coil PRESSLER TO DISCUSS US PROGRAMS
3/12/1985 BOll KPRESSLER'S WAR CHEST HOLDS MORE THAN $300,000
3/22/1985 C021 PRESSLER OPPOSES AG DEPARTMENT NOMINEE
3/25/1985 A103 *BIG EDUCATION CUTS UNFAIR
3/26/1985 B021 PRESSLER URGES BENEFITS FOR FAMILY FARMERS
3/31/1985 C081 PRESSLER OPPOSES FLAT GRAVE MARKERS FOR VETS
4/05/1985 coil KVOW TO FIGHT ELIMINATION OF REA
4/09/1985 A102 TWO OFFICIALS SLOW LEARNERS (L)
4/09/1985 B021 PRESSLER WILL SEE COMMON MARKET LEADERS
4/14/1985 A041 3CP0PE TELLS SENATORS TO FIGHT ABORTION
5/05/1985 C035 VA WON'T COMMENT ON PRESSLER BILL
5/09/1985 C015 REAGAN AGREES TO EXPORT-PROGRAM EXPANSION
5/16/1985 coil 2 STEAL SHOW AT LUNCH WITH NANCY REAGAN
5/16/1985 C013 COST OF WINNING ELECTIONS
5/22/1985 A012 *FREE RIDES PART OF LAWMAKERS' JOB
5/22/1985 A104 PRESSLER'S VOTE DISTURBING (L)
5/24/1985 C041 PRESSLER WINS VIETNAM VETERAN AWARD
5/30/1985 C012 SKY'S THE LIMIT FOR EROS
5/30/1985 C035 RESIDENTS CAN VISIT PRESSLER AT TRAIN STOPS
5/31/1985 A102 PRESSLER'S EFFORTS PAY OFF (L)
6/02/1985 C014 PRESSLER OFF TRACK ON RAIL LINE
6/05/1985 C035 PRESSLER--EPA TO AID IN ASBESTOS REMOVAL
6/08/1985 A103 SOUTH DAKOTANS NEED LOWER INTEREST RATES (L)
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6/13/1985 0041 PRESSLER WILL BE IN HUMBOLDT FOR RACE
6/18/1985 CG15 PRESSLER WANT DEATH PENALTY FOR ESPIONAGE
6/19/1985 A1G2 2 OFFICIALS SHOW THEY CARE (L)
8/G1/1985 CG31 AMENDMENT WOULD ALLOW ANTITRUST LAWSUITS
8/G4/1985 DG41 SENIOR CITIZEN SEMINAR PLANNED AUGUST 29
9/16/1985 CG31 PRESSLER SEEKS TO CLEAN UP CAMPAIGNS
9/18/1985 AG83 PRESSLER DOUBLE TALK HURTS CAUSE (L)
9/25/1985 CG93 PRESSLER WINS OUTSTANDING LEGISLATOR AWARD
9/29/1985 CG21 RAIL CONFERENCE LOOKS AT FUTURE
lG/Gl/1985 AG84 NATIONAL SECURITY AT STAKE (L)
1G/G8/1985 CG21 PRESSLER INTRODUCES ALZHEIMERS BILL
lG/lG/1985 AG81 PRESSLER FIGHTS FOR VETERANS (L)
11/G3/1985 A112 EROS FACING NEW CHALLENGES
11/G4/1985 AlGl PRESSLER DESERVES PRAISE (L)
11/G7/1985 CG51 WORKS TO PRESERVE RAILROAD SERVICE IN SD
11/14/1985 BG21 PRESSLER PUSHES EROS AS NATIONWIDE CENTER
11/19/1985 BG14 PRESSLER TO DISCUSS SUMMIT ON C-SPAN
11/24/1985 AG12 KSENATE PASSES 1985 FARM BILL
11/28/1985 BG12 PRESSLER TO MEET AFRICAN OFFICIALS
12/G3/1985 BG22 TRIP CHANGED VIEW OF S AFRICA
12/G8/1985 CG13 PRESSLER AMENDS MONEY BILL IN FAVOR OF EROS
12/11/1985 AlGl KSHOULD PUT MAILING COSTS ON ICE
12/29/1985 CG21 PRESSLER FAVORS RAILROAD SALE
1/01/1986 CG12 PRESSLER GIVES REPORT ON EROS
1/23/1986 CG13 PRESSLER ANNOUNCES NOMINATIONS TO ACADEMIES
2/G2/1986 AG83 MARCOS IS NOT PERFECT, BUT HE'S DOING A GOOD JOB
2/G2/1986 DG21 PRESSLER TAKES CREDIT FOR CONRAIL AMENDMENT
2/15/1986 A1G5 STORY SHOWS PRESSLER'S VALUE (L)
.2/26/1986 BG32 LAWMAKERS RANK LOW
2/27/1986 CGll PRESSLER TO DISCUSS US PROGRAMS
3/G1/1986 CGll PRESSLER TO TAKE PHONE CALLS IN CITY TODAY
3/G2/1986 CG21 KPRESSLER--GRAMM-RUDMAN UNFAIR
3/G2/1986 EGll 36CEREAL COMPANY CULTIVATES FRIENDS IN HIGH PLACES
3/G5/1986 BG32 ^INSURANCE COSTS HIT STATE HARD--PRESSLER
3/12/1986 BG14 POLICE ARREST 2 FOR SIT-IN
3/12/1986 BG21 SENIOR CITIZENS GROUP RATES SENATORS POOR
3/12/1986 BG22 PRESSLER PROPOSAL LIMITS MANUFACTURERS' LIABILITY
3/13/1986 A121 OPPONENTS WRONGLY LIMIT ACCESS TO OFFICE (L)
3/13/1986 BGll ^ANOTHER PROTESTER ARRESTED
3/14/1986 AG81 CHURCHES HAVING A SAY IN FUNDING ISSUE (L)
3/14/1986 CG15 WOMAN ARRESTED IN SENATOR'S OFFICE
3/15/1986 CG34 PROTESTERS END PRESSLER SIT-IN
3/16/1986 A121 CONSTITUENTS HAVE RIGHT CD
3/2G/1986 A1G3 PRESSLER MAKES GOOD POINT (L)
3/2G/1986 A1G4 PRESSLER IS DISAPPOINTING CD
3/2G/1986 BG21 BISHOPS SEND PRESSLER ANTl-CONTRA LETTER
3/25/1986 AG83 PRESSLER IS OFF THE MARK CD
3/3G/1986 AG91 PROTESTERS DISRUPT OFFICE CD
4/1G/1986 AG81 NO APOLOGY NECESSARY FOR PROTEST AT OFFICE (L)
4/12/1986 AG14 KPRESSLER PLANS TO STAY NEUTRAL
4/25/1986 CG21 PRESSLER TO DISCUSS AIRLINE DEREGULATION ON TV
5/G9/1986 CG21 PRESSLER TO OFFER AN AMENDMENT TO TAX BILL
5/16/1986 AG32 PRESSLER AMONG 5 TO PUT IRAS BACK
5/2G/1986 AG12 SENATORS SHOW FARM LOSSES
5/24/1986 CG15 PRESSLER WANTS TO SAVE IRAS
6/G1/1986 CG21 PRESSLER NAMED TO COMMITTEE ON AGING
6/G5/1986 CG23 SENATE ADOPTS PRESSLER AMENDMENT FOR STUDY
6/16/1986 CG21 PRESSLER TOUTS IMPORTANCE OF TOURISM BILL
6/16/1986 CG21 BILL WOULD BAR FOREIGNERS FROM FARM PROGRAM
6/21/1986 CG21 PRESSLER PLANS TO OVERRIDE REAGAN VETO
6/26/1986 AG15 SD WILL WIN WITH TAX BILL
6/27/1986 CG21 PRESSLER--RA1LR0AD TRACK DEAL NEAR
7/19/1986 CG15 SD SENATORS RATE AVERAGE IN TV ACTION
7/23/1986 AG91 PRESSLER BILL TO FUND STUDY OF ALZHEIMER'S
8/G5/1986 CGll CONGRESS MAY HAVE FIELD HEARINGS ON PROJECT
8/1G/1986 AGll PRESSLER WANTS SANCTIONS CHANGE
8/1G/1986 CG21 PRESSLER SETS AUG 29 FOR SENIOR SEMINAR
8/12/1986 A1G2 PRESSLER ON WRONG SIDE CD
8/12/1986 BG43 PRESSLER--STOP SALE OF GOLD RESERVES
8/14/1986 AG15 KPRESSLER DEFENDS SANCTION VOTE
8/14/1986 CG16 PRESSLER AVOIDS TAG OF TRAVELER
8/16/1986 AG12 SENATE PASSES LIST OF SANCTIONS
8/16/1986 AG21 ^PRESSLER VOTES NO ON SANCTIONS
8/19/1986 AG62 PRESSLER RIGHT ON SANCTIONS CD
9/19/1986 CGll KCOLUMNIST TAKES SHOT AT PRESSLER
9/27/1986 CG25 PRESSLER PROPOSES DRUG RATING FOR MOVIES
1G/G5/1986 AlGl THE WRONG STAND ON TAX REFORM BILL
1G/G5/1986 A1G3 PREFORM REALLY JUST TAX RESHUFFLING
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10/10/1986 C021 JANKLOW, PRESSLER TO COVER ELECTION FOR KDLT
10/13/1986 A081 AT LAST, A REAL TV DEBATE (ED)
11/05/1986 A103 *JANKLOW STEALS THE SHOW
11/16/1986 C031 PUBLIC TV OFFICIALS TO BE ON PRESSLER PROGRAM
11/20/1986 coil PRESSLER BLASTS UN RESOLUTION
11/23/1986 E026 PRESSLER SEEKS AID
11/26/1986 A012 HATE TO SEE A WOUNDED WHITE HOUSE
11/30/1986 A012 *1RAN ARMS WORTH $1 BILLION
12/15/1986 coil PRESSLER TO UNVEIL PRODUCTION PLAN
12/16/1986 C023 PRESSLER PLUGS GRAIN-RESERVE PLAN
1/06/1987 coil 3CPRESSLERS REPORT LOSS IN BREAK-IN
1/07/1987 D032 PRESSLER INTRODUCES RUSHMORE AID BILL
1/09/1987 coil KAN SENATOR TO VISIT STATE
1/12/1987 A012 5fDC BATTLES TAKE SHAPE
1/18/1987 E051 PRESSLER ASSIGNED TO FIVE SENATE COMMITTEES
1/23/1987 coil BILL WOULD ALLOW ALFALFA ROTATION
1/25/1987 coil EX-SENATORS SET FOR PRESSLER SHOW
1/30/1987 A021 EXTRADITION WORTH THE RISK
1/30/1987 C021 PRESSLER TALKS TO OFFICIALS ABOUT WATER PROJECTS
1/31/1987 A081 PRESSLER SAVED WEB FUNDING (L)
1/31/1987 C015 562 NEAR-COLLISIONS REPORTED IN SD
2/01/1987 coil PRESSLER HELPS TOWN KEEP DOCTOR
2/0'i/1987 A021 IN FAVOR OF INCREASING SPEED LIMIT
2/05/1987 A015 56WATER BILL NOW LAW
2/10/1987 C021 PRESSLER DISCUSSES FLOODING WITH LYNG
2/10/1987 C021 PRESSLER, DOLE SCHEDULE FORUM IN WATERTOWN
2/12/1987 coil PRESSLER ON 8 SUBCOMMITTEES
2/15/1987 A103 CONTRA TERRORISTS DON'T DESERVE SUPPORT (L)
2/20/1987 A081 56DOLE'S HANDLING OF DISABILITY ISSUE
2/27/1987 coil LYNG TO APPEAR ON PRESSLER SHOW
2/27/1987 C021 PRESSLER WANTS REAGAN TO HELP WITH FILM
3/02/1987 coil PRESSLER WANTS SENIOR INTERN
3/07/1987 C041 56ADD TO PRIVATE RUSHMORE AID
3/19/1987 C021 PRESSLER PUSHES AGENCY ABOUT MO WASTE FIRM
3/21/1987 C021 PRESSLER ASKS REAGAN TO NARRATE VIDEOTAPE
A/01/1987 B021 PRESSLER JOINS PUSH FOR PIPELINE SAFETY ACT
A/01/1987 BOAl sePRESSLER TRIES TO GIVE BOOST TO EROS
A/02/1987 A015 56WHITE HOUSE PRESSURES PRESSLER
A/02/1987 C021 PRESSLER ALSO TO GIVE $12,100 RAISE TO CHARITY
A/12/1987 AlOl 5CER0S SHOULD SECURE CENTRAL LANDSAT ROLE
A/19/1987 E021 CORPS SHOULD SPEND RIVER MONEY
A/28/1987 C023 IN TRADE, PRESSLER CAUGHT BETWEEN
5/08/1987 A051 DEMOCRATS SAY '88 BUDGET WILL PASS
5/09/1987 C015 56COVERAGE IS TROUBLING ISSUE--PRESSLER SAYS
5/20/1987 A012 56SENATORS MAKE $52,000 FOR SPEECHES
5/31/1987 B012 56PRESSLER DEFENDS EXPENSES-PAID TRIPS
6/02/1987 COAl PRESSLER PREDICTS WORK ON RESERVATION SCHOOL
6/06/1987 C021 SENATORS SPLIT ON DELAYING EMPLOYER SANCTIONS
6/09/1987 A081 PRESSLER SHOULD VOTE FOR ELECTION REFORM (L)
6/09/1987 C022 56SENATORS SPLIT ON CAMPAIGN BILL
6/10/1987 B022 SPLIT ON WAYS TO LIMIT SPENDING
6/19/1987 C016 PRESSLER REFUTES GOP HEAD
6/20/1987 coil PRESSLER WANTS WHEAT DETAILS
6/20/1987 C0A2 36SENATORS AGREE, DISAGREE ON DEFENSE
6/26/1987 C021 PRESSLER FLOATS IDEA FOR SHIP NAMED FOR STATE
6/28/1987 A103 SUPPORTS CAMPAIGN REFORM (L)
7/02/1987 A015 56PRESSLER SAYS SENATE WILL CONFIRM BORK
7/07/1987 C022 PRESSLER BLUFFED VOTERS ON ELECTION REFORM
7/11/1987 coil SENATOR CO-SPONSORS FARM CREDIT BILL
7/21/1987 A085 PRESSLER OFF THE MARK (L)
7/25/1987 coil PRESSLER NAMED DEPUTY WHIP
7/28/1987 coil PRESSLER SUGGESTS BROWN FOR CABINET
7/31/1987 C021 PRESSLER ARGUES FOR AIR SERVICE IN RURAL AREAS
8/01/1987 coil PRESSLER'S HOME BROKEN INTO AGAIN
8/08/1987 coil PRESSLER BACKS BILL FOR ELDERLY
8/10/1987 coil PRESSLER URGES HONEY OF A BILL
8/18/1987 A061 PRESSLER'S LEGISLATION ON BEES LACKS STING (L)
8/21/1987 A081 BEE BILL IS NOTHING TO BUZZ ABOUT (ED)
8/25/1987 C021 PRESSLER SCHEDULES SERIES OF MEETINGS
8/26/1987 A082 THREE CHEERS FOR PRESSLER
8/30/1987 A082 PARTY'S RESPONSE ASSAILED (L)
9/01/1987 coil PRESSLER CHALLENGES BRADLEY TO DEBATE
9/04/1987 A085 PRESSLER FAVORS CONTRA AID (L)
9/16/1987 A081 56BORK SHOULD BE CONFIRMED
9/18/1987 A085 PRESSLER SHOULD SUPPORT BILL (L)
9/19/1987 coil PRESSLER REQUESTS BORK PHONE CALLS
9/21/1987 A085 PRESSLER'S IN TROUBLE (L)
9/23/1987 BOll PRESSLER STAND ON CONTRAS CRITICIZED
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9/2A/1987 A012 SENATE OK'S BUDGET-BALANCING BILL
9/26/1987 C023 GROUP WANTS PRESSLER TO ABANDON CONTRAS
9/26/1987 C025 SENATORS DISAGREE ON BILL
9/27/1987 A103 CONSITUTION DOES NOT NEED REVISION (L)
9/28/1987 A083 PRESSLER SHOULD BACK ARIAS (L)
lO/OA/1987 A103 CONTRA AID LETTERS IGNORED (L)
10/04/1987 A103 PRESSLER CAN SWAY AIR BILL (L)
10/05/1987 C041 PANEL OK'S PRESSLER CLEAN AIR AMENDMENT
10/06/1987 A061 PRESSLER HOLDS GROUND (L)
10/14/1987 B022 *BILL GAINING SENATE SUPPORT
10/15/1987 A121 PRESSLER DOESN'T REFLECT VOTERS' CONTRA VIEWS (L)
10/16/1987 A012 36PAMPERED POOCH REPORT
10/26/1987 BOll PRESSLER CHANGES PART OF CLEAN AIR ACT
10/27/1987 A041 PRESSLER SAYS QUICK APPROVAL PROBABLE
11/26/1987 coil PRESSLER VISITING CENTRAL AMERICA
11/27/1987 C025 PRESSLER SEEKS NICARAGUA FACTS
12/09/1987 A012 *PRESSLER VOICES LOUD TREATY DISSENT
12/11/1987 A081 PRESSLER'S ACTIONS AFFIRM HIS CONSERVATIVE MOVE (ED)
12/12/1987 coil PRESSLER WON'T MAKE APPEARANCES TODAY
12/13/1987 coil PRESSLER MAKES ACADEMY PICKS
12/14/1987 B012 KARMS TREATY NEEDS AMENDMENTS
12/18/1987 C015 PRESSLER TO HOLD MEETING ON AMTRAK SERVICE
12/21/1987 coil PRESSLER TO DISCUSS FUTURE OF AMTRACK
1/02/1988 A085 PRESSLER OBSTRUCTS REFORMS (L)
1/06/1988 BOll GROUP CRITICIZES PRESSLER'S GUN VOTE
1/19/1988 A081 PRESSLER USES FREE MAIL FOR DOLE
1/20/1988 BOll PRESSLER'S MEETING SET FOR SATURDAY
1/24/1988 B024 KWORRIED ABOUT LARGE FEDERAL DEFICIT
1/30/1988 coil PRESSLER AGAINST CHANGE IN FUEL TAX
1/31/1988 A081 PRESSLER SHOULD STOP OBSTRUCTIONIST TACTICS (L)
2/04/1988 A061 PRESSURE PRESSLER ON S-2 (L)
2/07/1988 A102 COURT SHOULD HAVE FINAL SAY (L)
2/07/1988 coil PRESSLER TO HAVE MEETINGS IN STATE
2/10/1988 B015 PROTECTIONISM MAY BE ANSWER, PRESSLER SAYS
2/13/1988 A104 REMEMBER PRESSLER AID VOTE (L)
2/14/1988 B032 TAKES HEAT FOR OPPOSITION TO BILL
2/15/1988 B012 ^INDIANS WANT PAY FOR HILLS
2/21/1988 A082 PRESSLER TAKES RIGHT STAND (L)
2/21/1988 A083 PRESSLER ABUSES PRIVILEGE (L)
2/26/1988 A105 STORY MISREPRESENTED BACKING FOR PRESSLER (L)
2/28/1988 A105 PRESSLER STAND APPLAUDED (L)
2/29/1988 coil PRESSLER TO MEET WITH DELTA OFFICIALS
3/01/1988 A061 ^CAMPAIGN REFORM BILL COSTLY
3/02/1988 BOll PRESSLER WILL VISIT VIETNAM FOR TALKS
3/03/1988 A065 PRESSLER DESERVES CREDIT (L)
3/03/1988 coil PRESSLER BACKS SCHOOL SAVINGS PLAN
3/03/1988 coil PRESSLER WANTS TRADE PLAN MODIFIED
3/06/1988 A061 CAMPAIGN FINANCE BILL DESERVES TO SURVIVE (ED)
3/07/1988 BOll PRESSLER SPONSORS ANTI-NORIEGA BILL
3/17/1988 A015 PRESSLER OPPOSES MILITARY FORCE
3/18/1988 A083 PRESSLER ROLE IGNORED (L)
3/18/1988 coil PRESSLER URGES DOLE TO STAY IN RACE
3/19/1988 coil PRESSLER SPONSORS ALZHEIMER'S BILL
3/19/1988 coil PRESSLER TO HONOR FORMER EDUCATOR
3/28/1988 BOll PRESSLER BACKS BILL SLOWING DIESEL TAX
4/01/1988 C012 56PRESSLER BEGINS JOURNEY TO VIETNAM
4/02/1988 coil PRESSLER SCHEDULES BRADLEY BILL MEETING
4/03/1988 EOll PRESSLER LOOKS FOR SENIOR CITIZEN INTERN
4/04/1988 coil PRESSLER TO MEET THAI OFFICIAL TODAY
4/07/1988 A012 KPRESSLER TO DEBATE WITH 'CHIEF'
4/10/1988 A092 PRESSLER VOTED RIGHT ON VETO (L)
4/10/1988 B012 ^PREDICTS CLOSER TIES WITH VIETNAM
4/12/1988 A015 36PRESSLER--STEVENS MISLEADING SIOUX
4/13/1988 A121 BLACK HILLS DEBATE MUST END SOMETIME (ED)
4/13/1988 B015 PRESSLER SAYS VIETNAM SHOWS NOTICEABLE DECLINE
4/14/1988 coil BRADLEY BILL DRAWS OPPOSITION
4/19/1988 A041 SD LAWMAKERS APPROVE OF ACTION
4/20/1988 BOll PRESSLER--EROS BEING CUT UNFAIRLY
5/28/1988 A016 PRESSLER, DASCHLE VOTE FOR ARMS PACT PASSAGE
6/07/1988 C061 PRESSLER VOTES AGAINST RAISE FOR LEGISLATORS
6/12/1988 coil STUDENTS TO INTERN FOR PRESSLER'S OFFICE
6/14/1988 A084 PRESSLER OFFERS REAL SOLUTION (L)
6/15/1988 B014 GROUP ACCUSES PRESSLER ON RAIL SAFETY
6/23/1988 coil PRESSLER TO HAVE PUBLIC MEETINGS
7/03/1988 A061 3CPRESSLER POPULARITY HIGH
7/04/1988 A044 ^PRESSLER SUPPORTS ATTACK
7/10/1988 Alll SHOULD HAVE ACCESS TO NEXT PRESIDENT
7/10/1988 coil PRESSLER SPONSORS BILL ON DROUGHT RELIEF
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PRESSLER LARRY 7/1A/1988 COll PRESSLER TO APPEAR ON C-SPAN CALL-IN
7/17/1988 COll PRESSLER URGES BUSH TO TOUR DROUGHT AREA
7/19/1988 A103 GROUP WRONG TO ATTACK PRESSLER'S RAIL ACTIONS (L)
7/23/1988 A012 PRESSLER OFFERS COUNTER TO HILLS BILL
7/2A/1988 EOIA PRESSLER--ELDERLY INDIANS IGNORED
7/27/1988 BOll PRESSLER TO PUSH FOR PORK PLANT GRANT
8/06/1988 A08A 1 SENATOR FIGHTS BRADLEY BILL (L)
8/08/1988 A103 PRESSLER, STAFF HELP OVERCOME RED TAPE CD
8/10/1988 B012 SENATOR URGES TO FIGHT BRADLEY BILL
8/17/1988 A081 *LET SIOUX SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES ON HILLS
8/17/1988 B021 VOLK ENDORSES PRESSLER'S BLACK HILLS BILL
8/19/1988 COll PHONE LAW TO HELP HEARING-IMPAIRED
8/21/1988 AlOl PRESSLER WANTS BUSH TO AIR FARM VIEWS
8/24/1988 A082 BACK PRESSLER LEGISLATION (L)
8/27/1988 A013 PRESSLER DEFENDS INDIANA SENATOR'S GUARD DUTY
9/02/1988 B051 WHO WAS THAT MAN MOVING AROUND AGAIN
9/10/1988 A084 GIVE PRESSLER BILL A TRY (L)
9/11/1988 C021 SIOUX MIGHT CHOOSE CASH SETTLEMENT
9/24/1988 COll PRESSLER TAKES SPOT ON BUSH CAMPAIGN
9/28/1988 A015 PRESSLER PLAN TO END HILLS FIGHT CD
10/08/1988 COll PRESSLER CALLS FOR BRADLEY BILL MEETING
10/22/1988 C012 XNEW GROUP PROMOTES ETHANOL
10/28/1988 C012 CONGRESS HEARS PRESSLER ON BRADLEY BILL
11/04/1988 COll PRESSLER HOSTS ACADEMY MEETINGS
11/05/1988 AlOl KVOTERS NEED TO GET OUT
11/06/1988 E012 DISAPPOINTED FARM NOTICES AREN'T ON TIME
11/07/1988 COll PRESSLER SEEKS FUNDS FOR NEW AIRLINE
11/07/1988 C016 *LENORE FOSTER DIES
11/26/1988 BOll'PRESSLER SUGGESTS lOWAN FOR POSITION
11/30/1988 C012 *WON'T SUPPORT TAX VETO PETITION
12/01/1988 COll PRESSLER TO HEAD REPUBLICAN PANEL
12/09/1988 C024 56WILL TAKE CLOSER LOOK AT B-IB PROGRAM
12/30/1988 C015 3€0NE OF 10 DOPIEST LAWMAKERS
1/05/1989 B044 REPORTS OF PRESSLER MEETING CONTRADICT
1/07/1989 A081 'SPY' MAGAZINE WRONG ABOUT PRESSLER RATING CD
1/08/1989 A012 *PRESSLER VS THE REPUBLICANS
1/12/1989 A081 PRESSLER RESPONSIBLE TO VOTERS, NOT LEADERS (ED)
1/12/1989 C021 PRESSLER GETS COMMON SENSE AWARD
1/15/1989 A131 PRESSLER REPRESENTS PEOPLE, NOT THE GOP CD
1/17/1989 A083 PRESSLER VOTES FOR SD (L)
1/21/1989 A083 LAWMAKERS SHOULD WORK FOR FAIR TAXES CD
1/22/1989 A124 GOP INSIDERS ARE NERVOUS (L)
1/25/1989 COll PRESSLER ASKS ABOUT WEATHER OFFICE FUTURE
1/26/1989 A014 KPRESSLER TARGETS PAY HIKE
1/30/1989 BOll PRESSLER TO TESTIFY AGAINST PAY RAISE
2/04/1989 A014 MAGAZINE RANKS PRESSLER NUMBER 2
2/10/1989 C041 36PRESSLER UNCERTAIN OF TOWER'S ABILITY
2/13/1989 A071 SENATOR SEEKS APPLICANTS FOR INTERN PROGRAM
2/21/1989 C013 PRESSLER--TUNEUP OF FARM BILL TO NEW ONE
2/24/1989 COll PRESSLER GOOSED BY STUFFED BIRD
2/25/1989 A034 PRESSLER HASN'T MADE UP HIS MIND
2/28/1989 A016 EYES ARE ON PRESSLER AS CRUCIAL SWING VOTE
3/01/1989 A012 3«PRESSLER UNDER PRESSURE
3/05/1989 A012 XPRESSLER 'CHECKING WIND' ON TOWER
3/05/1989 A091 MIGHT PAY FOR BREAKING RANKS WITH COLLEAGUES
3/10/1989 A015 SENATE REJECTS TOWER DESPITE PRESSLER VOTE
3/10/1989 A015 PRESSLER STAND BAFFLES, PLEASES CONSTITUENTS
3/10/1989 D081 PRESSLER INTRODUCES ALFALFA PLANTING PLAN
3/11/1989 A012 PRESSLER'S STAFF RETREAT COST $12,000
3/11/1989 C015 DEMOCRATS ACCUSE PRESSLER OF FLIP-FLOP
3/19/1989 A112 PRESSLER GOT PUBLICITY (L)
3/21/1989 A083 PRESSLER SHOWHORSE ON TOWER NOMINATION CD
3/21/1989 C046 PRESSLER SAYS FOREIGN POLICY IS PRECARIOUS
3/24/1989 A084 PRESSLER LIED ABOUT FLIP-FLOP CD
3/25/1989 A085 TAX PAYERS PAY RESORT BILL CD
3/26/1989 C015 LAWMAKERS FIND WASHINGTON, SD A WORLD APART
3/26/1989 C016 *PRESSLER PAYS $3,700 FOR PHOTO
3/30/1989 COll PRESSLER APPLAUDS GROUNDING OF B-IBS
3/30/1989 COll MEETING SCHEDULED ON VETERAN'S ISSUES
3/31/1989 AlOl SPECIAL INTERESTS FEES CORRUPT POLITICAL SYSTEM CED)
4/01/1989 C016 VETERANS' CONCERNS
4/02/1989 AlOl POLLS MAY CONVINCE JOHNSON
4/02/1989 C051 PRESSLER TO TALK AT REPUBLICAN EVENT
4/04/1989 COll PRESSLER DEFENDS PHOTO EXPENSES
4/06/1989 A012 *PRESSLER FAILS TO REPORT TRIP TO GOVERNMENT
4/07/1989 AOll PRESSLER AIDE--TRIP REPORT WAS FILED
4/08/1989 A085 PRESSLER HELPS CANADA TRADE CD
4/13/1989 A085 JANKLOW SETS GOOD EXAMPLE CD
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4/l'»/1989 A104 PRESSLER LOSING TOUCH (L)
4/15/1989 C044 PRESSLER VOTES TO PUNISH MEXICO
4/16/1989 A132 SENATORS DISAPPOINTING (L)
4/16/1989 A132 LETTER A WASTE OF TAX MONEY (L)
4/16/1989 A133 PRESSLER DOESN'T SLING MUD (L)
4/19/1989 Alll PRESSLER TO TESTIFY FOR LABORATORY FUNDS
4/21/1989 coil PRESSLER WARNS US ON COMMUNIST AID
4/22/1989 coil PRESSLER TO MEET WITH CONSTITUENTS
4/23/1989 AlOl DASCHLE, PRESSLER HIGH ON HONORARIA LISTS
4/23/1989 A102 PRESSLER MAY NEED FACELIFT (L)
4/23/1989 A104 PRESSLER STORIES NONSENSE (L)
4/23/1989 C015 *GOP STRATEGY NEEDS WORK
4/24/1989 AlGl PRESSLER UNDER PETTY ATTACK (L)
4/28/1989 coil PRESSLER WANTS RAILROAD INVESTIGATION
5/05/1989 A021 PRESSLER HOPES NO PARDON GIVEN
5/05/1989 A104 PRESSLER SHOWS HE CARES (L)
5/07/1989 E041 PRESSLER LOOKS FOR ANSWERS IN RAIL TAKEOVER
5/11/1989 DOll PRESSLER OFFERS BILL TO HELP RURAL HEALTH
5/17/1989 AlOl TO STEAL AIRCRAFT TECHNOLOGY LEAD
5/18/1989 D012 PRESSLER, DASCHLE FILE HONORARIA REPORTS
5/21/1989 C015 PRESSLER OFFERS PLAN FOR NIOBRARA BRIDGE
5/28/1989 A092 PRESSLER DESERVES CREDIT (L)
5/28/1989 BOll PRESSLER PRAISES JAPAN TRADE TALKS
5/31/1989 D081 PRESSLER WANTS CONSERVATION STUDY
6/04/1989 A083 BUSH-PRESSLER FEUD MAY BE GAINING STEAM
6/04/1989 C024 XPRESSLER--1N RUNNING FOR BANK JOBS
6/09/1989 A015 PRESSLER SAYS ATWATER MAY HAVE TO QUIT
6/10/1989 coil PRESSLER--ATWATER DENIES MEMO ROLE
6/11/1989 A091 PRESSLER HAS GOOD RELATIONS WITH BUSH (L)
6/16/1989 C012 XPRESSLER RANKS AMONG TOP 10 IN MAILING COST
6/21/1989 C016 SIOUX FALLS VS SD
6/23/1989 A104 PRESSLER CARES FOR LITTLE GUYS (L)
7/02/1989 A114 KEEP NEGATIVE POLITICS OUT (L)
7/02/1989 A115 IS JOHNSON READYING SMEAR (L)
7/07/1989 coil PRESSLER WILL TOUR DROUGHT AREA TODAY
7/09/1989 A015 KDESPITE RUMORS, PRESSLER INSISTS HE'LL RUN
7/13/1989 C036 PRESSLER GOES TO 10 COUNTRIES ON TAXPAYERS
7/14/1989 coil PRESSLER TO WORK TO DELAY B-2 PROJECT
7/15/1989 C012 *PRESSLER PUSHING ALZHEIMER'S BILL
7/18/1989 A081 PRESSLER TERMS UNPRODUCTIVE CD
7/20/1989 C012 TO CO-SPONSOR 'CLEAN CAMPAIGN' BILL
7/20/1989 D081 PRESSLER--SUBS1D1ES HURT PORK FARMERS
7/22/1989 AlOl INCUMBENTS ALREADY HAVE TOO BIG AN EDGE (ED)
7/23/1989 A105 SMEAR TACTICS APPARENT CD
7/29/1989 C012 *B1LL10N CALLS PRESSLER'S WORK 'LACKING'
7/30/1989 A012 ^SENATORS FIGHT HEAT OF 'POTOMAC FEVER'
7/30/1989 A123 PRESSLER POLL ENCOURAGES DEMOCRATS
8/02/1989 A012 XPRESSLER HAS $670,000 WAR CHEST
8/06/1989 A083 SOME FEAR BILLION COULD HURT MICKELSON
8/06/1989 coil PRESSLER INTRODUCES WATER SYSTEM BILL
8/06/1989 coil PRESSLER WILL HOLD SERIES OF MEETINGS
8/08/1989 A102 PRESSLER EFFECTIVE SENATOR CD
8/09/1989 A094 DISNEY MONEY PROPER CD
8/11/1989 A105 PRESSLER A GREAT SENATOR CD
8/13/1989 A104 PRESSLER WORKS FOR ECONOMY CD
8/13/1989 C012 PROBE PRICES OF PRESCRIPTION DRUGS
8/20/1989 A131 JOHNSON TELLS CONTRIBUTORS HE WON'T OPPOSE PRESSLER
8/20/1989 C012 KNEXT YEAR'S SENATE RACE TAKING SHAPE
8/30/1989 coil PRESSLER TO INSPECT CITY SPILL SITE FRIDAY
8/30/1989 C021 PRESSLER TO CONDUCT FAIR MEETINGS
9/02/1989 C031 PRESSLER--PR1S0NS TOO COMFORTABLE
9/03/1989 A081 SENATE RACE--STRONG IMPACT ON DASCHLE
9/03/1989 A091 KPRESSLER WOULD LINK AID TO DRUG-FIGHT COOPERATION
9/04/1989 B015 XMUENSTER CHALLENGES PRESSLER ON PAC FUNDS
9/05/1989 A084 SENIORS' INPUT QUASHED CD
9/15/1989 AlOl TO COUNTER HIGH CABLE TV RATES (ED)
9/16/1989 C021 MASTEN CHALLENGES PRESSLER ON DONATIONS
9/19/1989 A102 PRESSLER HELPS SENIORS (L)
9/19/1989 A121 *ANDERSON IN SP0TL1GHT--PRESSLER IN SHADOWS
9/23/1989 A105 PRESSLER SENIORS' FRIEND (L)
9/23/1989 coil PRESSLER--EV1CT10NS AREN'T NECESSARY
9/25/1989 A103 'ARGUS' STORIES NOT BALANCED (L)
9/28/1989 C012 PRESSLER HASN'T CHANGED MIND
10/06/1989 C041 PRESSLER DISCUSSES IMPACT AID FUNDS
10/08/1989 A114 TRYING TO MAKE AMENDS WITH ABDNOR
10/12/1989 C012 KPRESSLER GETS NATIONAL ENDORSEMENT
10/12/1989 C023 GOP DEFENDS PRESSLER FUND-RAISER
10/22/1989 coil PRESSLER, GUARDSMEN MEET IN WASHINGTON
- 1661 -
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EMOTIVE OF WOMEN'S CONFERENCE IS QUESTIONED
PRESSLER TO HOLD SEMINAR IN MITCHELL
11/15/1989 C012 *PRESSLER WILLING TO LIMIT SPENDING
11/18/1989 A015 SENATORS RESIST BIG PAY RAISE
11/24/1989 coil PRESSLER BILL WOULD CONTROL CABLE RATES
CONGRESSIONAL DELEGATION TO SHARE SALARY INCREASE
PRESSLER TO HOLD HEALTH CARE MEETING
^2®^ *PRESSLER'S CONFERENCE FOR WOMEN WAS POSITIVE
J?/2f/J222 ^DELEGATES PREDICT INCREASED ROLE FOR ELLSWORTH12/06/1989 A134 A CASE OF SOUR GRAPES (L)
12/08/1989 A124 WOMEN'S FORUM WORTHWHILE
12/09/1989 A083 DASCHLE VOTES DISAPPOINTING (L)
12/13/1989 C021 KPRESSLER INCREASES MAILINGS
12/14/1989 A081 PRESSLER, OTHERS SEND TOO MUCH MAIL (ED)
92?3 MUENSTER--PRESSLER MOTIVES POLITICAL12/17/1989 E012 KSENATE LEADER TARGETS SD RACE
12/21/1989 A071 *SD CONGRESSMEN BACK BUSH ACTION
PRESSLER--INVASION CAME AS SURPRISE
92i^ PRESSLER CONCERNED WITH PROPANE PRICES
^2^J PRESSLER VOTED FOR FRANKED MAIL REFORM (L)12/31/1989 A071 POLITICAL EARTH WON'T MOVE IN 1990
K2HJ222 PRESSLER MEETINGS PLANNED THIS WEEK1/03/1990 A016 XSTUDY--PRESSLER VEERS LEFT
1/06/1990 C021 PRESSLER DENIES FUND MISUSE
1/09/1990 coil JANKLOW WON'T ENTER RACE
1/10/1990 A061 VOTING RECORD CONSTANT CD
Ki2<J222 52§J PRESSLER to speak at youth conference1/20/1990 C021 PRESSLER BRINGING FEDS FOR DUMP SITE HEARING
1/24/1990 A084 PRESSLER SHOWS FRUGALITY (L)
PRESSLER QUESTIONS NEB DUMP PROPOSAL
2/01/1990 A061 KWHAT PRESIDENT DIDN'T SAY
2/01/1990 A082 PRESSLER FOLLOWS DASCHLE (L)
2/01/1990 A083 seNEBRASKA NUKE DUMP COULD AFFECT SD
2/01/1990 D065 SENATORS URGE HEATING FUEL PROBE
i<25<}222 92Ji PRESSLER CRITICIZES DAM DISCHARGE PLAN2/06/1990 C012 OPPOSITE ENDS OF BOTTOM LINE
l<2Z<J222 £2?? PRESSLER SETS SCHEDULE FOR NINE-COUNTY TOUR2/08/1990 coil CONSERVATIVE GROUP RATES SD DELEGATION
2/14/1990 coil PRESSLER TO TALK ABOUT MEDICARE
2/18/1990 A112 PRESSLER GETS POOR GRADE (L)
2/18/1990 Alls STATE, NATION NEED PRESSLER (L)
2/18/1990 E044 PRESSLER--UNIFORMITY NEEDED IN MEDICARE
2/24/1990 A012 *PRESSLER TO OVERSEE NICARAGUAN VOTE
2/24/1990 A081 PRESSLER ABUSES FRANKING PRIVELAGE (ED)
2/25/1990 A113 PRESSLER MISSPEAKS (L)
2/26/1990 A082 PRESSLER TAKES CARE OF SELF (L)
2/27/1990 A013 PRESSLER SHARES FIRST-HAND IMPRESSIONS
3/02/1990 A084 PRESSLER ON WRONG PANEL (L)
3/03/1990 A012 KPRESSLER WANTS TO DEBATE
3/04/1990 A091 SINCLAIR, DEBATE GIVE CAMPAIGN NEW TWISTS
3/04/1990 coil PRESSLER TO RETURN FOR ANNOUNCEMENT
3/05/1990 A081 CHAMBER RATING COULD HURT BID
3/07/1990 A102 CARTER RESPECTS PRESSLER (L)
3/09/1990 coil GAO TO INVESTIGATE HEATING-FUEL PRICE RAISE
3/10/1990 A083 'ARGUS' MEMORIES SHORT (L)
3/10/1990 C012 PRESSLER SOWS DISAPPROVAL OF FARM BILL
3/10/1990 C012 GAO AUTHORIZES PROPANE RATE INVESTIGATION
3/11/1990 A091 XPRESSLER QUESTIONS--HE'S OUT OF TOUCH
3/11/1990 A094 PRESSLER VOTED FOR REFORM (L)
3/11/1990 coil STATE DELEGATION BACKS PROPANE PROBE
3/12/1990 A104 PRESSLER VOTES FOR SD (L)
3/12/1990 A105 MUENSTER'S PLANS SUSPECT (L)
3/13/1990 C012 SENIORS GROUP SWITCHES TO MUENSTER
3/14/1990 A012 PRESSLER BROKE VOW TO DONATE HONORARIA
3/14/1990 A081 HANDLE SD PROBLEMS FIRST (L)
3/14/1990 C012 PRESSLER ENDORSEMENT IN QUESTION
3/15/1990 A013 *PRESSLER IN RUNNING AGAIN
3/16/1990 C012 36GROUP BACKS PRESSLER OPPONENT
3/16/1990 C041 EX-LEGISLATOR--STICK WITH PRESSLER
3/18/1990 A092 CANDIDATES' STRENGTH GOOD (L)
3/19/1990 B016 3€PRESSLER--CRITICISM WON'T HURT
3/22/1990 coil WOMAN SELECTED AS PRESSLER'S INTERN
3/22/1990 coil PRESSLER CALLS POSTAL INCREASE UNACCEPTABLE
3/23/1990 C015 *STAFF 'HELP' IN WRITING LETTERS TO EDITOR
3/23/1990 C016 GROUP NAMES SENATOR FRIEND OF TAXPAYERS
3/24/1990 A083 PRESSLER DIDN'T BACK TO HELP IMAGE (L)
3/24/1990 A083 LETTER STRETCHES TRUTH (L)
3/25/1990 A091 ^CONTRIVED LETTERS TAINTING RIGHT TO KNOW
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SUBJECT
PRESSLER LARRY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
92Ji PRESSLER SPONSORS ANTI-PROFITEERING BILL9/I4/I990 A0I5 CANDIDATES RELEASE INCOME TAX RETURNS
9/IA/I990 A0I6 PRESSLER--CUT CONGRESS PAY
SATISFIED WITH MAIL-DELIVERY BILL
9/17/1990 AlOA PRESSLER'S PRO-LIFE STAND COMMENDABLE (L)
9/19/I99Q AII2 PRESSLER NOT DODGING ABORTION ISSUE (L)
9/20/1990 coil PRESSLER'S OFFICE WILL FORWARD LETTERS
9/20/1990 C0I2 *RIVAL--PRESSLER VOTING RECORD POOR
9/20/1990 C016 MUENSTER--ADS SHOULD BE VERIFIED
9/21/1990 coil PRESSLER TO FIGHT RESURRECTION OF BILL
9/22/1990 A085 PRESSLER REPRESENTS MOST SOUTH DAKOTANS (L)
9/25/1990 coil SENATE CADIDATES BOTH LABELED HEALTHY
9/26/1990 coil MUENSTER--PRESSLER MISSED A2 VOTES
9/27/1990 A015 SENATORS PROPOSE GOVERNMENT PAY CUTS
WRITER IS CONFUSED ABOUT PRESSLER RECORD (L)
PRESSLER/SINCLAIR CAMPAIGN IS A SHAM CD
9/27/1990 coil PRESSLER INTRODUCES AIR-SERVICE AMENDMENT
9/28/1990 A016 GOP ILLEGALLY GIVING MONEY--DEMOCRATS
9/30/1990 AI13 PRESSLER AFRAID TO DEBATE ISSUES (L)
10/01/1990 A012 KCAMPAIGNS POUR CASH INTO TV ADS
DELEGATION OPPOSES AG CUTS, HIGHER GAS TAX
MUENSTER BLASTS RIVAL ON SOCIAL SECURITY
lO/OA/1990 coil LAWMAKERS STRUGGLE WITH BUDGET PACT
C0I5 ^REFUSES TO ANSWER CHARGES ABOUT MISSED VOTE
10/05/1990 C015 *TV CAMPAIGN ADS SPUR CONTROVERSY
HEADLINE INCORRECT ON PRESSLER RESPONSE CD
PRESSLER LEAVES DOUBT ABOUT BELIEVABILITY CD
I0/I0/I990 con PRESSLER INTRODUCES BILLS TO FIGHT DUMP
PRESSLER DECLINES TO RELEASE '90 NUMBERS
10/11/1990 A012 KETHICS FOCUS OF DEBATE
J2<JHJ222 PRESSLER CONSULTANT LED DIRTIEST CAMPAIGN CDSPEAKING FEE COMMON PRACTICE FOR WELL KNOWN CD
DASCHLE JABS PRESSLER IN LATEST MUENSTER AD
*MUENSTER AHEAD IN CAMPAIGN FUND-RAISING
10/1^1990 A085 PRESSLER THRIVES ON IMAGE, NOT SUBSTANCE (D
I0/I7/I990 con CONGRESS RATED ON ENVIRONMENT}0/lQ/1990 con PRESSLER HOLDS LARGE LEAD OVER RIVAL
10/19/1990 C015 ^SENATE CANDIDATES SHARE BUDGET IDEAS
10/20/1990 C013 KPRESSLER--GRUNSETH GOOD AIDE
J2"^oKJ22° MUENSTER, NOT PRESSLER, HAS RAISED FAMILY CDPRESSLER PUTS HIMSELF FIRST ON SENIORS VOTE CD
o2}i CONFLICTING AG VISIONSSENATOR CALLS PRESSLER HYPOCRITE ON FRANKING
PRESSLER WITHSTANDS CAREFUL SCRUTINY CD
10/27/1990 C041 SENATORS AGREE ON FARM BILL, BUDGET
J2/i2'^J222 PRESSLER CUTS RED TAPE TO HELP CONSTITUENTS CD10/28/1990 C012 3eSD SENATE CANDIDATES FACE OFF
?2/i?/i222 ^2}i pressler playing politics with vote10/31/1990 C015 ABORTION DIVIDES SENATE CANDIDATES
10/31/1990 C016 XPRESSLER NAMED TO 'PACMAN LIST'
11/01/1990 A085 DEBATE SHOWS PRESSLER IN COMMAND OF ISSUES CD
11/01/1990 con SINCLAIR BLASTS HIS OPPONENTS
11/01/1990 C012 XMASTEN CRITICIZES PRESSLER'S TRIPS
11/03/1990 C015 XPRESSLER PLEADS FOR FUNDS
11/04/1990 AlOl 9fTIME FOR CHANGE IN SENATE CED)
11/04/1990 A103 36BACKLASH AGAINST INCUMBENTS WON'T BE FELT
11/0^/1990 A121 PRESSLER CITED AS 'TAXPAYERS' FRIEND' CD
^^^22 SENATE VOTES MORE VITAL THAN CAMPAIGN CD
n/05/1990 C0I6 MASTEN QUESTIONS PRESSLER'S BANKROLL
11/07/1990 A012 3CPRESSLER RE-ELECTED
11/07/1990 A051 ^NARROW VICTORY SIGN OF WANING POPULARITY
11/08/1990 C012 SENATOR ENJOYS BROAD SUPPORT
11/08/1990 C013 3CPRESSLER HINTS AT 4TH TERM
11/08/1990 C014 INCUMBENT CARRIED MOST MAJOR COUNTIES
JHJHJ222 JOHNSON, PRESSLER COOL TO MILITARY BUILDUP IN GULF11/13/1990 A081 4 EDITORIAL BOARDS WRONG ABOUT PRESSLER CD
11/16/1990 A105 GIVE PRESSLER COVERAGE THUMBS-DOWN CD
n/16/1990 C03I IRS MIGHT RELOCATE OFFICE TO ABERDEEN
11/19/1990 A103 PRESSLER WIN MARGIN MORE THAN 'SURVIVING' CD
11/21/1990 AOll PRESSLER SAYS US SHOULD BOMB IRAQ
n/22/1990 A146 JANKLOW'S JEALOUS OF PRESSLER'S VICTORY CD
11/25/1990 A091 *FEUD BETWEEN PRESSLER, DASCHLE TO ESCALATE
11/25/1990 A095 PRESSLER WINNER WITHOUT MUDSLINGING CD
11/26/1990 B012 XCOERCED INTO WATCHING 'THE SIMPSONS'
11/27/1990 A084 PRESSLER DIDN'T NEED LANDSLIDE VICTORY CD
11/28/1990 A104 'ARGUS' SHOULD ACCEPT PRESSLER'S VICTORY CD
12/16/1990 A096 NEXT TIME, BE HONEST WITH PRESSLER CD
12/18/1990 C035 KSENATE RACE COST TOTAL OF $3 4 MILLION
1665 -
SUBJECT
PRESSLER LARRY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/19/1990 coil ACLU RATES STATE'S CONGRESS MEMBERS
12/21/1990 coil SAUDI ARABIA SHOULD PAY--PRESSLER
12/22/1990 C035 KPRESSLER WANTS MEETING ON ROSEBUD DUMP SITE
12/26/1990 A08A PRESSLER'S LOW ACLU RATING COMMENDABLE (L)
12/26/1990 C012 *PRESSLER CASTS MAVERICK VOTES
12/30/1990 A091 STAFFER TRIES TO COVER POOR PRESSLER SHOWING (L)
1/13/1991 A071 *SD LAWMAKERS MIXED ON GULF FORCE ISSUE
1/17/1991 C033 PRESSLER TO HOST PUBLIC FORUMS
1/17/1991 C035 PRESSLER BILL OPPOSES BOYD COUNTY DUMP
1/19/1991 AlOl DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
1/21/1991 B035 INTRODUCES FARM, WATER MEASURES
1/22/1991 C043 ^DASCHLE, PRESSLER MOVE TO CENTER
1/25/1991 C036 GULF WAR TALK EXPECTED AT PRESSLER MEETINGS
1/27/1991 BOll PRESSLER, TRIBE MEET ON DUMP
1/28/1991 B031 KGROUP EXPRESSES WAR CONCERNS TO PRESSLER
1/30/1991 coil PRESSLER SELECTED DEPUTY GOP WHIP
2/01/1991 A09A 'ARGUS' PRESSLER CRITICISM UNWARRANTED (L)
2/06/1991 coil PRESSLER ACCEPTING INTERNSHIP APPLICATIONS
2/07/1991 D085 S DAKOTANS OVERCHARGED FOR AIR TICKETS
2/08/1991 C036 MAY CLOSE PIERRE FIELD OFFICE
2/10/1991 B012 *T0 TAKE ON WAR FOR FEDERAL DOLLARS
2/11/1991 coil CHAMBER GIVES PRESSLER HIGH MARKS
2/11/1991 C035 CAN'T BUY FRIENDS WITH FOREIGN AID
2/17/1991 EOll NEW SYSTEM WILL LINK PRESSLER'S OFFICES
2/18/1991 coil TAX HINTS FREE FOR SENIORS
3/06/1991 C036 RALLY APPLAUDS PRESSLER FOR GULF WAR SUPPORT
3/07/1991 C012 PRESSLER PUSHES FOR SUPERCOMPUTER NETWORK
3/15/1991 CO,11 REQUESTS TROOP TIMETABLE
3/17/1991 con GROUP TO HONOR PRESSLER FOR WAR WORK
A/OA/1991 A092 STOOD FIRMLY BEHIND TROOPS (L)
A/lA/1991 C033 MINUTEMAN MISSILES ON WAY OUT
4/21/1991 A095 'ARGUS' USES TOWER TO DISCREDIT PRESSLER (L)
4/23/1991 C012 *AGENCY RULES AGAINST PRESSLER CAMPAIGN
4/26/1991 con CHOOSES RITZ FOR INTERNSHIP
5/04/1991 C023 SENATORS BACK FUEL BILL WITH RESERVATIONS
5/11/1991 A083 3«RE0PEN1NG CLAIMS ISSUE WOULD HARM RECONCILIATION
5/13/1991 C035 TO SPEAK AT SENIOR-CITIZENS EXPO
5/19/1991 C014 SPEAKER FEES INFLATE INCOME OF LAWMAKERS
5/22/1991 A103 VOTE TO SHOW PRESSLER'S CAMPAIGN FINANCE VIEWS CD
5/23/1991 con PRESSLER SEEKS DOCTOR FOR PHILIP
5/26/1991 con PRESSLER OFFICE NAMES INTERNSHIP RECIPIENT
5/30/1991 A015 FLATTERY WILL GET YOU AUTOGRAPH
6/11/1991 A103 ANTl-PRESSLER BIAS APPARENT IN STORIES CD
6/12/1991 D071 PRESSLER, SHIPPERS HOPE TO SAVE TRACK
6/20/1991 C061 MAY BACK EFFORT TO DELAY DORN NOMINATION
6/21/1991 D061 RECEIVES ENTERPRISE AWARD
6/22/1991 con NOMINATES AIDE FOR US ATTORNEY
6/27/1991 C012 PRESSLER AIDE'S COURTROOM EXPERIENCE AT CENTER
7/03/1991 A086 'ARGUS' DOESN'T REPORT PRESSLER ACHIEVEMENTS CD
7/05/1991 A061 SCHIEFFER WILL BE GREAT US ATTORNEY CD
7/07/1991 A081 PRESSLER NOMINEE NOT FIT FOR LEGAL JOB
7/08/1991 A083 DASCHLE IS A BIG MAIL SPENDER, TOO CED)
7/13/1991 C014 ^SENATORS SPLIT ON CRIME BILL VOTE
7/14/1991 A091 PRESSLER SIGNALS DIFFERENCES IN 'JOURNAL', 'ARGUS'
7/19/1991 A012 SD SENATORS--PAY RAISE NOT JUSTIFIED
7/19/1991 con PRESSLER MEETS, PLANS TO SUPPORT THOMAS
7/21/1991 A091 'ARGUS' STAND SHOWS GRUDGE AGAINST PRESSLER CD
8/12/1991 BOll LEGISLATION TARGETS NEW SCHOOL TEACHERS
9/03/1991 C035 ^BALTICS' HIGH HOPES CONCERN PRESSLER
9/05/1991 A081 PRESSLER THE ONE WHO MERITS CRITICISM CD
9/05/1991 C035 PRESSLER ADVISES BUSH SEND BALTICS VOLUNTEERS
9/09/1991 BOll TO SPEAK ON SOVIET TRIP TODAY
9/10/1991 C012 KPRESSLER--S0V1ETS SHOULD GET ADVICE, FOOD
9/15/1991 EOll INTERN SET TO SHARE EXPERIENCES
9/18/1991 AlOl PRESSLER--SENATE JOB EXCITING, NOT BORING CD
9/21/1991 AlOl DAKOTA WINDS CED)
9/29/1991 Alls INTEGRITY NEEDED WHEN REPORTING THE NEWS CD
9/29/1991 FOll XPRESSLER SHOWS STAYING POWER
10/08/1991 A012 PRESSLER REMAINS SUPPORTIVE OF JUDGE
10/11/1991 C031 PROTESTS PROPOSED VA CUTS
10/13/1991 F021 CONFERENCE BEGINS ON MONDAY
10/14/1991 A085 VOTES NO ON WOMEN'S ISSUES CD
10/16/1991 A062 SENATE EXEMPT FROM HARASSMENT LAW
10/18/1991 A102 WAS PRESSLER VOTE A SCHIEFFER TRADE-OFF CD
10/19/1991 AlOl DAKOTA WINDS CED)
10/19/1991 A103 SENATOR CLAIMS OTHERS GET PRIORITY TREATMENT CD
10/19/1991 C012 JANKL0W--SCH1EFFER NOMINATION ODD
10/25/1991 A103 DEFENDS HIS VOTE FOR THOMAS CD
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/30/1991 C012 GROUP PUTS DASCHLE AT TOP IN FREE MAIL USE
11/03/1991 A083 PRESSLER HAS INTERESTS OF WOMEN AT HEART (L)
ll/OA/1991 A083 JANKLOW IS HYPOCRITE FOR SLAMMING PRESSLER (L)
11/20/1991 C036 PRESSLER ASKS VA FOR HEARINGS
11/22/1991 C015 *PRESSLER'S IN RUNNING, REPORT SAYS
11/26/1991 A012 *FMHA PICK SPURS DISAGREEMENT
12/07/1991 A021 *CASTRO TELLS OF OIL TROUBLES
12/10/1991 A081 'ARGUS' REPORT DID NOT TELL THE REST OF STORY (L)
12/16/1991 con PRESSLER REQUESTS MEETING ON VETERANS HEALTH CARE
12/17/1991 A085 PRESSLER SUPPORTS US AID TO SOMALIA (L)
12/18/1991 con XPRESSLER TO HOLD SENIOR CITIZENS SESSION
12/21/1991 A105 FUND-RAISING GOALS ARE DISTURBING (L)
12/2A/1991 con PRESSLER EXPLAINS PLANS TO SENIORS
1/06/1992 C012 DASCHLE CONSISTENT BUSH OPPONENT
1/13/1992 C032 *PRESSLER WARNS OF NUCLEAR ALLIANCE
1/16/1992 C032 PRESSLER REMARKS ANGER PAKISTANIS
1/20/1992 con PRESSLER OFFERS BOOK OF GOVERNMENT FACTS
2/06/1992 con PRESSLER'S CAMPAIGN FUNDS TOTAL $AA1,871
2/16/1992 A092 PRESSLER FLIP-FLOPPED VOTE ON NEA FUNDING (L)
2/20/1992 COS'i PRESSLER SEEKS INTERNS FOR SENIOR CITIZEN POST
2/2A/1992 A04A KERREY CURTLY QUIPS AT PRESSLER
3/01/1992 Foil 'PRESSLER REPORT' TOPIC IS FREE-TRADE AGREEMENT
3/03/1992 A092 KERREY NOT SUPPORTIVE OF SD ISSUES (L)
3/11/1992 A083 PRESSLER MISLED READERS ON KERREY'S POSITION CD
3/13/1992 C012 SD LAWMAKERS--CHECKBOOKS BALANCE
3/17/1992 A082 KERREY'S LAND-CLAIM REMARKS MISLEADING CD
3/17/1992 con PRESSLER USED BANK, DIDN'T BOUNCE CHECKS
3/21/1992 C015 PRESSLER BILL WOULD BOOST PIPELINE SAFETY
3/27/1992 A081 PRESSLER'S PIPELINE SAFETY BILL HAS MERIT CED)
A/OA/1992 con SENATOR PRESSLER TO TOUR THREE TOWNS TODAY
A/08/1992 C012 ^LAWMAKERS MAINTAIN LOCAL TIES
A/26/1992 Foil PRESSLER TO SPONSOR SENIOR CITIZEN INTERN
A/26/1992 F02A PRESSLER LOSES BET, OWES SENATOR STEAK
A/30/1992 A072 'NEWSWEEK' TAKES WRONG ROAD, LARRY IS SCHOLAR, TOO
5/01/1992 C055 DASCHLE, PRESSLER SPLIT ON 'SUPER PERK' BILL
5/02/1992 AlOl DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
5/21/1992 A012 PRESSLER PROTESTS SATELLITE COMMERCIALIZATION
5/27/1992 con PRESSLER TO VISIT SF, MADISON
5/28/1992 A0A2 SENATOR PRESSLER INSULTS STUDENTS CD
5/31/1992 A075 PRESSLER MAKES TIME FOR S DAKOTANS CD
6/02/1992 C022 PRESSLER TO DISCUSS LONETREE JURISDICTION
6/1A/1992 F012 ^SENATORS EARN $60,000 FOR SPEAKING EVENTS
6/17/1992 C012 ^BIGGER ETHANOL TAX BREAK TO HELP INDUSTRY
6/17/1992 D061 PRESSLER AWARDED CHAMBER DESIGNATION
7/02/1992 C012 ^DELEGATION SPLIT ON ABORTION BILL
8/12/1992 B015 WHAT PRESSLER'S BILL WOULD DO
8/13/1992 A015 *PRESSLER WINS FIGHT IN SENATE
8/13/1992 A021 PRESSLER, FELLOW LAWMAKERS TRADE BARBS
9/03/1992 BOll PRESSLER TO SPEAK AT USD POLITICAL CLASS
9/07/1992 B022 PRESSLER--LAWMAKERS, MEDIA BATTLE TO SET AGENDA
10/31/1992 B021 PRESSLER TO CAMPAIGN FOR HAAR TODAY
11/01/1992 FOll PRESSLER NAMED TO UN DELEGATION
11/02/1992 A085 SENATOR SAYS HE OPPOSED PAY RAISE (L)
11/16/1992 B021 PRESSLER REQUESTS JOBLESS CHECK STUDY
11/20/1992 AlOl THANKS TO PRESSLER FOR CAMPAIGN HELP (L)
11/30/1992 A016 ^PRESSLER CRITICAL OF UN
12/11/1992 A102 PRESSLER OFF BASE WITH SOMALIA STAND (L)
12/11/1992 BOll PRESSLER NOMINATES 27 FOR ACADEMIES
12/12/1992 D016 CONGRESSIONAL DELEGATION MOVES UP IN SENIORITY
12/14/1992 B015 PRESSLER SEEKS UN SHAKE-UP
12/14/1992 B022 ^SENATOR QUESTIONS FINANCING OF RELIEF OPERATION
12/23/1992 B021 PRESSLER CRITICIZES UN ROLE IN SOMALIA
12/27/1992 A091 KCOST OF FEEDING SOMALIA SHOULD BE SHARED
1/23/1991 DlOl PREST ROCK TO CLOSE BROOKINGS PLANT SOON
12/03/1991 C032 BALTIC MAN WANTS TO START MUSEUM
6/04/1983 A012 ^LUTHERAN LEADER--MAKE UNBELIEVERS BELIEVE
11/20/1986 C012 MILBANK MAN NAMED TEACHER OF YEAR
4/26/1987 CC71 5CM1LBANK TEACHER DOESN'T LIMIT
12/27/1991 con PRIBYL WILL DIRECT KERREY SD CAMPAIGN
3/02/1987 C021 RESIDENT TAKES ACTIVE ROLE IN WEBSTER
1/07/1984 con SECOND LIBEL LAWSUIT FILED AGAINST BOOK
1/10/1984 B042 LAWYER SAYS LAWSUIT IS BY FBI
2/16/1984 C013 FBI AGENT IS DEFENDANT IN COUNTERSUIT
2/20/1984 C051 LAWYERS FILE SECOND LAWSUIT
1/31/1985 C041 RC JUDGE DROPS FBI AGENT'S SUIT
11/02/1986 C051 SEEKS DISMISSAL OF 'CRAZY HORSE' LIBEL SUIT
5/21/1991 A012 ^MEMORIAL PARK DEDICATED
7/30/1986 DOll KPRICE REMEMBERED AS GENTLE GIANT
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5/0A/I990 A0I2 3€CAR-M0T0RCyCLE CRASH KILLS STUDENT
5/2I/I99I con 3«PRICE'S NAME TAKEN OFF MAYORAL BALLOT
8/08/1984 BOII PRICKETT LEAVES AMATEUR LIMELIGHT BEHIND
7/16/1985 D05I ^WEBSTER NATIVE PRIEB RUNS SHOW
7/I2/I989 DOII KPRIEB WAS QUIET STAR OF *85 GAME
3/15/1985 D03I KCHAMBERLAIN•S PRIEBE BEST-KEPT SECRET
2/13/1983 B041 JCPRIES WATCHDOG FOR WILDLIFE GROUP
I/11/I987 B061 XWHERE OUTDOOR ISSUES ARISE, PRIES IS THERE
8/14/1988 C013 ^MOWING OF CRP ACRES STIRS UP
SEE ALSO ELECTION LAWS
2/25/1990 C0I2 ^CALIFORNIA PRIMARY CHANGE MAY AFFECT SD
2/26/1990 A08I REGIONAL PRIMARY SYSTEM--BEST HOPE (ED)
4/03/1990 C04I DEMOCRATS WILL ASK STATE TO DELAY PRIMARY
8/07/1990 C0I2 *HOPEFULS FILE ON EVE OF DEADLINE
9/17/1990 C03I SEVERAL LINCOLN COUNTY PRECINCTS WILL MERGE
2/06/1991 C035 PANEL KILLS BILL TO MOVE PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY
2/18/1991 C012 SD VOTERS STILL UNDECIDED
4/14/1991 AlOl CANDIDATE SHORTAGE MAY AFFECT PRIMARY (ED)
4/26/1991 CG15 DEMOCRATS PREP FOR EARLY PRIMARY
5/I2/199I C033 DEMOCRATS HOPE FOR 'GOOD-FAITH* EXCEPTION
9/21/1991 A014 DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY SET
9/25/I99I C015 ZACHARY TAYLOR RUNNING FOR PRESIDENT AGAIN
10/06/1991 AlOl EARLY PRIMARY GETS WELCOME NEW LIFE (ED)
10/06/1991 C012 36DEMOCRATS WILL KEY IN TO SD PRIMARY
1I/24/I99I A035 ^PRIMARY SPOTLIGHT TURNS FROM IOWA TO SD
I2/0I/199I A0I2 XDUKE PLANS CHALLENGE
I2/0I/I99I C0I2 *GOP LEADER SAYS DUKE ISN'T WELCOME
I2/03/I99I C0I2 CLINTON TURNS SIGHTS ON SD
12/11/1991 C016 ^WOULD SD BEND RULES FOR CUOMO
12/17/1991 C012 BUSH ONLY GOP NAME IN PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY
I2/I9/I99I A08I BUCHANAN SHOULD STOP HIS WHINING (ED)
I2/I9/I99I C016 GOP SAYS BUCHANAN TOO LATE
12/20/1991 C013 MASTEN SAYS DEMOCRATIC PICKS ARE UP TO HIM
12/25/1991 C034 CHARACTER BIDS FOR PART AS PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE
12/27/1991 C012 ^DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATES ARE SLOW TO SHOW
1/01/1992 C012 KBUCHANAN WILL SUE TO GET ON BALLOT
1/01/1992 C012 8 DEMOCRATS CERTIFIED FOR PRIMARY
1/04/1992 C014 KLAROUCHE IS 1ST NAME ON BALLOT
1/06/1992 C031 BILL WOULD REPEAL STATE'S EARLY PRIMARY
I/07/I992 C035 PRIMARY PLAN WORTH A LOOK
I/09/I992 C03I LEGISLATOR WAVERING ON EARLY PRIMARY ISSUE
I/I0/I992 C012 PRE-PRIMARY ACTION HEATS UP
I/II/I992 C032 HEARING SET IN BUCHANAN LAWSUIT
I/I2/I992 A012 XHARKIN PLAN TARGETS HIGH CORPORATE SALARIES
I/13/I992 A0I2 PRIMARY HOT SEAT FOR HARKIN, KERREY
1/13/1992 A083 PRIMARY VOTING BOILS DOWN TO ARITHMETIC (L)
I/I7/I992 con RULING KEEPS BUCHANAN OFF BALLOT
I/2I/1992 A081 EARLY PRIMARY STILL GOOD INVESTMENT (ED)
I/24/I992 con INDIAN CANDIDATE SUES TO GET ON BALLOT
1/26/1992 A012 ^VOTERS 'LACK FAITH' IN PROCESS
1/26/1992 A081 RACE INTERESTING BUT DISAPPOINTING (ED)
1/28/1992 A081 VOTERS, NOT MEDIA WILL JUDGE CLINTON (ED)
I/29/I992 C035 AGRAN SAYS SD VOTE CRITICAL
I/3I/1992 C012 FORUM TO PUT FOCUS ON SD PRIMARY
2/04/1992 C012 UNCOMMITTED DELEGATES WANT VOICES HEARD
2/05/1992 con DEMOCRATIC HOPEFULS TO JOIN FEBRUARY 23 FORUM
2/06/1992 C014 ^KERREY BEGINS TV CAMPAIGN
2/12/1992 C031 DEMOCRATIC HOPEFULS TO ATTEND SD FORUM
2/14/1992 C012 5 DEMOCRATS COMMIT TO FEBRUARY 23 FORUM
2/16/1992 A012 36HEALTH COVERAGE A FRONT-RUNNING ISSUE
2/16/1992 A081 IF KERREY DOESN'T GRAB THE BRASS RING
2/16/1992 F015 ^ALLEGATIONS STALL DEMOCRATIC RACE
2/17/1992 A052 3€V0TING ON ISSUES
2/17/1992 con FORUM TICKETS LIKELY TO RUN OUT TUESDAY
2/19/1992 A031 ^CAMPAIGN TALK TAILOR-MADE FOR EACH STATE
2/19/1992 A081 CANDIDATES IGNORE RUNAWAY DEBT (ED)
2/20/1992 A0I2 ^CAMPAIGN CARAVANS BLANKET SD
2/20/1992 AIOI RACE WIDE OPEN, AS IT SHOULD BE (ED)
2/20/1992 AI03 *PUBLIC OPINIONS--PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY
2/20/1992 C05I SD FORUM WILL BE ON C-SPAN
2/21/1992 A012 MTSONGAS VISITS, PRESS IN TOW
2/2I/I992 A03I HARKIN, KERREY MUST DO SOME SCRAMBLING TO STAY IN
2/22/1992 A012 KERREY LEADS PACK IN SD POLL
2/22/1992 A021 STATE POLL--KERREY HAS BEST SHOT
2/22/1992 A021 750 SNAP UP TICKETS TO SUNDAY FORUM
2/22/1992 C035 IMAGE GETS STUCK IN STOCKYARDS' SHADOW
2/23/1992 A012 ^CAMPAIGN SD-STYLE
2/23/1992 A013 35 PERCENT LIKE 'UNCOMMITTED'
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2/23/1992 AOAl *'NAME' CHALLENGERS IN BUSH'S WAY
2/23/1992 A081 KERREY BEST OPTION IN DEMOCRATIC RACE CED)
2/23/1992 E012 ^CANDIDATES STUMP AND SPEND
2/23/1992 GOll *SD SHOWDOWN
2/23/1992 G031 XAREA NATIVE TO MODERATE SD FORUM
2/23/1992 GOAl KTHE CANDIDATES
2/23/1992 G06A SD NOT ALWAYS KIND TO NEIGHBORS
2/2A/1992 A012 ^CANDIDATES OPEN FORUM AT TOP SPEED
2/24/1992 A041 ^CANDIDATES INJECT CAMPAIGN THEMES INTO FORUM
2/24/1992 C012 KPLAY ROLES IN PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGNS
2/25/1992 A012 KBATTLE GOES TO BALLOT BOX
2/25/1992 A015 ECONOMY IS NUMBER 1 ISSUE FOR VOTERS
2/25/1992 A081 PRIMARY PRODUCES SOME REAL WINNERS CED)
2/26/1992 AOll *NEBRASKAN TOPS HARKIN BY 15 PERCENT
2/26/1992 A012 REPUBLICANS SHOW DISSATISFACTION
2/26/1992 A032 ANCHORS AWAY FROM SD PRIMARY
2/26/1992 A035 PRESIDENT'S SHOWING LACKLUSTER
2/26/1992 A041 KECONOMIC WORRIES SWAY DECISIONS
2/26/1992 A081 2 BEST MEN WIN (ED)
2/27/1992 C016 HIGH PRICE, POOR TURNOUT COULD MOVE PRIMARY DATE
2/27/1992 C041 UNCOMMITTED VOTE A PROTEST--JANKLOW
2/27/1992 C044 SD VOTE SHOWS BUSH WEAK--BUCHANAN
2/29/1992 AlOl DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
3/02/1992 A083 CANDIDATES' SOUND BITES SAY LITTLE (YANKTON PRESS)
3/05/1992 A081 RACE TAKES TOLL ON KERREY, BUSH (ED)
3/06/1992 A045 SUPPORTERS FOCUS ON ATTENTION, SPENDING
3/09/1992 A083 KAGRAN IS BEST CHOICE FOR INDIANS
3/10/1992 A081 HARKIN'S DEPARTURE IS BLOW TO SYSTEM (ED)
3/10/1992 C012 CLINTON WINS SD BY DEFAULT
3/19/1992 AlOl CONSTITUENT ANGER EVIDENT IN PRIMARY (ED)
3/30/1992 C015 CANDIDATES SPEND MORE ON SD BID
4/09/1992 A081 TSONGAS SHOULD GET BACK IN RACE (ED)
4/29/1992 AlOl OPEN PRIMARIES MAY PUMP UP VOTER INTEREST
6/01/1992 A041 ONE BORING PRIMARY NO REASON TO CHANGE (ED)
6/02/1992 C012 PARTY OFFICIALS EXPECT LOW VOTER TURNOUT
6/03/1992 A044 HUNHOFF CREDITS RURAL VOTES IN WIN
6/03/1992 A045 KNOONAN, KOLBE WIN IN COUNTY
6/04/1992 A081 LOW VOTE TURNOUT NOTHING TO FRET (ED)
6/06/1992 C013 RECOUNTS PLANNED IN TWO PRIMARY RACES
7/07/1992 C016 ABBOTT CHALLENGES PRIMARY
7/20/1992 B022 CAMPAIGN COSTS VARY FROM $98 TO $14,000
7/25/1992 B016 CROSS-PARTY VOTERS IN COURT
7/26/1992 D012 ^YANKTON VOTE TALLY GOES BEFORE JUDGE
7/31/1992 B022 JUDGE--ILLEGAL VOTES SHOULDN'T AFFECT ELECTION
8/11/1992 B021 SENATE HOPEFULS DISPUTE FINDINGS
8/25/1992 B025 COURT CONFIRMS HUNHOFF WIN
9/18/1992 A121 PRIMARIES BODE INTERESTING DATA (ED)
3/20/1986 A012 *1 LESS BACHELOR, SOME WOMEN SAY
7/23/1986 A081 MUCH ADO ABOUT 2 ORDINARY PEOPLE (ED)
7/24/1986 AlOl ^PUBLIC OPINIONS ON THE ROYAL WEDDING
7/27/1986 C014 KLOCAL MAN GETS IN ON ROYAL GOSSIP
6/12/1985 D012 XPRINCE WAS A PIRATES BOOSTER IN KINGLY FASHION
11/14/1985 A081 SO LONG, ROYAL COUPLE (ED)
11/13/1992 B012 ^EDUCATION OFFICIAL DEFENDS ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS
7/19/1991 B012 36GIVING BACK A SPECIAL GIFT
12/17/1988 C041 INK DERIVED FROM SOYBEANS
1/10/1990 D081 2 CITY PRINTING FIRMS MAKE TOP 500 LIST
12/16/1992 B024 SDSU LOANS LINOTYPE MACHINE TO CALIFORNIA MUSEUM
5/05/1991 A012 K2 BREAK OUT OF PRISON BARRIER
2/25/1982 D014 3CWARDEN WORKS TO LOCK UP SERVICE PROGRAM
9/01/1982 C041 FORMER PRISON GUARD APPEALS FIRING
1/08/1982 C041 BILL RESTRICTS INMATES FROM PROFITING ON STORY
1/14/1982 A012 PRISON HAS BIG DRUG PROBLEM, SOLEM SAYS
1/18/1982 C032 HE GREW UP IN PRISON & PROBABLY DIE THERE
1/22/1982 C041 BROOKINGS INMATE TRIES TO ESCAPE
1/26/1982 B061 BILL GUARDING AGAINST INMATE SUITS OK'D
1/28/1982 D031 SD MAN TRIES TO HANG HIMSELF IN CELL
2/01/1982 A061 AN IRISHMAN'S ODYSSEY
2/02/1982 C016 4 INMATES PLEAD GUILTY IN RIOT CASE
2/06/1982 BOll 4 INMATES PLEAD GUILTY TO ASSAULT
2/06/1982 BOll WHITE HAWK'S PETITION FOR RELEASE DENIED
2/07/1982 DOll JeWOMEN IN PRISON
2/19/1982 coil INAMTES' ASSAULT TRIAL TO START MONDAY
2/24/1982 C043 INMATE TRIAL RESCHEDULED
3/03/1982 coil 4 PEN INMATES CHARGED IN RIOT SLASH WRISTS
3/05/1982 C033 BROWN CO ASKED TO TAKE INMATES
3/30/1982 BOll JURY SELECTION OPENS INMATES' ASSAULT TRIAL
4/01/1982 D035 17-YEAR-OLD FOUND DEAD IN JAIL
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A/02/1982 AG12 ^PRISONER GOT HIS DEATH WISH--OLIVET
A/G3/1982 AG12 INMATES TRIAL OPENS--JURY TOLD ABOUT AMBUSH
A/G6/1982 BGll ^GUARDS DESCRIBE STABBINGS
A/G6/1982 BGA3 INMATE IN PRISON UNTIL APPEAL HEARD
A/G7/1982 AGI2 ^INMATE OUTLINES PRISON UPRISING AT TRIAL
A/G9/1982 AG12 9CINMATES GUILTY IN ASSAULT ON GUARDS
A/G9/1982 CGIA XINMATE ON HUNGER STRIKE
A/13/1982 BGll 2 INMATES SAY THEY'RE NOT HABITUAL
A/lA/1982 CGll TRANSFER LIKELY FOR MEN CONVICTED IN RIOT
A/27/1982 BG33 MOTION TO DROP HABITUAL CRIMINAL CHARGES
A/28/1982 BGAl SUICIDE VICTIM KNEW HE'D FACE CHARGES
5/G1/1982 CGll INMATE'S ASSAULT CONVICTION UPHELD
5/G7/1982 CG21 ^PASTOR'S WIFE EXPRESSES EMPATHY FOR INMATES
5/11/1982 BG31 STUMES TO STAY IN PRISON UNTIL COURT RULES ON REVIEW
5/1A/1982 AG13 ^MOTHER ENLISTS AID FOR HUNGER STRIKER
5/15/1982 CGll HUNGER STRIKER NOT IN DANGER, DOCTOR SAYS
5/19/1982 CGll 2 GET MAXIMUM SENTENCES FOR ASSAULTING GUARDS
5/22/1982 C021 WIFE SEES NO REMORSE BY DEFENDANTS (L)
5/27/1982 DGA3 PRISON GROUP GIVES SCHOOLS NETS
5/28/1982 CG31 CODINGTON COUNTY REJECTS INMATE'S TRANSFER
6/G2/1982 CG12 PENITENTIARY INMATES NOT WANTED IN COUNTY
6/1G/1982 AGIA KSEIDSCHLAW CAPTURED AFTER FLEEING COURTHOUSE
6/18/1982 CG31 SHERIFF SAYS TRUSTY WORK PROGRAM SUCCESSFUL
6/19/1982 BG31 PRISONER ESCAPES FROM PIERRE JAIL
6/2G/1982 BGIA CITIZEN'S TIP LEADS TO ARREST OF ESCAPEE
6/25/1982 CGll 2 INMATES APPEAL SENTENCES FOR DISTURBANCE
6/25/1982 CG31 INMATE WALKS AWAY FROM JAIL-ABERDEEN
7/1A/1982 CG51 CUSTER DOESN'T WANT PRISON TRUSTIES
7/17/1982 'BG31 MANKE--INMATES OK IN LOCAL JAILS
7/22/1982 CG61 STATE PRISON TRUSTY WALKS AWAY FROM JOB
7/29/1982 CG23 INMATES DESERVE CREDIT FOR HELP IN ACCIDENT (L)
8/G8/1982 BGll BLACK HILLS JOBS FOR IGG INMATES COULD EASE
8/12/1982 AGIA XFIRST AID SAVES LIFE, EARNS TRUSTEES EARLY RELEASE
8/13/1982 CG21 GOOD TURN BY PRISONERS (ED)
8/23/1982 BG31 APPEALS COURT TO HEAR GRAHAM'S CASE
9/G3/1982 CG31 JAIL INMATE CRITICAL AFTER SUICIDE ATTEMPT
9/12/1982 BGll ^PRISONERS HELP HANDICAPPED
9/13/1982 CGll 3€INMATES GET A FRIEND WITH THE M-2 PROGRAM
9/1A/1982 AG12 2 INMATES STILL IN PEN DESPITE COMMENDATION
9/26/1982 BG6A JURY QUESTIONS KEEPING TRUSTIES IN YANKTON
9/29/1982 AG13 INMATE LOSES MAIL RIGHTS OVER SEX SCHEME
lG/17/1982 CG15 *SEX OFFENDER ESCAPES--RECAPTURED
lG/18/1982 CG31 TRUSTY'S ESCAPE WAS SECOND ATTEMPT THIS YEAR
lG/19/1982 AG13 TWO INMATES ESCAPE FROM COUNTY JAIL
1G/2G/1982 CG32 AUTHORITIES DIDN'T KNOW PRISONERS ESCAPE RECORD
1G/2G/1982 CGA3 COURT--INDIAN INMATES MUST HAVE RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
lG/22/1982 C03A ILLINOIS POLICE HUNT FOR SD CONVICTS
1G/2A/1982 AG12 ^^AUTHORITIES CAPTURE 2 ESCAPEES IN ILLINOIS
11/G2/1982 BG31 SF ESCAPEE GOING TO FEDERAL PRISON
ll/lG/1982 CGAl TRUSTY PROGRAM HAS CONFIDENCE OF PRISON OFFICIALS
11/11/1982 CGll MAN GETS 18 MONTHS FOR ESCAPE ATTMEPT
11/15/1982 CGll ^SCHOOL'S A GREAT BREAK AT SD PENITENTIARY
11/2G/1982 AG15 MAN FOUND HANGED IN MINNEHAHA JAIL CELL
11/2G/1982 BG31 COURT DISMISSES INMATES' PETITIONS
11/28/1982 B031 ASK BOARD NOT TO PAROLE KILLER
12/07/1982 CGAl MURDER SUSPECT SENTENCED FOR ESCAPE
12/2G/1982 CG21 INMATE SAYS MANY COULD BE SET FREE
1/G5/1983 DG31 MAN TURNS HIMSELF IN FOR PRISON TERM
1/G6/1983 CGll INMATES ATTEMPT JAIL BREAK
1/G7/1983 AG92 ^INMATES PEDDLE HANDMADE GOODS
1/G7/1983 BG36 WOMEN HELD FOR FAILED JAIL ESCAPE
1/23/1983 A012 XJAIL GRAFFITI
1/23/1983 DOll 3fJAIL GRAFFITI
1/27/1983 BGll 9€BEHIND BARS AT SD STATE PENITENTIARY
2/G2/1983 D031 MAN WHO MISSED PEN RIDE SENTENCED
2/G8/1983 C016 NEBRASKA INMATE FACES SD CHARGES
2/22/1983 A023 INMATE STABLE AFTER SETTING FIRE IN CELL
2/2A/1983 C031 COUNTY CONSIDERS ARSON CHARGES
3/G5/1983 BGll EXCAPEE SUSPECT IN RASH OF YANKTON BURGLARIES
3/05/1983 B033 YANKTON OFFICERS ARREST ESCAPEES
3/G6/1983 BG13 ^(ESCAPEE CAPTURED NEAR SALEM
3/12/1983 CG31 TEXAN FACES TRIAL FOR SETTING JAIL FIRE
3/17/1983 CGA2 SUIT SAYS COUNTY DIDN'T PREVENT SON'S DEATH
3/19/1983 BG22 PRISONERS CAN HELP REPAIR CITY STREETS (L)
3/24/1983 AG12 10 INMATES FILL CITY'S POTHOLES
4/G4/1983 BG12 KINMATES SERVE MEAL TO RESIDENTS OF MISSION
4/G5/1983 BGll INMATE FAILS TO RETURN AFTER FURLOUGH
4/G5/1983 BG21 PRISONERS' THOUGHTFUL DEED (ED)
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<4/06/1983 coil INMATES MAY WORK ON TREE FARM
'»/G7/1983 CQll TIP LEADS TO ARREST OF ESCAPEE
<4/09/1983 BG<45 INMATES MAY LIVE ON TREE FARM
<4/10/1983 CG21 WATERTOWN WORK PROGRAM FOR INMATES DESIRABLE CED)
<4/15/1983 CG<42 BOARD REINSTATES MURDERER'S TRUSTY STATUS
<4/17/1983 BGll JURY--LAWMEN DIDN'T MISTREAT INMATE
<4/17/1983 BG5I WATERTOWN COUNCILMAN OPPOSES TRUSTY RELOCATION
^4/21/1983 CG^3 JANKLOW SAYS WATERTOWN SHOULDN'T REJECT INMATES
^/23/1983 CG31 LAW OFFICIALS LEARN ABOUT PRISONER LAWSUIT
A/2<4/1983 con INMATES WALK OUT 8 THEN RETURN
<4/26/1983 CG<41 JANKLOW SAYS TRUSTEES WON'T MAN TREE FARM
5/05/1983 coil WATERTOWN MAYOR OFFERS COMPROMISE
5/05/1983 C012 INMATE SUIT ON WAY TO COURT
5/06/1983 C0<43 INMATES' HIRING TO BE STUDIED
5/10/1983 C052 MURDER SUSPECT ATTEMPTS SUICIDE AT YANKTON JAIL
5/11/1983 DOIl CODY--I WAS DENIED MEDICAL CARE
5/15/1983 B071 YANKTON PRISONER FAILS IN 3RD SUICIDE ATTEMPT
5/26/1983 coil ESCAPEE PLEADS INNOCENT TO BURGLARY, ESCAPE
5/26/1983 C015 INMATE SUES FOR EYE INJURY
5/26/1983 C061 INMATES' LAWYERS ASK HIGH COURT FOR NEW TRIAL
5/28/1983 BOll MAN WHO TRIED SUICIDES SENT TO PEN
6/09/1983 C051 MAN MOVED FROM PRISON TO UNDERGO DRUG TREATMENT
6/10/1983 coil WEDDING IS OK'D, MAN SURRENDERS
6/10/1983 C061 DAVISON COUNTY OFFICERS TRACK INMATE
6/16/1983 coil OFFICIALS NEED INFORMATION ON TRUSTY
6/20/1983 A012 *LIFE IN PRISON
6/21/1983 B012 KOLSON GETS 10 YEARS FOR ESCAPE
6/22/1983 C036 PLAN WOULD USE COUNTY PRISONERS FOR NURSERY WORK
6/28/1983 B0<42 ^PENITENTIARY INMATE BENCH PRESSES <451 POUNDS
7/03/1983 B032 SUPPORTS COTTAGE USE FOR ELDERLY, HANDICAPPED (L)
7/09/1983 C042 INMATE DESERVES DAY IN COURT
7/09/1983 C045 17 TRUSTIES WILL WORK ON FAIRGROUNDS
7/13/1983 A021 INMATE ESCAPES BRIEFLY DURING TRIPP JAIL BLAZE
7/20/1983 C051 BURGLARY SUSPECT FOUND DEAD IN WATERTOWN JAIL
7/21/1983 C081 PRISONER'S DEATH WILL BE EXAMINED AT INQUEST
7/22/1983 C0<41 INMATE COMMITTED SUICIDE IN WATERTOWN
7/22/1983 C0<41 PRISONERS ARE CHARGED IN RAPE
7/23/1983 BO<4<4 PRISONER FOUND DEAD IN EAGLE BUTTE
7/24/1983 B063 PRISON RAPE WILL AFFECT WORK PROGRAM
8/0<4/1983 coil *2 TRUSTIES ESCAPE FROM WORK PROGRAM
8/09/1983 C041 ESCAPED TRUSTIES MAY BE ON RESERVATION
8/10/1983 C016 BOARD STUDIES PLANS TO HOUSE MENTALLY ILL
8/11/1983 C0<42 PENITENTIARY ESCAPEE NABBED ON RESERVATION
8/12/1983 C0<41 TRIBAL JUDGE FREES MAN DESPITE STATE WARRENT
8/27/1983 C0<41 2 INMATES LOSE APPEAL IN PRISON RIOT CASE
9/04/1983 B041 TRUSTIES APPEAL TRIBAL EXTRADITION ORDER
9/05/1983 B041 INMATES FAIL TO RETURN TO STATE PEN
9/07/1983 C033 ESCAPED PEN TRUSTY MAY BE DANGEROUS
9/13/1983 B043 ^SEARCH FOR 2 TRUSTY ESCAPEES
9/15/1983 D035 INMATE SENTENCED TO 20 YEARS FOR BURGLARY
9/16/1983 C016 MAY PUT TRUSTIES TO WORK IN CUSTER PARK
9/20/1983 C015 KWARDEN--TRUSTY DROWNED IN RIVER
9/27/1983 C015 ESCAPEE RETURNS TO PRISON
10/04/1983 B041 INMATE APPARENTLY HANGS HIMSELF
10/05/1983 C035 DEAD INMATE IDENTIFIED AS HABITUAL OFFENDER
10/12/1983 C036 PRISON TRUSTIES WILL WORK IN STATE PARK
10/22/1983 BOll ^PRISONER FREE 5 HOURS BEFORE CAPTURE
10/29/1983 BOll ^PRISON ANGERS MANY SEX OFFENDERS
11/02/1983 C034 ESCAPED TRUSTY IS SUSPECT IN MURDER
11/11/1983 C031 INMATE GETS HEARING
11/12/1983 B031 MAN IN SERVICE CENTER AFTER COURT OUTBURST
11/12/1983 B031 ND MAN HANGS HIMSELF AFTER ARREST
11/18/1983 coil ELK POINT INMATE ESCAPES
11/18/1983 C031 PAIR PREVENT PRISONER FROM HANGING HERSELF
11/18/1983 C031 PRISONERS WILL GET DAILY MILK
11/18/1983 C031 MAN CHANGES PLEA, ADMITS RAPE
11/24/1983 coil ^FAMILY FEED OF 50 BIRDS FOR INMATES
11/24/1983 D041 TWO MEN SENTENCED FOR RAPING JAIL INMATE
11/27/1983 C051 16-YEAR-OLD ESCAPES FROM YANKTON JAIL
12/05/1983 C022 INMATES RETURN TO PRISON (L)
12/08/1983 coil CARE INADEQUATE FOR CRIMINALLY INSANE
12/09/1983 C041 OFFICIALS DISCUSS TRUSTY WORK PLAN
12/11/1983 C024 INMATES CAN RECEIVE SCHOOLING AT PRISON (L)
12/14/1983 C071 COUNTY INMATES THREATEN HUNGER STRIKE
12/15/1983 coil 36INMATE DIES 6 DAYS AFTER TRY AT SUICIDE
12/15/1983 C014 INMATE SEEKS COURT ORDER TO PRINT ARTICLE
12/16/1983 coil PRISONER CHARGED WITH SMUGGLING MARIJUANA
12/22/1983 BOll JePEN FREES INMATE'S TALENT
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12/26/1983 coil PRISONER FOUND DEAD IN PENNINGTON COUNTY JAIL
12/31/1983 BG23 FREED INMATES NEED SKILLS (L)
1/06/198A BO<il SOUTH DAKOTA ESCAPEE CAPTURED IN NEBRASKA
1/10/1984 B013 GUARDS CAPTURE 2 CUSTER STATE PARK TRUSTIES
1/15/1984 B051 2 TRUSTIES FACE SEGREGATION FOR ESCAPE
1 2/06/1984 A012 *JA1L HOUSE LAWYERS
2/07/1984 B035 WOMEN NEED HALFWAY HOUSE
2/08/1984 D032 JUDGE AWARDS $15,228 IN FEES
2/19/1984 C061 BURGLARS ARE BIGGEST GROUP AT YANKTON PRISON
3/01/1984 C035 JUDGE RULES IN FAVOR OF COUNTY IN SUICIDE CASE
3/02/1984 B031 INMATES CONTEND THEY WERE PUNISHED ILLEGALLY
3/06/1984 B051 TRUSTY HELPS SAVE HAND OF INJURED WORKER
3/07/1984 D041 CORONER'S INQUEST WILL LOOK INTO JAIL DEATH
3/15/1984 coil WOMAN SUES AFTER MOTHER HANGS HERSELF
3/15/1984 C031 PROSECUTOR SEEKS LIFE SENTENCE FOR S DAKOTAN
3/21/1984 D015 SCHIRMER VOICES CONCERN ABOUT INMATES
3/27/1984 C031 DEPUTIES CATCH ESCAPED PRISONER FROM YANKTON
3/29/1984 C036 PROBATION ACTION PROPER
3/29/1984 C052 WARDEN--ESCAPEE WILL BE RETURNED
4/09/1984 C021 PRISONERS' GOOD TURN AIDS BLIND STUDENTS (ED)
4/10/1984 C034 OFFICIALS SEARCH FOR MISSING PRISON INMATE
4/10/1984 C051 COUNTY RESPONSIBLE FOR SUICIDE
4/24/1984 BOll INMATE SUIT ABOUT OPENED LETTERS IS DISMISSED
4/24/1984 B041 HAND COUNTY SENDING SOME PRISONERS TO HURON
4/26/1984 C041 TRUSTIES WORKING AT STATE PARK RETURNING TO PEN
4/28/1984 C031 FAMILY SUES COUNTY FOR RELATIVE'S SUICIDE
4/28/1984 C051 PROGRAM ON PRISONERS RELATIVES SHOWN
5/11/1984 C041 PARENTS WANT COUNTY TO PAY SON'S FUNERAL BILL
5/19/1984 A012 PRISON ESCAPEE SELECTS WRONG PLACE
5/23/1984 D031 JUDGE EXPANDS RULING ON INMATES
6/03/1984 D032 INMATES WANT FAIR TREATMENT (L)
6/07/1984 A015 INMATES FOUND AFTER lO-HOUR SEARCH
6/19/1984 B045 PARENTS FILE LAWSUIT AFTER SON'S SUICIDE
6/22/1984 C031 4 INMATES PARTY NOW, WILL PAY LATER
7/05/1984 C031 INMATES HELP MOBRIDGE CLEAN UP TOWN
7/07/1984 BOll XHOGEN SUGGESTS NUTRITIONAL TEST FOR INMATES
7/07/1984 BOll PRISON TRUSTIES TO WORK AT STATE'S NURSERY
7/08/1984 C045 PRISON OFFICIALS ARE LOOKING FOR TRUSTY
7/10/1984 B015 PRISON INMATE WALK-AWAY BACK IN CUSTODY
7/11/1984 D013 LAWMAKER WANTS PRISONERS IN INDUSTRY
7/12/1984 C041 INMATES PLEAD NOT GUILTY TO CHARGES OF ESCAPE
7/19/1984 BOll CAPTURED TRUSTY ARRAIGNED ON ESCAPE CHARGE
7/20/1984 C031 PRISON TRUSTY ARRAIGNED ON ESCAPE CHARGE
8/04/1984 BOll ^OLYMPICS BEHIND BARS
8/06/1984 coil PRISON INMATE DOESN'T RETURN FROM FURLOUGH
8/07/1984 BOll *P0L1CE CONTINUE SEARCH FOR ESCAPED TRUSTY
8/10/1984 C031 2 TRUSTIES WALK AWAY FROM STATE PENITENTIARY
8/15/1984 D031 RAPID CITY AUTHORITIES CAPTURE PRISON INMATE
9/06/1984 C015 JUDGE DENIES INMATE'S REQUEST FOR COURT ORDER
9/08/1984 B035 FORMER PENITENTIARY INMATE ARRESTED TWICE
9/09/1984 coil KGRANITE CITY JAYCEES HELP INMATES
9/15/1984 C015 MAN USES CARD TO ESCAPE FROM JAIL
9/18/1984 B013 PENITENTIARY INMATE DEATH RULED SUICIDE
9/29/1984 coil PRISON GROUP PROMOTES BLACK AWARENESS
10/10/1984 D035 SEARCH CONTINUES FOR ESCAPED PRISONER
10/13/1984 coil MAN DIES AFTER JAIL HANGING
10/14/1984 AOll JAIL HANGING A MATTER OF MINUTES
10/15/1984 C035 OFFICIALS SUSPECT SUICIDE IN JAIL DEATH
10/17/1984 D013 JAIL SUICIDES
10/17/1984 D013 2 DEATHS FIT WITH NATIONAL PATTERN
10/17/1984 D015 ^ESCAPEE IS CONSIDERED DANGEROUS
10/18/1984 A012 INMATE SLIPPED THROUGH SYSTEM'S CRACKS
10/23/1984 B013 MADISON YOUTH'S JAIL DEATH WAS SUICIDE
10/30/1984 B013 WOMAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN ESCAPE
11/01/1984 C061 INMATE IS ACCUSED OF PRISON ESCAPE
11/18/1984 C041 PRISON INMATES PUT TO WORK AT CUSTER PARK
11/22/1984 D041 JURY FINDS TRUSTY GUILTY OF ESCAPE CHARGE
12/02/1984 coil INMATE CHARGES RAPE, FILES SUIT
12/03/1984 BOll CONCERT HELPS BRING HARMONY
12/11/1984 BOll XINMATE'S SONG WARNS DRUNKEN DRIVERS
12/12/1984 D036 MAN SENTENCED IN ESCAPE
12/16/1984 coil INDIAN INMATES GATHER FOR WACIPI AND UNITY
12/22/1984 C015 INMATE, WIFE PLEAD GUILTY TO ESCAPE CHARGES
12/29/1984 coil 2 INMATES ESCAPE FROM STATE PENITENTIARY
1/04/1985 C024 PRISONERS ARE HUMAN, TOO (L)
1/18/1985 C031 JUDGE DOESN'T WANT TO DISMISS FLITTIE SUIT
1/24/1985 C041 SETTLEMENT REACHED IN WINNER JAIL SUICIDE
1/28/1985 C035 AUTHORITIES LOOK FOR PRISONER
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1/29/1985 B031 JAIL WALKAWAY ARRAIGNED IN MAGISTRATE COURT
2/11/1985 C031 MAN DIES DAY AFTER HANGING HIMSELF IN JAIL
3/01/1985 C021 HEARING FOR PRISON ESCAPEES
3/13/1985 AG12 INMATE DIES OF OVERDOSE
3/23/1985 BGll BUSY PENITENTIARY SPORTS FACILITY
3/29/1985 CG35 A INMATES TO BE TRIED ON ESCAPE CHARGES
3/3G/1985 CG21 JAIL DEATH A SUICIDE, STATE AGENCY RULES
A/16/1985 BG15 JAIL INMATE RECOVERS AFTER SUICIDE ATTEMPT
A/22/1985 CGll INMATE TRIED TO HANG HIMSELF
5/G8/1985 BG21 MAN WHO ESCAPED OFFICIALS IS ARRESTED
5/1G/1985 CG22 SEARCH FOR 2 EXCAPEES CONTINUES
5/15/1985 BG31 ^ESCAPEES CAUGHT BY SWAT TEAM
5/16/1985 CG21 COUNTY DECIDES NOT TO CHARGE JAIL ESCAPEE
5/18/1985 BG31 INMATE STABLE AFTER SUICIDE ATTEMPT
5/19/1985 CG25 INMATE RETURNED TO JAIL AFTER SUICIDE ATTEMPT
5/21/1985 B012 INMATE MINISTRY CONSIDERS SD
5/27/1985 BG13 ^SCHOOL SUCCEEDS WHERE OTHERS FAILED
6/G2/1985 AGI2 *2 SPRINGFIELD INMATES AT LARGE
6/G3/1985 CGIA POLICE STILL SEARCHING FOR SPRINGFIELD ESCAPEES
6/GA/1985 CG31 SEARCH CONTINUES FOR SPRINGFIELD ESCAPEES
6/G5/1985 CG35 WOMAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO HIDING ESCAPEE
6/G5/1985 CG35 SEARCH FOR ESCAPEES SPREADS TO NORTH DAKOTA
6/G8/1985 CGll *SPRINGFIELD ESCAPEE IS CAUGHT
6/G9/1985 CG15 POLICE NAB SECOND SPRINGFIELD ESCAPEE
6/15/1985 CG21 JAIL ESCAPEE SAYS HE'S JUVENILE
7/G3/1985 CG21 WOMAN PLEADS GUILTY TO AIDING 2 ESCAPEES
7/G6/1985 CG31 GRAND THEFT SUSPECT ESCAPES FROM HURON JAIL
7/G9/1985 BG51 AUTHORITIES FAIL INMATE'S SUICIDE ATTEMPT
7/1A/1985 CG4I SDSU USES INMATES ON RESEARCH FARMS
7/17/1985 CG21 WINNER AUTHORITIES SEARCH FOR PRISON ESCAPEE
8/14/1985 BG15 JUDGE REFUSES TO LET INMATES ATTEND CEREMONY
8/2G/1985 CGll NJ CONVICT HELPS GET TOYS TO RESERVATION
8/21/1985 CGll BfCOUNTY AUTHORITIES HUNT FOR JAIL ESCAPEE
8/21/1985 CG13 36INMATE NUMBERS CONTINUE TO RISE
8/24/1985 BG12 9eiNMATES BREAK OUT OF PRISON DOLDRUMS
8/24/1985 CG15 ESCAPEE FROM COURT GIVES POLICE 2-HOUR CHASE
8/27/1985 CG33 SPRINGFIELD GRADUATES 1ST 4 INMATES
9/G4/1985 AG12 ESCAPES CATCH GUARDS SHORTHANDED
9/G5/1985 CG21 OFFICIALS SEEK PICKUP TIED TO ESCAPEES
9/1G/1985 AG83 DON'T FORGET ABOUT INMATES (L)
9/21/1985 AG14 ^CHILDREN WARM TRUSTIES' HEARTS
9/21/1985 CGll SPRINGFIELD ESCAPEE APPREHENDED IN DENVER
9/22/1985 CGll ^AUTHORITIES SEEK INMATE WHO LEFT WITH BOOTS
9/23/1985 BGll POLICE CAPTURE ESCAPED INMATE NEAR LENNOX
9/28/1985 CGll ^LEAVES PRISON FOR WORK RELEASE
1G/G3/1985 CG34 12 INMATES TO MOVE TO YANKTON
1G/G4/1985 CG35 SPRINGFIELD HELPS EX-INMATES FIND EMPLOYMENT
1G/G6/1985 DGll *A BRUSH, PAINT AND HOPE
lG/24/1985 CG31 4 PLEAD GUILTY TO ESCAPING FROM SPRINGFIELD
lG/31/1985 CGll TAKE HER 4-WEEK-OLD GIRL TO PRISON
11/G2/1985 CG31 JUDGE SENTENCES ESCAPEES
11/G4/1985 BGll VERMILLION POLICE CATCH WORK-RELEASE INMATE
11/13/1985 DGll PRISON ESCAPEE'S FLIGHT ENDS NEAR YANKTON
11/14/1985 BG21 PRISONER FACES EXTRA CHARGE IN CURTAIN FIRE
12/25/1985 BGll CHRISTMAS HURTS IN PENITENTIARY
12/26/1985 CG21 INMATES WORK HARD REPAIRING STATE PARK
l/Gl/1986 CG12 INMATE LEAVES TRUSTEE FACILITY
1/G6/1986 CG13 EX-INMATE CHARGES WARDEN VIOLATED HIS RIGHTS
1/G8/1986 CGll I WAS AFRAID TO REPORT RAPE
1/15/1986 BG15 JURY AWARDS INMATE $1G,GGG AFTER RAPES
1/26/1986 CGll PRIZE-WINNING PRISON MAGAZINE
2/13/1986 BGll ^PUMPING IRON BEHIND BARS
3/G4/1986 CG22 STATE TO TRANSFER 47 PRISON INMATES
3/21/1986 CGll INMATES TELL YOUTHS TO STAY OUT OF PRISON
3/24/1986 BGll 36SPRINGFIELD PROGRAM TURNS PRISONERS INTO STUDENTS
3/28/1986 CG15 INMATE HOSPITALIZED AFTER SUICIDE ATTEMPT
4/GI/1986 CGll LAWYER SAYS INMATE RESPONSIBLE FOR SUICIDE
4/18/1986 CGll *HOW TO FIND A JOB AFTER PRISON
6/G4/1986 BG15 INDIAN INMATES SET DATE FOR SUMMER WACIPI
6/G6/1986 CG21 MAN APPARANTLY HANGS HIMSELF IN JAIL
6/G6/1986 CG23 ALTERNATIVES TO JAIL FOR THE DISABLED
6/15/1986 CGll SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT SEARCHES FOR ESCAPEE
6/25/1986 BG13 MAN BACK IN JAIL AFTER SUICIDE TRY
7/G2/1986 BG23 PROGRESS WITH NEW INMATE TREATMENT UNIT
7/G4/1986 CG31 $17,GGG AWARDED IN JAIL CASE
7/G8/1986 BGll POLICE CAPTURE TWO WALKAWAYS FROM PRISON
7/29/1986 CG32 2 ESCAPED PRISONERS CONSIDERED DANGEROUS
7/3G/1986 BG13 HEAVILY ARMED FUGITIVES REMAIN AT LARGE
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7/30/1986 B031 MOTHER FEARED FUGITIVES WOULD KILL HER 3 SONS
7/3I/I986 C0I3 KSEARCH FOR ESCAPEES GOES ON
8/GI/I986 CGII SEARCH FOR MEN CONTINUES IN HILLS
8/G2/I986 CG3A SEARCH CONTINUES FOR ARMED JAIL ESCAPEES
8/G5/1986 CGI6 MAN SAYS HE SAW ESCAPEES
8/G8/I986 CG21 DEPUTY SHERIFF ASSIGNED TO INVESTIGATE ESCAPE
8/1G/1986 CGII INMATE QUESTIONS PRISON HEALTH CARE
8/11/1986 CG16 ESCAPES LEAD TO REKEYING OF RULES AT JAIL
8/13/1986 AlGl INMATES' SKILLS ARE NOT BEING UTILIZED (L)
8/1^/1986 AG15 ESCAPEES ARE SUSPECTS IN CALIF CRIMES
8/19/1986 CGII RAPID CITY FUGITIVE CAPTURED IN SD
8/19/1986 CGII ESCAPEE CATURED ON PINE RIDGE RESERVATION
8/2G/1986 B031 LAWYER--ESCAPEE NEVER LEFT SD
8/2A/1986 Alll STAY INSIDE PRISON A SCARY EXPERIENCE (L)
8/26/1986 BG2I ND MAN HANGS HIMSELF IN LEMMON JAIL
8/28/1986 CG15 MAN CAN GET WORK RELEASE FROM JAIL
8/29/1986 AG8A CASE HANDLED PROPERLY (L)
8/3G/1986 CG16 CALIF ISSUES WARRANTS AGAINST SD ESCAPEE
8/3G/1986 CG35 GRAND JURY INDICTS INMATE FOR ESCAPE
9/07/1986 C022 STOVER THINKS OTHER ESCAPEE LEFT US
9/G8/1986 C015 2 INMATES WALK AWAY
9/09/1986 CG15 ^AUTHORITIES INVESTIGATE TIPS ABOUT ESCAPEE
9/13/1986 coil JAIL ESCAPEE INDICTED IN KIDNAPPING CASE
9/13/1986 COAl MURDER CONVICT REQUESTS RELEASE FROM PRISON
9/1A/1986 A012 ^ESCAPES UNDERSCORE PRISON CROWDING
9/15/1986 CG15 SEARCH ON AFTER TRUSTY ESCAPES
9/16/1986 coil SD PENITENTIARY WALKAWAYS REMAIN AT LARGE
9/18/1986 CG21 MEADE COUNTY CONTINUES HUNT FOR ESCAPEE
9/19/1986 coil STATE WANTS NEW TRIAL IN PRISON CASE
9/22/1986 coil PLEAS FOR HELP PROMPT DISTURBING QUESTIONS
IG/G2/I986 coil JAIL ESCAPEE IS RECAPTURED
1G/G3/I986 CG12 MICKELSON ADVOCATES PAROLE, WORK RELEASES
10/12/1986 coil FEDERAL SUSPECT SOUGHT BY POLICE
10/15/1986 BG15 COUNTY JAIL'S FATE REMAINS UP IN AIR
10/16/1986 C021 INMATE IS IN FAIR CONDITION AFTER STABBING
10/23/1986 A012 JANKLOW RELEASES 39 INMATES
10/23/1986 coil PRISON WALKAWAY CAPTURED IN ALA
10/25/1986 A016 RAPISTS LEAVE PRISON
10/25/1986 AlOl HOPE INMATES REALLY ARE NOT A THREAT (ED)
10/29/1986 A012 CODY LIVING OUTSIDE PRISON AS TRUSTY
10/30/1986 A083 RELEASE OF PRISONERS IGNORES THEIR VICTIMS (L)
I0/3I/I986 A015 KINMATE RELEASE CRITICIZED
11/02/1986 C031 PRISON WANTS VOCATIONAL ADVISER FOR WOMEN
11/0^/1986 AlOl SENTENCE SHOULDN'T BE CUT (L)
11/08/1986 A015 INMATE LANDS BACK IN PRISON
lI/lA/1986 A015 JANKLOW MAY FREE MORE PRISONERS
11/20/1986 A016 INMATE CHARGED WITH RAPE
11/23/1986 A113 TEACH WAYS TO ROB LEGALLY (L)
11/2A/1986 A121 INMATES DESERVE A CHANCE (L)
12/04/1986 A012 KINMATE SUSPECTED IN RAPE
12/04/1986 C021 SD ESCAPEE IN CUSTODY IN CALIF JAIL
12/14/1986 A012 XHOPES OF FREEDOM SUSTAIN MOST INMATES
12/14/1986 A083 CONVICT BRIGHTENS CHILDREN'S CHRISTMAS
12/14/1986 EOll CITY MAN SOUGHT AFTER JAIL BREAK
12/15/1986 C012 PRISON CELLS CONTAIN INDIVIDUAL STORIES
12/25/1986 B012 ^INMATES KEY TO CHRISTMAS CELEBRATION
12/27/1986 A081 KEVERYONE MUST SHARE RESPONSIBILITY FOR CRIME
1/09/1987 C021 JUSTICES RULE ON ESCAPEE CASE
1/09/1987 C045 LAWMAKERS BACK INMATE OPTIONS
1/12/1987 BOll ESCAPED TRUSTY BACK IN CUSTODY
1/16/1987 C023 FEDERAL OFFICIALS RETURN PROBLEM INMATE
1/18/1987 E021 JUDGE WON'T FREE INMATE FOR REPAYMENT
2/01/1987 C016 INMATE SUES OVER PRISON STATE AGAIN
2/12/1987 C016 ^ESCAPEE HELD IN SD JAIL
2/12/1987 C021 EX-INMATE SUES 2 COUNTIES FOR MISTREATMENT
2/13/1987 coil NEBRASKA KILLER WAIVES EXTRADITION
2/21/1987 C026 CAPTURED ESCAPEE GETS PRISON TERM
2/23/1987 A012 SD FUGITIVE KEEPS IN TOUCH
2/25/1987 B021 BROKEN TAIL LIGHT LEADS TO CAPTURE OF ESCAPEE
2/25/1987 B041 HOUSE OK'S EXTRA MONEY FOR CROWDED PRISONS
3/06/1987 C021 ESCAPEE TO BE TRIED ON BURGLARY CHARGES
3/09/1987 BOll 2-TIME ESCAPEE BACK IN CUSTODY
3/10/1987 coil ^AUTHORITIES SEEK PRISON WALKAWAY
3/17/1987 C041 NM MURDER SUSPECT WON'T FIGHT EXTRADITION
3/31/1987 C014 PROGRAM OFF TO SLOW BUT SURE START
4/17/1987 A012 ^THUNDER HAWK'S HUSBAND SEPARATED FROM BRADLEY
4/18/1987 C021 INMATE DIES AFTER HANGING SELF
4/22/1987 B012 PRISON POPULATION HITS RECORD HIGH
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A/23/1987 A012 BOARD CONSIDERS EASING RULES FOR HOUSE ARREST
A/23/1987 coil COURT UPHOLDS MURDER DECISION
A/2A/1987 coil ESCAPED TRUSTY CAPTURED IN CITY
A/3G/1987 C021 FUGITIVE PLEADS GUILTY AFTER SUICIDE SCHEME
5/09/1987 coil WOMAN, JAILERS SETTLE SEX SUIT
5/2A/1987 coil INMATE SKIPS ON WORK RELEASE
5/28/1987 A012 KONE FUGITIVE ARRESTED
5/28/1987 A012 MESSAGE WARNED OF ESCAPE PLAN
5/28/1987 coil POLICE ARREST JAIL WALKAWAY
5/29/1987 C016 SEARCH FOR FUGITIVES FOCUSES ON WAGNER
5/30/1987 coil FIVE FUGITIVES STILL ON LOOSE
5/31/1987 AlOl RECORD PRISON ESCAPE (ED)
6/01/1987 C012 ESCAPEES EXCHANGE BARS FOR INSECURITY
6/03/1987 B016 ^ESCAPE AWARD OFFERED
6/05/1987 A012 *KILLER FINDS HONOR IN SERVING
6/05/1987 coil ESCAPEES INDICTED BY GRAND JURY
6/06/1987 A012 CARELESSNESS CITED IN ESCAPE AT PRISON
6/07/1987 A103 ALLEGATION HURTS PARALEGALS (L)
6/08/1987 A103 STUDY--RACE NOT FACTOR IN PRISON TERMS (L)
6/08/1987 AlOA PAROLES WOULD CUT CROWDING (L)
6/09/1987 A012 *TRAIL OF FUGITIVES LEADS TO OREGON
6/09/1987 C02I AUTHORITIES HUNT FUGITIVE FROM WINNER JAIL
6/10/1987 BOll OREGON OFFICIAL SAYS FUGITIVES LEFT AREA
6/11/1987 COIA HELP SOUGHT WITH PRISON FUGITIVES
6/12/1987 coil US WARRANTS OUT ON FUGITIVES
6/13/1987 coil INMATE CRITICAL AFTER SUICIDE TRY
6/14/1987 coil INMATE DIES AFTER HANGING
6/22/1987 A012 *2 ESCAPEES CAPTURED
6/23/1987 C015 OFFICIALS RULE OUT FUGITIVES IN ARSON
6/24/1987 BOll CAPTURED INMATE PLEADS NOT GUILTY
6/26/1987 coil INMATE'S CONSORT GETS 2-YEAR TERM
6/26/1987 C021 PAROLEE FACES CHARGES AFTER WEEKEND CHASE
6/30/1987 coil SOLEM--FUGITIVES WILL BE NABBED
7/07/1987 coil 2 FUGITIVES ARRESTED IN UTAH
7/10/1987 coil 3€4TH FUGITIVE TURNS HIMSELF IN
7/10/1987 coil FUGITIVE KILLS HIMSELF
7/10/1987 C023 INMATES NEED MENTAL CARE
7/11/1987 A012 *ESCAPE CHASE LEAVES INMATE PARALYZED
7/11/1987 C021 CORRECTIONS BOARD TARGETS SUICIDES
7/11/1987 C023 PRISON DEATHS PREVENTABLE
7/13/1987 A016 PRISON FUGITIVE CAUGHT
7/14/1987 C014 SOLEM TO CATCH LAST PRISON ESCAPEE
7/16/1987 BOll SD FUGITIVE TO BE RETURNED
7/17/1987 coil ESCAPEE HUNTED NEAR WAGNER
7/18/1987 C012 ROADBLOCKS DOWN BUT MANHUNT STILL ON
7/22/1987 BOll FUGITIVE ENTERS GUILTY PLEA
7/28/1987 coil ESCAPEE GETS 12-YEAR SENTENCE
7/31/1987 coil EX-FUGITIVE PLEADS GUILTY TO 2 CHARGES
^8/02/1987 A012 ^FUGITIVE TOPS MARSHAL'S PRIORITY LIST
8/11/1987 C015 *ESCAPEE SENTENCED TO 11 MORE YEARS
8/20/1987 coil FORMER INMATE ARRESTED IN MINNESOTA
8/22/1987 C012 *INMATES PARTICIPATE IN ANNUAL FUN DAY
8/23/1987 C012 ^PRISON FIGURES SHOW DAKOTA CONTRAST
9/03/1987 C041 CAPTURED INMATE PLEADS INNOCENT IN BURGLARY
9/11/1987 C033 *INMATE POPULATION INCREASING
9/12/1987 coil INMATE GETS 3 YEARS FOR ESCAPE ATTEMPT
9/20/1987 C023 SECOND YANKTON ESCAPEE CAPTURED
9/23/1987 A084 CONVICTS COULD HELP OTHERS (L)
9/25/1987 C023 FIRST TO BE MARRIED IN ND PRISON
9/26/1987 C023 PANEL SUGGESTS LIMIT ON INMATE NUMBERS
10/03/1987 C012 96KIDS BUNDLE UP FOR FUN DAY AT FARM
10/04/1987 A012 3€CAN SD FORGIVE WHITE HAWK
10/07/1987 AlOl INMATE DOESN'T DESERVE PAROLE
10/07/1987 B016 SD PRISON CAN HOUSE TWO TO CELL
10/20/1987 C012 *3 FORMER FUGITIVES APPEAR IN COURT
10/27/1987 A075 ORGANIZATION ELECTS OFFICERS
10/30/1987 C021 INMATE PLEADS GUILTY TO ABERDEEN BURGLARY
11/10/1987 coil ESCAPEE GETS 10 MORE YEARS
11/14/1987 C021 INMATE GETS 7-YEAR SENTENCE FOR BURGLARY
11/17/1987 coil FORMER FUGITIVE GETS 5 MORE YEARS
11/20/1987 coil GRANITE CITY JAYCEES WIN SIX AWARDS
11/24/1987 A012 OFFICIALS LINK ESCAPE, DISAPPEARANCE
11/25/1987 A016 MISSING MAN KEPT BAKERY DOOR OPEN
11/26/1987 A012 WATERTOWN ESCAPEE CAPTURED
11/28/1987 coil MAN DOESN'T RETURN TO COUNTY JAIL
12/03/1987 A061 RIOTS EXPOSE PROBLEMS IN CUBA AND US (ED)
12/08/1987 C012 *INMATE INDICTED IN YEAR-OLD CRIMES
12/10/1987 coil INMATE PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO CHARGES
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12/18/1987 coil FLITTIE LOSES SUIT AGAINST PRISON
12/20/1987 0016 MAN GETS 25 YEARS IN ESCAPE
12/24/1987 A012 ^FEDERAL CONVICTS REMOVED FROM CITY
1/02/1988 A071 INMATES APPRECIATE HOLIDAY GIFTS (L)
1/03/1988 A012 PRISON OFFICIALS FOIL INMATES' PLAN TO ESCAPE
1/17/1988 B021 MAN SENTENCED FOR HELPING INMATE ESCAPE
1/21/1988 C024 INMATES SMUGGLE CONTRABAND
2/25/1988 A121 BILL WILL HELP INMATES (L)
3/02/1988 A012 77 INMATES UNDER GOOD BEHAVIOR LAW
3/02/1988 B012 ^SPRINGFIELD INMATE REMAINS AT LARGE
3/03/1988 coil ESCAPEE REMAINS FREE
3/04/1988 C021 INMATE CAN HAVE HEARING, COURT RULES
3/05/1988 C016 ^ESCAPED INMATE CAUGHT
3/18/1988 coil INMATE GETS FIVE YEARS FOR ESCAPES
3/20/1988 C021 INMATE BOUGHT HIS WAY OUT OF PRISON
3/22/1988 coil TRUSTY CAPTURED AFTER FURLOUGH
3/23/1988 B015 ^(PRISONER CHARGED IN WOMAN'S STABBING
3/25/1988 coil INMATE CHARGED IN ATTEMPTED MURDER
3/25/1988 coil TOM WILKA CAN REPRESENT INMATE
3/25/1988 C012 J6REWARD OFFERED FOR FUGITIVE
3/27/1988 E012 EARLY PAROLE LAW UPSETS ATTORNEY
4/06/1988 BOll HOUSE SEARCHED FOR FUGITIVE
4/08/1988 coil INMATE FAILS TO RETURN TO JAIL
4/10/1988 BOll INMATE ESCAPES FROM YANKTON CENTER
4/12/1988 C012 EARLY RELEASE INMATE FACES NEW CHARGES
4/15/1988 C016 TRUSTY ENTERS GUILTY PLEA IN STABBING
4/18/1988 A084 SHORTEN PRISON TERMS (L)
4/21/1988, coil INMATE FAILS TO SHOW FOR WORK-RELEASE JOB
4/22/19881 coil EARLY-RELEASE INMATE PLEADS GUILTY
4/23/1988 coil INMATE RETURNED AFTER LEAVING JAIL
4/30/1988 C024 FUGITIVE CAPTURED IN WYOMING
5/04/1988 BOll 3€TRUSTY CAPTURED NEAR YANKTON
5/08/1988 B031 WOMEN JOIN INMATE VOCATIONAL CLASSES
5/10/1988 DOll INMATE GETS 2 YEARS FOR 1987 BREAKOUT
5/16/1988 A081 KDESERVE MORE LENIENT PAROLE PLAN
5/18/1988 BOll JURY SELECTION BEGINS IN TRIAL FOR SD INMATE
5/20/1988 C012 OLSON CONFESSED ESCAPE
5/21/1988 C016 WORKER SAYS OLSON TOLD HIM OF RAPE
5/23/1988 C012 WORKSHOP HELPS INMATES DEVELOP POSITIVE OUTLOOK
5/24/1988 C012 OLSON WAS PRESENT AT BED CHECK
5/25/1988 A016 KOLSON GUILTY OF RAPE
5/26/1988 A012 '87 BREAK WAS CAREFULLY PLANNED
5/27/1988 A012 FUGITIVES WANTED TO ENJOY THEIR FREEDOM
5/28/1988 AOll CAPTURED INMATES REGRET BRIEF VACATION
6/02/1988 A012 96GUARD SUSPENDED AFTER INMATES ESCAPE
6/03/1988 C015 AUTHORITIES CHECK LEAD ON FUGITIVE
6/04/1988 coil SEARCH CONTINUES FOR TWO FUGITIVES
6/05/1988 A095 PRISON BREAK STORY CLARIFIED (L)
6/05/1988 EOll DEADWOOD FUGITIVE CAPTURED IN IDAHO
6/07/1988 coil FUGITIVES POSSIBLY SIGHTED IN BUFFALO
6/09/1988 A012 *2 PENITENTIARY FUGITIVES CAUGHT IN ND
6/10/1988 C012 KCOURT EXPANDS VEHICLE SEARCHES
6/10/1988 C016 EXTRADITION HEARING SET FOR FUGITIVES
6/13/1988 AlOl FURTHER EVIDENCE OF STATE PRISON PROBLEMS (ED)
6/14/1988 A012 ^PENITENTIARY INMATE STABBED DURING FIGHT
6/14/1988 coil EXTRADITION HEARING HELD FOR FUGITIVES
6/15/1988 BOll OFFICIALS INVESTIGATE INMATE STABBING
6/17/1988 coil INQUIRY INTO PRISON STABBING CONTINUES
6/22/1988 BOll INMATE ESCAPES FROM PRISON FARM
7/14/1988 C014 SfPRlSONER PLANE DIVERTS COURSE TO CITY
7/23/1988 coil EX-FUGITIVES SET FIRE IN ND CELL
7/24/1988 E012 EDUCATION PROGRAM AT SPRINGFIELD HELPS INMATES
7/30/1988 A012 TREATING SUBSTANCE ABUSE KEY TO PAROLE PLAN
8/06/1988 C012 GAMES GIVE PRISONERS A BREAK
8/07/1988 EOll AUTHORITIES LOOKING FOR MISSING TRUSTY
8/13/1988 A012 ^PRISONER CAPTURED AFTER BRIEF ESCAPE
8/13/1988 A083 3(PR0GRAM'S FOR NON-VIOLENT INMATES
8/13/1988 coil PRISONER ESCAPES FROM MILBANK JAIL
8/18/1988 coil CAPTURED FUGITIVES TO RETURN TO SD
8/19/1988 C015 ^HOMECOMING
8/26/1988 coil INMATES PLEAD NOT GUILTY TO ESCAPE
8/30/1988 coil INMATE GETS FURLOUGH TO LOOK FOR A JOB
9/10/1988 A015 TRANSSEXUAL FELON BAFFLES PRISON CHIEF
9/12/1988 coil MAN CONVICTED IN ASSAULT OF GUARDS
9/22/1988 coil INMATE PLEADS GUILTY TO ESCAPE
9/22/1988 C016 PROJECT HELPS INMATES WITH DRUG PROBLEMS
9/23/1988 A012 SD MAN ON '15 MOST WANTED' LIST
9/23/1988 coil INMATE PLEADS GUILTY IN ESCAPE
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9/28/1988 coil INMATE DENIED SENTENCING HEARING
10/01/1988 AOll A LOOK AT OUR PAROLE SYSTEM
10/02/1988 A012 KPAROLE GRANTED, PAROLE DENIED
10/03/1988 AOll 3(PAR0LE GRANTED, PAROLE DENIED
10/05/1988 C021 FORMER JAIL WORKER AWAITS THEFT ARRAIGNMENT
10/12/1988 A012 36FUGITIVE SUBJECT OF TV SHOW
10/16/1988 B012 COUNSELING PROGRAM ON FAMILIES OF INMATES
10/17/1988 AOll *TV REPORT ON FUGITIVE BRINGS IN 21 CALLS
10/17/1988 B012 3CPALS SPOIL PAROLEE'S FREEDOM
10/23/1988 coil INMATE INDICTED IN PRISON STABBING
10/26/1988 coil PAROLEE PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN THEFT
10/26/1988 coil INMATE PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN STABBING
11/03/1988 A012 ^MARSHALS ARREST FUGITIVE'S RELATIVES
ll/OA/1988 A012 WEDDELL'S FLIGHT PUTS STRAIN ON FAMILY
11/05/1988 coil MARSHAL RELEASES WAGNER RESIDENTS
11/15/1988 coil INMATES SENTENCED FOR ESCAPE IN MAY
11/2A/1988 C012 18 INMATES GO HOME FOR THANKSGIVING
11/29/1988 AlOl PAROLE TO BE CAMPAIGN ISSUE (L)
1/01/1989 C041 BfTRANSSEXUAL INMATE LONGS FOR ACCEPTANCE
1/07/1989 coil INMATE DOESN'T RETURN TO JAIL
1/26/1989 coil PAROLEE FOUND GUILTY OF DWI, GRAND THEFT
2/09/1989 coil PRISON PAROLEE GETS JAIL SENTENCE IN THEFT
2/22/1989 A022 CLOSER LOOK AT INMATES' DRUG ABUSE
3/15/1989 coil INMATES TRIAL IN STABBING BEGINS
3/17/1989 C015 9fPRIS0N STABBING WAS SELF-DEFENSE
3/19/1989 coil EX-BALIFF PLEADS GUILTY TO GRAND THEFT
3/23/1989 C021 PARALYZED INMATE FILES LAWSUIT AGAINST OFFICIALS
3/29/1989 A021 CANDIDATE--TRADING FAVORS
A/17/1989 coil CONFERENCE LOOKS AT GANGS, PRISONERS
A/19/1989 A115 WARRANT^ISSUED FOR INMATE WHO WAS RELEASED EARLY
A/2A/1989 AOll INMATE NUMBERS UP, BUT SD SEES DROP
A/27/1989 C012 TOP SD PRISON OFFICIALS TESTIFY
5/16/1989 A012 SECOND INMATE FREED TOO SOON
5/30/1989 A012 9(WEDDELL BACK BEHIND BARS
6/01/1989 A012 *WEDDELL PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO ESCAPE CHARGES
6/01/1989 A103 *PRISON POLICY CHANGES ARE NEEDED
6/06/1989 C015 *FRIENDS, FAMILY BACK WEDDELL IN COURT
6/07/1989 A0A2 EX-INMATE RELEASED EARLY PLEADS GUILTY
6/10/1989 C012 GOVERNOR--FURLOUGH TIMING A COINCIDENCE
6/11/1989 A012 STATE, PRISON OFFICIALS LOOK TOWARD JULY 1
6/13/1989 coil EX-INMATE GETS A5-DAY TERM
6/13/1989 C015 KWEDDELL--'I'M INNOCENT'
6/21/1989 C012 *WEDDELL TO SERVE '8A SENTENCE
7/03/1989 B021 SIOUX LEADER TO BUILD SWEAT LODGE AT PRISON
7/0A/1989 C012 BERGELAND BOARD TO HEAR CONCERNS
7/06/1989 C012 LETTER DETAILS PRISONER PROBLEMS AT BERGELAND
7/06/1989 C016 TRIAL DATES SET FOR SOLEM, OTHER OFFICIALS
7/08/1989 AOIA *GALLAND FILES FOR BANKRUPTCY
7/08/1989 C012 *MUENSTER WANTS PRISON TRUSTY REVIEW
7/1A/1989 A084 JAIL PHONE SERVICE IS POOR (L)
7/16/1989 A016 *EX-INMATE RETURN DATE IS UNCERTAIN
7/16/1989 coil SPRINGFIELD JAYCEES PLAN PRISON FUN DAY
7/16/1989 C016 CHARGES DENIED BY EX-TRUSTEES
7/18/1989 coil PRISONER SENTENCED IN JANUARY ESCAPE
7/19/1989 A012 EX-INMATE REFUSES TO SHED LIGHT ON POT SWAP
7/21/1989 A015 *POT-SWAP INMATE WILL FACE IOWA CHARGE
7/22/1989 A103 CENTER SENIORS LOSERS IF TRUSTY WORK ENDS (L)
7/25/1989 C012 ^PROSECUTOR WANTS EX-INMATES SWAP STORY
7/31/1989 A081 INMATES PENALIZED FOR OFFICIALS' WRONGDOING (L)
8/23/1989 A012 KINMATE CAUGHT AFTER TWO HOURS
8/23/1989 A016 PRISONS POLICY ON OUTINGS TO BE EXAMINED
8/2A/1989 AOIA ^KILLER FATHERED CHILD WHILE AT PEN
8/29/1989 A012 PRISONER PHONE SERVICE CALLED COSTLY 'NIGHTMARE'
8/31/1989 coil OFFICIAL DISMISSES SHERIFF'S CONCERNS
9/03/1989 CG33 KREARRESTS
9/06/1989 A016 ^STRICTER RULES SET FOR LIFERS
9/08/1989 A012 KINMATE--WORKERS LET ME GO
9/09/1989 A103 PRISON INMATES LACK DISCIPLINE
9/16/1989 C012 DRUG, WEAPON CHARGES FILED
9/20/1989 A125 MULDER TRIAL RIDICULOUS (L)
9/22/1989 C015 KWARDEN ASKS IOWA TO TAKE PRISONER BACK
9/26/1989 A015 KAUDIT FINDS 226 ERRORS IN PRISON RELEASE RECORDS
9/27/1989 A012 INMATES AT YANKTON FOOTBALL GAMES
9/27/1989 A121 NEED DISCIPLINE BEHIND PRISON BARS CD
9/27/1989 coil PENITENTIARY TRUSTY HASN'T BEEN CAUGHT
9/28/1989 C012 POLICE LEADS ON PRISON FUGITIVE TURN COLD
10/01/1989 A012 KESCAPE STIRS MEMORIES OF MURDER
10/03/1989 C012 KBURGLAR LATEST TRUSTY TO WALK AWAY
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lO/OA/1989 coil RECAPTURED INMATE FACES EXTRADITION
1G/G«i/1989 CGIZ INMATES USE SPIRITUAL TEACHINGS TO DEFEAT ABUSE
1G/G6/1989 CG15 MULDER ARRIVES AT IOWA PRISON
1G/G7/1989 CG12 OFFICERS CAPTURE TRUSTY IN VANKTON
1G/G9/1989 AG81 PIPES AIDS INMATES DRUG, ALCOHOL FIGHT (L)
lG/12/1989 CG33 KWOMEN IN PRISON
lG/13/1989 AG83 INMATES" LIFE NOT EASY CD
IG/15/1989 AG12 Jf'THE WARRIOR'S DUTY IS TO ESCAPE'
10/17/1989 CG16 WEDDELL EXPLAINS ESCAPE
10/26/1989 C016 RACING INMATE CAUGHT
10/27/1989 C015 AGENTS INVESTIGATING GRAND JURY ALLEGATIONS
11/01/1989 DOll INMATE INDICTED AFTER CAR CHASE
11/02/1989 C02A INMATE CAUGHT AFTER CHASE
11/15/1989 C012 INMATE SUES FOR DENYING GIRLFRIEND'S VISITS
12/01/1989 C012 WOLLMANN MOVED BACK TO YANKTON
12/13/1989 C015 COUNTY INMATES MAY WORK HARDER FOR KEEP
I2/1A/1989 C021 PRISONERS SPILLING OVER INTO JAILS
12/16/1989 A012 WALKAWAY CONSIDERED DANGEROUS
12/17/1989 A016 ^WALKAWAY WITHDREW $300 BEFORE LEAVING
12/17/1989 A021 ND WARDEN HIGHLIGHTS REHABILITATION
12/18/1989 BOll ESCAPED INMATE REMAINS AT LARGE
12/19/1989 coil KILLER PLEADS GUILTY TO ATTEMPTED ESCAPE
12/19/1989 C012 KTRUSTY SEX OFFENDERS RECLASSIFIED
12/21/1989 B012 XALL INMATES FACE DEPUTY'S SCRUTINY
12/21/1989 C021 MICKELSON REVIEWS TRUSTY CASE
12/2<i/1989 A081 ND APPROACH DIDN'T WORK IN SD (ED)
12/24/1989 A094 INMATES MUST DEFEND SELVES (L)
12/26/1989 A012 SPRINGFIELD FUGITIVE BEHIND BARS
12/31/1989 A071 WHERE DOES JAIL MONEY GO (L)
12/31/1989 N035 PRISONERS FORCE BETTER TREATMENT
12/31/1989 N081 ESCAPED 6 STILL ARE IN PRISON
1/05/1990 coil 5 PRISON WALKAWAYS FEWEST SINCE 1972
1/09/1990 C021 2 INMATES SENTENCED ON ESCAPE, ASSAULT
1/13/1990 C031 PRISONER RELEASE BILL MOVES AHEAD
1/17/1990 A015 2 PRISON INMATES BECOME PREGNANT
1/18/1990 coil 'POT-SWAP' INMATE TO BE TRIED FEB 2
1/19/1990 C021 ESCAPED INMATE GETS FIVE-YEAR PRISON TERM
1/24/1990 C014 MAN WHO TOOK POLICE ON CHASE
1/24/1990 C022 COUNTY STRIKES JAIL PACT WITH EIGHT OFFICES
1/25/1990 C012 ESCAPEE RETURNS WITH NEW HAIR COLOR
1/27/1990 coil ARRAIGNMENT SET ON ESCAPE CHARGE
1/29/1990 BOll INMATE DIES IN PENITENTIARY
1/29/1990 BOll AUTHORITIES SEEK MISSING PRISONER
1/31/1990 coil PRISONER'S DEATH RULED SUICIDE
1/31/1990 C012 DEMOCRATS PROPOSE CHEAPER PRISON PLAN
2/01/1990 coil INMATE EXPECTING BABY IN MARCH
2/04/1990 C015 36FUGITIVE CAUGHT IN MINNEAPOLIS
2/05/1990 A033 SD RANKS LOW IN JAIL POPULATION
2/07/1990 C012 COMMITTEE DEFERS REIMBURSEMENT BILL
2/07/1990 C015 ^GOVERNOR TELLS SPRINGFIELD
2/08/1990 C021 BROOKINGS ENDS PACT TO TAKE OTHERS' INMATES
2/16/1990 A083 SPRINGFIELD PROVING GROUND (L)
2/16/1990 A084 MORE INMATES NOT ANSWER (L)
2/17/1990 A083 LIFE BEHIND BARS NOT EASY (L)
2/17/1990 C021 POT-SWAP INMATE CONVICTED OF ROBBERY
2/21/1990 C026 DETENTION CENTER JAILER HURT IN ATTACK
2/22/1990 C026 INMATES CHARGED IN ATTACK ON JAILER
2/25/1990 A114 INMATES DEATH CHILLING (L)
2/27/1990 A081 FULL DAY'S WORK FOR INMATES
2/27/1990 coil INMATE PLEADS GUILTY TO ESCAPE
2/28/1990 coil INMATE PLEADS GUILTY TO ESCAPE CHARGES
3/02/1990 A081 STATE SHOULD HELP INMATES REBUILD LIVES (L)
3/13/1990 coil INMATE CAN'T KEEP HER BABY
3/23/1990 C023 INMATE LOSES SUPREME COURT APPEAL
3/27/1990 C041 POLICE SEARCH FOR FURLOUGH WALK-AWAY FROM JAIL
3/29/1990 A091 INMATE SORRY FOR PAIN HE CAUSED HIS VICTIMS (L)
3/30/1990 coil JAILED MOM DENIED VISITS WITH INFANT SON
4/08/1990 A091 FACTS DON'T SUPPORT WRITER (L)
4/09/1990 A081 MOVE SOME OUT OF CROWDED PRISON (L)
4/18/1990 coil MAN GETS 2 MONTHS FOR ESCAPE FROM JAIL
4/18/1990 C025 INMATE PLEADS GUILTY TO ASSAULTING JAILER
4/25/1990 A014 *FORMER INMATE IN POT SWAP TRIES TO ESCAPE
4/25/1990 coil EX-INMATE GUILTY IN SEX CASE
5/08/1990 C021 LAWSUIT COULD FORCE RELOCATION OF PRISONERS
5/17/1990 C025 INMATE SENTENCED FOR SEXUAL ASSAULT
5/24/1990 C031 PARALYZED INMATE SETTLES PRISON SUIT
5/24/1990 C032 INMATE LOSES APPEAL ON JURISDICTION ISSUE
5/31/1990 C023 KJAILS AND INMATES
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6/01/1990 con ^PENITENTIARY TRUSTEE REPORTED MISSING
6/02/1990 C016 TRUSTY CAUGHT IN IOWA
6/03/1990 BOH 2ND MISSING TRUSTY RETURNS TO UNIT
6/0A/I990 C023 *JAIL POPULATION
6/1^/1990 con COMMITTEE APPROVES FUND FOR INMATES
6/17/1990 An2 KEEP MORE NONVIOLENT OFFENDERS OUT OF PRISON (L)
6/20/1990 A012 XINMATE RUNS AWAY AFTER ATTEMPTING TO RETURN
6/20/1990 C0I2 *POT-SWAP INMATE PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO ESCAPE
6/23/1990 C035 STATE INCREASES PAY FOR HOUSING PRISONERS
6/28/1990 C036 PRISONER SENTENCED IN ASSAULT ON JAILER
7/03/1990 con ESCAPED MAN CHARGED WITH ASSAULT IN DENVER
7/10/1990 C012 WOMAN ASKS FOR TREATMENT AT CENTER
7/12/1990 con INMATE DIES OF PROBABLE HEART ATTACK
7/14/1990 con JUDGE DENIES INMATE'S REQUEST FOR FREEDOM
7/14/1990 C012 PRISON ERRED--DEAD INMATE'S BROTHER
7/17/1990 A015 NEW INMATES ARE CHEMICALLY DEPENDENT
7/28/1990 con WALKAWAY FOUND AFTER ONE HOUR
7/29/1990 AllB GUIDELINES ABUSED BY PAROLE BOARD (L)
7/31/1990 A016 FOUR FIRED AFTER PRISON SEX CASE
8/03/1990 con INMATE WHO SKIPPED FURLOUGH TURNS SELF IN
8/19/1990 A123 PEOPLE SHOULD REVIEW COURT SYSTEM, LAWS (L)
8/27/1990 con LAW OFFICIALS SEEK PENITENTIARY WALKAWAY
8/28/1990 con KLAW OFFICIALS SEEK 2 MISSING INMATES
8/29/1990 con ONE WALKAWAY FOUND, OTHER STILL AT LARGE
8/30/1990 A086 REWARD INMATES WHO CORRECT ATTITUDES (L)
9/06/1990 con WALKAWAY HELD IN MONTANA JAIL
9/08/1990 A055 ^CONVICTS VOICE DESIRE FOR COLLEGE EDUCATION
9/10/1990 BOll WALKAWAY FOUND IN SF
9/12/1990 con 2 INMATES DRILL HOLES IN CELL
9/18/1990 con INMATE MISSING FROM YANKTON FEDERAL PRISON
10/03/1990 con INMATE STILL MISSING--4 OTHERS CAUGHT
10/04/1990 C031 MOTHER OF TEEN WHO HANGED SELF SUES
10/05/1990 A016 ^DRAWING REMOVED BY STATE
10/06/1990 C015 PRISON CAMP ESCAPEE CAPTURED IN FLORIDA
10/15/1990 BOll PRISON WALKAWAY BACK BEHIND BARS
10/21/1990 D015 PENITENTIARY INMATE STABBED
10/24/1990 con PRISON WITHHOLDING INJURED INMATE'S NAME
10/24/1990 C033 COUNTY WANTS TREATMENT PLAN REWORKED
10/28/1990 Alls GOVERNOR SHOULD HAVE JUDGED ART, NOT PERSON (L)
10/29/1990 con FURLOUGHED INMATE DOESN'T RETURN TO JAIL
10/30/1990 C015 *PRIEST--JAIL STAY SERVED ITS PURPOSE
11/01/1990 C033 PASTOR WORKS TO BRING COLLEGE TO INMATES
11/07/1990 A062 REHABILITATION MAKES INMATES TAXPAYERS (L)
n/09/1990 con inmate walks away from YANKTON PRISON
11/12/1990 BOll POLICE SEARCHING FOR 2 WALKAWAYS
n/16/1990 A016 *PLUCKER REQUESTS FREEDOM
11/29/1990 con INMATE PLEADS GUILTY TO ESCAPE CHARGES
12/01/1990 con *2 INMATES WALK AWAY FROM JOBS
1^/01/1990 C014 9€PRIS0NER STABBED 6 TIMES
12/03/1990 A105 WORK RELEASE BETTER THAN MORE PRISONS CD
12/05/1990 con INMATE LOCKED UP IN PRISON STABBING
12/05/1990 C012 COUNTY OK'S TREATMENT PROGRAM FOR PRISONERS
12/09/1990 E012 KWIVES OF INMATES FORM SUPPORT GROUP
12/13/1990 C014 PRISONERS GO TO COLLEGE
12/22/1990 A083 FAMILY'S 'HARDSHIP' WAS SELF-IMPOSED CD
12/23/1990 C012 INDIAN INMATES CALL FOR MORE ACTION
1/04/1991 A015 FOUL-UP LEAVES 7 JAILED AFTER RELEASE ORDER
1/09/1991 con POT-SWAP INMATE GUILTY OF ESCAPE
1/10/1991 C012 AGED DRIVE UP PRISON COST
1/10/1991 con ESCAPEE SENTENCED TO ANOTHER 15 MONTHS
1/16/1991 A093 DON'T BLAME FAMILY FOR INMATE'S WRONG CD
1/19/1991 C016 KNON-VIOLENT INMATES MAY GET BREAK
1/22/1991 C031 JAIL PHONES TO MAKE COLLECT CALLS ONLY
1/24/1991 C016 SENATORS OK LOW-RISK PRISON BILL
1/25/1991 C012 XINMATES ARE BARRED FROM GULF
1/29/1991 A083 LONG-TERM INMATES TROUBLED AFTER RELEASE CD
1/31/1991 C032 MAN HELD IN ROBBERY DURING PRISON FURLOUGH
2/03/1991 A084 RELEASE PRISON INMATES TO FIGHT IN KUWAIT CD
2/05/1991 A103 FIRST TIME OFFENDER NEEDS REHABILITATION CD
2/09/1991 con PRISONER SENTENCED TO 7 MONTHS FOR ESCAPE
2/09/1991 C016 KJAIL FAMILY BILL FALTERS
2/10/1991 A093 HOUSE ARREST IS CHEAP PRISON-SPACE SOLUTION CD
2/12/1991 con JAIL ESCAPEE GETS 5 YEARS IN PRISON
2/14/1991 con INMATE SENTENCED FOR FORGING CHECK
2/27/1991 con INMATE SENTENCED TO 15 MONTHS IN ESCAPE
2/27/1991 C012 COUNTY OK'S JAIL DRUG PROGRAM
3/07/1991 C035 NEW TRIAL OR RELEASE FOR LIFE-TERM INMATE
3/16/1991 C016 INMATE TO STAFF SUPER 8 PHONES
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3/18/1991 C032 WYOMING INMATES MAY HELP FIGHT FIRES
3/19/1991 B033 SPRINGFIELD STABBING INVESTIGATED
3/20/1991 CGll ASSAULT CASE GOES BEFORE JURY TODAY
3/21/1991 con INMATE FOUND GUILTY IN ATTACK ON OFFICER
3/27/1991 C031 TYNDALL INMATE FOUND COMPETENT FOR TRIAL
3/29/1991 con *JUDGE TURNS DOWN CONVICT'S REQUEST
A/0^/1991 C016 CHANGE OF VENUE SOUGHT
5/13/1991 A071 *A PRISONER'S WORDS TELL THE STORY
5/2A/1991 con ESCAPEE CAUGHT AFTER 10 DAYS
5/28/1991 C015 *PR1S0N TEACHER BELIEVES EDUCATION REHABILITATES
6/05/1991 C035 PENITENTIARY TRUSTY BEING HELD IN MEXICO
6/16/1991 A093 GOD WILL JUDGE WRITER'S ACTION (L)
6/21/1991 C031 INMATE PLEADS GUILTY TO ASSAULTING GUARD
6/23/1991 con YANKTON INMATE REPORTED MISSING
6/29/1991 B015 A INMATES' ATTEMPT TO ESCAPE IS FOILED
7/01/1991 B032 COMMISSION APPROVES PRISON RECREATION AREA
7/11/1991 C021 CHARGES LIKELY AGAINST INMATES WHO TRIED TO FLEE
7/14/1991 con INMATE MISSING FROM YANKTON UNIT
7/14/1991 C025 NEWLYWED GETS 25 YEARS IN STATE PEN
7/18/1991 C033 2 PLEAD NOT GUILTY TO ESCAPE ATTEMPT
7/20/1991 con AUTHORITIES SEARCHING FOR PRISON INMATE
7/21/1991 C031 PENITENTIARY ESCAPEE RECAPTURED IN CANTON
8/19/1991 A081 VIDEO LOTTERY HELPED RUIN MY LIFE (L)
8/23/1991 A122 INMATES COULD HANDLE SCHOOL RENOVATION CD
8/26/1991 C012 ^UPLIFTING WEIGHTS
8/27/1991 con YANKTON ESCAPEE MAY BE DANGEROUS
9/05/1991 con PRISON ESCAPEE FOUND IN CALIFORNIA
9/05/1991 C015 MURDERER ASKS JUDGE FOR RELEASE FROM PRISON
9/06/1991 'C031 MAYO-LOVING PRISONER GETS NO SYMPATHY
9/11/1991 C015 MARRIED INMATES CONCEIVE CHILD
9/15/1991 A095 JAIL SYSTEM FAILS HANDICAPPED INMATE CD
9/24/1991 C012 INMATE SENTENCED TO 4 YEARS FOR ESCAPE
9/27/1991 A015 PRISON INMATE CAN'T KEEP PORNO MATERIAL
9/29/1991 C035 PLAN FOR PRISONS STILL UNDECIDED
10/01/1991 C031 ESCAPED PRISONER CAUGHT IN OKLAHOMA
10/04/1991 A012 SUPER 8 SUSPENDS PRISON PROGRAM
10/05/1991 con PRISONER PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN ESCAPE
10/05/1991 C015 6 INMATES INVOLVED IN CREDIT THEFT
10/06/1991 C031 SENTENCING SET IN SIMPLE ASSAULT
10/07/1991 A082 NO PRISON COMPASSION FOR SEPARATED SPOUSES (L)
10/12/1991 A103 KINMATES ENTITLED TO RIGHTS, TOO
10/16/1991 C015 INMATE TRIED TO USE CREDIT CARD NUMBER
10/20/1991 A095 PRISON FAMILY SUPPORT GROUP TRIES TO FLOAT CD
10/22/1991 con WORK-RELEASE INMATE ARRESTED AFTER FAILING TO REPORT
10/28/1991 BOll SUSPECT SOUGHT AFTER ESCAPING FROM HOSPITAL
10/30/1991 con SUSPECT SURRENDERS AFTER HOSPITAL ESCAPE
11/06/1991 A081 INMATE SHOULD TRY TO GRADUATE ON OWN (ED)
11/09/1991 A012 XGALLAND COMMITS SUICIDE IN PRISON
11/14/1991 con MAN TAKES OFF AFTER ENTERING ESCAPE PLEA
11/15/1991 C015 ^ESCAPED RAPIST IS CAPTURED
11/16/1991 B015 CHASE LEADS POLICE THROUGH DOWNTOWN
11/22/1991 con INMATE INDICTED IN PRISON ESCAPE
11/22/1991 con LECTURE ON DEATH ROW PLANNED AT JENSCHKE
11/26/1991 con PRISONER PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO ESCAPE
11/27/1991 con INMATE PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN DRUG TRAFFICKING
11/28/1991 con INMATE, 3 OTHERS ENTER PLEAS IN DRUG CASE
12/05/1991 C025 LIMIT ON INMATES RAISED TO 150
12/17/1991 C032 ESCAPEE GETS 75-YEAR PRISON TERM
12/26/1991 A013 ^HOLIDAY GIFT--A CHANCE TO CALL HOME
12/27/1991 A014 INMATE-CLERK NAMED IN SUPER 8 CREDIT CARD SCAM
12/27/1991 con TEN YEARS ADDED TO ESCAPEE'S TERM
12/28/1991 con INMATE MISSING FROM HALFWAY HOUSE
12/29/1991 Foil 3CWALKAWAY COULD BE DANGEROUS, OFFICIALS SAY
12/29/1991 F034 NO JAIL GARB IN COURT
12/30/1991 con *WALKAWAY RETURNS TO PENITENTIARY
1/01/1992 C041 INMATE SENTENCED
1/05/1992 A012 ^FURLOUGH PRIVILEGES RE-EXAMINED
1/05/1992 A035 KHOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS
1/11/1992 A013 5€CASTANEIRA RETURNS
1/11/1992 A083 56BE POSITIVE ABOUT FURLOUGHS
1/11/1992 C012 PLANS TO REROUTE PRISONERS TO MADISON
1/14/1992 C031 OFFENDERS ARE SENT TO RAPID CITY PRISON
1/16/1992 con LOUISIANA ESCAPEE ARRESTED ON INTERSTATE 90
1/21/1992 C031 PENNINGTON INMATE CHARGED WITH ASSAULT
1/23/1992 An3 FURLOUGHS MEAN MUCH TO INMATES (L)
1/29/1992 con JAIL INMATE TESTS POSITIVE FOR TB
2/02/1992 F012 *ANKLE BRACELET KEEPS WOMAN PRISONER
2/04/1992 C012 SUPER 8 TO CLOSE SPRINGFIELD CENTER
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2/15/1992 C012 YANKTON INMATES EXPOSED TO ASBESTOS
2/16/1992 F012 INSPECTION FINDS FAULTS WITH INMATE TREATMENT
3/01/1992 A012 *PR1S0NERS WHO PRACTICE WITHCRAFT
3/06/1992 con INMATE SEEKS NEW TRIAL IN 1986 SLAVING'
3/10/1992 A086 WHY A BULL-PEN FOR SHEEP-TYPE PRISONERS (L)
3/10/1992 con 36PEN1TENT1ARY INMATE STILL BEING SOUGHT
3/11/1992 A093 HOODED WORSHIPERS IRK ORDINARY READER (L)
3/15/1992 FOll PENITENTIARY INMATE REMAINS AT LARGE
3/20/1992 con ESCAPED INMATE BACK IN CUSTODY
3/23/1992 con AUTO THEFT SUSPECTS CAUGHT NEAR MITCHELL
3/27/1992 A08A OPEN MIND TO OTHER FORMS OF WORSHIP (L)
3/29/1992 A012 ^PRISON POPULATION AGES
3/29/1992 AOAl XPRISON OFFICIALS SEARCH FOR SOLUTIONS
A/02/1992 C012 2 SITES GIVEN WORK-RELEASE PERMITS
A/02/1992 C015 EX-YANKTON INMATE SUES OVER ASBESTOS EXPOSURE
A/OA/1992 A012 KTRUSTY KILLED IN HOSTAGE STANDOFF
A/08/1992 C032 POLICY CHANGE AFFECTS PENITENTIARY TRUSTIES
A/09/1992 A081 WICCA MISTAKEN FOR DEVIL WORSHIP (L)
A/15/1992 C012 2 INMATES BEGIN TRIAL ON DRUG CHARGES
A/18/1992 C012 DRUG PROGRAM POPULAR WITH INMATES
A/18/1992 C013 MITCHELL DEMOCRAT SUES TO GET NAME ON PRIMARY BALLOT
A/18/1992 C036 STATE PANEL ENDORSES TRUSTY PLAN FOR LIFERS
A/19/1992 An2 'THUG' IS DEROGATORY TERM FOR INMATES (L)
A/20/1992 BOll CITY OFFICIALS TO DISCUSS PRISON SITE PROPOSALS
5/06/1992 COIA VICTIMS TO TEACH INMATES ABOUT THE EFFECTS OF CRIME
5/11/1992 C012 TRUSTY STATUS FOR LIFE INMATES WEIGHED
5/13/1992 C012 *LOW PROFITS THREATEN PRISON FARM'S FUTURE
5/20/1992 C012 XGROUP WANTS INMATES OUT OF HOSPITAL
5/21/1992 con TASK FORCE REJECTS TRUSTY WORKERS
5/26/1992 A012 *1 ESCAPEE STILL MISSING
5/26/1992 A021 ESCAPE IS THIRD FOR TWO INMATES
5/26/1992 C016 HSC CAN REJECT PRISONERS
5/27/1992 A015 *1NMATE STILL ON RUN, NO NEW LEADS FOUND
5/28/1992 BOll CONVICT WITHDRAWS APPEAL TO STATE COURT
5/28/1992 B015 *TH1RD ESCAPEE IN CUSTODY
5/29/1992 con THREE ESCAPED INMATES INDICTED
5/29/1992 con PRISONER ADMITS HE'S TWO-TIME FELON
5/30/1992 A061 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
6/02/1992 C015 3 PRISON ESCAPEES FACE LIFE TERMS FOR PAST CRIMES
6/09/1992 C022 FORMER USD INSTRUCTOR TEACHES INMATES
6/11/1992 A012 TWO INMATES CUT THROUGH WALL FOR SEX
6/16/1992 A012 KARREST ENDS 9-YEAR FLIGHT
6/16/1992 con INMATE SENTENCED IN ASSAULT ON PRISONER
6/20/1992 con SPRINGFIELD ESCAPEE CALLED DANGEROUS
6/21/1992 C012 ESCAPEES' PLANS OFTEN FIZZLE, WARDEN SAYS
6/2A/1992 con INMATE CONVICTED AS HABITUAL CRIMINAL
6/30/1992 con 2 ESCAPEES SENTENCED TO UP TO 25 YEARS
7/01/1992 con PRISON INMATES GET MORE TIME BEHIND BARS
7/02/1992 con INMATE GETS 25-35 YEARS FOR ESCAPE
7/03/1992 C012 FEMALE FELONS OFTEN LESS DANGEROUS
7/0A/1992 con JURY CONVICTS INMATE FOR ATTACKING JAILER
7/13/1992 C021 COURT ADDS 6 YEARS TO 90-YEAR SENTENCE
7/15/1992 C015 CONVICTIONS IN '91, '92 CASES
7/18/1992 A084 ADDED PRISON TERM ABUSIVE, OBSESSIVE (L)
7/22/1992 B012 PRISONERS PUNISHED FOR REFUSING TRANSFERS
7/22/1992 BOIA MAXIMUM SECURITY INMATES COMPLAIN ABOUT CONSTRAINTS
7/25/1992 BOll INMATE RETURNS AFTER PRISON ESCAPE
7/26/1992 A073 INMATE MAINTAINS INNOCENCE IN MURDER (L)
7/27/1992 BOll INDIAN PRISONERS PLAN SPIRITUAL WALK, RUN
8/29/1992 B021 PRISON CAMP GIVES HURRICANE ASSISTANCE
9/01/1992 B012 ^MIDLAND HOSTAGE TAKER TRIES TO COMMIT SUICIDE
9/0A/1992 B016 PLAN EASES SUPERVISION OF LIFERS
9/08/1992 BOll ^OFFICIALS WON'T NAME SUSPECT IN KILLING
9/09/1992 BOll PROBE CONTINUES INTO STABBING DEATH
9/12/1992 B016 MENTALLY ILL IN SD JAILS NO SURPRISE TO OFFICIALS
9/18/1992 B022 PRISON SLAYING SUSPECT TO FACE CHARGES SOON
9/18/1992 B025 LAST PRISON MURDER IN 1971
9/20/1992 C016 INMATE ADMITS CREDIT CARD USED WRONGLY
9/22/1992 BOll PRISON INMATE ASKS FOR PSYCHIATRIC EXAM
9/2A/1992 B012 SENTENCE CUTS HARD TO ATTAIN
9/29/1992 B012 BOUNCER'S KILLER DENIED EARLY RELEASE
10/01/1992 A015 XINMATE PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN KILLING
10/06/1992 BOll JAIL INMATE CHARGED IN ARSON INCIDENT
10/08/1992 BOll ESCAPED CONVICT PLEADS NOT GUILTY
10/09/1992 BOll INMATE DOESN'T WANT TO WORK ON PRISON
10/15/1992 BOll ^ESCAPED INMATE SEEN IN CITY
10/28/1992 B022 TRIAL COMBINES SEPARATE WRONGFUL DEATH SUITS
10/29/1992 B021 INMATE, 3A, FLEES RC FACILITY
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10/30/1992 B012 ^CENTER MAY HOLD INMATES BY WINTER
11/07/1992 B012 KINMATES TESTIFY IN MURDER CASE
11/12/1992 B012 ESCAPED CONVICT CHARGED FIRM TO GAS UP TRUCK
11/12/1992 B015 CREDIT ADDICTION LED TO CARD ABUSE
11/17/1992 BOll PRISONER ADMITS TO 9 YEAR ESCAPE
11/19/1992 B012 TRUSTIES FUMING OVER PRISON SMOKING POLICY
11/22/1992 AOIA *INMATE TAPS MARKET FOR GREETING CARDS
11/22/1992 FOIA SMOKING COSTS PRISON TRUSTY CHRISTMAS FURLOUGH
11/2A/1992 A012 *MURDER SUSPECT DIES AFTER 3-STORY FALL
11/2A/1992 BOll INMATE ENTERS PLEA IN PRISON STABBING
12/02/1992 B012 ^OFFICIALS RAP PRISON'S MENTAL HEALTH CARE
12/09/1992 B022 VICTIM TELLS STORIES TO INMATES
12/10/1992 BOll INMATE SUES STATE OVER MISCARRIAGE
12/IA/1992 B012 ^INMATE WANTS TO STAY BEHIND BARS
12/25/1992 B012 JUDGES TIGHTEN FURLOUGH REINS
12/26/1992 A093 KSD CRUEL TO 'LIFERS'
1/21/1991 A016 XEX-POW CALLS PRISONER TAPE PROPAGANDA
SEE ALSO STATE PENITENTIARY, JAILS
2/07/1982 DOll 3fW0MEN IN PRISON
2/07/1982 D091 THE WOMENS CPRRECTIONAL FACILITY IN YANKTON
2/22/1982 C021 BETTER LOBBY FOR HOSPITALS, PRISONS (ED)
2/25/1982 DOAl JAILERS SUBMIT REPORT ON COUNTY JAIL
3/31/1982 DOll EMPTY BUILDINGS MAY HELP PRISONS
A/09/1982 C031 MISSILE SITE BEING CONSIDERED AS JAIL
A/23/1982 C031 PLAN TO CONVERT MISSILE SITE OPPOSED
5/07/1982 C032 MEADE COUNTY RESIDENTS PROTEST PLANS FOR NEW JAIL
5/08/1982 BOll SD INMATES TO BE IN COUNTY JAILS BY JULY 1
5/31/1982 B055 PENNINGTON COUNTY FACES LAWSUIT OVER JAIL
6/18/1982 C052 BOARD "-TOURS PROPOSED PRISON SITE NEAR RC
7/1A/1982 COAl BOARD CONSIDERS NEW RULES FOR JAILS
7/17/1982 B031 NO OBJECTIONS TO NEW JAIL STANDARDS
7/28/1982 C021 MAKING JAILS SAFER (ED)
8/29/1982 B0A3 PANEL HEARS COMPLAINTS OF PLANNED PRISON
9/22/1982 C0A2 OFFICIALS QUESTION MANDATORY JAIL REFORM
9/2A/1982 C032 WANTED, MINIMUM SECURITY SD PRISON
10/08/1982 COAl 3€SD OFFICIALS INSPECT MINNEHAHA COUNTY JAIL
11/20/1982 B032 FIRST FLOOR OF PENNINGTON COUNTY JAIL HAZARDOUS
12/07/1982 C015 JAIL COULD BE HALFWAY HOUSE FOR $500,000
12/30/1982 D032 FEES PAID SHERIFF DROPPED--BROWN COUNTY
12/31/1982 C0A2 BROWN COUNTY SHERIFF--'I DIDN'T RIP OFF'
1/20/1983 coil PANEL CONSIDERS SPENDING $50,000 FOR PRISON DESIGN
2/08/1983 coil SHERIFF DEFT NEEDS MONEY FOR JAIL REPAIRS
2/09/1983 COAl OVERCROWDED JAIL MIXES INMATES
2/12/1983 C0A2 JAIL IN BAD SHAPE MITCHELL OFFICIALS SAY
2/13/1983 C033 PRISON INMATES COULD RENOVATE OLD JAIL (L)
2/17/1983 C061 COMMITTEE OKS MONEY FOR PRISON
2/23/1983 C016 HOUSE OKS PRISON PLAN
2/23/1983 C031 BILL EXPANDS USE OF COUNTY JAIL
3/17/1983 C021 TWO MAJOR PRISON NEEDS MET (ED)
3/17/1983 C033 JAIL CLOSING IN DESMET IS A MESS
3/17/1983 C0A2 SUIT SAYS COUNTY DIDN'T PREVENT SON'S DEATH
3/18/1983 D0A2 DESMET JAIL WILL BE CLOSED
A/30/1983 B021 TRUSTY PLAN DISCARDED (ED)
5/2A/1983 coil INMATES WANT PENALTIES OVERTHROWN
5/27/1983 COAl JUDGE ORDERS BUTTE COUNTY TO CLOSE JAIL
5/30/1983 con JAIL TO GET DRUG DETECTOR
6/09/1983 C035 BOARD MAY PICK PRISON ARCHITECT THIS SUMMER
6/1A/1983 B021 BURGER--CONVERT PRISONS TO FACTORIES (ED)
6/2A/1983 COAA COSTLY CHANGES PROMPT CLOSING OF COUNTY JAIL
6/30/1983 COAl JAILER RESIGNS AFTER INMATE'S RING IS STOLEN
7/08/1983 con BUTTE COUNTY WILL DECIDE ON JAIL REOPENING
7/27/1983 C033 LAST 2 WINGS IN JAIL TO BE COMPLETED
9/22/1983 C03A 7TH COUNTY HOUSES INMATES IN JAIL
n/2A/1983 D031 SALES TAX IS ONLY WAY TO BUILD JAIL
12/06/1983 B051 TRIAL DATE SET IN BROWN COUNTY JAIL SUICIDE SUIT
12/22/1983 con PENNINGTON SHERIFF SAYS JAIL CHANGES COMPLETE
12/25/1983 C0A5 BONDS MAY BE SOUGHT FOR NEW DAVISON JAIL
12/26/1983 C035 COMMISSION CLOSES TRIPP JAIL BECAUSE OF COST
1/05/I98A BOll PANEL BACKS LOW-RISK PRISON IN SIOUX FALLS
1/15/198A BOll SUPPORT FOR PRISON PLAN ABOUT 50 PERCENT
1/2A/198A C051 PROGRAM TRAINS COUNTY JAILERS
1/25/198A C031 BROWN COUNTY WANTS OUT OF PROGRAM
1/31/198A A021 STATE'S JAILERS WILL RECEIVE TRAINING
2/01/198A con LAWMAKERS TODAY TO DISCUSS PRISON PLAN
2/01/198A C021 LAWMAKERS SHOULD TELL PLANS (ED)
2/02/198A A012 PANEL OK'S $2 5 MILLION FOR PRISON
2/0A/198A AOIA SENATE REJECTS PRISON PLAN
2/05/198A B051 DAVISON COUNTY SENDING INMATES TO SIOUX FALLS
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2/08/198A A015 STATE PRISON PLAN NOW ON BACK BURNER
2/10/198A C0A2 LAWMAKERS MUST SOLVE OVERCROWDING
2/11/198A B012 POLITICAL DEBATE CONTINUES
2/16/I98A AOIA HOUSE RENEWS PRISON DEBATE
2/16/198A COAl HOUSE REJECTS $2 MILLION PRISON LEGISLATION
2/17/198A C021 SHOULD REVIVE JANKLOW'S PRISON PLAN CED)
2/19/198A C051 RAPID CITY JAIL FULL OF PRISONERS
2/20/1984 C013 3CCR0WDED CONDITIONS RAISE TENSIONS
2/22/1984 D023 BUILDING BEHIND PENITENTIARY (L)
3/01/1984 C042 EARLY PAROLES POSSIBLE IF CAMPUS IS SOLD
3/09/1984 C024 STUDY NEEDED TO DETERMINE PRISON POP (L)
3/10/1984 C033 MEADE COUNTY JAIL MAY REOPEN
3/22/1984 C034 WARDEN--BEGIN EARLY RELEASES
3/23/1984 C031 STATE CORRECTIONS BOARD TOURS CANTON
4/21/1984 C041 JUDGE WILL CLOSE JAIL IF COUNTY WON'T
4/24/1984 B041 MEADE COUNTY'S JAIL GETTING A LOT OF USE
5/02/1984 A012 STATE ORDERED TO IMPROVE PRISON
5/03/1984 C02I SPRINGFIELD PRISON PLAN BEST OPTION (ED)
5/04/1984 C042 PRISON LAWSUIT SUPPORTERS PLAN FOR APPEALS
5/06/1984 C073 XMEIERHENRY--BAD PLACE FOR PRISON
5/10/1984 C021 JUDGE SCORNED FAIRNESS IN PENITENTIARY TRIAL (L)
5/13/1984 A012 LAWSUIT PUTS PRESSURE TO SOLVE OVERCROWDING
5/17/1984 coil JANKLOW LOOKS FOR PRISON SITE
5/17/1984 C025 PRISON SHOULDN'T BE COMFY (L)
5/18/1984 C042 TIME RUNNING SHORT FOR PRISON SOLUTION
5/20/1984 C015 PROPOSED SITES FOR NEW PRISON SURPRISE SOME
5/22/1984 con STATE ASKS JUDGE TO DELAY PRISON ENFORCEMENT
5/24/1984 C012 BOARD WRESTLES WITH PRISON PROBLEMS
' 5/25/1984 C015 STATE WANTS REVIEW OF RULING
5/27/1984 B051 LAWMAKER BACKS PRISON EXPANSION
5/30/1984 D021 INMATES SHOULD NOT HAVE TO BE SARDINES (L)
5/31/1984 C031 MEADE COUNTY WILL CONSIDER HOUSING PENNINGTON'S
6/01/1984 C014 JANKLOW--NO TO YANKTON SITE
6/01/1984 C03I OFFICIALS CONSIDER EARLY RELEASE PROGRAMS
6/04/1984 C03I LONGER SENTENCES FILL PRISON
6/18/1984 B041 PENNINGTON BOARD VOTES TO IMPROVE JAIL
7/08/1984 C063 LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE WILL TOUR PRISONS
7/13/1984 con 3(STATE ASKS COURT TO OVERTURN PRISON RULING
7/14/1984 A012 JANKLOW FAVORS YANKTON SITE
7/14/1984 A014 LAWMAKERS HANG ON TO USD PLAN FOR PRISON
7/17/1984 B041 COMMUNITY LEADERS TO DISCUSS PRISON PLAN
7/21/1984 BOll *VOLESKY--SPRINGFIELD IS BEST LOCATION
7/24/1984 B021 OLD GROUND REPLOWED IN PRISON DEBATE (ED)
7/31/1984 BOll PRISON PLAN NEEDED BEFORE APPEAL
8/03/1984 con SPRINGFIELD BUSINESSMAN MAY TALK ABOUT PRISON
8/06/1984 C023 *A SOLUTION FOR SD'S OVERCROWDED PRISON
8/07/1984 A015 PRISON IS BEST SOLUTION FOR SPRINGFIELD
8/09/1984 C021 TO END SPRINGFIELD PRISON FIGHT (ED)
8/10/1984 A014 SPRINGFIELD BALLOT WON'T SWAY STATE
8/11/1984 A0I2 SPRINGFIELD OPPOSED TO PRISON
8/14/1984 A012 3CPANEL--PUT PRISON IN SPRINGFIELD
8/14/1984 BOll PRISON PROBLEMS TOPIC OF ELEPHANT CLUB MEET
8/15/1984 A012 *USD-SPRINGFIELD TO BECOME PRISON
8/19/1984 con XWORK BEGINS MONDAY ON SPRINGFIELD PRISON
8/19/1984 C0I4 )6NEW WARDEN READY FOR THE CHALLENGE
8/21/1984 C02I NEW PRISON IN SPRINGFIELD (ED)
8/26/1984 C034 ONLY 18 PERCENT OK'D PRISON PLAN (L)
8/28/1984 B015 LAWYERS ASK FOR EXTENSION ON PRISON PLAN
8/29/1984 D015 STATE GETS EXTENSION ON PRISON PLAN
8/30/1984 D015 350 PRISONERS ELIGIBLE FOR SPRINGFIELD
9/24/1984 BOll MINISTER HAS PLAN TO IMPROVE PRISONS
9/28/1984 A014 ^(PRISON REFORMS ON HOLD AGAIN
10/10/1984 D035 MITCHELL SCHOOL BOARD TO PROVIDE TEACHERS
10/31/1984 DOll SPRINGFIELD IS KEY TO PRISON PLAN
11/13/1984 B012 BOARD HIRES MAN TO RUN PRISON VO-TECH
11/27/1984 C015 COMMISSIONERS DISCUSS RAISING JAIL RATES
11/28/1984 D033 COMMISSION APPROVES INCREASE IN JAIL RATES
12/11/1984 C032 MEIERHENRY PROPOSES REGIONAL JAIL PLAN
12/13/1984 con CAMPUS SLOWLY TRANSFORMING INTO PRISON
12/20/1984 C021 PRISON TURNING TOWN INTO DISASTER AREA (L)
12/22/1984 C015 INMATES WILL MOVE TO SPRINGFIELD NEXT WEEK
12/22/1984 C023 PRISON OPPOSITION SILENCED (L)
12/23/1984 C043 PRISON PROBLEMS HAUNT STATE OFFICIALS
12/27/1984 C013 FIRST PRISONERS TO SPRINGFIELD
12/30/1984 C015 MEIERHENRY STILL FAVORS JAIL PLAN
12/31/1984 B022 PRISON PROBLEMS MAY LINGER (L)
1/02/1985 C015 SOME RESIDENTS IN SPRINGFIELD ACCEPT PRISON
1/04/1985 C023 WHAT WILL CONVERSION COST (L)
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1/08/1985 coil FORMER WOMEN'S PRISON FOR MENTAL PATIENTS
1/12/1985 A012 *BANKS BOUND FOR SPRINGFIELD
1/12/1985 C031 WINNER REGIONAL JAIL COULD COST $2 8 MILLION
1/15/1985 B021 QUESTIONS NEED TO BE ANSWERED (L)
1/18/1985 A012 SPRINGFIELD RESIDENTS WANT PROTECTION
1/19/1985 C022 NEW PRISON NO FORTRESS (L)
1/19/1985 C033 SPRINGFIELD SECURITY MAY COST JOBS
1/26/1985 coil JANKLOW DOESN'T BACK PLAN FOR REGIONAL JAILS
2/01/1985 C033 SPRINGFIELD EASES PRISON CROWDING
2/01/1985 COAl STATE PRISON COSTS EXPECTED TO DROP $1 MILLION
2/06/1985 coil SENATE APPROVES BILL ON PRISON IMPROVEMENTS
2/06/1985 C013 MEIERHENRY--REGIONAL JAIL PLAN
2/07/1985 C025 REGENTS, FACULTY NEAR CONTRACT PACT
2/13/1985 C016 SHERIFFS SAY REGIONAL JAILS ALREADY EXIST
2/16/1985 B021 SPRINGFIELD GETS OFF TO SMOOTH START
2/21/1985 AOll 4 INMATES ESCAPE FROM SPRINGFIELD
2/22/1985 AOll UNFINISHED SECURITY SYSTEM BLAMED FOR ESCAPES
2/22/1985 A014 NO PANIC IN SPRINGFIELD
2/23/1985 C031 CORRECTIONS GROUP WILL LIKELY DISCUSS ESCAPE
2/26/1985 A061 ESCAPES AT SPRINGFIELD PRISON (ED)
3/21/1985 coil PRISON CONDITION TALKS CONTINUE
3/28/1985 C021 NEW CHAIRMAN LIKES SPRINGFIELD PRISON COSTS
4/09/1985 B021 FIRM MAY PROVIDE INSURANCE FOR WINNER JAIL
5/17/1985 C035 JAIL IDEA RAISES EYEBROWS
6/01/1985 coil JUDGE ISSUES ORDER IN PRISON LAWSUIT
6/06/1985 C021 MEIERHENRY RENEWS CALL FOR REGIONAL JAILS
6/12/1985 C031 COUNTY OK'S JAIL-RATE INCREASE
6/16/1985 C012 MINNEHAHA COUNTY JAIL FEES UPSET OFFICIALS
* 6/26/1985 C051 PRISONS TO MOVE 110 MORE INMATES
7/04/1985 C024 SPRINGFIELD PRISON MAKES ROOM FOR MICROFILM CENTER
7/04/1985 C031 OFFICIAL OFFERS PRISON PLAN
7/09/1985 B014 JUDGE SIGNS ORDER PARTIALLY SETTLING LAWSUIT
7/10/1985 C021 OFFICIALS--STATE PROBABLY WILL APPEAL PRISON SUIT
7/21/1985 C021 OVERCROWDING AT SELBY JAIL SOLVED TEMPORARILY
7/23/1985 B051 MEIERHENRY STILL WANTS REGIONAL JAILS
7/25/1985 C033 MORE INMATES MUST MEAN MORE GUARDS
9/03/1985 C012 SPRINGFIELD INMATES ESCAPE
9/04/1985 BOll PRISON OFFICIALS DIFFER ON SPRINGFIELD BUDGET
9/05/1985 A081 PRISON IN SPRINGFIELD LIVING DOWN TO IMAGE (ED)
9/10/1985 C015 STATE PRISONS NEED MONEY, JANKLOW SAYS
9/17/1985 coil MEIERHENRY RENEWS PLEA FOR REGIONAL JAILS
9/22/1985 C031 ^SPRINGFIELD CAN HELP INMATES SUCCEED
10/03/1985 C031 COUNTY MUST IMPROVE JAIL
10/07/1985 B021 PENNINGTON COUNTY TO DECIDE FATE OF JAIL
10/10/1985 C031 COUNTY RESIDENTS VOTE AGAINST BUILDING NEW JAIL
10/22/1985 B032 NEW PRISON FOR MENTALLY ILL INMATES
11/24/1985 EOll JURY ON PRIVATE MAN AGEMENT OF PRISONS
12/07/1985 C034 COURT ORDERS HEARING FOR EX-GUARD
12/10/1985 C015 FLITTIE'S RECORD SETS UP 40-YEAR SENTENCE
1/07/1986 A022 WARDEN WARNS RIOTS CAN HAPPEN ANYWHERE
1/07/1986 C055 BILL COULD HELP COUNTY JAILS
1/19/1986 A012 KSPRINGFIELD LEARNS TO LIVE WITHOUT A COLLEGE
1/24/1986 C044 HOUSE OK'S BILL FOR REGIONAL JAILS
2/02/1986 DOll REGIONAL JAILS
2/04/1986 B021 ENROLLMENT IN CLASSES AT SPRINGFIELD GROWING
2/05/1986 B021 PRISON OFFICIALS SEEK INCREASE OF $2 MILLION
2/20/1986 B032 FORMER INMATE SUES COUNTY JAIL
2/23/1986 C021 SENATE RESURRECTS JAIL BILL
3/12/1986 AlOl BRIGHT SIDE TO PRISON IN SPRINGFIELD (L)
3/12/1986 B022 JANKLOW SIGNS REGIONAL JAIL BILL
4/22/1986 C021 SPINK COUNTY COMMISSION REJECTS NEW JAIL
4/24/1986 A015 SD PRISONS FACE $800,000 SHORTFALL
6/10/1986 coil COMMITTEE OK'S FUNDS TO EASE CRUNCH
6/11/1986 B033 COUNTY BOARD DISCUSSES JAIL RENOVATION
6/16/1986 A121 DON'T LET HEART GET IN THE WAY (ED)
6/17/1986 A015 OVERCROWDING PLAGUES PRISONS IN SD NATION
6/17/1986 coil SEARCH CONTINUES FOR MAN WHO FLED CUSTODY
6/18/1986 BOll ESCAPED MAN CAPTURED IN PIPESTONE, MINN
7/10/1986 C023 WINNER JAIL REMAINS CLOSED
8/30/1986 A081 PRISON OFFICIALS SHOULD ADMIT PAST MISTAKES (L)
9/03/1986 B022 RULING ON SD CELLMATES UPHELD
9/17/1986 BOll STATE APPEALS ORDER LIMITING ONE TO A CELL
9/19/1986 A081 SPRINGFIELD--STATE'S TOP PRISON OPTION (ED)
10/24/1986 C012 5CJANKL0W--PRIS0N CONDITIONS BETTER
11/16/1986 A015 OFFICIALS WEIGH PRISON OPTIONS
11/25/1986 C022 COUNTY TO REVIEW JAIL OPERATING RULES
12/04/1986 C015 KMICKELSON PUTS PRISONS ON AGENDA
12/05/1986 AlOl PRISON OVERCROWDING NEEDLESS, EXPENSIVE (L)
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12/17/1986 AlOl SOUND PRISON PROGRAMS CAN SAVE MONEY
l/OA/1987 BOll COUNTY OPPOSES JAIL BUSINESS
1/11/1987 C022 NEED FOR JAIL RAISES QUESTIONS
2/11/1987 B012 JAIL MAY HOLD NEBRASKA ESCAPEE
2/20/1987 C012 MICKELSON--WILL PUSH PRISON BILL
3/04/1987 B041 BILL GIVING PRISON SYSTEM $150,000 PASSES
4/25/1987 A012 *FREES DRUNKEN DRIVERS EARLY
4/27/1987 A081 GETTING TOUGH ON CRIME CED)
4/28/1987 C016 MICKELSON--DON'T ADD TO PRISON
4/29/1987 B012 KHOUSE ARREST A BAND-AID
4/30/1987 A061 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS ON PENITENTARY IN SIOUX FALLS
5/10/1987 B021 CORRECTIONS TASK FORCE TO TAKE TOUR THIS WEEK
5/11/1987 AOll SD BUCKS PRISON CROWDING TRENDS
5/14/1987 C012 SPRINGFIELD MAY GET PRISON OVERFLOW
5/14/1987 C015 GARY OFFERS SOLUTION TO CROWDING
5/15/1987 C041 HELP OFFENDERS STAY OUT OF JAIL
5/18/1987 C015 *PRISON COMM ON KEEPING PEOPLE OUT OF CRIME
5/22/1987 C023 WARDEN OPTIMISTIC ABOUT OVERCROWDING
5/26/1987 AlOl SPRINGFIELD SOLUTION TO PROBLEM (ED)
5/27/1987 A012 366 CONVICTS AT LARGE
5/27/1987 A061 PRISON COMMISSION SHOULD LOOK BEYOND
5/31/1987 A113 PRISON CROWDING, SCHOOL TIED (L)
6/01/1987 A083 3«REF0RM COST-SAVER FOR STATE
6/02/1987 A081 SOLUTION TO PRISON CROWDING IS COMPLEX (L)
7/05/1987 C021 PRISON COSTS SKYROCKET, WARDEN SAYS
7/13/1987 C012 RETIRED PRISON GUARD RECALLS LIFE
8/13/1987 C021 PRISON PANEL TO MEET TODAY IN SIOUX FALLS
8/14/1987 C012 PRISON OFFICIALS TELL PANEL OF CROWDING
' 8/14/1987'C015^BERESFORD INVITES NEW PRISON TO TOWN
8/16/1987 C031 CORRECTIONS OFFICIAL DOWNPLAYS PROPOSAL
8/17/1987 coil STATE PRISON PANEL MAY BEAT DEADLINE
8/20/1987 A012 36ARTISTIC INMATE TURNS WALLS INTO MURALS
8/27/1987 A125 PRISON CHANGES NEEDED (L)
8/29/1987 C021 TRIPP COUNTY PLAN WOULD CUT PRISON CROWDS
9/03/1987 AOll 36ACTOR BRANDO OFFERS $5,000 TO SD PRISON
9/15/1987 A083 WARDEN'S INSULT OFF MARK (L)
9/16/1987 D021 CORRECTIONS PANEL TO DISCUSS SPRINGFIELD PLAN
9/18/1987 C023 YANKTON COLLEGE BEING CONSIDERED FOR FEDERAL PRISON
9/25/1987 C023 CONVERSION PLAN DRAWS PRAISE, CRITICISM
10/09/1987 C012 YANKTON GROUP PUSHES FOR PRISON
10/14/1987 B012 GROUP WANTS ALTERNATIVE TO PRISON
10/28/1987 B021 GOVERNOR'S PRISON PANEL TO PRESENT REPORT
10/31/1987 C021 PANEL RULES AGAINST LOTTERY TICKETS IN PRISON
11/04/1987 B012 PRISON PANEL TARGETS PREVENTION
11/04/1987 B013 SUGGESTIONS TO DECREASE OVERCROWDING
11/04/1987 B023 COUNTY TO HIRE ARCHITECT FOR PROJECT
11/10/1987 AlOl PRISON REFORM WITH PEOPLE IN SYSTEM (ED)
11/21/1987 C021 PRISON BUREAU SENDS APPRAISERS TO CAMPUS
12/04/1987 C015 PRISON OFFICIALS DISAPPOINTED WITH BUDGET
12/10/1987 A103 PRISON NOT WELCOME IN YANKTON (L)
12/13/1987 A012 COLLEGE-TO-PRISON PROPOSAL DIVIDES
12/14/1987 B012 IDENTIFICATION OF AIDS PAROLEES
12/16/1987 A016 YANKTON PROPOSAL DEFEATED
12/16/1987 B012 SHERIFF WANTS TO INCREASE JAIL SPACE
12/16/1987 B021 INMATE'S LAWSUIT AGAINST PRISON TO BEGIN
12/17/1987 C012 COLLEGE COULD BE PRISON WITHIN 90 DAYS
1/26/1988 C012 YANKTON COLLEGE BOARD OK'S PRISON BID
2/11/1988 C025 PANEL OK'S PRISON PLAN
2/18/1988 A105 INMATE STABLE AFTER SUICIDE ATTEMPT
2/26/1988 C025 PLANS MOVE AHEAD FOR YANKTON
3/01/1988 A016 362 INMATES IN 1-PERSON CELL OK
5/01/1988 C031 YANKTON COLLEGE OFFICIALS RECEIVE SALE MONEY
5/13/1988 C012 36TO CREATE PRISONS WITHOUT WALLS, BARS
5/20/1988 AlOl STATE IS SIDESTEPPING PENITENTIARY PROBLEMS (ED)
6/14/1988 C021 YANKTON PRISON BEGINS TRAINING NEW EMPLOYEES
6/16/1988 C012 STRICTER PROBATION PLAN TO EASE OVERCROWDING
6/27/1988 coil DEDICATION SET FOR YANKTON PRISON
7/07/1988 A012 360VERCR0WDING AT COUNTY JAIL GETTING WORSE
7/13/1988 B012 PANEL TO STUDY JAIL CROWDING
7/13/1988 B012 AIDS YET TO HIT MIDWEST PRISONS
7/13/1988 C012 36WALKING THE LINE AT THE CAFE PEN
7/21/1988 C021 TWO INMATES HELD IN ASSAULT OF JAILER
7/27/1988 A012 PLAN TO EASE CROWDING AT JAIL
8/14/1988 B012 36PRISON BOOSTS YANKTON'S ECONOMY
8/24/1988 B021 FIRST SIX INMATES ARRIVE AT YANKTON PRISON
9/06/1988 coil DEDICATION TODAY AT NEW YANKTON PRISON
9/07/1988 BOll OFFICIALS DEDICATE PRISON IN YANKTON
9/11/1988 A012 36PRISON SECURITY PROBLEMS FEARED
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9/13/1988 C023 PRISON BOARD DISPUTES SECURITY CONCERNS
9/15/1988 AIOl SHOULD MOVE GUARDS UP PAY SCALE (ED)
10/11/1988 CG12 YANKTON PRISON WORK IS ON SCHEDULE
10/13/1988 C012 SENTENCING, PRISON QUESTIONS TO LEGISLATURE
11/29/1988 A101 OFFICIALS MUST STOP DUCKING PRISON PROBLEMS (ED)
11/30/1988 C015 YANKTON PRISON MAY BE FULL BY LABOR DAY
12/13/1988 A061 MICKELSON MUST FACE STATE PRISON PROBLEMS (ED)
12/15/1988 C012 PLAN TO INCREASE PRISON CAPACITY IN WORKS
1/14/1989 A015 MICKELSON PLANS TOUR OF PRISON SYSTEM
1/27/1989 C012 SOLEM DOUBTS PRISON WILL BE BUILT
2/02/1989 A012 GOVERNOR UNVEILS $6 2 MILLION PRISON PLAN
2/04/1989 C015 SPRINGFIELD RESIDENTS BACK EXPANSION PLAN
2/08/1989 A081 CAN'T PUT OFF ITS PRISON PROBLEM (ED)
2/23/1989 C011 PRISON FINANCING BILL OK'D BY SENATE
3/02/1989 C041 PRISON MEASURES HEAD TO MICKELSON
3/05/1989 A012 *CELL SHORTAGE WORRIES OFFICIALS
3/15/1989 C012 HAWKEY SEEKING RELIEF FOR BULGING JAIL
3/16/1989 C016 INMATE TELLS OF STABBING IN PRISON
3/19/1989 C015 XPRISONS NEED VIDEO LOTTERY AID
3/29/1989 A012 PRISON OFFICER ADMITS POT SWAP
3/29/1989 C033 ^OVERCROWDED
3/30/1989 A015 POT TRADE INCIDENT INVESTIGATED
3/31/1989 A012 0FF1C1ALS--1NMATE FREED TOO EARLY
4/30/1989 GG05 ^PRISON PLAN ANGERS UNIVERSITY TOWN
5/31/1989 A014 STATE SEEKS LIFE TERM FOR WEDDELL
6/18/1989 C016 DELAN0--PR1S0NS NEED BEDS
6/20/1989 C033 *JA1LH0USE DOC
6/22/1989 C041 CORRECTIONS OFFICIAL PREDICTS BUDGET SHORT FALL
6/28/1989 C015 JAIL ADDITION NEEDED--HAWKEY
7/18/1989 C015 PREDICTS PRISON CONSTRUCTION WITHIN 2 TO 4 YEARS
8/05/1989 A085 SPEND PRISON MONEY WISELY (L)
8/10/1989 C021 YANKTON PRISON SCHEDULES FRIDAY TOUR
8/11/1989 C024 MORE STATE JAILS COULD BE FACING SUITS
9/02/1989 C031 PRESSLER--PR1S0NS TOO COMFORTABLE
9/03/1989 A081 ADDED PRISON SPACE STATE PRIORITY (ED)
9/18/1989 B015 SD NEEDS PRISONS FOR JUVENILES
10/01/1989 A101 FACILITIES NEEDED TO HANDLE OFFENDERS
10/19/1989 C015 PRISON RECEIVES EMERGENCY FUND OF $660,000
10/20/1989 A081 SMALL STEPS TOWARD SOLVING PROBLEMS (ED)
11/04/1989 A012 KPRISON OUTLINES EXPANSION PLANS
11/07/1989 A081 STATE TO FACE REALITY OF PRISON WOES (ED)
11/10/1989 A103 XPRISON ENLARGEMENT FOOLISH
11/21/1989 C012 STATE SENATOR QUESTIONS PRISON EXPANSION PLAN
11/23/1989 C011 CORRECTIONS OFFICERS VISIT FROM ENGLAND
11/30/1989 C012 XPRISON FINANCING IS STATE'S JOB
12/04/1989 B015 TEAM TAKES IDEAS BACK TO BRITISH PRISONS
12/10/1989 A092 TOUGH POLICIES DON'T WORK (L)
12/17/1989 A012 SD FIGHTS PRISON PINCH
12/27/1989 A061 PROBLEM FOR YANKTON TRUSTY UNIT
1/07/1990 A086 XPRISON PLAN HAS FAR TO GO
1/10/1990 C012 ESCAPE PROMPTS RECORDS REORGANIZATION
1/15/1990 B016 CRISIS TAUGHT LESSONS, BROUGHT CHANGES
1/17/1990 C012 *PR1S0N PROBE COST TAXPAYERS $45,000
1/21/1990 C012 LEGISLATORS WARY OF PRISON ADDITIONS
1/27/1990 C041 DEMOCRATIC LEGISLATORS TOUR PRISONS
2/01/1990 C015 ^GOVERNOR CRITICIZES OEM'S PRISON PLAN
2/04/1990 A091 DON'T BUILD MORE PRISONS (L)
2/05/1990 B031 LAWMAKERS UNEASY ON PRISON PLAN
2/06/1990 C015 PRISON PLAN PASSES SENATE COMMITTEE
2/08/1990 C012 SPRINGFIELD OPTION DELAYS PRISON VOTE
2/09/1990 A015 GOVERNOR DEMANDS EXPANSION
2/10/1990 A012 PRISON BILL GUTTED, PASSED
2/10/1990 A081 HAS PUT OFF PRISON ACTION TOO LONG (ED)
2/11/1990 D013 BATTLE OVER GOVERNOR'S PRISON PLAN
2/13/1990 C016 PRISON BILL GAINS FUNDING
2/15/1990 C012 REPUBLICANS PREVAIL IN PRISON FIGHT
2/16/1990 C012 LAWMAKERS, GOVERNOR DELAY ACTION ON PRISON BILLS
2/17/1990 C015 HOUSE APPROVES PRISON EXPANSION
2/19/1990 A012 DEMOCRATS PLAN CAMPAIGN ATTACK OVER ISSUE
2/21/1990 A016 PRISON FUNDING REVISED
2/22/1990 C012 HOUSE PASSES PRISON COMPROMISE
2/23/1990 A084 PRISON EXPANSION WRONG (L)
2/25/1990 A012 17 MILLION PRISON PLAN PASSED
3/04/1990 A091 STRONGER PRISON SYSTEM IS NEEDED (L)
3/12/1990 A101 LEGISLATURE MUST CONSIDER FURTHER PRISON ACTION
4/10/1990 A081 HOW MANY KILLERS MURDER IN PRISON (L)
5/01/1990 C016 REFUND RULED ON JAIL CALLS
5/02/1990 C016 PRESSLER LIKES BOOT CAMP JAILS
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5/05/1990 C021 OFFICIAL PUTS PRISON PLAN ON BACK BURNER
5/15/1990 B02A YANKTON JAILER HONORED FOR THWARTING ESCAPE
5/21/1990 coil CORRECTIONS PANEL TO REVIEW PRISON PLANS
5/22/1990 AOll SD PRISON GROWTH 3RD HIGHEST
5/27/1990 A092 PRISON ISN'T SUPPOSED TO BE PLEASANT (L)
6/02/1990 A081 PRISON COMMITTEE SHOULD LOOK NORTH (ED)
6/23/1990 C031 PLAN MAY RELIEVE PRISON CROWDING
6/26/1990 A012 STATE WILL FORCE CONTRACT ON TEACHERS
6/27/1990 C031 5CTASK FORCE TO LOOK AT JAIL OVERCROWDING
7/02/1990 C033 ^PRISON OVERCROWDING FRIGHTENS SHERIFF
7/04/1990 A012 4 SPRINGFIELD PRISON GUARDS SUSPENDED
7/06/1990 A012 MICKELSON DECLARES PRISON CRISIS
7/07/1990 C015 *SAMUELSON BLAMES GOVERNOR FOR PRISON PROBLEMS
7/13/1990 C012 STRUCTURED PRISON SENTENCING PROPOSED
7/14/1990 A081 SPEND MONEY TO TAKE BITE OUT OF CRIME (ED)
7/17/1990 A083 *COMMUNITY ALTERNATIVES FOR SOME
7/30/1990 A063 PRISON TEACHERS GET STRANGE TREATMENT (L)
7/31/1990 A016 FOUR FIRED AFTER PRISON SEX CASE
8/01/1990 A083 GOOD-TIME LAW WOULD HELP PROBLEM (L)
8/02/1990 A014 STATE LACKS MINORITY WORKERS IN PRISONS
8/03/1990 C012 TEACHERS MARCH FOR HIGHER PAY
8/07/1990 coil JAIL TASK FORCE TO PRESENT SOLUTIONS
8/21/1990 A083 LONGER TERMS ADD TO PRISON CROWDING (L)
8/23/1990 A102 PRISON MEDICAL STAFF'S SHORTCHANGED (L)
8/25/1990 C015 ^WHEELING BEHIND WALLS
8/28/1990 coil PRISON BUREAU PLANS CAREER DAYS IN SEPTEMBER
9/01/1990 A012 PRISON OFFICIALS EYE HURON CAMPUS
9/19/1990 C033 TEACHERS PROTEST COLLEAGUES' DEAL
9/26/1990 A012 KINMATE POPULATION MUST BE REDUCED
10/03/1990 A105 PRISON NEEDS PROGRAMS THAT HELP TAXPAYERS (L)
10/18/1990 C016 36SAMUELSON WANTS JAIL ALTERNATIVE
10/20/1990 C033 NORTHWEST COUNTIES DISCUSS REGIONAL JAIL
10/22/1990 C031 ^GOVERNOR CANDIDATES SPAR OVER JAIL ISSUES
10/24/1990 C012 XDELANO--PRISON OUTLOOK 'FRIGHTENING'
11/09/1990 AlOl USE WASHINGTON HIGH TO HANDLE PRISONERS (L)
11/12/1990 A012 XCOUNTY IN JAM OVER SPACE FOR INMATES
11/12/1990 A042 KWORK-RELEASE PROGRAM HELPS FREE UP
11/12/1990 A043 *FOR PENNINGTON COUNTY, IT WAS TOO LATE
11/24/1990 C031 BROWN COUNTY JAIL MAY INSTALL NEW PHONES
11/28/1990 C016 JAIL STUDY GOING TO ARCHITECT
12/12/1990 A116 NEW PRISON SPENDING WILL BE WASTED (L)
1/05/1991 C031 LAWMAKERS UNCERTAIN ON FUTURE PRISON CONSTRUCTION
1/14/1991 B015 DEBATE BEGINS TODAY ON PRISON ALTERNATIVES
1/25/1991 C051 CORRECTIONS TALKS COULD RESUME
1/28/1991 BOll STATE NEGOTIATING FOR PRISON INDUSTRIES
2/16/1991 C012 NEW PRISON TO COST $2 2 MILLION MORE
3/13/1991 C031 PRIVATELY RUN PRISON COULD OPEN IN AUGUST
5/01/1991 A012 COUNTY GEARS PLAN TO EASE JAIL CROWDING
10/11/1991 C032 INMATES MAKE POINT ABOUT ALCOHOL
11/04/1991 BOll INMATE WAIVING PAROLE HEARING TO FINISH CLASS
11/24/1991 A092 WE NEED OPTIONS FOR OVERPACKED PRISONS (L)
12/18/1991 C031 PRISON OFFICIALS RECONSIDERING REGIONAL JAILS
1/16/1992 A015 MEDICAL COSTS SOAR AT PRISON
1/25/1992 C032 MOVE TO HALT PRISON BUSINESS IS REJECTED 8-4
2/10/1992 C035 FILLING UP CORRECTIONS CENTER MAY TAKE TIME
2/14/1992 A081 GIVE COUNTY VOTERS A SAY IN JAIL ISSUE (ED)
3/01/1992 A091 DELANO'S CONCEPT IS PRISON-FOR-PROFIT (L)
3/07/1992 A083 ^SENTENCING OPTIONS COULD RELIEVE JAILS
3/15/1992 Foil PRIVATELY RUN PRISON HAS FIRST ESCAPEE
4/10/1992 A103 PRISONS ARE FOR THOSE WHO CAN'T ADJUST (L)
4/23/1992 A081 CENTER BEST SITE FOR JAIL EXPANSION (ED)
4/25/1992 D014 TO RECONSIDER COUNTY WORK-RELEASE REQUEST
4/28/1992 C012 DELAWARE FIRM TO TAKE OVER PRISON HEALTH CARE
5/01/1992 A012 POLICY CHANGE LIMITS INMATE BIBLE CLASSES
5/05/1992 A065 TAXPAYERS SHOULD DECRY BUILDING NEW PRISONS (L)
5/16/1992 D022 PRIVATELY RUN PRISONS FILL UP SLOWLY
5/18/1992 C012 PRISON UNDER WATCH
5/31/1992 A074 PRISON FARM FACILITIES ARE GOING TO WASTE (L)
6/15/1992 coil RAPID CITY FACILITY AT CAPACITY, REPORT SAYS
6/24/1992 C025 COUNTY CONSIDERS HOUSING SOME JAIL INMATES FOR STATE
8/07/1992 B021 PIERRE EYED FOR PRISON SITE
9/06/1992 A091 REHABILITATION SHOULD BE FOCUS FOR FELONS (L)
9/06/1992 A092 SPRINGFIELD PROGRAM SHOULD BE CONTINUED (L)
9/22/1992 B023 KOFFICIAL SAYS YANKTON PRISON NO PICNIC
11/11/1992 BOll COUNTY APPROVES BID FOR WORK-RELEASE CENTER
5/20/1985 A012 KDOWN-HOME STYLE MAKES LISTENERS SMILE
6/11/1988 AOll PRITCHARD HONORED WITH STATE AWARD
5/03/1991 A012 *WAYNE REVISITS WINDOW OF OPPORTUNITY
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9/05/1991 AQ12 *PRITCHARD, KSOO TO SPLIT
9/07/1991 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
9/13/1991 A106 ALWAYS A SPECIAL FRIEND CD
9/1A/1991 A081 KSOO MADE MISTAKE LETTING PRITCHARD GO (L)
lO/OA/1991 AlOl MISSED FOR CHEERFUL CHATTER (L)
10/31/1991 A012 9€PRITCHARD SHOW BACK--THIS TIME ON WSN
11/02/1991 AlOl DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
12/17/1991 A083 GOOD MOVE FOR WSN GETTING PRITCHARD BACK (L)
10/15/1992 A015 DOCTOR INNOCENT OF IDENTIFYING AIDS SUFFERER
SEE SCHOOLS PRIVATE
5/12/1989 A015 'QUITE RICH' FOR WINNER IN MITCHELL
3/3I/I990 A012 XMICKELSON USED PRIZES GIVEN IN GAME
SEE ABORTION, RIGHT TO LIFE
10/15/1985 B051 PRO-LIFE GROUP ELECTS MEMBERS TO ITS BOARD
3/22/1988 coil PRO-LIFE GROUP TO SHOW TWO VIDEOS
8/21/1990 A016 PROBATION RULES BAN GAMBLING
3/20/1982 BOll FROM TEACHER-PROBATION OFFICER-TO TEACHER
2/20/198A coil ^PROBATION OFFICER FINDS YOUTH AN ADVANTAGE
6/01/1982 C041 5CC0NTEST REQUIRES CREATIVE PROBLEM-SOLVING
6/10/1982 C083 SF TEAM REPEATS AS WINNER OF PROBLEM SOLVERS
6/15/1983 B05A ROLLAG PLACES 1ST IN COMPETITION
1/09/198A coil XSPACE PRISON CHALLENGES STUDENT
A/0A/198A DOAl STUDENTS WILL COMPETE INTERNATIONALLY
3/28/1985 C021 31 TEAMS TO SOLVE PROBLEMS AT AUGUSTANA
A/03/1985 B033 IT'S A BRAIN-STRAINING BOWL
3/05/1986 cm PROBLEM-SOLVING WINNERS NAMED
A/OA/1986 coil READY TO SOLVE THE WORLD'S PROBLEMS
5/21/1986 C013 *T0 SOLVE PROBLEMS IN INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION
2/08/1987 C012 STUDENTS PONDER FUTURE PROBLEMS
3/29/1987 A012 5CA BETTER MOUSE TRAP
A/03/1987 coil TEAMS TO TACKLE PROBLEMS TODAY
6/18/1987 coil LINCOLN TEAM WINS 2ND PLACE
3/10/1988 coil SCHOOL DISTRICT SETS CONTEST FOR SATURDAY
3/13/1988 EOll KBRAINSTORMING
9/07/1988 C091 STUDENTS WIN IN PROBLEM SOLVING CONFERENCE
3/12/1989 coil SIOUX FALLS STUDENTS TEST KNOWLEDGE
A/21/1989 coil 33 TEAMS TO TAKE PROBLEM-SOLVER TEST
A/2A/1989 coil LINCOLN HIGH TEAM ADVANCES IN CONTEST
6/19/1989 B012 *LOCAL STUDENTS HAVE ANSWERS
3/08/1990 coil PROBLEM SOLVING BOWL SATURDAY AT LINCOLN
3/11/1990 C012 LINCOLN TEAM SOLVES ITS WAY TO THE TOP
A/23/1990 coil LINCOLN TEAM WINS PROBLEM SOLVING BOWL
6/13/1990 coil SD DOES BEST AT BOWL
6/27/1990 C031 YOUNG PROBLEM-SOLVERS TOPS IN COMPETITION
12/0A/1990 C012 KPROBLEM SOLVERS
3/17/1991 coil LINCOLN HIGH TOPS
A/20/1991 coil BOWL CONTINUES TODAY
8/13/1991 A083 SHORT-TERM SOLUTIONS BEING APPLIED TOO OFTEN (L)
5/29/1992 C032 ^STUDENTS USE IMAGINATIONS
5/09/1982 C031 seRENOWN SD NATIVES RECALL HARD TIMES, GOOD PEOPLE
1/03/1983 A012 96THERE WERE 750 SPECIAL DAYS, EVENTS IN SD
1/03/1983 A013 1983 PROCLAMATION HONORS COWBOY POET CLARK
A/25/1986 C021 PROCTER S GAMBLE RUMORS UNTRUE
7/01/1986 C021 PROCTER S GAMBLE SUES SOUTH DAKOTA WOMAN
1/15/1987 BOIA 5CAUDIENCE URGED TO LIVE KING'S DREAM
11/26/1982 coil SD GROUP MAY ASK FOR CHANGE IN BIDDING LAWS
9/11/1988 EOll SAVED MONEY WITH STATE CONTRACTS
A/07/1989 D061 PROCUREMENT TOPIC OF CONFERENCE
11/26/1989 C023 TELLINGHUISEN CALLS PURCHASING LAW AMBIGUOUS
2/26/1991 B061 BUSINESS CONFERENCE SET FOR APRIL 2-3
A/07/1992 B061 PROCUREMENT SUBJECT OF BUSINESS CONFERENCE
A/02/1983 B012 KFEW AREA FARMS FACE FORECLOSURE
A/05/1983 B032 PEOPLE WHO FORECLOSE SAY
3/23/198A C031 MAN ARGUES THAT CREDIT GROUP OWES HIM
7/03/1985 C022 PCA ORDERS FREEZE ON STOCK SALES
8/05/1985 B013 FARM CREDIT ASSOCIATIONS DROP INTEREST RATES
1/01/1986 C032 PCA MERGER IN EFFECT NOW
3/03/1986 C015 TO LOOK HARD AT PCA STOCK RISK
A/2A/1986 B021 RANCHERS SUE PRODUCTION CREDIT ASSOCIATION
A/11/1987 C023 FACTS IN FARM CASE CLEAR, LAWYER SAYS
A/30/1987 coil HURON FARMER RELEASED FROM JAIL
10/05/1988 D081 PRODUCTS LISTED IN NEW CATALOG
A/16/1989 E012 KIT'S SHOWTIME FOR SD-MADE ITEMS
lO/OA/1989 D082 KBUSINESS ON DISPLAY
10/08/1989 E012 K'OFFICIAL' ITEMS BRING UNEVEN SALES
12/13/1989 D081 SD PRODUCT SALES UP IN YULE SEASON
10/17/1991 B061 CITY TRADE SHOW SET FOR OCTOBER 23-2A
7/13/1989 A083 MANY ARE OFFENDED BY GUTTER LANGUAGE (L)
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SUBJECT DATE 1PAPER
PROFANITY 1/I8/I990 A063
PROJECT AWARENESS 4/07/1986 B031
11/03/1991 C012
PROJECT HOMETOWN 10/20/1985 E014
PROJECT LIFE 4/21/1990 coil
PROJECT MOBILITY 9/20/1989 coil
12/02/1990 A012
12/20/1990 coil
1/06/1991 coil
2/05/1991 C031
PROJECT PROSPERITY 3/30/1990 D082
PROJECT VOTE SMART 7/13/1992 C016
PROM 5/15/1988 coil
5/13/1989 A012
2/04/1990 C021
3/02/1992 A052
PROMOTERS 9/09/1988 A081
PROPANE 9/12/1984 D031
12/22/1989 C015
12/26/1989 coil
1/09/1990 A012
1/11/1990 C021
1/14/1990 A081
1/17/1990 C023
1/18/1990 A012
1/23/1990 A016
3/10/1990 C012
3/11/1990 coil
3/17/1990 A083
7/02/1990 coil
7/30/1990 C012
8/09/1990 A045
PROPERTY DAMAGE 3/13/1984 BOll
PROPERTY STOLEN 3/03/1983 C014
4/26/1983 C031
PROPERTY TAX
1/01/1982 A015
1/17/1982 BOll
1/17/1982 B033
1/29/1982 C025
2/03/1982 C033
2/10/1982 C042
2/20/1982 C041
4/02/1982 C012
4/28/1982 B031
4/30/1982 C051
5/11/1982 B041
5/12/1982 C041
6/09/1982 C033
6/13/1982 C041
6/17/1982 C131
6/22/1982 B032
6/23/1982 C031
7/13/1982 C015
7/16/1982 B031
7/16/1982 C013
7/20/1982 B013
7/22/1982 C071
8/01/1982 B073
8/14/1982 C023
8/25/1982 C014
8/27/1982 C073
8/30/1982 B031
9/10/1982 C044
10/01/1982 A012
10/10/1982 B061
12/07/1982 C041
12/15/1982 coil
12/15/1982 coil
2/03/1983 C051
2/11/1983 C031
3/02/1983 A015
3/05/1983 B032
4/23/1983 C031
5/16/1983 B051
5/18/1983 C051
7/09/1983 C043
7/17/1983 C061
EVERYONE HEARS BAD WORDS CD
PROJECT AWARENESS GETS DONATION
^PROJECT TEACHES, NOT PREACHES
PROJECT HOMETOWN AMERICA COMES TO CITY
PROJECT LIFE PLANS TOPIC OF MEETING
CITY APPROVES RATES FOR LOCAL PROGRAM
3CHANDICAPPED SENIORS FEAR MOBILITY CRISIS
PROJECT MOBILITY TOPIC OF MEETING TODAY
CHANGES ON AGENDA
PROJECT MOBILITY GETS '91 FUNDS
ECONOMIC PLAN FOCUSES ON FARMING
CANDIDATE'S RECORD IS PHONE CALL AWAY
KAIRPLANE TRIP CREATES PROM TO REMEMBER
HOTELS WARN POST-PROM PARTIERS
HARTFORD PARENTS AIM FOR ALCOHOL-FREE PROM
3CPINCH PENNIES FOR PROM
*ABUSE REPUTATIONS OF LEGITIMATE CHARITIES
RESIDENTS CONCERNED ABOUT PROPANE TANKS
36BURNED UP BY PROPANE
PRESSLER CONCERNED WITH PROPANE PRICES
sfPROPANE BLAST LEVELS 2 HOMES
PROPANE EXPLOSION KILLS WEB WORKER
DOESN'T JUSTIFY FUEL PRICE HIKE
PROPANE COSTS PUTTING STRAIN ON PROGRAM
PROPANE COSTS ENGULF HEAT AID
TOO-HIGH PRICES BAD FOR BUSINESS
GAO AUTHORIZES PROPANE RATE INVESTIGATION
STATE DELEGATION BACKS PROPANE PROBE
GOVERNMENT SHOULD CHECK PROPANE PRICES (L)
INVESTIGATORS TO CHECK RISING PROPANE COSTS
KTANKER EXPLOSION AVOIDED
PROPANE PRICES LEVEL OFF
lOWAN TO APPEAR ON PROPERTY-DAMAGE CHARGES
RC GRAND JURY INDICTS 5 FOR STOLEN GOODS
LINCOLN COUNTY INVESTIGATORS FIND STOLEN GOODS
SEE ALSO TAXATION, DAKOTA PROPOSITION
JUDGE--HAMLIN COUNTY NON-FARM TAX TOO HIGH
SPEARFISH HOMEOWNERS PAY LARGEST AMOUNT
HAMLIN DIRECTOR DEFENDS TAX ASSESSMENTS (L)
HAMLIN DIRECTOR'S TAX VIEW DISPUTED (L)
BILL REDUCING TAXES ON LAKE CABINS DIES
PROPERTY TAX BILL TABLED
SENATE OK'S TAX BREAK FOR FRATERNITIES
DAVIS COUNTY GROUP PROPOSES TAX-LIMITING MEASURE
PART OF PROPERTY TAXES DUE FRIDAY
REAL ESTATE TAX PAYMENT DUE TODAY
PROPERTY TAX RATE TO BE DISCUSSED
PERCENT OF REAL ESTATE SUBJECT TO TAXATION STAYS
DAVISON COUNTY COMMISSIONERS REJECT PETITIONS
EQUALIZATION LAWS TO BE STUDIED
MITCHELL CITY ATTORNEY CHALLENGES LEGALITY
SUBDISTRICT PROPERTY TAXES TO INCREASE TENFOLD
CITY ACTION ON PETITION RESTRAINED-MITCHELL
SUBDISTRICT PASSES OVER RANCHER'S COMPLAINTS
YOU CAN'T FIGHT THE GOVERNMENT EVEN IF YOU'RE GOVT
MITCHELL VOTERS TO CONSIDER $1 5 MILLION TAX LIMIT
3CW0MAN WINS PROPERTY ASSESSMENT FIGHT
MITCHELL TO HOLD SPECIAL ELECTION
COURT ASKED TO RULE ON FARM LAND TAX
PROPERTY TAX LIMIT URGED FOR SCHOOLS (L)
PROPERTY TAX COLLECTIONS LIMIT APPROVED
SUBDISTRICT DELAYS ACTION ON PROPERTY TAX BOOST
CUTS COULD HIKE PROPERTY TAXES
ST ONGE MAN AT ODDS WITH STATE OVER HOME TAX
SF '83 PROPERTY TAXES WON'T GO UP
WEST RIVER VOTE ON TAX INCREASE MOVED TO NOV 10
LATE PROPERTY TAXES BLAMED ON STRIKE
XTAXES ON A $50,000 H0USE--$1,423
SF '82 PROPERTY TAX BILLS GOING UP 3 6 PERCENT
PANEL APPROVES TAX REPLACEMENT FUNDS
WATER BILL WOULD RAISE PROPERTY TAXES
COUNTY MAY PAY PRICE FOR ASSESSMENT ERRORS
SUPREME COURT RULINGS ON FARMLAND AND TROOPER
FIRST HALF OF REAL EXTATE TAX DUE MAY 1
XVAGUE PROPERTY TAX LAWS ALLOW MANY INTERPRETATIONS
EQUALIZATION BOARD INCREASES TAXABLE PERCENTAGE
BOARD CAN HEAR RANCHERS' TAX APPEAL
PENNINGTON COUNTY'S PROPERTY TAXES MAY SKYROCKET
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9/1A/1983 A016 COUNTY VOTES FOR TAX INCREASE
9/26/1983 BOAl ABERDEEN APPEALS ASSESSMENT
10/27/1983 coil SECOND HALF OF REAL ESTATE TAXES DUE
2/15/198A DG35 OFFICIAL QUESTIONS TAX REFORM PROPOSAL
2/18/198A BG'tl $AG MILLION FOR COUNTIES GETS APPROVAL
3/G2/198A BG31 WILL USE 1982 VOLGA ASSESSMENTS
3/31/198A CG25 RENTERS PAY TAXES INDIRECTLY (L)
A/G6/198'i CGAl EQUALIZATION BOARD MEETS IN APRIL
A/2A/198A BG13 FARM LAND INSIDE CITY MAY GET TAX RELIEF
5/G1/1984 C031 RE-EVALUATION OF COMMERCIAL PROPERTY PROPOSED
5/G2/198A D013 COUNTY MAY RE-EVALUATE PROPERTY
5/G3/198A AG14 NEW HIGH SCHOOL WOULD RAISE PROPERTY TAX
5/G3/1984 CGAl GOVERNMENT APPEALS BUILDING'S ASSESSMENT
5/G4/198A CG31 RESIDENTS WILL SEE CHANGES IN TAX COLLECTION
5/G4/1984 CG'il JUDGE RULES AGAINST MCCOOK COUNTY
5/G5/1984 DG51 3G VOLGA PROPERTY OWNERS SUE
5/G8/198A CGll ^APPRAISAL PLAN PRESENTED TO COUNTY TODAY
5/G9/198A DG13 TO RE-EVALUATE PROPERTY TAXES
5/11/198A CG33 ABERDEEN CHALLENGES ASSESSMENT
5/17/198<i CG12 TAX BREAK FOR FARM LAND WOULD COST CITY
5/23/198A DG15 OFFICIAL SUGGESTS HIRING 6 TO ASSESS PROPERTY
5/25/198<i CG2A TAXES UP, SERVICE UNCHANGED CD
5/3G/198'i DG15 FARM VALUES MAY DECLINE
6/G2/198^ CG12 COUNTY TO REVIEW ASSESSOR'S OFFICE
6/G3/198A Dill CITY, SCHOOLS APPEAL LOWERED ASSESSMENT
6/12/198<f BG15 COMMISSIONERS WILL DISCUSS EQUALIZATION TODAY
6/13/198A DG15 DIRECTOR RESIGNS, DELAYS ASSESSING
, 6/13/198A DG35 TRIPP, WINNER GROUPS TO DISCUSS COMPROMISE
' 6/21/1^8A CGll COUNTY'S BUDGET MAY RAISE HOMEOWNERS' TAXES
6/25/198A AG12 PROPERTY TAX MAY GO UP 8 5 PERCENT
7/16/198A AG12 3CTAX LEVY DEPENDS ON WHERE YOU LIVE
7/18/1984 DGll COUNTY ADM1N1STRAT0R--TAXES DOWN FROM 1974
8/G1/1984 DG35 COMMISSION MAY IGNORE PROPERTY VALUE ORDER
8/G2/1984 CG12 WAYS TO HELP COUNTIES INCREASE INCOMES
8/2G/1984 CGll PROPERTY TAX PROVIDES 2G PERCENT OF REVENUE
8/22/1984 DG15 GOODELL TO REASSESS PROPERTY
8/28/1984 BG33 PROPERTY RE-EVALUATION MAY CARRY $173,GGG
8/29/1984 DG13 COUNTY PROPERTY NEEDS RE-EVALUATION
9/29/1984 CGll PROPERTY TAXES TO INCREASE
12/G5/1984 DG31 SOME SUNNYVIEW ACRES RESIDENTS UPSET
1/13/1985 BG21 DO YOURSELF A FAVOR BY CHECKING TAXES (L)
1/22/1985 CG35 REAPPRAISAL OF PROPERTY TO BEGIN NEXT MONTH
1/26/1985 CGll 3eSlNGLE PROPERTY TAX LEVY LEGISLATION ADVANCES
1/29/1985 BG43 PLAN WOULD LOWER MOST RESIDENTS' TAXES
2/G3/1985 Alll COUNTY IS DRAINING FARMERS (L)
2/G3/1985 CGll KTAX FUED BREWS HOTTER IN WATERTOWN
2/12/1985 BG31 KILLS REBATE PLAN FOR PROPERTY TAXPAYERS
3/14/1985 CG35 PROPERTY TAX IS TOUCHY ISSUE
4/25/1985 CGll COUNTY REAL ESTATE TAXES DUE TUESDAY
5/G5/1985 AG71 ^FINANCING PLAN SKIRTS INCREASES IN PROPERTY TAX
6/18/1985 CG34 SCHOOL BUDGET PLAN WOULD RAISE TAXES
7/1G/1985 CG21 HOMEOWNERS WILL PAY SLIGHTLY LOWER TAXES
8/22/1985 CG31 PLAN WOULD REIMBURSE COUNTIES FOR LOST TAXES
8/3G/1985 AG16 SCHOOL TAXES TO RISE 2 8 PERCENT
9/1G/1985 CGll COMMISSION PLEDGES TO HOLD LINE ON TAXES
9/16/1985 CG15 COUNTY APPRAISERS BEGIN LONG PROCESS
9/3G/1985 AG15 TAXING CHOICES
10/31/1985 CG22 FARMERS SURPRISE TAX COLLECTORS
l/lG/1986 CG15 LENDERS MISS TAX PAYMENTS
1/10/1986 CG15 CITY GETS MONEY FOR TAX-EXEMPT PARSONAGE
4/G5/1986 CG22 RULING STRIKES DOWN COUNTY FARMLAND TAX LAW
4/21/1986 CGll RESIDENTS CAN APPEAL TAX APPRAISALS THIS WEEK
4/29/1986 CGll FIRST TAX INSTALLMENT DUE WEDNESDAY
5/22/1986 CG15 BOARD RAISES TAXABLE VALUE
9/G9/1986 CG21 TO EVEN UP PROPERTY TAXES FOR '89
10/17/1986 AG83 TAXES AREN'T ONE OF COUNTY ADVANTAGES CD
2/14/1987 CGll MICKELSON VETOES PROPERTY TAX BILL
3/G8/1987 CGll AVERAGE MILL LEVY FALLS IN CITIES
3/11/1987 CG15 KCITY RANKS LOW IN TAX RATE STUDY
4/G8/1987 CG33 3CWHERE SF PROPERTY TAXES GO
4/21/1987 C012 KFOOD TAX CUT BOOSTS PROPERTY TAX
4/27/1987 AG84 PROPERTY TAX RELIEF NEEDED CD
4/3G/1987 CG12 PROPERTY COMPLAINTS FILED IN MADISON
5/1G/1987 A114 TAX-BURDEN CONTROL NEEDED CD
5/14/1987 CG21 GROTON MIGHT CHALLENGE PROPERTY TAX IN COURT
5/28/1987 CGll '88 PROPERTY TAX RATE SET AT 57 PERCENT
5/3G/1987 CG12 TAX LIMIT WOULD CUT REVENUE, OFFICIALS SAY
6/G8/1987 CG12 KNEW NUMBER FIGURES INTO BUDGETS
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6/12/1987 coil NEW GROUP WANTS TO LOWER TAXES
7/08/1987 C012 COUNTY HOLDS LINE ON TAXES
7/08/1987 C015 COMMISSION DEBATES PROPERTY TAX BREAKS
7/13/1987 coil CITY PANEL CONSIDERS TAX BREAK MEASURE
7/1A/1987 A012 SCHOOL TAXES TO RISE 9 3 PERCENT
7/17/1987 A08A PROPERTY TAXES TOO HIGH CD
7/28/1987 C015 TAX ABATEMENT PLAN GAINS CIRCUITOUS OK
7/28/1987 C051 FARM GROUP BACKS PROPERTY TAX MOVE
8/01/1987 C04A LAKE COUNTY, MADISON TAKE TAX DISPUTE
8/0^/1987 C025 BOARD ORDERS TAX ROLLBACK IN MADISON
8/08/1987 C021 STATE TO ORDER LAKE COUNTY REASSESSMENT
9/26/1987 C013 PROPERTY TAXES MIGHT GO DOWN
10/01/1987 A016 PROPERTY TAXES TO CLIMB
10/07/1987 A10<» CITY NUMBERS DECEPTIVE CD
11/01/1987 A083 TAXES GOING UP, NOT DOWN CD
11/06/1987 coil LAKE COUNTY DROPS ASSESSMENT APPEAL
11/08/1987 Alll ASSESSMENTS DON'T CUT COUNTY REVENUES CD
11/08/1987 Alll LETTER'S TAX DATA INACCURATE CD
1/01/1988 C021 SURVEY SHOWS SUPPORT FOR PROPOSITION
1/02/1988 A085 WHO OPPOSES TAX LIMITS CD
1/03/1988 A012 DEBATE PUTS STATE IN TAXING SITUATION
1/17/1988 B031 DEMOCRATS FOR CORPORATE INCOME TAX
1/28/1988 C021 BILL WOULD CHANGE MILL LEVY TO DOLLARS
2/02/1988 A081 INCOME TAX NEEDED CUT RELIANCE ON PROPERTY TAX CED)
2/03/1988 B021 PANEL OK'S PROPERTY TAX REPLACEMENT RELIEF
2/11/1988 C012 INVESTORS TAKE ADVANTAGE
2/15/1988 BOll RAPID CITY PROJECTS MEAN TAX INCREASES
2/29/1988 C015 PROPERTY TAX TOOK CONTROL OF 1988 LEGISLATURE
3/03/1988 C015 INCREASE IN COUNTY PROPERTY VALUES
3/04/1988 coil COUNTY TO HOLD APPRAISAL REVIEWS
3/08/1988 C014 TAX HIKE NOT CERTAIN
3/09/1988 A015 COUNTY HEARS PLENTY OF ASSESSMENT GRIPES
3/10/1988 A012 *NEW PROPERTY VALUES TAX PATIENCE
3/10/1988 A015 ^OWNERS TAKE PROTESTS TO COUNTY COURTHOUSE
3/13/1988 A081 NEW APPRAISALS NEED RESPONSIBLE SPENDERS CED)
3/18/1988 A085 APPRAISAL LOOKS SUSPICIOUS CD
3/18/1988 A085 TAX RELIEF APPRECIATED CD
3/22/1988 A083 LET COUNTY BUY HOMES CD
3/24/1988 A015 KAN ASSESSMENT OF PROPERTY VALUES
3/24/1988 C012 SOME SELLING ABOVE ASSESSED VALUES
3/26/1988 A103 PEOPLE WHO MAINTAIN HOMES ARE PENALIZED CD
4/20/1988 B015 MICKELSON FEARS IMPACT OF MEASURE
4/28/1988 coil REAL ESTATE TAX DEADLINE NEARS
4/28/1988 C033 KPROPERTY TAXES AND HOW THEY WORK
5/01/1988 A132 TAX ASSESSMENT UNFAIR CD
5/03/1988 D023 COMMISSION OK'S TAX ABATEMENTS
5/04/1988 B014 THIRD CHANCE TO PROTEST ASSESSMENT VALUES
5/09/1988 A012 SCHOOL PLAN FUELS PROPERTY TAX FEARS
6/04/1988 coil RANDALL SEEKS LOWER TAXES FOR NEEDY
6/07/1988 C015 KLOW-INCOME RESIDENTS WIN PROPERTY TAX BREAK
7/03/1988 A012 CITIES ANALYZE IMPACT OF TAX MEASURE
7/04/1988 A012 MEASURE WOULD PASS IF VOTED ON TODAY
7/10/1988 AlOl DAKOTA PROPOSITION FOES FACE STIFF FIGHT CED)
7/28/1988 A015 LOWERS ESTIMATE OF LOSS TO LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
8/09/1988 A012 AVERAGE TAXES TO RISE $10
8/10/1988 A021 MOST TAXPAYERS APPROVE OF PLAN
8/25/1988 C023 COUNTY DETECTS PROPERTY NOT ON TAX ROLLS
9/03/1988 A083 PROPOSITION HURT CALIFORNIA CD
9/07/1988 B012 COUNTY APPROVES 10 PERCENT TAX HIKE
9/09/1988 C012 KCOUNTY PROPERTY TAXES REMAIN STEADY
9/15/1988 C061 BROOKINGS OK'S TAX ORDINANCE
10/01/1988 A012 CITY CUTS PROPERTY TAX
10/19/1988 A091 BACK HOME TAX RELIEF CD
10/26/1988 C021 TAXES CAN'T OUST ELDERLY FROM HOME
11/16/1988 C012 MICKELSON LIKES IDEA OF LIMIT ON TAXES
11/18/1988 A015 WANTS LEGISLATORS TO FREEZE PROPERTY TAXES
11/21/1988 AlOl PROPERTY TAX SYSTEM NEEDS MAJOR OVERALL CED)
11/27/1988 E012 COMMITTEE SEEKS UNIFORM TAXES
12/01/1988 C012 PROPERTY TAX DEADLINE PASSES
12/14/1988 C051 PANEL ENDORSES FARM PROPERTY TAX PLAN
12/18/1988 A091 PROPERTY TAX NOT TOO HIGH CD
12/30/1988 C031 IRRIGATORS GROUP OPPOSES BILL
1/04/1989 A012 HIGHER PROPERTY TAXES ARRIVE
1/04/1989 C023 AREA LEGISLATORS WARY OF PROPERTY TAX FREEZE
1/07/1989 coil COUNTY DOESN'T TAKE STAND ON TAX FREEZE
1/08/1989 A081 TAX REFORM DESERVES CENTER STAGE CED)
1/09/1989 C015 CITY TO BACK STATE STUDY ON TAX REFORM
1/10/1989 A012 CITY COMMISSION BACKS TAX FREEZE
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1/11/1989 A014 HIGHLIGHTS OF SPEECH
1/11/1989 AOAl VARIED RESPONSE FROM LOCAL OFFICIALS
1/11/1989 A041 ^PROPERTY OWNERS LIKE TAX FREEZE PROPOSAL
1/11/1989 A0A5 ^GOVERNOR'S PLANS NEED REVIEW--LAWMAKERS
1/11/1989 A081 TAX FREEZE NO CURE-ALL (ED)
1/12/1989 A083 GOVERNOR IS SKIRTING TAX SYSTEM ISSUE (L)
1/13/1989 A015 PROPOSES RAISING SALES TAX TO CUT PROPERTY TAX
1/16/1989 C012 SCHOOLS CONSIDER TAKING STAND ON FREEZE
1/18/1989 C012 COUNTY REJECTS TAX-FREEZE PLAN
1/20/1989 C022 *FREEZE WON'T WORK WITHOUT REPLACEMENT
1/23/1989 AG12 APARTMENT DWELLERS FEEL TAX BITE, TOO
1/25/1989 C012 TAX-FREEZE PLAN GETS COLD SHOULDER
1/25/1989 C021 SENATE DELAYS VOTE ON CITY ASSESSORS BILL
1/26/1989 AG15 DEMOCRATS CRAFT TAX ALTERNATIVE
1/27/1989 AG82 TAX FREEZE A GOOD IDEA (L)
1/31/1989 AG12 FREEZE WON'T GUARANTEE STABLE TAXES
2/G2/1989 CG15 SENATE FLOOR IS NEXT TEST FOR TAX FREEZE
2/G4/1989 AG16 GOVERNOR TO LOOK AT DEMOCRATS' TAX FREEZE OPTION
2/G4/1989 CG15 MEASURE TO GIVE ELDERLY TAX BREAK DIES
2/G5/1989 CG12 TAX FREEZE PUTS PRESSURE ON MICKELSON
2/G7/1989 AG12 SENATE APPROVES TAX FREEZE
2/1A/1989 CG12 DEMOCRATS ADD INCOME TAX TO PLAN
2/15/1989 AG81 TAX FREEZE IS NOT FAIR TO SF, STATE (ED)
2/17/1989 AG16 VOTE ON TAX FREEZE DELAYED
2/18/1989 CG23 OFFICIAL DOWNPLAYS SCHOOL WORRIES
2/18/1989 CG25 MICKELSON CONFIDENT TAX FREEZE WILL PASS
2/2G/1989 BG12 LEGISLATORS TO DEBATE STATE BUDGET FREEZE
2/22/1989 CG21 LOCAL LAWMAKERS NOT SOLD ON TAX PLAN
2/2A/1989 AG16 TAX FREEZE OK'D
2/2A/1989 AG83 ^FREEZE WOULD GIVE TAXPAYERS A BREAK
2/25/1989 AG12 LOCAL FINANCE OFFICIALS AT A LOSS
2/26/1989 CGIA FINAL ACTION ON FREEZE STALLS
3/G1/1989 CG16 BROOKINGS UTILITIES TO FUND SCHOOLS
3/G3/1989 AG12 TAX FREEZE WINS FINAL APPROVAL
3/G5/1989 AG8<i CITY SAFE FROM TAX FREEZE (L)
3/G9/1989 CGl<i PLAN MAKES SCHOOLS TIGHTEN BELTS
3/28/1989 CG25 SECOND YEAR OF TAX FREEZE WILL HURT MORE
4/G1/1989 AG83 LOCAL GOVERNMENT CAN OVERRIDE TAX FREEZE (L)
A/G2/1989 AG12 SOME SEE BITS OF DAKOTA PROP IN TAX FREEZE
A/25/1989 AG85 ESCAPE HATCH MAKES SENSE (L)
A/27/1989 A1G3 SOME EXEMPT PROPERTY SHOULD BE TAXED
5/1G/1989 CG15 KMICKELSON TELLS PANEL TO REDUCE TAX BURDEN
5/11/1989 AG83 FREEZE A WELCOME STEP (L)
5/12/1989 A1G5 FREEZE WORKABLE IDEA (L)
5/25/1989 DG12 SCHOOLS TELL TAX COMMITTEE OF CUTS
5/25/1989 DG13 BARKER WANTS 2ND YEAR OF FREEZE REMOVED
5/26/1989 CG12 EDUCATORS ASK SD TO LOOK FOR REVENUE
5/28/1989 AG91 SCHOOL CUTS ARE NECESSARY (L)
6/13/1989 AG16 FEW CHANGES PREDICTED LOCALLY
6/1A/1989 A132 FREEZE FORCES COST CUTS (L)
6/22/1989 CG21 TAX FREEZE AFFECTS TEACHERS' SALARIES
6/25/1989 CG15 TAX FREEZE TAKES EFFECT ON SATURDAY
6/27/1989 AG63 'WORKING STIFFS' HEADED FOR TAX TROUBLE (L)
7/26/1989 CG12 HUDSON USES TAX-FREEZE EXEMPTION
8/G3/1989 CG21 ABERDEEN ORDERED TO TURN OVER RECORDS TO COUNTY
8/G7/1989 AG82 PROPERTY TAX SYSTEM FAIR (L)
9/13/1989 CG12 COUNTY SHARE OF TAXES REDUCED
9/15/1989 CG12 GROUPS LOSE MONEY TO TIGHT CITY BUDGET
9/29/1989 A012 CITY BITE SMALLER, BUT TAXES HIGHER
10/28/1989 CGll COUNTY HOME TAXES DUE ON TUESDAY
11/11/1989 C023 TAX PLAN COULD TIGHTEN SCHOOL BUDGETS
11/28/1989 CG14 GRILLS GOVERNOR ON PROPERTY-TAX FREEZE
12/01/1989 CG15 DEMOCRATS CALL FOR REPEAL OF FREEZE
12/13/1989 CG22 COUNTY WILL ASK LEGISLATURE TO REPEAL
12/16/1989 CG15 PROPERTY TAX FREEZE SQUABBLE FLARES UP
12/22/1989 CG12 COALITION WANTS INCOME TAX
12/28/1989 AG6'i MALL GETS TAX BREAK (L)
1/01/1990 B012 LAWMAKERS CAREFUL ON TAXES
1/13/1990 C031 OFFICIALS URGE ASSESSMENT BILL'S DEFEAT
1/17/1990 C016 COUNTY--NO TAX CAP
1/18/1990 B023 SUPERINTENDENT EVALUATES TAX FREEZE
1/18/1990 coil HOUSE APPROVES TAX REFUND PLAN
1/22/1990 A083 KCITY PROPERTY TAX RATE DOUBLE
1/25/1990 C016 BARKER BALKS AT TAX LIMIT
1/27/1990 A082 FIGHT HIGH TAXES (L)
1/29/1990 B021 COUNTY'S MAYORS OPPOSE PROPOSED CAP
1/30/1990 C012 COMMITTEE PASSES TAX-LIMIT BILL
2/01/1990 A016 HOUSE OK'S LIMIT ON TAXES
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2/04/1990 C012 LEGISLATORS DISAGREE OVER AMENDMENT
2/08/1990 A014 ^SENATE PANEL OK'S TAX REFORM BILLS
2/09/1990 A012 SCHOOL DISTRICT FEARS CUT UNDER TAX LIMITS
2/10/1990 C021 SENATE DELAYS VOTE ON 2 TAX PROPOSALS
2/14/1990 A012 SENATE PASSES TAX LIMIT BILL
2/15/1990 C014 DEMOCRATS FAIL TO REVERSE TAX DEFEAT
2/17/1990 C012 VOTERS WILL DECIDE ON PROPERTY TAX CAP
2/22/1990 C02I BROOKINGS MAY LIFT TAX FREEZE
2/26/1990 BOll RAPID CITY MAY VOTE OUT OF TAX FREEZE
2/27/1990 A084 HELP RAISE TAX ISSUE (L)
3/06/1990 C021 LIFTING TAX FREEZE SUBJECT OF MEETING
3/07/1990 C02I COUNTY PLANS TO OPT OUT OF TAX FREEZE
3/13/1990 con BROOKINGS BOARD VOTES TO END FREEZE
3/15/1990 C02I FLANDREAU SCHOOL BOARD DELAYS ACTION ON TAX FREEZE
3/19/1990 A0I5 SCHOOL DISTRICTS FACE DECISION ON TAX FREEZE
3/19/1990 B02I TO LOOK AT DUMPING TAX FREEZE
3/26/1990 A06I MORE SCHOOLS CONSIDER OPTING OUT OF FREEZE (ED)
3/28/1990 C02I GROUP TO PETITION COUNTY'S OPTING OUT
3/28/1990 C02I HURLEY SCHOOLS TO CONSIDER TAX FREEZE
3/29/1990 C02I VERMILLION DISTRICT OPTS OUT OF FREEZE
4/02/1990 C02I PETITIONERS SEEKING VOTE ON TAX EXEMPTION
4/03/1990 C02I BROOKINGS MAY VOTE ON PROPERTY TAX ISSUE
4/07/1990 C02I RESIDENTS FORCE VOTE ON TAX EXEMPTION
4/08/1990 A091 FREEZE GIVES TAXPAYERS OPTION (L)
4/10/1990 C026 DECISION DUE IN BROOKINGS ON TAX FREEZE
4/11/1990 C021 COMMISSION AWAITS TAX FREEZE FEEDBACK
4/13/1990 C024 FLANDREAU POSTPONES DECISION ON TAX-FREEZE
4/15/1990 Alll REFORM HURTS SALARY EARNERS (L)
4/16/1990 C021^SCHOOL BOARD REJECTS TAX FREEZE PROPOSAL
4/18/1990 C015 2 MORE SCHOOL DISTRICTS EXEMPT FROM FREEZE
4/25/1990 C021 JUNE VOTE TO DETERMINE BROOKINGS BUDGET FATE
5/12/1990 C023 DISTRICT COULD OPT OUT OF PROPERTY TAX FREEZE
5/15/1990 A012 SCHOOL TAXES TO INCREASE
5/18/1990 C031 FLANDREAU MAY OPT OUT OF TAX FREEZE
5/29/1990 B031 VERMILLION BACK IN TAX FREEZE
6/02/1990 C031 BROOKINGS VOTERS TEST TAX FREEZE
6/02/1990 C032 MCKELLIPS SAYS FREEZE NOT PERMANENT SOLUTION
6/05/1990 C033 LANDLORD EYES ELECTION OUTCOME
6/06/1990 C031 KINGSBURY COUNTY TO REASSESS PROPERTY TO KEEP FUNDS
6/07/1990 A081 ANTI-TAX MOOD EVIDENT AT POLLS (ED)
6/09/1990 C031 PUBLIC HEARING SET FOR MONDAY ON FREEZE
6/20/1990 C033 BROOKINGS VOTERS BACK TAX FREEZE
6/21/1990 A081 NO TREND EMERGES IN TAX-FREEZE FRACAS (ED)
6/22/1990 C033 FOUR TAX SUITS FILED AGAINST COUNTY
6/24/1990 C034 DEADWOOD CONSIDERS LIFTING TAX FREEZE
6/26/1990 C033 CITY NOT LIKELY TO OPT OUT OF FREEZE
7/06/1990 C033 FLANDREAU VOTES TO REMAIN IN TAX FREEZE
7/11/1990 C034 2 MORE JOIN TAX THAW MOVE
7/18/1990 C031 COUNTY REVERSES TAX-FREEZE VOTE
7/24/1990 A016 BOARD OK'S $91 MILLION FOR SCHOOLS
7/27/1990 C035 VOTERS AGREE TO OPT OUT OF TAX FREEZE
8/12/1990 E031 SPLITROCK TOWNSHIP TO VOTE ON TAX FREEZE
8/15/1990 con SPLITROCK WON'T OPT OUT OF TAX FREEZE
8/18/1990 A083 ^EQUALIZING PROPERTY TAX RATES
8/23/1990 C023 CUTS WILL HURT KIDS, ELDERLY
8/24/1990 C031 VOTERS TURN DOWN SCHOOL TAX DECISION
9/03/1990 C032 STURGIS RESIDENTS TO VOTE ON TAX FREEZE
9/06/1990 C035 MEADE SCHOOL DISTRICT VOTES TO UPHOLD FREEZE
9/08/1990 C035 ROBERTS COUNTY VOTERS UPHOLD TAX FREEZE
9/09/1990 C032 CITY'S TAX SHARE REMAINS THE SAME
9/18/1990 A083 ^AMENDMENT E WILL GUARANTEE TAX INCREASE
10/09/1990 C016 BOARD TO OPPOSE TAX LIMITS
IO/n/1990 C033 SCHOOL BOARD FIGHTS MINING COMPANY CLAIMS
10/14/1990 E015 CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS INCLUDE PROPERTY TAX LIMIT
10/16/1990 C012 PROPERTY TAX ISSUE BEFORE VOTERS AGAIN
10/19/1990 C012 NELSON, PANKRATZ SPLIT ON AMENDMENT
10/23/1990 C015 OFFICIALS SAY TAX LIMITS SEVERE
11/01/1990 A086 VOTE TAX-FREEZE BACKERS OUT OF OFFICE (L)
11/02/1990 A083 CITY PROPERTY TAXES TWICE NATIONAL AVERAGE (L)
n/04/1990 E0I2 SCHOOL OFFICIALS FEAR TAX CAP
11/07/1990 A014 PROPERTY TAX LIMIT FAILING IN EARLY TOTALS
11/11/1990 A081 TAX MEASURE DEFEAT A PLEASANT SURPRISE (ED)
11/12/1990 B012 MEASURES' DEFEAT SPURS TAX REFORM QUESTION
11/29/1990 C012 XBRACE FOR PROPERTY TAX HIKE
12/18/1990 AlOl TAX FREEZE ACTION AFFECTS TODAY'S VOTE (L)
l/n/1991 A012 EDUCATOR CRITICIZES PAY PROPOSAL
1/31/1991 D065 SD RANKS 3RD IN TAXES ON HOMES
2/01/1991 con SCHOOL TAX BILL OK'D BY COMMITTEE
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2/01/1991 CG3A RAPID CITY 0FF1C1AL--C1TY SHOULD PUBLISH VALUATIONS
2/18/1991 C03<i STUDY--PROPERTY TAXES TO GO UP
3/01/1991 C035 PROPERTY VALUATIONS IRK PENNINGTON TAXPAYERS
3/13/1991 A103 ^DEMOCRAT STUBBORNNESS WILL PUSH TAXES HIGHER
3/1A/1991 A091 HIGH PROPERTY TAX IS SALES TAX ALTERNATIVE (L)
3/16/1991 AOIA SCHOOL DISTRICTS SQUEEZED BY COSTS, ANGRY TAXPAYERS
3/21/1991 A012 EDUCATOR--PROPERTY TAX TO RISE
3/21/1991 C012 2-BUDGET PLAN A MISTAKE
4/15/1991 C015 OFFICIALS SEE UNEVEN RISE IN PROPERTY TAXES
4/21/1991 A093 MINNESOTA NEEDS FAIRER PROPERTY-TAX SYSTEM (L)
4/22/1991 A104 MICKELSON'S TAX DOUBLE-TALK ASTOUNDING (L)
4/22/1991 C031 COUNTY RUNNING OUT OF ASSESSMENT FORMS
5/07/1991 C012 GIFT PROMPTS QUESTIONS ON HOSPITAL'S STATUS
5/11/1991 A083 TAX SYSTEM UNFAIR TO CHILDLESS, ELDERLY (L)
5/12/1991 A091 TAX COMPLAINER MUST SEE OTHER SIDE OF STORY (L)
5/13/1991 C032 COMMISSIONERS AGREE TO STUDY ASSESSMENTS
5/14/1991 A012 SCHOOL TAXES TO TAKE BIGGER BITE
5/15/1991 A014 SOME CRY FOUL OVER STATE'S TAX-AID LINK
5/17/1991 AlOl BEWARE TAXPAYERS, SCHOOL COSTS RISING (ED)
5/30/1991 AlOl SOMEONE HAS TO PAY BILL FOR EDUCATION (L)
5/31/1991 A106 KEAN SHOULD EXPLAIN TAX-EXEMPT RULING (L)
6/02/1991 C032 LAWRENCE BOARD MAY HAVE ACTED ILLEGALLY
6/14/1991 D075 BOARD PREPARING FOR RECORD APPEALS
7/07/1991 C012 BOARD FACES HEAVY LOAD OF TAX APPEALS
7/09/1991 A012 ^SCHOOL BOARD OK'S RECORD BUDGET
7/16/1991 A012 SCHOOLS GULPING EVER-LARGER PIECE
7/16/1991 C012 TAXPAYERS PAY THE PRICE AFTER FREEZE
7/17/1991 A016 MINNEHAHA BUDGET UP 13 PERCENT
7/24/1991 C036 WILLING TO CONSIDER MORE FUNDS FOR EDUCATION
7/27/1991 C012 LOCAL CONTROL OVER TAXES BEHIND INEQUITY
7/30/1991 C012 SCHOOLS 'PLAY CATCH-UP' ON TAXES
7/31/1991 C035 VERMILLION'S SCHOOL TAXES COULD RISE 20 PERCENT
8/03/1991 C016 POWER PLANT TAXES WOULD BE SPLIT 50-50
8/08/1991 C032 GROUP WILL UNVEIL TAX-REFORM INITIATIVE FRIDAY
8/12/1991 B035 VERMILLION RESIDENTS MAY FEEL TAX INCREASE
8/13/1991 C015 DUNHAM CLEARED TO USE TAX-BREAK PLAN
8/23/1991 C031 COURT RULES '88 TAXES MUST BE RECALCULATED
8/24/1991 C031 BROOKINGS CONSIDERS LOWER PROPERTY TAXES
8/30/1991 A015 CITY BUDGET CUT BY $1 MILLION
8/30/1991 AlOl TAX FREEZE TAKING AN UNFAIR BEATING (ED)
9/17/1991 A102 RESIDENT QUESTIONS 30 PERCENT SCHOOL TAX RISE (L)
9/18/1991 C032 CITY OF BRANDON RAISES TAXES 7 PERCENT
9/19/1991 C032 FLANDREAU BUDGET UP 62 PERCENT, TAX FREEZE BLAMED
9/21/1991 A012 LINCOLN COUNTY PARES PROPERTY TAXES
9/26/1991 A083 HOUSE TAXES RAISED $1000 IN 10 YEARS (L)
9/28/1991 A016 COMMISSIONERS WHITTLE TAX PLAN TO BELOW ESTIMATES
10/01/1991 C012 CITY OK'S BUDGET, TAX SHARE GOING UP
11/08/1991 C012 XMINER SEEKS TAX ROLLBACK FUND FOR COUNTIES
11/13/1991 A012 PROPERTY TAX PROPOSALS SIMILAR
11/27/1991 A015 MANY SPELL PROPOSED TAX REL1EF--'S-M-A-L-L'
11/29/1991 C032 FARMERS GROUP WANTS PROPERTY TAX CHANGES
12/01/1991 C012 TAX PLAN SIMILARITIES WON'T PREVENT A BRAWL
12/07/1991 C032 COMMISSION TO PROPOSE CHANGES IN OUTDOORS LAWS
12/27/1991 C035 MEETING WILL EXAMINE RISING PROPERTY TAXES
12/28/1991 coil MICKELSON TO ATTEND PROPERTY TAX MEETING
12/31/1991 A013 SD CALLED A TAX HEAVEN
1/02/1992 C016 PLAN MAKES TAX PAYMENT AUTOMATIC
1/03/1992 A081 2 WAYS SUGGESTED FOR LOWERING PROPERTY TAX (L)
1/08/1992 C032 ^HUNDREDS DEBATE IDEAS FOR CHANGES
1/09/1992 A016 PROPERTY LEVIES UP 9 5 PERCENT IN SD
1/09/1992 C031 LAKE COUNTY OFFICAL URGES TAX REFORM
1/12/1992 A016 AG LAND TAX BOOST OUTRAGES FARMERS
1/12/1992 A083 STATE NO TAX HAVEN FOR FARMERS, RANCHERS (L)
1/12/1992 F012 MICKELSON HITS TAX REBATE OPPOSITION
1/13/1992 A081 TAX COMPLAINTS CAN'T BE IGNORED (ED)
1/15/1992 A015 COURT RULING SEEN AS RACIALLY DIVISIVE
1/15/1992 A043 CHEERS, JEERS ARE COMMON
1/15/1992 A081 DON'T WASTE TIME ON TAX REBATE PLAN (ED)
1/16/1992 C035 FAIRNESS GOAL OF CHANGES IN TAX SYSTEM
1/17/1992 A012 GOP GOAL IS BIGGER REBATES
1/18/1992 A012 GOP--WE'LL CUT BUDGET BY $10 MILLION
1/18/1992 A083 OFFICIALS RESPONSIBLE FOR RISING PROPERTY TAXES (L)
1/18/1992 C012 FARM LEADER SAYS REBATE NOT ANSWER
1/19/1992 A082 POOREST OF POPULATION GET HIGHEST TAX HIKE (L)
1/19/1992 F031 BROOKINGS COUNTY PROPERTY VALUES RISE
1/20/1992 C032 HOYT SCHOOL DISTRICT TAXES NEARLY DOUBLE
1/21/1992 A016 $60 REBATE TOO SMALL FOR SOME
1/23/1992 AlOl ELECTION PROMPTING TAX-CREDIT MADNESS (ED)
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1/2A/1992 A102 BENEFITS OF TAX REBATES ARE FEW CD
1/25/1992 A016 REBATE COSTS
1/26/1992 A081 EDUCATION, TOURISM WORTHY OF TAX REBATE MONEY (ED)
1/26/1992 A08A FEW DOLLARS FROM REBATE CAN'T BUY TAXPAYERS CD
1/26/1992 F032 REBATE STILL HOT ISSUE IN THIRD WEEK
1/27/1992 AOIA ^CAPPING OFF TAX DEBATE
1/27/1992 B036 DEMOCRAT PROPOSES EDUCATION AID PLAN
1/29/1992 C032 FARMER UPSET LAND VALUED SO HIGH
1/29/1992 D061 FARMERS UNION PLANS PROTEST RALLY IN PIERRE
1/30/1992 A012 LEGISLATORS WELD TAX PLANS IN $61 REBATE
2/01/1992 coil FARMERS UNION PLANS PROPERTY TAX PROTEST
2/07/1992 C012 CREDIT PLAN WOULDN'T BENEFIT SF TAXPAYERS
2/10/1992 C032 PEDAL TO FLOOR FOR LAWMAKERS, TAXES TOP LIST
2/12/1992 COIA TAX CREDIT MEASURE FAILS AGAIN
2/16/1992 A095 ELECT BOARD MEMBERS WHO WILL SPEND WISELY CD
2/16/1992 F015 TALKS TARGET TAX TREATY
2/19/1992 A012 TAX CREDIT PASSES
2/20/1992 C015 TAX CREDIT PLAN FACES UNCONVINCED LEGISLATOR
2/27/1992 C036 SENATE PROPOSES TAX STUDY
2/28/1992 A015 HOUSE SENDS TAX CREDIT BILL TO GOVERNOR
3/05/1992 A081 EXCUSES ABOUT TAXES GETTING TIRESOME CD
3/12/1992 C032 MICKELSON SIGNS TAX-REBATE BILL
3/22/1992 AlOl SOCIAL AGENDA SHORT-CHANGED CED)
3/27/1992 C032 COURT OVERTURNS BROOKINGS VALUATION
4/16/1992 C012 SF TAXPAYERS FARE WELL
4/27/1992 C022 TAX CREDIT PLAN TO BE CONTESTED
4/28/1992 C014 HARDING COUNTY TRAILS IN REFUND PROGRAM
4/29/1992 coil REAL ESTATE TAXES ARE DUE THURSDAY
5/13/1992 C012 TAX REPLACEMENT SPLIT PRODUCES WINNERS, LOSERS
5/19/1992 C022 RIVER DEVELOPMENT PLANS WORRY LANDOWNERS
5/27/1992 A012 *TAX HIKE OVER 10 PERCENT
5/27/1992 A031 ^DISTRICT'S TAX LOAD MAY JUMP
5/31/1992 D012 TAXABLE VALUES CLOUDY AT CITIES' EDGE
6/02/1992 C023 RANCHERS WANT NEW ASSESSMENT LAWS
6/03/1992 A104 PENMARCH ASSESSMENT TILTS TAX SYSTEM (L)
6/11/1992 C021 SCHOOL TAX INCREASE POSSIBLE IN YANKTON
6/12/1992 A081 HANG ON, TAXPAYERS, WORST YET TO COME (ED)
6/16/1992 A014 TAX REBATES HALTED
6/22/1992 C012 SURPLUS HELPED COUNTY DELAY TAX BOOST
6/24/1992 A015 KMASUR HAS BACK TAXES
6/24/1992 D066 RULING MAY HELP DAKOTA PROP PLAN
6/25/1992 A081 HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION COULD SOLVE PROBLEMS (L)
6/25/1992 C024 TAX-LIMITING GROUP SET TO TRY AGAIN
6/26/1992 A015 *MASUR PAYS $1,736 IN BACK TAXES, FEES
6/30/1992 A086 TAX INITIATIVE SOLVES LONGTIME INEQUITIES (L)
7/07/1992 C025 INCOME TAX MEASURE FAIRNESS IS DEBATED
7/15/1992 C021 YANKTON BOARD OK'S 20 PERCENT TAX BOOST
7/18/1992 C012 FARM GROUP BLASTS TAX RULE CHANGE
7/25/1992 A012 .SCHOOL TAX HIKE--10 PERCENT
7/30/1992 A103 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS--SCHOOL TAXES ON SF
7/31/1992 AlOl TAX HIKE JUSTIFIED, BUT HARD TO TAKE (ED)
8/04/1992 B021 CODINGTON BUDGET ADDS 73 4 PERCENT TO TAXES
8/20/1992 A012 FARM TAXES WOULD INCREASE IF '89 LAW TAKES EFFECT
8/20/1992 B012 BUDGET COULD PUSH UP PROPERTY TAX
8/23/1992 A092 PROPERTY TAX REBATE DIDN'T HELP TAX BILLS (L)
8/30/1992 F024 COURT STALLS EQUALIZATION APPEALS
9/16/1992 A013 TO EXPECT CONTINUAL PROPERTY TAX INCREASES
9/17/1992 A012 COURT HALTS TAX REBATE PLAN
9/19/1992 A012 MOELLER TRIAL TO RAISE PROPERTY TAX
9/20/1992 AlOl COURT'S TAX DECISION WAS RIGHT ON TARGET (ED)
9/28/1992 A091 TAXPAYERS SHOULD VOTE YES ON MEASURE 3 (L)
9/30/1992 BOll YANKTON COUNCIL CUTS CITY PROPERTY TAXES
10/08/1992 B016 REBATE MAY BE REVIVED
10/17/1992 B026 JUDGE ORDERS NEW PROPERTY TAX VALUATIONS
10/22/1992 A012 MICKELSON DROPS TAX REBATE PLAN
10/23/1992 A103 HIGH PROPERTY TAXES DON'T PAY FOR MUCH (L)
10/31/1992 A083 LAWMAKERS SHOULD HAVE KNOWN REBATE WAS ILLEGAL (L)
12/16/1992 A012 PROGRAM HELPS PAY FOR ELDERLY'S TAX BILL
12/30/1992 B015 28 SCHOOLS LOSE SUIT'S 1ST ROUND
8/07/1984 BOll ADS WILL SEEK OWNERS OF UNCLAIMED PROPERTY
8/07/1987 C021 LIST OF CLAIMANTS TO BE AVAILABLE AT FAIRS
4/10/1983 B041 *BOB PROPST--A TOAST TO GOOD FISHING
2/11/1990 B072 ^PROVIDES PROPST WITH FAVORITE HOT SPOTS
10/26/1992 B021 KPOET AWARD WINNER, 82, IS REALLY A LATE BLOOMER
10/31/1983 C031 NO MATTER WHAT, HIS HEART'S AT THE GAME
3/04/1982 D031 WOMAN DENIES PROSTITUTION CHARGE
6/19/1982 A053 MOVIE REVEALS LIFE OF TEEN PROSTITUTES
9/24/1982 C063 JUDGE HATED TO HAVE TO CLOSE BROTHELS
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10/02/1982 C032 FRONTIER CLUB OWNER FACES PIMPING CHARGE
ll/OA/1982 C031 MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO PIMPING
12/19/1982 DOll 'I'M NOT A TERRIBLE PERSON'
1/22/1983 B031 JOHNSTON PLEADS NO CONTEST TO PIMPING
3/25/1983 C031 BAR OWNER ON PROBATION FOR PIMPING
A/16/1983 B031 WOMAN CHARGED WITH PROSTITUTION
7/16/1983 coil THREE ARRESTED FOR ATTEMPTED PROSTITUTION
1/20/198A C035 ABERDEEN WOMAN FACES PROPOSITIONING CHARGE
1/26/198A C052 MAN ARRESTED FOR VIOLATING WHITE SLAVERY
5/03/198A C013 TEENS TESTIFY IN PROSTITUTION CASE
5/0A/198A C012 JURORS CONSIDER PROSTITUTION CASE
5/05/198A A016 MAN CONVICTED OF PROSTITUTING lA-YEAR-OLD
6/05/198A C012 MAN GETS 10 YEARS IN PROSTITUTION CASE
10/06/1984 C041 RC MAN FACES PROSTITUTION CHARGES
10/21/1984 coil INCREASE IN HUGGER MUGGERS
11/01/1984 C061 JACKSON GUILTY OF ENCOURAGING WOMEN
11/02/1984 C031 JACKSON MAY FACE MORE CHARGES
11/05/1984 C045 LEFHOLZ WANTS CLUB SHUT DOWN
11/10/1984 C031 MAN GIVEN 4 YEARS FOR PROSTITUTION CHARGES
1/30/1985 DOll BILL WOULD UPGRADE PENALTY FOR PROSTITUTION
2/07/1985 C015 IS PROSTITUTION A SPORT OR ENTERTAINMENT
2/23/1985 C033 BILL RAISING PROSTITUTION PENALTIES PASSES
2/26/1985 C021 PROSTITUTION GROWING PROBLEM FOR ABERDEEN
3/01/1985 C021 MINNEAPOLIS WOMEN FINED FOR PROSTITUTION
3/08/1985 C015 TWO ARRESTED FOR ATTEMPTED PROSTITUTION
7/28/1985 A012 KSEX FOR SALE--AND SOUTH DAKOTA'S BUYING
7/28/1985 A061 *SHEREE--PROFILE OF A PROSTITUTE
7/28/1985 A065 ^COUNSELORS SAY PROSTITUTION NOT VICTIMLESS CRIME
t 8/09/1985 C033 MEN PLEAD NOT GUILTY IN 2 SEX CASES
8/17/1985 A012 3€ARRESTS UNCOVER TEEN PROSTITUTION
8/20/1985 A015 MORE ARRESTS EXPECTED IN MINNESOTA SEX PROBE
8/21/1985 coil MINNESOTA JUVENILE ARRESTED IN PROSTITUTION CASE
8/22/1985 coil PANEL FINDS 50 CHILD PROSTITUTES IN SIOUX CITY
8/23/1985 coil PROSTITUTE STORIES DON'T PANIC POLICE
8/31/1985 coil PROSTITUTION ARRESTS MADE
9/07/1985 coil WOMEN FACE ATTEMPTED PROSTITUTION CHARGES
9/13/1985 C035 POLICE ARREST MONTANA WOMAN FOR PROSTITUTION
9/14/1985 C015 POLICE CHARGE TWO WOMEN WITH PROSTITUTION
10/12/1985 C015 WOMAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO PROSTITUTION
10/18/1985 coil LOCAL WOMAN PLEADS GUILTY TO PROSTITUTION
10/18/1985 coil MAN GETS 4 YEARS ON PROSTITUTION CHARGE
10/26/1985 C014 9 INDICTED FOR PROSTITUTION
1/17/1986 C021 2 WOMEN PLEAD GUILTY TO ATTEMPTED PROSTITUTION
1/23/1986 A012 LET'S GET TOUGHER WITH PROSTITUTES
1/26/1986 A063 POLICE SHOULD ARREST PROSTITUTE CUSTOMERS (L)
2/01/1986 C021 JUSTICES ORDER MAN SET FREE
7/24/1986 A012 HOTELS CRACK DOWN ON PROSTITUTES
7/25/1986 A012 ^PROSTITUTE FOES ASK SUPPORT
7/26/1986 A081 ARRESTING CUSTOMERS WOULD CURTAIL PROSTITUTION (ED)
7/26/1986 coil MOTEL WORKER'S TIP LEADS TO ARREST
7/29/1986 A016 COUPLE FACE SEX CHARGES
7/30/1986 BOll VIEWS VARY ON PROSTITUTION PROBLEM
8/02/1986 coil COUPLE APPEAR IN CITY COURT ON SEX CHARGE
8/08/1986 A015 36LOCAL PROSTITUTE LIVES ON THE EDGE
8/09/1986 C015 INCIDENT NEAR COURTHOUSE LEADS TO CHARGE
8/09/1986 C015 ARIZONA MAN FACES CHILD PROSTITUTION CHARGE
8/14/1986 coil MAN ARRESTED ON PROSTITUTION-RELATED CHARGES
8/15/1986 AOll BOND SET FOR ACCUSED PIMP
8/21/1986 C015 SUSPECT PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO SEX CHARGES
8/23/1986 AlOl POLICE SPEND TIME UNWISELY (L)
8/30/1986 A081 ARTICLE GLORIFIED PROSTITUTION (L)
9/12/1986 C021 HUGGINS PLEADS GUILTY TO 2ND PROCURING CHARGE
10/17/1986 C021 JUDGE GIVES HUGGINS SUSPENDED SENTENCE
10/21/1986 coil WINGLER HEARING CLOSED TO PUBLIC
12/17/1986 B012 3fWINGLER PAID ME FOR SEX
12/18/1986 C012 WINGLER DENIES HAVING SEX WITH GIRL
12/29/1986 A012 COURTS QUIET PROSTITUTION UPROAR
1/20/1987 C012 COMMITTEE DEFEATS PROSTITUTION BILL
3/03/1987 C021 PROSTITUTION BILL HEADS FOR GOVERNOR'S DESK
3/18/1987 BOll WOMAN ARRESTED ON PROSTITUTION CHARGE
3/18/1987 B041 STURGIS HAS 60 DAYS TO SAVE POKER ALICE HOUSE
4/24/1987 coil COUPLE CHARGED IN SOLICITATION
7/15/1987 BOll MAN GETS SENTENCE IN PROSTITUTION CASE
12/01/1988 AlOl ORGANIZED PROSTITUTION SHOULDN'T BE TOLERATED (ED)
12/04/1988 A132 DEATH COVERAGE OVERDONE (L)
4/01/1989 A012 CITY READY TO REGULATE LOCAL ESCORT SERVICES
6/01/1989 A014 DATING SERVICE MANAGER ARRESTED
11/08/1989 coil WOMAN PLEADS GUILTY TO PROSTITUTION
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PROSTROLLO JERRY
PROTEXTER BILL
PROTEXTER JIM
PROTSCH GREG
PROUD FOOT EDWARD
PROUTY LANCE
PROVO SD
PROVO UT
PROVOST KENNETH
PROXMIRE WILLIAM
PRUCE DONALD
PRUITT DAVE
PRUITT GENE
PRUNTY BETTY
PRUNTY ROGER
PRUSHA JIM
PRUYN MICHAEL
PRYCE DONALD
PRYOR RICHARD
PSEUDORABIES
PSYCHIATRIC HOSP
PSYCHIATRISTS
PSYCHIATRY
PSYCHICS
PSYCHOLOGISTS
PSYCHOLOGY
PTA
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/21/1989
5/01/1990
9/01/1990
lO/lA/1990
A/12/1991
8/03/1991
2/25/1992
5/16/1992
11/02/1988
7/21/1991
7/22/198A
7/25/198A
2/19/1989
8/02/1992
12/16/1992
A/19/198A
6/07/1990
A/26/1990
6/16/1990
5/28/1992
5/28/1992
8/21/1992
12/16/1991
6/22/1986
10/17/1988
5/03/1985
3/05/1991
3/28/1983
3/30/1983
2/1A/1990
5/1A/198A
1/18/1986
2/28/1986
7/06/1986
11/12/1987
1/09/1988
12/1A/1991
9/20/1990
6/29/1992
3/27/1983
7/02/1988
3/18/1982
6/25/1992
C015
coil
coil
E016
coil
coil
COIA
A083
C012
E012
C015
coil
C016
E012
BOIA
COAl
C0A3
DOIA
B015
A012
B015
A012
coil
C031
AlOl
A103
C03A
B032
C021
C021
B0A2
C023
C015
C021
C026
A082
C031
C033
A083
C031
A081
coil
D062
9/19/1987 C015
10/20/1985 C021
11/26/1985 B022
7/1A/1989 C031
7/16/1989 C012
11/13/1986 'A012
A/19/1982
7/05/1983
11/28/1983
11/10/198A
5/06/1985
3/09/1986
11/26/1986
12/02/1986
1/01/1988
1/01/1989
10/03/1991
11/02/1985
2/05/1987
1/29/1989
6/06/1989
8/01/1991
12/17/1991
12/16/1992
9/21/1982
10/15/1982
12/0A/1982
A/2A/1987
1/17/1991
C051
COAl
A051
coil
A013
B031
A061
A061
B012
C012
B012
C016
C021
coil
A055
C012
A015
AOll
C03A
B031
C061
C021
B021
9/02/1982 C0A2
9/2A/1982 C031
9/25/1982 B051
UNDERCOVER POLICE ARREST DATING SERVICE OPERATOR
PROSTITUTION CHARGE FILED AGAINST WOMAN
ESCORT SERVICE OWNER ARRESTED
POLICE ARREST 2 ON PROSTITUTION
WOMAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY
CITY ADMITS PROMOTING PROSTITUTION
MAN FREED AFTER PROSTITUTION CONVICTION
PROSTITUTION NEXT BET FOR STATE (L)
*TH1S SPUD'S FOR YOU
*PROSTROLLO ON MOVE
GOP NAMES PROTEXTER
KPROTEXTER WANTS MORE REPUBLICANS ELECTED
PROTEXTER TO LEAVE JOB WITH FEDERAL RESERVE BANK
KFOR SALE BY OWNER
FIBER OPTICS NETWORK TO TRANSMIT MEETINGS, CLASSES
STATE'S ATTORNEY SEEKS SAME JOB
LAND OWNER HELL'S ANGEL MEMBER
*SDSU LINEMAN PROUTY SIGNS WITH PHOENIX
*SD RIVALS JOIN FORCES
3C0LD ARMY DEPOT SITE EYED FOR ASH PLANT
RESIDENTS NEAR SITE FEAR IMPACT
^UNSEATED PROVO OFFERS INSIGHT
GRADUATE 1ST INDIAN TO RECEIVE PHD
*PR0XM1RE FOR CUTTING COSTS OF CAMPAIGNS
PROXMIRE 1 OF A KIND (ED)
TRIP MAY HELP GERMANS DEAL WITH THE PAST
PRUITT FINALLY RIDING HIGH ON TOUR
KPRUITT-SF LAWYER-DIES
KPRUITT'S PRECEPTS IN SERVING MAN (ED)
WIFE OF EX-MAYOR BIDS FOR OFFICE
MOTHER'S DAY STANDS FOR PEACE
EX-MAYORS--WE AREN'T INTERESTED
BROOKINGS MAN IS APPOINTED NEW REGENT
SCHOOL STAFFS SHOULD SPEAK UP
REGENT WANTS TO ADVANCE COLLEGES' STATUS
ELIMINATE SCHOOL DUPLICATION (L)
REGENTS ENDORSE BUDGET PLAN
XSDPTV'S JIM PRUSHA RETIRES, IS HONORED
^eCONSUMERS NEED BROOKS BILL
^GERMANS MORE AFRAID OF AMERICAN FRIEND THAN SOVIET
SPECIAL PROJECTS NOT WAY TO BUILD
36THE MOST DANGEROUS COMIC IN AMERICA
PSEUDORABIES, NON-DOMESTIC REGULATIONS PROPOSED
SEE ALSO HOSPITALS-SF
HOSPITAL WOULD DUPLICATE SERVICES
BOARD OKS HIGHER PAY FOR STATE PSYCHIATRISTS
PSYCHIATRIST SHORTAGE HITS
COURT SAYS COACH CAN SUE PSYCHIATRIST
YANKTON KILLINGS RAISE THERAPY ISSUE
MED SCHOOL GETS PSYCHIATRY PROGRAM
SEE ALSO NAMES OF PSYCHICS
PSYCHIC BACIC IN SD TO HELP DEADWOOD POLICE
PSYCHIC SEES EXPLOSIONS, QUAKES IN STATE
XFRIENDS FROM SPIRITUAL WORLD
*THE FUTURE IN THE PALM OF YOUR HAND
COPS TURN TO PSYCHICS TO SOLVE TOUGH ONES
KWOMAN WITH PROVIDING PSYCHIC POWERS
KBE CAUTIOUS ABOUT PSYCHIC COUNSELOR
SCIENTIFIC DATA LACKING ON EXTRASENSORY ABILITY (L)
^PSYCHIC MAKES 1988 PREDICTIONS
PSYCHIC SEES VIKINGS KICKING OFF
*D0 PSYCHICS HAVE THE ANSWER
BOARD CAN CONTINUE PROBE OF PSYCHOLOGIST
SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGISTS GROUP PLAN MEETING
PSYCHOLOGISTS TO MEET IN ABERDEEN
YOUNGSTERS AFRAID OF FAILURE, EXCLUSION
SUIT CLAIMS DOCTOR HAD SEX WITH CLIENT
BOARD TO CHANGE LICENSING POLICY
SEX CHARGES COST PSYCHOLOGIST LICENSE
PSYCHOLOGY WORKSHOP HELPFUL TO TEACHERS (L)
STRESS CAN BE HANDLED--SDEA SPEAKER SAYS
*WHAT MAKES PEOPLE T1CK--PSYCH0L0G1ST HAS ANSWER
WE CHOOSE OUR ACTIONS
SKINNER HAD PROFOUND IMPACT
SEE PARENT 8 TEACHER
XSF PTA BEGINS NEW SCHOOL YEAR
PTA MEETS TODAY IN SIOUX FALLS
PTA LEADER RAPS TUITION TAX CREDITS
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PTA
PUBLIC DEFENDERS
PUBLIC DOCUMENTS
PUBLIC EMPLOYEES
PUBLIC ENTITY POOL
PUBLIC LANDS
PUBLIC LIBRARIES
PUBLIC MEETINGS
PUBLIC OFFICERS
PUBLIC OPINIONS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/10/1986
10/08/1987
10/10/1987
9/27/1988
9/28/1988
11/15/1988
3/11/1989
3/29/1982
11/01/1982
l/lA/1983
1/19/1983
1/20/1983
1/28/1983
5/26/1983
5/27/1983
5/28/1983
6/02/1983
6/0A/1983
9/20/1983
10/17/1983
11/09/1983
11/17/1983
1/28/1984
2/10/1984
7/20/1987
9/06/1988
4/28/1991
10/03/1991
3/18/1982
4/03/1982
1/25/1992
9/09/1990
1/07/1982
2/09/1983
2/11/1983
2/22/1983
3/16/1983
3/23/1983
5/07/1983
9/14/1983
12/07/1983
12/08/1983
2/01/1987
2/04/1987
2/19/1987
2/27/1987
11/16/1987
2/04/1988
2/06/1988
2/07/1988
4/10/1988
5/25/1988
6/25/1988
3/04/1989
4/09/1989
9/27/1989
10/06/1989
8/20/1991
9/11/1991
10/13/1991
11/06/1991
2/17/1992
6/04/1992
6/05/1992
6/16/1992
1/26/1982
6/02/1982
6/03/1982
12/12/1986
6/11/1987
7/09/1987
7/16/1987
8/06/1987
8/13/1987
B032
BOll
C043
coil
C025
coil
A082
BG32
C043
B031
D014
C061
C031
A015
A012
B041
C012
B021
coil
A012
coil
coil
B013
C041
C021
coil
A012
C031
D021
B025
C032
A016
D031
coil
C021
B031
coil
C051
BOll
coil
C013
C021
A081
B015
C043
A081
C021
C021
C021
A105
B033
B041
A081
C021
Alll
C023
C022
C036
A083
B032
coil
A082
A021
AlOl
C012
B061
C051
C031
AlOl
A081
A061
A081
A061
A081
SIOUX FALLS PTA PICKS OFFICERS
PARENTS, TEACHERS CONGRESS TO MEET
PTA RE-EMBRACES PROTECTOR MISSION
PTA LAUNCHES DRIVE FOR MEMBERSHIP
PTA TO LOBBY AGAINST PROPOSITION II
SCHOOL GROUPS NAME FRIEND OF EDUCATION
COUNCIL STORY MISLEADING (L)
PENNINGTON COUNTY TRYING TO COLLECT FEES
*QUIET PRIVATE LAW PRACTICE ISN'T DEFENDERS STYLE
CHIEF JUSTICE WANTS STATE PUBLIC DEFENDER
PUBLIC DEFENDERS WOULD CUT COSTS
BILL OKS PART-TIME PUBLIC DEFENDERS
PART-TIME PUBLIC DEFENDERS OK'D
SHERIFF INVESTIGATING COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
PUBLIC DEFENDER TOLD TO QUIT
SISSETON MAN WILL HEAD PUBLIC DEFENDER'S OFFICE
HUSBY MAY FACE DISBARMENT
LET'S RESERVE JUDGEMENT IN HUSBY PROCEEDINGS (ED)
XNEILES RESIGNS FROM COUNTY DEFENDER'S OFFICE
JURY STILL ON PUBLIC DEFENDER'S OFFICE
COMMISSION FILLS 2 COUNTY LEGAL JOBS
LAWYER WANTS PERJURY INDICTMENT THROWN OUT
PUBLIC DEFENDER'S OFFICE CUT COSTS
PANEL REJECTS IDEA OF STATE PUBLIC DEFENDER
COUNTY CONSIDERS PUBLIC DEFENDER
DAVISON COUNTY EYES PUBLIC DEFENDER
36REAL LAWYERS OFFER REAL SAVINGS
TV STATION FILES COMPLAINT OVER RECORDS
PUBLIC EMPLOYEES'SHOULD USE SELFSERVICE (L)
SD EMPLOYEES MUST USE SELF-SERVICE GAS (L)
UNION MEASURE FAILS BY SINGLE SENATE VOTE
3€SD'S USE OF LAWYER QUESTIONED
SEE LANDS PUBLIC
SEE LIBRARIES PUBLIC
PRESS CAN'T REPORT ON CAUCUSES
^PERSONNEL ONLY TOPIC IN COUNTY CLOSED-DOOR SESSIONS
CLOSED MEETINGS OVERDONE (ED)
ALL MEETINGS MUST BE ANNOUNCED
2 COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
MOVE TO OPEN COUNTY MEETINGS FAILS
COMMISSION ORDERED TO OPEN MEETING TO PUBLIC
COMMISSIONERS CONDUCT PUBLIC BUSINESS
ESTATE'S ATTORNEY SAYS CLOSED MEETING ILLEGAL
COUNTY'S CLOSED DOOR (ED)
OPEN MEETINGS LAW NEEDS TO BE PATCHED UP (ED)
KTELLINGHUISEN BACKS STRICTER MEETINGS LAW
NEW MEETING LAW HAS BACKING
XOPEN MEETINGS PROPOSAL A SETBACK FOR PUBLIC
OPEN MEETINGS POLICY DEVELOPING
SPONSOR WANTS OPEN MEETINGS BILL KILLED
BILL TO CHANGE OPEN MEETING LAW KILLED
MEETING POLICY DRAWS PRAISE (L)
TELLINGHUISEN TO DISCUSS LAW, OPEN MEETINGS
PLANS PUBLICATION ON OPEN MEETINGS LAW
PUBLIC VOICE IN STATE BOARD MEETINGS (ED)
BILL ALLOWING MEETINGS BY PHONE OK'D
PUBLIC HAS RIGHT TO EXPECT OPEN MEETINGS
OPEN MEETINGS BROCHURE PREPARED
PUBLIC MEETINGS BY PHONE TO BE EXAMINED
CLOSED MEETING WITHIN THE LAW--STATE OFFICE
OPEN MEETINGS LAW ISN'T WORKING (ED)
OPEN MEETING LAW 'VAGUE'
DEBATE CLOSED AGAIN IN WASHINGTON PLAN
EXECUTIVE SESSIONS JUST SECRET MEETINGS (L)
BOARD MAY HAVE VIOLATED LAW
BOARD IS ABUSING OPEN MEETINGS LAW (ED)
BOARD REJECTS CLOSED MEETING
SEE ALSO NAMES OF OFFICERS
SENATE REJECTS RECALL BILL
OFFICIALS TOLD NOT TO MIX TRAVEL 8 CAMPAIGNING
STATE OFFICIAL RESIGNING
SEE ALSO SUBJECTS OF OPINION
KPOLL GIVES SNAPSHOT OF PUBLIC OPINION
36PUBLIC OPINIONS ON AIDS TEST
KPUBLIC OPINIONS ON IRAN-CONTRA AFFAIR
36PUBLIC OPINIONS ON CONTRACEPTIVES IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
9€PUBLIC OPINIONS ON MARILYN MONROE & ELVIS PRESLEY
36PUBLIC OPINION ON PRIMARY ELECTION
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SUBJECT
PUBLIC OPINIONS
PUBLIC RECORDS
PUBLIC RELATIONS
PUBLIC SCHOOLS
PUBLIC TELEVISION
PUBLIC UTIL COMM
DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/20/1987
9/22/1987
10/27/1988
11/24/1988
12/22/1988
1/05/1989
11/30/1989
12/14/1989
11/03/1983
7/16/1992
1/03/1982
1/04/1982
1/14/1982
1/15/1982
1/21/1982
1/22/1982
1/27/1982
1/29/1982
1/31/1982
2/03/1982
2/04/1982
2/06/1982
2/16/1982
3/01/1982
3/03/1982
3/31/1982
4/09/1982
4/10/1982
5/01/1982
5/13/1982
5/14/1982
5/18/1982
6/11/1982
6/13/1982
6/15/1982
6/16/1982
6/17/1982
7/02/1982
7/10/1982
7/29/1982
7/30/1982
7/31/1982
8/17/1982
8/20/1982
8/25/1982
8/27/1982
9/08/1982
9/11/1982
9/23/1982
9/25/1982
9/27/1982
9/29/1982
10/03/1982
10/05/1982
10/06/1982
10/10/1982
10/10/1982
11/04/1982
11/13/1982
11/16/1982
11/17/1982
11/23/1982
11/24/1982
11/26/1982
11/27/1982
12/07/1982
12/24/1982
1/04/1983
1/06/1983
1/08/1983
1/09/1983
1/16/1983
1/27/1983
2/01/1983
2/07/1983
2/23/1983
A061
B012
A081
A121
A061
AlOl
A081
A081
C033
D062
C042
B041
C012
A014
D051
A012
B041
C022
B031
C024
D041
B051
coil
C015
C045
D041
A021
B031
A015
D071
C015
BOll
C052
C042
B041
C041
C122
coil
C031
C051
C051
C031
C031
B031
C016
C042
C044
coil
C013
B051
B031
C043
B015
BOll
coil
B051
B051
CD71
coil
C013
B041
B032
C021
coil
C012
C042
coil
coil
C041
coil
B021
C041
C051
A021
B015
C051
PUBLIC OPINIONS ON THE JETLINER CRASH
KTHE USE OF REPLACEMENTS DURING THE STRIKE
3CPUBL1C OPINIONS ON THOSE TRAPPED WHALES
KPUBLIC OPINIONS FOR THIS THANKSGIVING
XPUBLIC OPINIONS ON ONE CHRISTMAS WISH
*PUBL1C OPINIONS ON LEGISLATURE 1989 SESSION
^PUBLIC OPINIONS ON THE OLD WASHINGTON HIGH BUILDING
56PUBL1C 0P1N10NS--SKYF0RCE BASKETBALL
COUNTY SETS FEE TO CHECK RECORDS
MANAGING IN CRISES TAKES PLAN
SEE SCHOOLS
SEE TELEVISION PUBLIC
PUC STAFF SAYS MANDAN ISN'T NEEDED
*PUC TO ASK LEGISLATURE FOR MORE AUTHORITY
PUC TO MAKE MANDAN DECISION TODAY
*PUC SAYS NO TO MANDAN
LAWMAKER PROPOSES APPOINTING PUC POSTS
PUC SLASHES BELL REQUEST
ACORN WANTS BETTER DEAL WITH CENGAS
PUC THANKED FOR TRIMMING BELL BOOST (L)
PUC FACES TASK--AT&T DIVESTITURE CYEAGER)
PUC PRAISED FOR ITS MANDAN DECISION (L)
PANEL OK'S PLAN TO APPOINT PUC POSTS
PUC SAYS MEMBERS SHOULD BE APPOINTED
PUC WANTS UTILITY TAX DOUBLED
JANKLOW--PUC DOESN'T BELONG IN AT8T SUIT
PUC'S JOB TO EXPLAIN AT8T BREAKUP
OK'S RATE HIKE FOR NORTHWESTERN PS
RATE HIKE FOR BLACK HILLS POWER AND LIGHT
PUC DECISION ON UTILITY TERRITORIES UPHELD
PUC TEMPORARILY BLOCKS PHONE RATE INCREASE
NORTHWESTERN BELL, PUC IN COURT TODAY
MA BELL ASKS JUDGE TO ORDER HIKE
KPUC CHIEF DECIDES NOT TO RUN
POLICIES AIMED AT REWARDING CONSERVATION EFFORTS
OUTGOING PUC CHIEF CALLS PANEL A SCAPEGOAT
*RAPID CITY WOMAN RUNNING FOR PUC
LAWYERS ARGUE FOR REPEAL OF MANDAN DECISION
ATKINSON ON LEAVE TO RUN FOR PUC
PUC MEMBER AGAINST PHONE FEE HIKE
MEIERHENRY OKS LAWYER PAYMENTS
PUC CONSIDERS CHANGES IN TELEPHONE RULES
PUC REJECTS POWER RATE PLAN
PUC CANDIDATE OPPOSES NSP PLAN
PUC TO CONSIDER 17 RULE CHANGES
PUC CANDIDATE URGES CONSUMER INPUT
PUC OVERRULED--BELL MIGHT RAISE RATES
PUC TO CONSIDER NEW UTILITY BILLING PLAN
PUC ATTEMPTS TO HALT NSP'S BILLING
PUC CANDIDATES PRESENT SIMILAR VIEWS
PUC CANDIDATES AGREE ON ELECTION OF MEMBERS
PUC CANDIDATE OFFERS LAND PLAN
SF RESIDENTS ON CAMPAIGN PANEL
STATE CONSIDERS A PUC OF NURSING HOMES
PUC MAY APPEAL RULING ON MANDAN
PUC CANDIDATE USING JANKLOW LETTER IN ADS
PUC CANDIDATES UNOPPOSED TO NUCLEAR POWER
3CEISNACH--UTILITIES MUST TIGHTEN UP THEIR BELTS
XNUTTBROCK IS USED TO A LIFE OF POLITICAL WORK
EISNACH'S NARROW WIN IN PUC RACE
CANVASSES COST EISNACH PUC LEAD
3C0FFICIAL WINNER IN PUC RACE NAMED TODAY
EISNACH WINS PUC POST
NUTTBROOK SEEKS RECOUNT--LOSS TO EISNACH
HIGH MARKS FOR PUC (ED)
PROPOSED BILL WOULD ALLOW GOVERNOR TO APPOINT PUC
3CST0FFERAHN--PE0PLE WANT AN ELECTED PUC
RECOUNTS BEGUN IN PUC, 4 LEGISLATIVE RACES
EISNACH CERTIFIED PUC WINNER
KPUC CHAIRWOMAN SAYS SHE FAILED TO ACHIEVE
PUC PROUD THAT INVESTMENT FIRM RANKS THEM LOW
PUC TO RULE ON NSP PLANT LOSS CHARGE
WHAT PUC SHOULD DO AFTER FISCHER'S EXIT (ED)
PUC SUPPORTS UTILITY TAX BILL
PUC TERM, NUMBER CHANGE PROPOSED
UTILITIES COMMISSION CHANGES PROPOSED
STATE PUC FAVORS CONSUMER
HEARING SET FOR ELECTRIC RATE HIKE
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER NOTATION
PUBLIC UTIL COMM 3/18/1983 D016 PUC NAMES BUDGET ANALYST TO LIAISON JOB
3/2A/1983 coil MEASURE LETS PUC RECOVER LEGAL COSTS
4/05/1983 B031 PUC MAY CUT PHONE INSTALLATION FEE
4/16/1983 BOll PUC TO CONSIDER ELECTRIC RATE HIKE
4/26/1983 coil PUC RAISES ELECTRIC RATE 10 PERCENT
4/27/1983 C021 LETS AVOID ANOTHER TYRONE
5/13/1983 C012 MANY IN STATE CAN'T AFFORD PHONE HIKE
7/20/1983 C041 STOFFERAHN SAYS HE PLANS TO RUN FOR RE-ELECTION
8/13/1983 B031 UTILITY COMMISSION IS TOUGH ON RATE REQUESTS
9/20/1983 C024 'THE PUC WORKS FOR YOU ' (L)
10/08/1983 B013 ^UTILITY EXPERTS CARRY MUCH WEIGHT
10/15/1983 coil 3CPH0NE ACCESS FEE IS WRONG
11/09/1983 A012 COMMISSION REJECTS MOST OF BELL'S PLANS
11/10/1983 coil RULING WILL BRING REDUCED PHONE BILLS
11/16/1983 C061 2 UTILITIES COMMISSION OFFICIALS SWITCH JOBS
1/20/1984 A013 BILL WOULD APPOINT PUC COMMISSIONERS
1/21/1984 B015 WANTS UTILITIES OFFICERS TO FACE ELECTION
1/23/1984 coil LAWMAKER WANTS APPOINTED BOARD
2/02/1984 C013 PANEL KILLS BILL TO APPOINT COMMISSIONERS
2/02/1984 C021 PUC IN TELEPHONE RATE CASE (ED)
2/22/1984 D041 COMMITTEE REJECTS PLAN FOR PUC LAWYER
6/23/1984 BOll MAY APPEAL RULING ON RATE INCREASE
6/24/1984 BOll NO CANDIDATE FOR PUBLIC UTILITIES COMM
6/27/1984 DOll A LAWYER WILL SEEK PUC JOB
7/05/1984 C031 CANDIDATE HAD APPLIED FOR PUC LAWYER'S POST
7/17/1984 BOll CHANGES POSITION ON CAMPAIGN ISSUE
7/31/1984 B036 PUC PUTS OUT PHONE PAMPHLET
8/16/1984 C041 PUC ISSUES PAMPHLET ON CONSUMERS' RIGHTS
9/09/1984 C045 PUC COMMISSION WANTS RATE INCREASE HEARING
9/2I7I984 C04I CANDIDATE WENSTRAND PROPOSES PUC CHANGES
10/18/1984 C015 PUC HAS JURISDICTION IN CASE
10/26/1984 coil 36EMPLOYMENT, AMBITION FOCUS
10/30/1984 B021 STOFFERAHN BEST BET IN ELECTION (ED)
I0/3I/I984 D063 STOFFERAHN CAMPAIGN OUTSPENDS WENSTRAND
11/07/1984 DOll STOFFERAHN RE-ELECTED TO PUC
12/28/1984 C013 PUC CLOSES CLARK, DOLAND ELEVATORS
4/14/1985 EOll ALLEN UPSET BY PUC VOTE
4/24/1985 BOll EX-PUC WORKER FED UP
5/22/1985 B035 STATE PUC RECOMMENDS LOWER PHONE RATES
6/03/1985 C023 XPUC MEMBERS HOPE TO NAB GOVERNOR'S CHAIR
10/27/1986 C0I5 PUC HOPEFULS RATE PANEL DIFFERENTLY
11/10/1986 C021 INSURANCE ROLE FOR PUC UNLIKELY
11/13/1986 C021 PUC APPROVES NORTHWESTERN GAS INCREASE
11/26/1986 C022 XSOLEM--PUC HAS DIGNITY
I/08/I987 C02I EISNACH PICKED AS CHAIRMAN OF UTILITIES PANEL
1/20/1987 coil PANEL CONSIDERS UTILITY RATE CUT
1/20/1987 C022 *COMM WANTS TO RAISE TAX ON UTILITIES
2/08/1987 E012 ^DEREGULATION BATTLE PITS BELL VS PUC
2/15/1987 Alll DEFEND RESPECTIVE DEREGULATION BILLS
3/12/1987 C021 FUTILITIES PANEL DENIES PAGER FIRM TRANSFER
3/24/1987 coil VANDERPAN GETS COMMISSION POST
4/24/1987 C015 TO DECIDE ON EMPIRE MALL ELECTRIC METERS
5/01/1987 C021 STATE COMMISSION HIRES INFORMATION SPECIALIST
8/17/1987 coil COMMISSION SETS UP CONSUMER PANELS
9/II/1987 C0I2 UTILITIES PANEL FIRES UP CONSUMERS
10/08/1987 B043 FPUC HEAD TO SEEK RE-ELECTION
10/21/1987 B043 BOARD TELLS BELL TO REVISE PLAN
10/24/1987 C021 UTILITIES PANEL FORMS CONSUMERS GROUP IN CITY
10/28/1987 B023 UTILITIES PANEL INVOLVES PUBLIC IN ISSUES
1/16/1988 C021 PUC ALLOWS COURT BRIEFS ON FIBER-OPTIC PLAN
1/30/1988 C012 DEREGULATION PROPOSAL MEANS WORK
3/22/1988 C0I2 PUC TO MAKE CALLS ON REGULATION
4/10/1988 B015 FPUC OFFICIALS SPLIT ON DEREGULATION
4/I8/I988 COII PUC MEETS WITH CONSUMERS TONIGHT
9/19/1988 AlOl SHOULD TAKE STAND ON PHONE ISSUE (ED)
10/02/1988 AII4 PUC SHOULD BE NEUTRAL (L)
10/13/1988 C014 PUC CHIEF SAID TO VACILLATE ON DEREGULATION
10/19/1988 coil UTILITIES ISSUES WILL BE DEBATED
10/24/1988 AlOl EISNACH DESERVES ANOTHER PUC TERM (ED)
10/24/1988 B021 PUBLIC TV TO EXAMINE PHONE ISSUE
11/09/1988 C012 FEISNACH FINDS SEAT ON PUC
11/21/1988 B012 FSHE'S HUNG UP ON POLITICS
11/26/1988 B031 STATE REGULATOR CONTINUES DEREGULATION INVESTIGATION
12/06/1988 C021 PUC RULES ON DORMITORY PHONE ISSUE
1/04/1989 C022 FSCHOENFELDER JOINS PUBLIC UTILITIES PANEL
I/05/I989 B0I5 DOCUMENTS SEEK TO BAN STOFFERAHN
I/06/I989 C0I6 FBURG BEATS STOFFERAHN TO PUC POST
I/I4/I989 coil PUC TO PROCEED WITH HEARINGS
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SUBJECT
PUBLIC UTIL COMM
PUBLIC UTIL-BR
PUBLIC UTIL-HU
PUBLIC UTIL-IA
PUBLIC UTIL-MI
PUBLIC UTIL-PL
PUBLIC UTIL-RC
PUBLIC UTIL-SD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/17/1989 COAA XPHONE DEREGULATION HEARINGS START
1/2A/1989 A081 STOFFERAHN CROSSED OVER LINE OF FAIRNESS (ED)
9/10/1989 AHA PEOPLE NEED PUC CONTROL (L)
ll/lA/1989 CG21 PUC ASKS STATE TO REPAY BACK INTEREST
11/28/1989 CG21 HIGH RATES FOR MOTEL, PAY PHONE CALLS
3/1A/199G AG81 SEND PUC MESSAGE TONIGHT (L)
3/15/199G CG15 GAS RATES UNFAIR, CUSTOMERS CHARGE
3/28/199G AG15 PUC OK'S $8 FEE FOR GAS
5/G9/199G CGA2 PUC TO REQUIRE MORE ALTERNATE OPERATOR
6/G8/199G CG12 STOFFERAHN, SF WOMAN TO RUN FOR PUC
8/G6/1990 CG12 PUC RACE TURNING INTO NAME GAME
8/G9/199G AGA5 PROPANE PRICES LEVEL OFF
9/13/199G AG16 PUC PLANS EFFICIENCY LIGHT UP
9/1A/199G CGll CANDIDATE ATTACKS OFFICIAL'S COMMITMENT
9/1A/199G CG12 ^OFFICIAL MAY REVIEW FUTURE US WEST CASES
1G/11/199G CGIA ^CANDIDATES ARGUE WAYS TO AID CONSUMERS
1G/26/199G AG92 IF WIESE WINS, SHOULD-SHE HEAR PHONE-CASES (L)
1G/27/199G CGIA ENVIRONMENT HOT TOPIC IN PUBLIC UTILITIES RACE
1G/29/199G AG81 UTILITIES BOARD NEEDS NEW VOICE (ED)
12/24/1990 CGII PUC INVESTIGATING SPRINT PHONE SOLICITORS
I2/29/I99G CG36 PANEL OK'S NEW PHONE NETWORK
3/27/1991 CG15 PUC OK'S PERMITS DESPITE OBJECTIONS
3/27/1991 CG33 PUC CLOSES ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS CASE
lG/23/1991 BG41 UTILITIES COMMISSION OK'S ENHANCED 911 PLAN
lG/24/1991 CG15 PUC SENDS CLEAR MESSAGE
11/2G/199I CGll ELECTRICAL PROJECTS TO GET HEARINGS
11/23/1991 AG12 HURLEY COWS TOO JUICED, FARMER SAYS
1/19/1992 FG12 9GG-NUMBER COMPLAINTS RINGING IN
1/19/1992 FG14 TABLES TURN ON DIAL-NET LAWYER
1/23/1992 CG31 PUC CHAIRMAN SEEKS SECOND TERM
1/24/1992 CG32 SENATE APPROVES PUC SALARY CHANGE
2/15/1992 AG16 PIPELINE CONTROLS DESIRED
2/2G/1992 CG36 CONTACT PUC ABOUT BILL FOR CALL ON PRIZE
3/18/1992 DG81 *PUC HIRES NEW CONSUMER ADVOCATE
4/16/1992 CG31 BUDGET WOES FORCE PUC TO CUT THREE JOBS
4/21/1992 CG12 TABLOID TENDENCIES JAZZ UP PUC'S ANNUAL REPORT
6/24/1992 AG12 PUC MEMBERS TO GET $16,6GG PAY RAISE
6/25/1992 CG16 BURG WORRIES RAISE WILL HURT CHANCES FOR RE-ELECTION
6/28/1992 DG12 GOP PICKS PUC CANDIDATE AT CONVENTION
6/3G/1992 AG13 NSP REQUESTS RATE INCREASE
7/G5/1992 AG61 PAY HIKE FAIR GAME FOR PUC CAMPAIGN (ED)
9/24/1992 AlGl UTILITIES COMMISSION NEEDS EXPANDED ROLE (L)
9/25/1992 BG25 PUC DEBATES PIPELINE PROJECT
lG/Gl/1992 AG5I 56PUC RACE CLOSE, BUT UNDECIDEDS ARE PLENTIFUL
lG/14/1992 AlGl BURG HAS EARNED SECOND PUC TERM (ED)
lG/26/1992 BG15 UTILITY RACE FOES PARALLEL DANGERFIELD
lG/27/1992 BG22 *PUC CANDIDATES ENTER FINAL WEEK DEADLOCKED
lG/29/1992 AG14 *MAY BREAKING LAW, GROUP SAYS
1G/3G/1992 BG12 *DAKTRONICS PRESIDENT SAYS HE SUPPORTS MAY
lG/31/1992 BGll PUC RACE PEPPERED WITH ACCUSATIONS
ll/Gl/1992 Alll 'ARGUS' ENDORSED WRONG PUC CANDIDATE (L)
11/G4/1992 BG14 BURG LEADS MAY IN PUC ELECTION
11/21/1992 A1G3 36UTILITES ARE ONLY PART OF PUC
3/16/199G CG21 ECONOMIC GROWTH COULD LOWER BILLS
3/21/1991 CG31 DONATIONS WILL HELP TROOP FAMILIES PAY BILLS
12/G4/1991 CG32 POWER POLES PLANTED WRONG
5/G6/1984 FGll HURON UTILITY'S BONDS GIVEN HIGHER RATING
12/24/1992 AG81 GAS COMPANIES SIGN AGREEMENT
2/14/1991 AG12 MILBANK SHOWS ITS HEART
2/G1/1984 CG42 PLANKINTON COMPUTER CONTROLS CITIZENS'
lG/24/1989 BG61 PLANKINTON UTILITY GETS FEDERAL LOAN
1/06/1985 CG41 WOMAN FILES LAWSUIT AGAINST POWER COMPANY
2/18/1986 CG12 PHONE FIRM APPEALS DECISION IN ITS FAVOR
1/G2/1982 BG21 BUDGET ACCOUNTS USED BY CENGAS DEFENDED (L)
1/14/1982 CGll GAS, ELECTRICITY USAGE RECORDS SET
1/15/1982 CGll RETROACTIVE UTILITY SALES TAX
1/16/1982 BG13 AGREEMENT REDUCES NATURAL GAS RATES
1/17/1982 BG71 CONSUMERS GROUP DISBANDS AFTER RATE SETTLEMENT
1/21/1982 DG45 GAS FIRM MAKES NO CHANGES
4/1G/1982 BG41 RESIDENTIAL ELECTRIC RATE HIKE IG 6/
8/G5/1982 CGll SCHOOLS, COUNTIES, TOWNS CHARGED TAX FOR GAS
8/18/1982 CG32 TO NOTIFY PUC OF SERVICE CUTOFFS TOO COSTLY
8/18/1982 CG71 UTILITY PLANS SUBSIDIARY TO OPERATE GAS PIPELINE
9/29/1982 CGll MINNEGASCO RAISES GAS RATES 2G PERCENT
11/G2/1982 BGll JUDGE--NSP MAY RECOUP LOSSES BY CHARGING CUSTOMERS
11/17/1982 BG61 NWPS SEEKS RATE HIKE
12/G2/1982 CG63 PUC APPROVES HILLS GAS RATE HIKE
12/28/1982 CG31 GAS CUSTOMERS TO GET REFUND
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SUBJECT
PUBLIC UTIL-SD
PUBLIC UTIL-SF
DATE PAPER NOTATION
I/22/I983 B023 FIRMS THAT HIKE PRICES GET RAPPED (L)
1/28/1983 A012 SALES TAX ON UTILITIES BACK IN LEGISLATURE
2/0A/1983 C0A3 BILL WOULD ALLOW TAX EXEMPTION ON UTILITIES
2/08/1983 CGAl SENATE OKS UTILITY TAX OVER SIGHT BILLS
2/2A/1983 COAl PANEL EXTENDS UTILITY TAX COLLECTION
2/27/1983 EGll NSP BUDGET PLAN ENDS UTILITY BILL SURPRISE
3/G2/I983 CG25 ATTENDANCE URGED AT RATE HEARING FRIDAY (L)
3/I5/I983 CG23 PEOPLE'S PLIGHT IGNORED (L)
3/17/1983 CGAl OTTER TAIL RATE HIKE OK'D
3/19/1983 BG2A RATE HIKES SHOULD BE PEGGED INTO INFLATION (L)
3/3G/1983 AG12 SALVATION ARMY RECEIVES $3,GGG
A/22/1983 CGIA RULING WILL SAVE PHONE USERS $6 MILLION
A/27/1983 CG3I UTILITY NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR MAN'S DEATH
A/3G/I983 BGII MAN AWARDED $A5G,GGG IN DAD'S DEATH
5/G5/I983 CGAI JUDGE REJECTS AWARD IN DEATH AT LEAD
6/1A/1983 BG5A HEARINGS ON BELL'S RATE HIKE REQUEST START
9/GI/I983 CGIA ^EXPERTS SAVED PEOPLE MILLIONS
9/G3/I983 BG33 UTILITY COMMISSION SCHEDULES BELL HEARINGS
9/1A/1983 CG13 CITY MAY RAISE WATER, POWER RATES
9/17/1983 BG13 STOFFERAHN EXPECTS MODERATE RATE INCREASE
11/12/1983 BG13 ^ACTION AGAINST AT&T IS VICTORY FOR STATE
1/1A/198A BG2A ABSENCE OF FREE ENTERPRISE (L)
1/18/198A DOAl ELECTION PROMPTS PRESSLER CRITICISM
3/15/I98A CG51 ELECTRICITY SALES UP, GAS SALES DROP
A/1G/198A COAl UTILITY RATE INCREASE WILL BE DISCUSSED
5/18/198A CGAI STATE OFFICIALS PROTEST UTILITY'S REORGANIZATION
7/05/I98A coil POWER ASSOCIATION PROPOSES RATE INCREASE
9/25/198A B0A6 STATE UTILITY RATES MAY DECREASE
9/28/198A DG15 COMPANY'S PLAN WILL LOWER ELECTRIC RATES
1/26/1985 CGII LP GAS PROBLEM WITH CONTROL VALVE
A/GA/1985 CG2I CUTS WOULD SAVE GAS CUSTOMERS $IGG A YEAR
5/26/1985 DGI5 MONTANA-DAKOTA UTILITIES TO CUT GAS PRICES
9/G5/I985 CG31 SCHOOL DISTRICT ESCAPES UTILITY-BILL PENALTY
I/GI/I986 CG33 UTILITY ASKS FOR RATE HIKE
1/26/1986 CG15 HIGH COURT UPHOLDS PHONE SHELL SETTLEMENT
5/2G/I986 DG21 MONTANA-DAKOTA UTILITIES FIRM TO RAISE RATES
6/19/1986 CG21 SOLEM SEEKS RE-ELECTION AS COMMISSION HEAD
7/12/1986 CG31 BOARD FORMS PANEL TO STUDY PHONE REGULATION
7/22/1986 BG36 UTILITIES COMMISSION APPROVES DISCOUNT RATE
8/09/1986 CG21 STATE WANTS RESIDENTIAL UTILITY RULE CHANGE
9/G3/I986 BGIA KBURG BLASTS PUC
1G/G2/I986 CGII PUC CHIEF--GAS COSTS WILL DROP
12/GA/I986 CG2A LICENSE DECISION DELAYED
2/G5/1987 CGII BILL TARGETS UTILITY CHARGES
A/G8/I987 CG12 GAS CUSTOMERS TREATED UNFAIRLY
5/G7/1987 CG12 WEST RIVER PHONE FIRM TO CUT RATES
7/G9/1987 CG21 PANEL CUTS IOWA UTILITY'S RATES IN SD
7/18/1987 C02I PAGER DISPUTE SENT BACK TO PUC
8/15/1987 CGI2 UTILITIES OVERCOLLECTING MILLIONS AFTER TAX CHANGE
9/3G/1987 BGII UTILITIES COMMISSION OFFERS RATES COURSE
1/G3/1988 CGII CONSUMER UTILITY GROUP TO MEET
A/G5/1988 C02A CUSTOMERS SHOULD BEWARE
A/17/1988 DGll CONSUMER UTILITY PANEL MEETS MONDAY
7/28/1989 CG33 COMPANY OWES NATURAL GAS REFUNDS
3/G7/199G CGII PUC WON'T SEEK BACK-INTEREST RETURN
A/18/199G CG12 NSP ASKS AGENCY FOR INCENTIVE
A/2A/199G CG12 NSP PROPOSES YEARLY RATE INCREASES
6/G1/199G CG31 PUC CHAIRMAN WANTS STATEWIDE 911
7/18/199G CG31 NSP CLIENTS HAVE WEEKS TO PROTEST
8/22/199G CG33 TOWNS TO GET LIGHT BULBS
9/19/199G A115 STATE SHOULD CONSIDER ELECTRICITY HAZARDS (L)
10/0A/1990 A016 GAS RATES EXAMINED BY PUC
12/21/1990 D075 CUSTOMERS WILL HELP UTILITIES DEVELOPMENT
9/16/1991 C021 COUNTIES PREPARE FOR UTILITY VALUE CHANGES
12/15/1991 F012 PROGRAM KEEPS THE NEEDY WARM IN WINTER
1/25/1992 CG35 UTILITY RATE MEASURE ADVANCES
5/2A/1992 GGI2 ^TECHNOLOGY AND USES GROW, BUT INCENTIVES LOW
Il/lA/1992 B085 UTILITIES BOARD APPROVES RATE HIKE FOR NSP
II/17/I992 AG12 MINNEGASCO PROPOSES SWAP
11/17/1992 BG12 5fNSP PLANT TOUTED FOR TAX BENEFIT
11/25/1992 BG12 EDGEMONT MAY GET POWER PLANT
11/G3/1982 CG71 CHURCH CRISIS FUND CAN'T COVER REQUESTS
7/26/1983 CG35 CITIZENS GROUP OPPOSES UTILITY RATE STRUCTURE
1/G5/1985 BG31 HIGHER WATER, SEWER RATES
I/G7/1985 BGII SEWER RATE PLAN WILL GET COMMISSION READING
I/08/I985 C031 PROPOSAL TO INCREASE RATES ATTACKED
l/lA/1985 C015 WATER, SEWER RATES ON COMMISSION AGENDA
1/15/1985 AGIA WATER, SEWER BILLS TO GO UP
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SUBJECT
PUBLIC UTIL-SF
PUBLIC UTIL-VE
PUBLIC UTIL-WA
PUBLIC UTILITIES
PUBLIC WORKS
PUBLICATIONS
PUDAITE ROCHUNGA
PUERTO RICO
PUETZ KEVIN
PUETZ MELANIE
PUGACH VICTOR
PULS GREG
PULSE GLENN
PULSE WILLIAM
PUMP GREGORY
PUMPKIN CENTER SD
PUMPKIN JULIE
PUMPKINS
PUNISHED WOMAN'S
PUNISHMENT
PUNT GERRY
PUNT TOM
PUPPETS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/19/1985 COIA PUC WANTS ELEVATOR BONDS
2/26/1985 coil WATER MAIN BILLING STILL BAFFLES COMMISSION
5/19/1985 C016 $70 77 GETS YOU NOTHING
7/07/1986 A012 UTILITY RATES JUMP
9/15/1986 COIA RATE INCREASE READY IS TODAY
9/16/1986 A015 CITY OK'S RATE INCREASES
3/09/1989 A012 CITY UTILITY DIRECTOR'S JOB IN PERIL
3/10/1989 C012 UTILITIES DIRECTOR GUARDED OVER PLANS
5/27/1989 C015 5€WILLER TOUTED FOR UTILITIES JOB
5/31/1989 C031 WILLER INTERIM UTILITIES DIRECTOR
8/08/1989 C012 *A NEW BILL COLLECTION METHOD COULD SAVE
9/12/1989 C012 CITY UTILITY RATES UP 10 5 PERCENT
9/05/1990 C015 UTILITIES COST TO GO UP BEGINNING NEXT MONTH
11/09/1991 C015 FIRM MAY BE HIRED TO CHECK BILLS
6/1A/1992 F012 KLOCAL UTILITIES KEEP CITY SHINING
9/19/1990 C031 CONSULTING FIRM TO STUDY VERMILLION UTILITY SYSTEM
A/02/1982 COAl UTILITY CRACKS DOWN ON DELINQUENCIES
6/0A/I982 AOIA $16,A61 75 UTILITY BILL WAS A REAL SHOCKER
3/31/1983 C051 WATERTOWN GOES AFTER PAST-DUE BILLS
4/08/1983 C034 WATERTOWN COUPLE HELPS OTHERS PAY BILLS
4/19/1983 B041 WATERTOWN CUTS OFF ELECTRICITY TO 31
1/18/1984 D041 WATERTOWN TO PROSECUTE IN METER TAMPERING
6/20/1991 B032 WATERTOWN MAY END STEAM HEAT SERVICE
SEE PUBLIC UTIL COMM, PUBLIC UTIL
5/16/1988 coil CITY CELEBRATES PUBLIC WORKS WEEK
9/10/1987 A072 ^MAGAZINES BASED ON PUBLISHERS' INTUITION
9/24/1983 B014 INDIAN HUNTS HEARTS INSTEAD OF HEADS
3/27/1989 A081 STATEHOOD BEST OPTION FOR PUERTO RICO (ED)
4/10/1991 A081 LET PUERTO RICO BECOME 51ST STATE (ED)
4/26/1987 AA21 KBLIND STUDENT WELCOMES A CHALLENGE
10/13/1992 C012 KFRESHMAN LIFTS KNIGHTS INTO STATE TENNIS LEAD
12/29/1991 A012 ^FLEEING FROM UNCERTAINTY
10/05/1988 D082 3(Y0UNKERS HAS NEW LOOK
3/29/1990 C021 ALCOHOL SERIAL STAMP PROPOSED
11/20/1987 C023 EX-OFFICIALS OF BANK IN KIMBALL INDICTED
3/12/1988 coil BANK MANAGER PLEADS GUILTY
11/17/1986 A012 POWER GLUT COULD SHORT-CIRCUIT PROJECT
4/18/1988 A012 PUMPKIN WAS THE CENTER OF IT ALL
12/20/1989 C015 WOMAN CHARGED IN PAINT SNIFFING
10/31/1982 A012 KTHE GREAT PUMPKIN
11/14/1984 A014 ^POTENTIAL PUMPKIN PIES
10/10/1985 coil KTYLER STAAB, 3, CLEANS PUMPKINS
10/13/1985 coil KHERE'S LOOKING AT YOU
10/11/1986 C012 KGREAT PUMPKINS
11/07/1986 C012 36GREAT PUMPKIN GIVEAWAY
10/29/1987 A012 *PUMPKIN PICKING
11/19/1988 C012 ^GROWING OLD, BUT NOT SO GRACEFULLY
9/27/1989 C013 KPUMPKIN PARADISE
10/15/1989 coil PUMPKIN CONTEST ATTRACTS 15 ENTRANTS
10/26/1989 D062 *THEIR BUSINESS IS A BIT SPOOKY
11/06/1989 A084 PUMPKIN SMASHERS SILLY (L)
9/25/1990 C012 JfGREAT PUMPKIN PATCH
10/06/1990 C012 kPUMPKINS FOR SALE
10/26/1990 C012 *ADOPT-A-PUMPKIN
10/23/1991 D012 *GOURD MORE THAN A DECORATION
9/23/1992 B012 KA PROBLEM PUMPKIN
10/18/1992 F012 KTEACHER TURNS PUMPKIN INTO ART
10/26/1992 B013 KSEA OF FALL COLOR
10/30/1992 A012 ^CRUSHING THE PUMPKIN HOME
10/31/1992 A052 KGREAT PUMPKINS
6/12/1990 C034 EPA SUPPLIES $200,000 FOR LAKE RESTORATION
SEE ALSO SCHOOL DISCIPLINE
1/26/1990 A016 SCHOOL SPANKING MAY END
1/28/1990 FOll *SPARE THE ROD--SPARE THE CHILD
1/31/1990 A081 DISCIPLINE PRODUCES HONESTY, COURTESY (L)
2/07/1990 C045 FULL HOUSE APPROVES BAN ON CORPORAL
2/18/1990 E032 SPANKING BILL PASSES SENATE
2/24/1990 C012 ANTI-SPANKING BILL OFF TO GOVERNOR
1/24/1992 B012 ^POTTER AND PAINTER SHARE ARTS CENTER
10/27/1990 B015 *IOWAN HELPS HUSKERS IN RUN FOR TITLE
4/22/1991 B012 KTODAY IS DAY OF WAITING FOR 2 AREA PLAYERS
9/28/1984 D031 VIRGINIA PUPPET TROUPE IN PIERRE
11/30/1984 coil XPRINCE OF A FELLOW
7/13/1985 BOll 36PUPPETS PULL KIDS' HEARTSTRINGS
7/21/1985 C031 LEAD PUPPET MAKER WITH TUB BUDDIES
2/05/1986 A083 LET'S SET THE RECORD STRAIGHT (L)
6/18/1986 B023 ^VOLUNTEERS TEACH WITH 7 PUPPETS
1/28/1987 B012 KGIVING A HAND
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SUBJECT DATE 1PAPER
PUPPETS 7/07/1987 COIA
5/15/1988 C051
6/21/1988 C012
10/01/1989 C015
2/0A/1990 C112
5/17/1990 A012
5/19/1990 A081
8/10/1990 C012
2/05/1991 C012
PUTHOFF LARRY 9/06/1990 coil
2/11/1992 COIA
2/12/1992 C012
PUTNAM BOB 5/25/1988 BOIA
11/08/1992 C012
PUTNAM GLENDORA 10/13/1991 B012
PUTNAM KENNY 1/21/1982 COIA
6/15/1983 BOll
8/25/1983 A013
2/25/1990 F015
PUTNAM ROBERT S MY 6/09/1990 A052
PUTNAM VALERIE 8/16/1985 A081
PUTNICKI SCOTT 6/1A/1989 D086
PUTZ PAUL 1/21/1990 F033
PYLE GLADYS A/07/1982 DOll
7/06/1983 COAl
7/23/1983 BOAA
A/29/198A C031
9/29/1986 coil
10/05/1986 C031
11/12/1987 B016
5/01/1988 N061
3/16/1989 A015
3/19/1989 AlOl
7/01/1992 C021
7/12/1992 F02A
PYLE MAMIE A/30/1989 BB07
PYLE SHIELDS 5/01/1988 N071
PYRAMID SCHEME 9/2A/1992 BOll
PYTHIAN SISTERS 8/25/1983 B05A
2/07/198A A072
2/0A/1986 A072
QUAILS 11/07/1982 C051
10/01/1986 C012
QUAKER OATS 11/15/1987 B02A
QUAKERS 6/25/1986 BOll
8/05/1986 coil
QUALITY PORK PROD 8/15/1990 D081
QUAM MARK 6/13/1982 EOll
QUARRIES 7/10/1983 C081
12/12/198A DOll
6/19/1985 C015
6/21/1985 C033
12/28/1985 C052
1/05/1986 A081
1/12/1986 COIA
l/lA/1986 A012
1/26/1986 A065
2/08/1986 AlOl
2/1A/1986 A081
5/17/1986 C012
5/20/1986 DOll
5/31/1986 A122
8/09/1986 coil
8/12/1986 A103
11/11/1986 C016
11/12/1986 B015
12/16/1986 C021
12/17/1986 B012
2/0A/1987 B012
2/07/1987 coil
3/03/1987 C022
3/0A/1987 B012
3/15/1987 coil
3/31/1987 C015
A/03/1987 AlOA
A/07/1987 C021
A/08/1987 C012
A/19/1987 A061
KINDER KAMPERS HEAR PUNCH LINES
^WOMAN'S BATHTUB PUPPETS GO NATIONWIDE
3€HANDICAPPED PUPPETS HAVE FEELINGS, TOO
KPUPPETS--'DON'T DRINK'
KPUPPET TEACHES KIDS ABOUT CAREERS
*MUPPET MAKER DIES UNEXPECTEDLY AT 53
XHENSON HAD ROLE AS TOP EDUCATOR
3€SPECIAL KIDS CREATE PUPPETS
KSAFETV-PREACHING PUPPETS
KACTING PRINCIPAL NAMED AT SCHOOL FOR DEAF
^REGENTS SELECT PUTHOFF TO LEAD SCHOOL
3€NEW SCHOOL HEAD VOWS 'WORK WORLD' EDUCATION
3CGANNETT AWARD HONORS 3 LOCAL VOLUNTEERS
XSMILE FOR SANTA, BLACKIE
SPEAKERS CALL THOMAS CASE MAJOR VICTORY
FIDDLER KENNY PUTNAM FINDS BIG TIME (FINE)
^PERFORMS ON STAGE DURING A ROY CLARK SHOW
XLOCAL TALENTS PICK S GRIN WITH CLARK
XSETS ASIDE CAREER TO RETURN TO FIRST LOVE
^FAMILY REAPS REWARDS OF HELPING OTHERS
XNURSING FIELD WILL EMERGE STRONGER AFTER CHANGES
XPUTNICKI IS NEW ARGUS AD MANAGER
CHALLENGE TO PRESERVE ITS HISTORY
SD WOMEN'S SUFFRAGE
*STATE HONORS WOMAN POLITICAL PIONEER
STATE'S 1ST FEMALE SENATOR HONORED
^FORMER OFFICIALS GIVE MOST VIVID RECOLLECTIONS
THE SPIRIT IS AGELESS IN TRAILBLAZER
XPYLE CELEBRATES HER 96TH BIRTHDAY
BEING FIRST DIDN'T STOP THESE FOUR WOMEN
(SEC CO KWOMAN BROKE POLITICAL BARRIERS
PIONEER LAWMAKER GLADYS PYLE DIES
KABDNOR HELPED EASE FINANCIAL STRAIN
PRESSLER PROPOSAL WOULD HONOR PYLE
NAME FOR POST OFFICE PROTESTED
MAMIE PYLE TAKES LEAD IN VOTE FIGHT
(SEC BB) ^SUFFRAGE LEADER MUSCLED HER WAY
PAYMASTER PYRAMID BILKING RESIDENTS
SUPREME CHIEF WILL VISIT PYTHIANS
DELORES HANSEN INSTALLED AS LEADER
PYTHIAN SISTERS INSTALLS OFFICERS
SD QUAIL FACE BATTLES WITH WEATHER AND PREDATORS
QUAIL-RAISING HOBBY INTO BUSINESS
QUAKER OATS PUTS PURCHASE ON HOLD
XNY MAN PEDALS TO MAKE A POINT
QUAKERS SPONSOR REMEMBRANCE OF BOMBING
MANUFACTURER TO OPEN PLANT IN BERESFORD
XAGRESSION KEY TO GRAIN SALES
XQUARRY PITS MAN AGAINST QUARTZITE
LICENSE FOR ROCK QUARRY DESPITE PROTEST
RESIDENTS BLAST PLAN FOR QUARRY
FIRM WITHDRAWS BID TO REOPEN ROCK MINE
RESIDENTS, MINING COMPANIES MEET JAN 13
QUARRIES DISRUPT RURAL LIVING (L)
COUNTY PLANNING PANEL TO DISCUSS QUARRIES
KHOMEMAKERS blast plans for QUARRIES
MINING SHOULDN'T BE ALLOWED (L)
QUARRIES THREATEN PARADISE (L)
GOOD LUCK, BRANDON AREA (L)
ROCK QUARRY OPPONENTS PREPARE FOR MEETING
NEIGHBORHOOD GROUP BLASTS QUARRY RULER
QUARRIES ARE STEP BACKWARD (L)
QUARRY QUARREL ON FIRM'S PLANS ON THE ROCKS
PRESENT COMPLETE PICTURE (L)
COUNTY DISCUSSES QUARRIES
PANEL--HOW CLOSE IS TO CLOSE
COMMISSION TO WEIGH QUARRY RULES
5CC0MMISSI0N OK'S QUARRY RULES
COUNTY REFUSES QUARRY PERMIT
MINING FIRM FILES PERMIT APPEAL
COUNTY TO HEAR QUARRY FIRM APPEAL
QUARRY DECISION POSTPONED
DECISIONS ABOUT HOW TO USE RURAL LAND
COMPANY SUBMITS REQUEST TO OPEN QUARTZITE QUARRY
COMMISSIONERS NOT LISTENING (L)
COMMISSION TO HEAR QUARRY REQUEST
COUNTY COMMISSION REJECTS QUARRY APPLICATION
QUARRY WOULD HAVE NEGATIVE AREA IMPACT (L)
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SUBJECT
QUARRIES
QUARRY DAYS
QUARTZITE
QUAYLE DAN
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/21/1987 C022 COMMISSION DEFERS QUARRY ACTION
5/02/1987 coil ZONING BOARD TO REVIEW QUARRY
5/27/1987 B012 QUARRY OFFERS BRANDON ECONOMY $2 MILLION
6/02/1987 C015 CITY BUILDER TRIES TO BLOCK QUARRY PERMIT
6/05/1987 A081 PERMIT SHOULD BE APPROVED (ED)
6/06/1987 A083 QUARRY WOULD HURT CORSON-AREA (L)
6/11/1987 COIA FIRM SEEKS QUARRY PROTEST DISMISSAL
6/25/1987 A061 QUARRY WOULD HURT PEOPLE ALREADY HERE (L)
7/12/1987 A091 LET COMMISSION KNOW YOUR VIEWS ON QUARRY (L)
7/1A/1987 C012 PLANNING COMMISSION APPROVES QUARRY
7/17/1987 coil PANEL TO REVIEW QUARRY DECISION
7/21/1987 A012 QUARRY FIRM CITES CONFLICT ON BOARD
7/26/1987 A121 DISPUTE OVER QUARRY RAISES ANOTHER CONFLICT (ED)
8/0A/I987 A083 NEW OPERATION WOULD HURT AREA (L)
8/0A/1987 C012 COUNTY TO ISSUE VERDICT ON QUARRY PERMIT
8/05/1987 A015 COMMISSION OK'S QUARRY PROPOSAL
8/06/1987 A015 GROUP WANTS REFERENDUM ON QUARRY
8/08/1987 A012 DECADE-OLD LEGAL OPINION THREATENS
8/12/1987 BOll GROUP TO CIRCULATE QUARRY PETITIONS
8/19/1987 B012 EXISTING QUARRIES NEED RULES
8/25/1987 C012 QUARRY FOES DISPUTE PERMIT VALIDITY
8/27/1987 coil QUARRY PETITION SIGNUP SCHEDULED
9/03/1987 C016 LEGALITY OF QUARRY PETITION DISPUTED
9/0A/1987 A083 PANEL ACTION FAILS VOTERS (L)
9/06/1987 A084 PUT QUARRY SOMEWHERE ELSE (L)
9/15/1987 A012 QUARRY ISSUE CAN'T GO TO VOTE
9/19/1987 C015 FOES REQUEST COURT TO RULE ON VOTE
9/21/1987 A082 QUARRY WILL BE GOOD FOR AREA (L)
10/02/1987 coil QUARRY DECISION EXPECTED THIS MONTH
10/2A/1987 C012 FOES ASK COURT TO ALLOW REFERENDUM
12/09/1987 A012 QUARRY QUESTION WON'T GO TO VOTE
2/03/1988 B023 PANEL REFUSES TO HEAR QUARRY BILL
2/11/1988 coil QUARRY OPPONENTS APPEAL TO HIGH COURT
2/21/1988 C012 DENYING QUARRY AN AIR-QUALITY PERMIT
A/13/1988 B012 PERMIT OK'D FOR HOUSE NEAR QUARRY
6/01/1988 AOIA YANKTON SIOUX TO PRESS PIPESTONE CLAIMS
6/13/1988 C016 SIOUX SEEK RETURN OF SACRED QUARRY SITE
6/15/1988 A012 MERIDIAN DROPS QUARRY PLANS
6/19/1988 AlOl DEPARTURE OF QUARRY NO BIG LOSS (ED)
7/16/1988 C021 SIOUX OFFICIALS MEET CONGRESSIONAL AIDES
7/17/1988 C012 SIOUX COMPLETE PIPESTONE JOURNEY
7/18/1988 COIA KINDIANS VISIT SACRED QUARRY
7/21/1988 A083 GONE BECAUSE AREA SUPPORTS QUALITY (L)
3/23/1992 A012 XQUARTZITE MINING IS PRECIOUS STONE OF EASTERN SD
3/23/1992 A021 5€3 QUARRIES, 3 SHADES OF PINK
6/22/1992 C022 KQUARRY DAYS HAS EVENTS FOR ALL AGES, INTERESTS
6/28/1992 D02A 9€B0WL-ING TOURNAMENT
9/11/1988 FOll *THE PAST REFLECTS WHAT'S UNDER OUR FEET
8/17/1988 A015 *LOCAL GOP'S WANT TO KNOW MORE ABOUT VP CHOICE
8/17/1988 A066 ^DELEGATES FROM SD LIKE HIM
8/18/1988 A081 QUAYLE ADDS INTEREST TO GAME (ED)
8/19/1988 A013 *QUAYLE'S HONESTY CONCERNS SOUTH DAKOTANS
8/20/1988 A081 VP DISPUTE WILL FADE (ED)
8/2'i/1988 A021 LOCAL QUAYLE REACTION MIXED
8/25/1988 A012 XQUAYLE PLANS VISIT TODAY
8/25/1988 A015 MIDWESTERN 'SAFETY APPEAL' MAY BE DRAW
8/25/1988 A121 STILL HAS TIME TO SAVE HIS CAMPAIGN (ED)
8/25/1988 A121 ^PUBLIC OPINIONS ON DAN QUAYLE
8/26/1988 AOll *CITY GIVES QUAYLE POLITE RECEPTION
8/26/1988 A071 3CCANDIDATE WINS SUPPORTERS
8/26/1988 AQ71 QUAYLE VENTURES INTO DOLE COUNTRY
8/26/1988 A072 REPORTERS ON TRAIL CREATE CONTROVERSY
8/26/1988 AG83 READERS OFFER QUAYLE ADVICE
8/27/1988 A012 XQUAYLE TAKES PARTING SHOT AT DUKAKIS
8/27/1988 AG13 PRESSLER DEFENDS INDIANA SENATOR'S GUARD DUTY
8/28/1988 A121 PROVIDED QUAYLE JUST WHAT HE SOUGHT
8/28/1988 A125 QUAYLE WILL BE FLUSHED (L)
8/28/1988 A131 SD VISIT TESTS QUAYLE
9/G2/1988 BG51 NOTHING SEEMS ABLE TO PLEASE THE MAN
9/GA/1988 AG63 QUAYLE CLEARS VOTING CHOICE (L)
9/19/1988 A1G5 QUAYLE CARING, QUALIFIED (L)
1G/G2/1988 A115 DON'T JUDGE ON ONE ISSUE (L)
lG/11/1988 AG22 KQUAYLE PLANS RAPID CITY VISIT
lG/12/1988 CGll QUAYLE TO CAMPAIGN IN RAPID CITY TODAY
lG/13/1988 CG41 QUAYLE REBUFFS HECKLERS
11/G7/1988 AG6A QUAYLE A RURAL ENEMY (L)
5/G7/1991 AG81 QUAYLE CONCERNS LINGER, HAUNT BUSH (ED)
5/16/1991 AlGl KPUBLIC OPINIONS--VICE PRESIDENT DAN QUAYLE
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SUBJECT
QUAYLE DAN
QUAYLE MARILYN
QUEAL MARLENE
QUEEN ELIZABETH II
qUELLO JOHN
QUESTAD RANDY
QUIE AL
QUIEN HANK
QUIGLEY THOMAS
QUILLWORK
QUILTS & QUILTING
QUIMBY HORACE
QUINN DONALD
QUINN RAY
QUINN ROBERT
DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/19/1991 A081 QUAYLE RAISES SOME LEGITIMATE QUESTIONS (ED)
8/19/1991 B012 SD LAWYERS REBUKE QUAYLE'S REFORMS
8/26/1991 B031 TO SPEAK AT CONFERENCE
10/16/1991 AlOl NEW RUNNING MATE MIGHT BE IN ORDER (ED)
10/20/1991 coil TO SPEAK AT GOVERNOR MEETING
ll/lA/1991 A081 COMIC STRIP STIRS CONTROVERSY AGAIN (ED)
11/23/1991 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
1/25/1992 C031 MIGHT VISIT SD AS PART OF MIDWEST TOUR
2/19/1992 C012 *QUAYLE CERTAIN OF RE-ELECTION
2/2A/1992 C015 VISITING QUAYLE FLANKED BY ALL THE RIGHT PEOPLE
5/22/1992 A081 QUAYLE IS THE ONE PUSHING VALUES (ED)
5/22/1992 C012 REACTION MIXED TO 'MURPHY BROWN' COMMENT
5/23/1992 D022 MOST BACK QUAYLE'S 'MURPHY' SLAM
5/31/1992 A071 QUAYLE WAS CORRECT--MORALS ARE DECAYING (L)
6/12/1992 A083 QUAYLE STANDS UP FOR MORAL AMERICANS (L)
7/22/1992 A012 QUAYLE RUMOR PUZZLES GOP
7/25/1992 BO^l CALLERS SUPPORT QUAYLE
7/27/1992 A081 EMBATTLED QUAYLE SHOULD REFINE ACT (ED)
8/11/1992 A064 STATE GOP CHAIRWOMAN WRONG ABOUT QUAYLE (L)
9/12/1992 A015 GORE, QUAYLE VISITS SEPARATED BY HOURS
9/15/1992 A012 KQUAYLE, GORE VISIT SF TODAY
9/16/1992 AOll XVICE-VERSA VISITORS DELIGHT CITY
9/16/1992 AOAl XQUAYLE'S STOP BRIEFLY INTERRUPTS CAMPAIGN TRIP
9/16/1992 AOAl FIRST-HAND LOOK AT VP CANDIDATES
9/25/1992 AOll QUAYLE TO VISIT RC MONDAY
9/29/1992 A016 QUAYLE ATTACKS CLINTON
10/20/1992 A06A GUARD DUTY EASY WAY TO AVOID VIETNAM TOUR (L)
10/26/1992 A095 DEMOCRATS MISTREATED DURING QUAYLE VISIT (L)
9/02/1988 B051 LIVING IN THE SHADOW OF HER HUSBAND
7/11/1992 coil MARILYN QUAYLE PLANS SF VISIT JULY 23
7/23/1992 A013 XQUAYLE VISITS CITY
7/2A/1992 A012 KTHE ABORTION DEBATE--MARILYN SAYS NO
7/2A/I992 A041 KMARILYN TALKS POLITICS ON SD STOP
10/21/1992 BOll QUAYLE'S WIFE PLANS VISIT TO SD
10/25/1992 AOll MARILYN QUAYLE MAKES SD STOPS
8/15/1982 D081 *DISTRIBUTIVE INSTRUCTOR SELLS, SELLS, SELLS
3/05/1983 B021 QUEEN WINS FRIENDS IN US (ED)
5/21/1991 A081 ROYAL TREATMENT NOTHING FLATTERING (ED)
10/20/1989 C012 X'THIS IS EARTHQUAKE WEATHER'
A/28/1991 N021 ^STOCKBROKER MINISTERS TO NEEDS OF CLIENTS
9/23/1990 A016 KLOW PRICE HURTS CORN FARMERS
A/02/1983 A061 KQUIE SPEAKS OF DAY'S SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE
6/1A/1990 B015 ^MAKING HAY OUT OF BARN
12/17/1988 C012 QUIGLEY PROPERTIES TARGET OF COMPLAINTS
9/18/1986 B012 9eGIVING PAPER ART A TWIST
2/26/1991 A072 *QUILL ARTIST USES SHARP WIT
1/30/1983 DOll IN THE WINTER TIME, THAT'S ALL WE EVER DID
9/20/198A B07A QUILT SHOW SEPT 28 IN FREEMAN
2/27/1985 DOll ^WRAPPING IT UP
6/23/1985 D012 XQUILTS BLEND CULTURES
9/12/1985 B07A GROUPS TO SPONSOR 3RD QUILT SHOW
8/19/1986 BOll STITCHES OF TIME
10/03/1987 A072 PATTERNED AFTER TRADITION
9/09/1988 B012 *QUILTS MAP ROSEBUD SPIRIT
9/09/1988 B016 QUILTERS LINK TWO CULTURES WITH FOLK ART
11/27/1988 E012 *WOMEN QUILTING CHURCH'S PAST FOR CENTENNIAL
1/22/1989 B015 ^CENTENNIAL STITCH
3/13/1989 C025 WOMEN SHARE QUILTING SKILLS WITH STUDENTS
5/22/1989 B012 PRINCIPAL WILL SLEEP UNDER BLANKET OF LOVE
9/07/1989 coil FREEMAN GROUP TO HOLD QUILT SHOW
9/06/1990 B012 X'QUILTFEST' TO FEATURE MARION WOMAN
12/19/1990 C012 3€QUILTS OFFER GIFT OF WARMTH
9/27/1991 B013 KYOUNG AND OLD FIND JOY IN MAKING QUILTS
12/17/1991 D013 *GROUP APPLIES TO SHOW MEMORIAL QUILT
3/13/1992 B021 QUILT EXHIBIT OPENS SATURDAY
3/16/1992 C012 *QUILT EXHIBIT AT SF COLLEGE
'♦/30/1992 C012 3CNEW CLINIC TO DISPLAY WISCONSIN WOMAN'S QUILTS
5/29/1992 C013 *RAIN FOREST QUILT
11/29/1992 F012 *AIDS QUILT KEEPS MEMORIES ALIVE
11/29/1992 F0A2 QUILT PANELS TO BE SHOWN IN RC
12/1A/1992 B012 ^CHRISTMAS QUILT GIFTS TO NEEDY PUT COUPLE IN SPIRIT
1/20/1986 A051 KFIREFIGHTING STILL THRILLS VOLUNTEER, 75
3/06/1991 coil SD SOLDIER HURT DURING CEASE FIRE
9/30/1990 B031 KCOWBOYS TAKE THIS CLOWN SERIOUSLY
4/23/1982 C041 XSIOUX FALLS MAN SEEKS POST
5/06/1982 D041 SIOUX FALLS MAN APPOINTED ACTING DEAN AT MEDICAL SCH
11/23/1982 A075 KQUINN HEADS SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
10/27/1985 D042 DOCTOR NAMED DISTINGUISHED GRADUATE
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QUINN ROBERT 5/29/1986 A012
11/23/1986 A012
QUINN TERRY 7/20/1985 C031
8/05/1990 C011
QUINTANA SHAWN 11/07/1992 A012
QUINTUPLETS
9/15/1987 C021
QUISSELL BOB 8 RON 9/15/1991 D012
QUIST BRADLEY 6/12/1992 C021
QUOTATIONS 12/25/1989 A016
12/31/1991 A012
12/31/1991 C012
R 8 R CONVERSIONS 10/21/198A E011
RAAB WALLACE 3/0A/1991 C023
RAABE LANCE 7/02/1989 A015
RAAP KIM 1/10/1983 B011
RAASCH CHUCK 1/27/1982 B015
5/28/1982 C021
2/26/1988 A0A3
RABA GABRIEL 12/06/1989 C0A2
RABB JOHN 6/30/1990 C022
RABBIT FEVER 7/06/198A C055
RABBIT WES 3/25/1990 A012
RABBITS 1/13/1982 A015
7/19/1982 A071
3/1A/1983 B011
5/17/1983 B0A1
1/09/198A C0A1
5/0A/1987 C012
9/10/1987 C023
12/10/1989 E0AA
RABBITT EDDIE 8/19/1986 B011
9/1A/1987 A076
RABENBERG JOANNE 1/29/1992 C031
5/22/1992 C011
RABIES 7/16/1982 C011
8/2A/1982 C011
8/26/1982 C011
7/23/198A B011
3/10/1985 C011
A/13/1985 C02A
7/20/1985 A015
7/2A/1985 B013
9/19/1986 C021
A/16/1987 C011
A/30/1987 C012
5/20/1987 B015
1/22/1988 C021
11/01/1988 B021
8/15/1991 C032
RACE JACK 8/19/1989 C01A
RACEWALKING 8/05/1991 C012
RACING
3/02/1982 B031
3/08/1982 B0A1
5/22/1982 C031
6/01/1982 B011
6/27/1982 B061
7/12/1982 C011
12/15/1982 C013
12/16/1982 C061
12/19/1982 C061
12/26/1982 C011
1/06/1983 C031
1/08/1983 C031
1/11/1983 C0A1
1/13/1983 C0A3
1/16/1983 C0A1
1/28/1983 C033
2/10/1983 B01A
A/2A/1983 B051
5/07/1983 A011
5/08/1983 A015
8/18/1983 C015
8/21/1983 C013
8/2A/1983 B013
9/18/1983 C081
11/09/1983 C01A
MED SCHOOL DEAN RESIGNS
56MEDICAL SCHOOL SEEKS STATE AID
RODEO RIDER'S LAWYER TO SPEAK AT CONVENTION
BELLE FOURCHE LAWYER
3€A LAST AND LASTING GIFT
SEE FISCHER QUINTS
FISCHER QUINTUPLETS CELEBRATE 2ATH BIRTHDAY
XSIMPLE CHANGES HELP SELL HOMES
COURT--CONVICT MUST RETURN TO COURT
THE YEAR'S MOST MEMORABLE QUOTES
QUOTE-WORTHY COMMENTS FROM '91 STORIES
A COLLECTION OF MEMORABLE QUOTES FROM 1991
R 8 R CONVERSIONS EXPANDS PRODUCT LINE
LONGTIME USD PROFESSOR DIES AT AGE 69
SOME SD COLLEGE COSTS DOUBLE
3CNEW TRAIL FOR SNOWMOBILERS
ETSI MAY PROVIDE FUNDS FOR CENDAK STUDY
LIKED RAASCH'S STORY ON MINNESOTA TWINS (L)
XCASTLEWOOD GETS BETTER WITH TIME
RANCHER PROPOSES CALENDAR
PILOT CHARGED FOR WITHHOLDING ARRESTS
RABBIT FEVER REPORTED IN CENTRAL SD
DUO PITCHES DREAMS OF INDIAN YOUTH
JACK RABBITS WORRY SD FARMERS
SEATING RABBIT IS EASY
DEAD RABBITS AT BASKETBALL GAMES, NOT FUNNY MATTER
BIG SIOUX YOUTH RABBIT SHOW IS SATURDAY
MONTANA RABBITS FILL FUR BUYER'S SEMI-TRUCK
^JUMPING AT HARE-RAISING EVENT
OFFICIALS SAY RABBITS MAY BE CARRYING DISEASE
BROOKINGS' BUNNY BUSINESS
*RABBITT DIDN'T COME FROM THE COUNTRY
*FANS GET ONLY HOUR OF RABBITT
EX-TELLER INDICTED IN EMBEZZLEMENT
WOMAN CONVICTED OF EMBEZZLEMENT
SD RABIES CASES BELOW LAST YEAR
8-YEAR-OLD TO BEGIN RABIES SHOTS IF DOG ISN'T FOUND
56DOG MISSING--BRANDON BOY BEGINS RABIES SHOTS
RABIES CASE GETS CONFIRMATION NEAR ESTELLINE
THIS SEASON DOESN'T PROMISE
IT'S RABIES TIME
WANDERING SKUNKS PROMPT RABIES SCARE
WOMAN FEELS STING OF RABIES
ETHAN ENACTS EMERGENCY RABIES ORDINANCE
CITY WORKER GETS RABIES SHOTS
XDOG-SKUNK FIGHT SETS OFF RABIES SCARE
POTENTIAL FOR RABIES GREAT DURING SPRING
PLAN WIDENS STATE'S POWER IN RABIES CASE
lA PEOPLE UNDERGOING RABIES SHOTS
SD CASES RISE 3 PERCENT
*'LINDBERG FLIGHT' INCLUDES TEA BREAK
*RACEWALKERS--THEIR SPORT IS MAKING BIG STRIDES
SEE ALSO AUTO RACING, HORSES
ELIASON TAKES OVER AS RACING DIRECTOR
FORT PIERRE FINDS HORSE-RACING STALLS
NORMAL TRACK ATTENDANCE EXPECTED
^DESPITE FEAR, MOTOCROSS DRIVERS KEEP RACING
*GO-CART RACERS FLY 65 MPH
KJANET GUTHRIE SHE AIN'T, BUT DERBY WINNER SHE IS
3€IT'S GOING TO BE A QUIET SUMMER IN JEFFERSON
FORT PIERRE RACING SHOWS INCREASES
NON-PROFIT GROUP WANTS TO SPONSOR HORSE RACES
RAPID CITY GROUP WANTS HORSES BACK ON TRACK
HORSEMEN LOOK FOR MATCHING FUNDS
COMMISSION TO DISCUSS RC RACING
RACING COMMISSION MEETING IN PIERRE
HORSE RACING GETS TENTATIVE OK
LEASE OF RACING FACILITIES EXPECTED
BILL CHANGES RACING TRACKS' REVENUES
KWORLD OF OUTLAWS WILL VISIT HUSET
HORSE RACING SEASON OPENS
XDERBY DAY--20 HORSES SMELL ROSES
GOOD HORSE SENSE
OFF-TRACK BETS TOPIC STUDY
*TENSE TURKEYS ARE HOT TO TROT IN FORT PIERRE RACES
ROUGH RIDERS PUSHED TO LIMIT IN RACE
RACING OFFICIALS SAY TRACKS IN TROUBLE
RACE FANS MAY GET BIGGER PAYOFFS
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11/09/1983 CG15 WHERE, WHEN THEY'LL RACE, IF SCHEDULE OK'D
11/19/1983 BG31 COMMISSION OKS CHANGES IN DOG RACING
5/G6/198<t BG13 WHEN SODRAC DOG RACING HEATS UP
6/G3/198<i BGll SODRAC PARK'S CHARITY NIGHT
6/22/198A CG51 SIX CHARGED WITH VIOLATING RACING RULES
7/22/198'» BG71 KKEESTER CHASING EUROPEAN FORMULA ONE DREAM
8/G3/198A CG51 HORSE RACING AGENT PROTESTS SUSPENSION
lG/Gl/198^ CDS'! STATE TRACKS MADE MONEY IN '84
2/23/1985 CG15 OFF-TRACK BETTING BILL CLEARS LEGISLATURE
2/24/1985 CG12 *ALL BOXED UP
3/02/1985 BG41 3CMUSH1NG MANIA HITS SD MAN
9/02/1985 con STATEWIDE MARKET OPENS TO DOG TRACKS
5/11/1986 B012 SODROC FACES MORE CHALLENGES THIS SEASON
3/04/1987 B041 OUT-OF-STATE BETTING BILL GIVEN FINAL APPROVAL
4/15/1987 D012 DOG BETTING MAY BE COMING TO SF
4/26/1987 B071 KRICHARD GETS RUSH FROM RACING
4/28/1987 C026 STATE RACING FUTURE R0SY--0FF1C1AL
5/03/1987 ClOl *RACE CARS ROCKET TO NEW LEVELS
7/08/1987 D012 DOG BETTING MAY BEGIN THURSDAY
7/10/1987 C036 SODRAC PARK RACES COME TO SF FACILITY
7/12/1987 A081 BETTING ON DOG RACES ARRIVES QUIETLY (ED)
6/26/1988 B013 SATELLITE IN SODRAC BETTING
6/11/1989 B071 KIT'S A DOG'S LIFE
7/02/1989 BOll KGROTON JOCKEY SANDE MADE GALLANT RIDE
4/22/1990 B051 DOG, HORSE RACING FACE TOUGH TESTS
5/23/1990 B014 MILK CARTON RACING SET FOR AUGUST 19
5/23/1990 C033 JOCKEY SENTENCED FOR ILLEGAL PROD
5/30/1990 C033 JOCKEY FACES 25-YEAR BAN FROM RACING
6/12/1990 C016 HORSE, DOG RACING HURT, OFFICIAL SAYS
8/05/1990 C031 JOCKEY GIVEN 25-YEAR RACING SUSPENSION
9/09/1990 A014 KSODRAC DOGGED BY CHANGE
9/09/1990 B012 *SODRAC STRUGGLE TO KEEP PACE IN INDUSTRY
9/15/1990 C016 RACING HURT BY LOTTERY, OFFICIAL SAYS
1/15/1991 C031 MULTI-STATE RACE BETTING BILL TO HOUSE
4/12/1991 C033 DEADWOOD MIGHT ADD HORSE RACING
5/19/1991 C034 TRACK GIVEN 9 DAYS TO ANNOUNCE SEASON
4/27/1992 C021 GREYHOUND TRACK OWNERS TO RESUME RACES IN '93
6/09/1992 C021 ASSETS OF BLACK HILLS TRACK TO BE LIQUIDATED
6/10/1992 A012 VIDEO LOTTERY THREATENS TRACK BETTING
6/14/1992 B065 KRAIN PROVES A PAIN TO HUSET'S, OUTLAWS
6/16/1992 A061 DASCHLE DISASTER BILL (YANKTON DAILY)
6/28/1992 C071 'OUTLAWS' ON 2 WHEELS
5/18/1986 A091 IGNORANCE AND RACISM HAVE THE SAME EFFECT
8/17/1986 A103 RACIAL SLURS NEVER EASY TO TAKE
6/16/1987 A081 RACISM SLOWLY FADING (ED)
9/10/1987 C012 INDIAN LEADERS--RAC1SM GROWING
9/11/1987 C022 KMEANS WILL MOVE TO ESCAPE RACISM
9/26/1987 A082 DEBATE WOULD REVEAL RACISM (L)
10/01/1987 C014 HUMAN RIGHTS GROUP UPSET BY ADVERTISING
10/02/1987 A081 RACIAL INSENSITIVITY NOT YET RELEGATED (ED)
1/20/1988 A061 TEAMS SHOULD CHANGE NICKNAMES
4/17/1988 A012 STATE'S RACIAL PROBLEMS SERIOUS
5/24/1988 C012 RACISM DECLINING IN CITY, LEADERS SAY
2/11/1989 A081 A LONG WAY TO GO TO END RACISM
12/29/1989 A012 RACIST REMARKS OFFEND, CAUSE RETURN OF REWARD
1/07/1990 A063 KSINS OF H L MENCKEN
1/21/1990 A094 APPARENT RACISM SHAMEFUL (L)
1/22/1990 A051 KTOLERANCE, LIKE HATE, IS LEARNED EARLY
1/22/1990 A081 RECONCILIATION WILL TAKE MORE THAN TALKS (ED)
1/27/1990 A012 KMODESTLY, HART CHANGES HISTORY
2/01/1990 A012 YEAR OF HEALING BETWEEN RACES KICKS OFF
2/04/1990 A081 LAWMAKERS MOVE TOWARD RACE HARMONY
2/06/1990 A081 KEEP WORLD PRESSURE ON SOUTH AFRICA (ED)
2/10/1990 A085 'PLAINSMAN' SHOWS RACISM (L)
3/01/1990 A081 ROONEY GOT THE SHAFT (ED)
4/28/1990 AlOl NEWS MEDIA TAKE LUMPS (ED)
4/29/1990 A123 KCOMMUNICATION CAN HELP LESSEN RACIST MOVEMENT
7/16/1990 C032 MAN HOPES RADIO ADS WILL HELP FIGHT RACISM
8/03/1990 A081 YOUNG HOLD KEY TO ENDING RACISM (ED)
8/10/1990 BOll RACE ISSUES NEVER EASY IN THEATER
9/07/1990 A015 TRIBE CALLS FOR BOYCOTT OF LAKE ANDES
9/10/1990 A083 OFFICIAL'S RACISM SHOULD BE INVESTIGATED (L)
9/11/1990 AlOl WHALEN SHOULD STEP DOWN NOW (ED)
9/21/1990 A012 K200 WALK THROUGH LAKE ANDES IN PROTEST
12/09/1990 E012 GROUP AIMS TO BREAK RACIAL BARRIERS
1/22/1991 A012 KRACISM IN AMERICA IS STILL ALIVE
2/13/1991 A083 WAR-PROVOKED THREATS REVEAL BIGOTS, RACISTS (L)
3/05/1991 B014 WOMEN'S GROUP--CHURCH GUILTY OF RACISM
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5/21/1991 C031 TEACHER--SOUTH DAKOTANS GROW UP RACIST
6/04/1991 AG15 LOSE GROUND IN LAKE ANDES LAWSUIT
6/17/1991 A1G4 SEPARATISM PROVIDES SOLUTION TO RACISM (L)
6/29/1991 AG46 BREAKING BARRIERS ONLY ANSWER TO RACISM (L)
8/11/1991 A116 ARE WE GOOD PARTNERS IN OUR DANCE WITH GOD (L)
12/12/1991 AG12 COACH APOLOGIZES FOR INDIAN ARTICLE
1/23/1992 AG15 *BLACKS, WHITES TRADE CHARGES
1/24/1992 AG15 RACIAL TENSIONS EASE AT WHS
1/27/1992 AG81 RACISM MUST BE EXPOSED, BANISHED (ED)
2/1G/1992 AG12 *BLACKS SEE SUBTLE FORM OF PREJUDICE
2/14/1992 AG94 JACK WHITE FALSELY DOWNPLAYING RACISM (L)
2/14/1992 AG96 PREJUDICE SHOWS A REAL LACK OF CLASS (L)
2/16/1992 AG91 ^RATIONALIZING PREJUDICES NOT BECOMING TO S DAKOTANS
3/13/1992 AlGl RACIAL CHARGES MUST BE HEEDED (ED)
3/23/1992 AG51 56RACISM ISN'T A BIG PROBLEM AT WASHINGTON
5/G1/1992 AG13 BRUTALITY NOT PROBLEM IN CITY, MOST SAY
5/G1/1992 AG41 RACIAL MIX OF JURY UNNECESSARY--OFFICIALS
5/G1/1992 AG41 XCHIEF SAYS BEATING IS A FORCE, NOT RACE, ISSUE
5/G1/1992 AG81 VERDICT MUST NOT BE SHRUGGED OFF (ED)
5/G2/1992 AG15 SD NATIVES DESCRIBE CITY TENSE, DEVASTATED
5/G2/1992 AG53 SD WILL FEEL REPERCUSSIONS
5/G2/1992 AG71 ^FORMER JURORS ALSO STUNNED BY KING CASE
5/G5/1992 AG61 ^NATION'S RACIST FLAMES OUT OF CONTROL
5/G6/1992 AlGl NATION MUST RENEW DESIRE FOR JUSTICE (ED)
5/15/1992 CG15 RACIALLY-MOTIVATED HAWARDEN BEATINGS
6/G8/1992 AG51 *SMART WAYS TO COMBAT PREJUDICE
7/12/1992 A112 OVERCOMING RACISM BY OPENING MINDS (L)
8/23/1992 AG81 ^INDIANS FIND RACISM IN MITCHELL
8/24/1992 AG12 *FLANDREAU WRANGLES WITH RACISM
8/24/1992 AG41 KDAD'S RED FLAG PAVES WAY FOR MEETING ON TENSION
8/24/1992 AG41 ^BROTHERS SAY RACIAL RIFT EXAGGERATED
8/25/1992 BG16 FLANDREAU TO STUDY RACISM
9/14/1992 AG71 KRACIST REMARKS ABOUT INDIANS UNCHALLENGED BY MEDIA
9/2G/1992 AlGl FLANDREAU FIGHTS RACISM (BROOKINGS REGISTER)
12/G3/1992 AG81 INDIVIDUALS MUST TAKE STAND AGAINST RACISM (L)
12/G3/1992 AG82 WHY ARE OTHER RACES PUT DOWN BY WHITES (L)
12/G4/1992 AlGl RACISM CHARGES NEED FAST ACTION (ED)
12/14/1992 DGll KHAVE A HEART AND WIPE OUT FACE OF RACISM
12/18/1992 AG81 MARGE SCHOTT OUGHT NOT BE TOLERATED (L)
12/23/1992 AG81 WOMAN--TREATMENT OF INDIANS APPALLING (L)
12/23/1992 CG41 PINE RIDGE BASKETBALL PLAYER ASSERTS RACISM
2/G6/1983 BG61 KREITERS DIVERSIFY SPORTS INTERESTS
2/G8/1984 BG14 RACQUETBALL OF SIOUX FALLS TO RE-OPEN
2/18/1985 DG41 ^WEIGHT LOSS DUE TO RACQUETBALL
3/23/1985 BG13 *MAKING A RACQUET
3/25/1985 CG12 BfSTATE TOURNAMENT
3/25/1985 CG51 XRUSSLER TOPS MEIDINGER FOR STATE TITLE
4/19/1985 BGll SF PASTOR FRIESTH ON TRAIL
4/22/1985 BG12 ^MINNESOTA TWINS WIN REGION II DOUBLES
3/G2/1986 BG51 3CFERRIS ENJOYS BEST OF 2 WORLDS
2/16/1987 DG14 *HEGG CLIMBS TO SUCCESS
1/25/1988 CG14 CUNNINGHAM GRABS CITY RACQUETBALL TITLE
2/29/1988 BG12 *THE EYES HAVE IT
4/11/1988 BG13 XCOURT PLAY
9/G5/1988 AG54 ^RACQUETBALL CHAMP FIGHTS HEALTH PROBLEMS
lG/24/1988 CG44 ^MARTIN, CUNNINGHAM WIN FALL SHOOTOUT
1/16/1989 BG15 56CITY CHAMPIONSHIPS
2/19/199G BG13 KSHOT OF A CHAMPION
2/G3/1991 BG12 ^MCQUEEN RALLIES TO KEEP SPOT
2/18/1991 BG41 *STAHL WINS EVENT
12/G9/1991 BG15 UPKES TAKES SNOWBALL RACQUET CHAMPIONSHIP
12/G9/1991 BG34 ^WAITING FOR THE WORD
2/24/1992 BG14 lOWANS CLASH IN CLASSIC TOURNAMENT
lG/28/1992 CG31 NATIONAL CHAMP TO CONDUCT RACQUETBALL CLINICS
6/G7/1992 AG15 *FIRED WORKER WINS AGE BIAS LAWSUIT
5/23/1987 CG16 AIR FORCE PICKS SD FOR RADAR
5/31/1987 BG22 PLANNED AIR FORCE RADAR SITE
6/G9/1987 CG25 ANTI-RADAR SIGNATURES GATHERED
7/G4/1987 CG15 AIR FORCE CONSIDERS SITE FOR RADAR
1G/3G/1987 CG21 SOUTH DAKOTANS TO TOUR MAINE RADAR SYSTEM
7/G7/199G CG31 DASCHLE PLANS LEGISLATION TO BLOCK RADAR FUNDING
9/22/1988 CG31 AIR FORCE RADAR SYSTEM NEAR BRITTON
2/19/1989 CG21 AIR FORCE TO CHOOSE SITE IN SD
9/27/1989 CG21 AIR FORCE'S BACK SCATTER RADAR
lG/12/1989 CG21 AIR FORCE PREFERS HECLA FOR RADAR SITE
1/31/199G CG24 BRITTON TO HOST MEETING ON BACKSCATTER PROJECT
2/26/1990 B012 5CND GROUP OPPOSES SD RADAR SITE
7/15/199G CG12 SENATE REJECTS REVIVING RADAR PROJECT
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10/20/1990 C03'» HOUSE OK'S LEGISLATION OMITTING RADAR SYSTEM
2/01/1991 C035 AIR FORCE DROPS PLANS FOR RADAR SYSTEM
2/24/1982 D084 RADCLIFFE RECEIVES DEMO AWARD
3/03/1982 D063 RADCLIFFE RECEIVES NATIONAL HONOR
3/06/1982 A014 GOP COULD LOSE FARM VOTE, RADCLIFFE SAYS
6/04/1982 BOll FARM LEADER WANTS DEMO LIEUTENANT SPOT
6/15/1982 B015 O'CONNOR EARLY IN CHOOSING RUNNING MATE
6/25/1982 C031 RADCLIFFE WANTS TO BE LT GOVERNOR
11/26/1987 coil EX-FARM OFFICIAL TO AID GEPHARDT
3/23/1982 C051 EDGEMONT CLEANUP PASSES SENATE
6/26/1982 C041 SD DOESN'T HAVE UNUSUAL NUMBER OF ABORTIONS
10/03/1982 B063 REMOVAL OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL IN EDGEMONT
3/01/1983 B021 MEDICAL RADIATION HAZARD NEEDS MORE SCRUTINY (L)
7/23/1983 B042 EDGEMONT CLEANUP MAY BEGIN IN AUGUST
12/15/1984 B013 SUIT IN ELIMINATION OF APPLIANCES DROPPED
8/31/1982 A075 RADIO CLUB OFFICERS ELECTED
1/17/1983 C013 HE'S TRAVELED OVER AIR WAVES FOR 58 YEARS
7/03/1983 B044 STATE HAMS TAKE THEIR HOBBY SERIOUSLY
10/12/1983 C015 *LOCAL HAMS WILL TRY TO CONTACT SHUTTLE
12/01/1983 C013 HAMS RADIO SPACE SHIP BUT GET NO ANSWER
6/16/1984 C024 HAM OPERATORS LOSE A FRIEND (L)
6/20/1984 D031 HAM RADIO OPERATORS WILL PARTICIPATE IN TEST
5/20/1985 coil OMAN'S VOICE REACHES AROUND THE WORLD
6/30/1986 C015 HAM OPERATORS TEST WORLD'S LIFELINE
10/26/1987 B021 3CBR00KINGS BOY AN UNUSUALLY YOUNG HAM
6/27/1988 C012 OPERATORS SPEND WEEKEND HONING SKILLS
6/20/1991 coil AMATEUR RADIO CLUB PLANS EVENT
6/26/1992 coil AMATEUR RADIO FIELD DAY PLANNED
SEE BROADCASTING, NAMES OF RADIO STATIONS
KPHONES ZOOM BY RADIO
SEE ALSO HAZARDOUS MATERIAL
2/15/1982 C044 RADIOACTIVE WASTE DUMP SITE NEAR EDGEMONT
7/13/1982 A015 SD MAY BE NUKE WASTE DUMP SITE
7/14/1982 A015 JANKLOW--SD WON'T BE SITE FOR NUKE DUMP
7/15/1982 C021 STATE POLICY AGAINST NUCLEAR WASTE IS CLEAR (ED)
7/23/1982 C021 NUCLEAR DISPOSAL, ARMS POSE PROBLEMS (L)
8/21/1982 A014 SD STUDYING POSSIBILITY OF BEING NUKE DUMP SITE
8/22/1982 B042 NUKE FILES CLOSED TO PUBLIC
9/02/1982 C013 SD UNLIKELY NUKE DUMP SITE, OFFICIAL SAYS
9/03/1982 coil MIDWEST STATES SIGN NUCLEAR WASTE COMPACT
10/17/1982 C043 ILL BEST PLACE FOR NUKE DUMP SITE
10/23/1982 C014 O'CONNOR CONSIDERS NUKE DUMP FOR SD
12/16/1982 AOll FIRM LOOKING AT SD TO DUMP WASTES
12/17/1982 C014 SOUTHWEST SD CAN SAFELY STORE WASTES
12/21/1982 C021 WHY SEEK 2ND DISPOSAL SITE FOR SD CED)
12/23/1982 C032 EDGEMONT CHAMBER ENDORCES WASTE PLAN
12/31/1982 C041 ENERGY GROUP WON'T OPPOSE NUKE SITE
1/01/1983 B041 STATE TO MEET WITH CHEM-NUCLEAR
1/05/1983 D024 WASTE STORAGE NEEDS STUDY BEFORE RAPPED CD
1/07/1983 B023 NUCLEAR WASTE DISPOSAL BENEFITS SEEN (L)
1/08/1983 A012 COMPANY PROPOSES 300-YR NUKE DUMP FOR SD
1/13/1983 A015 *FLOODED RADIOACTIVE VAULT--NO DANGER
1/24/1983 D013 EDGEMONT NOT WORRIED ABOUT NUKE DUMP SITE
1/26/1983 D031 CHEMICAL NUCLEAR STAFF VISITS EDGEMONT
2/01/1983 B041 LAWMAKERS WANT WASTE REGULATED
2/02/1983 D042 STATE WOULD JOIN NUCLEAR WASTE COMPACT
2/08/1983 C031 JANKLOW'S WASTE DISPOSAL MOVE RAPPED
2/17/1983 C041 COMMITTEE WANTS SD TO JOIN NUCLEAR COMPACT
2/18/1983 C023 JOINING MIDWEST COMPACT--WASTE PROBLEM CD
2/19/1983 B024 CITIZENS HAVE ROLE IN NUCLEAR WASTE (L)
2/20/1983 BOll ^ENVIRONMENTALISTS WORRY SD BECOMING NUKE DUMP
2/23/1983 C021 STATEWIDE INPUT NEEDED ON RADIOACTIVE WASTES (L)
2/23/1983 C021 NUCLEAR WASTE DISPOSAL BILL NEEDS STUDY (L)
2/23/1983 C021 QUICK DECISION NOT NEEDED ON NUKE WASTE ISSUE (L)
2/23/1983 C023 INTERIM STUDY NEEDED ON NUKE WASTE ISSUE (L)
2/23/1983 C025 WHY DO LAWMAKERS WANT NUCLEAR WASTE (L)
2/25/1983 C031 4 TRIBAL COUNCILS SAY NO TO NUKE PLAN
3/01/1983 B015 HOUSE COMMITTEE KILLS MULTI-STATE NUKE PACT
3/01/1983 B021 STATE DOESN'T HAVE TO RUSH IN NUCLEAR COMPACT (L)
3/03/1983 C021 NUCLEAR WASTE STUDY APPROPRIATE COURSE (ED)
3/05/1983 B015 NUKE PACT UP TO LAWMAKERS
4/03/1983 C032 SD DOESN'T NEED NUKE WASTE DISPOSAL PROBLEMS (L)
4/16/1983 B015 FIRM TO STUDY SUITABILITY OF NUCLEAR DUMP
4/17/1983 BOll NEIGHBORING STATES DON'T DELAY JOINING NUCLEAR GROUP
4/22/1983 C031 NUCLEAR WASTE
4/23/1983 A015 NEW OWNERS MAY HURT CHEM NUKE REPUTATION
4/24/1983 A012 seEDGEMONT RESIDENTS DEFEND NUCLEAR DUMP
4/26/1983 C022 TELL GOVERNOR IF WANT NUCLEAR WASTE (L)
RADIO BROADCASTING
RADIO CONTROL
RADIOACTIVE WASTES
3/28/1983 BOll
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A/27/1983 C021 STUDY WILL SORT OUT NUCLEAR PACT OPTIONS (ED)
5/01/1983 C0A3 IDEA OF NUCLEAR DUMP WORRIES FARMER NEAR SITE
5/03/1983 BG52 ALLIANCE--KEEP OUT NUKE DUMP
5/19/1983 C051 MORTIMER HEADS NUCLEAR WASTE COMMITTEE
6/05/1983 C051 COMMITTEE TO BEGIN STUDYING NUCLEAR WASTE
6/09/1983 A012 STATE CONSIDERS JOINING WASTE-PLANNING GROUP
6/10/1983 C011 CRITICS ON NUCLEAR WASTE PLAN
6/11/1983 B01A FIRM CHARGED WITH WASTE VIOLATIONS
6/1A/1983 B011 NUKE DUMP TEST DRILLING STARTS
6/14/1983 B0H CAUCUS WILL DISCUSS WASTE DISPOSAL
6/16/1983 C035 NICOLAY URGES KNOWLEDGE ABOUT WASTE DISPOSAL
7/10/1983 C041 LEAGUE HAS STUDY OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL
8/10/1983 C011 NUCLEAR WASTE DUMP FIRM WAITS FOR LAB RESULTS
8/20/1983 A021 TEST SHOWS SD SITE CAN HOST WASTE DUMP
8/21/1983 C065 CONFERENCE WILL DISCUSS NUCLEAR WASTE IN STATE
8/26/1983 A012 CHEMICAL FIRM TO PAY FOR NUCLEAR DUMP TOUR
8/27/1983 A013 NUCLEAR WASTE PACT BENEFITS MANKIND
8/27/1983 C012 TOUR OF WATER DUMP MAY EDUCATE
8/29/1983 B011 STATE CAN'T STOP NUCLEAR WASTE DUMP
9/01/1983 A012 FEAR OF UNKNOWN CLOUDS NUCLEAR ISSUE
9/03/1983 B011 NEUFELD WON'T MAKE TRIP TO SITE
9/03/1983 B023 SD SHOULD SAY NO TO NUCLEAR WASTE (L)
9/04/1983 B031 ROCKY MT WASTE GROUP BEST CHOICE FOR SD
9/07/1983 C023 KNOT A SOME-DAY-IN-THE-FUTURE ISSUE
9/08/1983 A012 SD ADVISED TO LEARN FROM EXPERIENCES
9/08/1983 C011 HOPE TOUR WILL ANSWER QUESTIONS
9/08/1983 C011 PANEL TO EXPLORE WASTE ISSUE
9/08/1983 C021 HEARING, FORUM AID NUCLEAR DECISION (ED)
9/09/1983 C011 STATE GENERATES SMALL AMOUNT OF WASTE
9/10/1983 A014 KCOMPANY HAS LAND OPTION IN STATE
9/10/1983 B011 KNUCLEAR WASTE DEBATE CONFUSES TWO ISSUES
9/11/1983 A015 STATE GETS ADVICE FOR WASTE SITES
9/17/1983 B021 CHEM-NUCLEAR'S PUSH IN STATE IS DISTURBING (L)
9/19/1983 C014 KSTATE MAY BE 4TH TO HOST RADIOACTIVE WASTE
9/23/1983 C011 NEW ORGANIZATION OPPOSES NUCLEAR WASTE
9/27/1983 C043 CHEM NUCLEAR PLANS 2ND TRIP
9/28/1983 C011 HANSEN AIDE, COMMISSIONERS TO VISIT SITE
10/03/1983 B011 'CONFERENCE CALL' WILL DISCUSS NUC WASTE
10/03/1983 B023 NUKE WASTE HEARINGS SCARY (L)
10/04/1983 B011 LAWMAKERS, BUSINESSMEN TOUR WASTE SITE
10/07/1983 C013 KNUCLEAR WASTE DUMP IS WELL OPERATED
10/14/1983 C011 CHEM-NUCLEAR'S PARENT COMPANY VIOLATED
10/19/1983 C021 FREE TRIP COULD BE VERY COSTLY (L)
10/20/1983 CD15 WYOMING TOWN OPPOSES NUCLEAR DUMP
10/22/1983 BDll FIRM SCREENS STATE FOR NUCLEAR WASTE SITE
10/23/1983 C051 GROUPS WANT NUCLEAR WASTE ISSUE ON BALLOT
10/24/1983 C011 LEAGUE HOSTS MEETING ON NUCLEAR WASTE
10/26/1983 A012 ND PROPOSED AS NUCLEAR WASTE PARTNER
10/26/1983 C013 LAWMAKERS WANT TO DECIDE ISSUE
10/26/1983 C031 GROUP AGAINST NUCLEAR WASTE
10/27/1983 B054 LEAGUE HOSTS NUKE WASTE MEETING
10/27/1983 C014 NORTH DAKOTANS LIKE JOINT NUKE WASTE PLAN
10/29/1983 B013 KGROUP GAINS SIGNATURES FOR NUKE VOTE
10/31/1983 C011 ENERGY COALITION BACKS NUCLEAR REFERENDUM
11/06/1983 C011 KEDGEMONT PREDICTS DOLLARS AND JOBS
11/06/1983 C033 NUCLEAR WASTE COULD MAKE SD GHOST STATE
11/09/1983 C012 HOT SPRINGS COUNCIL BACKS NUKE WASTE BURIAL
11/15/1983 B023 DAKOTAS SHOULD HANDLE OWN WASTE (L)
11/18/1983 C011 ENGINEER--MOST LAND NOT SUITABLE FOR DUMP
11/20/1983 C071 CHEM-NUCLEAR, SIERRA CLUB TO HAVE DEBATE
12/02/1983 C033 SEE NUKE WASTE AS HOTTEST ISSUE
12/04/1983 C011 GROUP WANTS OBJECTIVE WASTE STUDY
12/04/1983 C012 KNUCLEAR WASTE AT TOP OF AGENDA
12/07/1983 C045 CHEM-NUCLEAR BROADCAST WAS MISLEADING
12/08/1983 C035 COULD ALTER CHEM-NUCLEAR'S PLANS
12/13/1983 C051 NUCLEAR WASTE DISPOSAL TOPIC OF MEETING
12/14/1983 C051 HEALTH GROUPS OPPOSE RADIOACTIVE WASTE DUMP
12/15/1983 C062 GROUP WILL VISIT THREE STATES TO STUDY
12/17/1983 C025 NUKE WASTE BURIALS HAVE HAD PROBLEMS (L)
12/23/1983 A021 NUCLEAR WASTE PLAN ALLOWS POSSIBILITY FOR STATE DUMP
12/23/1983 C024 CHEM NUCLEAR BROADCAST WAS A SNOW JOB (L)
12/26/1983 C033 ELECTRONICS FIRM PRODUCES MOST OF WASTE
1/01/1984 B011 STATE'S TOP STORY FOR 1983
1/03/1984 C023 LAW WOULD LET PEOPLE DECIDE NUCLEAR ISSUE (L)
1/06/1984 B012 CHEM-NUCLEAR FINANCES THIRD TRIP
1/08/1984 A012 KFEW ALARMED BY WASTE AT PLANT
1/08/1984 C016 PAISLEY WARNS AGAINST RUSHING INTO PACT
1/09/1984 C021 SPRINGFIELD, NUCLEAR ISSUES FACE LAWMAKERS
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1/10/198A B031 COALITION STARTS TO COUNT PETITION SIGNATURES
1/10/198A B03A HEARING ON NUCLEAR WASTE PACT SET
1/11/198A DOll NUCLEAR COMPACT DECISION DELAYED
1/11/198A DOll CHAMBER SUPPORTS NUCLEAR DISPOSAL SITE
1/11/198A DG15 NUKE PETITIONS TO BE CALLED IN FOR EVALUATION
1/12/198A C031 JANKLOW--MAKE NUKE DECISION NOW
1/12/198^ CG<il STATE DELEGATES WILL ATTEND COMPACT HEARING
1/13/198A CGll 5fLEGISLATURE--LEAVE NUCLEAR WASTE ISSUE TO US
1/1A/1984 BG25 WAS CHAMBER BRAINWASHED (L)
1/16/1984 CGll LAWMAKERS SAY STATE COULD MISS 1986 DEADLINE
1/16/1984 CGll EDGEMONT PANEL WANTS APPROVAL OF SITE
1/19/1984 AG16 NUKE SITE WOULD GENERATE MILLIONS
1/19/1984 CG13 KNUCLEAR WASTE SITE COULD BE CONTROLLED
1/19/1984 CG51 CHEM-NUCLEAR WOULD USE WASTE SITE 5G YEARS
1/2G/1984 CG41 CHEM-NUCLEAR WOULD SPEND $1 5 MILLION
1/21/1984 AG12 DIDN'T DO CHEM-NUCLEAR STUDY
1/21/1984 BG13 « OF 4 PETITIONS NEAR REQUIREMENT
1/21/1984 BG23 STATE DOESN'T NEED NUCLEAR DANGERS (L)
1/21/1984 BG24 DISASTERS EASILY COULD CAUSE PROBLEMS (L)
1/22/1984 CGll DEBATE STILL ON, BUT TOPIC ALTERED
1/23/1984 CG34 UNCERTAINTY CAUSES DELAY ON ISSUE
1/24/1984 CGll KUMM MOVES TO STOP NUCLEAR WASTE DISPOSAL
1/24/1984 C031 REFUSE TO INCLUDE CHEM-NUCLEAR INSERT
1/25/1984 C013 DON'T CALL LOW-LEVEL WASTE HARMLESS
1/25/1984 CG14 EDGEMONT RESIDENTS LOBBYING WITH BUTTONS
1/25/1984 CG35 LEGISLATORS GET COPIES OF CHEM-NUCLEAR
1/26/1984 CGll NUKE WASTE HEARINGS START MONDAY
1/26/1984 CG21 LOW LEVEL WASTE COMPACT ACT IS FLAWED (L)
1/28/1984 BG13 'I DON'T SUPPORT NUKE DUMP'
1/28/1984 BG14 ANTI-NUCLEAR LEADER ATTACKS TACTICS
1/29/1984 AG12 CHEM-NUCLEAR HELPED WRITE DISPOSAL BILL
1/29/1984 CGll MAN WHO RUNS FIRM HAS SOUTH DAKOTA TIES
1/3G/1984 BG33 LAWMAKERS DISCUSS NUKE WASTE BILL
1/31/1984 AG15 SENATE PANEL APPROVES NUKE WASTE BILL
1/31/1984 BGll EDGEMONT RESIDENTS LOBBY FOR SITE
1/31/1984 BGll SUPPORTERS HAVE ENOUGH NAMES
1/31/1984 BG23 *IF WE HOST NUCLEAR WASTE SITE
1/31/1984 BG25 ARGUS DECISION NOT TO USE INSERT LAUDED (L)
2/G1/1984 AG12 STATE SENATE DEBATES THE ISSUE TODAY
2/G2/1984 AG13 ^NUCLEAR WASTE SITE BILL HITS SNAG
2/G2/1984 CG14 EDGEMONT WANTS SIOUX FALLS TO BUTT OUT
2/G3/1984 DGll CHEM-NUCLEAR ASKS PAPERS TO SET UP DEBATE
2/G3/1984 DG24 SHOULDN'T RUSH INTO JOINING NUCLEAR COMPACT (L)
2/G4/I984 BGll PETITION WILL SOON BE FILED
2/G5/1984 BG21 LAWMAKERS NEED LONG-RANGE PICTURE
2/G6/1984 BG21 VOTERS SHOULD DECIDE NUCLEAR WASTE ISSUE (L)
2/G7/1984 AG15 23671 CALL FOR PUBLIC VOTE
2/G7/1984 BG13 FORUM OF NUCLEAR WASTE EXPERTS
2/G7/1984 BG22 CHEM-NUCLEAR EDITION MISLEADING (L)
2/G7/1984 BG23 5?RISKS OUTWEIGH BENEFITS OF WASTE SITE
2/G8/1984 AG13 LAWMAKERS SEEK CONTROL OF NUKE WASTE
2/08/1984 AG14 VOTERS WILL GET SAY IN NUKE WASTE ISSUE
2/G8/1984 DG21 LAWMAKERS, PUBLIC NEED NUCLEAR FORUM (ED)
2/G9/1984 AG12 NUCLEAR WASTE PLAN GOES TO FULL SENATE
2/1G/1984 AG12 WILL VOTE ON NUCLEAR WASTE TASK FORCE
2/11/1984 AG16 MOVE HAS KILLED NUCLEAR PACT
2/11/1984 BGll LAWMAKERS TO DECIDE NUKE WASTE ISSUE
2/11/1984 BG24 SHORT TERM GAIN NOT WORTH PROBLEMS (L)
2/12/1984 A041 KKEY PLAYERS IN NUCLEAR WASTE SITE DUMP
2/12/1984 AG46 FEDERAL LAW COMPLICATES WASTE ISSUE
2/12/1984 CG14 2ND NUCLEAR WASTE COMPANY HAS NO PLANS
2/12/1984 CG31 5CAB0VE-GR0UND DISPOSAL BEST WAY
2/13/1984 AG15 STATE WRESTLES WITH NUKE WASTE OPTIONS
2/13/1984 CG22 PAMPHLET'S BLAMING MEDICINE (L)
2/14/1984 AG12 CHEM-NUCLEAR FIGHTS BAD IMAGE
2/14/1984 AG51 WASTE SITE SUPPORTERS SAY ARGUS IS BIASED
2/14/1984 AG51 *SD NATIVE HEADS NUKE-WASTE FIRM
2/14/1984 BG21 X3 STATES WANT PROGRAM ENDED OR CUT
2/15/1984 AG12 KTWO SIDES ARGUE WEALTH VS HEALTH
2/15/1984 AG16 TASK FORCE BILL TO BE DEBATED
2/15/1984 AG61 EDGEMONT WELCOMES NUCLEAR WASTE DUMP
2/15/1984 AG61 STATE PRODUCES LITTLE LOW-LEVEL WASTE
2/15/1984 AG65 SENSE OF LOSS PERVADES IGLOO
2/15/1984 DG23 NUCLEAR-CONTAMINATED WATER (L)
2/16/1984 AG12 HEALTH HAZARDS OF NUCLEAR WASTE UNCLEAR
2/16/1984 AG16 4G INDIVIDUALS, FIRMS HOLD LICENSES
2/16/1984 AG16 HOW MUCH RADIOACTIVITY CAUSES CANCER
2/16/1984 AG61 RADIATION TAKES MANY FORMS
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2/I6/I984 coil NUKE WASTE ISSUE TASK FORCE
2/17/1984 AD15 ACTIVISTS SHARE HUMAN CONCERN
2/17/1984 A015 TASK FORCE PLAN PASSES HOUSE
2/17/1984 A041 5fOPPONENT--LAND ISN'T SUITED FOR DUMP
2/18/1984 AG12 NUCLEAR TRANSP0RT--1S IT SAFE
2/18/1984 Aai6 VOTE LEAVES NUKE APPROVAL UP TO GOVERNOR
2/18/1984 BG13 5fOPPONENT OF NUCLEAR-ARMS RACE
2/18/1984 BG15 KFORUM ON NUKE WASTE TO MISS SESSION
2/19/1984 A012 5«FUTURE OF LAND, LAKE IS AT STAKE
2/19/1984 CG21 NEEDS FAIL-SAFE NUCLEAR WASTE ANSWERS (ED)
2/19/1984 C041 SECOND FIRM INTERESTED IN STATE
2/20/1984 CG22 COMMON FOLKS ON NUCLEAR ISSUE (L)
2/22/1984 AG12 NUCLEAR TASK FORCE PLAN TABLED
2/22/1984 DG21 NUCLEAR WASTE BELONGS AT EDGEMONT
2/22/1984 DG21 GROUP SHOULD ANSWER QUESTIONS (L)
2/22/1984 DG41 FATE OF NUKE DISPOSAL BILLS DISAPPOINTS
2/22/1984 D041 NUCLEAR WASTE ISSUE MOVES CLOSER TO BALLOT
2/23/1984 coil JCPRAIRIE DOGS TOUTED AS EDGEMONT'S FUTURE
2/23/1984 coil TASK FORCE IDEA EXPECTED TO RESURFACE
2/23/1984 CG21 EDGEMONT'S PUBLISHER TAKES ISSUE
2/23/1984 CG41 SENATORS PASS BALLOT ISSUE
2/24/1984 coil HOUSE REVIVES NUKE DECISION BILL
2/24/1984 coil IN AVALANCHE OF NEWS FROM PIERRE
2/25/1984 BGll SENATE REJECTS NUCLEAR AUTHORITY
2/26/1984 CG44 FAIL TO GIVE NUCLEAR WASTE AUTHORITY
2/26/1984 CG72 NORTH DAKOTA SEEKS NEW NUKE WASTE PLAN
2/29/1984 CG41 COMPANY COURTED NATURITA, COLORADO
3/G3/1984 BG25 READER OFFERS QUESTIONS (L)
3/G9/1984 CG61 AUGUSTANA PROFESSOR TO TALK ABOUT WASTE
3/11/1984 CG31 PEOPLE MUST HAVE A VOICE IN DISPOSAL (L)
3/12/1984 BG31 PANEL WILL DISCUSS NUCLEAR WASTE DISPOSAL
3/13/1984 BG21 STATE CITIZENS SHOULD BACK EDGEMONT (L)
3/2G/1984 CG31 EDGEMONT GROUP WANTS DISPOSAL VOTE TAKEN
3/23/1984 CG31 EDGEMONT VOTERS TO PUT ISSUE ON BALLOT
3/29/1984 C041 CHEM-NUKE OFFICER TO SPEAK TO GOP GROUPS
3/31/1984 CG41 CHEM-NUCLEAR WILL SPONSOR TRIP TO SC
4/07/1984 BG24 TO SOLVE STATE'S NUCLEAR WASTE ISSUE (L)
4/08/1984 BGll EVERYONE OFFERS DIFFERENT ANSWER
4/08/1984 BG12 JANKLOW STILL PLANNING FORUM
4/08/1984 B035 TABLOID POSES WASTE PROBLEM (L)
4/08/1984 B051 NUCLEAR WASTE GROUP BEGINS FUND-RAISING
4/12/1984 coil 3 TV STATIONS WILL AIR ADS FOR FREE
4/13/1984 C044 FREE COMMERCIALS SUPRISE LYON
4/21/1984 C023 LOW-LEVEL DOESN'T DESCRIBE ALL WASTES (L)
4/26/1984 C014 PANEL VOTES AGAINST NUCLEAR WASTE STUDY
4/29/1984 C022 NUCLEAR DUMP SITE NOT WORTH MONEY (L)
4/29/1984 C102 XPAISLEY CONTINUES FIGHT FOR NUKE STUDY
5/01/1984 C031 DOCTOR WILL DISCUSS LOW-LEVEL NUCLEAR WASTE
5/03/1984 C031 AGENCY STUDIES ALTERNATIVES FOR DISPOSAL
5/04/1984 C035 POSTPONES FORUM ON NUCLEAR WASTE
5/09/1984 D041 HOT SPRINGS GROUP PUSHES WASTE DISPOSAL SITE
5/10/1984 C041 GROUP ORGANIZES TO OPPOSE NUKE WASTE DUMP
5/13/1984 coil TO DECIDE FATE OF 3 LAWS, AMENDMENT
5/13/1984 C021 TIME IS RUNNING OUT ON PLANS (ED)
5/18/1984 C016 PANEL FAILS TO REVIVE NUKE STUDY
5/18/1984 C031 CHEM-NUCLEAR WILL REFUTE CHARGES ON SAFETY
5/19/1984 C036 FILES SOUGHT ON NUKE ISSUE
5/26/1984 B021 LEGISLATURE NEEDS MANY ANSWERS
5/28/1984 C035 NUCLEAR WASTE REFERENDUM
5/29/1984 C031 NORTH DAKOTA MAY NOT JOIN NUKE COMPACT
5/31/1984 C041 ND'S INTERST IN NUCLEAR WASTE PACT
6/02/1984 C043 NUKE WASTE DUMP BACKERS GAMBLING ON REFERENDUM
6/03/1984 D043 CHEM-NUCLEAR WANTS VOTE OF SUPPORT
6/06/1984 D014 NUKE WASTE SITE BACKERS AHEAD IN REFERENDUM
6/07/1984 C013 BACKERS OF NUKE WASTE CLAIM VICTORY
6/11/1984 C042 *FRANKENFELD SAYS STATE WOULD TAKE RISK
6/16/1984 C021 NUCLEAR WASTE ISSUE, A TICKING BOMB (ED)
6/21/1984 C051 CHEM-NUCLEAR TO OPEN OFFICE IN EDGEMONT
6/27/1984 D023 VOTERS CAN PREVENT NUKE ISSUE SECRECY (L)
6/29/1984 C014 PARTY STAYS NEUTRAL ON NUCLEAR VOTE
7/01/1984 coil DEMONSTRATION DRAMATIZES NUCLEAR ISSUE
7/01/1984 C015 REPUBLICANS SUPPORT CONCEPT OF COMPACT
7/05/1984 C041 NUCLEAR OPPOSITION GROUP FILES FINANCE REPORT
7/07/1984 B023 NUCLEAR DUMP VOTE OK'D TESTING AT IGLOO (L)
7/08/1984 C034 NUKE WASTE VOTE MISLEADING (L)
7/09/1984 B031 EDGEMONT PROMOTER WANTS STABLE INDUSTRY
7/18/1984 DOll SURVEY SHOWS SUPPORT FOR WASTE SITE
7/27/1984 coil CHEM-NUCLEAR SEEKS OUT VOTERS' MOOD
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7/28/198A D0I4 CHEM-NUCLEAR DISPUTES ARTICLE
7/28/198A D02A NUKE DUMP NOT WORTH GAMBLE (L)
7/29/I98A F02I *STATE SENATOR CHALLENGES ARGUS
7/3I/I98A B02A NUCLEAR DUMP IS STATE ISSUE (L)
7/31/198A BOAI COALITION CRITICIZES PICTURE IN MAGAZINE
8/08/I98A D02I STATE SENATOR WRONG ON NUKE WASTE ISSUE (L)
8/08/I98A D03I NUCLEAR WASTE DUMP SITE WILL BE DISCUSSED
8/I7/I98A C053 CHEM-NUCLEAR COMPLETES SURVEY
8/I9/198A coil JANKLOW PLANS SEPTEMBER WASTE PLAN FORUM
8/22/198A DQ15 CHEM-NUCLEAR REJECTS CHARGES
8/22/198A D02I LAWS NEEDED BEFORE SIT CONSIDERED (L)
8/25/198A CG21 FORUM WILL NOT END QUESTIONS CED)
9/02/I98A coil DISPOSAL FORUM MOVED TO RAPID CITY
9/02/I98A C06I CHEM-NUCLEAR PUSHES CAUSE AT FAIR
9/06/I98A C035 NUCLEAR COALITION RESERVES JUDGMENT
9/07/198'i C031 5CCITIZENS NEED FACTS ON NUKE WASTE
9/09/198A coil TWO-STATE NUCLEAR WASTE PLAN IN DOUBT
9/09/198A C0I5 96JANKLOW SAYS COMPACT NEEDED
9/10/198<i B013 CONDITION GROUP WILL ATTEND FORUM
9/15/198A C014 COMPACT INTERESTED IN EDGEMONT
9/19/1984 D012 FORUM MAY NOT BE EXPANDED
9/20/1984 coil 3 PARTICIPANTS ARE ADDED TO FORUM
9/21/1984 C024 QUICK NUKE MOVE NOT NEEDED (L)
9/24/1984 B033 NUCLEAR WASTE FORUM BEGINS TUESDAY
9/26/1984 A0I2 DISSENSION MARS NUKE FORUM
9/27/1984 coil TV VIEWERS WILL SEE SHORTENED FORUM
10/02/1984 B022 VOTERS SHOULD BE WORRIED (L)
10/06/1984 C032 GROUP TOURS NUKE WASTE DUMP SITE
10/11/1984 C013 COALITION TO OPPOSE NUKE WASTE INITIATIVE
10/12/1984 coil NUCLEAR WASTE SITE QUESTION PREVAILS
I0/I5/I984 C032 ORE TAILINGS 8 PROPOSED WASTE
I0/2I/I984 C06I WASTE SITE WAS SAFE FROM QUAKE
10/23/1984 B021 MEASURE SHOULD BE ENACTED (L)
10/23/1984 B035 EPA OFFICIAL WARNS OF DISPOSAL SAFETY
10/24/1984 D023 NUCLEAR DUMP POSES RISK CD
10/24/1984 D031 NEW LAWS NEEDED, EPA SAYS
10/25/1984 C022 YES VOTE GIVES PEOPLE POWER CD
10/26/1984 C022 KANSAS PROJECT COLLAPSED CD
10/26/1984 C023 PEOPLE SHOULD DECIDE ISSUE CD
10/28/1984 C04I EPA OFFICIAL CALLS FOR NUCLEAR WASTE DEBAT
10/30/1984 BOII BALLOT VOTE WON'T CHANGE PLAN
10/31/1984 D025 NUCLEAR FACILITIES CAN BE SAFE CD
II/0I/I984 C021 LET EDGEMONT USE RESOURCES CD
11/01/1984 C024 WASTE ISSUE IS IMPORTANT CD
II/0I/1984 C031 OPPONENTS OUTSPEND SUPPORTERS BY 6-TO-I
11/01/1984 C071 CHEM-NUCLEAR WILL TRY NEW PLAN
11/02/1984 C022 NUCLEAR DEVELOPMENT RISKY CD
11/04/1984 B041 NUKE DUMP DEADLINE NOT 1986
11/04/1984 B044 REGRETS GIVING NUKE WASTE TESTIMONIAL
II/09/I984 coil RESULTS DON'T SUPRISE OFFICIAL
11/16/1984 C032 ND PLANS TO REVIVE DAKOTA NUKE OPTION
12/14/1984 C031 LAWMAKERS TO VISIT CHEM-NUCLEAR WASTE SITE
1/04/1985 coil COUNTY OFFICIAL DRAFTS WASTE PLANS
1/06/1985 coil NUKE WASTE AN EMOTIONAL ISSUE
1/08/1985 C014 VOLESKY HAS COMPACT BILL
1/13/1985 B021 DON'T PUT OFF ACTION CED)
1/13/1985 B043 LEGISLATORS BEGIN CHEM NUCLEAR TOUR
1/15/1985 B013 WESTINGHOUSE MAY BID ON STATE DISPOSAL
1/15/1985 B041 COALITION TO INTRODUCE NUKE COMPACT BILL
1/18/1985 C013 LEGISLATORS NEED TO KNOW ENTIRE STORY
1/20/1985 coil ND LAWMAKER FOR NUKE WASTE COMPACT
1/22/1985 C024 FIGHT AHEAD FOR DUMP FOES CD
1/26/1985 C036 NUKE WASTE BILLS FILED IN LEGISLATURE
1/27/1985 C021 NUCLEAR WASTE HAS TO GO SOMEWHERE CD
1/29/1985 B031 LEAGUE SPONSORS FORUM ON NUCLEAR WASTE
1/29/1985 B033 NUCLEAR WASTE BILLS INTRODUCED
1/30/1985 A021 NUKE WASTE FORUM SPARKS CLASH
2/01/1985 C024 MAKE DECISION ON FACTS CD
2/03/1985 A1I2 WASTE ISSUE IS IN GOOD HANDS CD
2/04/1985 C052 SOME SELL, OTHERS SNARL AT NUKE BILL
2/05/1985 A062 VOTERS SAID NO TO DUMP CD
2/05/1985 coil WORTH OF PROPOSED WASTE AGENCY DEBATED
2/06/1985 A012 NUKE WASTE BILLS TOP 2 AGENDAS
2/07/1985 C031 ARGUMENTS ON NUCLEAR WASTE
2/08/1985 C013 SENATOR--DUMP SITE IS UNSAFE
2/09/1985 A0I5 JANKLOW BACKS 2-STATE NUKE PLAN
2/10/1985 C081 WON'T OPPOSE DAKOTA INTERSTATE COMPACT
2/12/1985 B014 NUKE WASTE BILL PASSED BY SENATE
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2/13/1985 AOBA WRITE LAWMAKERS ABOUT WASTE (L)
2/1A/1985 A085 NUKE WASTE BILLS DIFFER (L)
2/15/1985 C013 FAVORS COMPACT ON NUKE WASTE
2/17/1985 A016 NUKE PAC
2/17/1985 AlOl ROCKY MOUNTAIN GROUP BEST OPTION (ED)
2/17/1985 C051 HOUSE TO DISCUSS NUKE WASTE BILLS TUESDAY
2/18/1985 C013 HOUSE TO PASS NUKE COMPACT THIS WEEK
2/20/1985 CQ31 SPONSOR OF BILL ON NUKE WASTE COMPACT
2/21/1985 AG12 TWO-STATE NUCLEAR WASTE SITE
2/21/1985 AG8A NUKE BILL SHOULD NOT PASS (L)
2/22/1985 CG13 SUPPORTERS AREN'T GIVING UP
2/2A/1985 CG62 PANEL OKS DAKOTA COMPACT
2/2A/1985 EGll NUCLEAR WASTE COMPACT TAKES STEP FORWARD
2/25/1985 AG21 RECEIVED CHECKS FROM NUCLEAR PAC
2/25/1985 CG15 LOCAL FEDERAL RETIREES BACK ANTI-WASTE GROUP
2/26/1985 CG42 SD AMONG 29 STATES WITHOUT SITE
2/27/1985 A082 KEEP NUCLEAR RISKS AWAY (L)
2/27/1985 CGll LAWMAKERS GIVE FINAL OK TO WESTERN COMPACT
2/27/1985 CG22 KILLS BILL TO ALLOW INVESTIGATION COMPACT
2/28/1985 CG15 RESOLUTION ON NUCLEAR WASTE ELECTION PASSES
3/G1/1985 AG15 SENATE APPROVES DAKOTA COMPACT
3/G1/1985 AG81 LEGISLATORS NOT LISTENING (L)
3/G3/1985 CG13 LAWMAKERS DELAY FINAL NUKE VOTE
3/11/1985 CGll CHEM-NUCLEAR WRANGLES OVER CALIFORNIA SITE
3/16/1985 AG83 KBIG DECISIONS AWAIT STATE VOTERS
3/25/1985 BGll PAC DONATIONS PROVE TO BE GOOD
3/28/1985 CG22 SPOUSAL-RAPE, NUCLEAR WASTE BILLS
^/01/1985 BGll CHEM-NUCLEAR MEMO STRAYS TO ARGUS
1 A/06/1985 CGll PROPOSED WASTE SITE CONTAMINATED
A/G6/1985 CG13 DRAFTER ASKED CHEM-NUCLEAR FOR JOB
A/09/1985 BG31 PLAN TO PROVIDE INFORMATION UNDER ATTACK
A/G9/1985 BG3A CHEM-NUCLEAR TO AIR CONTAMINATION STUDY
A/12/1985 C013 CHEM-NUCLEAR DEFENDS PLAN
A/2A/1985 B021 CHEM-NUCLEAR NAMES DISPOSAL SITE ENGINEER
A/25/1985 CGll SOUTH CAROLINA MAY CLOSE CHEM-NUCLEAR DUMP
A/26/1985 CG13 WASHINGTON STATE ON DUMP WASTE
A/27/1985 AG82 NUKE PACT REFLECTS PLUSES (L)
A/28/1985 AG16 KUNDERT--COMPACT VOTE IS IN LIMBO
5/G1/1985 AG81 MORE FRIGHTENING NEWS ON NUCLEAR WASTE FRONT (ED)
5/G1/1985 B012 NUKE GROUP DANGLES THREAT BEFORE KUNDERT
5/G2/1985 AG12 CHEM-NUCLEAR DENIES IT EYES ALTERNATE SITES
5/G5/1985 AlGl NUKE DUMP LOCATION DOESN'T CHANGE ISSUE (ED)
5/13/1985 CG2A FIRST EDGEMONT CLEANUP PROJECT COMPLETED
5/18/1985 AlOl NADER OFF THE MARK WITH NUKE COMMENTS (L)
5/19/1985 CG55 EDGEMONT CLEANUP LACKS STATE MONEY
6/1G/1985 BGll HOT CAMPAIGN BREWING OVER NUCLEAR WASTE
6/16/1985 BG63 SD GROUP OPPOSES DAKOTA COMPACT
6/2A/1985 CGll CHEM-NUCLEAR CONSIDERS REGIONAL WYOMING SITE
7/G2/1985 CG33 CHEM-NUCLEAR FILES CHALLENGE TO WASTE VOTE
7/GA/1985 AG81 NUCLEAR WASTE FIRM SHOULD SHOW ITS HAND (ED)
7/GA/1985 CGll CHEM-NUCLEAR SINGING A DIFFERENT TUNE
7/1A/1985 A112 KEEP GARBAGE OUT (L)
7/2G/1985 CG31 CHEM-NUCLEAR TRIES AGAIN
7/23/1985 A105 LEARN ABOUT NUCLEAR WASTE (L)
7/2A/1985 BGll WASTE VOTE ON HOLD
8/16/1985 AG13 JUDGE UPHOLDS NUCLEAR WASTE ELECTION
8/19/1985 CG15 NUCLEAR WASTE DEBATE GETS MORE TANGLED
8/21/1985 A123 COURT TEST WILL RESOLVE ISSUE (L)
8/26/1985 AG61 CHALLENGE AGAINST VOTE LAW NECESSARY (L)
8/29/1985 CGIA WASTE RULING BACK IN COURT
8/31/1985 CG35 COURT WILL SPEED APPEAL ON VOTE
9/G1/1985 C022 CLEANUP TO RESUME AT EDGEMONT
9/G3/1985 A061 OTHERS DON'T WANT DUMP (L)
9/03/1985 AQ62 COMPANY AFRAID OF ELECTION (L)
9/1A/1985 AlOl LEGISLATORS DID NOT LISTEN (L)
9/1A/1985 C015 CHEM-NUCLEAR TELLS JUSTICES
9/1A/1985 CG15 PENNSYLVANIA LAWMAKER WANTS TO LOOK AT SD
9/18/1985 AG8A BEWARE, SOUTH DAKOTANS (L)
9/22/1985 AG81 NUCLEAR ESCAPE HATCH CLOSING ON THE STATE (ED)
9/2A/1985 CG15 GOP WOMEN TO SPONSOR FORUM ON NUCLEAR WASTE
9/25/1985 AG83 STATE ON WAY TO BRING DUMPED (L)
9/27/1985 AG81 STATE BEING EXPLOITED (L)
9/29/1985 AlOl PEOPLE IN NUCLEAR WASTE FIGHT (L)
9/29/1985 AlOl NUCLEAR DEVELOPMENT SAFE (L)
10/02/1985 AlOl DON'T WORRY ABOUT DETAILS
10/02/1985 B025 WASTE-VOTE BALLOTS HIT THE PRESSES
lO/OA/1985 A081 TIME TO CRACK BOOKS ON THE ISSUE (ED)
lO/OA/1985 A083 BE REALISTIC ABOUT NUCLEAR ISSUE (L)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER NOTATION
RADIOACTIVE WASTES lO/OA/1985 COll
10/05/1985 A103
10/07/1985 BOll
10/10/1985 A081
10/10/1985 C035
10/11/1985 A081
10/11/1985 C025
lO/lA/1985 COll
10/16/1985 A103
10/16/1985 BOll
10/19/1985 A103
10/20/1985 A121
10/20/1985 B023
10/21/1985 BOll
10/23/1985 B015
10/25/1985 C021
10/26/1985 COll
10/27/1985 A012
10/27/1985 A081
10/27/1985 A085
10/27/1985 A093
10/27/1985 A094
10/28/1985 AlOl
10/30/1985 A081
10/30/1985 BOIA
10/30/1985 B015
11/03/1985 A112
11/03/1985 C02A
ll/OA/1985 BOll
11/05/1985 BOIA
11/06/1985 A083
11/06/1985 B032
11/08/1985 A163
11/08/1985 A16A
11/08/1985 COll
11/09/1985 A081
11/09/1985 A083
11/09/1985 COll
11/10/1985 AlOl
11/10/1985 A103
11/10/1985 BOll
11/11/1985 B021
11/12/1985 A012
11/12/1985 AlOl
11/13/1985 A012
11/13/1985 A0A2
11/13/1985 A0A2
11/13/1985 AlAl
' 11/14/1985 BOll
11/14/1985 B022
11/15/1985 COll
11/15/1985 C012
11/19/1985 A102
11/20/1985 A081
11/21/1985 A081
11/22/1985 A082
11/22/1985 C012
11/23/1985 C021
11/26/1985 B021
11/27/1985 B015
11/28/1985 B014
12/14/1985 C035
12/16/1985 A063
12/19/1985 C015
12/28/1985 AlOl
12/29/1985 A064
1/02/1986 COll
1/03/1986 C013
1/05/1986 C013
1/06/1986 C015
1/07/1986 C022
1/11/1986 COll
1/13/1986 C015
1/13/1986 C045
1/16/1986 B015
1/17/1986 C015
1/21/1986 COll
1/26/1986 A064
BACKERS, FOES DIFFER ON VOTE'S EFFECT
DUMP WOULD BECOME LIABILITY (L)
CLOCK TICKING ON NUCLEAR COMPACT DEBATE
PUBLIC OPINIONS ON CHEM-NUCLEAR SYSTEMS
SLIDE SHOW TELLS OF NUCLEAR WASTE
LEAGUE DOES NOT HAVE STAND (L)
FILM ON WASTE IS BIASED
DEBATE ON EFFECT OF NUCLEAR COMPACT
DON'T LET COMPANY FOOL YOU (L)
PUBLIC HEARING SET FOR WASTE COMPACT
NUCLEAR WASTE RISKS EXAGGERATED (L)
DON'T AGREE ON VIRTUES OF WASTE COMPACT (L)
FEARS SMALL TURNOUT FOR NUCLEAR VOTE
REJECTION OF COMPACT WON'T VIOLATE LAW
HEARING SITES FOR NUCLEAR COMPACT SET
NUCLEAR WASTE ELECTION TO BE RADIO SHOW TOPIC
LEAGUE DRAWS FIRE OVER WASTE ISSUE
*40 PERCENT UNDECIDED ON COMPACT
*NOV 12--SD DECIDES
STUDY SAYS SITE WOULD HELP AREA
^OPPONENTS KNOW EACH OTHER WELL
^GUBERNATORIAL HOPEFULS COOL TO IDEA
VOTERS SHOULD STOP DAKOTA COMPACT
MAKE PLANS TO ATTEND HEARING (ED)
BILLS ON WASTE-COMPACT DEADLINE
SCHEDULES PROGRAM ON DAKOTA COMPACT
ELECTION SPURS DEVATE ON COMPACT
COMPACT HEARING TO BE AIRED
EDGEMONT DEJA VU
LEAGUE WANTS STATE TO STUDY EDGEMONT SITE
DON'T BE DUPED BY FAULTY 'FACTS'
1ST NUCLEAR WASTE HEARING
DON'T LET MINORITY DECIDE ISSUE (L)
DON'T CREATE ANOTHER DUMP
^PANELISTS FACE SKEPTICAL AUDIENCE
WORRIED CITY SPEAKS FROM HEART (ED)
DANGERS OF RADIATION OVERBLOWN
KUNDERT FOR BIG NUCLEAR VOTE TURNOUT
VOTERS SHOULD SAY NO TO COMPACT (ED)
*BIG DECISION
TO DECIDE NUCLEAR COMPACT
EXPECT LOW TURNOUT FOR ELECTION
VOTERS TO DECIDE DAKOTA COMPACT
DON'T FORGET TO VOTE TODAY (ED)
XVOTERS DUMP DAKOTA COMPACT
XSOUTH DAKOTA SPEAKS
FALL RIVER ALONE IN ITS SUPPORT
MESSAGE SHOULD NOT BE IGNORED (ED)
SEARCH FOR WASTE DISPOSAL GOES ON
SOME VOTES ON COMPACT NOT COUNTED
POWERFUL MAN BACKS WASTE PLAN
SENATE OK'S WASTE BILL
STATE HAS SEVERAL OPTIONS (L)
HELP ASSURE THE STATE A FUTURE (L)
NUCLEAR WASTE NO PLACE (ED)
WHY HASN'T STATE SIGNED ON' (L)
WE DIDN'T SWAY CHEM-NUCLEAR
STOFFERAHN TO WORK ON ND NUCLEAR COMPACT
NUCLEAR COMPACT VOTE CANVASS SET FOR TODAY
ELECTION TALLY SHOWS 83 1 PERCENT AGAINST COMPACT
CALIFORNIA LAWMAKERS MAY HOLD TALKS
NUCLEAR WASTE TALKS PLANNED FOR NEXT WEEK
^CALIFORNIA NUCLEAR WASTE PLAN MAY BE BEST
OFFICIALS DISCUSS WASTE COMPACT
CALIF SHOULD MAKE DEAL WITH SD (ED)
TIME TO SETTLE WASTE ISSUE (L)
ANY OUT-OF-STATE WASTE DUMP OK
SD, ND TO DISCUSS COMPACT
JANKLOW, CALIF LAWMAKERS TO DISCUSS COMPACT
LEADERS SEEK NEW NUCLEAR COMPACT
ND OFFICIALS RECEPTIVE TO SD PLAN
ISSUE WON'T BECOME POLITICAL
ARIZONA JOINS NUCLEAR WASTE COMPACT TALKS
*JANKLOW LIKES NUCLEAR PLANS
MEETING ABOUT WASTE POSTPONED
NEW LOW SETS JULY DEADLINE FOR WASTE COMPACT
JANKLOW FINE-TUNES WASTE COMPACT
PUT BURDEN ON PRODUCERS (L)
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1/26/1986 B023 LEGISLATORS, VOTES DISCUSS NUCLEAR WASTES
1/26/1986 C051 GOVERNOR, LAWMAKERS COULD VETO DUMP SITE
1/27/1986 A081 STATE FINALLY IS UNITED ON WASTE ISSUE (ED)
1/30/1986 AIOl STATE MUST EXAMINE BOTH COMPACTS (L)
2/03/1986 CG34 INTERSTATE 90 TRAVELERS WARN OF NUCLEAR ROUTE
2/I2/I986 B013 JANKLOW BACKS CALIFORNIA WASTE PLAN
2/12/1986 B0I6 COMMITTEE TABLES BILL
2/I5/I986 C022 HOUSE PANEL NARROWS NUCLEAR WASTE OPTIONS
2/25/1986 B022 CALIFORNIA SET TO DISCUSS SD COMPACT
2/26/1986 A012 ABOUT-FACE ON NUCLEAR COMPACT
2/27/1986 con LAWMAKERS GIVE FINAL OK TO WESTERN COMPACT
2/27/1986 C022 KILLS BILL TO ALLOW INVESTIGATION COMPACT
3/08/1986 C021 ARIZONA OPTION WON'T HELP--HERSETH
3/12/1986 B025 ARIZONA OK'S TALKS ON WASTE WITH SD
3/13/1986 B022 JANKLOW WORKS ON ARIZONA PLAN
3/15/1986 C021 ARIZONA SENATE OK'S NUCLEAR WASTE PLAN
3/15/1986 C021 CALIFORNIA PANEL HEARS NUCLEAR TESTIMONY
3/16/1986 E021 LAWMAKERS TO DISPOSE OF WASTE PACT
3/16/1986 EO<il NUCLEAR WASTE LOBBYIST RIPS NEW COMPACT
3/18/1986 CD15 ARIZONA COMPACT CLINGS TO LIFE
3/19/1986 B016 SD HAS 2 WASTE OPTIONS
3/22/1986 con KHERSETH ATTACKS JANKLOW FOR ARIZONA NUCLEAR PACT
3/25/1986 A081 ARIZONA COMPACT APPROVED WITHOUT CONSIDERATION (L)
3/25/1986 A081 VOTERS WISHES IGNORED AGAIN (L)
3/25/1986 C021 NUCLEAR WASTE COMPACT CLEARS ARIZ COMMITTEE
3/28/1986 A121 ARIZONA NUCLEAR PACT NOTHING TO CELEBRATE CED)
3/30/1986 A091 JANKLOW IGNORES PUBLIC ON NUCLEAR WASTE ISSUE (L)
3/30/1986 con JANKLOW SIGNS ARIZONA WASTE COMPACT BILL
A/01/1986 C033 ARIZONA HOUSE OK'S COMPACT WITH SD
A/03/1986 A06A DON'T DEAL WITH GOLDEN STATE (L)
A/03/1986 C036 ARIZONA GOVERNOR TO SIGN WASTE-SITE BILL
A/OA/1986 A015 ARIZONA OK'S SD NUCLEAR WASTE PACT
A/05/1986 con HERSETH, UDALL CRITICIZE ARIZONA NUCLEAR PACT
A/27/1986 A08A SAY NO TO DEVELOPMENT (L)
5/31/1986 C035 CALIFORNIA-SD NUCLEAR PACT--HERSETH
7/08/1986 B021 HERSETH, BABBITT MIGHT DISCUSS NUCLEAR WASTE
7/12/1986 C033 3-STATE WASTE PACT IS BEST
11/01/1986 A123 REJECT WASTE DUMP BACKERS (L)
1/05/1987 C012 TOWNS AREN'T RUSHING TO HOST WASTE SITE
1/09/1987 A012 *PIPESTONE 'CURIOUS' ABOUT DUMP
1/13/1987 AlOl TOWN SHOULD WEIGH DUMP RISKS CAREFULLY (ED)
1/23/1987 C012 WASTE SITE GENERATES TALK IN PIPESTONE
3/03/1987 C012 MINNESOTA--POTENTIAL NUCLEAR DUMP SITE
3/08/1987 C016 NUCLEAR WASTE PLAN WORRIES SD
A/2A/1987 C021 MINE, WASTE PLANS WORRY OGLALA OFFICIAL
A/29/1987 A012 SD NUCLEAR WASTE TO CALIFORNIA
5/08/1987 con CALIF ASSEMBLY OKS WASTE PACT
6/19/1987 AOll CALIF OK'S SD NUCLEAR COMPACT
7/03/1987 A012 NUCLEAR WASTE DISPUTE ENDS
7/12/1987 A015 PROJECT'S WASTE SPARKS ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERN
7/16/1987 B036 TRIBE BANS DUMPS
8/30/1987 C012 SUPER COLLIDER WASTE STIRS CONCERN
6/11/1988 A021 TO VOID NUCLEAR WASTE COMPACT WITH SD
9/27/1988 COAl HOUSE OK'S REGIONAL NUCLEAR WASTE COMPACT
12/01/1988 C016 JeCONCERNS ACROSS THE BORDER
12/22/1988 C031 COUNTY OPPOSES NUCLEAR WASTE STORAGE SITES
12/28/1988 con TRIPP COUNTY POSTPONES VOTE ON WASTE SITE
1/06/1989 con COUNTY OPPOSES NUCLEAR WASTE SITE
1/11/1989 C015 NEBRASKA COUNTY FIGHTS NUCLEAR DUMP PLAN
1/19/1989 C012 KWASTE PLANT SITE BOTHERS TELLINGHUISEN
1/22/1989 A015 *DUMP SITE PROPOSED NEAR SD BORDER
1/22/1989 A085 SD FOES LOOK INTO LEGAL OPTIONS
1/23/1989 BDll SIOUX TO LOOK AT DUMP PLAN
1/27/1989 C031 DASCHLE AGAINST NEBRASKA WASTE DUMP
1/28/1989 C012 OPPOSITION AGAINST PROPOSED NEBRASKA WASTE DUMP
2/01/1989 con DASCHLE TO INTRODUCE DUMP SITE LEGISLATION
2/04/1989 A084 IMPORTED GARBAGE NOT PRETTY (L)
2/05/1989 A092 LET BIG STATES KEEP GARBAGE (L)
2/07/1989 C015 PANEL APPROVES WASTE SITE LEGISLATION
2/10/1989 C021 COMMITTEE OK'S NUCLEAR WASTE COMPACT PLAN
3/13/1989 A083 NEBRASKA-SD BORDER SITE BAD PLACE
3/24/1989 C012 ^NEBRASKA DUMP FIGHT DOESN'T STOP AT BORDER
4/06/1989 con BILL SEEKS VOICE FOR SD IN DUMP SITE
4/16/1989 C012 PROPOSED DUMP SITE SITS ON WETLAND
4/19/1989 AlOl OPPOSITION TO DUMP SHOULDN'T BE IGNORED (ED)
4/30/1989 GG06 5CBALL0T MEASURE PITS EDGEMONT AGAINST STATE
5/01/1989 AlOl DON'T TURN THE STATE INTO A DUMP (ED)
6/30/1989 con NO SOUTH DAKOTANS TO SERVE ON BOARD
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7/13/1989 coil DASCHLE SEEKS DUMP SITE MEETING
7/18/1989 CG21 US ECOLOGY HAS HISTORY OF ABANDONING SITES
7/30/1989 C02<i NEBRASKA SITE 'POOR CHOICE* FOR WASTE DUMP
8/09/1989 A093 KEEP GARBAGE OUT CD
8/19/1989 A083 1 RADIOACTIVE DUMP CAN GROW INTO MANY CD
8/28/1989 B015 NEBRASKA COUNTY CLERK FACES RECALL
10/22/1989 C05A DASCHLE, FIRM CLASH ON DUMP
12/30/1989 A0I5 ^CRITICS SAY NUKE DUMP TOO CLOSE
1/03/1990 C02A MICKELSON VOWS DUMP-SITE FIGHT
1/05/1990 A061 STEP UP FIGHT AGAINST (ED)
1/11/1990 coil MEETING WILL LOOK AT WASTE DUMP PLAN
l/lA/1990 A091 NUKE DUMP FOES WON'T BACK DOWN CD
1/16/1990 A012 *GE0L1G1STS DISAGREE ON RISK OF BORDER SITE
1/19/1990 A015 NEBRASKA MAY RETHINK NUKE DUMP
1/20/1990 A082 DUMP FOES NEED SUPPORT CD
1/22/1990 B012 *WASTE SITE OPPONENT--SD VITAL
1/30/1990 COAl DUMP OPPONENTS ASKING FOR HELP
1/31/1990 coil PRESSLER QUESTIONS NEB DUMP PROPOSAL
2/01/1990 A083 ^NEBRASKA NUKE DUMP COULD AFFECT SD
2/03/1990 A012 MORE WASTES TARGETED FOR DUMP
2/0A/1990 A015 DUMP PROPOSAL SCARES BOTH SIDES OF BORDER
2/0A/1990 AOAl ^SITE'S FINANCIAL BENEFITS ALLURING
2/0A/1990 AOAl *FOES POINT TO DRAINAGE, WETLANDS
2/0A/1990 AOAA *SD FINDS OPTIONS ARE LIMITED
2/0A/1990 A092 NUKE DUMP DEADLY THREAT (L)
2/06/1990 C012 PANEL OK'S BOYD COUNTY DUMP BILL
2/08/1990 C021 NEBRASKA DUMP PROTESTERS PLAN RALLY
2/09/1990 C012 HOUSE PASSES NUKE DUMP RESTRAINT BILL
2/15/1990 C023 NEBRASKA DUMP OPPONENTS WANT PARKSTON SUPPORT
2/16/1990 C023 RALLY AGAINST DUMP SITE TO BONESTEEL
2/18/1990 E012 *DUMP SITE OFFICIAL RAPS DASCHLE
2/21/1990 coil RADIOACTIVE WASTE DUMP BILL PASSES
2/22/1990 AlOl NO APOLOGIES FOR CONCERN ABOUT DUMP (ED)
2/22/1990 coil SUIT CHALLENGES WASTE DUMP
2/25/1990 A112 MONEY IS WORTH TO HURT (L)
3/02/1990 A081 DASCHLE'S DUMP QUESTION DESERVES ANSWER (ED)
3/02/1990 C023 KCITY OF WAGNER OPPOSES BUTTE DUMP
3/06/1990 coil PROFESSOR APPOINTED TO WASTE COMPACT
3/06/1990 C025 BOYD COUNTY GROUP GETS CO-CHAIRMAN
3/07/1990 C012 KWAGNER SPAR OVER RESOLUTION
3/15/1990 C023 PARKSTON IS NEWEST WASTE-DUMP OPPONENT
3/19/1990 A083 SEND NUKE WASTE INTO SPACE (L)
3/23/1990 C026 YANKTON MAYOR SETS NUKE DUMP MEETINGS
3/2A/1990 C012 BONESTEEL TO HOST NUCLEAR DUMP SESSION
A/03/1990 coil SHOTS FIRED AT HOME OF DUMP SUPPORTER
A/05/1990 A016 DUMP SUIT AN OPTION
A/06/1990 A081 BACKS UP ITS ANTI-DUMP RHETORIC (ED)
A/08/1990 C016 US ECOLOGY WON'T ATTEND YANKTON TALK
A/10/1990 C025 A-STATE WASTE FACILITY TO OPEN IN '91
A/18/1990 C021 US ECOLOGY--YANKTON FAR FROM DUMPSITE
A/23/1990 C0A2 ^WORRIED ABOUT WORTH OF NUKE WASTE DUMP
A/25/1990 C021 BOYD CO WASTE MONITORING COMMITTEE FAILS
A/27/1990 COAl GROUP SEEKS VOTE ON MINING, DUMPS
A/29/1990 A133 SD CONCERN SELECTIVE (L)
5/12/1990 C012 WHY BOYD C0UNTY--F1RM TO EXPLAIN
5/13/1990 A113 HAS RESPONSIBILITY TO FIGHT NEBRASKA DUMP (L)
5/1A/1990 A061 DUMP SITE ISSUE IS NOT DEAD YET (ED)
5/15/1990 BOll YANKTON OPPOSES BOYD COUNTY SITE
6/02/1990 C0A3 WASTE-SITE STUDY NOT APPROPRIATE
6/05/1990 coil MICKELSON MEETS WITH NUCLEAR DUMP FOES
6/09/1990 C016 DASCHLE BATTLES DUMP SITE
6/1A/1990 C031 ARCHEOLOGICAL SURVEY SOUGHT FOR DUMP SITE
6/30/1990 C016 DISMANTLING OF PATHFINDER CAN BEGIN
7/15/1990 C016 GOVERNOR SEEKS DUMP LAW CHANGE
7/17/1990 BOAl KORR WANTS VOW NEBRASKA WON'T BE PENALIZED
7/17/1990 BOAl JfNUKE WASTE REDEFINITION MAY HURT SD
7/18/1990 C012 NEBRASKA CANDIDATE WANTS DUMP WORK HALTED
7/19/1990 C012 *KERREY WON'T TAKE BLAME FOR DUMP SITE
7/20/1990 C015 *PLEA FOR A MORATORIUM ON WASTE DUMPS
7/21/1990 B012 *ORR, NEBRASKA POWER COMPANY DISCUSS
7/22/1990 DOll ORR WRONG ABOUT DUMP ACTION
7/27/1990 coil JOHNSON QUESTIONS NUCLEAR WASTE PLAN
7/28/1990 COAl APPLIES FOR PERMIT TO USE BOYD COUNTY SITE
7/31/1990 C012 2 ARRESTED AT WASTE SITE HEARING
8/02/1990 A012 XNUKE DUMP MEETINGS CANCELED
8/0A/1990 COIA OPPONENT--ORR IGNORING WASTE ISSUE
9/01/1990 C012 XMICKELSON QUESTIONS NUKE DUMP
9/06/1990 C012 GROUP CRITICIZES HIRING BY WASTE DUMP FOES
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9/18/1990 COAl *FOE OF WASTE DUMP BEGINS HUNGER STRIKE
9/22/1990 COAI MICKELSON TO DISCUSS WASTE ISSUES IN DC
9/23/1990 A1I2 NEBRASKA DUMP SITE PICKERS MISCALCULATED (LJ
9/27/1990 C033 SD NEIGHBORS SHOULD VOTE ON WASTE SITE
10/06/1990 C033 XFASTING JEOPARDIZES HIS LIFE
10/10/1990 C011 PRESSLER INTRODUCES BILLS TO FIGHT DUMP
10/13/1990 A085 NUCLEAR DUMP NEAR MISSOURI DANGEROUS CD
10/18/1990 C031 NUCLEAR DUMP FOE QUITS HUNGER STRIKE
10/20/1990 A083 TOWNS SHOULD RESPOND TO NUKE DUMP RECORD CD
10/21/1990 D03I JUDGE DISMISSES SUIT AGAINST DEVELOPERS
10/2<»/1990 C033 *NUKE MONITORING PANEL CLOSES OFFICE
10/30/1990 C031 NEBRASKA MAN EXPLAINS WHY HE ENDED STRIKE
11/09/1990 C014 ^(GOVERNOR FAVORS BOYD COUNTY DELAY
11/25/1990 A012 ^CONCERNS MOUNT ABOUT PLANNED WASTE SITE
11/25/1990 A171 *US ECOLOGY"UNDER SCRUTINY--FINANCES, SITE PROBLEMS
11/26/1990 A015 IN 1981, BARREL LEAKED RADIATION
12/03/1990 C031 ^SENATORS' URGING GAO STUDY OF NUCLEAR ISSUES
12/07/1990 A103 KMAY END NUCLEAR ENERGY BENEFITS
12/22/1990 A08A LOW-LEVEL WASTE BEING HANDLED SAFELY CD
1/06/1991 C031 DEVELOPER KEEPS MOISTURE AWAY FROM SITE
1/07/1991 C031 NELSON STUDYING DUMP PLANS CAREFULLY
1/10/1991 C036 NUCLEAR WASTE PANEL GETS NEW MEMBERS
1/14/1991 B035 BOYD COUNTY GROUP UPSET WITH GOVERNOR
1/17/1991 C035 PRESSLER BILL OPPOSES BOYD COUNTY DUMP
3/28/1991 C033 ^GOVERNOR VIEWS WASTE DISPOSAL SITES
4/01/1991 C036 MEETING TO DISCUSS WASTE DUMP
4/10/1991 C031 COULD MISS DEADLINE TO BUILD PLANT
5/17/1991 C035 NUCLEAR WASTE PANEL'S LIABILITY BEING STUDIED
5/21/1991 C012 ESTATES FIND SYMPATHY OVER WASTE PROBLEMS
5/28/1991 A081 SD NOT ANSWER TO TRASH PROBLEM (ED)
6/18/1991 C035 LET PUBLIC SEE DUMP STUDY
10/10/1991 C032 NEBRASKA TOWNSHIP ANTI-DUMP ORDINANCE RULED LEGAL
10/15/1991 B011 BOYD COUNTY PLANS TO CONFIRM STAND
10/17/1991 B031 US ECOLOGY SENDS CHECK TO COMMITTEE
11/25/1991 C034 INTERSTATE RADIOACTIVE WASTE GROUP PICKS LEADER
11/27/1991 C035 BOYD COUNTY COMMITTEE OK'S SITE STUDY
12/11/1991 C022 BOYD COUNTY RECEIVES $300,000
2/06/1992 C035 DUMP SHOULD BE QUESTIONED
2/22/1992 A015 KERREY SAYS NUCLEAR DUMP ISN'T NEEDED
3/16/1992 C013 STENSLAND TO REQUEST VETO OVERRIDE FOR WASTE BILL
4/05/1992 F016 PUBLIC VOICES OPPOSITION TO WASTE SITE
4/06/1992 B032 POWER COMPANIES BILLED FOR COMPACT COSTS
4/10/1992 A012 KLOWER BRULE WANTS NUKE SITE STUDY
4/10/1992 A023 ENVIRONMENTALISTS OPPOSE MONITORED WASTE SITE
4/12/1992 D044 NUKE DUMP PROPONENT QUITS PANEL
4/20/1992 A101 KEEP NUKE WASTE OUT OF RESERVATION CED)
4/21/1992 C022 BOYD COUNTY GROUP REQUESTS MORE INFORMATION ON DUMP
4/22/1992 C022 JUDGE CLEARS WAY FOR DUMP PAYMENT
5/02/1992 C012 SLOWER BRULE NUKE STUDY MEETS PROTEST
5/10/1992 A101 RADIOACTIVE WASTE NOT EXACTLY COVETED (RC JOURNAL)
5/12/1992 C021 NEBRASKA COMPACT NAMES NEW DIRECTOR
5/16/1992 D022 RADIOACTIVE WASTE TARGETED FOR INDIAN LAND
5/18/1992 C024 RELIANCE GROUP TO DISCUSS NUCLEAR WASTE SITE
6/05/1992 C012 BOYD COUNTY PROCEDURES SPUR COMPLAINTS
6/06/1992 A012 ^TOWN'S FUTURE IN NUCLEAR TUG OF WAR
6/06/1992 A031 5fT0 LIVE IN A TOWN THAT'S DIVIDED
6/20/1992 C022 RULING EFFECT UNCERTAIN FOR DUMP SITE
12/09/1992 B011 BOYD COUNTY RESIDENTS OPPOSE DUMP IN VOTE
12/10/1992 B012 *BOYD COUNTY RESIDENTS DON'T WANT WASTE SITE
12/16/1992 B022 COMPACT MUST LOOK ELSEWHERE FOR DUMP S1TE--0FF1C1ALS
2/07/1989 A081 X-RAY TECHNICIANS SHOULD BE LICENSED (L)
11/07/1990 A061 WEEK SPOTLIGHTS X-RAY TECHNOLOGISTS (L)
11/09/1991 A083 X-RAY TECHNOLOGISTS DESERVE RECOGNITION (L)
11/15/1991 Alll GETTING RIGHT CARE CHEAP AT ANY COST (L)
1/15/1992 A081 98 PERCENT OF POPULATION SAFE GETTING X-RAYS (L)
11/03/1992 D012 «D HAS X-RAY DIVISION
5/31/1983 A093 RADIOLOGY GROUP NAMES OFFICERS
10/25/1983 B031 LlECHTl DIRECTS RADIOLOGY SCHOOL
2/24/1990 C023 *S1N1A MAN TUNES INTO PAST WITH RADIOS
1/28/1991 C012 *COACHES MAKE PREDICTIONS COUNT
10/24/1986 A014 RADIUM LEVELS HIGH
4/20/1987 C012 ^RADIOACTIVE GAS SUSPECTED IN STATE
5/18/1987 A101 RADON STUDY DID NOT CITE VIOLATIONS (L)
6/08/1987 C021 RADIUM WORRIES NOT HIGH YET
8/05/1987 A022 STATE MAY BE IN TEST IN 3-5 YEARS
9/14/1988 A015 RADON GAS FOUND IN TESTS OF HOMES
10/30/1988 C012 2,500 HOMES TO RECEIVE RADON TEST
1/15/1989 B061 ELK POINT COUPLE OPEN STATE'S 1ST RADON TESTING LAB
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7/17/1989 BOll EPA AWARDS GRANT FOR RADON EFFORTS
11/27/1989 A012 SD RUNS RADON RISK
12/01/1989 A121 PUBLIC, PRIVATE TESTING FOR RADON (ED)
10/0A/199Q CD3A TRIBE TO CONDUCT RADON PILOT PROJECT
4/10/1992 coil 6-STATE RADON TEST INCLUDES SD
10/16/1992 B022 RESIDENTS URGED TO CHECK RADON
11/05/1992 D012 XGAS IS INVISIBLE, SILENT AND DEADLY
11/05/1992 D014 ^TAKING A CLOSER LOOK AT RADIOACTIVE RADON
8/15/1992 AlOl 3€G0 FOR IT, AND ACCEPT GOD'S LOVE
8/12/1990 D012 ^FIRM'S MOBILE UNITS FILL NICHE
6/05/1992 BOll KWRITER PAINTS FRIENDLY PORTRAIT OF GREEK ISLE
5/07/1986 BOll RAILROAD CROSSING WORK TO CAUSE DETOURS
11/05/1990 C031 HEED WARNINGS AT RAILROAD CROSSINGS
4/11/1991 A012 ^CROSSINGS OFTEN A DEATH TRAP
1/05/1982 C031 BN 8 SF RAILROADS ON STATE TRACK
1/08/1982 coil BN TO SAVE MONEY BY HAVING SD OWN RAIL LINE
1/08/1982 C041 TOUGH ROAD SEEN FOR C8NW LINE
1/14/1982 BOll *BN'S EFFORTS TO BUY MILWAUKEE LINE NEARING FRUITION
1/17/1982 B051 BN TO CONSIDER NAPA-PLATTE LINE
1/20/1982 C021 RAIL TAX, HUNTING ISSUES (L)
1/23/1982 B031 BN LAYS OFF 35 EDGEMONT WORKERS
1/23/1982 B043 SENATE GETS BILL TO ABOLISH RAIL GROUP
1/27/1982 B031 OFFICIAL--BN PROBABLE MAIN LINE OPERATOR
2/13/1982 A013 SD MIGHT SAVE RAIL WORKERS' JOBS
2/15/1982 C021 DISAGREES ABOUT GRAIN FACILITIES (L)
2/21/1982 B012 RAIL AUTHORITY TO REVIEW MILWAUKEE MAIN
2/23/1982 A012 *BN TO REPAY STATE FOR MAINLINE PURCHASE
2/26/1982 C014 MILWAUKEE ROADS SALE THREATENS JOB SECURITY
2/26/1982 C033 $2 MILLION SUIT AGAINST MILWAUKEE
2/27/1982 C021 ^REMARKABLE SOLUTION FOR SD RAIL SERVICE (ED)
2/27/1982 C051 SAGGING ECONOMY FORCES C8NW LAYOFFS IN HURON
3/01/1982 CG61 REPAIRS ON STATE OWNED RAILS TO BEGIN
3/05/1982 coil SD RAIL PURCHASE DEAL THREATENED
3/06/1982 BOll LABOR GROUP WITHDRAWS OBJECTIONS TO RAIL PURCHASE
3/14/1982 B013 STATES LEERY OF BN, RATES
3/14/1982 B014 CORPORATION, MILWAUKEE TO COMPLETE PURCHASE
3/14/1982 B045 MYERS--3 RAIL SUBTERMINALS CAN MAKE IT
3/16/1982 coil MILWAUKEE MAINLINE ABANDONMENT GETS OK
3/16/1982 coil INVOLVING CONGRESS MAY HURT SALE (HENSHAW)
3/18/1982 D021 CONGRESS SHOULD SPEED UP LINE CONTRACT (ED)
3/19/1982 coil TIE BETWEEN SPECIFICATIONS, POLITICS QUESTIONED
3/21/1982 BOll STATE TO STICK WITH HARDWOOD RAIL TIES
3/27/1982 coil CONTRACT ACCEPTED FOR HARDWOOD TIES
3/27/1982 C031 MILWAUKEE EMPLOYEES NOTIFIED JOBS ENDING
3/28/1982 B041 RAIL WORKERS OPPOSE BENEFIT CHANGES
4/08/1982 D043 BURLINGTON DISCUSSES JOBS WITH MILWAUKEE WORKERS
4/09/1982 C031 STATE RAILROAD TIE CONTRACT DEFENDED
4/10/1982 B023 QUESTIONS GOVERNOR ON SD RAIL SYSTEM (L)
4/10/1982 B043 PRODUCERS ASK TO USE PINE IN RAILTIE REPAIRS
4/11/1982 B071 SERVICE ON LINE EXPECTED SOON
4/13/1982 B031 RAILROAD REPAIRS START IN SOUTHEAST
4/14/1982 A016 36JUDGE STOPS BN WALKOUT
4/15/1982 D051 MITCHELL BOARDING 7 A DAY
4/20/1982 B052 BN TO RUN NORTH LINE
5/04/1982 B016 CHEAP RAIL FREIGHT RATES COSTING STATE
5/04/1982 B053 MILBANK-TO-SISSETON RAILROAD PLANS
5/05/1982 coil BN LINKS STOPPAGE OF TRAINS TO LOW GRAIN PRICES
5/13/1982 D031 HURON MAN APPOINTED TO RAIL BOARD
5/14/1982 coil MYERS SAYS DEAL IS CLOSE TO KEEP MAIN SD COAL LINE
5/14/1982 C031 RAIL BOARD ELECTS CHAIRMAN
5/15/1982 coil 56C&NW AGREES TO REPAIR HURON TO PIERRE TRACK
5/15/1982 C041 YANKTON GRAIN LOADED FOR TRIP TO WASHINGTON
5/22/1982 C013 FEDS TENTATIVELY AGREE TO RAIL REPAIR LOAN
5/22/1982 C021 NORTH WESTERN RAIL DECISION IS HELPFUL (ED)
5/23/1982 BOll )eBURLINGTON NORTHERN RAILROAD WELCOMED TO SD
5/26/1982 C031 C8NW REPAIRS TO BEGIN JULY 1
5/27/1982 DOll OFFICIALS SIGN AGREEMENT FOR REPAIR FUNDING
5/29/1982 B022 BURLINGTON CAN'T LOSE UNDER RAIL PLAN (L)
6/01/1982 C031 STATE RAILROAD TRACK BEING REPAIRED
6/04/1982 B023 MYERS SAYS BURLINGTON INVESTING IN SD (L)
6/05/1982 C014 SD INVESTORS BUY MILWAUKEE BRANCH
6/11/1982 C041 DAKOTA RAIL TO REPAIR OLD MILWAUKEE LINE
6/22/1982 B031 BN WILL CUT SINGLE-CAR BARLEY RATES
6/23/1982 DOll 3fELK POINT RAILROAD LABORERS MAKE TRACKS
6/24/1982 C031 GRANT TO HELP REPAIR SD RAIL LINE
6/26/1982 C052 NEW BN RATES WILL BE AMENDED
6/27/1982 A012 STATE RAIL HURTS SOME FARMERS
7/02/1982 C031 BN DENIES IT'LL DROP EDGEMONT DEPOT
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7/02/1982 CO<il REPUBLIC TO CONTINUE GETTING FEDERAL SUBSIDIES
7/0A/1982 CG51 MYERS--SD GAMBLED ON RAILS AND WON
7/05/1982 C013 BN PAC DONATES $500 TO JANKLOW
7/09/1982 COAl RAIL WORK TO BEGIN THIS MONTH
7/11/1982 EOll JfBN HAS STRANGLEHOLD ON SD, PRESSLER SAYS
7/13/1982 C031 CLOSING ON RAILROAD SALE A FORMALITY
7/19/1982 B015 SD TO CAP RAIL SALE TUESDAY
7/21/1982 C015 SD LEASES NEWLY BOUGHT MAIN LINE TO BN
7/28/1982 C051 MYERS--ROADS, RAILS MUST FIT TOGETHER
7/29/1982 C031 C8NW TO START REHABILITAION PROJECT
8/04/1982 C051 BN CREWS REPAIRING TRACK ACROSS SD
8/06/1982 C031 7 BN CARS DERAIL NEAR WATERTOWN
8/22/1982 B044 HILLS TRAIN STEAMS BY FOR 25 YEARS
9/09/1982 C071 ABANDONMENT MAY FORCE FIRM TO USE TRUCKS
9/20/1982 A014 ENGINEERS STRIKE--EFFECT ON SD TO BE SLIGHT
9/21/1982 C022 ENGINEERS STRIKE HALTS RAIL SYSTEM REPAIR
9/26/1982 B042 MYERS PRAISES BURLINGTON NORTHERN'S WORK
9/26/1982 EOll *GRAIN ELEVATORS WITHOUT RAIL SERVICE STRUGGLE
10/21/1982 C072 FUTURE OF RAIL LINE DEPENDS ON FREIGHT
11/11/1982 C061 RAILROAD SIDING HEARING POSTPONED
11/14/1982 EOll ^SAGGING GRAIN PRICES SLOW SHIPPING
12/04/1982 C041 BN CREWS SUSPEND WORK ON SD CORE
12/12/1982 coil KMYERS HAS FINGERS CROSSED OVER C&NW LINE
12/13/1982 BOll FARM LEADER PREDICTS HIGHER RAIL RATES
1/08/1983 coil FEDERAL RAIL MONEY PASSES COMMITTEE
1/13/1983 C013 CSNW FROM PIERRE TO RC MAY SHUT DOWN
1/17/1983 C021 BUILDING HIGH-SPEED RAIL NETWORK COULD AID JOBLESS
1/28/1983 coil KLINE ABANDONED BETWEEN PIERRE S RAPID CITY
2/06/1983 A014 W RIVER WORRIES ABOUT LOSING RAIL LINE
2/06/1983 C051 FARMERS WANT W RIVER LINE SAVED
2/07/1983 B021 SAVE C-NW RAIL LINK TO WEST (ED)
2/11/1983 coil KMYERS--RR WANTS TO FILE FOR ABANDONMENT
2/23/1983 coil COUNTIES LOSE RAIL REFUND APPEAL
3/05/1983 B024 TAXES SHOULD HAVE BEEN PAID BEFORE RR SOLD (L)
3/13/1983 B034 PIPELINE BILL BIG THREAT TO RAILROADS (L)
3/19/1983 A015 LAWSUIT SAYS RR TRYING TO STOP ETSI
3/27/1983 C034 RAILROADS WILL NOT BE ABLE TO COMPETE WITH SLURRY
3/31/1983 C041 BIDS FOR PRIVATE LINE COME IN LOW
4/04/1983 B021 PACT BY TWO RAILROADS BENEFIT SD S MINN (ED)
4/04/1983 B021 MILWAUKEE ROAD'S COMEBACK (ED)
4/08/1983 C013 KANSAS CITY RR WANTS SD LAWSUIT THROWN OUT
4/20/1983 C051 AAA RAILROAD WINS BID TO RESTORE RAIL LINE
5/04/1983 C051 COUNTIES CONSIDER MILWAUKEE ROAD'S SETTLEMENT OFFER
5/08/1983 B061 ABERDEEN STILL CENTER OF RAILROAD ACTIVITY
5/15/1983 B051 UNUSED RAIL LINE GOES UP FOR SALE
5/17/1983 B042 BURLINGTON RAILROAD SELLS STRIP OF LAND
5/20/1983 C031 RAILROAD CLEANS UP AFTER MISHAP SPILLS BEANS
6/03/1983 A012 STUDY--WESTERN RAIL SERVICE WON'T PAY
6/11/1983 B034 FORMAL APPLICATION FILED TO ABANDON RAIL LINE
6/17/1983 C041 ELEVATORS CHIP IN TO SAVE RAIL LINE
6/20/1983 B021 BEST EFFORT NEEDED TO SAVE C8NW LINE (ED)
6/24/1983 A012 KRAILROAD MAGNATE'S VIEWS WEREN'T ALWAYS ON TRACK
6/26/1983 C034 ASSOCIATION HAS OPPORTUNITY TO START ITS OWN (L)
6/26/1983 Ca71 KONLY MEMORIES REMAIN IN ROUNDHOUSE
7/01/1983 C015 LAWMAKERS URGED TO STOP RAIL ABANDONMENT
7/08/1983 C022 BUYING TIME TO FIND WAY TO RETAIN RAIL LINE (L)
7/10/1983 C071 BURLINGTON NORTHERN PLANS TO ABANDON LINE
7/12/1983 C052 RAIL USERS PROTEST CLOSING OF PIERRE LINE
7/17/1983 C051 STATE MUST DECIDE WHETHER TO SAVE WESTERN RAILROAD
7/21/1983 C031 WATERTOWN COULD BE DISTRIBUTION CENTER
7/24/1983 B031 LOSING EAST-WEST RAIL WOULD HANDICAP (L)
7/27/1983 C041 HEARING ON PLAN TO DROP STATE RAIL LINE
8/01/1983 B041 RAIL ABANDONMENT HEARING WILL BE IN SEPTEMBER
8/03/1983 C042 LAWMAKERS WILL OPPOSE RAIL ABANDONMENT
8/10/1983 C033 HEARINGS ON RAIL LINE ARE RESCHEDULED
8/14/1983 C041 RAILROAD MONEY WILL COME TO STATE
8/15/1983 C031 COUNTY, CITY FORM GROUP TO PRESERVE RAIL LINE
8/20/1983 BOll MEIERHENRY HAS SPENT $50,000 ON RAILROAD ANTI-TRUST
8/21/1983 C051 PART OF RAIL LINE MAY GO TO FOREST SERVICE
8/21/1983 C051 LAWYERS WILL HELP PEOPLE FOR RAILROAD HEARINGS
8/25/1983 C021 SAVE DEADWOOD RAIL ROUTE (ED)
8/31/1983 A012 KMIRAGE OF SILVER TRAILS
9/03/1983 B031 JUDGE WON'T DERAIL SD SUIT
9/15/1983 D015 GOVERNORS WILL RIDE OLD RAILROAD LINE
9/16/1983 BOll KOLD DEPOT CHUGS AGAIN
9/18/1983 C044 TRAIN DERAILMENT BLOCKS TRAFFIC IN WA
9/19/1983 C041 RAIL FIRM WANTS TO ABANDON WESTERN LINE
9/20/1983 C053 LEGISLATURE MAY HELP RAILROAD LINE
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9/21/1983 B0A2 PANEL WANTS JANKLOWS HELP IN SAVING LINE
9/21/1983 B0<i2 ABANDONING LINE WON'T RAISE FARMERS' COSTS
9/22/1983 C031 FARMERS, BUSINESSMEN PROTEST RAIL CLOSING
9/23/1983 C0A3 JUDGE WILL DECIDE FUTURE OF RAIL LINE
9/25/1983 CD53 MYERS SAYS HE DID RAIL BACKERS FAVOR
9/30/1983 C035 JANKLOW TURNS DOWN REQUEST TO SAVE RAILROAD
lO/OA/1983 BG53 PROGRAM WILL EMPHASIZE DANGERS OF CROSSINGS
10/0<»/1983 B05<» 16 SD RAIL CHECKS UNCLAIMED
10/16/1983 EOll 5CFUTURE DIMS FOR CITY'S RAIL SERVICE
10/16/1983 E015 STATE PITCHES IN TO SUPPORT RAIL TRANSPORTATION
11/26/1983 B015 JUDGE DENIES PLAN TO ABANDON LINE
11/29/1983 BOAA RAILROAD FIRM STILL UNCERTAIN
12/05/1983 C013 WESTERN RAIL LINE IS DOOMED TO DIE
12/12/1983 coil OFFICIAL WILL REVIEW PROPOSED ABANDONMENT
12/13/1983 C053 RAIL ACQUISITON COULD HURT COAL TRAFFIC
12/14/1983 C025 BID TO ABANDON LINE ASSAILED (L)
12/15/1983 C061 APPEALS RULING AGAINST ABANDONMENT
12/26/1983 C041 SENATOR SAYS ABANDONING RAIL LINE COULD START TREND
12/27/1983 B033 RAILROAD CLOSES DOORS AT WATERTOWN
1/02/1984 C062 RAIL AUTHORITY ISSUES BONDS WORTH §700,000
1/04/1984 D043 FEDS TO DECIDE RAIL LINE'S FATE
1/08/1984 C016 RESOLUTION SEEKS RAIL LINE SUPPORT
1/12/1984 C051 LAWMAKERS URGE JANKLOW TO BATTLE ABANDONMENT
1/21/1984 B035 CITIES, CUSTOMERS PLAN MEETING
1/22/1984 C061 AGENCY GETTING MAIL FROM SOUTH DAKOTANS
1/26/1984 C031 MYERS SAYS FUTURE LOOKS BETTER FOR RAIL LINE
2/03/1984 D041 AGENCY'S ACTION KEEPS WEST RIVER RAIL LINE
2/21/1984 B021 AID TO UPGRADE RAILROAD (L)
2/21/1984 B041 GRAIN SHIPMENTS BACKED UP NEAR ABERDEEN
2/23/1984 C041 STATE MAY SPEND §12,000 FOR LAWSUIT
2/24/1984 C032 POSSIBLE RAIL CONSPIRACY INVESTIGATED
3/06/1984 B023 PEOPLE SHOULD DECIDE EXPENDITURES (L)
4/15/1984 B051 ABDNOR OPPOSES RAIL LINE TAKEOVER
4/24/1984 B021 CANADA AIDS RAILS FOR GRAIN
4/27/1984 C041 RAIL CARS DERAIL NEAR BROOKINGS
5/26/1984 B021 JOINT EFFORT NEEDED TO HELP CSNW (ED)
6/18/1984 A012 VERMILLION RIVER OVERSHOOTS BANKS
6/18/1984 BOll IMPROVING HURON-TO-PIERRE RAIL LINE
6/24/1984 B061 EUREKA EQUITY EXCHANGE WILL TRY TO SAVE RAIL LINE
7/07/1984 B035 BURLINGTON NORTHERN TO INVESTIGATE DERAILMENT
7/10/1984 B035 BURLINGTON NORTHERN CARS DERAIL NEAR ABERDEEN
7/25/1984 C031 BURLINGTON WILL SEEK RAILROAD ABANDONMENT
8/25/1984 C034 RAILROAD FILES ABANDONMENT NOTICE
8/28/1984 B021 END OF THE LINE IS NEAR (ED)
9/25/1984 B035 PETITIONS FILED TO HEAR RAIL LINE REQUEST
11/19/1984 B015 36DAKOTA RAIL ON THE RIGHT TRACK
1/14/1985 C031 TO ABANDON 273 MILES OF TRACK
2/06/1985 coil COMMITTEE SENDS RAIL LINE BILL TO HOUSE
2/23/1985 C021 BRIDGE REPAIRS MIGHT SAVE RAIL LINE
4/13/1985 C014 STATE RAIL USERS READY TO FEND
4/15/1985 coil THE RAILROAD NEVER MADE IT TO DENTON
4/16/1985 B031 BOARD MEMBERS MEET MYERS HEAD ON
5/20/1985 C021 WHEAT GROUP OPPOSES RAILROAD ABANDONMENT
6/02/1985 C014 PRESSLER OFF TRACK ON RAIL LINE
6/04/1985 A105 STATE RAILROAD WAS MISTAKE (L)
6/07/1985 A103 TO SAVE WESTERN RAIL LINE (L)
6/07/1985 A103 CLARIFYING RAILROAD FUNDING (L)
6/10/1985 B022 JANKLOW MADE DEAL TO KEEP PIERRE-TO-BROOKINGS LINE
8/02/1985 C031 COMMERCE PANEL SCHEDULES RAIL LINE HEARING
8/05/1985 B021 ABERDEEN RAILROAD SET FOR HEARING OCTOBER 1
8/09/1985 C031 COMMISSION TO CONDUCT RAIL LINE HEARINGS IN OCTOBER
8/11/1985 C022 COOPERATION CAN SAVE RURAL RAILROADS
8/25/1985 C046 §220,000 SHORTLINE GRANT OK'ED
8/31/1985 C031 JANKLOW BLASTS RAILROAD ABANDONMENT
9/04/1985 B021 LAWYER TO HELP WITH ABANDONMENT HEARINGS
9/15/1985 C041 RAILROAD ANNOUNCES PLANS TO SELL SD LINES
9/20/1985 C015 RAIL-ABANDONMENT PLAN IS HALTED
9/21/1985 C031 FIRM HALTS ABANDONMENT PLANS IN SD
9/29/1985 C021 RAIL CONFERENCE LOOKS AT FUTURE
10/01/1985 C021 DAKOTA SOUTHERN IS READY TO ROLL
11/07/1985 C051 WORKS TO PRESERVE RAILROAD SERVICE IN SD
12/05/1985 C062 RAILROAD SALE WOULD HELP SERVICE
12/19/1985 C021 RAILROAD TRACK SALE TO BE DISCUSSED DEC 27
12/29/1985 C021 PRESSLER FAVORS RAILROAD SALE
1/05/1986 A081 THE FUTURE OF RAIL LINE (ED)
1/12/1986 C031 MEETINGS SET TO DISCUSS TRACK SALE PROPOSAL
1/12/1986 C044 EDGEMONT FEARS LOSS OF 300 JOBS
1/18/1986 C021 RAILROAD UNSURE OF SD HEADQUARTERS LOCALE
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3/22/1986 CG13 XRAIL REPAIR
A/03/1986 CG22 OFFICIAL SAYS RAILROAD FIRM ON RIGHT TRACK
A/G8/1986 CG15 JANKLOW SUIT AGAINST RAILROAD PUT ON HOLD
A/25/1986 AG12 KRAIL SALE INCLUDES SD TRACK
A/29/1986 CG21 SOME BURLINGTON ISSUES UNRESOLVED
5/15/1986 AG16 FLOODING HURTS RAILROAD
6/27/1986 CG21 PRESSLER--RAILROAD TRACK DEAL NEAR
7/G1/1986 CG35 STATE NEGOTIATES TO EXTEND RAILROAD DEAL
7/G9/1986 BG2A ^OFFICIALS TO REOPEN RAILROAD LINE
7/11/1986 AG12 ^BURLINGTON SIGNS 15-YEAR LEASE
7/11/1986 CG15 BROOKINGS TO BE HEADQUARTERS FOR NEW LINE
7/13/1986 AG81 THE LITTLE STATE THAT COULD (ED)
7/13/1986 CG2I RAILROAD MAINTENANCE CENTER TO STAY IN HURON
8/G8/1986 CG21 RAILROAD WANTS TO END VISUAL SIGNAL SYSTEM
8/12/1986 BG41 CREWS WORK TO REPAIR TRACKS AFTER DERAILMENT
9/GA/1986 CG12 RAILROAD SAFETY PROMOTION PLANNED
9/G5/1986 CGll KRAIL LINES SALE COMPLETED
9/G7/1986 CG22 RAIL COMPANY TO SPEND $1G MILLION ON ROADBED
9/G9/1986 AG61 FINALLY, SOME GOOD NEWS ABOUT RAILROADS CED)
9/1A/1986 CGll ^PROGRAM HELPS GET PUBLIC ON RIGHT TRACK
1G/G6/1986 CG21 AGENCY WANTS INPUT ON USING RAILS FOR TRAILS
1G/G6/1986 CG2I STATE RAIL LINE TO BE IMPROVED WITH GRANT MONEY
IG/G7/1986 CG2I RAILROADS AGREE TO CONTRACT FOR BIKE PATH
1G/G7/1986 CG21 ADMINISTRATION AWARDS GRANT TO FIX RAIL LINE
lG/19/1986 A133 RAIL SHOULD BE MADE TRAILS (L)
11/G7/1986 CGA2 RAIL TO TRAILS GROUP TO TURN TO STATE
11/16/1986 AG61 RECREATION TRAIL PLAN DESERVES SUPPORT (ED)
12/26/1986 CG21 COURT UPHOLDS RAILROAD TAX
1/2A/1987 CGAI COUNTIES LOOK AT RAIL AUTHORITY
2/26/1987 CGll AGREEMENT NEAR ON PATH CROSSING
3/G6/1987 CG2I MEETING SET TO DISCUSS RAIL AUTHORITY
5/08/1987 CG21 DERAILMENT DAMAGE PUT AT $560,GGG
5/13/1987 BG21 RAILROAD SERVICE RESUMES IN CHAMBERLAIN
5/25/1987 CG16 RESIDENTS OPPOSE TRAIL PLAN
7/18/1987 AG12 3€VANDALS BLAMED IN CITY RAILROAD ACCIDENT
7/28/1987 CG'i4 RAIL OFFICIALS PLEASED WITH BUSINESS
8/1A/1987 CG12 OFFICIALS MEET TO DISCUSS SAVING RAIL LINE
8/16/1987 CG36 RAILROAD GETS PERMISSION TO ABANDON LINE
8/26/1987 BG12 ^WORKING ON THE RAILROAD
10/18/1987 BG26 RESIDENTS SUE TO STOP TRAIL
11/07/1987 CG16 RAILROAD SETTLES ETSI SUIT OUT OF COURT
11/15/1987 E012 SfMAN RUNS NO-NONSENSE RAILROAD
12/05/1987 C015 LAWMAKERS URGE AMTRACK TO OPEN ROUTE IN STATE
12/10/1987 AlOl AMTRACK WORTH DISCUSSING (ED)
12/16/1987 BOll ETSI LAWSUIT DELAYED ONE WEEK
12/21/1987 coil PRESSLER TO DISCUSS FUTURE OF AMTRACK
12/22/1987 C021 AMTRACK SD SERVICE NOT AVAILABLE
1/28/1988 C012 ^RAILROAD KILLED ETSI PROJECT
A/09/1988 A012 STATE WINS ETSI SUIT
A/26/1988 C021 RAIL LINE TRANSFER BLOCKED
A/27/1988 BOll LAWYERS FOR RAILROAD ASK FOR NEW TRIAL
5/30/1988 coil CLARK CLUB TO HONOR LITTLE FELLOW GRAVE
5/31/1988 C012 RARE ORCHID AFFECTS FATE OF RAILROAD TRACK
6/15/1988 BOIA GROUP ACCUSES PRESSLER ON RAIL SAFETY
7/12/1988 A08A DON'T CUT RAIL LIABILITY (L)
7/I9/I988 A103 GROUP WRONG TO ATTACK PRESSLER'S RAIL ACTIONS (L)
8/06/1988 C016 RAILROAD'S BOND SET
8/2A/1988 B021 RAILROAD TRACK NEAR SF TO BE UPDATED
9/05/1988 C012 KRAILROAD HOPES FOR FINANCING
9/15/1988 C021 RAILROAD TEACHES FIREFIGHTERS LESSONS
10/01/1988 coil OFFICIALS SIGN RAILROAD PACKAGE
1/08/1989 coil DASCHLE WANTS TALKS WITH RAILROAD OFFICIALS
1/18/1989 C012 KMAKING TRACKS
2/08/1989 D082 ^FARMERS MAY RAIL AGAINST SHIPPING COSTS
2/21/1989 C012 BURLINGTON INCREASES MIFF FARMERS
2/21/1989 C021 RAILROAD WORKERS SEEK UNION REPRESENTATION
3/08/1989 C021 RAILROADS CONSPIRED TO DELAY PIPELINE
3/17/1989 C012 JUSTICES SET LIMITS ON SALES TAX
A/23/1989 E012 RAILROAD UPGRADING 362 MILES OF TRACK
A/28/1989 coil PRESSLER WANTS RAILROAD INVESTIGATION
A/30/1989 AA06 SETTLEMENT GATHERS STEAM WITH RAILROAD
A/30/1989 GGOl *PLAN ENGINEERED TO SAVE RAILROADS
5/07/1989 EOAl PRESSLER LOOKS FOR ANSWERS IN RAIL TAKEOVER
5/10/1989 D082 *RAIL TAKEOVER WORRIES REGION
5/21/1989 EOll BURLINGTON NORTHERN WINS TOP PRIZE
5/28/1989 BOll RAILROAD EMBARKS ON CENTENNIAL RUN
6/08/1989 C021 CENTENNIAL TRAIN CANCELS SUMMER TRIP
6/08/1989 D065 BURLINGTON MAY ABANDON YALE-HURON LINE
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6/11/1989 E012 RAILROADS ROLL UP A RECORD
6/23/1989 C012 FIGHT TO ADD TO RAIL BOARD'S POWER
6/29/1989 A015 ^JUDGES REJECT $8A4 MILLION AWARD
7/05/1989 coil STATE RECEIVES CHECK FOR RENTAL OF TRACKS
7/23/1989 E012 *SIOUX FALLS FIRM PATCHES AILING RAIL CARS
7/30/1989 A121 REFRESHINGLY, RAIL OUTLOOK ENCOURAGING CED)
9/2'i/1989 C013 RAILROAD WILL HAUL BENTONITE ACROSS STATE
11/06/1989 B012 ^CRIVETING RAILROADS
11/27/1989 BOll LOCOMOTIVES NAMED FOR CITIES, PRESSLER
12/17/1989 DOll DMBE RAILROAD SETS OCTOBER LOADING RECORD
12/29/1989 C031 PANEL OK'S FUNDS FOR RECREATION TRAIL
1/01/1990 B021 LANDOWNERS MIFFED ABOUT TRAIL BUYING
2/21/1990 A081 ^OUTDATED LAW JEOPARDIZES FUTURE
3/09/1990 A083 KLIABILTY ACT FORCES RAILROADS TO PROMOTE SAFETY
A/01/1990 EOll OK'S RURAL RAIL ASSISTANCE FUNDS
A/02/1990 C02A RAILROAD REPAIR WORK OK'D, PRESSLER SAYS
A/13/1990 D082 BURLINGTON RAILROAD PAYS OFF LOANS EARLY
A/30/199G C015 ^MEMORY OF TRAIN CHUGS ALONG IN DELL RAPIDS
5/19/1990 C033 KMADISON DEPOT BACK ON LINE
5/23/1990 A012 ^RAILROAD TURNTABLE TAKES A TURN AT NEW HOME
5/2A/1990 C012 ^DERAILED CARS SPILL JET FUEL
6/07/1990 A012 ^HISTORIC RAIL CARS TO PORTLAND FOR RESTORATION
6/1A/1990 C012 5CPRESSLER DEFENDS REVERSAL ON AMTRAK LEGISLATION
6/16/1990 C015 PRESSLER'S PLAN FOR RAIL FUNDING CALLED 'PIE IN SKY'
6/20/1990 AlOl RAIL DREAM ENDS, ANOTHER BEGINS CED)
6/21/1990 D061 RAIL FIRM PAYS SD $1 3 MILLION FOR LEASE
6/25/1990 AlOA VOTES A DISSERVICE TO RAILROAD INDUSTRY (L)
8/1A/1990 coil WORK BEING DONE ON RAILROAD TRACKS
8/29/1990 C026 COURT WILL DECIDE FATE OF BLACK HILLS TRAIL
9/27/1990 D061 RAILROAD LOOKING AT ABANDONING SD LINES
11/09/1990 C035 LEGAL RIGHTS TO ABANDONED RAILROAD LINE
12/22/1990 C031 TRAINS CHUG THROUGH GARRETSON A BIT FASTER
1/2A/1991 C032 PETITION SEEKS OK TO EXTEND RAIL SERVICE
3/08/1991 C02A MITCHELL JOINS EFFORT TO RE-OPEN RAILROAD
3/2A/1991 A092 RAILROAD WORKERS DESERVE FAIR SHARE (L)
A/06/1991 C031 RAIL GROUP WANTS TO OPERATE LINE
A/08/1991 C033 MILBANK BUYS RAILCAR FOR SUMMER TRAINFEST
A/16/1991 B062 LOCAL RAIL WORKERS READY TO JOIN STRIKE
A/18/1991 A012 3€STRIKERS PLEASED WITH QUICK END
5/10/1991 A105 NEWS MEDIA PRAISED FOR STRIKE COVERAGE (L)
5/25/1991 C051 ABERDEEN POLICE TO TAKE TO THE TRAINS
5/30/1991 A071 ^WORKING ON THE RAILROAD
5/30/1991 C02A RAIL LINE REOPENING IS DEBATED
5/31/1991 C031 FORMER STATE OFFICIAL SKEPTICAL ABOUT RAILROADS
6/01/1991 C033 LEADERS WANT RAIL LINE KEPT OPEN
6/03/1991 C031 RAILROAD STING RESULTS IN FINES FOR 3 MOTORISTS
6/06/1991 C025 BATTLE BREWS OVER BID TO ABANDON RAIL STRETCH
6/12/1991 D071 PRESSLER, SHIPPERS HOPE TO SAVE TRACK
6/13/1991 C036 HILLS RAIL HEARING PLANNED
6/15/1991 C03A RAILROAD AGREES TO KEEP LINE OPEN
6/20/1991 C023 CITY, COUNTY EYE NEW RAILROAD AUTHORITY
6/25/1991 C031 RAIL COST WON'T BE AS HIGH AS ESTIMATED
6/26/1991 A106 PRO-MANAGEMENT PACT FORCED ON RAIL WORKERS (L)
7/08/1991 B032 EFFORTS CONTINUE TO SAVE RAILROAD LINE
7/09/1991 C032 FUTURE UNCERTAIN FOR DEADWOOD TRAIN
7/21/1991 C051 BOARD REFUSES TO REOPEN SERVICE ON RAIL LINE
7/23/1991 A063 BUSH KEEPS WORKERS FROM VOTING ON PACT (L)
8/10/1991 A015 ^SUCCESS ON THE RAILROAD
8/11/1991 A012 KRIDE ALONG--TRAIN WHISTLES ROMANTIC TUNE
8/11/1991 A081 A LOT IS RIDING ON SYSTEM'S SUCCESS
8/11/1991 A081 *STATE CONCERNED WITH MAINTAINING SYSTEM
8/11/1991 A085 JANKLOW, EX-LEGISLATORS REMEMBER HEATED FIGHT
8/11/1991 AlOl RAIL ACTION TURNED LOW POINT TO A HIGH (ED)
8/11/1991 C031 SIX RAILROAD CARS DERAIL NEAR DIMOCK
8/1A/1991 coil HEARING ON ABANDONING RAIL LINE SET FOR SEPTEMBER 12
8/22/1991 AlOl NOISE, DIESEL FUMES ARE NOT ROMANTIC (L)
9/27/1991 A013 XGOOD AS NEW
10/06/1991 C031 MITCHELL TO SELL DEPOT
10/26/1991 A013 KHOT LINE
11/17/1991 EOll DM&E TRAIN DERAILS ON TRACK NEAR PIERRE
12/03/1991 C032 TRIBES, RAILROAD BATTLE OVER TAX
12/16/1991 A103 TRAINS DANGEROUSLY BLEND WITH SCENERY (L)
1/25/1992 coil FIVE HURT WHEN CAR COLLIDES WITH TRAIN
2/06/1992 B061 BROOKINGS RAIL GROUP AGREES TO BUY LINE
2/06/1992 C031 RAIL AUTHORITY VOTES TO DISSOLVE BUSINESS
2/16/1992 C032 RAILROAD PROPERTY MEASURE HITS A ROADBLOCK
2/27/1992 B062 RAILROAD PROPERTY TASK FORCE ON TRACK
6/22/1992 C022 COURT HEARS BLACK HILLS TRAIL DISPUTE
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5/02/1992 A072 *HAPPY TRAILS ON THE RAILS
5/05/1992 C021 TRAIN DERAILMENT SHUTS DOWN HIGHWAY
5/20/1992 D065 REGIONAL RAIL LINE MIGHT BE SCRAPPED
5/30/1992 D0A2 RAIL CONSULTANT OFFERS TOURISM PLAN
6/08/1992 C016 OLD STATION TO RE-OPEN AS MUSEUM
6/15/1992 C021 HEARING TO FOCUS ON WESTERN RAIL LINE
6/23/1992 C022 TRIBES GET GO AHEAD TO TAX RAILROADS
6/25/1992 A015 RAILROAD STRIKE STALLS LOCAL TRAVEL, INDUSTRY
7/09/1992 C022 BLACK HILLS RESIDENTS RESISTING RAIL PLAN
7/17/1992 C021 CHESTER GROSECLOSE TO LEAD RAIL BOARD
7/2A/1992 B022 BROOKINGS FIRM SET TO BUY RAILROAD
8/13/1992 B021 BLACK HILLS RAILROAD MIGHT NOT BE SOLD
8/18/1992 BOll STATE RAIL PLAN SUBJECT OF HEARINGS
9/09/1992 B022 MINNEHAHA COUNTY EYES OLD RAIL LINE
10/06/1992 B021 MICKELSON DEDICATES BLACK HILLS TRAIL
11/22/1992 FOll RAILROAD PLANS TO FIX LINE IN BLACK HILLS
12/2<i/1992 B021 BROOKINGS RAIL CLUB PLANS LAYOUT TOUR
12/27/1992 BOll LANDOWNERS FIGHT FOR ABANDONED LINE
SEE ALSO RECREATION TRAILS
11/26/1989 coil RAILS TO TRAILS ORGANIZER RESIGNS
12/0A/1990 B032 BLACK HILLS RAIL TRAIL STUDY COMPLETED
A/29/1991 C015 kHIKING TRAIL PLANNED FOR OLD RAILROAD PATH
9/19/1991 C031 BLACK HILLS TRAIL DEDICATION PLANNED
9/30/1991 C031 'RAILS TO TRAILS' SECTION OPENS
10/01/1991 C032 OPPONENTS QUESTION BLACK HILLS TRAIL MAPS
11/17/1991 A081 SETTLE BLACK HILLS RAILS TO TRAILS FUSS (ED)
3/31/1992 C031 FUND DRIVE BEGINS FOR HIKING TRAILS
A/22/1992 C022 COURT HEARS BLACK HILLS TRAIL DISPUTE
5/09/1992 C022 BLACK HILLS TRAIL PROJECT CRITICIZED
6/02/1992 D031 ^FORMER RAILWAYS TURN INTO HIKING HOT SPOTS
8/18/1992 A06A LEAD'S 'RAILS FOR TRAILS' COSTLY, LITTLE USED (L)
12/27/1992 BOll LANDOWNERS FIGHT FOR ABANDONED LINE
A/20/1990 BOll XLET'S BID DIRECTOR FAREWELL
5/19/1990 AD52 *HE PLAYED RAINMAKER AT SFC
6/26/1992 C021 RAINBOW GATHERING OK'D BY US FOREST SERVICE
1/27/1991 B012 KBIBLE SCHOLARS WATCH FOR APOCALYPSE
2/26/1991 B06A SD NATIVE TO ASSUME TOP FARMLAND POSITION
2/27/1989 A083 LETTING PATIENTS SMOKE WOULD GO
11/09/1990 A012 3eSINGER RAITT WILL HEADLINE CONCERT
11/20/1985 A081 KBYE-BYE, MR BHAGWAN (ED)
7/12/1982 coil LIE-DETECTOR FIRM PROFITS FROM DISHONESTY
11/02/1982 A091 *BY NIGHT THEY'RE RESERVE OFFICERS
A/03/1988 FOll *MAN HELPS OTHERS RETURN TO THE CHURCH
7/06/1990 AOIA 36SARAH GIVES A HAND TO HER SCHOOL MATES
10/13/1989 C012 *CHINA VISITOR--BOTH SIDES WRONG
8/01/1990 C031 HOMEOWNER GIVEN DEADLINE FOR CLEANUP
11/29/198A D0A3 JfSPORTS HAS BEEN HIS LIFE
3/20/1991 D012 ^SPRING-TRAINING WISH COMES TRUE
5/16/1990 D102 *RAMKOTA IS ON THE RISE
8/25/1991 Alll NO FORMAL FUND EXISTS FOR MARINA PAYOFF (L)
SEE AUTO PARKING
7/20/1989 B013 ^BASKETBALL COMMISSIONER LISTED AMONG MISSING
7/21/1989 B036 ^BASKETBALL OFFICIAL IS EULOGIZED
3/21/1982 FOll ^FAMILY BUILT SUCCESSFUL FARM AROUND HOGS
1/13/1991 B03A CUSTER MAN TRAPS COYOTE, REWARD
9/01/1983 C031 *FORMER ARGUS EDITOR DEAD AT 85
7/07/1982 C031 SUIT AGAINST SD JUDGE DISMISSED
^/09/1983 BOll 1ST WOMAN NAMED PRESIDING JUDGE
8/17/1985 COAl CIRCUIT JUDGE PLANS TO RETIRE
A/27/1986 N031 (FINANCE) *SHE'S READY TO FLY AFTER 27 YEARS IN COUR
1/02/1992 C012 *THE FIRST BABY OF '92
7/20/1982 B023 DEATH 'PROCEDURE' LACKS GENUINE CONCERN (L)
2/08/1982 BOll SD'S WESTERN RANGELAND--THE LAST FRONTIER
3/01/1982 C0A2 RANCHER ASKS FMHA TO STICK BY HIM
8/15/1983 C031 UNLOCKED GATES OPEN UP PROBLEMS FOR RANCHERS
6/29/1986 DOll KLAND GIVES LIFE TO RANCH FAMILY
A/27/1992 A012 *LIVES, LIVLIHOOD IN CALVING SEASON
A/27/1992 A031 36FRAIL CALVES KEEP RANCHERS IN SADDLE
5/18/1992 A012 ^RANCHERS PERCHED ON CRISIS
5/18/1992 AOAl LAYOFFS, DRY WEATHER COMPOUND RANCHER WORRIES
5/18/1992 A0A3 *FAITH MAN LIVES ON HOPE FOR BETTER TIMES
6/02/1992 C023 RANCHERS WANT NEW ASSESSMENT LAWS
6/26/1992 C016 RANCHERS FIGHT OVER PRIZE BULL
7/09/1992 C026 MISSILE BLASTING CONCERNS RANCHERS
3/01/1983 B02A RAND CORP PLAN LITTLE CONCERN FOR ELDERLY (L)
10/07/1989 A012 ATLAS WIPES SD OFF THE MAP
10/15/1989 A121 COMPANY DESERVES TO BE TWEAKED A LITTLE (ED)
10/15/1989 coil JAYCEES JOIN FRAY IN ATLAS SNUBBING
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10/15/1989 FOll 3S0UTBACK--AND PROUD
10/22/1989 AOIA LOOK OUT, RAND MCNALLY
10/26/1989 A012 5€SI0UX FALLS NEAR CENTER OF CITY LIST
11/08/1989 A104 GIVE MCNALLY MESSAGE (L)
1/20/1990 C024 DASCHLE PICKS WINNERS IN ATLAS PHOTO CONTEST
6/13/1986 C015 *AUGUSTANA NAMES ACTING PRESIDENT
5/05/1992 C012 KAUGUSTANA NAMES RAND INTERIM PRESIDENT
5/23/1992 DOll INCOMING AUGIE OFFICIAL OK AFTER HOSPITAL STAY
5/09/1983 B012 KCORONER ENJOYS ROLE AS DETECTIVE
12/1A/1983 C015 PURGES CHANGES IN DEATH INVESTIGATIONS
10/08/1987 B012 CORONER COSTS RAISE COUNTY CONCERN
10/22/1987 A061 RANDALL DOES A GOOD JOB (ED)
7/27/1989 A012 C0R0NER--232 MORGUE 'GRUESOME'
9/09/1991 B012 XCORONER HEARS GROANS WHEN DESCRIBING JOB
8/27/1986 B023 OFFICIAL DIDN'T THINK WATER WAS BAD
^/06/1988 B012 *FIRED RETAIL LEADER TO START OWN GROUP
A/05/1989 C012 ^PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO DISCONNECTING ODOMETER
5/03/1989 D086 ^MERCHANTS COUNCIL CLOSES LOCAL OFFICE
6/09/1989 C015 XEX-LOBBYIST GUILTY OF ODOMETER FRAUD
9/02/1989 C015 ^RANDALL ON PROBATION FOR ODOMETER FRAUD
5/01/1988 N091 (SEC GG) «2 STORE CHAIN HAD HUMBLE BEGINNINGS
2/02/1990 D062 RANDALL BRINGS CHARITY PAYBACK PLAN
5/26/1990 C012 ^(BLAZING BURGERS
1/25/1991 D073 *NEW LOOK AT RANDALL
A/25/1991 B081 NEW MANAGER HIRED AT RANDALL FOODS
1/30/1986 B03A LOCAL BUSINESSMAN PROPOSES FREIGHT TERMINAL
7/08/1989 C012 KAERIAL ACROBATS LOVE FLYING THE LOOP
11/08/1992 C012 KSMILE FOR SANTA, BLACKIE
7/12/1990 D061 MADISON FIRM TOLD TO STAY OUT OF ND
12/12/1986 B012 ^ARCHITECTURE S ART
6/21/1992 EOll RANDALL PLANS NEW STORE IN MITCHELL
12/21/1985 coil RANDALL TO TELL CITY POLITICAL PLANS NEXT MONTH
1/18/1986 A081 COMMISSIONERS SHOULD KNOW
2/01/1986 C013 CANDIDATE RANDALL BACKS ARTS CENTER
7/09/1986 BOll KRANDALL LOSES COMMISSION'S INITIAL DISPUTE
7/1A/1986 C015 RANDALL, WHITE WILL TAKE IT SLOW
8/16/1986 A102 KBUS SYSTEM ONE OF GOOD THINGS GOING ON
1/02/1987 AlOl ^PARKING RAMP PROPOSAL IS BASED ON NEED
A/26/1987 BBll XCITY'S FINANCE COMMISSIONER
7/07/1987 coil RANDALL TO PROPOSE NEW ECONOMIC PLAN
7/08/1987 C015 COMMISSION DEBATES PROPERTY TAX BREAKS
7/09/1987 C016 ECONOMIC TASK FORCE PROPOSED
7/10/1987 A081 DON'T MAKE TASK FORCE ALL SHOW (ED)
7/1A/1987 A083 PROGRAMS WORK TOGETHER (L)
7/1A/1987 COIA RANDALL ECONOMIC PLAN FAILS IN BALLOT
7/16/1987 A081 REACTS POORLY TO DEFEAT OF PROPOSAL (ED)
7/23/1987 A121 3CTASK FORCE WOULD ENHANCE POTENTIAL
7/2A/1987 A121 WELCOME STEP TOWARD RECONCILIATION
7/30/1987 A082 RANDALL JUST CAN'T WIN (L)
7/30/1987 coil JUSTICE CENTER BACKS RANDALL'S PROPOSAL
9/18/1987 C023 36PROFESSOR, OFFICIAL DEBATE CONSTITUTION
9/22/1987 AlOA RANDALL HAS WRONG IDEA (L)
10/23/1987 C021 RANDALL OPPOSES TAX REBATE
11/30/1987 B016 ^RANDALL SEES NEED TO STUDY TAX OPTIONS
12/11/1987 C012 XCIVIL RIGHTS PANEL FACES CHANGE
12/12/1987 A012 XGROUP RALLIES FOR HUMAN RELATIONS DIRECTOR
12/15/1987 A081 RANDALL'S CASE WEAK FOR PARING CITY OFFICE (ED)
12/19/1987 A105 RANDALL PLAN UNREALISTIC (L)
12/21/1987 A063 HUMAN RELATIONS STAFF CUT A MISTAKE (L)
12/27/1987 A104 GROUP--RANDALL SUPPORTIVE (L)
12/27/1987 A105 DISABLED MISLED ON CHANGES (L)
1/18/1988 A012 *RANDALL SEAT DRAWS ATTENTION FROM RIVALS
1/29/1988 C023 *COMMISSION REVISES BUDGET PROCESS
2/12/1988 A081 RANDALL'S MOVE PRAISED (L)
2/13/1988 AlOA RANDALL PROTECTS TAXPAYERS (L)
5/13/1988 C012 ^COMMISSIONER SEEKS 5-YEAR TERM
5/22/1988 C016 NICOLAY, RANDALL ON TAX-LIMIT MEASURE
6/0A/1988 coil RANDALL SEEKS LOWER TAXES FOR NEEDY
6/07/1988 C015 36LOW-INCOME RESIDENTS WIN PROPERTY TAX BREAK
6/15/1988 AlOl RANDALL, KNUDTSON ARE TOP CANDIDATES (ED)
6/16/1988 C012 RANDALL, JAMISON TOP SPENDERS IN RACES
6/17/1988 C015 9fRIVAL USES FORUM TO BLAST RANDALL
6/18/1988 A08A POWER CAN BE DANGEROUS (L)
6/18/1988 C015 HANSON CRITICIZES RANDALL WATER STAND
6/19/1988 E012 LUCK COULD PUT RANDALL AHEAD TUESDAY
6/26/1988 A121 3«TW0 BEST CANDIDATES IN THE RACE (ED)
6/29/1988 A014 XHANSON ACCUSES RANDALL OF MUDSLINGING
6/30/1988 C012 B^HANSON, RANDALL EXCHANGE BARBS
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7/02/1988 A08A 'ARGUS' PROTECTS RANDALL CD
7/02/1988 A085 STATEMENTS MISREPRESENTED CD
7/03/1988 A071 *CAND1DATES MAKE THEIR CASES
7/12/1988 C012 3CC0MM1SS10N WELCOMES TWO NEW MEMBERS
7/21/1988 A082 PEARSON, RANDALL PRAISED CD
2/05/1989 FOll ^LEAVING THE LIMELIGHT BEHIND
6/06/1990 B031 *VOLUNTEERS HONORED FOR EFFORTS
3/13/1991 AOll ACTOR WILL TALK TO SENIORS
5/21/1991 A055 *SPEAK1NG DATE IN STATE A FIRST
5/2^/1991 BOll TV INTERVIEW SHOWS OTHER FACE OF FAME
11/27/1991 C031 ANNOUNCER RECEIVES 4-H VOLUNTEER AWARD
A/26/1987 EEll KA WHIFFER, TO GO
10/07/1990 FOIA KSHOP OWNER VENTURES INTO JEWELRY
5/30/1982 EOll 9fSD FARMERS MISUNDERSTAND CROP REPORTING SERVICE
5/01/1983 N121 3CCAGR1CULTURE) KEEPING TRACK OF THE STATISTICS
12/02/1992 B022 *EX-GOVERNOR'S DAUGHTER DONATES BOOKS TO SDSU
1/02/198A C061 1,200 PEOPLE EXPECTED AT RAPID CITY
2/17/198A C052 GROUP HONORS 2 STATE MEN
6/02/1990 A012 GRANGER HOT ON THE TRAIL FOR A SAFER PATH
A/12/1985 C021 EVENT HONORS 1ST WOMAN IN US CONGRESS
A/27/1982 A073 OBSTETRICIANS, GYNECOLOGISTS HEAD
SEE ALSO TRIALS RAPE
1/13/1982 BOAl INCREASED PENALTIES FOR RAPE PROPOSED
l/lA/1982 BOll LEG1SLATURE--RAPE, SALES, BURIAL, FISHING BILLS
3/12/1982 D031 PIEDMONT MAN FACES RAPE CHARGES
3/12/1982 DOAl RULING OVERTURNING RAPE TRIAL APPEALED
3/13/1982 C0A3 COURT UPHOLDS ATTEMPTED RAPE CONVICTION
7/10/1982 C015 MINOR'S CONFESSION MAY BE INADMISSIBLE
8/10/1982 B031 WOMAN, 18, REPORTS RAPE IN HOME
9/09/1982 C075 JUDGE REFUSES TO HEAR APPEAL ON CONVICTION
9/1A/1982 C031 NEWPAPER CARRIER REPORTS RAPE
10/05/1982 B051 FOUR ASSAULTS--RAPES LINKED TO SF MAN
10/08/1982 C032 MINNEHAHA JURY INDICTS 2 SF MEN FOR RAPE
10/09/1982 C035 MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN SF RAPE CASE
10/10/1982 BOAl RAPE OF CUSTER PATIENT INVESTIGATED
10/19/1982 C031 POLICE ARE LOOKING FOR RAPE SUSPECT
11/03/1982 C073 MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO RAPE
11/16/1982 A09A CITIZENS AGAINST RAPE NAMES OFFICERS
11/18/1982 C032 RAPE SUSPECT TO GET PSYCHIATRIC EXAM
11/30/1982 B061 MOBRIDGE YOUTH HELD FOR DEATH OF 3-YEAR-OLD
12/01/1982 C031 POLICE HAVE RAPE SUSPECT
12/03/1982 C081 STATE ATTEMPTS TO TRY MOBRIDGE YOUTH AS ADULT
12/03/1982 C081 WITNESSES TESTIFY IN CUSTER RAPE CASE
12/07/1982 C035 MAN INDICTED FOR RAPE AND BURGLARY
12/12/1982 C052 CUSTER MAN WILL STAND TRIAL FOR RAPE
12/16/1982 C031 SF MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO RAPE
12/21/1982 COAl CUSTER MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO RAPE
1/12/1983 D031 POLICE HAVE SUSPECT IN RAPE
1/19/1983 DO^l BOY SENT TO TRAINING SCHOOL FOR RAP1NG--M0BR1DGE
1/23/1983 COAl JUDGE RULE GRANTHAM'S SUPPRESSION REQUEST
2/09/1983 A012 MAN SUSPECT IN RAPE, DOG DEATHS
2/16/1983 C031 ALCESTER MAN FACES RAPE, ASSAULT
2/20/1983 B061 BOY TO MEET WITH LAWYERS, JUDGE
3/03/1983 C035 RAPE CHARGE DROPPED--BOY CAN'T TESTIFY
3/0A/1983 C031 WOMAN RAPED UNDER CITY BRIDGE
3/09/1983 C031 RAPE CASE SCHEDULED FOR MARCH 2A
3/11/1983 C031 MAN GETS 55 YEAR SENTENCE FOR RAPE
3/12/1983 C041 CUSTER HOSPITAL SUED IN RAPE CASE
3/21/1983 B025 COURT SYSTEM CAN OFFER STRANGE JUSTICE (L)
'♦/23/1983 C031 GIRL MIGHT BE TESTED BEFORE TESTIFYING
5/22/1983 C031 RAPE VICTIM'S MOTHER WANTS STRONGER LAWS (L)
7/06/1983 coil POLICE SEARCH FOR MAN WHO RAPED 18-YEAR-OLD
7/15/1983 C016 TRIBE DROPS RAPE INQUIRY
7/23/1983 B035 CITY POLICE INVESTIGATE RAPE OF WOMAN, 20
7/23/1983 BOAl REDFIELD MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO RAPE OF INMATE
8/11/1983 coil POLICE HAVE SUSPECT IN RAPE AT MAC'S INN
8/16/1983 BOll ONE OF TWO WOMEN HELD AT KNIFEPOINT RAPED
8/20/1983 B015 POLICE HAVE SUSPECT IN SIOUX FALLS RAPE CASE
8/23/1983 C071 HARTFORD MAN CHARGED WITH FIRST-DEGREE RAPE
8/26/1983 coil GRAND JURY INDICTS RAPIST, BURGLARS
8/27/1983 COAl GIRLS DENY RAPES HAPPENED, BUT COURT UPHOLDS
9/27/1983 C051 MAN IS FREE ON BOND AFTER RAPE INDICTMENT
10/05/1983 C012 *MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN RAPES
10/07/1983 coil SEALED INDICTMENT RETURNED IN RAPE CASE
10/12/1983 COAl CROOKS MAN PLEADS INNOCENT TO RAPE CHARGES
lO/lA/1983 coil MAN HELD ON $7,000 BOND ON RAPE CHARGE
10/21/1983 C031 GRAND JURY INDICTS 3 FOR RAPE
11/08/1983 BOll AUTHORITIES LOOK FOR RAPIST OF WOMAN
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11/09/1983 CG12 CITY GIRL KICKS POTENTIAL RAPIST, ESCAPES
11/16/1983 coil WOMAN TESTIFIES THAT MAN RAPED HER AT RANCH
11/16/1983 C061 RAPE TRIAL STARTS TODAY IN BROWN COUNTY
11/18/1983 coil HARTFORD MAN GUILTY IN RAPE OF CITY WOMAN
12/01/1983 coil CROOK MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO RAPE
12/07/1983 C012 POLICE HAVE SUSPECT IN RAPE AT GIRL'S HOME
12/13/1983 C031 SF MAN IS CHARGED WITH RAPING GIRL
12/16/1983 coil TWO MEN INDICTED ON SEPARATE RAPE CHARGES
12/16/1983 C031 FIRE CHIEF DENIES HE RAPED WOMAN
12/20/1983 coil LOCAL MAN CHARGED WITH RAPE
12/23/1983 A012 *POLICE NAB MAN FACING LIFE TERMS IN RAPE CASES
12/24/1983 BOll LOCAL MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY
1/07/1984 C012 RENNER MAN ACCUSED OF ABDUCTION, RAPE
1/10/1984 B033 JURY INDICTS RENNER MAN ON 3 CHARGES
1/20/1984 A015 RAPE RECORD MAY BE WIPED CLEAN
1/20/1984 C035 JURY AQUITS SF MAN OF RAPING WOMAN
1/20/1984 C041 MAN GETS 10-YEAR SENTENCE ON RAPE CHARGE
1/25/1984 coil CHILD RAPE CASES HARD TO PROVE
2/02/1984 C023 DECISION ON COUNSELOR WHO ADMITTED RAPE (L)
2/17/1984 C031 RENNER MAN PLEADS INSANITY
3/02/1984 B031 MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO RAPE OF YOUNG BOY
3/06/1984 B052 1-MAN LINEUP DIDN'T VIOLATE CONSTITUTIONAL
3/10/1984 C041 LUCAS MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO 2ND-DEGREE RAPE
3/13/1984 BOll AUTHORITIES ARREST MAN ON CHARGES OF RAPE
3/14/1984 D013 HANSON REQUESTS SPECIAL PROSECUTOR
3/16/1984 C051 GARDEN CITY MAN FOUND GUILTY OF RAPE
3/24/1984 A012 SUPREME COURT UPHOLDS CONVICTION OF RAPIST
3/24/1984 C041 TO TEST NEW 'MENTALLY ILL' PLEA
3/29/1984 C041 RETARDED WOMAN ALLOWED TO TESTIFY
5/03/1984 C012 JUDGE SENTENCES RAPIST TO 10 YEARS
5/04/1984 C031 2 MEN INDICTED ON CHARGES OF CHILD RAPE
5/16/1984 DOll FORT THOMPSON MAN ARRESTED FOR RAPE OF BOY
5/20/1984 C021 *60 DAYS IN THE COUNTY JAIL
5/20/1984 C071 FORMER DEPUTY SHERIFF PLEADS GUILTY TO RAPE
5/27/1984 B021 READERS RESPOND TO CHILD'S RAPE SENTENCE (L)
6/03/1984 Dill FORMER DEPUTY IMPRISONED 4 YEARS FOR RAPE
6/05/1984 C035 JURY SELECTION BEGINS TODAY IN RAPE CASE
6/08/1984 coil MAN GUILTY OF TWO COUNTS OF RAPE
6/08/1984 C031 BOY ACCUSED OF TRYING TO RAPE 5-YEAR-OLD
6/15/1984 C035 INDICTMENT HANDED DOWN ON SEXUAL CHARGES
6/16/1984 coil STATE SUPREME COURT UPHOLDS RAPE CONVICTION
6/16/1984 C051 MAN SENTENCED FOR RAPE OF BOY, 5
6/20/1984 D016 MAN GETS 25 YEARS FOR RAPING WOMAN
6/23/1984 BOll MINNESOTA MAN ARRESTED FOR RAPE OF BOY
6/28/1984 coil MAN FOUND GUILTY OF RAPING 4-YEAR-OLD BOY
7/21/1984 B031 JURY DELIBERATING RAPE CASE AGAINST BALTIC MAN
7/24/1984 B035 BALTIC MAN WILL FACE RETRIAL ON RAPE CHARGE
8/18/1984 B015 GUILTY OF RAPING 6-YEAR-OLD BOY
8/18/1984 B035 COLORADO DECIDES NOT TO PROSECUTE PHILIP MAN
8/28/1984 A015 2 BROTHERS PLEAD NOT GUILTY
9/05/1984 A015 CHILD RAPIST GETS 45 YEARS
9/06/1984 C015 GERKEN ASSUMES BENCH IN INCEST PROCEEDINGS
9/13/1984 coil JUDGE DELAYS RULING ON RETRIAL
9/13/1984 C012 POLICE HAVE SUSPECT IN RAPE CASE
9/14/1984 C013 SF MAN, 26, IS CHARGED WITH RAPE
9/14/1984 C015 MAN IS FOUND GUILTY OF RAPING TEEN-AGE GIRL
9/18/1984 BOll MAN GETS 28 YEARS ON RAPE CHARGE
12/01/1984 coil LOCAL MAN GETS 20 YEARS FOR RAPING GIRL
12/02/1984 coil INMATE CHARGES RAPE, FILES SUIT
12/07/1984 C015 MAN HELD ON BOND IN RAPE CASE
1/01/1985 C015 CITY MAN JAILED ON CHARGE OF RAPING GIRL
2/14/1985 C033 BILL MAKES RAPE OF SPOUSE A CRIME
2/20/1985 A012 HOUSE WATERS DOWN SPOUSAL RAPE BILL
2/23/1985 AOll SENATE NO ON RAPE BILL
2/24/1985 AlOl RAPE'S RAPE, NO MATTER WHAT (ED)
2/24/1985 C021 BACKERS PUSH SPOUSE RAPE BILL
2/27/1985 A084 SUPPORT SPOUSAL RAPE LAW (L)
2/28/1985 C033 PROPONENTS TOUGHEN RAPE BILL
3/02/1985 coil HOUSE--SPOUSAL RAPE A CRIME
3/11/1985 coil SPOUSAL RAPE IS A CRIME
3/13/1985 D031 KIMBALL MAN GETS 8 YEARS FOR RAPE, INCEST
3/14/1985 coil HOSPITAL TIGHTENS SECURITY AFTER WEEKEND RAPE
3/20/1985 B021 COLTON MAN GETS SUSPENDED SENTENCE IN RAPE
3/21/1985 C034 JUDGE DISMISSES RAPE CHARGE
3/28/1985 C022 SPOUSAL-RAPE, NUCLEAR WASTE BILLS
3/30/1985 C021 LOCAL MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO RAPE CHARGE
4/04/1985 coil POLICE HAVE NO SUSPECTS IN WEDNESDAY RAPE
4/12/1985 coil SF MAN INDICTED ON 2 RAPE CHARGES
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A/17/1985 B021 TEACHER QUITS AFTER 2ND-DEGREE RAPE CHARGES
A/23/1985 B033 POLICE SEARCH FOR BREAK-IN, RAPE SUSPECT
A/2A/1985 B012 ^POLICE RELEASE SKETCH OF RAPE SUSPECT
A/26/1985 coil PRESIDENTS OFFER LEADS ON RAPE SUSPECT
A/30/1985 BOll 1 IN 5 WOMEN RAPED ON DATES
5/05/1985 C092 USD RAPE FIGURES ARE PROBABLY TRUE FOR NATION
5/07/1985 A081 DOTSON DESERVES RETRIAL AND BENEFIT OF DOUBT (ED)
5/09/1985 A083 MEN EASY ACCUSATION TARGETS (L)
5/16/1985 C022 REGENTS TO CHECK OUT RAPE SURVEY
5/17/1985 A103 WOMEN SOMETIMES TO BLAME (L)
5/23/1985 AlOl PPUBLIC OPINIONS ON GARY DOTSON
6/17/1985 coil POLICE RECEIVE REPORTS OF RAPE, ATTEMPTED RAPE
6/18/1985 A012 POLICE STUDY SIMILARITIES OF 7 RAPES
6/2A/1985 A081 POLICE ADVICE WORTH HEEDING (ED)
7/08/1985 BOll POLICE INVESTIGATE RAPE IN WEST SIOUX FALLS
7/13/1985 C031 JURY FINDS ROSEBUD MAN NOT GUILTY OF RAPE
7/27/1985 A016 MAN FACES ATTEMPTED RAPE COUNT
8/01/1985 A015 TWO CITY RAPES REPORTED
8/01/1985 C031 MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO FIRST-DEGREE RAPE
8/02/1985 coil RECENT RAPES CAUSE FOR CONCERN, NOT ALARM
8/03/1985 COIA SD RAPE DECISION REVERSED
8/09/1985 COIA *MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO ATTEMPTED RAPE
8/13/1985 A063 COURT RAPE RULING PAINFUL (L)
8/15/1985 C035 LEGAL QUESTIONS HOLD UP RAPE CASE
8/30/1985 C016 SUSPECT IN RAPE SHOT
9/10/1985 COIA CITY MAN FACES NEW CHARGES
9/1A/1985 C013 MAN INDICTED ON EXPLOSIVES, WEAPON CHARGES
9/1A/1985 C015 CITY MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO RAPE CHARGES
lO/OA/1985 C021 LEMMON MAN GETS 12 YEARS IN PRISON FOR RAPE
10/10/1985 A012 RAPE REPORTS ON THE RISE
10/10/1985 A021 USE PRECAUTIONS TO AVOID RAPE
10/11/1985 coil LOCAL POLICE ARREST RAPE SUSPECT
lO/lA/1985 C013 MAN OUT ON BOND ARRESTED ON RAPE CHARGE
11/01/1985 COIA JUDGE REVOKES BOND FOR SUSPECT IN RAPE
11/02/1985 coil COURT BARS RAPE SUIT
11/07/1985 coil BOND SET FOR CENTERVILLE MAN ACCUSED OF RAPE
ll/lA/1985 BOll MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO RAPE
12/05/1985 A012 SEARCH ON AFTER RAPE
12/06/1985 coil POLICE CHECK RAPE ACCOUNT
12/09/1985 A015 TWO RAPES REPORTED SUNDAY IN SF
12/10/1985 C013 RAPE TRIAL ENDS WHEN WOMAN CHANGES HER STORY
12/12/1985 C012 MINN MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO RAPE
12/13/1985 C015 JURY FINDS MAN NOT GUILTY OF SPOUSAL RAPE
12/1A/1985 C015 SUPREME COURT THROWS OUT RAPE CONVICTION
12/20/1985 coil GRAND JURY RETURNS SEX CHARGE INDICTMENTS
1/08/1986 coil 1 WAS AFRAID TO REPORT RAPE
1/08/1986 C031 INVESTIGATION INTO REPORTED RAPE HITS DEAD END
1/15/1986 B015 JURY AWARDS INMATE $10,000 AFTER RAPES
2/05/1986 B016 MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO RAPE
2/1A/1986 C021 MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO COUNT OF RAPE
2/16/1986 C021 CITY MAN FACES RAPE SEXUAL CONTACT CHARGES
2/22/1986 coil JUDGE FINDS SF MAN GUILTY OF RAPE
3/29/1986 C015 POLICE SEEK SUSPECT AFTER WOMAN REPORTS RAPE
A/OA/1986 coil SIOUX FALLS MAN SENTENCED FOR RAPE CONVICTION
A/05/1986 coil MAN SEEKS NEW TRIAL AFTER RAPE CONVICTION
A/12/1986 coil CITY MAN, 26, FACES RAPE, ASSAULT CHARGES
A/18/1986 COIA MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO RAPE
5/lA/198^ A012 RAPE SUSPECT ARRESTED
5/17/1986 coil JURY INDICTS CITY MAN FOR RAPE, BURGLARY
5/21/1986 BOll LOCAL MAN OUT OF PRISON PENDING APPEAL
7/02/1986 B021 GRAND JURY--RAPE, FRAUD INDICTMENTS
8/01/1986 C015 SF WOMAN REPORTS EARLY-MORNING RAPE
8/13/1986 B021 BONESTEEL MAN FOUND NOT GUILTY OF RAPE
8/19/1986 COAl CHERRY CREEK MAN SENTENCED TO 30 YEARS
8/30/1986 C031 CHILD SEX CHARGES BRING 30-YEAR SENTENCE
8/31/1986 coil WOMAN REPORTS EARLY MORNING RAPE
9/03/1986 BOll CITY MAN CHARGED IN RAPE OF 5-YEAR-OLD GIRL
9/06/1986 C021 JURY FINDS WHITE RIVER MAN NOT GUILTY OF RAPE
9/19/1986 coil STATE WANTS NEW TRIAL IN PRISON CASE
9/26/1986 coil MAN CHARGED WITH STATUTORY RAPE
9/27/1986 C015 LENNOX MAN CHARGED WITH FIRST-DEGREE RAPE
10/22/1986 A08A RAPE PROPOSAL DAMAGING (L)
ll/lA/1986 C012 FREED RAPIST LOSES APPEAL
11/18/1986 coil CITY WOMAN REPORTS RAPE
11/20/1986 A016 INMATE CHARGED WITH RAPE
12/04/1986 A012 XINMATE SUSPECTED IN RAPE
12/05/1986 C021 MAN'S FORMER WIFE TESTIFIES IN HIS RAPE TRIAL
12/06/1986 coil ABERDEEN MAN CONVICTED OF RAPE
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12/09/1986 coil POLICE RESPOND TO RAPE ATTEMPT
12/10/1986 BOll MAN ARRESTED, CHARGED IN RAPE
12/13/1986 A012 KRAPIST GETS 200 YEARS
1/08/1987 C021 STRATFORD MAN GETS 10-20 YEARS IN RAPE
1/16/1987 coil MAN FOUND GUILTY IN RAPE ATTEMPT
5/13/1987 A084 RAPIST COLUMN INCOMPLETE
5/13/1987 BOll MAN WANTED FOR RAPE OF CHILD
7/03/1987 coil POLICE LOOK FOR RAPE SUSPECT
7/09/1987 coil RAPE CHARGES WON'T BE FILED
7/10/1987 coil COURT UPHOLDS RAPE DECISION
7/24/1987 C041 KYLE MAN CONVICTED IN RAPE OF NUN, 60
8/07/1987 C012 GROUP HITS STREET TO REFORM RAPE LAWS
9/02/1987 B016 POLICE PROBE RAPE REPORT
9/04/1987 A012 *MAN INDICTED IN GIRL'S DEATH
9/14/1987 coil SUSPECT SOUGHT IN ATTEMPTED RAPE
9/15/1987 C016 CITY POLICE HUNT RAPIST
9/16/1987 DOll RAPE CONSIDERED SEPARATE INCIDENT
9/17/1987 C015 ^KIDNAPPING, RAPE SUSPECT ARRESTED
9/17/1987 C041 KYLE MAN LIFE SENTENCED IN RAPE OF NUN
9/18/1987 A081 SUSPECTED RAPE CASE RAISES BIG QUESTIONS (ED)
9/23/1987 BOll WOMAN REPORTS ATTEMPTED RAPE
9/23/1987 BOll LOCAL MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN RAPE
9/30/1987 B015 XMAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN RAPE
9/30/1987 B041 INMATE SHOULD NOT HAVE BEEN OUT OF JAIL
10/09/1987 coil MAN ARRESTED IN RAPE OF GIRL
10/10/1987 coil CITY MAN ARRAIGNED ON RAPE CHARGES
11/27/1987 coil CITY MAN ARRESTED ON RAPE CHARGE
11/28/1987 coil SUSPECT IN RAPE TO BE ARRAIGNED
12/01/1987 coil MAN ARRAIGNED ON RAPE CHARGE
12/08/1987 coil MAN FOUND GUILTY OF AUGUST RAPE
12/12/1987 coil SUSPECT ARRESTED IN ATTEMPTED RAPE
12/15/1987 C016 *MAN ARRAIGNED ON RAPE CHARGE
1/19/1988 coil SIOUX FALLS MAN SENTENCED FOR RAPE
1/19/1988 C023 FEWER RAPES REPORTED IN DAKOTAS
1/21/1988 C021 HOUSE PASSES BILLS CLARIFYING RAPE, BURGLARY
1/27/1988 BOll STATUTOTY RAPE LAW CHANGED
1/28/1988 coil MAN CHARGED IN RAPE OF 7-YEAR OLD BOY
1/28/1988 coil CONVICTED RAPIST APPEALS CASE
2/04/1988 C015 RAPE TRIAL BEGINS
2/09/1988 coil MAN CONVICTED ON RAPE CHARGE
3/01/1988 coil RAPE CHARGE ADDED IN YANKTON KILLING
3/04/1988 coil WOMAN RAPED, ROBBED IN CITY
3/11/1988 coil 3€SKETCH RELEASED OF RAPE SUSPECT
3/15/1988 coil CONVICT HAASE GETS 81 YEARS
3/22/1988 C021 MAN ARRAIGNED ON ATTEMPTED RAPE CHARGE
4/01/1988 coil CITY MAN INDICTED ON RAPE CHARGES
5/17/1988 DOll MAN, 32, ARRAIGNED ON RAPE CHARGE
5/20/1988 C012 OLSON CONFESSED ESCAPE
5/21/1988 C016 WORKER SAYS OLSON TOLD HIM OF RAPE
5/24/1988 C012 OLSON WAS PRESENT AT BED CHECK
5/25/1988 A016 *OLSON GUILTY OF RAPE
5/26/1988 A081 RAPIST HAS RECEIVED TOO MANY CHANCES (ED)
5/30/1988 A081 RAPE PROSECUTION, COVERAGE PRAISED (L)
6/18/1988 C012 COUNTY MAN CHARGED IN RAPE OF JUVENILE
6/24/1988 C012 EX-SHERIFF CHARGED WITH RAPE OF 7-YEAR OLD
7/14/1988 C035 EX-SHERIFF ARRAIGNED ON RAPE CHARGES
7/20/1988 BOll WOMAN RAPED NORTH OF CITY
7/21/1988 coil DESCRIPTION OF RAPE SUSPECT RELEASED
7/22/1988 coil MAN, 22, ARRAIGNED IN ATTEMPTED RAPE
7/31/1988 coil WOMAN REPORTS ATTEMPTED RAPE
8/20/1988 coil WOMAN RAPED NEAR AUGUSTANA
8/25/1988 coil RAPE SUSPECT PLEADS GUILTY
9/26/1988 coil FAIR WORKER HELD ON RAPE CHARGES
9/27/1988 coil BOND SET FOR CARNIVAL WORKER
10/13/1988 coil CITY MAN ARRESTED, CHARGES WITH RAPE
10/18/1988 coil FORMER SHERIFF PLEADS GUILTY TO RAPE
10/21/1988 coil MAN ARRAIGNED ON RAPE CHARGES
10/23/1988 coil WOMAN'S REPORT OF RAPE INVESTIGATED
11/08/1988 coil WOMAN REPORTS WEEKEND RAPE
11/09/1988 coil SECOND RAPE REPORTED IN CITY
11/11/1988 BOll XSEARCH CONTINUES FOR RAPE SUSPECT
12/15/1988 coil MAN ARRAIGNED IN RAPE OF TEEN
12/18/1988 EOll CITY MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY
1/08/1989 coil RAPE REPORTED AT FOOD AND FUEL
1/10/1989 coil FORMER SHERIFF GETS 6 YEARS IN RAPE
1/10/1989 coil RAPE REPORT SAID TO BE UNFOUNDED
1/24/1989 C016 PAROLE SUPERVISOR FACES ARRAIGNMENT ON RAPE CHARGES
1/25/1989 coil PAROLE SUPERVISOR PLEADS NOT GUILTY
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2/01/1989 C021 NEW LAW ON SPOUSAL RAPE SUGGESTED
2/1A/1989 coil KPOLICE RELEASE SKETCH OF SUSPECT
3/18/1989 call WOMAN REPORTS RAPE IN CITY
3/22/1989 CGll MAN ARRESTED IN RAPE OF GIRL
3/22/1989 con MAN FOUND GUILTY OF RAPING WOMAN
3/29/1989 con SIOUX FALLS MAN ARRAIGNED IN RAPE
3/31/1989 con RAPE SUSPECT GETS 15 YEAR SENTENCE
^/02/1989 C053 MAN FACES RAPE KIDNAPPING COUNTS
4/09/1989 con MAN, 30, CHARGED WITH REDFIELD RAPE
5/24/1989 con 18-YEAR-OLD CHARGED WITH RAPING WOMAN
6/07/1989 con TROOPER RESIGNS AFTER ARREST
6/09/1989 con SIOUX FALLS MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO RAPE
6/15/1989 C016 MAN ADMITS GUILT, PLEADS MENTALLY ILL
6/17/1989 con EX-ABERDEEN MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO RAPE
6/17/1989 C015 MAN FOUND GUILTY IN RAPE CASE
7/08/1989 C012 *2 RAPE ATTEMPTS REPORTED
7/13/1989 A012 KMAN CHARGED IN ROADSIDE RAPE
7/14/1989 A015 KKIDNAP CHARGE ADDED AGAINST RAPE SUSPECT
7/14/1989 C031 CONVICTED RAPIST LOSES APPEAL TO HIGH COURT
7/15/1989 C015 SF MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO RAPE CHARGE
7/18/1989 A015 ^SECOND MAN SOUGHT IN HIGHWAY SHOOTINGS
7/24/1989 A083 TORMENT NEVER ENDS FOR VICTIMS OF RAPE (L)
7/26/1989 A015 MAN SUSPENDED IN RAPE TRIES, BURGLARY
7/29/1989 A012 KPAROLE AGENT NOT GUILTY OF RAPE
7/31/1989 BOll FORMER SD TROOPER HAS HEARING TODAY
8/01/1989 C015 SF MAN GETS 25-YEAR TERM FOR RAPE
8/02/1989 A012 5fPR0SECUT0R--RAPE SUSPECT 'WELL ORGANIZED'
8/11/1989 con MAN TRIED TO RAPE HER
8/12/1989 C016 ^CONTACT WITH RAPE VICTIM'S FAMILY CAUSE OF DISPUTE
8/15/1989 C015 CITY MAN GETS 25 YEARS FOR RAPING
8/18/1989 con HIGH COURT TO HEAR SEX CONVICT'S APPEAL
8/24/1989 AOll POLICE SEARCH FOR SUSPECTED RAPISTS
8/25/1989 con POLICE STILL LOOKING FOR RAPE SUSPECTS
8/30/1989 C021 FORMER TROOPER PLEADS GUILTY TO RAPE CHARGE
9/02/1989 con STATE ADDS CHARGE AGAINST RAPE SUSPECT
9/07/1989 con STATE FIRES AGENT ACQUITTED OF RAPE
9/17/1989 con OFFICIALS LOOK INTO ATTEMPTED RAPE
9/19/1989 con *MAN SUSPECTED OF RAPE ATTEMPTS
9/20/1989 con OFFICIALS HAVE LEAD ON ATTEMPTED RAPE
9/26/1989 C016 ADMITTED RAPIST OF 7-YEAR-OLD GIRL GETS PROBATION
9/27/1989 A016 *JUDGE DEFENDS RULING
9/27/1989 A121 RAPE SENTENCE SENDS PUBLIC WRONG MESSAGE (ED)
9/28/1989 A081 KPUBLIC 0P1N10NS--RAP1NG A CHILD
9/29/1989 C012 HIGH COURT CONFIRMS CONVICTIONS
9/29/1989 C015 ATTEMPTED RAPE CHARGES ADDED AGAINST SUSPECT
9/30/1989 A081 HURD VERDICT A DISGRACE (L)
9/30/1989 con NOT GUILTY IS PLEA TO ATTEMPTED RAPE
10/01/1989 A105 WHY WAS RAPIST FREED (L)
10/02/1989 A015 CHILD RAPIST SENTENCE SHOWS DEFICIENCIES
10/05/1989 C015 RAPE VICTIM TRYING TO IDENTIFY ASSAILANT
10/06/1989 A102 GIRL RAPED INTELLECTUALLY (L)
10/06/1989 A104 VERDICT CONDONES TOT ABUSE (L)
10/06/1989 con POLICE HAVE SKETCH OF RAPE SUSPECT
10/08/1989 A012 KJUDGE FINDS TOUGH DECISIONS APPEALING
10/08/1989 Alll MAN DOESN'T DESERVE SUSPENDED SENTENCE (L)
10/10/1989 con POLICE IDENTIFY RAPE SUSPECT
10/11/1989 A012 RAPE SUSPECT ARRESTED--SAFETY CONCERNS WOMEN
10/12/1989 C016 SHEARING OCTOBER 20 FOR RAPE SUSPECT
10/18/1989 A103 MEDIA PROMOTE BAD ATTITUDES ABOUT WOMEN
10/20/1989 con CITY MAN INDICTED IN BIKE-PATH RAPE
10/20/1989 con MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO KIDNAPPING
10/22/1989 C016 SIOUX FALLS WOMAN RAPED AT KNIFEPOINT
10/24/1989 con CITY RAPE SUSPECT PLEADS NOT GUILTY
10/24/1989 con POLICE STILL LOOKING FOR KNIFEPOINT RAPIST
10/24/1989 C021 EX-STATE TROOPER SENTENCED FOR RAPE
10/26/1989 C016 2 MEN CHARGED IN RAPE
10/27/1989 con RAPE SUSPECT HELD ON $200,000 BOND
10/29/1989 An4 RAPE STORY INSENSITIVE (L)
10/31/1989 con RAPE SUSPECT WANTS PROPERTY AS BOND
11/02/1989 A013 MAN FACES KIDNAPPING CHARGES FOR INCIDENT
11/02/1989 A083 RAPE DESCRIPTION APPALLING (L)
11/04/1989 A084 BAD CHOICE OF WORDS USED (L)
11/08/1989 C045 PLEADS GUILTY TO AIDING RAPE OF HER CHILD
11/11/1989 con ACCUSED CITY RAPIST PLANS TO CHANGE PLEA
11/16/1989 con CITY RAPE SUSPECT PLEADS NOT GUILTY
11/16/1989 con *MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO BIKE TRAIL RAPE
11/21/1989 C016 SISTERS SUE MALL, ATTACKER
11/22/1989 con CITY RAPE SUSPECT RELEASED ON BOND
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12/0A/1989 B023 MEADE USES DNA TO WIN RAPE VERDICT
12/05/1989 coil POLICE HAVE SUSPECT IN WEEKEND RAPE
12/07/1989 C021 CHILD RAPIST DRAWS 3-YEAR SENTENCE
12/07/1989 C021 ST CLOUD IS SENTENCED TO 60 YEARS
12/08/1989 C016 CHARGES ON WIFE DROPPED
12/10/1989 EOll POLICE ARREST CITY RAPE SUSPECT
12/12/1989 A016 INQUIRY AT GOVERNOR'S MANSION
12/12/1989 coil MAN SENTENCED FOR RAPE ATTEMPT
12/13/1989 A012 0FFIC1AL--INQU1RY SUBJECT A STUDENT
12/13/1989 A015 INVESTIGATION HAS PIERRE ABUZZ
12/1A/1989 A012 KGOVERNOR--PROBE AGONIZES FAMILY
12/16/1989 C012 PROSECUTOR GETS POLICE REPORT ON CASE
12/17/1989 E015 INQUIRY TIMETABLE UNKNOWN IN CASE AT STATE MUSEUM
12/21/1989 C012 TEEN FACES ADULT KIDNAPPING CHARGES
12/27/1989 A012 RAPE INQUIRY COMPLETE
12/27/1989 A016 KMAN GETS 25 YEARS FOR RAPE
12/28/1989 coil MAN CHARGED WITH ATTEMPTED RAPE
12/28/1989 C012 MANSION REPORT IS NO POLITICAL ISSUE
I2/3I/I989 con HEALTH CARE ORDERLY CHARGED WITH RAPE
12/31/1989 C021 NORTHERN STATE FAILING TO MONITER BOOZE
1/03/1990 con RAPE SUSPECTS PLEED NOT GUILTY
1/05/1990 A016 MANSION INCIDENT REPORT COMPLETED
1/05/1990 C015 PARENTS TO CLEAR DEAD SON'S NAME
1/06/1990 COIA NEW JUDGE GETS MANSION CASE
1/07/1990 con 'GAG ORDER' PUT ON RAPE CASE
1/07/1990 COAl SIOUX RELIGIOUS LEADER CONVICTED OF RAPE
1/09/1990 A015 PIERRE MAN ARRESTED IN MANSION CASE
1/09/1990 con WOMAN CHARGED WITH STATUTORY RAPE
1/10/1990 A061 tITY SHIFTING BACK TOWARD SEXIST VIEWS (L)
I/I0/I990 C012 JUVENILES' COURT HEARING RESCHEDULED
I/I3/1990 A0I2 'THERE ISN'T ANY COVER-UP'
I/I3/I990 A0I3 JUDGE RECEIVES THIRD JUVENILE CASE
I/I6/I990 C02I RAPE SUSPECTS FAMILY PONDERS LAWSUIT
I/I9/I990 con PLEA TO HOLD TRIAL FOR DEAD DENIED
1/I9/I990 C012 BILL CHANGING SPOUSAL RAPE LAW
I/2I/I990 A08I MICKELSON NEEDS HEART-TO-HEART TALK
I/23/I990 C012 5CMANSI0N JUVENILE CASES KEPT SECRET
l/2'»/I990 C041 HOUSE UK'S SPOUSE RAPE LEGISLATION
1/25/1990 A083 RAPE QUESTION NOT PROPER FOR MEETING (L)
1/26/1990 C012 APPEAL DECISION TO CLOSE HEARING
I/27/I990 con APPEAL POSTPONES MANSION HEARINGS
I/30/I990 A083 MEDIA SHOULD BUTT OUT (L)
2/02/1990 C021 GRAND JURY CHARGES MAN WITH RAPE, ABUSE
2/05/1990 A0I5 *SUSPECT LINEUPS HELP SD POLICE
2/07/1990 A0I5 GIRL TO TESTIFY IN RAPE INQUIRY
2/07/1990 con MAN ADMITS ENTERING HOME TO ATTEMPT RAPE
2/08/1990 con BOND SET AT $50,000 FOR RAPE SUSPECT
2/10/1990 A015 XRAPE SUSPECT FOUND IN IOWA
2/13/1990 COAl KCHARGES FILED IN RAPE CASE
2/14/1990 A012 2 JUSTICES WON'T HEAR APPEAL
2/I5/I990 C012 JUDGE DENIES SUPPRESSION MOTION
2/16/1990 C016 CHIEF JUSTICE HOPES FOR A QUICK DECISION
2/17/1990 con 2 CHARGES ADDED IN RAPE INCIDENT
2/2I/I990 con ACCUSED RAPIST PLEADS NOT GUILTY
2/2I/I990 con NOT GUILTY IS PLEA TO ATTEMPTED RAPE
3/02/1990 C022 HEALTH CARE WORKER GETS 17 YEARS IN RAPE
3/02/1990 C022 MEDICINE MAN SENTENCED IN SWEAT LODGE INCIDENT
3/03/1990 C012 TEEN TO TESTIFY AGAINST RAPE SUSPECT
3/04/1990 con KSUSPECT IS SOUGHT IN REPORTED RAPE
3/08/I99D C0I2 MANSION NEWS IN JUDGE'S HANDS
3/09/1990 con RAPE SUSPECT'S TRIAL DELAYED UNTIL MAY
3/13/1990 con TEEN PLEADS GUILTY IN RAPE AND ROBBERY
3/13/1990 C021 WOMAN TO BE CHARGED IN FAKE RAPE REPORT
3/I5/I990 A012 ^MANSION RAPE HEARING OPENS
3/15/1990 C021 OFFICIAL'S DAUGHTER CHARGED WITH FALSE FILING
3/16/1990 A015 JUDGE--NO RAPE PROVEN
3/16/1990 A021 COURT HALTS JUDGES RESTRICTIONS
3/17/1990 A012 LAWYERS SPAR IN MANSION CASE
3/17/1990 A083 TREATMENT SHOULD BE EQUAL (L)
3/17/1990 C012 *MAN ADMITS TO OCTOBER RAPE, KIDNAPPING
3/I8/I990 A095 THE REACTION FROM THE GOVERNOR'S OFFICE
3/20/1990 con ATTEMPTED RAPE REPORTED IN CITY
3/22/1990 con ATTEMPTED-RAPE REPORT WAS FALSE
3/22/1990 C012 COURT ASKED TO LIFT MEDIA MANSION RESTRICTION
3/22/1990 C025 JUDGE TURNS DOWN NEW TRIAL IN RAPE CASE
3/24/1990 A084 RAPE CASE SHAMEFUL (L)
3/25/1990 A081 PEOPLE SHOULD BE TOLD MANSION CASE FACTS (ED)
3/27/1990 con ACQUAINTANCE RAPE REPORT INVESTIGATED
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3/29/1990 coil MAN ARRESTED IN RAPE OF WOMAN 2 WEEKS AGO
3/30/1990 A022 FAMILY WILL COMMENT ON MANSION CASE
A/02/1990 C016 MANSION GIRL COULD BE CHARGED
A/05/1990 C02A PARKER MAN ACCUSED OF RAPING CHILD
A/08/1990 A012 3CRAPE VICTIM RECALLS NIGHT OF TERROR
A/10/1990 A012 ^DELAYED SENTENCING OF CONFESSED RAPIST
A/11/1990 A012 COURT PROCEEDINGS SORTED OUT FOR FLUTE
A/11/1990 C012 JUDGE LIMITS MANSION HEARING COVERAGE
A/11/1990 C015 MICKESLONS TO DISCUSS INCIDENT
A/12/1990 A012 KFLUTE GETS 120 YEARS
A/12/1990 A061 KPUBLIC OPINIONS--THE NAMES OF RAPE VICTIMS
A/13/1990 AlOl RAPE SENTENCE TOO LENIENT CD
A/13/1990 C012 DIVIDED COURT AFFIRMS RAPE CONVICTION
A/lA/1990 A012 ^GOVERNOR ADMITS SON INVOLVED
A/17/1990 A061 MICKELSON HELPS BRING END TO MANSION SAGA (ED)
A/17/1990 C025 ARRAIGNMENT POSTPONED FOR PARKER RAPE SUSPECT
A/20/1990 A105 RAPE STORY WELL DONE CD
A/25/1990 C05A PROSECUTOR WON'T DISCUSS MANSION CASE
A/26/1990 C025 MAN CHARGED IN RAPE HAS MAY 1 COURT DATE
A/27/1990 C012 TO REVOKE CONVICTED RAPISTS'S PROBATION
5/01/1990 C012 RAPE ACCOMPLICE GETS 50 YEARS
5/02/1990 C015 TESTS DELAY RAPE TRIAL
5/03/1990 C025 ACCUSED RAPIST KUCK SAYS HE'S NOT GUILTY
5/12/1990 A073 RAPE VICTIM COUNSELORS CD
5/15/1990 B016 BULOCK VIOLATES SENTENCE
5/19/1990 A012 MINNESOTA PRINCIPAL FACES RAPE CHARGES IN SD
5/22/1990 B012 PRINCIPAL PLEADS NOT GUILTY
5/27/1990 A091 KCOURAGE HELPS OTHER RAPE VICTIMS COPE
5/27/1990 coil POLICE CLOSE CASE ON REPORTED RAPE
6/05/1990 A012 CHILD RAPIST BULOCK GETS 30 DAYS
6/12/1990 coil MAN HANGS HIMSELF AFTER GIRL REPORTS RAPE
6/1A/1990 C016 OFFICIALS FEAR ALLEGED RAPIST MAY ESCAPE
6/19/1990 coil TEST SITE CHANGED FOR RAPE SUSPECT
6/20/1990 C031 VERMILLION RAPE SUSPECT SOUGHT
7/05/1990 coil SURVEY--MOST RAPES REPORTED BY VICTIMS
7/07/1990 coil PRINCIPAL GIVEN RAPE TRIAL DELAY
7/1A/1990 C012 PLEADS GUILTY OF RAPING lO-YEAR-OLD GIRL
7/27/1990 C015 CONVICTION OF RAPIST REAFFIRMED
7/28/1990 A012 NOBLES COUNTY IS INVESTIGATING OFFICIAL
8/05/1990 C012 KIDNAPPING, RAPE TRIAL TO START MONDAY
8/07/1990 C012 WOMAN IDENTIFIES SUSPECT AS RAPIST
8/08/1990 C016 RAPE TRIAL JUROR REPLACED
8/09/1990 C016 SUSPECT DENIES RAPE, KIDNAPPING
8/09/1990 C031 JURY SELECTION BEGINS IN STUDENT RAPE TRIAL
8/10/1990 C012 STEVENS FOUND GUILTY OF RAPE
8/10/1990 C016 CAMPUS RAPE TRIAL CONTINUES
8/11/1990 C015 JURY FINDS HURON MAN NOT GUILTY IN RAPE
8/11/1990 C015 NELSON--VICTIM WAS BRAVE
8/15/1990 A083 ELIMINATE DETAILS IN RAPE REPORTING (L)
8/19/1990 EOll WOMAN REPORTS RAPE AT PARKING LOT
8/22/1990 C015 ^ACCUSED RAPIST FAILS TO SHOW UP FOR TRIAL
8/23/1990 coil RAPE SUSPECT SURRENDERS
8/26/1990 A131 RAPE STORIES SHOULD NOT BE WATERED DOWN (L)
8/28/1990 C016 MAN ENTERS GUILTY PLEA IN CITY RAPE
8/28/1990 C03A RC MAN CHARGED IN RAPE
8/30/1990 coil CITY MAN ARRESTED ON RAPE CHARGES
8/31/1990 coil MAN FOUND GUILTY IN RAPE OF CHILD
8/31/1990 C012 BOND $10,000 CASH IN RAPE, MOLESTATION
9/05/1990 coil CITY MAN SENTENCED IN ATTEMPTED RAPE
9/12/1990 COIA RAPE OF WHEELCHAIR-BOUND WOMAN
9/25/1990 AOIA MEN SENTENCED TO PRISON FOR RAPES
9/25/1990 C012 EX-TEACHER GETS 15 YEARS IN MOLESTATION
9/28/1990 A115 WHEELCHAIR RAPE SENTENCE TROUBLING (L)
9/30/1990 coil POLICE SEEK RAPE SUSPECT
10/02/1990 coil RAPE REPORT FALSE, CITY POLICE CONCLUDE
10/18/1990 C012 KRAPE REPORTS REACH 10-YEAR HIGH IN STATE
10/2^1/1990 coil MAN TO APPEAL RAPE, KIDNAPPING SENTENCE
10/30/1990 coil CITY MAN GIVEN 22 YEARS IN RAPE
11/15/1990 C03A ARRAIGNMENT NOVEMBER 26 IN VERMILLION RAPE CASE
11/17/1990 A06'i JUSTICE SHOULD BE EQUAL FOR ALL (L)
11/17/1990 B015 5CDNA RULED IN OUT IN PINE RIDGE RAPE TRIAL
11/21/1990 C034 ELLSWORTH AIRMAN SENTENCED FOR RAPE
11/29/1990 C031 ALCESTER MAN FOUND GUILTY OF RAPE
1/01/1991 A013 K'GOING PUBLIC SAVED MY LIFE'
1/04/1991 coil MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO ATTEMPTED RAPE
1/05/1991 coil MAN HELD ON BOND FOR ALLEGED RAPE
1/09/1991 coil MITCHELL MAN CHARGED WITH RAPE, KIDNAPPING
1/11/1991 coil 2 MEN INDICTED ON RAPE CHARGES
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1/16/1991 coil WOMAN ASSAULTED IN RAPE ATTEMPT
1/20/1991 E03A MAGISTRATE PLACES GAG ON RAPE CASE
2/09/1991 C033 FAITH MAN CHARGED WITH RAPE, BURGLARY
2/15/1991 coil TRENT MAN CHARGED IN NURSING HOME RAPE
2/18/1991 coil JURY INDICTS MAN OF IST-DEGREE RAPE
2/27/1991 A016 MOM FILES DAMAGE LAWSUIT IN MANSION CASE
3/0<i/1991 C033 FAITH MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO ATTACK
3/06/1991 coil MAN CHARGED IN RAPE TO APPEAR AT HEARING
3/12/1991 C031 ROSEBUD MAN ENTERS NOT GUILTY PLEA
3/30/1991 coil MAN GETS 10 YEARS IN CHILD MOLESTATION
A/03/1991 C033 MAN CHARGED IN RAPE, ASSAULT OF WOMAN, 86
A/OA/1991 A012 GIRL AGREED TO SEX AT MANSION
A/12/1991 coil MAN INDICTED IN NURSING HOME RAPES
A/17/1991 C03A TRIPP MAN SENTENCED ON RAPE CHARGE
A/22/1991 AlOl 'ARGUS' WON'T ALTER ITS POLICY (ED)
A/23/1991 C031 WATERTOWN MAN SENTENCED IN BEATING, RAPE
5/06/1991 coil JUDGE BARS RELEASE OF TRANSCRIPTS
5/22/1991 coil MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN NURSING HOME RAPE
5/25/1991 coil MAN FACES CHARGES OF RAPE, BURGLARY
6/19/1991 coil 2 MEN SOUGHT IN REPORTED RAPE
6/27/1991 C032 MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN RAPE OF 9-YEAR-OLD GIRL
7/08/1991 BOll MAN IN CUSTODY ON RAPE CHARGES
7/16/1991 coil A WILL BE CHARGED WITH RAPING 2 MEN
7/18/1991 C035 MANSION CASE AFFECTED MEDIA RULING
7/23/1991 A015 MAN GETS 60 DAYS FOR RAPES
7/2A/1991 A081 NURSING-HOME RAPIST GETS LIGHT SENTENCE (ED)
7/31/1991 coil CITY WOMAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO RAPE
7/31/1991 C031 EAGLE BUTTE MAN SENTENCED FOR RAPE
8/01/1991 coil MAN GOES TO PRISON FOR RAPE OF 86-YEAR-OLD
8/02/1991 C031 NORRIS MAN GIVEN JAIL SENTENCE
8/09/1991 A015 MAN GETS 5 YEARS FOR RAPING TODDLER
8/11/1991 A112 MALE JUDGES OFF MARK IN CASES OF SEX ABUSE (L)
8/1A/1991 AIOl RAPE SENTENCES SENDING BAD SIGNAL (ED)
8/16/1991 coil CITIZENS GROUP SETS OPEN HOUSE TODAY
8/22/1991 coil RURAL CORSON MAN CHARGED WITH RAPE
8/28/1991 A012 ^ESCAPEE CHARGED IN RAPE ATTEMPT
9/05/1991 coil MAN GIVEN PROBATION IN CHILD-RAPE CASE
9/12/1991 A016 MANSION CASE GIRL WILL TALK
9/12/1991 A082 JUDGE'S RAPE-CASE SENTENCE SICKENING (L)
9/12/1991 coil WOMAN PLEADS GUILTY TO THIRD-DEGREE RAPE
9/13/1991 C012 *GIRL IN MANSION CASE TELLS HER STORY
9/28/1991 coil CORSON MAN INDICTED IN AUGUST RAPE
10/05/1991 coil CORSON MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN RAPE
10/05/1991 C032 COURT UPHOLDS DNA TESTING
10/06/1991 coil ALLEGED RAPE OF 8-YEAR-OLD GIRL
10/08/1991 A015 GIRL ACCUSES MICKELSON'S SON IN MANSION CASE
10/11/1991 coil MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN STATUTORY RAPE
10/16/1991 coil NOT GUILTY PLEA ENTERED IN RAPE
10/18/1991 AlOl RALLY, MARCH AGAINST RAPE SET FOR TODAY (L)
I0/I8/I991 coil MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN ATTEMPTED RAPE
10/19/1991 C012 WOMEN SAY NIGHT TERROR MUST END
10/23/1991 BOll MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN RAPE OF TOT
II/05/I991 C012 MAN CONVICTED OF RAPING CHILD
11/22/1991 A012 MOM SAYS HOSPITAL COVERED UP DAUGHTER'S RAPE
11/26/1991 A015 GIRL TOOK PART IN ALLEGED RAPE
11/30/1991 A103 WHERE IS SYMPATHY FOR VICTIM OF RAPE (L)
12/0*^/1991 coil MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO RAPE OF TEEN-AGER
12/12/1991 A013 3C0UTC0ME COULD MUZZLE RAPE VICTIMS
12/13/1991 A103 ^READERS SPLIT OVER VERDICT
12/17/1991 BOll JURY TO DECIDE LOCAL RAPE CASE
12/21/1991 coil MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN RAPE OF GIRL
12/25/1991 C031 MAN CHANGES PLEA BACK TO NOT GUILTY
12/25/1991 C031 MAN SENTENCED IN RAPE ATTEMPT
12/31/1991 coil COUPLE SENTENCED FOR RAPING CHILDREN
1/14/1992 C035 RAPIST'S LAWYER CLAIMS CLIENT DIDN'T GET FAIR TRIAL
1/16/1992 B012 *PLAY BRINGS RAPE UP FOR DISCUSSION
1/25/1992 C012 40 YEARS FOR RAPE OF 2-YEAR-OLD
1/28/1992 coil MAN SENTENCED FOR RAPING TEEN
1/29/1992 coil MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO RAPE OF TEEN-AGER
1/29/1992 coil MAN SENTENCED FOR RAPING CHILD
1/30/1992 C014 CHARTER TO RELEASE ALL SEXUAL ASSAULT REPORTS
2/04/1992 C012 HUSBAND PLEADS GUILTY TO RAPING WIFE
2/11/1992 C032 CHARTER HOSPITAL ISOLATED ALLEGED RAPE VICTIM
2/11/1992 DOll 5«TYS0N RESULT NO TRAGEDY
2/17/1992 C031 MAN IS CHARGED WITH RAPING CHILD
2/20/1992 coil RAPE SUSPECT PLEADS GUILTY TO 3 CHARGES
2/21/1992 coil BOND IS REDUCED FOR ACCUSED RAPIST
2/23/1992 FOll MAN CHARGED IN RAPE OF FIVE-YEAR-OLD GIRL
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2/29/1992 A071 *RAPE VICTIM SPEAKS OUT ABOUT RESPECT
3/03/1992 C012 DENIAL IS FACTOR IN 50-YEAR RAPE TERM
3/06/1992 coil TEA MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO RAPE
3/06/1992 coil SUSPECT SOUGHT IN ABDUCTION, RAPE
3/13/1992 coil YANKTON OFFICIALS SAY RAPE REPORT IS FALSE
3/17/1992 coil MAN GETS 15 YEARS FOR RAPING HIS WIFE
3/18/1992 coil CHANCELLOR MAN HELD IN KIDNAPPING, RAPE
3/20/1992 C03I VERMILLION MAN FACES RAPE CHARGE
3/25/1992 AOll THREE ARRESTED ON CHARGES OF RAPING CHILDREN
3/26/1992 A015 36CHARGES OF RAPE STUN TOWN
A/02/1992 C016 BOY GIVEN IMMUNITY IN CHARTER RAPE CASE
A/03/1992 coil SF MAN CONVICTED OF RAPE
A/OA/1992 A015 PAROLEE CHARGED IN ATTEMPTED RAPE OF DISABLED WOMAN
A/05/1992 FOll THIRD MAN ARRESTED IN OCCULT RAPE CASE
A/08/1992 coil MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO ATTEMPTED RAPE
A/11/1992 C016 CHARTER PATIENT AGREED TO SEX
A/12/1992 DOll SF MAN CHARGED WITH RAPE
A/12/1992 DOll MAN FACES 3 COUNTS OF STATUTORY RAPE
A/lA/1992 coil SF MAN GIVEN 8 YEARS FOR RAPE
A/1A/I992 con CONVICTED RAPIST APPEALS DECISION
A/IA/1992 con EX-CITY BUS DRIVER GETS BAIL REDUCED
A/lA/1992 C012 RAPE SUSPECT, WIFE GET CUSTODY OF KIDS
A/16/1992 C012 NURSE SAYS PATIENT WAS RAPED
A/18/1992 con SF MAN INDICTED FOR RAPE
A/22/1992 con MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO RAPING A-YEAR-OLD
A/22/1992 con MAN IS CHARGED WITH RAPING lA-YEAR-OLD
A/23/1992 con MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO 2ND-DEGREE RAPE
A/23/1992 C012 TEEN OFFERED TO HELP RAPE SUSPECT
A/2A/1992 C015 FELON CONVICTED OF RAPING TEEN GIRL
A/2A/1992 C022 COURT UPHOLDS 225-YEAR SENTENCE
A/26/1992 A012 *WOMAN TELLS STORY OF RAPE, RECOVERY
5/03/1992 D021 JUSTICES UPHOLD RAPE CONVICTION
5/05/1992 con RAPIST CONFESSES TO OTHER CRIMES
5/05/1992 C012 JUDGE TELLS HOSPITAL TO RELEASE RECORDS
5/07/1992 A102 BLAME THE RAPIST, NOT VICTIM OF THE CRIME (L)
5/11/1992 A012 ^ADMINISTRATOR FIGHTS UNFLATTERING IMAGE OF CHARTER
5/2A/I992 A091 RAPE IS A CRIME OF VIOLENCE, ANGER CD
5/2A/1992 A093 RAPE VICTIM THANKS READERS CD
6/0A/I992 C016 DOCTOR ADDED TO RAPE SUIT
6/12/1992 A08A INMATE--STD CLAIM FALSE, SLANDEROUS CD
6/19/1992 A012 RAPE CHARGES DROPPED AGAINST 3 TYNDALL MEN
7/08/1992 COl'i ACCUSED RAPIST SAYS WOMAN AGREED TO SEX
7/09/1992 C012 DRIVER ACQUITTED IN RAPE
7/1A/I992 con POLICE LOOKING FOR MAN WHO RAPED BABY-SITTER
7/15/1992 con *MAN IS CHARGED IN SEXUAL CONTACT
7/22/1992 BOll JUVENILE'S RECORDS CLOSED IN RAPE CASE
7/23/1992 B012 ^CONVICTED RAPIST SEEKS NEW TRIAL
7/28/1992 BOlI TRANSIENT ARRAIGNED ON RAPE CHARGES
7/29/1992 BOll MAN CONVICTED OF RAPE REQUESTS NEW TRIAL
7/30/1992 B012 CONVICTED RAPIST GETS 100 YEARS
7/31/1992 B021 CONVICTED RAPIST TO GET NEW TRIAL
8/01/1992 BOll MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO RAPING TWO WOMEN
8/0A/1992 BOll MAN GETS 12 YEARS IN STATUTORY RAPE
8/21/1992 B022 HIGH COURT UPHOLDS RAPE CONVICTION
8/22/1992 DOll TEEN GIRL RAPED WHILE FAMILY SLEEPS
8/27/1992 BOll MAN IS ARRAIGNED IN RAPE OF 15-YEAR-OLD
8/28/1992 BOll DONOR OFFERS REWARD FOR FINDING RAPIST
9/02/1992 BOll POLICE ARREST SUSPECT IN RIVERSIDE RAPES
9/03/1992 BOll SF MAN CHARGED IN RAPES
9/10/1992 BOll SF MAN CHARGED IN RAPE
9/1A/1992 BOll TEEN INDICTED FOR BREAK-IN, RAPE
9/17/1992 BOll MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY IN RAPES, BURGLARY
9/22/1992 BOll ACCUSED TEEN RAPIST TO GET MENTAL EXAM
9/2A/1992 BOII CONVICTED RAPIST APPEALS HIS CASE
9/25/1992 BOll NOT GUILTY PLEA ENTERED IN RAPE
10/01/1992 BOll TYNDALL MAN IS SENTENCED IN RAPES
10/15/1992 BOll MAN CHANGES PLEA IN CHILD RAPE CASE
10/26/1992 A092 TEXAS RAPE CASE DECISION SHOCKING (L)
11/10/1992 BOll PROSECUTOR DEBATES RETRYING RAPE CASE
11/12/1992 BOll LOCAL POLICE ARREST MAN ON RAPE CHARGES
12/08/1992 B021 EX-STUDENT ENTERS PLEA IN SEX ASSAULT
12/1A/1992 BOll CITY MAN ARRESTED FOR ATTEMPTED RAPE
12/15/1992 B012 RAPE CONFESSION TOSSED OUT
12/18/1992 BOll MAN, 36, ACQUITTED ON RAPE CHARGES
12/19/1992 D015 ^CHARTER OMITTED FACTS ON RAPE REPORT
12/22/1992 BOII MAN SENTENCED IN CHILD'S RAPE
12/22/1992 BOll MOTHER CAN SEEK DAMAGES IN CASE
12/30/1992 B021 WITNESSES VIEW RAPE UNDER STREETLIGHT
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A/30/1982 C051 RC PAPER CARRYING FREE JOB ADDS
9/10/198A BOII IMRIE CHOSEN STATE'S JOURNALIST OF THE YR
9/29/198A C031 GROUND BROKEN FOR RC PRINTING PLANT
2/21/1985 C02A PAPER CHALLENGES STATUTE SUPPRESSING NAMES
9/03/1986 B021 RAPID CITY JOURNAL EDITOR TO STEP DOWN
10/28/1988 con 'JOURNAL' NAMES MANAGING EDITOR
A/30/1989 con NEWS GROUP HONORS 'RAPID CITY JOURNAL'
2/27/1990 C012 IOWA FIRM BUYS RAPID CITY JOURNAL
7/05/1991 C025 EXTRA, EXTRA, NEWSPAPER PRINTS SPECIAL EDITION
2/0A/1982 D051 COURT RULES IN RC FLOOD CASE
6/09/1982 BOII 9€I0 YEARS AFTER THE FLOOD
6/10/1982 con MEMORIAL SERVICE MARKS lOTH ANNIVERSARY
6/I0/I982 C06I *10 RAPID CITY FLOOD SURVIVORS RECALL TERROR
6/12/1982 C052 RAPID CITY CRIME RATE EXCEEDS NATIONAL AVERAGE
7/09/1982 COAl NEIGHBORS WANT TRANSIENTS' MISSION CLOSED
11/05/1982 C012 WASHINGTON BANK DECISION SURPISES RAPID CITY
12/15/1982 C093 RAPID CITY WANTS TO CLOSE RESCUE MISSION
3/05/1983 B03I RAPID CITY'S AIR MAY BE LEGALLY CLEAN
3/31/1983 A023 RC FRONTRUNNER FOR CREDIT CARD OPERATION
^i/19/1983 B04'i HIGH COURT TO DECIDE FATE OF RC MISSION
A/28/1983 COAl RC CIVIC CENTER HIRES NEW DIRECTOR
5/01/1983 C062 RAPID CITY'S AIR GETS CLEANER
5/02/1983 B05A RC WATCHES ST PAUL FOR SALES-LEASE BACK
5/26/1983 COAl RAPID CITY HAS AN UNUSUAL SALE GOING
6/09/1983 COAl RAPID CITY NOISE ORDINANCE SELDOM USED
n/IA/I983 B031 TO SET UP SISTER CITY IN RUSSIA
5/10/198A COAl TAX RECEIPTS INDICATE CITY GROWTH AT 10 PERCENT
5/23/I98A D03I RAPID CITY OKS SALE OF CIVIC CENTER
6/0I/198A C0A2 CIVIC CENTER HIRES MANAGER
10/1A/198A COAl COMMITTEE VOTES TO FIND MISSION A HOME
n/19/198A B031 DOWNTOWN RAPID CITY ON THE ROPES
n/26/198A C033 NEW RAPID CITY PARKING RAMP, CITY HALL
A/26/1985 C033 CITY WANTS TO STAND UP AND BE COUNTED
6/30/1985 COAl RAPID CITY STATUS MEANS MORE FEDERAL MONEY
7/27/1985 C031 RAPID CITY WINS 1989 LUTHERAN CONVENTION
8/11/1985 AOAl CIVIC CENTER SERVES RAPID CITY WELL
10/22/1985 B021 RAPID CITY AREA SPECIAL ELECTIONS SET TODAY
10/2A/1985 con GROUP SAYS IT CAN FORCE HOTEL VOTE
10/28/1985 B021 RC--CONSTRUCTION OF LUXURY HOTEL
11/06/1985 B035 CONVENTION HOTEL ELECTION SET FOR DEC 10
11/07/1985 C021 DEBATE PLANNED FOR RAPID CITY HOTEL PROPOSAL
11/15/1985 C021 TO FEED CITY'S STREET PEOPLE
11/17/1985 C021 POST CARDS AIM TO ATTRACT BUSINESS
11/17/1985 COAA RC HOTEL PROPOSAL SPURS TALK
11/18/1985 B021 RAPID CITY COUNCIL CONSIDERS BUILDING PROJECTS
11/25/1985 B025 FOOD GIVEAWAY TURNS INTO TRAFFIC FIASCO
12/02/1985 B013 RAPID CITY GROUP SUPPORTS HAMMONS PROJECT
12/10/1985 C015 RAPID CITY HOTEL VOTE SET FOR TODAY
12/11/1985 B015 RC VOTERS SAY NO TO HAMMONS, TOO
12/14/1985 C031 DEFEATS DON'T DISSUADE HAMMONS
2/18/1986 C021 DEVELOPERS PLAN NEW COMMUNITY
3/12/1986 B021 RAPID CITY PARENTS PROPOSE TEEN CENTER
5/07/1986 B025 RAPID CITY INCREASES SALES MOST IN 1985
6/24/1986 C021 TO MAKE CITY AS BIG AS SIOUX FALLS
7/14/1986 C021 RAPID CITY WANTS TO KEEP RODEO
4/23/1987 A012 *MEANS WILL FIGHT RACISM WITH BOYCOTT OF RC
5/02/1987 C012 BANKS PLANS BUSINESS BOYCOTT
5/08/1987 C013 FIGHT SD RACISM WITH BUSINESS--SWIMMER
5/10/1987 B021 RAPID CITY MAYOR, BANKS TO DEBATE BOYCOTT
10/21/1987 B023 OLD CITY HALL TO BECOME HOMELESS SHELTER
2/15/1988 BOII RAPID CITY PROJECTS MEAN TAX INCREASES
3/20/1988 A012 *RAPID CITY PROVES TAKING A LONG SHOT
3/28/1988 A081 SF COULD PROFIT BY TAKING A LOOK WEST (ED)
12/18/1988 B051 TRASH SURFACES AT SOFTBALL FIELD
10/13/1989 D081 RAPID CITY LOSES CHASE OPERATION
12/01/1989 C041 PLANNED PARENTHOOD PLANS RAPID CITY SITE
12/20/1989 C021 RAPID CITY BANS SUNDAY BEER SALES
2/26/1990 BOII RAPID CITY MAY VOTE OUT OF TAX FREEZE
2/27/1990 C024 CITY CONTINUES COURTING OF RECYCLING PLANT
3/03/1990 C041 SEARCH POLICY AT CONCERTS A VIOLATION
3/07/1990 D086 UNOPENED HOTEL BOOKS 90 CONVENTIONS
4/08/1990 C041 RAPID CITY WILL VOTE ON SUNDAY BEER
4/30/1990 A016 RAPID CITY REGULATES GAMBLING
4/30/1990 C023 90 YEARS OF COMBINED SERVICE ENDS
6/07/1990 C035 LARGE GARBAGE CANS MAY HINGE ON VOTE
6/25/1990 C036 RC POLICE SETTLE COVER-UP SUIT
7/15/1990 C031 NO-CRUISING ZONE LAW MAY END ALL CRUISING
7/19/1990 C036 CITY ADDS TEMPORARY CAMPGROUND FEE
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8/16/1990 D062 RC TO GET GASOHOL PLANT
8/20/1990 C031 COUNCIL REJECTS CALL FOR MORAL STANDARDS PANEL
8/20/1990 C051 RC PROVIDES HOMELESS AN EDUCATION
10/21/1990 D032 COUNCIL OBJECTS TO MAYOR'S PROCLAMATION
11/02/1990 C03A COUNCIL TABLES PROPOSAL TO RESTRICT NUDE DANCING
12/02/1990 D033 WHETHER TO KEEP DOWNTOWN IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
12/06/1990 C03A POWER OUTAGE DIMS TREE-LIGHTING CEREMONY
12/07/1990 C033 BATTLE OVER BUSINESS DISTRICT MOVES TO COURT
12/26/1990 C031 LOCAL GOVERNMENTS NEED TO INCREASE MONEY
1/03/1991 C031 ORDINANCE WOULD CONTROL EMISSIONS FROM WOOD STOVES
l/OA/1991 C031 ORDINANCE WOULD LET POLICE TRACE BEER
1/13/1991 EOll RC DRAWS 96,048 CONVENTIONERS
1/24/1991 C035 SUPPORT CENTER OPENS IN RC
2/10/1991 BOll PEOPLE HIT STREETS TO SUPPORT TROOPS
2/10/1991 B035 TEEN DESIGNS RC FLAG
2/13/1991 C031 CRACKDOWN CONTINUES ON SALES TO MINORS
2/18/1991 C034 FLAG DISPLAY FALLS VICTIM TO VANDALS
2/19/1991 C034 RC UPDATING OUT-OF-DATE ORDINANCES
2/21/1991 C035 HEARINGS SET IN LIQUOR STING OPERATION
3/01/1991 C035 PROPERTY VALUATIONS IRK PENNINGTON TAXPAYERS
3/13/1991 C036 RAPID CITIANS PROTEST PLAN TO BURN WASTE
3/15/1991 C031 PARAMEDICS NOT ON SOME AMBULANCES
3/29/1991 C033 COUNCIL SEES DRAWINGS OF VETERANS MONUMENT
3/29/1991 C033 MINORS' ALCOHOL SALES DRAW COUNCIL WARNING
4/08/1991 C033 RC DAY-CARE PLAN HITS STALEMATE
4/12/1991 C033 NUDE DANCING BAN PROPOSED FOR RC BARS
4/17/1991 C031 CUTS AT ELLSWORTH NOT A DISASTER
4/18/1991 C035 COUNCIL NIXES ORDINANCE REGULATING CHILD CARE
5/03/1991 C031 RC WILL INSPECT SEPTIC TANKS
5/03/1991 C032 COMMITTEE FAVORS REPEAL OF RESIDENCY LAW
5/16/1991 B062 BANKERS--SF, RAPID CITY ROBUST
5/25/1991 C033 CITY SEARCHING FOR SKATEBOARD INSUROR
5/25/1991 C033 EMPLOYEES MUST LIVE IN CITY OR TAKE CUT
5/29/1991 C031 NEW MAYOR LOOKS AHEAD TO SERVING RAPID CITY
6/03/1991 C031 OFFICIAL DETAILS PLANS FOR CORRECTIONS FACILITY
6/10/1991 B033 $3 4 MILLION PROJECT MAY BEGIN THIS FALL
6/21/1991 C031 CITY CONCERNED ABOUT FOUL AIR AT CELEBRATION
6/21/1991 C033 AIR FORCE APOLOGIZES FOR NIGHT FLIGHT
7/05/1991 C023 COMBINING MUSEUMS TO COST $12-14 MILLION
7/11/1991 C023 RECYCLING WOULD FAIL, STUDY SAYS
7/18/1991 C032 RAPID CITY PLANS TO ADD TRASH SORTER
8/30/1991 BOll K'CATS' LUCKY TO PLAY IN RAPID CITY
10/09/1991 C032 RAPID CITY TO CONTRIBUTE $250,000 FOR RUSHMORE
10/14/1991 B033 RADIO TOWER GETS COOL RECEPTION BY GROUP
10/20/1991 A081 NEEDS TO TAKE STRICT ACTION AGAINST GANGS (ED)
10/23/1991 B031 PROPOSAL TO RESTRICT GUNS IS WITHDRAWN
10/28/1991 B031 PORNOGRAPHY AWARENESS FOCUS OF CAMPAIGN
11/03/1991 C041 RAPID CITY HONORED FOR CONSERVING WATER
11/07/1991 C032 RAPID CITY VOTERS NIX SCHOOL BOND
12/12/1991 C021 RAPID CITY RECEIVES AMERICA 2000 HONOR
12/13/1991 C021 RAPID CITY TO CONSIDER NEW REVIEW PROCESS
12/30/1991 C032 RAPID CITY BIRTH RATE 5TH NATIONALLY
1/08/1992 C031 MORABRIUM CONTINUED ON LIQUOR LICENSES
1/09/1992 C034 RAPID CITY ASKING ABOUT GANG PROBLEM
1/10/1992 C041 RAPID CITY GRAND JURY TO PROBE GANGS
1/18/1992 C031 CONVENTIONS ARE BIG RAPID CITY BUSINESS
1/30/1992 C032 RAPID CITY VIOLATES AIR STANDARDS
4/27/1992 C015 MAY 8 IS PARENTS NIGHT OUT ON RUSHMORE ROAD
5/11/1992 C015 RAPID CITY JOB LOSSES MISS SPOTLIGHT
6/07/1992 A012 XRAPID CITY TO REMEMBER '72 FLOOD
6/07/1992 A041 ^TORRENTIAL RAIN WAS PRELUDE TO DISASTER
6/07/1992 FOll KFLOOD-DEATH REPORTS FOREVER ETCHED IN GRAY
6/29/1992 C022 RC STUDY CONSIDERS FUTURE OF HALF-CENT SALES TAX
7/07/1992 C025 RC FLOOD ZONES BEING DEBATED
7/20/1992 B022 RAPID CITY TO CONSIDER GARBAGE PLAN ADS
8/22/1992 D022 WOMAN JAILED FOR FAKING ABDUCTION
12/18/1983 B051 SETTLEMENT ON RAPID CREEK POISONING
9/28/1987 C021 SENATOR LEADS LAND TRANSFER FIGHT
1/27/1990 C023 FEDERAL OFFICIALS SPOT CONTAMINATION IN CREEK
3/25/1991 B032 DIRECTORS TO ESTABLISH TASK FORCE
12/03/1991 C035 RAPID VALLEY RESIDENTS FEELING GROWING PAINS
9/11/1991 coil BAIL STAYS SAME IN ARSON CASE
1/23/1992 coil JURY TO DECIDE IF MAN SET FIRE ON EX-WIFE
1/24/1992 C015 MAN TO BE RETRIED FOR ARSON
1/14/1991 C012 *LONE POWERS WAY TO RAQUETBALL TITLE
1/21/1991 C043 UNDERDOGS HEAT UP AT WINDCHILL OPEN
4/15/1991 B012 *ALM TAKES STATE RAQUETBALL CROWN
9/24/1989 A074 *STILL WAITING FOR THE STRENGTH TO READ ABOUT CRASH
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4/2A/1992 C022 *SF STUDENT SELECTED FOR YOUTH SCIENCE CAMP
7/19/1989 C012 KRENNER RECALLS DAY 'LUCKY LINDY' CAME TO TOWN
2/28/1986 002^1 UNION COUNTY SHERIFF RECEIVES SERVICE AWARD
3/21/1986 C021 POLICE GROUP RECOGNIZES UNION COUNTY SHERIFF
1/30/1990 C023 RETIRING SHERIFF RECALLS DARK DAY
2/20/1990 C025 NEW SHERIFF CANDIDATES WILL BE CONSIDERED
2/26/1990 B023 ^SHERIFF EXPECTS GROWING JOB
6/29/1986 DOll *LAND GIVES LIFE TO RANCH FAMILY
I/I0/1986 A012 *'WORST DAY OF MY LIFE'--SHERIFF
5/28/1992 BOll OFFICIALS SEARCH FOR SF MAN
8/05/1992 B016 ABSENT FIANCEE RETURNS
l/OA/1991 A012 KCITY MAN HITS JACKPOT
11/19/1990 B012 5CFARM ISSUES RANK HIGH ON SENATOR-ELECT'S LIST
2/21/1992 C035 KRASMUSSEN APOLOGIZES, DEFENDS RIGHT TO QUESTION
A/09/1992 coil KRASMUSSEN SEEKS SENATE RE-ELECTION
8/31/1990 C012 BOND $10,000 CASH IN RAPE, MOLESTATION
A/30/1987 B012 9€C0UNSEL0R CARVES NICHE WITH MS
5/23/1986 C021 XGROUP HOPES FRUITS OF LABOR PAY OFF
2/13/1992 A072 *TEACHER LETS KIDS COLOR THEIR WORLD
6/05/1992 A0I2 ^FAMILY, FIANCEE WAIT FOR WORD
9/07/1988 C012 ^EFFICIENCY MARKS GOOD COOK
2/27/1985 A012 ^RATHER GIVES NATION DOSE OF S DAKOTA
2/1A/1986 A013 KELO TO MAKE ROOM FOR RATHER
2/16/1986 coil KCBS' RATHER TO JOIN PANEL DISCUSSION
2/19/1986 A0I5 FLANDREAU AUCTION ATTRACTS CBS CREWS
2/20/1986 BOAS RATHER'S VISIT TO FARM SALE NOT DEFINITE
2/25/1986 A012 CBS READY TO REACT FROM SF
2/25/1986 A051 *KELO WOULD RATHER HAVE DAN
2/27/1986 A012 *RATHER GIVES NATION DOSE OF S DAKOTA
1/27/1988 AOIA KCITY ANCHORS DEFEND NEWSMAN
1/28/1988 A121 ISSUE IN BUSH, RATHER SPAT (ED)
1/29/1988 coil PEOPLE STICK UP FOR VICE PRESIDENT
2/05/1988 A08A THE 'WIMP' FIGHTS BACK (L)
2/20/1988 A103 RATHER NOT SUBTLE ENOUGH (L)
8/01/1991 C021 MAN KILLS RATTLER SEEN ON PIERRE STREET
11/13/1990 B0I2 XUSD'S NEW CAST TRIES TO CONTINUE ASCENT
1/25/1989 B012 *'LARRY' AT THE MAINE LOBSTER
I/2A/1990 D082 36FARMER TURNS HOBBY INTO BUSINESS
5/06/1987 BOIA TEENS, PROBLEMS HAVE CHANGED
3/01/1988 A012 KCITY WELCOMES IT'S LEAP DAY NEWBORNS
4/07/1982 C061 PROFITS ARE UP BUT SALES FLAT AT RAVEN
5/02/1982 6051 KCINDUSTRY) CHRISTENSEN LEADS RAVEN MARCH
7/17/1982 A012 INFLATION, JOBLESS RATES BALLOON--SO DOES RAVEN
10/01/1982 C032 RAVEN'S CREDIT UNION GOING OUT OF BUSINESS
10/10/1982 EOll SD CREDIT UNIONS BUCK POOR ECONOMIC TIMES
12/01/1982 C012 *HOT AIR BALLOONS DOWN-SKI WEAR UP
1/13/1983 C014 KHOIGAARD OF RAVEN INDUSTRIES DIES
2/01/1983 B061 CREDIT UNION EMPLOYEE PLEADS NOT GUILTY
3/08/1983 C031 RAVEN PRODUCES CHEMICAL ALARMS
3/17/1983 C041 *A HURRY-UP-AND-WAIT PROJECT
4/24/1983 E015 RAVEN INCOME 8 SALES DROP 7 PERCENT
6/09/1983 C071 RAVEN INDUSTRIES REPORTS PROFIT INCREASE FOR QUARTER
6/28/1983 A013 KBALLOONISTS WITH TIES TO RAVEN DIE IN CRASH
7/30/1983 BOll RAVEN GETS EXCLUSIVE LICENSE TO DANISH SYSTEM
8/24/1983 B03I RECORD PROFITS OPEN NEW OPPORTUNITIES
10/18/1983 A013 *LANDS ARMY UNIFORM CONTRACT
10/20/1983 coil 3€RAVEN BUYS OUT ULTRALIGHT COMPANY
10/23/1983 C045 RAVEN'S DIVIDENDS ARE UP 13 PERCENT
12/10/1983 coil DESIDES AGAINST BUYING ULTRALIGHT FIRM
12/11/1983 E015 RAVEN'S SALES SET A RECORD
12/21/1983 coil RAVEN WILL REOPEN HOWARD PLANT
1/07/1984 C041 PLANT REOPENING MEANS WORK IN HOWARD
3/18/1984 Foil RAVEN REPORTS RECORD INCOME FOR 1983
3/18/1984 F015 ARMY UNITES RAVEN, GORE-TEX
4/07/1984 B032 RAVEN INSURER GAMBLES, LOSES SETTLEMENT
5/11/1984 C031 RAVEN WILL CONDUCT ANNUAL MEETING SATURDAY
5/I3/I984 C04I REAPS RECORD EARNINGS DESPITE DROP IN SALES
7/06/1984 coil RAVEN INDUSTRIES RECEIVES BALLUTES CONTRACT
7/19/1984 C091 BUYS RIGHTS TO PRODUCE AG MONITORING DEVICE
8/21/1984 C013 RAVEN HAS RECORD PROFIT PICTURE
9/08/1984 A016 ^BUSINESS BALLONS AT RAVEN
9/22/1984 A012 *2 NEW FACES IN MACY'S PARADE
10/09/1984 BOll XGARFIELD CARTOONIST SAYS CAT IS HUMAN
10/09/1984 B015 RAVEN ACQUIRES ELECTRONICS FIRM
10/17/1984 D041 RAVEN RAISES COMPANY'S QUARTERLY DIVIDEND
10/21/1984 E012 NEW FILM GIVES A LIFT TO BALLOONS
10/24/1984 coil KRAVEN PARADES NEWEST BALLOON
11/11/1984 EOll FORMS SUBSIDIARY FOR FEED MILL PRODUCTS
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12/08/198A C015 RAVEN ENTERS CONTRACT WITH FRENCH COMPANY
2/10/1985 EOll GOODVEAR RENEWS BALLUTE CONTRACT TO RAVEN
3/20/1985 A015 RAVEN COMPLETES BIGGEST YEAR YET
4/07/1985 EOll PUBLIC CORPORATIONS HAD PROSPEROUS 1984
4/14/1985 C013 NEW MARKETS COULD INFLATE RAVEN'S FUTURE
7/18/1985 coil RAVEN OK'S DIVIDEND OF 10 5 CENTS A SHARE
7/24/1985 BOll MILITARY DEAL MEANS 35 MORE JOBS
8/22/1985 C033 RECORD SALES ELUDE RAVEN INDUSTRIES
10/22/1985 A012 GRAVEN HISTORIC BALLOON LAUNCH
12/08/1985 E013 RAVEN FOCUSES ON DEFENSE WORK
1/18/1986 C014 RAVEN INDUSTRIES ANNOUNCES REORGANIZATION
2/07/1986 C013 KBALLOON SUBSIDIARY TAKES OFF
6/01/1986 EOll RAVEN REPORTS 1ST QUARTER DROP IN NET SALES
6/04/1986 B013 RAVEN PURCHASES ASSETS OF OHIO PLASTIC FIRM
7/31/1986 coil RAVEN ANNOUNCES DIVIDEND OF 10 5 CENTS
8/24/1986 EOll RAVEN 2ND QUARTER EARNINGS UP 34/
10/15/1986 B015 RAVEN INDUSTRIES WINS $4 1 MILLION CONTRACT
11/24/1986 C012 RAVEN INDUSTRIES RACKS UP RECORD SALES
1/11/1987 E012 RAVEN FLYING HIGH WITH PLASTICS
2/22/1987 DOll RAVEN DECLARES QUARTERLY DIVIDENDS
3/24/1987 C016 *RAVEN INCOME UP 32 PERCENT
5/24/1987 E015 RAVEN NET INCOME DOUBLES
5/31/1987 EOll RAVEN DIVIDEND AT 10 1/2 A SHARE
6/02/1987 C014 RAVEN CONTINUES ACQUISITIVE TREND
6/18/1987 C012 *RAVEN SEWS UP $3 6 MILLION DEAL
6/28/1987 E021 RAVEN TO ADD 35 JOBS AT HURON PLANT
7/26/1987 EOll RAVEN INCREASES QUARTERLY DIVIDENDS
8/13/1987 C015 RAVEN TO MOVE TRUCK BODY PLANT TO MINN
^8/23/1987 EOll RAVEN SALES TOP RECORD $15 MILLION
11/10/1987 C012 PROFITS PUT RAVEN ON 'FORBES' LIST
11/13/1987 A081 RAVEN GAINS 'FORBES' SALUTE CED)
11/15/1987 EOll RAVEN SUBSIDIARY BUYS METER PRODUCTS
11/29/1987 EOll RAVEN HAS RECORD QUARTERLY EARNINGS
2/28/1988 EOll RAVEN DIVIDEND IS 11 CENTS PER SHARE
3/27/1988 coil RAVEN REPORTS RECORD EARNINGS
3/27/1988 GOll ^COMPANIES ARE LEADERS IN THEIR FIELDS
5/22/1988 coil RAVEN RECEIVES $6 MILLION CONTRACT
5/29/1988 E031 RAVEN SALES UP, BUT EARNINGS FALL IN FIRST QUARTER
7/01/1988 D072 *RAVEN CLOTHES OLYMPIANS
8/28/1988 EOll RAVEN REPORTS RECORD EARNINGS
11/25/1988 D081 RAVEN REPORTS RECORD EARNINGS
2/08/1989 D081 RAVEN AUTHORIZES REPURCHASE OF STOCK
2/24/1989 D082 NY INVESTMENT FIRM BUYING UP STOCK
3/19/1989 E012 RAVEN SHIELDS ITSELF FROM TAKEOVER
3/21/1989 C012 120 RAVEN EMPLOYEES LAID OFF
5/01/1989 A012 INVESTOR TO MAKE MARK AT RAVEN
5/05/1989 D086 INVESTOR HAS PLANS FOR RAVEN
5/19/1989 D061 RAVEN REPORTS RECORD EARNINGS
5/26/1989 A012 RAVEN WARMS TO WALL STREETER
6/04/1989 E012 GRAVEN CHALLENGE--REMAIN DIVERSE
6/04/1989 E013 DIRECTORS DECLARE SPLIT OF STOCK
8/12/1989 C012 RAVEN WINS AIR FORCE CONTRACT
8/22/1989 B061 RAVEN ENJOYS RECORD 6 MONTHS
9/01/1989 D061 RAVEN SIGNS $3 7 MILLION PACTS
9/19/1989 B061 GRAVEN SPLITS 1 OF ITS DIVISIONS
9/26/1989 B066 RAVEN LANDS $9 5 MILLION DEFENSE DEAL
11/22/1989 D081 RAVEN EARNINGS, SALES SET RECORD
11/23/1989 A016 FIRM BUYS BACK INVESTOR'S SHARES
11/23/1989 coil LOCAL FIRM'S 'WABBIT' FLIES IN PARADE TODAY
12/17/1989 D012 GRAVEN GETS ROLLING WITH SOVIETS
1/20/1990 A021 SOME BUSINESSES DON'T FAVOR
2/01/1990 C022 RAVEN GIVES MUSEUM $6,000 FOR NEW EXHIBIT
3/17/1990 C012 RAVEN INDUSTRIES REPORTS RECORD EARNINGS
4/08/1990 E012 GRAVEN SCALES EVEREST
5/23/1990 D091 RAVEN INDUSTRIES STOCKHOLDERS MEET
5/30/1990 D062 RAVEN FEELS PINCH OF DEFENSE CUTS
6/20/1990 A025 POWER OUTAGE CLOSES RAVEN PLANT
8/28/1990 B061 RAVEN REPORTS NET INCOME UP
10/02/1990 A012 *PROTECTION AGAINST CHEMICALS
10/11/1990 D065 RAVEN ADDING MADISON PLANT
10/25/1990 D061 RAVEN TO RECEIVE LOANS FROM STATE, MADISON
11/20/1990 B061 RAVEN REPORTS 3RD QUARTER SALES DROP
2/08/1991 D071 ANNOUNCES QUARTERLY DIVIDEND
3/14/1991 A016 KJACKET CHOICE LUCKY FOR RAVEN
4/11/1991 D061 PLANS SAVED FEDS $4 2 MILLION
5/08/1991 D082 5CAWARD FOR RAVEN
5/15/1991 D081 SALES, PROFITS UP IN FIRST QUARTER
5/31/1991 D062 *RAVEN AIMS TO SOAR, DOUBLE SALES
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8/21/1991 D061 SAYS SALES, PROFITS CLIMBING
ll/OA/1991 A103 RAVEN DONATES $10,000
11/20/1991 D071 RAVEN NET HITS RECORD FOR QUARTER
1/31/1992 C052 GRAVEN BALLOONS ARE PART OF WORLD RECORD ATTEMPT
2/03/1992 B021 ^BALLOONIST GETS AERIAL VIEW OF COMMUNISM'S DEMISE
3/12/1992 D061 RAVEN'S NET SALES REACH RECORD MARK
5/22/1992 D076 RAVEN REPORTS RECORD FIRST-QUARTER SALES
9/07/1992 B016 LOCAL EMPLOYERS WITH STARTING PAY OPTIONS
10/29/1992 B062 KRAVEN SEES WORK FROM CUSTOMER'S POINT OF VIEW
11/05/1992 B061 'FORBES' NAMES RAVEN AMONG TOP SMALL BUSINESSES
11/15/1992 EOll RAVEN STOCK TRADING SYSTEM TO CHANGE
11/22/1992 EOll RAVEN INDUSTRIES SETS PROFIT RECORD
12/09/1992 B061 RAVEN AWARDED MILITARY CONTRACT
1/01/1989 coil RAVEN SPORTSWEAR OUTLET WILL CLOSE
M 5/10/1991 C012 *USD GIFT TARGETS STATE'S SMARTEST
3/26/1986 BOll RAY RUNS FOR IITH DISTRICT STATE HOUSE SEAT
7/13/1982 C013 *IOWA GOVERNOR STILL MAD ABOUT ETSI
10/02/1989 A012 CRAY'S STARTS CLEAN
11/25/1985 B013 WOMAN FOLLOWS FUTURE IN THE CLOUDS
3/07/1982 B023 3«SF NATIVE GOVERNOR OF WAKE ISLAND (YEAGER)
10/02/1991 B025 ^BAKING IS COOK'S TALENT
11/16/1985 A071 KTODDLERS STEP INTO STYLE
10/19/1985 coil TOWN IN NATION'S NUCLEAR DEFENSE
1/30/1992 B062 ELECTRONICS FIRM REFUTES ACCUSATIONS
5/30/1982 DOll 3fl2-YEAR-0LD READER DEVOURS BOOKS
3/30/1983 B051 STUDENTS WIN READING AWARDS
12/07/1983 B055 STAFF RECEIVES LITERACY AWARD
3/18/1984 C045 SPRING READING CONFERENCE TO BE HELD
9/14/1984 C031 (SF COLLEGE OFFERS READING CLINIC
9/16/1984 EOll CHAMBER OFFERS SPEED READING COURSE
3/10/1985 EOll SPEED READING COURSE WILL BE REPEATED
4/25/1985 coil ^STUDENTS CAN'T WAIT TO READ
9/23/1986 C036 READING PROGRAM PRAISED
10/16/1986 B012 3CKIDS TO READ THEIR OWN STORIES
12/15/1986 C012 READING PROGRAM IS RIGHT TRACK
2/25/1987 BOll STATIONS TO AIR READING SERIES
3/30/1987 A075 READING PROGRAM GETS NATIONAL AID
4/09/1987 B051 READING COUNCIL CONFERENCE SET
9/02/1987 C091 LITERACY GROUP HONORS MEYER
9/03/1987 B051 CENTENNIAL READING SERIES BEGINS THIS MONTH
9/10/1987 coil GROUPS SPONSORING SD READING SERIES
1/07/1988 B032 READING COUNCIL MEETS AT AL'S
5/26/1988 C021 KBIDDING ON THE STARS
6/07/1988 C025 MINNESOTA BOOKWORMS TURN UP NOSES AT TV
6/20/1988 C012 BLIND YOUTH WINS NATIONAL CONTEST
2/06/1989 A014 SF TEACHERS LET STUDENTS CHOOSE THE BOOKS
5/20/1989 C012 READING WAS A COUNTRY BOY'S WAY OF LIFE
12/04/1989 A012 *NEW PROGRAM USES STORIES TO TEACH
12/05/1989 A071 *600D READING OPENS WORLD TO CHILDREN
1/20/1990 C012 ^MAKING SCHOOL BEARABLE
2/24/1990 C012 *QUIET TIME
2/27/1990 coil 3CREADING BECOMES BEAR-ABLE
9/11/1990 A072 3CEDUCAT0RS DEVELOP HOME-BASED PROGRAM
9/28/1990 A012 PARENTS CHALLENGE CONTENT OF READING SERIES
10/02/1990 A082 MAKING JOHNY READ BETTER THAN LIFE OF CRIME (L)
11/16/1990 coil EDUCATORS TO LEARN NEW READING METHODS
3/14/1991 B063 SD READING COUNCIL
11/16/1991 B012 KIN THE BAG--WITH A GOOD BOOK
1/13/1992 C012 KSTUDENTS READ IN A TUB
8/11/1992 C031 KREADING MAKES YOU A SMARTER OUTDOORSMAN
11/16/1992 D012 KTIME OUT FOR READING
11/20/1992 B022 KREADING SURPRISE
5/03/1989 B012 kCOOK UPHOLDS SOUP CONTRIBUTION TRADITION
4/29/1984 C091 KMAUREEN REAGAN WILL ATTEND GOP FUND-RAISER
6/03/1984 DOll KMAUREEN REAGAN TELLS WOMEN
10/19/1984 C031 MAUREEN REAGAN WILL RETURN TO THE STATE
10/30/1989 AlOl EVENS SCORE, BUT AT A COST CED)
4/13/1991 A015 CLOSET GOSSIP HOUNDS SNATCH UP REAGAN BOOK
4/13/1991 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
1/27/1982 A015 DECISIONS MAY BE IN LAPS OF STATE LAWMAKERS
1/27/1982 BOll SD WILL BENEFIT FROM REAGAN PLAN
1/27/1982 B051 LOCAL OFFICIALS SUPP0RTIVE--8 APPREHENSIVE
1/27/1982 B053 FOR THE POOR, IT'S TOO EARLY
1/27/1982 B055 REAGAN WATCHER IS CAUTIOUS--SD OPTIMISTIC
1/31/1982 A014 REAGAN'S PLAN
2/19/1982 C061 REAGAN DISAPPOINTS CONSERVATIVE
2/28/1982 B033 REAGAN BLAMED FOR NOT KEEPING PROMISE (L)
3/17/1982 C023 REAGAN'S FARM-OTHER POLICIES ARE CRITICIZED (L)
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'i/DA/1982 C021 REAGAN CAN STILL TALK TO FARM CONGRESSMEN (L)
A/09/1982 C021 CARRIBBEAN TRIP A BID FOR FRIENDSHIP (ED)
A/29/1982 D02A REAGAN'S CHARITY CRITICIZED (L)
6/06/1982 B063 LUTHERAN CONVENTION RESOLUTION LAUDS REAGAN
9/1A/1982 C021 JUDGE REAGAN BY HIS DEEDS, NOT HIS RHETORIC (ED)
10/06/1982 C025 REAGAN'S VACATIONS--COST CRITICIZED (L)
10/13/1982 C021 REAGAN SHOWS SPUNK (ED)
11/09/1982 B021 REAGAN'S 8A DECISION HANGS ON ECONOMIC TIDE (ED)
11/30/1982 B02A REAGAN SHOULD HAVE GONE TO VETS' EVENT (L)
12/23/1982 C02A REAGAN USES DECEIT (L)
1/09/1983 B033 REAGAN WON'T AID JOBLESS (L)
1/2A/1983 D021 REAGANS OPPORTUNITY TO REGAIN CONFIDENCE (ED)
1/26/1983 AOIA SD DELEGATION LIKES STAND ON TRADE
2/05/1983 B022 REAGAN PLAN BENEFITS MILLIONAIRES (L)
3/07/1983 B025 REAGAN'S LEADERSHIP UPSETTING (L)
<»/07/1983 C021 HOW REAGAN WILL MAKE HIS 2ND TERM DECISION (ED)
A/30/1983 B033 REAGAN WILL RUN--PREDICTED AT SDPA
7/0A/1983 C021 INDEPENDENCE DAY 1983 (ED)
7/13/1983 C021 REAGAN'S TARDY, BUT RIGHT IN DEBATE PROBE (ED)
10/09/1983 C021 FAR EAST TRIP TRIMMED TO ESSENTIALS (ED)
10/29/1983 B021 REAGAN'S GOLF COURSE PERIL (ED)
12/15/1983 C021 HAS ROADBLOCKS ON WAY TO RE-ELECTION (ED)
1/19/198A C021 PRESIDENT DESERVES SUPPORT (L)
1/26/198A A021 SOME FIND LITTLE SOLACE IN REAGAN SPEECH
1/27/198A C021 PRESIDENTIAL WAYS FOR 198A CAMPAIGN (ED)
1/31/198A B013 STATE REPUBLICANS CHEER REAGAN'S ANNOUNCEMENT
3/13/198<» B02I TRIES TO PROTECT CHILDREN'S SPEECH (L)
3/14/198A DOAl REAGAN RE-ELECTION CAMPAIGN OPENS
3/16/198A C021 LACKS RESPECT FOR BLIND, DISADVANTAGED (L)
3/22/198A C023 NATION CAN'T AFFORD A MORE YEARS (L)
A/I8/I98^ D02A IGNORES COURT AS MINING INDEFENSIBLE (L)
A/21/198A C023 SOME SUGGEST IMPEACHMENT (L)
7/28/198^ D025 REAGAN'S GOOD AS HE CAN BE (L)
8/0'»/198<i B023 REAGAN IS IGNORING CHRIST (L)
8/07/198^ B021 LYING AND ARROGANCE AMONG REAGAN FLAWS (L)
8/18/1984 B024 BAD JOKE APPEALS TO LOYALISTS (L)
8/22/1984 DOll ^COALITION RALLIES AGAINST REAGAN
8/23/1984 C024 REAGAN COMMENT OVERPLAYED (L)
8/30/1984 D022 STRONG DEFENSE NECESSARY (L)
9/02/1984 C021 REAGAN ISN'T ONLY ONE (ED)
10/09/1984 B021 MONDALE WINS DEBATE (ED)
10/30/1984 B021 REAGAN MUST SHARE BLAME (L)
11/04/1984 B021 AMERICANS SHOULD GIVE A SECOND TERM (ED)
11/07/1984 D021 REAGAN EARNED VICTORY (ED)
11/08/1984 C014 KNADER--REAGAN IS PROTOTYPE
2/07/1985 A014 SD REACTION--GOOD FORM
2/22/1985 A041 STATE LEADERS SPLIT ABOUT REAGAN FARM COMMENTS
3/26/1985 A014 ^REAGAN'S JOKE ABOUT FARMERS FLOPS
4/19/1985 AlOl REAGAN'S INSENSITIVITY COMES THROUGH AGAIN (ED)
4/20/1985 A081 REAGAN REMARKS SHOW SHOCKING CALLOUSNESS (L)
7/22/1985 A081 TAKE BAD NEWS WITH GOOD (ED)
7/25/1985 A081 KPUBLIC OPINIONS ON THE COVERAGE OF PRESIDENT
9/21/1985 A084 REAGAN RETURNS KINDESS (L)
8/08/1986 C021 3RD-TERM TALK A GIMMICK
9/20/1986 A015 KREAGAN TO VISIT IN CITY SEPT 29
9/24/1986 A0I2 ^FARMERS TO RALLY AGAINST REAGAN
9/25/1986 BOll REAGAN-TRIP SECURITY
9/26/1986 C014 *5,000 REAGAN TICKETS AWAY
9/27/1986 C016 *DISPUTES SET ASIDE FOR RALLY
9/28/1986 A105 REAGAN PARALLELS HOOVER (L)
9/28/1986 Alll PRESIDENTIAL VISITS ON BEHALF OF CANDIDATES RISKY
9/28/1986 coil *READY FOR REAGAN CAMPAIGN STOP
9/29/1986 A014 *ABDNOR TO MISS REAGAN'S VISIT
9/29/1986 A061 DOES LAW APPLY TO REAGAN (L)
9/30/1986 AOll *REAGAN FACES FARMERS
9/30/1986 coil SECURITY FORCE TAILS REAGAN'S EVERY MOVE
9/30/1986 coil *PRESIDENT PULLS IN THOUSANDS
9/30/1986 C021 WELCOME REAGAN, BUT NOT HIS FARM PROGRAM
10/01/1986 B012 REAGAN RUNS UP $55,000 TAB FOR ABDNOR
10/02/1986 AlOl *PUBLIC OPINIONS ON PRESIDENT REAGAN'S VISIT
10/04/1986 A081 PRESIDENT REAGAN'S VISIT A DISAPPOINTMENT (L)
10/05/1986 Alll JANKLOW PLANTED SEED FOR REAGAN VISIT
10/05/1986 C012 REAGAN ANSWERS AN AD WITH AN AD
10/07/1986 A061 REAGAN'S TRIP TO STATE (ED)
10/10/1986 A081 REAGAN'S RHETORIC IS EMPTY (L)
10/11/1986 AlOl REAGAN NOT SOLVING COUNTRY'S PROBLEMS (L)
10/22/1986 A012 REAGAN MAY RETURN
10/23/1986 A012 *PRESIDENT TO CAMPAIGN FOR ABDNOR
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10/2A/1986 coil REAGAN TICKETS AVAILABLE TODAY
10/25/1986 C016 REAGAN TICKETS ALL TAKEN
10/27/1986 A065 BLACK CLOUD NOT WITH REAGAN
10/30/1986 A012 xREAGAN WOOS SD VOTERS
11/08/1986 C016 BULLETS FOUND BEFORE REAGAN APPEARANCE
11/25/1986 A081 YOU HAVE TO ADMIRE REAGAN (L)
11/29/1986 AlOl MUST GET WHITE HOUSE IN ORDER (ED)
12/04/1986 C021 RAPID CITY BOY GETS RESPONSE FROM REAGAN
1/28/1987 A024 AREA RESIDENTS HEAR DIFFERENT SPEECH
1/28/1987 A061 *SPEECH FAILS TO ANSWER BIG QUESTIONS (ED)
3/01/1987 A012 *»REPUBLICAN COUNTRY* MAY NOT FORGIVE
3/05/1987 A061 A STEP TOWARD POLITICAL RECOVERY (ED)
5/12/1987 A061 IRAN HEARING SOILS REAGAN'S IMAGE (ED)
5/23/1987 A081 ANOTHER TROUBLING REAGAN PICTURE (ED)
7/21/1987 A081 REAGAN'S GLORY DAYS CLEARLY HAVE ENDED (ED)
8/05/1987 A061 REAGAN TREATED TOO HARSHLY (L)
1/23/1988 C014 CALENDAR COUNTS DOWN REAGAN'S FINAL DAYS
1/26/1988 A015 RURAL AMERICA IGNORED, DAKOTANS CLAIM
1/26/1988 A081 REAGAN ERA ENDING (ED)
2/29/1988 A081 REAGAN WILL BE KNOWN FOR DEBT (ED)
4/23/1988 AlOl REAGAN SCOFFS AT CANDIDATES
5/04/1988 A015 *LOCAL ASTROLOGER NOT SURPRISED
5/09/1988 A081 THE PRESIDENT IS CONSULTING SOMEONE (ED)
5/23/1988 A061 REAGAN HAS HIMSELF TO BLAME FOR BOOKS (ED)
6/02/1988 A061 REAGAN INDIAN REMARKS DAMPEN A SUMMIT
9/09/1988 A015 UNIONS GIVE REAGAN 60 DAYS NOTICE
1/12/1989 A081 3CPUBLIC OPINIONS ON RONALD REAGAN
1/15/1989 A012 *ARE YOU BETTER OFF
1/15/1989 A041 WHAT READERS THINK OF REAGAN'S REIGN
1/15/1989 A121 REAGAN WILL LEAVE REMARKABLE LEGACY (ED)
1/20/1989 A081 BUSH, QUAYLE GIVE NATION A FRESH START (ED)
1/20/1989 A084 REAGAN LEGACY REMARKABLE (L)
5/19/1989 A014 ^REAGAN ON RUSHMORE
5/31/1989 A094 ETCH TEARS ON SHRINE (L)
7/05/1989 C016 5CREAGAN ON RUSHMORE
7/14/1989 A084 RUSHMORE PROPOSAL FUNNY (L)
7/06/1986 E012 KILIAN TO OFFER REAL ESTATE DEGREE
3/07/1992 coil OFFICIALS CLOSE INVESTMENT SHOW
SEE ALSO HOUSING
1/17/1982 EOll *REAL ESTATE BUSINESS TO REMAIN DEPRESSED
4/15/1982 D061 NUMBER OF REAL ESTATE AGENTS FALLS
5/16/1982 E055 *JUDY HAMILTON--REALTOR OF THE YEAR
6/03/1982 C021 REALTORS DISPUTE ANDERSON COLUMN (L)
6/13/1982 E021 LETTER DRIVE URGES BUDGET PASSAGE
7/08/1982 C051 REALTORS' GROUP SUPPORTS ROBERTS
1/02/1983 E051 KREAL ESTATE FIRMS MERGE
1/25/1983 A016 LOWER INTEREST RATES INCENTIVE ENOUGH
2/10/1983 DOll DUNHAM REALTORS JOINS SEARS SUBSIDIARY
3/30/1983 C031 REALTY COMPANIES TO MERGE APRIL 1
4/17/1983 B014 REALTORS PAY PRICE OF HIGH RATES
4/28/1983 A012 ^TRIPLING OF LOCAL HOME SALES
5/01/1983 N081 *(INDUSTRY/TRANSPORTATION) REAL ESTATE
5/25/1983 C013 REALTORS MOVING OFFICE TO PIERRE
6/03/1983 C035 HEGG NAMED SF REALTOR OF THE YEAR
7/30/1983 B031 MINNEAPOLIS FIRM ACQUIRES REALTY WORLD OFFICES
9/11/1983 C091 REALTORS LOBBY FOR PLAN TO CUT DEBT
10/12/1983 coil AGENTS DIVIDED ON RULE PROHIBITING PREMIUMS
10/14/1983 C031 REAL ESTATE BOARD REPEALS RULE
2/07/1984 BOll HEAR DISPUTE INVOLVING PROPERTY DEALS
2/08/1984 DOll REAL ESTATE INDUCEMENT BILL SUFFERS
4/29/1984 N061 ^(SECTION 5) ALWAYS SEARCHING FOR NEW FIELDS
6/06/1984 D053 HAS FOUND HOMES FOR 8,000 FAMILIES
8/03/1984 A014 ^REALTORS HELP ELDERLY NEIGHBOR
8/10/1984 coil PANEL RECOMMENDS NO SUPPORT FOR PRESSLER
9/16/1984 EOll LOCAL REALTY FIRM RECEIVES ACCREDITATION
9/23/1984 EOll 2ND AGENCY WINS PROFESSIONAL ACCREDITATION
9/30/1984 EOll 5 LOCAL REAL ESTATE AGENTS FORM FIRM
11/04/1984 E016 BECKMAN-ZEA MOVING INTO NEW OFFICES
11/06/1984 coil REALTORS GROUP TOP POLITICAL CONTRIBUTOR
3/17/1985 EOll REAL ESTATE FIRM JOINS RE/MAX
3/24/1985 coil HEGG COMMERCIAL DIVISION CHANGES OFFICES
5/27/1986 DOll SOME LOCAL REALTORS TO BACK JANKLOW
6/06/1986 C012 WOLF NAMED REALTOR OF THE YEAR BY PEERS
6/27/1986 C013 ^REALTORS BRUSH UP ON VOLUNTEER WORK
7/22/1987 B012 ^BRUSHING UP ON GOOD WILL
8/30/1987 D012 KA STABLE HOME MARKET
3/25/1988 C021 REALTOR LIABLE FOR LOSSES--COURT
6/09/1988 C021 *BRUSH WITH CHARITY
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7/29/1988 DG62 ^CITY'S MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE USES NEW FORM
3/28/1989 coil REAL ESTATE FIRMS DECIDE TO MERGE
5/18/I99G DlGl *KAREN DUNHAM IS REALTOR OF YEAR
6/24/I99G EGII 2 HOMES TO RECEIVE PAINT JOB FOR FREE
3/I4/I99I DG85 8 AGENTS OPEN NEW REALTY FIRM
3/26/1991 BG66 *MAYOR SELLS REAL ESTATE BUSINESS
3/29/I99I DG75 REALTORS VIE FOR CITY LAND
9/17/I99I BG6I BOARD OF REALTORS TO CLEAN FALLS PARK
I/25/I992 CGI2 BILL WOULD CONCEAL STIGMATIZED PROPERTY
5/G3/I992 BGI5 XMOLZEN TOPS SALES
7/2G/I992 AG84 REALTORS BELIEVE IN AGENCY DISCLOSURE CD
9/G7/1992 AG41 *WORK DOESN'T STOP ON FRIDAY
9/13/1992 BG12 *DISCLOSURE LIST AIDS HOME BUYERS
12/25/1992 BGII MAN, 73, RAPED SAME GIRL AS SON MOLESTED
8/G3/1986 AG6I DOWNING PROPERTY A FAMILY AFFAIR FOR SOME
7/25/1988 CGI2 ^CONFLICT SURROUNDS REARDON PLAZA
8/G2/I988 AG81 COUNTY MUST USE CARE IN DEVELOPING PLAZA (ED)
9/17/1988 CG2I OFFICIALS WORRY ABOUT PLAZA DELAY
I1/G6/I988 EG6I ^REARDON PLAZA DEDICATED
2/I6/I989 AGI2 JeCOUNTY FACES STATUTORY RISK
12/G2/I984 EGII *THE CALL TO 'GO WESTERN'
1/28/I99I BG33 CAR-WASH OPERATOR SUES OVER TAX SQUABBLE
IG/I1/I991 AG12 ^CELEBRATING THE WARRIORS' HOMECOMING--AND GOING
5/G5/199I N181 *SHRINERS SERIOUS ABOUT FUN AND PHILANTHROPY
5/13/1992 BG2I *COOK MAKES WAVES WITH PRODUCE
6/G6/1989 AG52 REBIRTHING NEEDS PROPER SUPERVISION
3/I9/I992 CG3I HARRISBURG TEACHER HONORED BY STATE
12/G8/I989 AG13 KSEAT-BELT ADVOCATE PRACTICES PREACHING
7/27/1992 BG22 ^FLOATING TOUR A LEISURELY RIDE ON RIVER
8/G2/I992'A114 RECLAMATION INITIATIVE WILL CLEAN UP STATE (L)
3/G3/199G CGll RECONCILIATION PLANS TO GET LEFTOVER FUNDS
3/1G/199G CG12 RECONCLIATION PLANS DEBATED
3/1I/199G CGll STUDENT--ADD INDIAN SYMBOL TO STATE SEAL
3/I8/199G AG9I ^GAINING MUTUAL RESPECT GOOD FIRST STEP
3/19/199G BGI2 PRISON CEREMONY PUTS SKIN COLOR ASIDE
3/24/199G CGII RECONCILIATION PLANS ARE ENDORSED
3/27/I99G AGI2 *MANY GREET PEACE PLAN WITH QUIET OPTIMISM
4/G5/I99G AG83 RECONCILIATION BEGINS WITH REAL, SHARED GRIEF (L)
4/G5/199G CG15 RECONCILIATION RAISES HOPES
4/G7/199G CG24 RECONCILIATION TOPIC AT SINTE GLESKA
4/G8/I99G CGll RECONCILIATION RELAY PLANNED FOR MAY 5
4/G8/I99G CG12 9CDANCE FOR RECONCILIATION
4/16/I99G CGll INDIAN GROUP SEEKS RECONCILIATION FORUM
4/23/199G AG81 ^RECONCILIATION IS A TIME TO RESOLVE
4/26/I99G CG12 INDIAN LEADER RENEWS FAITH IN RECONCILIATION
4/28/I99G AlGl NEWS MEDIA TAKE LUMPS (ED)
5/G6/I99G AAG3 *ROSEBUD TEACHER IS CONFIDENT FOR RECONCILIATION
5/1I/I99G CG14 COUNCIL READY TO MOVE FORWARD
5/I3/I99G Alll HOSTILITY TOWARD INDIAN RECONCILIATION SURPRISES
5/I3/I99G AI15 EAST, WEST SD NEED RECONCILIATION (L)
5/I5/I99G A1G3 NAVAJO, NOT NAVAHO, IS PROPER REFERENCE (L)
5/29/199G AlGl RECONCILIATION TALK NEEDS SUBSTANCE (ED)
5/31/199G CG34 RECONCILIATION PANEL HIGHLIGHTS CONFERENCE
6/G2/199G CG12 '90 RECONCILIATION ONLY A BEGINNING
6/G4/199G AG12 seNEW GENERATION ON RESERVATION EMBRACE DREAMS
6/17/199G GOII RECONCILIATION GROUP STRUGGLES FOR IDENTITY
7/13/199G CGII MICKELSON--COUNSEL SHOULD BE CONTINUED
7/18/199G AG83 ^SYMBOL TO SHOW GROWING RECONCILIATION SPIRIT
8/G3/199G AG8I YOUNG HOLD KEY TO ENDING RACISM (ED)
8/G4/199G AG84 SERIES HELPS TASK OF RECONCILIATION (L)
8/24/199G BGII POWWOW INTENDED FOR EVERYONE
8/25/I99G CG31 MOORE HONORED FOR RECONCILIATION EFFORTS
9/G3/199G CG16 GOVERNMENT GROUP TOUTS RECONCILIATION
9/I5/I99G AG16 COUNCIL--PROSECUTOR SHOULD QUIT
9/15/I99G AG85 GIVING PEOPLE 'NON' LABELS FRUSTRATING (L)
9/15/I99G CG12 *MICKELSON ANNOUNCES RECONCILIATION COUNCIL
9/16/199G A121 MEETING HELPS RECONCILIATION (ED)
9/16/199G CG14 INDIANS, WHITES DISCUSS RELATIONS
9/28/199G A1G4 COUNCIL PROPOSALS GOOD MEASURING GUAGE (L)
9/28/199G BGI2 ART SHOW CELEBRATES RECONCILIATION
1G/G3/I99G CG33 TRIBE REJECTS APOLOGY FROM RECONCILIATION PANEL
IG/G7/199G AGI2 CRITICS PRAISE RECONCILIATION GAINS
1G/G8/199G AGI2 ^RECONCILIATION SERVICE UNITES INDIANS, WHITES
1G/G8/199G AG81 NEW STATE HOLIDAY DESERVES ATTENTION (ED)
1G/G9/199G AG12 ^INDIANS, WHITES CELEBRATE UNITY
1G/1G/199G CGll MEETING IS TONIGHT ON RECONCILIATION
1G/13/199G CG33 ^RACIAL UNITY PAINFUL BUT POSSIBLE
1G/15/199G AG51 MICKELSON'S BEHAVIOR IS INCONSISTENT
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10/18/1990 CG33 RECONCILIATION BETWEEN RACES TOPS AGENDA
10/29/1990 C032 STATE LIBRARY PREPARES INDIAN BIBLIOGRAPHY
11/09/1990 A012 KSINGER RAITT WILL HEADLINE CONCERT
11/10/1990 COl-i JCKRISTOFFERSON TO PERFORM AT BENEFIT
11/13/1990 con RACE RECONCILIATION MEETING WEDNESDAY
11/15/1990 con FORUM TO ADDRESS RECONCILIATION
11/17/1990 AOll XBROWNE WILL PERFORM AT BENEFIT CONCERT
11/18/1990 EOll RECONCILIATION PARTLY SUCCESSFUL, LEADER SAYS
11/26/1990 A051 KTHE SPIRIT MUST LIVE ON
11/27/1990 C012 STUDENTS HEAR ANOTHER VIEW OF RECONCILIATION
12/03/1990 A103 INDIAN CONCILIATION STILL NOT ACHIEVED (L)
12/0A/1990 con RECONCILIATION MEETING PLANNED FOR NEXT WEEK
12/05/1990 A106 STATE MUST CORRECT TREATY ILLEGALITIES (L)
12/06/1990 B015 TICKET SALES LAGGING FOR BENEFIT CONCERT
12/08/1990 C014 A RECONCILIATION GESTURE
12/09/1990 E012 GROUP AIMS TO BREAK RACIAL BARRIERS
12/11/1990 A012 KCGNCERT TICKET SALES LAGGING
12/13/1990 COAl HIGHWAY CASE SAID TO HURT RECONCILIATION
12/1A/1990 C015 CONCERT DRAWS ENDORSEMENT FROM COUNCIL
12/1A/1990 C031 GLOBE TO BE UNVEILED TODAY
12/15/1990 C033 *6TH-GRADERS OFFER SYMBOL OF HARMONY
12/16/1990 F012 ^CONCERT FOR RECONCILIATION STAGED TO HEAL WOUNDS
12/17/1990 A012 ^CONCERT DELIVERS RECONCILIATION MESSAGE
12/17/1990 A05A 5CBR0WNE, RAITT LEAVE GOOD VIBES
12/17/1990 con PROGRAM TO HIGHLIGHT RECONCILIATION EVENTS
12/19/1990 A083 FORGET STEREOTYPES, MEET OTHERS AS EQUALS (L)
12/20/1990 C031 PANEL--REC0NC1L1AT10N SPURS UNDERSTANDING
12/22/1990 A083 CHRISTMAS SEASON RECONCILIATION TIME (ED)
12/22/1990 A084 MANY HELPED MAKE CONCERT SUCCESSFUL (L)
12/23/1990 A071 KYEAR HELPS HEAL RACIAL SCARS
12/23/1990 C012 ^RECONCILIATION FEVER CONTAGIOUS
12/29/1990 A052 RECONCILIATION EFFORTS BOOSTED AWARENESS IN RELIGION
1/01/1991 A012 KA YEAR OF PAIN AND HEALING
1/16/1991 A095 MEANS INSULTED THOSE SEEKING RECONCILIATION (L)
1/18/1991 con RACIAL RECONCILIATION MEETING RESCHEDULED
1/19/1991 A103 *UNT1L INDIAN, NON-INDIAN HAVE SAME LAWS
2/09/1991 A012 RACIAL RECONCILIATION NEEDS TO CONTINUE
2/09/1991 AOIA 8 APPOINTED TO COUNCIL
2/18/1991 C035 OFFICIAL HOPEFUL OF RECONCILIATION TREND
2/22/1991 C015 ^GOVERNOR SUGGESTS USING IMAGINATION
2/27/1991 A063 RECONCILIATION SHOULD APPLY TO OTHER MINORITIES CED)
3/01/1991 A083 ^RECONCILIATION WILL BE SUCCESSFUL ONLY
3/09/1991 C031 USD ASSOCIATION PLANS RECONCILIATION EFFORT
3/2A/1991 BOll SD HOOPS VIDEO TRIES, MISSES
A/03/1991 A081 RECONCILIATION SPIRIT MUST BE KEPT ALIVE (ED)
A/05/1991 A083 5«1SABEL CASE SMACKS OF OLD THEME
A/08/1991 A051 KSHOW OTHERS THE WAY TO RECONCILIATION
A/16/1991 C03A CONFERENCE TO DISCUSS PROJECT
,5/03/1991 CD12 MICKELSON STANDS FIRM AGAINST LAND CLAIMS
5/06/1991 con RACE RECONCILIATION MEETING TUESDAY
5/09/1991 con STUDENTS PARTICIPATE IN SCHOOL EXCHANGE
5/09/1991 C012 RECONCILIATION LINKED TO LAND CLAIMS
5/11/1991 A083 JtREOPENlNG CLAIMS ISSUE WOULD HARM RECONCILIATION
5/20/1991 AlOA MAKE RUN ACROSS STATE PART OF RECONCILIATION (L)
5/25/1991 C012 36GIGGLE GIRLS
6/03/1991 C033 LAWMAKERS WORK ON NATIONAL YEAR
6/18/1991 A012 TRIBE LEADER QUITS RECONCILIATION POST
6/22/1991 A083 ^EPISCOPALIANS ON SIOUX LAND-CLAIMS MEASURE
6/22/1991 C015 TRIBES UNHAPPY WITH COUNCIL
6/26/1991 COIA JeMlCKELSON DEFENDS WHITEBIRD
6/28/1991 A081 NEW EFFORT NEEDED FOR RECONCILIATION (ED)
6/30/1991 C015 *B1SH0P URGES RECONCILIATION WITH SUBSTANCE
7/01/1991 A081 MITCHELL DAILY REPUBLIC (ED)
7/01/1991 A083 JESUS DIDN'T AVOID CONTROVERSIAL ISSUES (L)
7/06/1991 A012 TRIBES ASKING FOR HILLS PARK
7/06/1991 COIA INDIAN EDUCATION ASSOC TO WITHDRAW FROM COUNCIL
7/08/1991 A012 RIFT OVER RECONCILIATION WIDENS
7/10/1991 C033 ^GOVERNOR REJECTS INDIAN LAND PROPOSAL
7/11/1991 AlOl STATE SHOULDN'T LET RECONCILIATION FAIL (ED)
7/12/1991 con MICKELSON, GIAGO URGE COUNCIL MEETING
7/12/1991 C036 UNITED SIOUX TRIBES LEADER SEEKS SUMMIT
7/1A/1991 A081 GOVERNOR SHOULD SOFTEN STANCE ON BEAR BUTTE (ED)
7/1A/1991 A095 POOLING RESOURCES COULD BETTER SOCIETY (L)
7/20/1991 C031 GOVERNOR READY TO MEET WITH INDIANS ANY TIME
7/21/1991 A012 ALL SIDES RECONSIDER RECONCILIATION
7/21/1991 A09A *1F RECONCILIATION IS SUCCESSFUL
7/25/1991 A071 SD RECONCILIATION WRITINGS ARE SOUGHT
7/28/1991 Alll 361ND1ANS NEED MORE OPPORTUNITIES TO ACHIEVE
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8/0A/199I AI13 CRITICISM OF BISHOP IS WITHOUT CAUSE (L)
8/0A/I99I C0I2 ^'HONEYMOON IS OVER' FOR RECONCILIATION
8/09/1991 con MICKELSON, TRIBAL LEADERS MAY SET DATE
8/18/1991 A095 UNDERLYING PROBLEMS HURTING RECONCILIATION CD
9/12/1991 C012 BIA OFFICIAL TO ATTEND RECONCILIATION MEETING TODAY
9/16/1991 con RACIAL RECOGNITION BANQUET IS FRIDAY
9/20/1991 AlOl ^OFFENSIVE ART IS BEST DISPLAYED DRAPED (ED)
10/01/1991 con RECONCILIATION HONORS GIVEN BY COMMITTEE
10/02/1991 C035 GOVERNOR, TRIBES TO DISCUSS ISSUES
10/05/1991 C016 MICKELSON, TRIBES AGREE TO MORE TALKS
10/19/1991 A072 K'RIVER'S EDGE' TACKLES RECONCILIATION ISSUE
10/20/1991 C032 DIFFERING VIEWS HURT EFFORTS AT RECONCILIATION
10/26/1991 C035 JOHNSON WRITES RECONCILIATION BILL
n/22/1991 con RECONCILIATION PANEL PLANS SUPPER MONDAY
11/2^/1991 A091 *SD SHOWING NATION HOW TO BEHAVE
12/19/1991 A083 KNATIVE AMERICANS STILL LIVE IN DUAL SYSTEM
I2/31/I99I CO^l *A YEAR OF NEGOTIATION FOR INDIANS
2/04/1992 C031 RECONCILIATION COUNCIL STALLED, EX-LEADER SAYS
2/24/1992 AI06 ^RECONCILIATION A PERSONAL, NOT POLITICAL TASK
3/19/1992 con US RECONCILIATION PLAN PASSES SENATE
4/12/1992 A061 EFFORTS NEED WORK TO CONTINUE (RAPID CITY JOURNAL)
4/24/1992 C021 HOUSE PANEL TO HEAR MEASURE ON RECONCILIATION
4/30/1992 C025 YANKTON STUDENTS USE LETTER CAMPAIGN TO LOBBY
5/01/1992 C025 CONGRESS URGES RECONCILIATION
5/12/1992 C021 BUSH DESIGNATES 1992 NATIONAL YEAR OF RECONCILIATION
6/12/1992 A083 RECONCILIATION EFFORT REQUIRES EDUCATION (L)
8/09/1992 A102 STATE AND TRIBAL GOVERNMENTS (BROOKINGS REGISTER)
8/17/1992 B022 GROUP LEAVES RECONCILIATION COUNCIL
10/03/1992 BOll TRIBAL GROUPS PLAN RECONCILIATION SERVICE
10/09/1992 B021'RECONCILIATION PLANS INCLUDE PRAYER, HYMNS
10/13/1992 B014 RACIAL PROCLAMATION SIGNED
11/08/1992 AlOl *ROUND-TABLE TALK ABOUT RECONCILIATION
1/I4/I982 DOlI *GARRISON KEILLOR--WELL-CRAFTED WIT
I/22/I982 BOlI RECORD INDUSTRY AGAINST HOME TAPING (FINE)
3/04/1982 con XRECORD BUYERS PLAY IT SAFE WITH ESTABLISHED BANDS
4/02/1982 BOll ^PRODUCERS CRANK OUT TACKY SPLICED ALBUMS (FINE)
4/08/1982 con ^REJUVENATED ROCK
4/15/1982 BOll XBONNIE RAITT--BACK TO ROCK, DAVE EDMUNDS NEVER LEFT
5/06/1982 con PAUL MCCARTNEY FINDS HIMSELF AGAIN
5/13/1982 BOll ^MARSHALL CRENSHAW AND ELTON JOHN--MEMORABLE HOOKS
5/20/1982 con ARTIST/MUSICIAN, CLASSICAL COMPOSER CHART NEW
5/28/1982 con CANDIDATE URGES RECORDS BE LABELED
6/03/1982 BOll *LOCAL 1-MAN RECORD COMPANY FOR BIG-TIME BREAK
6/03/1982 BOll XSTEVIE WONDER ADDS TO HIS LEGACY (ED)
7/08/1982 BOll *LA OWNS DISPARATE SOUNDS OF X, FLEETWOOD MAC
7/15/1982 B012 « OF ROCK'S BEST SONGWRITERS' NEW ALBUMS
8/06/1982 BOll KWARREN ZEVON RETURNS FROM HIATUS
8/13/1982 BOll 3CR0SANNE CASH SCORES WHILE SUMMER SLUMPS
8/26/1982 BOll KMICHAEL MCDONALD GLIDES--STEVE WINWOOD EXPERIMENTS
9/30/1982 BOll 3€THE WHO AGES GRACELESSLY, THE GO-GO'S HAVE FUN
10/07/1982 BOll 3€SPRINGSTEEN NEBRASKA
10/11/1982 C021 LIKES THE WHO'S LATEST ALBUM (L)
10/14/1982 B016 END OF SUMMER ALBUMS
10/22/1982 A095 KRONSTADT'S SINGING, WILL ANYBODY LISTEN
10/28/1982 B016 *'FANTASIA'--ANIMATION AT ITS FINEST
10/29/1982 B014 *FAGEN SHOWS FLAIR OF STEELY DAN-BILLY JOEL SUCCEEDS
n/05/1982 B016 RICHIE'S ALBUM SOULESS--VANDROSS' SONGS HOWL, GROWL
11/12/1982 A075 *WAYLON 8 WILLIE A WHEEZY ATTEMPT-EMMYLOU'S INSPIRED
11/18/1982 B016 KJONI MITCHELL WELCOME RETURN TO POPULAR FOLD
12/02/1982 B016 *YEAR-END RELEASES CASH IN ON GREED
12/14/1982 A096 ^GUITARIST COMBINES CLASSICAL TECHNIQUE
12/22/1982 con ^VINTAGE RECORD STORE
12/28/1982 C021 DISAGREES WITH FINE ON JOHN LENNON (L)
12/30/1982 con K1982--A LOOK BACK (FINE)
1/13/1983 BOll J6LIVE ROCKY MOUNTAIN OYSTERS
1/25/1983 A074 MECHANICAL MUSIC FALLS FLAT
2/03/1983 B016 *NEWMAN ALBUMS TELL ABOUT STATE OF UNION
3/10/1983 C023 MUSIC WITH SUBLIMINAL PERCEPTION DANGEROUS (ED)
7/04/1983 con WRITER SAYS 'BALLAD OF RUDY 8 BILL' SELLS WELL
8/22/1983 A051 BEACH BOYS ROCKIN' AFTER YEARS OF GOOD VIBRATIONS
9/19/1983 BOll SINGERS FIND OLD MUSIC IS CAT'S MEOW
9/23/1983 BOll *SF MAN IN BUSINESS OF MAKING MUSIC
n/07/1983 B013 ^BALLADS ARE SIMON'S STRONG SUIT IN ALBUM
11/11/1983 BOll JeSTATLER BROTHERS' CAREER
1/27/1984 A094 XLOCAL MUSICIAN RELEASES ALBUM
2/10/1984 C032 5eG0SPEL ALBUM NOMINATED FOR AWARD
5/25/1984 B012 *MOTOWN TRIES CASHING IN ON OLDIES
10/10/1984 C031 BLUES ARE PUT TO TEST
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9/26/1985 A061 PUBLIC OPINIONS ON RECORD LYRICS
9/27/1985 BOll ROCK'N RAUNCH--WARNING LABELS
10/05/1985 A071 FAN DEFENDS MUSIC BEHIND THE METAL
l/lA/1986 A061 LABELING RECORDS SERVES NO PURPOSE (L)
3/12/1986 C015 SF NATIVE PERFORMS FILM SONG
7/11/1986 A071 LOCAL ROCK BAND RECORDS NEW MUSIC
8/29/1986 B012 MADONNA OPENS DOOR FOR PARENT-CHILD SEX TALK
11/15/1986 A072 3€THE BEATLES ARE A FANTASY
12/08/1986 A052 *COMPACT DISCS NEW COLLECTIBLES
9/0A/1987 B012 ^BREAKING THE RECORD HABIT
9/05/1987 C021 STATE PICKS CENTENNIAL TROUBADOUR
11/29/1987 DOll 36STARS STILL SINGING THE SAME OLD SONGS
11/29/1987 D012 KA FRESH SOUND FOR SOME HOLIDAY CLASSICS
12/19/1987 A052 XCHILD ABUSE SONG RADIO'S HOTTEST HIT
12/25/1987 B033 K'WHITE CHRISTMAS' STILL CHRISTMAS HIT
2/05/1988 B016 MUSICIANS HOPE TO JAZZ UP LOCAL SCENE
5/13/1988 AOIA ^PRINCE POSES PROBLEM FOR SOME
5/16/1988 C012 DEALERS SING PRAISES OF RECORD SHOW
5/21/1988 A085 PRINCE PHOTO DISTRESSING (L)
10/03/1988 A052 *BON JOVI GOES HOME
10/15/1988 A071 RECORD COLLECTING SHOW RAISES $75 (L)
10/17/1988 A072 ^€U2 PAYS ITS DEBTS TO AMERICAN PREDECESSORS
10/31/1988 A052 'SHOOTING RUBBERBANDS' OFFERS
11/07/1988 B012 THIRTY EIGHT SPECIAL WITH STRONG 'STRATEGY'
ll/lA/1988 B012 REM IS STILL UNINTELLIGIBLE
12/19/1988 A055 ^HARPIST, CELLIST PAY HOMAGE TO CHRISTMAS
1/06/1989 B013 XHOW TO BUILD A RECORD FOUNDATION
1/13/1989 B012 5fG0ING FOR MUSIC'S GOLD
1/13/1989 B013 COLLECTORS SUGGEST NECESSITIES
1/27/1989 B013 GOING BACK TO THE ROOTS
2/03/1989 B012 KEARLE REACHES FOR ROCK ON 'COPPERHEAD ROAD'
2/28/1989 A052 ^LEGENDARY ROCKERS FAIL TO INSPIRE
3/11/1989 A052 ALBUM FULFILLS CITY PASTOR'S DREAM
3/15/1989 B012 PARIS--MIDDLE GROUND TO GRANT, PATTI
3/31/1989 BOIA LATEST ALBUM BOASTS STYLE, SUBSTANCE
A/10/1989 A052 *SF BAND SPREADS MESSAGE THROUGH ITS ALBUM
5/12/1989 B012 K'OLD FRIENDS' URGES TO ENJOY LIFE
6/05/1989 A05A ^'CIRCLE II' DELIVERS THE GOODS
6/16/1989 B012 *JAN 8 DEAN STILL RIDING THE WAVE
6/19/1989 A076 JCINDIGO GIRLS TAKE SERIOUS BEYOND LIMITS
7/13/1989 B016 3€JERRY JEFF MAKES HIS COMEBACK
7/25/1989 A052 5fEX-HUSKER DU GUITARIST SOARS
9/13/1989 B016 36STONES FIND OLD SPARK ON 'WHEELS'
9/18/1989 A052 *'FULL MOON' SHOWS PETTY AT HIS BEST
10/02/1989 A052 *HENLEY CONFRONTS TROUBLED SOCIETY
10/03/1989 A052 SONGWRITERS UNLOAD BURDENS OF LIFE
11/17/1989 B012 ^COUNTRY STAR CHANGES HIS MUSICAL WAYS
12/12/1989 A07A XTEXAN CASTS DARK SHADOWS
2/01/1990 B012 OVERPRODUCTION MARS DEBUT RECORD
5/04/1990 B012 XRECORD LABELING RAISES THORNY ISSUE
5/29/1990 C012 XWHITESNAKE STRIKES BLOW FOR REAL ROCK
6/11/1990 A081 ALBUM CURB WRONG, WILL POPULARIZE FILTH (ED)
7/07/1990 C036 2 STATIONS JOIN LANG MUSIC BAN
7/10/1990 A061 XPUBLIC OPINIONS--RECORDED MUSIC WITH RAUNCHY LYRICS
7/30/1990 BOll KKIDDIE SONG CAN NO LONGER BE TRUSTED
9/07/1990 A085 2 LIVE CREW HAS SPEECH RIGHTS, TOO (L)
9/21/1990 B012 *YOUNG AND DYLAN GATHERING LITTLE RUST
11/18/1990 Foil 9CR0CK-S0LID BARGAINS
12/03/1990 A072 KA MUSICAL HOLIDAY
12/11/1990 A105 MATTHEWS CAN UPLIFT ANY MUSIC LOVER (L)
12/21/1990 B012 XTRIO OF ALBUMS ARE JEWELS AMID RHINESTONES
1/20/1991 F012 *YOUNG BEGINS 'RAGGED GLORY' TOUR
5/10/1991 B012 3615-SONG TRIBUTE KEEPS THE DEAD ALIVE
6/14/1991 B012 *RICHARD THOMPSON SHINES ON LATEST ALBUM
10/11/1991 B012 XGUNS N' ROSES CONFUSED, ANGRY ON 'ILLUSION'
12/01/1991 Foil *TODAY, MANY MISS MARVELS OF DISCOVERY
12/10/1991 B012 36GOSPEL MUSIC READY FOR THE SEASON
2/14/1992 B014 3CHARRIS HOT AFTER ALL THESE YEARS
3/13/1992 B012 KREED PAINTS DEATH IN POIGNANT STROKES OF MUSIC
4/10/1992 B012 SPRINGSTEEN LOSES BOSSINESS IN NEW ALBUMS
5/29/1992 B012 *BIG DADDY RELEASES RECORD, READY TO CELEBRATE
6/03/1992 A012 KALBUM COVER IGNITES LAWSUIT
6/04/1992 coil PARENTS DECRY IMAGE OF CHILD ON ALBUM
6/12/1992 B012 ^JEFFREYS SINGS WITH VOICE OF RACIAL HOPE
6/28/1992 GOll KTALKS ABOUT HIS CAREER--AND BELIEFS
7/04/1992 A046 RAPPER HAS RIGHT TO SAY WHAT HE WANTS (L)
7/07/1992 C021 SD SHERIFFS CONDEMN 'TRASH' SONG
8/04/1992 D031 *CROWELL PERFORMS HIS BEST
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9/1A/1992 D012 ME PHI ME IS THE ONE FOR RAP
12/2A/1992 B012 KBLUNT MAN BELIEVES HE'LL BE NEXT NASHVILLE STAR
SEE ALSO PARKS & RECREATION
6/25/1990 C012 *WATER RIDE TERRIFYING AND A THRILL
8/25/1991 NOAl KHOT TRAILS OFFER PLACES TO RIDE
2/06/1992 C035 CORPS WANTS CHARGES FOR RECREATION AREAS
2/08/1992 C031 CORPS LOWERS ESTIMATE ON RECREATION FEES
6/13/1992 AlOl DAKOTA WINDS CED)
9/08/1992 C031 *GET LONG UNDERWEAR OUT A LITTLE EARLIER THIS YEAR
9/09/1992 B022 MINNEHAHA COUNTY EYES OLD RAIL LINE
12/20/1988 coil NEW RECREATION HALL TO OPEN WEDNESDAY
12/22/1988 C031 NEW CENTER LETS PUBLIC SPIKE, SMASH
2/01/1989 C051 CITY LIKES NEW RECREATION CENTER
8/15/1989 AOIA CITY CONSIDERS LIQUOR LICENSE FOR REC CENTER EVENT
9/21/1989 coil RECREATION CENTER SETS OPEN GYM TIMES
12/23/1989 coil REC CENTER OPENS FOR GYM ACTIVITIES
1/02/1990 coil ALCOHOL-FREE PARTY DRAWS 700 TEENS
3/17/1990 coil HORTICULTURE SHOW TODAY AT REC CENTER
10/26/1990 A086 RECREATION CENTER CONVERSION BAD IDEA (L)
I2/I3/I990 coil REC CENTER GYM OPEN THIS WEEKEND
I/I0/I991 con OPEN PLAY AVAILABLE AT RECREATION CENTER
12/26/1992 BOll RECREATION CENTER OPEN FOR HOLIDAYS
8/27/1989 G131 XSIOUX FALLS' RECREATION TRAILS
12/29/1989 C03I PANEL OK'S FUNDS FOR RECREATION TRAIL
I/0I/I990 B02I LANDOWNERS MIFFED ABOUT TRAIL BUYING
1/12/1990 con GROUP FORMS TO FIGHT PROPOSED HILLS TRAIL
8/29/1990 C026 COURT WILL DECIDE FATE OF BLACK HILLS TRAIL
8/22/1992 A072 *FREE WHEELIN'
3/13/1982 C041 RECYCLING ATTRACTS LARGER FOLLOWING
A/30/1982 C051 PLAN TO RECYCLE USED OIL TO START IN SF
5/02/1982 C012 XBIGGEST DAY EVER FOR SF RECYCLING
8/02/1982 BOll ^PROSPECTORS FIND ALUMINUM CANS A GOLD MINE
8/10/1982 B015 ALUMINUM RECYCLING IS BIG BUSINESS (L)
8/11/1982 B03A SUNSHINE KIDS COLLECT MOST CANS
8/21/1982 C021 RECYCLING WILL HAVE TWO TRUCKS IN SEPT (L)
3/28/1983 A075 RECYCLERS TURN IN 1,A98,790 CANS
7/09/1983 C033 ^RECYCLING ROUNDUP
8/02/1983 BOAl COMMITTEE NEEDS PAPERS TO RECYCLE
10/09/1983 COAl 659,500 CANS RECYCLED DURING FIRST HALF OF '83
2/22/198A D031 POP, BEER DRINKERS RECYCLE CANS
3/01/198A C012 *ALUMINUM APPETITE
6/10/1988 C031 FIRM WOULD USE SHREDDED TIRES FOR RECYCLING
7/0A/1988 A071 NEWSPAPER, CAN COLLECTION SET FOR JULY 9
1/17/1989 A052 ^BANKING ON A CAN
10/01/1989 F012 MOST RECYCLABLE PRODUCTS LAND IN TRASH
10/01/1989 F012 LEGISLATORS FORECAST TOUGHER RECYCLING REQUIREMENTS
10/09/1989 A083 RECYCLING STUDY WORTHWHILE (L)
10/23/1989 B012 CITY WARM TO IDEA OF GARBAGE RECYCLING
10/25/1989 A081 RECYCLING ADMIRABLE EASIER SAID THAN DONE (ED)
11/06/1989 A081 *TAXES TO DISCOURAGE THROWAWAYS
12/13/1989 A121 CITY NEEDS RECYCLING PLAN (L)
12/18/1989 BOll SDSU SENATE ASKS FOR WASTE RECYCLING
1/13/1990 C031 KILLS MCKELLIPS' STATEWIDE RECYCLING PLAN
1/19/1990 C022 COUNTY LACKS FACILITY FOR RECYCLING
1/31/1990 A083 36TO OK COMPREHENSIVE RECYCLING BILL
2/01/1990 D065 HY-VEE OFFERS KICKBACK FOR SACKS
2/13/1990 COIA BATTLE BOILS OVER IN HOUSE
2/19/1990 C021 ALEXANDRIA GEARS UP FOR RECYCLING MATERIAL
2/27/1990 C02A CITY CONTINUES COURTING OF RECYCLING PLANT
3/01/1990 con STENSLAND TO SPEAK ABOUT RECYCLING
3/01/1990 C02A STURGIS KIDS PROPOSE RECYCLING PROGRAM
3/01/1990 D065 FRIDAY'S 'ARGUS' RELIES ON SECOND-HAND
3/06/1990 con THOMPSON IS STATE'S RECYCLING COORDINATOR
3/09/1990 C012 *6LUT FORCES END TO GROUP'S PAPER DRIVE
3/15/1990 A085 RECYCLING PAPER GOOD MOVE (L)
'♦/21/1990 A012 KSTUDENTS TEACH YOUNGER PEERS ABOUT RECYCLING
A/21/1990 C012 MICKELSON OFFERS RECYCLING REWARD
5/07/1990 C021 METAL RECYCLING CENTER PLANNED FOR PARKSTON
5/15/1990 B021 RECYCLING TASK FORCE ESTABLISHED IN MITCHELL
5/15/1990 B023 COMMISSIONER PROPOSES RECYCLING
5/17/1990 A082 RECYCLED 'ARGUS' A COMMENDABLE IDEA (L)
5/18/1990 C031 WORTHINGTON TO BEGIN MANDATORY RECYCLING
5/18/1990 D102 *PAPER DETERGENT DISPENSERS DEBUT
5/21/1990 C012 XCITY COMMISSION CONSIDERS RECYCLING OPTIONS
5/27/1990 C015 COALITION PROMOTES RECYCLING
6/01/1990 C033 TASK FORCE DRAFTS RECYCLING PROGRAM
6/03/1990 AlOl TEACH THE YOUNG TO SAVE OUR PLANET CED)
6/0A/1990 C033 ^FEATHER BEDS THEY AREN'T
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6/09/1990 C031 VERMILLION WANTS TO EXPAND RECYCLING
6/I0/I990 A012 XRECYCLERS EXPANDING TO NEW LINES
6/10/1990 A081 KSD GROUP PROMOTES RECYCLING
6/10/1990 A085 RECYCLERS IN SD LISTED
6/1A/1990 C032 RECYCLING PLANS FOR STATE PARKS
6/19/1990 COIA CITY MAKES MOVE TOWARD RECYCLING
6/21/1990 C036 COMPANY TO BUILD RECYCLING FACILITIES
6/26/1990 C031 TOWNS COMPETE FOR FUNDS TO HELP RECYCLE GARBAGE
7/05/1990 B066 3 ARROWS A BADGE OF HONOR
7/09/1990 C031 MITCHELL FIRM EXPANDS RECYCLING SERVICES
7/19/1990 C033 CANTON RESIDENTS STUDY RECYCLING OPPORTUNITIES
7/23/1990 B0I6 STATE PLANS TO RECYCLE ITS PAPER
7/28/1990 C031 3 CITIES TO GET RECYCLING GRANTS
7/30/1990 coil GROUP CHANGES PAPER COLLECTION LOCATION
8/02/1990 C033 GRANT TO EXPAND RECYCLING CENTER
8/II/I990 C033 ^ENVIRONMENTAL CENTER GETS RECOGNITION, FUNDS
8/13/1990 con RECYCLING COALITION TO MEET AT ZOO
8/1A/1990 B061 SF RECYCLING PROGRAM GETS GRANT
8/17/1990 AIOA GARBAGE SHOULD BE SORTED ENVIRONMENTALLY (L)
8/18/1990 A08A RECYCLE AND BUY RECYCLED GOODS (L)
8/29/1990 C026 *CITY, COUNTY WORKERS TO REYCLE USED PAPER
8/29/1990 C026 RECYCLING PROGRAM BEGINS IN RAPID CITY
9/0A/1990 con GROUP TO COLLECT CANS, PAPERS THIS SATURDAY
9/07/1990 con RECYCLING DRIVE IS AT ZOO SATURDAY
9/11/1990 C012 CITIZENS GROUP EXPLORES REDUCING WASTE
9/22/1990 con RECYCLING PROGRAMS FEATURE OF WORKSHOP
9/26/1990 C0I3 ADS MISLEADING, RECYCLING GROUP SAYS
10/03/1990 D061 SUNSHINE OFFERS TO RECYCLE BAGS
10/05/1990 con RECYCLING WORKSHOP SET FOR SATURDAY
10/10/1990 con RECYCLING DRIVE SET FOR SATURDAY AT ZOO
10/13/1990 con RECYCLING DRIVE SET FOR SATURDAY AT ZOO
10/13/1990 C032 BROOKINGS RESIDENTS BEGIN RECYCLING
10/15/1990 B033 RECYCLING GROUP TO HOLD PAPER DRIVE
10/25/1990 A083 ATTITUDE CHANGE BEATS RECYCLING (L)
10/27/1990 C033 NEWSPAPERS WILL BE COLLECTED FOR RECYCLING
10/30/1990 con RECYCLING CENTER FORCED TO LIMIT SERVICES
11/02/1990 C031 COMMITTEE OFFERS TIPS ON HOW TO RECYCLE
11/06/1990 DOll GLASS ACCEPTED IN RECYCLING DRIVE
11/10/1990 con RECYCLING DRIVE AT GREAT PLAINS ZOO
11/11/1990 E012 ^SECOND CHANCE
11/21/1990 C015 RECYCLING WORKS ALMOST TOO WELL
11/25/1990 E033 KVERMILLION RECYCLING CENTER EXPANDS
12/07/1990 con RECYCLING SITE LIMITS PLASTIC ITEMS
12/08/1990 con RECYCLABLE GLASS ACCEPTED AT ZOO TODAY
12/08/1990 C026 RECYCLING CENTERS
12/09/1990 A091 RECYCLING PLAN COULD IMPROVE GOOD SERVICE CD
12/12/1990 C031 ^RECYCLING COLLECTION TO MOVE TO COURTHOUSE
1/12/1991 con RECYCLABLES COLLECTED AT THE ZOO TODAY
l/lA/1991 B03A TOWNS SUPPORT RECYCLING PLAN
1/20/1991 A073 VOLUNTEER RECYCLING EFFORT IMPRESSIVE CD
1/20/1991 E015 PROPOSED RECYCLING BILL BLAMES 'ARGUS'
1/27/1991 A08I RECYCLING EFFORT NEEDS CITY'S HELP (ED)
2/03/1991 A095 FACTS MAY HELP INCREASE (L)
2/08/1991 con DRIVE SET FOR SATURDAY AT ZOO
2/08/1991 C035 RECYCLING MEASURE FALLS IN SENATE PANEL
2/I3/I99I C036 RECYCLING PLAN GETS INITIAL OK
2/1A/1991 C031 SENATE DEFEATS RECYCLING BILL
2/16/1991 A081 DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
2/I6/199I C03I HOUSE COMMITTEE KILLS NEWSPAPER LEGISLATION
2/17/1991 E012 FORUM DISCUSSES RECYCLING, GAMBLING
2/23/1991 C033 HARRISBURG STARTS DRIVE
2/26/1991 con MEETING WILL COVER RECYCLING, SOLID WASTE
2/26/1991 C015 ^RECYCLING BILL MOVES TO SENATE
2/28/1991 C036 RECYCLING BILL REJECTED
3/06/1991 C012 ESTATE TRYING TO BOOST RATE
3/06/1991 C016 PANEL TO CONSIDER ORDINANCE TONIGHT
3/07/1991 C031 HARRISBURG TO BEGIN DRIVE
3/08/1991 con MONTHLY RECYCLING IS SATURDAY AT ZOO
3/10/1991 FOll ^RECYCLING WORKS IF IT HAS REWARDS
3/14/1991 C033 OFFICIAL NAMES 3 AIMS FOR RECYCLING PLAN
3/16/1991 A081 PLANT BETTER THAN DUMP (L)
3/17/1991 A091 ^RECYCLING BILL NOT IN LEGISLATIVE SCRAP HEAP YET
3/18/1991 C015 JfCENTER'S LITTER HAS NEIGHBORS FUMING
3/21/1991 AlOl ^PUBLIC OPINIONS--MANDATORY RECYCLING
3/23/1991 C031 WARNER STUDENTS START PROGRAM
3/24/1991 A081 STATE AND CITY LAG IN EFFORT (ED)
4/02/1991 A084 SKIP RESEARCH, START NOW (L)
4/04/1991 C015 COMMITTEE DEVELOPS PLAN TO HANDLE YARD WASTE
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A/12/1991 C031 RECYCLING CENTER MOVES TO NEW LOCATION
A/13/1991 coil DRIVE IS TODAY AT ZOO
A/18/1991 coil COALITION PLANS TO MEET APRIL 27
A/19/1991 NG12 KEARTH DAY HEIGHTENS AWARENESS
A/21/1991 N093 KPIONEER HELPED START RECYCLING REVOLUTION
A/25/1991 BOB! SURVEY FINDS SUPPORT FOR RECYCLING PROGRAM
A/26/1991 C031 VERMILLION PLANS PICKUP OF RECYCLABLE ITEMS
A/28/1991 B012 KRESALE MARKET TAKES ON NEW LOOKS
A/29/1991 coil STATE RECYCLING DIRECTORY COMPILED
5/01/1991 C015 ^POPULARITY, SIZE DRIVE RECYCLING TO COURT HOUSE
5/02/1991 C032 OPERATION TO OPEN IN MADISON
5/0A/1991 AlOl DAKOTA WINDS (ED)
5/09/1991 coil DRIVE TAKES STEEL, TIN
5/11/1991 coil HARRISBURG WILL HAVE DRIVE TODAY
5/1A/1991 A081 WE NEED MANDATORY PROGRAM (L)
5/22/1991 C012 *NELS0N--C1TY WANTS RECYCLING
5/27/1991 A103 NELSON INCONSISTENT WITH RECYCLING STAND (L)
5/27/1991 COAl CITIES MAY TAKE STRONG RECYCLING ROLE
5/29/1991 COIA DIVERTING YARD WASTE MAY REDUCE GARBAGE 25 PERCENT
6/03/1991 C015 PIERRE RESIDENTS REAP BENEFITS OF COMPOST PLAN
6/06/1991 coil RECYCLABLE MATERIALS TO BE COLLECTED
6/06/1991 C02A CONTAINERS PLACED IN SOME PARKS
6/13/1991 C015 ALUMINUM RECYCLER SHUT DOWN
6/15/1991 A012 GROUP TO DUMP RECYCLING PROJECT
6/18/1991 AlOl SF FACES TEST ON RECYCLING CED)
6/18/1991 C033 CENTER OPENS SATURDAY IN PARKER
6/19/1991 A081 ONE PERSON CAN MAKE DIFFERENCE (L)
6/20/1991 A015 SF CAN'T PICK UP ON RECYCLING
6/23/1991 A016 MARKET ADDS SNAG TO RECYCLING EFFORTS
6/30/1991 A09A USE PRISON INMATES FOR RECYCLING DRIVE (L)
6/30/1991 COIA GROUPS CHAMPION RECYCLING PROJECTS
7/05/1991 C022 PIERRE RECYCLING PROJECT EARNS GRANT
7/11/1991 C023 RECYCLING WOULD FAIL, STUDY SAYS
7/12/1991 A013 GOODWILL MAKES OFFER
7/12/1991 coil LAKESIDE DAIRY UNVEILS RECYCLING PROGRAM
7/13/1991 coil DRIVE PLANNED FOR TODAY
7/21/1991 C051 STATE OFFICES TO TRY PROJECT
7/31/1991 C012 GOODWILL OFFERS DEAL TO PICK UP RECYCLING
8/01/1991 coil PAPER DRIVE RECEIVES JUNK TOO
8/05/1991 B031 WASTE CONFERENCE SET FOR SEPTEMBER 18-20
8/09/1991 C012 STUDY--GARBAGE PICKUP INEFFICIENT
8/13/1991 C012 CITY OK'S GOODWILL RECYCLING DEAL
8/15/1991 AlOl CITY SHOULD PICK UP PACE ON RECYCLING (ED)
9/12/1991 B012 KRECYCLERS HOPE FOR PROFIT
9/13/1991 coil FINAL DRIVE SET FOR COURTHOUSE LOT
9/15/1991 F012 BfLOCAL COALITION KEEPS GROWING
9/17/1991 coil POLICE SHOCKED PHOTOS DUMPED
9/19/1991 C036 GARRETSON FOLKS PITCH IN FOR RECYCLING PROGRAM
9/20/1991 COIA STATE CAN BE DUMP OR RECYCLING HAVEN
9/21/1991 C016 GOVERNOR PROMISES WASTE BILL
9/27/1991 A012 GROUP PUSHES CURBSIDE RECYCLING
9/29/1991 coil GOODWILL TO BEGIN RECYCLING PROGRAM
10/01/1991 C036 CANTON EXPANDS RECYCLING
10/08/1991 C012 DECISION ON RECYCLING ORDINANCE DELAYED 2 WEEKS
10/09/1991 coil RESPONSE GOOD, RULES APPLY
10/09/1991 C036 VERMILLION MAY BAN YARD WASTE FROM LANDFILL
10/16/1991 AlOA HELP MAKE RECYCLING EFFORT RUN SMOOTHLY (L)
10/29/1991 coil STATEWIDE RECYCLING CONFERENCE PLANNED
11/01/1991 B012 LANDFILL STUDY ADVISES YARD-WASTE BAN
11/02/1991 coil RECYCLING COALITION HOSTS CONFERENCE
11/03/1991 C012 RESIDENTS SUFFER UNDER RECYCLING SHIFT
ll/OA/1991 B015 SMALL TOWNS NEED RECYCLING BOOST
ll/OA/1991 B016 NEW INDUSTRIES COULD BE PLUS
11/05/1991 COAl TOWNS TO TALK RECYCLING, INSURANCE
11/06/1991 A083 STOP POLLUTION, RECYCLE TO SAVE ENVIRONMENT (L)
11/06/1991 C031 PIERRE WILL ATTEMPT PAPER RECYCLING
11/06/1991 D012 KSHOPPERS NEED TO BRING HOME LESS GARBAGE
11/07/1991 C012 LEAGUE TO CHALLENGE CITY RECYCLING PLAN
11/15/1991 AlOA RECYCLING EFFORT MISDIRECTED, BACKFIRING (L)
11/16/1991 BOll RECYCLING DRIVE DIVERTS 56 TONS FROM LANDFILLS
11/21/1991 C012 LEAGUE RECYCLING PLAN MIRRORS OLD ONE
11/30/1991 A103 RECYCLING TAKES EFFORT TO BE SUCCESS (L)
12/01/1991 A073 GET INTO THE HABIT OF RECYCLING TRASH (L)
12/03/1991 C012 RECYCLER SEEKS PERMIT TO SHRED CANS
12/08/1991 A085 READER WANTS RECYCLING PLAN KEPT SIMPLE (L)
12/23/1991 C031 GROUP WANTS MORE RECYCLING EVENTS
12/27/1991 C012 ^RECYCLING PROGRAM BRANCHES OUT
12/27/1991 C012 DISCARDED CHRISTMAS TREES WILL BE PUT TO USE
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1/02/1992 coil HARRISBURG SETS UP TREE RECYCLING SITE
l/GA/1992 AG16 GROWING COLLECTION OF WASTE
l/GA/1992 CG12 TO REDIRECT PAPERWORK TO RECYCLING BIN
l/lG/1992 CGAl 12,GGG POUNDS OF CANS COLLECTED AT STATE PARKS
l/lG/1992 CGA2 VERMILLION SURVEY FAVORS RECYCLING
1/26/1992 FG12 GOODWILL TO SUBMIT RECYCLING PLAN
1/3G/1992 A1G2 LOCAL GARBAGE HAULERS PUT SERVICE FIRST (L)
2/GA/1992 AG12 SOME PLASTIC RECYCLED INTO LANDFILL
2/G6/1992 CG32 ESTATE CAN'T WAIT TO RECYCLE, COMMITTEE TOLD
2/1G/1992 AG15 RECYCLING DEBATE BEGINS IN SENATE
2/11/1992 CGIA VOTE KILLS STENSLAND RECYCLING BILL
2/12/1992 AlGl CITY SHOULD MOVE ON RECYCLING PLAN (ED)
2/1A/1992 CG32 RAPID CITY TO INCREASE PICK UP RATES
2/1A/1992 CG35 BEVERAGE DEPOSIT BILL KILLED
2/15/1992 AG12 CITY CAN'T PICK UP RECYCLING COSTS, YET
2/16/1992 AG81 KEEP RECYCLING BILL OUT OF SCRAP HEAP (ED)
2/18/1992 AG83 COMPROMISE NEEDED ON RECYCLING LEGISLATION (L)
2/2G/1992 BG62 NEWSPAPERS TO BE TURNED INTO COMPOST
2/2G/1992 CG15 SENATE APPROVES RECYCLING MANDATES
2/21/1992 AG81 RECYCLING BILL TAKES UNREALISTIC APPROACH (ED)
2/22/1992 CGA2 SENATE ENDORSES RECYCLING COMPROMISE
2/25/1992 C012 MANDATORY RECYCLING REJECTED BY HOUSE
2/28/1992 CG12 RECYCLING LAW GRIPES BREWERS, GROCERS
3/G3/1992 AG81 RECYCLING DELAYED TOO LONG ALREADY (L)
3/06/1992 A103 ATTACK ON STENSLAND LEFT SOMETHING UNSAID (L)
3/07/1992 CG12 CITY TO APPOINT SOLID-WASTE BOARD
3/10/1992 C012 CITY NAMES SOLID WASTE PLANNING BOARD
3/18/1992 A012 ^LOSING MONEY ON USED PLASTIC
3/18/1992 D0825*3 NEW SPORTS STORES RECYCLE EQUIPMENT
3/24/1992 C014 ENVIRONMENTAL LAW SETS VAGUE TERMS ON SCHOOL STUDIES
3/28/1992 C012 RECYCLING SERVICE MAY GET EXTENSION
3/31/1992 A083 ESTATE INITIATIVE CAN MAKE RECYCLING WORK
4/03/1992 C016 GOODWILL RECYCLING PROGRAM EXTENDED
4/10/1992 coil PUBLIC IS WELCOME AT RECYCLING MEETING
4/15/1992 A012 *RECYCLERS TARGET TIN CANS
4/15/1992 A106 RECYCLABLES DON'T NEED TO END UP IN LANDFILL (L)
4/15/1992 C012 S DAKOTANS AWAIT HELP ON RECYCLING
4/17/1992 N021 RECYCLING CENTERS
4/19/1992 N113 KSIMONS GIVES TIME, ENERGY
4/22/1992 C015 STATE ACCELERATING RECYCLING EFFORTS
4/24/1992 D065 ^PLASTIC WOOD COMES TO SD
4/27/1992 A052 ^STUDENTS TAKING STEPS TO SAVE THE EARTH
5/15/1992 C033 JfRECYCLING PROJECT
5/26/1992 C031 PESTICIDE CONTAINERS TO BE RECYCLED
6/09/1992 C021 PIERRE RECYCLING PLANT HITS 300,000-LB MARK
6/14/1992 F022 BROOKINGS RECYCLING PROGRAM TRAVELING BUMPY ROAD
6/21/1992 A016 COMPOST PLAN UP FOR VOTE
6/21/1992 A041 CITY BEST COMPOST HOST
6/24/1992 A081 AT LAST, PROGRESS ON GARBAGE FRONT (ED)
6/24/1992 C012 *COUNTY, GOODWILL NEAR RECYCLING PACT
6/24/1992 D061 JIFFY LUBES PLAN TO RECYCLE USED OIL
6/29/1992 A045 CITIZENS' ADVISORY COMMITTEE OFFERS WASTE PLAN
7/05/1992 A075 RECYCLE" IT WOULD LEAD US TO A BETTER FUTURE (L)
7/10/1992 coil RECYCLING MEETING SET FOR JULY 15
7/12/1992 A012 BUT YOU'LL LOSE YOUR PANTS
7/16/1992 C012 RECYCLING MEETING YIELDS OPTIONS
7/21/1992 A061 CITY'S RECYCLING EFFORT IS PATHETIC (L)
8/23/1992 H081 RECYCLING SERVICES ARE AVAILABLE
8/31/1992 B012 RECYCLING COULD HIKE GARBAGE BILLS
9/09/1992 B012 RECYCLING COULD COST $2-$3 A MONTH
9/14/1992 B012 ^RECYCLING FIRM FINDS PROFIT IN PAPER
9/18/1992 B012 KAMOCO ACCEPTING USED OIL
9/24/1992 B015 CITY REFINES FREE LEAF DROP-OFF PLAN
10/05/1992 B012 OPPORTUNITIES GROW FOR RECYCLABLES
10/15/1992 B012 RECYCLING STUDY RECYCLED
11/05/1992 BOll STENSLAND GIVEN NATIONAL APPOINTMENT
11/11/1992 B012 GARBAGE PICKUP TO STAY SAME
11/23/1992 A072 CITY NEEDS PROGRAM TO PROMOTE RECYCLING (L)
11/26/1992 C014 REGION NEEDS ADVISER TO HELP RECYCLERS
12/03/1992 B022 ^OFFICE RECYCLING TALES TAKE TWISTS
12/06/1992 A092 USE RADIO, TV ADS FOR RECYCLING PROGRAM (L)
12/06/1992 FOll CURBSIDE RECYCLING PETITION DRIVE STARTS
12/09/1992 B021 RECYCLING DIRECTORY SPOTS BUSINESSES
12/10/1992 B021 STUDENTS TO GIVE CAN TABS TO CHARITY
12/13/1992 F022 36HEAVY METAL DONATION
12/29/1992 A012 3€S0 MULCH FOR CHRISTMAS
9/23/1988 B014 *POSTER ARTIST SHARES SIOUX CULTURE
5/01/1988 N031 (SEC AA) KCHIEF PURSUED PEACE WITH WAR
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8/03/1982 A07A RED CROSS ELECTS OFFICERS
12/16/1982 C031 RED CROSS WORKERS HELP IN RELIEF EFFORT
5/25/1983 CG51 RED CROSS RAISING MONEY FOR DISASTER VICTIMS
7/31/1983 CGll *D1SASTERS LEAVE RED CROSS SHORT ON CASH
8/29/1983 BG31 RED CROSS REARRANGES ORGANIZATION
1G/G8/1983 AG75 RED CROSS MEETS ITS GOAL
lG/25/1983 BG32 TRANKLE IS RED CROSS CHAIRWOMAN
lG/29/1983 BG35 RED CROSS SEEKS DONATIONS FOR LEBANON
11/2G/1983 CG53 TROUBLED RED CROSS LOSES FUNDING
12/29/1983 CGAA RED CROSS TURNS AWAY FIRE VICTIM
6/26/198A BG35 RED CROSS CENTERS TO OPEN
6/27/198A DG35 RED CROSS OFFICES OPEN FOR FLOOD QUESTIONS
9/GA/198A CG35 MINNEHAHA RED CROSS CHAPTER ELECTS HEAD
1G/GA/198A CGA2 KWARNS NAMED VOLUNTEER OF YEAR
9/1G/1985 AlGl COUNTY RED CROSS CHAPTER RE-ELECTS KEN FRIESEN
lG/lG/1985 BG51 RED CROSS FIRST AID CLASS OFFERED MONDAY
lG/16/1985 BG31 RED CROSS CHAPTER ACCEPTS DISASTER INQUIRIES
lG/16/1985 C113 RED CROSS NAMES VOLUNTEER OF THE YEAR
11/21/1985 CG12 AGENCY TAKING DISASTER INQUIRIES
1/21/1986 CG15 RED CROSS TO HOST UNDISASTER DAY LUNCHEON
1/23/1986 BG12 RED CROSS QUIZZES ABOUT DISASTER KNOWLEDGE
2/21/1986 CG15 RED CROSS AIDS VICTIMS OF CALIFORNIA FLOODING
2/28/1986 CG2A RED CROSS WILL HELP FIND FLOOD EVACUEES
5/G1/1986 CG35 RED CROSS GIVES AID TO TORNADO VICTIMS
6/G8/1986 DGll *'THERE WHEN YOU NEED THEM'
6/13/1986 CG21 RED CROSS WORKERS SET TO HELP FLOOD VICTIMS
6/23/1986 AG8A COVERAGE HELPS RED CROSS (L)
7/26/1986 AG73 RED CROSS APPRECIATES DONATION
ll/GA/1986 BGll *AMER1CAN RED CR0SS--M1NNEHAHA COUNTY
1/21/1987 CG73 RED CROSS GUIDE INCLUDES LOCAL CHAPTER REPORT
3/2A/1987 AG6A 'RED CROSS LADY' RECALLED (L)
7/13/1987 AG7A RED CROSS PUBLISHES STREET GUIDE
7/23/1987 Alll RED CROSS PLANS SWIM BENEFIT
7/24/1987 A125 RED CROSS STREET GUIDE GREAT (L)
8/04/1987 AG74 RED CROSS CHAPTER PICKS BOARD
8/22/1987 AG74 FIRST SWIM-A-CROSS A SUCCESS
9/19/1987 AG71 RED CROSS SALUTES VOLUNTEERS (L)
lG/19/1987 AG92 *A1DS VIDEO
1/22/1988 CG12 MINNEHAHA, LINCOLN CHAPTERS TO JOIN
1/3G/1988 A121 RED CROSS CHAPTERS TAKE A POSITIVE STEP CED)
4/G2/1988 CG41 RED CROSS SEEKS FAMINE RELIEF FOR ETHIOPIA
5/G8/1988 BGll RED CROSS TAKING AID FOR NEVADA VICTIMS
6/28/1988 CGll RED CROSS CLOSES SHELTERS AGAINST HEAT
7/G6/1988 BG32 RED CROSS HEAT SHELTERS OPEN
7/11/1988 CGll RED CROSS CLOSES 2 CITY HEAT SHELTERS
7/2G/1988 BGll TAKE A DIP SATURDAY FOR THE RED CROSS
7/26/1988 AG75 MINNEHAHA RED CROSS ELECTS OFFICERS
7/26/1988 CG16 OFFICER'S RESCUE PRAISED
8/11/1988 CGll RED CROSS TO OPEN HEAT SHELTERS IN CITY
9/G5/1988 CGll LIFE-SAVER'S EFFORTS RECOGNIZED AT FAIR
12/11/1988 AG51 RAPID CITY MAN CALLS RESIDENTS DISASTER CONSCIOUS
6/22/1989 CG12 RED CROSS HELPS ELDERLY BEAT HEAT
9/22/1989 CGll RED CROSS SEEKS VOLUNTEERS FOR HUGO
lG/lG/1989 CG12 ^HURRICANE'S DEVASTATION HITS HOME
11/12/1989 A123 PEOPLE CAME THROUGH (L)
11/20/1989 AG16 VOLUNTEERS ASSIST RECOVERY--MORE NEEDED
11/26/1989 CG14 RED CROSS VOLUNTEER REMEMBERS VICTIMS
12/G7/1989 CG12 TEAR GAS PUTS FAMILY OUT OF HOME
12/11/1989 BGll RED CROSS GIVES $188,550 TO SD
1/G8/199G AG84 RED CROSS NEEDS HELP (L)
5/G1/199G AG72 ARTICLE LACKED FOLLOW-UP (L)
5/G9/199G BG92 RED CROSS VOLUNTEER
6/29/199G CGll GET RELIEF CENTERS READY FOR SENIORS
7/G4/199G CGll AGENCY WANTS MONEY FOR STORM VICTIMS
5/17/1991 CGll COLLECTS AID FOR STORM VICTIMS
12/01/1991 CGll OFFERING SAFETY SUNDAY CLASSES
12/08/1991 FGll RED CROSS OFFERS SAFETY CLASSES TODAY
5/G8/1992 CG21 LOCAL CHAPTER OBSERVES WORLD RED CROSS DAY
6/24/1992 coil RED CROSS ESTABLISHES HOTLINE PHONE NUMBER
7/G4/1992 CGll RED CROSS TO CLOSE STORM RELIEF CENTERS
7/11/1992 CG21 RED CROSS TO CLOSE WHITE RIVER CENTER
7/19/1992 AG31 RED CROSS ASSISTS HOMELESS
8/29/1992 BGll ANDREW RELIEF GOODS ACCEPTED AT MALL
12/06/1992 AG92 RED CROSS OFFERS HELP TO GULF VETS, FAMILIES (L)
4/18/1987 CG23 INDIAN MEN TO BE INDUCTED INTO GROUP
7/21/1992 BG16 SUSPECT IS OWN LAWYER
9/25/1992 BGll SELF-REPRESENTING MAN GETS 12 YEARS
3/25/1984 B012 MAKING FOND HUNTING MEMORIES AGAIN
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REDDI RENTALS
REDDY JOAN
REDERICK VIOLET
REDFIELD BETTY
REDFIELD SD
REDFISH AMIEL
REDFORD ROBERT
REDI
REDING A P
REDLENER IRWIN
REDLIN KATHARINA
REDLIN RO ANN
REDLIN TERRY
REDMAN G A
REDMOND TIM
REE TERRY
REECY STEVE
REED BARBARA
REED DONALD
REED GARY
REED HEIDI
REED JIM
REED JOHN
REED JONATHON
REED LOU
REED MARK
REED ROBERT
DATE PAPER NOTATION
4/08/198A C041 RED LAKE RENOVATION IS STILL ON
A/11/1984 BOAl GROUPS'S RED LAKE PLANS DEPEND ON STUDY
5/13/1984 B042 DUCKS UNLIMITED PLAN RUNS INTO SNAGS
7/11/1984 B051 TO SET RED LAKE WATER LEVELS
7/13/1984 C041 WATER BOARD DELAYS HEARING ON RED LAKE
8/12/1984 C051 RED LAKE PROJECT DELAYED, NOT DEAD
8/19/1984 B012 RED LAKE RENOVATION CAUSES CONTROVERSY
11/16/1984 coil DUCKS UNLIMITED ABANDONS RED LAKE PROJECT
11/18/1984 B012 DUCKS UNLIMITED GOES DOWN
10/02/1989 AOll RED LAKE FIRE CLAIMS ABOUT 2,000 ACRES
9/08/1992 BOll 360FFICIALS WON'T NAME SUSPECT IN KILLING
9/03/1992 B012 *PAINTS UNDERSTANDING WITH BRUSH, TALK, LAUGHTER
9/21/1989 A041 TO LOSE YOURSELF JUST A LITTLE BIT
9/23/1992 DOll *RED WILLOW SOUNDS GREAT, WORTH WAIT
3/10/1983 C043 GIRL FIGHTING CANCER TO DISNEYLAND
4/02/1983 BOll KFLANDREAU GIRL TO BE ON 'REAL PEOPLE*
12/31/1989 N013 KMAKE-A-WISH GIRL WINS BATTLE
7/22/1990 D015 COMPLAINTS PROMPT INVESTIGATION INTO RENTAL AGENCY
11/13/1989 BOll 3(AREA LIBRARIAN WINS HONOR AT CONVENTION
1/18/1990 B012 KHEARD ANY GOOD BOOKS LATELY
4/15/1991 C012 56LIBRARY DIRECTOR STRESSES EARLY YEARS OF LEARNING
3/05/1991 A052 LOCAL LITERARY FIELDS RANGE FROM POLITICS
8/02/1983 B031 LAME DUCK REGENT RESIGNS FROM STATE BOARD
2/18/1982 D041 PLAN TO MOVE REDFIELD PATIENTS TO CENTERS
12/26/1982 A012 36SD REDUCING ROLE OF REDFIELD HOSPITAL
7/22/1984 DOll *OUR TOWNS
11/27/1986 C072 TOWN GETS MORE TIME TO DECIDE ON DAM
12/07/1986 E023 BLUE MOVIES STIR UP REDFIELD
12/18/1986 C012 REDFIELD TO GET ON WITH REBUILDING BLOCK
12/31/1986 B012 REDFIELD TO GET §300,000
3/20/1987 C021 REDFIELD CONSIDERS CONTRACT LAW ENFORCEMENT
11/17/1987 C021 REDFIELD REMEMBERS DOWNTOWN FIRE
12/27/1987 C021 REDFIELD RESIDENTS ENJOY PRESENTS AT CHRISTMAS TIME
2/11/1990 D024 REDFIELD CLINIC HINGES ON STATE BOOCK GRANTS
9/03/1990 C034 DEVELOPMENTAL CENTER PLANS OPEN HOUSE
12/03/1990 C014 XREDFIELD PLAYS SANTA CLAUS FOR SPECIAL PEOPLE
3/10/1991 E041 3€J0B THERAPY HELPS MANY START THEIR LIVES ANEW
4/29/1991 C031 TO HOST NEXT CAPITAL FOR DAY
3/22/1992 F032 REDFIELD FACES CHANGES
9/27/1992 EOll REDFIELD TO GIVE REWARD FOR COMPANY
11/12/1989 EOll ARLINGTON'S CLINIC TO OPEN MONDAY
5/17/1984 BOll ^STRIKES OUT IN MELODRAMATIC BASEBALL FILM
10/27/1988 A015 ^REDFORD COMING TO STATE TO SHOOT BIRDS
SEE ECONOMIC DEVELOP
3/10/1991 E012 *DOCTOR, 82, COMMITTED TO HELP
11/15/1991 C012 ^DOCTOR HOPES TO GET TRIBAL PROJECT ROLLING
4/27/1986 N091 (AG) KGERMAN IMMIGRANT LEARNS TO LOVE SD
4/03/1991 A083 ^SOCIETY THAT PRODUCES VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN
11/16/1991 B032 3CFAMILY VIOLENCE COALITION HIRES ADMINISTRATOR
2/17/1985 DOll 3CDRAWING FROM EXPERIENCE
12/30/1991 coil ARTIST REDLIN SAYS HE'LL FUND ART CENTER
10/05/1992 B012 *SD BOYHOOD INSPIRES ARTIST
3/01/1987 A012 ^'REPUBLICAN COUNTRY' MAY NOT FORGIVE
12/03/1990 C012 TEACHING LURES SOME FROM OTHER JOBS
6/04/1983 BOll scMUSIC-COMEDY DUO MAKES A GOOD AMBASSADOR FOR SD
7/07/1983 coil 3CWILLIAMS 8 REE ASK JANKLOW TO TALK TO FAIR BOARD
4/10/1992 B012 36WILLIAMS AND REE HOPING SHOW PAYS OFF
1/11/1991 coil ^SHERIFF'S DEPUTIES RECEIVE PROMOTIONS
5/19/1987 C012 XGOOD NUTRITION CAN CHANGE BEHAVIOR
12/11/1982 AlOl 3€SF BAPTIST PASTOR ELECTED PRESIDENT OF GROUP
9/22/1984 C051 XFAITH BAPTIST TO EXPAND CHURCH
12/06/1986 A072 KFAITH BAPTIST DEDICATES NEW CHURCH
6/19/1988 B051 ^SHARING LOVE OF SPORTS MAKES DAD'S DAY
3/26/1989 C031 BfAUGUSTANA COLLEGE SPEECH TEACHER DIES
4/07/1989 B016 CITY THEATER LOSES FRIEND
5/31/1992 coil CANTON STAR RACES TO CATCH GOALS
1/15/1992 C023 BELLE FOURCHE MAN CHIEF BRAND INSPECTOR
8/22/1982 EOll ^CITICORP DIRECTOR TO SPEAK AT CHAMBER
10/29/1982 coil SD GOOD FOR BUSINESS, CITIBANK OFFICIAL SAYS
6/21/1984 C031 NEW CITICORP CHAIRMAN
5/24/1987 E012 ^CITICORP CONTINUES STRING OF SURPRISES
7/09/1991 B062 ^CITICORP CHAIRMAN UNDER FIRE
9/15/1991 AlOl 3fF0UR WHO CAME MARCHING HOME TO CHANGE
3/13/1992 B012 SCREED PAINTS DEATH IN POIGNANT STROKES OF MUSIC
6/16/1992 B041 XA ROCK 'N' ROLL ANIMAL
11/13/1991 C032 FROST BUSTER MAY END WINDSHIELD SCRAPING
8/23/1991 C016 CITY MAN 1 OF 326 ARRESTED
2/06/1992 coil CONVICTED DRUG DEALERS GET 13 YEARS IN PRISON
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6/14/1985 C015 *SAGE SCHOLAR TACKLES TRUTH
12/24/1986 BOll MICKELSON TAPS BROOKINGS MAN
2/01/1987 EOll STATE KEEPS FREE HAND IN DEVELOPMENT
3/27/1988 G041 COMMISSIONER LOOKS BEYOND BORDERS
4/29/1988 C016 DEVELOPMENT OFFICIAL FIRES TWO WORKERS
5/12/1988 AlGl SD DOESN'T PROMOTE CHEAP LABOR (L)
5/12/1988 C015 OFFICIAL DEFENDS WAY STATE ATTRACTS BUSINESSES
10/01/1988 A012 ECONOMIC DIRECTOR TAKES PAY CUT
6/13/1987 C021 USD LAW DEAN TO RETIRE
1/20/1990 C021 EX-LAW SCHOOL DEAN ACCEPTS USD POSITION
1/01/1986 BOll 56WE FIRMLY RESOLVE TO
10/13/1989 D081 SD AGENCY HONORS NISLAND WOMAN
6/07/1988 C023 ASSISTANT PROSECUTOR LATE FOR COURT
2/13/1983 C013 REESE MAKES DONATIONS WORTH $1 3 MILLION
1/06/1992 B012 *REEVES TO SPEAK AT B'NAl B'RITH EVENT
9/18/1990 B035 ^DISABLED VETERANS GET CHANCE TO HUNT PHEASANT
9/07/1984 C031 XCITIZENS NEED FACTS ON NUKE WASTE
3/17/1983 DOll REFEREES ARE PEOPLE--LEAVE REFS ALONE
1/21/1984 B013 563 OF 4 PETITIONS NEAR REQUIREMENT
1/31/1984 BOll SUPPORTERS HAVE ENOUGH NAMES
5/13/1984 C041 LAWS ON DRINKING AGE, WATER
6/12/1984 B044 FOUR INITIATIVES QUALIFY FOR BALLOT
6/22/1986 C013 2 REFERENDUMS STRUCK FROM NOV BALLOT
8/14/1986 coil SCHOOL DISTRICTS QUESTION LEGALITY OF REFERENDUM
1/21/1987 A061 LAW IS IN NEED OF A TUNEUP CED)
1/25/1987 C012 PETITION DRIVES PROMPT REFERENDUM REFORM
1/27/1987 AlOl DON'T OVERREACT TO ELECTION NUISANCE (ED)
1/27/1987 A103 CITY OFFICIAL GOES TOO FAR (L)
1/27/1987 C031 REFERENDUM BILL SCRAPPED
2/18/1987 A064 REFERENDUM BILL NOT NEEDED (L)
2/18/1987 B045 HOUSE PASSES REFERENDUM BILL
3/03/1987 coil BILL TOUGHENS REFERENDUM LAW
4/21/1987 A064 LAW CHANGE INSULTS PEOPLE (L)
4/24/1987 A082 GOVERNMENT REDUCING RIGHTS (L)
5/08/1987 A081 BILL CHANGING PETITION QUALIFICATIONS NEEDED (L)
8/06/1987 A015 GROUP WANTS REFERENDUM ON QUARRY
2/24/1988 B016 HOUSE OK'S BAN ON PAID PETITIONERS
2/26/1988 C051 OK BILL OUTLINING PETITION RULES
4/03/1988 A115 VOTE YES ON BEEF CHECKOFF (L)
4/14/1988 C031 UNION NEUTRAL IN REFERENDUM DRIVE
4/24/1988 D012 STATE USES INITIATIVE SPARINGLY
7/21/1988 A016 COURT TO DETERMINE IF REFERENDUM LEGAL
7/23/1988 C023 HOG FARMERS PLAN STRATEGY FOR BALLOT
3/10/1991 A091 WASTE OF TAXPAYERS' MONEY (L)
3/15/1991 AlOl BIG BUCKS USED IN BID TO BLOCK REFERENDUM (L)
11/25/1982 A014 56FACED WITH DEATH, REFUGEES FLEE TO SD
8/21/1983 C061 REFUGEES FIND SECURITY WITH HELP FROM SPONSORS
9/30/1984 DOll 56STRUGGL1NG TO MAKE A NEW LIFE
10/01/1984 BOll REFUGEE'S NEW LIFE CAN'T ERASE HEARTACHE
11/29/1984 BOll LOCAL GROUPS MAY HELP ILLEGAL REFUGEES
11/17/1985 DOll 36CAMBOD1AN GIRL FINDS SANCTUARY
7/01/1986 A062 DENYING CAMBODIANS REFUGEE STATUS
7/04/1986 BOll 56LAOT1AN REFUGEE FEELS LUCKY TO HAVE JOB
8/10/1986 E012 36TASTE OF SUCCESS
10/08/1987 B012 566R0UP MARCHES FOR CENTRAL AMERICA REFUGEES
4/09/1988 A072 56WOMAN HELPS REFUGEES START NEW LIVES
6/26/1988 FOll 56POL1TICS RESTRICT REFUGEES
3/14/1989 A083 POLICY BRINGS STREAM OF REFUGEES (L)
12/25/1989 B012 56CHR1STMAS IN AMERICA
4/15/1990 A012 56REFUGEES CHERISH FREEDOM TO WORSHIP
7/15/1991 B012 HOUSING SHORTAGE GREETS REFUGEES
10/16/1991 coil SF WOMAN NAMED SD HEROINE
11/28/1991 A012 56PUTTING DOWN NEW ROOTS
11/28/1991 A041 56FINDING REFUGE IN A NEW LAND, NEW LIFE
12/02/1991 A081 CITY SHOULD OPEN ARMS TO REFUGEES CED)
12/17/1991 A084 TAKING MANY REFUGEES THREATENS WORKERS (L)
12/31/1991 A065 KNOCKING REFUGEES SHOWS MAN FORGETFUL (L)
2/02/1992 F012 56MUSIC OUTLIVES COLD WAR
2/23/1992 F032 56ETHIOPIAN COUPLE FINDS COMFORT IN PRIVACY, FRIENDS
3/06/1992 C012 5CKURDISH FAMILY WINS BATTLE
4/04/1992 A094 5€REFUGEES WELCOME IN SF
5/10/1992 F012 56KURD FAMILIES THANK CHURCH WITH NATIVE FOOD, DANCE
8/12/1992 A105 BUSH IS IGNORING HAITIAN REFUGEE PLIGHT (L)
11/26/1992 A012 5fLEARNING THE LANGUAGE
12/13/1992 F012 56HAPPY HOLIDAYS IN A NEW HOME
12/11/1982 C021 REFUGES ILL PREPARED FOR US LIFE AFTER OPPRESSION
1/17/1984 C031 MAY GET TREATMENT IN STATE
1/20/1984 C033 DASCHLE AIDE--CUBAN PLAN OUT
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1/2A/198A C02<i DOESN'T NEED WASTE, MENTALLY ILL CUBANS (L)
6/26/1983 DOll 3(V0UNG STUDENTS BREAK THE LANGUAGE BARRIER
7/03/1983 BG21 REFUGEES IN OUR MIDST BOOST REGARD FOR USA (ED)
7/03/1983 B031 REFUGEE STORY HITS HOME (L)
4/G8/198A BGll ^EVICTION ENDS A DREAM
11/26/1982 CGIA RC GROUP HELPS POLISH REFUGEES START A NEW LIFE
2/21/1983 AG12 POLISH REFUGEE FAMILY ENDS JOURNEY
5/23/1983 CGll ^POLISH REFUGEE FAMILY FINDS GREATEST CHALLENGE
5/28/1983 BG21 POLISH REFUGEES FIND FREEDOM IN FLANDREAU (ED)
9/G9/1988 CG15 PLEADS GUILTY IN CAR ACCIDENT DEATH
5/19/1982 CG2A HELP URGED FOR SOVIET REFUGEES IN EMBASSY (L)
6/18/199G BGll SOVIETS TO SPEAK ABOUT PERSECUTION
SEE ALSO LANDFILLS, DISPOSAL SYSTEMS, YARD WASTES
3/G4/1982 DG51 REGENTS, VERMILLION TO SETTLE LANDFILL FEE
5/G2/1982 CG15 GOT TOO MUCH TRASH-MAKE A MOUNTAIN OF IT
5/G2/1982 CG15 PAYING FOR HAVING TOO LITTLE GARBAGE CUSTER
5/02/1982 6081 *(INDUSTRY) GARBAGE MAN KNOWS THE PART OF TOWN
11/29/1982 CG31 GARBAGE COLLECTOR SUES CHAMBERLAIN
12/11/1982 C033 GARBAGE COLLECTOR WINS SUIT AGAINST CHAMBERLAIN
12/15/1982 CG13 CUSTER COUPLE HAS WATER AGAIN
12/16/1982 CG31 SANITARY LANDFILLS TO START WINTER HOURS
12/27/1982 CDll 3fTAKING TRASH AND MAKING IT TREASURE
9/27/1983 coil TOXIC CHEMICALS TAINT WELL
8/29/198A D031 LEAD VOTERS WILL DECIDE GARBAGE FEE ISSUE
11/19/1986 BGll GROUP TO EXTEND LANDFILL'S LIFESPAN
12/0A/1986 C021 CITY CONSIDERS RAISING FEE FOR DUMPING TRASH
12/10/1986 B012 ^HAULERS EXPECT TRASH PICKUP FEES TO RISE
A/20/1987 BGll CITY TURNS TRASHCANS INTO CANISTERS OF ART
9/03/1987 COAl BROOKINGS LANDFILL REMOVED FROM TOXIC LIST
9/17/1987 coil HEARING TO FOCUS ON SOLID WASTE
9/18/1987 C021 CITY NEEDS TO SELECT NEW LANDFILL
5/17/1988 A021 TRASH RULING GETS MIXED REACTION HERE
6/04/1988 AlOl JUSTICES THROW AWAY FREEDOM (ED)
6/22/1988 AlOl XDUMPS WOULD BE COSTLY FOR TAXPAYERS
11/29/1988 C012 CITY BEGINS PLANNING FOR NEW LAND FILL
12/18/1988 B051 TRASH SURFACES AT SOFTBALL FIELD
2/17/1989 coil CHARGES EXPECTED IN ILLEGAL DUMPING
2/18/1989 coil CHARGES EXPECTED IN ILLEGAL DUMPING
2/28/1989 C025 SENATE COMM ENDORSES SOLID-WASTE DISPOSAL STUDY
3/03/1989 C023 KAMENDED WASTE BILL HEADS BACK TO SENATE
3/04/1989 A052 ^RECOVERING YOUR GARBAGE
4/23/1989 C024 SOME SEE GARBAGE DUMP AS BOON
5/01/1989 AlOl DON'T TURN THE STATE INTO A DUMP (ED)
5/04/1989 A072 KCITY CLEANER'S RITUAL BEGINS DAILY AT DAWN
5/14/1989 A016 KWOULD IT CREATE TRIBAL JOBS
5/16/1989 AlOl ANOTHER DUMP PLAN THREATENS THE STATE (L)
5/16/1989 C013 JOB DEVELOPMENT KEY TO COMPOST PLAN
5/19/1989 A012 3CTRIBE SAYS NO TO GARBAGE PLANT
5/21/1989 C012 EDGEMONT DUMP FIASCO SCARED TRIBE
6/29/1989 C012 FIVE YEARS LATER, BROOKINGS FINDS SITE FOR LANDFILL
7/23/1989 AlOl MONEY TEMPTING, BUT STATE NOT A TRASH CAN (ED)
7/25/1989 A081 NATION MUST DISPOSE OF ITS PROBLEMS (ED)
7/25/1989 C021 LEGISLATOR QUESTIONS WISDOM OF DUMPS
7/26/1989 C012 5fEPA TO LET STATES ENFORCE GARBAGE RULES
8/04/1989 A103 ^RECYCLING, INCINERATION, REDUCED TRASH
8/05/1989 A083 BAN ON PLASTIC WON'T SOLVE PROBLEM (L)
8/10/1989 C021 EDGEMONT DUMP GETS PUBLIC HEARING
8/14/1989 A104 DELAY GARBAGE DUMP PERMIT (L)
8/18/1989 A102 KEEP GARBAGE OUT OF SD (L)
8/21/1989 BGll GROUPS INTERVENE IN PERMIT HEARING
8/24/1989 A084 GOVERNOR MICKELSON FLIP-FLOPS (L)
8/24/1989 A085 KEEP DUMP OUT OF SD (L)
9/09/1989 coil EDGEMONT DUMP PERMIT APPROVED
9/18/1989 A081 IF WE GET SOMEONE ELSE'S WASTE (ED)
9/24/1989 C012 KMICKELSON WANTED DUMP TALKS DELAYED
9/30/1989 A012 CITY MAY LIMIT GARBAGE HAULERS
9/30/1989 C021 SOLID WASTE STUDY WILL CONTINUE
10/01/1989 F012 MOST RECYCLABLE PRODUCTS LAND IN TRASH
10/03/1989 A016 GARBAGE PROPOSAL DEBATED
10/04/1989 AlOl CLEAN UP TRASH BUSINESS (ED)
10/11/1989 AlOl CITY SHOULD RESIST INCINERATOR PROPOSALS (ED)
10/11/1989 A102 GARBAGE BRINGS SD SCORN (L)
10/13/1989 A081 LIMIT ON HAULERS WOULD IMPROVE SERVICE (L)
10/15/1989 A131 TRASH HAULER LIMIT ABSURD (L)
10/16/1989 A084 LIMIT TRASH LICENSES (L)
10/16/1989 B012 GARBAGE PLAN, DAY CARE ON AGENDA
10/17/1989 C012 CITY LIMITS NEW GARBAGE HAULERS
10/23/1989 B012 CITY WARM TO IDEA OF GARBAGE RECYCLING
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10/27/1989 0033 STATE SHOULD OPERATE DUMPS
10/28/1989 A015 LEGISLATORS BACK BILL TO BAN LANDFILLS
11/03/1989 C021 PETITIONS TO LIMIT MINES, GARBAGE DUMPS
12/10/1989 E012 LANDFILL RATE INCREASE UNDER CONSIDERATION
12/20/1989 C023 GROUP FIGHTS LARGE DUMP
12/22/1989 A081 CITY SHOULD LEAD WAY ON WASTE ISSUE (ED)
12/25/1989 C071 SUIT OPPOSES INITIATIVE ON DUMP SITE
12/26/1989 C012 WANTS TO HIRE TWO SOLID-WASTE EXPERTS
1/16/1990 C012 DUMP MORATORIUM BILL KILLED
1/16/1990 C012 BUSINESSMAN FIGHTS TO KEEP DUMP PERMIT
1/25/1990 A015 PANEL REJECTS BILL TO HIKE EDGEMONT FEE
2/03/1990 C031 SENATE REJECTS HIGHER GARBAGE FEE
2/09/1990 A085 CITY BEHIND GARBAGE HIKE (L)
2/09/1990 C012 HOUSE PASSES NUKE DUMP RESTRAINT BILL
2/11/1990 A115 DON'T IMPORT OTHERS' DEBT (L)
2/1A/1990 C0<tl FINAL OK GIVEN TO DUMP MORATORIUM
2/17/1990 A08A STOP OUT-OF-STATE GARBAGE (L)
2/17/1990 C021 DUMP MORATORIUM BECOMES LAW
2/27/1990 C021 JUDGE DISMISSES DUMP SITE
A/22/1990 F082 GOOD TRASH NEED NOT GO TO WASTE
6/07/1990 C035 LARGE GARBAGE CANS MAY HINGE ON VOTE
6/26/1990 C031 TOWNS COMPETE FOR FUNDS TO HELP RECYCLE GARBAGE
7/09/1990 C012 MIDWEST BECOMING DUMP--ENVIRONMENTALISTS
7/1A/1990 A083 KINPUT FROM PUBLIC ON WASTE DISPOSAL
7/18/1990 A016 KMICKELSON CALLS FOR WASTE POLICY
7/2A/1990 COAl STATE PLAN FOR FUTURE GARBAGE DISPOSAL
7/26/1990 A012 seOFFICIALS SUSPECT ILLEGAL DUMPING
7/27/1990 C012 ^ENVIRONMENTALIST WANTS DUMP PROBE
7/31/1990 C036 OGLALA LOOKS AT WASTE DUMP ISSUE
8/03/1990 C023 5CH0W OUR GARBAGE PILES UP
8/0A/1990 COIA CLEANING UP TATTOO NEEDLES HAZARD
8/06/1990 A082 PUT WASTE DISPOSAL STIGMA BEHIND US (L)
8/06/1990 C015 KSAMUELSON ON SOLID WASTE ISSUE
8/07/1990 A016 WASTE DUMP SUIT FILED
8/08/1990 C012 SUIT SEEKS DUMP SITE CLEANUP
8/08/1990 C031 VERMILLION LANDFILL FEES TO INCREASE 150 PERCENT
8/15/1990 con MEDICAL WASTE FOUND AT ALLEGED DUMP SITE
8/17/1990 C016 WASTE DUMP INVESTIGATION COMPLETED
8/18/1990 C015 MELETTE MEDICAL WASTE NOT DANGER--STATE
8/19/1990 A103 *SD GAINING GARBAGE-DUMP IMAGE
8/21/1990 C036 COURT--RESERVATION TO CLEAN UP DUMPS
8/22/1990 con MEETING PLANNED ON ILLEGAL DUMPING
8/26/1990 C012 GARBAGE ISSUE MAY FORCE A STAND
8/29/1990 C023 STATE PROBING MORE ILLEGAL DUMPS
9/02/1990 Alls VOTERS SHOULD PASS BOTH INITIATIVES (L)
9/06/1990 A012 NEW LAWS ENDANGER SMALL-TOWN DUMPS
9/07/1990 C032 COURT ORDER GRANTED AGAINST MELLETTE DUMP
9/21/1990 con GARBAGE MEASURE COULD HELP SD
9/2<i/1990 C033 HEARING PLANNED ON EDGEMONT DUMP
9/25/1990 C033 OFFICIALS INVESTIGATE POSSIBLE 2ND DUMP
9/26/1990 con STATE LIKELY FINDS 2ND ILLEGAL DUMP
9/26/1990 C012 INITIATIVE MAY HURT SD
9/27/1990 con 2ND MELLETTE COUNTY DUMP SITE CONFIRMED
9/29/1990 A083 seSHOULDN'T FALL FOR GARBAGE-BECOMES-GOLD TALE
10/03/1990 C012 COST FIGURES FOR USE OF LONETREE DUMP
lO/lA/1990 E012 *INITIATIVE 1 WILL DECIDE DUMP'S FUTURE
11/21/1990 C033 15-YEAR PLAN FOR SOLID WASTE
12/02/1990 A051 KLANDFILL ANSWERS PROVE ELUSIVE
12/0A/1990 A021 ROSEBUD LEADERS SEEK LANDFILL APPROVAL
12/05/1990 C033 MELLETTE OPPOSES PLANNED DUMP IN ROSEBUD
12/08/1990 A016 FEDS PUSH GARBAGE ON STATE--GROUP
12/12/1990 C03A CANTON HIRES COMPANY TO GET RID OF TIRES
12/13/1990 C012 MONTHLY TRASH BILL MAY RISE 50 CENTS
12/2A/1990 A103 PREVENTION IS BEST DISPOSAL SOLUTION CD
1/19/1991 C036 OPPONENTS CALL BOARD'S GOALS UNREALISTIC
2/03/1991 E035 BOARD ADDRESSES STATE WASTE PLAN
A/09/1991 B016 HAULERS TO BE CHARGED FOR UNCOVERED GARBAGE
A/19/1991 con RUBBISH CAN BE DUMPED FOR FREE
A/29/1991 con PUBLIC IS INVITED TO SOLID WASTE HEARING
5/18/1991 C012 WASTE PROGRAMS TOP AGENDA
5/28/1991 A081 SD NOT ANSWER TO TRASH PROBLEM (ED)
5/29/1991 COIA DIVERTING YARD WASTE MAY REDUCE GARBAGE 25 PERCENT
6/03/1991 C015 PIERRE RESIDENTS REAP BENEFITS OF COMPOST PLAN
6/21/1991 C031 WASTE OIL, PESTICIDES COLLECTED IN BROOKINGS
6/26/1991 con GARBAGE STUDY DONE, STAFF IS REVIEWING
6/26/1991 con LAWMAKERS TO ATTEND WASTE-DISPOSAL FORUM
6/29/1991 A015 FUEL DUMP AT LAKE PROBED BY STATE
6/30/1991 A015 LAWS SHUT CITY DUMPS
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7/02/1991 GDIS RESULTS NEAR IN PROBE OF SPILL
7/03/1991 C031 EUREKA MAYOR SAYS GARBAGE RULES STINK
7/06/1991 C015 FREON TRACES FOUND NEAR MELLETTE DUMP
7/10/1991 C015 DUMP CLEANUP DOESN'T MEET STANDARDS
7/12/1991 A012 TRASH STUDY DISPUTED
7/13/1991 C033 OFFICIAL PUSHES SOLID-WASTE PLAN FOR STATE
7/IA/1991 C012 ORDINANCE WOULD REGULATE HAULERS OF INFECTIOUS WASTE
7/23/1991 A052 *LAWSUIT AGAINST ILLEGAL MEDICAL DUMPS
7/23/1991 A085 GOVERNORS SIGN REGIONAL POLICY ON WASTE DISPOSAL
7/30/1991 C013 REVISION LOWERS GARBAGE-PRODUCTION RATE
8/08/1991 C032 NINE-COUNTY REGION DISCUSSES COOPERATIVE DUMP
8/09/1991 C012 STUDY--GARBAGE PICKUP INEFFICIENT
8/09/1991 C015 COMMERCIAL RATES MAY GO UP
9/03/1991 C015 DUMP RATES ON THE RISE
9/13/1991 C016 TRIBES NEED POWER TO DEAL WITH DUMPS
9/14/1991 C022 SOLID-WASTE RULES CALLED SOLID
9/27/1991 A012 GROUP PUSHES CURBSIDE RECYCLING
10/16/1991 C032 OFFICIALS THINK FARMERS, RANCHERS WILL BE EXEMPT
11/03/1991 C012 RESIDENTS SUFFER UNDER RECYCLING SHIFT
12/09/1991 C035 PROPOSAL WOULD GOVERN STATE'S SOLID WASTE
12/28/1991 C032 PLAN CALLS FOR SOLID-WASTE PERMITS
1/04/1992 A016 GROWING COLLECTION OF WASTE
1/11/1992 C012 LANDFILL INCREASE MAY NOT BE FELT YET
1/13/1992 A015 MERGER LINKS HAULER, EX-ADVOCATE OF EDGEMONT DUMP
1/17/1992 AlOl GARBAGE BUSINESS WON'T BE THE SAME (ED)
1/18/1992 C012 CITY SAYS DUMP-FEE INCREASE NEEDED
1/22/1992 coil CITY INCREASES GARBAGE RATES
1/29/1992 C015 WASTE-HAULING MEASURE SAILS THROUGH COMMITTEE
1/30/L9S2 A102 LOCAL GARBAGE HAULERS PUT SERVICE FIRST (L)
2/05/1992 A015 PLAINS STATES SEEK TO BLOCK DUMPING
2/05/1992 A041 XTONS OF TRASH CROSS STATE LINES
2/11/1992 C012 3fPLAN CALLS FOR CUT IN DUMPING
2/26/1992 C032 TOWNS TO MULL PLAN ON TRASH-DISPOSAL OPTIONS
3/10/1992 C012 CITY NAMES SOLID WASTE PLANNING BOARD
3/31/1992 A014 KVERMILLION GARBAGE SERVICE AT RISK
7/20/1992 B022 RAPID CITY TO CONSIDER GARBAGE PLAN ADS
7/23/1992 B016 AMENDMENT TO GARBAGE BILL KILLED BY SENATE
7/24/1992 A015 KBILL PROTECTS STATES FROM IMPORTED TRASH
8/09/1992 F022 KFREEMAN DUMPS TRASH TRADITION
8/18/1992 A012 KWALWORTH DUMP WOULD START SMALL
8/31/1992 B012 RECYCLING COULD HIKE GARBAGE BILLS
9/11/1992 B012 DISTRICT UNITS PROPOSED TO RUN DUMPS
11/07/1992 A014 CURBSIDE TRASH PICKUP SOUGHT
11/11/1992 B012 GARBAGE PICKUP TO STAY SAME
11/18/1992 B012 COUNTY JOINS GARBAGE STUDY
11/21/1992 B015 A WASTE COMPANY'S PAST COULD LIMIT FUTURE
12/02/1992 A015 TRASH HAULER BUYS LOCAL FIRM
12/06/1992 F016 COMMERCIAL TRASH PICKUP GROWING IN RURAL AREAS
12/12/1992 A043 GARBAGE GROUP HAS WEAK LEADERSHIP (L)
- 2/22/1986 C013 STUDENT RABBI--LIFE WITH SOVIET JEWS
2/25/1987 A061 REGAN SHOULD RESIGN (ED)
12/26/1987 A014 36GRANDPARENTS VISIT WITH FATALLY ILL GRANDSON
8/03/1990 C032 GOVERNOR'S HOBBIE REGATTA CANCELED
5/10/1988 A022 LOCAL BOOKSELLERS EXPECT BRISK BUSINESS
1/23/1982 BOll REGENTS URGE LEGISLATURE TO SAVE RADIO
2/14/1982 B071 SENATE OKS REGENTS APPOINTMENTS
2/23/1982 C041 PARALYZED MAN SUES REGENTS, TEACHER
3/12/1982 D041 JUDGE ASKED TO DISMISS SUIT AGAINST REGENTS
3/20/1982 A012 REGENTS OFFER 2 FIRED ADMINISTRATORS TEACHING POSTS
3/24/1982 C021 NEXT TIME REGENTS SHOULD GO PUBLIC
4/23/1982 coil REGENTS APPROVE 9 PERCENT TUITION INCREASE
5/20/1982 D013 BOARD OF REGENTS MIGHT RESTRICT DRINKING ON CAMPUS
5/21/1982 C033 REGENTS PANEL DISAGREES ON DRINKING PLAN
5/21/1982 C041 GROUP WANTS REGENTS TO HAVE AG PANEL
5/22/1982 A012 REGENTS BAR BEER DRINKING IN DORMITORIES
6/12/1982 B024 REGENTS' BEER BAN UNWORKABLE (L)
6/12/1982 C051 SDSU GRAD TO BE STUDENT REGENT
6/13/1982 C042 BOARD OF REGENTS MIGHT REINSTATE HOUSEMOTHERS
6/15/1982 B024 REGENTS BLAMED FOR IMPASSE IN BEER ISSUE (L)
6/16/1982 coil KREGENTS DELAY ACTION ON HOUSEPARENTS
6/17/1982 C071 kSRSTKA'S GAVEL RULES THE MEETING
7/04/1982 D041 MKEN BARKER--THE STATE'S STUDENT REGENT
7/14/1982 C041 REGENTS TO HIRE NEW STAFF ATTORNEY
7/15/1982 C031 REGENTS APPOINT AGRICULTURE COUNCIL
8/19/1982 C061 INSURANCE, HOUSEPARENTS, BUDGET ON AGENDA
8/20/1982 B033 STATE CAN'T AFFORD $9 5 MILLION ATHLETIC FACILITY
8/21/1982 C013 BOARD OF REGENTS APPROVE $170 MILLION BUDGET
10/21/1982 C061 REGENTS TO DISCUSS TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAMS
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10/23/1982 coil BOARD BACKS A-YEAR MEDICAL SCHOOL
ll/lA/1982 C061 REGENTS TO DISCUSS CUTTING MEETINGS TO 8
11/16/1982 C033 NUMBER OF MEETINGS MAY BE CUT TO 8
11/17/1982 BOll *SRSTKA DEFENDS INFORMAL MEETING OF REGENTS
11/17/1982 BOAl REGENTS CUT MEETINGS TO 9 DURING 1983
11/18/1982 C021 PRAISE, CRITICISM FOR REGENTS (ED)
11/27/1982 C023 STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM IGNORED BY REGENTS (L)
12/18/1982 BOll ^REGENTS AGREE TO PAY GREGORY $17,000
1/17/1983 C032 REGENTS TO CONSIDER COMPUTER DEGREES, STANDARDS
1/20/1983 con REGENTS REQUEST EXTRA FEE HIKES
1/31/1983 BOll REGENTS WANT RECIPROCITY TO CONTINUE
2/12/1983 COAl BILL GIVES VOTE TO STUDENT REGENT
2/17/1983 C03A SENATE OKS GIVING STUDENT REGENT OFFICIAL VOTE
2/18/1983 C061 REGENT POSTS MAY BE OPEN TO ALL
2/25/1983 C021 ABOLISH REGENT RESTRICTION
3/02/1983 C051 COMMITTEE KILLS STUDENT REGENT VOTE
3/0A/1983 C013 *PROF HOPES RULING WILL AID CASE AGAINST RETIREMENT
3/06/1983 B051 RESIDENCY REQUIREMENT PLAN FAILS
3/17/1983 C015 ^PHYSICIAN NAMED TO REGENT POST
3/19/1983 B031 SCHOOLS TOLD TO CREATE CUTBACK PLANS
3/19/1983 B031 STUDY ON LENGTH OF SCHOOL YEAR PLANNED
A/22/1983 A012 REGENTS LOOK AT RAISING ENTRANCE STANDARDS
A/22/1983 COIA REGENTS REVIEW BUDGET CUTBACKS
A/23/1983 C013 REGENTS DELAY BUDGET CUTS UNTIL MAY
5/07/1983 B035 EX-STUDENT CAN'T SUE REGENTS
5/08/1983 B082 ^REGENTS SHOULD SPEAK ENGLISH
5/11/1983 D012 SDSU CUTS FARM, ATHLETIC PROGRAMS
5/19/1983 C031 REGENTS WILL DISCUSS TUITION HIKES, BUDGET
5/20/1983 AOIA ^REGENTS WILL INCREASE TUITION RATES
5/20/1983 C015 REGENTS TO CUT 29 POSITIONS
5/21/1983 B031 REGENTS VOTE TO RAISE TUITION 7 PERCENT
6/16/1983 COAl REGENTS PLAN MAY TOUGHEN STANDARDS
7/1A/1983 C013 REGENT--BETTER SCHOOLS WILL COST
7/30/1983 A015 REGENTS ASK MORE OF COLLEGE-BOUND
8/02/1983 B031 LAME DUCK REGENT RESIGNS FROM STATE BOARD
8/19/1983 A012 REGENTS CONSIDER $168 MILLION BUDGET
8/20/1983 B013 TEACHER UNION DIRECTOR WANTS RAISE PLAN CLARIFIED
8/20/1983 BOIA REGENTS ADOPT TUITION RECIPROCITY PLAN
9/16/1983 C013 STATE REGENTS WILL HAVE MEETING BY PHONE
9/17/1983 B031 REGENTS ATTEND TO BUSINESS VIA PHONE
9/30/1983 C013 REGENTS HEAR ARGUMENTS
10/09/1983 con STATUTE ELIMINATES MANY FROM BOARD OF REGENTS
10/19/1983 C012 REGENTS' PANEL DISCUSSES CHANGE IN CALENDAR
10/20/1983 C013 *0FF1C1ALS OPPOSE PLAN TO MOVE STATE CHEM LAB
10/20/1983 C015 MORTIMER WON'T REVEAL WHY SHE RESIGNED
10/21/1983 con APPROVE CHEMICAL LAB TRANSFER TO BROOKINGS
10/23/1983 C0A5 REGENTS TO RETHINK REQUIREMENT CHANGE
10/26/1983 C0A2 MODIFY REQUIREMENTS, REGENTS TOLD
11/16/1983 ClOl SOUTH DAKOTA TO CUT COLLEGE SPENDING
11/23/1983 C031 REGENTS WON'T PREJUDGE SPRINGFIELD PLAN
12/16/1983 COIA PANEL--DON'T ADD DAYS TO SCHOOL
12/17/1983 C0A2 REGENTS APPROVE BUILDING MUSEUM
12/23/1983 C013 *LAWMAKERS SHOULD DECIDE SCHOOL ISSUE
1/02/198A C061 FATE OF 2 PUBLIC COLLEGES ON AGENDA
l/n/198A D032 KREGENTS LIKE RAISE IN ENGINEERING FEE
1/12/198A C053 LAWMAKERS SHOULD DECIDE SCHOOL RULES
2/03/198A D031 HOUSE GETS BILL ALLOWING REGENTS FROM ALL AREAS
2/0A/198A B031 2 HIGHER-EDUCATION BILLS TO GET MORE DEBATE
2/05/198A BOll ^REGENTS CRITICIZED FOR PRESIDENT SEARCH METHOD
2/10/1984 C021 TO DROP RESTRICTION ON APPOINTMENT (ED)
2/10/1984 C041 BILL FOR VOTING STUDENT REGENT IN HOUSE
2/15/1984 D041 LAWMAKERS UPHOLD REGENT REQUIREMENTS
2/22/1984 D051 LAWMAKERS APPROVE REGENTS' GIVING BONUSES
2/23/1984 C051 3CSENATE APPROVES VOTE FOR STUDENT REGENT
2/24/1984 C041 STUDENT REGENT WILL VOTE IF JANKLOW SIGNS
3/08/1984 C014 ^REGENTS' LIST OF CANDIDATES RELEASED SOON
3/13/1984 B013 REGENTS THINK RULE WILL WITHSTAND OVERRIDE
3/15/1984 C042 REGENTS WILL DISCUSS SPRINGFIELD PLANS
3/16/1984 C041 REGENTS WORK OUT DETAILS OF CHANGES
3/17/1984 C042 REGENTS WANT JOINT POWER
4/08/1984 A012 JUST WHO IS RUNNING COLLEGES
4/19/1984 C031 REGENTS WILL DISCUSS FACULTY CONTRACT
4/20/1984 C033 PLAN STRATEGY FOR CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS
5/16/1984 D032 REGENTS MAY DELAY LANGUAGE REQUIREMENT
5/28/1984 con ^REGENTS NAME NEW MEMBERS
6/01/1984 C033 REGENTS WILL RULE ON PROFESSOR'S TENURE
6/09/1984 B036 HAYES RANCHER IS NAMED AS REGENT
6/09/1984 B041 LAWSUIT AGAINST REGENTS MAY BE SETTLED
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7/0A/198<t D0I4 FORMER COLLEGE INSTRUCTOR WILL BE NEW REGENT
7/25/1984 C032 REGENTS DISCUSS BUDGETING PROCESS
8/15/1984 D013 DISCUSS PLAN FOR TESTING STUDENTS
8/16/1984 C041 REGENTS WILL HEAR PLAN ON BOND MONEY
9/07/1984 C041 REGENTS PLAN TO ADOPT BUDGET REQUEST
9/08/1984 A014 REGENTS BOOST BUDGET 7 PERCENT
9/28/1984 DOll REGENTS DIRECTOR OBJECTS TO RULES
10/20/1984 C014 MEETING SCHEDULE PROMPTS DEBATE
10/20/1984 C031 REGENTS THINKING OF BUDGET CUTS
11/16/1984 A014 KREGENTS DIVVY UP $400,000 TO TEACHERS
11/20/1984 B013 LAWMAKERS CRITICIZE REGENTS' SPENDING
12/13/1984 C051 REGENTS TO DISCUSS COLLEGE STARTING DATE
12/15/1984 BOll SCHOOL CALENDAR UNDECIDED
12/18/1984 BOll USD STUDENT WINS FIRST REGENTS SCHOLARSHIP
12/28/1984 coil REGENTS ORDERED TO APPEAR IN COURT
1/06/1985 C041 BOARD, FACULTY MAY HAVE SETTLED OUT OF COURT
1/09/1985 C036 REGENTS APPROVE COURSE CHANGES
2/07/1985 C025 REGENTS, FACULTY NEAR CONTRACT PACT
2/07/1985 C071 REGENTS REPORT AGREEMENT ON STARTING DATE
2/23/1985 C013 SMITH NAMED NEW REGENT
2/27/1985 C016 REGENT IS READY TO LEARN
3/21/1985 C036 A NEW HOUSE COULD COST ROST SEAT
3/27/1985 B021 REGENTS MAY MAKE CUTS PUBLIC NEXT MONTH
3/29/1985 C015 STUDENTS WANT A CHANGE
3/31/1985 A012 REGENTS' CLOSED DOORS KEEP ISSUES QUIET
3/31/1985 Alll REGENTS SLAM DOOR IN FACE OF QUALITY EDUCATION
4/02/1985 A015 SRSTKA--REGENTS ARE TAKING A BUM RAP
4/03/1985 BOll REGENTS TO DISCUSS HOOPS RESIGNATION TONIGHT
4/04/1985 C021 PETITION FOR ELECTED REGENTS PUT ON HOLD
4/05/1985 A021 HERE'S A LOOK AT THE REGENTS
4/05/1985 A022 REGENTS CONTROL BUDGET OF $160 MILLION NEXT YEAR
4/06/1985 A012 *HOOPS WILL GET $75,000
4/07/1985 A121 THE REGENTS NEED REFRESHER COURSES (ED)
4/09/1985 AlOl GOVERNOR, REGENTS DESTROYING EDUCATION (L)
4/09/1985 B014 REGENT SELECTION CHANGE PROPOSED
4/10/1985 A081 IT'S TIME TO ANSWER QUESTIONS (ED)
4/10/1985 A081 REGENTS OWE CITIZENS EXPLANATION OF ACTIONS (L)
4/10/1985 A081 TAXPAYERS LOSE ANOTHER ONE (L)
4/11/1985 C021 STUDENTS TO GO TO REGENTS MEETING SITE
4/11/1985 C035 CALLS FOR INVESTIGATION OF REGENTS
4/12/1985 A015 ^STUDENT REGENT WILL RESIGN THIS MONTH
4/13/1985 A012 REGENT--HOOPS' VIEWS HURT HIM
4/13/1985 C014 DASCHLE--PUSH FOR REGENTS INVESTIGATION
4/14/1985 A014 SDSU STILL WANTS ANSWERS
4/14/1985 AlOl JANKLOW MUST SETTLE EDUCATION CONTROVERSY (ED)
4/17/1985 A012 HOOPS DEAL SHOULD BE REVEALED
4/17/1985 A021 REGENTS TO MEET TODAY
4/17/1985 AlOl KREGENTS DOING THE JOB SD TOLD THEM TO DO
4/18/1985 C022 STUDENTS DROP REGENT-PICK ISSUE
4/19/1985 A014 LAWMAKERS DEMAND ANSWERS ON HOOPS' PAY
4/19/1985 C014 9fR0ST AND BARKER'S LAST MEETING
4/19/1985 C035 STUDENTS WHO MISSED TEST OWE AN ANSWER
4/20/1985 A013 REGENTS RATIFY HOOPS' AGREEMENT
4/21/1985 A014 HOOPS CASE A SYMPTOM, NO CURE
4/22/1985 A081 COME CLEAN NOW (ED)
4/23/1985 A012 HOOPS, REGENTS STILL TALKING
4/26/1985 AlOl UNSIGNED LETTERS CAUSE FOR CONCERN (L)
4/26/1985 coil LEGISLATURE REFUSES TO STUDY REGENTS
4/27/1985 C015 HOOPS DEAL STILL NOT FINAL
4/28/1985 AlOl READERS SPEAK OUT--TELL US THE DEAL
5/01/1985 A015 REGENTS TO HOOPS--DEAL'S OFF
5/02/1985 A012 HOOPS' LOBBYING WOULD HAVE VIOLATED POLICY
5/02/1985 A081 THE REGENTS MESS IS UP TO JANKLOW (ED)
5/03/1985 A016 REGENTS FAIL TO APPEAR AT HEARING
5/04/1985 A015 TAPKEN APOLOGIZES FOR REGENTS' ABSENCE
5/04/1985 coil REGENTS OWE HOOPS APOLOGY, TEACHER SAYS
5/05/1985 A012 9fTAPKEN--PUBLIC KNOWS ALMOST EVERYTHING
5/07/1985 BOll *'I'LL DECIDE SOON WHETHER TO SUE'
5/12/1985 AlOl MOUTHS STILL ARE SEALED (ED)
5/13/1985 coil LEADERS DISPUTE CAUSE OF EDUCATION BROUHAHA
5/16/1985 C022 REGENTS TO CHECK OUT RAPE SURVEY
5/17/1985 A102 REGENT EDITORIAL DISGUSTING (L)
5/17/1985 coil ^(REGENTS WANT LAWMAKERS TO SHOULDER DECISION
5/17/1985 C033 REGENTS DELAY ALCOHOL, RAPE SURVEY ISSUES
5/18/1985 B015 REGENTS SIGN UP TO DECIDE SCHOOL YEAR
5/29/1985 B013 MCFADDEN TREADS LIGHTLY ON REGENTS
6/03/1985 A085 REGENTS' BUSINESS IS PUBLIC (L)
6/04/1985 C014 FATE OF USD NURSING PROGRAM
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6/05/1985 A081 REGENTS SHOULD DECIDE FATE OF NURSING CED)
6/06/1985 A015 REGENTS VOTE TO CLOSE USD NURSING SCHOOL
6/08/1985 C015 REGENTS TO DISCUSS EDUCATION WITH PUBLIC
6/13/1985 C016 FEW SHOW AT REGENTS HEARING
6/1A/1985 C021 MAN HAS IDEAS ABOUT REGENTS HEARING
6/17/1985 C026 REGENTS TO GET REPORTS ON FINALISTS
6/18/1985 C015 REGENTS WANT COURT TO SETTLE HOOPS ISSUE
6/20/1985 coil HOOPS LAWSUIT MAY GO TO FEDERAL COURT
6/20/1985 C015 REGENTS KEEP ALCOHOL BAN
6/22/1985 C031 HOOPS, REGENTS BATTLE MOVES TO FEDERAL COURT
6/23/1985 C023 *SRSTKA--REGENTS NOT AT FAULT
6/26/1985 coil 36HEARINGS AREN'T GRIPE SESSIONS
6/28/1985 A012 KHOOPS SUES REGENTS OVER CONTRACT DISPUTE
6/29/1985 coil HOOPS--BOARD ACTED MALICIOUSLY
6/29/1985 C021 NO ONE WILL KNOW STUDENTS' CHOICES UNTIL FALL
6/30/1985 A012 ^REGENTS SAY THEY COULDN'T TRUST HOOPS
7/01/1985 A081 THE ARROGANT REGENTS HAVE LEARNED NOTHING (ED)
7/0A/1985 AOll ^COLLEGE EDUCATORS GIVE REGENTS POOR GRADES
7/0A/1985 AOAl ^6HERE IS A CLOSER LOOK AT THE REGENTS
7/05/1985 A012 KREGENTS PRESSURED 3 TO QUIT
7/06/1985 A012 PAST FIRINGS LEAVE COLLEGE EMPLOYEES FEARING
7/06/1985 A021 *JANKLOW STAYS ACTIVE IN REGENT'S BUSINESS
7/07/1985 A012 SD COLLEGE REPUTATION HAS SUFFERED
7/07/1985 A02I MOST HOPE REGENTS LEARNED LESSON
7/07/1985 A061 THERE'S HOPE FOR THE FUTURE (ED)
7/07/1985 A061 REGENT NOT SHOWING CONCERN FOR EDUCATION (L)
7/09/1985 B016 REGENTS GROUP GETS 1,800 SIGNERS
7/09/1985 B051 REGENTS PLAN SPECIAL MEETING FOR WEDNESDAY
7/11/1985 C015 REGENTS APPROVE BUILDING BONDS
7/16/1985 coil *HOOPS FILES 2ND SUIT AGAINST REGENTS
7/20/1985 coil REGENTS PROMISE A LIGHTER TOUCH
7/22/1985 A083 STORY SLANTED TOWARD NEGATIVE SIDE (L)
8/03/1985 C03A SCHOOLS FILE GRIEVANCES ABOUT STARTING DATE
8/06/1985 B015 EX-PROFESSOR SUES REGENTS FOR §500,000
8/09/1985 COIA REGENTS ASK JUDGE TO DISMISS HOOPS' SUIT
8/20/1985 C012 DISPUTE BREWS OVER SCHOOL START
8/22/1985 C031 REGENTS, HOOPS TRIAL SET FOR JANUARY 27 IN PIERRE
8/22/1985 COAl REGENTS TO DEBATE BUDGET
8/23/1985 A016 REGENTS SETTLE CALENDAR
8/24/1985 A015 REGENTS DEBATE COED DORM SWITCH
8/28/1985 B015 JUDGE THROWS OUT SUIT AGAINST REGENTS
9/08/1985 C021 ^PROGRAM DUPLICATION SHOULD BE REDUCED
9/11/1985 C015 SDSU JUNIOR NAMED AS NEW STUDENT REGENT
9/13/1985 C033 REGENTS HEAD CALLS MEDIA CRITICISM UNFAIR
9/19/1985 C015 STUDENT REGENT ON UNFAMILIAR TURF
9/30/1985 B015 GROUP TO RENEW DRIVE FOR REGENT ELECTIONS
10/03/1985 A081 ELECTING STATE REGENTS WON'T SOLVE (ED)
10/06/1985 C022 ELECTED REGENTS
10/19/1985 coil REGENTS OK ALCOHOL IN GREEK HOUSES
10/20/1985 A121 WASTING TIME WORRYING ABOUT BOOZE (ED)
10/22/1985 B016 REGENT SITS ON 2 BOARDS
10/25/1985 A084 IS NAP TIME NEXT FOR REGENTS?
11/04/1985 A102 BOARD IS RIGHT ABOUT ALCOHOL (L)
11/08/1985 coil JANKLOW BLAMES EDUCATION RANKING ON REGENTS
11/09/1985 C015 HERSETH WANTS CHANGE IN REGENT ELECTION LAW
11/10/1985 B013 FACULTY PANELIST SAY REGENTS OPENING UP
11/24/1985 C021 REGENTS STILL IN FAVOR OF MERIT PAY
12/12/1985 C021 GUIDELINES LIMITING DRINKING IN FRATERNITIES
12/13/1985 C033 REGENTS MEETING EXAMINES INSURANCE
12/14/1985 C021 REGENTS REQUEST FOR FACULTY PAY RAISES
1/14/1986 C022 REGENTS SEEK §15 1 MILLION FOR 8 PROJECTS
1/15/1986 B015 REGENTS WORK ON NEIGHBORLY TRADES
1/16/1986 B021 REGENTS WANT §500,000 MORE FOR RESEARCH
1/17/1986 C015 HOOPS, REGENTS BATTLE RETURNED TO STATE COURT
1/23/1986 C024 PROPOSAL TO KEEP TABS ON REGENTS PUT ON HOLD
1/26/1986 B013 BILL TO FORCE REGENTS TO COMMUNICATE
1/28/1986 C015 HOUSE SCRAPS REGENT COLLEGE ENTRANCE RULES
1/28/1986 C021 BILL WOULD LET MORE PEOPLE BE REGENTS
1/30/1986 B021 BILL TO CHANGE REGENT APPOINTMENT
1/31/1986 C031 REGENTS BILLS RUN IN 2 DIRECTIONS
2/01/1986 CD35 HOUSE FLIP-FLOPS ON REGENT RULES
2/13/1986 C021 PANEL OK'S BILL TO ALLOW STUDENT REGENT TO VOTE
2/14/1986 C015 STUDENT REGENT BILL SQUEAKS THROUGH HOUSE
2/22/1986 C021 SENATE TO CONSIDER A VOTE FOR STUDENT REGENT
2/26/1986 B031 BUSINESSMAN IS NEW REGENT
2/27/1986 C016 REGENT IS READY TO LEARN
2/28/1986 C015 BROOKINGS MAN IS APPOINTED NEW REGENT
3/01/1986 C014 APPOINTMENT FULFILLS SPEARFISH WOMAN'S DREAM
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3/06/1986 CG15 REGENTS DISMISSED FROM LAWSUIT
3/20/1986 B016 REGENTS TO MEET TODAY
3/21/1986 coil REGENTS DELAY ACTION ON FOREIGN LANGUAGE
3/22/1986 A012 REGENTS REVERSE THEMSELVES ON ALCOHOL BAN
3/22/1986 C015 REGENTS WANT REPORT ON DAKOTADOME INSURANCE
A/10/1986 A012 HOOPS GETS $20,000 IN SETTLEMENT
A/11/1986 A015 SETTLEMENT IS $55,000, HOOPS SAYS
A/2A/1986 B023 DIMINISHING RETURNS COULD END RECIPROCITY AGREEMENT
A/25/1986 C015 REGENTS LEAN TOWARD REQUIRING FOREIGN LANGUAGE
A/26/1986 coil REGENTS DELAY FOREIGN LANGUAGE RULE ACTION
5/08/1986 A121 REGENTS MUST SHAPE SYSTEM CED)
5/10/1986 C021 USD SPRINGFIELD FACULTY SUE REGENTS' LAWYER
5/15/1986 C031 REGENTS TO MEET TODAY IN SIOUX FALLS
5/22/1986 coil HERSETH PLANS TO ASK REGENTS TO STEP DOWN
6/1A/1986 C021 REGENTS STUDY ALCOHOL, TUITION RECIPROCITY
6/17/1986 C016 REGENTS TO REVIEW MASTER'S PROGRAMS
6/18/1986 B015 COMMITTEE CONTINUES RECIPROCITY
6/19/1986 coil REGENTS OK EXTENDING TUITION PACT
6/19/1986 C02A REGENTS OK ALCOHOL-POLICIES STUDY
6/22/1986 coil SRSTKA RESIGNS REGENTS POST
7/06/1986 A081 BOARD LINEUP CHANGING (ED)
7/06/1986 C021 SCHOOL STAFFS SHOULD SPEAK UP
7/08/1986 B02A EX-LAWMAKER JORGENSEN AS REGENT
7/19/1986 coil REGENTS HIRE NEW EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
7/31/1986 C031 TELLINGHUISEN NAMES REGENT CAMPAIGN HEAD
7/31/1986 C031 COURT REJECTS PROFESSOR'S SUIT AGAINST REGENTS
8/06/1986 B021 REGENTS SET TO APPOINT TEMPORARY OFFICIALS
8/07/1986 C031 REGENTS START TUTORING PROGRAM IN DORM
8/08/1986 C021 REGENTS MAY RAISE LANGUAGE ISSUE AGAIN
8/10/1986 C023 NEW LEADER BACKS LANGUAGE STANDARD
8/18/1986 B023 REGENTS' DIRECTOR TO STUDY LANGUAGE
8/21/1986 C023 REGENTS TO LOOK AT BUDGET TODAY
8/22/1986 coil REGENTS COMMITTEE OK'S $188 MILLION BUDGET
8/22/1986 C021 PANEL ADVISES REGENTS TO OWN DAKOTADOME
8/23/1986 C015 REGENTS OK $187 6 MILLION SPENDING PLAN
8/25/1986 B025 REGENTS TRY TO AVOID POLITICAL CROSS FIRE
8/26/1986 A081 EDUCATION SHOULD BE PART OF DEBATE
10/14/1986 C042 DAKOTADOME DISCUSSION GOES ON
10/16/1986 C023 REGENTS TO STUDY ADMISSIONS PLAN
10/17/1986 C015 REGENTS MAY SHORTEN PERIODS
11/04/1986 AlOl BOARD'S OPEN-MINDEDNESS DRAWS PRAISE (L)
11/27/1986 C071 STUDENTS WANT VOTE ON BOARD OF REGENTS
11/27/1986 C075 REGENTS HEAD AIMS TO HELP BOARD'S IMAGE
12/11/1986 C012 REGENTS AWAIT JANKLOW BUDGET PLAN
12/13/1986 C014 WORK CUT OUT FOR THEM TO TRIM BUDGET
12/18/1986 C012 REGENTS TO MEET ORDER FOR CUTS
1/13/1987 coil REGENTS PANEL--RESTORE 1 PERCENT CUT
1/14/1987 B025 REGENTS REQUEST MORE MONEY
2/06/1987 C043 STUDENT REGENT VOTING RIGHTS
2/14/1987 C016 'CITY WOMAN APPOINTED TO REGENTS
2/18/1987 BOll PANEL OK'S VOTE FOR STUDENT REGENT
2/28/1987 coil GOVERNOR RETURNS STUDENT VOTE BILL
3/05/1987 C036 STUDENT REGENT BILL KILLED
3/18/1987 B041 REGENTS TO HEAR BUDGET CUT PLANS
3/20/1987 C012 EXTENSION SERVICE VOTE DELAYED
3/21/1987 C013 CUT BUDGETS, NOT RAISE STUDENT FEES
3/21/1987 C013 CHILDREN OF ALUMNI WILL BE OFFERED RESIDENT TUITIONS
3/31/1987 C015 EDUCATION ISSUES WILL BE 1ST LESSON
4/08/1987 B072 REGENTS CITE BJERKS AND EARLEY
4/15/1987 B021 BUDGET, TUITION TOP REGENT AGENDA
4/17/1987 C012 REGENTS OK HIGHER FEES, TUITION
4/29/1987 BOll FORMER LAWMAKER APPOINTED REGENT
5/03/1987 B015 NEW REGENT FAVORS FOCUS ON ECONOMY
5/17/1987 C071 SCHOOLS IN REGION TO COOPERATE MORE
5/21/1987 C012 REGENTS TO CHECK AIDS POLICY
5/22/1987 coil REGENTS PANEL OK'S AIDS PLAN
5/23/1987 C015 REGENTS OK AIDS GROUPS
5/23/1987 C023 REGENTS SET '88-'89 SCHOOL CALENDAR
6/24/1987 A012 5€0FFICIALS MOURN DEATH OF REGENT PRESIDENT
7/11/1987 coil GOVERNOR APPOINTS NEW STUDENT REGENT
7/18/1987 C042 REGENTS WILL HAVE RETREAT AT WYO LODGE
7/25/1987 C014 AGAR MAN APPOINTED TO FILL SEAT
8/20/1987 C021 REGENTS PANEL SEEKS HIGHER STATE SPENDING
8/22/1987 C024 REGENTS OK NEW TUITION PLAN
9/29/1987 C045 LIBERAL ARTS ROUND OUT EDUCATION
10/15/1987 C021 REGENTS TO CONSIDER NURSING PROGRAM
10/16/1987 C041 FUNDING FOR EDUCATION LOW, REGENTS TOLD
11/06/1987 C023 JANKLOW TESTIFIES FOR REGENTS
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11/11/1987 B012 SD MAY OFFER SCHOLARS FREE TUITION
ll/lA/1987 C016 SPRINGFIELD TEACHERS LOSE SUIT
11/16/1987 C016 REGENTS EXPECT DIRECTOR TO RESIGN
11/20/1987 C021 MICKELSON WANTS SCHINNESS TREATED FAIRLY
12/05/1987 C015 REGENTS DON'T PLAN TO DISCUSS DIRECTOR
12/05/1987 C021 TO GIVE UNIVERSITIES POWER OVER FINANCES
12/09/1987 B023 REGENTS TO DISCUSS NURSING CONSORTIUM
12/11/1987 C016 REGENTS DELAY CHANGE
12/12/1987 C016 HOSPITAL DONATES BUILDING TO REGENTS
12/1A/1987 A081 CHANGING SCHOOL NAMES WON'T MAKE THEM BETTER (ED)
1/11/1988 coil REGENTS TO DISCUSS BUDGET, NURSING
1/28/1988 C021 BILL ALLOWS STUDENT TO VOTE WITH REGENTS
1/28/1988 C024 REGENTS WANT TO JOIN EXCHANGE PROGRAM
1/29/1988 CO^l SENATE APPROVES VOTE FOR STUDENT REGENT
2/0A/1988 C015 FORMER REGENTS CRITICIZE PROPOSAL
2/23/1988 C021 REGENTS APPOINT BUCKLEY TO BE TEMPORARY DIRECTOR
2/25/1988 C0^<1 PRESIDENTS APPROVE BUCKLEY AS INTERIM HEAD
3/28/1988 BOll SD REGENTS MEET TODAY IN MADISON
3/29/1988 C012 REGENTS PASS FEE INCREASE
^/21/1988 C012 KREGENTS TO DISCUSS BOOSTING ENROLLENT
<4/2'»/1988 D02<i REGENTS WANT STUDY OF TUITION
5/08/1988 A012 REGRETS DECISION TO ADD NEW PROGRAMS
5/08/1988 B012 BRISKS DON'T SCARE REGENTS DIRECTOR
5/l<i/1988 C012 ^BANKER LEAVING STATE FOR PROMOTION
5/16/1988 A081 PRODS REGENTS IN WORTHWHILE DIRECTION (ED)
5/18/1988 B013 ENROLLMENT PERKS, COURSE ADDITIONS TO BE ADDRESSED
5/20/1988 CO<H COMMITTEE SUGGESTS REDUCING NON-RESIDENT TUITION
5/21/1988 C031 REGENTS OK COURSES AT DAKOTA STATE
6/1A/1988 COIA XREPORT ABOUT RENAMING COLLEGES
6/15/1988 B051 UNIVERSITY GUIDELINES ENDORSED
6/15/1988 B052 SCHOOLS THAT SENT FACULTY CONTRACTS
6/16/1988 C012 REGENTS APPROVE CHANGE IN RECIPROCITY AGREEMENT
6/29/1988 BOll SF STUDENT NAMED STATE REGENT
6/30/1988 C012 ^STUDENT REGENT MISSES CHANCE TO VOTE
7/21/1988 C012 TUITION REDUCED FOR WYOMING STUDENTS
7/27/1988 B012 ^SEARCH BEGINS AT SCHOOL FOR DEAF
8/03/1988 B012 FACT-FINDERS WILL LOOK INTO SALARIES
8/07/1988 E012 REGENTS TO DISCUSS DEAF SCHOOL
8/09/1988 C016 REGENTS MAKE REQUEST
8/12/1988 coil SUIT AGAINST COLLEGE PRESIDENT DISMISSED
8/18/1988 coil STATE TO MEDIATE IN SALARY DISPUTE
8/25/1988 C012 ^HEARINGS ON COLLEGE NAMES SET
8/26/1988 C031 COURT DISSOLVES RULING IN REGENTS CASE
9/03/1988 C015 BOARD CONSIDERS CLOSING DORM AT SCHOOL FOR DEAF
9/10/1988 C012 MEETING CALMS DEAF SCHOOL PARENTS' FEARS
9/13/1988 C021 REGENTS TO DISCUSS CAMPUS NAME CHANGE
9/1*^/1988 COIA TO DISCUSS COLLEGE NAME CHANGE, DEAF SCHOOL
9/15/1988 C012 REGENTS WIN SALARY DISPUTE
9/17/1988 C013 REGENTS OK DEAF SCHOOL ADVISORY PANEL
10/26/1988 C022 COUNCIL TO ADVISE SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF
10/27/1988 C021 TUITION BREAK BOOSTED ENROLLMENT--REGENTS
10/28/1988 C031 REGENTS BUDGET PROCESS UNDER FIRE
12/06/1988 C021 REGENTS ON SCHOOLS' FINANCIAL IMPACT
12/09/1988 C012 OFF-CAMPUS DRINKING WORRIES REGENTS
12/10/1988 C016 NURSING SHORTAGE
1/05/1989 B041 DIRECTOR'S ROLE TOPS REGENTS TALKS
1/10/1989 coil REGENTS OK TUITION REDUCTION PROGRAM
1/29/1989 coil 2 MEN REAPPOINTED TO BOARD OF REGENTS
2/21/1989 C016 KBUCKLEY BATTLES CANCER
3/02/1989 coil REGENTS DISCUSS DEAF SCHOOL, USD
3/03/1989 A016 SEARCH EXTENDED FOR DEAF SCHOOL JOB
3/03/1989 C012 ^REGENTS CONSIDER 5 USD FINALISTS
3/0<i/1989 C012 REGENTS CONTINUE SEARCH FOR EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
3/0*i/1989 C015 *BEHRING REPLACES JORGENSEN ON BOARD
3/31/1989 C012 *USD PRESIDENT MAY BE NAMED SATURDAY
*1/13/1989 C021 REGENTS TO CONSIDER TUITION, FEE INCREASES
*f/14/1989 A015 REGENTS PANEL APPROVES 5 PERCENT HIKE IN TUITION
*»/15/1989 C015 REGENTS APPROVE TUITION CHANGES
5/17/1989 C021 TO MEET, EXAMINE FINANCIAL MATTERS
5/19/1989 C012 REGENTS PANEL BACKS ROTC TUITION BREAK
5/20/1989 coil FINALISTS NAMED FOR REGENTS POST
5/20/1989 C021 REGENTS PROPOSAL RILES STUDENTS
5/23/1989 A081 REGENTS DO NOT TREAT ALL SCHOOLS ALIKE (L)
5/29/1989 A083 TUITION PLAN CUTS COSTS (L)
6/28/1989 coil REGENTS MAY DELAY NAMING NEW DIRECTOR
7/01/1989 AOIA REGENTS LABOR OVER NAMES
7/01/1989 C012 REGENTS ENDORSE 3-YEAR FACULTY PACT
7/01/1989 C015 SEARCH FOR NEW DIRECTOR NARROWED TO TWO
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7/18/1989 C02A REGENTS DISCUSS BUDGET
8/11/1989 C021 *REGENTS OK $10 9 MILLION EXTRA REQUEST
8/12/1989 C03A BOARD OKS PIERRE, RAPID CITY PROGRAMS
9/14/1989 C025 REGENTS TO STUDY PLANS BOOSTING FACULTY PAY
9/15/1989 CG41 REGENTS COMMITTEE OKS TRANSFER PLAN
9/16/1989 CGll REGENTS NOT READY TO NAME DIRECTOR
9/16/1989 CG25 REGENTS APPROVE MINOR CHANGES IN ADMISSIONS
9/27/1989 CG21 REGENTS NARROW DIRECTOR SEARCH
1G/G6/1989 AG15 2 LEAVE BOARD OF REGENTS
lG/11/1989 CG24 BOARD CAN WITHSTAND LOSS
lG/25/1989 CG12 *TWO NAMED AS NEW REGENTS
lG/25/1989 CG51 REGENTS TO CONSIDER INCREASING TUITION
lG/28/1989 AG12 TUITION HIKE TO BOOST TEACHER PAY
12/G5/1989 CG15 *5 PERCENT TUITION INCREASE CALLED A DEAL
12/G7/1989 CG15 REGENTS WILL DISCUSS PLAN TO BOOST SPENDING
12/G8/1989 AG12 WASHINGTON EYED FOR COLLEGE
12/G9/1989 AG15 REACTION MIXED TO WASHINGTON CAMPUS
1/G9/199G AG83 *REGENTS IMPROVE EDUCATIONAL QUALITY
1/18/199G CG12 ABANDONMENT ALARMS DEAF SCHOOL
1/21/199G CG12 SCHOOL FOR DEAF
3/02/199G CG12 REGENTS PANEL COMMITTED TO BOOSTING SALARIES
3/G3/199G CG15 REGENTS ALLOCATE FUNDS FOR NEXT BUDGET YEAR
3/G3/199G CG16 96GRUENWALD ELECTED REGENTS PRESIDENT
4/G7/199G CG15 REGENTS REJECT BAN ON CIGARETTE SALES
4/16/199G CG12 KREGENT CHIEF MET EISENHOWER
5/16/199G CG12 DISCIPLINE IS TOPIC FOR REGENTS
5/18/199G CG12 REGENTS TO STUDY ROLE OF CAMPUS POLICE
5/19/199G CG12 DECISION DELAYED ON CAMPUS CRIME
5/2G/199G CG81 BUILDING REPAIR COSTS REACH CRISIS
6/G2/199G CG36 STUDENT REGENT IS APPOINTED
6/29/199G CG15 GROUP STUDIES USE OF ASSESSMENT TESTS
6/30/1990 C012 REGENTS TOUGHEN ALCOHOL RULES
7/02/1990 C012 REGENTS OK SALARY INCREASE
8/04/1990 C031 SCHOOL'S CONTROL TO BE DISCUSSED
8/09/1990 coil REGENTS MEET TODAY FOR BUDGET TALKS
8/12/1990 E016 REGENTS REQUEST FUNDING
9/21/1990 C015 REGENTS PANEL URGES TUITION INCREASE
9/22/1990 C015 5 PERCENT HIKE MEANT FOR TEACHERS
9/23/1990 EOll REGENTS APPROVE NEW TEACHER CONTRACTS
9/24/1990 C033 REGENT GETS FEEDBACK ON DRINKING PENALTIES
9/26/1990 C012 *CENTER MAY ADD TO COLLEGE OFFERINGS
9/28/1990 C012 STATE-RUN SCHOOLS HIT ENROLLMENT RECORD
10/23/1990 A012 ^REGENTS MAY CANCEL HOBO DAY
11/02/1990 C036 REGENTS PANEL LOOKING FOR WAY TO LOWER RATE
11/03/1990 C012 REGENTS OPT TO DELAY HOBO DAY DECISION
11/04/1990 E033 REGENTS REJECT EXPANSION OF NORTHERN'S PROGRAMS
11/19/1990 B031 REGENTS WON'T ASK FOR PROBE
12/13/1990 C033 REGENTS TO ASSESS GOVERNOR'S FUNDING REQUEST
12/14/1990 C012 REGENTS SUPPORT GOVERNOR'S BUDGET PROPOSAL
1/05/1991 C032 PIERRE MAN NAMED TO BOARD OF REGENTS
1/08/1991 C012 ^REGENTS APPROVE BUDGET CUTTING CHANGE
1/09/1991 C031 REGENTS OK COMPUTER SYSTEM
3/21/1991 C015 REGENTS TO ADDRESS HOBO DAY REPORT
3/22/1991 C012 REGENTS THREATEN TO PUNISH BLACK HILLS STATE
3/23/1991 C012 REGENTS APPROVE INCREASES IN TUITION
3/24/1991 C034 QUESTIONS OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING
3/31/1991 C015 REGENTS TAKE NEW LOOK AT ENTRANCE STANDARDS
4/04/1991 A091 REGENTS NOT INTERESTED IN PUNISHING UNIVERSITY (L)
5/09/1991 C015 REGENTS MULL PROPOSALS FOR PHYSICAL THERAPY CLASS
5/11/1991 C016 RURAL CRY FOR HELP
5/11/1991 C033 REGENTS REFINE BUDGETING, ADD SDSU MINOR
6/20/1991 B033 REGENTS OK SALARY PACKAGE
6/22/1991 C012 NATIONAL GROUP LIFTS CENSURE ON REGENTS
6/27/1991 C033 PAY AMONG REGENTS' BUDGET PRIORITIES
6/28/1991 A081 REMOVAL OF CENSURE GOOD REGENTS MOVE (L)
6/28/1991 C012 ^REGENTS PLAN BUDGET GROWTH OF $16 8 MILLION
8/06/1991 C032 REGENTS PANEL OK'S SPENDING HIKE
8/17/1991 coil REGENTS AT 13 PERCENT BUDGET INCREASE
8/19/1991 B032 REGENTS SEND BUDGET PLAN TO LEGISLATURE
9/26/1991 C022 REGENTS CONSIDER TUITION INCREASE
11/01/1991 B022 REGENTS WANT REVIEW OF STUDENT HEALTH INSURANCE
11/02/1991 C035 REGENTS APPROVE NEW PLAN TO HANDLE DISCRIMINATION
12/12/1991 C025 BUDGET ATOP REGENTS AGENDA
12/13/1991 C022 REGENTS REVIEW STUDENT HEALTH INSURANCE
12/14/1991 C031 REGENTS ENDORSE BUDGET PLAN
12/14/1991 C032 USD NEEDS NEW RESIDENCE HALLS
12/23/1991 C032 0FF1C1ALS--W0RK OUT RETIREMENT FIGHT
1/12/1992 A082 REGENTS DO NO GOOD BY 'ENDORSING' GAYS (L)
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REGINKA MARIA
REHABILITATION
REHFELD JAMIE
REHN RUTH
REHNQUIST WILLIAM
REHUREK JOE
REICH CHARLES
REICH JACK
REICHERT MARIE
REICHLING CHAD
REICHMAN LEE
REICHOW MARK
REID HARVEY
REID JAMES
REID TOM
REIDEL CHAD
REIF TROY
REIFEL BEN
REIFERS DENNIS
REIFF CLEO
REIFF JOHN
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/22/1992 C031 ACADEMIC AFFAIRS OFFICIAL SELECTED
2/13/1992 C031 RITTER NOMINATED FOR STUDENT REGENT POST
2/15/1992 coil TWO MEN APPOINTED TO BOARD OF REGENTS
3/19/1992 C032 REGENTS TO SET TUITION RATES
3/21/1992 CG32 REGENTS OK UNIVERSITY TUITION HIKE
4/01/1992 C021 8 SCHOOLS RECEIVE REGENTS GRANTS
5/02/1992 C041 REGENTS STUDY TEACHER-EDUCATION FEE
5/12/1992 C022 STUDENT REGENT BREAKS TRADITION
5/18/1992 C022 REGENT FORWARDS AUSTERITY PROPOSAL
6/04/1992 A081 REGENT MEETINGS BEST ON CAMPUS (L)
6/16/1992 C021 SDSU GRADUATE NAMED STUDENT REGENT
6/25/1992 C024 REGENTS FOCUS ON NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS
6/27/1992 D022 REGENTS OK SF COURSE WORK
6/28/1992 DOll REGENTS TO OFFER REWARDS IN BOMB SCARE INQUIRIES
6/28/1992 D021 REGENTS APPROVE LEAVE FOR NORTHERN PRESIDENT
8/14/1992 B032 REGENTS TO DISCUSS BUDGET REQUESTS SATURDAY
8/16/1992 D041 REGENTS ADOPT BUDGET PLAN
9/06/1992 F025 TEACHERS, STATE HIT CONTRACT IMPASSE
9/09/1992 B022 REGENTS, TEACHERS MAKE PROGRESS
9/11/1992 BOll REGENTS TO CONSIDER TUITION, FEE CHANGE
9/22/1992 B022 REGENTS CONSIDER TUITION INCREASE
9/26/1992 B012 REGENTS SAY TUITION HIKE 'RESPONSIBLE INCREASE'
10/10/1992 B022 STICKY SALARY ISSUE SLOWS COLLEGE FACULTY PACT TALKS
10/30/1992 B012 CONSIDER UPDATING COLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS
10/31/1992 B022 STAFF TURNOVER IMPROVES AT UNIVERSITIES
10/31/1992 B041 TELEVISED UNIVERSITY COURSES GET REGENT NOD
12/12/1992 DOll REGENTS HOLD LINE ON SMOKING BAN
12/15/1992 B025 REGENTS FORCE DEAL ON FACULTY
12/20/1992 A082 IMPOSITION OF EMPLOYMENT TERMS (BROOKINGS REGISTER)
12/26/1992 B016 ^REGENTS TO REVIEW ADMISSIONS POLICIES
9/30/1984 DOll ^STRUGGLING TO MAKE A NEW LIFE
12/06/1986 coil REHABILITATION OFFICES TO MOVE
2/19/1989 C012 KMCKENNAN HELPS PATIENTS RELEARN TASKS
12/20/1989 C021 REHABILITATION UNIT DIRECTOR REPLACED
12/22/1989 coil REHABILITATION OFFICES TO CLOSE AT 3 SITES
5/02/1990 C026 HURT BOY RELEARNS LIFE SKILLS
3/19/1992 B012 ^eREHAB CAN BE LABORIOUS
12/18/1987 B012 *LOCAL ARTIST'S WILDLIFE SCENES POPULAR NATIONWIDE
12/08/1990 A054 ARTIST TO SIGN COPIES OF ARTWORK AT GALLERY
12/10/1989 B021 ^VOLLEYBALL GROWING IN SD
3/23/1991 B012 K'B' ADVOCATES WORK FOR IMPROVED TV
7/31/1986 A061 SHOULD NOT BE JUDGED ON IDEOLOGY (ED)
9/13/1986 AlOl SENATE SHOULD REJECT REHNQUIST NOMINATION (ED)
8/20/1988 C012 ^DISABLED MAN FINDS FREEDOM
10/23/1989 A072 KCITY EDUCATOR TUNES IN CNN NEWS
10/05/1984 coil PAINTING WITH HIS TEETH
1/30/1984 C015 KREICHERT TINY GYMNIST WITH BIG AMBITIONS
5/1I/I992 A073 *YAC PROFILE--WATERTOWN
6/16/1992 B013 *SIOUX VALLEY TO HOST TB WORKSHOP JUNE 24
4/10/1990 C021 AUTOPSY SCHEDULED AFTER SCUBA DEATH
4/11/1991 B012 XBLENDS MUSIC OF GUITAR WITH MUSIC OF OCEAN
5/08/1992 B012 REID COMMITTED TO AMERICAN FOLK, GUITAR CLASSICS
8/27/1983 A074 *GIANTS DON'T SHRINK FROM BEING IGNORED
2/18/1984 A094 *AMERICA FACES SPIRITUAL WELFARE
1/27/1985 C045 *NEW PRESBYTERIAN PASTOR
10/08/1988 B016 RULING GIVES HURON COACH HIS JOB BACK
8/13/1991 A015 SON FACES CHARGE IN FATAL HOUSE FIRE
8/15/1991 C016 ARSON SUSPECT ATTENDS FUNERAL
8/20/1991 A012 SUSPECT PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO ARSON, MURDER
5/28/1988 A072 ^DETERMINATION, INTERPRETER HELP DEAF GRADUATE
5/01/1983 C061 REIFEL TO SPEAK AT SDSU COMMENCEMENT
8/03/1983 BOII ^WHERE HAVE ALL THE POLITICIANS GONE
4/29/1984 C031 ^FORMER OFFICIALS GIVE MOST VIVID RECOLLECTIONS
5/15/1986 C014 2 AREA LAWMAKERS REWARDED FOR HUMOUR
8/25/1986 A072 SDSU '32 ALUMNUS DONATES BOOKS
5/01/1988 N041 (SEC EE) 3€C0NGRESSMAN CHIPPED AWAY AT RACIAL BARRIER
9/05/1988 A031 EX-SD CONGRESSMAN AT PENSION MILESTONE
9/08/1988 AlOl FAT PENSIONS REFLECT MONEY PROBLEMS (ED)
4/30/1989 DD07 KBLAZES TRAIL AS FIRST SD INDIAN
1/03/1990 A012 XFIRST INDIAN CONGRESSMAN DIES
1/06/1990 A081 ^STRAIGHT SHOOTER REIFEL'S MARK IN HISTORY (ED)
I/07/I990 C012 *'HERO' REIFEL BURIED
1/08/1990 A081 REIFEL, DEAN LEFT MARKS ON SD
1/28/1990 A093 *REIFEL PROVED CULTURES CAN COME TOGETHER
10/25/1990 C032 VISITORS CENTER NAMED FOR REIFEL
11/15/1992 F012 UFO WITNESSES DESCRIBE ENCOUNTERS
7/06/1990 coil FORMER AVON SCHOOL OFFICER LOSES APPEAL
1/05/1990 coil ^TRANSPORTATION OFFICE DIRECTOR SELECTED
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REILLY DANIEL 3/24/1992 A052
REILLY WILLIAM 9/01/1992 BOII
REIMERS BOB 6/09/1985 C021
REINERS BOB 4/28/1985 N021
REINERS DAVE 6/06/1992 A012
REINERS DON 8/30/1982 C015
REINERS JON 9/08/1992 A013
REINERS RAY 8/16/1991 C012
REINERS STAN 11/06/1984 Alll
REINHART JIM 5/16/1982 B012
REINIUS TIM 5/27/1990 A062
REINKE JUDY 5/06/1990 BB04
REIS BRAD 8/04/1992 B026
REIS JOHN 9/16/1990 C035
REISER BUD 2/09/1986 F012
REISS LARRY 8 JANE 6/17/1990 A012
REITER BILLY 3/03/1991 B033
REITER DAVE 4/16/1991 C012
REITER GENE 7/03/1989 C012
REITER JEFF 2/04/1990 BOll
REITER JILL 7/10/1983 B012
REITER JIM 7/21/1988 D012
REITER KATHY 5/12/1984 B012
REITER LEONARD 10/04/1990 A012
10/10/1990 A012
11/05/1990 A066
REITER PAT 10/14/1990 A012
10/14/19,90 A091
REITER STEVE 2/06/1983 B061
10/11/1989 D012
2/08/1990 C023
8/19/1991 C015
REITZEL RUTH 2/07/1982 B031
REIZES DAVID 6/18/1990 C062
RELIANCE SD 2/22/1988 A041
2/28/1988 AlOl
RELIGION
2/05/1982 C033
2/06/1982 B035
2/28/1982 B031
3/11/1982 coil
3/19/1982 C032
4/17/1982 A073
7/04/1982 C051
7/11/1982 B063
7/17/1982 A051
7/17/1982 A055
8/29/1982 BOll
9/11/1982 A051
9/14/1982 A071
10/10/1982 D091
10/23/1982 A072
10/23/1982 A074
11/04/1982 C031
11/12/1982 A071
12/06/1982 C013
3/12/1983 AD74
4/06/1983 coil
4/17/1983 D063
4/19/1983 B044
4/20/1983 C031
4/30/1983 A094
5/14/1983 B022
5/29/1983 DOll
6/04/1983 B051
6/13/1983 B013
6/13/1983 B051
7/30/1983 A054
7/30/1983 B023
7/31/1983 DOll
8/06/1983 A053
8/19/1983 BOll
8/20/1983 A012
8/20/1983 A054
8/20/1983 B013
8/27/1983 A074
9/21/1983 B024
9/21/1983 B031
KEMCEE OF AIDS BENEFIT HAS NO RESPECT FOR MAGIC
EPA DIRECTOR SHOULD RESIGN, HAAR SAYS
BROADCASTERS GROUP HONORS BROOKINGS MAN
*(AGRICULTURE) ON LOOKOUT FOR BEE'S WELL-BEING
POWERBALL WINNERS HAVING FUN WITH $100,000 PRIZE
REINERS MAKES A WINNING RETURN
*FATHER FIGHTS AN UPHILL BATTLE
ASOCIAL WORKER CLOSES CASE
XOF BOOKS, KIDS AND ANIMAL BYTES
*JIM REINHART THE RUNNER BURNS THE CANDLE AGAIN
3€FAITH IN GOD HELPED HIM ENDURE PAIN
JCJONESES STILL TRYING TO KEEP UP
HAMILL MAN PLANS RUN FOR HOUSE
UNIDENTIFIED PATTERNS IN FIELD GO UNCHECKED
9(L0CAL MEN RECALL NIGHTMARES
KTORNADO, RAINS RAVAGE AREA
KWISH FOR FISH
3CR00SEVELT CONSTRUCTION NEAR COMPLETION
9€ALL IN THE FAMILY AT HIDDEN VALLEY
LOCAL MAN FINDS A FIELD OF DREAMS
KIT'S NOT EASY BEING AN AMATEUR ATHLETE THESE DAYS
KNORTH WIND INFLATES STATE GOLF SCORES
REITER PUTTS O'GORMAN INTO DRIVER'S SEAT
KSUICIDE ENDS STANDOFF
^RELATIVES SAY STATE WAS WRONG
TIRED AUTHORITIES ERRED IN REITER STANDOFF (L)
KREITER'S WIDOW DEFENDS POLICE
SWAT TEAM'S ACTION SAVED LIVES OF SONS (L)
KREITERS DIVERSIFY SPORTS INTERESTS
KBRANDON VALLEY'S REITER CLAIMS TITLE
KGOOD SPORT
KREITER RIGHTS HIMSELF, WINS
LAWMAKERS TO BRIEF HOMETOWN FOLKS (YEAGER)
KIRS OPENS ITS EARS TO SOUTH DAKOTANS
KJUST A FEW FRAGMENTS REMAIN
RELIANCE HAS MANY ATTRIBUTES (L)
SEE ALSO CHURCH a STATE, CHURCH(ES), ETC
OFFICER FACES COURT-MARTIAL
B-52 INSTRUCTOR UNDER HOUSE ARREST
RELIGIOUS-ORIENTED CHANGES CALLED THREAT
FIREHOUSE COFFEEHOUSE'S FUTURE IN DOUBT
STATE RESTRICTS INDIANS' RELIGIOUS USE OF HILLS PARK
STUDENTS TO TAKE MUSICAL PROGRAM TO EUROPE
ATTORNEY ASKS RELIGIOUS GROUPS TO SUPPORT INDIANS
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH IN BROOKINGS OFFER A SERVICE
KSACRAMENTS VIA SATELLITE TO SF
MORMONS TO PUT $8,500 SATELLITE DISHES IN SF, RC
COMMUNION SERVICE BEAMED TO COLISEUM
TOM ASHCRAFT TO TELL OF CONVERSION
GOD'S PATIENCE IS WEARING THIN
KVISIT REVEALS THAT CHRISTIANITY SURVIVES IN RUSSIA
KSEMINARY PRESIDENT TO GIVE SERMONS
KKNWC ASKS FOR MORE DONATIONS
KNWC RAISES $296,930 IN SHARATHON
KCLUB SPREADS THE GOOD NEWS ABOUT GOD TO CHILDREN
KACLU LEADER CRITICIZES USE OF NATIVITY
AUCTION SCHEDULED TO RAISE MONEY
RAPID CITY DIOCESE REACHING OUT
KRABBI STRESSES SIMILARITIES BETWEEN CHRISTIANS,JEWS
KANTI-SEMITISM WON'T END
RELIGIOUS MAGAZINE SPONSORS CONFERENCE
KDAYS OF PRAYER ARE NOTHING NEW
AMERICA'S PROBLEM IS NOT FOLLOWING CHRISTIANITY (L)
ARMAGEDDON
RETHINK RULING FOR THE CORNERSTONE RESCUE MISSION
KEVANGELIST--BRING PRAYER TO SCHOOL
'THE UPPER ROOM' UNITES CHRISTIANS THROUGHOUT WORLD
KCHURCH BLENDS OLD, NEW
PREACHERS ON STREET CORNERS MAY LEAD SOME (L)
KTRAVELING PREACHERS USE TENT TO PITCH THE WORD
KPRACTICAL GIFT MUST BE RECEIVED, OPENED, USED
KREVIVAL--PREACHING THAT OLD-TIME RELIGION
KSUNDAY-GO-TO-MEETIN' BEST
KFEELING WELL MEANS FEELING RIGHT
KCLOWNING AROUND
KGIANTS DON'T SHRINK FROM BEING IGNORED
THE BIBLE AND RIVER WATER (L)
LOCAL LUTHERANS, CATHOLICS--STEP TOWARD UNITY
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9/2A/I983 BOIA INDIAN HUNTS HEARTS INSTEAD OF HEADS
10/05/1983 A0I6 PASTORS WANT SUNDAY UNION VOTES AVOIDED
11/03/1983 coil 8 AREA WORKSHOPS WILL STUDY BOOK OF ACTS
11/11/1983 coil *NEW SPLIT IN CHRISTIANITY
12/08/1983 C013 seWAR HERO HEADS EVANGELICAL ASSOCIATION
12/25/1983 C03A BIBLE CAN ANSWER PROBLEMS (L)
12/30/1983 B013 CHURCH SAYS NUCLEAR OBLITERATION WON'T OCCUR
1/21/198A B013 *B1SH0P DUDLEY SEEKS UNITY
3/03/198A BOll *A DAY OF PRAYER
3/07/198A A015 SCHOOL OFFICIALS ARE SKEPTICAL
3/09/198A C031 SOME GREEK ORTHODOX WILL PRAY
3/18/1984 C031 CHILDREN SHOULD HAVE CHANCE (L)
3/21/1984 D032 MIXED REACTION TO PRAYER VOTE
3/22/1984 C032 PRESSLER WANTS RELIGIOUS ACCESS TO SCHOOLS
3/27/1984 C013 *SOUTH KOREAN CHURCH SHOWS EVANGELISM
3/29/1984 C024 BUCHWALD HAS GRASP OF PRAYER ISSUE (L)
4/03/1984 BOll KGOURMET REJOICES IN SETTING TABLES
4/22/1984 A013 KDOCTOR IS CONVERT TO CLOTH'S FOLLOWING
4/28/1984 C015 KYOUTH EVANGELIST SEES SPIRITUAL HUNGER
4/28/1984 C023 DAY OF PRAYER IS GOOD TIME (L)
4/29/1984 N031 KCSECTION 6) EX-COACH STRESSES RELIGION
5/06/1984 con 7-STATlON CHRISTIAN RADIO NETWORK
6/20/1984 Don LAWMAKERS TRY TO DEFINE RELIGION
6/20/1984 D033 PASTORS CALL FOR RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
7/01/1984 con KOLD-TIME RELIGION COMES BACK TO CANTON
7/01/1984 C031 DON'T FORCE YOUR VIEWS ON OTHERS (L)
8/27/1984 B024 LEAVE WEDNESDAYS OPEN (L)
9/03/1984 con LOCAL EVANGELICAL ASSOCIATION'S FALL MEETING
9/06/1984 BOll ^SPREADING THE MORMON FAITH
9/08/1984 B013 PRESSLER WARY OF RELIGION IN CAMPAIGNS
9/08/1984 B021 KEEP RELIGION 8 POLITICS SEPARATE (ED)
9/09/1984 con NEW PROBLEMS WITH AN AGE-OLD QUESTION
9/12/1984 A012 BELL APPEAL TO PASTORS ANNOYS DEM
9/13/1984 C021 FOUL LINE WITH PITCH TO CHURCHES (ED)
9/14/1984 C031 ^BELL DOESN'T UNDERSTAND ABOUT RELIGION
9/16/1984 C033 FOUNDERS CONSIDERED RELIGION IMPORTANT
9/17/1984 B023 RELIGIOUS RIGHT-WING (L)
9/22/1984 C015 *BELL CITES HOSTILITY TO NATION'S FAITHFUL
9/22/1984 C024 HEAVEN WON'T BE SEGREGATED (L)
10/03/1984 D021 POLITICS IN NEED OF RELIGION (L)
10/20/1984 C021 ERA OF RELIGIOUS FERVOR (ED)
11/09/1984 C021 EDITORIAL ON RELIGION DID NOT JUSTIFY (L)
11/22/1984 C031 KPIANIST HAS CONCERT MINISTRY
2/08/1985 C033 CHURCH LEADERS SPLIT OVER REAGAN'S SPEECH
4/06/1985 C013 KFOSS' LIFE BLOOMS SINCE MEETING GOD
4/28/1985 DOll *RAD10 SENDS MINISTRY'S MESSAGE
4/28/1985 DOll ^CHRISTIAN MUSIC MARKET IS GROWING
6/06/1985 A061 PRAYER DECISION COULD AWAKEN SILENT MAJORITY (ED)
7/23/1985 A071 ^RELIGION AND VIOLENCE
8/06/1985 A051 KSINGING PRAISES
8/17/1985 A081 ^TEACHING SCRIPTURE HELPS PREVENT VIOLENCE
9/24/1985 A085 RELIGION, MORALITY DIFFERENT (L)
10/07/1985 B013 *N0N-CHR1ST1AN CULTS
10/31/1985 C015 RELIGION HELPS KEEP COLISEUM BUDGET IN LINE
11/30/1985 A093 CHRISTIAN RENEWAL MISSION SCHEDULED
1/15/1986 C021 K3 FAITHS PLAN TO WORSHIP TOGETHER
1/17/1986 A103 THERE'S NO ROOM FOR MONOTHEIST SOCIETY (L)
1/26/1986 AlOl THERE ARE PROBLEMS WITH PROGRESS
1/27/1986 A081 ECUMENICAL MOVEMENT GOOD NEWS FOR PEOPLE (L)
1/31/1986 AlOl HATE OF TV PREACHERS IS OBVIOUS (L)
1/31/1986 A102 ARGUS SHOULD BE SELECTIVE (L)
2/22/1986 A055 SACRIFICE, SUFFERING WITH LENT
3/01/1986 A071 *WALK THRU THE BIBLE
3/15/1986 A071 ^STUDENT RABBI LEADS SF SABBATH
4/11/1986 C021 CITY TO HOST CATHOLIC-JEWISH TELECONFERENCE
4/15/1986 C013 CHURCH LEADERS HAIL MONUMENTAL STEP
4/26/1986 An4 GOD'S PRESENCE SHINES THROUGH (ERIK SAXVIK)
5/01/1986 BOll 3CD10CESE FINDS PEACE THROUGH PRAYER
7/17/1986 AlOl BEING BORN AGAIN ISN'T LICENSE (L)
8/23/1986 Alll ^SPIRITUAL GROWTH A LIFELONG TASK
9/02/1986 BOll 5{JANKL0W, LEAR FIGHT HOLY WAR
9/21/1986 AlOl THE WALL DIVIDING CHURCH, STATE (ED)
10/22/1986 B021 OPTOMETRIST FILES SUIT AGAINST FEDERAL JUDGE
10/23/1986 C021 CIRCUIT JUDGE DISMISSES SUIT OVER JURISDICTION
10/27/1986 C023 SOUTH DAKOTANS BLAST TEXTBOOK RULING
11/03/1986 B012 ^PICKETS BLAST COVERAGE OF NEWS CONFERENCE
12/21/1986 A072 TAKE A LOOK AT CONSTITUTION (L)
2/04/1987 B012 ^CHURCHES PRIME FOR GRAHAM MESSAGE
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3/26/1987 AOIA *MEDIA WANT TO DISCREDIT TV MINISTRY
4/02/1987 AQ61 *PUBLIC OPINIONS ON TELEVISION EVANGELISTS
4/02/1987 coil DIALOGUE KEY, THEOLOGIAN SAYS
4/05/1987 A081 MEN OF HIGH PURPOSE SHOULD PLAY FAIR (ED)
4/05/1987 A094 TV PREACHER SHOWS HOW MILLIONS COME FROM MEDICINE
4/07/1987 A084 CHECK RELIGIOUS AFFILIATIONS (L)
4/1I/I987 A104 PREACHERS SHOULD READ BIBLE (L)
4/17/1987 B012 ^LETTERS INSPIRE GOSPEL SINGER
4/18/1987 A052 %GRAHAM CRUSADE COORDINATOR
4/18/1987 C012 CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY COMMEMORATES DAY
4/20/1987 B012 XNEW YORK WOMAN IN TOWN WITH MISSION
4/26/1987 A0I2 36EVANGELIST TAKES LOVE BEHIND BARS
4/28/1987 A063 AMERICA STANDS FOR SELF-RULE UNDER GOD (L)
4/29/1987 B0I5 TOUCHY ISSUES AFTER LUTHERAN MERGER
5/08/1987 B022 *HOUR OF POWER DIRECTOR TO APPEAR
5/30/1987 A072 9fSD NATIVES BEGIN LIVES AS PRIESTS
6/01/1987 A082 MERGER AGAINST SCRIPTURE (L)
6/11/1987 C014 WATERTOWN RECALLS FALLEN PTL PRESIDENT
6/I6/I987 A015 GRAHAM FUND-RAISING CRUSADE FALLS SHORT
6/16/1987 A081 USE LESSONS TO STOP JUDGING OTHERS (L)
6/19/1987 C022 MAN TREASURERS RELIGION, NOT RICHES
6/23/1987 C014 ^EVANGELIST'S VISIT IS ANSWER
6/24/1987 A016 CHURCHES UNIFY FOR CRUSADE
6/24/1987 B012 JfWHITE TO SHED LIGHT ON BAKKERS, MORRELL
6/24/1987 E014 ^CRUSADE CREATES VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES
6/25/1987 A012 XRAIN DOESN'T DAMPEN CRUSADE'S SPIRIT
6/25/1987 C012 MOST SD FAMILIES ATTEND CHURCH
6/27/1987 A015 ^ALTAR CALLS POSE CONTROVERSY ON CONVERSION
' 6/27/1987 C014 3eCRUSADE CONTINUES
6/28/1987 AOll ^GRAHAM DRAWS 24,000
6/28/1987 E012 EVANGELISTS FACE CHANGING TIMES
6/28/1987 E013 GROUP OPPOSES GRAHAM ABOUT SALVATION
6/29/1987 A012 KSTORM CUTS GRAHAM SHORT
7/0I/I987 B012 GRAHAM CRUSADE SAYS BUDGET MET
7/05/1987 A064 PEOPLE LOST WITHOUT FAITH (L)
7/06/1987 A083 BEWARE OF TV EVANGELISTS
8/I5/I987 A082 MINISTERS ABUSE WEALTH (L)
9/06/1987 C012 *FATIMA MESSAGE COMING TO ALEXANDRIA
9/08/1987 A065 CRUSADE AUDIT PREPARED (L)
10/15/1987 C043 MAN LOOKS FORWARD TO CHRISTIAN RALLY
10/21/1987 A084 GIRLS SHOULD SERVE ON ALTER (L)
10/31/1987 A056 FELLOWSHIP DIRECTOR REACHES OUT TO CHILDREN
11/07/1987 A052 KRIDDLES SHARES BIBLE MESSAGE THROUGH COMEDY
12/20/1987 A102 TEACHING YOUTHS SIN FOOLISH (L)
3/06/1988 EOll ^CHRISTIAN COMMITTEE PRESENTS BREAKFAST
3/13/1988 EOll 3CLUTHERAN YOUTH IGNORE TV EVANGELISTS
3/18/1988 A081 MONEY SPREADS GOD'S WORD (L)
4/06/1988 A082 PEOPLE NEED GOD'S HELP (L)
4/25/1988 A105 MAN LOSING SIGHT OF GOD (L)
4/26/1988 A082 CHRISTIAN NETWORK NEEDED (L)
5/07/1988 A072 ^RELIGIOUS BOOKSTORE SELLS, SERVES
5/24/1988 C021 GROUP ASKS BOARD TO LOOK AT POLICY
5/31/1988 A012 TO WAGE WAR ON 'RELIGIOUS ILLITERACY'
6/03/1988 A102 JEW CAN'T BE CHRISTIAN (L)
7/15/1988 B012 3€A CHRISTIAN TROUPE GIVES AREA SHOWS
7/15/1988 C016 WOMANS SEARCH TELEVISED
8/06/1988 A052 ^MISSIONARY GOES TO SEOUL FOR SOULS
8/11/1988 B012 LOCAL CLERGY WON'T LIKE FILM
8/17/1988 A081 MOVIE SHOULDN'T BE CENSURED (ED)
8/22/1988 A085 EDITORIAL DISAPPOINTING (L)
8/24/1988 A081 PLAN VIOLATES CONSTITUTION (L)
8/28/1988 A122 US GREAT BECAUSE OF GOD (L)
9/17/1988 AlOl RELIGIOUS BROADCASTS TO AIR ON SF TV STATIONS
11/11/1988 A012 ANCHOR FIRED FOR RELIGIOUS ARTICLES
11/15/1988 AlOl NOT THE PLACE TO PUSH PERSONAL CAUSE (ED)
11/21/1988 B015 RESIDENTS TO HONOR BIBLE LEAGUE'S 50TH
11/23/1988 C012 WOMAN WANTS CHILDREN KEPT FROM FATHER
11/27/1988 A083 ANCHOR NEEDS RAISE INSTEAD OF PINK SLIP (L)
12/09/1988 A012 BID TO BAR CATHOLIC JURORS AT TRIAL FAILS
12/25/1988 A093 US NOT JUST FOR CHRISTIANS
2/08/1989 C012 ASH WED MARKS SEASON OF SACRIFICE
2/09/1989 C012 36LENTEN SEASON BEGINS
2/19/1989 C091 CAUCUS LETS LAWMAKERS SHARE PRAYERS
2/20/1989 B012 36KOREAN BRINGS GOSPEL TO FELLOW COUNTRYMEN
2/22/1989 A082 LET GODS FIGHT BATTLES (L)
3/11/1989 A081 SECULAR HUMANISTS SAY GOD IS NOT NECESSARY (L)
4/11/1989 A016 FAITH HEALING EXAMINED IN DEATH OF BABY FROM SD
4/12/1989 A016 PARENTS WON'T FACE FELONY CHARGE IN INFANT'S DEATH
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A/12/1989 A082 RATHER PROGRAM MISLEADING CD
A/15/1989 AGll END TIME MIDWIFE SENTENCED IN DEATH
A/19/1989 AlOA RELIGIOUS FREEDOM IN PERIL CD
5/21/1989 A012 *THE END OF TIME
5/21/1989 A051 CONTROVERSIAL SHIELD LAWS PIT
5/22/1989 A012 *ROOTS TOOK HOLD IN TURBULENT 'TOS
5/23/1989 A012 5(THE ABANDONED KEEP HOPE ALIVE
5/23/1989 A081 NO RIGHT TO JEOPARDIZE CHILDREN CED)
5/28/1989 A091 DON'T JUDGE MAN'S RELIGION TOO QUICKLY CD
7/01/1989 A056 LOCAL TV MINISTRY RENAMED
8/03/1989 C012 MOM WHO SAVED KIDS FROM 'CULT' GETS CUSTODY
8/08/1989 C023 SD OFFICIALS PROBING ALLEGED RELIGIOUS SCAM
8/10/1989 A016 *PREACHER WILL SKIP BIKE RALLY
8/2A/1989 coil YOUTH MINISTER STARTS SEMINARS
8/2A/1989 C012 LECTURER SAYS YAHWEH COMING IN SPACESHIP
8/25/1989 C015 ALL TEENS FACE SAME PROBLEMS
8/27/1989 COIA KOLD STORY IS TOLD IN NEW STYLE
9/18/1989 A08A LORD KEEPS US HUMBLE CD
10/17/1989 A085 'MOUTH OF AMERICA' SAD CD
10/26/1989 B016 KEX-DEVIL WORSHIPER SHARES THE GOSPEL
11/15/1989 AlOl DON'T PUSH VIEWS ON OTHERS CD
11/30/1989 A081 DON'T QUESTION OTHERS' GENUINENESS OF FAITH CD
12/04/1989 A083 BEWARE OF 'CHURCHIANITY' CD
12/13/1989 A121 CHRIST HEALS EVERY DAY CD
12/17/1989 A072 SOME FREEDOMS ARE BAD CD
1/05/1990 C012 TO REPEAL SD RELIGIOUS SHIELD LAWS
2/01/1990 C012 RELIGIOUS EXEMPTION BILL DEFERRED
2/08/1990 C016 HEALING MEASURE PASSES
2/10/1990 A083 MAN CARETAKER, NOT MASTER CD
2/13/1990 C043 HOUSE PASSES HEALING BILL
2/17/1990 C012 SOVIETS LOOK FORWARD TO FREEDOMS
2/17/1990 C026 RELIGIOUS SHIELD BILL ADVANCES
3/01/1990 C012 9EASHES TO ASHES
4/01/1990 A012 3fCHANGES AT CHURCH
5/13/1990 F012 ^SEMINARIAN'S THESIS FOCUSES ON NEW AGE
6/05/1990 A015 HARRIS--CITY POLICY STANDS
6/08/1990 B015 SF PLAYS HOST TO RELIGIOUS MEETING
8/04/1990 A052 *BODYBUILDERS MIX FEATS, GOSPEL MESSAGE
8/10/1990 C012 POWER TEAM DAZZLES WITH FEATS
10/05/1990 A083 KRELIGIOUS SPIRIT IS COMMON BOND
10/20/1990 C031 KEX-SECT MEMBER TO APPEAR ON SHOW
10/22/1990 A064 SOLVE VISIBLE PROBLEMS WITH VISIBLE ACTIONS CD
11/20/1990 A103 END TIME TEACHING NOT ROOTED IN SCRIPTURE CD
11/24/1990 A051 LIFESTYLE CHANGES PROMPT NEW LOOK
12/12/1990 Alll DEMONS NOT LINKED TO HINDU RELIGION CD
12/17/1990 A054 IRAQ CRISIS REVIVES ENDTIME STUDIES
12/20/1990 A093 INTOLERANCE OF OTHERS' VALUES IS GROWING CD
12/29/1990 A052 RECONCILIATION EFFORTS BOOSTED AWARENESS IN RELIGION
1/06/1991 A096 'ARGUS' INTOLERANT OF CHRISTIAN BELIEFS CD
1/20/1991 A073 CONFLICT COULD BRING PEOPLE BACK TO GOD CD
2/14/1991 B012 36CLOWN HAS SERIOUS MISSION
2/15/1991 A081 ROTATION NEEDED IF RELIGION IN SCHOOLS CD
3/17/1991 A093 GOVERNMENT SHOULDN'T TAKE AWAY PRAYER CD
3/20/1991 C031 AUSTRALIAN LEARNS ABOUT YOUTH MINISTRY
3/21/1991 A115 STORM OF EVIL THREATENS NATION CD
3/24/1991 A093 GULF VICTORY SHOWS POWER OF PRAYER CD
3/30/1991 A054 XCAR SALESMAN PITCHES FAITH
3/31/1991 A093 LORD SHAKES US UP TO BRING BETTER THINKING CD
4/03/1991 A012 END TIMES PAIR GETS 5 YEAR'S PROBATION
4/07/1991 A093 CHURCH-STATE SPLIT BEING CARRIED TOO FAR CD
9/12/1991 C012 9CSTUDENTS PRAY TO START THEIR DAY
12/14/1991 A075 *THE ADVENT OF A CANTATA
1/05/1992 F015 S DAKOTANS WILL TELL MONGOLIANS ABOUT CHRIST
2/25/1992 A093 DON'T LOCK GOD OUT WHEN GOVERNING NATION CD
2/28/1992 A012 ^SUICIDE CONTINUES END TIME MISERIES IN SD
3/05/1992 C014 ^SYMBOLIC START OF LENT
3/14/1992 A094 JfSAY YES TO GOD IN YOUR LIFE
4/01/1992 A012 IBP WORKER SAYS HE WAS FIRED
4/06/1992 B012 ^MACHINERY, ANIMALS RECEIVE BLESSING
4/09/1992 A081 WICCA MISTAKEN FOR DEVIL WORSHIP CD
4/13/1992 B012 KHOLY RE-ENACTMENT
4/18/1992 C012 ^LIVING LAST SUPPER
5/01/1992 A012 POLICY CHANGE LIMITS INMATE BIBLE CLASSES
5/01/1992 C012 LOCAL CATHOLIC POPULATION DROPS
5/06/1992 A105 GENESIS CREATION STORY MUST BE TAKEN ON FAITH CD
5/06/1992 C012 COUNTY TO RENT PARKING LOT FOR RELIGIOUS RALLY
8/24/1992 B021 ^INSPIRATION UNDER THE TENT
10/05/1992 A086 'RELIGIOUS RIGHTS' VENOM WILL REVERBERATE CD
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